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Canadian magazine needs noapolog^' for appearing, iiiu iit;ri.h»ii.\ or, at least, ini' ^iimi .h>ii^iimui.>
Canada possessing a niediiini through which, in fuller measure than has liitherto been practical)le, our leafling
statesmen and thinkers ma.v, with the comprehensiveness of Review articles, jiresent to the public throughout
the Dominion their views on questions of public interest, and the facts and arguments on which these Aiews arc
based, has been recognized by many, and has been an important consideration with the founders of this Ma«A7,inb.
The Magazine is, therefore, intended" to fill, in some measure, for Canada, the pur})csc served in Great liritain and the
United States by the great Reviews of these countries. Timely articles on political and other public (luestions of interest
to the Canadian people will appear every month from the pens of leading statesmen and writers of various shatles of
political opinion.
While the pages of the Magazine will be open to the expression of a wide diversity of opinions, and
opinions with which the Magazine does not agree, the policy will be steadily pursued of (cultivating (janiuiian patriotism
and Canadian interests, and of endeavoring to aid in the consolidation of the Dominion on a basis of national selfrespect and a mutual regard for the rights of the great elements which make up the jwpulation of Canada. In this
endeavor, we are happy to announce, we have the co-operation, as contributors, of many of the leading jaiblic men and
''
writers of both political parties.
A series of articles descriyitive of various portions of the Dominion, and dealing with their scenery, industries and
resources, will appear during the current year from the pens of travellers and well-known and graceful writers.
<\ • Social and scientific subjects of popular interest will be discussed in a popular vein from month to month by
eminent specialists of our own and other countries.
Fiction, chiefly in the form of short stories touching Canadian life, will receive, with other contributions to light
and wholesome entertainment, a considerable amount of attention. In short, the Maoa/.ink will embrace a wide range
of subjects, and ajipeal to a wide variety- of individual tastes.
The staff of contributors includes many well-known Canadian and foreign writers, and is always ready to include,
also, worthy aspirants to literary honors, whose names are yet unknown to the public.
In thus endeavoring to stimulate Canadian thought, and to aid in opening mines of literary worth that arc j'et undeveloped. The Ca.nadia.n Maqaxisk
trusts to have the sympathy and ijractical encouragement of patriotic Canadians.
To those who recognize how much Canada has hitherto been dej)endent for magazine literature on foreign countries, and how unfavorable such dependent^e is to the growth of healthy national sentiment in our homes, oiir api>eal,
we believe, will not be in vain. And with the very large increase during the p;ist dccmle in the number of graduates
of our colleges and high schools, and the marked de\eloi)inent in late yeai-s of a geiieial taste for magazine literature,
and the growing feeling of respeot for ourselves as a nation, we think that our effort to permanently establish a magazine and national review, broiully Canadian in tone and feeling, will meet with a large and generous support in every
jjart of the Dominion.
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THE MANITOBA

SCHOOL LAW.

i\.i^uC

MP.

Public

interest

is

centrtni

more on

the fate of the School Law of Manitoba and on the novel and une.xn

a
with u viow, it it
i'reasonable pretext i
cision of the Judicial
the Privy (>jui.
the Act wa.s c.
hapH on any ot
ing attention, i..
amendment po<i.Hil>ly only excepted.
i

r

'

matu>r uf

<^'reat

w).i.t.

^ro accuHtomeii to aaaociafce
nsable attribute of those

vf..

importenoe,

{>olitical

.1

tiie

ermine and administer

.11

the

name

of the Sovereign.

it is not proposed to discuss tne
inortts or the demerits of the Public

Act of the Prairie Province, aa
minds of most thinking

>oI

'

'

'^

:.•»

lo

up.

nominiiNi are already
r is it

I

to

i'

the Ulsl . .... ..on
which the Privy Coancil of Canada has
The procev<lin<^ referred to are, in aasumed the right to take part in to
themi»elv«>«j, ftn<l »\mt4* irreapective of examine by what authority a new
fur une cauae mod hithert
the dt>>
wn lei^ tribunal
great majority has unexpt.<
...
manifested itself
or anoi!of Canadians in the fate of the meas* and to consider, with all the gravity
ure, sufficient to excite attention and and earnestness that such an enquiry
even ti> create alann. For here we demands, whether the r6Ie that the
> now engagctd in Payhave an Act of a Provincial Legiiila- Privy
ture which has been passed with the ing is
by the Manitoba
'.-d
approval of a great majority of the Constitution, the British North AmerGople interested— the inhabitants of ica Act. or by n- • -hi^r law known
after it had run the (^unt- to the British ck
anitolta
jnal system.
ion
let of tht' law
It will be remembered
that the
of legality or constitutionality of the
and of the hi^
the Empire, assailed by a procedure Act was impugned on this ground,
unknown to the law and before un- .i.„. „i.i. ....^)j^ generally speaking, the
heard of. This extraonlinary attack
of the Province is en'v" to
is ma<ie before a bo^ly composed of dowed with power "e\
" make laws in relation
politicians
the Dominion Cabinet
iCion."
who. whatever be their qualifications it had violated the limitation imposed
in other respects, are not, it is safe to on its general authority in that by
say, conspicuous for that impartiality the Public School Act the right or
and freedom from bias respecting a privileges with respect to denomina...ccl

attt'u:.

..
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—

-

i

_

<

J

—

(
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which the Roman Cath- raged, exciting: much embittered feelhad by practice " (it was not ins: in the Province and great interest

tional schools
olics "

class of persons
had any right or privilege " by law ")
in the Province at the time of the
Union, had been prejudicially affected.
After protracted litigation in

contended that

anj'^

which, in the name of one Barrett,
the Dominion, on behalf of the Roman
Catholic minority of the Province,
claimed that the Provincial law was
ultra vires this proceeding having in
the courts of this Province terminated
adversely to that contention, to be

—

decided in the Supreme Court of Canada in the opposite way was finally
solved, so far as the power of the Legislature is concerned, by the judgment
pronounced on the appeal to the Judi-

—

Committee in July last, b)-- Lord
Macnaghton. This distinguished jurist
on behalf of the Council, expressed

cial

not only the decision that the Public
School Act was within the power of
the Legislature to enact, but went on,
having been invited thereto by the
line of argument adopted by the counsel
on behalf of the Dominion, to express
the opinion of the Committee, " that
if the views of the Respondents (the
Roman Catholic minority as represented by the Dominion) "were to
prevail, it would be extremely difficult for the Provincial Legislature,
which has been entrusted with the
exclusive power of making laws relating to education, to provide for the
educational wants of the more sparsely inhabited districts of a country almost as large as Great Britain, and
that the powers of the Legislature,
which on the face of the Act appear so
large, would be limited to the useful

throughout the Dominion, for a ])eriod
of nearly two years, in which the
somewhat unfortunate, not to say unseemly, exhibition was presented of
the Dominion Government assailing
the constitutionality of a provincial
Act, as to which the Government, as
such, had no ground of complaint.
But it seems that the end was not
yet; for, unhappily for the peace of the
Dominion, Sir John Thompson, made a
report to the Council, which was
approved, ostensibly to show why
the Public School Act should not be
vetoed by the Governor-General, but
as

some supposed

to postpone for

a sea-

son the unpleasant duty of denying the
petition of the Roman Catholic Episcopacy of the Dominion of Canada
(including the Cardinal and Bishop
Cameron of Antigonish), who prayed
"

His Excellency in Council to atibrd

remedy

to the provincial legislation
in the most efficacious
way. "
In this report the
Minister of Justice said, amongst
other things, that " it became apparent at the outset that these ques.

.

.

and that

namely, whether the School
Act did prejudicially affect any right
or privilege which the Roman Catholics had by law or practice at the
tions,

Union, required the decision of the

more especially as
an investigation of facts was necessary to their determination " and
went on to say, " If the legal contro-

judicial tribunal,

;

versy should result in the decision of
the Court of Queen's Bench " (which
had been in favor of the Province)
" being sustained, the time will
come
but somewhat humble office of making for your Excellency to consider the
regulations for the sanitary condition petitions which have been presented
of school-houses, imposing rates for by and on behalf of the Roman
Caththe support of denominational schools, olics of Manitoba for redress under
enforcing the compulsory attendance sub-sections 2 and 3 of section
22 of
of scholars, and matters of that sort." the Manitoba Act, etc., etc."
This authoritative judgment ought,
The decision of the Queen's Bench
one would have thought, as indeed of the Province has been upheld,
and
most Canadians did think, to have the event, therefore, has happened,
ended the controversy that had now which, as Sir John Thompson advised

MAMTOPA PUPr ir

///:

would re<juire that
His E\
NV'hich
had been prethe pt't
sented should be "considered;" and
the Minister further explained his
meaning by adding that " Those subsectiona contain in effect the provisions which have been made as to all
the Provinces, and are obviously
those under which the Constitution
intended that the Government of the
Dominion should prevail, if it should
at any time become necessary that
the Federal powers should be resorted
to for the protection of a Protestant
or Roman Catholic minority against
any act or decision of the Province
or of any provincial Rnthority affecting any right o?
minority in relui.
The parties interested in having the
provincial legislation annulled were
not slow t-*) t^ke advantage of th»»
the Minister of Ji;
,

based, it must
t ruction
of the Maniod,

said, oil

of the

kindred sub-

New

Brunswick School
analogous l^slation

Law on the
which was in force

res|)octing the four
old provinces, that the nuestion involve<i in the
tation of the
i/iw of a Propolicy of the S
vince wjis subject to review by or before the Dominion Cabinet
AccorT
ingly f>etitions were presented, ei
\' or ''organization,
anar

•St

iie

styles

it,

"

calleti

snb-comraittee
^

The

!

gress" (" National," it i.^ |..
representing the French w
sent"

and

fr<'

of

face,

C"

."

two Acts
education,

•'•'

sect

in

""

cting

1>.

>ba

So

hich

was

in-

have always been

whi«'h, accordingly,

to be inapplicable to the Pro...^.

'.

Manitoba.

,:

month of November last,
further and supplemental petition
was presented, emanating from the
same "national congress" whose president, it seems, is the Mayor of St. Bonface and the Archbishop of the same
place, and repeating the charses made
the preceding memories, they
in
But

in the

a

ic

Acta in (juestion violate

of the British North
America Act as well as the Manitoba
_-

'

^

IIS

,

•

''

'

•'

.t
I

the system of separbeen establisned
^
Legislature,

hai)

'

lloman Cathoprovince could not

^
lics

which

the

.

,

...c

far, it will

tinlor

to the

powers between

ial

legislative

confetlerating
the four original provinces and the
Act constituting the Province of Manitoba, whicii. of oounte, is a Canadian
;

\

merit

*^

:n*re is

^

1

a system

ot separate schools at the time
'he union, but also where one " is
-after established by the legislature
hat an appeal shal
lecision of any pi
ciai authority affecting any such ni^'ht
'he Governor -General -in -Council.
o is no such provision in the

*
!

'

-t.i-'

Mras

open

the 8ul>-sec»n 93 of the Britisli
...... ..v;-. .Vet, in which the pro..
II
found, does not apply to
is
t't
u'
has already been
luses on the sub'

I

Act to the ject

be observed, the only

which redress

I

co?'-

uncil.

-

ment as

Iiardly

of the Provii
])asse<i

Con-

stitutionality of which had been ti;
held; and both fHjtitions prayed f'
redrcMH nnd^T sMb-'*«»ctions 2 and 3 «>!

law

A

Llic aii

voked, was
a Act, which
contains in itseit a complete code respecting education, differing in many
respects from the cognate |)rovisions
of the British North America Act,

;

curretl in rehition to the

-

If.

I
<itii<|ue and unprecedented
subsequently disre^|;ard.
no one before had it ever ocThe difference between the enact-

for to

Qo\

V,"),

'

toba A(

ject

or

ol,

<

'

t

;

ot

.

e<

i

1

specifically

providing

for the new j i vince.
In this paper it is not proposed to

thought "consider" the questions which have
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firstly, before the SubCommittee of the Privy Council, and
which resulted in the report given to
the public on the 5th January last
in the chief Government organ; and
which were again re-stated and re-enforced ex parte on behalf of the " National Congress " and the Archbishop
of St. Boniface, on the 22nd January,

a judicial than of a political character.
The sub-Committee have so treated it
in hearing counsel, and in permitting
their only meeting to be open to the

the proceedings, declined

political character or involving politi-

been argued,

public."

There is no mistaking this language;
no misinterpreting its meaning. The
Government are declining the duty of
advising His Excellency, who is the
before the Privy Council (all the mem- Executive under our system of governbers being present), but not, be it ment, as to whether he should or
observed, before " the Governor-Gen- should not interfere with the ManiThe Government of toba School Act. It is "not to be
eral-in-Council."
Manitoba, who, it is said, had been dealt with at present as a matter of
notified
to

of

appear and repudiated the jurisdic-

tion of this

new

tribunal.

Much may

have to be said on this subject, but for
the present it is to the pretence that
has been set up by the Government of
Sir John Thompson that in this matter the Government are to act judicially, not politically, that needs the
careful attention of the Canadian public.

That there may be no mistake on
proper to quote the
report of the sub-Committee, which
has been approved by Council, and
on which the subsequent proceedings
have been based. "The application
comes before Your Excellency," says
the report, " in a manner differing
from other applications which are
ordinarily made under the constitution
In
to Your Excellency in Council.
the opinion of the sub -Committee the
application is not to be dealt with at
present as a matter of political character or involving political action on
the part of Your Excellency's advisers.
It is to be dealt with by Your Excellency in Council regardless of the personal views which Y our Excellenby's advisers may hold with regard to denominational schools, and without the political action of any of the members of
Your Excellency's council being considered as pledged by the fact of the
appeal being entertained and heard.
If the contention of the petitioners be
correct that such an appeal can be entertained, the enquiry will be rather of
this head, it is

cal action

on the part of Your Excel-

lency's advisers" is the express language of this report. On the contrary,
it is to be an enquiry which " will be

rather of a judicial than of a political
character."

This is a departure so new in our
constitutional proceedings that it has
hardly yet been fully appreciated.
That, so far, if not designed, it has
served a useful " political " purpose,
although the enquiry is to be judicial,

cannot be gainsayed.
the

For whenever

awkward Manitoba School

ques-

came up it was quietly laid at
by the apparently unassailable
statement given by the Minister of
the Crown, who up to this time was

tion
rest

always supposed to be a responsible
Minister, bound to justify every act,
nay, every word officially uttered by
the Governor-General, that he had no
opinion on the subject, or, if he had, it
would be improper for him to give utterance to it.
For was he not one of
the Council, if not of the sub-Committee who was to determine whether the
act
should be interfered with
whether a remedial order should be
made directing the Province of Manitoba to undo its work on the subject
of education, and was he not acting
"
"judicially " and not in a " political
capacity as Minister ?
And so at the nomination at the
bye-election in Soulanges where the
Hon. Mr. Ouimet graphically pictured
his unhappy position in the face of an

THE V

J

y

lOOL L

electorate a^ that of one
walking on razors, " he sheltered
himself under the sacred character
which he filled as that of a judge who
was denied the privilege of speaking
And
of a matter that was tmfj jadice.

excited
"

mysterious power, controlled and guided by the overruling principles ofjustice

and law, and undisturbe<l by considerations of policy or unaffected by motives
of expediency which might perchance
sway a more ordinary mortal. It is
when the new Minister of the Interior " by the constitution," as the enlightwent liack to his constituents for re- ened jurists of the Dominion Cabinet,
election and some ill-informed elector, who, up to the moment that they aswho had been nurtured in the spirit sumed the judicial garb, had been
of the British constitutional system, actively promoting the cause on behalf
and in the belief that for every act of of the petitioners, may interpret it,
the Governnieut the Ministers were that the fate of the Manitoba School
If it was not proresponsible to Parliament an<l the con- Law is U) depend
asked
the fane it would not be inappropriate
innocently
stituencies,
that divine interposition shouKl i>o invoked on behalf of the Province
It may not unreasonably Ih» a-k..!,
vince, he was dumbfounded
it is for no grounds for the coursi' Ining
loubtful whether he has yet re- adopted have been given, on what precovered from his astonishment —when text is this do<Hrine of irresponsibility
he wa.s told that on this subject the of the advisers of the Crown set up ?
i'»t only had
not, but could It is not easy to answer that en({uiry,
Mi'
not
ly have.an o{)inion. For was and it is, perhaps, well that it should
not he the Minister to hear the question l>e left to the Minister and to those, if
of the '* appeal " argue*! as one of the any there be in this era of constitusub-Comn»itt4,*e and afterwards as one tional ifovenunent who are williui; to
to state their
nt.
And when at the din- defof the Council
r, it seems absolu
ir.
ner given in Toronto by the Board of To
fno douVit, that "an
Trade, at which the Premier himself adii
..omor-in-Council" is u .._.referreii to the subject, his language to I..
was as follows
" For the Govern- to ask the intervention of the Governfd
ment the guide shall l>e, as fai as I am ment of the Dominion U^ bt
of
able U) judge, the constitution of this by the (Jovernment, as all oti
country by which we projx^se to be administration and ({uestioiLs ul policy
guided and which we jm<>i"i-.- »<> ..l»'v arc determined, as )x)litical acts, in the
sense that the Cabinet is res|)onsible
from U'ginning to en<i
It is I'vident, as has aiitU'iN t't'«ii to Parliament and the country for
remarked, that this doctritie. wh»«ther them and equally clear does it seem
of that, if the "appeal" was to be dealt
so designed or not, was
with as a question of legal right and
the most crafty of politic.
-, ji-ts.
It would indeed reflect no discredit on not as a matter of political discretion,
a Richelieu or a Machiavelli and it re- it would not have been to a body, of
vives the best days of the Schoolmen. which it is not too much to say that
For it enabled the Minister of Public partizanship, not impartiality, i- tlir
Works to perfiirm the somewhat haz- very essence of its existence.
It is not denied that in the deterardous feat of "walking on razors"
without injury; and the Minister of mination of this, as indee<i of almost
the Interior to l>am^>oozle the honest every (juestion which comes before the
u, the considerthe Government foi
yeoman of Selkirk and it
may be involin ation of legal «ii
Premier the opportunity ot
the role of all others the most congen- ved. The veto power involves the legal
ial,
that of an oj-aole iti'*""»i vi»i' .......tJon of the constitutional it v of
representative
the
in
ManitoV)a
Cabinet, whether he could be relied
on to stand by the rights of his Pro-

—

:

!

,

:

—

'

.

—

"

;
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act.
The right to exvessels that have passed through
the canals from tolls requires that the

every provincial

empt

Cabinet should consider and determine
the meaning of the Washington Treaty,
which, as an international obligation,
is a law overriding all Municipal law.
And so with almost every matter that
comes up for determination by the
Committee known as the Dominion
Cabinet or Council.
That it is not a trifling technical or

clusions arrived at regardless of the
personal views which they " notwithstanding they are his Excellency's
advisers, may hold with regard to denominational schools." And so the wellsettled practice and theory of responLet
sible Government is overturned.
there be no evasion, no hairsplitting

in this all important matter on which
depends in no small degree the peace
and welfare of the Dominion. Manitoba has had scant courtesy and but
practically unimportant matter, but little consideration at the hands of the
one of the most vital moment, if our Government ot Canada. Her Railway
system of responsible Government is Legislation was vetoed so persistently
to be maintained, hardly needs demon- that her people were driven to the
stration.
For if Sir John Thompson's verge of rebellion. These acts, if unview is correct that the Manitoba wise and harsh, were at least within

question

is to be considered judicially,
then, no matter what conclusion the
Government adopt, there is complete
freedom from responsibility.
The
Ministers cannot be called to account
in Parliament, even though the Orderin-Council as a remedial measure
should direct the Legislature of the
Province to repeal its School acts of
1890 for a Judge or judicial tribunal
is not answerable for his or its bad
law.
It is only when a Judge acts
;

corruptly or dishonestly that his conduct can be called in question. It
would be grossly unfair and unjust to
blame the Cabinet for their legal con-

the lines of the constitution. But the
attack now launched against her exclusive right to manage her educational system is fraught with perilous consequences to the Dominion and for
the initial steps that the Government
at Ottawa have taken to accomplish
that end it should be held to strict account, or Parliament will lamentably
fail in its duty
and the pretence
that Cabinet acts as a judicial tribunal
and not as political advisers of the
Crown should meet with the contempt
and condemnation it invites at the
hands of the Representatives of the
;

;

people.

ANTI-NATIONAL FEATURES OF THE NATIONAL POLICY.
BY REV. PRINCIPAL GRANT,

Annual

If the last

J>»iiuKi

D.

I»

ui

LL.I>.,

in-

Toronto Board of Trade has served no
Other
the p>

two

it has a'
'anada

T

t

lines

ot

>

.

Teunysons

jK)etry,

and

converted the sentiment they express
into one of the articles of the Government's cree<l. The I'l
the quotation as the
faith, declaring that witli ni^ard kx)th
to the substance and the administration of the National Policy there was
'
'
id that it won'
n»
(->

'

!

h

U) " lop th«

<

away."

iich

€1

w...

:. ,.

iiis

This

>.--:m!i

sincerity Jind his cuuia^c.

no matter what the branch that

for

may
ed,

be selected as fit only to be burnhe will soon find that there are

resolute

men who

consider

it

the vt*ry

(^UEEN

•

l,

much

laas

Canadiaiis

iviiows

tiiat

books.

The great body

<io

not read

of voters are
1 with ne^^
or cheap
•[ are satispirated as a
fied because the papers are not only
untaxed, but carried at the public cost
from the offices of publication all over
the country. What matters it whether
a few professors or a few thousand
students are fined for the sin of endeavoring to acquire knowledge ? They
have no solid vote to sell, and they
will not sell themselves to any party.
What matters it though there is not a
single first-class library in Canada ? It
is surely glory enough to m&ke the
biggest cheese in the world, and the
libraries we have are good enough to
teach us bow to do that But yet necessity is upon me, and since a^ito^i invitation has now been given to speak, and
others are lifting up their voices about

ark of the covenant or keystone of the
arch, and who are pre|>ared to threaten
-^
anything and
i-ather than coal
<5onsent to its

INIVERSITY, KINGSTON.

s

oil

tural

'

'

nder twine and agriculits

i:

and

coal

ami iron

uo item is now and hardware and cottons, I may
generally condemned than the put in a word about the instruments
tax on coal oil, but when its friends of knowledge and culture, and point
were asked the other day how much out that Canada stands alone among
it
c<)ul«l Im» scaled down, they grimly
the countries of the world in its tax
\v much Uie en- on books, Uiat there are buniensome
be scaled from features connected with it, for which
But, there is not a conceivable excuse, and
p of his head downwards.
ill' iiuitter what the opposition, somethat the tax is not only a crime, but,
thing must be done. The Government from the point of view of the N. P., a
is
and we are all as good as blunder.
1,
.»
ill
state our grievances.
I,
What is the state of the question ?
therefore, having
long sufiered in Here it is Canada imposes a duty of
silence over one (>articular abomina- 15 i>er cent, ad valorem, on all books
It makes
tion, the tax on books, or having satis- brought into the country.
Ifwithl
firider the no matter whether they are printed in
ail
by de- English or in foreign languages, or
of the
putation and remonstrance, take heart whether they are for the trade, or for
of grace to speak out.
I do so, howordinary public libraries. The only
ever, with a melancholy conviction exception is in favor of Free Public
Formerly, editions seven
that speech or writing on the subject Libraries."
will be of no avail.
The Government years old were admitted free. Now
'•d."

Peiltap.-.

I

:

'

*

*'
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they must be twenty years old. We the extremes of Free Trade and Promaking progress, but it is crab- tection ? Alas, even this drop of comfashion.
A new edition of Bacon, or fort, that we are not as bad as our
The United
of Newton's Principia, is rigidly taxed. neighbors, is denied us.
So rapid is the progress of discovery in States, both before and after McKinley,
modern times that old editions of most has had some regard to the rights of
university books are useless. There- the human mind, and especially of that
fore we are allowed to import them. section of its people which is struggling
But new books are included by the to widen the bounds of knowledge.
Custom-House in its Index Expurga- In the first place, it admits all books
in foreign languages free of duty, and
torius.
Now, what is the state of the case thus the literary treasures of almost
in other countries ? We expect a Free every other country are open to its
Trade Country like Britain to admit people. In the next place, it admits
books free of duty, just as it admits all free of duty all books for Schools, Colfood for the body. It does so. It ad- leges, Universities. Public Libraries,
mits all books which have been printed and Literary, Scientific, and all similar
abroad, copyrights of course excepted. societies.
It recognizes that such inare

We

It draws the line at stolen goods.
are not so rigid with those.
Our
rigour is kept for honest' wares.
But
how is it with Protectionist countries
like Austria, France and Germany ?
They tax food for the body and surely
they will also tax food for the mind.
They surely " protect " themselves.
No, strange to say, they do not. They
admit all books as freely as England

does.

They have magnificent

libraries,

and they have publishers able and
willing to publish, for in such countries
there is a large reading class and there
is likely to be a moderate sale for al-

We have neither the
nor the publishers, nor a sufficiently large reading public to warrant
publishers experimenting rashly.
How is it with other European

most any book.
libraries

countries?

Italy, Denmark, Sweden
and Norway charge a duty, but on
bindings only and as most Continen;

books are published unbound, the
law is nearly equivalent to complete
freedom from duty on the books.
We cut a poor show certainly beside
Europe, and, I may add, beside China
and Mexico but we expect to shine
by contrast with the United States.
tal

;

Are we not
great
tionist,

told continually that the

Republic

is

absurdly Protec-

and that McKinley

is its prophet, but that Canada, wise and happy
Canada, is in the golden mean between

stitutions are blessings to the country,
that in themselves they are benefactions that ought to be encouraged, and

not centres for trade and money-making, and that without them a country
cannot be called civilized. Therefore,
on them even Major McKinley did
not venture to lay his yoke.
But, our
N.P. rides rough-shod over all such
considerations.
Is it possible for a Canadian to read
these statements of facts and compari-

sons without shame ? Let us endeavor,
however, to find if there is any other
country or colony shameless enough to
keep us company.
I have looked, and I thought that
I had found two others like ourselves,
but on closer examination they refused
to be bracketed with us. Spain charges
a duty on books and does not exempt
Schools, Colleges and Universities.
It
might be noted here that Spain is not
one of the intellectual countries of
Europe, that it does not believe much
in schools and that its Universities
were more celebrated when the Moors
were in the country than the}^ are
now; but even Spain declines to be

with Canada.
Its duty on
books is nominal, being not on value
but on weight in pounds avoirdupois.
It is only one dollar per hundred
pounds weight, or about one-fortieth
of the duty which Canada puts on

classed

.\77-\.!

I ir>

I

J'l-

Ttie uLiicr
books for Universities.
case that looked at first sij^ht like our
own is New Zealand. A hand-book
on that colony states that there is a 15

per cent, duty on

where

specified.

books not elseStrange that the

all

amount should be the same

as in Can-

ada
It looked as if the one country
had copied from the other. But further examination showed that the duty
is
levied only on blank-books and
ledgers, and a special clause in the
tariff exempts all printed books from
!

duty.

And
tries,

so,

rich

having ranged over all counand poor, I have not been

/frr< nr THR

X.

P

II

I'uiicy IS aet'ended is that it is not an
end but a means that its object is to
build up a Canadian sentiment and a
Canadian people, and that, therefore,
it ought to be changed whenever it
;

does not serve that object or end.
Should, then, a very small interest, the
partial interest of a few individuals,
stand in the way of the general enlightenment of Canada ? It is universally recognized that the material
progress ox a people depends on their
education, and to make the instruments of education expensive is surely
the most anti -national policy that can
be conceived.
To u.se the eloquent
langoage of our Finance Minister,
" Wtiat this country suffers most from
is ignorance, and what it most needs is
education."
But let us grant that the
people must continue to near the burden, if the taking it off them might
le.HMen the profits of a few nublishers.
Why, at any rate, should the bunien
be continued in the case.s of lK>oks in
foreign languages ami books for universities, wheix* its imp<Mition on us
does not help publishers or pa|>ermakers or the book tratle one bnus
received lately a letter
farthing ?
I
from a gentlemen who is deeply inter-

able to find one to share the l>ad preeminence of my native country in this
matter.
Other |>eople judge us by
our laws.
They may fairly say that
Canadians, feeling that they could not
excel in knowledge, were determined
Is this the
to be first in ignorance.
explanation I
Is it a case of ^ better
to reign in hell than serve in heaven ?"
Is there any reason, that will bear a
moment's examination, for our obstinate adherence to this batl law ?
The
duty must have been put on at the
instance of Canadian publishers or
bookdealers. for it brings in so small a
revenue that tho Finance Minister ested in secorinff a good library for
does not give it a thought Let us Montreal, and wlio has already been
look, then, at these two classes, who fined again and again very sharply for
" i have
may claim that they have the same his lil)erality. He says
right as other interests to be protected, had to pay duty on books for McOill
and that, as they have to pay more for which no (*anadian publisher could or
necessaries under the N. P. tlian those would, under any circumstances, think
would cost otherwise, it is oidy right of publishing. The thing is utterly
that luxuries like books .should alsocost preposterous.
Even under the Mcmore.
A fair enough argument if we kinley tariff books are free to any
were all protected manufacturers ; but college. The tax would be ridiculous
as we are not, it only makes the ordi- were it not irritating and disgusting."
nary citizen feel that he is being It may be necessary to inform luy
robbed in soul as well as in |x>ck- readers that this gentleman's special
et Surely this is a mouldering branch characteristics are calmness of mind
that, in the interest of the tree, should and language, and a general spirit of
be lopped away as quickly as fiossible. sweet reasonableness, and I regret
The Premier has declared this to be that, for once in his life, he has been
his motto, *' that the tariff must be betrayed into the use of violent lanfor the lK?nefit of the whole country; guage.
But is there not a cause ?
not for that of any particular section." Here is a tax on books for the univerThe ''round on which thi- Natior?' -•*i'"^, and on all foreign books, of 15
:

•
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a tax
which is protective in its amount, yet
which, even if prohibitory, could not
lead to the production of the works in
Canada. The tax does no good to anyone, and does harm to our higher inper cent,

terests.

ad valorem; that

It is of

is,

no practical advan-

tage to the Government, for it produces a ridiculously small sum in the
aggregate, while, inasmuch as we have
few universities compared with the
United States, and these have only
small suras to spend on their libraries,
it takes from each of them a vexatiously large proportion of what has
been given them to spend on books.
In other words, the tax is troublesome
to colleges, universities, literary and
most public librar-

scientific societies,
ies

and other institutions using foreign

and

high-class books, yet it is of little
use to the revenue, and is positively
hurtful to the book-publishing trade,
because it interferes with the spread

say that ninety per cent, of the students in Canadian universities are
youths who paddle their own canoes.
Every dollar they come to college with
represents the sweat of their brow, or
the sweat of their brain, not to speak
of the habits of industry, economy and
lorethousfht, more valuable than the
Often they cannot get to coldollar.
lege until the middle of the session, or
their money gives out before the close,
or they are obliged to study aud to
earn money on alternate years. Prizes
might well be instituted for such men
by a government that understood how
vast are the undeveloped mines of
human intellect and character and
how well it would pay to encourage
But these men
the working of them.
ask for no favors. They put a stout
heart to the stae brae, and many of
them get to the top. But it is little
short of infamous to levy toll on such
toilers, to tax their tools, to tell them
that old books are good enough for
them, or to hint that halls of learning
are not intended for homespun.
Has
any government a moral right to use

of intelligence and culture. It may
be said that the duty is, at any rate,
in the interest of the bookdealers, because, if the universities could import
books directly from foreign houses, its powers to put an artificial barriei
they would do so. But they do so in the way of the development of the
already.
No university that I know national life ? It has not.
of gets its books through book-dealers.
Why, it may be asked, is a tax conIt has its correspondents in other tinued that is so useless as a means of
countries, and they fill the orders that raising a revenue and useless as a proare sent them, and its librarian has to tection to native industry, that is conwaste his time and the time of custom trary to the object the National Policy
house officers over every box and professes to aim at, injurious to the
every invoice, whereas, even in the best interests of the country, odious to
United States, there is no trouble. Is the instinct of every educated man,
it any wonder that some of our librar- and opposed to the practice of the
ians and students are able to see a civilized, and, I ought to add, a great
good side in Commercial Union ?
portion of the semi-civilized, world ?
From every point of view the tax is I cannot answer. I have never been
indefensible, but it is on students that able to get an answer.
All the facts
it presses most heavily.
We have that have been set forth in this notice
not a large class possessed of wealth have been given to the Government,
or leisure, and the sons of our few for it is best to endeavor to secure rewealthy men do not care for books. forms by exciting interest and moveAs a rule, they are not brought up ments within rather than by attacks
after the fashion of the children of the from without.
But all has been in
rich in England.
More's the pity for vain.
Whether the stolid resistance
themselves. But, without going into that has been encountered is simply
the reasons for this, it is enough to another illustration of what the great

"

/f

\"n

;/

FFirr'RFS of tiif

k>we<u.sn statesinan a>Ki'ii nis son lo
note " the little wisdom with which
the world is governed," or is due to
the fact that there Ls no popular feeling on the subject and no outcry raised
by the Opposition, need not be discussed When the University of Toronto

—

—

was

bui'

Vice-

Chancel
to say the

^

^

'inity,

least, for attacking in the
of Commons a tax, the full
weight of which would be felt at such
But instead of demanding
a time.
e4ual rights for all, they accepted a
present of free a* 1 mission of books for
three years for their own University,
No one grudged the preeent Count
Mercier's government voted $10,000,
and Sir John A. Macdonald was too
much of the Highland gentleman not
to sympathize when a great calamity
had befallen one of our institutions of
learning.
But, the ca'
might
have been used to seen
lanent
benefit for all and not merely a temporary relief for one. At such a time
it would have been comparatively' easy
to wrest from the government something like what the Unite«l States
grants, if it was too much to ask that
British law and practice should be imitated by Canada.
No such advantage

House

'

which misfortune had put into their
hands was taken of the law. but a
precetlent was estjiblished which declares that if a University wants to
get books free of duty, it must firat

bum down

its library,

ing to Kiiu

—accord-

just as

'hinamen thought for
centuries tlirn- was no other way of
getting duckling, save by burning
down house, pigsty and pig. I have
no desire to blame the Government
overmuch. The greater part of theii
time has
-nt in taking nu»asures
to keep
es in power, and it
becomes a tirst principle that nothing
is to be done that would offend one
active supporter, unles.s they are likely
(

*

!

to lose ten

\

by leaving

may

x.

r

'3

tins maicaies the
should be taken b}'
those to whom the tax in question is
specially odious.
Let them tell the
Government plainly that if their petition is not granted they will vote
against them at the next election.
This would probably be
fur
even .scliools and univers;
.e influence and could decide the issue in
some constituencies. None the less, it
is ground that cannot be taken by any
\vs that a g<'
one ^<
-t n-pre.s.
whole natian
that It is to be judgetl not
one act ol omission or commi
by its policy as a whole and r
in contrast with that of tli'
Men, the keystone of w
is that a Canadian nationality is to lie
tiuii

-vii.i

i>»'

line of attack that

,

'

I

!

built up.

and who believe that con-

union with Britain and

tinue'l
tutioii

'

'

con.Hti-

'

'

i-,

essen:

sent

Govemment

until the

u

C»,

renounces its policy of Cou
.^.ul
Union, or some other party is in Uie
Held that propoees either free tra
a thorough application of the
!

i

ciple of

1'

that

ty.

is,

free trade

luritf with those who
or a miii..
trade freely with us and a maxitariff against those who do not
As there b no such party in the
field, we have to endure the frying
pan, simply because it is i.i.f. lalJ.- to
the fire.
It is not open U^ u>, liM-ieiorr, i«»
threaten the Government, and I am
afraid that they 1
to mere appeals
^ iments tliat look to the future or to the
intelleettial development of the people.
But there are men in the House who
are not bunlened with the cares of
«)t!iee and who hold their seatH not as
partisans but as free men. To these I
appeal.
They can secure this reform,
if they so will, for to them the Govembilged to listen.
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THE NORSEMEN THE DISCOVERERS OF AMERICA.
BY REV. W.

S.

BLACKSTOCK.

discovery of America is just now ginal discovery of America was made
attracting an unusual degree of atten- by the people by whom it was first
The great Columbian Exposi- colonized, far back in the prehistoric
tion.
And the composite character of
tion, to be held in Chicago this year, ages.
has had the effect of giving it a promi- the most primitive of its inhabitants
nence in the public mind, both in this of whom we know anything, as indiand other countries, which it never cated by the structure of their lanhad before. The result is that the guages and the dissimilarity of their
makes it
literature of the subject has grown im- customs and traditions,
mensely, and many facts have been highly probable that they did not
brought to light which have long been spring from a single root, but that
wholly hidden or known only by a they were diverse in their origin and
few.
The effect of these disclosures this, of course, implies that more than
has been to show that the question is one of the ancient peoples made indeby no means as simple as it once was pendent discoveries of this continent
supposed to be. Historical criticism and planted colonies on its shores.
How these discoveries were made,
has not, it is true, gone so far in its
iconoclastic work in this as in some whether by accident or as the result
other fields of inquiry. Columbus has, of explorations conducted on scientific
so far, escaped the fate of Grace Dar- principles, must perhaps remain forling and William Tell, and some others ever among the unsolved and unsolvIt
whose names were once household able problems of human history
words with us he is not yet reduced may be that the theory that the
to a myth, but still retains his right American continent was originally peoto recognition as a real historical char- pled from two different sources, the
acter.
He seems, however, to be in a one beinc; the north-east of Asia, and
fair way of being stripped of some of the other the Malay and Polynesian
his laurels, and being made to appear archipelagos, has as high a degree of
a far more commonplace and less im- probability as any other. But when
posing personality than he is gener- and how these people reached this
ally supposed to have been.
quarter of the globe, is a question
The questions which have been which it would be useless to attempt
raised by the researches of recent to answer.
The original planting of
years, both on historical and archae- the human race in America is one of
ological grounds, refer not so much to those things which are perhaps too
one discovery as to several discoveries deeply buried in the abysmal depths
of America, and the relation of these of the past to be ever clearly brought
to one another.
The evidence, which to light. It is not with questions of
has been for some time constantly ac- this kind, however, that this article is
cumulating, seems to point to more designed to deal. It has to do rather
than one of these being made in his- with historic than with prehistoric
toric times; and leaves little ground times. Its object is chiefly to set forth
for doubt that the existence of the the part which a single nationality
American continent was known by played in bringing this continent to
the outside world long anterior to the the knowledge of the rest of the world.
time of Columbus. Of course the ori- But, as there are others besides the

The

;
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Tin-

TUl:
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wiio claim to have maiit.the independent discovery of America,
a brief reference to them may not be
out of place or entin'' '"'•;' -f i'^t'"-est to the reader.
The Chinese, as become- tlicir lUj^li
antiquity as a nation, and the fact that
they possessed the mariner's compass
more than two thousand years before
Marco Polo brought it to Eurof>e. make
.11.
the first claim to this
th
They claim that as early a

Norsemen

!

I

.

i\

iCA.

>ays he found in a manuKing's library, by Ebnal-Onardi, from which he concludes
that they must have reached America,
wliici.

iic

script in the

rhe story, however, does not appear
to be supported

to entitle

it

by

lence

suffi'

to very seri<>

-niera-

There seems to be a pretty geneagreement among scholars who
have studied the subject that the
Arabs probably reached the Canaries,
but that they proceeded no farther.
The claims of the Welsh to be reckcentury their seamen visited America,
to which, or at least to the part of it oned among the discoverers of America
visited by them, they gave the name seem to be supported by a higher deof Fan Sang, or, as it was afterwards gree of probability than that of the
tion.
ral

i

called,

Fusang.

Where Fasang

WM

situated is in clebate, some locating it
in the region of California and Mexico
others thinking that, from the fact that
it was reporte<l, among other things, to
contain deer and copper, it must nave
been farther north. Some eminent

Am>M.

It is related in the ancient
of Wales that Madawc, son
-!i Gwinedh, left that country
in 1170 and sailed westward, "and
leaving Ireland on the north, he came
at length to an unknown country,
where most things appeared to him
-s

Alexander Von Humboldt new and uncostomary, and the manners of the natives far difierent from
what he had seen in Eumpe." But,
th<iii^ some of those who hav<> examaccount are of
or Mexico was th
which he came, others think that it
was one of the West India Islands,
been clearly identified with some and that he did not reach the conBut whether Madoc did or
other land, probably a good many tinent
will continue to l)elieve, as they do at did not set foot upon American soil,
present, that it wt^s in America, and this one thing at least is certain that
that this continent was known to the he got as near to the American conpeople of the Flowery Kingdom in the tinent as Columbus did on the occasion
It may be of his fir^l voyage of discovery.
early Christian centuries*.
It is not surprising that the Veneeven true, as is alleged, that Hoe¥
Shin, a Chinese Buddhist priest, was tians, considering the part which they
the first religious missionary to visit have played in history, especially as a
these lands, though this is not thought sea-faring people, should lay claim to
'it
to be supported by as high a degree a share in t'
s
of probtibility as the location of Fusang American «i

authorities.

among

the rest, entert&io doubts respecting Fu.sang being in America at
all, but the pas.sages in Chinese history
are too remarkable, and the account
of the voyages to this far-ort country
which they give too circumstantial
to be ignored and until Fusang has

-

i

;

in America.
It is claimed in behalf of the Arabs
that they crossed the Atlantic some

oun-

story of the achi

trymen and ancc

....

,

.

.-.jject,

has. moreover, a considerable degree of
time in the 12th century, M. de Guig- probability to commend it In 1558
nes, who is one of the jtrincipal cham- S^icolo publi-shed a series of letters
pions of the Chinese claim, in certain which, as heavers, had passed between
memoirs drawn up by him, published his ancestors. Nicolo and Antonio
Assumin Paris in 1789 and preserved in the Zeno, in the years 1380-1404
Institute de France, gives the account ing the genuineness of this correspon-
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which the publisher says had
been preserved in the family, though
they had never been published until
by the progress of events their importance had been made known, there
can be no doubt that these mediaeval
navigators visited Newfoundland, to
which they gave the name of Estotiland, and either the coast of Labrador
or Nova Scotia, which they called
1'here is nothing improbable
Drogio.
about Nicolo Zeno's story, and the
dence,

probability

is

that

it is

entirely trust-

worthy.
But, though I hope what has now
been written will be of sufficient interest
to the general reader who has not
happened to dip very deeply into the
literature of the subject to justify the

time and space which has been given
to it, it is merely introductory, and it
is now time to proceed to the main
subject of the article as indicated

the

by

title.

Whatever may be thought

of the

claims of others to be reckoned among
the independent discoverers of America, there does not appear to be any
reasonable ground to doubt that
the Norsemen are entitled to that
honor.
Even many of those who believe most firmly that Columbus carried on his explorations on purely
scientific principles, and that his dis-

covery was made independently of any
hint of the existence of this continent except from his own abstract
reasoning if indeed when he set out
he had any hope of finding a new con-

—

—

tinent at all have nevertheless been
forced to the conclusion that it was
visited by the Vikings in the 10th and
11th centuries. The literature of the
subject is so great that it will be impossible to quote authorities.
All that
can be done will be to give the facts
upon which there seems to be substantial agreement among those who have
studied the subject most thoroughly

So little is known, however, even
by many fairly well-informed readers,
about the Norsemen, who they are
and whither they have come, that a
woi'd of introduction may be necessary.
Every one has read, no doubt, of the

hordes who overran the
Roman Empire in the Middle Ages, and

northern
in

whose presence the

fruits of

classic civilization, including its

the

most

venerable monuments, well-nigh disThe reader of English hisappeared.
tory does not require to be told of the
unwelcome visitors from the north
who so often invaded England in
mediseval times, laid waste its coast,
spread terror among the people, and
in some instances effected a permanent
settlement in the country. They were
involved in mystery to the bulk of our
forefathers then, and there is reason to
believe that they are scarcely better
known to many of their descendents
Who were they ? and what
to-day.
was their origin ? are questions which,
there is reason to believe, not a few
who have been reading about them all
Indeed,
their lives could not answer.
it is one of the curiosities of history
that a people who have played such
a conspicuous part in human history
should be so little, or at least so imDiffering in some
perfectly known.
respects from the Saxons, they belonged
They
essentially to the same race.
were of the great Aryan, Teutonic, or,
as they are sometimes called, the IndoGermanic family. Their original home
was in Asia, though Europe has been
the theatre of their greatest exploits
in historic times.
Wild and warlike,
with extraordinary courage and love
of adventure, and possessing withal an
unquenchable love of liberty, they
have been the pioneers of human progress,

and apparently the predestinated

rulers of the world.

The Norseman, as distinguished
from other branches of the Teutonic
and whose special discipline fits them race, has had his home for many cento speak with authority, and to do turies in Scandinavia, especially in
this in the most summary manner Norway and Iceland, and in the Orkpossible.
neys, Shetland and other groups of

Th

\\f ERICA.

islantls nortli ot

is

of the sea

— haJn

it

ir
island

at and made it the
ne to the
have been reli^
drove this remarkable people into the continent.
Then these N»ji.->^-im;u, mibulent as
frozen north, and it was this perhaps
that made them ruthless marauders they were in mediaeval times, did not
n- fail to cultivate letters.
They were
prior to their conversion to
Charlemagne rightly
-d
specially remarkable as historians. In
ity.
that the most eti'ectual means of curb- their .St/ytw or historic tales everything
ing their turbulent spirit was to bring pertaining to their history as a people
them under the inHuence of Christian- and to the adventures and exploits of
rig that he
their heroes and great men are caiebut he err«ity
could make Chria by com- fuUy preserved.
It is this that gives
Though they were ({uite as to the Icelandic literature such an inpulsion.
amenable to argument and appeal as effable charm, and such great value in
any other race, when it was attempted the estimation of scholars. The authem by thenticity an«l an
of the SagoA
to impose Christian!'
r their enhave been fully a.
dged by such
force, that was too n
dwanoe, and the Hower oi the race, great men as Alexander von Humthe most intrepid, independent and boldt, Malte Bnin and others. This
liberty-loving of them, tied into the is mentioned here because of the bearwilds of Jutland, whence they sallied ing which it has on the subject under
forth ever and anon to extort tribute diseusuon
the claim of the Norsefrom the more highly favored of their men, upcm what is now being recogneighbom
nised by the learned men of Europe as
liie Norsemen were as much at the highest kind of evidence in respect
home on sea as on land. The very to what occurred in the middle ages.
dangers of the deep had a kind of grim A recent writer, who understands the
foscination for them.
Their piratical subject thoroughly, speaking of Sagas
escapades made them the terror of all which contain the record of the diswho went down to the sea and did covery of America, says that it is as
business in the great waters.
Hardy easy to demonstrate Uiat they were
and brave, they were the very men to written before Columbus, as the fact
do
on the deep. They early that Herodotus wrote his hbtory bedisti' _
d
themselves as ship- fore the era of Christ
builders, and though they were withIt was during the closing years of
to

.

"

'

'

"

;

i

'

i

—

•

out the mariner's compass, their careful and persistent stiuly of tlu» heaven-

the tenth century that the series of
events took place which laid the foun-

ly bodies nia

It

is

not

ri

•n

they were the

for

New

tl

1. led
Th.
iltof
to all that follow
.xi^
Jm.ii-wh, the
simple accident.
powerful Icelandic chief, who is
thought to have been the first European who ever landed u|)on the coast
of America, was driven thither by adverse winds.
In 95S3 he was driven to
a part of the coast supposed to be in
t'
hesapeake Bay. And
wards, in 986, Bjarne
>n had a somewhat similar
ce. The former of these visits
e:.,
to America has a good deal of roman-

id.

;

tirst

people in Europe

to find their way to America.
Indeed,
in view of the facts of their history, it

would be strange

if they had not been
the first to cross the Atlantic. They
early discovered Iceland, colonized it,
and established a republic there which
lasted four hundred years.
They
planted a colony in Greenland, which
Drought them within two humlred
miles or so of the mainland of America
and within seven hundred of Newfoundland. Strange would it have
been if these Vikings these monarchs

—

t

1

-^

tic interest

about

it,

but on this very
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In his abthere.
account it would require more space his father was not
induced to join
been
had
Herjulf
sence,
be
can
than
treatment
adequate
for its
It is said, for his fortunes with Eric the Red, an
given to it at present.
was baptized outlaw, who had undertaken to found
Marson
instance, that Are
recognized a colony on the east coast of Greenwas
he
that
and
America,
in
him.
by some of the people that crowded land, and had gone thither with
and
as
him,
follow
to
resolved
is
Bjarne
One
landed.
he
round him when
Greenland,
curious to know who it was that ad- it was but a short run to
ministered to him the sacrament of as soon as he could get his men to conbaptism, and who it was that knew sent to brave with him the dangers of

These things
world.
no doubt are susceptible of rational
explanation, but this is hardly the

the Greenland sea, unknown alike
both to him and to them, he, without
unloading his ship, immediately set

place to enter upon such a disquisition.
It is, perhaps, enough to say at present
that sober-minded and level-headed
Icelandic and Norwegian scholars seem
to have no doubt as to the substantial
correctness of the narrative. That Are
Marson was really driven to the coast
of America at or near the point which

sail.

him

in the

new

The voyage proved eventful in the
After two days' sailing the
wind failed, and still Greenland was
After the calm came a
not in sight.
storm. They were overtaken by a
strong north wind and a dense fog,
and for many days they drifted helphas been indicated, and which was lessly, not knowing whither they went.
afterward known by the Norsemen as But at length the wind subsided and
the fog cleared away, and they were
Ireland-it-Miklan, or Great Ireland
extreme.

;

and that not being permitted to return to his own country, though held
in great respect by the natives, he
ended his days there, seems to be supported by evidence which puts it beyond reasonable doubt.

enabled to ascertain the quarters of
the heavens. But at the same time,
like a blue cloud lying along the horizon, they beheld the outline of the
coast of an

unknown

country.

They

were soon convinced, when they apThe story of Bjarne Herjulfson, per- proached it, that it was not Greenland.
haps because he returned to tell it him- It was a country covered with forest
self, is characterized by a simplicity and comparatively level, though with
and straightforwardness which com- hills inland, but without any snowmends it to our confidence. Unlike that clad mountains such as they had been
of Are Marson, there is nothing in it taught to expect in Greenland.
Then
to suggest doubt or to cause difficult the length of the day soon convinced
About the hero of the the skilful navigator that he had got
questions.
story we know little beyond the fact very much too far south.
He therethat he was a man of courage and en- fore, without attempting to make a
terprise, the owner of a merchant- landing in the new country, turned
ship by which he succeeded in gather- the prow of his ship toward the north.
He was After two days' sailing they got sight
ing wealth and reputation.
no chief or hero, no man of renown, of land again, but still the physical
concerning whom there would be any peculiarities of Greenland were not
great temptation to heighten the object visible, and leaving the land on their
of his achievements by fictitious addi- larboard they kept the sea.
They
In the autumn of 986, after a sailed on with a tine south-west wind
tions.
successful summer's business, and pro- for three days more when, for the
bably with a valuable cargo, he re- third time they came in sight of land.
turned to Iceland to spend the winter, But still it was not Greenland. There
as was his wont, with his father. But were no mountains and no snow.
So,
to his chagrin, when he reached home leaving the land between them and

—a
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the setting sun, uuaci tijc propelling
force of the strong south-west wind,

which had now almost become a gale,
they kept on their way. It was not
until four days afterward that they
came within sight of the ice-clad
mountains and reached their destina-
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when he heard Bjarne's
censured him in very strong
terms for not having learned something about these lands which, in this
singular way, he had discovered. This,
naturally, had the effect of awakening
the Red. Erik,

story,

in the

mind

of

L#eif

Erikson, the Earl's

a determination to solve the proIf anyone will read this unvarnished blem and find out what lands these
tale with a niap, or, better still, with a were, concerning which he had heard
nautical chart before him, he will so much, and what they were like.
readily |)erceive how strong is the in- He bought bjarne's ship, and with u
>9,
ternal evidence of its tri:
crew of thirty-five men he set sail.
son,

tion.

^

to The first land that the ex{>edition
Bjarue lierjulfson in ende:
reach the south-east angle of Green- reached was Newfoundland, to which
land had evidently been a little too Leif Erikson gave the name of Hellufar south, and had run into the great land the next land come to was Nova
northern current which flows along Sootia, which they named Markland
the western shore of that country. the third and last place in which they
And during the calm which set in at made a landing was at or near Fall
the end of the first two days that he River, in that part of the coast which
was out, his ship ha<l been carried past is included in the State of Massachu'id into
the east
setta, to which he gave the name of
water Yinlaod, a name which was suggested
the Gi«
of the north liegins to mingle with the by the large (luantities of wild grapes
warm water of the gulf stream
which were found growing there.
And from
Thorvald Erikson, Leif Erikson's
region noted for its fogs.
this {>oint the winds of the Atlantic brother, wnlead an exhad drifted him to the coast of New pedition tot
He had eviEngland. The lands sighted on the dently more idea of turning this great
return trip were evidently Nova Scotia discovery to account in some practical
and Newfound hind.
way than either Bjame Herjulfson
This is the simple story of the dis* or his brother, Leif Erikson, and he
covery, or, if it cannot be properly thought that, in order to do this, the
called by that name, the singular acci- newly discovered lands should be more
With this end
dent which, in the closing years of the thoroughly explored.
tenth century, laid the foundation for in view he led an expedition in 1002.
the discovery of the continent of It, however, ptn.
America by the Norsemen. It was yielded no valua
this simple Icelandic maritime trader that Thorvald lost his lite iu cuutiict
who, nearly live centuries before Col- with the natives, being the first Euroumbus, not only demonstrated the pean and the first Christian, probably,
existence of land lying to the west of that ever found a grave in the New
Europe but the feasibility of reaching World, gives it a pathetic interest.
it
And yet so little did he say about And this interest was heightened by
it, that it was not until several years
the discovery of a skeleton in armour
four years afterward, to speak exactly in 1831 near what is supposed to be
that the first voyage of discovery the place of his encampment, suggestwas made by the Norsemen on the ing the probability that this may have
- of Thorvald Erikson.
strMce.
been the
ofthis kind was Mr. Loii„
in his poetic treatled by Leif Krikson, son of Jarl, or ment of it, which is too well-known to
,.. L"..:i.
y...! tV,;l- .>' X........... 1-.,
Mire to be quoted, makes it evident
:

:
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that he regarded these as being, if antiquaries are of opinion that he signot the remains of Thorvald Erikson, nalized his coming by engraving the
those of one of his race, and the cor- inscription upon what has been and is
rectness of this view has since been still known as Dighton Rock, on the
confirmed by the comparison of the right bank of Taunton River in Brisarmour discovered with the skeleton tol county, Massachussets, an inscripwith the ancient bronze armour of the tion which has been the puzzle of the
learned for more than two hundred
Norsemen of the tenth century.
The next expedition undertaken was years, but which, according to the
the most unfortunate of the entire latest decipherment, contains a record
series, and yielded the least results. of the landing of Thorfinn's expedition.
This colony, though short-lived, havIt was undertaken by Thorstein Erikson, the youngest brother of Thorvald, ing to be abandoned at the end of
and was a blank failure. After wan- three years, is interesting as being the
dering about on the ocean during the first of the kind that, so far as we
whole of the summer, they only made are aware, was ever attempted in this
land when winter was approaching, quarter of the globe and the fact that
and then found themselves on the the hostility of the natives rendered
west coast of Greenland, where they this attempt at colonization abortive,
were obliged to remain all winter. explains why it was that the NorseDuring that long, dreary, comfortless men of the Middle Ages did not make
winter, with its multiplied hardships, more than they did of their transThorstein Erikson died, and Gudrid, atlantic discovery.
Intrepid and enhis young wife, had to return to her terprising as they were, they had no
home in the spring a widow.
great and wealthy nation at their
But though Gudrid suffered so much back, and though they had been acin her first attempt to visit America, customed from time immemorial to
she had too much of the indomitable make raids into civilized countries, and
spirit of her race, as the sequel shows, to fighting, often against fearful odds,
to abandon the project upon which she on the open sea, they found it an altoseems to have set her heart. Two gether different thing to wage a ceaseyears afterwards she became the wife less warfare with swarms of savages
of Thorfinn Karlsefne, and with her whose home was in the forest, who
husband again set out for the New appeared ever and anon as suddenly
World.
Thorfinn was a wealthy and as if they arose out of the earth, and
influential man, and the expedition disappeared in like manner as if the
which he led was on a larger and mor^ ground had opened and swallowed
imposing scale than either of those them up.
At the end of three years
which preceded it.
He was, perhaps, the colonists were glad to return to
the first of the Norsemen to seriously their native home in the north.
But
entertain the idea of founding a col- they took with them one relic from
ony or of forming a settlement in the New World which deserves to be
Vinland, or, indeed, on any part of this remembered
Snarre Thorfinnson, the
continent.
Accordingly he took with infant son of Thorfinn Karlsefne and
him one hundred and fifty-one men, Gudrid his wife, from whom, the
seven women, and several head of Scandinavian genealogists tell us, the
cattle and sheep.
In a word, as be- famous sculptor, Albert Thorwalsden,
came him as a newly married man, he was descended.
made ample provision for setting up
Now the question arises, what bearhouse and })eginning life in a some- ing, if any, had all this upon the
what generous style as soon as he Columbian discovery ?
Of course it
reached his new home and, though is possible that a gentleman living in
the Sagas say nothing about it, the Genoa and in Spain, engaged in alto-
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gether different lines of study, might whuiii ii lias always had a succession
all that they they knew or that
never have heard anything of the discoverit and explorations of the Norse- was contained in their books about
Such a Udng is conceivable. the lands lying to the west of them.
men.
But Columbus was not only a scholar, It would have been strange indeed
in the usual acceptance of the term, if he had not done so.
but he was a get^rapher and a mapIn view of all these facts, it is pretty
maker, and his calling led him to a evident that when Christopher Colcareful stu<ly of the discoveries which umbus started on his memorable voyhad been made in every part of the age of discovery, of which we have
He ha<l, among other places, heard so much, he had some other asworld.
gone to Rome in the prosecution of his surance of the reality of what he was
"
he had obtained by

—

.s

'

an-i

No

iig.

men in respect ot this ni
•well known. On the sti,

every

.._.,. ,j1 these
representations, early in the twelfth
century, a bishop of Iceland, Green-

land and Vinland

been appointed
by Pope Pa.schal II. Outlrid, the wife
of Tortinn, had gone thither after her
return from America, and was receivtion.
A record of all
ed with
ha^^l

'

'

these

m

t

serveii iu

ul l>een, doubtless, pre-

Rome, and

it

is

not likely

that they escaped

th." nft.iiti.m

remarkable man.
Then we have
son, Ferdinando

t'

dF tbi^
or

ms

tJolum-

(.'.

und>us visited Icelau.i iu 1477 and
spent some time there and it isscarely conceivable that this man who was
;

a

diligent readier of Aristotle, Seneca
Stral)o, would have overlooker!,
while in that island, the work of
Adam of Bremen, which was publish-

and

ed in 107G,and gave *' an accurate and
well-authenticate<l account" of Vinland
or what at present is known as New

doubt his ma-

thematics stood him in good stead in
his efforts to convince Ferdinand and
IsaWlla of the probability that of! to-n there w
of
t-Ml
h he lui'.
well-authenticated historical evidence,
but concerning which he wanted to make
them believe he knew nothing but on
purely scientific grounds. It must be
remembered that Columbus ha<i a
He had, first of
deep g»me to play.
all, to inspire confidence in his project
in order to get the aMustance without
which it C4>uld not be undertaken and
then he had to invest it with such
mystery and make it appear to be beset with so high a d^ree of risk and
danger, as to induce the Spanish government to invest him with something
approaching to almost abnolute sovereignty over the lands that he might
The maimer in which he
discover.
accomplished all this proves him to
have been a consummate tactician, but
the fact that he took to himself the
credit of a discovery which was made,
'

'

.

;

England.
It is only reasonable to
conclude that Columbus, during his and which he knew to have been
stay in Iceland, managed to get from made by others, shows that he was not
the !*\imed men ^>f tho island
of the ideal man of honor.

—

;

CONDUCT AND MANNER.
BY PROF. WM. CLARK,
subject which we propose here
to consider is that of Conduct and
Manners ; in one word, Behaviour. It
is, we might say, a subject which holds
a position inferior to that of Character
as the outward is inferior to the in-

The

But its place is close to the
other; and indeed it is inseparable
from it, as the body is from the soul.
" Behaviour," says Lord Bacon," seemeth to me as a garment of the mind,
and to have the conditions of a garment." The remark is full of suggesward.

D.C.L., F.R.S.C.

By givingmen become the

illustrated before our eyes.

way

to temptation

slaves of the principles to which they
abandon themselves.
By resistingtemptation to evil, of whatever kind,
men become masters of themselves,
and break the power of the passions

and impulses to which other men succumb. By speaking words, and doing
deeds of truth, righteousness and love,
men become true and just and kind.
In this sense, manners do make the
man; the devil, and the world and the
the grace of
tions in many ways, and reminds us flesh make the bad man
that it is possible to think too much God in Jesus Christ makes the good
man but it is a man's own acceptance
and too little of behaviour.
It is possible that the French writer of the devil as his master, it is a
went too far when he said, " The style man's own acceptance of the grace of
is the man " (le style c'est I'homme). God, which gives efi'ect to the one inIf it be meant that the mere outer fluence or the other.
This is one side
husk is the man, it cannot be true. of the question, and it is of great conIf it means that our whole discipline sequence.
But the other is hardly
;

;

to be a kind of bodily drill, without regard to mental and moral training, it is not true.
If it is meant that,
on the whole, the man himself, the
very inner nature and character of a
man, comes out in his behaviour, taking that word in its widest application,
is

substantially true.
may say the same of a wellknown motto of a great English
bishop of the fifteenth century, William of Wykeham, Bishop of Winit is

We

Manners maketh the man."
The words, taken in the outward and
superficial sense, are not true.
But
taken in the deeper, and wider, and
more spiritual sense, they are perfectly

A

second in importance.
man's behaviour not only makes him what he is;
it shews what he is.
That is to say,
the man is revealed in his whole behaviour, not, as we are apt to imagine,
in some particular part of it.
We
must know him at home and abroad
in the family, in business, in public
life, in social intercourse.
All must be
put together if we would know the
whole man. But so taken they do
;

reveal the whole man, for

chester, "

true.

A

what he
is.

man's actions do make him
and they do shew what he

is,

Habit,

spirit,

tone, tendency, are

" Manners are not idle, but the fruit
Of noble nature aud of loyal mind.''

We

might go further, and say that
slight things in manners and conduct
will often reveal the very principle of
a man's
of

some

life.

You

accidentally

act of generosity

know

performed

all produced by a series of acts.
We by a man under peculiar circumstances,
need not go back to Aristotle for this without any intention on his part of
lesson, although he has taught it gaining publicity or any sort of notice
abundantly. It is being perpetually from others; and you recognize the

«

Cl'AJJL

l I

goodness of the soil which produced
such riowerd an'l fruit.
It may sometimes be the very slightest deed, or even word, and yet it may
be the illumination of a beautiful \^tsonality.

Or, on the other hand, you have
forced upon your attention some instance of f^reat baseness, and you are
constrained to infer the existence of
something utterly low and mean in
the character of the agent
It may
not be that the mere deed or word is

of high importance
yet its significance may be immense because you
feel that the man who could have done
8uch a thing was capable of almost
anything, if he thought he had sutticient inducement.
There is an illustration in a story
told of a battle in which the EngUw
and French were ranged on opposite
sides. • " A squadron of French cava):
charged an English regiment; btu
when the young French otheer who
;

;

'

and was

.\

ij

.u.i.\
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men, and probably more women, are
almost irresistible.
You cannot refuse the favours which
they ask, even if you have previously
resolved to do so.
When you cannot
agree with their opinions, you wish
that you could. On the other hand,
there are men who would spoil the
best of causes by their manner of advocacy. The moment you see them
and hear them, you have an instinctive
dasire to contradict them. Even when
in entire agreement with their
opinions, you have the strongest inclination to oppose them.

you are

There are few persons, who have
passed the meridian of life, who could
not give instances in which a man's
success in the world has been, in
great measure, the result of his manner and dep'
and per
I

imre numei

tances «':
!c
it be cited with similar explanaiiwu.
People who are resolved to have
their own way, and assert their own
often wonder at their own

alxjut to attack the
observed that he had \^
success, and put it down to
only one arm, with which he held hia the obstinacy and stupidity of their
bridle^ the Frenchman saluted him neighbors; to envy, jealousy, and what
courteously with his sword and passed not. They ought, in fact, to put it
on."
Ti
11 here merely down
to their own bad main
as illust
i.umers. There Those verj' qualities which they
are no men on earth bniver, gentler, gine should assure them success, are
and more chivalrous, than the othcers a stumbling block to their neighbours,
of the English army. Hut what should and a guarantee of failure. TLis, we
sperially be noted in such an example believe, is a subject which conceriLS
is that such an action could not have people of British origin very nearly.
been the result of mere outward train- it is said that as a nation we are not
ing. That would hardly have awaked particularly
well-mannered.
The
80 promptly at such a moment. An rrussians are probably worse in this
act so ready, so spontaneous, s{)eak8 respect, but the French are bett.r.
for
the heart
of the man who These differences undoubtedly e\i>t.
The Irish, as a rule, have pleasanter
performed it
it came of a disposition noble and jjenerous, who scorned manners than the Scotch the Italians
to take an advantage of an unequal than the Germans
the French than
foe.
the English. There must be someTo these considerations on the im- thing in these expressions. Some
portance of manner, only one other time ago a writer in the French Revue
shall be added.
Manner is a |K)wer; it lies Deux Mondes, speaking of our rule
is one of the greatest powers.
Some in India, said: "Les Anglais sont
justes, mais ils ne sont pas bons."
*8inilc* njra it wai at DeUingen
Alison pUces It in
We are just, he says, but we are not
tb« Peaimular Ww. Frob^y AUwM is ritr'tt bat it ia
Ml,

i

;

leivder,

1

;

;

;

;

o( DO gnA impo.tftBoe.

;

nice.
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sometimes urged in reply that
certain classes of French people are
worse mannered than the same class
of English people but it is to be
feared that this can be regarded only
as the exception which proves the
The ill-mannered portion of a
rule.
well-mannered people are sure to be
just as an unmannerly
the worst
woman is worse than an unmannerly
man, because it comes more natural to
a woman to be courteous than to a man.
We have a way of getting rid of the
It is

;

;

unpleasantness of this comparison.
We say that with the French it is all
We call it French varoutside show.
and there is some
nish, and so forth
truth in this. Certainly, we might say
with Carlyle, that there are few kinds of
men more beautiful than the thoroughbred English gentleman, and no women
who will surpass the English lady.
Still,if it could be said that the French,
as a people, are more courteous in
their demeanor and behaviour than the
English, there must be mental and
;

which
qualities underneath
account for the difference.
But how, it may be asked, do the
representatives of the Anglo-Saxon
race on this side of the Atlantic compare in this respect with the inhabitThis is a
ants of the old world.
question not quite easy to answer.
In the first place, we have, of course,
a considerable number of persons who
differ in nothing in their general
bearing from
English
ladies and
gentlemen. But there seems to be a
general notion that manners are not
improving among the inhabitants of
the United States or Canada. We
have before us an article from the
New York Nation,* insisting upon the
necessity of teaching in our schools
moral

"

what

is

called

In this

is a confession of social or
other inferiority, and that in order to
preserve his self-respect and maintain
his republican equality an American
has to be surly or indifferent, after the
manner of hotel clerks or expressmen,
and too often salesmen and salesladies'
The result is that we have
in stores.
probably the worst-mannered children
in the civilized world."
Have these remarks any application
It was
to ourselves here in Canada ?
but the other day that a child who had
been at one of our public schools was
noticed by her friends as having
changed some of her modes of speech
and action. For example, she no
longer said "Thank you," when she
received an attention, nor did she say
" If you please," when she asked a
favour, and when someone inquired as
to the reason for her giving up these
practices of ordinary courtesy she said
her teacher had forbidden her to make
use of them as they savoured of servility.
We doubt whether our cousins
across the line could beat this.
And
the consequences of this kind of education are visible everywhere.
What
shall we say of the " salesladies" in our
stores ?
It is even asserted that the

manner

manners or minor

'

manners

of

young

ladies

who

deal in

our stores are so insolent that those
who serve them adopt similar manners
in self-defence.
Whether this be so

we have no means

of

knowing

:

but

the manners of some of our " ladies,"
particularly we might say of those to
whom gentlemen give up their seats in
street cars, are not always absolutely
beautiful.
It must already be apparent that
the subject under consideration is of
no small importance that manners
and deportment are not a matter of
mere personal taste and choice, but
belong to the sphere of duty. A good
man has no right to make goodness
;

the writer says,
schools do nothinfj, or
next to nothing. Little or nothing is repulsive.
good man will not do
done in the schools to combat the this unless there is something wrong
mischievous delusion that suavity of about him.
With some people there
morals.
" our

field,"

common

A

a kind of ferocity of goodness. They
carry in their faces a sentence of ex-

is
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c-

communication. They iiuaj^ine that
they are, in this way, showing fidelity,
zeal, devotion.
As a matter of fact,
they are too often displaying their selfishness, coarseness, bad temper <Jr bad
taste.
A man may be quite convinced
of the truth of the principle which he
holds, but he has no business to deny
the-eame right to others. A man who
believes that he has been taught from
above and that he has learne<l to know
what is true and good will desire earnestly that other men may be made
partakers of the same privileges. But
he will, if he is wise and kind, also be
careful not to oppose needless obstacles
in the way of accepting his convictions as their own. But perhaps enough
has bt**'*) 'iJiiil on flilv Tinrt (»f frip hhIiject.

So
ing

fa:

tliat

N\

I-

i-

manners

goo<l

!••.

l..'t\

lli.'i.-

-:!

'iitf'i.

;i

.mi

i

t

i

li'

a

;

.

••

W

-

••;::

;-t\v.,i,

must

•

now

consider sunicwiiat uiuie nearly
what it is that constitutes good conduct or gootl manners. And here a
double caution is necessary. On the
one hand there are certain principles
which must enter into the composition
of what we call good manners.
On
the other, it is by no means necessary
that everyone should conform exactly
'!
to the same pattern.
e or to
expect, for example,
ry one
should have the same amount of vivacity on the one hand, or the same solidity of manner on the other, would be
a patent alwurdity.
But such a principle gives no sanction to the indulgence of personal eccentricity.
There are persons who
imagine that eccentricity is a sign of
genius.
It is, indeed, sometimes a misfortune of genius and in such cases
may be condoned on account of its aci

t

.

;

but in most men it is
simply a sign of weakness and folly
or even of conceit. It is an error into
which young men are particularly apt
to be misled.
They read of some
great man who had certain peculiarities
they fancy that they resemble

companiments

;

;

him

:

au'l

it is

mti<h easier to imitate

25

his tricks than to aspire to the qualiwhich constituted his greatness.

ties

Or there is someone whom we admire,
or that others admire, and we study
his manner and catch it consciously or
to say, we apnot his strength.
The i«i'
an be followed only in
-i.v x.w.der the
spirit,
Great had a
trick of carrying his head a little on
'v he did not know
one side. V
xjk to imitating the
His cou
it.
habit but this did not bring them
nearer by a hairbreadth to the great

un<

pr«

'

t

-

>

'

is

-ss,

'

;

master.

So much

for

the peculiarities of

We

manner, lawful and unlawful.

roust now come to consider tliat kind
of behaviour which, amid all allowable and desirable dirlerences. must be
i< (- >i:iiized
And the word
as good.
ui ii. most aptly describes what all
men mean when they speak of }
iour which they approve and a
is the word " courtesy," and this not
:

.

.

,

merely the outward semblance which
may be so described, but the outward
bearing as proceeding from an inward
spirit.
1 1 must be sincere and genuine.
Keeping these points in mind, that
one's behavior should be courteous,
and that it should be so, not from an
outward rule and constraint, but from
an in wan 1 necessity, we shall have
little difficulty in indicating the moral
disposition of which such conduct
should be the expression.
First, then, it is a fundamental principle that our conduct, our l)ehaviour,
should be sincere. It must express
what we think and feel. By this it is
not meant tliat every thought and
but that
feeling is to be revealed
whilst a man may be silent when he
could speak and may check expressions
of repugnance which he strongly feels,
the wonls of kindnesR which he utters
should be true woids the attention
which he shows to another must proceed from affection or at least goodAll true and deep ex|)erience
will.
will convince us that it is not a mere
outward polish which the world itself
;

;

;

;
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of following

requires of us, nor merely a thin veneer-

it.

A man

or a

woman

Such make-believe who regards with contempt and treats
ing of
customs of
will generally be found out and esti- with neglect the common
more
possible,
if
is,
country
own
his
mated at its true value.
For the same reason, a man's con- foolish than one who lives in a concivility.

duct should be, in the true sense of
the word, natural and unaffected. To
many, such a rule is a mere matter of
course and conformity to it a very
simple thing. As a matter of fact, it
It may
is very much the reverse.
seem a parodox but it is all the same
quite true that it is not natural for us
Children are natural
to be natural.
but there comes a time when the manners of children are no longer suitable
for our larger growth, and we have to
become natural in a different way.
To some men, and perhaps to a larger
number of women, it is given to be
natural throughout their whole life;
but not to the majority. Perhaps it
would astonish some persons to hear
it said that old men are, as a rule,
more natural than young men, but
those who have carefully and accurately observed the phenomena of human life will confirm the remark.
The average young man is seldom
natural
he is either awkward or
affected. It is only when his awkwardness is pruned and trained
it is only
when his affectation or, perhaps, selfconsciousness is beaten out of him by
an impatient world, or his own improved sense gives him clearer and
truer views of things, that he becomes
;

;

;

;

really natural.

A man

leaves his first

nature behind him with his childhood
it is often a long time before he gains
his second nature.
Again, in good behaviour, there
must be a certain regard for custom.
It is easy to rail against conventionality, and if by conventionality we are
to understand falseness, unreality, the
mere parrot-like repetition of other
people's words and ways, then let us
:

denounce

it

in the

name

of truth

and

an evil and a hurtful
thing.
But all this may be said without our failing to recognize the importance of custom and the necessity
goodness.

It is

stant state of terror or alarm lest he
or she should not have learned or
adopted the latest fashions.
And this involves another point of

good behaviour, namely, self-control.
In our reference to truth and sincerity
of conduct, it was remarked that it
did not involve the utterance of every
passing thought or even of every deep
Perhaps there are few
conviction.
things that require so much taste as
the hitting of the happy mean be-

tween liberty and restraint in this
matter in word or in deed. There are
some men who never open their mouths
on the subject of their fellow men or of
the esteem in which they hold them.
They blame no one. They are solemnly
silent if others are found fault with
but then they are equally silent if
If they have no
others are praised.

word

of censure for another, neither

do they ever utter a word of commendation. They are not the most
No doubt they
interesting of men.
have qualities which are good. As
the French writer would say, they are
not unjust, but they are not nice.
Yet the fault which lies in the
opposite direction is the greatest
fault, the fault of those who not only
utter every thought as it arises in
their mind, and usually such people's
thoughts are of the least possible
value, but think as recklessly as they
speak.
There is, no doubt, a great
charm in an open, frank, unconstrained manner.
There is a great charm

an outspoken man.
But this must
have its limits. There is a certain
reserve which is ofood, which is more
than good, which is necessary if men
in

are to be endurable.

Now

that which is here said of
equally true of action. That
which is beautiful in the child is unseemly in the man it is peculiarly
unseemly in the woman.
Certainly,

speech

is

;

CONDC'

'JANNER.

to go too far on the side of self-control, if it be error at all, is to err on

the safe side.
What we call abandon
needs the finest taste to prevent its
l>eing objectionable and offensive.
It
is an obvious remark that it i^. easier
to do nothing than to do something.
A man may often repent having
spoken; he may
-es
rept"
having been silent,
so often.
In speaking of human deportment,
we not unfrequently hear mention
made of the attribute of dignity, and,
perhaps, some attention should be

In the first place, then, it must be
quite clear that if a principle of this
kind is to have any practical meaning
for us it must be one of our first
thoughts how we may actually do
good to those among whom our lot is
cast> in every possible way, as far as
we know how to do it, as far as we
the power and opportunity of
'

iig

'

given to this [)oint True dii^nity is
undoubtedly a very beautiful thing,
just as sham dignity is a very ridiculous thing.
But there is no way of
teaching or learning it in a direct
manner. It is the result of self re8|)ect

will
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it

obvious that the univerprevalence of such a principle
would speedily change the whole face
There would be no
of human society.
anger, hatred, envy, suspicion, heartThere would be peace, mubuniing.
tual confidence, mutual help, everyThen the intercourse of man
where.
with man would be most blessed and
It is quite

sal

most lovely.
and respect for others, and it
A second thought, and one which is
have its most charming expres- undeniably connected with the first,

sion in those who are least conscious
of their posse.Hsing it.
There are two
false kinds
the one which is put on,
the |K)nipous lo<jk and strut, adopted
for the most part with a view "f* '">posing U{)on others; the oth*
spontaii
ineofaman's cgrtgious
lice,
generally the
result of hi.-. imjMwing upon himself.
The one bad way may he leamc<I by
imitation, the other by self-inHation.
As far removed as heaven from the
shades is the true dignity of the
humble and holy men of heart, the
dignity of simple truth and goodness,
and self respect and brotherly charity.
And this leads to the remark that
the great principle which regulates all
behaviour, by the surest rule, is genuuine kindness of heart, un.scltish consideration for others
that gentle,
>

'

—

will be the desire to give all reasonable |tleasure to others and to spare

A great man
all needless pain.
has described a gentleman as one who
inflicts no needless pain u{x>n others
and this is the part of a gentleman
How could
and a Christian alike.
we possibly carry out the resolve of
doing good to our fellowmen without
also bearing this thought in our mmds ?
It is, of coarse, perfectly true that
pleasure may not alwa}*^ be beneficial
for ourselves or others.
It is quite
certain that pain and suffering often
prove real blessings. But it is not
our part to lay burdens or to inflict
pain apon others.
Perhaps a word aht>uld be said on a
them

;

'tance,

•

iiardly

ive mention.
We refer to the
liitl.il uf jesting. In .some form or other
this power has always been exercised
in human society, and always will be.
I

.

humble, kitidly spirit which is pnxluctive of a true, not a servile, tleference
and til
'I'ness towardinions, ti
i^p? and thf 11
of And for this rea.son, perhaps, we may
our neighU)urs and a-ssociatsay that it has a rightful place in life
Let us endeavour to make ii.c.so ^ren- and speech. Aristotle, in enumerating
eral statements somewhat clearer by certain social virtues which he assobringing them into a practical shape, ciates with the seven cardinal ones,
by asking 1m)W we may give effect to mentions one which he calls />jr/)dr£/ta
them in our intercourse with others.
a word which has been translated
'

"

—

;
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"graceful wit." As is usual with him,
he points out the two extremes of its
excess and defect, by which men are
led away from the mean which is the
On the one side lies buffoonvirtue.
ery, on the other side clownish ness.
Of the buffoon he says that he will
catch at the ludicrous in any and
every way and at any cost, and will
aim rather at raising a laugh than at

tainly, also, those

who have

gifts of

wit and humor, a keen perception of
the ludicrous, and the power of embodying these perceptions in language
have great opportunities of giving

They have also
pleasure to others.
frequently the power of giving pain
they must not forget the
to others
responsibility involved in such endowments.
One great guide, one powerful prosaying what is seemly and at avoiding
The tection in our intercourse with others,
to pain the object of his wit.
clown, on the other hand, would not is that which must indeed be reckoned
for the world make a joke on himself a chief part of all noble, human and
and is oflended at those who do. But, Christian conduct, namely, the having
he says, those who are gracefully witty, a constant regard to the opinions, the
those who joke with good taste, are feelings, the inclinations, and the indesignated by a Greek term which terests of those with whom we are
brought into contact.
properly signifies ease of movement
To put forth this duty plainly and
and as bodies are judged by their
movements, so are the dispositions of strongly is not to surrender one's own
the heart and mind. One quality independence of speech and action,
which belongs to this character, he nor is it to counsel a servile spirit
says, is tact.
It is characteristic of a which would not only hurt our own selfman of tact to say and to listen to respect and dignity, but which would
such things as are fit for a good man be almost equally injurious to others.
and a gentleman to say and to listen But such surrender of our own liberty
to
for there is a difference between will never be necessary
nay, it will
the jocularity of the gentleman and hardly be possible, when our considerthat of the vulijarian.
ation for others arises from kindliness
So, then, he goes on, we may char- and affectionateness of feeling.
Seracterize him who jests well as one vility proceeds from selfishness, not
who says what is becoming a gentle- from love. It is engendered and fosman, or by his avoiding to pain the tered rather by the desire to gain our
object of his wit, or even his giving own ends than by the wish to do
him pleasure the buffoon, on the con- good or to bring pleasure to others.
trary, is carried away by the ridicu- He who acts from the higher and
lous, sparing neither himself nor any nobler motive will hardly ever be
one else, if he can only raise a laugh, tempted to conduct so unworthy of
saying things which no man of refine- his manhood and if he is tempted,
:

;

;

;

;

ment would

say, and which he would
not tolerate if said by anyone else.
The clown, again, understands nothing
of all this and instead of contribut-

he will have a reserve of strength in
the principles by which he is habitually animated.
It is hardly too much
to say that we are here touching upon
ing anything witty of his own he is the very distinction between a man
savage with all who do.
whose conduct we approve and whose
These excellent remarks will appeal character we admire, and a man whose
with different force to differently con- conduct is offensive and repulsive.
stituted minds.
Certainly those who
We have already spoken of witty
;

are

destitute of the sense of humor
loss in the study of
literature.
will hope they have

must have great

We

compensations in other ways.

Cer-

we will take for further consideration the use of speech in geneial.
In society we meet with many different kinds of talkers noisy men
speech

;

—
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and quiet men, loquacious men and taci- endowed with wisdom and wit. He
turn men, men who talk wisely and could convey his thoughts with ease
others who talk foolishly, some, again, and grace yet he never gave the imbesides pression of obtruding them.
He was
kindly and others unkindly
those who are wisely and kindly silent equally ready to speak and to be siland those who are foolishly and un- ent, to give and to take, to communikindly silent There is great variety. cate and to receive and his whole
To put the matter as concisely as conversation and de{>ortment was perpossible, we must meet with some men vaded by such a genuine kindliness,
who habitually monopolize the con- that, whether he spoke or was silent,
must forever be the beautiful spirit of the man waa
The}'
versation.
speaking and others only listening. It almost equally conspicuous. He was
the perfection of what we mean by
Ls obvious that such men do not fulfil
the conditions of good behaviour. manner or behaviour.
It may be well to add a few remarks
Other men we meet who without
monopolizing the coDversation are dog- on the teaching and learning of right
;

;

:

matic, self-opinionated, overbearing:
who show by their tone and manner, if
they do not say it in words, that they
think no one has a right to hold opinions at variance with their own. it is
not necessary to give any opinion
about people of that kind.
On the other hand, we meet with
men who will sit silent in the midst of
the most animated conversation, and
not even so much as open their lij>s;
and this may be asgn-at a fault in the
other direction ; may be, we say, not
must or need be. A man may be
'

silent

from

from modesty, from di''
feeling that he can

behaviour.
On the teaching by itself we will
only draw attention to the tremendous
responsibility imposed upon parents,
teachers, and governors in moulding
and fashioning the character of those
who are placed under their charge. We
never quite lose the stamp which is
impressed uf>on us in our childhood.
The distinction between early training

and

is a valid
habits children form in the
family good or bad of kindness, selfdenial and the like, or greed, selfishness and sloth, often cleave to them to
the last
With regard to the learning of behaviour the case is more difficult The
moment one attempts to speak to
adults on such a subject the difficulty
appears. Tho^e to whom he proposes
to give rules have already been taught,
well or badly
and are not likely to
reteach themselves or to unlearn what

one.

8ul)se<iuent correction

The

—

—

.11
thing of interest to what ha
and is quite content uiiict.^
should have said it In such case,
undoubtedly, silence may be goldBut there are other kin^ of
en.
silence which are leaser metal. There
Is the silence
which proceeds from
mortification
because the speaker
would not be listened to as an oracle. they have been taught Yet someThere is the silence of dead and dull thing may be offered which may have
indifference, the silence of one who use for all of us, old or young; and
does not think it worth while to con- first of all, it is clear it has already
tribute anything to the entertainment been insbted upon that there can be
of those in whase society he is found. no really good behaviour without goodIt is said that Sir James Mackintosh ness.
Without this, all must be holwas in this respect one of the most lowness and unreality. You cannot
agreeable companions of all the men of get good conduct except from a goo<l
his day.
Madame de Stael declared man, and there is no way known in
that he was the best conversationalist the world of making a man good exof any Englishman she had ever met. cept by sending him to the school of
He was full of conversation and well Christ

said,

;

—

;
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Therefore, we would say to young
people with all confidence and earnestness, Do not try to imitate anj' one's

repetition of the same impropriety.
(2) Be willing to be taught by others.
It is not meant that we should ask or

That would probably land
you in affectation and absurdity. But
make yourself acquainted with the
customs of the well-behaved people
of the best educated, the most refined,
the most lovable of your fellowmen
get to know what things they do and
approve
use your own discretion in
lowliness and love as to the measure
in which you will adopt their customs
but at least make yourselves acquainted with them. That at least will do
you no harm, and may be serviceable
in circumstances that you could hardly

take advice from anybody and everybody. But we must, all of us, have
some friend or other in whose kindness

manner.

;

;

anticipate.

other remark may be offered.
be difficult to learn good manners, but it is not impossible to correct
bad manners. And here we may take
an illustration from the art of public
speaking.
If you go to a wise teacher
of elocution he will tell you at once

One

It

may

what he can attempt

we confide, and for whose judgment
we have respect, and often a hint from
such a friend may be of inestimable

We

We

must go further.
value.
(3)
may learn something from those who
are not our friends. The Latin proverb
says, " It is well to be taught
hostile man or an
enemy."

by an

A

angry
man, it is true, will seldom be just,
and there is no reason why we should
think him so. Yet there will probably be
some grains of truth in his allegations,
and it will be well for us to learn from
him. If your enemy says you are
frivolous, he may be wrong, but the
chances are that you have sometimes
seemed frivolous. If your enemy says
you are conceited, he may be wrong,
but you probably had the appearance
As a careful
of it some time or other.
speaker once remarked of an acquain-

to do and what
he will not attempt. He will tell you
^'
" I won't say that
I cannot be sure of making you an tance of his own
orator.
I cannot give you a voice if he is conceited, but he has a ver}'^ conyou have none. I cannot give you ceited manner."
And we are now
thought, feeling, power of expression. talking of manners. You may multiply
I cannot teach you free, simple, na- the cases, but you see what is meant.
tural action.
But I can help you to
And thus we come back to the princorrect bad action.
I can tell you ciple which has so often been offered
what not to do and when you have for our guidance, the principle of
learned that, Nature will teach you humility. The great Bacon has told
what you ought to do."
us that the Kingdom of Knowledge
To a large extent it is the same in can be entered only as the Kingdom
the teaching of manners, and here are of Heaven is entered, by our becoming
three simple rules for our help in this as little children.
It is the same in
matter of mending our manners. (1) the region of Behaviour. There, as elseMake it a matter of conscience. Let where, simplicity and sincerity will
it be set down as a duty to behave like prevail where great abilities and many
a gentleman and a christian, and if a .talents serve for nothingf.
man even suspects himself of departIt is always the same thought which
ing from this principle, let him take comes back to us. We must go to the
himself to task, and watch against a School of Christ to learn of Him.
:

—

/
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THE SHADOW OF THE ARCTIC.
nV WILLIAM w. Fnx.

— so far away,

busy among the Eskimo of late years,
save and many a deserted village along the
as the icy gateway to the undiscovered straits of Hud.son tells plainer than
country round the pole lies Canada's wonls that the grim reaper ha.s gather" Great Lone Sea."
A thousand miles ed a rich harvest That the Eskimo of
lon^ by more than half that in breadth, Hudson's Bay and straits are dying
its icy waters forever fret against the out is a fact that cannot be gainsaid^
uncharted shores to which in the long Dozens of deserted villages and a diago poor Henry Hudson gave his minished number trading with the
name. Soinewhere along those rock- Hudson's Bay Company are the strongWhat it is
lx)und shores lie rests together with est evidences of Uiis.
his son.
A mutinous crew turned is causing the mortality among
them adrift in a small boat, and that is something; we know nothing of, alwas the last was ever heard of the though various surmises have been
great explorer. Perhaps ftway down hazarded as to the cause.
in the blue waters off Cape WolstenIn 1884-5 public attention was diholrae his bones are lying to-day, but rected to Hudiion's Bay as a shorter
the proliability is that after being cast and therefore a cheaper route from
adrift he made for shore and per- the wheat tields of the Canadian Nui ihished among the rocks from exposure west to the markets of Europe.
The
and sUirvation. But his name lives quention was discussed in every settlepermanently attached to the great ment from Winnipeg to Vancouver.
inland .sea of America.
Then it was spoken of in parliai:
A more inhospitable country one can and tinaliy the Government dv
scarce imagine. Bleak, bare and barren to send out an expedition to Hudson's
around almost its entire coast, the Bay and Straits to rei)ort as to their
home of the Eskimo and a trading navigability.
Commander Gordon,
ground for the adventurous Hudson's R. N., was selectetl to command the
Bay Company, it is seldom visited by expedition the actual working of the
white men. Inland that is to thesouth ship was given to Captain Sopp, an old
and west one finds a few wandering and tried Arctic navigator, from Halibands of red men, while along the fax, N.S. Some $16,000 was paid by
shores the Eskimo makes his home
for the use of the
the Gov
and such a home. Yet he loves it, sealing
utw, belonging to the
and thinks, as we do, that the wide Job Brother8,St Johns, Newfoundland.
,.ri,i
tlinr*^ i»
ilsir*!' 1ilc»»
lii>
This vessel had been used a few months
t>efore on the Greely relief e.\f)ediand although a steamer, and
laiins tlic
-t>cond
largest of the sealing fleet,
iivL-.i negro pautiu^ v^.i ii.<. ...i^
iin was merely auxiliary to her
of hU golden sands and palm>

Away

to tlie north of us

in fact, that

we seldom think

of

it

—

'

*

t

—

:

—

'

.'^

'

^

/

,

I

I

.>iiil».

On July 14th, 1884, she arrived in
A stmnded whale makes a whole
community of Eskimo happy for a Halifax harbour, where she was fitted
winter, and with plenty of blubber he
sleeps his time away in his comfortBut doatli has be^n
able snow hut.

out with everything necessary for a
prolonged stay in the icy seas in the
fir north.
Eight days later she sailed.

;
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stood on the quarter-deck and
steamed slowly down the harbor, a

As we

Cape WolstenMarble Island was

navigation, except at

The run

holme.

to

made under favorable conditions, as
But the
regards wind and weather.
us, while the flags on Government
steered, the more
we
north
further
the
in
us
buildings and vessels saluted
sluggish the compass became, and for
same way.
we steered by the
Without going into details regard- hours at a time
" Keep that bright 'un about a
stars.
to
well
is
it
ing the ship or the crew,
main yard an to leeward,"
say that the voyage occupied between foot off" the

German man-of-war dipped her

four and five months.

flag to

There was a
enough of it-

was an order that varied hour after

a couple of nights. Of course
steersman knew what was requirself to make it interesting, while the the
guided the ship accordingly.
and
ed,
scenery, so different from what any but
the Sir William Thompson
last
at
But
proved
before,
seen
ever
one of us had
the
itself, and for
asserted
an attraction to all of us. It was not a compass
only
the
was
voyage
the
of
remainder
mere pleasure excursion, such for instance as the Alaska trip has become, one we relied on.
The day before reaching Marble
but one which, while not devoid of
we found on working out the
Island,
had
danger, was something very few
that we had run some sixty
latitude
commercial
save
for
before,
taken
ever

spice of danger about

it,

hour

for

Ours was
purposes.
the first steamer that
ever entered Hudson's
Bay.

The voyage up

"Lonely Labrador"
was dreary enough

—

not a sail gladdened
the eye, but instead
we encountered icebergs by the score, and
sometimes it required

a good deal of attention to keep far enough away from them
But how grand
to avoid accidents.
they looked, these messengers from the

IN

THE

ICK PACK.

odd miles to the north of it. This was
accounted for by the rapid change in
the magnetic declination. On discovnorth, in their glittering glory of pin- ering our mistake the course was
nacle and peak, and at night how aw- changed, and at half-past six the next
fully weird they seemed, as they loom- mornincr we awoke to find ourselves
ed up from out the darkness right at anchor in a small harbor at the
Our
south-west end of the island.
ahead of us.
We had a narrow escape from run- latitude was about 64°, say 1400
ning: on the Button shoal, near the miles north of Toronto, and nearly 300
entrance to Hudson Strait, but once further north than St. Petersburg.
in a
It was a genuine surprise for all of
inside we drifted
for days
vast field of ice.
At last the pack us. Within a gunshot of the vessel
opened, and we sailed through, al- rose a dazzling mass of white rock,
though some delay was experienced which, under the level rays of the
from ice on several occasions, and at morning sun, stood out in bold relief
the Middle Savages, we stayed two or against the deep blue background of
three days, through the breaking of the sky.
On a small point, which
our propeller. But there was no ice formed one side of the harbor, were
in the bay, and there never is
that several imposing-looking monuments
is, there never is enough to impede
that from our deck had the appear-

—

-
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initials on the monuments.
The barque A. G. was evidently the Aixsd Gibba. The writing
occupied a space of about fifteen feet
in width by seventeen or twenty in
length.
There were three columns, on
started ashore.
which had been painted the names of
'J'his i.sland was visited by the late
Lieutenant Schwatka, when wintering the crew, one column, the last, giving
on the inhospitable coast a few miles the names of those who had died of
Of course the graveyard scurvy in the winter of 1872-3. The
to the west.
was the first point we touched at. other columns apparently were made
Once among the monument*, we found up of the names of the survivors.
The tiTst ten names in the last
they were of wood, not marble. They
had been erected by whalers over the column appear on the west side of one
graves of comrades who died while of the monuments, while the four last
wintering here. We counted no less are on the opposite side. A great
than nineteen stone piles, everyone of many names nave been obliterate*!,
which represented a grave. Some had whilst others appear almost as fresh as
small wooden stakes, about a foot on the day they were painte<l. This
long, by four inches broad, with a may be accounted for by supposing
number painted on them, corres(K>nd- that there was some ditference in the
ing to similar numbers on the monu- composition of the paint used at difments, which gave Uie name of the ferent times, as it was quite evident
Tw<j or three graves were that the names had not all been writdead.
without numV>er boanls, and only thoje ten at the same time. In the centre
who laid their dead there know the column, out of 27 names, only the surnames of the silent ones who repose name " Enos" was legible, and although
beneath. But they were not graves, the words " Capt." and " Mate " could
as graves are understood here in still be deciphered, the names were so
southern Canada. There was no such neat
rated that I could make
hem.
thing as digging into the rock. The noth; ^
remains were simply placed in rough
On the shore of the inner harbor we
cotiins, a foot or so of shingle scrape<l found an old wreck.
It ap[>eared to
away above tide mark, and then the be that of a vessel of about three or
rocks piled over them, to prevent the four hundred tons, but there was
polar bears or arctic foxes disturbing nothing left to indicate its name,
it was lying |)artly out of the water,
them.
The place where our vessel lay is and, judging from apj>earances,much of
known as the outer harbor, but it had evidently been CJ»rried away tor
i-^t as desolate
beyond it is an
fuel.
Between the wreck an«l the
looking, which
the inner har- writing on the rock we found the rebor.
This is where the whalers mains of an old stone hut, the stones
usually winter for the purpose of begrimed with smoke.
A piece of
being on the ground as soon as the ice rotten sail that perhaps had been used
opens in the spi
thus they lose as a roof lay near, while two or three
no time in " i.
bones, apparently human, were picked
_ the fi*<h" into
Roe's Welcome.
A nan .v channel up close by the water.
joins the two.
At another spot we found a quanOn the rocks on one side of this tity of abandoned ship's stores, such
inner harbor we discovered a num- as anchors, chains, pieces of cordber of inscriptions in black paint. age, iron bolts, and a couple of large
This writing proved of a good deal hogsheads. Over near the graveyard
of interest, as it supplied a kev to we found amongst a pile of rubbish a

ance of polished marble. " \\ iiiii
thought I, " here is a Christian grave3'ard in the very shadow of the Arctic."
Breakfast was forgotten in the novelty of the situation, and all who could
.

\

\

I
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It
old-time rocking chair.
Canadian
in
seen
often
type
was of a
farm houses thirty or forty years ago
—high straight back, broad arm rests,

regular

and ?oomy eSough

to comfortably seat

old Dutchmen
the plethoric
^
In a bottle
days.
settlers of the early
close by this chair we found the following letter, which was written in pencil

one

of
_

on a half sheet of foolscap

:

August 7th 1884, on Board Bark George
all Well, 3 Whalea the
«fe Mary at Marble Isl
North part of the Bay has been filled with ice
since the 10th of July could not get up the
"Welcome nor to the East shore had A very
cold Winter & spring 23rd of May Thro^
4 below zero got out 7th of June layed in the
outer Harbor all winter no Natives came to
the ship while we lay at Marble Isl had plenty
of scurvey but come out of it all right. Shall

harbor— the only known one on
this coast. As we entered we passed on
our right the rums of old Fort Prince
cent

of Wales,

and on the

left

the remains

of what had once been a two gun battery which, with the fort, commanded
the entrance to the river. Some seven
miles up the river is the present post,
known as Fort Churchill, but which is
merely a collection of dwellings and

warehouses.
The next day being Sunday,

I

ac-

companied Commander Gordon and
some other officers in the gig and
reached the post in time for morning
There we met the chief
service.
trader, his wife and family, together
with the missionary. Rev. Mr. LoftThis gentleman, a few weeks
house.
stay in the Welcome until the last of before, had tramped around the coast
nothing
August than start for home if
all the way from York Factory, a distance of nearly 200 miles, to meet his
E B Fisher
expected bride, who was to arrive on
of the George & Mary.
the Company's trading ship from EngThis letter was carefully copied and,
This vessel comes once a year,
land.
with one detailing our own visit, was and that is all the communication they
again enclosed in the bottle.
have with the great outside world.

At 11 o'clock the tinkle
of the small mission bell
called the worshippers together at the little church.
This edifice was one of a
type sent out from ICngland years ago, and was
- of corrugated iron, 18 x30
feet, bolted together. But
such a congregation

!

There were halfbreed
^^^ Indians and Eskimo of
But time was precious, and so about
eight o'clock that evening we weighed
anchor and shaped our course for Fort
Churchill. Three days later we sighted
the Cape and ran along the low-lying
shores towards the river of the same
name. About noon the beacons were
sighted, and shortly afterwards a boat
containing the chief trader, Mr. J.
Spencer, and /his clerk, Mr. McTavish,
together with a pilot, came on board,
and we wc^re soon safe in the magnifi-

by

One

ages gathered beneath
that roof and sitting side
with their white masters.
all

THE GRAVEYARD AT MARBLE ISLAND
side

little

fellow,

whose mother was

evidently anxious to have her young
hopeful as well dressed as possible on
such an auspicious occasion, had cover"
ed his head with an old " stove-pipe
hat that might have been fashionable
half a century ago.
But it was too
large for him and rested on his shoulders.
The poor little fellow's efforts to
remove it as he entered the door were
ludicrous in the extreme.
The con-

'^'

««

3^^'
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and on looking out to sea beheld
three French war vessels, their guns
run out and everything cleared for
They were under command
action.
of no less a personage than the reChippewayan language painted on it. nowned La Perouse, who lost no time
The Ten Commandments were on the in sending an officer ashore with a
next two, and the Lord's Prayer on the summons to surrender unconditionally.
Several small colored prints Samuel Hearne, who had charge of the
fourth.
to the inside walls. One post, although a very efficient officer of
fastened
were
represented the' " Return of the Prodi- the Hudson's Bay Company, was not
The Frenchman's
gal Son" and another " Christ Cleans- much of a soldier.
ing the Temple." There were about a bold demand overawed him, and aldozen other Scriptural pictures tacked though he tried to gain time by parleying, La Perouse knew enough to refuse
on the sheeting round the walls.
After service the visitors were en- anything but an unconditional surtertained at dinner by Mr. Spencer, render. He threatened to blow the
and an excellent dinner it was. There iort to pieces about their ears unless
was curlew, both fried and roast snipe the garrison surrendered immediately,
in two or three different styles, and but he promised to spare their lives
ptarmigan, the arctic partridge, on if they complied with his demands.
But we had no potatoes, and At last Hearne hauled down the flag
toast.
It is said
for vegetables had turnip leaves served and threw open the gates.
that La Perouse's men were nearly all
up in the style of cabbage.
Next day the Hudson's Bay Com- down with scurvy. He had scarcely
pany's officers visited the ship. The sufficient available seamen to manage
boat's crew of half- breeds accompanying his ships, let alone storm a i-egular forus expressed the greatest surprise on tification. It was only by the greatest
seeing the engines, for ours was the exertion that he was able to muster a
gregation, minister and all, numbered
just 31.
On the wall behind the readingdesk were four sheet-iron tablets. The
first had the Apostles' Creed in the

;

steam vessel that ever entered the
Hudson's Bay.
We paid a visit on the Monday to
the old Fort Prince of Wales.
It

first

stands at the entrance to the harbor,
on what is known as Eskimo Point,
and from it the best view of the surrounding country is to be had. It is now
a mass of ruins inside, but the walls,
eight feet thick, are in a remarkabl}'good state of preservation. Somewhere about 1730 the Hudson's Bay
Company commenced the erection of
this

fort

to

guard

their

interests

against the French traders and freebooters who were constantly at war
with them. Nearly forty years were
occupied in the building of it, and
when at last it was completed, guns
were sent out from England for its
armament.
But its owners were not
very long left in peaceful possession.
One fine morning in 1782 the garrison
was awakened by the firing of a gun,

presentable force to take possession of
the fort. Hearne surrendered himself
a prisoner on board the flagship and
was taken to France. It was impossible for the victor to leave a garrison
in the fort, and so he decided to destroy it. That very day it was dismantled and the guns disabled. That
was more than a century ago, and yet
much still remains to remind the visitor of the work of that adventurous
Frenchman. There lie the guns just
as the conqueror left them, their trunnions knocked off or otherwise disabled.
Among the grass one stumbles on
rusty, round shot, half buried beneath
the decaying vegetation. We collected
a number of the old shot as curios, and
towards evening returned to the vessel.
After destroying this place. La Perouse sailed for York Factory, which
he also destroyed.

On

Tuesday, September 9th, we
Sloop's Cove, a well-

paid a visit to

IN THE
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sheltered spot between the ruined fort
and the present post. This cove received its name from the fact that in
1740 two ships of the British navy, the
Fiimace and the Discovery, wintered
there.
They were commanded by a
Captain Middleton, who was sent out
by the British Government to explore
for a north-west passage.
They left
Middleton visited
July 12th, 1741.
Repulse Bay, but returned without
having added anything worth men-

tioning to the stock of general inforIt is
mation regarding these waters.
said he was in the pay of the Hudson's

ARCTIC.

that even at full tide there is
not suflicient water to float a ship

rise, is

of three hundred tons.
To Dr. Bell, of the Geological Survey, who accompanied the expedition,
these old ring bolts proved very interesting, but to us, less scientifically
inclined, the pictured rocks were far
more .so. On one side of the Cove is a
smooth, sloping piece of rock close to
where the vessels of Middleton were

This rock

moored.

Bay Company, and had very good

But to return to Sloop's Cove, there
are several of Middleton's ring bolts
just as fast in the rock to-day as when
he put them there a hundred and fifty
years ago.
These bolts possess interest in more than one way, for they
have served as a datum point by which
to measure the gradual rising of the
coast all along Hudson's Bay.
The
rise is comparatively rapid
geologists
say about eight feet a century.
Both
of Middleton's vessels were small, and
yet these bolts are high enough above
the water to-day for vessels four times
the size of the Furna/ie or the Discovery.
Another evidence of the gradual

—

covered with

FURNACE
DiSCoUCRY

I

one has taken enough interest in his
to search for it and to discover
whether he was acquitted or not
Sloop's Cove is just as bleak and uninviting as any other part of this inhospitable coast.
Looking up the
River Churchill to the trading post, a
distance of some seven miles, tne scene
is one of terrible desolation.
Not a
bush breaks the grey monotony of the
When the tide is out one sees
rock.
the bed of the river thickly strewn
with boulders from the size of a haystack to a foot or two in diameter.

is

carvings, which appear as clean cut to-

reasons for not wanting to discover a
north-west or any other passage.
Middleton returned to England and
was tried by a court martial for neglect of duty.
The verdict of that
court is filed away somewhere among
the musty records of the navy, but no
case

37
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day as when they were first chiselled.
Facsimiles of some of these names
and cuts appear in the illustrations. It
will be seen that, with

the exception

names

of the ships and i)erhaps
the very suggestive picture of " John
Kelley from the Isle of Wight," the

of the

names were nearly

all

carved years

after the vessels sailed for England.
It is quite possible that many of the
names are those of ships' captains or

other

officers

Company, who,

of the Hudson's Bay
to gratify their vanity,
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carved their names along with those
already there.
There is a story told in connection
with the name of Kelley which has a
semblance of truth about it. Thousands of wild geese are killed and
The story is
salted here every fall.
that Kelley stole a goose and, being a
sailor on one of His Majesty's ships,
was court-marshalled, found guilty,
and sentenced to be hanged, a sentence
which the carving shows was carried
out.

We left Churchill with regret, for in
that barren land the inabitants have
not forgotten what good old-time hospitality means. York Factory, distant
a couple of hundred miles down the
coast, was our next port.
For nearly
two centuries the Hudson's Bay Company has ruled here.
CrUllfOi-cl Lofvq

M^J^

then take his oar out of the rowlock
and touch bottom. There is no such
place as a harbor here, the nearest
approach to it being the " Five fathom hole," which in reality is only
about three fathoms. This hole is
about fifteen miles from the shore.
At seven o'clock the next evening a
boat reached us from the factory with
the chief accountant and some of the
other officers, together with a crew of
half-breeds.
It was a long, flat-bottomed craft, with a centre board and
huge sail.
Commander Gordon, Dr.
Bell, myself and one or two others
started back to the factory with the
visitors,
who first dined with us.
There was little or no wind at the
time, and we made but poor progress
with the oars. After a time, however,
the wind increased slightly, and the
sail was set.
The night
was pitchy dark, and we

t

2.7

by guess. Rockwere sent up and blue
lights burned to attract
the attention of those on
steered
ets
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A BOCK CARVING.

To those who have read any of
Ballantyne's stories, such for instance
as " Sunbeams and Snowflakes," " Ungava," etc., a description of York will
be quite unnecessary. His simple pen
pictures of that once great centre
of trade are perfect.
We arrived off the mouth of the
Nelson River about sunset, and, after
firing guns to attract the attention of
those at the post, cast anchor for the
There was a heavy swell on,
night.
and although we were then

After a time the
centre board was
raised, as it was striking
on the bottom. Scarcely

shore.

ns-b

fifteen

miles from shore, our keel scraped the

had

it

been stowed when

the boat itself struck a
rock and left us for a
time unable to proceed. There was

nothing for

it,

therefore, but to wait

the tide, which was rising, should
float us oft".
At ten o'clock the crew
started a fire in an iron cylinder and
made tea for the party, which was served with bread and butter and canned
beef.
The scene at this time was well
worthy the brush of an artist the
brown sail and the browner faces of the
men, as the fire flickered up and down,
now brightly illuminating them, and
then, as they moved out of its range,
letting them appear as swallowed up in
the darkness.
On the way out to the
ship one of the men had shot a goose,
till

—

sandy bottom and we had to run
some three miles further out to sea.
One may start from York in a row and at one o'clock next morning it
boat and pull in any direction till he was spitted on a ramrod and cooked
loses sight of the low-lying shores and over the tire.

IX THE

SHADOW OF THE

Two

hours later, or at three o'clock
next morning, we landed at
York and climbed the river bank. A
few minutes later I found myself in
Bachelors' Hall, as the clerk's dining
room has been called for a century or
There was the long table, the
more.
box stove and the iron-bound chairs,
just as Ballantyne described them, and
there at one end of the hall was a lifesized oil painting of one of the early
govemoi*s, dim with smoke and age,
the

The
as pictured by the same writer.
place seemed like an old friend, and
its owners certainly did all in their
power to made us feel at home. But
the cflorv of York has departed, and

^^

4

instead of thirty clerks there are now
only two required to do the work of
the post. At one time it was the
great distributing centre for the vast
country to the north-west and south
of it.
But the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway has altered all
that, and to-day the stores for the
Saskatchewan and the country to the
north-west are distributed from Winnipeg.

The
mouth

old fort, which stood nearer the
of the river, was the one destroyed by La Perouse. Scarce a vesThe present
tage of it now remains.
post is surrounded by a strong, wellkept palisade which encloses about
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houses, some of them shut up,
The
in a good state of repair.
great buildingr, or storehouse, is a fine
structure.
It is in the form of a rectangle, with a court yard in the centre.
The front of this is 216 feet long and
three storeys high, the remainder being
two.
Within one can find everything
from a needle to an anchor. Guns
and kettles, and clothing and provisions, in endless variety, are to be
had there, and the strang&st part of all,
at a reasonable price, so far, at least,
But
as necessaries are concerned.
beads, mirrors and such like luxuries,
have a high price placed upon them.
An Indian, on entering with his winfifty

but

all

A-

ter's catch of furs, is not allowed to
purchase the first thing he takes a
fancy to. First of all he has to settle
his " debt," as the credit given the
previous year is tenned.
After that
he must lay in a supply of ammunition,
clothing and other necessaries. Then,
if anything remains to his credit, he
may purchase ornaments for his favorite stjuaw or children.
Outside the palisades and on the very
edge of the river bank are a couple of
In tact, with the exbrass howitzers.
ception of horses, they have every requisite for the equipment of an old-time

field

battery

—guns, howitzers, limbers,

ammunition wagons, harness,

etc.
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After breakfasting with the Chief
Factor (Mr. Fortesque), the next morning we broke up into twos and threes
and started on a tour of inspection.
Some of the places visited are well de-

grass and sand and paid no more attention to us than if we had lived
with them all their lives. Canoes new

and old lay around everywhere, with
here and there a small net spread on
mention and none the roof or stretched between a couple

serving of special,
more so than the hospital, the Indian
village and the church. The hospital is
a small wooden structure which the
officer in charge placed at the disposal
of the resident physician,Dr. Mathews.
There were only two patients in it at
the time, one an old Indian suffering
from a severe attack of scurvy, and
the other an Indian boy with rickets.
No hope was entertained for the recovery of the old man, but the doctor
said he believed the boy would ultiThis hospital was
mately get better.
neat and clean, and whitewashed inIt
side and out.
for nine patients.

of trees.

A peep into one of the houses

to satisfy our curiosity
regarding the domestic habits of the
The door of the house stood
inmates.

was enough

A

invitingly open and we entered.
small window with just one pane of
glass in it half lighted the interior,
which was filthy in the extreme.

There was no such luxury as a board
nothing l>ut the V)are ground.
floor
At one end was a fire-place made of
A fire
stones and mud from the rivei-.
smouldered on the hearth, above which

—

hung a small iron pot

half full of luke-

In one corner beside
the fire-place and raised perhaps a foot
from the ground was a rough frame-

had accommodation warm water.

It would be hard to say whether or
not the Indian village a few hundred
yards further up the bank of the river
had more children or dogs amongst the
population.
Certain it is that there
were hundreds of canines. They growled and showed their teeth at every
turn, and one had constantly to be on
his guard to prevent them sneaking
up behind and perhaps nipping his
calves to show their appreciation of
The Indian village is a
his visit.
straggling collection of huts made of

of small poles which constituted
the sleeping portion of the dwelling.
It was covered with dried grass and a
few blankets. Near by, fastened
against the wall was a small table on
which stood a couple of tin plates,
three tin cups and a knife. Next to
" gun
it in the corner stood a " trade
and an axe. These constituted the
sole furniture of the cabin, and could
easily have been packed in a small

work

Had there been enough light
canoe.
and mud. Although the Company's we would have found the place
It was a
doctor had over and over again tried festooned with cobwebs.
to make the inhabitants keep their counterpart of other dwellings in the

logs

dwellings passably clean, he at last

had given it up as a bad job. They
seemed to love the dirt and bad odors,
and strange to say, despite it all, appeared to thrive. The smell of decaying fish and fish ofial wafted to us on

The half-breed servillage.
vants of the Company who have their
quarters in the factory are of course
more comfortably housed, but the
half-breeds who live with the Indians
are no better otf than their neighlittle

the breeze told of our near approach bors.
to the village, before we could even
On the outside of the stockade is a
see the houses.
They were bult neat little church for the use of the
amongst a lot of scrub brush, enough Indians. It has a spire and a bell,
of which had been cleared away to and will seat between three and four
make room for the dwellings. The hundred worshippers. Beyond the
women appeared shy and went to palisades also is the powder magazine,
hide themselves at our approach. Not a strong stone structure without a
so the youngsters, who rolled in the particle of iron in its composition.

AV THE

SHADOW OF THE
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waiting for the ice to clear, we killed
three polar bears and a walrus.
The
latter animals are very plentiful in
these waters, and as the carcass of one
copper nails.
Tsiear the magazine is the grave- of these monsters is worth from seventy
yard. One grave close to the entrance to one hundred dollars, the Hudson's
Bay Company encourage the Elskimo
is conspicuous, being surrounded with
to hunt them whenever opportunity
a neat, well-kept railing.
There is, in connection with the offers. In fact the Compan}' sends a
church, a school-house, where the mis- small sloop up the coast every year to
sionary. Rev. Mr. Winter, presides as collect the hides, oil and tusks from
teacher over a hundred d usky pupils. the natives.
Although Hudson's Bay belongs to
From what I <x>uld see, I believe the
missionary has more comfortable quar- the Dominion of Canada, our Governters than anyone except the chief ment has done little or nothing to develop its wonderful i-esources. Whatfactor.
Out of sight of the factory every- ever has been accomplished up to the
thing has the same desolate, lonely ap- present, has been done by foreign enterpearance as any other spot along the prise and capital Some years ago Capt.
coast, with this exception, however, Spicer, a shrewd Connecticut man, esthat there are a few scrub tirs to be tablisheil a fishing and trading station,
found here in sheltered nooks. All the in the strait near the Middle Savage
fuel for the factory is brought from Islands, from which he has reaped a
rich harvest. At Ungava Bay, the Hudmany miles up the river.
We left York with the ebb tide, all son's Bay Company has an exten.sive
the inhabitants turning out to say fare- fishing establishment, and annually
well and give us a " Clod speed " on sends to England one or two ship- loads
our voyage. Between three and four of salmon.
p.m., accompanied by the chief factor
At Churchill, as well as at two posts
and the ofHcers and ladies, we repaired on the East Main coast, the white
The last fare- whale or porpoise is caught in shoals.
to the boat landing.
wells were spoken, and then shaking No fewer than 170 were caught at
hands with our kind entertainers, one tide in the river at Churchill a
we entered the boat, set our sail, and few months previous to our visit.
were soon out in the middle of the These animals enter the river with the
river.
Aa we saile<l away, the white flood tide and leave it with the ebb.
ensign a particular honor
was hoist- When a shoal is seen approaching, the
ed on the flag statf, a salute of tivo natives drive them towards a cove that
guns was tired from the howitzers, is dry at low water. The animals enand then all on shore cheered.
ter and then a net is stretched across
replied as best we could, waved our the entrance. Here a noise is kept up,
caps, and, a few minutes later, turne<l and the porpoises, fearing to break
a t>end in the river and lost sight of through, are found high and dry at
our friend.s.
the ebb tide and easily dis|)atched.
We soon reached the ship, the wind
The Company has a large establishbeing favorable, and weighing anchor, ment at Churchill for trying out the
steamed hundreds of miles across oil, and I think I am within the mark
Hudson's Bay to Dig^rs' Islands, where when I say that their revenue from
Henry Hudson, the discoverer of the porpoise oil alone amounts to over
bay, was cast adrift by his mutinous $100,000 annually.
crew and never heard of more.
In the straits cod are found at the

The hinges are copper, the lock on the
door copper, the roof copper, and the
woodwork is fastened together with

—

—

We

Entering the strait, more ice was
encountered, and, during a short stop

proper season in unlimited quantities.
I saw three of our sailors take, one

.
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afternoon at Cape Chudleigh, four
hundred cod within an hour and a-half
Then there is the whale fishery, in
which, with one exception, I believe,
Americans are engaged. Heretofore
it has been very remunerative, and
there is no reason why it should not
continue so for many years to come.
Leaving the waters for the rocky
shores, one finds all sorts af northern
game in abundance. I have seen
thousands of ptarmigan on the rocks
of Resolution Island, as well as at
other points. Swans, geese, ducks,
curlew, plover, snipe, and other wild
fowl are found in countless thousands,
and during the four or five months we
were there we had so much game that
at last we grew so tired cf it that we
turned to " salt horse " as a delicious
change.
Eeindeer pass up and down the country in immense herds and furnish a
staple article of food at many posts of
Their
the Hudson's Bay Company.
tongues are exported to England,
where they command a high priee. In
fact, they are very often hunted for
party of hunttheir tongues alone.
ers meeting with a band of reindeer

A

many as they can. From these
they take such skins and meat as they
require, together with all the tongues.
I asked the officer at Churchill if he
did not think such slaughter would
soon exterminate the reindeer.
He
laughed and said, " I have been here

kill as

!

more than twenty years, and there are
more deer now than ever before."
The same thing, it will be remembered, used to be said regarding the
buffalo.

To the sportsman who can

afford

it,

and who is sufficiently enthusiastic, a
trip to Hudson's strait, will well repay the time and monej'^ spent on it.
During the spring, polar bears are
But
plentiful all along the shores.
they are ugly customers. I have seen
polar and grizzly bears, and I would
just as soon not meet one as the
Possibly the average grizzly
be a little heavier than his
brother, " the tiger of the ice," as he
has aptly been termed. But if the
latter is a tritie smaller, he makes up
in agility for what he lacks in weight.
I took part one afternoon at Diggs'
other.

may

Islands in the killing of three of these
monsters, the heaviest
which
of
weighed something over 800 pounds.
One of the hind paws, when stuffed,
measured eighteen inches long by ten
inches broad
During the short summer the climate is passibly pleasant, although on
some parts of the coast snow flurries
may occur at almost any time of the
year.
But a couple of months could
be passed very pleasantly at Ungava
Bay, and a return made to civilization
in time to escape the winter, which, as
may be imagined, is really arctic in its
severity.

—
;

SOME MODERNISMS OF THE STAGE.
BY HECTOR W. CHARLES WORTH.
is the privilege of the old playgoer to say that the stage has degenPerhaps the thought " there
erated.
are no songs like the old songs " passes
current when used with reference to
the stage with better grace than it does
when applied to any other institution
of the time. The youthful play -goer is
made to feel his deplorably bad taste
if he sets up any modem actor, or, as
more frequently happens, actress, as
his idol in matters thespian.
He is
excused by the kindly old play-goer
on the ground that the poor fellow had
the misfortune to be bom twenty -five
or forty or fifty years too late.
I, myself, committed a crime at an
age when my youth and ignorance
should have been an excuse but for
it I have been suffering at the hands
of old, middle-aged and comparatively
youthful play -goers ever since. I never
went to see Adelaide Neilson act. I
wish I had it would give me a world
of comfort to be able to have my say
in the matter whenever her name is
mentioned. And mentioned it is whenever any actress of the day is pronounced great or beautiful. To a very
large portion of the theatre-going
public, Adelaide Neilson seems to
form the basis of comparison when
the merits of any actress of to-day are
spoken of What her peculiar charm
was I can never know, but she certainly left a warm and loving impression
on the hearts of all who heard her voice
and saw her smile, an impression the
unfortunate ones who have n^^* <*"*"
her cannot wholly understand.
This is the reward of the ^reat
player
When he dies he can leave
no legacy uj)on which posterity may
pronounce him a genius but he can
beget in the hearts of the people of
his own time a warmth of affection

It

;

;

—

!

;

that trebles the influence of the greatest poet or the most profound philosopher, or the most sympathetic of painters.

natural then that the days of
the heart is most susceptible to impressions, beautiful and
ignoble, should be the time in which
t^e genius of an actor is best realized
and that the days when artistic tenets
It

is

youth,

when

were to him new and beautiful, should
seem afterwards to the old play-goer
the halcyon da^^s of the stage and
though he may have retained much of
his youth, the actors he saw in the days
when he drank " all life's quintessence
in an hour," still should seem the
;

Therefore the young playgoer should hesitate to believe acting
and playwrights have degenerated;
should take cum ffranoealis any mild
depreciation that may be poured on the
idol of the hour, and reflect that if he
lives long enough he will be at the
same thing himself some time. I, myself, confidently expect that, if I keep
my health, and the law allows me to
live, and no accident happens me, I
will come to find the stage degenerated,

greatest.

to tell my now prospective, enthusiastic grandsons that the greatness

and

of Willard was beyond the comprehension of the generation of the period in

which

I

then

live.

we are justified
that never in the histoiy
ion
and there has scarce
of
been a civilization without a theatre
has there been acting so grand as at
present, and such noble holding of the
mirror up to nature and, after all,
naturalness or truth is the criterion by
Seriously, I think

in

'

'

1

.:

t

—

;

which

all

intellectual

and

modem

The man
judge the stage.
with the widest range in the expression of truth is the best actor, provided

critics

;
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he possesses the nobler qualities which
are the obverse of»

what

is

known

as

commonplace.
For, acting that

matter of

is

great

temperament;

is

largely a

friends can hardly recognize him when
on the stage, and they neglect to
chronicle the art that in Martha Mor-

Middleton, Gentlethe character of old
Thomas Merritt a lovable one. Here
was a man who tried with gold to

"Geoffrey

ton's

made

how man,"

and

"

many

instances do' we find of " stars
whose stock-in-trade is physical grandeur, or ability to correctly simulate
Richard's strut, but who display the

purchase wedded happiness for his
daughter
yet those who saw him
thought not of his vulgarity, but of his
love for his daughter. Why do people
Because he is
love Joseph Jefi'erson ?
;

commonplace temperament, and whose
impersonations are barren of moods
But we beor sympathetic feeling.
gin to regard an actor as great who clever at sustaining personal peculiarities, or because of the lovableness
expresses some little human truth
who bares the heart of the character that he imparts to every character he
he impersonates who shows us that a creates ?
It is temperament that makes the
man is not possessed of one or two
emotions only, but who depicts a char- actor his range may be small, but if
acter with many sides.
he can simulate even a few emotions,
In modern years, that branch of art give life to but one type of character,
which is known as " character " act- with an intensity of truth that strikes
ing, has grown into noble proportions. home to the hearts of his audience, he
The spirit which animates the great is pronounced great. Genius is so incharacter-actors of to-day is a beauti- definite an entity that we are obliged
;

:

one it aims to show that physical
deformity, personal eccentricity and
all those peculiarities which call for
such pains and constancy in the actor
who sustains them, cannot disguise a
real heart or a real soul
that the
greatest deformity is instinct with the
divine principle of spiritual life that
man is first of all a being who has a
soul, an erring, weak one, perhaps, but
one which has been entrusted with
the power to do great good as well as
great evil. There is no living man
who is not worthy of someone's friendship, and the great character actor
finds some one lovable trait in the
most eccentric character, and expresses
ful

;

;

;

it

by

his art.

to define it as the ability to carry the
auditor away from himself to live in
the world of the character to echo
in the countless moods of this living
picture the countless moods of our;

selves.

I do not know a better example of
acting in the modern spirit than Wilson Barrett's " Hamlet."
Previous
Hamlets were magnificent, fiery souls
who, at the climaxes, thrilled their
auditors with telling force, but who
were not easily to be comprehended
but up springs an actor and makes
all clear
the Dane is a fellow we can
all
understand, a man of quickly
:

;

changing moods, in depths of melancholy now, in sanguine, jolly spirits

There is a good deal of fustian used •again.
at the present day about the greatAnd the peerless Willard as Cyrus
ness of the actor who can disguise his Blenkarn
Here is a man who in his
personality.
Would the actors and face and in his voice can show you so
critics who pronounce this feat the many sides of the character, can give
summit of artistic greatness deprive so complete and varied a picture that
art of all its higher meaning ? Would you forget until the curtain drops that
they reduce it to mere technical trick- this man is an actor. The veritable
ery ? In the case of W. H. Thomp- torrent of emotion that pervades his
son, for instance, critics are open- cry for justice
was there ever a
mouthed with amazement because his more forceful expression of the truth ?
!

!

—

—

!
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Did an audience ever experience a picture more complete than that of a
more perfect realization of a heart man who makes love with stirring
torn by grief than i^ hearing Willard passion at intervals. The cry is lor
in "The Middleman"? and yet the completeness, for naturalness, for truth.
\\ iliiam Winter tells a story with
actor has apparently a limitless range
of expression in other and gentler reference to Joseph Jetierson and his
Sweet fatherly tenderness
moods.
Rip Van Winkle, the man who draws
grim persistency and wild despair. forth laughter and tears and makes us
;

;

A

man's lifetime in three hours
have seen Henry Irving, a

We

love a character

man

most of
physical attributes that go to make a
good actor, lacking in vocal pqwer,
possessed of strange mannerisms of
speech and bearing, having at command but a diminutive volume of
passionate emotion, win his laurels by
sheer intellectuality, by a most subtle
appreciation for every mood and feeling of the character he impersonates.
Such wealth of elaboration in every
detail that might tend to make the
character more human, more intelligible to his audience had never before
been known in the history of the
stage.
The very Napoleon of actors,
he has passed over more obstacles,
won more battles, than any actor who
ever lived, and if not the greatest
actor of to-day he justly wean his
honors as the greatest man upon the
surpriiingl}' deficient in

sta'^e of

any country

The demand

«»r

any

time.

a varied, lucid portrayal of the varied moods of a character seems to have steadily grown
until nov.
No actor is called great
for

who

is

to the practi-

mind worse than worthless. The
the late Charles Mathews once said to Jefcal

ferson, "Jeflferson, I

am

glad to see

you making your fortune, but I hate
to see you doing it with one part and
a carpet-bag." " It is certainly letter,"
answered the comedian, " to play one
part and make it various than to play
a hundred parts and make them all
a'
Jetierson spoke in the modern
'

No man is all clown, all hero
or all villain.
It is the same with the ladies, with
modern
this
provision, that the
audience demands that the heroine
who is deeeribed as beautiful he beautiful ; and though an adaness be plain
enough off the stage she must use all
Such
arts to be lovely on the stage.
first
for beauty
affection
is our
beauty of form, then beauty of voice
and expression, then beauty of face
that it excuses a multitude of sins
But we still demand that
against art.
the character be various ; Sarah Bernhardt's best claim for greatness rests
on the completeness and adequacy of

—

who is ev«>n in his lesser scenes guilty her Fedora or her La Tosca The tire
of monotony.
Agile facility in the of the grand scenes is not by any
display of emotional }x>wer is what means lessened because we see every
the auditor demands of the actor. other mood as carefully and as effecThe minor doings of the character tively played. Seeing her, one feels
must he as human, as far removed tliat this is a real girl whose heart is
from the flatly commonplace, as his being tried in the fire, and it is seldom
climaxes.
Every movement is ex- that any critic neglects to say that
pected to lend new interest to and to her every look and gesture is studied.
throw a fresh light on the character. But the limitations of temperament
Even the modem comedian paints in spring up; she can play La Tosca
delicate
touches as well as bold with indescribable force, but she candashes; his torrent of humor must be not be Rosalind. One scale of measregulated with the utmost delicacy of uring a woman's greatness is that ot
treatment. The lovermay burst forth the height of her passionate intensity,
with tire divine at the proper period, but reading Bernhardt's commendabut the modem audience expects a tion of Julia Marlowe, the actress who

;
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never makes a climax, I cannot but
think that the great Frenchwoman's
scale is that of completeness and
variety in the interpretation of human
nature.
America has several nature-trained
Rosalinds, all as true, as natural, as

can be each as different from the other
Julia Marlowe, of tender,
as can be.
flower-like temperament Ada Rehan,
buoyant, sparkling, and full of merry
laughter Marie Wainwright, full of
sympathetic passion. And such is the
liberality of modern critics that they
accept each conception as true and
each as complete in itself. How can
they do otherwise, when all throw so
many lights on the heart of the girl
when each shbws a woman that with
her many moods has a living force.
Modern criticism has grown gratifyingly liberal under these precepts;
we hear no more dogmatic, bull-headed
insistence about " conceptions " on the
part of the critics now-a-days esteemed
great.
The critic's province now is to
study the personality, intellectual fibre
and sympathetic temperament of the
actor.
He has the noble task of ex;

;

;

;

information was drawn from reading
advance notices, for the modern advance man betrays a shockingly PhilPlays that are all full of
istine spirit.
the most human pathos and humor are
heralded by highly-colored and altogether misleading advertisements but
it must be remembered that the readers of advance notices and bill-boards
;

persons whose artistic
have not received a sufficient
cultivation, but whom each new modern play of any pretension has some
Thus I have seen
share in educating.
are

usually

tastes

The Middleman " heralded as a play
possessing " a lurid background of revenge," which has a strangely familiar
sound, suggestive of the pistol and the
poison cup.
Modern plays are literally teeming
with moving scenes of everyday life,
and the weakest of them can be made
good by the rich temperament of a
good actor. " Good acting, good play,"
is the adage, and it is the modern love
"

and sympathy for human nature which
has wrung the neck of the " literary
quality " in plays.
In the old comedies and dramas, the literary quality
and is synonymous with the talky " qual-

amining the colors, the richness,
the depth of sensitive feeling of the ity.
What man in his right senses has
soul of a fellow-man if one Hamlet the literary quality in his everyday
or one Romeo is a complete and in- walk through the world in real life
spiring picture, it is quite possible for do w^e smother the crucial scenes of
another Hamlet or another Romeo to our existence with words ? The modbe quite as complete and quite as in- ern audience does not look for reparspiring, though altogether different in tee and epigram
a little of it lends
coloring and conception. The words a flavor, but much of it is tedious.
man says, are less important than the
No novelist can make his characmanner in which he says them.
ters talk just as they would if the
From the greatness of modern act- same people moved in real life nor
ing has sprung a modernism with re- can the playwright. The actor is
gard to plays that excites the denunci- expected to use good English, which is
atory tendencies of students of the a rare accomplishment in everyday
Greek drama and black letter tomes. conversation, but the playwright has
That is, the lack of "the literary qual- the privilege of allowing the people of
ity " in modern plays.
A year or so his fancy to speak with the terseness
before his death, Sir Daniel Wilson, and absence of platitudes that characin a lecture at old 'Varsity, read a terize modern speech.
A man who
commination service over the modern talks as much and with as little purdrama that had all the completeness pose as Claude Melnotte, is nowadays
and terseness of any Scotchman's in- voted as much a bore on the stage as he
vective,
I presume that Sir Daniel's always has been off the stage.
In the
'

:

:

;

;
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great and crucial scenes of Shakespeare's plays, the absence of the chimerical " literary quality " must be noThe noble, lovely poems, like
ticed.
" The Seven Ages," are spoken as interludes.
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Shakespeare we can only account for

by considering the wretchedl}' bad
of the

taste

Elizabethan audiences.

Now, Shakespeare was a manager and
a sinner, and there are
scenes in his plays that, when
played before the audiences of his
time, must have been as wretchedly
bad as anything I ever saw played.

neces-sarily

The world would have met some

loss, indeed, if only the
dialogue of Shakespeare's plays
had been preserved, but his fame in
the theatre would be as great, his
name as holy, as it is now.
Modern playrights have a richness
of sympathy, a breadth of view in
treating human life, that places them
far above the dramatists of the last
century, or the early half of this.
The old-time play with its "stratagem,"
its artificial characters, has happily
passed away. Take for instance the
play "Judah" by
Henry Arthur
Jones.
The author, in telling a beautiful love story, has introduced as a
background a most intelligent consideration of the sympathy with and
interest in matters occult which characterize modern life.
The subject

with a terrible

real

never becomes obtrusive, but it is
turned around and viewed from many
sides a heroine who is possessed of
the strange power which gives her
influence enough over the minds of
some of her fellow beings, to work
cures upon their bodies a charlatan
who grows fat upon popular credulity;
a scientist who seeks to find " the
great secret " of the soul's existence by
mathematical deduction and a hero
whose highly- wrought spiritual nature
brings what seem to be spiritual
;

;

;

voices to his ears

—

all

these lend in-

They may have been put in after his
death by the " ham-fatting " actors of
his day, but they have been preserved
by the nobility and illimitable greatness of the scenes with which they are
surrounded.
Even Lancelot Gobbo
would be gladly dispensed with by
more

intelligent theatre-goers.

To deny

that there is much on the
stage even at the present time that
oflTends good taste, much that being

beneath criticism is not criticized,
would be Quixotic I suppose that
there will neve*" be a time when the
crudest sort of pictures will not find a

market

the grossest trivialities in the
;
of literature find thousands of
readers.
The masses do not care for
dramatic criticism
it
is
for the

way

;

few, not the many
the sons of
the many grow anxious to breathe
the artistic atmosphere of the few,
and honest criticism is never without its influence, no matter what
may be said to the contrary.
**The purpose of playing, whose end,
both at the first and now. was and is
to hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to
;

nature,"

saith

whose views of

human

the
life

prophet Those
and knowledge of

nature are crude are easily

But occultism moved by crude, cheap, artificial
serves as a background to sparkling eflects but the great and true artist
comedy, passionate human love, and a never acts in vain, never lacks a
terest to the subject.

;

moral

crisis

of

terrible

significance.

thoughtful,

sympathetic,

discerning

Could there be better literary qualities audience, And there is one principle
than these ?
that even the most grovelling of playThe theatre allures millions of peo- wrights never forgets, which is that
?le, and the taste of many is crude, but the most ignorant of audiences expects
believe that bad taste is by no a triumph of virtue, a concession to
means confined to modern theatrical the spark of the God-like that is in
audiences.
There are some scenes in man.

STR.

lafoktjOT

and gttinevere.

SIR LANCELOT.

\\v. riMU',

;i

The glory

Kiii<^,

of

day

ainid

iiif

t<jssing

arumrtil knights,

on helm and shield,
youth and joy.

Aiid all the glory of his
In the strung, wine-like splendor of his face.
He nxle among them, the one man of men.
Their lordliest, loveliest, he who might have beea,
Because of very human breadth of love.

And

his glad,

winning sympathy for earth.

Greater than even Arthur under heaven.
Kindlier than the morning was his face,
''
Swift, like the
:. was his eagle glance,
No bit of Waii
iiad ever held,
(>f child or flower or dream of woman's face.
Or noble, {massing godliness of mood.
'

In

man toward man,

As

in

And
Ill

but garnered in his eye.

some mere that gathereth

foldeth

roile

Arthur,

it

beauty to

lit*

luVi-d a^ .I«»lu4 l<.\f.l

its breast.

amon-

whom

And watched
up

all earth's face,

in

'wn right hand,

each day with joy thai

(

'linst,

l..iiy

brow

lonely splendor, isolate.
Half (<<Hl-like, o'er that serried hoitt of spears,
And knew his love the kingliest, holiest thing,
"Twivt man and ni.'H- "•-•• '•••'^ .'I't'ving earth.
Lift

it.s

So passed those day^

ut

When all men loved hi-^
And kindliness of spirit

.

ami of peace.
ami strength

whicli the king.

Great Arthur, with his lofty c<»ldness lacked. "Twas Lancelot fought tlit* mightiest in the lists,
And beat with tiiunders back the brazen shields.
And stormed the fastness of the farthest isles.
Slaying the grizzly warriors of the meres.
And winning all men's fealty and Iom',
And worsliip of fair women in the t4jwers,

Who

down to wat4*h him pass ;
the hot blood mantle each fair cheek.
With sweet sense of his presence, till all men
Called Arthur half a god, and Lanc(>lot
The greatest In-ai t tliat 1x*at in his irtvat realm.
laid their distaifs

And made

Thoii calm

i....^ ;..i... vay tlial brake iiLs life.
he being sent of Arthur, all unknowing,
Saw Guinevere, like some fair flower of heaven.
As men may only see in dreams the gods
Do send to kill the common ways of earth.
And make all else but drear and dull aud bleak*;
Such magic she did work upon his soul,
Till Arthur, God and all the Table round.
Were but a nebulous mist l>efore his eyes,
In which the splendor of her lieauty shon*-.

When

—— —
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Henceforth the years would

rise

and wane and

And glory come and glory pass away,
And battles pass as in a troubled dream,
And Arthur be a ghost, and his knights ghosts
The castles and the lists and the mad fights,

die,

^

;

Sacking of cities, scourging of country-sides.
All dreams before his eyes ;— all, save her love.

So girded she her magic round his heart.
And meshed him in a golden mesh of love.
And marred his sense of all earth's splendor there.
in the after-days when brake the end,
she had fled to Glastonbury's cells,
With all the world one clamor at her sin ;
And Arthur like a storm-smit pine-tree stood,

But

And

Alone amid

his

kingdom's blackened ruins

;

Then Lancelot knew his life an evil dream,
And thought him of the friendship of their youth
And all the days that they had been together.

And " Arthur," " Arthur," spake from all the meres
And " Arthur," " Arthur," moaned from days afar.
And Lancelot grieved him of his woeful sin
" And this the hand that smote mine Arthur down
:

That brake his glory, ruined his great hope
Of one vast kingdom built on noble deeds.
And truth and peace for many days to be.
This hand that should have been his truest strength
Next to that high honor which he held."

And all the torrents of his sorrow brake
For his own Arthur, Arthur standing lone.
Like some unriven pine that towers alone
Amid

the awful ruins of a world.

And

then a woful longing smote him there.
To ride by murk and moon, by mere and waste,
To where the king made battle with his foes.
And look, unknown, upon his face, and die.

So thinking this he fled, and the queen's wraith
memory, in the moonlight fled with him.
]5ut stronger with him fled his gladder youth
And all the memories of the splendid past.
Until his heart yearned for the days that were,

A

And

that great, noble soul vrho fought alone.

Then coming by cock-crow and the glimmering dawn,

He

reached the gray -walled castle of the land.
the king tarried ere he went to fight
The last dread battle of the Table Round.
And the grim sentinels who guarded there.
Thinking only of him as Arthur's friend
And knowing not the Lancelot scandal named.
And judging by the sorrow of his face.
Deemed him some knight who came to aid the king
And pointing past the waning beacon fires.
Said, " There he sleeps as one who hath no woes."

Where
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And
And

Lancelot passing silent left them there,
entering the old abbey, ('twas some ruin
Of piety and worship of past days),
Saw in tlie Hicker of a dying hearth,
Mingled with faint glimmering of the dawn.
The great king sleeping, where a mighty cross
Tliii'u itv «]r»-:i<I -liadow o'rr his moving breast.

Aim

i^iinfiui

And
And

KMfw

iiif >aine.

Strong, god-lik»-

i;i<«'

worshipped in the days no more,
all their olden gladness smote him now.
he had wept, but that his awful sin.

That he

hjid

That made a wall of Hame

lietwixt

them

there,

Hatl seared the very fountain of his soul.
Whereat he moiined, " O, noble, saintly heart,
Couldst thou but know amidst thine innocent sleep,
Save for the awful sin that flMOoee between.
That here doth stand the Lancelot of old days,
The one of all the world who loved thee mo^
The joyous friend of all thy glorious youth ;
O, noble (Jod-like
Lancelot , who hath sinned
As none hath sinned against thee, now hath come
Ta ga»,* uj)«»n thy majesty and <hc
th.
O, Arthur thou great Artl
^Iv sii u iiiv itiv. inv ifliirv
I

I

I

'

1

Stirred in his

And

^

Lancelot

Hoary with

all

1

lere the king

murmured. "Guinevere

feelii

anguish

:

ot old

I"

ages,

crime

And

hideous bl<MMlsh«*d. were now builded up
him and the king at that one name.
Clothed with the mad des|)airings of his shame,
Stole like some shrunken ghost life from that place,
*—
_-*
To look no nion
fnro.
B«'twixt

•—

Then

it

And

in

'

did snnli- u^mju hiui he luu.sI die;
him the ohl ghost of honor woke
That he must die in liattle, and g(.» Aut
AVhere no dread sorrow could gnaw at his heart,
But all forgetting and eternal sleep.

Whereat the madness of old battle woke,
Fi>r his dread sin now burned all softness

out.

And
And

the glad kindliness of the Table Round,
left him, shorn of all the Christian knight.
The gentle lortl who only smote to save,
Or shield the helpless from the brutal stroke
And flamed hLs heart there with the lust to slay.
And slaying be slain as his grim sires went out.
;

far trumpet startled all the mom,
Trembling westward from its dewy sleep.
And with the day new battle woke the meres,
And as some wood- wolf scents the prey afar.
The noise of coming l>attle smote his ears,

Then some

;
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And woke in him the fierceness of his race,
And the old pagan, joyous lust of fight.
And crying, " Farewell Arthur, mine old youth,
Farewell Lancelot, mine old kinder self,
Lancelot, Arthur's brother, lie there low.
Slain with the glory wherewithal you fell.

While

this

new

Lancelot, new-bred of old time,

Before the new hope of the loftier day.
Before the reign of mercy and glad law,
Thunders in old madness forth to war."
And as in some bleak ruin of a house
Where all the sweet, home joys are ravaged out.
And some grim evil pack hath entered in
To tear and snarl, so the old Lancelot passed.

And where

he closed the

battle's fiercest

shock

Did hem him round, till as some mighty surf,
That clamors, thundering round some seaward tower,
Toward him the battle roared, and clanged his shield,.
And fast his blade went circling in the sun.
Like some red, flaming wheel, where'er he went

Nor

foe, so that he slew.
cup of madness to the death.
Till those he fought with dreamed some giant earl
Of grim old days had come once more to earth,

cared for friend or

And
To

drank

fight

his

anew the

battles of his youth.

But some huge islemen

of the west were there
they were fain to hew him down, and came
Like swift, loud storms of autumn at him there.
Then there grew clamor of the reddest fight
That ever men beheld, and all outside
Were stayed in awe to see that one man fight
With that dread host of wilding warriors there.
Nor stayed his awful brand, but left and right
Whirled he its bloody flamings in the sun.
And men went down as in October woods
Do crash the mighty trunks before the blast.
Till all were slain but one grim islesman left.
But Lancelot by tlws was all one stream
Of ruddy wounds, and like some fire his brain.
And, with one awful shout of battle joy.
He sent his sword-blade wheeling in the sun.
And cleft that awful islesman to the neck ;
And crying " Arthur " smote the earth, and died.
:

And

!

^Then spread such terror over all the foe.
That gods did fight with them there, that they

And

fled,

that day the battle moved afar.
Out to the west by distant copse and mere.
Till died the tumult, and the night came in.
With mighty hush far over all that waste.
And one by one the lonely stars came out,
And over the meres the wintry moon looked down,
Unmindful of poor Lancelot and his wounds,
His dead, lost youth, the stillness of his face.
And all that awful carnage silent there,

Ottawa.

all

—William

Wilfred Campbp:ll,
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QUARTIER

LATIN.'

BY JOHN HOME CAMERON.

Pa HIS has developed from the germ
planted in what still remains almost
the islandsknown
precisely thecentre
as the City and St. Louis, lying like
great ships moored in the Seine, The
island called La GiU was the nucleus,
and still contains some of the most
The
im(K)rtant buildings in Paris.
cathedral of Notre Dame is among
them, and we are very immediately
concerned with that, for Notre Dame
and its schools formed the centre of
the learning of the mi<idle ages before
instruction ceased to be the monopoly
of the church.
This, then, is the real
centre of the Latin or students' quarter, which grew, as we shall see, far
beyond the jurisdiction of the bishop,
until it formed a large and crowded
section of the walled city, and a country of its own.
It was at last known
as the i/niversi^y, which was synonymous with Latin Quarter, "Quariier
Latin " or sometimes "Pays Latlnr

—

There is a tradition which assigns
the foundation of the university of
Paris to the reign of Charlemagne,
that is to say, a few years previous to
800.
The university itself to this day
commemorates its reputed patron saint
by festivities held in the lycdes and
colleges on the 28th of January, known
as La Saint Charlemagne.
The fact, however, is that the University of Pai'is had no individual existence till it was established by letters patent from Philip Augustus in
1200.
Previous to this perioii the schools
were attached to the churches and
monasteries.
In Paris they were dependencies of the cathedral. In the
twelfth centurj' the cathedral schools
having become over-crowded, some of
the most eminent masters transported
their classes to the Montagne Sainte-

—

Genevi^ve a hill rising at a short
distance from the river on the south
or left bank. The Bishop of Paris
entered vigorous remonstrances against
the secession. The lectures on the
mountain were decreed to be forbidden fruit, which was reason enough
why the students should climb after
them.

The young men crowded up
and for once the at-

in great numbers,

tendance of lectures took care of itself.
Philip Augustus, that provident
monarch whose hand has leit its generous traces

in material as

well as
issued a decree
sanctioning and regulating the liberalization of the schools, and conferring upon them collectively the dignity of a corporation, under the title
intellectual

Paris,

Universitas Parisiensis magUtrorum
tehclarium. At the same time he
secored to them various privileges,
et

among which was

their independence
of ecclesia-stical control, as represented

by the bishop on the one hand and
of the civil and criminal jurisdiction
exercised by the Provost of Paris on
the other.
The part of the city on the sowth
side of the river thus came to be called
the University.
It was enclosed and
protected as part of Paris by the great
wall of Philip Augustus, built of stone
and strengthened by towers and bastions running round the entire city.
The University quarter developed
rapidly and was soon filled with
houses, schools and churches.
The life of the students in those
days was not exactly what it is now.
They are described as being ill-housed,
ill-clad, and exposed to all the torments of hunger and cold. They could
be recognized by their starved look,
their pale faces, and their scanty
wardrobes. If there were " residences,"

"
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we now call them, they were not lived thirty years ago in a college of
sumptuously furnished, and they had Paris, where they brewed so much
not the benefit of fresh air from a theology that the walls were soaked
quadrangle nor from anywhere else. with it but I brought away with me
The so-called " colleges " of the 13th naught else than cold humours and a
The beds
and succeeding centuries were not multitude of vermin
public schools, but merely groups, so- were so hard, the food so scanty, the
cieties, bodies of persons united by vigils and studies so severe, that many
the same office or calling: brotherhoods young men of bright promise, in the
in fact, lodging together in hotels, very first year of their sojourn in that
which came to be known by distin- college, became mad, blind or lej)rous,
guishing names, sometimes the name when they did not die outright. Many
were so filthy and
of the company inhabiting it, some- of the bedrooms
pestiferous
that
none
of those who
whose
to
the
founder
of
name
times the
beneficence its establishment was due. dwelt in them came out alive, or withThese colleges provided lodgings for out the seeds of a grievous malady.
the students, and in many cases food The punishments, which consisted of
as well, but not always instruction. scourging with whips, were adminisThat would seem to have been receiv- tered with all the severity that one
ed by numbers of the students in one could look for from the hand of a
These floggings, he inor two of the open streets of their hangman."
quarter.
At all events, it is quite cer- forms us, were intended by the princitain they sat upon the ground in the pal to force the scholars to enter holy
dust or the mud. Sometimes, however, orders. " For that man," he goes on
especially in winter, the ground was to say, " would have made monks of
covered with straw. But when, on us all and to teach us to fast, he withtwo famous occasions, the students held flesh from us absolutely. Oh,
reached the luxury of benches, they how many rotten eggs I have eaten
were soon deprived of them, in order there What quantities of musty wine
"
to remove from them all temptation to I have drunk
To complete the dreadful picture of
pride {ut occasio superbce a juvenibus
Erasmus, we have only to consult the
secludatur).
The colleges were not large estab- time-table of the College Montaigu,
lishments, such as Parisian lyc^es and found in the regulations drawn up in
colleges of to-day, containing hun- 1503. The exercises, which extended
dreds of pupils each. Indeed, I have from four o'clock in the morning to
counted the sites of more than 30 of bed-time (eight in winter and nine in
them, all founded between 12.50 and summer), consisted of lectures, prayers
1450.
and discussions. The physical exerIt was one of these colleges, the cise would seem to have consisted
College de Montaigu, for which Eras- chiefly in the gesticulations and chestmus and Rabelais gained such notor- expansion incident to the disputations
iety early in the sixteenth century. which, w^e are told, very frequently
In one of his Latin dialogues, Eras- passed rapidly from words to blows.
mus makes two scholars talk as folThe College Montaigu has long since
" Whence
lows
came you ?
disappeared.
It was broken up ex"From the College Montaigu." actly a hundred years ago, and the
" Then you come to us laden with buildings it then
occupied became a
" Nay, rather with hospital.
learning ? "
This in turn was abolished,
vermin {imo pediculis.)."
and, curiously enough, it is on the
Erasmus, speaking for himself, has same site that the handsome Biblioleft us a woeful picture of the place, theque
Sainte-Genevieve has been
from which I take a few sentences " I erected, which presents a sufficiently
as

—

;

—

;

!

!

:

:
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striking contrast in attractiveness, and
salubrity to the unsavory residence ,of
the days of Erasmus and Rabelais.
It is sometimes asked why in these

school, earned a very high reputation

students from all
attracted
Europe. It is stated that at times
the number of disputants in these disdays the French have so much to say cussions reached sixty.
The fame of the Sorbonne professors
about the Sorbonne, and so little about
so high that questions of dogma
rose
explanThe
Paris.
the University of
submitted to them
ation is contained in a few historical and canon law were
authority was
their
and
decision,
for
facts.
all the church, even
over
recognized
seems
Sorbonne
of
founder
real
The
on more than one
to have been Robert de Douai, who the Pope being glad,
of their
himself
avail
to
occasion,
to
was canon of Senlis and physician
Margaret of Provence, the wife of erudition.
It was inevitable that so great an
Saint Louis (Louis IX.). In the terms
instrument should be put
ecclesiastical
for
the
of his will, he left 1,500 pounds
foundation of the college, entrusting to political uses. The Sorbonne dethe execution of his will to his friend, manded and sustained the condemnaDuring the ReRobert de Sorbon, who had advised tion of Joan of Arc.
him to make this disposal of his for- formation it was the animating spirit
Robert de Sorbon was a poor of all the pei-secutions against Protestune.
Indeed, had it
priest of Champagne, and chaplain to tants and unbelievers.
He began to carry into been allowed to take its own way,
St. Louis.
effect the wishes of his deceased friend Master Francis Rabelais, despite the
in the year 1255, assisted by King fact that he was one of the clergy,
have died sooner
Louis, who gave houses and land for would assuredly
than he did, and in a more public
the construction of the college.
It
was erected on the Montagne
Sainte-Genevieve, and had attached to
it a preparatory
school, afterwards
known as La Petite-Sorbonne,
It was a modest institution, intended to lodge sixteen poor students
chosen from the " four nations." This
arrangement was afterward modified,
and the Sorbonne became the home of
some of the doctors of the Faculty of
Theology of Paris, who lived there
permanently, and formed the Societe
de Sorbonne. This college then attracted students from all quarters to
hear the most learned men of the
period.
By the close of the century it
had been erected into a full faculty of
theology, and was conferring the degrees of bachelor, licentiate and doctor.
The severity of its examinations gave
a special value to its diplomas. Indeed, in the fourteenth and following
centuries, the " thesis " and the public
disputation which lasted from five in
the morning till seven in the evening,
and which had to be successfully passed
in order to gain the diploma of the

and

fashion.
It is not proved that the Sorbonne
instigated or advised the massacre of

Saint Bartholomew, but when
butchery was over, it found no
culty in justifying
The decline of
from the period of

the
diffi-

it.

authority dates
III., against
whom it stirred up the League. At
Rome it lost favor by subscribing to
the famous declaration of the French
clergy, which in four articles laid
down the fundamental principles of
the Galilean Church in 1(3^.2.
By this
action a powerful instrument was
placed in the hands of Louis XIV.,
which he was only too glad to use;
but it caused great indignation at the
Papal court, and destroyed the authority of the Sorbonne with the Curia
its

Henry

Romana.
The last notable political interference on the part of the Sorbonne occurred in the celebrated Jansenist
controversy under Louis XIV. and
Louis XV., which I must be satisfied
merely to mention.

:
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The various academies in France
At last came the Revolution, and in
1790 the Sorbonne, together with all number sixteen in all, which means
that the country is divided into sixteen
the old universities, was abolished
since then there has been no Uni- different regions, each with an educational centre of more or less imporversity of Paris.
In 1808 Napoleon carried into effect tance, in which the government exThere are, of
his project of one great University for aminations are held.
all France, with separate Academies course, in some of them, one or more
This arrange- faculties engaged in teaching, just as
for the several regions.
in Paris.
Elacn Academic is governed
ment has never been changed
although there has been going on by a recteur, assisted by inspecteurs
for the past two or three j'ears an d acad^mie, usually one for each of
animated discussion of the proposal to the departments composing the Acad;

emic, although in
the single department of the Seine,
which includes Paris,
there are as many
as ten of these inBut, to
sj>ector8.
return to our Sorwhich we
bonne,

overthrown

left

among

the ruins of
in
the old
1790.
When in 1808,
created
Napoleon
the University of
Paris, the Sorbonne
once more came into

r^me

r

and remains
the centre of
education in

its

present place

l>ein<r,
.\'

How
ent

from what

differ-

it used
be evident from the fact
restore the old universities, with their that now it form^ simply the seat of
local government and privileges.
At i\ie A cudemie de PariA, and does not
present there exists no university but include within its walls more than two
the University of France, including of the five faculties, viz., the faculty of
not only all the professors in the num- arts and the faculty of sciences. From
erous faculties of arts, law, medicine another stand-point, the Sorbonne is
and theology scattered up and down more important than ever, for it is the
through the land, but the teachers in greatest French school of letters, philthe
Lycdes or Government High osophy and science. In the buildings
Schools, as welL
The whole immense known as the Sorbonne you find the
organization is under the control of the head of the whole educational system
Government, and the head or grand of the Academy of Paris. The rector
master of the University of France is or vice-rector, who is to be found here,
the Minister of Public Instruction,
together with his secretaries, is the

FACADB— NEW

to be, will

miK1miNN»U

,
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president of the Gonseil Academique,
which is the seat of legislature and
discipline for the district embraced by
the Academy. He is the head, consequently, of the five combined faculties, scattered over Paris, of theology,

for the degree of
Although they
here.
held
doctor are
no longer extend from five in the
morning till seven in the evening, they
occupy the best part of an afternoon,
and are very remarkable events in the

The disputations

THE PANTUEOX.

law, sciences, medicine and pharmacy, each of which has for its head a
doyen or dean. The Sorbonne is moreover, the centre of all the great ceremonies connected with the University. In
spacious amphitheatre many a
its
learned and brilliant assembly has met.
arts,

University world, especially when the
candidate for the doctor's degree is a

man

unusual origin 8.1 ity, and has^
views which
provoke sharp criticism from the
of

in his thesis expressed

distinguished professors and doctors
who for the moment are his examiners.

;

GLIMPSES OF THE ^ QUARTIER LATIN!
The College de France occupies a
very remarkable position in French
education.
It was founded three centuries and a half ago by Francis I.,
for the express purpose of giving
higher instruction to all who would
go to hear it
It began about 1530
with a chair of Greek and another
of Hebrew, which were in two years
increased to three for each of these
languages. This at once aroused the
enmity of the professors of the Univei-sity who depended for a living
on their fees, while those of the new
college taught gnituitously and were
supported by the government.
This opposition was intensified by
the fact that Greek anfl Hebrew were
declared by the authorities of the Sorbonne to be dangerous languages, as
unlocking the Holy Scriptures to every
one.
Indeed, this opposition on the
part of the doctors of the church was
80 strong that they succeede<l in closing the Colleije de Fnince for a time,
just as they succeeded in stopping or
controlling the printing presses.
But
the cause of lilxjrty soon triumphed,
and the College f^e /•ran/-*' has flourished ever since. It has at present, in
all, forty-two professors, who are the
most eminent men to be had in their
respective suljects.
To show what
free<lom now exists in France, I need
only say that a year ago there was
appointed a nev; professor as the representative of the philosophy of Auguste Comte, and the co-ordination of
the sciences.
The College de France has been
since 1831 directly under the control
of the minister of public instruction
but it is 4|uite outside of the university
administration. The proposals of candidates for vacant chairs are made by
the Institute of France and the body
of the professors, by a double presentation, and the head of the State Tat
present the President of the Republic),
chooses from auiong those proposed.
The classes are open to every one
and are cjuite free. A very large proportion of ladies are regularly seen in
;
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of the courses which attract
the general public
but I have seen a
few even at the severely scientific
lectures, such as those in historical

certain

;

French grammar nnd phonetics.

The students attending the College
de France are not included in the
enumeration made annually of the
students of Paris, nor are the students
at the military and technical schools.

The numbers enumerated

for 1890arts,
various faculties
sciences, protest, theology, law, medicine and pharmacy
reached 10,518.
They were distributed as follows
In
medicine, 4,074 law, 3,00 1 arts, 109 1
sciences, 668
protostant theology, 35
school of pharmacy, 1,500.
Among these there were 1,142 foreigners b09 in me<iicine, from Russia.
North America, England, Roumania,
Turkey, Greece and Switzerland.
In
law there were 168. In sciences, 70
(from England, Russia, Greece and
Roumania). In letters. 76 (Germany,

91

—

the

in

—

:

:

;

;

;

;

Switzerland and Danubian principaliIn the protestant faculty of

ties).

theology, 15.
In this connection I shouM mention
that there exists a committee of patronage for foreign students, with M.
Pasteur for president. Its aim is to
furnish all the information required
by foreigners coming to study in Paris.
and to cultivate friendly relations
with other university centres of the
World.
The Parisian student has a repuVVe
tation for irrepressible gaiety.
are not accustomed to regard him as
going to Paris " to shun delights and
live laborious days," though he does
much oftener than we imagine. It is
quite true that he is given to amusing
himself in odd ways.
He lives in a
country where, now and again, he can
permit himself the luxury of a revolution.
But this ebullition is not a
thing of recent date. It is not the product of the republican regime but
flourished \oncr ago under the least
democratic condition of French govern;

ment.

;
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We

find the Parisian students still
ready for a revolt and invariably on the
side of liberty against oppression. Nor
have their voices been always lifted in
vain.

They contributed materially

to

when they set out to make a
One of their favorite
manifestation.
amusements is to form what they call
and a moncmie. They arrange themselves

revolutions, one in 1830 and
another in 1848. In the latter case there
were very advanced republicans in the

two

colleges of the Latin Quarter
many of them died either on the barricades or in exile.
;

wards transferred to a very large amphitheatre where there was plenty of
room. Such a thing as jostling is
never seen among them. When they
go about they walk like other adults,

ATTIC WOOINO.

except

in a long line one behind the other,
each holding the man in front by the
Arranged
shoulders at arm's length.
in this way, they start down the
" Boul.-Mich." singing and attracting
No one
a due amount of attention.
interferes with them, and when they
have manifested to their own satisThese doings
faction, they return.
always take place at a seasonable
hour, and consequently trouble nobody except those who wish to cross
I
the street when they are passing.
should say this moncmie is the French
for monomial, and designates rather
picturesquely the long line of figures

with neither plus nor minus to break it.
The Paris student can scarcely be
said to have a physiognomy and
garb of his own. You do see now and
then a queer specimen with a soft
felt hat, covering long black locks falling over his temples and neck a la
Daudet, and wearing a velvet jacket
but that genius is scarce now. The
student of to-day very generally wears
a tall silk hat, and dresses accordingly.
It is true that while I was there the

students of all the faculties, including
the School of Pharmacy, decided to
in the anxious days of the close of resume the beret, a sort of velvet Tam
1887, when all Paris was crying for O'Shanter, with bands of different
the resignation of President Gr^vy, colors to distinguish the Faculties. I
after the exposure of his son-in-law's remarked, however, that the experitraffic in the decorations of the Le- ment somewhat disgusted them, inasgion of Honor. The students shared much as the b^ret came to be worn
the indignation, and were disposed by hoi polloi, and was consequently
to be a little
noisy while wait- no longer a distinctive badge.
ing
for
the
lectures
in
the
Such a fact as this last is only one
narrow quarters of the old amphi- of many which prove that the Latin
theatre.
But as soon as a message Quarter of to-day is no longer the
was delivered to them that the remote corner of Paris, with its own
authorities
required quietness, the manners, which has been so often sung
disturbance ceased, and we were after- by the poets and painted by the novelI

saw a

little

restlessness in Paris

;
:

:

GLIMPSES OF THE " QUARTIER LATIN:
The times are gone
lists.
xshansonnier could celebrate

when

6i

was the paradise where the hair
was too long and the coat too short
where the appetite was comparable
to Notre Dame and the purse as li;^ht

a

It

his be-

as a whirling leaf in the garden of
the Luxembourg, and where the
hearts were generous and large even
where the attic rooms were small and

THE

THE PLUMBKB.

OVST^:

loved Latin i^uartier in such strains
as these

Nod

bords de la Seine,
coonait qu' k peine
Paris
Un quartier sombre et lointain.
loio de«
i\e

ve.

Lalin.

..

was soon singing, with Bdranger
Dans un grenier qu'on est bien a vingt
ans!" He lived a gay life, and in one
"

respect, at least, generally not a moral
one heedless of the future, and yet
hard at work as a student between
;

whiles.

D.
L

cold.
The Quarter was peopled by
those who formed more or less a great
family.
The student, on arriving
among the others was quickly given
his place in the circle, and formed his
attachments so rapidly that he suffered little from home-sickness.
He

Of all that sort of life there is
The seclusion of the old

left.

The

now

Quarter

little

Latin

is

neither sombre

nor

distant,

Paris knows
too well.

it

and
only

There was a time

when

it

could be de-

fined as a city apart,
or a colony of those
who looked like forfar
from
There was
a Havor of its

eigners

countries.

in

it

own, a sort of pro-

A nsH wtrs.

the same time,
of something
of all the chief districts of France. It
was full of oddity and individuality.

A CHICK-WEBD

SKIXKft.

THS OLD-CU)THB-lIA!(.

by the broad
rumbling trathc and amThere remain a few
bitious shops.
The court
spots where quiet reigns.
of the old Sorbonne is rarely
disturbed

vincialism, which, at

quarter

was composite — made up

streets full of

is

disturbed by carriage wheels,
and the green blades of grass
grow up between the paving

You can hear outside
the thunder of the city, but it
is far away,like a distant waterand inside there is nothing
fall
stillness but the
,; to break the
old clock chiming the quarters
and the occasional ring of a
stones.

;

A POTATO VENDOB.

THE CHAIR IHKTOB.
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footfall crossing the

court.

At each the women

hour the doors open and a quiet lot of
students hurry out and soon disperse.
But the students' quarter in general
is invaded by all that is undesirable
and you see very much that is far
from indicating the spontaneous gaiety
;

most of them

medicine,

wretchedly poor, and living in a quarter where cheap lodgings are to be
had, but intensely devoted to their
work, which is too often the dark plottings of Nihilism, with its secrets of
It
deadly explosives and poisons.
would be entertaining to hear how
students fight with poverty and pass
the whole winter without a fire in
their rooms, spending their evenings
in the library of Sainte Genevieve

and simplicity of thirty years ago.
The Prado, which was the old dancing hall of the students, was succeeded by the Grande Chaumidre of the
Boulevard Moj.tparnasse, which in turn
was eclipsed by the Closerie des Lilas. where it is warm, and coming home to
This has been metamorphorsed into creep into bed, as expeditiously as
the Bal Bullier, which is, as was its may be, to avoid cooling off".
predecessor, a garden in summer and
Then there are the blight sides to
an immense covered dancing hall in this picture, the pleasure of study
winter.
One can see there the sort of under learned masters, and the inspir-

amusement taken
by the more frivolous of the students.
It is

worth

visiting

You

will not

once.

care to frequent it,
as soon as you come
to realize that the

simple

grisette

of

your Murger and
your de Musset has
completely vanished,
to be replaced

by the
BOOK STALLS ALONG THE SKINE.
common to all Paris on both sides of the ation of finding oneself at the fountSeine, and the embodiment of what ain head.
The amusements, too the
is coarse and impudent.
Odeon theatre, with its Thursday
This and many other such signs afternoon lectures by the first literary
make up an impression that at first is men of Paris, and the play following

type

that

is

—

decidedly disappointing to the stranger.
But after all, this is only the outside,
the unpromising exterior, certainly,
of the real student life which you will
afterwards come to know.

cannot say that I
traordinary tales to
French students as I
know a few very sad
I

few gay

ones.

It

have very exrelate

of

the

saw them. I
stories and a
would be interest-

ing to talk about the different "nations"
to be found in the Latin Quarter.
There are Greeks, Bulgarians, Hungatians, Turks, and Africans even.
There are many Russian students, the
men studying the natural sciences and

the hours of jollity in the
the reunions at the rooms of the great general association of the students, where
hundreds go and come the joys of the
monome the promenade along the
Seine among the two miles of secondhand books exposed on the parapets ;
the spring days in the Jardin du Luxembonror when the raw winter is ffone
and Paris puts on its green garments.
But this leads us too far. I am
more anxious to do justice to the
French student in respect of his seriousness.
I should like to say that he
the lecture

company

;

of kindred spirits;

;

;
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is

by no means an

idle, frivolous

fel-

low. I have known men who plodded
in a fashion not dreamed of over here.
There is a veritable gilaxy of notAnd you are
able men in Paris.
amazed to find so much that can be had
You can hear the best
for the taking.
men in a score of subjects and nev3r
spend a centim^i for tuition fees.
France stands alone in this respect,
and it is not one of the least of her

glorious distinctions.
No account of the students' quarter
of Paris would be complete without,
at least, a passing mention of the enthusiasm with which the new moral
movement of the past four or five
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enjoys their confidence in return M.
Paul Desjardins. author of The Present Duty.
These men and others ai-e
steadily setting in movement a strong
tendency towards moral regeneration,
and the crusade they have preached
in the Latin Quarter has called forth
the hearty response of man}' of the
;

best

young men

in all the faculties.

have been formed and the
work of propaganda goes on, not under
the standard of any creed, but in
simple allegiance to ideals of duty and
with the aim " to found an inner
society upon love, peace and true justice, in the heart of an outer society
founded upon interest, competition and
Societies

yeare has been welcomed there. The legal justice."
When at last the time comes for you
chief promoters of thin remarkable
agitation are. M. le Vicomte de Vogu<5, to leave Paris, since all good thinirs
who has done much to introduce must have an end, you leave France
Russian literature into France, and profoundly impressed with the greatwho has caught the intense earnest- ness of the French people, and full of
ness of the new religion of the North; admiration for their clear-headedness,
M. E'louard Ro<l, in his Monil Studies their directness, their earnestness,
of the Present Time; M. Bremond d'Ars, their thrift, their idealism, their unwho preaches a complete return to swerving devotion to ideals in governCatholicism
M. Pierre Lasserre, who, ment, in literature, in art. You are
in his work, The Christian Crisis, forced to recoznize that France has
shows the search of our day to be after still an extraordinary vitality, and you
a new " love of God " M. Ernest pray she may long live to hold her
Lavi.sse, the professor of History, who proud place in the civilization of the
has great faith in the students, and world
;

;

;

THE REGENERATORS.
BY UNCLE THOMAS.
In the days of my youth and ambition,
for I was fortunate in being of a contemporaneous habit that prevented
either from outliving the other to an
unseemly extent, T debated the respective merits of city and country life
and although my views upon the
question have modified with years and
an expanding bald spot and waist
measurement, I have never been able

;

fully to recover the lost respect for
opponent. He
the wisdom of
talked a lamentable amount of non-

my

sense on the question.

ways

But

do.

in

Opponents

common

al-

fairness, I

shonld acknowledge that ho never
once alluded to the cultivation of a
I had never been
national sentiment.
in a city, and was, as a consequence,
severely persuaded that all the adcountry life.
vantages were with
Rural simplicity had produced myself
a finished product that, like the
various good things troublesome to
tariff operators, might be regarded in
some quarters as raw material. That
was the foundation of my arguments,
although I did not know it at the
time. The earth has nothing but smiles
for the man who does not know the
foundations of his arguments. Country
life, like many things despised by the

—

consumer

of agricultural
attractive to all who are
fond of it. But the editor advised me
against thus dipping into the profundities of philosophy, as he had already
more essays of that nature than he
would be able to use before the summer holidays. The only compensating
joy of city life is the ease of finding
superficial

products,

is

when the subject's
not built according to the
original specifications, and the architect will not allow a claim for exkindred

mind

tras.

is

spirits

A man

in the calmness of a rural reto be an 'ist or an
'ite, or is given to the contemplation
of conic sections and things of that
kind, is regarded by his neighbors with
treat,

who happens

a mild aversion sometimes softened
into pity by what Rev. Dr. Douglass
would call the dews of Christian
Severely practical housecharity.
wives may sometimes borrow sugar
from his wife, but always with an air
of condescension, and an explanation
that such a fall from rectitude was
justified as far as possible by unusual
and unforeseen circumstances. If he
saunters into the blacksmith shop, the
argument among the men on the bench
beside the vice is immediately suspended, and the leisure class exchange

ominous and

sisrnificant

looks, as

if

they feared that the question might
be made to wander away from the
path and get mired in the swamp. If
he goes into the grocery, he is served
in silence.
But as soon as he is gone^
the restraint is broken and all his
theories are spilled on the floor by less
It is told
pretentious philosophers.
that he said men were all monkeys at
one time ; that there shouldn't be any
soldiers that no man should own land,
or that there should be no poor people.
And the talkers cease to wonder at the
increase in crime.
The doctor smiles
at him in a knowing way; the lawyer
laughs at him, slaps him on the shoulder, and calls him a rare character
and the local member, when securely
beyond the hearing of any of his other
constituents, tells him that he is a
man of unusual knowledge and ability.
He is shunned as an impecunious relative, and, even if his cow should get
into pound, there is no word of kindly
;

sympathy for him.
But in the crowded

city,

where uni-

;
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versity fedemtion

and the

real estate

boom have concentrated

the intelligence and acquisitiveness of the sur-

rounding

district into

one harmonious

whole, there is upholstered luxury for
the man of 'isms and 'ologies, not to be

found anywhere else in this fair CanThe men on his street
ada of ours.
are too busy with the "situations
vacant " column to scrutinize his opinHis
ions on the hydrostatic paradox.
business acquaintances have never
heard of the 'ism of his adoption, and
would be liable to confound his pet
school of philosophy with the latest
comic opera known to science. His
wife can be neighborly with reasonable people, and no one can point the
If she is
induced by home influence to read
about Christian science or boil the
drinking water to kill the microbes,
society has no time for condemnation.
But dearer than all to theheartof the
'ite, with the possible exception of his
wife, is the meeting of congenial companionship men who bt-lieve in what
is not self-evident
the perpetual minority;
the cranks.
No man can
monopolize an 'ology in a great city
and though he may be permeated with
originality even to his very conscience,
he will find others, like himself, with
intellectual protuberances upon which
established conclusions hang like a
suit of ready-made clothing on the
victim of a railway accident.
He can
found an organization and become a
vice-president
But above all things
he can find kindly sympathy that will
soften down the result of the aldermanic elections and win his thoughts
away from the snow by-law and the
duty on underclothing.
I know of a quiet nook where men
of 'isms and 'ologies congregate daily
in the discussion of projects of transcendant vastness and lunches of co- relative
modesty. It is a retail restaurant concealed among a crowd of wholesale establishments down town. I have heard
it said that no man ever undertook to
regenerate the universe and oil the

finger of depreciation at her.

—

;
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wheels of the social structure until
and integuments had
been disestablished. It is a generally
accepted theory that a thoroughly organized digestion gives even atHiction
a grace, and reconciles man to his lot,
as it were.
Yet, in spite of this, the
men with plans and specifications for
after his liver

cutting the social fabric on the bias,
invariably congr^ate in a restaurants
It may be a part of their familiar
habit of always contemplating perfections that fate has denied them the enjoyment of. Several years ago, while
waiting for a partner with money and
enterprise to embark in the manufacture of a combined washboard and
clothes wringer, I got a project on
hand to rig out the body politic in a
new suit of clothes, so that it might
move in more acceptable society. That
f>roject led me to the commissariat
launt of my rivals in the same line of
business, and although I have since
been chosen by a more laborious occupation, I have always been admitted
as a member in tolerable standing.
I like to sit and contemplate the
social regenerators developing their

among the
They consume

square

resources

little

tables.

provisions as

men of similar circumstances
they even joke occasionally but they
show a Walt Whitman-like aversion
to the razor habit
Among them are
other

;

;

anarchists,
single taxers»
Christian scientists, and candidates
for the I^egislature, and they talk
freely of all problems, from the cutting of bay ice to the passing of a
rasolution on the destiny of the North
socialists,

The proprietor,
for the sake of origin-

American continent
Mr.

B.,

whom,

ality, I will call

"mine

host," is a quiet

man, with a habit of playing chess
and perfecting plans for reforming
the world during his leisure moments.
He holds views on the land
question that would be startling to the
Ratepayers' Association, and would
think nothing of taxing land as heavily as low grade chewing tobacco.
Providence seems to have atflicted
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perception to de- horror by giving their admired leader
political move- a severe lecture on his sins of omisof
value
termine the
during
ments, and as a consequence he is sion and commission ; and
reformers,
social
of
conference
the
in
a
never enthusiastic and always
while the moral influence of local opminority outside of the restaurant.
The man whom everyone asks tion was under consideration, he
about is S. D. MacKorquingale, and in shocked Mr. T. W. Russell, M. P. for
spire of his harsh, forbidding name, South Tyrone, by telling of his own
and general reformatory proclivities, difficulties in getting a hot whiskey
he is a good-natured kindly-disposed in a Scott Act county. His latest
man. He argues by asking questions, theory is that as long as men move
and the man who yields to his seduc- along in a web-footed,go-as-you-please
tive simplicity is sure to find himself fashion they will be liable to continue
entangled in an absurdity that he will the operation and that the best thing
re'^ret as lone: as his allowance of for a man to operate on in reformasteak and onions are unconsumed. tory matters is himself.
Another important member of the
Mac as his friends say stands in
the superior position of one who has assemblage is Thomas Pnilipson. jourgiven up many things through the nalist, humorist and candidate for the

him with

sufficien.t

;

—

—

Men who have laughed
promptings of a riper judgment. Once legislature.
he saw the sum of all evils in the at the humor appearing under his
liquor traffic, and could trace every nom dejilume can scarcely realize that
ache, pain, or cranial enlargement of it came from the lead pencil of Mr.
the bod}^ politic directly to that cause.
he turned his attention to the
land interrogation, he found that matters were still worse, and that the soil
alone, without guano or the single
tax, would bring forth all the poisonous weeds that are the wild mustard
and two-rowed barley of society. At
this time he was able to prove that
neither the flowing bowl nor its contents were causes of poverty, and that
the land system, with no air-brake on
the boom, would bring Lazarus to the
gate of Dives without infringing on
the provisions of the local option act.
But now he looks upon the land element of the restaurant from the
height of one who thought so once,
but knows better now. He smiles
when people solve the great problems
of life by moving an amendment and
in the business world he escapes his
share of the universal curse of law,
by refusing to enter or defend any
legal action or to vote in an election.

When

;

Nature has not
which it is

in

On a
Cartwright to
Mac. filled the

carried.

Philipson, the earnest man of great
projects for the regeneration
projects
ot man and the issue of irredeemable

—

paper money.

Not that he would

embark

in the issue of irredeemable
currency as a private enterprise far

—

man

comtoward business
ventures of that description than citifrom

it.

munity

There

is

no

in the

less inclined

He thinks it should
zen Philipson.
be done on a national scale as a pre]>aratory

measure

Edward Bellamy

toward electing
the presidency.
distinguished from

to

He is a socialist
the great army of his brethren in parliament and the legislature by being
aware of the fact, and by invariably
sympathizing with the under dog in
the fiorht.
When the boom came along
it invaded the privacy of his unpretentious home and cucumber patch,
;

making him

rich incidentally.

Being

troubled with a knowledge of things,
he knew that it operated by making
other men poor, and as a salve to his
fitted him for societies conscience gave a handsome donation
moved, seconded, and to the Single Tax Society. When he
visit of Sir Richard became a candidate for the legislaa city political club, ture he was hampered by having
other members with opinions, principles and a platl'oim.
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as a natural consequence he was
overlooked in the division of the votes.
He is not popular on a municipal scale
and by that beautiful adaptation of
nature, which tempers the wind to the
summer ^rl, he don't want to be.
The Irreverend Sam Jones, who received that title in contra-distinction
to his namesake, the evangelist, is
worthy of the next seat at the table.
He is an English radical, a punster, an
elocutionist, a cartoonist, an artist and
designer, and a general agitator against
the man who sits on the neck of his
neighbor in a metaphorical way. His
hair has a rustic woodland air and is
wildly clad, and although he talks in
a quiet, old-English text way, his
voice, when interrupting a {x>litical
speaker, always reaches the farthest
comers of the hall. He has no love
for the money lender, and would not
gasp with admiration even in the
Every man
presence of a millionaire.
who undertakes to plumb the social
structure can count on the co-operation
and criticism of the Ir-'vr'Mid Sam

and

Jones.

There is scarcely a ciiaii in tlie restaurant that does not at lunch time
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support a scheme' for the elevation of
the masses.
G. E. Reid, who has
painted " the foreclosure of the mortgage " and many other scenes in relation to the financial situation visits
the place of discussion to study the
nature and
intellectual freaks
of
;

satisfy the inner

man.

And

his

sym-

pathies are with those who want to
nx up things in general. There is
one the ex-president of the Nationalists'
association, who harbors the
peculiar notion that no man should
obtain
anything valuable without
doing some good turn in way of
remuneration
another who objects
to the exclusion of Chinese another
who would issue paper money in accordance with the demand, and reduce
the usurer to a minimum, and a score
more whose names might be mistaken for an extract from the official
report of a
reception
at Rideau
Hall.
And here this social organism
of men who would each be isolated in
a rural constituency, congr^ates in
friendly unity, joined by the bond of
an unfaltering belief that if things
were only not as they are they might
have been otherwise.

—

;

;

AN OPEN

WINDOW AND WHAT CAME OF
BY WILLIAM

I.

One

day, the Montreal express of the

Canadian Pacific Railroad, bound for
Toronto, came to a sudden stop in a
wild part of the country, about fifty

A

young
miles west of Smith's Falls.
widow, with her only child, a boy
three years old, were the solitary ocThe boy
cupants of one of the cars.
was standing on his mother's lap,
looking out of the open window, when
a crow, winging its flight across his

IT.

JAMES.

T.

But the train kept
side of the track.
on, going faster and faster, with a
little human life— a widowed mother's
boy trembling in the balance between fate and fortune.

—

In the delirious tension of her excitement, she flew down the track,
shrieking and gesticulating wildly,
while the train sped farther and
farther into the distance, and finally
disappeared round a curve in the
road.

The darkness

of a moonless nighty

and which had been lurking in the east
caused him to shake his cap off, which until the setting sun should go down
fell through the aperture and rolled below the horizon, now began to steal
down a low embankment.
Thinking athwart the weird stretch of uncultiSombre shadows
she would have time to recover it vated landscape.
line of vision, attracted his notice,

before the engine started, the woman
left the child alone on the seat and
got off the train ; but just as she
stooped to pick up the cap, the engine
which had stopped while the fireman cleared the track of a stray cow
with a loud whistle, steamed away
before she could reach the train, leaving the poor mother behind, a crazed
spectator of her child leaning far out
of the wmdow and screaming lustily

—
—

for her, with

no one near to snatch

him from what she feared would be
certain death.

Sruck dumb with terror, she stood
awhile in a speechless agony of suspense, expecting momentarily to see
her darling's form mingled for an instant in the cloud of dust whirled up
by the wheels, and, afterwards, to find
his mangled body beside the track.
Would nobody see and rescue the
child? " Help! help! help! Oh my
darling! my darling! Help! help!"
and a succession of hvsterical shrieks
sounded in the wake of the thundering train, and echoed among the pine
trees that grew in clumps on either
!

like

huge,

black

bats,

spread their

ebon wings over the lonesome scene
and enveloped the woman with gloom,
as she followed with fruitless haste in
the direction in which she had seen
the last of her child.
Onward and onward she ran, until even the rails were
invisible, knowing not what might be
the result of the next step.
How she
escaped destruction by falling headlong through a trestle bridge when she
approached it is surprising, so heedlessly did she come upon it, thinking
only of the danger of her child and
naught of her own.
Beyond this she could go no farther.
What could she do now ? True, she
could walk back to the first station
and telegraph, and then take the next
train going west
if she only had
enough presence of mind to think of
the first thing that reason would be

—

likely to suggest.
But she was distracted and wholly incapable of reflection or deliberate action.
Her maternal feelings were aroused to a pitch of

intense frenzy which, now she could
no longer pursue the one idea that

AN OPEN WINDOW AND WHAT CAME OF IT.
possessed her mind, increased her perturbation to such a degree that she
lost all control of herself and was on
the ver^e of insanity. Only to follow,
slowly as she might, the rushing train,
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in Toronto, after which it was his intention to proceed thence to his home
in a Southern city.

Throwing aside the remains of his
he left the car and passed into
perchance to find a dying boy and kiss that in which the child was crying.
him before he breathed his last, would A brakesman had closed the window,
be some relief. Anything but inaction and was now vainly trying to soothe
cigar,

— anything but that undiverted strug-

the little fellow. In answer to a queswhich was now being waged tion put by the passenger to the
between the demon, Insanity, and a brakesman, the latter explained how
woman's reason. And what a strug- he had discovered the child, alone,
the exquisite leaning out of the window and crying
gle the throes of it
Could for his mother. During a short contension of nerve and feeling
she endure it and not die ? Could versation on the matter, they agreed
that woman, now raving, with dis- in the opinion that the boy had been
hevelled hair and Qye» too hot to weep put on the train at some station along
knowing the deadly peril of her the line, and there abandoned by
heart's idol
continue through the long somebody probably his mother who
watches of the night a prey to a con- wished to get rid of him for a sinister
suming emotion ? To and fro, up the reason. Promising to take charge of
track and back to the bridge she fain him, the gentleman, Mr. Seacombe,
would cross, wailing incessantly she sat beside the child and bought him
went, and shrieking aloud with the some candy, and by this means sucenergy of despair, that she might be ceeded in making him quiet Soon
seen by the men on the trains that after he ceased crying he fell asleep,
swept past her like a hurricane, their and did not awaken until he was being
dazzling headlights illuminating her taken from a cab into the police station
surroundings for a brief space, gleam- at Toronto.
ing on the water that flowed beneath
Here, to the officer in charge, Mr.
the bridge, and then vanishing in the Seacombe related what little he knew
darkness on the farther side ?
of the case, and offered to formally
Yet midnight, and then daybreak, adopt the child if neither of his parents
found her still striving for her de«ire
could be found. To this the sergeant
and it was not until the rosy-hued said that he thought the magistrate
hour that follows sunrise, that she would assent, provided no legal imsuccumbed to the opiate of uncon- pediment should occur. Mr. Seacombe
sciousness that Nature so kindly im- gave the name of the hotel where he
parts when a troubled spirit can no and the child might be found, and regle

—

I

!

—

—

—

—

*

;

longer resist her ministrations.
In the broad daylight a freight
train stopped to pick up a woman,
found in a swoon up
the track, and
then, with a raving maniac in the
caboose, continued its journey to To-

m

ronto.
II.

In the smoking-car of the train on
child, a gentleman of
fortune, not yet in the prime of life,
was seated. Returning from a fishing
excursion, he was going to make a call

which was the

entering the cab, he and his ward
were driven there.
That night, as he sat in one of hia
suite of rooms, fondling the child on
his knee
for he was exceedingly attached to children,and was particularly
struck with the little fellow's artless
ways and delight with the many playthings he had provided, he mused upon
what he considered the heartless
cruelty of a parent who could so ruthlessly abandon one of such tender a^e
and affectionate traits. Putting the
boy gently upon the carpet among his

—

::

;
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toys, he

walked up and down the room

in much agitation for a considerable
Then he stooped to caress him,
time.
and, after many similar overtures of
affection to assure an assent, he asked

"

In this ward

tic case.

A

we have a very

pathe-

woman, who was brought

night, smoking and deep in thought
and when he rose to retire, he muttered

here a few years ago, violently insane,
for a time unrestrainable, is now
in appearance a study of subdued
melancholy that an artist, capable of
reproducing her on canvas, would give
his left hand to behold.
She hasn't
spoken a word for over a year looksutterly dejected recognizes nobody
her mind is an inanity won't eat unless she's forced to.
Don't know exactly what the trouble was
something
to do with a child, I fancy, as that
was the burden of her ravings when
she came in.
Nobody comes to visit
her, and nobody could be found who

to himself

knows anything about

he would like him to be his
The boy nodded his head emphatically, kissed him without being
bidden, and soon got him as much
interested as himself in a woolly effigy
of a dog that would bark when it was

him

if

papa.

squeezed.
After the child had been put to bed
by one of the chambermaids, Mr. Seacombe sat in an easy chair far into the

"

Before the little chap shall be restoi'ed to a parent who abandoned him
to the mercy of strangers, if he did not
succeed in killing himself by falling
"
out of the train, I'll
But the conclusion of the sentence,
whatever it was, he did not utter.
The next morning, when the police
sergeant enquired at the hotel for
Mr. Seacombe, he was told that that
gentleman had left the city on an
early train, and had taken the child
with him.
III.

Several years had elapsed, when an
American family, living in a fashionable suburb of Toronto, received as
their guests a wealthy compatriot and
his young son.
A few days after their
arrival, the head of the household accompanied his guests in his carriage on

a drive through the city, for the purpose of seeing the sights.
Naming
every public institution as it was passed, he at last indicated the Lunatic
Asylum, sayins^ that he was acquainted
with the medical superintendent, and
that, if his friend cared to go through
the building, they would do so. His
friend assented, and they alighted from
the carriage and were shown through
the various wards.
Pausing at a door, the superintendent said

and

;

:

;

;

—

her.
Don't
even know her name. She was picked
up somewhere on the railroad, but I
forget where.
She had quite a large
sum of money on her person and was

well dressed when she became an inmate.
She seems, from my observation, to be well bred, as though she
came of a respectable, if not well-todo, family.
Don't speak to her, as she
will try to hide from us."
With that, he opened the door, and
there before them stood the subject of
the sketch. Stood, did I say ? That
is scarcely the word to describe her
attitude.
She seemed fixed to the
spot, like a marble statue; but her
features, unlike those of a statue and
altogether different from the superintendent's description of them, expressed
a variety of emotions in rapid succession.
At first there was an unmistakable look of surprise on her face, then
sorrow, which instantly changed to intelligence
to recognition of somebody
to unbounded rapture.

—

—

The superintendent was dumbfoundand his visitors were not a little
perplexed at seeing in her mien something so contrary to what they had
ed,

been told to anticipate.

Evidently

the troubled dream of years was being
dispelled from her mind and she was
quicklyregainingher natural condition.
What could have caused this apparently unaccountable

metamorphosis

?

;
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There are well-authenticated cases of Seacombe !" she exclaimed, recognizing
persons havinoj lost their reason owing him before he could speak. " Pray
to some domestic calamity, whose excuse me, I am utterly bewildered,
minds have been recalled to a normal and know not what these unusual apcondition by hearing a favorite tune |>earances mean.
Surely, surely, T
."
or seeing a familiar face.
The result have not been
in this instance is no more extraordinShe had gu&ssed the truth from her
ary than that of many others of a surroundings, but could not say the
similar

word most

Temperamental and

nature.

other constitutional influences would
doubtless affect the patient and largely
determine the possibility of a cure by
such means. Hut the fact i-ather than
the rationale of the phenomenon is
what chietly concerns this narrative.
So to the story
Before anyone was aware that the
supposed lunatic was no longer eligible
to remain where she was, the woman,
with a cry of joy, had darted forward,
thrown her arms about the boy's neck
and burst into hysterical sobs.
While this affecting scene was being
enacted, Mr. Seacombe, for it was he,
was struck with something in the
woman's countenance that seemed very
:

.

significant

While

of it

her feelings found vent in a fresh outburst of tears, Mr. Seacombe took
her by the hand, and said that although he had the pleasure of recognizing her, he had not the privilege of
addressing her by the name which she
had acquired by marriage since they
had last met Then, turning to the
superintendent, he whispered a question into his ear., to which that gentle-

man

replied

:

will

is no
comply

\Vh»>n the carriage lelt the

asylum

"Certainly, certainly.

time for formalities
with those later."

w^

This

contained one more occupant than
when it stopped at the door, and that
familiar to him and awakened in his wa.s Mrs. Palgrave, the boy's mother.
own mind memories of a pathetic past,
On the way back an exchange of
of what wa.s the cause of his celibacy. confidences took place between her
He was reminded of the face of one and her former lover, whose demeanor
whom he had met and loved as a towards her seemed to imply that his
young man while on his tirst visit to heart was still true to its first attachCanada.
That he had left the coun- ment and that love bad in no wise
try before he had the courage to make diminished by absence, lapse of time
a proposal of marriage to her had been or altered circumstances. He confessed
to him ever since a source of regret. to having kidnapped the young boy to
Had they met again at last
And prevent his being restored to a parent,
was the resemblance which the boy who, he had supposed, had put him on
bore to his mother the reason why he the train and there left him to his fate
had become so strangely and so fondly while she, recollecting first one fragattached to him ?
ment and then another by the associa"Are you my mother who left mo on tion of circumstances, described the
the train ?" the boy asked in reproach- unfortunate episode which had well
ful tones, when she released him from nigh cost her lif" ^^^ '^ had for some
that affectionate embrace to gratify years her reasoi
her sight with another look at his face.
Here Mr. Seacuiubes host inter" Don't speak so reproachfully to posed to press Mrs. Palgrave to make
me, my darling. I feel that I am his house her home, to which offer she
hardly myself at present Something assented, saying she would gratefully
terrible has happened to me which I accept his kind hospitality until she
cannot recall. Give me time to collect could make other arrangements.
my thoughts, and I will
But where
few days later, after they had ream I, and who is this gentleman ? Mr. newed their former intimacy and Mr.
11

:

—

.

A

;
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Seacombe had learned that his friend
was a widow, they were together talking in private about the future of

young Harry Palgrave (but his adopted father would have it to be Seacombe, and the boy himself held to
that side of the contention), Harry left
the room to order the carriage for
three

While

o'clock that afternoon.

he was away, other conversation of a
private nature ensued, and, as a result
of it, he returned to find them looking
very happy, and to be informed that
not only was his mother now willing
that he should retain the name of his
adopted father, but that she, too, had
consented to chanofe her

own name

to

by which her son had been known
Harry was delighted
some time.

that
for

to hear this, but he did not infer all
that it meant until he had disseminated the news among the other members of the household, and had it interpreted to him by the exclamatory

comments with which

it

was

The few spectators of the nuptials
Seacombe and Mrs. Palgrave in

of Mr.
St.

James' Cathedral, which took place

as the ceremony
be lawfully performed, little
knew that they beheld the sequel to a
romance in real life, the like of which
is rarely heard of even in fiction.

as soon afterwards

could

THE BIRDS' LULLABY.
Sing

to us, cedars

;

the twilight

is

creeping

With shadowy garments, the wilderness througli
All day we have carolled, and now would be sleeping,
So echo the anthems we warbled to you
Wliile we swing, swing.
;

And your branches sing,
And we drowse to your di^eamy

whispering.

Sing to us, cedai-s ; the night wind is sighing,
Is wooing, is pleading to hear you reply ;
And here in your arms we are restf ully lying,
And longing to dream to your soft lullaby

;

While we swing, swing,

And your branches sing,
And we drowse to your dreamy

whispering.

III.

Sing to

us,

cedars

;

receiv-

ed.

your voice

is

so lowly,

Your breathing so fragrant, your branches so strong;
Our little nest-cradles are swaying so slowly,
While zephyrs are breathing their slumberous song.
And we swing, swing.
While your branches sing.
And we drowse to your dreamy whispering
E. Pauline Joiixson.

—

'

''WHICH
BY EDWARD
"

So you have no

love for Mr, Melli-

IS
J.

IT?"
TOKER.

since the death of

his dearly-loved

Are you sure you will wife he had lived a retired, almost
not regret some day that you have secluded, life at his pleasant residence.
<iismissed him
I thought you were The Maples, close to a small suburban
learning to like him, and you seem to village.
Of a naturally studious,

court,

Fanny.

{

me

so well suited to each other."
And I do like him very much,
Ellen, but I cannot love him like
like
"

—

He

as light-hearted and
thoughtless as myself, and I have
look^ upon him as a pleasant companion, but nothing more.
I have
been so accustomed to look up to you
and depend upon you, that I must
have someone to lean on, so until he
comes, if ever he does, you will still
that.

is

thoughtful turn of mind, the loss of
whom he had married late in
life and loved with a deep affection
that had never been frittered away in
passing flirtations, rendered him more
averse even than previously from
general society.
Neither did he feel
that he had much in common with his
neighbors, either the hardworking
farmers of the locality or the rich
his wife,

city merchants whose residences were
be plagued with your gidd}' Fanny."
to be found in this convenient and
Well, perhaps you are right, and attractive spot. Immediately after his
I would not on any account see you bereavement, a widowed sister had
married to a man you did not love taken up her residence at The Maples,
with ail your heart. You were quite and for some years had efficiently
right to refu.se him, but our father will cared for his children and conducted
be disappointed, for he has been hop- his household.
But when she died in
ing for this match, which certainly her turn, Mr. Medhurst looked out for
would be a good one in many respects.
no one to fill her place his eldest
" Poor papa
so he was in a hurry to daughter, Ellen, who though only fourget rid of me, too."
was singul&rly sedate and
teen
" You know, dear child, he will
thoughtful for her age, assumed much
miss you sadly whenever the day of the responsibility. Especially did
comes for you to lejive us. The great she constitute herself the guardian,
advantage of your marriage with Mr. the playmate and protector in one, of
Mellicourt in his eyes was that you her younger sister. She had been old
would still be near us. He feels Uiat enough to be deeply impressed by her
he must lose his darling at some time, mother's death-bed charge to her to
and he dreads your being taken far watch over the helpless babe then lying
away from him."
Mis. Medhurst had obin its cradle.
" You have both spoilt me so, EUlen, tained some insight into her character
that I am in no hurry to quit you.
1 even at that early age, and drew much
am so happy in this dear old house, comfort from the thought that she
and so much loved, that I cannot hope was relying upon one who deserved
any change would be for the better. such confidence. Nobly Ellen redeemWhen you marry and desert me, then ed her pledge though there was only
indeed I may think of following your five years' difference between the sisexasiiple."
ters, she almost filled the place of a
Mr. Medhurst had been left a widow- mother to Fanny.
It was to Ellen
er with two young daughters, and ever that the little one turned naturally
**

:

;

:
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for comfort in her childish troubles, for
aid in her childish difficulties. And as
years passed on, the same close tie still
continued between them it was Ellen
who thought for both, who advised
and guided and petted, while Fanny
seemed delighted to have it so. The
;

few who knew them found it difficult
to decide which was most channing,
the protecting, thoughtful love of the
elder sister, or the clinging affection of
the younger. Their position relative
to each other, strengthened certain
natural traits in their character and
increased the dissimilarity between
them Ellen, who inherited her father's
thoughtful habits and reticent depth
of feeling, was rendered still more
sedate and self controlled, while Fanny,
endowed with the bright, merry disposition of her mother, retained the
playful gaiety of a child.
Their home circle had comprised
their society almost entirely.
There
was their clergyman, an elderly widower, without children; their doctor,
with a meek, colorless little wife, and
:

one or two others whom they saw occasionally
but friends or intimate
acquaintances they had absolutely
none; yet they lived perfectly contented with their own society.
The first thing to cause a break in
;

this quiet life was the return home of
the son of one of their nearest neighbors, Mr. Mellicourt, a very wealthy
merchant from the neighboring city.
George Mellicourt had hitherto been
little at home, his university education having been followed by a prolonged tour in Europe. Now he took

a position in his father's firm, and
settled down as a resident.
Before
long a chance introduction to the
Medhursts led to a visit, which was

and the intervals between
grew shorter till he was a
constant guest at The Maples. There
had been no lack of hospitality in Mr.
repeated,
his

calls

Medhurst's disinclination for society.
It was rather a shrinking from making new acquaintances, and a feeling
that his own quiet family circle was

MA GA ZINE.

more to his taste, that had been his
motive.
So he received George Mellicourt civilly enough at first, and soon
with cordialty as he became accustomed, and took a liking to the gav cheerfulness and unaffected good humor of
his young companion.
Soon there
was another reason for his satisfaction
with this new acquaintance. There
was plainly a motive for Millicourt's
frequent visits from which results
might spring that he looked forward
to

with growing pleasure.

Fanny had now reached her seventeenth year, and certainly she presented a sufficient motive for any number
of neighborly calls from a man of

Highly as

George Mellicourt's age.

she was prized by her loving relations,

he was no whit behind them in his
appreciation of her, and it soon became evident that he longed to take

from them their treasure.

It was not
only her beauty, undeniable as that
was, nor her gay vivacity and brightness of disposition, which was even more
characteristic; but the great charm in
her to one who, though few years
older than herself, had spent those
years in the gay society of more than
one European capital, was the pure,
spotless innocence, the freshness of
mind, v/hich the mode of her life had
left with all the bloom untouched.
He could see that she liked him,
but the ver}^ transparency of her
mind was deceptive, and it had been
long before he had ventured to try
whether this liking was in reality the
As we
love that would make her his.
have seen, her heart had not yet been
stirred, and he was unsuccessful in his
appeal to her. If her father and even
her sister would gladly have had it
otherwise, they certainly did not
think fit to attempt to influence her
against her inclinations so, George
Mellicourt, finding they looked upon
her decision as final, accepted his fate
and held aloof from The Maples, where
he would be continually reminded of
the happiness he had missed when he
thought it within his grasp.
;

WHICH
Now

that their uneventful, peaceful

had been broken in upon, it seemed that they were not fated to regain
That autumn the
their old quietude.
clergyman died suddenly, and his sucIn
cessor was anxiously expected.
life

that small community the cleroryman
was a person of considerable importHe did not keep his expectant
ance.
parishioners long in suspense, for early
the next week the news spread that
Mr. Tyndall, the new clergyman, had
There was
arrived at the parsonage.
an unusually large and unusually attentive conijrefjation in the church on
the following Sunday.
The new comer made a decidedly
Very different
favorable impression.
from the dull, heavy discourse and
almost inarticulate murmurings of the
late clergyman were the plain but
pointed .sermon and impreasive delivery of the present incumbent.
" I like the look of the new clergyman, don't you, Ellen ? " said Fanny
Medhurst as they walked away from
the church.
I am sure from his face
that he is as kind and good-hearted
as our dear old friend was, and he
seems clever as well."
" What struck me most wa.s his intense earnestness," rejoined her sister.
" He not only appears to feel deeply
every word he utters, but to strive with
heart and soul to impress the truth

m
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It was not because he did not appreciate the privilege offered to him.
Mr. Tyndall was afflicted with an inveterate shyness, an innate nervous
temperament, which he was unable to
subdue in spite of his great mental
powers.
He positively dreaded making new acquaintances, and could not
assert himself even with the few old
ones he had. At the English college

where he had taken high honors this
had barred him from
making friends among his contemporaries, though it did not prevent him
from gaining the esteem and goodwill
of many.
University life brings men
too closely in contact, and gives them
idiosyncracy

too many opportunities of judging
each other, for the most retiring bookworm to escape the observation and
due valuation of his compeers. Those
with whom at intervals he was positively forced by circumstances to hold
some passing intercourse, reported
that Robert Tyndall, besides being one
of the cleverest men of his year, of
which they were all convinced, was
also good-natured and obliging, and
would be an agreeable companion
enough if he would only get rid of his
absurd dith<lence and gaiicfierie, and
as to the sterling worth of his character, there was no doubt of that among
the acute young observers by whom
he was surrounded.
upon his hearers. He may dogreatgood
After taking his degree he entered
in the parish, and we are fortunate in into orders, but instead of looking out
getting such a clergyman."
for a curacy he remained at his uni" We must persuade papa to go and
It was
versity as a private tutor.
call u|X)n him to-morrow," said Fanny.
noticed that he betrayed little of his
"I dare say he will tind him an agree- u.sual want of self-confidence while imable companion, and that he so seldom parting instruction, which he did with
meets with here.
Poor papa, he such clearness that he was considered
is .so fastidious
but this Mr. Tyndall a most successful " coach," but from
seems both a gentleman and a clever any furthur intimacy with his pupils
man.
he shrank as of old. With his books
The visit was paid, and Mr. Tyndall he felt at home, and while acquiring
returned it in due form, but for a time or communicating learning he was enthe intercourse between them remain- grossed in the pursuit till there was
ed on this ceremonious footing, Mr. no room left in his mind for thought
Tyndall, at all events, seeming little of self so he was natural and selfanxious to push it forward in spite of reliant. It was ordinary social intertheir friendly overtures.
course which he could not face with
**

;

;

^6
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composure, and three or four years
spent in this almost secluded life tended to aggravate this weakness.
After a time, however, he became
dissatisfied with himself and his posiScrupulously conscientious, he
tion.
felt that this scholastic life was hardly
carrying out the high aspirations for
his sacred calling with which he had
taken holy orders. At this juncture
he met a Canadian bishop then visiting England, and was greatly impressed with what he heard of the country. Accordingly, he accompanied the
bishop on his return to Canada, where
before very long he was appointed to
the incumbency of Beavermead, the
village near which The Maples was
situated.

His parishioners soon discovered the
peculiarity of their new pastor to the
cordial hospitality of some of the
wealthier farmers, to the respectful but
friendly greetings of humbler parish:

and the

tiniest toddlers of the village

approached him fearlessly, sure of
meeting with a kind word or smile.
How much the mothers were ready to
overlook in hiui on this account need
hardly be said.
The Medhursts were not at all inclined to acquiesce in his avoidance of
their society, and persistently encouraged him to seek it. Mr. Medhurst
positively seemed by comparison with
him a confident, assured man of the

world, a rare thing with him, and
consequently was able to make advances and hold out the hand of good fellowship to draw him on, while his own

naturally

somewhat

retiring disposi-

gave him an insight into the
other's feelings, which taught him to
avoid startling him or evoking his nervous shrinking from social intercourse.
Against such minted tact and cordiality Mr. T/ndall could not remain
proof, and after a time he was more at
home at The Maples than he could
believe possible with such new action,

he responded with the stiffness
and want of ease caused by his nervous
embarrassment. At first they were quaintances. Never in his life before
somewhat disposed to resent this, at- had he been on such intimate terms
tributing it to pride or want of interest with any lady, not even of his own
in his flock, but he could not long re- family, for he had been left an orphan
main thus misunderstood his sweetness without sisters. At first he had been
of disposition, his goodness of heart, and still more shy than usual with Ellen
combined energy and patience in the and Fanny Medhurst, but their natural
duties of his office, were too palpable unaffected simplicity was well calculatto be overlooked by the densest intel- ed to set anyone at ease in their preslect.
So speedily he won their affec- ence, and had its effect upon him,
tion, none the less sincere because though there still remained a trace of
there was mingled with it a feeling of his uneasy, diffident manner while he
pity for his morbid nervousness and was in their society.
timidity.
One thing they remarked
As months went by it was no longer
at once with satisfaction, in both his necessary to put an absolute pressure
public and private ministrations he on him to get him to The Maples, and
lost all embarrassment
the solemnity he became a frequent visitor there of
of the occasion and his earnest zeal in his own accord.
They were well
his sacred duties shut out from his pleased at this, for they all liked him
mind ail thought of self, and left him enough to feel glad that he could apnatural and impressive.
"With the preciate them in return. That he did
children,too, both in the Sunday-school so was very evident
Mr. Medhurst's
and elsewhere, he showed none of the refined, cultivated mind, Ellen's sweet
nervous diffidence that marked his thoughtfulness, and deep, earnest,
intercourse with their parents; the love womanly nature, could not fail to have
for them that filled his large heart was a charm for such a man.
And for
plainly visible to them, as it always is, Fanny, with her childlike, innocent
ioners,

;

;

;

"

WHICH

IS IT?''
One evening he was

sitting with
having been more
absent and awkward in manner than
usual, and Fanny in a gay, frolicsome
mood, began to plague him, saying she
would teaze him out of his unsociability.
As he began to smile at her chat" Now you have come
good friends for any misunderstand- ter, she said
ing, that he could not feel hurt how- down from the clouds I will ask you a
ever sensitive, and indeed he seemed question.
Mrs. Blackett told me this
more at his ease with her than with afternoon she was sure you came here
anyone beside.
for one of us, and she wanted to know
When Mr. Tyndall came to be a con- which it was, but I could not tell her,
Which is
stant guest at The Maples, his par- as I did not know myself.

gaiety he seemed to have an equal liking even their playful jests at his expense, and the little tricks she sometimes played him, never aroused his
shyness, it was so evidently the sportiveness of a light-hearted girl, venturing on a liberty, because they were too
;

them

in the garden,

:

ishioners could not shut their eyes to
the phenomenon, and there were many
discussions on the subject in the neighborhood. Ther was naturally one interpretatinn that occurred to everj'one's mind to account for this great
change in bis habits, and the rumor
went round that the parson was looking for a wife there was less unanimity in fixing upon the lady.
Some of
the gossips even ventured on a sly
allusion to the subject in the presence
of the ladies from The Maples.
•

;

it?"

—

Her sisters exclamation t>f " Oh,
Fanny!" in a tone of reproach, made
her blush till her face was crimson, for
in her gay thoughtlessness she had
hardly seen the full meaning of her
words till then and she was utterly
abashed. Mr. Tyndall's confusion was
;

at least as great; the embarnissment
natural to any man in such a position,
his instinctive feeling that his love
was a thing to keep secret, and his old

morbid shyness now in

full force,

com-

The only symptom he showed of the bined to make a turmoil in his mind.
tender passion imputed to him was a Hardly knowing what he did he stamrenewed access of shyness; yet the mered out, "For you, of course."
neighbors were right. Love had entered his heart and had brought back
all his old diffidence

What was

and

self -deprecia-

he that he should aspire to such a treasure as a woman's
first, pure love ?
How could he, a shy,
uncouth bookworm, hope to awaken
an answering emotion in one so different, so superior to himself ?
So he
argued with j>erverse self-torture, but
for all that he nursed his love as a
precious thing, though it would cost
him so dear he let the sweet poison,
as he thought it, circulate in his veins,
till it pervaded all his being.
|Yet he
did not sutTer a word or a look to betray his secret'; he even took pains to
show equal attention to both sisters
that no one might suspect how much
more one was to him than the other.
His love was to him a sacred thing, to
be shrined deep in his heart and profaned by no curious gaze.
tion.

;

who had only laughed
Fanny's question, for all she did

Mr. Medhurst,
at

was right
" Is

it

in his eyes,

now

Tyndall

If

so,

?

exclaimed,

my

foolish

child there is willing, you need have
no fears about my consent. What do
you say, Fanny ?
She had run to her father when he
l>egan to speak, and had hid her glowing face on his shoulder, so now her
reply was not heard, for she was able
to whisper it in his ear.
Its nature, however, was unmistakable, for Mr. Medhurst placed her
hand in Mr. Tyndall's. " I know I

give her into good hands," he said,
" and you will not take her far away,
•which I own weighs with me. It
would have been a .sad trial for me to
part with her altogether."
As if in a stupor, Mr. Tyndall spoke
no word, but stooping he pressed his
then as she nestled
lips to her hand
;

"
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to his side with a bright look of loving
confidence, he kissed her brow and
They were all too much occupied
lips.
to see that Ellen, pressing her hand to
rose slowly and

them.

her heart,
Nor did they miss her for a time, for
Mr. Medhurst began speaking of his
own courtship and early married days
with Fanny's mother, and became
quite engrossed in his theme, while
the newly-engaged couple sitting together on the sofa, with her hand still
in his, seemed contented with each
Fanny's content, at
other's presence.
all events, was obvious, and if her
promised husband appeared to be in a
dream, she was satisfied that it was of
left

care like that for anyone I could not
respect, and look up to and lean upon,
and I feel that I can upon him. He
so good and clever, so true and
fear
I
earnest and noble-hearted.
that I am not worthy of him what
can he find to love in a giddy, thought-

is

;

Oh, Ellen, do you
less girl like me ?
think he really loves me ?
" How can you doubt it, dear child \
is he not going to take you for his
wife ?" answered Ellen in a low tone.
" I have hoped he was growing fond
of me," said Fanny, " but even now I
can hardly realize it. Oh, what could
have bewitched me to make me ask
him that ? I spoke without reflecting,
her.
but I am afraid he must think me so
It was not till Mr. T^ndall had risen bold and unmaidenly."
" He knows you spoke in innocence
to take leave that Ellen re-appeared.
" Why, Ellen, where have you been of heart, and he is not one to cherish
all this time ? " asked Fanny.
hard thoughts, especially of her he
" My head aches badly, so I went to loves," whispered Ellen, as she hung
my own room," she replied, " but I over her sister.
" And you like him too, do you not,
could not let my new brother leave
without a word of welcome."
Ellen ?
I could not bear to think you
Approaching him she offered her were not fond of my husband," murcheek to his caress, as a sister might mured Fanny, blushing rosily, as she
have done. He blushed painfully as gave him the title for the first time.
" Yes, I shall soon learn to look
he touched it lightly with his lips.
Fanny shyly smiled at this poor upon him as a V)rother," replied Ellen,
" Robert, " as she already called him in
speaking the words with difficulty
her thoughts, was so shy, that he and gasping for breath. " But I canmight well show his bashfulness on not bear any more talking to-night;
such an occasion but as she glanced you must really let me go to bed.'
from his face to her sister's the con"Oh, how selfish I have been," extrast struck her forcibly.
claimed Fanny remorsefully. In my
" How pale and ill you look, Ellen," happiness I quite forgot what you
she exclaimed. " Your headache must were suffering.
I will not say anbe very bad, I am sure. So we will other word. Good night, Ellen."
go to bed at once, the rest will do
Her sister strained her in her
you good."
" Good
she
night, Fanny,"
arms.
They certainly went up to Ellen's said. " I hope you will both be very
room as she proposed, but going to happy. God bless you, my darling."
bed at once was quite another matter.
As soon as Fanny had left the room
As soon as they were alone, Fanny Ellen fastened the door, and throwing
turned her arms lovingly round her herself on her bed, gave way to the
sister as she murmured, " Oh, Ellen, I agony she had kept pent up in her
am so happy."
She lay there writhheart till then.
The only answer was a silent but ing with pain and shame. It was
warm caress.
very bitter to know she loved in vain,
" I love him so dearly," continued
but still more galling was the thought
Fanny. " I told you I should never that she had given her affection un:

;

—

:

WHICH
and unvalued. " Blind fool
that I was," she murmured, " how
could I hope he would think of me,
when there was one so fair and sweet
and good ever by my side ? My presumptuous conceit has undone me, for
if I had not weakly flattered myself
that he cared for me, I should never
have fallen so low as to love the promShe was
ised husband of another."
lowered in her own eyes, and she could
In vain she went
find no comfort.
back mentally through the past, endeavoring to find excuse for her deluShe had thought that his quiet
sion.
unobtrusive liking for herself and
still timid affection was growing and
that his more openly shown partiality
for Fanny was the mere frien<lly feeling and admiration that was due to
one so charming but now she accu-ned
herself of pitiful vanity for having so
deceived herself.
" It was such a cruelly sudden, unexpected blow," she murmured to herself, and a flood of tears came to her
relief.
For a time her feelings overpowered her, but she struggled hard
to gain control over them, and at
length she became more calm.
She
would not give way to this weak
folly, she said to herself: she muit
learn to look upon their marriage
with resignation at least, if she could
not with pleasure. Not for worlds
would she have had either of them
guess what she felt if they knew all,
she would feel ready to die with
shame. Not only this, but she must
in some degree recover her self-respect,
her love for the promised husband of
another, and that other her sister,
must be crushed at whatever cost to
herself.
She forced her thoughts to
dwell upon their happiness, till she
felt that she could sincerely pray that
sought

;

:

they might find it in their union
then she became more easy in mind,
for she had gained one step in the selfconquest on which she was resolved.
While she was engaged in this mental struggle one of those with whom
her thoughts were busy was almost
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similarly employed.
Mr. Tyndall left
the house in a kind of stupor caused

by contending emotions, which till
then he had been obliged to conceal.
But when he was fairly out of their
presence he was able to collect his

How

bitterly he
scattered thoughts.
regretted now the indecision and want
of nerve that had led him to give that

answer.
How false was the position into which he had plunged himfatal

by his folly and weakness. He
was the delared lover of one he looked
upon merely as a charming child,
while he had denied his affection for
her who was all in all to him.
He must explain and confess all the
next day he could not let things remain as they were he felt himself to
be a hypocrite and imposter till this
error of his own causing was cleared
up.
It was a talk from which he

self

:

:

shrank; he could not bear even the
idea of laying bare his miserable folly
to them and meeting their looks of
scorn and wonder and disappointment;
but he must nerve himself to do it or
he would be tied for life to one he
did not love.
But suddenly his train of thought
changed. Of what use would it be
to him to recover his freedom since
Ellen did not love him ? He had deceived himself, he said, in imagining
that he had been gaining an interest
in her heart it was too clear that he
was utterly indifferent to her. Had
she not welcomed him as a brother
;

had she not even offered him a sister's
kiss ?
She could not have done this
if her liking for him had one trace
of the passionate warmth of his love
for her it was proof, he argued, that
she regarded him with the utmost
coldness.
He little thought that there
;

had been the

bitterness of death for
Ellen in that calm, measured caress
that in her despair she had nerved

;

herself for this token of sisterly affection, to conceal the feelings that were
With
really burning in her breast.

foresight she had known
the argument he would draw from
intuitive
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her

act,

and at any cost she must

dis-

semble.

Now, another consideration presentFanny loved
itself to his mind.
her love for
avowed
publicly
him had
ed

;

him, in return, as she thought, for his
own affection. Could he cause her
the shame and disappointment of learning the truth could he bear to look
upon the suffering he would bring,
not only to her, but to her friends ?
It was he who had placed her as well
as himself in this false position, and
he must bear the burden and not let
her be the innocent victim of his
wavering mind.
Again came a revulsion of feeling.
Would it not be a wrong, a sin even,
to take her for his wife, to stand with
her at the altar and vow to love her,
when he no such feeling for her ? But
he dismissed this thought, which he
self-delusive
felt was only another
attempt to justify himself in acting
He had
according to his own wishes.
a strong feeling of affection for Fanny,
and though hitherto he had only regarded her as a charming, winning
girl, still little more than a child, and
had felt most drawn to her in her
character of the pet sister of one far
dearer to him, still he was convinced
that with such a tie between them his
liking for her would grow into a sincere and heartfelt, though not passionate, love.
She must endear herself to
him, he said, she was so innocently
lovable, so sweet and good, that his
heart must learn to cling to her, and
the knowledge that her pure affection
was lavished upon him, could not fail
to kindle an answering warmth in his
breast.
And as for his hopeless love
for Ellen, that he must and would root
out, since its indulgence was forbidden
to him, and could only bring pain and
sorrow to others.
:

If there was something strange
in his courtship, a want of lover-like
eagerness in his manner, a thoughtlessness and even absence of mind that
would have been singular in another,

truth.

it w^as attributed to his constitutional
Even
shyness, and to no coldness.
Fanny, happy in her love, was quite
satisfied with his grave but kind and

indulgent manner to her, and when
sometimes her affection for him, so
frankly and innocently shown, made
him yearn toward her and pet her like
a child, she thought that she was indeed fortunate to win such regard from
him.
Ellen carried out her painful and
difficult task nobly the reticence natural to her depth of character, which
:

would have made

it

no

relief to her,

as to one of shallower nature, to pour
out her troubles and sorrows into the

that

ear of a sympathizing confidant, enabled her to keep a veil over her sufBut if her powers of selfferings.
control were great, her feelings were
deep and strong in proportion, and
sometimes she felt that her burden
was more than she could bear. More
than once she was obliged to leave
them hastily, that in private the irrepressible wail of pain and anguish
might burst from her lips without betraying her. But perhaps her hardest
task was to keep up a show of sisterly
affection for him when her feelings
were so widely different.
There was no reason to delay the
marriage, no grand preparations to
be made, and the quiet wedding took
The intercourse
place before long.
between The Maples and the Parsonage was close and constant, and
Ellen, with the sight of her sister's
happiness constantly before her, grew
resigned to her fate she was so utterly unselfish that she could rejoice that
her loss had been a gain to one she
loved so fondly.

the position expected of him, he acted
the part of the engaged man without
giving any cause for suspicion of the

Mr. Medhurst, whose health had
been failing gradually, lived long
enough to be well assured that his

He had

gone too far to draw back
was the fixed conclusion to which
he came, and accordingly, falling into

:

:

"

WHICH

IS IT?"
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was happily settled, long
enough even to become a grandfather,
and died in perfect content. Ellen
was then warmly pressed to make the
Rectory her home, but she would not

redoubled her exertions in this crisis,
sparing herself no fatigue, and giving
no thought to the danger she ran.
The doctor had warned her of the
certain result if she were not more
consent to their entreaties, pleading prudent, but only to meet with the
that it was her duty to live at and answer that she must do her work,
keep up The Maples, which was now and one day she was struck down.
But in the secrecy of her cham- The disease found an easy victim in
hers.
" I dare one so worn with fatigue, and it seember she murmured wearily
ed evident that she was doomed.
not yet make one of their household
Mr. Tyndall was just leaving the
that old feeling is not utterly dead,
side of a sick bed, when the doctor
even now."
From that time she gave herself up met him and told him that Miss Medalmost wholly to the duties she had hurst wanted to see him.
" This is her last day, I fear," he
undertaken in the parish. She was a
very sister of charity without the added, sorrowfully.
He was quickly at the Hall, and by
garb; nursing the sick, relieving the
poor, and teaching the ignorant, with the side of his dying sister-in-law.
" I have persuaded Fanny to go and
a patience that seemed unbounded.
But nevertheless, she found time to lie down, Robert, and there is somepet the little nephews and nieces who thing I wish to say to you," she said,
came as years passed by, and the feebly. " You know I am dying ?
arrival of " Aunt Ellen " at the ParHe bent his head in assent.
" You rememl^ered the evening you
sonage was always gi*eeted with cries
of joy.
were engaged to Fanny ? Till then
It was a happy home, that parson- I had thought that it was me you
Fanny had not given up her old loved, and the delusion was very
age.
It long
habit of looking up to her husband, sweet to me, for I loved you.
and leaning upon him in matters of ago became a sister's love, or I could
importance ; but, with the tact of a not speak of it even now. But it
loving woman, she was also able to used often to make me seem cold to
lead him, and she had done much to you, so I wished you to know the
cure him of his old painful shyness. truth before I die."
And on his side he had learned to
"It was no delusion, Ellen I did
value her as she deserved; .she had be- love you then," he said, and he told
come very dear to him. He had been her the whole truth.
right in thinking he could upix>ot his
Her face grew brighter as she lishopeless love, and cherish that which tened.
" There always lurked a glimmering
would become his duty for now his
heart was his wife's unreservedly, and of this in my mind, but I would not
his passion for Ellen had been extin- own it even to myself, for I knew how
guished, though he revered her with Fanny loved you, and I could not rob
a deep, heartfelt reverence, as one her of her happiness," she said. " It
above her kind.
pleases me to know that my love for
you found an answer in 3'our heart
Seven years after Mr. Tyndall's ar- and would not have been unvalued.
rival at Beavermead the whole villajje But all has been for the best.
I have
was in great distress. Diphtheria of no regrets now, and I am sure your
a virulent type had ravaged house life with Fanny has been happy. Has
"
after house, carrying away numerous it not, Robert ?
" I could not
" Yes," he replied.
victims, till there was hardly a family
but had lost some member. Ellen had nourish a love which had become
darling

:

:

;

;

—

; ;
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wrong, for one so pure as you and
Fanny, as my wife, could not but find
a place in my heart. I have indeed
been happy."
" I am glad we have spoken of
this," she said, with a look of satisfaction " but do notrepeat it to Fanny,
for it would trouble her tender heart.
And now call her, for my time is
growing very short, and I would have
those I love near me."
But Ellen did not die. At the last
moment a sudden change for the better
set in, and she was saved seemingly
from the very jaws of death. When
she had recovered sufficiently for her
;

thought uneasily of her supposed
death-bed revelation. But soon she
grew reconciled to the idea, and was
even glad that Robert knew the truth,
though she would not have told him
had she not believed herself at the
point of death. Each knew that the

to

other was happy in an affection which
had become that of brother and sister
and in the knowledge of the happiness
of her they both loved.
The}'^ never
spoke again of that revelation, but kept
the secret locked up in their ownhearts.
Fanny never knew the truth, and
could not have suspected it as she
beheld Ellen's face with its look of
serene content.

;

mind

dwell

upon the

past,

she

IN IMITATION

OF HORACE.

Fair Celia young Cupid derided,
For loss, she averred, of his art
His arrows all missed, or quick glided
Away from her joyous young heart.

Then Love from

his quiver selected

A bolt of most exquisite fashion
It rare missed, or

was ever

For 'twas feathered, he

He

adjusted and drew it
Then aiming, quit free

When

with compassion.

quite duly
this

;

wonderful shaft,

sped, all silent, but truly
in triumph the little God laughed.

it

Then

deflected.

said,

:

And

the maid mocks the archer no more,
But a prey to both transports and fears,
Her boasting and laughter are o'er
Love's wounds are now nourished with tears.
8. P.

Milton, Ont.

Morse.
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THE NATIONAL STATE.
BY CHARLES
It has become customary, in every
discussion of the political future of
the Dominion of Camuia, to assume
that one of three distinct paths must
be taken. It is generally declared
that we must have either Annexation,
or Independence, or Imperial FederaThe.se proposals are assumed to
tion.
be mutually exclusive, yet they will
be found, upon closer examination, to
have one fundamental idea in comIt is an idea which not only is
mon.
receiving more wide-spread attention
among the masses of mankind than
ever before, but dominates entirely
the theoretical discussions, the whole
political science ot the present day.
It is the idea of the nation, and the
national state. Are we to form part of
a world-wide British nation are we
to become absorbed in the American
nation or are we to build up a new
Canadian nation of our own ? Such
in
is the language invariably used
stating the problem of our political
future.
It might possibly serve to
clear the way for a satisfactory discussion of what our policy should be,
if this idea of the national state were
;

;

—

examined a little more closely, if its
origin were investigated, and its exact
position in universal history recalled.
study of the history of political
science will show that the political
theories of a given epoch are the pro-

A

A.

STUART.

duct of the political facts of the few
preceding centuries, and that any particular theory of the State will retain
its hold upon the minds of political
thinkers long after the facts upon
which it rests have disappeared and
have given place to others, which, in
their turn, are far on the way towards
the evolution of another theory to
correspond with them.
The history of political science
begins in the islands and peninsulas of
the .£gean Sea. From the earliest
times the cities of Greece lived independently of one another. No political
bond was ever formed to establish and
In
maintain the unity of Greece.
spite

of

common

religious

festivals,

and a code of rules by which the various States were supposed to be governed in their relations with one
another, each city acted entirely in its
own interest, without other restraint
than the fear of the military strength
Such being the facts
of its neighbors.
of Grecian history, the philosophers,
the political scientists of the time,
when they came to discuss the theory
of government, confined themselves
entirely to the polis or the City-State.
No other conception of political conditions ever entered their minds, for
the simple reason that no other conditions had been known in the preceding centuries of Grecian history.

a
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The highest

ideal that Plato, the

king

could conceive

was

of philosophers,

and self-sufficing city.
But even in his time, the facts of history had begun to change, the germs
of new conditions had begun to apthe

united

—

pear; and before the time

of his great

had come
under the dominating influence of
Macedonia; they had lost their ancient independence, and formed but a
small part of the Empire of Alex-

successor, the cities of Greece

ander.

When

the Politics

of Aris-

turbulent nobles within Frenchmen,
with their own language and their
;

own

race characteristics, had also become a nation. In the mountains of
Castile, the germs of the Spanish

—

nation were rapidly developing,
nation which came quickly to maturitv, and was the first to startle the
world with the vastness of its power.
Yet, while facts were thus moving irresistibly onward under the guidance
of a Wisdom higher than that of man,
the political theorists,

still

living in

was being written, the city of the past, were basing their ideas of
Rome had spread her power over government upon the worn-out conIt
central Italy, and had laid the firm ception of univeraal monarchy.
foundation of her universal domin- needed the shocks and storms of the
Reformation and of the Thirt)'^ Years'
ion.
That dominion was at length estab- War to awaken in them the realizalished, and the world was ruled for tion that the old state of things had
many centuries from its centre on the passed away. The great fact of modSeven Hills. The facts of Grecian ern history, the existence of a number
histor}' had passed away, and slowl}^ of independent national States, strugtotle

reluctantly, but inevitably, the theory
of the City-State had followed them.

The Roman Empire had now become
the one great fact of

That

human

history.

fact produced its corresponding

theory in tbe science of politics. All
the political thought of the middle
ages was pervaded with a belief in
universal empire.
It was the ideal of
the noblest spirits of the times.
It
was the dream of popes and emperors,
But the
of poets and philosophers.
atern facts of history had long been
changed. Long before Dante wrote
his Be Monarckia, the great fact of
universal empire had disappeared, and
at the date of its publication, new
conditions, entirely inconceivable to
the mediaeval philosopher, were beginning to arise. The inhabitants of
England had asserted their independence of either claimant to universal
of either emperor or pope.
empire,
They had become assimilated and differentiated a new race with a new
language had begun its career Englishmen had become a distinct and
independent nation. Across the channel, Philip the Fair had triumphed
over aggressive Papacy without, and

—

;

;

gling with each other, much like the
cities of Greece before Rome arose
across the Adriatic and enveloped
them with her absorbing power, at
last presented itself clearly and unmistakably to the minds of men.
For four hundred years that fact
has been before us.
We have seen
Britain leading the world in commerce,
in colonization, and methods of practical government
and we have admired the splendid literature of an
Elizabethan or a Victorian age.
have seen France rising at one time to
be the arbiter of Europe, and threatening to renew at Versailles the univeral monarchy of Rome
we have seen
her falling into the lowest depths of
corruption and disgrace
and then,
after one dark and despairing struggle
with herself, in which she seemed the
very soul of humanity in conflict with
long centuries of its accumulated
wrong, we have seen her stand forth
the victor, the leader of the world in
passionate devotion to the ideal, the
most ardent champion of the great
principles of human brotherhood and
freedom. We have seen another na;

We

;

;

tion,

rude

and

half-civilized,

half

THE NATIONAL STATE.
European, half Asiatic, rising on the
eastern border to threaten western
Europe much like another Macedonia.
We have sympathized with Germany

and
and

Italy, the

homes of the two

lingerinof claimants

rival

to universal

empire, as they struggled upward towards the attainment of the modern
ideal of national unity and we have
placed Bismarck and Cavour among
the greatest benefactors of mankind.
We have seen the birth on this side of
the Atlantic of a new nation far surpassing in extent of territor)' and
the little
rapidity of development
countries of continental Europe and
we have seen their natioiuU unitf
maintained by a gigantic war in which
the preservation of the notion aroused
greater enthusiasm than the liberation
of the slave.
Such are the historical factft which
we have seen for the past four
centuries and these facts have, as
usual, produced their corresponding
That
theory in political science.
theory, moreover, has, as usual. Income an ideal for future politic^U
action.
The political science of the
present day is based entirely upon the
conception of a " National State "; and
afi far ixs purely scientitic discussion is
concerneil, there is in this no reason
whatever for complaint.
Political
science is not one of the exact scienIt must \Mi based upon the phences.
;

;

;

omena of history, if it is to exist at
when the phenomena of history

all

;

change, it must follow them, though
obviously at a considerable distance.
But when a scientitic theory, based
upon past or passing phenomena, is
set up as an ideal to be attained by
future political action, there is then
surely grave reason to object. History
shows, as we have seen, that ideals
based upon the facts of the past, have
always failed of realization. Grecian
philosophers might write, and Grecian
patriots might struggle, as they would,
for the preservation of the City-State,
but far other purposes were to be
achieved in the destinies of mankind.
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The Roman Empire came and rudely thrust their theorizing and their
ideals

aside.

A

Charlemagne,

an

Otho. or a Barbarossa, a Gregory, an
Innocent, or a Boniface, might strive
as he would to retain the universal
Empire of Rome, in its political or
ecclesiastical form, but they were all
opposing the irresistible undercurrent
ot events.
Their very mutual contentions gave the nations an opportunity
to form; and when the time was ripe,
those nations stood forth, and burst
the fetters of universal monarchy,
whether political or spiritual, asunder.
We have now had our system of
independent National States for four
hundred years, and we are again basing
our ideals for the future upon the experience of the past. The development of a new and distinct nationality,
or the reunion of scattered branches
of the same race into one National
State, has everywhere become the
great aim of statesmen and patriots.
The Greek and the Bulgarian are each
longing for national unity and indeThe Slav is said to dream
pendence.
of Pan-Slavism, the German of PanGermanism. The Hungarian and the
Czech are urging with eagerness the
claims of their respective races to corporate recognitioFL
In Ireland there
is a National party, which has been
at least suspected of cheri.shing a desire for natiorud independence.
The
patriots of the United States are
struggling with the problem, " How
shall we assimilate the African, the
Chinese, the German, the Frenchman,
the Italian, etc, and produce one distinct American nationality ? " Some

—

'

'

French-Canadians are said to d'eam
of the establishment of a French-Canadian " national" State in the valley

Some Britishof the St. Lawrence
Canadians are striving to have a share
in the institution of a British naiion,
with scattered divisions in all quarters
of the globe. Some native Canadians
venture to hope for the evolution of a
distinct

and

independent

Canadian

nation, that shall rule the earth from

—
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They are pire became the ideal State. This, too,
drawing their ideals from the facts in turn was carried to extremes. Excesof the past, and there is surely great sive unity brought stagnation and deYet as before, the excess of
reason to enquire whether, like their cline.
The
predecessors who did the same in pre- evil wrought its own cure.
vious ages, they will not all he disap- desperate strivinsrs of the Papacy and
the Holy Roman Empire, for universal
pointed.
One might reach such a conclusion dominion, and their vain struggles
merely from a consideration of the with each other during the middle
fate which has awaited ideals similarly ages, left the nations free to develop
founded in the past. But it is desir- individual strength and when they
able, and may be possible, to discover were formed, the Reformation and the
why the system of national States Thirty Years' War overturned both
should be no farther developed, and Empire and Papacy together. Instead
what conditions are to arise to take of Roman unity, we now have European national diversity. The National
its place.
In political institutions, as in nature, State has become our ideal State.
there are two tendencies which seem We are little wiser than our foreantagonistic, but which are, neverthe- fathers, and there is reason to fear
There that we, too, are going to extremes.
less, capable of reconciliation.
We have swung far round in the diis the tendency to unity and the tendency to diversity. In nature, their rection of diversity. Everywhere, as
reconciliation is complete, and this is we have seen, vigorous efforts are bethe true secret of her charm.
In man, ing made to establish or maintain a
however, who is a moral being, such a national individuality. There is danreconciliation can only be attained by ger here, because in the struggle,
incessant struggle and conflict, by long economic or military, of modern nation
centuries of striving and seeming fail- with nation, as in that of ancient city
ure.
Man loves unity, and he loves with city, the strongest only will surdiversity.
In other words, he loves vive and rule.
Excessive national
law and he loves freedom, because individuality means excessive diverboth are necessary to the completest sity and the ultimate triumph of
development of his being. On the force. Across the sea from Greece a
other hand, he bates despotism, and great Republic arose, whose people
he hates anarchy for each alike leads were intensely patriotic, and thoroughto stagnation and inevitable death. ly believed in their own high destiny.
He is weak and imperfect. In his That Republic conquered and ruled
strivings after the ideal, he runs now the world, and became an Empire
to one extreme, now to another.
Yet through the force of economic conthe main result has been permanent, ditions. Across the sea from Europe
the lakes to the Polar Sea.

all

;

;

substantial progress.
In Greece, the
tendency to diversity prevailed. Each
city tenaciously maintained, if it could,
its independence of the rest. The CityState became the ideal State.
But
the tendency, of course, went to extremes, and produced dissension and
decay. The evil, nevertheless, brought
its own cure.
In the struggle of city
with city, the strongest survived,
rose to empire and ruled the rest.
Instead of Grecian diversity, we now
have Roman unitv. An universal em-

there has arisen another great Republic, whose people are intensely patriotic, and believe as thoroughly in their
own high and peculiar destiny, and in
which the centralization of wealth is
going on as rapidly as it did in Rome.
If that Republic included the whole
Northern continent, if all the inhabitants of North America were assimilated to each other, and differentiated
from the nations of Europe, if, in a
word, national individuality were here
carried to a far extreme, we have a

—

—

;
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plain lesson in history to show what
the result would be in the destinies of
the world.
In the excesH of diversity
and national individuality, the strongest will inevitably survive and rule
and unity, which man loves as well
as he loves diversity, could then be
reached again only by another universal Empire
by the Era[)ire ot the
strongest,
by the Empire of America.
To show that these are no idle fears,
let us hear the words of an European
historical and political thinker, Ernest
Lavisse, professor at the Sorbonne.
In concluding a sketch of the political
history of Europe, he says
" Let us
now consider the position of Europe
in the universe.
A. century ago she
was the only historical entity. Today there is a second. The most important results of the discoveries of
the fifteenth century are now U'ginning to appear. America is no longer
a dependency of the Old WorM. A
series of revolutions has transformed
the colonies into independent States.
Like Europe, America is filled with
nations.
We say Europe to designate a sort ot political community.
The Americans say America with
the same intention. America is conscious of the contrast she forms with
political and military Euro|)e, and she
is proud of it.
This very contrast
gives a sort of unity.
It permits bold

—
—

:

—

'

'

'

'

speak of Pan- Americanism.
"The relations between the Old
World and the New are not neces-

spirits to

sarily peaceful.
Down to the present
the latter has had no foreign policy
still the Monroe doctrine, 'America
for the Americans,' is a policy.
If it
is ever applied to the islands of America (premonitory signs of this are not
wanting), it will cause a contlict between the two worlds.

;

"American

civilization

is

pacific.

All these new nations grow and multiply in the midst of peace.
Peace is
their vocation
but, as if it were contrary to the eternal order of things,
the United States are beffinnins: to
use their treasury surplus for the
;
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construction of war vessels.
ments are ruining Europe,

American wealth

i-*

Arma-

while
producing arma-

ments."
But the danger is not as great as
might at first sight appear. There is
progress in human events, and not
retrogression.
Good has been before,
and will be again, " the final goal of
ill."
The exaggeration of Grecian diversity and ot Koman unity actually
aided, as we have seen, in the accomplishment of better things. So the
exaggeration of modern national diversity can be seen to aid in the realization of a higher and better unity than
the world has ever known before.
The very strivings of the races of
Eastern Europe to secure national
recognition has produced an European
concert, which, along with the international character of European industry, will probably produce an European Federation. The very efforts of
Irishmen to maintain their national
rights have led to a policy on the part
of the English Liberals of which the
only logical result can be Federation,
and a truer union than could otherwise be secured. The endeavors of
Imperial Federationists to preserve
the unity of the British nation, however much souie of us may object to
their proposals, must be considered by
all who attempt to make an impartial
estimate of the probable result of
present tendencies, as one very strong
force
at work to keep together,
in some Federal form, the various
The
English speaking communities.
very tenacity with which European,
African, and Asiatic races in America
are clinginff to their national individuality may prevent the evolution of a
new and distinctive American race, so
numerous, so wealthy, so transcendent\y powerful, as to become, in spite of
themselves, by the mere force of their
own expansive energy, the rulers of
the world. The people of the United
States were more truly a distinct and
assimilated nation in 1820 than they
have been since, or than they are now.
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may be reserved to America, in her political
relations with the outer world, it
would be rash for us, with any cer-

What wondrous

future

But speculation

tainty, to affirm.
not wholly vain, and this

certain

:

it

is

difficult

is

much seems
to

conceive

the only sure ground of truest
unity, they may come together without forgetting or despising their noble
is

origin,

emulate each other, and each

That may
for the others' good.
be the real solution of the (Chinese
problem, of the Negro problem, and of

work

humanity the French- Canadian problem, too.
And what of our own country \
of a new nation in
America in the sense in which we speak Here, too, the striving for a distinct
is
of the nations of Europe. It is easy united and independent nationality
It ia
to see how it might work incalculable working in the common cause.
There is diversity enough one force at work to prevent that exharm.
among the races now; and there is cessive uniformity within North America, which would in the end be dislittle danger that that diversity will
astrous and deadening to all vigorous
round
veered
disappear. It is time we

what good would
by the formation

result to

—

again towards unity, not to uniformbut to that truer unity which
ity,
The people of
preserves diversity.
the United States believe firmly in
the grandeur of their destiny and so
do we all. But it may be possible
that a destiny far more glorious than,
by building their ideals upon the facts
of the past, they have yet been able to
an ideal of character far
conceive,
higher than a narrow and exclusive
one may be in store for them. It may
be that the highest type of manhood
to be evolved in America will not be
termed an American, but simply a
MAN. If a qualifying epithet were at
all necessary, it should be " Columbian," which would not emphasize the
diversity of races, but their unity in
diversity.
Is it not, indeed, a fact of
deep significance that to that victorious party in the United States, which
is moving towards free trade, which
has within its ranks all those who believe in complete free trade, and are,
therefore, essentially cosmopolitan in
their
economic doctrines to that
party the vast majority of the foreignborn population instinctively adhere ?
These considerations lead one to think
that the United States, placed in the
centre of the Ocean, may not be intended to be the special home of a new
race, but rather the common meetingground of all nations of the earth,
where, with that toleration of diversity which nature and history show

—

;

—

—

—

life, as well as that excessive divergence without, between America and
the other continents, which would
bring disagreement and war and inevi-

table conquest.

Our

efforts to estab-

a Canadian nationality will succeed
only so far as they subserve the deeper
purposes of Providence. There is no
need of a new Canadian race any more
than there is need of a new American
The geographical features of
race.
Europe which produced the European
races have no counterpart in the
geography of America and we may
be sure, therefore, that racial difterences and animosities such as they
have been in Europe, will not be reproduced here. But there is need and
pressing need of one thing, and that
is, a closer unity in the political rela-

lislt

;

tions of

mankind.

No

one will say

that it is not desirable. No one will
refuse to confess a silent hope, however
small, that such a union may sometime
be secured. To such an end, then, is
there not need of some political bond
between North America and the continents on either side?
Even it its
accomplishment be not possible for
several centuries, the germs of that
great event, according to all the teaching of history, should be already discernible.
And where can those germs
be found if not in the Dominion of
Canada and her peculiar connection
with both Europe and America ? Many
of us

wonder what possible purpose
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Canada can serve in the world. If we
assume, as the basis of our political
thounjht, the nation, with its proud
exclusiveness, its inevitable antagonisms and animosities, then truly such
a purpose is difficult to tind. Five
millions against sixty-five, with the socalled traitoi"s in the camp and the
frontier of three thousand miles to defend, would not lie a nation very long.
But if we go behind the idea of the
nation, whether thinking of Canada or
the United States, if we place the
nation in its proper place as but one
phase in the progress of the world, if
we take our stand upon more enduring
ground, upon the principles, for instance, of that constitution which declares that all men are born free and

equal, free to emigrate whither they
will, ecjual potentially if not actually,
after they get there, or, if you please,

upon the simple teachings of the Man
for the United

of Nazareth, then, as

States, her true destiny is not so
deeply obscured. The Colossus by our
side loses both its terror and its charm.
The Republic no longer seems in danger of denying the splendid promise of
her youth, or of becoming a mere strut-

ting aristocrat

saying

"

Stand

among
off,

I

the nations, and
am better than

She continues to be more and
more the hospitable host, the guide,
uplifter and friend of those peoples
whose lot has been cast in less propitious times and places.
She losea
the desire and the need to absorb, dethou.'

If this be not so,
stroy or ostracize.
then America has been discovered in
vain.
As for (^anada, if we give up
the idea of independent nationality
and turn to the future, not to the past,
for our ideals, then surely our own

pathway becomes also a little clearer.
Then Canada no longer seems Kke
"

We

An infant crying in the niglit.
An infant crying for the light.
And with uo language but a cry.

'

can then discern some reason
her
political
Our
existence.
anachronous efi'orts to be a nation,
for

fruitless

own
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though they be as far as our

purpose

is

concerned, serve yet

an entl which is infinitely better, the
maintenance of political connection
between Europe and America. Is
not that a far higher destiuy ? Is it
not the application to national ethics
of the essential principle of Christian
life, to live not for self, for our own
glory or power, but for those around
us, to repress our own individualiiy
for the general good, in order that
those long estranged may be allied
and reconciled once more ? In what
other way, indeed, can any possible
meaning be attached to the facts of
Canadian history, to a century of
constitutional growth and development ? They are otherwise absolutely
meaningless, fantastic
and absurd.
But assume, as we may, as indeed we
are bound to assume, the approach,
sooner or later, of closer political relations between Europe and America,
and then there is .some meaning in our
past.
The construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway Irom Halifax to
Vancouver, from the peninsulas that
stretch out towards Europe to the
island in the we.st that looks towards
Australia and India, a railway which
is
connnanding the sympathy and
support of the commercial forces of
New England and the North- Western
States, seems then to be neither an accident nor a mistake. It becomes one
of the most decisive events in the history of North America and the world.

Ever since the di.scovery of America
the St. Lawrence Valley has been a
centre of political power.
Geography
declared that it should be .so, and the
present tendencies of commerce and of
political feeling indicate that it shall
continue to be so.
And yet it is a
political power in necessary alliance
with Europe, nay, with a portion of
mediieviil Europe at its very doors.
This of course has often been made a
subject of reproach, and philo-AmeriCiins have sneered at Canada for being
" part of Europe."
But he who sneers
at Europe can have no conception of

—
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the true glories of A.merica he who %eems to be breaking up, there is a
despises the past should not presume mighty Power silently at work to
Why draw the various races once more toto prophesy about the future.
should we be ashamed, indeed, of being gether. That Power is at work to-day.
" a part of Europe ?" Europe has been The highest aspirations of the race,
irresistible forces of
the economic
for ages the centre of human history
she still is, as she will long continue world, both point to closer unity among
There is no
to be, the richest repository of human all nations of the earth.
experience.
To the struggles of great need to conjecture what new forms of
Europeans, in darker hours than government will appear. They will
America has ever known, we owe the be established gradually by the appliinstitutions which we now enjoy. cation to each difficulty as it arises,
Europe handed the torch of civiliza- of the principles of expediency. The
tion to America, and has a right to artificial division at the forty-ninth
expect that America will not turn parallel will do doubt disappear, but
from her but rather stand by her side the movement may not be in the direcand fan that torch to a still higher tion generally supposed. Upon that
ilame.
It is to Canada's honor that tremendous flood of humanity which
she is still connected with Europe, that stretches away to the south many
she clings with fondness to all the Past, storms must be expected to arise. It
while also reaching out to share the is not beyond the range of possibility
blessings of the Future, that she forms that some shattered ship of state should
the strongest political tie that binds seek a refuge in the quieter havens
the Old World to the New. And why of the north.
The breach of 1776
should that tie be destroyed ? Why would then be healed by those who
should it not rather be strengthened ? caused it. If the union of the AngloPolitical ties are not so easily formed Saxon people, not on one continent
that they should be lightly broken.
merely, but on all continents, should
The sharp distinctionhitherto drawn be thus secured, and it can be secured
between the Old World and the New in no other way, then the part played
no longer exists. There is an indes- in history by the Peninsula and the
tructible unity in Aryan civilization. Valley would not be insignificant
it
Though at certain times that unity would be sublime.
;

;

—

THE END OF THE READING.
Within our Book

of Love one crumpled leaf,
Torn by your angry fingers, stained with tears

The

Not yours, shall mark throughout the vacant years
last-read passage of our story brief.

Hope's broken lilies on the page are lying,
Their sweet, strong perfume waning unto death

Dear

How
So

flowers, whose living essence was
passionately dearer in their dying

my

breath.

!

them

lie.
Through bright or dai-khng weathei-,
ray from other eyes, no touch save thine,
promise of a passion less divine,
woo me past the page we read together.

let

No
No
Can

Grief lurks within its lines ; yet not so fond
Were the full heart-song of a lip less dear
Than one, whose music, all in vain, my ear
Craves from the silence of the dark Beyond.

Henry Marmahuke Russell

BJORNSTJERNE BJORNSON.
BY STUART LIVINGSTON,
It lies far away to the north, and is
beaten by the waters of the Atlantic
It is a land where the summer is one
long warm day of sunlight, and the
winter a constant night of mist and
gloom. A land where the snow rests
white on the mountains, and the valleys are beautiful with flowers. Where
the midnight sun of the summer, half

LL.B.

—

Norway the land of him
created all these exquisite realities of fiction, Bjomstjeme Bjornson.
Before we contemplate the man,
and appropriate what of his works
will best suit our need, by considering
the questions, who is he ? and what
Margit

:

!

who

has he done ? it may not be amiss to
ask the question from whence does he
veiled in the mists from the sea, is come ?
To any one who had heard
magnified three or four fold, and han^js the little German chil<l at six years
above the horizon a luminous globe exclaiming with awe upon his face,
of fire.
It is a land where the warm " Mother, I am a me," it should .scarcelight falls in a rich play of color that ly have been a matter of great diffiillumines the landscape with every culty to shadow forth, however dimly,
tint from the deepest glowing red to a some great part of the subsequent cardelicate yellow that is almost white. reer of Jean Paul Richter, the philosoIn the winter, when night reigns f)her. It need have been a matter of
supreme, and the sun returns no more
ittle effort to any one who heard St.
to the sky, when the wind from the ice- Pierre at .seven years as he gazed at
bound seas of the north sweeps down the pigeons flying in and out of the
with intense cold, tilling the valleys tower of Rouen cathedral exclaim to
deep with drifted snow and driving his father, " My God, how high they
the waters of the ocean furiously fly," to forecast that his love of nature
against the coast above on the leaden would lead him one day to make the
sky, with wild and ever changing un- world better with such a work as Paul
rest, flash the northern lights.
It is a and Virginia.
Perhaps it may not be
land where the coast-line clifts rise up amiss to .say here that we are told of
rugged and erect from the waves of Bjornson, that in his boyhood he was
the Atlantic which break unceasingly fonder of nature and story-reading
at their feet, while inland the roar of than he was of his regular scholastic
water-falls is hardly ever absent from work, and upon one occasion having,
the ear. It luis the greatest izlaciers as we would call it, played truant, so
in the world.
It is the land where as to obtain the pleasures he preferred,
Oe}- vind fell in love with Marit Heid- he was taken to task for it by his
farms, and Baard, the schoolmasterl father.
He answered stoutly that he
knew it was well that it should be so, had stayed from school because the
where the sunlight lingered longest on king was dead.
The family being
Sloping Hill until Synnove became so strong royalists he was of course forlike the sunlight, Thorborn could not given, and when next day they found
tell the difference
where Arne .sang that the king was not dead their joy
of the beauty of Eli Boen
where was so great that the young Bjornson
Magnhild resisted the evil and kept escaped the impending thrashing alter
herself pure and untarnished
the all. I merely mention this to draw
land of SaemOnd and Guttorm, of your attention to the fact that this
Thore and Ole. Nordistuen of Nils and great writer's genius for story-telling
;

;

;

;

;
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began to develop

itself at

a very early

But in truth the child is father
of the man, and not less true is it, I
believe, that the nation is father of
the child. This leads us in our answer
to the question of whence he comes, to
consider the nation he springs from

age.

but to be scientifically logical we must
take yet another step backward and
ask ourselves, from whence springs

what are its sources ? and
?
particularly as to its early literature, if any there be. And it is here, I
think, that perhaps we will get some
insight into the heredity, if I may so
use the term, of those clear, terse, idiomatic and pre-eminently Norse sen-

this nation

more

tences with which he draws so vividly
those pure, strong, and pre-eminently

Norse characters.
Briefly then, perhaps no country on
the map of Europe to-day, with the
possible exception of unhappy Ireland, has had a more turbulent domestic history or been more constantly the
theatre of struggles for supremacy by
rival factions

than has Norway.

As

the making of this
nation, as we obtain from the Sagas
glimpses of the huge moulds in which
its life has from time to time been
cast, we find ourselves involuntarily
exclaiming, " truly there were giants
They
in the earth in those days."
were a people whose men were warThey
riors, strong and unsubdued.
looked fearlessly upon the rugged
nature around them and were undaunted by the waters of any sea. They
built a navy, which was unconquered
wherever the winds carried its ships.
In the long days of the summer they
waged war upon all men, and in the
nights of the winter they sat around
their fires, while the Edda singers
told the prowess of their arms.
Their
gods were heroes and their heroes
were gods. None but the heroes attained the Norse heaven
it is so
written in the Edda

we

>

;

look upon

;

:

Five hundred doors and forty more
Methinks are in Valhalla
Eight hundred heroes through each door

Shall issue forth.
All men of worth shall there abide.
The Ash Igdrasil is the first of trees.

When

a hero died, the funeral pyre

was placed on a ship and
was then pushed out to

lighted.
sea,

It

and the

venturous soul set adrift on its lonely
They feared
voyage to Valhalla.
nothing, "^not even death itself; they
We read so in the
sported with it.
Earl Erik had gone out to
Sagas.
battle, and brought back many captives, whom he condemned to death.
As the executioner was striking off
their heads one said, " I will stick this

bone that I have in my hand into
the earth if it be so that I know anything after my head is cut off."
Another, Sigurd, who was remarkable
lor his long and beautiful hair, called
out, " I fear not death, but let no slave
touch my hair nor let blood defile it."
So one of the Norse men-at-arms
stepped forward to hold up his hair
while he was being beheaded. But
Sigurd contrived by a sudden twist to
bring the man's hands in the way of
the axe so that they and not his head
were cut off. The Saga goes on to tell
us that this trick so delighted Earl
Erik that he ordered Sigurd's release,
and also that of all the rest who remained alive, and took them into his
There is nothing little, conservice.
tracted, or spiteful about such natures
as these.
They fought with valor in
war, and in peace cherished no enmities.
Imbued by nature with a strong
spirit of unrest, they were ever setting

fish

their sails

upon unknown

seas, to dis-

cover what land might be upon the
other side. It is from these fair-hair
ed, blue-eyed Norsemen of the old
Sagas, silent and deep-natured but
modified by the dark and brown-eyed
Lapp with his vivid imagination and
tendency to natural mysticism, and
also by the daring and energetic Finn,
that Bjornson draws the very life-blood
It is as inheritor of the
of his genius.
rough-hewn grandeur of the old Edda
and Saga literature that he builds
such strength and beauty into his work.

:

BJORNST/ERNE BJORNSON.
If there be any difference between
the Norwegians of to-day and those of
the past, it is, I think, a difference in
degree and not in kind.
Wherever
the traveller goes in Norway, he finds
the same strong spirit of sturdy independence manifesting itself among the
people.
The rigorous isolation of
farm from farm, each on its own freehold, has tended strongly to foster and
develope this feeling, if you enter
into conversation with the post-boy on
the seat behind, says Bjornson in his

Norwegian sketches, you will find
from his questions and answers that
he is possessed with a dauntless view
of life and upright courage, and you
will understand the truth of the say-

"These people are masters over
the nature they live in they soar
higher than the mountains." These
then, are the people from whom h.
comes and of wiioin he write.^.
Now, it is not always to the world's
great critics that we should go for the
clearest insight and keenest appreciaing,

;
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Arne, the simplicity of Synnove, the
pervasive atmosphere of an austere
morality, the quaint farm houses, and
the lonely mountains rising up into
snow and clouds, while through the
valley comes faintly the sound of
church bells, I remember the words of
Plato and acknowledge that truly this

man

is

an

artist.

In the mild atmosphere of one of the
healthiest and most charming villages
of Norway is Aulestad, the villa and
The surrounding
farm of Bjornson.
country is hilly, the forest is magnificent, and in the distance the jagged
dirts of the mountains rear themselves
abruptly.
He has also a residence in
Paris, but at neither place is he to be
found, save at rare intervals, as he

most of his time from village
to village, delivering popular, scientific
travels

and

}>olitical

lectures.

He

is

a great

favorite with the peasants of the surroundinjr villages, as he evinces an in-

terest in all their domestic joys and
sorrows, and not seldom takes a meal
tion when any particular matter is to with his whole family in one of their
In his love for the
the front, for, as Kuskin remarked of humble cottages.
Mr. Whistler, it is the lot of critics to common people, he is the Tolstoi of
be rememl>ered by what they have Norway. While mentioning the name
failed to understand.
When, how- of the fH'eat Russian, I may say
ever, we have the dictum of one who that I know of no piece of literwas probably, on the whole, the great- ature that may so well be twin
est literary artist the world has yet brother to Bjomson's work, as the
seen, it is well that we listen with re- chapter from Anna Kerinina, where
spect.
Plato, in a fine pa.s8age, lays it Levin works in the field with the
down that it is the business of the mujiks. But Bjornson is more than
poet, and indeed, of every artist, to this, he is a philanthropist This story
create for us the image of a noble is toM of him in Norway
morality, so that the young men living
Some thirty-five years ago, Arne, a
in a wholesome atmosphere may be fine-looking, vigorous young man, who
profited by everything, that, in work had been a sergeant in the Norwegian
fairly
wrought, may touch them army, and as such had become noted
through hearing or sight as if it for his athletic strength, as well aa
were a breeze bringing health to them for his kindly disposition and honest
from places strong for life. As I read character, had a serious feud with one
one of Bjorn.son's peasant stories, and of his neighbors in his mountain home
wander with him far up on the moun- in Valders. His enemy was a dissitain side amongf the wild flowers of pated, mean, cringing, and base scounthe saeters or catch a breath of the drel, who, at a party, succeeded in
pure salt air that blows in ofi' the getting Arne drunk, and persuaded
waters of the silent fjords, when I him to sign papers by which he lost
contemplate the earnest longing of his old homestead. The feud grew in

—
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bitterness

from year

to year.

One him

day, when business had brought both
to the same place it came to blows
between them, and his foe drew a
knife, and gave Arne severe wounds
in the hand and arm, the marks of
which he wears to this day. There

in charge,

knowing

his prisoner's

honesty and truthfulness, did what,
probably, no other bailiff ever did.
He was very busy, and Arne, knowing this, told him that there was no
necessity of his going with him or
sending any guards, for he would go
alone and place himself in the hands
of the officers in the next bailiwick
and such confidence had the bailiff in
Arne's uprightness and integrity that
he unhesitatingly sent him alone without any guards, and Arne promptly
did as he had agreed.
The sentence of the lower court was
confirmed by the Supreme Court,
without any recommendation to parHe was locked up in prison,
don.
and in a few days was to be beheaded.

were many other aggravating circumamong which may be mentioned, as the worst, the fact that upon
the farm, of which his enemy had gotten possession, Arne's father lived and
received his annual allowance, according to Norwegian law. When the
father lay upon his death-bed, Arne
visited him, and learned that he had
been ill-treated, and that his death
had probably been hastened by the
cruelty of the owner of the farm.
This so enraged Arne that revenge The young and enthusiastic poet,
was a mere question of time and op- Bjornson, was at this time in the capThe opportunity was not ital. He had heard of the case, had
portunity.
easily found, for the fellow feared read all that had been said about it in
Arne, and shrewdly avoided meeting the press, and had become so interhim. He never went out alone. One ested in it that he went to the prison,
morning early he had, however, deemed partly to see this remarkable criminal
it safe to go a short distance from and partly out of curiosity to see a
stances,

;

home with

But it so haphis team.
pened that Arne, too, had gone out
that morning with his ritie to hunt,
when, on returning, he saw his enemy,
and at once determined to give him a
mark at least as severe as the one he
bore himself.

take sight.

He raised
He was one

his

gun

to

man who
execution.

stood at the threshold of
He had a long talk with

much affected by his
his story of the aggravating circumstances which had led
to his crime.
As he was about to
arose,
leave the
prison-cell, Arne
stretched out both arms to Bjornson,
and besought him, in tones of deepest
Arne, and was

manner and by

of the best
marksmen in the country, and had
brought down many a bird on the agony, to save him. His words rang
wing; but, unfortunately, as his enemy in the ears of the poet, and he deterwas walking by the side of his team, mined to move heaven and earth, if
he happened to stumble just at the this were possible, to procure a pardon.
moment when Arne pulled the trigger, He immediately set himself to work,
and, instead, of giving him a severe and wrote for the press what he still
wound in the arm, as he intended, the considers the most masterly article of
bullet entered his breast, and he soon his life; indeed, such an article as but
after expired.
few others than Bjornson could write.
Arne was convicted of murder and It set the whole community the
sentenced to death. This was in the whole land in
The
commotion.
lower court. The case was appealed. wives and daughters of the judges
Mark now the remarkable incident who had pronounced the sentence,
which occurred. Having been sent- and the wives of the members of the
enced to death by this lower court, King's Cabinet, were the first to sign
he was to be transferred to an adjoin- a petition to the Government for his
ing bailiwick. The bailiff who had pardon.
The death sentence was

—

—
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suffice, and he was obliged to become a daily tutor. In one family
they forced him to act as janitor, and
despite his buoyant humor it was a
and great strain on his proud spirit. At

changed by the King to imprisonment
for life.
For twenty long years Arne
had to remain in prison, and not until
the summer of 18b0 was lie relea.-»ed.

By

that time his wife had died,

his family

were scattered.

He found

himself alone and friendless.
After twenty years of confinement
within the walls of a prison, liberty
seemed a boon. He
itself scarcely
came to Wisconsin, where he had a
married daughter. Hearing of Bjornson's arrival in Madison, he immediately came to visit him and the meeting of these two men was indeed an
affecting scene.
At the sight of his
benefactor the man was much moved,
and as he attempted to greet the great
Skald of the North he sobbed like a
child, the tears choking his voice.
Arne was poor and felt nowhere at
home in America, The poet received
him cordially as a brother. He offered
to care for the unfortunate
man
in his old
age and directed that
he be advanced the necessary funds
for defraying his expenses back to
Norway, where he was given a home
and employment on Bjornson's estate.
This man's greatness is not alone in
his fiction, but its presence is also felt
;
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not

last, tired

of this drudgery he set him-

work and wrote his first novel,
Synnove Solbakken, and from that
self to

time his star arose in the sky and shed
its

light in all literary circles.

Fol-

lowing this and in the order named,
came,
Arne, A Happy Boy, The
Fisher Maiden, The Bridal March,
Magnhild, Mansana, and his latest
novel. The Heritage of the Kurts.
He
also published a number of dramas
which take rank in the North only
after those of his great contemporary,
Henrik Ibsen. Sometimes he produces nothing for months, and even
years, and he never writes save on inThis is in somewhat glarspiration.
ing contrast to the dictum of New
York's celebrated apostle of realism.
I am not acquainted with anyone of

—

modem

times,

who surpasses Bjomson

in his delineation of delicate female
types ; this alone would establish his

claim to rank among the master poets
of the age.
His Norwegian sketches,
and indeed all of his novels, contain
in his life.
pieces of scenic word-painting, which
The creator of the Coraedie Humane almost approach the perfection of
upon one occasion, before France had Rusk in himself. As we catch these
come to acknowledge his surpassing exquisite glimpses of Norwegian .scengenius, wrote to his sister that like all ery, we must not lose sight of the fact
great men he was living in a garret that we do so only through what
and starving there. It was much the Carlyle calls the somewhat yeasty versame with Bjomson, as with Balzac. sion of a translation ; and at the same
Three times a week while at the time we should remember the words
Christiana University, he spent the of that pre-eminently witty Irishman,
money for his dinner in a second-hand Dean Swift, when he says that nothing
book-store.
The dealer became in- in the world bears translation well exterested in the boy and allowed him cept a bishop.
to use his store as a library.
I am aware of the fact that it is
In the
days of his success, Bjornson remem- customary in papers of this kind, to
bered this kind act, and made the son extract scenes from the more imporof the old dealer his secretary.
His tant works of the author in question,
only light was a talluw candle and, and after giving them a more or less
like Alphonse Daudet, by its flame he appropriate setting to follow it up
I do
read all night. With all his saving, with an enthusiastic panegyric.
the income which his father, a poor not intend to do so here. Someone
clergyman, was able to give him, did has well said that if you cut a word

:
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out of Shakespeare the text will bleed
it is much the same with Bjornson.
His characters are like the wild flowers that grow in his native valleys,
each lending to each till the whole

prevent the appreciation of good literBut first
ature by the public at large.
let me say that when I use the words
realism and idealism

is

it

as having

ordinary and well-understood
I take it that thus used
fleld is full of beauty and delicious meanings.
They deserve a better fate realism, as applied to fiction, is the
fragrance.
than to be torn from the perfect set- doctrine of the superior importance
the
ting their creator has given them for of the real facts of life that is,
utterly
delife
actual
of
reproduction
the
of
the instruction or amusement
romance,
for
striving
any
void
of
characters,
his
of
Each
passer-by.
whether strong or weak, pure or tarn- poetry, or uncommon incidents and
Idealism, I take it, is the
ished, great or small, each and all are, situations.
superiority of ideal creathe
doctrine
of
They
purpose.
for
a
are,
they
where
For some
are a part of the created design, and tions over the facts of life.
been
conhave
realists
the
past
the
years
when
that design is only perfect
last page is finished and the book is stantly proclaiming that they studied
Some may prefer the pocket facts, plain, naked facts, and that from
closed.
camera novels which certain men are these materials and these alone, they
enabled to write by exposing tlie sen- were going to build a literature which
sitive plates of their minds to the nar- would afi*ect the life and conduct of
row existence which lies around them, the race more potently than any the
and then reproducing exact copies of world had yet seen. And what has
For my own part, I prefer the been the result ? Any one acquainted
it.
work of men who study the shifting with the French literature of the
scenes of life from a higher stand- times will have already answered the
I do not care to discuss
point than its own level, and whose question.
characters
as Fanny LeGrand
great
such
with
a
is
filled
creation
every
purpose to benefit mankind. I am and Sidonie, or the numerous train of
aware that for some years back there satyrs which Zola pictures so vividly
has been a little coterie of influential in such works as La Terre ; they are
writers for the press who have used characters with whom, I am glad to
their best efforts in the endeavor to say, we have nothing in common, and
persuade the public that in the judg- from whom I think we have nothing
ment of all orthodox critics romanti- to learn. I had rather spend an hour
cism and all the beautiful ideals which with the Philosopher of the Attic, for
are its children are dead, and a newer I think the little book which brought
and purer realism is the only living Emile Souvestre a crown in the French
force in the literature of to-day, and is Academy has more of good for the
the watchword for that in the future. race in it than all the Sapphos ever
Now this a question wide as literature written. But why has French literaThough there is not sufiicient ture reached its present state ? Why
itself.
opportunity in a paper like the pre- do we experience such a feeling of
sent to discuss the matter adequately, chill and gloom after reading such
I shall not pass it by in silence, lest works as Gogol's Dead Souls, or Turmy so doing might give the impression geneff's Liza ? not though by any
that I assented to the truth of their means to class them with the French
I do not assent to it, nor school.
assertion.
I believe the latter writer is
accept it in any sense whatever.
perhaps the healthiest and most honest
I feel very strongly that it is utterly of realists, and the pessimism which
false, and if the error obtain a hold it casts so profound a shadow over his
will be fatal, not only to the produc- work is more readily traceable to
tion of good literature, but will also French influence, especially to Flautheir

;
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than to any great natural tendency in himself. Just as is that of
Ibsen in a less deirree. I think we
may find an answer to our question in
the fact that to the human eye there
seems and always has seemed to be a
great prepcncJenmce of the evil over
the good in the atiairs of this world.
bert,

About

five hundred years before the
Christian era the Ephesians called
upon Heraclitus the Philasopher to
frame for them a code of laws, but he
declined, jrivirifj as his reason that the
corruption of the Ephesians was so
inveterate as to be l)eyond remedy.
History is all one; it is a (.rotean
spirit
to-day Caesar, to-morrow Napoleon but the one great human spirit,
universal as the ages themselves, is
much the same now a.s then, and if
we go abroad with absolute faith in

—
—

human eye

of ouns, to draw our
concerning the manner and substance of the life around us from what
we see, we will Ihj impressed much as
was Heraclitus of old and come back
either wondering if God be asleep in
the world, or exclaiming with the
cynicism of Voltaire that there is no
God in the rascally world at all.
Cynicism is the deadliest enemy of all
this

facts
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"

he " holds the mirror up to nature
but he does more than this. He
remembers the profound remark of
Aristotle that nature has the will, but
not the power, to realize perfection,
and it becomes the great yearning of
;

his life

to

realize

As

for her.

it

I

one morning in Venus gallery of
the Louvre, without a sound of the
laughter and gaiety of the Boulevards
to draw my thoughts away to the
great world of Paris without, I turned
around, and at once, like a soul-compellinLT \vj\m, there burst upon my gaze
stoo<l

that supieniest work of art of any age,
the Venus de Milo. I could never forget
that moment. The very soul of all
yure women seemed to look out ot that
marble face, and as the exqui.site
beauty of the creation slowly perva<Jed
me, I l^egan to realize why it was that
Heine, worn with paralysis, dragged
himself down every morning to drink
*
in new inspiration at
It left
'

'..

me a distinct iiiij
No woman born was
u|X)n

forgoo<i.

ever like that
Indeed the history of Greek art teaches
us that the perfection it attained was
not the result of perfection in its models. Erom whence then did it emanate ?
If we remember the words of the
Now, the great Greek sculptor Lyaippus, that
that is highest in art.
idealist with all the enthusiasm of men should be represented, not as they
optimism, scrutirJzes the events of are, but as they ought to be, we may
perhaps discover an answer to our
life with an eye of faith and, believGreek art never at any time
ing that the good is not always borne
upon a servile imitation of
down by the evil, he tries to raise and .1
strengthen his fellows by bringing into nature for its great creations. In the
To antique, the forms are scientifically
their lives the glory of this hope.
do this he does not rest with depicting disposed according to a certain estab<

i

life

as

it is

but strives to create

it

as

should be. " The highest thing,'
says Ruskin in his lectures on art,
" that art can do is to set before you
the true image of the presence of a
noble human being."
It has never
done more than this, and it ought not
This then is the dream cf
to do less.
I
the idealist.
do not wish to be
understood as saying that he does not
seek the ground-work of his art in
it

nature.
Indeed it may just as truly
be said of him as of the realist that

lished scale or harmony of proportion,
details are subordinated to

and the

that distribution. The type
lost sight of; it dominates
parts.

The Greek

is

never

all

artist in his

the

work

never suffered himself to be seduced
from his own ideal conception by any
accident of the model, but relied for the
absolute perfection of his work upon
principles drawn from a severe and
constant study of the varying forms of
natui-e.
The first scientific and absolute standard of the proportion of the

—
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was established by Polywrote the famous treatise
on the canons of proportion, and who
embodied its rules in the statue of
Doryphorus, which was called the
canon. After him Euphranor introduced a variation by lengthening the
lower limbs in proportion to the torso,
and, still later, Lysippus increased this
But all recognized the nevariation.
cessity of a standard of proportion for
the formalization of their work. This
in no wise restrained their inventive
powers, or limited the play of their
imagination. Their models they used
simply to supply a knowledge of spethese facts they varied in
cial facts
accord with their conception of a perfect figure, and into the whole breathed
the soul of the work which genius

human

figure

cleitus,

who

;

alone is able to give. Thus we see
that the ground work of all true art is
It has, as it were, its feet
in nature.
in the clay, but he who rests content
with this is not an artist, but an artizan the true artist builds higher than

that

;

he throws his

life,

God has given him

rises

known

which Bjornson

strives

with

an idealist.
Such then is Bjornstjerne Bjornson
a poet and a dramatist who has been
likened to Schiller,
a novelist whose

—

stories are

read

all

over the world,

wherever good literature finds

love of his countrymen by his untiring
efibrts to instruct and elevate them,
an orator who has not feared to speak
whenever his country needed the power
of his eloquence, and a patriot who
loves that country, rugged and wild as
it is, better than any other under

who

has sung for her in

is still,

ceased the constant breath,
shall inspiration thrill

These mute, white

lips of death.

—

An

utter silence
dreamless, tranquil sleep,
lab'ring breast
And features placidly composed to deep,

Without the
Eternal

way,

verse her National Hymn.
He belongs of right not to Norway
alone, but to us also, and the whole
world, and will through all time. Such
men do not die.

his soul, all

Yet nevermore

its

— a philanthropist who has earned the

THE DEAD MASTER-SINGER.
And

the

his great genius, and it is because of this that I prefer to call him

Heaven, and

into his work,

Only the heart

all

power of

beautiful

;

this

up above the

earth, and the
of men, and a
light rests upon it which is divine.
I
think a perusal of his works will lead
to the belief that it is this towards
till it

things that are

rest.

Organ and requiem psalm,

Nor solemn-tolling bell,
Can wake a tremor in that holy
Where all is well.
For art is quenched in him
To vex his cultured ear ;

;

calm,

now

And he hath earned the long,
He vainly strived for here.

discords cease

harmonious peace

William

T. James.

'
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ONTARIO'S

NEW PARLIAMENT

BUILDINGS.

BY FRANK YEIGH.

The

completion of the magnificent
Queen's Park, Toronto, erected
as the Parliament Buildings of Ontario,
naturally recalls the former homes of
our Provincial legislators, which were
as the log cabin to the palace. Indeed,
no more striking evidence of the great
strides Ontario has made within the
century just closed is afforded than by
a comparison of the plain, diminutive

pile in

structure built in Little York in 179i\
colossal building which rears
its noble Romanesque outline in the
provincial capital, forming one of a
noble group of buildings the reconstructed University, the University
Library, ^the School of P»*actical Science, the Athletic Club building, the
Biological building, and Victoria and
McMsister Universities and Wycliffe

and the

—

tion of the laws that have since expanded into statute books representing
legislation as advanced and enlightened as can be found in any country
in old world or new.
A day came when an invading foe

sacked the little town, captured its
fort and put the torch to its Parliament
Buildings wherein sixteen sessions had
been held. The Legislature met for
some years thereafter in tera|X)rary
quarters, such as the " ball room " of
" Jordan's York Hotel"
a low- walled,
upper room of an unpretentious frame
inn the house of Chief Justice Draper,
which stood near the present northeast corner of York and Wellington-

—

;

and other available places^
In 1820 the Legislature met in a new
building, of brick and wood, erected
College.
at the foot of what is now ParliamentIn 1796, sixteen members, represent- street, and very near the site of the
ing the nineteen original counties, original buildings of 1796 but they
formed the early Upper Canadian only had a short lease of life, a defecLegislature now ninety-one meet to tive flue causing a tire that destroyed
legislate for the Province.
Then, the them in 1824. The short series of
canoe or the horse was the chief sessions held within it were as impormeans of conveyance, the latter hav- tant in results as they were turbulent
ing for its course the lonely trails in spirit. As Dr. Scadding has said,
through the forest, or the rough and " Here it was the first skirmishes took
newly-made roads
now, steam and place in the great war of principles
electricity are the dominant propelling which afterwards with such deterand carrying powers. Then, means of mination and efi*ect was fought out in
education were as limited as the Canada. Here it was that first loomed
population itself ; now, 8,000 teachers up before the minds of our early lawteach halt'-a-million pupils in 0,000 makers the ecclesiastical question, the
schools. Then, Little Vork had a score educational question, the constitutionof houses, and but a few score of al question.
Here it was that first
residents
now, the city has nearly was heard the open discussion, crude,
200,000 inhabitants. Then, the popu- indeed, and vague, but pregnant with
lation
of the Prov^ince was only very weighty consequences, of topics,
a few thousand
about
77,000 social and national, which, at the time,
in 1812—now, it is 2,114,000, making even in the parent state itself, were
Ontario the leading Province of the mastered but by few."
Confederation. But then were laid in
The House next met in the old
the rude legislative halls the founda- Court House which stood on Churchstreets,

;

;

;

;

—
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near King-street, and also in
the old and original Hospital, long a
landmark, west of the old Upper
Canada College. During the interval,
between 1824 and 1832, the Journals
of the Assembly give a faint glimpse
of the stirrinj; scenes in which our oldstreet,
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After long delays, conflicting legisaction and contractors' mismanagement, the buildings on Frontstreet were opened with a great display
of vice-regal pomp. They were regarded not only as a triumph of architectural skill but as a very noticeable
lative

4
IV

it.

time legislators took part, especially
after the advent of " the fathers of reform " the Bidwells, the Baldwins,

—

John Rolph, Captain Matthews, Peter
Perry, John Willson, William Lyon
Mackenzie and others who waged a
bitter war with
Attorney-General
Robinson and his followers.

addition ro the attractions of the capital.
These old buildings therefore
saw six decades of varied service from
1832 to 1892. During that period they
served not only as the home of the
Legislature, but among other purpose^
as a court house, lunatic asylum, barracks, college and ai-senal.
The par-

—
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It is a transisessions there have been ture in Queen's Park.
conducted by two generations of Cana- tion from gloomy corridors, dimlydian public men most of our states- lighted offices, dust-begrimed desks,
men and men of mark and influence flickering yellow gas jets, and old-time
having occupied seats in the deserted grates, to spacious quarters, with high
ceilings, handsome paneling, massive
Chamber.
Now, however, the dingy, dusty and corridors, beautiful electric appliances,
dilapidated old structure is practically and perfect heating and ventilation.

liarnentary

;

THE LEGISLATIVE CHAMBER.
deserted its usefulness has departed
the march of progress has left it to an
early destruction and soon, in all probability, its site will be covered by
;

;

;

The following

is a complete list of
contractors and work, and the
prices contracted for in connection
with the erection of the new buildings

the

commercial buildings, and its existence will be but a memory.
Truly the change is a marked one Masonry, brick, stone and excavation
(originally awarded to Lionel Yorke
from the old red-brick pile on Frontand upon his death taken up by
street to the great brown-stone strucCarroll, Gaylord & Vick
%

671,250

ONTARIO'S
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Carpenter work (Lionel Yorke estate)
Lathing and plastering (A. H. Rundle
& Co., Toronto)
Interior painting and glazing (R. J.
Hovenden, Toronto
Iron Mork, etc. (St Lawrence Foundry
Company, Toronto)
Plumbing, ^u-fitting and steam heating (Purdy, Mansell & Mashin^er,
Toronto)
Tiling, vestibules and lobbies (Toronto

95,343

37,770
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The question of new parliament
was first mooted in 1877,

building's

and

in 1880 the Commissioner of
Public Works, the Hon. C. F. Fraser,
obtained from the Lejjislature an ini54,000
tial grant of .s.30(),000
toward their
erection.
Before any contracts were
76,800
let, however, .*?25(),00b additional was
(iranite Company)
1,450 voted in 188'), which was further addGrand staircase, etc., (H, C. Harrower,
ed to in 1887 by >?300,000, and a final
Buffalo)
21.991
grant of S2()0,000 broujrht the total
Roof covering Douglas Bros. Toronto)
44,497
up to SI, 250,000.
Interior woodwork (Wagner, Zeidler
& Company, Toronto)
1 19,900
The architect chosen was Mr. R. A.
Piping in connection with fire extinVVaite, of Buftalo, with Mr. O'Beirne
guishers (W. J. Mc<Juire & Company, Toronto)
KK2 as the efficient clerk of works.
In
)

23,325

,

,

(

1

.

SCIJPTURED RELIEF, MAIN 80UTHEKV KVTRASCE.
Outer drainage (Gareon & Purcer,

St.

Catharines)
Four elevators (Otis Bros. , New York)
Fitting up ten vaults (Othce Sjjecialty

5,490
22,000

Manufacturing Company)
Combination gas and electric fixtares
(liennett & Wright)
Library fittings, etc., (William Simp-

11,770

son, Toronto)
Decoration of ceiling

.

Mantels,

furnishings,

fittings,

25,206
199

4,500

etc.

(Rice, Lewis A Son, Ltd, Toronto).
Seating for galleries in chamber, (Chas.
Rogers & Son Co., Ltd., Toronto).
Speakers dais (Wagner, Zeidler & Co.,
.

Toronto)

The
5,

and walls in
chamber (KUiott & Son, Toronto).

188G the work of excavation
menced, and in 1892 the
were practically completed,
years being taken in their

3,3*22
3,2.')0

920

was combuildings
only six
erection.

was $1,250,000, with no
as compared with 820,000.000

total cost

extras,

spent on the capitol at Albany, $3,500,0(i0 on the state buildings at
Springfield, III., $2,.5CO,000 on the
Hartford state buildings, Si. 400,000
on the Quebec Parliament buildings,
which are much smaller than the new
Ontario ones, SI ,500,000 on the Michi-

io6
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gan state buildings and $1,500,000 on
the Iowa buildings.
For beauty of situation the new
building is unique. Situated on the
highest point in the Queen's Park, it
forms a striking object whether viewed
from the Queen- street avenue, Avenue
Road or the eastern and western approaches, while the view from the
towers is one of the finest to be had

The main entrance

is

a most imposing-

piece of work, with its massive carved
pillars, the tiers of platforms, and th&

very fine carved work above it representing, in
heroic size, allegorical
figures of music, agriculture, commerce,
art, science, law, philosophy, architecture, engineering and
literature
grouped on either side of the arms
of the province.
On the east and

THE GRAND STAIRWAY.
in Toronto, taking in the city as a
whole, the Scarboro' Heights to the
east, the island and lake, and even
Brock's monument, forty miles distant
across the lake, can be seen on a clear
day. The site is that of the old King's
College, which was built in 1842
The walls are of Credit Valley
brown stone, which gives a peculiarly
pleasing effect of color and solidity.

west sides of the main entrance excellent likenesses are carved in stone of
Governor Simcoe, Chief Justice Robin-

John Sandford Macdonald, Edward Blake, Timothy Blair Pardee,
Sir Isaac Brock, Robert Baldwin and
Matthew Crooks Cameron. These are
guarded, as it were, by four monster
gargoyles, which look down from the
corners of the four great towers,
la
son,

ONTARIO'S

NEW PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS

the west tower an immense illuminated
clock will soon be placed which will
be seen from a very long distance. The
porte cochieres at the eastern and
western wings contain some of the

480
165

with a

107

maximum

height of
of 125 feet. The
Vick,
chief contractors are Carroll
feet,

feet,

and a depth

&

who

succeeded the late Lionel Yorke,

the original contractor.

There are wind-

ing roadways
and stone walks
around the build-

The

ings.

effect

of the structure
as a whole, in
point of appear-

be

ance,

will

much

increased

whenthegrounds
are sodded, terraced and laid

out in
beds
will

the

;

flower

indeed,

it

be one of
leading at-

tractions of an
attractive city.
The two Sebas-

topol guns, now
in the Park, will
in all probability
be placed on either side of the
•

main doorway.
Passing through
the massive entrance, the general effect is

main-

tained by a view
of the wide and
high corridor and
the jrrand staircase at the end.

This staircase is
one of the handsomest pieces of
work in connection with the
buildings, being
in
PRIVATE EXTRAXCE, X0RTH-EA8T OORXER.
fifty feet
length, with 3
finest carving on the buildings, though platforms or landings paved with tilthe wealth of Ciirving at every part of ing.
It is built entirely of iroyind
the exterior of the structure is very steel, with very fine ornamenta]|n*onrich and ornate, and original in design. work and carving of hammered steel.
The total length of the buildings
This will lead us to the Leg'slative
(which cover four acres of ground) is Chamber the crowning glory of the

—

—

;
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io8
interior

—a

floor area

truly

65 x 80

hall, with a torney-General and his officers, the
and a height of Provincial Secretary's department, and

noble
feet,

over 50 feet. The paneled ceiling is
a mass of color, amongst the designs
the maple leaf predominating. The
coats of arms of the province are prominent, while the arms of the cities
have a place in other panels. Above
the arches on the northern and southern walls are four allegorical subjects
Moderation, holding a curbed bridle
Justice, with sword and scales, and a
cherub holding a code of laws Power,
carrying a sword and oak branch, and
"Wisdom, with open book and lamp of
knowledge. On the east and west
walls notable dates in the history of
Ontario are inscribed. The handsome
;

woodwork

is

more, with

mahogany panelling nine
The members' seats are on

feet high.

the Registrar-General's branch. The
upper floor accommodates the Treasury
and Public Works departments, and
the license branch.
The building is equipped with thirteen large fire-proof vaults, four elevators,
electric
boilers,

run by
and gas
each

and a full
Six immense

electricity,

service.

sixteen feet in

length,

occupy the boiler room. The Chamber, Librai-y and some of the larger

done in Canadian syca-

raised platforms, and four galleries
will accommodate the reporters and
the public. Four fine and massive
chandeliers, with numerous side lights,
will give a rich electrical illumination.

The Legislative Library is a model
room, with plenty of light and two
stories of white-oak shelving.
It is
70 X 42 feet in superficial dimensions,
with a ceiling 35 feet high. Equally
commodious and handsome are the
members' quarters in the west wing,
the smoking room especially, 36 x 40,
with high ceiling and capacious fireplace, the reception room, the reading
room, and other spacious retreats. The
Speaker's quarters are also in keeping
with the other rooms, as is the post
Legislative
offices
and
Queen's Printer's apartments, all of
which are situated in the west wing.

the

office,

The Lieutenant-Governor has an

office

adjoining the library.
The east wing is occupied by all the
departments except the Education

Department, which
the

Normal

offices in this

School

will

remain

building.

wing are models

in

The

for size,

IIOX. 0. F.

FRASER,

COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC WORKS.

rooms are heated by the "indirect"
method, cold air enteiing through a
massive tube and being heated by
steam radiators. Ample fire protection
has been provided a six-inch water
main runs through from street to
street, and three hydrants are placed
in the basement and on each floor. Six

—

and comfort.
capacious lavatories, finished in cherry,
The ground floor is occupied by the are to be found in the building. The
Crown Lands and Agricultural depart- floors of these lavatories are built on
ments the mezzanine floor by the At- iron beams tilled in by brick arches

light

;

'

!
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The main

and covered with concrete and Port-

corridors are both lofty,
and are finished
throughout in white oak, with a profusion of carving.
They are roofed

land cement.

light

and

wide,

The Commissioner of Public Works
has not forgotten the ladies, as they
will have a large room, finished in over with amber-colored glass, which
walnut, all to themselves, handsomely sheds a subdued and restful light
fitted up, not far from the entrance to below.
Thus Ontario's new Parliament
their special gallery in the chamber.
The contractors boast that but few Buildings stand completed, a credit to
accidents have occurred during the six the Minister of Public Works, the Hon.
years in which the building has been C. F. Fraser, who has exercised the
in course of erection, and the three closest oversight over the construction;
deaths that did occur were wholly due and to Sir Oliver Mow^at, whose Government has erected them in a comto the carelessness of the victims.
The floors are all double; two thick- paratively few years and at a very
nesses of asbestos, acting as a deafener reasonable cost. The noble pile is a
and protection from fire, being placed worthy successor to its historical predecessors.
between each floor.

DOUBT.
Ah

sad and dark suiuetiiues the day,
And tjerct* the pain that eats tlie heart
Our fairest flowers i»A» away,
Our dearest hopes depart
Oh, burning fear oh, hide<»us dread
What if this dark contracting ball
Hold all the pa^t, hold all the dead 1
What if these years be all T

1

I

!

Sad then is love, hopeles.s is [>ain,
Wildly fantastic, human-kind,

As

8haj>es that

across the brain

flit

Of one from childhood blind
And what is laughter, wliat is wine,
And song, and dance, and kiss, and
!

Save tears of thrice embittered
And mockery at Ho«t
Ah,

our

jest.

brine.

—

if years
the suns in turn, and pass
Across the tirmament of spheres
Like breath uf>on a glass
Then, O my heart cease, cease to beat.
Clot the red flood, and end the strife
If life is but of hands and feet,

if

flesh is all

Quench

all

:

!

How

cruel a jest

!

is life.

Jas. A. Tucker.

OwEX Sound.

—

NOVA SCOTIA COAL MINES.
BY HON.

Nova Scotia

J.

W. LONGLEY,

ATTORNEY-GENERAL OF NOVA SCOTIA.

in mineral re- and intelligence than in the other
more so than any colonies.
The result was that in
other portion of the continent of North 1849 the last step towards accomplishAmerica.
Coal, iron and gold are ing full responsibility to the people in
is

rich

sources, probably

found in almost illimitable quantities
in almost every section of the
Province.
Copper, limestone, gypsum,
marble and building stone are also to
be found in abundance, and there is no
room for doubt that when these minerals are properly developed by the in-

and

the administration of public affairs
was achieved by the passage of an Act

and Territorial Revenue introduced by Mr. Howe, adopted by both branches of the Legislature,
relating to Casual

and as.sented to by the LieutenantGovernor in the name of the Queen.
flux of capital, Nova Scotia will be- This Act is very brief and may be
come one of the greatest centres of in- summarized as follows
:

dustry in America.
At present it is proposed to speak
entirely in respect of the coal seams
of the Province, which at this time
are evoking more than usual interest
Coal was discovered in Nova Scotia
before the beginning of the present
century, and eflorts were made to
work and utilize these seams on a
very small and crude scale until 182G,
when His Majesty, George IV., recognizing in Nova Scotia only a Crown
colony with the casual and territorial

The

section provides that the
proceeds of all casual and territorial
revenues of the Crown in the Province
shall be paid into the Provincial
first

Treasury.
Section two provides that the casual
and territorial revenues are defined by
the Act to he all lands, sums of money,

and emoluments ari.sdue or owing in any
in rea)^»ect of any lease,

returns, profits
iug, reserved,

manner,
demise,

etc.,

sale,

grant, transfer or occupa-

any of the Crown Lands, mines,
the Crown and minerals or royalties of Her Majesty

revenue reserved to
administered at the pleasure of the
Lieutenant-Governor, without reference to the Legislature, undertook to
grant a lease of all the discovered
minerals of Nova Scotia to Frederick,
Duke of York, for GO years beginning
from the 25th day of August, 1826.
The consideration for this lease was a
rental of £3,000 sterling a year.
The
annual revenue of rental wsis, of course,
available for the special use of the
Crown and was not a part of the
revenues of Nova Scotia.
The struggle for responsible government, however, began in Nova Scotia
rather in advance of the other Provinces, and was certainly, thanks to
the superior genius of Joseph Howe,
conducted with a great deal more skill

tion of

within the Province, including the
Island of Cape Breton, of whatsoever
nature or description, and all fees

and payments and commutation therefor.

The third section provides that the
right and title of Her Majesty, whether in reversion or otherwise, of, in,
to and out of all mines, minerals and
oils whatsoever within the Province,
and also all rents and profits arising
therefrom, are assigned, transferred
and surrendered to the disposal of the
General Assembly of the Province,
subject only to the existing rights of
and shall be managed, leased,
disposed of, made available, paid and
applied in such manner as by Act of
the General Assembly shall be directed.

lessees,
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the people and Legislature of lease to the Duke of York in 1826,
Scotia had thus achieved the the General Mining Association should
full measure of responsible government, pay for every ton of coal taken from
and had acquired the right to all the its mines a royalty equal to 6d. per
Slack coal and
minerals and the management and ton on screened coal.
control of the mines and public lands coal used by the workmen and in carof the Province, they naturally became rying on the works or operations were
It was likerestive at this improvident lease which to be free from royalty.
had been granted for 60 years to the wise provided that if more than 250,Duke of York. He had assigned his 000 tons were wrought or gotten or
interest to other persons until the sold in any one year the said General
Mining Association should pay a
title had become vested in the General
Mining Association of Nova Scotia, a royalty of 4d. per ton for every ton
well-known corporation, which opened over and above 250,000 tons. It was
up and began to work the coal mines likewise provided that the GovernThe sum of £8,000 ment of Nova Scotia should not lease
of Nova Scotia.
sterling, which may have looked like coal mines to any other parties upon
a handsome rental in 1826, appeared less favorable terms than those which
utterly inadequate in 1849, and other had been previously agreed upon with
coal ndnes had been discovered and the General Mining Association in
embraced in the lease which others 1857.

When

Nova

were beginning to work. The result
was unceasing agitation on the part of
the Legislature and Executive of Nova
Scotia to get rid ot the lease which
the General Mining Association held

The arrangement was duly ratified
by Act of Parliament in 1858, and was
received with great satisfaction by the
Provision had
people of Nova Scotia.
previously been made for the issuing
through the Duke of York. It is not of leases of mines not embraced in the
necessary to detail the various steps lease to the General Mining Associataken in this regard. They culmin- tion.
with the
All arrangements
ated in 1857 in the appointment of a General Mining Association were to
delegation consisting of the Hon. J. W.
Johnston, at that time AttorneyGeneral of the Province of Nova Scotia,
and Adams G. Archibald, Esq , one of
the leading men of the Liberal party,
afterwards Sir A. G. Archibald. These

gentlemen proceeded to London and
negotiated with the General Mining
Association for a termination of the
lease.
They were successful in this
effort, and an arrangement was entered
into between these delegates and the
General Mining Association on the
20th day of August, 1857, whereby
the General Mining Association surrendered all its interests in the mineral
rights of Nova Scotia, save and excepting certain areas in the counties
of Cape Breton, Cumberland and Pictou, which were expressly reserved

them. The agreement also provided that in substitution for the rental which had been agreed upon in the
for

terminate at the date fixed for the
termination of the original lease to the
Duke of York, namely, the 25th day
of August, 1886.
Then it was that
the terms of the compact between the
Government and the General Mining
Association ended and a new arrangement was to be entered into. During
the pendency of that arrangement,
only 6d. currency per ton royalty
could be charged, and the Government
imposed exactly the same royalty
upon other coal-mining companies for
all coal

mined and

sold.

But

it

was

distinctly provided, however, in every
lease issued, that the Legislature should

have the right on and after the 26th
day of August, 1886, to alter, revise,
increase, or diminish the royalties at

In other words, on the 26th
day of August, 1886, the Legislature
of Nova Scotia was in exactly the
same position to deal with its coal

will.
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mines as was the Sovereign on the increased, diminished, or otherwise
changed by the Legislature. This was
25th day of August, 1826.
In order, however, to give greater to put an end to the possibility of any
permanency to the coal-mining indus- doubt on this point on the part of
try, and to induce capital to seek in- those engaged in coal-mining in Nova
It was intended to apply to
vestment, it was provided in 1800 that Scotia.
lessees ot coal mines and their execu- the renewed leases, which were to be
tors and assigns in the Province hold- issued on the 26th of August, 1886,
ing leases from the Crown made since as well as to all new leases applied for
the first day of January, 1858, or after that date. As it was perfectly
thereafter to be made, upon giving six apparent that after the 20th of August,
months' notice of their desire, should 1886, the Legislature had the unhave the right to a renewal for a questionable right to increase or dimperiod of 20 years after the expiration inish the royalty at will, those engaged
of their lease, August 25th, 1880, and in actual coal-mining operations aplikewise, upon similar notice, to a proached the Government and pointed
second renewal for a term of 20 years. out that this incident would be an
and also, upon like notice, to a third obstacle to the obtaining of capital for
renewal and extension of 20 years, the further development of the mines,
provided such lessees w^ere bona fide as the capitalists would fear the posworking the areas comprised in their sible arbitrary exercise of thi.s power
leases at the time of the application to increase on the part of the LegislaThe Government of Nova
for renewal, which gave the right of ture.
renewal for a period of 00 years after Scotia, recognizing the force of this
Subsequently, however, the statement, suggested to the coal-own1886.
Legislature passed an Act enabling ers that legi.slation should be obtained
the Government after 1880 to issue authorizing the Government to fix a
leases which should be renewable at maximum royalty which should not
intervals of 20 years tor a period of be exceeded during the pendency of
80 years from the date of the lease. the lease. It would not follow that
That, in fact, is the law now in respect this maximum royalty would be exto the leasing of coal mines in Mova acted at the present time, but it would
be a safeguard that no more than that
Scotia.
When the period came for the ter- maximum should ever be exacted for
mination of all the leases in 1886, the 60 years at least. The coal-owners
Legislature commenced to make provision for this event.
great many
personM were holding coal leases not in
actual working, and yet considerable
sums of money had been spent in their
development, in obtaining expert evidence in regard to the existence and
extent of the coal seams, as well as in

A

the endeavor to sell to capitalists for
the purpose of active operations. The
Legislature, therefore, provided terms
and conditions upon which all these
persons could obtain a renewal of their
leases, though not engaged in active
work. It was also enacted in 1885,
Chapter 5, thai all leases of coal mines
issued thereafter should contain a
provision that the royalties may be

u

did not takp kindly to this suggestion,
and, as
uence, the matter was
;:

left

open

For many years the coal- mining
business of Nova Scotia has been in a
depressed condition, and at 1886 it
did not seem to the Government that
it could legitimately
bear a larger
rental than was then being imposed.
It may be mentioned that owing to
changes in the methods of mining it
was found to be inconvenient and undesirable that the coal should be screened in most instances, and, as a consequence, the Government having ascertained that 7ic. cents per ton for all coal
raised wo '<l be almost the exact equivalent o" od. currency (9i^ cents) per
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ton on screened coal, an Act was passed enabling all companies to pay
their royalty on the basis oil\ cents
for all coal raised, instead of O/o cents
for screened coal at their option.
Meantime from 1886 the coal industry
of Nova Scotia was steadily improving, until in 1890 and 1891 handsome
•dividends were declared by most of
the mines where dividends had not
As a consebeen declared before.
quence, the Government thought that
the period had arrived when the trade
could very legitimately contribute a
trifle

more

to the Provincial revenues,

since the necessities of the public expenditure seemed to warrant an in-

Therefore
crease in the revenue.
early in the year 1892 notice was
given to all the coal-owners that in
the session of 1892 a Bill would be
submitted to the Legislature providing for an increase of the royalty to
ten cents per ton on all coal raised.
This, of course, provoked strenuous
opposition on the part of the coalowners, and charges of bad faith, etc.,
were freely made. It was represented

Government that the imposition
would have an alarmingr
The Government,
effect upon capital.
to meet this, offered again to provide
to the

of an increase

for a fixed

maximum

rate of royalty

evidently be a matter of
it would
enormous advantajje to manufacturinoindustries in New England if a means

could be found to get coal at cheaper
rates than were possible under the existing arrangement.
At all events,
interested he became, and was able to
in support of his enterprise
Messrs. Kidder, Peabody & Co., one of
of the most reliable and conservative
banking houses in the country.
Mr, Whitney, if he had so desired it,
need not have approached the Government or Legislature of Nova Scotia in
the matter at all.
Every mine of any
consequence in Cape Breton is owned
and worked by a joint stock company.
enlist

It was only necessary for him to purchase the stock of these different
companies, and thereby get control of
all the mines in the Island, and work
them under the present leases, which
will last 54 years longei', and pay a
royalty of 10 cents a ton. This now
can be done by an}'- capitalist, English,
French or American, who has the
money and inclination to do it.
Mr.
Whitney, however, desired two or
three changes in the terras of the lease,
and these terms were agreed to by the
Government of Nova Scotia, and submitted to the Legislature at the recent
special session and passed by an overwhelming majority in the lower branch,

which should not be exceeded during
the period of the lease, and this was and without division in the upper
again rejected by the mine-owners. branch of the Legislature.
The royalty has been collected during
These changes are not of a very
the present year, therefore, upon the grave character.
The term of the
basis of 10 cents per ton.
lease is extended to ninety-nine (99)
Such was the position of the coal- j^ears. Under the existing law a lease
mining industry of Nova Scotia when can be obtained for 80 years. The
Mr. Henry M. Whitney, a wealthy difference is too unimportant to merit
and exceedingly enterprising capital- much discussion.
The other change
ist of Boston, became interested in the is that durino: the term of the lease
subject of coal-mining in Nova Scotia. the maximum royalty shall be 12|
His attention probably was first di- cents per ton. This is a condition
rected to this question by the fact which the Government of Nova Scotia
that the great manufacturing indus- would have been delighted to have
tries of the New England States in conceded to all the lessees that were
which he was more or less interested actually working in 1886 or in 1892.
were dependent to an unsatisfactory Providing the output is large, \1\
degree upon the coal magnates of cents per ton royalty will always furPennsylvania and West Virginia, and nish a revenue to the Province of
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Nova Scotia, which, taken with its
other sources of revenue, will be ample
for its administration uf Provincial
At all events, it is not likely
affairs.
that it will ever be desirable to impose
a heavier tax than 12i cents per ton
on the coal industry. When it is considered that Mr. Whitney has acquired
nearly all the coal that he has purchased in Cape Breton at a cent or
less per ton, it will be recognized
that 12i cents per ton constitutes a
pretty fair royalty, and ought to be as

long |)eriod of years, the Government
enacted that Mr. Whitney and his company must pay, whether a mine was
worked or not, a royalty equal to 12i
cents a ton upon the total output for
the highest year (1891), so that if he
should close the mines that he has already acquired in Cape Breton, next
year he would still have to pay into
the revenue of Nova Scotia a sum
equal to about SI 23,000, and so -on
forever during the pendency of his

much

would

as the exigencies of the case re-

quire.

One other phange

in the

Whitney

certainly of the greatest possible importance to the Province, and
it is the first safeguard that we have
had against an unlawful combination
In 1889, on it
to close the mines.
being found that there were a great
number of unworked areas in the
lease

is

from which no revenue
whatever was being derived, an Act
Province

was passed providing that in the case
unworked areas already under

of

a rental per square mile of S.*JO
per annum should be imposed, and in
case of leases hereaiter to l>e granted,
a rental of SoO per annum should be
charged as long as the areas were unworked, and it w«is likewiise provided
that any existing leaseholder might
change his then lea.se in order to obtain another, with the condition that
as long as the rental was paid the
leases should be non-forfeitable. That
is the law in Nova Scotia to-day, and
if Mr. Henry M, Whitney had any
dark scheme for closing the coal mines
of Nova Scotia he certainly would not
have come to the Government for
amendments in the lease, but would
have purcha.sed all the mines now out
standing, closed them, and paid into
the revenue a rental of S30 per square
mile.
That is what he can do under
the existing leases now granted by the
lease,

Government of Nova
have been granted

But
lease

Scotia,

and which

for the past 35 years.

as a condition of giving him a
with a permanent rental for a

lease.

The non-payment

of this

sum

cause the forfeiture of the
mines.
At a period of time when all
sorts of puerile lubbish are being talked
about a huge monopoly being created
and a diabolical scheme to close the
coal mines of Nova Scotia, it is to be
noted with interest that the lease
which has just been granted to Mr.
Whitney contains the tirst substantial
provision against the closing of the
mines which has ever been imposed
upon the coal-mining industry of
Nova Scotia. While the Government
and people of Nova Scotia feel safe
and comfortable in re.spect of all the
mines that Mr. Whitney has acquired
and will hold under the new lease,
theie is still room for anxiety in respect of the other coal mines in the
Counties of Cape Breton, Cumberland
and Pictou, which Mr. Whitney and
his as.sotiates do not touch.
Mr. Whitney and his associates, half
of whom are wealthy and eminently
respectable Canadians, have acquired
about nine collieries in the County of
Under the terms of
Cape Breton.
their leases they are contined entirely
to operations in the County of Cape
Breton and are not at liberty to meddle
with mines outside of that county.
Their purpose is not to enter into any
combines with Philadelphia people to
injure any portion of the people of
this country.
Their object is to compete with the Pennsylvania mines to
the great advantage of the people, and
especially the manufacturing interests,
of New England, as well as themselves.
They expect also to command the

ii6
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Canadian market as far west as they
have ready access for the taking of
They do not propose to
their coals.
But they
increase the price of coal.
do propose that, if possible, the people
of Canada who consume their coal
shall pay a fair price for it, so that
they shall not only be able to mine
large quantities of coal, but to mine
large quantities of coal at a profit.
That the price of coal will be increased
in any part of North America as the
result of Mr. Whitney's operations is

The
too preposterous for discussion.
mines which Mr. Whitney has acquired
had an output last year of between

Scotia; therefore, any person who
charges that the Government of Nova
Scotia has lent its sanction to monopolies and combines is simply grossly
ignorant of the circumstances, or ha»
not given the matter a moment's consideration.
The terms of the lease
which Mr. Whitne}' has taken are not
in any sense more favorable to combines than the terms of the leaseswhich have been granted for 35 years,
and which are available for any person.
There is nothing to prevent any
large coal-mining corporation in Nova
Scotia availing itself of the terms of
Mr. Whitney's lease, but depend upon
it, not one of them will pay 2i
cents
additional royalty for any advantages
which Mr. Whitney's two or three
amendments atibrd. Monopolies can
only be created in a country by tariff
duties against the rest of the world.
Make coal free and it is impossible for
Mr. Whitney or any other person tocreate a coal monopoly in Canada.
For years past the people of Nova
Scotia have been exceedingly desirous
of having their coal and other mines
properly developed by outside capital.
Mr. Whitney's enterprise gives promise
of splendid results in this regard.
Already coal properties which had praccally no value have assumed not only
a commercial, but an actual value.
Money will be plentifully distributed
in the county of Cape Breton, where
the operations are to be carried on. Improved methods will be introduced, and
a general boom take place in coal-min-

800,000 and 900,000 tons. It is likely
that Mr. Whitney this year will be
able to secure an output of a million
or more tons, and in subsequent years,
as he gets the equipments better furnished, this output may be expected
to increase to the extent of two or
three millions of tons a year, a large
part of which will likely be marketed
in the New England States.
Such in brief are the incidents of
the recent coal legislation in Nova
Scotia which has attracted widespread,
I may almost say absurd, attention.
Because the Legislature of Nova Scotia
has changed two or three clauses in
the coal lease, some people whose
sanity may well be questioned have
reached the conclusion that the British
Empire is in danger. Because Mr.
Van Home is a large consumer of coal,
and it was deemed desirable by Mr.
Whitney to obtain his patronage as
far as possible for coal supply for the ing.
Other mines will no doubt be
use of the Canadian Pacific Railway, he stimulated, and it is not at all unlikely
is made a member of the Board of Dithat other large capitalists will seek
rectors, and hysterical persons have to acquire and open up the splendid
seen a diabolical plot to absorb the coal coal areas now un worked situate at
supply of eastern North America. Brown Cove, Inverness County. It alsoBut, whatever terrible things are pos- happens, as I have mentioned, that
sible under the Whitney lease which Nova Scotia, is rich in iron.
Mr.
the Legislature of Nova Scotia has Gilpin, D.C.L., Inspector of Mines for
just granted, let it be distinctly under- Nova Scotia, has given it as his opinion
stood that ten times far more heinous that there is more iron ore in Nova
things are possible in respect of all Scotia than there is coal to smelt it.
the other leases which are not touched I hear at this moment of capitalists
by the recent legislation of Nova who are seeking to acquire large iron

——— —
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properties in the Province for the purpose of actual working. This will
lead to the expenditure of hundreds of
thousands of dollars in the construction of smelting works, the employment of hundreds of men, the circulation of millions of capital, and the creation of wealth, industry and development in the country. That such a
condition of things should not be welcomed by every patriotic citizen of this

Dominion

is

my mind

to

something

incomprehensible.
It is gratifying to know that nearly
«very Nova Scotian of any position
or standing in the business community
has already most heartily and unreservedly indorsed the changes in the
leasewhich the Government and Legislature have made, an<l have expres.se<l
unbounded gratification that such an

man as Mr. Whitney had
been induced to take an interest in our
enterprising

From some parts of Canada we hear of horror and nightmare
lest some dire calamity was going to
afflict the country, an! the British Empire become blotted from the face of
coal mines.

the globe. The slightest reflection will
indicate the palpable absurdity of
these superstitious fears, born of ignorance or prejudice. The sum of the
whole matter is that instead of having
the coal mines of Nova Scotia worked
by piecemeal on a small scale, and by

companies with insutiicient capital,
they will be worked efficiently, progressively, and on a large scale, by a
company with large capital, and will be
thus made a source of wealth to the
Province and indirectly to the Dominion.

CROCUS-LIGHTS KINDLE

IN

THE

EAST.

the east, and Morn,
awakes the world to toil.
White Day hums up the purple cloud, a soil

C'KOfi

.s-iij;hts kiiuii** in

A glad
<

surpri.se,

darkness, and,

>f

Grow

lo,

earth's broad glebes forlorn

golden with sweet

Then with her brood

fields of

yellow corn,

shadows and her moil
A throbbing of)al with the noon as foil
Enters the realms of Night whence she was born.

Morn

is

And

of

Night's portal into toilful Time,

ashen Eve Night's portal into Rest,

Gateways which ope but once upon earth's sun
shadows lit from an immortal clime.
We enter, through Death's doorway in the west.
Our Father's house where Night and Day are one.
;

'.Mitl

Theodore H. Raxd.
McMaster University.
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A

of 52
against a total Opposition vote of 64
It is especially
is a striking record.
so at the present time, and in reference to a motion introduced by a
man of Mr, McCarthy's standing and
conspicuous ability. There is, I think,
almost a concensus of opinion among
members that no man within its walls
can present his case to the House of
Commons with the concentrated penetrative force possessed by the member
Yet his attempt
for North Simcoe,
to induce representatives of the people to condemn the policy of protection
to native industries has been no more
successful than the vote of Friday

CLEAR Government majority

morning

indicates.

ishness,

in

this

It is

case,

to

mere

child-

talk about

the influence of that much-used and
much-abused political weapon, the
party Whip, That, of course, cracked
its loudest on both sides of the House.
But it is very well known that men
voted with the Government against

M.P.

so without risk to her manufactures
from foreign competition, as the
nations of continental Europe and the
United States of America were mainly

dependent upon her for the goods she
manufactured. No danger threatened
from those quarters. Free imports
for her, then, meant only free imports
Free
of food stuffs and raw material.
imports of these meant the cheapening of production, and this, in its turn,
meant more extensive sales and better

employment for her mechanics and
all went merry as a marriage bell.
;

"

All

?

"

No, not

tural interest.

It

all ;

not the agricul-

was

sacrificed.

But

then so longf as it could be made to
appear that the sufferers were only
That
landlords, what did it matter ?
fallacy, however, has pretty well run
its allotted course, and will not de-

anyone much longer.
Steam power and free imports
worked shoulder to shoulder in building up England's vast manufacturing
Mr. McCarthy's resolution, who have industries, and distributing their pronot hesitated to oppose the Govern- ducts the world over, England domiment on former occasions even so nated all markets. The statesmen of
recently as during the present session Europe and America saw, and took
They
of Parliament
and who are much their measures accordingly.
more likely to be driven out of line met her policy of free imports by a
than into line by an attempt at party policy of protection. They refused to
coercion.
The result, then, is very permit her to pursue a system of free
ceive

—

—

significant.
It is clear proof that the
sober sense of the representatives of
the Canadian people revolts at the
proposal to tear up the fiscal policy of
the country, endanger her industries,
and imperil her credit, in order to try
an experiment that has never yet succeeded.
Every country in the civilized world that has built up its manufacturing industries has done so under
a protective i)olicy. It should never
be forgotten that, when England threw
open her markets to the world, she did

trade

—they refused

sale for her wares.

to give her free

Under a system

of protection, they built up manufactures of their own, and, after a time,
were able not only to supply their
own people with goods of home manufacture, but, to some extent, to compete with England in neutral markets.

To-day England's open market means,
not as at first it did a market open
It
to foods and raw material only.
means also a slaughter market for the
surplus of the manufactured products

—

—
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of foreign nations.
The conditions
are completely reversed.
Formerly
the markets of continental Europe
and the United States of America
were flooded with products of English
manufacture, while England held her
own home market. To-day the markets of England are floodetl with products of foreign manufacture, while
the foreigner holds his own home

The extent

which English
markets are invaded by goods of foreign manufacture is little known by
the public. The manner in which
the " Accounts relating to Trade and
"
Navigation of the United Kingdom
market.

are

presented,

Here
ports,"

is

is

find

very

Class

— Under "ImVlll. — Manu"

—

for yea.st,

£«H 1 ,-

141; for oil seed cake, £2.147,09U;
for drugs (unenumerated), £832,702;
and for tobacco (^manufactured, and
snuff), £1,37().991.
When he has
made these additions, he will find that
he has reached figures bordering upon
eighty millions sterling. The exact
amount is £79,053,209.
This, so far,
is

tolerably

now

plain sailing.

But we

encounter classes of goods which,
until 1 have more time at my dispo.sal,
I find it impossible to deal with satisfactorily.
Under the heading, " metals," we" find the following among the
imjx)rls:

Iron and
Iron

£3,29-2,l<:)6
.

1,65.">,540

Steel.

— Bar, angle, bolt and rod

Steel— Unwrought

t'692,2.")9

6J,9.i6

Ltad.
'•'"'•

Pig and sheet

J'<»;

Tin.

Blocks, ingot«, bars, or

5.1.

ibs .... t:'i,743,Sl4

Now.

these are evidently all partly

manufactured

articles

products are inclu<led

And if such
among Eng-

manufactured exports, these I
have enumerated must be added to
misleading. the sum of her manufactured imports.

factured
Articles."
The unwary
searcher after truth sees that the
total value of the various importations
enumemted here is given (for 181)2)
at £().),440,G70 sterling
figures sufficiently ominous.
In the innocence of
his heart, he supposes that that terrible amount ref)resents the extent to
which English are being displaced by
foreign manufactures on the markets
of the United Kingdom.
But a little
further research will undeceive him.
He will find that refined sugar and
candy are not included among " Manufactured Articles !"
And for these he
must add to the figures already
quoted £9,()G3,92.S. For molasses he

must add £180.G10;

Copper.

Regulus ami Precipitate
Un wrought and part wrought.

to

an example:

we

iig

land's

When we

turn to the exports, howa different classification employe<l.
In place of " Metals,"
we have Metals and Articles manufactured therefrom," and it is impossible, in the absence of the fuller
report, which is not yet printed, so to
separate the goods as to make a comparison between exports and imports,
except in the case of iron bar, angle,
and rod the ex{X)rt of which is valued
at £1,144,102.
The imports, as I have
are Cn92."2."i!i.-- imu-h
stated,
ni.)ie
ever,

we

find

*'

—

—

than half.
Chemicals
in exports

aic cijt>>»M»
"articles manufac-

rtiKt uj.u->Liiii^

among

tured and partly manufactured." The
export is placed at £8,5<S7,o08, including drugs. The imports are £7,707,If the first goes to the credit of
390.
manufactured exports, the latter must
be credited to manufactured import*.
Oil is classed as a manufactured or
partly manufactured article.
The export is placed at £l,3l»,72'>.
Th.- import is £7,070,035.
It is evident then that if a comparison is to be made between England s
exports of articles "manufactured and
partly manufactured" and her imports
of similar articles, we must add to our
.£79,053,209 imjwrts above referred to,
the value of the chemicals and oils
imported, and also the £692,259 for
iron
bai-, angle and rod.
It is also
evident that if we could institute a

—

!
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proper comparison between the metallic products exported and imported,
we would have to add a good deal
more. But the chemicals, oils and iron
amount to £15,475,684, and bring the
imports of manufactured and partly
manufactured goods up to the vast
sum of £95,128,893— well on to $500,
000,000.

This calculation does not take into
account the 12^ millions sterling worth
of flour which enters, free and untaxed,
to compete with the heavily taxed products of the home millers. Nor does it
include

sundry

articles
"

raw material
among which I
"

million

classed

as

manufactures,
discover over half a
worth of doors and

sterlinor

for

window frames
In presence of this mighty invasion
markets by the products
of foreign manufacturing enterprise
and skill, the question naturally arises,
is she making good the loss of her
home market by greater sales abroad ?
The Free Trader is prepared to maintain that the loss of the home market
can be no disadvantage. The English
products that were displaced by foreign goods were prdducts she could not

of England's

manufacture to advantage
ering branches " let
;

them

—"mouldgo.

Her

disengaged from these unprofitable enterprises, will flow into the
natural channels where it can be
much more profitably employed, and
her trade will develop more rapidly
than ever. This is a most fascinating
It is the very efflorescence of
theory.
the poetry of political economy. But,
as the poet is " of imagination all
compact," so is this.
For while England's home market is being filched
from her by the foreigner year by
year to a greater and greater extent,
her exports at the same time are falling away with a rapidity that is
simply appalling. In 1890 the " total
value of British and Irish produce and
manufactures exported " was, in round
numbers, 263| millions sterling.
In
1891 it fell to 247i millions, while
last year it amounted only to 227 mil-

capital,

lions.
The value of the total exports
has for some years been maintained by
increased sales at smaller profits.
But
we at length reach a point below
which profits cannot go, and that
point would seem to be reached in
England.
The loss of trade to the extent of 36^
millions sterling in two years is sufficiently startling.
But it would be an
error to suppose that while England
imports over 95 million stg. worth of

and partly manufactured articles, she exports of the same
description of goods
227 millions
worth.
This latter figure is the " total
value of British and Irish produce and
manufactures exported." From this
amount we mast subtract for "raw
material," " animals " and " fish " the
sum of 21^ millions stg., leaving 206f
millions as the total value of the export of articles " manufactured and
partly manufactured," as againstan import of 95 millions, exclusive of 12^
millions worth of flour and the metallic products above referred to.
This then is the lamentable condition into which a policy of free imports has reduced the matchless, worldpervading industries of England. This
is the result, as seen in the trade
taken as a whole. A more detailed
statement would present facts even
more impressive. It would show that
in everyone of the great lines of English manufacture, there has been a
great falling off" in the value of exports.
I may cite as examples the textile and
metal industries, in each of which
there was, during the first eight
months of 892, a decrease of exports
to the value of over eight millions
sterling as compared with the exports
during the first eight months of 1890.
While, thus, the policy of Free Imports worked good to English manufacturing industry at a time when the articles freely imported could not include
manufactured products, it is abundantly evident that it is now imposing a
strain upon that industry which threatens disaster. If, then, the giant Indus-

manufactured

1

:
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England, rooted in experience
and skill, upheld by vast wealth, and
tries of

assisted

by

all

the prestige of a well-

earned reputation, are unable to endure the strain of this policy of socalled Free Trade without danger,
surely it were little short of midsummer madness to expect the comparatively insignificant manufacturing in-

Canada to survive so fierce
The example of England
be a waniinij to Canada, and

dustries of

an

ordeal.

oufjht to

we ought steadily to keep in view the
fact that during that period in which
so-called Free Trade worked well for
English manufacturers, the conditions
were exac ly the reverse of those which
confront Canada to-day. Then, England's manufacturing industries were
overwhelmingly strong, and she had
no competitors in her own markets.
To-day, Canada has for competitors

the mightiest industries in the world,
and her own industries are in comparison utterly insignificant.
The fast-failing exports to foreign
countries, together with the steadily
increasing infiow of foreign manufactured goods, is producing a deep impression upon many minds in the
United Kingdom and a movement of
;

immense power is unquestionably
making against the existing fiscal policy.

It is felt that trade

both at

home

and abroad is going from bad to worse,
and that something must be done, and
soon done, if dire calamity is to be
This opinion is so prevalent
averted.
that last year the then prime minister
gave voice to it at Hastings, on the
eve of a general election. The words
following are certainly the most remarkable, in reference to the fiscal
policy of the country, that have fallen
from the lips of any leading English
statesman since the days of the Com

Laws
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only by the great industries which exist here,
find markets in foreign countries,
are able to maintain the vast populaBut a
tion by which this island is inhabited.
danger is growing up. Forty or fifty year*
»go everybody believed that free trade had
conquered the world, and they prophesied that
every nation would follow the example of Kngland and give it-elf up to absolute free trade.
The results are not exactly what they prophe
sied, but, the more adverse the results were,
the more the devoted prophets of free trade declared that all would come right at last : the
worse the tariffs of foreign countries bec»me,
the more confident were the prophecies of an
But we see now, after many
early victory.
yean' experience, that, explain it huw we may,
foreign nations are raising, one after another,
a wall, a b'-azen wall, of protection around
their shores which excludes us from their markets, ami, so far as they are concerned, do their
And this state of things
best to kill our trade.
does not get better. On the contrarv, it conNow, of course, if
stantly seems to get worse.
I utter a word with reference to free trade I
shall be accused of being a protectionist, of a
desire to overthrow free trade, and of all the

and which
that

we

othdr crimes which an ingenious imagination
can attach to a commercial hetero«loxv. Hut,
nevertheless, I ask you to set yourselves free
from all that merely vituperative doctrine, and
to consider wl>ether the true doctrine of free
trade carries you as far a* some of these gentlemen would wish you to go. Every true religion
has its counterpart in inventions and legends
and ':"''
h grow upon that religion.
"s we have to contend with
Om
is the a.^i<k..^. ».... ..areasonable doctrine which
these Rabbis have imposed upon us. If we look
abroad into the world we see it. In the office
which I have the honor to hold I am obliged to
We lire in an age of a
see a great deal of it.
war of tariffs. Every nation is trying now it
can, by agreement with its neighbor, get the
'

greatest possible protection for its own industries, ana, at the same time, the greatest possib!e access to the markets of its neigh)x>rB.
This kind of negotiation is continoally going
on.
It hai been going on for the last year and
a half with great activity. I want to point out
to you that what I observe is that wtiile A is very
anxious to get a favor of B, and B is anxious to
get a favor of C, nobody cares two straws about
getting the commercial favor of Great Britain.
What is the reason of that? It is
(Cheers.)
that in this great battle Great Britain has deliberately stripped herself of the armor and the
weapons by which the battle has to be fought.
You cannot do business in this world of evil and
If you go to market
suffering on those terms.
you must bring money with you if you fight,
yon must fight with the weapons with which
those you have to contend against are fighting.
I am a Quaker ; 1
It is not easy for you to say,
do not fight at all I have no weapon,' and to
expect that people will pay the same regard to
you, and be as anxious to obtain your goodwill
and to consult your interests, as they will be of
the people who have retained their armor and
(Hear, hear.) The
still hold their weapons.
;

'

" There is a matter which occupies our
minds, and in which, I think, the prosperity of
I allude to
this oountry is greatly involved.
the ({uestion of oar external trade. After all, this

We could
as a trading island.
not produce in food stuffs enough to sustain the
island,
and it is
population that lives in this
little island lives

;

weapon with which they

all fight

is

admission
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A

says to
to their own markets— that is to say,
B, If you will make your duties such that I
can sell in your market, I will make my duties
such that you can sell in my market.' But we
We will levy no duties on
begin by saying,
anybody,' and we declare that it would be contrary and disloyal to the gloiious and sacred
doctrine of free trade to levy any duty on anybody for the sake of what we can get by it.
(Cheers.
It may be noble, but it is not business.
On those terms you will get
(Loud cheers
nothing, and I am sorry to have to tell you tha'o
The
you are practically getting nothing.
opinion of this country, as stated by its authorized exponents, has been opposed to what is
called a retaliatory policy. (A voice, No, no.')
Oh, but it has. We, as the Gevernment of the
country at the time, have laid it down for ourselves as a strict rule from which there is no departure, and we are bound not to alter the traditional policy of the country unless we are
convinced that a large majority of the country
because in these foreign
is with us— (cheers)
afiairs consistency of policy is beyond all things
necessary.
(Cheers.) But though that is the
case, still, if I may aspire to fill the office of a
counsellor to the public mind, I should ask you
to form your own opinions without reference to
traditions or denunciations not to care two
straws whether you are orthodox or not, but to
form your opinions according to the dictates of
common sense. I would impress upon you that
'

'

)

)

'

—

—

if

you intend,

in

treaties, to hold

this conflict of

cointnercial

your own, you must be pre-

if need be, to inflict upon the nations
which injure you the penalty which is in your
hands that of refusing them access to your
markets. (Loud and prolonged cheers, and a
voice, Common sense at last.')
There is a reproach in that interiuption, bi;t I have never

pared,

'

said anything else
Now, I am not in the
least prepared, for the sake of wounding other
inflict any dangerous or serious
ourselves.
must confine ourselves, at leant Jor the present, to those subjects
on which we should not suffer very much

nations,

to

We

wound upon

whether the importation continued or diminished but what I complain about of the Rabbis
of whom I have just spoken is that they con;

(Cheers.
They say that
everything must be given to the consumer.
Well, if the consumer is the man who maintains
the industries of the country, or is the people
at large, I agree with the Rabbis.
You cannot
raise the price of food or of raw material, but
there is an enormous mass of other articles of
importation from other countries, besides the
United States, which are mere matters of luxurious consumption (cheers)
and if it is a
question of wine, or silk, or spirits, or gloves,
or lace, or anything of that kind (a voice,
* Hops,'
and cheers) yes, there is a good deal
to be said for hops but in those cases I should
not in the least shrink from diminishing the
consumption, and interfering with the comfort
of the excellent people who consume these articles of luxury, for the purpose of maintaining
our rights in this commercial war, and of insisting on our rights of access to the markets of
our neighbors. (Cheers.) As one whose duty

fuse this vital point.

)l

—

——

;

it is to say what he thinks to the people of this
country, I am bound to say that our Rabbis
must dishave carried the matter too far.
tinguish between consumer and consumer, and
while jealously preserving the rights of a consumer who is co-extensive with a whole industiy, or with the whole people of the country,
we may fairly use our power over an importation which merely ministers to luxury, in order to maintain our own in this great commer(Cheers.)"
cial battle.

We

The words,

" at

have

ent,"

which

what

significant

I

least for the presitalicised are

some-

It has been alleged that Lord Salisbury at a recent speech in Liverpool
repudiated, or endeavored to explain
away, what he said last year at HastLet nie now quote from the
ings.
Times report of this repudiating or

explanatory speech, together with the
Times comment upon it. and let the
reader judge whether Lord Salisbury
explains away, or modifies, or in substance reaffirms his former utterances
:

" I am very nervous to allude to it, because I
have found when I have uttered most innocent
and tentative observations that I am always
accused of re-imposing a duty upon corn, and
you will therefore forgive me if I say that I
look upon the duty on corn as outside the
dreams of any politician, and I am perfectly
convinced that if a duty upon corn be re-imposed it would be so precarious a hold that no .sane
man would invest a farthing on the security of
Having put that (juestion
its continuance.
aside, I will invite your attention to the very
curious and remarkable fiscal problems, which
are now being worked out for our benefit by
The great question which I
other nations.
think really divides us on the question of fiscal
legislation is, whether it is lawful, and if lawful,
whether it is expedient, to use your tariff as a
fighting weapon. I have always been of opinion
that the doctrine held by distinguished freetraders on this subject is somewhat too absolute,
and when people say that reciprocity means protection I am tempted to doubt whether they
have taken the trouble to clear their thoughts,
which is necessary in dealing with fiscal science.
But the matter, I hope, will be one which need
not be settled in controversy.

(Hear,

hear.)

Mr. Blaine, by his calm legislation, undoubtedly
succeeded in securing s mie very advantageous
stipulations for his country in negotiations with
The results have not been so
other Powers.
definite nearer home. France and Italy, France
and Switzerland, may be said, in a tarifi' sense,
to be at open war. One thing is quite certain
that that v*ar does infinite harm to both parties
concerned. How it will end it is impossible for
us to guess, but we must watch the issue of the
campaign with the very deepest attention, for

—

"
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the contests in which they are engaged, but he hints that the late Mr,
Blaine did succeed in winning some
concessions highly advantageous to
his own country, by brandishing the
American tariff laws in a menacing
style before the eyes of other powers.
In di.scussing fi.scal questions, it is indeed idle, as Lord Salisbury pointtd
out, to ignore the changes in the state
of the world's markets which recent
years have brought. Protection has
Lord Salisbury last year .said, " I grown all around amongst the great
must impress upon you that if you in- and little powers, and all of them are
tend, in this conflict of commercial now busy in extending it to their
treaties, to hold your own, you must colonies and dependencies."
That a prime minister of England
be prepared, if need be, to inHict upon
nations which injure you the penalty should give expression to such views
which is in your hands, that of refus- on the eve of a general election and
ing them access to your markets." find himself at the termination of the
This year he says, " My impression is, struggle not only not expelled iguomthat with tariff wars, as with other iniously from power but actually enwars, it may happen, in spite of the dorsed by a large majority of the conterrible injury which the making of stituencies of England proper, is inwar intlicts on all who take part in deed potent proof of the width and
the depth of the movement in favor
it, that it may he necemury to avert
greater danyers."
of- tariff reform in tlie mother country.
Lord Salisbury's remarks about
This is about as explicit a re-attirmation of the princi[)les he laid down " corn," i.e. wheat, have been regarded
last year as could well Ije imagined
by some friends of the movement in
and it is clear that the election of Mr. favor of preferential trading within the
Cleveland to the presidency has not empire as evidence that the leader of
induced him to doubt the expediency the Conservative })arty is inclined to
It
of re-in\posing duties upon certain regard that policy with disfavor.
lines of manufactured goods.
should be recollected, h'^wever, that
The Times, commenting upon Lord the reaction against " Free Trade
Salisbury's speech, .says " Lord Salis- runs so high among the farming classes
bury does not himself accept all the in England that proposals for a re-imtenets of the economists as eternal position of duty upon corn, of a very
and nece.s.sary truths. He is, indeed, extreme nature, are being made.* It
quite alive to the great mischiefs done is, therefore, only natural that Lord
to all parties who engage in them by Salisbury should desire to disavow
tariff wars, and he is, consequently, of any sympathy with these views, and,
opinion that wc ought to keep out of as far as |x>ssible, to allay, by discounsuch wars as long as we can. But he tenancing it, an agitation which is
confesses that, in tariffs, as in other
* It is urged that th> price oj irhfcU in Engmatters, he is not by any means an
advocate of peace at any price. He land should be raised to 428. a quarter. WheD
Lord Salisbury spoke in Liverpool, wheat was
thinks that a tariff war may be a selling in Ixmdon at about .308. a quarter. U
necessary evil an evil which, in the we assume that the paj'ment of duty is borne in
end, will avert still worse calamities. e<{nal proportion by the producer and consumer,
it will lie necessary, in order to raise the price
He admits that Italy, France and of
wheat to 428. to impose a duty of 24s. per
Spain are all suffering severely from <(uarter— a duty of 75c. per pusheL

(Hear, hear.)
is usually
injurious to lx)th parties concerned, and that
we ought to keep out of it as long as we c^n
(Hear, bear.) Hut my impression is. that with
tariflFwars. as with other war?, it may happen
in spite of the terrible injury which the making
of war indicts on all who take part in it, that
it may be necessary to avert greater dangers.
(Hear, hear.) I earnestly beg of yon to study
this question with an open mind and a clear
appreciation of the issues concerned, and not
allow yourselves to be pushed asiile from it by
any pre-conceivetl opininns or any watchword
from scientific men. (Hear, hear.)"
it is full of lessons for ourselves.

Everyone

will agree that such a

war

:

—

,
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mischievous. It is also to be borne in emigrants. Our climate, however, will
mind, that the reversal of England's always guard U9 against an influx of
Europe. But be
fiscal policy to the extent required by the scum of southern
the advocates of preferential trade is a this as it may, it is quite evident that
vast revolution which requires time the possibilities of extended trade for
It may well England in this direction are almost
for its accomplishment.
lively appreciation of this
be that it will not come about all at illimitable.
of many of the
possession
taking
is
fact
does
when
it
gradually;
once but
come, those changes in our favor leading minds in England, as isevidencwhich are least obnoxious to the pre- ed by utterances of public men,by leadjudices of free traders being first con- ing articles in the great organs of
In that case, the duty on corn public opinion, and by resolutions passceded.
would probably be the last concession ed by chambers of commerce and ConOf these resoservative associations.
made.
For England the great need, the lutions the two most noticeable are
great desideratum, is the development, that passed by the Conservative Union
the building up, of Greater Britain. at Sheffield last December, and the
England's future is with her Empire. very remarkable resolution passed still
That is a fact that is becoming more more recently by the Chamber of

A

and more apparent, and is being more Commerce of Birmingham itself.
more appreciated by the English resolution is as follows

•and

England's own people within
her own Empire are, as has often been
pointed out, incomparably better customers for her wares than are the subThis is true
jects of foreign powers.
to an exceedingly great extent. "It,is
demonstrable from the official tables,"
says a leading English journal, " that
our colonies purchase per head of the
population nearly seven times more
than the people of the United States."
From an English standpoint then, the
true policy is to develop these best
markets by increasing the number of
their purchasers.
By giving preferrential treatment to settlers in Greater
Britain, England can increase the population of this country to an incalculable extent, and thus vastly develop
her trade. This is England's true and
saving policy, even if we give her no
preference in the markets at all.
We
hear of our small trade with England.
It would not long be small if she gave
to Canadians preference in a market
that is open to every description of
goods we produce, and is equal to that
of the U. S. and several of the great
public.

European powers added together.

Under such circumstances, the difl&culty for us would, perhaps, be rather
that we had too many than too few

This

:

That, as in the opinion of this meeting the
future prosperity of British commerce must increasingly depend on our commercial relations
with our colonies, and recognizing the fact that
Canada has, by the resolution of her Parliament,
invited the mother country to enter into an arrangement for reciprocally preferential duties,
we hereby urge upon the Government the necessity of taking that invitation into their immediate and most serious consideration.

The resolution of the Canadian
House of Commons now referred to
was passed towards the end of April
The resolution of the
of last year.
Chamber of Commerce was carried
So that this movement
in January.
in favor of preferential trade is making such progress in the mother country that within nine months of the
action of the Dominion House of Commons, a resolution strongly endorsing
it is

carried

by the Chamber

of

Com-

merce of the city that is in the minds
of all men associated with the political
career of John Bright himself and

—

although the results of the
Presidential election in the United
States had become known in the inCould any reasonable man
terval.
desire more convincing proof that this
great British cause is making substanthis, too,

headway in England ? The cable
brings us stirring news on the 22nd

tial

BRITISH TRADE

AND IMPERIAL

For it appeai-s that. Home Rule
and threatened civil war notwithstand-

ult.

ing, this question is still to the front

The Association

of

Chambers

of

Com-

merce of the United Kingdom have
been discussing it. The Birmingham
Chamber, not content to let it rest,
has apparently moved the adoption of
its own resolution by the representatives of trade and commerce from all
parts of the United Kingdom.
Inasmuch as the Canadian offer stands
alone, and has 30 far received no support from our sister colonies, he would

be a sanguine man who should expect
the resolution to be carried by such a
body as the Association of Chambers
It was rejected, but
of Commerce.
not until "after considerable discussion," and apparently not until a second resolution of a similar nature had
been moved by the Middleborough
Chamber, was the discussion brought
Unfortunately, experience
to an end.

RECIPROCITY.
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proves that we cannot be sure of what
has taken place until the arrival of English papers. But of this we may be convinced, that the cable report does not
err in the direction of too great friendliness to the cause of British unity.
The friends of Imperial Reciprocity
in Canada may be well assured of ultimajte victory for the noble cause they
have espoused. There are formidable
difficulties to be overcome, ditiiculties
hard of solution.
But they will be
fused and moulded by the earnestness
of purpose bom of a union of the sentiment and the self-interest of a patriotic and practical people.
The great
tide of public opinion in Britain and
in Greater Britain is flowing ever
deei)er and stronger in the desired
direction.
Obstacles in its course will
from time to time alter the direction
of a portion of the current.
But let
no man mistake the little eddy for the

main stream.

———

— — —— —

—
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EAST AND WEST.
BY PROF. EDWARD

J.

still, as in the days that were
Those western hills are wild and bare,
The eagle's home, the lean wolfs lair
Unchanged, and changeless evermore

thou the old dream dreaming?
Poor heart, of the morrow beware

Art

in the

brown

gleaming,
fair.

The tones that wild heart-throbs awaken
The sheen of the gold-shower'd hair —
The touch that thy soul hath so shaken
May lure thee, and leave thee ah,

—

Trust

it not,

!

eyes' veil'd

In the white throat so wondrously

where

PH.D., LL.D.

And

THE PROLOGUE.
Death may lurk

CHAPMAN,

1

the wild, treacherous glad-

—

But deep within the x-ocky core
Of those lone mountains, rent and old.
Is seam'd and vein'd with glittering ore,
And lurid with the gleam of gold.
So, to those savage wilds have come
A few wrecked souls, as savage. Some

By the fierce gold-thirst thither led,
And some from human vengeance fled,
And some world-chased by bitter wrong

ness

Rough, reckless, bearded, bold and strong.
The twin hounds of Passion and Pain They come from far-off lands and climes.
Are swift to arise— in their madness
But little speak of earlier times,
They rend, and they rest not again
Each living as it seems him best.
The day-dream is sweet in the dreaming, Alone, and heedless of the rest.
But dreamless the night's dull despair.
When the voice, and the touch, and the
The daylight softly ebbs away.
gleaming.
lingering still with tender ray,
Though
Have lured thee, and left thee — ah,
And still the sunset's waning glow
where 1
Climbs slowly up those wastes of snow
But here and there faint stars are seen
!

:

"

We

look before and after,
pine for what is not."

In the blue gaps that lie between
The glimmering peaks, and all below
The stroke
Is grey with creeping mist.
Of restless pick, whose rhythmic clang
All day among the mountains rang.
And many a wild, weird echo woke,
Is silent now
but yet no sound

And

THE WEST.
The sultry day is well-nigh done.
Aflame is all the fiery west
The giant snow-peaks, one by one,
Are crimson'd by the great red sun

Whose

And

;

Or

glory gilds each gleaming crest.
far
upon the golden sky,

—

A black fleck floating silently
A solitary eagle sweeps
Its

way

across those trackless deeps

:

As trackless as a frozen sea
Whose waves have never stir nor sound

there reveal'd
the scatter'd huts around.
To-night they linger long a-tield,
Those toilers of Earth's stony womb
But now, slow-growing through the gloom
Dark forms in shadowy groups appear
And two among them gently bear
stir of life is

Among

A

human burden

weird immensity.

And

Below, the foot-hills stretch around
Mile after mile— untrack'd, untraced,
desolate and dreary waste
Of shattered rock and clinging pine.
Deep-cleft by many a jagged line
Of lonely gulch and cavern hoar,
Where night is in the noon of day
And months and years go on alway

The

In

all its

A

—

— ghastly,onewan. whom

black with powder

—

likeness of a living man
Is well-nigh all crush'd out.

Those hard, rough miners

—

in

And

they,

—tender now

As very women softly lay.
With silent footsteps, sad and

slow,

Their comrade in his lowly hut,
Where gaunt and grey the rocks out-jut
Across the jagged rift below.

——
——

——

—

:

!

!

EAST AND WEST.
Then how

He wakes again to life at last.
But not to consciousness or pain
The til rob of agony has pass'd
Though life dotJi still awhile remain.
And they who stand beside him there,

shouldst thou unchanged remain.

In

bathe with rough but pitying care
His blood-stain'd breast and fever'd brow,
He knows them not his spirit now
Is far away from that lone spot
In scenes long-left, but unforgot
stately terraced walk he sees,

And

then the long, deep, calm
The one long hush of death
Tliey

Pale-tinte<l by the crescent moon
The odour of the summer breeze,
The whisper of the swaying trees,

Their

Has

are one

lips

nt»t

so fair a

His heart beats

Under her
That

--uch

form for him

lie,

L4TBK.)

I

Blithe,

swim

Alas
and come, and

I

!

!

jmiss.

The

On

u irid that stayeth not.

the listeners shrink

and bright, and debonair,
Court this afternoon

Is Deercliffe

—

I

roees in their flush of June
terrace, lawn, and gay parterre,

In glowing masses

till the air
fragrance.
All around
Fair forms are floating, and the .sound
Of light iMitrician laughter blends
With faint-heard strains of melody
And friends are gaily greeting friends
And warm and bright the summer sky
Its cloudless azure dome extends
" 'll.lt i-<iHltIv foIUjiJlliV.

With summer

— God

wot

A laugh from dying lips to

hear
hath a ghastly 84)und
That well may cause a throb of fear
In hearts as bold as those around —
And bitterly, though faint and low,

In

EAST.

(on TEAK

—

senses

across his face,

I

— the whole world wide

fast, his

should

may

W^ell

THE

—

whisj»ei 'd woitls.

til."

draw the hood

and soon

his side

:

rept»se,

Anfl h-ave hin> U^ his Maker's grace

:

by

!

I

A

is

change of time and tide

A struggle for the strangled breath,
A gasp that faint and fainter grows

—

Fall softly on his soul -

all this

The damp of death is on his brow,
The tlame but feebly flickers now

And

A clinging form

127

so<:»th, it

—

''

'

iiose

pale lips the accents flow

I loitl thee,

Had

'
:

when thy fantasy

the vast anc'<\stral r«j<tm.s,
of Deerclifle stand
With winning smile and re;uly hand
To greet theii- tlir-.m-' of guests. Rich
\\ itliin

and had ot'as'd to be —
thou, unmoved, my name couldst

The noble hosts

sicken'd

When

hear,

Or

hear

with a shrinking fear
hand, and no quick thrill
Came, -as of old, thy heart to till
And that one memory had !>•'
blear d ghost, wan and wea:
Thou hadst but one brief word to sjiy,
Or look - and I no more would blot
The brightness of thy life's young day,
But drop from out that life away,
And be as thou hadst known me n

gloom-

it

When hand met

I

—

.

pon the blazon.

1

.ni..- iiii*ow

On Parian gniups their purple glow
And bowers of tropic plants, between,
:

.

A

Uoll back the sunlight's ripj)Hng sheen
An<l high almve, in long array,
St<'»-l-coated warriors grim and grey,
And ermin'd judges, stern and cold,
And plunK>d gallants, gay and lx)ld.
Who many a roaring catch had troH'd
In those old halls, in days that were
And maidens In their bloom of Mav.
White-throated with theirpearl deck il hair
And poor dead smiles, long {>ass'd away.
Look down upon as bright a scene
As in those halls hath ever been.
:

I

:

when the thing was
I would go down without a cry
A bubble— and the wave gt>es by,
I told thee,

And

said,

I

!

the past is blurr'd and dead.
should I curse thee ? All around
The dead leaves drop. The wintry ground
Is bare and black, that once was green
The song-birds of the summer's sheen
Where bleak winds blow no more abide
All life's poor glamours wax and wane
all

Why

—

—

She stands beside a marble fawn,
Gold-crown'd above her low pale brow
With sun-flush'd tresses and a glow
On lips and cheek of pearly dawn.

— — ——

—— —
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None knew

Lithe as a tawny lioness,
Her form has still, in its slim grace,

A young girl's beauty.
In

all its

One may

trace

swaying loveliness

:

wistful yearning

lies.

:

stop, perforce

must

stay»

lingering, look again.

A sunken cross —the sea — the shore
A levelled sand-heap — nothing more
To tell the lonely sleeper's tale —
A grave beside a storm-blown sea.
And
And

on the land, nor leaf, nor tree,
on the sea no gleam of sail
Or glint of wild bird's restless wing,

—

Or

sight or sign of living thing
that doth the soul oppress
With its wide, utter loneliness.

Beside her stands the noble Earl,

A scene

In act and instinct, to the core,
True to his rank, if nothing more
In the whirl
All coldly courteous.
Of public life, no passing blame
Had ever touched his ancient name.
Nohlesse oblige, his motto ever
:

Between the lines the

A voice amidst the

so he held, without endeavour,
world's respect, his peers' esteem,

The
His young wife's love — well so t'was said
But love, the passion and the dream.
Scarce troubles now a young girl's head.
What, if without our world it lies
Shall hearts for that be void and sore 1
Rank, wealth, world-homage won what
more
Is wanted for a paradise ?

—

tale is read»

silence said

the scene is sad and drear
But in the Western wilds, last year,
I came across a scene as dread,
A grave as silent, lost and lone
The cloven ice-cliffs overheard.

Certes

:

And

its

name

:

you may see it there
picture
It hangs upon the southern wall
Among the rest, more fair than all,
With its great waves of tawny hair,
And tender mouth, and gold-brown eyes

Wherein a

picture's

But those who
And look, and

The natural pose and pride of race
Subdued by inborn tenderness.

Her

—

legend only bore
" a lonely tomb."
So fraught the scene with sense of pain^
That many a passer turns away

The

:

!

And

shatter'd rocks around it thrown
In truth, a strange titanic tomb
Whose walls were never built or plann'd
!

By human

skill or human hand
in their silence wide and dread,
Those walls will hold their lonely dead
Close-curtain'd till the crack of doom

But

!

Gay

goes that garden festival
Around, the glorious roses glow ;
Their fanfares gay the bugles blow
The tennis-lawns and pathways all
Are bright with beauty and the gleam
Of radiant gems and silk and lace.
And many a memory-haunted face
Within the rooms, in dazzling stream
(Fit pageant for a painter's dream)
Some have
The guests move onward.
!

;

pass'd
their young hostess, free at last.
Through all the glittering living maze,

With

AVithin the noble gallery,
Where paintings of the old art-days

—

—

Of Rubens, Titian, Veronese
Rank upon rank, unbrokenly.

Enshrined in deathless glory, shone
of our modern day,
Fit co-mates, so the world will say.
When Time's slow touch shall o'er them

With many

stray,

And

mellowing years have come and gone.

A passing group has paus'd before
A strange weird painting — done by whom

They turn'd — and

in the speaker

knew

A soldier and a traveller, too,
A paladin of high renown
In

all

the most exclusive sets

:

One met to-day in ducal halls,
At midnight crushes, masques, and
Then heard of in some far-off town

balls,.

Among

the moslem minarets
Or where the Calmuck deserts lie
In their untamed immensity
Or pillar'd date-palms stately stand,

—

Green islands in a sea of sand,
Within the Nubian's burning land
Or where the wide Maranon flows,
And forest upon forest grows,
And Cotopaxi's gleaming snows
Are white against the Western sky
All gathered round, and eagerly
The Colonel question'd what and where
Was that strange tomb of which he said 1
And who was he, the lonely dead,
!

—

Who

slept his last long

And

slumber there

so his tale the traveller told

Last year, he

said,

?

:

when western woods

—— —— —

— ——

:!

EAST AND WEST.
Were

dush'd with autumu'si

rt-il

and

_'i.M.

I cross'd the ixxky solitudes
Among the cloud-girt mountain cliainj;
That rise from Arizona's plains,

By sombre gorges deeply cleft,
Where Time's denuding hand has

there, in those far wilds, did

left

A solfatara's fiery
Between the

And

\s.

Of

and

And

Slow

toiling

up the mountain

side,

Across a miners' camp we came
The topmost peaks were still aflame
With the red sunsets dying glow,
But all was grey and dark below.
:

in the

dawn a

pitch-like, black,

upthrown.

seething flood

and

trailing

mud

Pour'd from its throat, and forced its way
Far down the narrow gorge that lay
Darkly beneath it. There they placed
(Within a few rough boards encased)
The body of the silent dead.
And one they call'd " the preacher" there,
Unoover'd and with low voice said
few scant words of hurried prayer.
Then came the wave a moving wall.
It crept around the ootfin-lid,
And roee and roee— and all was hid
Beneath its black and massive pall
That froze to solid rock anon
And ever as the years roll on
The secret of that silent stone
Loek'd darkly in its hidden core
The goad that drove its tenant forth
From home and kin, o'er sea and earth,
To perish there remains unknown.
And so remaineth evermore
!

Tum'd upon mine with

sad surprise
In their last lingering look. Amazed,
I stoo<.l, till memory found the clue.
And then the poor dead face I knew
Poor (.ieoffrey everybody's friend
Who thought that such would be his end f
Countess I think you knew him, too
Was it not
Young Geoffrey Vernon
At Deercliffe at this very spot,
I met him once, two years ago I
With sudden effort she suppressd
The wild fierce throb that tore her breast.
And turn'd, and slowly answer'd— No
I do not think it — all the same,
1 do remember, now, the name
I pray vou. let us hear the rest.
I

—

!

:

!

!

—

'

!

U.i

ll.s

l.U.I.

voice of one that wouiu mukuu-

A

hue
A
Came o'er her cheek, and then, anew.
As quickly as it came, was gone
Unseen, unheeded. And again.
With voice that held no touch of pain,
She said, I pray you, then, say on
moan's low cry.

though the cruel day^

!

And

all

the glitter and the gleam.

The greeting forms that came and went>
Seem'd but the glamour of a dream
That work'tl to her bewilderment.
But now at last the day has pass'd,
The lingering, gleaming, ghastly day

And

carriages have roU'd away
at last— at last
slie is free

—

livid

—

'

Well, there is little more to say^
I kept the death-watch till the day
Came greyly, and the stars were gone.
I

It seem'd as

Would never end— and all the while
To force upon the face a smile,
And this and that, O God to say
Whilst all tlie thought was far away

The

tone

As

with the

:

A distant hut in which we found
The miners gathered, mute, around
A dying comrade. As I gazed
Upon the dying face, its eyes

!

cone.

fissured rifts

A

camp

there was no sound
Or stir of life ; but all appear'd
Lone and deserted, till we near'd

And

:

Before or since, or ever shall
all the coming years be seen.
The hills above the camp, that night.
Threw back a lurid spectral light
And suddenly among them shone

my silent Indian guide
our brave mules — climb patiently,
Until one sultry eventide.

I,

Then follow d the strange burial
The strangest that has ever been
In

Stern record of his patient toil,
And hurrying streams in wild turmoil
Leap darkling to the distant sea.

And

IZ9

She stands alone within her room
the moon, on high,

The night has come

:

through the summer sky
The floor is flecked with light and gloom
The glory of her loosen'd hair
white and bare
Is all about her
Her shouldere and her white feet shew
Like marble in the pale moon-glow.
Sails softly

—

— ——
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One

And light as one that moves in dream
She seeks the costly cabinet

And

kiss— the last
through their leaves the swift flames

lingering, clinging

Wherein her

rarest jewels gleam,
stooping, wildly takes from it
few poor letters three or four,
She had not dared to treasure more

And

—

A

And

these,

why keep them now,

To keep them were a

pass'd.

And

—

she said

;

bitter jest

On this great lie of life, at best.
And here they do but mock the dead

!

No need has she to scan again
Those words of passionate power and pain,
That branded were in heart and brain.

the grey ashes, one by one,
Dropt silently, and all was done.
But as the last gleam o'er them swept,
Through all her soul a terror crept
And shook with sobs her shuddering
breast
Her hands across her eyes she press'd.
But that dread face she needs must see
And all the yearning Past is there
And low she moans, in her despair,
O JeflF poor Jeff it had to be
!

!

—

!

;;

TALES OF WAYSIDE INNS.
XO. I.— THE

LAWYKl;^ lALK.

BY HENRY LVK

—

a visitor to
In the summer of 18
the pleasant town of Walkerton would
have been surprised by the presence
of two eminent judges, one of the
Chancery, and the other of the Queen's
Bench Division of the High Court of
Judicature for Ontario with whom
were three of the rising counsel of Toronto, and several of the leading lawyers of the county of Bruce who have
since become famous in the profes,

;

sion.

The occasion of the gathering was
the trial of the usual charges against
the newly-elected member of the Dominion Parliament, and the crosspetition against the defeated candidate, a process very much like that of
fishing in the Saugeen river during a
spring freshet because a great deal of
mud is stirred up in the hope that by
some good fortune a fish, however
small, may be landed, or one hidden
which may make an inopportune appearance.
Many were the free and intelligent
voters who had become so drunk during the election, or its preceding campaign, that they could not swear for
sure who had furnished the whiskey,
who had treated them, or whom they
had treated in fact, would not have
been surprised to learn that they had
forcibly broken open the bar of the
saloon and stolen the liquor.
Many were those who had been promised rewards of pelf or pence for the
proper use of their franchise, but who
could not be sure as to the party promising, and could not repeat their
original stories of shame as told by
them to their own counsel, when the
opposing counsel
conducted their
cross-examination.
;

;

Many were those who had travelled
to the polling place by railway on the
day of the election without having been
called upon for fares or tickets, but
could not be sure as to whether the
conductor had been negligent of his
duties, or that their immunity arose
from accident or negligence rather than
design ; and many were those who
testified to the giving or receiving of
bribes without being able to assert
that votes were influenced or agency
established.

Wearisome work was

all

this

;

dry

as the dust in the streets ; neither
more pleasant nor more health-giving
confessions of moral turpitude, with no
excuse other than that " the serpent
tempted me and 1 did drink," or " I did
vote for payment or for promise of reward " the precipice of the volcano of
perjury being so nearly approached by
some of the witnesses as to cause a
painful yet dull curiosity to creep over
us as we listened to their evidence.
;

Quite worn out by some days of
when the
immediately local evidence was concluded the court adjourned for the
purpose of discussing the future prothese un.savory revelations,

ceedings and probabilities, and it was
found that there were yet several
charges to be examined, the witnesses
to which resided in or near the then
charming village of Port Elgin.
Visions of the bright waters of Lake
Huron delighting the mental vision
whispers of cool breezes refreshing the
weary brains prospects of delicious
fish fresh from the purest of pure
of real country cream, and
waters
fjoultry and fruit anticipations of deightful dips in the deliciously cool
waters, shaded by ancient forest trees,
;

;

;

—
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and of neat-handed Phyllis waiting some of the party were so wicked a»
upon their moods and orders, crept to be unable to further load their conover counsel and court, filling their science by drinking beer, they inhearts with compassion for the hard- structed the landlord to procure milk
working sons of toil, who would be for them.
It was yet too early for luncheon, so
unduly deprived of the delights of
hay-making and of the sweet odors of the Court at once commenced on the
the clover now in bloom, if they were dull round of question and objection
dragged all the way from Port Elgin by counsel who, on both sides, were
to Walkerton, there to be kept in the afraid of possible and not altogether
dry and dusty town until their turn improbable developments to the decame to testify. Besides, it was fair to triment of their several clients. The
presume that some of the expected usual dry details of dirty doings perwitnesses were as yet innocent of sistently presented fell flatly, but we
knowledge of evil, and if they were had one variation which was more inbrought to Walkerton, they would be teresting than usual. It appeared that
likely to be contaminated by contact one of the more active of the canvaswith the wickedness of their neigh- sers for the defeated candidate was an
He had
bors, and might not go home quite iron-founder and machinist.
called upon a haus-frau who controlled
sober.
These considerations caused court the votes of her husband and of two
and counsel disinterestedly to decide sons, all of whom left their worldly
An early aftairs to her good management. She
to adjourn to Port Elgin,
breakfast enabled the party to take poured out the tale of woe and wrong
the train, which landed them in Port most volubly in her broken English as
Elgin in time for luncheon.
Here some one suggested that the
"inning" was a gast-haus kept by a

follows
" Mr. Schmidt, he
:

koomt

to

mein

haus und him ask voe mein Hans vas,
Mein
typical German, whose ample propor- und Dirck und mein Adolf.
tions and absence of waist indicated Hans vas in der felden und Dirck vas
economy with good living, and gave in der schtable mit der gows, und mein
delicious promise of generous fare to Adolf vas droonken. Hans und Dirck
und Adolf nicht sprecken ainglish me.
weary, way-worn travellers.
" Improved "
off the face of the Herr Schmidt nicht sprach deutch
earth is that dear old inn gone where mit me Schmidt sprach mit me for
the good Dutchmen go is that dear old vote mit Siegel me not vote for nodhost married again is his then youth- ings, me.
Him say him nicht want
;

;

;

;

mein vote, Him vill dass Hans
und Dirck und Adolf fight mit Siegel.
fondly frequented by fishermen who I shust tells him mein Hans und mein
tell tales of mighty catches, and by
Dirck und mein Adolf vork mit der
commercial travellers, whose catches plow und der oxen und nicht fight
are more melodious, although some of einmal mit Siegel, Nein Nein!'
He
their tales are not more savory than is sprach nicht fight.'
Vote, vote,' him

ful yet buxom frau, who now presides
at the table d'hote of a distant village,

for

*

!

'

he
neider vote
Schmidt. Schmidt put
him hand in ein him pocket und pull

meet.

said.

Trooping into the gast-haus came
our travellers, whose early breakfast
and ride through the green fields and
leafy woods had given them appetites
kings might envy. Some of them ordered tankards of lager, which they
held foaming to their lips, and drained
in one appreciative gurgle but as

vork,' I

;

'

'

outvun

Nicht

fight,

;

tells

roll

von

silber

moneys und him

me

das ist fiinfsig thaler, und him
ask vote mit Siegel ?
Den he go to
mein bureau und open de drawer und
steek der roll von silber moneys in
der drawer und shust take mein key
tell

'

'
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und lock der drawer, und him tell me dozen times, by holding a pitcher in
Hans und Dirck und Adolf vote mit his hand whilst he imitated the lowing:
Und Schmidt he sprach no of a cow, by smacking his lips, crowSiegel.'

"

'

ing like a rooster, and other similar
performances, he had made satisfactory
progress but glancing out of the winvorbei Hans get key und fiinfsig dow he thought he saw a flock of
Und Hans und Dirck und tender- looking spring ducks, so he
thaler.'
Adolf vote mit SiegeL Und Hans gets persevered until he was sure he had
der key und opens der drawer und made the haus-frau understand that
him find dis Schmidt ein schkoundrel; there must be six of them prepared for
he sheat me in der schurch." "See" dinner for the Herren, the Judges,
said the enraged frau, as she laid on who having not enjoyed the somewhat
the table before the astonished Court a primitive luncheon, had determined to
large roll of iron washers such as are adjourn very early for their evening
used by machinists, and which had meal.
been neatly rolled so as to appear like
Visions of sweet morsels to be heaped on their plates as plentifully as
a roll of silver quarter-dollars.
It had been decided that the party though all were Benjamins and the
should dine in the early evening, and host a Joseph, were present to all as
in the meantime should partake of they enjoyed the fragiant odor as of
such luncheon as could be hastily fish freshly caught in the now bright
prepared but some of them were dis- blue water before them. Quick was
contented on finding this simple repast the response to the summons to the
to consist of rye bread, lager beer and clean dining-room where on the floor
Lim burger cheese. Still they could not was freshly strewn golden yellow sawfind fault with this, because their com- dust from the mill whose nK^n'on made
ing had been unexpected, and conse- melody in the distance.
quently no special orders had been
On a clean pine table, innocent of
given.
Some of them were wickedly cloth, were dishes containing potatoes,
mirthful at the expense of those who saur- kraut, a large fowl and the six
We noticed
objected to the aroma of the Limbur- ducks specially ordered.
ger but time brings about its own re- six new chairs, six new plates, six new
venges and consolations.
cups and saucers, and six new knives
The ordering of a special dinner was and forks, and felt flattered by the
entrusted to the Court stenographer, evident attention of the host, and his
because his broad Scotch dialect was recognition of the quality of his dissomewhat akin to the speech of the tinguished guests.
host and his frau, beside all which, he
With all the impatience bom of
had the advantage of his training in hunger and anticipation, the stenographonetics.
For all his nonsense, con- pher commenced to carve the fowl,
juring up pleasant memories connect- but as his knife was new and as yet
ed with Der Vaterland during his innocent of steel or grindstone, bis
" grand tour," and of the time when vehemence landed the fowl in the lap
he was a grampus on the Grampian of the senior judge to the discomfiture
hills, he essayed a task the result of of the scribe who thenceforth became
which should astonish and charm the a short-hander in the carving line.
eyes and palates of the party
but he We learned subsequently that in obefound it necessary to supplement his dience to his orders, the host had slain
speech by gestures and signs.
Chanticleer, the patriarch of his barnHe had no doubt that by pointing yard, who would no more wake the
to the shining teapot on the shelf,and misty
by his crowing.
by taking up a cup and saucer half-aAlthough it is not unusual to find

open der drawer

election vor bei
Him
or de coonstable meit come.'
take mein key und say ' election
till

;

;

;

;

mom
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that a turkey has been stuffed with
oysters to the loss of the flavor of

both turkey and oysters, we had
not been prepared for a like preparation of our ducks, so were not disposed
to admire what appeared to be ducks
stuffed with fragrant fish for, although
;

we

did not find any fish in the ducks,
yet the flesh of them was so strongly
impregnated with a fish-like flavor,
that we somewhat reluctantly ate

them, our hunger overcoming our

fas-

tidity.

Now

row on the bright
the bay. shining in the
shimmering light of the still summer
evening, whilst the sun beamed brightly, as he sank to his setting, casting a
rosy tinge upon the clear waters of the
waters

for a sail or a

of

lake.

Our host procured boats and
and

we

oars

fishing lines and bait, but although
had a really delightful hour on the

water, none of" us caught any fish, nor
could we buy any from any of the
fishermen, who we learned were all employes of American firms, who sent all
the fish caught in that locality to be
sold in Detroit or Cleveland so that
fish was then as difficult to procure at
Port Elgin as is milk at a dair)* farm,
or peaches at Niagara.
As the large party taxed the sleeping accommodations of the gast-haus,
the juniors did not grumble to occupy the upper rooms nor, on their
survey were they overwhelmed by the
;

—

honor of having been asked to " go up
higher," because they, on the next
morning, each reported that his apart-

ment was

so close to the roof that

he could not stand up in it, and was
wholly without furniture other than
the bed, so that he had to hang his
clothes on the floor until morning.
When on rising they adjourned to the
pump in the yard, they found an
ample supply of soft-soap and pure
water for their morning's ablutions,
at which they gave, as was due, place
and precedence to their Lordships of
the Chancery and Queen's Bench
Division of the High Court of Judica-

ture for Ontario, who preceded them
to the long, home-spun, hempen towel
hanging behind the bar-room door,
where it had been in general use for
an indefinite period, and bore marks
of many encounters and much patronage.

The stenographer had somewhat the
advantage of the rest of the party in
this

matter,

as

his

amiability

and

humility had prompted him to accept
as a sleeping-place the pine bench in
the bar-room, where his conscience
and the hardness of the couch had
prevented his sleep, and prompted
him to an unusual early rising,
which gave him the cream of the
water of the pump and the comparative dryness of the towel.
The " ducks " of the previous evening's repast had been rather too rich
for the weak digestions of some of the
party, so they had not much appetite
for breakfast.
The others partook of
the more homely fare of pork and
saurkraut and black coffee laid before
them, to the entire neglect of the cold
fowl remaining from the previous

So all were disposed for
an abrupt ending of the sessions of
the Court held at Port Elgin for the
evening.

convenience

of

the

people

of

that

by the kindly consideration
their Lordships, the Judges, and the

locality

of

attendant Counsel.
Learning that a train would leave
the station about noon, it having been
delayed on its way from the northward, the party decided to seek a
more southerly clime without more
delay.
So a message was sent to bid
the landlord to have the bills and
the baggage all ready.
The messenger soon returned and
announced that everything would be
ready in due time and that the landlord was very sorry to part with his
guests so much sooner than he had
expected.

The messenger beckoned one of the
counsel aside and held with him a
whispered consultation, during which
both of them erave vent to sounds of

—
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mirth which discomposed the Court,
and at the close of which the counsel
borrowed a five dollar bill from each
of his companions, who were just a
little suspicious of his manner and incredulous as to his need, but as they

had perfect

his solvency,

faith in

and

"

The

Bill "
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had been prepared by

the Deutch inn-keeper, assisted by a
Frenchman who was foreman of the
neighboring saw-mill hence the confusion of languages.
;

Exclamation in time gave way to
enquete and demand for further particulars, when it was explained that the
various articles of furniture had been

them had return tickets to
Guelph where their next sitting was
to be held, none of them felt it unwise bought specially for that occasion and
This
to leave themselves with but few might never again be required.
dollars remaining in their purses.
was a reasonable explanation, fully
The Court having now risen, all justified fb date by the fact that the
wended their way to the kindly Court could not express any intention
gast-haus, some expressing their desire of revisiting that locality, nor, unless
for a parting glance at its inmates, I am mistaken, has any similar Court
buxom or burly, and some for a been held there since this one whose
stirrup-cup, whilst the Junior Judge proceedings are here recorded.
gave judgment against the local
You may, perhaps, imagine the inmethod of cooking ducks.
ternal sensations of each of the gentleThe ample form of the host filled men when it was ascertained that the
the door-way.
With his long clay "6 Gooles pour Dinnare " were not the
pipe in one hand, he smiled and six persons who had partaken of the
bowed as he handed to the Senior repast, but six " gulls " ordered by the
Judge
stenograplier, under the impression
that the beautiful fowl swimming on
THE BILL.
the bay were " ducks."
Here is a true copy of it
The cow for milk was insisted upon
" Der Choodges und les Avocats."
as an equitable charge, because no
as each of

:

1

(Jowe pour I^it

I

Rooeter, sails I'lumes

6 Cfooles
6
6
6
30

pour Dinnare

.30

.

ti

6

..

Chairs

"
"

i;

Coteau et Fork>Ooopes ot Soaers
Biers au Lager

5 Loilgings

Tbalers.

G

Chambre

a'

10

Loger au Coucher
2 Botes pour le lac
12 Winns pour le feesh
1 Mouge Tonnere
1

I

•_>((

1
1

Otier tings

Baiser der

12

Madschew

Here was a

"

1m

"
"
"

«
"
••

stated case," on which

the Court were not previously prepared to give judgment on which the
lawyers expressed their "opinions"
without first insisting on " retainers,"
oblivious of the maxim invented by one
of their craft to the effect that " He
who is his own lawyer has an unwise
man for his client,'' whilst the eyes
and mouth of the Stenographer opened
so wide that his sleep has ever since
that time been disturbed by the lockjaw.
;

member

of the household proper ever

drank anything except lager, and as
milk had been insisted on, the " Gowe
pour lait " had been bought to supply
the special demand.
Here was a bill of one hundred and
twenty dollars, equal to twent}' dollars
each of the party, all of whom
blushingly repudiated the charge re
" Baiser der Madschew," and not one
of whom had more than ten dollars in
his pocket, except the one who hafl
borrowed the " fives."
for

The Court now gave unanimous
judgment in language such as is not
commonly heard in Courts where the
swearing

is

generally according to rule,
is not quite so sincere

and sometimes
as it might be.

from depicting the emowhich now paled the lofty brows

I refrain

tions

now

flushed the cheeks long strangwhilst the advocates
accused each other in respect to one of

or

ers to blushes

;
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the items or asked the stenographer as
to his knowledge of ornithology as relating to gulls and ducks the stenogiupher meanwhile giving vent to his
feelings in Gaelic so sweet and strong
that it may yet be heard reverberating
amongst the hills where the gentle
zephyrs blow,
A common declaration was fyleH,
but not being in accordance with the
Act, 37 Vic, it was found ineffectual,
landlord, with kindly fore.as the
thought, had carefully locked the baggage of the party in an inner room,
lest the gentlemen of the law might
be tempted to break the law by leaving the hotel without first paying the
bill.
So, lest they should lose the
train, now heard in the distance, a
subscription was made of all the funds
of the party a compromise settlement
was arrived at, which has not yet been
submitted to the Divisional Court for
its approval or ratification, and a
let
us say more experienced ])arty left
Port Elgin for Guelph, fully impressed
with the beauty of the old song, anent
;

;

—

—

"The good

old rule, the simple plan,

That they should take who have the power.
And they should keep who can."

As these occurrences took place in
the early history of the country, long
before the Wellington, Gray & Bruce
Railway system was completed, I may
be slightly in error in some parts of
my narrative as the oft-told tale is
like the snowball
it increases in bulk

—

and

changes

—

its

form

as

it

rolls

along.

Germans are so slow, so matter of
and so honest, that one cannot
accuse our host of any idea of a practical joke or of any intention of overcharge or of any departure from the
fact,

but the
of the case
cadence of the wheels of the railway
train, the sighing of the breeze, the
murmur of the trees and the smiling
of the fields and flowers during that
journey from Port Elgin to Guelph,
seemed to be singing refrains sometimes of
strict justice

;

—

"

He who
He may

will not when he may,
not when he will.'

and now of " Six Gooles, Baiser der
Madschew," whilst occasional screeches
were heard which did not proceed from

members of the
party were worshippers of Minerva.

owls, although all the

A FAMOUS CANADIAN SHRINE.
BY

BELL.

J. J.

On

the north shore of the River St.
Lawrence. 22 miles below Quebec,
opposite the eastern end of the island

the island, the steamer was soon moored at the long wooden wharf, which
towered above us, for the tide was

and nestling at the base
the hills which skirt the river,
lies the little village of Ste. Anne
de Beaupre. At first sight there is
nothing to distinoruish it from the hundreds of villages which form the centres
of the parishes in the Province of Quebec, except that the sign " Hotel," or
" Maison de Pension," hangs in front
of a larger proportion of the houses.
There is the same long, straggling
street, the clean, white-washed houses,
the long wharf projecting far enough
into the stream to allow the steamers
to land at low tide, the convent, the
priest's house, and the substantial parish church, with its glittering tin roof
and spires the main feature of the
landscape in all Lower Canadian vil-

out.

of Orleans,

A

of

lages.

But

Ste.

Anne has a more than

and is a favorite redrawn thither by the
miraculous cures which are said to be
performed by the patron saint from
which it derives its name.

local reputation,

sort for pilgrims,

brisk walk brought us to the only

street the village boasts,

running paral-

We

soon reached the
church, and met with unmistakable
evidences that thither the blind, the
lel

to the shore.

halt and the lame resort.
Here was
an aged man leaning on the arm of his
son, there a mother carrying her sick
babe, yonder a girl leading her blind
sister, all in quest of the healing which
La Bonne Ste. Anne is believed to be
both able and willing to impart

The church is a massive stone buildmore pretentious than those of

ing,

neighboring parishes, and well it may
be, for few enjoy the revenue which it
possesses, the willing offering of the

crowds who visit it. Over the front
gable is a statue of Ste. Anne, and there
are three niches containing statues of
Christ, the Virgin Mary and Joseph.
Crossing the little grass plot in front,
w^e entered the church, and there, to
testify to the reality of the miraculous
healing, were two pyramids of crutches,
bandages, spectacles and canes, left be-

Leaving Que'oec, with all its hisone beautiful summer morning, our steamer proceeded hind by grateful sufferers who had no
down the south channel of the St. further need for them. The interior of
Lawrence towards Ste. Anne. On the the church is profusely decorated, the
left we caught a glimjjse of the Falls walls and ceiling being covered with
of Montmorenci, gleaming and dancing frescoes, chietly of shipwreck scenes,
in the sunshine, which were soon hid- for La Bonne Ste. Anne has a special
den by the island of Orleans, formerly regard for sailors. The grand altar is
called the island of Bacchus by Cham- very showy.
Both it and the pulpit
plain, from the thick network of wild were removed hither from the old
grape vines which formed an almost church. Here we see the beautiful
impenetrable hedge along its shores. altar-piece by Le Brun, and many of
The island is now a famous resort for the tablets are very old and by good
Quebeckers, and summer cottages may masters. Behind the altar, and over
be seen interspersed with the neat the door of the Sacristy, is a picture of
white-washed houses of the habi- ancient date, presented to the church
tants.
Rounding the eastern end of by some sailors who had been saved
torical associations,
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from shipwreck by the intervention of Ste. Anne.

The

picture is eight or
ten feet square, and represents Christ walking
on the Sea of Galilee. One
of the old guides told us
it was painted during the
The
Saviour's lifetime.
ship, with its bulging sides
and high poop, looks ancient enough to sustain
this belief, were it not for
the British ensign at the
mizzen peak. In front of
the chancel is a life size
statue of Ste. Anne, the

wonder-working

figure of

^
^

the place. In one arm she
holds her infant daughter
Mary, while the other is
uplifted in the act of imparting a benediction. On
one of the fingers of this

^

hand

a
s
^
^

her head a richly-jewelled
crown, placed there by
Mgr. Taschereau, the first
and only Cardinal of the
Roman Catholic church in
Canada.

'£

g
'^'

a

is

ring,

and on

The Church of Ste. Anne
has recently been enriched
by a further gift of great
value.
Paris,

The Count of
whose exile has

prevented a continuance
of his former visits to
Ste. Anne d'Auray in his
native land, has sent a
memorial of a visit to the
new Ste. Anne, in the form
of a bas-relief, in solid
silver, hand-engraved by
a skilful workman, representing his

ancestor, St.

Louis, King of France, offering his sceptre to Ste. Anne
at the time of the Crusades. This gift of Louis

Philippe

be preserved and shown as among the

most precious possessions

of the shrine,

Along
is

a

row

either
of

will henceforth

church
communicating

side of the

chapels

A

J-\lJ/OC'S

CAXADIAX

with the main auditorium and with
each other by archways. These were
provided and furnished by various
One, given
parishes in the diocese.
by St. Patrick's Church, Quebec, is in
ail its surroundings suggestive of the
patron saint of Ireland. The walls
are green, and the harp and shamrock

SHRIXI-:.
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tended to the home of their adoption
New France on the shores of
the St. Lawrence. Henceforward fete.
Anne de Beaupr^ became famous, and
very soon from the old world came

in the

and offerings to the shrine, paintand costly vestments, among other
relics a bone of the finger of Ste.
are freely worked into the decorations. Anne. These were all removed to the
On the altar is :i statue of St. Patrick new church when it was dedicated in
Annind the oM church is the
in his episcopal robes crushing a ser- 1>»7^
In these
pent under foot.
gifts

ings

chapels penitents are to be
seen kneeling at the confessional, and in the church, at
all hours of the day, pilgrims
come and go, to pray, to seek
for healing, or to return thanks
for health restored.
Across the street, at the base
of the hill, Ls the old church,
built in the early part of the
century to replace a still older
one destroyed by fire. ThouLrh
small and unpretentious, it is
in

some respects more

interest-

ing than the modern structure.
It was here the first miracles
of healing were performed.
The first stone of this old

church was laid by the Governor, M. D'Argenson, in 1657,

and

in three years, by the faith-

ful labor of those early settlers,

the work was completed and
dedicated to La Bonne Ste.
Anne, in loving memory of
Ste. Anne D'Auray and the
celebrated pilgrimages to the
shrine of Brittany's patron
saint
Ste. Anne
early re-

warded

their

labors,

it

is

said,

for

while the building was in course of
erection, a habitant, Louis Guimont

grave-yard where the forefathers of
the place sleep, and hard by is a grotto
modelled after that of Our Lady of
Lourdes in France. Here, from a
fountain, healing water plays, thought
to defend people from evil spirits,

by name, though suffering terribly
from rheumatism, was toiling at the
stonework, when he found his health
suddenly restored. Picture the joy of lightning, and other dangers. Near
this devout and simple people when by is the presbytery where the priests
they found that the blessed benison of live, and a little way up the wooded
healing, miraculously imparted by the hillside stands the convent of the hosgood Ste. Anne in the old home on the pital nuns, who busy themselves in
coast of France, was graciously ex- nursing and caring for the suffering

—
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pilgrims.

At all points are contribution boxes for the offerings of the

her canoe to Ste. Anne, where it found
a last resting-place in the old church-

faithful.

yard.

All the surroundings remind one
The
that this is no ordinary place.
very air is full of old-time beliefs and
quaint legends, for many are the traditions regarding Ste. Anne de Beaupr^.
Long years ago the priests were
the only missionaries of that lonely
district, and thrilling are the tales of
hardships endured during perilous
journeys to Baie St. Paul, or Petit
Cap, at that time almost the only settlements along the rocky shore. Doubtless more than one devoted missionary
shared the fate of Father Filion, who,
while on a pilgrimage, in 1679, was
caught by the tide and drowned
as he waded along the shore or climbed from point to point of rock. The
story goes that a brave nun. Sister St.
Paul, finding the body, towed it behind

We were not privileged to witness
one of the reputed miracles wrought
Whether they are of
at Ste. Anne.
the nature of faith-cures, or the result
of th3 exercise of strong will-power exerted under the stimulating influence
of the place, it is not my purpose to
discuss.
It is an undoubted fact that
many who have gone there cripples
have come away cured.
Previous to 1889, pilgrimages to Ste.
Anne were made by steamer, saving
that a few toiled thither on foot.
In
that year the ubiquitous railway found
its

way

there.

During the

first

three

was

months

it

place.

It has

in operation 35,000 passengers were carried to Ste. Anne,
an evidence of the popularity of the

well as a

now become

summer

resort.

a winter as

THE RIGHT HON.
BY

BALFOUR.

(A

Political Skeirh.J

J,

CASTELL HOPKINS.

No

career in the recent history of
British politics and statecraft is so interestintr, so strikinj? and remarkable,
as that of Arthur James Balfour.
Seven years ago, a comparatively obscure member of a great party, he is
to-day its recognized leader in the
House of Commons, and the acknowledged successor to Ijord Salisbury
as National Conservative leader, and
appears destined to become before
long Prime
Minister of England.
Born in 1848, he has attained this
position in the teeth of British preiudice against young men, and at an
age when most aspiring politicians are
laboriously working their way up-

ward through Under Secretaryships
and the ordinary routine of ministerial promotion.
An aristocrat to the
finger tips with land in London, land
in Scotland, land in Surrey, land in
;

A. J.

is

Lord Rector of the University of

St Andrews, and an Hon. LL.D.

of

Cambridge, Edinburgh and Dublin.
During the critical period, in 1878-80,
when the Berlin Treaty was being
negotiated and Lord Salisbury had
control of the Department of Foreign
Mr. Balfour was his private
and as such accompanied
and Lord Beaconsfield to
Berlin. During the short-lived Administration of 188.5 he wasPresidentof the
Local Government Board, and in 1886,
upon Lord Salisbury's return to power,
became Secretary of State for Scotland.
But with the return of Conservative rule, the tide in the progress
of what was destined to be a great
career, had come, and in a few months
being given this not very
after
onerous post, the dilettante politician,
the man of letters, the philosophic,
and somewhat cynical
indifferent
speaker, the man who seemed to be
positively out of the running for
political power, who had been utterly
eclipsed within his own party by
Lord Randolph Churchill, and who
was thought to be without genuine
ambition or any special ability, was
announced to have accepted the most
difficult and onerous position in the
Government one which had driven
Affairs,

secretary,
his uncle

and family connections
with the proudest and oldest of English families, he has been for several
years the idol of a large section of the
British Democracy.
A nephew of the
Marquis of Salisbury, and by nature
indifferent if not actually indolent, he
has conquered the prejudices and
difficulties which lie before a politician who is open to the popular accusation of owing his rise to a powerful relative or to family ties, and has W. E. Forster,
stem, i ugged and honwhich had
become noted for the hard, resistless est,
retirement
into
labor with which he has successively caused the death of good, genial Lord
which had
controlled the Irish Office and guided Frederick
Cavendish
the affairs of the House of Commons. turned gray the hair of Sir George
Mr. Balfour was educated at Eton Trevelyan
had driven Sir Michael
and Trinity College, Cambridge, and Hicks-Beach into retreat and desentered Parliament in ISTI- as M. P. troyed the reputation of Mr. Campfor Hertford.
This constituency he bell-Bannerman the Chief-Secretarycontinued to represent until elected in ship for Ireland.
1885 for Manchester E^t, where he
What is the secret which has
was re-elected in 1886 and 1891. He brought fame instead of shame to
Australia,

—
—

—

;

;

;

;

—

;
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Mr, Balfour out of a post which had
been the grave of dozens of political
reputations and, up to his time, the
making of none ?
The key to the
enigma cannot be found in Mr.
Balfour's previous career.
He had
not taken a very active part in the
House.
His gifts were derided by
opponents as being entirely academic.
His tastes undoubtedly inclined him

toward literature and a literary career,
though the natural indolence of his
character did not seem to promise
greatness as a literary man.
He
was thought to be a mere man of
books, who could not put his theories
into practice
a sort of lesser John
Stuart Mill. He spoke seldom in the
House, and then rather negligently
and indolently, though with flashes of
evident wit and incisive retort. True,
he had been one of the famous Fourth
Party, composed of himself, Mr. (now
Sir John) Gorst, Sir H. Drummond
Wolff, and Lord Randolph Churchill.
But though a believer in Tory-Democracy, and a not undistinguished member of that little band, he was entirely
eclipsed by Lord Randolph, and ap-

—

parently beaten out of sight in the
race for power and office if, indeed,
it could have been termed a race, so
far as he was concerned.
His views,
however, upon party names and principles, then, as well as now, may be
described with considerable accuracy
from a letter written April 29th, 1892,
by his one time leader and now almost
rival, Lord R. Churchill

—

"After all, since the Revolution, the designation 'Tory' has always possessed an essentially popular flavor in contradistinction to the
designation Whig.
It has not only a popular
but a grand historical origin. It denotes great
'

'

historical struggles, in

many

of

which the Tory

party have been found on the popular side.
Lord Beaconsfield, who, if he was anything, was
a man of the people and understood the popular significance of names and words, invariably
made use of the word Tory to characterize
his party, and whatever the Tory party may be
deemed to be at particular moments, I have
always held from the commencement of my
political life that, rightly understood and explained, it ought to be and was intended to be
the party of broad ideas and of a truly liberal
'

policy."

'

Thus, intensely proud of the past
and Tory in his desire to preserve its
historic and national continuity, Mr.
Balfour is known to be by no means
rigid in his conception of modern
movements and in his comprehension of
the necessity for change and developBut at that time the coming
ment.
statesman had written a book entitled,
" The Defence of Philosophic Doubt,"
which aroused misconception. It was
not as daring as its name indicates
nor was it of a nature to prevent his
being a consistent adherent and earnest supporter of the Established
Church. But it served the purpose of

stamping him amongst his political
opponents as a sort of metaphysical
theorist, a scouter of Liberalism and a
doubter of Conservatism. And in none
of his appointments had he made any
notable mark. The Scotch Secretaryship was never anything but vanity and vexation of spirit to him.
Indeed, it is related that he would lie
in bed until near mid-day, and when
he did get up, he would, languidly clad
in a dressing gown, receive his callers.
It is also said that the only thing or man
he did believe in at this time was his
uncle.

Though exaggerated,

it

was

sentiment which
prevailed concerning Mr. Balfour at
the time of his appointment as Irish
The office was given to
Secretary.
him in the teeth of party distrust and
the ridicule of his opponents.
Lord Salisbury had not very long
to wait, however, before he found that
this sort of popular

the prestige, popularity and future of

Conservatism in England had been
preserved and ensured by this much
The new Secretary
criticised action.
began by being despised. He went on
to be hated.
He has now conquered
the respect and admiration of his opponents, and the unbounded laudation

and followers.
in the elegant language of the
Irish benches, he was a " palsied masha
er," a " perfumed popinjay," and

of his political friends

At

first,

"mollycoddle."

Immense was the con-

tempt of the Irish members and the

—

"

;
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Radicals at the idea of Ireland being
ruled by a tall, attenuated shadow of a
Cromwell such as this. Nicknames
and ridicule were poured out in unstinted measure, and " Miss Balfour
and " Nancy " were the mildest of all
the descriptions used and pointed by
the flowery language of which only
natives of Erin's Isle are capable. But
the results of a strong, united and contemplated attack by an unbroken Radical and Irish phalanx was very difThis
ferent from that anticipated.
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of a large section of the Irish people.
Whether rightly or wrongly, this was
Mr. Balfour's view of the situation,
and his determined and successful contest for what he considered the supremacy of law and order, have won
for him the power which he to-day
holds in British Conservatism, and the
respect of even his bitterest opponents.
When, a few years ago, he visited, as
Chief Secretary, many parts of Ireland, it was to be received with a
respect which astonished England, and
a total absence of abuse or insult.
It goes without saying that for
some time Mr. Balfour was hated with
a vigor and intensity of which we in
Canada have little conception. Before
assuming charge of the Irish office, he
had the appearance of a man who
would not live very long, and a recent
writer describes the ap])ointment as
being like the presentation of a ticket
to the grave.
He was always taking
medicine, needing fresh air, and generally ailing. "On the very day when
his acceptance of the Chief Secretaryship was announced, the mantel-piece

gentle-looking, aristocratic and delicate man had withstood a shoCk which
had broken his most powerful predecessors, and he merely smiled or lounged
in his seat with the attitude of one
who was only slightly bored, but was
otherwise unaffected by the surroundHis persistent good teming storm.
per was exasperating beyond all endurance to the excitable natures of the
men who were attacking him. His
assumed light-hearted inditierence in
disposing of his enemies seemed to
them intolerably insolent, and was far
more aggravating than any amount of
abuse or strong language.
of his library was liberally littered
Yet Mr. Balfour was not then, with pill boxes and medicine bottles."
and is not now, indifferent to the Yet within two years, this fragileneeds of the Irish people and their looking, indolent, and dilettante polisufferings or in any degree heartless. tician had admittedly crushed the
He is simply a thorough believer in most violent Parliamentary opposition
the policy of his party.
Where Mr. a statesman has ever encountered
Gladstone and, perhaps, other states- had overcome the greatest national
men would have some horrible haunt- organization the Irish party ever
ing doubt that after all they might be established in the Green Isle; and
mistaken in their Irish policy, Mr. Bal- while preserving peace and quietness
four believes implicitly in the neces- in Ireland, had built up a reputation
sity of his own, and the consequent which made him leader of his party
improvement in the condition of the in the House of Commons.
Is it any
people.
During the long and finally wonder, apart altogether from the
successful struggle with the Land comparative merits or demerits of his
League, which he pursued unflinch- policy and that of his opponents, that
ingly to the finish, the present Con- Mr. Balfour should have l>een hated ?
servative leader saw but two forces It is related that, somewhere about
in Ireland
one the Crown and Gov- 1888, the Irish Secretary was dining
ernment of a United Kingdom, the in Dublin at the same table with the
other a body of men illegally banded genial Father Healy, and in the course
together to govern Ireland in hostility of conversation, asked the priest:
to the union of the countries, and in " Do the Irish really hate me as much
opposition to the wishes and interests as their newspapers say ?" "My dear

—

:

:
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replied the reverend gentleman, connection with a speech delivered to
the Irish hated the devil only half 7,000 people, in November, 1890
as much as tiiey hate you, my occupa"Mr. Balfour has the happy distinction of
Whether abso- not only being a successful debater, holding his
tion would be gone."
lutely true or not, the story indicates own against the most bitter tongues and keenest
sir,"

"

if

:

a real condition of

affairs

then exist-

ing.

Writing in July, 1889, a correspondent of the Boston Herald, says of
Mr. Balfour
" I have seen liim in the House of Commons
the entire Opposition groaned at him,
sneered at him, laughed at him ironically
when he has been unceremoniously, even violently, interrupted, and when he has been sub-

when

;

jected to bitter attacks, and to taunts and
accusations offensive to the last degree, and
he stood there calmly, folding his ai ms, and
smiling, as if to say: "Well, when you have
:finished I will continue." And he did continue.
He always continues. That is why his opponIf he
ents are so extremely bitter against him.
winced, if he gave way to resentment, the
Opposition would know better how to take him.

As

it is, he irritates them by his composure and
his easily assumed cynicism.
He is a good
fighter in debate
he spares no one, and asks no
one to spare him."
;

This speaking ability

outcome

is

largely

an

of his position as Irish Secre-

intellects in the most critical assembly of the
world, but is a forcible and eloquent platform

speaker, combining a scholarly diction and brilliant descriptive faculty with a strong and telThese characteristics eviling dramatic effect.
dently came as a surprise to the majority of the
audience who listened to his great speech on
Tuesday night. His voice is eminently adapted
to a large audience such as gathered in the
Circus.
It is a quality of voice with which few
public speakers are gifted, and reminded some
of the older politicians present of the fine ring
of Mr. Johft Bright's voice when he addressed
large audiences, in the zenith of his intellectual
and oratorical capacity, in the Free Trade Hall,

Manchester.

Mr. Balfour also knows how "to

suit the action to the word," and at times last
night his gestures were exceedingly dramatic.
So far from his speech being cold or unsympathetic, it was throughout full of fervour, and,
at times, rose to an impassioned intensity,
*
*
*
His descriptive efforts in recounting
his visit to the coastland of Ireland, its chasms,
moorlands, rocks and sliores bordering on the
'
melancholy main,' was one of the finest pieces
of word-painting ever uttered from any platform. It showed Mr. Balfour's acute powers of

observation, his sympathetic nature and warm
heart for the afHicted people of Ireland, and
touched the sympathy and roused the enthusiasm of the vast audience,"

tary,
At one time the reverse of a
ready speaker, his present tendency to
hesitation, like that once displayed by
In April, 1888, he was entertained
Fox, is due not to poverty in his at a great banquet by the National
vocabulary, but to the wealth of lan- Union of Conservative Associations,
guage at his command. He is not and was received in a manner which
only to-day the most formidable de- might well make the greatest man
bater in the Commons, not even ex- proud of a two years' administration
cepting Mr. Gladstone, but he is of a single department. Two years
equally at home lecturing to the later, and he was hailed as ConservaUniversity of St. Andrews upon tive leader in the House of Commons.
" Desultory Reading," or addressing The Liberal view of Mr, Balfour, or
the Church Congress, upon " Positiv- at least, the opinion which it is desired
ism."
In this respect, Mr. Balfour to popularize, is that of a violent, trucuresembles the " Grand Old Man," Lord lent, overbearing, supercilious person,
Rosebery and one or two other con- who is never happy unless he is fighttemporaries.
His sarcasm can be ing some one, which he does in a most
intensely keen and cutting, as for in- unscrupulous fashion.
As already
stance, in the reference to Mr. Wm. pointed out, this is not the opinion of
O'Brien, MP., and his alleged passion the House upon either side, but it is a
to be always blacking something
good party view to cultivate upon the
" Yesterday it was Lord Spencer's outside
of its walls and amongst peocharacter, to-day it is his boots."
ple who can only know Mr, Balfour
Of his public style, outside the walls by name. The view of those who
of Parliament, the Liverj)Ool Courier know him well is that it would be
has given an excellent description in difficult in the whole range of modern

—
—
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a more interesting
personality and one marked by greater
more polished culture,
refinement,
greater considerateness, warmer feelTo
ings and more abundant fairness.
his friends he is most charming, and
political life to find

according to one who knows him well,
" has all the fascination of manner that
distinsruishes a great noble who is too
sympathetic to be haughty and too mTo his party he
telligent to be dull."
those fighting, staying
personifies
qualities which all true Britons love.
From the Conservative standpoint,
and aside from our belief in the benefits or otherwise of Home Rule, his
policy has been the most successful
It has been,
ever pursued in Ireland.
unquestionably, a gallant, firm and
consistent administration of the affairs
of that country from the ix)int of view
at which Unionists look upon its
Everywhere the law of the
troubles.
Imperial Parliament and the authority
of the Queen had been re-asserted and
The unwritten law of
re-established.
the League, enforced by outrage and
murder, no lonsrer terrorized the people when he and his party lefl office.
Witnesses were not afraid to tell the
truth, criminals were brought to justice, evictions had almost ceased, boycotting was practically destroyed, and,
in the general opinion of the party,
liberty had been restored to a country
previously groaning under the coercion
and oppression of a disloyal and illegal
organization. In the words quoted by
Mr. Stuart-Wortley, M.P., while introducing Mr. Balfour to the guests at
the
National Union banquet last
June
though now in Opposition the
looks upon its leader as
still
Earty
aving the Star of Victory floating
above him, while the country feels
that " if again the rude whirlwinds
should arise, if fresh darkness the
dawning of peace should becloud, the
regrets of the good and the fears
of the wise shall turn to the pilot that
weathered the storm." It is this con:

—

fidence in

his ability to fight, in his

capacity for facing great odds, and
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ultimately winning victory out of the
dregs of defeat, which makes Arthur
James Balfour one of the three tormost statesmen of England to-day.
In the conclusion of his speech upon the
occasion just referred to, will be found
a specimen of the oratory which interests and attracts the huge audiences
which delight in listening to him
:

—

"The country has to chooae will have to
choose in the coarse of a few days, for which
party it will cast its votes. There is the party
of vague and indefinite promises there is the
party of performance in the past, which gives
you a clear indication of what they are prefiretl to do in the future— which we have done,
here is the party which, if it comes into office,
will have to govern Ireland, but which, when
in Opposition, coquetted with crime in Ireland
(cheers) and there is the party which has
pat down crime aind disorder in Ireland
(cheers) and which, in putting down crime amd
disorder, has saved the rights and liberties of
Which will you
the majority in that country.
have? (Loud cheers.) There is the party which
desires to hand over Ireland to the certainty of
mianile and the probability of revolution
(cheers) and there is the party which desires
to continue the same policy of steady administration which has been so soccessful in the past.
(Cries of
(Cheers) Which will you have?
" You.") There is the party which puts Home
Rule, and the endless discussions and the empty
discussions which mast precede Home Rule, in
the forefront of its programme, and there is
the party which desires to continue in the immediats future the policy of the past. Which
There is the party
will you have?
(Cheers.)
whicn, in foreign affairs, will wreck yoar interests in the future as it has too often wrecked
(cheers)
your interests in the past
by
dubious and doubtful policy, and indecision
even more fatal— (cheers) and there is the
party which, through six eventful years
(hear, hear)
years fraught with peril
years not of assured
with every difficulty
calm, but of incessant disquiet, has steered your
destinies without war, without threatenings of
war, and without that expenditure wiiich war
or the threatenings of war bring upon you.
Which party will you have ? (Cheers. "

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

;

)

Mr. Balfour has proved himself the
man whom Britons like. He
combines pluck, physical and intellectual power, supreme self-confidence
and disdain of opposition, in one
He
happy and harmonious whole.
inspires hatred and regard in equally
strong measure. He has proved to
be a man who constitutes Imperial
Unity a creed, and British prosperity
a species of gospel He has proved
sort of
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himself to possess a special aptitude
for administration and a complete
comprehension of the lessons of hisAnd he has brought success
tory.
out of previous disaster, disappointed
the expectations of his enemies, exceeded the wildest anticipations of his
friends, and proved a tower of strength
to his party, where it was feared he
would be but a broken reed.
Yet Mr. Balfour is not passionately
fond of politics, as such. Like Lord
Hartington, the Duke of Argyle, Lord
Salisbury and Lord Rosebery, he took
up his task more from a sense of duty
than from a desire to achieve political
Mr. Gladstone, Prince Bisrenown.
marck, and the late Sir John Macdonald, were never averse to the honor
attached to one who governs a great
country, and liked office for the position itself, as well as for the immense
power to achieve national good which
But Mr. Balfour
accompanies it.
would probably prefer discussing
books with Mr, Morley, or Sir John
Lubbock, over a dinner-table, to debating politics with them in the
House or the country. And it is
greatly to his credit that such should
be the case. It shows the sincerity
and patriotism which underlies apparent indifference to attack, and great
ability as a hard hitter at opponents.
It helps to maintain the quality of impersonal sarcasm and fence with which

he meets antagonists, and aids in restraining him from those personalities
which so degrade portions of the polit-

^b_

ical

world, and to which he never will

stoop.

Upon

the whole, Mr. Balfour's ca-

reer has therefore

been a remarkable

To the young man it is eminently
instructive.
The very fact that it is
considered almost a lie in some quar-

one.

to suggest that he possesses a
single virtue, as it is deemed a necessity in others to crown him a perfect
hero, proves that he has that steadters

of character which enabled
follow and then to lead in
one unswerving path. He is a Conservative of the Conservatives, an aristocrat of the aristocrats, yet all classes
respect him, and Liberals and Radicals
He has never
alike admire him.
been ashamed of his colors; he has
never deserted his leader, but has
always stood closely and courageously

fastness

him

first to

He conquered ill-health,
by his side.
disinclination to politics, a natural indolence of chaiacter, the calls of a
pressing and attractive social world,
the innate desire for a quiet literary
allurements of aristocratic
pleasure, at the call of duty
In doing
and the wish of his leader.
these things, and in proving his alle-

life,

the

ease

and

giance to what he believes to be
principle of British power and
party of true British progress
unity, Arthur
James Balfour
proved himself a great man,
stamped his name indelibly in
wide pages of British annals and
modern history of our race.
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FIVES.

BY CECIL LOGSDAIL.

The

State of Texas, which is, of
course, the largest in America, Is not
what it used to be a half a century ago,
though there are still parts where the

most heinous offences ai-e committed
without the offenders being brought to

—

where, in fact, differences are
speedily settled in defiance of the law
at the point of a revolver, which nearand
ly every man carries at his hip,

justice,

expressions (which shall be nameless),
either of which, if a man, in the heat
of excitement, or with deliberate attempt to insult, uses in denouncing his
opponent, is held to justify the taking
of life.
But, so nobly and loyally do
they prdtect their women, that an in-

them never fails to draw
upon the offender the merciless retribution know^n as Lynch law.
In San Antonio, Texas, " the beauti
where men and women still fall victims to the designs of the unscrupu- ful city of the Lone Star State," it was
lous highwayman.
If the
visitor not more than three years since a bywrites his autograph in an hotel regis- law was passed prohibiting gambling
sult offered to

—

he not infrequently finds the hotel
has a six-shooter at his desk
ready for use at a moment's notice

ter,

in all public resorts,

clerk

atres,

the bartender in the atljoining saloon
is never without this formidable weapon, which every Texan learns to
handle as a necessary part of his early
education the gambler, in many country towns where monte, faro-bank,
roulette, and other games of chance
are played every day in the week for
money, deals his cards with the ugly
instrument lying on his pile, or
" stack,"
of American dollars
the
ranchman and the cowboy are not considered of the fraternity if they cannot
discharge all the chambers of their revolvers with deadly aim at ten paces in
as many seconds, neither may they be
found sleeping or awake without their
fire-arms be ing primed and loaded, ready
for any sudden emergency
nay, the
school-master has been known not infrequently to protect himself from mutinous and unruly scholars by suddenly
" drawing " on them unawares, while
there are instances on record of quite
modem date, where the latter have
put that unenviable gentleman to rout
by similar methods.
The crime of
murder is not understood by Texans
as we understand it and there are two
:

:

:

;

—

to wit, the the-

music and dancing halls, saloons,
beer gardens, and the like.
Before
that time, there was hardly a street in
the city in which the pedestrian could
avoid the din and excitement incidental to these haunts of vice.
Mexicans
of the unwashed type, vulgarly called
"Greasers," n^roes and cowboys, formed the usual company in the more
public places, the more respectable class
meeting for similar purposes in elegantly furnished parlors connected
with the theatres, or in private clubs

formed for that purpose.
.San Antonio is not only celebrated
as the site of the siege of the Alamo
but is one of the most characteristic
and picturesque of ail Southern cities.
Though immense business houses have
long since taken the place of the old
Mexican adobe huts in the heart of the
city, the plazas still remain to-day as
they were laid out by the Spanish conquerors, and the ruins of ancient
Spanish missions surround the city on
On the plazas to-day, as of
all sides.
yore, are to be seen open-air restaurants, at which chili con came, eTtchiladcLS, and other Mexican dishes are
served by pretty Mexican women in
picturesque costumes. The cathedral
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of Moorish architec- mates have reason to be thankful for
from the tower of which the the possession of more quiet, even
cruel tyrant, Santa Anna, displayed temperaments, allowance should be
the blood-red flag of defiance when he made for those excitable, passionate
natures, who invest everything, like
first laid siege to the Alamo, lends dignity and historical interest to the more the sunlight, with the air of romance
thriving and populous portion of the and poetry, who adore the beautiful
city.
From the numerous beer gar- even in its most commonplace aspects
dens, lit up in the evening by Chinese (if beauty ever can be commonplace),
lanterns suspended from shady lime- and who love their mistresses with
trees, around which innumerable sun- such intensity of feeling as to become
psychological phenomena to the more
flies flicker and buzz incessantly, come
Softly
the intoxicating sounds of music, some- calculating and sober-minded.
times that of a well-trained orchestra, poetical, when love's insinuations are
and sometimes the dreamy, plaintive timidly accepted boisterously passionCosmo- ate, when they appear to be slighted,
voice of mandolin or guitar.
politan in its character, every element or when extra effort is needed to capof international life seems here to be tivate the unwilling and wavering
represented.
The wealthy American, spirit, dark and murderous when
with his jaunty, swaggering air, the spurned or deceived, as if life and light
swarthy negro, " wearing the liver}'^ of have for ever lost all charm, there is
the sun," the Mexican, with his huge no wonder that murders are of fresombrero, driving his team of oxen to quent occurrence, and the Southern
market, or peddling canaries and other people are for the most part a brave
birds,
the Chinaman, with short and loyal race.
pantaloons and shoes turned up at the
After many vain attempts, the retoes,
the cowboy, in his thick wool- spectable inhabitants of San Antonio,
len shirt, with long head of hair wav- by a sharply contested poll of the
ing over his shoulders beneath a wide- town, were at length able to close the
brimmed hat, wearing huge spurs at public gambling dens. The wealthier
his heels and a six-shooter at his belt, portion of the gambling community
all these cheek by jowl in the thorthereupon sought for a secluded spot
oughfares, and each has his own pecu- where they could meet together in seliar interest in that city.
cret to carry on their favorite pastime,
As before stated, up to three years and thus avoid the watchful eye of the
ago gambling was carried on in the police. Similar laws have been known
public halls, and, it might be added, to make law-breakers in a like manthetheatres were generally of a disrepu- ner, in communities presumably more
table order, such as would not be toler- moral. A house designated the " Three
ated in this country a week without the Fives" by common consent, partly beperformers finding their way into the cause it had a mysterious reference to a
police court on a charge of indecency. well-known game, and partly for the
All this seems, doubtless, very strange reason that the building stood close
to sober-minded Canadians, who not to the small river which flows lazily
only forbid gambling everywhere and through the heart of the city, in the
at all seasons, close all saloons on Sun- midst of a cluster of trees fifteen in
day, and even consider street car traffic number, was selected as the most conon that day as inconsistent with a venient. It was speedily furnished in
healthy, moral observance of the fourth the most elegant and sumptuous fashcommandment, but it is largely to be ion, at enormous cost,by a somewhat
feared that climatic influences have a dissipated, but otherwise fascinating
strong bearing on public morals. If Mexican, named Signor Muguerza,
those born and raised in Northern cli- who had just married a very beautiful

of

San Fernando,

ture,

;

—

—

—
—

—

—
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whom he had brought

visitor far difi[erent things from what
was a marriage, how- he would naturally expect. Here was
ever, in which the man had grossly de- a library stocked with choice books, an
ceived the woman, both as to his char- easel with a canvas upon it more or
acter and antecedents, so that she had less finished, which was an admirable

to that city.

It

threatened, on finding out the character of her new home, to leave him and
return to Mexico. This was prevented,
however, by the Signor himself becoming hopelessly involved in debt, and, it
was said, by his having killed a gentleman who discovered him in the act of
cheating at carda Be that as it may,
he ?peedily fled the country, leaving his
wife behind him to carry on a business
to which her fine sensibilities unfitted
her, and to eke out an existence in an
atmosphere altogether uncongenial to
her refined and sensitive nature.
On entering the building, which was

only accomplished by thoroughly un<lerstanding the secret spring attached
to the door, the visitor found himself
in a court roofed with glass, containing
the choicest flowers, ferns, and plants
emitting a delicious odour, with a
small grotto in the middle, about which
several fountains played from the
mouths of nymphs and satyrs. Then
At the entrance of the grotto, after
giving the pass word, would appear
the most fascinating of all the attractions to be met with in this strange
house,
that of the beautiful Mexican
woman before alluded to. Usually
dressed in a loose white robe, with a
yellow sash fastened at her waist, she
wore no ornament but a few flowers
at her breast, one or two yellow roses
or a bunch of violets. She was rather
tall in stature, and a perfect blonde,
with pale features, light hair and lustrous pale blue eyes, reminding one at
a glance of the land of perpetual summer, being the exact counter-type of
the darker, more sensuous, and more
common order of Mexican beauty,
whose "dagger will sometimes follow

—

close

upon their

The

smile."

history of Senorita Muguerza,
for so she styled herself,
is quite a
romance.
glance into her private
parlor would have shown the casual

A

J

—

portrait of the Senorita herself, several
fairly well executed paintings in oil

hanging from the walls (all the handicraft of someone she had fondly loved
at one time or another), a piano with
the beautiful Mexican waltz Solrre las
Olas lying open just as that someone
had left it, a mandolin and a guitar
suspended on either side of it from two
brackets, a violin case, a comfortablelooking cat lying easconced on a bearskin rug, a pet dog, and numerous
other articles of taste and refinement
quite out of keeping with the surroundings.
But what would certainly
occasion the greatest surprise was the
sight of a huge crucifix, with a reproduction of the " Madonna and Child,"
and " Christ coming to Judgment," to
right and left, covering nearly the
whole of one side of the room.
The wealthy had in vain endeavored
to enlist the sympathy of the beautiful
Senorita, who had been prophetically
christened Infelise, because she was a
posthumous child. She detested gambling and secretly despised all who
entered the parlors of the "Three
Fives" for that purpose nor could she
be persuaded under any pretext to go
therein while play was going on.
Enormous sums had been wagered
from time to time by vain Lotharios
that they would successfully attack
the heart of this proud and beautiful
womau, but all in vain. The citadel
was unapproachable, unassailable, impregnable.
Neither wealth, position,
nor polished manners could avail the
possessor aught.
One day, however, there entered the
house unobserved a dissipated, dilapidated-looking Mexican, who quietly
walked through the parlors eagerly
scanning the faces of the players as
they staked their moneys in the various
games of poker, roulette, monte, farobank, and the like.
The man he
;

"

"
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wanted was evidently not

there, so

he

lounge, called to one of
the waiters for a bottle of mescal, made
for himself a cigarette after the prescribed fashion among Mexicans, drew
the curtains about him, and soon became absorbed in deep meditation.
The waiters at once held a council
among themselves to discuss the question as to who he was, and how he had
got there; but they arrived at no

sat

down on a

settled conclusion.

The stranger had not been secluded
before he was aroused
by the sound of music overhead, when,

many minutes

now.

all

sent

me

;

"

lips

—
Dead

!

"

exclaimed

becoming

paler.

Infelise,
"

her red

Dead did you
!

?
" she repeated, like one dazed.
Senor Guatemala was silent. " Just
as I left them," he murmured after a
pause, glancing about the room. " How
poor that portrait is of you, Infelise
What do you say,
1 shall try again.

say

'

he again

my
"

satisfaction,

know why you

have risen again full of hope and life
to tell you I know all. You were married
but you are no longer married
now your husband is dead."

called to the waiter and bade him inform the Senor upstairs that a friend

with a smile of

I

—

away why you rejected my advances.
It was death to me to leave you, but I

beautiful

?

Answer me, Juan, how do you

he is gone ? How did he die
she asked impatiently.

know

?

''

awaited him below. The man address" He was killed in a quarrel," replied
ed had no idea what gentleman was
intended, for the music proceeded from Senor Guatemala, uneasily.
" Tell
me,^
There was a pause.
the Senorita's own room, and the mistress had forbidden all visitors, her Juan," she cried, falling down at his
"
custom being to conduct the members feet, " was it you that killed him ?
" I hated him because I loved you,
from the grotto to the elevator and
" Out
Moreover, the Infelise," he replied tenderly.
there leave them.
sound of mandolin had never been of love for you, Infelise, dearest look
heard before within the recollection of at me think of the monster the dog
any one present.
that I should call him
" Do as I bid you," angrily exclaim" O Juan, Juan, leave me
I cannot
ed the stranger, in Spanish, "and further speak with my husband's
don't stand staring there like a jacka- murderer. Santa Madre, thine aid ha&
napes."
Then quickly rising to
failed me."
A voice of suppressed passion, irre- her feet she walked across the room,
sistibly tender, now accompanied the and, turning Vound, began to upbraid
deft fingers as they plucked the strings him in the most virulent terms, deof that favorite Spanish instrument, nouncing him as a traitor and a murand the stranger below grew visibly derer, and calling the Holy Mother to
agitated as he listened,
witness that she was innocent of her
A few minutes later the music ceas- husband's blood. Then, wringing her
Had the stranger looked into In- hands in despair, she sank back on
ed.
felise's charming room but a little ear- the lounge and laid her open hand on
lier, he would have seen that beautiful
her breast, as if she were making a
woman kneeling with fixed eyes before strong effort to suppress the agitation
the crucifix, with a stream of light which had almost choked her utterance.
" Forgive me, Infelise," he pleaded,
falling all about her,
an angel as it
were, tempted by evil spirits. A tall, moving towards her with troubled
handsome, dark-eyed Spaniard, with face and outstretched arms, his whole
smiling face suddenly surprised her.
frame quivering with indescribable
" My adored one," said the Senor passion.
" Forgive me, or
I will foladdressing Infelise, who had risen low him like this," and in an instant
from before the crucifix with the the bright blade of a knife passed
marks of tears on her face. " I know across his breast.

—

!

—
—

—

—

—

THE THREE
With the celerity of a panther she
sprang forward, uttering a wild shriek
of pain. The struggle lasted but a few
seconds, when, with almost superhuman energy, she caught him by the
wrist and wrested the weapon from
his hand.
Then, foiled in his attempt, he in
turn began to denounce her for her
coldness towards him, her want of
heart, her foolish dread of retribution
for having led
in rejecting his suit
him on to commit this rash act and
darkened his life for ever. He implored in the same breath as he
cursed, and smote himself as he pray-

—

ed.

Pathetic and terrible

his eyes flashed

by

turns,

with unnatural

fire,

while she stood before him, the weapon concealed behind her, like one in
a dream."
" Go " she exclaimed peremptorily,
" I had a sacred love
after a pause.
for vou, Juan, once, such as a sister
might have for an only brother, but
now I hate and despise you as a
traitor and a coward.
Move one step
towards me, and a-? my hand is ready
!
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each looked into the other's eyes.
Then, with a gesture well understood
by Senor Gautemala from Infelise, he
went to the door and disappeared.
The stranger below had gone by the
time the Senor reached the parlors,
nobody knew where. Truly his movements had been mysterious.
The
gentlemen for the moment stopped
playing at the tables, and one of them
asked the new arrival for the password, which was satisfactorily given.
Then another Mexican, seemingly un-

known

to all present, was similarly
challenged, with the like result.
The
singular appearance of these men
caused consternation among the recognized members of the fraternity, until
the last stranger to arrive challenged
Senor Guatemala to a single game of
poker. This being accepted, the players resumed their games, and Senor
Guatemala and the other stranger betook themselves to a private room.
"

How

high do you play

?

"

asked

the stranger.

As high as you please," said his
opponent
I am playing to oblige
on this spring, I will Mimnion the you and not myself."
" Come, now," said the other, smilhouse to my aid."
It was at this stage that Senor ing, as he shuflied the cards, " you play
Crautemala took up his mandolin, and to win."
sang with indescribable pathos the
love song that had so curiously agitated the stranger below.

Under the

spell of his seductive verse,

Infelise

her anger, and like one
hypnotized, saw only the constant object of her day dreams in the darkeyed Spaniard before her.
Now soft
forgot

all

"

*'

" I

am

indifferent," replied his op-

ponent with a shrug of the shoulders.
" Don't you know me ? " asked the
stranger.
"

No, no," answered Senor Guate-

mala
"

curtly.

You

will

know me

soon," replied

the stranger with a touch of irony.

insinuating, now boisterous and
passionate, his rich, quivering voice
rose in a cresendo till it flooded the
rooiu, and then softly dying awa)-

and

Then they commenced to play. For
some time the game went pretty even,
each winning by turns, but Senor
Guatemala at length perceived that
again he fell on one knee, and looking the stranger had an object in view.
up into her eyes, sang the last line in Whether he had come there with the

—

my

" I'm dying,
angel, for
thee," bringing the tears into Inielise's
eyes, and making her exclaim against

a whisper

her will, " Yes, I love thee."
The messenger below knocked at
the door. For an instant, like two
guilty beings suddenly discovered,

intention of ruining him, he could not
tell, but he noticed his cunning opponent looking about him at intervals
as if he were either in quest of some
person, or else desirous of feeling safe
that no one was looking on.
It came to the stranger's turn to
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deal, and,

after

shuffling the cards,
insisted on his right

"

His " cried the stranger, pointing
a figure behind his opponent's
!

Senor Guatemala
Each looked at his hand. chair.
"
" How many cards do you want ?
" Her husband " cried Guatemala,
quickly rising.
asked the dealer.
" I don't want any," replied Senor
Guatemala.
" You can have her now," exclaimed
" I take one," his opponent volunInfelise's husband, as he bent over the
teered.
" I bet twenty
dollars," said the dying body of his victim with diaboli" I have finished my
cal satisfaction.
Senor.
" I raise you fifty more," replied his work better than you did, after all."
When, attracted by the dying man's
opponent.
" A hundred better," said the Senor. groans, one of the attendants entered
" Two hundred," replied the stran- the room where he was lying unconto

of cutting.

!

scious, the ghastly truth

ger.

The two went on

raising each other
fabulous sums, until Senor Guatemala

declared he had no more money and
demanded a show of cards.
" Four aces,"
said
the stranger,
triumphantly.
Senor Guatemala quietly laid down
his cards, which showed that he had a
" royal flush," and was about to take
up the money, when the stranger,
leaning over the table so as to cover
the bills, and fixing his eye on his an" So you don't
tagonist, exclaimed
recognize me, Senor Guatemala ? I am
:

his brother.
"

Whose

amazed.

brotherJ " asked the Senor,

soon spread
that Senor Guatemala had been stabbed to the heart, and the murderer
and his accomplice had escaped.
Touched by his entreaties to be near
Infelise, one of the few remaining
players rushed into her room to break
the news to her and warn her of the
danger she incurred in longer remaining beneath that roof. To his horror
he discovered that a tragedy of a far
more dreadful nature had been committed, but whether suicide or murder
there was no evidence to show. Infelise, the beautiful and unhappy, lay
with her arms clasped as if in supplication, her eyes resting on the crucifix
dead.

—

FROM EAST TO WEST.
BY OBBTBUDE BARTLETP.

THE EAST.

(I.)— IN

The

fading light of a late summer
afternoon lay in long rays across the
Hoor of a New Brunswick school room.
It glanced hither and thither upon the
large globe, played among the figures
on the blackboard, and reached to the
desk of the master.
The master was alone. A book lay
open on the desk before him, and one
long white hand supported his head,

bent

above

His

it.

profile,

upon

which

the sunlight
linrjered,
was
severe, yet kindly.
Perhaps it was
in the tender curves of his lips that
this kindliness wa.s roost apparent,
while his severity seemed that of im|)atience of all evil things.
For the
rest, his face wa-s that of a dreamy
scholar, although of one

had not come

whose dreams

true.

Presently the door beyond his desk
was opened and a young girl entered.
He looked up and she advanced toward him.
" I have come to say good-bye," she
said in a singularly sweet, low voice.
He gazed at her with an expression" To say good-bye ?
less face.
You
"

are going, then ?
" Yes, in the morning."
Then there
was a little space during which neither

spoka
In the room of

modem

sculpture in

one of the great art galleries there is
a graceful figure, with a most saucy
and bewitching little face, and across
the pedestal is written, " I am the
Roee of Sharon." Such a face had
this girl, although with eyes made
serious, and chin grown to show quiet
determination.
Moreover, the corners
of her mouth had at times a pathetic

But

would have fancied there was some
defiance in her tone, but presently she
added, " I wish to become used, in
some measure, to the people."
" Do you think then that the people
of the West are so different from those
of the East ?"
" I had supposed so," she answered
some

in

I

thought you were not going
week at least," he said.

for another

surprise, "

children are
the world."
"

much

but 1 dare say the
the same over all

The young ones here will miss you.

Had you thought

of that ?"
had thought of it or rather
I had thought that I shall miss them.
But they will have
successor.
" Yes, I

;

—my

Have you

—

seen her ? Is .«*he is she
very beautiful ? She is tall and fair,
is she not ?"
He smiled. "
daughter of the
gods,' and so on ? Well, I do not know.
Yes, I have seen her. She is somewhat older than you."
Miss Weir at that moment felt her
youth to be a reproach, but she said,
" She will then doubtless be a more

A

'

you than

efficient assistant for

I

have

been."

Again the master smiled, although
by no means mirthfully. " Her age is
in her favor, surely
but I had the
pleasure of teaching you myself,— she
;

may have many

erroneous ideas that

will need correcting."
" She will have a wise

and kindly

Well I must no longer inmaster.
terrupt your reading."
" Indeed you do not interrupt me.
I fear I was not deeply interested," he
;

added with a
"

ilroop.
'*

breaking the silence, " your duties do
not commence there until next month?"
" No.
But I am going now." One

What

"

sigh.

she said, smiling, glancing
at the book opened at "The Gram" Not interested
marian's Funeral."
?

—
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sank back into the chair and
stared helplessly before him.
The light left the floor and reached
the opposite wall, where it lingered
for a moment before it was altogether

your favorite Browning," and she
thought, " When he is dead some poet
those about
"will write verses like
him."
" Will you write to me sometime,

he

Will you let me know if your
be pleasant or hard for you ?"
" Surely, if you wish it.
And now,
good-bye, Mr. Allen."
He looked at her as if he did not
understand. Then he reached out his
hand to her across the desk. He did
not rise, and she felt hurt by his inattention.
She glanced at his hand
resting upon the desk, palm upward,
with fingers curled to receive her own,

The dusk gathered deepin the corners, and the stillness
grew oppressive. At length the mas-

in

Cecile

new

?

life

and swiftly recalled how often it had
lain on the book before her, as his
eyes, bent upon hers, discovered whether or not she yet understood the
matter he was explaining to her. She

put her trembling little palm upon his
own, and the long fingers closed over
it for a moment.
Then he released
her hand and she moved toward the
door.
He had looked away to the
window through which the sunlight
came, and she paused with her hand

upon the
"

latch.

Good-bye," she said again, very

softly.

Whereat he
but from
kindliness and
swept away by
it was a face of

her

turned his face toward

the dreaminess, the
the severity had been
a great wave of pain
hopeless anguish and
his eyes, looking into her own, were
eloquent of dumb suffering.
Deep surprise was the girl's first
feeling, swiftly followed by wondering
pity, and then, while she looked timid
sympathy, her lips tried to smile
hopefully
in response to which his
own lips parted in an attempted smile,
but the effect was ghastly. And then,
because she felt she might be looking
upon a grief she had no right to see,
with one last gentle glance at him,
she opened the door, and stepping
backward, passed thereout. He leaned
forward and listened to the light footsteps passing along the hall, heard the
outer door opened and closed then
;

it

;

;

;

withdrawn.
er

He reached his hat from
opened the drawer of the desk

ter arose.
its nail,

went
and closed it again absently
from window to window, fastening
;

them, then passed out at the door,
locking it after him. As he reached
the stairway, he paused for a moment,
then slowly ascended the steps. At
the upper landing he opened a door
and entered the room. Still enough
light remained to enable one to distinguish all objects clearly. There was
her desk, at which she was sitting but
now, and where she would never sit
again.
He would come up here the
next day, and the next, and the next,
for months, and years perhaps, but instead of her sweet young face above
the desk there would be another that
of a stranger with pale, thin hair piled
high on her head, with faded eyes and
sunken cheeks.
And when this
stranger spoke, her voice would be
when
high pitched and piercing
would he hear Cecile's sweet voice
again ? And the young boys and girls,
they had loved Cecile
they would
never love this stranger. There were
the lilies in the cracked glass on her
desk, that had been brought by the
and
little maid with the dreamy eyes
the great yellow apples, the offering
was
of the freckled-faced lad who
never out of mischief. When those
two came to-morrow, seeing these still
there, they would be sorry the teacher
had forgotten to take them. Cecile
usually thought of such things perhaps he had better take them away
himself Cecile loved lilies, he knew,
and she also loved this little girl. It
might be that she had bent over them
but now ; that her breath had mingled
with theirs. Yes, he would take
them. He sat down in her chair and

—

:

;

;

—

—
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reached for the lilies, but as he held see his face, to hear him speak, seemed
them her face came between him and at times greater than she could endure.
them with its vivid, dark, bewitching As for the daily life the children, the
beauty
and he ceased to struggle young pupils, loved her, and for the
with his pain. His head sank upon most part were quick to learn under
the desk, crushing the flowers
and her teaching so that the parents
he sobbed as a strong woman might being proud of them, liked her for that
sob.
and the old people loved lier for her
The dusk slowly deepened to dark unfailing kindness. Her school was
in the room.
At last, rising in a slow, in the midst of a small collection of
helpless way, he took up the broken houses, named a village
although inlilies and passed out of the room, and
deed the houses were some little distance one from another and this vildown the stairs to the street.
lage was surrounded by wide farming
lands.
To the south there were several
(II.)— IN THE WEST.
large cattle ranches.
A railway ])assed
Cecile Weir sat alone in her easy through the village.
An ember fell together, sending up
little room.
The wood crackled and
the flames leaped upward in the fire- a spray of bright sparks, and Cecile
place ; the curtains were drawn closely started from her chair, suddenly reMartha
Wiggins, the
at the windows, for without a fierce, membering
biting wind blew the light snow hither Yankee woman with " faculty," her
house-keeper, but who also assumed
and thither in dense clouds.
Miss Weir had been reading, but the position of foster mother, general
the book lay on the floor at her feet, adviser and protector to the young
and she sat with hands clasped on her girl. Martha had gone out to attend
knees, her consciousness lost in a re- to the needs of their one cow, and had
verie.
Three yeare had past since she been gone long enough to arouse apcame here three years since she said prehension for her safety in this storm.
good-bye to Robert Allen. He was But Miss Weir at that moment heard
never quite absent from her thoughts. her enter the outer room, their kitchen
His face, as she had last seen it, anect- and dining-room combined, and went
ed her powerfully. She felt a great out to her. Martha stamped the snow
pity for him, and this swiftly develop- from her shoes, shook out the wide
ed the latentlove— latent only because skirts, unbound the shawl from her
he had never seemed to wish it. Try head and neck, and removed the man's
with what determination she might, coat she wore, and was then ready to
fihe could not force from her heart answer Miss Weir's question as to
the thought that somehow his look of whether or not she was quite frozen ?
" No, I ain't
suflering was connected with love of
but my hands is purty
herself.
Why then had he not told cold," and she held them, almost purher ? Surely, he must have known she ple with frost, before the kitchen fire.
could not fail to care for him, Robert, Miss Weir drew a rug before the door,
greatest among men.
He had desired under which the snow sifted.
" Come in here, Martha," said Mi*s
her to write to him, but this she had
never brought herself to do, wishing Weir, drawing her into her own parfirst to hear from him.
Did he love ticular room, her library. (It conher ? But to her he was one with all tained some fifty books in all.)
high things she had this one hope to
Martha sank down into the easy
make sweet her life, that she would chair before the fire in deep content,
some day meet him and know all the and presently she said
" I've got some news fur ye, I
truth
but this meeting seemed lonor
delayed, and meantime the longing to ffues.s. Ye know that Bill Howe

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

:

;
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down to the corners ? Well, he just
cum by as I was a- try in' to fix up the
an' he got off his
boss to help me." Miss Weir smiled,
for she understood the serious nature
of Mr. Howe's intention in regard to
Martha- " and he said that that Berry
gang had iound the man who had ben
stealin' bosses down to Tom Higcaught him over near
ginses' ranch,
Pumpkin Hill with one of Higginses'
But the queerest part of
best bosses.
it is, be was comin' this way, and
seemed as innercent as a new born
babe, when they rode up to him and
said a
ast him whar he got that boss
feller sold it to him this mornin'.
But that didn't satisfy that Berry
He is at Berry's saloon now,
gang.

hen house some,

—

—

:

They kalkalate to hang him bright and early
in the mornin',
it was so cold and
blustery to-night they couldn't seem
with six or eight of 'em.

—

manage it.
But dew yeou know,"
and she bent nearer to the horrified
girl and spoke in a lower tone, " I

to

wouldn't be a bit surprised if that
Eastern chap (he is frum the East,
Bill Howe said,
quite slim and goodlookin') did tell the
truth about
that man's sellin' the boss ter him,

—

—

" Mother Martha," she said, stroking^
her thin hair afi'ectionately, " had you
not better go to bed ? You are so-

sleepy."
" Wall, p'raps I had," said Martha,
rubbing her eyes " but I hate to leave
yeou yeou will be so lonesome."
" Oh, no, I will not.
I have thisbook to read " stooping to pick it up
from the floor " besides I shall soon
go to bed myself."
" Wall, yeou fix the fires and see to;

—

——

the doors," the older woman cautioned,,
as she ambled off to her own room,
which opened upon the kitchen.
Miss Weir, left alone, fell into worSurely the man from
ried thought.
the East must not be hanged, she
shuddered in the warm firelight, but
how to prevent it ? Doubtless Tim
Some
Berry had taken the horse.
people, who did not like to speak their
thoughts, had been suspicious of him
but, at an}'^ rate, this
for some time,
Berry's
hanging was only murder.
saloon was about a mile from the village towards the grazing country, situated where it would intercept thfr
cattle men, as well as the farmers,
coming to the village. If she went
there and asked the men not to

—

—

—

because, you know, Tim Berry
old
Berry's son
he cum by here this
mornin' afore daylight, as I told yeou
when he give me that letter fer yeou,

bang this man, it was likely they
would grant her request. She knew
they would do nearly anything for
Bill
her when they were sober.
and he was ridin' a big, black boss I Howe would probably be there by
never seen afore, and as fer as I know, this time; and Jim Foley and Silas
none has seen him sense (I ast Bill White, should they be present, would

—

Howe

myself, sort of suspicious like, help her.
As for the others, they
some), and yeou, were rough, bad men without doubt,
nor I, nor nobody else, never heard of but she had no fear of them and she
no lynchin' or any other divilment knew their respect for herself. The
but what Tim Berry was into it afore. wind, blowing from the north, would
Ain't that so ?"
be with her all the way. Indeed, it
But Miss Weir did not answer. She was not the storm she dreaded, nor
arose and went over to the waste had she any dread of the men thempaper basket from which she took a selves, but she felt a great reluctance
crumpled sheet of paper, and this she to make an exhibition of herself. How-

to

make him think

;

spread out on the table. It was Tim ever, the man from the East must not bfr
Berry's annoying note.
She was hanged. So Miss Weir, after stepping
thinking, with horrified pity, of this to the open door of Martha's room,
man from the East. When she re- and ascertaining, by her regular
turned to the fire, Martha was nod- breathing, that she was safely asleep,,
ding drowsily.
went to her own room, and exchanged

;
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a gruff voice spoke in a lower

tone,,

homespun with short skirts.
She and shuffling feet came towards the
drew on a long pair of leggings, fast- door. It was opened, and Timothy
ening them securely, put her little Berry himself fronted her,
" It's the little
feet in warm overshoes, reached for
school mam," he
her belted cloak, pulled the warmlylined hood over her dark curls, found
her wool mittens, and was ready.

—

As she passed the

table, she

took

Tim

Berry's letter, which she folded and
placed in the pocket of her wrap.
She then turned down the tiarae of
tlie lamp, and was tip-toeing softly
across the kitchen floor, when her dog
Hero got up from before the fire, and
stretching his hind legs lazily, came
towards her, putting his nose in her
hand.
Him she bade remain where
h e was and be a good dog, but he followed her to the door, whifh she
opened softly and closed upon him,
regretting that the
misplaced rug
would permit the snow to drift in, to
Marthas annoyance, and hoping the
dog wouldn't bark to get out and fol-

low her, and so awaken Martha. But
once outside, there was no time for
thought, save as to how she should
reach Tim Berry's, for the wind caught
the light form as if it would bear it
from the earth
the driving snow
blinded her, and the cold stung her
face.
She drew the hood clo.ser, and
turned southward, where an almost
direct road led to Berry's.
She found
the road, and the wind drove her onward, seeming at times to lift her
from her feet. The snow was deep,
and stayed her steps.
Sometimes
there was a high drift through which
she must wade, and several times,
being deep in the snow with the
wind rushing upon her, she fell face
downward in the drift, and with extreme difficulty regained her feet.
But after a time that seemed endless,
close at
hand shone the lighted
windows of Berry's saloon dimly
through the storm.
Leaving the
road, she waded through the drifts to
the door. There were loud voices
within, which ceased suddenly at her
knock, and there was a silence then
;

;

cried,

after peering at her.

"

Why^

why," he went on, much overcome by
surprise, and forgetting to let her enter, until admonished by his wife to
bring her in and shut that door, which
he did.
" Holy mother! " cried Mrs. Berry
bustling forward, " and it's a stormy
night ye have taken, Miss Weir, to
pay us a nebborly call but it is glad
we are to see ye. Oh, it's our Tim
will \ye the disappinted bye that he
didn't be at home when ye cem. Marj^
,^

;

bring a chair for the leddy, and
you, Patsy, fetch a hot drink, for it's
froze she must be entirely."
"Thank you, no, Mrs. Berry," said
C^ile, firmly, to the woman, and then
glanced at the circle of men who had
been drinking about the table, each
girl,

whom

had arisen and shoved
Mary for Miss Weir's
use all, save that other man, sitting^
apart from them, bound to his chair,
on whom her eyes fell without seeing
his face, and who was leaning eagerly
forward, straining at the cords, gazing
" I will not sit.
at her,
Indeed I
did not come for a neighborly call,,
but because I learned," and she turned
toward the men, facing them calmly,.
" that you have seized a stranger,
whom you accu.se of having stolen a
horse, and whom you intend to hang
and I am come to ask you not to do
one of

his chair towards

—

—

this thing."

There was an amazed silence

—

men

;

the

stared stupidly at her eight
She
pairs of eyes staring at her.
noticed that one had a difficulty in
keeping his feet, two others had sunk
back into their chairs, and all were
more or less under the influence of
liquor, a plentiful supply of which still
remained on the table.
At length Mr. Berry broke the silence.
"

Why, you

see

mem, anything to

—

"

"

:

:

;
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—
—

anything to obleege a
leddy," and he looked at the other
men, " but this why this is different ? " addressing one of the men.
" Yes, a damn sight different," assented that man, a stranger to Cecile,
obleege a leddy

Mr. Berry, forgetting himself so far as
to leer at her.
"
er.

He was

not, sir

;

he was

You have been

my

teach-

pleased, all you
in which I have

men, by the manner
taught your children all things that
who was regarding her with fascin- I have taught to them he taught to me,
and I know that he is an honest man."
ated eyes.
" You must 'scuse Dave, mem
Had these men not been drunk,
but
that's it
that's it
a damn sight dif- they would without doubt have beWhere was 1 1 lieved her; but as it was, by some
ferent, this is, and
Berry,
who
Oh, yes. Anything to obleege a leddy, artful suggestion
of
of course, but this," and looking at all seemed to know how to impress an
the men again he shook his head sol- idea upon a tipsy consciousness, thej'
emnly, whereupon each of the other thought that he was an old lover of
men shook his head solemnly, gazed hers, whom she was attempting to
reflectively into his empty cup, and shield
he had led her astray, was
shook his head solemnly again.
Berry's insinuation.
" Listen to me, sirs," said the girl.
In the meantime, noticing that they
" You will hang this man you say
did not heed her statement, she said,
suppose him to be innocent doubtless looking calmly at Mr. Allen
" Have you no proofs of your innohe is innocent. He was coming this
way, which he would not have been cence, Mr. Allen ?
doing with a horse stolen from here
He had forgotten his bound self
he says a man sold the horse to him. he was only conscious of being very
What will you do when you find that sorry that Cecile should be put
he is innocent, you having hanged to such annoyance for him, and he

—

—

;

—

—

;

:

;

him

to knock the men down: now
recollecting
himself,
he answered,
" Why, there was a receipt I insisted

wanted

?

"

We'll hunt up the other feller and
hang him too," said Dave, with tipsy
gravity.

"And you

have murdered this
man to no purpose, this stranger from
the East, from some part of which you
"
all come
and here she turned her
eyes upon the bound stranger, who
was watching her eagerly. Her face
lighted with swift gladness she took
a step forward and leached out her
hands toward him.
'•Robert! oh, Robert!" she cried,
using the name by which she called
him in her thoughts. Their eyes met
for one happy moment, and then the
will

—

;

•confusion of voices recalled her to the
gravity of the present time.
She

faced the men with a new determin•ation, a sudden defiance.
" Listen," she said.
" I know this
man. I know him to be incapable of
theft as of any other evil thing.
He
was ray friend long ago."
'*
Was he your sweetheart ? " asked

upon receiving from the man from

whom I bought the horse. This man
took it from me when he was also
kind enough to take my purse and
other

trifles.

I

told

him

its

nature,

but he, as well as all these others, proThere
fessed not to be able to read.
it is, on the shelf, together with the
other things."
Cecile went over to the fireplace
and took from the shelf the slip of
paper.
She glanced at the signature,
and then at Mr. Berry with eyes

dangerously. " This is undoubtedly a receipt from the man who
lighted

sold the horse," she said.
" Some trick of hisen," said Berry,
shrugging his shoulder at his captive.
" No, I think not ; especially as it is

signed by your son, whose name he
could not have known."
" What ? " demanded Berry, glancing half fearfully at his companions.

—

—

:
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"

This ere hoss thief just writ it hisDave, in answer to Berry's

self," said

look.
" The body of the receipt is in Mr,
Allen's handwriting, but the signature
is undoubtedly that of Tim Berry."
" Let me see it," said Mrs.
Berry,

snatching at

it.
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which are identical, as you see
the same inability to keep a straight
line, and the same humility in the u.se
of capital letters. Now men. consider
tures

matter clearly I have no wish to
throw a suspicion of blame upon any
this

:

innocent man in order to shield
another, even Mr. Allen, whom I esteem above all men but here is a man

" No
you will pardon me. I will
show it to these gentlemen." And she who has gone from among you withwent up to the table and spread it out out one word of his intention to go
who has
before them, keeping her hand upon a man many have suspected
it.
The men glanced from it to each given a receipt for a horse sold, whereother doubtfully.
as you know he has taken no horse
;

;

;

from his father's place." (Mr. Berry
never had one.)
But Mr. Berry had been admonishing his companions by various winks
and whispered words, and they, in
their present state being more susceptible to such method of reasoning,
looked, with one or two exceptions,
quite unconvinced by Cecile's words;
and Mrs. Berry was wailing " Oh Tim,
gether.
me poor lad to think the gurl ye
" Shameless," said Mrs. Berry, look- luved .should hev turned upon ye like
ing at the girl reproachfully.
this
after all ye have done for her
like a
Cecile turned sharply upon her, after all ye have done for her
*'
Surely a most shameless letter, as snake in the grass Tim, Tim, me poor
you say, madame."
and so on.
bye
" Let me see it," said the father,
And Mr. Berry spoke, looking for
" It is too bad
suspiciously, " read it to us."
approval to the men
" Very well, if you desire it
entirely that this worthless hoss thief
Deer Mis Weer
should have used ye so, like he did
Beggin yer parding for the lib- likely now he was to see ye after he
burty I takes in addressin ye, as I stole the hoss, and put 3'e up to this
know ye air stuck up like, as why yarn. Why Tim why, Tim is gone
shouldnt ye be with a face like a angel to Kansas City to buy me some likker,
That's
an' me a worshippin it day an night, as I tould ye, didn't I, byes ?
ever sence that day down by the ald- all nonsense about Tim. He never
ers when ye cum bye and rae wantin went near Pumpkin Hill," and he
to kis ye, but ye was so cool and looked with ponderous defiance at the
" And," he went on,
after a
mity lookin that I didnt menshun it
girl.
I hant no chans to spek to ye, but if solemn pause, to give his words their
ye will just give me a little ray of terrible effect, " now that we know all
hope, tell me mother, and I will cum the things this hoas thief has been up
some night and fetch ye, fer I am goin to (looking meaningly at Miss Weir)
out west I am sick of this I am goin " Why I say, why, say," scowling
to start a salon, and ye kan have yer fiercely around the circle, " the sooner
"

Listen

again,"

she

"

said,

This

morning Martha Wiggins told me that
Tim Berry had pa.ssed our place before daylight, when she was attending
to some out of door work, that he
rode on a big black horse she had
never before seen, and he gave her this
letter for me; " and she took it from her
pocket and spread it out so that the
two signatures should be brought to-

;

—

;

;

'

:

:

*

'

—

—

;

;

;

—

ladie.'
we settle his hash the better." And
There is more of it, but there is he whispered, " We'll get the gurl
nothing in common between this let- away and then we can shoot him
we'll
ter and this receipt, save the signa- bans him after
it will be safer

karridge just like a
"

—

•

—

;
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" Mr. Berry," she said, " if I were
and hang him after,
you,
1 would not shoot."
men
nodded
a
the
see
And some of
" No
no," from several of the men,
grim assent.
But Cecile had heard. With ej'^es " Put up yer shootin' iron. Berry," and
blazing mad defiance, she gazed from Dave himself added, " It's mighty un-:
one to another of them, whose eyes pleasant shootin' whar there is a lady
whar thar is ladies," with an apolofell, and then fully upon Berry, from
whom she did not remove her gaze. getic bow toward Mrs. Berry, who sat
" And so, " she said, with sarcastic lips, huddled in her chair with her apron
"you will hang this man to shield over her head, moaning fitfully.
"Yes, Mr. Berry," said Cecile, "it
your worthless son ? If you do so, I
shall forward this receipt and this let- would be especially unpleasant for me,
ter to the authorities, and doubt it in this case as you might kill both
And your
But as for Mr. Allen and myself.
not, he shall be arrested.
you for j'^ou all you shall be law- young children are fond of me yoii
I myself would not like to make little Mary
fully hanged for murder,
2"
will see that this is done." The men cry
Mr. Berry had not thought of that
again felt her terrible eyes, and shifted
Those the little Mary was the one darling of his
uneasily in their chairs.
most sober among them began to think heart why, there she was, crouched
there might be something in Miss in the corner gazing upon her father
Mr. with wide, fearful eyes. He put down
Weir's view of the situation.
Berry was quick to notice the change. the revolver with resigned helpless-

shoot

him

first,

"

!

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

"

there, little Beauty," he ness.
attempting to come nearer to her,
Cecile pushed Mr. Allen backward
but standing away with hand soothing- toward the door, he trying vainly ta
ly extended, " You go away to bed
put her from before him. She, howyou can't go home to night, ye know, ever, went over to the mantel piece
that's it, little Beauty
let the Mis- with no appearance of fear or haste,
sus take ye away to bed, and we won't and took therefrom Mr. Allen's things,
hurt your friend not yet we will which she returned to him together
think about it yes, we'll think about with his coat.
What little wits still
it," with a grinning wink aside.
remained among the men seemed to
But even while he was speaking, be stupefied with wonder and someCecile held out her hand toward the thing like admiration. But as the two
most fierce-looking of all the men, reached the door, little Mary rushed
" Your knife for a moment, please, Mr. forward and sank upon her trembling^
French;" and the big, rough fellow, knees before her father, clasping hi&
with a dazed wonderment as to what legs, " Oh, the cold oh, the great
" Don't let her go,,
she would do with it, unsheathed his snow," she gasped
great blade and gave it into her hand. dada the poor teacher, in the cold, in
She passed by the men and went the big snow," until, receiving no hope
over to their captive. They actually from her father's eyes, she went over
held their breaths in amazement as to Cecile and tried with weak strength
they saw her swiftly cut the cords to drag her from the door.
that bound him to the chair, stoop and
And those men who saw, never
cut the cords from his feet and Mr. while they lived, forgot the marvelAllen arose unbound, smiling, and, lous sweet change that came upon
save for their presence, free. As Mr. Cecile's face as she bent to brush the
" DoBerry saw this, he reached for a revol- hair from the child's forehead.
ver which he was about to aim at his not cry, little one," she said. " There,
breast, but at once Cecile stood between petite, do not weep
I shall be safe ;
them.
but if I see the holy angels, I shall tell

There,

said,

—

—

;

:

:

—

—

:

;

;

—

;
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them you were

sorry for us," and the should have recovered
from their
smiling upon the child, drunkenness sufficiently to again seek
opened the door and went out with the supposed horse thief.
But when the door was
Mr. Allen had no choice but to let
Mr. Allen.
shut, and both their captive and the her have her way, although he was in
girl were gone, gradually the senses despair for her sake
the soft little
came to the men. One sprang up cry- maid.
ing " Look out there, and bring them
They walked, or stumbled rather,
We would not touch a hair side by side through the drifts, the
back.
of her head, or of his either, for her wind hurling the snow in their faces,
sake.
Bring them back, I say, they freezing the breath on their lips and
will be lost in the storm."
The door making speech impossible, he aiding
was thrown open, and they hurried her as best he might with his circling
out into the tempestuous night, while arm, at times lifting her over deep
the wind, rushing in, blew the light drifts, holding her tenderly the while.
from the dim candles. They cried out
But the time was long, and still
for the stranger to come back, to bring there shone no village lights in sight.
back the girl they should not be Still they struggled forward, buffeted,
harmed; but no answer could they get. beaten backward, with blood turning
The footsteps of the two, fast filling up, to ice, as it seemed.
Suddenly there appeared dark obseemed to lead toward the roa<J, but
no further could they be traced, be- jects through the driving snow, comcause of the rapidly drifting snow. ing nearer to which they found a
Jim French suggested that they get clump of tir trees.
" We are lost," Cecile gasped, and he
lanterns and seek them, and if found,
help them to her place and this was only heard the word " lost."
" We have left the road
done, but the searchers were obliged
I know
to return, not being able to find a not where," she cried with stiffening
trace of them through the blinding lips that trembled.
He cursed himsnow.
self madly for allowing her to come
*
«
•
•
•
for not carrying her back forcibly to
Not until the door was shut, and Berry's. The little Cecile would die
they were in the midst of the storm, it was nothing that he also would perdid Mr. Allen realize into what peril ish
that he did not think of.
he had permitted Cecile to come. He
It was found that the firs surmountsaid, shouting in her ear becau.«ie of ed a little hollow, in the depths of
the storm, " You must go back, Cecile
which there was comparative calm.
they will not harm you, and you can- The snow that had drifted in had benot live in this storm."
come hardened and bore their weight,
But Cecile cried back, " I am coming and the thick green boughs shielded
with you you must come to Martha's them from the fury of the blasts. And
with me it is a mile away and the here they could hear each other's
road you do not know unless I go speech.
with you, you also will be lost," and
He stripped ofi'his coat and wi*apped
shaking his hand from her arm, .she it around her, while he sought with
started as speedily a.s was possible bared, numb hands to chafe some
along the road leading to the village, warmth into her stiff fingers. " Why
he hastening to overtake her.
have you done this thing for me, my
She had a plan that, if thought poor little love," he asked with measnecessary, he could at the village ureless tenderness, holding her close to
reach the east bound train which, pas- him.
" Because I loved you so," she answersing through, stopped at five o'clock in
the morning before the lynchers ed,lookingup at him with dreamy eyes.
girl,

still

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

:

;

—

—

"

—

"

:
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He saw that the fateful drowsiness house which shall bs ours in the
The warm
was already stealing upon her. Oh, dear old town, Cecile.
what could he do ? He must keep her fire lighting up the room, and you
think of the
awake until they could make one more and I together there
when summer shall come
effort to find safety. Still he chafed her garden

—

he struck the little cold face,
the darling face he loved, to keep consciousness alive. He knew at last that

hands

;

again,

the

the Ions:

sunlight,

soft

shadows and the tall lilies. I planted
them for you, Cecile, long ago and
she loved him he had been so poor, you walking between them, coming toand he had a fear of her, she was so meet me in the evening. Let us make
after haste.
That is better than to be dead,,
beautiful, but he held her now
is it not ?
all, what did it matter that they would
She smiled faintly, and made one
Doubtless it was better so he
die ?
would never bring pain to her; she brave effort to escape the drowsiness.
He lifted her in his arms and followed
would never cry because of him.
Their lips pressed together had no the dog out into the storm. But it
warmth, but their eyes spoke undying seemed that the wind had in some
measure abated. He could see more
love, one to the other.
" Does it matter so much, my Ro- clearly.
Still, with his light burden,
bert, that we shall die ? It is good to he made slow progress. But at length,.
be dead. For never again can space God be thanked, there was a light.
separate us. Soon we will hasten away They came nearer and nearer, he
on this great wind, and it will not be speaking cheerily to Cecile, striving to
but she answered
cold for us, although our bodies are keep her awake
Look up. him only with a slow murmur, asking
frozen here in the snow.
Do you not see the stars shining away to sleep. The dog led them toward
above the storm ? We will be there the light. There was an open door,
and a woman standing with a light
soon with the great God."
The drowsiness was stealing upon behind her, and toward her the dog
" Yes, little
wife, bounded, barking gladly.
his own senses.
The man,
that will be best; are you cold, dar- came out of the storm with his dear
ling ?
There there we will go to burden, and stood before the waiting^
sleep soon."
Martha, whose eyes were wild with
But a dark object came bounding to mad fear and anxiety. Seeing Cecile
their feet.
at last, she could only gasp " Is she

—

:

:

;

;

—

;

" It is

;

Hero," said Cecile, sleepily

she alive?" but she seized the girl
without waiting for a reply and bore
her within, Robert following her. She
laid Cecile upon her own bed, fearing
to take her at once into the heat, and
went for cold water. Presently she
came to Robert, who was waiting
not come for you ?
without, anxiously, yet hopefully, and
" Yes,
I suppose so
good dog said, " She will be all right but now
send him away," pettishly, as the dog ye just go in thar," pointing to the
pulled fiercely at her dress. " Let me spare room " and I'll fetch ye enough
stay here it is warm, and out there cold water to thaw ye out. Ye can
the storm is make him go away."
tell
me all about things in the" But," he said, speaking bravely
and clearly, " think of the little

—

"

is

good dog I guess you barked and
Martha let you out;" but the dog
caught her dress and would draw her
away. Seeing ts^hich, a great hope
came to the soul of the man. " Cecile,"
he cried, shaking her, "has the dog

;

;

—

;

;

—

ODDS AND ENDS.
The

First Protestant

" Blessed are the merciful.

Church in Canada.

Although

For they shall obtain mercy.

and government

Blessed are the pure in heart.

the majority of the mihtary
officials who
took up
their residence in Canada after the conquest in 1759 were Protestants, little was
done for thirty years in promulgating that

which it might be expected would
be introduced when Canada became a
Serprovince of Protestant England.
vices were held in the garrisons by the
chaplains, and clergymen were appointed
for a few of the more populous centres,
but no churches were erected. In some

For they

family and a few English-speaking residents of the neighborh<KHl, most of whom
were employe<l by him. The form of worship Wits that of the Church of Scotland, of
which Mr. Cuthbert was an adherent.
The clerg)'man, according to the custom
of those days, wa-s tutor to the children
of his patron, teaching on week days and
preaching on Sunday.
The church was a plain stone building,
with tin-covered spire, in the style of
architecture then much in vogue.
It
continued in use till some time in the
present century, when it was converted
The old-fashioninto a mortuary chapel.
ed pulpit, with its quaint sounding-board
and steep stairs, still remains, though the
old building is fast going to decay.
A
tablet on the interior wall reads
:

JAMES CUTHBKRT,
Only son

of the

Hun.

R^>ss

—

ESQ.,

Ccthbert,

Seigneur of Lanoraie and Dautrie,

Died 30th March, 1842.
Anri) 42 ve.\rs.

God."

High up on the outside is the following

faith

cases the Protestants lield their services
in the Roman Catholic churches, which
were kindly lent for the purpose, and an
old record tells of a gift of some wine
and candles by a Presbyterian congregation in Montreal to the Recollet Fathers
as an acknowledgment of their kindness
in giving the use of their church for Protestant services.
The first Protestant church was built
about the year 1786 at Berthier-en-Haut,
by Hon. James Cuthbert, seigneur of
Berth ier and Lanoraie, for the use of his

shall see

inscription

:

THIS CHAfKL WAS KRBCTXD BY

THE HON.

JAS.

CUTHBERT, ESQ.

LORD or THK MANOR
of

Berthier,

Lanoraie,

Daatrie,

Maskinonge,

And

the

first

memory

in

Spouse,

who

York.

etc.

built since the cmtqnest of

PRANCE.

And

New

New

17001

Catharine Cuthbert, hi»

of

died

March the 7th

1735,

age H) years, Mother of 3 sons and
7 daughters, 19 years married.

Caroline, one of her daughters,
ill

West end

the

ihother-

is

interred

of this chapel near her

She was a good wife, a tender

mother, her death was

much lamented bj

her family and acquaintance.

AMNO

The second
bell in

DOMIKI,

178P.

oldest Prot^^tani chui-ck

Canada, cast in the year 1774,

hung

in the steeple of this church.
The
is on the English church at St.
Andrew's, Que., and was cast in 1759, the
year of the conquest.
In Ogden's " Tour Through Upper and
oldest

Lower

Canada,"'

1799, the
referred to, and the

published in

church at Berthier

is

fact mentionetl that it was the first Protestant place of worship erected in the
pro\*ince.

— J.

.T.

Bf.ll.

,

NEW BOOKS.
America

not Discovered hy Columbus.

An

His-

torical Sketch of the Discovery of America hy
By Rasthe Norseman in the J'eiith Century.

mus B. An'dersox. Chicago S. C. Griggs &
Company. 12mo., pp. 164.
This small volume deals with a subject which
:

a good deal of attention
ifl naturally attracting
at the present time. The author, who is Professor of the Scandinavian Languages in the
University of Wisconsin, has the advantage of
having read the original accounts of the events
which he describes and he has evidently treat;

He
true historical spirit.
to make a great book out
of the matter at his disposal, but has told his
story in a simple straightforward manner, well
•calculated to carry conviction to the minds of
ed the subject in the
has made no attempt

his readers.

Vitus Bering

:

The Discovery of Bering

By Petkr Lauridson, Member

of the

Strait.

Coun-

of the Royal Danish Geographical Society,
Editor of Jens Munk's " Navigatio SeptenTranslated by Julius E. Olson,
trionalis."
Assistant Professor of Scandinavian Languages in the University of Wisconsin. With
cil

an Introduction, by Frederick Schwalka.
12mo.
Chicago S. C. Griggs & Company.
:

pp. 215.

This little book is sure to have a large number
of readers among those who are fond of history,
Though it has other
travel, and adventure.
qualities to commend it, it has a romantic inter•est which ought to secure it many readers, espeIn addition to the
cially among the young.
light which it sheds upon the character and
career of the hero of the story, and incidentally
upon the general subject of Russian explorations, it contains chapters of great interest to
the general reader, including descriptions of the
remarkable forms of animal life on Bering Island, and of the tragic events which brought
this great geographical enterprise to a close.
Tico Knapsacks.

onto

:

By

J.

Cawdor

Bell.

Tor-

The Williamson Publishing Co. Crown

octavo, 490 pp.
is a Canadian story of a kind not often
«een, and doubly pleasing on account of its
novelty.
It is the story of two companions,
women-haters, a Toronto lawyer and a pedaf;ogue, who set off for a summer pedestrian tour
rom the shores of Lake Simcoe, and up and
over the Blue Mountains, down into the Beaver
Valley and up and away on the uplands of Grey,
where they meet a fate little dreamed of as possible when they left Toronto.
The plot of the
story largely centres around the doings of a
swamp whiskey gang in the lake settlements

This

of Grey, and it has its thrilling and even awful
incidents, which are well told.
But for the
most part the volume is full of racy, chatty,
character-sketching, in which the sunny side
and the foibles of human nature are dealt with
in a manner that has scarcely been rivalled by
any Canadian writer. The humor pervading
the book is exquisite, and the reader on almost
every page finds a bit of excellent wit or a delicate pun, dropped so naturally and unexpectedly

It is emphatlike in its
vein to Jerome K. Jerome's " Three Men in a
Boat, ".but in its peculiar humor, as well as in
As to its authorship,
its plot, much superior.
there are suspicions that the lively and cultured
pen from which it comes is that of a prominent
divine well-known for scholarly attainments
and great versatility. But whoever the author
may be, the intrinsic merit of " Two Knapsacks " is such as to ensure it a wide popularity.

as to excite a smile or a laugh.
ically a

summer holiday book, very

the Province of Onsupplemental chapter of Canadian

The Early Bibliography of
tario.

A

By William Kinosford, LL.D.,
Toronto: Rowsell & Hutchison;
12mo, 140 pp
Montreal Eden Pickin.
This little book is supplemental to Mr. Kingsford's work on Canadian Archteology, which
was published in 1886, and gave a history of
the first printed works in the provinces of OnThe present volume repretario and Quebec.
Archirology.

F.R.S.C

:

sents a vast amount of patient investigation,
such as the author has shown in his History of
Canada, and gives much additional light in regard to the early books and pamphlets published in Ontario. While primarily intended for
the literary and political student, it is full
of interest to any intelligent Canadian, inasmuch as it sheds side lights on the social and
political condition of the country from year to
In fact, the work is not only invaluable
year.
to the student, but in itself is almost an educaIt is interesting and
tion on Canadian politics.
well written.

A n Island Paradise and Reminiscences of Travel.
By H. Spencer Howell. Toronto

:

Hart

Sc

Royal octavo, 300 pp.
Riddell.
In these days of travel, wh*-n almost every
corner of the globe is described by many pens,
to write a book of travel at once interesting
But Mr.
and trustworthy is no easy task.
Howell has accomplished this work in the presHis descripent volume with marked success.
tion of the Hawaiian Islands is one of the best
The style is light
that has yet been published.
and graceful and a keen eye for the beautiful and
novel both in scenery, customs, and legends, ia
Little of importance to
evident on every page.
the general reader is omitted, yet the narrative
of travel is never tedious, but always fresh and
entertaining, the author realizing that a traveller, in order to make his descriptions attractive,

must now have something new

many

to tell, or

must

new way.

Moreover, unlike
travellers, Mr. Howell has taken pains to

tell his

story in a

carefully verify his quotations of facts and
porfigures, of history and legendary story.
tion of the volume is given to glimpses of Australian, Asiatic, and European cities, and here,
as in the portions given to the ' ' Island Paradise," the scenes are viewed from the standpoint of a cultured Canadian, and in this respect are all the more interesting to Canadian
readers.
The work is well printed on the beet
of paper.
The illustrations are good, and in
every way the volume is one of the most entertaining of recent Canadian books.
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" Nothiog extenuate,
nor set

down aught

in malice."

—OthtJlo.

"

What

Truth

1893.

VS.

No.
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CRAM.
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from e, out, and duco, ducere to
therefore, to lead out
Oram, as the genealogy of the word

care

;

lead

;

once asked doubtEducation ? may
well be asked by some doubterday.
It is strange how the very natures
of entities frequently become transformed. It is ef[ually strange how the
meanings of words may be wrested

informs us. is a Teuton, from the Anglo-Saxon crammian, to stuff; therefore, to press or squeeze in.

from their

tive.

is

?"

What

ing Pilate.

is

ori<xinal sij^nification.

We

see how, in evolution, the puny
and acrid crab may be developed into
the larcre and luscious sweeting.
have learned how, according to the law
of degenei*ation, the ver}' soul -essence,
subtle, elevated, all-embracing, of such
a term as education may be contorted
and cribbed into the dwarfi.sh limits
of suci
ilaban-monosyllable as

We

:

Whether "to

lead

out" and "to

squeeze in " be syuon^^mous terms is a
quetain ex|K)nents of latter-.
.!i educational metliu«l>
have decided to answer in the affirma'

!

But a question of some significance
yet remain.s. Is the ultimatum of these
ex{>onents of latter-day method.s, ot a
truth, an all-authoritative aml^

one

?

Have

others,

more

e^jffec.^..

those in whose special interest all educational institutions are fotmded and
maintained, any voice in the matter of
deciding whether the terms are
cram.
.synonymous, and whether thepi _,
That these two words have become es suggested by the two terms should
synonymous terms to the average Can- be pursued on equal and parallel planes?
adian mind of to-day, there can be but
The answer is obvious. Those most
little doubt
yet, that the words them- interested, that is, those being educated,
.selves, as regards innate and ultimate or having young people to educate,
sign ideation, are as wide as the poles have a voice, and a very loud voice,
asunder, can be as li'*^!'^
point of dis- in the matter, and it is full time that
pute.
this voice were making itself heard, to
For what is tiwiv j>edigree and combat, on the one hand, the open
what their kinship ?
effrontery of political exjjedience, and,
Education, as the trenealogy, i. e., the on the other, the secret, but no less
etvraology of the word, informs us, is self-interested and too often dangerous,
a Classic, from the Latin ediu:o, edti- hobby of private egotism, which, out;

=>

:

!

1
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side of the fact, that it is established
as the educational Shechinah of the hour, has, not infrequently,
little or nothing else to commend it for

by patronage

its

high

office.

factors in the econof the intelligence, and their true
functions and applications should not
be lightly tampered with, confused, or

Words are potent

omy

They have souls as truly
Many words, indeed,
as have men.
have more soul than have many men.
Having settled, to some extent, the
misapplied.

etymology, the soul-meaning, and the
relative merits, suggested rather than
asserted, of the two words Education
and Cram, it may, now, not be out of or-

for the

purpose of flooding

and village with

city,

town,

legal deed, question-

able practice, political chicanery, and
doubtful divinity, one may well question whether the term successful, in its
true sense, should be applied to such a
system.
are training thousands of young
men to be useless members of society
or worse, not only non-producers them-

We

but mere adventurous spiders,
gorging themselves, whenever practicable, upon the life-blood of those who
selves,

We

are producers.
are striving, might
and main, to give thousands of young
women, many of them of lowly origin,
the education of ladies save the mark
and permitting them to starve upon
the pittance of the sweating-house, as
teachers
again, save the mark !— when

—

—

der to discuss a few questions, as to the
relations these words and their meanings and methods bear to ourselves, the
place they hold in the Departmental they might be earning decent wages
vocabulary of Canadian pedagogy, the as domestic servants starve, that is
influence they exercise in the great intellectually and socially, for the mere
plan of public instruction, the extent body, after all, is one of the last terms
to which the practice of the one may to be thought of in the equation of life
have encroached upon the province
Body Spirituality
and therefore the practice of the other.
Body
-h Spirituality
Infinity.
will
necessitate
And this discussion
a few plain statements, questions, sug- We are training trustees to be hard,
gestions, and criticisms, with regard to sordid and grasping usurers, and those
some salient points in the Educational who depend upon trustees for employsystem of the Province as a whole. ment to be truckling, underhand time" Give me 850 per annum
Here the word Educational is used in servers.
friend, and ensure me his
and
most
popular
less
than
broadest
my
its
sense,
viz., the means, whatever they may be,
position, and the bonds of friendship
taken for the mental equipment of the may be dissolved, and honor may perso-called pupil or student for the intel- ish."
Is this, or is it not, the educalectual conflict of life.
tional legend of the hour ?
Let us begin at the beginning, with
Any scheme or special system of
the system itself.
education to be a thoroughly successThe Canadian system of education ful one, should avoid trying to equalize the masses socially or intellectually
is certainly a very fine thing in theory,
none, perhaps, superior; but, practiccompliments and regrets to the talally, in the hands of a political Head ented author of " Looking Backward."
Master and his nominees and associ- This Utopia of universal leveldom
ates, it is not altogether the fine thing has been often explored before, is
it appears in the dawn -light of a first
being explored to-day, we know with
experience.
what results. Here are a few instanWhen a system, deliberately and per- ces for consideration, taken hap-hazard
sistently, holds out inducements for from the page of modern or contemyoung men, whether to the intellectual porary history
The French Revolupurple born or not, to quit good farm- tion, with liberie, egalite, fraternite, the
lands, and confiscate comfortable homes, Chicago dynamite outrages, German

—

;

:

—

=0

=

—

:

—

:
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" The, most aiikindest cut
Negro
of aM,"
the Chinese difficulty, the
for they had been early taught to look
Labor and Capital (question.
In our Public Schools, what are our upon Education, with a big E, theoretThey are ically, a^ a friend indeed and in need
special systems doing ?
turning out tens of thousands of anim- why then, practically, should she bear
ated square-finished pegs to fill round them this bitter grudge ?
oflices, or animated round -finished pegs
Again, our system or scheme of Pubto fill square ones
All, or most, of lic School education tends to suborthe same stereoty[>ed pattern. All of dinate the individuality, the mental
All with the same liberty of the instructor, to the autothe same material.
fuddled mentalities little wonder, cratic fiat of an almost irresponsible inconsidering the air they breathe, and spectorate, which is, at once, too numthe stultifying process undergone and erou.s, too interfering, and too dominHere are five- eering.
all more or less useless.
hundred boys and girls, who have been
The teacher is not the free agent he
taught book-keeping in a Public should be. He is a mere passive machine in the hands of his immediate
School.
T}(jere is the head of a firm,
who desires a competent book-keeper. superior, and that superior is his inWill he engage one of the Public School spector. What the functions of a
certificated, or will he look for a prac- school-board are, or what the duties of
tical and
practised hand, who has a Secretary, is an enigma to some.
learned his trade at the fountain-head Truly, our masters are many
The
of all trade, hard-headed experience, teacher has to obey orders and hold
not at the morbid desk of a S250 school- his tongue. The man best qualified to
marm, or the pretentious black-board express an opinion on matters scholasof a beardless sciolist ?
tic, and therefore to inform the pubHere are five-hundred other boys lic on such matters, the true, inward
and girls with dififerent natures, in- workingof the system, is never heard
tellects and tastes, of different birth, from.
He is practically muzzled. The
position and prospects,
What shall inspectors do all the talking, and of
we do with them ? Gather them up course they use their own colors in
and chuck them all into the same mill embellishing the system. If the teachthe gentleman or lady by divine right, er open his lips, he is banned ; he may
the pauper or vagrant ditto, the pros- pack up his household gods and go.
pective accountant, artist, masician, We are overrun with Inspectors, many
litterateur, professor, tradesman, far- of whom, apparently, have little to do
mer, mechanic, business-man, shop-girl, but air their own pedantic notions,
waitress, servant-maid; the clown, the harry their sul>ordinates with reports,
imbecile, the industrious, the idle, the and bully those who show signs of a
knave, the genius, the fool. In they desire to exercise the divine right of
The crank is turned by the other personal freedom in their vocation.
go.
cranks, and after the grinding process,
A rigid system of education, like
they emerge, no longer as individual- any other rigid system, is destructive
ities, but a sort of concrete, hit-or-miss of liberty, of the best personal efibrt,
patterned hybrids crushed strawberry of the high ^s: results. Under it, pupils
and cream, perhaps, without wit do not do their best, their special talenough to skim the cream or grow the ents get no chance teachers do not do
strawberries, or do anything, but won- their best,
their
personalities are
der what Nature intended them for, cramped, they are simply slave-drivers,
and why Education, with a big E, has exacting the tale of bricks without
made them what they are, which lat- straw, at the autocratic bidding of
ter process is
some Pharaoh of the hour.

Socialism, Russian Nihilism, the

problem,

—

—

!

—

—

;

—
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rigid system of marking, as the
result of daily class examination, is
bad, nothing could be worse; for, of

the reports, with which the
teachers in many centres are pestered
and overwhelmed, are founded upon
course,

these markings.
Let us examine some of the direct
results of this periodical, often hourly,

marking of lessons.
The teacher's time
uable moments are

pared at home.

Ten, eleven, twelve

o'clock midnight, sees the pupils at
their tasks the strong, the weak, the
;

now with a headdisgust at their hearts,
now in tears children who should
be in the sunshine by day and in their
beds by nine o'clock at latest. The
callous, the nervous,

ache,

now with

—

next morning finds them at their desks
in the school-room.
Examination be-

Val- gins. Scribble, scribble, scribble! Slates
from in- or paper nothing oral, nothing of instruction, to be frittered away in re- terest, nothing by way of supplement
cording tlie standing of pupils, and from the overseering, enlightened
A mind. There is no time. The examthis at the close of every lesson.
" Facts,
teacher's office is to teach, not to do ined scribble for bare life.
second-class official w ork. Let the pub- facts, facts, sirs," are wanted. No matter what the hand-writing is like, no
lic thoroughly understand this.
This system of marking, necessitates matter what the spelling is like, no
payment by results, a thing bad in it- matter what the style of composition
Facts, facts are the all in all,
It handicaps is like.
self, worse in its effects.
the slow and the quick, the plodding the "open sesame" to the outer and
is

wasted.

filched

;

and the superficial, the naturally dull healthful sunlight of knowledge and
and the naturally bright. It is pitting culture.
As a natural consequence, the spelllame men against athletes in the arena
What will be the ing, the writing, and the composition
of the class-room.
inevitable result to the lame men ? are, in many cases, execrable. The exThe slow pupils, that is the lame, ac- amination over, the marking begins
;

quire bad mental methods, there is no
thoroughness in the strife for marks
they have to make a showing or be
forever lost, hence, their work is hur;

ried, superficial, ill-understood, ill-di-

gested, in the worst sense of the word.
This superficiality, engendered in the
class-room, follows the unhappy subject like a shadow into his after life
and into business. The natural conse-

quence

is, that in business, as in the
school-room, he is a failure. Failure

means

discontent.
Discontent besfets
unhappiness.
Unhappiness leads to
looseness, drunkenness, despair, ruin,
suicide.

According to the present system of

that over, another slate or paper recitation is in order.
So on through the
weary hours. And the teacher, instead
of being a mentally expanding agent,
illustrative, explanatory, critical, is a
mere pedagogic recording-machine, inscribing hourly on his registering tablets the number of marks obtained by

puppets in their automatic
dance of intellectual death.
Many have no chance of ever arriving at anything like distinction in this
march or jig of stultification by honest
means, so, as all is fair in love and war,
and this system of marking and inhis class of

—

brains
struction is a species of war
and predilection against time, cram,

—

much pencil work and common-sense why, they do
mere examination, what others do in love and war, they
too little teacliing.
It is extremely cheat and lie.
They have memoranda
doubtful, whether, in some centres, snugly concealed in secret nooks, books
more especially in the upper forms, under desks, etc., etc., etc. Doubtless
there is any teaching at all in the true thumb-nails and wrist-bands do other
sense of the word.
Lessons are assign- duties than their natural ones.
Lying
ed in the schoolroom. They are pre- becomes the rule, not the exception,
tuition, there

on

is

too

slate or paper, as

EDUCATIOX
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barefaced, unabashed falsehood.
It legend from the story-book of the stars?
grows with the pupils. Like the in- Has not the miner to hew it, syllable
formed business habits, it follows them by syllable, patiently, unfalteringly,
into after life^dogging them like sleuth- everlastingly, from the earth -erabowhounds of evil, into the professions, to elled rocks ? Does not the artist idealthe polls, to the parliament
These ize it in his fadeless pigments, the
boys are our future electors
These musician utter it in his pulsing chords,
girls are our futura honest women
the architect and the engineer elaborWell, some-one will say, this is a very ate it in the memorials of their great
bitter tirade against Provincial Educa- professions ?
Is not the Suez Canal
tion.
Have you any antidote at hand, deeper than a legal quibble, and the
Mr. Caviller ? It is very easy to vilify, deck of an ocean leviathan broader
to break down, to demolish.
How than many theological dogmas Does
would you reconstruct ? What fairer not Tubal Cain antedate Judge
edifice would you raise upon the ruins Jefferies, stupendous monstrosity as
of the system you assail ?
he was, and are not the Pyramids of
Let us make, simply but emphatic- Egypt older than even Osgoode Hall
ally, apreliminarysUitement,
Twelve years ago, we were toM
Menare
not born equal, never hive 6«en equal that the population of the country was
never wHl be nor can be equal once four millions some odd hundred thouagain, regrets but unqualified admira- sands.
A short time since, a census
tion to Mr. Bellamy ungrudgingly ac- was taken, and we were tol d that the
corded.
population, as a whole, had increased
Why should education, and here we but half a million.
include hiijher education, so-called, be,
Again, twelve years ago, we were
in a country like Canada, the one-sided told that the City of Toronto number*
jade she is ? Does education consist ed some 80,000 inhabitants. To-day,
simply in stufTmg halting Greek and its population is nearly 200,000. Many
Latin, lop-sided mathematics, frowsy, cities, towns and villages have inar< iiaic, Addisonian English, history, creased in f)opulation, not, perhaps, to
gco^'iaphy, Euclid, and priggish fash- the same comparative extent, but
ions into the heads of our young de- largely.
mocracy ? Is there nothing outside of
Why do >>>'/ njucii njxjii iiii-. topic
the " humanities " worthy of Ijeing at all in an article upon educational
called Education ?
Has the mobile in- principle and method ? Because it is,
telligence, the subtle instinct, the grand in a way, intimately, though seemingphysique, the nimble, sensitive touch ly, indirectly, connected with the sub!

!

!

?

?

—

of the. artisan, mechanic, artist, or
sician nothing

term
of

"

?*

the

in

Does the
village

mu-

ject.

It is suggestive,

blacksmith

"

of a fact,
arising from

first,

common with the and then of a deduction
ponderous hammer that fact, a corollary to

the problem

never of population.

smite out a syllable of it as it rings on
through the centuries against the Godshaping anvil of Time ? Does the facile
finger of the moulder shape no letter
of it, fashioning it deftly from the cla}',
ere embodying it as a thing of beauty
or use in the stubborn, lasting metal ?
Does not the graver grave something
of it on the block before him, to carry
a message into the centuries to come ?
Does not the mariner trace its characters on the yeasty waves, spell out its

The

fact

is

this,

that,

in

twelve

yeare, the population of the country,
as a whole, has grown comparatively
little, while that of many individual

and towns has grown largely.
is alone well worth pondering.
But what is the deduction to be drawn
from the fact ? One of two concluThat the centres
sions is inevitable.
must have received the surplus supply
either from within the country or
Whichever it be, it is matter
without.
cities

This fact
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of grave import.

For,

if

the centres

labor and the honor of the crooked

and horny palm of toil yet,
our academies and institutions
of learning, where is the industrial
school, cognate and universal, which

have been recruited from foreign sources, where are our own people ? Have
they sought other and fairer fields of
If, on the other hand, the
labor?
centres have been recruited from within, what is becoming of our rural popuIt
The answer is manifest.
lation ?
must be shrinking. The young, and

finger

instead of filching

it

sometimes the old, are flocking to the
cities, with not seldom disastrous results to the rural districts, while the

creatures' pockets

?

and business callings are
becoming over-crowded, ill-served and

professions

under-paid.
As to certain direct results of this
centralizing of the population, the
mayor of Toronto, in a late statement of views on municipal questions,
" Our city population has insays:
creased 9o per cent., and our law expenses have increased 360 per cent."
And again " Ten years ago our police
:

force

numbered

132, to-day

it

num-

bers 28G.''

with

;

all

teaches students to be men as well as
gentlemen, instructs them how to acquire a competency by honest means,

from their fellow-

young, sparsely settled colonies
an industrial school affiliated with every establishment of learning in the popular
Geometry should
sense of the word.
go with the carpenter's rule and plane,
and Greek with the Spartan code of
In

all

like Canada, there should be

frugality, integrity, loyalty
denial.

And

and

self-

the legend of such an in-

stitution should be, not notoriety, but
honor not society, but man not mere
The
idle faith, but saving works.
Alumni, should, moreover, be instruct;

ed,

that the

;

"

divinity

our ends, rough-hew

that

shxipes

them how we
wisdom, seen

After all, is the great end of life to luill" has, in infinite
become a lawyer without clients, a proper to set bounds to social commundoctor without patients, or an evangel- ities, and that the irrevocable fiat,
Is the great " thus far shalt thou come and no farist without converts ?
end of life to ape the gentleman with- ther,' of natural law cannot be anout a single attribute worthy the nulled at a wish or in one generation.
name or is it, as some fondly imagine, They should be told, that it is at least
to attain to a possible wealth, wrung, as honorable to be a laborer in a coal
not by patient toil through the ])ro- mine as a highwayman in a Chamber
;

per channels of all self-acquired wealth,
honesty and diligence, but from the
unfortunate, the dupe, the needy, or,
not infrequently, the fellow, but less
fortunate, adventurer ?
We prate of equality in ihis land of
liberty, where the very name of aristocrat makes some sensitive noses twirl
in ineffable derision to the skies, yet
we are too good, many of us, to be
either honest farmers or intelligent
mechanics. We sneer at the airs and
graces of the old-world gentry, yet
who so great as some among us, at
playing the role of that gentry ? A
pitiable, tenth-rate business it is to be
sure, but it is rampant in our midst.
We pride ourselves on our manliness
and brofherliness and the dignity of

of Deputies.

What should be the aims of a true
education ? A higher intelligence and
a higher morality.
What are the aims
of an education that is not true, but
spurious ? Cram and the bubble success in the examination halls.
What should be the motto inscribed
above the portal of every school in the
land?
An honest man is the noblest work
of God.
What is the legend, implied if not
expressed, too frequently found usurping that lofty vantage ground ?
A certificated incomjjetent is the noblest product of cram.
Then, next to honesty, what shall
be said of reverence not the awe of

—

EDUCATION
the occult, which is two-thirds fashion
and one-third fear; but the true reverence of man for his superior fellow
reverence for the image of the Divinity in man, not the flunkey's reverence
for mere wealth and tinsel; reverence
for the white hairs of virtuous acre,
worth, nobility of character, learning,
and all the beauty of science and art
in nature and man, for its own sake,
the excellent handiwork of the Invisible, more excellent because invisible,
and manifest solely in its outward tendencies, crowning him king, who, without it, is a mere Philistine, and wresting from false monarchs the usurped
insignia of their pretended royalty,
leaving them beggared, outlawed Lears
indeed \
Where is the reverence in childhood
and youth for all that is superior in exHow many
perience and learning ?
boys think it worth their while to lift
their hats to Culture, or stand abashed
Nay,
in its most sovereign presence \
rather, does not the bread-and-butter
miss, scarcely into her teens, expect
that august and consecrated Spirit to
bend in lowly obeisance to her femin;

demanding as a right,
merely accorded her, on account
of her sex and her weakness, as a privine

conceits,

what

VS.

CRAM.
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essentials with the tender and dimpled
beauty of superficial accomplishments ?

Or, are they indecent haste, contempt
but imperative dicta

for the arbitrary

of fundamental

murmuring and

principle, impatient
rebellious distaste for

the lengthy service in letters which
marks the veteran, which decorates his
presence with the insignia of an honorable refinement, and ensures him,
mentally, a reward more subtle yet,
that rare and priceless order of merit,
on whose fair yet silent face is blazoned the unmistakable legend, " for distinguished conduct in the field," the
bloodless battle-ground of intellectual

—

and moral supremacy

?

In the opinion of many who are yet
clothed and in their right mind, the
system wanted but one item to complete its catalogue of superficiality and
folly.
That item has lately been supplied, to wit, compulsory club-swingNot
ing in modern fashionable attire.
only is the exercise in question a sight

Greeks and Gods to marvel at; but,
through its instrumentality, there is
room tor grave surmise, that more than
one Mr. Mold has been summoned to a
premature exercise of his vocation by
for

the side of his silent client.
One of the gi-eatest banes of the
Which privilege may be ultim- present educational system is the exilege ?
ately withdrawn, if that sex persist amination hall, coupled with the certiThey are a curse to
in arrogating to itself offices, emolu- ficate mania.
ments, and professions, for which, as a young Canada, a blight on the rising
rule, its members are not fitted either generation.
writer in the Week, commenting on
physically or mentally, but who are
encouraged in their fallacious and mis- the educational machinery of the
" It runs too
chievous course of conduct, by the Province, once said
there are too many incupidity of some, the sentimentality smoothly
of others, and their own gullible, short- ducements held out to the youth of
both sexes in Ontario to enter upon
sighted egotism.
Speaking of a true education, what studies, for which the majority of them,
are the avenues by which the temple I by no means say all, are by nature
of that most austere and lovely deity, and circumstances wholly unfitted."
Is it
the goddess of learning, may be apIs this statement rational ?
is

A

:

—

?
Are they patience, laborious research, years of diligent, patient
study, complete mastery of fundamentals, the acquisition
of a thorough
knowledge of the anatomy of the skeleton, before clothing its bare bones of

proached

fair

?

At

present,

it

is

a well-known

fact that there is a plethora of so-called qualified teachers throughout the
Province,, treading on one another's
heels in the race for scholastic position,

and often outbidding one another

—
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in those slave-markets of cram, sections where the cupidity and animalism of trustees may be paramount to
the claims of a generous enlightenshould this be so ? Are
ment.
we educating our youth to be true citizens, cultured, conscientious, refined

Why

members of the body politic and social,
or, are we merely holding out inducements

in other slave-markets of cram,

for votaries to renounce the righteousness of their honorable occupations on

the farm, or at the counter, or peradventure, in the scullery, that they may,
after a term of months, which should
be years, be passed and labelled " CerThis side up with care not
tificated
to be shaken before engaged, lest the
efiervesceAce subside, once and for
ever?"
A little learning is a dangerous
It is a little learning which is
thing.
revolutionizing society, making men,
:

;

—

;

structors of

Canadian youth are

striv-

ing might and main to cram in. In
the High Schools it is, moreover, the
teacher who works, that is, who does
the really useful work. The pupil is a
mere baby in his hands, irresponsible,
inane, flaccid, spoon-fed with the pap
of stereotyped rigmarole, or depleted
with the skim-milk of stale examination papers, to get an idea of the style
(sic) of the probable examiners
This,
education forsooth Education is strong,
I

!

self-reliant, robust, aggressive, fearless.

But what is the outcome of all these
and all the surfeiting of the un-

labors,

What is the
fortunates in our hands ?
direct result of Cram ?
Another contemptible, rhyming monosyllable,
Sham.
Cram and Sham form the
constellation of shoddy, the Gemini of
humbug.
The Old World, as we well know, is
full of sham.
That terrible sinner,

Chicago, the viray, and women, ashamed of their man- the old world
hood and womanhood, and dissatisfied tuous
O Quebec, the Pure! Pi>or
Her wrinkled visage must
with their occupations and birthrights. old lady
Half the social unrest of the present be saddened oftentimes indeed, by the
!

!

'

!

generation is directly attributable to
the Henry Georges of the educational
platform, who, without any of the
ability which marks their prototype,
recklessly fling open the doors of discontent, to give access to the iconoclasts of all that is best in tradition
who would filch the
and culture
sacred flame of wisdom from its vestal
;

without effort or acknowledgment, and magnifiy the apotheosis of
cram at the expense of the aristocracy
altars,

of legitimate learning and labor.

Are we then over-educating the
masses ? By no means. We are simply
not educating them at all.
We are
merely charging them with the damaged powder of cheap clap trap, that
they may, by happy chance, explode
periodically in the Examination Halls,
with the least danger to those sphinxlike creatures, the propounders of the

annual conundrums.
" Education," as we have endeavored to show from the very derivation
of the word, means, " to lead out."
In-

load of suppositious infirmities superimposed upon the already very real burden of frailties she has to bear. Mrs.
Stanley, the wife of the African explorer, wishing to purchase furs in
Canada as the natural home, ascertained with surprise, that the articles in
question are more expensive here than
" W^ell," she said, laughing,
in Europe.
" the Old World is fjood for something
after all, if it is only for cheaper furs."
It was but a jest, yet something of a
moral lurks within its depths.
" This Canada of ours " is a new
country. What should be the concomitants of a new country ?
fresh,
fair, young soul, and an unsophisticated nature.
There should be no such
words as cram and sham for youth.
These are the associates of ao^e, of outworn pleasure, disappointment, satiety, the sign of the approaching end.
Yet, what do we find ?
We find cram
enough in all conscience. Has it yet cast

A

its gruesome and enervating shadow
over the fair landscape of Canadian

;;

EDUCATION
being ? Has sham, too, fallen like a
nightmare eclipse across the pathway
of the western sun ?
Let us leave the question for each
to answer according to his conscience
or his ability, and propound but one

more

in conclusion.

Do we

not

hear

self-gratulation

and self-glorification everywhere ? Vet
where is the proof of all the glory and
all the gain ?
Where is the Ult'nna
Thule

of

Where

is

the educational process ?
the pinnacle to the basement
of learning ? What should it be ? Unhesitatingly, let

it \)e

said,

a high

lit-

erary taste and a standing literature.
Where is either to-day in Cana la? An
echo answers, " Where ?"
Has any
nation ever become truly great until
she have given birth to a literature ?
Search the archives of the past for an
Will Canada, or any other
answer.
nation to be, become truly great until
she have a literature ? Again, search
the same archives for an answer
What inducements is Canada holding
forth to literature, to it-s excellence of
true culture and true refinement, to
make it worth its while to settle in
her midst, brooding over the land like
a fair dove, softening asperities of
being, enlightening dark places of intellect, elevating low phases of morality, sublimating human entities into
something like the semblance of the

Divine

?

Politics egotism and sectarian intolerance are lords indeed.
Literature I
never heard of her. Who is she ?

We
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seeking precarious subsistence from
door to door, sometimes slip-shod and
vulgarly fulsome, sometimes pranked
in gramroarless jargon, a thing for
foreigners to marvel at and scholars
to deride, but otherwise, too often denied acknowledgment or remuneration, fain to turn her steps to other
callings, where decency at least may
be assured, and the wolf of want
driven from the door.
This is a lugubrious outlook, surely,

a strange homily to have followed
such a text
" Nothing extenuate,
Xar set down aught in matice."
:

Happily, there is no night without
It is, indeed, not infrethe dawning.
quently darkest before the dawn.
That the present state of nebulous
purpose and practice may be but the
prelude to a glorious sunrise is the
sincere wish of many a loyal heart
a wish that contains within itself the
germ of a possible accomplishment
for, there are some fine traits in the
Canadian national character, elements,
which, if properly nurtured and judiciously developed, might combine to
form a strong and great people, if only
the youth of the country, its future
hope and pride, be not dandled at the
outset into national impotence by the
inefficiency of cram, or corrtipted into
mere provincial thugs, Pharisees, or
harlefjuins, by false teaching and false
example in politics, in sectarianism,
That the clouds of
and in letters.

?
Is she a church- superficiality and sham may, ere long,
Has she votes, property, break and disperse before the strengthplace or power ? Or is she a sorry, ening beams of the sun of reason and
neglected wench, worn and footsore, a truth is the sincere wish of all Canada's
mere hand-maiden of party or sect. true friends.

Is

she wealthy

member

?

BRITISH HOPES
BY

AND BRITISH DANGERS.
A.

H.

LEFKOY.

F.

The

British hope and the British
danger are the two matters upon which
depend the justification for the exisFederation
of the Imperial
tence
League. For if the continuance of the

" Empire
before the growth of the
"newer communities that it contains
" has made it too strong for the attack."
That is not the opinion of Mr. Parkin,
than whom no man has had a better

Imperial Union is not destined to promote the material and other interests
of the various communities which
compose the Empire, then the cause
which the members of the League are
banded together to advance is not a
good cause, but a bad cause not a wise
And if the
cause, but a foolish cause.
Imperial Union is certain to continue,
and there is no reason for any uneasiness, then we are making much ado
about nothing we are disturbing ourselves and others very unnecessarily.
Let me deal with the latter point
first.
It is by far the less important
For if the continuance of the Imperial
Union is assured, and if it be destined
to bring such benefits to the British

opportunity of ascertaining the feeling
of the people of the various colonies and

—

—

race, as
it

we believe it is, then even if
we are disturbing ourselves

be that

unnecessarily, what does it matter ?
At least we are occupying our minds
with a very interesting subject.

But how does this matter stand ?
there no occasion for uneasiness ?
Is there no reason to be up and doing ?
That was not the opinion of the Hon.
W. E. Forster, the founder of the
League, and whom I may safely call
one of the strongest minds among modern English statesmen. That is not the
opinion of Mr. Goldwin Smith, who is
Is

forever telling us that it is the inevitable destiny of Canada to break away
from the Empire. That is not the
opinion of Sir Charles Dilke who, in
his Problems of Greater Britain, warns
us that " the danger in our path is that

"the

enormous

forces

of

European

militarism may crush the old country
"and destroy the integrity of our

"

of the

United Kingdom, and of their

and who tells us in
work on Imperial Federation that

political leaders,

his
" it

"

becomes more evident from day to
to those who watch carefully the

day

"

current of events, that the continued
unity of the Empire will only be
" gairxed
as great ends have ever been
" gained
after a severe struggle with
" contending forms of thought."
Consider a very few facts. In 1837,
when the Queen came to the throne,
the entire sea-going commerce of the
Empire only amounted to the annual
value of £210,000,000. I^ow it has already reached the enormous figure of
Of that £1,200,000,£1,200,000,000.
000, £< 40,000,000 represents the annual
value of the sea-going commerce of
the United Kingdom; £4(30,000,000
represents the annual value of that of
So
the colonies and dependencies.
that the sea-going commerce of the
colonies and dependencies is already
of an annual value more than half that
of the United Kingdom and it is inFor the
creasing nearly twice as fast.
sea-going commerce of the colonies and
dependencies has increased nine -fold
in the last fifty years, whereas the seagoing commerce of the United Kingdom has only increased five-fold.
Moreover, of the £460,000,000 representing the annual value of the seagoing commerce of the colonies and
dependencies, £273,000,000 represents
the annual value of the sea-going commerce of the colonies and dependencies
between themselves and with foreisrn
"

—
—

;

—
:

nRITISH HOPES

AND BRITISH DANGERS.

countries. So that in this large proportion of the sea -going commerce of the
Empire, the tax-payer of the United
Kingdom has no direct interest whatall this gigantic sea-going
ever.
commerce requires a proportionate
naval defence, yet out of every pound
sterling annually expended on this
naval defence, the tax-payer of the

Now

tion of

burdens.

its

answer be

?

If that invitation

—

What
if

'//

will their

the necessity

coming

to a final determination
arrives in a time of war, I have no
doubt what the answer will be. If the
for

people of the colonies were to see the
enemies of England gathering round
her,

their

national

feeling

would

United Kingdom pays 19-s. o|d., and
the colonies and dependencies only

awake, the hereditary loyalty of Canadians would blaze forth, the spirits of
Add to this that the Australians would rise, and in the heat
contribute G^d.
United of the tumult the mighty imperial
total annual revenue of the
Kingdom is £.SO,000,0()0, while the mass would be welded into one. No,
annual revenue of the colonies and the danger is that the time for coming
is
already to a final determination will arrive
dependencies combined
£105,0m),00{).
Is that a condition of when all is peace
when all appears
safe.
Then there will be those who
things that can continue
Look at it in another aspect. Each will pose as the |>eculiar friends of
who will declare that
of the great self-governing colonies is Great Britain
collecting round it a little cluster of none love England more than they do
Here in
but who will say to the people of
foreign questions of its own.
Canada we have our disputes with the Canada, and to the {)€ople of Australia,
United States in Newfoundland they and to the people of South Africa
have their disputes with France in you have large territories, you have
Australia they have their difficulties enormous resources, you have imporwith the French in New Caledonia tant interests peculiar to yourselves,
and the New Hebrides, and with the and in which the rest of the Empire is
Germans in New Guinea in South not concerned you should enter upon
it is
Africa they have their 'lifficulties with the path of separate nationality
the French in Madagascar, with the better for you, it is better for Great
Portuguese and Germans on their own Britain, it Is better for all concerned.

—

?

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

Ought
voices pi-evail ?
Is it not inevitable that Will their
continent.
becoming, as we are, so powerful be- their voices to prevail ? What is the
ginning to think, as we are, so much British hope
What is there in this conception of a
of ourselves and justly to think so
much of ourselves is it not inevitable united British Empire whicli so stirs
that we shall shortly desire to have a the minds and warms the hearts of
more direct influence upon the foreign men ? and not of your plain man only,
policy of the Empire ? And how can but the strongest minds and the noblest
we demand a direct influence upon the hearts that the race has ever proforeign policy of the Empire, unless we duced ?
What was it that moved the mighty
become part owners in the naval and
military forces by which alone a foreign mind of Milton to write those lines
policy can ultimately be enforced ?
which so fitly preface every numljer of
Yes, it is inevitable that before very the journal of the Imperial Federation
long the people of Canada, Australia League " O, Thou, who of Thy free
and South Africa will be invited to " grace, didst build up this Britannick
nail the Union Jack to the mast-head, " Empire to a glorious and enviable
and once for all to amalgamate with " height, with all her daughter islands
each other and the rest of the Empire "about her, stay us in this felicitie?"
to take up the full citizenship of the What was it that awoke the eloquence
Empire, but also to bear a fair propor- of Edmund Burke, when he declared

—

—

{

—

:

—

;
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that to restore order and repose to an
Empire so great as ours was "ain un" dertaking that merely in the attempt
" would ennoble the flights of the high" est genius, and obtain pardon for the
" efforts of the meanest understanding."
What was it that inspired the muse of
Alfred Tennyson when he wrote those
lines

" We've sailed wherever ships could sail,
We've founded many a mighty state,
Pray God our greatness may not fail
Through craven fears of being great ? "

think it was merely a feeling
of national pride, though no one ever
I don't

sympathized more with a noble and
generous national pride than Tennyson
no one unless it was great Shakespeare himself. 1 am sure it was not any
conception of the Empire as a huge
trade organization, a gigantic jointstock company for the production of

—

Yet this tra-le asi)ect of the
most important. We know
that what conduces to the material
wealth.

matter

—

—

:

is

prosperity of a people, conduces also to
advancement in other and higher
ways. We know that wealth produces
leisure, and leisure in higher natures
affords the opportunity of mental advancement
We know that wealth
renders possible the collection of precious works of art, the founding of
noble libraries. Therefore the trade
aspect of the matter is a most important aspect. Now, what do we find ?

its

Here we have within our own
Empire the greatest market in the
world. We have Great Britain with
population of 35,000,000 or 40,000,000, three quarters of whose working
classes
are artisans
Great Britain,

its

—

which has

to import every year fabu-

lous quantities of food products from
every quarter of the globe, amounting
now to the enormous annual value of

puted by Sir Julius Vogel, one of the
greatest authorities on the subject, at

no less a value than £435,000,000,
almost the whole of which could be
produced by her own colonies. On the
other hand, we have vast territories
such as Canada and Australia, containing the best wheat-growing areas, the
greatest pastoral areas in the world,
containing unlimited virgin resources,
requiring only capital and men to develop them.
What material for a
trade combination have we here
greater than any that would be possible among foreign nations
a customs
union, as Sir Julius Vogel says, covering 8,000,000 of square miles, and comprising even now more than 300,000,00^ of people. And is it not obvious
that the maintenance of the political
union immensely increases the likelihood, the possibility of such a trade
organiz ition beincj arrived at ? The
Imperial ministers, the Imperial Parliament, though they have wisely
divested themselves of all power to
bring pressure upon the people of the
colonies, yet from their position at the
centre of affairs, by reason of the old
Imperial prestige and the Imperial organization, have great advantages and
facilities for devising and
imposing
upon the whole Empire any general
arrangement of which the people of
the Empire generally approved.
But again, of what character
must our future trade chiefly be ? In
what direction must we chiefly look
for great trade expansion in the future?
Clearly in the direction of maritime
trade.
Already fifty per cent, of our
trade in Canada, in spite of a high
protective tariff, is maritime trade
seventy-seven per cent, of Australia's
trade is maritime trade; eighty per
cent, of New Zealand's eighty-five per

—

;

South Africa's. And all this
£153,000,000; Great Britain, which maritime trade requires adequate naval
has to import in fabulous quantities the protection. Now, do we derive any
raw material for her manufactures,
advantages from our Imperial connectimber, cotton, wool, flax, hemp and tion in respect to the protection to our
jute.
So that the total imports into maritime trade ?
What is specially
Great Britain every year are now com- required for the protection of maritime
cent, of

BRITISH
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the.^c
am navigaing stations
naval hi. ,. .....
at appropriate places along the great
Glance at the map;
trade routes.
eastward from Great Britain you have

tiaile

ill

tiuii is

.,

—
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;U territories in which we are
„
^: u. mere handful. Lsit no advantage to us to carry on our national life
in close relation, in constant touch with
.

Great Britain, with all its accumulated
Aden, Bom- mental as well as material wealth, with
bav. Tiiiicomalee, Singapore, Honir- England which has always been the
southward along th
fertile iiioiher of heroes, with England
k'
Africa, and round *-> luc which can show aroll of statesmcoa>L
Cape you have them Sierra Leone, of soldiers, of men of letters and
St. Helena, the Cape, Mauritius, and of science, of poets and of philosophers
which it is not vain-glorious to say
away to the great harbours of Australia,
which it is sober truth to .say can
some of them already strongly fortiKing George's Sound '^•"''^•nne, be equalled by no other nation in the
fied
sekworld I
Brisbane, Thursday IslanW

them

— Gibraltar,

Maltii,

^

i

—

—
—

—

land in New Zealand. Awujy tu the
west you have them St. Lucia,
Jamaica, Bermuda, Halifax, Vancouver,
Esquini«'t and so back down flic

—

ualia,

Paciti'

—

all of

th

by the vaiuur of our ancestors ana
under our

own

flag.

Thus we have the means

for

organ-

izing a most complete system of naval
defence for the maritime trade of the

and at the least iK)s>ible cost,
by reason of the co-operation of all the
We have the means of organizparts.
ing a joint system of naval and military defence, which shall not only
future,

defend our commerce, but shall render
us unassailable by any power, and

—

mean perpetual jjeace the Pax Britannica established, humanij^' speaking,
upon an unassailable footing, and an
immense power of carrying on that
secular agencv for

jijood in

the world

which Lord Rosebery has recently

at-

tributed to the Empire.

But pause for a moment to consider
whether it is no advantage to the people of such countries as our own, or
of Australia and South Africa, to move
forward in our national life in close
ction with such a country as

—

such countries as ours,
every man, and one might
almost say every woman, has to work
and to work hard for their living,
where we have little time and little
energy left for higher mental advancement, where it requires all our energies
to develop the enormous resources of
_

where

Britain,

—

And now to sum up, what is the
British hope ?
Look forward but a
short generation or two our sons, our
f'randsons will see it
millions upon
ii ions of
British subjects occupying
some of the most favoured territories in
the world, chiefly in the temperate
zone, living on their own soil, under
their own tlac'. carrying on an enorich other and with
mous tradt
foreign naii'u-, curving on that trade
in security and peace, possessed of
vast naval and military strei'
able to withstand the great
Russia, whitthat are to be,
computed will have in fifty »v.ci..^
time, in Europe alone, a population
of L50,000,0()0, or the United States
which will have a population of at
least L*iO,OO(),O0O,—supreme in their
iinv«I nn.l military strength, yet saved
temptation to aggression by
reason 01 ihe commercial pursuits and
pacific tendencies of the people; safe
from internecine strife by rejison of
the law-abiding character of the race,
and the national willingness to submit
to constituted authority settling all
their disputes between themselves before some imperial court of arbitration;
founding their national life upon the
basis of British law ; carrying forward
to their ultimate development the
principles of British parliamentary
government and popular liberty; living, in the words of Edmund Burke,
in that " close affection which springs
from common names, from similar

—

—

—

;
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from kindred blood, and to construct schemes, to invent machinprotection;" forming, in the ery, to devise a constitution for the
words of the historian Lecky, " one Empire not so much that but rather
industrial and pacific empire, this to preach the gospel of the British
free,
holding the richest plains of Asia in hope to a British people, to do what
subjection, blending all that is most in us lies to secure that when the
venerable in an ancient civilization time for final determination shall come,
with the redundant energies of youth- when we arrive at the parting of the
Yes, the glory of Eng- ways, the mind of Canada shall be
ful societies."
land shall not fade, unlike the powers one mind, the voice of Canada shall
of old she shall not decay, but expanded be' one voice,
that so far as she is
and developed into her magnificent concerned she will forever preserve
Empire, she shall carry forward in the and maintain our glorious Empire.
time to come her mission of advance[The substance of this article was embodied
ment and civilization.
privileges,

equal

—

—

:

—

That
the

is

work

What is
the British hope.
of the League ? Not so much

—

in an address delivered at the annual meeting
of the Toronto branch of the Imperial Federation League, on March 22nd, 1893.]

LET US SMELT

OUR OWN STEEL

BY WM. HAMILTON MERRITT,
Member Iron and

Steel

F.G.S.,

InUituU, Ewjland, LaJU Commianoner Royal Coimmwion <m the Mineral
Reaources of Ontario,

etc.

We import of raw material (includAt the recent opening of the splendid
new science schools at McGill Univer- ing steel rails) five times as much as
sity, Dr. Raymond, of New York, in a we manufacture in our own country.
very eloquent speech, pointed out the
I boldly make the assertion that
great change that had come over the Canada's greatest deficiency lies in not
world in the last twenty years owing producing her own iron and steel.
We have built magnificent railroad
to the marvellous advance of science
during that period. He stated that systems, have created splendid steamnotwithstanding the fact that fifty per ship lines, and are constantly projectThese may be said to be
cent, of all existing appliances had ing others.
been rendered obsolete owing to the our greatest works, and what are they
rapid changes, 3'^et in spite of it the but Iron and Steel /
world was growing rich for the first
If we had produced it all in Canatime in its long hisitory. Dr. Raymond da, and were now manufacturing that
pointed to the Bessemer Converter, which will be used in all the newlywhich revolutiojiized the making of projected railroads and steamship
steel, as the great factor of progress lines, to say nothing of what is reand wealth in the present age.
quired in a multitude of other things,
Was he aware that we have not one there would be at least a million more
in Canada ?
I doubt it, for I think people in Canada to-day.
that for our shame he would have had
We cannot point to any great nation
pity, and would have spared our feel- in the world which does not manufac
ings.
ture its own iron and steel.
We ought to produce every pound
One who has never visited a " black
of railway or street car rail that is country " cannot conceive the stupendused in this country,
ous scale of each member of the family
I do not think many of your readof industries that goes to make up the
ers are aware that during the last fiscal creation of iron and steel.
There are
year (1892) we imported of iron and the underground world teeming with
steel manufactures irom
miners to produce the ore and coal, the
busy neigh lx)rhoods where the forests
The United States
...$4,805,000 supply charcoal, the great tnifiic of
Great Britain
...$4,672,000 these products by the railroads to
central point for smelting, the
Total
$9,477,000 some
men day and night round the blast
We imported 83,000 tons of steel furnaces, the swarm of workmen at
puddling and rolling the product, if
rails, valued at 81,738,661.
iron, or converting the pig into steel and
We imported of pig iron from
Tons then rolling it. Inallof these industries
dreat Britain
43,727 the consumption of nearly every other
The United .States.
25,110 product is so prodigious that a thousother trades are permanently
ToUl
68 918 and
benefited, from the farmer, who proValued at $886,485.
.

—

"
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duces food for the workman, to the
cloth-maker who turns out his Sunday
clothes.

Let me quote a paragraph from the
controversy between Mr, Gladstone
and Mr. Blaine. Mr. Blaine writes as
" Mr. Gladstone may argue
follows
for Great Britain as he will, but for
:

the United States we must insist on
being guided by facts and not by theories

;

we must

insist

on adhering to

the teachings of experiments which
'
have been carried forward by careful
generalizations to well-grounded conMr. Gladstone boldly
clusions.'
contends that keeping capital at home
by protection is dear production, and is
a delusion from top to bottom.' I take
direct issue with him on that proposiBetween 1870 and the present
tion.
'

time, considerably more than iOO,()00
miles of railroad have been built in

The steel rail and
the United States.
other metal connected therewith involved so vast a sum of money that it
could not have been raised to send out
The total
of the country in gold coin.
cost couM not have been less than
We had a large inter$500,000,000.
est to pay abroad on the public debt,
and for nine years after 1870 gold was
at a premium in the United States.
During those years nearly 40,000 miles
of railway were constructed, and to
import English rail and pay for it
with gold bought at a large premium
very
would have been impossible.
large proportion of the railway enterprises would of necessity have been
abandoned it the export of gold to pay
for the rails had been the condition
precedent to their construction. But
the manufacture of steel rails at home
gave an immense stimulus to business.
Tens of thousands of men were paid
good wages, and great investments and
great enrichments followed the line of
the new road, and opened to the
American people large fields for enterprise not theretofore accessible.
I
might ask Mr. Gladstone what he
would have done with the labor of the

A

thousands of

men engaged

in

manu-

if it had been judged
buy the rail in England?
Fortunately he has given hia answer

facturing rail,
practicable to

in advance of the question, for he tells

us that in America we produce more
cloth and more iron at high prices, instead of more cereals and more cotton
at low prices.'
Yet we rich Canadians can well afford to send out money for our iron
'

and

steel

and go on borrowing

!

!

In

the report of the recent Commission on
the mineral resources of Ontario, some
information was given about the question of Iron and Steel Smelting.
The
"The industry is of
report states
first-class importance, and every proper means should be taken to secure
its establishment in Ontario " and
that " it is unquestionably in a country's interest not only to smelt its own
:

;

ores,

but to refine and manufacture

the metals, providing always that the
various operations can be carried on
economically and without taxing other
indefinitely for their maintenance."
There is little question in
ray mind that the Ontario Government
should offer a bonus of say $2 a ton
for all iron and steel smelted in the
Province for not less than ten years,
and a liberal inducement to have the
industry started immediately.
If we smelt with charcoal we have
everything requisite in our midst close
at hand, if we smelt with coke (and
we could well do both) we need not
bring the raw materials any further
for smelting in Ontario than they are
brought to Chicago, where the largest
steel rail plant in the United States is
interests

situated.

The few notes given will have
shown that there certainly exists a
great gap in the chain of our national
development, for who will deny that
iron and steel are the back bone and
sinews of a nation ?
The next two questions which inevitably follow are
1. Can we make iron and steel have
we the materials ?
:

;

2.

Have we market

for it if

made

?
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I shall be obliged to answer these
New Jersey deposits, namely, because
important questions shortly, but I it has been proved, in the case of the
think satisfactorily.
Vermillion range, that it runs into
I shall not allude to Nova Scotia,
Canadian territory to the south-west
where smelting is carried on, and of Port Arthur, and it is also by no
where in more than one locality ore means improbable that we may find
and coking coal occur at no great dis- similar ranges on the north or east
tance from one another.
shores of the lake, where we have vast
With regard to Ontario, I may say areas of rocks of the same geological
that a few years ago I visited the formation. In fact, as I was able to
Laurentian iron-producing district in point out, the mode of occurrence and
New Jersey, and afterwards read a the formation (save the jasper) is very
paper before the Canadian Institute, similar to the deposits at Sudbury,
pointing out the mineralogical and though the iron in the latter case is a
geological similarity between that iron sulphide instead of an oxide. This latbelt which stretches ter fact alone .served to magnify in my
ore- producing
from New Jersey round through the opinion the importance of the Sudbury
north of New York State, and continues deposits.
on into our iron ore-producing territory
A description of the magnitude and
in Eastern Ontario. The pleasing point richness of the above-mentioned Lake
to me, beside the similarity of their Superior iron ranges would, if justice
occurrence, was the proved permanency were done to them, read almost like a
of these ore beds, one which I visited romance. In 1890 they produced
being worked at a depth of GOO feet, 8,893,146 tons, this quantity would reand in several places along a length of present a train-load of iron ore pa.ssing
two and one-half miles. As a rule, a given jioint about every twenty
abandonment of these deposits has minutes, day and night, for twelve
come not so much from the lack of months.
ore, or the exhaustion of the veins, but
Year succeeds year, and yet still we
from heavy expenses, etc., when too remain content with a half-hearted
" iron policy," and import our iron and
great a depth has been reached.
The yield in 1890 was :—
steel from England or from the United
TON.S.
States, save a very small proportion
For New York Statt
i,2.->:},.m3
which is manufactured in Nova Scotia.
41»'),S(»8
For New Jereey State
The following figures speak for
themselves. Those of Canada have
Total ....
1,749,201
been available only for the last few

Of this amount nearly all the New
Jersey output was magnetite, C,000
tons being red hematite, and in New
York State 94-5,071 tons magnetite,
196,035 were hematite, 30,968 tons
limonite, and 81,319 spathic ore.
I was able also to point out that as
a rule these New Jersey ores contained more phosphorus than our
Eastern Ontario ores.
The year after visiting the \'ermillion, Goegebic, Menominee and Marquette iron ranges on the north-west
and southern shores of Lake Superior
I read a paper on these ranges for the
same reason that I had treated on the
L

years.
I'KODrCTION OF PIO IRON IN f.NITED STATES.

Net Tons.
1H«0

<M9,770

187:{

•J,S68,278

18S-J

5.178,122
10,260,000
9,000,000
Gross Tons.
9,157,000

1890
1991

1892

PROUUCTION OF PIG IROX IS CANADA.

Net Tons.
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891

1892

24.827
21,799
20,921
21,758
20.1o3
Gross Tons.
22,584
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Last calendar year the United States
produced -146220 of a gross ton of pig
In
iron ver capita of the population.
Canada last fiscal year we produced
•004-676 of a gross ton of pig iron per
capita of our population.
In the United States they produce
405 times as much pig iron as we produce in Canada, and yet their population is only thirteen times that of the
Dominion or, in the United States
each person has 31*27 times as much
pig iron manufactured for him in his
own country as he would have if he
had lived in Canada.
This comparison is drawn not for
the purpose of belittling the efforts of
;

those amongst us who are striving to
build up our metallurgica,l industries,
but to invite attention to the disparity
which is exhibited in the working results, and which no one can believe
legitimately exists in the possibilities
of the two countries.
It will be remembered that, as stated
in the beginning of this article, we
import per annum over twelve million
dollars' worth of iron and steel, and
manufactures of the same.
I shall, lastly, briefly touch on the
question of market. I merely allude to
home market, for what foreign demand
might spring up for a superior grade
of nickel steel, did we make it, I shall

not attempt to predict.

survey of Canada.

In the report
page 37 of Part
S, we find that " during the years 1886
and 1887 respectively there were imported for consumption into Canada
the equivalent of 345,000 tons of pig
iron and 283,000 tons of steel.
If
to this is added the amount of pig
iron consumed as such, it will be seen
that, excluding all the iron and steel
entering into such highly manufacturcal

for the year 1887-88.

ed articles as cutlery, surgical instruments, edge tools, machinery of all
kinds, engines and many other hardwares and manufactures, there was a
total consumption equivalent in pig
iron in 1886 and 1887, respectively, to
about 4 15,000 tons and 356,000 tons. If
made in the country, this quantity of
pig iron would represent to our makers at actual prices a value of about
$5,000,000; it would necessitate a
yearly supply from Canadian iron
mines of 1,000,000 tons of ore, and,
before this ore could be melted into pig
iron, and further made into the different mercantile articles of iron and steel,
which are now imported, it would
also require about 3,000,000 tons of
coal."

Taking this amount, say 400,000 tons
we must believe is constantly

(which

we have
product of 27 to 28 blast furnaces
being used per annum in Canada,

increasing from year to year),
the

The fact that I have pointed out
that, per capita, there is 31 '27 times as

Yet

prove one of two things, either that

Canada uses per capita as much iron
and steel as the United States.
As to the amount of the consumption, nothing more disinterested can be

put, the standard (from English furnaces) adopted by Mr. Bartlett, and alluded to in his evidence before the Mining Commission, page 398. Mr. Bartlett is the author of a book on the
manufacture, consumption and production of iron, steel and coal in Canada.
It may be added that he is one
of the ablest and most authoritative
writers on the subject in Canada, from
the standpoint of both theory and
practice, and his evidence contains an
epitome of many of the most import-

quoted as authority than the geologi-

ant facts and statistics bearing upon

it

is

often said

by people who

do not investigate these matters, that
much pig iron produced in the United one blast furnace would glut our marStates as there is in Canada, seems to ket. I take the basis of furnace outthere is a great deficiency in Canada
that can be legitimately made up by

smelting and manufacture, or that
the average Canadian is lower in the
scale of civilization than I believe him
to be.
I

think that

vestigated,

it

if the matter were inwould be found tliat

it.

LET US SMELT OUR OWN STEEL.
In 1879, after I had been for some
time at smeltin^: works in North
Staffordshire, I wrote an article, " A
Few Words about Iron," in the Canadian Monitdy. In it I pointed out
that iron of the finest quality was being produced at that time in North
Staffordshire for $5 a ton, while it
was costing 820 a ton at Pittsburg to
smelt a bessemer grade, prices in both
cases, not including management, inI then stated that I was
terest, etc.
at a loss to know how we in Canada
to build up our iron and steel industries under a smaller protection
than the United States.
I have yet to \ye enlightened on that
point, and the existing state of ati'airs
seems to indicate that no satisfactory
It
basis has yet been arrived at.
would surely be better to have no
protection than a protection which is

were

a tax on the consumer, and yet will
not build up a national industry.
The expenses in connection with the
establishment of smelting works are
so enormous that without a policy
which says " We ark aoing to smelt
our ovm iron and steel" little can be

hoped for.
but once such a policy is adopted,
whether by protection or by bonus,
and the gigantic industries connected
with iron and steel manufacture can be
set running, we shall have taken an
even greater step in the commercial
development of our country than we
took when we built the Canadian Pacific

Railway,

There is not one blast furnace in
the, whole Province of Ontario, and
yet she uses about S6,(K)'J,0()0 worth
We have
of imported iron and steel.
fine ore
deposits, ample flux, and
abundance of wood for making charcoal.

The whole province would be beneby our smelting our own iron

fited

and

steel.

many

Iron

parts that

ore
it

is

occurs

in

difficult to

so

say
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what portion of the province might
not be directly benefited by mining,
while the whole Dominion would witness a general renewal of prosperity.
The Government of the United
States insisted that rails of American
manufacture should be used where
Government grants were given, and
every country in the world, without
exception, has adopted most extreme
policies of protection and bonus to
build up their iron and steel manu
facture.
The whole history of the
world points to the fact that in every
country the iron and steel industry has
been fostered in its initiatory stages
by extraordinary measures on the
parts of the governments
by bonus
The reason is obor by protection.
vious the expense of starting the industry (and the multitude of indus-

—

;

tries

connected with

it)

is

immense.

The

cases of the policies adopted in
the United States, France, Germany,
Belgium, Russia, Italy, etc., in this direction are too well known to need

more than a mere allusion. Even Free
Trade England built up her iron industries by such slight " revenue tariffs " as S-U 63 a ton on bar iron, if in
British ships, but if imported in foreign
ships, S38.56
iron slit or hammered
into rods, less than J in. square, 893.33
per ton wrought iron not otherwise
enumerated, for every $486 of value,
;

;

$2+3.33 j>er ton wire not otherwise
enumerated, $577.92 per ton
hoop
iron, $115.58 per ton, etc.
The experience in all countries has
been that after the iron and steel industries were once created and supplying
the national wants, the duties or
bonuses were gradually reduced.
What we need is a steadfast, determined jnylicy that we shall smelt our
own iron and steel, and not be dependent on the rest of the world for
our large supplies of these important
;

;

materials.
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BY HECTOR W. CHARLES WORTH.
to bring him fame.
But
for one is surely coming.

Unquestionably the charm that lurks penetrating
about Canadian girlhood differs little
from the charm that girlhood in all
ao-es and all countries has possessed.
is upon Greek
Homer's delicious tale of Nausicaa has
been wafted down through the cenmystic
turies like some rare and
perfume, and is exquisite and mysterious as ever in the English Hardy's

The enchantment that

The unpictures of girlhood to-da}'.
requited love of the maid with " a
Pair of Blue Eyes " enchants as do
the old stories of the dream maidens.
The diaphanous charm of girlhood
may perhaps for those who have sought
a too intimate realization of it have
enchantment vapored away,
but still the poets dream on as always
they did. In writing of Canadian
girls I would not then be so rash as
faded, the

to claim any distinctively beautiful
characteristics as peculiarly Canadian
and one is always recognizing in the
;

countries some
a Canadian Heaven
preserve us from the word some one
tempted of the devil has made Canadienne pure and simple. True, some
of the likenesses to be found are best
kept to oneself; for there are a good
many people who lack the humanizing
literature

girl

of foreign

who seemed

—

—
—

the

time

Here is abundance of the material
that enables the story-teller to enchant
as well as to convince.
The drama of
human passion and sacrifice which
seems to form the basis of all creative
art is going on in our midst and awaiting the artist who will portray it.

The Canadian

girl is

making sacrifices,

dreaming

dreams, breaking hearts,
throbbing with passion, just as girls
have been since the world began and
when the supreme siraplifier springs
up Stevenson says that the great
novelist is not' he who depicts " life as
it is,' but rather one who makes a
beautiful and simple exposition of
one phase of life on the advent of
the simplifier, he will find a maidenhood glorious enough to tempt the
brush of any artist. Perhaps the
;

—

—

supreme simplifier whom Canada is to
produce will be a woman.
We in Canada grow up so near to
Nature that the little doings of men
have somehow been viewed by our poets
merely in relation to the vastness of
Nature as we know her. The throbbing song of heartbeats is drowned by
the music of trees and winds and
many waters. Canada's people occupy

faculty to understand one's discover- a very small portion in the vast landing that some noble girl possesses the scape of Canada herself, and no one
exact tendencies which, with environ- cares to look too closely upon life
ment propitious to that end, would while there is still so much of the
make her such a Sappho as Daudet green things of the earth to love. As
painted but this process of tracing a people we are yet callow; but in
womanly tendencies leads as frequent- regarding the strong and independent
ly to pleasant ends, and one is delighted womanhood who are to be the mothers
to discover a Rosalind or a Desdemona of future Canadians, one cannot help
among one's immediate acquaintances. feeling that he is justified in hoping
Verily, all the heroines of romance are for glorious things in the future.
here in Canada.
What does seem to be the typical
Canada has produced no novelist characteristic of Canada's girls is a
with genius sufficiently strong and sort of temperamental force which
;

—
THE CANADIAX
belonjD^s

to

all

of

them and which

is

breeze.
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But Canadian

girls are

some-

thing more than irresponsible nymphs
begun to show itself in many
who are forever basking in the smiles
We find in our women practical inde- of Nature. In addition to making
pendence, strongly marked, combined relijxions for themselves, some are dewith a demure regard ibr propriety voting considerable attention to the
and form, and partaking in no degree task of being " not like other girls."
of the crude and vulgar revolt from
Ah this longing to stand apart from
restraint which begets the female the thronjj how a girl loves to imagine
stump orator. The Canadian girl is herself a new type, or an old type reregarded abroad as a child of Na- divivus.
maiden will say ingenuously, " I am an old-fashioned
girl."
"An old-fashioned girl
with modern tendencies, I
" No,
should say," we reply.
I am simply old-fashioned,"
she insists. " But you analyse
full of

promise to the nation.

has
ways.

It

•

•

•

1

;

A

yourself, you know " "I do
not.
There " Many girls in
;

!

Canada, and probably everywhere, are carried away by
the craze of Marie BashkirtsefF, they are all deciding as
to what sort of girls they are,
usually l>efore

any

of

them

have gone through any of experience's

many

The few

crucibles.

girls

who come

about
themselves invariably decide
at the same time that they are
to definite conclusions

superior

Heaven

creatures.

be thanked that though there

Vare many

girls

self-analysis,

MI<IS B.

ture.

PAULII7E JOHNSON.

In the literary ^[ecca of

York she

is

authority
home she

on

always

may

first

New

of all "

an

outdoor sports."
At
have posed as an au-

thority on Browning and Greek verbs,
but to the editors at the point of
gravitation she blooms forth as one
who has shaken off .some of the rusty
shackles of social convention, and revels in the deliirhts of sunlijrht and

who

most

practise

ot

them

learn that the only reliable
way to find out about themselves is to live on and court
experience.
It is said that the girls of the
smaller cities of Canada are
in danger of losing their frank
charm through their anxiety to know life and grasp its proThey are tackling the strong
blems.
meat of "Therese Raquin," in revolt

against the milk fcr babes, which has
in the past been considered proper
It
reading for the young person.
seems that the monotonous pleasures
of the manufacturing towns are beginning to stale, and the girls have awakened to a desire to know what life is in

1
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the centres, where the fierce breath of
the multitude parches that which is
fresh and beautiful, and that they are
seeking such knowledge in the pages
of the French novelists. These are not
the old-fashioned girls. But we can
gratefully reflect that these girls still
retain the love of sun and air and
freshness, and still clinjj to those outdoor pleasures which act as a balsam
to a fevered mind.
And, if like the
old composers of sonatas. I may be

Here

is

a

tall

girl

who reminds one

of an exquisite tea-rose with a long,
graceful stem.
Her hair is touched

her eyes are dark and
warm, her face lights up with expressions that would fire a Raphael or a
Dante Gabriel Rosetti, to gloiicus

with gold,

—

Or another a girl
not so tall, and whose form is
exquisitely rounded, whose hair is dark
and silken, whose eyes in a moment
of excitement are like a ray of sunlight in a glass of dark-red wine,
whose cheeks are warm with the
These are
delicate hues of health.
two contrasting types that are to
be found in every social assembly
in Canada, I think.
Their forms
are vigorous with a glow of health,
and elastic with a sap of life. The
flights of genius.

who

is

expressions of the faces show more
keenness of perception and general
alertness than are characteristic of
the English girl, and more health
and magnetic glow than are possessed by the American girl.

A

lively girl in boating flannels

" a craft with feminine
decision and crispness, is a pleasing; vision and one often seen in
Canada. To the reflective admirer
of collective Canadian girlhood,

"

bossing

she is all the more pleasing when
she takes him for a sail and as-

MISS JULIA ARTHUR.

sumes supreme command. The
Canadian girl shows a decided aptitude for commanding; there is
none of the Anglo-Saxon belief
that woman is the weaker vessel.

Woman's

rights

movements make

permitted to go backward in the theme small progress in Canada, because the
and tum-tum a little in the bass, I Canadian woman gets what she wants
should call it the independence of tem- without let or hindrance because she
perament asserting itself in another has so many privileges, the right to
guise. "Hey, dey," saith Mrs. Grundy, vote on a subject in which she takes
" you will be making excuses for prolittle or no interest seems not worth
:

fanity in the boarding-school, presently."
Can it be that girlish indepen-

dence

is seeking this channel ?
It is the strong, richly-colored

striving for.
Canadian legislators are
quicker to grant privileges to women
than Canadian women are to demand
them. The average girl possesses an
impulsive force or magnetism that

beauty
most delightful to contemplate. Beauty of form makes its conquests without strife.
is more prevalent than beauty of face.
It is this quality that is responsible
of the

Canadian

girl that is

THE CANADIAN
for the fact that, as enquiry has shown,
the marriage of Canadian women to
Encrlishraen seldom fails to result in a

considerable measure of discontent and
unhappiness, unless the girl has received her education abroad. Deep-rooted
in the character of every English bred
man lurks the idea that his wife is his
" My wife, my horse,
ray
chattel.
dog." says he. In England it was once
lawful to dispose of a wife by auction
Much of the common law of
sale.
England is founded on the system of
matrimonial barter practised by the
Saxon ancestors of the English people.
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herself with independence and good
sense that are exasperating. All is well,
if she is merely self-assertive to outsiders, but if she does not take kindly
to a thoroughly subordinate position in
the household, the quarrels attendant
on matrimony in all countries are
trebled in number, and bitter in the
extreme.
Seldom has there been a
Canadian girl married to a man of
English training who has not suffered
many an unnecessary heartache in the
early years of her married life.
It is
not that Englishmen are not all right
at heart, but they do not understand

The common law awards commercial
compensation to the Englishman for
the loss of a wife's affections.
So
shrewd an observer as Max O'Rell has
marked the subordinate

position that

an English wife occupies in the household the English wife never fails
either to educate her daughters to a
;

state of submission.

are

all

social

Englishmen.

and

natural

somewhat tended

The wife-beaters
In Canada our
conditions

have

to entirely emanci-

pate the girl from all degrees of subordination to her brother, short of mere
physical supremacy.
Perhaps the admixture of the liberality of the Scotch,
the generosity and chivalry of the
Irish, with the English customs, and
the assimilation of the best social traits
of many nations which is now going
on in Canada, has had something to do

with this happy

result.

in Canada of rigid caste regulations,
the diminution of that toadyism to
superiors and tyranny to inferiors
characteristic of England, and, above
all, the freedom from restraint in education, has bred a Canadian independence and breezy self-reliance that
assimilates poorly with the Eng^lish
desire to dominate. Miss Canada loves
John Bull because he lets her alone.
When, however, an Englishman marriei
a Canadian girl very conscious, we
may be sure, of the honor that the son
of so glorious a nation is bestowing on
a colonist he is surprised to find that
his wife is in the habit of asserting

—

—

/

MISS ATTAIXIS CLALRE.

The absence
the

pride of a Canadian
conquests that by a little
sympathy could be made without strife
become bitter fights at the introduction
of a tone of command.
Turning to the channels through
which the temperamental force of the
Canadian girl has begun to show itself
I say begun, because the development along the lines of art has been
almost wholly confined to the past ten
or fifteen years
late years have seen
the birth of a school of woman poets
whose works show a breadth and
virility unapproached by the womansingers of the rest of the continent.
sensitive

woman

;

—

—

"
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crane, belated, sailed across the moon ;
the bright, small, close-link'd lakes green
islets lay ;
Dusk knots of taugl'd vines, or maple boughs,
Or tuft'd cedars, toss'd upon the waves.

of them, whose soul burned with
passionate delight in the vigor and
beauty and freedom of Canada and

One

On

Canadian things, has already passed
away. This was the late Isabelle
Or, turning elsewhere at random,
Valancey Crawford, a poet whose fame one finds something about
among us came after her death in
Torn caves of mist, wall'd with a sudden gold,
the little work she left behind her are
Reseal'd as swift as seen — broad, shaggy
fronts,
found passages so rich in color and
Fire-ey'd and tossing on impatient horns
warmth and beauty as to make the
The wave impalpable —
pale analytic verses of the magazine
Miss Crawford's lines do not sound
blue-stocking seem weak and colorless
Her imagery
It is -well-nigh impossible to like a woman's at all.
indeed.
secure a volume of Miss Crawford's is always grand and never grandilopoetry, and she is known solely through quent her lines burn pictures into the
\)rain that cannot be forgotten, and in
reading them one cannot help feeling
that she wrote with a consciousness
that her word-painting was for all
Mr. Lighthall has regarded her
time.
in something the same light, for he
suggests that her death in February,
1887, was caused by the f^ct that she
received absolutely no recognition in
her own country. And though her
publisher is not of the same opinion,
those who knew her say that she was
one of those tensely-strung, highly
sensitive organisms whom such mat;

'

'

;

It is
ters would certainly affect.
gratifying that such a tragedy would
be impossible for a poet of her standing
at the present time.

Miss Pauline Johnson has a heritage of aboriginal characteristics which
make her the most Canadian of Canadian girls. Her work is so generally
known as to require no quotation. In
totally different tones, but with a
breadth and force and freedom as
the selections incorporated in the notable, are the poems of Mrs. Harrison
" Seranus," the third of the women
" Songs of the Great Dominion."
The
gentlemen poets many apologies for whose ringing notes have sounded
the phrase, sirs in whom Canada is forth with a national strength and
Her volume
rich, have none of her dramatic force- beauty in the last decade.
fulness.
She loved grandeur of the of song with its felicitous title of
" Pine, Rose and Fleur-de-Lis," is well
titanic description, and her passion for
Nature in her richest colors was known. One of the strongest efforts
in it is an ode to the memory of Isaintense.
She sings of
belle Valencey Crawford, with whom
A cusp'd dark wood caught in its black embrace she has much in common. But in
The valleys and the hill, and from its wilds
Spik'd with dark cedars, cried the whip-poor- addition to the richness of her songs
will.
of Nature, she has considerable passion
MISS CAROLINE MISKEL.

—

—

—

'

'

7

—

—

:

THE CANADIAN
humanity, especially for FrenchCanadian humanity, with all its romance and simplicity. Her songs of
the habitant have a lyric clearness
and a keen breath of life about them,
inspiriting as the songs of Beranger
and the early Elizabethans are infor

GIRL.
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suggest the

beauty and strength of Canadian girlhood that lies all around us. It would
be folly to attempt to exhaust the list
of Canadian women who have done
things worthy of mention. The Canadian girl who has carried the fame of
S['iriting.
And these three women, Canada's self-reliant girlhood into all
distinct individualities, unequalled in countries is Mrs. Sarah Jeannette DunAmerica for warmth and force, do not can Coates, the authoress of " A Social
stand alone
there are many other Departure " and " An American Girl in
women singers with the Ivric freshness London." Her achievements are exof expression, their songs flavored to actly typical of her nationality and
a delicious but uncloying degree with training. She went around the world
color and enthusiasm.
;

The delicacy and strength woven
in the exquisite mesh of Mi.ss Ethelwyn
Wetherald's poetry are as remarkable

and the

young

force of this

lady,

;

when

she wrote as " Bel Thistle waite," cannot be overlooked she is a typical
Canadian girl. There is Miss Helen
Fairburn, of Montreal, as bright and
as trenchant while in a totally different key is the dreamy pantheism
of Miss Helen Merrill, of Picton.
A
;

;

short lyric entitled " Sand Waifs,"
written on the celebrated sand dunes
of Prince Edward county, and published obscurely in a work on that
county edited by Miss Merrill, is characteristic and worth quoting
Let

me

—

lie here so
with the sands of centuries
whirl'd round me,
I^t me dream ia the wind.
Of a time beyond all times ere the white sands

were sifted

Swept ashore by the
Let

me dream —age

sea.

follows age 'mid a whirl of

suns

And

stars and moons
\'oices of strange men sound,

goes by
So follow the path of

and race

after race

souls.

—

me lie here, so I fain would dream always
On these white, eternal hills,

Let

In gold-dripping suns and dead sands swirled,
Sifted and swept and swirled.

If this article aimed to comprehensively describe all the excellent things

that the Canadian girl has done, the
writer's task would be indeed vast.

and wrote a book about it as none
else have done, preserving refreshing
vitality and force, while at the same
time never stepping across the line of
Other
form and propriety.
women of this continent have made
the same journey and earned only a

good

reputation for lack of femininity.
Mrs. Coates, or it is more natural to
call her Miss Duncan, with her crisp
force is another of those striking girlindividualities that have sprung up
during the recent period of rapid development.

-
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To the stage, the realm which gives
the opportunity for the most exquisite
appeals to the imagination and finer
instincts of humanity, the contributions of Canadian women have not
been great in quantity, but the quality
is excellent. It is not generally known
that the greatest emotional actress
native to this continent the woman
who, though she is now past her prime,
can strike to the hearts of her audience with force that almost appals is
a native of Canada. I refer to Miss
Clara Morris, whose mastery of pathos
and womanly emotion is appreciated
Her Camille
all over this continent.
has been debated upon, but is regarded unanimously as the most warmly
human portrayal of the character ever
made by an English-speaking actress.
Miss Morris went in her teens from
western Ontario to Ohio, and shortly
afterward appeared on the stage in the
humblest capacity for her educational
advantages had been small. She was
a ballet-girl for some time before her
dramatic ability was discovered, and it
is interesting to add that it was to Mr.
McKee Rankin, another Canadian, that
she owed the opportunity which advanced her to the position of one of
America's greatest actresses.
Miss Julia Arthur, a native of Hamilton, Ontario, who with a short stage
experience has become the leading
lady of A. M. Palmer's Stock Company
in New York, is another instance.
She is an actress possessed of more
dramatic force than any other leading
lady in the American metropolis, except

—

—

—

Ada Rehan.
in

The

free,

which she paints her

womanly

;

broad manner
and her

effects,

incisiveness are particularly

remarkable. She is a typical Canadian
girl, well representing the type of finelyshaped face and spiritual expression
often seen in Canada.
Miss Attallie Claire is a Toronto girl
who with her voice and her personality
conquered London.
Her dramatic
ability and breezy humor made her a
popular favorite at once.
Another Toronto girl is Miss Edith

now

the wife of the possesJay Gould's millions.
She left the stage at the very dawn of
her artistic development if she had
remained she would now be occupying
an exalted position amongst actresses.
The story of the self-reliance and independence with which she actually
forced her way into recognition is

Kingdon,

sor of the

late

;

and

amusing
younger

characteristic.

Two

who

both have the
" grip o' it," are Miss Caroline Miskel
and Miss Mary Keegan. Miss Miskel
is
a representatively beautiful girl
with a statuesque presence and great
Her success in the
personal force.
twelve months she has been on the
stage has been due to the typical
Canadian ability to paddle one's own
canoe the same is true of Miss Keegan,
who has not been heard in America yet,
but who has, like Miss Claire, conquered London.
I hear it from New York that the
Canadian girl approaches the metropolitan editor or the metropolitan
manager with a womanly directness
and independence that brings her
what she wants without difficulty
this has been remarked in several
American publications. The explanation is found in her ability to retain
her good breeding and maintain her
In art and music the
self-reliance.
story is the same, although the results
perhaps Canadian
are less remarked
women may still look to Madame
Albani as their most noted exemplar,
possessing as she does the most glorious voice that God has yet given to a
woman of this continent. The lady
artists have hardly yet begun to make
their mark.
But among them are
numbered some of the most sympathetic painters in Canada, with an instance here and there of original
strength and vitality. They will soon
have outlived the purely dulcet period
of creative art, and we can look to the
future for some great achievements in
girls

;

;

this field.
It

is

looking.

to the future that

The Canadian

we

girl's

are all
position

:
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cord, sings, and we may quote his
But she will rear noble lines as appropriate to the Canadian
sons for one thing, and that is even girl of the present
more important than voting. Her
"Ah! faithfultodeath were the women of yore,
T,i
*^^^ long-limhed,
l^„ 1:
i.T
form,
lithe and beautiful
„^^.^ ^^^^ jj^j ^i^h the pa«t, to be heard of
with health; her soul, strong and
no more?
No, no Though thialaureU'donere»t8in the
warm and human, will inspire the

and doings

in the future are difficult

to surmise.

'

1

1

]

X

1

!

men

of the future to noble things.
Charles Mair, referring to Laura Se-

We Cmaidens as true, we
as brave."

A SONG.
Ah

Eiidymion, thou art sleeping

Underneath the dreamy pines,
Where, by trembling branches broken,
Mystic moonlight ever shines

There the clouds

3weep

And

like

snowy

across the swelling

;

billows,

hills,

the midnight song of slumber

music of the

Is the

rills.

Hebe

All Endymion, youthful
Closes

still

thy misty eyes,

That they may not see the glory
Of the bending moou-lit skies.
Is

it

true that sweeter visions

Than of dreamy Latmos hill,
Radiant with light celestial,
All thy sleeping

moments

till?

Silent as through broken cloud-waves

Dlan's glory softly shines.

would come and kneel beside (Inf.
Underneath the dreamy pines.
By my hand should not be broken
Any bud of wootl-bloom sweet,
Nor the lily's stem be l>ended
I

By

Ah

the passing of

Endymion,

I

am

my

feet.

kneeling

In the moonlight white and

still,

Wliere the pine-wood l)oughs are waving

On

the dreamy Latmos

Fain to

call

To a world

hill.

thee from thy sleeping
as fair as this

;

Fain to break thy silent slumber

With

the magic of a kiss.

—Gertrudl

Uauii.ktt.

have matrons
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CHOLERA COMING

M.A., M.D., SECRETARY PROVINCIAL BOARD OF HEALTH,
AND DtPUTY REGISTRAR-GENERAL, ONTARIO.

BRYCE,

Ever

since the days of HijDpocrates,
the father of Medicine, those who
have practised the healing art in
Europe have told of a disease called
cholera (from xoo^v, bile, and /?«<», to
flow), characterized, as
plies,
liver,

?

its

name im-

by an effluxion of bile from the
and by causing a diarrhcea more

or less acute.
Until recently, medical
writers have assumed that this severe
disease so often spoken of must have
been what is now called cholera Asiatica.
There seems, however, much
reason to doubt whether outbreaks of
cholera Asiatica had ever been known
in Europe before the present century,
as history is silent regarding epidemics of the disease there.
It is, hence,
natural to suppose, as communication
between Europe and India, the home
of cholera Asiatica, was but slight before the advent of the present century, and then mostly only by the
long sea voyage around the " Cape,"
that the epidemic which, starting in
India in 1817, gradually pushed west-

Europe speedily led medical observers
had to deal with
a plague whose coming and going was
unknown a disease " monstr liorrendum, informe," and one before which
medical science and experience appeared as helpless as were western arms
against that whirlwind of destruction
caused by Attila and his horde as
they descended from the unknown
steppes of Western Asia, conquering
in their resistless march a large portion of modern Europe.
Thus it was
while that European physicians saw in
many cases of cholera Asiatica symptoms and signs with which they were
familiar in cholera morbus and cholera infantum, they soon recognized in
this new disease one of those maladies
fulminantes which had only occasionally appeared in western Europe
as
the plague in the fourteenth and sevto conclude that they

;

—

enteenth centuries.

mode

Unknown

in its

transmission, seemingly as
swift as the wind in its diffusion, sudof

den in its onset, and deadly in its
Europe in attack, this disease had disarmed its
1829, was the first occasion on which victim by fear even before it made its
this Asiatic plague had ever shown its fatal appearance.
In a word, the
grim visage to the western world.
people bowed before the mysterious
Hippocrates, in his treatise " De visitant as to a scourge from the hand
-lEribus," states that when the sum- of the Almighty, and either prayed,
mer is wet diseases are of longer hoping that the hand of the Destroyer
continuation, and that children are might be stayed, or blasphemously
subject to convulsions and suffocation, bade him do his work
they meanand that men have dysenteries, diar- while acting on the Epicurean maxim
rhcea and epial fevers, and therein il- of "Dum viviinus vivamiLS," or acted
ward, reaching

northern

—

what has long been recognised by phj'^sicians as the conditions
under which cholera, simplex or morhus, has, if not its genesis, at least its
opportunity to develop freely.
The frightful mortality, however,
which attended the first epidemic appearance of cholera Asiatica in western

lustrates

as others, of whom Boccaccio speaks
regarding the plague in Florence, " Between these two rehearsed extremities
of life there were others of more moderate temper, not being so daintily
dieted as the first, nor drinking so dissolutely as the second, but used all
things sufficient for their appetites.

;
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and without shutting themselves up was impossible, so long as the view
walked abroad some carrying sweet was held that cleaning-up became a
nosegays of flowers in their hands, necessity only when disease was
others odoriferous herbs, and others actually present.
Such being the history in brief of
divers kinds of spiceries."
Such, then, is cholera as it was cholera Asiatica as it has appeared to
known in its first appearance in Eur- the western nations in this century,
ope, in the epidemic extending from we may now properly refer to the dis1829 to 1837, the disease in the latter ease in the place where it seems to
year dying out in every point over have long existed, and where all modthe immense territory which it had em epidemics of it have had their

—

overrun during the period.

Regard- genesis.

explosion of the disease, we may use the trite maxim,
" Per aspera ad astra "
for during
this period sanitary science in Eng-

ing this

;

modern home, toolc its risa
Through the efforts of a philosophic
London lawyer, the late Sir Edwin
Chadwick, some spasmodic sanitary
investigations were made during this
land, its

period as to the conditions of those
parts of the city where the incidence
of the disease was most severely felt,
and, growing out of the need for statistics as an element in the enquiry,
the work of collecting and registering
vital statistics

was V)egun

in

work has l>een continuous ever since, but with the disappearance of cholera in 1837 the public sanitary conscience became seared, and
not until the next most severe epidemic of 1849, succeeding the typhus
fever of 1847, was the English public aroused to the need of systematic
health inspection under a permanent
Thus, in November of
organization.
1849 appeared the first annual report
of the late John Simon, C.B., F.R.S.,
addressed to the City of London Council, he being the first Officer of Health
Therein, in two remarkfor the city.
able papers, he dealt with the questions of
House Drainage and
ater
Supply."
Before this, indeed, sanitary committees had existed in many

W

'•

and even

in

that

modem

thfi

authorities

home of cholera

is

seem agreed
to be sought

and perhaps more espelower India and the Indian

for in India,
cially in

Archipelago. Certain it is that at the
present day cholera is endemic in lower
Bengal, notably along the delta of the
Ganges, and that, according apparently to the seasonal conditions of any
year, it may tend to take on an epi-

demic character.
According to Deputy Surgeon -Geneml Bellew, of the Indian army, who
has written

"

The History

from 1862

of Cholei-a

1881," the
appears in triennial cycles
but other oliservers fail to find sufficient evidence to sustain this theory.
Certain it is, however, that it has
in

India,

to

England disease

in 1837.
The latter

cities,

All

terrific

Canada comprehen-

sive Health Acts had been passed
after the cholera of 1832; but while
their temporary enforcement may have
efiected something, sanitary progress

periods of recrudescence, dependent
partly upon atmospheric and seasonal
conditions, and partly upon the movements of population. This is especially true as regards India, since time
and again the annual fair at Hurdwar,
a small town of 20,000 inhabitants,
situated on the Ganges some thirteen
miles from the point at which the
Sacred River debouches from the defiles of the Himalayas, has been the
occasion of outbreaks of the disease.
Although the water of the river is
very cold coming from the melting
snows of the mountains, yet owing
to its passage through a low-lying
country abounding in dense jungles
and swamps, it bears much suspended
vegetable organic matter. For centuries the Ganges at this point has been
viewed with peculiar veneration, and
there yearly is held a fair or festival

;
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which pilgrims come from all parts
Hindustan for the purpose of bathing in its holy waters. Every twelfth
year is a Kumbh Mela, and its festival
is looked upon as a specially holy season.
The sacred day is the 12th of
April, and a bath at high noon of that
day is held as being peculiarly austo
of

The

details of the fair of
be illustrated by what occurred in 1867, an epidemic year.
The year 1866 was, according to Bellew, the first of a triennial cholera
picious.

may

1892

period.

A

—

number

occurred in

of outbreaks

different

localities,

had
but

along the caravan routes, the first cases
of cholera occurred in returning pil-

By the end of April in the
Punjab alone 4,284 deaths had occurred, and by the end of 1867, 46,061.
grims.

This summary of the history of that
serious outbreak of 1867 is practically
a history of ever}^ epidemic outbreak

we are acquainted with.
up, the conditions are, (1)
some single centre or locality—a single specially filthy house, perhaps,
where cases of cholera have been, it
may be a year or more before, and
where the germs of , the disease have
of cholera

Summed

The year 1867 lain dormant in organic filth (2) an
was a Kumbh MePa, and some 3,000,- atmospheric condition of moisture and

none was

serious.

;

000 people on the 11th of April were
have been encamped on five
square miles on the western side of
the river at Hurdwar. No cholera
practically had been reported in the
camp up to that date one or two
persons only having died of diarrhoea.
The bathing place was a space 650
feet long, by about 30 feet wide, shut
off from the river by rails, which prevented the people getting into deep
said to

—

water.

Into

this

space

pilgrims

from morning to sunset.
The water within this space was thick
and dirty, partly from the ashes of
the dead, brought by relatives to be

crowded

deposited in the water of the rivergod, and partly from the washing of
the clothes and bodies of the bathers
who were all decently, though lightly,
clad.
Pilgrims dip themselves under
water three or four times, and then
drink of the holy water whilst saying
their prayers
The fakirs and traders
had arrived on the ground for several
weeks preceding the 12th, and having
before that day performed their ablutions, were ready for business.
On
the 11th, there had been a down-pour
of rain, and the water was loaded with
organic matter, while the weather was
hot and sultry. Nine cases of cholera
were reported on the evening of the
12th.
By the 15th, the encampment
had disappeared. In the Punjab it
was noticed that, in every large station
"

heat, under which organic decomposition or microbic growth is specially
rapid (3) the reception into the system of the germs of the disease or,
as some are inclined to believe, even
of the miasms produced by the free
multiplication of the spirillum or
germ of cholera in decaying organic
matter by ingestion of food or drink
by one or more persons ; (4) one or
;

—

—

more undetected mild cases, before
the conditions have been very favorable for its severer manifestations
(5) its dissemination by means of
these first cases through the agency
of the
non-disinfected bowel discharges.

Experimental investigations have,
within the past ten years, made the
fact, already suspected,
abundantly
evident that the germs of cholera,,
whether within or without the body,
possess in their very nature a capacity
for rapid multiplication during a short
period, under favorable
conditions,
much greater probably than the germs
of almost any other microbic disease..
It is thus an easy matter to understand that, with organic filth in abundance in cities, towns and villages,
especially in some of the crowded cities
of the Orient, where, as in Cashmere,
the height of the genealogical tree,
and the length of the line and the influence of a man's ancestry, is measuredby the size and varied contents of the-

;
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ence, the safeguards, I apprehend, will
not in contrivances of the

of any specific character is all that is
necessary, when heat and moisture, the
two other conditions for their rapid
multiplication are added, in order

consist,

that the outbreak of the disease should
be of that severe and explosive char-

progressive sanitary improvements on
both sides as will reduce to a minimum
on the one side the conditions which
originate the infection, and on the
other side the conditions which extend

acter

which marks an epidemic

of

cholera.

Not only

in eastern countries,

how-

nature of quarantine to maintain from
time to time more or less seclusion of
nation from nation, but rather in such

have cholera epidemics been it.
Having then illustrated the condimarked by such characters, but outbreaks in Europe since 1832 up to the tions which generate an outbreak of
most recent Hambur<,' epidemic, have cholera, and having described its mealso signified their dependence upon thods of dissemination and extension
ever,

the presence of organic filth for their to epidemic proportions, a word may
be said regarding the disease itself.
rapid development.
With a better sanitary administra- To most of the present generation in
tion and a greater intelligence amongst America and especially in Canada,
the people, it is to be exfHJcted that cholera as a disease is known only as
epidemics of cholera in Europe will a nam 3, or from a knowledge of its
only take place in any serious degree affinities to cholera nostras and cholera
when the germs of the disease find infantum. Since 1854, cholera Asiasome specially favoring condition for tica cannot be said to have existed in
their reception into the human system, Canada except in one or two isolated
and one not readily controllable. This and transitory outbreaks. The name,
one condition now known to be occa- however, both from the recollections
sionally present in the large cities of of it in the minds of people living
Europe, is some polluted public water during 1832, 1849 and 1854, and from
supply.
present newspaper literature, is still
The Government reports of the epi- sufficient to excite an interest and
demic in London in 1849 refer espe- create apprehensions in the minds of
cially to the polluted public wells
the public, enough to make reference
and many instances of outbreaks in to its clinical phenomena a proper part
smaller centres were traced to the of this article.
Its first manifestations
same source. Here and there localized in any outbreak are, as those common
outbreaks occurred but in few places to the beginning of an outbreak of any
indeed, when the town water supply disease, usually of a mild and often of
was protected from pollution did any a misleading character. The condivery serious outbreaks occur. Indeed tions favoring it will not as yet have
since 186C cholera has never obtained been present in their intensity.
If
a serious hold in Great Britain, in beginning in early summer, the heat is
consequence of the great development not usually great, nor the decomposiof sanitary administration in all parts tion of organic matters rapid.
Hence,
This fact is cases of diarrhrej, and other forms of
of the United Kingdom.
neatly summed up in a sentence by gastric and intestinal disturbance of
the late Sir John Simon in his annual perhaps more than ordinary frequency
report for 1875
and intensity will be all that is ob" Briefly, then, if the constantly de- servable.
An occasional death thereveloping and constantly accelerating from may have taken place but not
commerce between India and the rest until the incidence of sultry, moist
of the world is not to carry with it a weather will anything like an explosconstantly-increasing terror of pestil- ion of the disease take place. Then
;

:

;

—

:

;
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cases suddenly become more numerous,
and instances of sudden seizures will
be reported. Such consist of attacks

of vomiting and cramps, followed by
intense diarrhoeas of a specific character,

marked by what

is

commonly

re-

Sudden
ferred to as rice-water stools.
and extreme prostration follows, and
death, in some cases, within a very
few hours, marks the true nature of

Some writers of authorSurgeon-General Bel lew, divide

the disease.
ity, as

symptoms

into three stages, viz.
Malaise, attended by dyspepsia,
with slight looseness of the bowels and
more or less flatulence, indicating derangement of the functions of the liver
and change in the character of its
This form of the
special secretion.
malady occurs at all times and seasons,
(1.)

malignant form of the disease.

This

characterized by the symptoms of
serous or hsemorrhagic diarrhoea, with
suppression of the action of the kidneys.
Such malignant form of the
disease may, during epidemic seasons,
mark some cases almost from the onset
of the disease, and without the prebut such cases
monitory diarrhoea
are almost invariably precipitated by
special causes, such as errors or excesses in eating and drinking, exposure to dampness and night air, loss of
rest, overwork, physical exhaustion,
etc.
Such attacks are commonly
ushered in by hot and cold sensations,
or fever and chills these are followed
by giddiness or faintness, with giddiness of the head, and a small, rapid
and weak pulse, accompanied by a
peculiarly depressing sense of oppression or sinking at the stomach, along
with a nauseating headache. The
features become suddenly pallid and
pinched, quickly succeeded by a lividity and pervaded by an expression
of alarm.
The breath is chill and
dank, the voice thick and husky, and
the skin cold and clammy.
Externally
the body seems lowered in temperature, while internally in the abdomen,
a burning heat and fever is present.
Accompanying, or quickly succeeding
these symptoms, vomiting is present,
usually of an acrid, bilious character,
while the characteristic diarrhoea of
an excessive and watery character folis

;

;

varying in intensity, especially in epidemic seasons.
Owing to the prolonged duration of the exciting causes
during epidemic seasons, it shows a
tendency to increased severity of
symptoms, notably under neglect or
careless treatment of the body while
in this state, as by improper food, exposure to the weather, fatigue, etc.
(2) Diarrhoea, often spoken of as
dyspeptic or bilious diarrhoea, or premonitory diarrhoea. Such is of course
only an aggravation of the preceding
symptoms, usually dependent upon sultr}' weather suddenly followed by cold,
or as a consequence of the neglect or
careless treatment of the earlier staore.
During this stage there is usually but lows. With this may come relief from
little fever, while the copious diarrhoea the cramps previously often present
may be painless, and, though occasion- but, if so, the latter are soon replaced
ally hsemorrhagic, often is accompanied by a sensation of relief which is
hailed as a good omen after the pre-

by

ceding malaise and depression. Such
hopeful feelings may, however, prove
most fallacious, and, leading to a neglect of the disease, may result only in
a fatal termination through the onset
of the third stage of,
The word used in its
(3.) Cholera.

symptomatology of cholera in its more
important features, and enough to fully
indicate, in a popular way, the charac-

excessive cramps in the limbs,
with extreme restlessness and distress.
Such, then, briefly stated, is the

teristics of the disease.

During the
ies in

last several years, stud-

many bacteriological laboratories

have served to greatly elucidate the
means an effluxion or modus operandi of the virus of cholflow of bile, and is by many writers era. It is known that during the
made applicable especially to the multiplication and development of mirestricted sense
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from food ma- believing this, avoid the uncomfortable
and apparently give off, as by- consciousness that the old proverb, " It

crobes, they elaborate
terials,

is the unexpected that happens," might
be illustrated in the present instance.
In order, then, that we may clearly
theria, tuberculosis, etc., have been understand the problem, we have ta
designated as toxines or poisons, and remember (1) what conditions the
by their absorption through the muc- dissemination of cholera; (2) to what
ous membranes of the respiratory and extent does the disease at present exdigestive tracts, are assumed to be ist in Europe (3) what are the chanthe means by which the phenomena nels by which its progress westward
Received in- may take place (4) what degree of reof disease are produced.
to the circulation, they presumably ceptivity e.xists in the many crowded
attack .special portions of the nerve centres of population on this continent,
centres, and, in the case of cholera, set and (5) what are the measures which
up the irritations of the digestive tract are being taken in both Europe and
already indicated, as well as producing America to oppose its spread.
We have already spoken of the
paralysing effects on the organs of
Along the lines of these point referred to in the first factor of
circulation.
With regard to the
recent investigations we are likewise the problem.
to look for those results, already in second, it may be said that the reports
some degree obtained, whereby vac- of the newspaper press, as well as the
cines against these various microbic more accurate information received
medical and public health
di.seases will serve to rob them of through
their virulence, and to produce restilts journals, indicate in the most positive
as beneticent as those flowing from manner that the disease had last authe wonderful discovery of Jenner tumn made its appearance in .several
hundred places in Germany, Austria,
for protection against small -pox.
Having dealt with the phenomena Holland, Belgium and France that
of cholera as a disease, and with the very imperfect information has shown
principal conditions which have mark- its continued presence in many places in
ed its outbreak and epidemic appear- Russia duringthe winter, and its recruances in the past, and in its native descence within the last month in .severhaunts, it becomes of interest to dis- al centres from which emigrants are
cuss briefly the prospects of its appear- moving westward. Remembering, howWith ever, what conditions the epidemic
ance in Canada during 1893.
the many escapes since 1854 of Can- spread of the disease, as regards temada and the northern States of the perature, it cannot be expected that
Union, although ships have time and cholera will, even if unopposed, make
again, even so late as September, 1892, itself seriously felt in Europe till warm
brought the disea.se to our Atlantic weather appears although at date of
coast, we might, off-hand, say that writing, April 17th, telegraphic reports
this evidence is sufficient to assure us from Paris state the mortality there to
that it will not this season gain an be thirty per cent, in excess of the
entrance through any of the many average, and that 1.50 deaths from
possible avenues of communication cholera have occurred at Lorient, a
with Europe and probably the results town in north-western France. Remight verify such stitement.
The garding the third point, it may be said
question, however, as a scientific one, that the tendency of cholera to spread
cannot be so decided, and certainly no westward will be alons the lines of
government, no municipal council, and continental commerce, especially in the
no health othcer could, recofjnizins: matter of the transportation of emitheir several respon-sibilities, though grants from Russia and Eastern Ger-

products or excretory materials, cerThese, in the case of
tain substances.
disease-producing forms, as of diph-

;

;

;

;

;

M

;
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many. This is principally by way of applied more to supplying quantity
Hamburg, Stettin, Antwerp and Bre- than quality.
men, as seen in the fact that in 1891
7^e^p/u?i^. ^^ver
some 190,000 steerage passengers sailed
to New York from these ports alone.

With regard

to the question of the
of cities and towns in
America for the germ of cholera in
other words, of the question of condione must
tions favorable to its spread
speak with caution and discriminaIn many respects the cities of
tion.
Canada and the Northern States are
of recent construction, and are relatively free from the narrow streets,
alleys and closed courts of the old
Air and sunlight
cities of Europe.
enter houses in America to a degree
unapproached in old continental cities
and towns. Manufacturing is of comrecent
development in
paratively

receptivity

—

—

America population per Jtcre, with a
few exceptions, is relatively sparse
the streams have only in a few instances become polluted to a degree at
all comparable to those of Northern
Europe, and many cities have water
supplies of first-class purity. The people generally have more intelligence,
and submit with general readiness to
;

In Canada, notably in
health laws.
Ontario, and recently in Quebec with
its more recent provincial health organiz ition, municipalities have developed rapidly, within recent years, a regard for municipal cleanliness, and a
determination to have public water
supplies of undoubted purity.
If one
is to judge, however, from the death
rate per thousand from typhoid
and
it is the only reliable criterion
the
undeveloped state of municipal law,
the lack of scientific knowledge of the
dangers of pollution in the past and
of the methods for protecting public
water supplies, the system of annual

—
—

This diagram
ately, a fact,

illustrates,

unfortun-

which in connection with

the possible introduction of cholera,
and its known intimate relations with
polluted water, as seen in the Hamburg outbreak, does not make pleasant
reading.

England has escaped, notwithstanding her extended commerce, since 1875,
every European outbreak of cholera,
and measures her freedom from danger
practically by the quality of her pub-

water supplies. At least one Onmay, with her record during
elections, and the peculiar methods of the past three years from typhoid, lay
municipal politics in American, and these facts to heart and seriously ask
too often in Canadian cities, have, in herself whether, if cholera should unmany instances, enabled water works fortunately make its appearance in
franchises to be given to companies, America, she can expect to keep free
and to be constructed even by city from its ravages.
fathers on a principle which has been
The last point, referring to the
lic

tario city

CHOLERA COMING?
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measures l>eing taken to prevent the Mayor of Halifax further show that a
spread of cholera, is too large to admit tendency to continue the old routine
consideration in this of taking everything for granted, is
of adequate
Germany has realized fully still evinced on the part of the quaranplace.
her dancfer, and llamburf; has not tine authorities there while the ocslumbered during the winter. A total currence of two cases of .small-pox on
of S 1,000,000 has been expended there the 14th of April amongst immigrants
since last summer for cholera purposes. by thts SS. Vancouver, in their pasPhysicians, heads of families, ship- sage ii Manitoba via the Canadian
masters, etc., are required to report Pacific Railway illustrates what may
every case of suspected diarrhcea. happen when summer comes. Much
Bacteriological examinations are made has, however, been done with a view to
of the discharges from every suspected increasing the efficiency of the St.
case for the germ of cholera. There Liwrence quarantine, and with pro;

equipped
with the

vision made for the routine disinfection of the effects and clothing of all

have a capacity for
All emigrants arriving
1,200 cases.
at Hamburg for transport are said to
be detjiitied there several days for inspection, and all ships sailing for
United States* ports have to have a
clean bill of health before these emigrants are allowed to embark.
suspicious fact, however, and one requiring explanation, is the tendency
seen on the part of certain shipping
companies to bring these continental
pjissengers into the United States via
Canadian ports. It makes the necessity for most stringent quarantine at
Cantulian ports apparent. That much
has been done at the great American
ports during the |>ast winter to prepare for cholera, is unquestionably
true; but that New York, the great
entrepot, is inadequately equipped for
dealing thoroughly w^iih the constant
stream of importations there, is evident from the report of the InterState Sanitary Conference held there
on the 5th of the present month. The
complaints recently
made by the

immigrants, whether from infected
countries or not, as required by an
Order-in-Council published in the
Canada Gazette of April 22nd, the
Grosse Isle service will certainly do

are

five

cht»lera

and romly

camjis

all

for service, and,

city hospitals, they

A

much to les.sen any danger approaching Canada by that channel. Provincial and local boards in Quebec, Ontario
and Manitoba, are showing commendable activity.
Local sanitation, general cleaning up, cleansing or closing
of wells and vaults, construction of
isolation hospitals and disinfecting apparatus, greater attention to notification of infectious diseases by physicians, and an anxiety on the part of
the individual public to avoid any
possible causes of danger, all indicate
that in Canada, cholera, unless it arrives in epidemic form from some
cholera centre, which Chicago might
readily become if the disease once got
a foothold there, will be shorn in a
large degree of those powers for evil
which have made the name almost
synonytuous with Despair.

:

:

THE CANALS OF MARS.
BY

S.

E.

PEAL,

F.E.A.S.,

RAJINAI, SIBSAGAR, A-SAM, INDIA.

All this is now changed, not sudUndoubtedly one of the secrets of
the rapid advance in all branches of denly, but as the slow outcome of
industry and scientific research in our recent geological discovery and reday, is the remarkable subdivision of searches begun in the days of Charles
No man can hope to excel in Darwin, who was one of the fiist to
labor.
all branches at once, still less to be an notice that all true oceanic islands are
"admirable Crichton," and be equally volcanic. Neither on their surfaces,
well posted in all the scientific lore of nor yet in the ejected debris, do they
our times. The "expert," by sticking ever show a trace of stratified rock,
to his particular branch, and partially though the latter is so often seen in
ignoring others, wonderfully assists the ejecta of terrestrial volcanoes on
the general progress. But there are continents, or in shallow seas.
Mr. A. R. Wallace, in "Island Life,"
not wanting symptoms that this may
at times be carried to an extreme, and at page 330, says that "during the
the " Canals of Mars " would seem to whole period of geologic time, as indibe an instance where the astronomer cated by the fossiliferous rocks, our
might gain a little by noting the continents and oceans have, speaking
broadly, been permanent features of
results of the work of geologists.
The question is one which involves our earth's surface." At page 150, he
the distribution of land and water on says " there is the strongest cumuanother globe, and hence does not lative evidence, amounting almost to
interest the geologist on our own. demonstration, that for all known
Nevertheless, to the astronomer seek- geological periods, our continents and
inor a clue to the "distribution of land
oceans have occupied the same general
and water" on Mars, the latest dis- position they do now." Regarding
coveries of our geologists in this parti- the great ocean floors, Mr. J. Murray
cular department, should have some in- tells us that " the results of many lines
terest.
Yet, so far, one of the most re- of investioration seem to show that in
markable discoveries in geology of re- the abysmal regions we have the most
cent times, which bears directly on this permanent areas of the earth's sursubject, seems to have escaped notice, face "
vast plains at a depth of about
i.e., the permanence of continents and
three miles, covering 8-16ths of the
ocean basins. Formerly, it used to be globe, which are subject to slow, steady
supposed that our terrestrial ocean subsidence the shallower seas, coverbeds and continents had frequently, or ing 3-16ths and continents 5-16ths,
at least occasionally, changed places. being fluctuating regions.
Or, as Tennyson expresses it
Professor J. Geikie, in his address to
Section E (Geography) at the British
"Oh, earth, what changes hast thou seen
Association, {Nature, Aug. 11) said:
There where the dull street roars hath been
"We must admit that the solid crust
The stillness of the central sea."
of the globe has always been subject
For instance, our chalk was formed at to distortion, and this being so, we
the bottom of some former Atlantic
cannot doubt that the general trends
thousands of fathoms below the sur- of the world's coast lines must have
face of our widely isolated oceanic been modified from time to time by
islands.are the summits of vast ransfes, movements of the lithosphere."
It
seems to be the general opinion that
on continents now submerged.

—

;

—

!
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the configuration of the lithosphere
is due to the sinking in and ci-uinpling
up of the crust on the cooling and
According to
contracting nucleus.
Professor VVincheli, the tr nds (of the
great world ridges and trouyhs) may
have been the result of primitive tidal
He was of opinion that the
action.
trans-meridional prog] ess of the tidal

the cause for the present distribution of
land and wat- r on our earth. They
are the results arrived at by our greatest geologists and mathematicians, and
should, therefore, be of the highest
value to all who desire to study or interpret the permanent features of other
globes.

Testeil by our moon, we find them
borne out in the most remarkable manThe steady, sIjw subsidence of
planet, would give the forming crust ner.
structural characteristics and aptitudes the lunar marea or seas, is beautifulnorth
and south.
trending
The ly evidenced in the arrangement of
earliest wrinkles to come into exist- the vast crevasses or fractures of the
in regard to
ence, therefore, would be meridional crust, called " clefts,"
or sub-meridional, and such is certainly which Ml-. A. C. Ranjard in Knowthe prevailing direction of the most ledge, Sept., p. 173, says: "The eviconspicuous earth-features. So far as dence bi ought forward by Mr. Peal,
geological research has gone, there is with rciTfard to the jreneral subsidence
reason to believe that these elevated of the greal lunar marea, seems to
and depressed areas are of primeval me conclusive." And the evidence of
antiquity, that they antedate the very pronounced meridional arrangement
oldest of the sedimentary formations. is equally clear.
From Walter to
We may thus speak of the great world Cassini, we seem to have evidence (of
ridges as regions of dominant eleva- several kinds) of the existence on the
tion, and of the profound oceanic prime meridian of a vast " meridional
troughs as areas of more or less per- shoal," or submerged continent, (possistent depression.
Our globe is a sibly the cause for the real libration),
cooling and contracting body, and de- bordered on the east by Mares Nubium,
pression must always be the prevail- O. Procellarum and Imbrium, while
ing movement of the lithosphere.
on the west we see Nectaris, TranquilIn regard to the cause for the per- itatis and Serenitatis, each series Jiavsistent subsidence of ocean floors, M. inf; a meridional arrangement, and
Faye points out that " undei- the oceans havinof towards each limb the wellthe globe cools down more rapidly, krown N. and S. series of vast walled
and to a greater depth, than beneath plains. The great Sirsalis cleft, 400
the surface of the continents. At a miles in length, is a huge meridional
depth of 4,000 metres, the ocean will anticlinal fracture of the crust. So
still have a temperature not remote thiit on our satellite, these two fundafrom zero Centigrade, while at a similar mental features are equally seen to be
depth beneath the earth's crust the structural characteristics, and the slow
temperature would not be far from persistent subsidence of ocean floors,
150^ C.
together with the meridional arrangeThe great areas of subsidence and ment of the land and sea area^, due to
upheaval on our earth are very dis- tidal distortion, or rupture, in the
tinctly marked out by a lobed and mer- early stages of crust fi rmation, are
idional arrangement, due, as Professor common features of the earth-moon
G.H. Darwin thinks, to tidal rupture in system.
But on Mars, which has no
early stages of crust formation
a view large satellite, and whereon the effect
also put forward by Professor A. Win- of solar tides, according to Professor
chell.
There can be little doubt that Darwin, is " inconsiderable," one of
swell, in eaily incrustive times,

on our

111

—

these great recent discoveries, when
taken together, give us the clue to

these two features is practically absent,
the result being a totally different

THE CANALS OF MARS.
distribution of land and water. There
is
a conspicuous absence of large
equatorial oceans, placed meridional ly
as our Atlantic and Pacific, and in lieu
of them we see an ec^uatorial girdle of
land masses, and only two oceans, one
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At the equinoxes the tides would,
during the daytime, be drawn up the
canals, from eadi polar basin, on to
the equatorial regions by solar attracreturn flow taking place at

tion, the

night.

on each pole.
Thus, even with but limited tides,
This peculiar arrangement, there can the effectual circulation of the water on
hardly be a doubt, is due to the fol- Mars would probably much exceed that
lowing causes
Firstly, that on Mars, seen on our earth, and its heating by
the earlier pha.ses of crust formation the solar rays, to a large extent, daily,
began at the poles, and, as time went in the tropics, be greater than with us.
on and further condensation took
The circulation of this heated water
place, these sites bec;ime sea basins. in each polar basin might well account
By the slow subsidence of the floors for the smalliiess of the " polar caps,"
of these polar oceans
which would be the network of canals across the equathe coldest and densest portions of the tor acting as an efficient water heater,
crust
the emergence of the equatorial mitigating thereby the rigors of the
land-girdle would at last follow as a arctic and antarctic climates.
:

—

—

natural consequence.
Secondly, the
comparative continuity of this latter,
again, would be assured by the absence
of a largo satellite, causing tidal rupture, as in our case, solar influence
being, as Professor Darwin says, " inconsiderable."
Thus the two features so conspicuously seen, as influencing the distribution of land and water on our earth,
i.e., permanence
and subsidence of

ocean

together with tidal distortion, inducing a sub-meridional arrangement, would seem to be valuable
aids in interpreting the distribution of
land and water on Mars.
The above
would account for the two polar ocean
basins, the peculiar landgirdle aboutthe
equator, and lastly, for its being more
or less intact, and not cut up by large
water spaces or oceans.
But though "inconsiderable," the
solar influence would yet cause limited
floors,

a little before, during and
after the equinoxes, and also tend to
cause an •' overspill " from one basin into the other, when one of the poles was
tides,

turned towards ihe sun. Such tidewater, pa.ssing across the equatorial
land girdle, by the lowest levels, would
cause channels or "canal^," which the
" bore " would tend to straighten, especially

if

in alluvial strata.

The occasional duplicity of the
canals may possibly be due to the presence in them of a series of islands,
like the sand "churs" of the BrahThis river is very seldom
maputro.
indeed found to flow in one channel,

and some of the islands of more permanent nature, like the " Majuli," or
middle land, are 130 miles long by 10
From an elevation of
to 20 broad.
20 or bO miles, in fact, this river
would undoubtedly present the appearance of a series of long loops.
The singular feature of the whole
case

is,

that, so far, there appears to

have been no reference to the above,
as a possible solution for the peculiar distribution of land and water
in

in any astronomical pubBut if the geological axiom
the permanent subsidence of ocean

Mars,

lication.

of

so clearly seen on our earth
(and moon) also applies to Mars, we
can see at once that the completeness of the equatorial land girdle is
due to the absence of tidal rupture by
a large satellite, and also an intelligible reason for the origin of the
"canals" as t'ldewaya open to the
polar basins at each ends.
floors,

—

(Paper read bejort the Astronomical and Physical Society oj Toronto.)

A TRIP AFTER BARK

BY TUOMAS

As MANY know, birch-bark is a very
important thing among Indians and
hunters especially in a country that
;

abounds in lakes and streams.

NORTHERN ONTARIO.

IN

With

it they make many useful things, but
above all, their canoes, which are as
useful to the hunter of the woods as
the horse is to the hunter of the

plains.

C.

BIRNIE.

It must not be thought that the
right kind of bark can be got any
sometimes
where about the forest
the Indians go hundreds of miles for
it, and the place to which we intended
It could have
to go was very distant.
been got nearer, but getting it nearer
would require an overland journey,
and the longer distance was the easiest,
as it was by water, with the exception
of a few portages we would have to

fall.

:

The bark of the birch, like the bark
But
of most trees, peels best in June.
the Indians, when they want a supply, pass.
generally put off getting it until July,
Our route lay up a river the Mawon account of the bears. June is the e-net-e-che-mon, the name signifymonth in which the bears mate, and ing, " They chased him with a canoe."
though the Indian, at most times of And here our Indian friends told us
the year, is only too glad to meet one of their lingering traditions of the
with bears, yet he knows that both terrible Iroquois. And it is very
bears and wolves, in places where pleasant to travel up a wild river'
they are numerous and have collected with an Indian, whose confidence you
in large numbers, are dangerous at have gained, and who is well acquainttheir time of mating.
This is espe- ed with the traditions of his tribe,
cially so with bears.
They go tearing and the past and j)resent history of
about the woods, often fighting with the place. The language of the Indians
each other, and, absorbed as they are, is very expressive, and enables them
neglect seeking their food, and often to give a concise name to a place, desget very hungry.
The she one, too, cribing its character, or any incident
feels very important, attended by so connected with it
and many a place

—

;

many

rugged gallants, and will attack
indiscriminately everything she meets;
and the he ones, anxious to secure her
favor, eagerly back her up, making it
very dangerous to meet with a herd
at such a time, and the Indians are
careful to avoid their haunts at this

is

marked with a name which makes

it a Gettysburg or Waterloo to them.
This makes a trip up their wild routes,
with an intelligent Indian for a companion, a very enjoyable one.
Now you come to a falls it is " The
Big
place where Big Otter sleeps."
season of the year.
Otter was an Indian hunter, who, in
But June had passed, and we hoped the excitement of the chase, ventured
the bears had became less savage, and too far, and was swept over these falls,
as our two Indian friends, Wig-e-maw- and, as is the Indians' custom in such
way and Nan-e-bo-tho, were about cases, when they find the body, they
starting for & supply of bark, Ned and bury it near the place.
You go and
I thought we would join them, for we take a look at the lone grave.
It is a
wished to see the part of the country lonely spot, but when you think of the
they v;ere to visit, having some human bones you have seen tossed
thoughts of starting a hunting and about by rude and careless workmen,
trading station there the f olio win o- or carted away from some cemetery
:
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that has become too valuable to let times, had suffered through his influthe dead rest there in peace, you ence with the evil one. At last, Shawthink Big Otter sleeps well beneath wun-e-ge-lihik, a much-loved chief,
the pine trees, with the wild, free sickened and died of a disease mysterwinds singing a requiem in their tops. ious to the Indians. Suspicion was at
Or you come to a wild, rocky lake, once fastened on Wah-wun, the powamidst whose yawning chasms the wow, and in a secret council the Instorm wind shrieks and howls, while dians resolved to put him to death.
the echoing thunder reverberates from Stealthily the}"^ crept up to him in
rock to rock. It is " Lake Ween-daw- the dead of night, and, pouncing on
goo" "the dwelling-place of the spirit him, secured him before be could get
of the thunder-storm." You must pass his medicine bag (they think the
it reverently, or the spirit will come,
potent spell lies bidden in it), and
enveloped in dark clouds, lashing the brought him before the chiefs and old
waters into fury, and roaring and men of the nation, who condemned
him to be burnt to death for sorcery.
shooting fire at you.
Or, as you paddle along, you come Poor Wah-wun, naturally bitter and
to a creek of dark, polluted water vindictive, had his evil passions arousslowly oozing out into the river from ed by such barbarous treatment, and
a small lake of a very dreary and while thetlames were gathering around
desolate appearance. Some grim rocks him, true to his character, he beand bare sandhills are seen, but the queathed to them his curse. He said
Indians tell you no living thing is " May the evil spirit curse you. May
found in its waters, or anything ver- your hearts be faint in time of battle,
dant seen about it shores. It is " The and your scalps ornaments in the wigMay the evil
place of death."
Whatever we may wams of your enemies.
think of the Indian from the degraded mind that dwells in the mai*sh light
specimens we have seen of him, it is on you and blast your corn, blight
literally true that he " sees God in your children and kill your game,"
clouds and hears Him in the wind." and then Wah-wun's spirit went ofi in
To him " millions of spirits walk the a black cloud and settled down here,
earth both while we wake and while lived here and has ever since remained,
we sleep," and though they may not be trying to put his curse into execution.
spirits that correspond with our ideas,
Thus we journeyed on, sometimes
to him they are realities, surrounding passing through lakes wild and rughim on every hand. Left to his own ged-looking, while others were beauti-

—

:

communings

in his lonely wanderings
amidst the mysteries of nature, everything around him isali ve with the invisibleand every odd -looking thing hesees
is the home of some spirit, ready to do
him good or do him harm. It is no
wonder, then, that such a place as this
excites his superstition and becomes
the abode of an evil spirit, or that his
fancy has supplied it with one coming
down in the traditions from long ago.
They tell you that long ago this part
of the country was the residence of a
celebrated pow-wow (medicine man),
noted for his skill, and feared and
hated for the way in which he used it.

A

number

of the Indians, at different

crowned with lovely
the shores lined with |)arklike plains, beneath which lay smooth,
sandy beaches, and where, in the distance,
might be seen the stately
m9ose, or the lonely bear, as it paced
its solitary way in search of some new
feeding-ground.
Then, again, we would pass up some
quiet stretch of the river, where the
water animals, attending to the wants
of their young, would enliven the
Thousands of birds along the
scene.
banks made the woods vocal with
their joyous songs and it seemed very
strange to meet with the companions
of your childhood's home in such a
ful as fairy-land,

islands,

;
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You expected to see
wild and savage creatures. It is nothBut
ing to see the bear or the wolf.
to see the darling little humming bird
that tiitted about the honey-suckle
that entwined your mother's door, or
hear the sweet song of the robin that
place as this.

they show uneasiness, which is a sign
they are about to depart.
And after
marshalling their hosts sometimes a
number of broods together, sometimes
only a single one they rise up above

—

—

the obstructing trees and hills, and
wing their way to the sunny south.
Nor alone to the wild geese and
gladdened your childhood's days, seemed strange indeed but it was all very ducks is the wild rice marsh a prize.
And so was the paddle The Indians, too, value it very highly,
pleasant.
against the swift-flowing rapid, and not only as a game preserve, but also
the camp by the waterfall, whose for the rice, of which they are very
never-ceasing murmur soothed you fond, and often gather it and store it
away for winter's use. We read of
to rest.
Passing on, we came to a great wild the inhabitants of the Nile sowing
rice marsh, where thousands and hun- their crops from boats, but here we
dreds of thousands of wild geese and may see the harvesting done in canducks were congregated, many of them oes. The rice grows in the water and
Some of the Indians sail through it, bending
with broods of young ones.
these marshes are of vast extent, and the heads of the rice over their canoe,
are the favorite resort of innumerable and threshing it out with their padIt is well known how dles, the grain falling into their canoe.
water-fowl.
They have two methods of preparanxious the migratory birds are to return to the north, and, no sooner does ing it. One is to simply dry and winthe spring open up a spot of water, now it in the other, which involves a
than geese and ducks begin Hocking great deal more labor, they roast it in
to it, and before the ice and snow their kettles, and then pound it in a
are all gone, thousands may be seen mortar.
The last method makes it
together in flocks, presenting a scene much the better, as it takes the black
of life and joy greatly in contrast skin off" and makes it a very palatable
with the dreary aspect of the place a dish, not only relished by the Indians,
few weeks before. Heie they breed but in places not too distant where it
and multiply, luxuriating in the plenty is sometimes brought, the whites readand security of their wild northern ily buy it for three dollars a bushel.
home, at first living on the old rice
The rice-gathering is often a time of
still lying in the water, and the sucmerry-making, and makes a pic-nic
culent grasses which soon start to which others than
Indians would
grow in it. But it is not until the greatly enjoy. Happening at a time
rice begins to ripen that they revel in of the year when the forest is thorthe abundance which is spread around oughly enjoyable, men, women and
them.
Then the young ones have children have a happy time.
The
learnt they have wings, and seem de- " lords of creation " go off" shooting
lighted to use them the old ones, too, geese and ducks, while the women are
seem to know the necessity of their busy attending to the rice. The boys
young being practised for their long and girls do pretty much as they
coming flight, and morning and even- please, and, like white boys and
ing flocks numbering thousands and girls, some of them are too lazy
tens of thousands may be seen flying to do more than lounge around,
from one part of the marsh to another. while the more industrious ones either
But, though they are preparing for help their mothers or go with their
their long journey, they are in no fathers and take their first lesson in
hurry to leave, and it is only when the the hunter's art, while some few of the
ice begins to close in the rice-fields, boys, who are yet to become the noted
;

;

;
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the tribe, strike out for
themselves, and if they are lucky
enough to return at nijjht with a wild
goose hanging at their girdle, which

hunters of

they have captured with their bow
and arrow, they become the heroes of
the hour, and rightly so, for they
have achieved a difficult task. But
all
seem very happy, feasting on
ducks and geese, and enjoying their
" outing" quite as much as their palefaced brethren could do.
After a mther tiresome paddle over
the tortuous course of the river in its
windings through the marsh, we came
to a falls, which the Indians call
" Re-che-wa-jaw-qua-sing
The place
that can be seen from afar." Here the
river tumbles over a ledge of rocks,
one may say, right into the marsh.
swell in the ledge of rocks divides
the river, and causes it to rtow over in
two channels. On the little island
thus formed, an immense pine tree
towers aloft and makes a very prominent land-mark that
be seen from
afar.
And, probably, what has impressed these lone travellers more
deeply, you come within a few miles
of this tree hours before you reach it.
Indeed, at once place you are nearer
to it than you are an hour later,

—

A
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After they had gone and we had
preparations for our stay, we
took a stroll about the place. It was
a lovely evening and a lovely spot to
enjoy it.
The basin is a very pretty
one. The land on the side upon which
we were encamped ran back for a
quarter of a mile or more, nearly level.
No fallen trees or brush lay on the
ground, and there was very little
undergrowth, but enough of small pine
trees grew scattering about to make a
grateful shade.
The ground was covered with a carpet of many- colored
mosses, which gave the whole place
the appearance of a tine park.
The
other side was high hill after hill rose
up till the last was lost in the blue
distance.
At the lower end of the
basin, a curiously-formed cliff of rocks
rose up, garlande<l with twining plants.
It was a place one might expect to
find associateil with a legend, and
the Indians tell a story very much
like one we have all heard about
other places, of a beautiful maiden
who threw herself from this rock.
Sometime after dark we saw a light
coming down the river a little distance from the shore. It was a son
of Me-no-ma-na hunting deer with a

made

;

light

though you may have paddled hard
When the weather becomes hot
all the time, a bend of the river send- and the water warm, deer often Hock
ing you very far out of your way.
to it to paddle about in it, and fee^l on
Leaving here after a short day's the water-plants, especially in places
paddle, we reached a beautiful basin, where the flies are bad and the Ina little below a lake.
Here we camp- dians then often slaughter them in
ed, and, as it was Saturday night, and great numbers.
They attach two
we intended to remain until Monday, clapboards, eight or ten inches wide
we made a little extra preparation for and about eighteen inches long, to a
our comfort. Our two Indian friends staff, one in a horizontal, the other in
ha«l left us and gone on to the lake, a perpendicular position,
and then
where they had an uncle by the name fasten the staff, like a little mast, in
of Meno-ma-na living, and where their canoe.
They place the torch
they intended spending the next day. a cotton rag twisted and saturated
They gave us an invitation to go with with turpentine, or, if not able to get
them, assuring us of a hearty welcome, that, a piece of very resinous pine
but we said we would rather remain wood on the horizontal board, thus
where wo were, but would call up and making a kind of dark lantern, which
see their uncle the next day
and they, enables them to see anything ahead
knowing the next day was one we held of thejn, while they and their canoe
in respect, importuned us no further.
are hidden in the darkness. A dark
;

—

—

;
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night is best, and it must be calm, not breeding he apologized, telling us not
only to keep the light from blowing to mind, but he had to do something
To some the
out, but to prevent the scent of the to try and save his son.
boatman being carried to the deer. scene might have appeared absurd, if
Then, a person can approach very not ludicrous to us it did not, for we
near a deer standing on the water's felt he only voiced the wail and the
edge, so near that I have known the weakness common to humanity in the
animal, when fired at, in its sudden presence of death, and the hawk's skin
consternation to spring right on the to the Indians is no more than the
canoe.
Before you get used to it, it images and pictures in some of our
seems very strange to see a wild deer churches are to us, and to which some
standing in open view, gazing at you of us bow down for hawk skins to
without offering to move, while you them, as the images and pictures to us,
sail up to within a few feet of it.
only represent the unseen spirit which
This is an easy method of hunting lies beyond our ken.
deer, but one that does not bring
It may be thought their pow-wows
much credit to the hunter. When the are a set of impostors who deceive
Indians wish to speak contemptuously their brethren, but this is not so. The
of one, they say " he hunts with a pow-wows and other Indians believe
light."
it a gift from their mun-e-doos, or
The next day we went to see our gods or rather that some god has
;

;

;

We

found him located
on a beautiful lake, and living in a
snug little log house, with potatoes
and other vegetables growincr around
him.
We thought it a hunter's paradise.
Here he was surrounded with
game, and when he wanted a deer, all
he had to do was to put a torch in his
canoe, or call out his dogs, when one
would soon be got or, if he wanted a
partridge, or a duck, it was to be found
at his very door or fish, the lake was
full of them.
In the trapping time,
the surrounding country was full of
fur, and we could not help wondering
why so few Indians adopted his plan
of life.
The red men, like ourselves
and the "gulls and crows," like to
flock together and gather into settlements, where necessarily the game
becomes scarce for miles around.
Poor Me-no-ma-na was in trouble.
He was a pow-wow, and we found
him with a hawk's skin fastened to
the wall, busy chanting and beating
his drum to it, invoking its aid to save
friends' uncle.

;

;

his son, a

young man

of seventeen or
eighteen, who lay on a mat near by,
apparently far gone in consumption.

When we came
music, and

appeared

in,

he ceased his weird

knowing how these things
to

us,

with natural good

taken them into its special favor, and
when that god has made itself known
by appearing to them in their dreams
in the shape of some beast, or bird, or
reptile, they procure the skin of that
creature, and drying it, put it in their
medicine bag, and ever afterwards,
when they seek their protector's help,
they hang the skin up, and appeal to
it.

Out of respect to poor old Me-noma-na and his trouble, we did not
stay long, but, promising to meet our
frienis there early next morning,

we

returned to our camp.
The Indians have a burying-ground
here, to which the different hunting
parties, from far and near, bring any

number who happen to die
when out on their hunting trips. To-

of their

wards evening we paid it a visit.
Their manner of making their graves is
very tasteful, considering their rude
means, and looks quite picturesque in
the lovely places they often choose for
the last resting-place of their friends.
the ground over the
grave as we do, then place four small
logs of wood around the border, and
roof it over with clap-boards split from
the cedar tree
and then enclose the
whole with a fence formed from loofs

They heap up

;

a
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wood

of about an equal size, stand- our ears were assailed with the low,
endwise and made even at the top. mournful howl of a wolf strayed from
At the head of the grave they drive the pack, or the more dismal yells
down a stake, hewn smooth on the in- they make when banded together.
side, and on it paint figures descriptive But we did not wonder to find wolves
of the person who lies beneath.
Some plentiful, for not only the paths told
of these figures are very striking and us deer were numerous, but every
beautiful.
We notic;jdone tiny grave, little while, as we passed round a bend
and on the stake a blossom, broken of the winding stream, a deer would
and hanging down, was painted
bound off with a snort, perhaps not
most appropriate emblem of the dusky twenty feet away. We nearly ran on
little darling who lay beneath.
top of one which was h'ing in the
After our walk, we sat down on the water hiding from the wolves.
bank of the river to enjoy the fine
When one looked into this wild flat
Before long a large with so thick a covering of wide
j>rospect before us.
buck, which had taken to the river to spreading trees and dense undergrowth,
escape the wolves, came swimming he felt it was a perfect lair for wild
past. As he floated byhe wasa tempting beasts, and as he listened to the dismal
sight, with his large, spreading horns, yell of wolves he was ready to wonder
and had it been another day our hunt- how deer could willingly frequent such
ing instincts might have been aroused, a place. But, strange as it may appear,
but as it was we let him go in peace.
deer are not disturbed at the voice of
After the sun went down, the water their enemy when a little distance
animals of different kinds came from off", in fact, they do not seem to know
their
hiding-places and commenced what it is, and men may shout and
their gambols and their search for wolves howl within thirty or fort}' rods
food.
We watched them till it be- of them without giving them much
came too dark to see then we repaired concern. Yet deer are quick, remarkto our camp, spent a while in conver- ably quick, to distinguish between the
sation, and retired to our humble but falling of a branch or the noise of the
sweet bed of cedar bouglis to sleep.
trees shaken by the wind, and the
The next morning the wind threaten- breaking of a stick by being trodden
ed to be ahead, and, as we wished to on. To the first sounds they pay no atget across the lake before it blew hard, tention, while the last sound puts them
we started shortly after day-break.
on the alert at once, and yet the report
When we i-eached the old pow- of a gun or the sharp shout of a man,
wow's, we found our friends read}-- and at equally close distances, gives them
waiting for us. After two hours' pad- no alarm. It is true it attracts them,
dling we reached the other side of the and is often used by the hunter to
lake, with appetites sharpened for our stop them when they are passing on
breakfivst.
the run, but it is their curiosity, not
After breakfast we entered a large their fear, that is aroused.
It would
creek which ran through a low, rich seem that nature provides them with
flat, covered with rank ferns and uman instinct that helps to secure them
brageous elms and soft maples. Deer from immediate danger, while it leaves
frequented these flats in large num- them free from the distressing fears a
bers and had well- beaten paths run- real knowledge of their situation would
ning in different directions.
And inspire. This is a merciful provision,
along with the tracks of deer were and it enables them to enjoy their life
the tracks of wolves.
For in any while it lasts.
Then, nature has
place, especially attractive to deer, taught them that water is a refuge
there, too, are sure to be wolves. And from their great enemy the wolf and,
as we passed along, more than once when they are pursued, to it they run,
of

m^

—

;

;

;
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within reach they are
unless a large one, affords them less security, for the wolves,
it hard by, will follow down the stream
on both sides and often get them in
the end though sometimes they catch
a tartar in so doing, for if the deer is
a large one, and it comes to a shoal, it
will remain there, and if the wolves
come out to it and the water is not
too shallow, the deer will defend itself
so dexterously with both hind and
fore feet that the would-be destroyer
They
often becomes the destroyed.

and

a lake

if

is

A river,

safe.

;

will also tiee to a creek when hard
pressed, though that is not often of

much

Yet

even

here they
sometimes baffle their pursuers for
nature has endowed them with a good
deal of cunning, and the}"^ use many
devices to hide their scent, not only
lying under water with their noses
alone sticking out, but sometimes finding their way under an overliangiiig
bank, in onler to reach which they
avail.

;

Bears have a curious habit in their
mating season, of reaching up and
biting the evergreen trees along their
line of march, and tearing off the
bark.
Some of the Indians call it
They say the
their " blaze," or mark.
he- bears, now and again, as they march
along, stand on their hind legs, and,
reaching up as high as they can, bite
the tree, as a sign to any bears that
may follow, as much as to say, " If
you can reach that, it may be safe for
you to follow, but if not, you had
better stay behind." Others, not quite
so imaginative, say it is to clean their
but as they only do it at this
teeth
time of the year, 1 think it is because
they like the taste of the sap, which
flows copiously under the bark at this
Or it may be from some proseason.
pensity such as makes a cat scratch a
chair or table leg, or a dog, at certain
times, scratch up the ground
the
cause of which nobody seems to
;

—

know.
But now a break in the trees showselves and, last of all, if they are an- ed us a lake was near, at which we all
noyed too much, they entirely desert rejoiced, for we were weary after our
the place, and seek another where day's paddle, and now were nearing
they can find more peace. So, we see, our journey's end. We soon entered
the yell of the wolf as it resounds in the lake, and, passing over to an
some dismal swamp, is not as terrible island, camped for the night.
to them as might be supposed.
We were all in good humor, and
must have wholly suomerged thorn;

.

These

flats extended for eiofht or ten
and were the resort not only of
bears, deer and wolves, but, what
pleased us more, we saw numerous
signs of beaver, otter and mink as w^e
passed along, and as we were nearing
our destination, we hoped to have
some fun as well as profit among them
at some future time.

miles,

after feasting

Farther on, the land turned higher,

Sailor,

and soon evergreens lined the banks
of the stream.
Here we saw numerous signs of bears, some of them of
very recent origin. The signs grew
more and more plentiful as we passed
along, showing that the bears had had
a high time here a few weeks before,
and our Indian friends congratulated

to fall

themselves on having put off
they had.

trip as long as

on a beaver the Indians

had shot during the day, our conversation gradually turned upon bears
and bear-hunting. This led to stories
about them in their mating season,
and as the Indians have a genuine
dread of them then, it has led to many
traditional tales, many of which would
eclipse the adventures of Sinbad the

The Indian is so accustomed
back on legends to answer the
many questions which suggest themselves to his circumstantial mind, that
he is prone to the marvellous, and
when on the mythical, nothing is too
extravagant to exceed his belief.
When conversing with you on a subject within his reach, he shows himtheir self an observant being, and traces
cause and effect with a great deal of

!
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accuracy, but question him 011 something beyond his knowledge, and he
at once flies to the supernatural, and
will tell you the wildest tales in supHe will relate a
port of his views.
personal adventure without exaggeration, in a calm, rational way, but let
him turn to a traditional one, and
nothing is too strange or impossible
for him to narrate as fact. Our friend,
Wig-e-maw-way, for instance, bore
deep scars received from a bear in an
encounter in which he nearly lost his
Yet he would tell this story in
life.
a simple, truthful way, but let him get
to a story of long time ago," and he
would become excited at once, and his
flashing eye, impassioned manner, and
wild gesticulation, in the dim, shadowy
light of a camp-fire, made a picture
*'

any artist might covet.
The next morning the Indians went
after their birch-bark, while we launched forth to take a survey of the lake
and pick out a location for our future

home
something very fascinating
around a wild lake which
the eye of the white man has never
There

is

in coastinor

seen before.

A

stranj^e thrill

passes
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wild home, act out their native moods.
It is one thing to see a wild animal in
its n itive wilds, and another to see it
the pet or prisoner of man, where it
soon loses the characteristics so necessary to its existence in its wild habitat
regions.
It was a very pleasing thing
and I think would be to many
to me
to see the beaver workof my readers
ing at its dam, or busy bringing in its
winter stores, or, what might be of
more interest, to see young deer or
wolves on the beach skipping about

—

—

lambs or happy dogs. It
looks so strange and ditierent from
what you expect, that it is hard to
think they are the wild and savjge
But let your
creatures that they are.
presence become known, and all is
changed. One wild stare, and away
they fly into the thicket.
Or, if you want to leave this world,
and dwell among goblins and ghosts,
coast around some, wild, lonely lake,
alone in your little dugout, as night is
coming on and the wild creatures of
these wild places are leaving their
lairs.
As the gloom thickens, the
fierce yells of wolves ring out from
the top of a neighb<)ring hill, or the
scream of a lynx is heard from an adjacent thicket. Silence is hardly restored before strange, unearthly sounds

like playful

through you as you Took on waters
which have danced and played in the
sunlight for thousands of years, and
now seem to leap with a fresh joy as come from a marsh, accompanied by
they meet you for the first time. And the splashings of uncanny creatures at
Then the lone, weird cry of the
these solemn old hills, which were old play.
when Adam was young, seem to stare loon, in answer to the ghostly hootings
at you and wonder at tho new thing of the great horned owl, breaks the
which now comes to disturb their stillness of the night, and you find
And could they speak, what your way to the camp, ceasing to wonrepose.
der that the Indian lives in a world of
a tale they could tell
But aside from the interest we take spirits.
We returned from our cruise well
in looking at the work nature has
done when she was young, and which pleased with all we saw, and could
has only now been revealed to us, easily believe what our friends told us,
there is a pleasure which none but the that the country, far and near, aboundrover knows, in exploring a wild lake. ed in game. And as the place was
Not only are new sights and scenes well situated to catch the hunters who
presenting themselves as you round passed on beyond, and as these pissages
every bend in the shore, but here its would be before and after the hunting
wild denizens, unaccustomed to the season, we expected to be able to do a
presence of man, are often abroad in little trading without interfering much
daytime, and in the security of their with our own hunt

214
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The lake, too, was a beautiful one Taking the old man by the hand,
dotted with pretty islands, and in we silently bade him good-bye, and
every way adapted to make a pleasant proceeded on our way to our old
The only thing against camping-ground.
forest home.
On visiting the burying-ground next
The Indians called
it was its name.
morning, we found a deep grave had
it Min-e-gob-e-shing, " the place of the
big eyes." The name did not suggest been dug, to hide Pe-na-she's body, as
"
the Indians said, from the wolves and
pleasant memories, for the " big eyes
were the frozen, swollen eyes of an the fishers, for they are very careful
unfortunate hunter, who perished here of their dead, and the reputation of
from exhaustion and cold and as the our " resurrectionists," has travelled
lake hereafter would be "our lake," far and near among them, and fills
and as it was a bright, cheerful one, them with horror. They say " the
wolf, the fisher and the white man'.s
we called it Pretty Lake.
When we returned to our camp, we doctor are the only brutes that rob
found our friends had already arrived the grave."
About ten o'clock we saw the canoes
with their bark, ready for a start
homeward the following morning. So, coming on their solemn journey with
after a good night's sleep, we started the dead to its last home on earth. It
down the creek on our return journey. was a simple sight, but to us one more
When we drew near the old pow- impressive than would be the grandest
wow's he appeared with his face black- pageant made at the burial of a monThere was no sham or display
ened, and then Wig-e-maw-way said, arch.
"Pe-na-she, the pow-wow's son, is here. All was sincere; for whatever
And so it was. He had pass- the Indians lack, they have faith, and
dead."
ed away the night after we had left, they were now with their loved one on.
and now lay arrayed for his burial. the first stage of his last and lonely
The old man had put away his drum journey. They knew Pe-na-she hated
and his hawk's skin, as now of no to leave his friends and his huntingavail, and he sat with a heavy heart grounds.
The song of the birds was
mourning for his first-born son.
And as the
But still pleasant to him.
no outward manifestations bespoke fawn lingers about the place where its
the struggle within, and he calmly mother has been killed, so his spirit
spoke to us about his son's death. He would linger about the grave for six
said he had seen Ne-wak-e, a distant moons, hating to leave his body, and
and unfriendly pow-wow, prowling fearful of starting on the unknown
around there in the shape of a black journey to the spirit land. But at last
dog.
Soon afterward his son fell his body would waste away, and he
sick, and in spite of all he could do, would have to go
and then they
grew worse and worse for Ne-wak-e's could see him travelling day after day
god was stronger than his own, and and week after week towards the sethis son's body grew so full of pain and ting sun.
And would he be able to
weakness that he was glad to leave it, walk the slippery pole that lies across
much as he loved chasing the wild the dreadful river that separates thisdeer, or hunting the moose and the world from the one beyond ?
Or
beaver,
would he fall off and be carried by the
A number of the friends had collected rushing torrent intothedreadful abyss?
and we felt they would rather be alone They hoped it would be well with
than have strangers among them at their son and brother, but their hearts
such a time as this, so we told our two were sad.
friends we would go on to the burying
The canoes soon arrived and the
ground and camp there, and help them dead hunter, lying in his birch-bark
to lay Pe-na-she away the next day. coffin, was carried to the grave.
He
;

;

;

;

;
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the coffin, some slabs placed over it,
and the grave filled in. When all was
done, a pole was stuck in the ground
leaning over the head of the grave, and
and his gun laid by his side.
Soon he was lowered into his grave, some food left hanging to it, that Peand the last solemn " feast with the na-she's spirit might not want while it
A little fire was hovered about the grave.
dead " commenced.
1 1 is hard for us to sympathize with
made at the head of the2 grave, and all
Ihe food was those who have been trained into a
sat down around it.
passed around and eaten in silence, for different way of thinking from ourPe-na-she was now in the land of selves, and, perhaps, some of my white
silence and why should we disturb friends will laugh at the story I have
his spirit with our noisy talk.
told.
But to me it was deeply interA way down to the coffin had been esting. It was simple nature's grapdug out at the side of the gmve. After pling with the mystery of life and
the feast was finished, the old f)ow- death, and if they have solved the
wow went down and carefully adjust- great problem to their satisfaction,
ing the things lying beside the young why should we laugh at them ?
Do
hunter and left some medicine, in case we not try to solve it ourselves ? And,
he might need it before he reached the perhaps the Great Father smiles at our
spirit land. Then the old mother went attempts as we do at theirs, and in the
down with some food and a pair of end it may be found that they were
moccasins, and with a mother's tender- as near the truth as the wise ones
ness placed them with her dead son. among ourselves, who tell us we shall
in all his finery, his hunt-

ing belt strapped around him, with his
tomahawk and knife fastened to it

;

But, less stoical than the father, as she
she gave a dismal howl, which
probably sounded better to savage
Last of all, a
than civilized ears.
young maiden timidly stepped down
and placed a wild rose on his breast,
which eloquently told the story so
left

well-known to all human hearts. Now
a birch bark cover was placed over

N

" float as airy

nothings in the illimitable void."
Be that as it may, I left
the old pow-wow with feelings more
akin to all mankind, and I hoped that

he and

I

might

find

our

the darkness, and, at

way through

meet in the
happy hunting country that lies beyond the grave.
last,

;

)

—

; !;;;

THE GRAY NORTH SEA.
( With lUustraiioH by the Author.

The sky
And the
And the

cold by the gray
voice of the waves

is

North Sea,

is a dir^e to me ;
rocks are rude that stoop to the main,
'Neath the murk of mist and the swoop of rain
They stoop and scowl, thro' the curtain gray,
From the dim of dawn to the dark of day
The Ijeach is barren and bleak the sand,
And the weed is dank as a dead man's hand ;
It pulses and floats on the sullen tide.
Like dishevell'd locks of a drowned bride.
And the dirge is drear of the gray North Sea,
And its voice is harsh as a voice may be.
:

The waves wash

in, and the waves wash out,
they swirl and eddy the rocks about
They scan the shingle, they search the shore,
And mutter a plaint by the strand evermore.
What do they say to the night antl me.
These restless waves of the gray North Sea ?
Do they tell of the warrior Vikings lx>ldf

And

The hardy Norsemen,

of Imllads old

?

Do

they wliisj)er of love by the lonely shore,
Or speak of the sons of song and lore,
That have live<l and loved and sung amain.
To the wail of wind, and the drift of rain.
By the rolling hills of the yeasty plain ?
Tarry, O billows
Your sorrowing show,
As hither anfl thither ye darkly flow
Stay but a moment, ye Nortliern wind,
To leave but a guess of thy grief Ijehind
Settle ye night, o'er the gray North Sea,
But whisper thy care to the dark and me.
Nay, that were vain, for thou can'st not say,
O waters sullen, O cloud-rack gray
But, tho' breakers harry, and temjiests start,
I'll read me the rune of thy restless heart,
Down by the deep where the surges be.
I

;

!

Thy

secret of terror, thou gray

North Sea

A miser is stooping above his store.
And

he fingers his treasure o'er and o'er
stooping above the beach.
And he laps the guerdon within his reach
golden hoard, a glamour of gold,
Tho' the one be young, and the one be old
For the miser's love is of years and cares,
But the billow toyeth with silken hairs.

A miser is
A

;

;

;
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is cold by the gray North Sea,
the petrel pipeth plaintively,
wail for the living,
a dirge for the dead,For the dross of earth, and the golden head

The sky

And

A

—

But thy secret erst is no secret now.
This rune of thine, with the marble brow

!

Deliver the prize thou has reft from me,
'Tis my treasure-trove, O thou false North Sea
Restore the lost to the lips of love,
Tho' the tempest's scowl be black above
Fling, up white arms to the stooping cloud,
Lay bare white bosoms and cry aloud,
And writhe in thine anguish, keen and cold,
Round the tangled locks, the runes of gold ;
But yield thee thy burden of mystery,
And go on thine errand, thou gray North Sea

!

—

!

— A. H. Morrison.

GLIMPSES OF BERMUDA.
BY FANNY HARWOOD.

A

TRIP to the Bermuda Islands, the
land of the lily and the rose, is well
worthy of the taking at least once in a
lifetime.
The climate, during the
winter and spring months, is all that
could be desired, while the exquisite
colors of sea and sky, mingled with
the dark cedar foliage and white
coral houses, cannot possibly be imagined
it must be seen to be appreciated.
The spring of 1892 being particularly unpleasant, I determined to
;

Hamilton, the principal town. ITie
course of the steamer, as she nears
the Capital, is through innumerable
islands.
It is said that there are as
many islands as there are days in the
year
and the passage through the
;

winding, intricate channel
teresting.

is

v^ery in-

wharf at Hamilton

The

was crowded withgaily-dressed

people,

costumes, men
in tennis flannels, and natives ready
to come on board and give assistance.
We, on the " Orinoco," expected to be at once on
shore, but
were disappointed, for no gangway
or bridge was thrown out
to the steamer only two
long poles, which were
soon covered with black
men, who, to our astonishment and amusement, began to make a bridge for
us with planks and ropes.
This year, it is said, a pier
has been built out to meet
the steamer, and saves at
least three quarters of an
hour's delay in landing.
On getting a-shore, we
drove off at once to the
Princess Hotel, one of the
ladies in light

summer

;

M\klS'.

\

r.Un><:K Ti> TIIK

^TEAMKR

hotels in Hamilhotel is delightfully situated beside the water, and
has a large grove of palmetto and
large
ton.

leave
in the

Canada and join a lady friend
Bermudas, and I set sail in the

The

it, which, with a
kept coral drive, as an
from New York, on the 2nd of March. approiich, produces a very favorable
The voyage happened to be a rather impression on arriving. The other
rough one, but the prospect of soon large hotel, " The Hamilton," is in the
seeing .so much beauty, and of the town, and .some little distance from
open air life, which we were looking the sea, and is preferred by many
forward to, kept up the spirits of the who do not care to be so near the
passengers, and on Sunday, the 5th, water's edge.
at 2 p.m., we steamed slowly into
Hamilton itself is not a very large

S.S. Orinoco, one of the best .steamers
of the Quebec Steamship Company,

oleander trees near
broad,

well

—
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town, the population being only about also stand ready for those who care
Sail boats and row boats
15,000, but during the winter, and for driving.
round the steps leading
collected
are
March
of
loth
the
between
especially
and the 15th of April, it is crowded down to the water, and parties of
visitors, many having to be friends take them and go off, either
with
turned away from the hotels for want for the day, or for two or three hours'
of room, and all the boarding-houses, coral-fishing or oyster-catching. These
of which there are a great many, be- amusements are always practicable
ing full. Many people take small cot- during the spring, for the weather is
tages, hire a native servant, and keep nearly always favorable, and the sun
house for themselves and those whom is gloriously bright and warm.
;

THE PRINCESS HOTEL.

who had been sufficiently fortunate to secure a cottage, found it
more pleasant than hotel life. But, in
I met,

a place like Bermuda, hotel life is very
amusing, and particularly at the big
hotels, for there is always something
going on. Every morning the broad
drive in front of the hotel is filled
with donkej'' boys, with their little
carts, waiting to be hired, but woe betide the unlucky being who hires a
donkey and does not understand how
to make it go.
Very nice carriages

My first few days were spent in
walking about Hamilton and enjoying
the sunshine and semi-tropical life,
a very pleasant experience after an
eastern-Canada winter. One of the
favorite walks is Cedar Avenue, which
is near the Hamilton Hotel, and is a
beautiful

archway

of

cedars.

It

is

entered from Victoria Park, always
open to the public, with well-kept
gardens, and a band stand, where the
regimental band gives concerts every
The Governor's
Friday afternoon.

1
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at the other end of the
is interesting and generA little further
ally open to visitors.
on, along a lovely walk, is the village

residence

is

avenue, and

Pembroke. Pembroke church is
one of the most frequented churches
in Hamilton, and the poinsettea trees
in the churchyard, when covered with
their scarlet leaves, are worth going
a long distance to see. There are a
number of small villages within
easy walking distance of Hamilton,
of

which are all pretty and interesting,
particularly the little village of Devonshire, where there is a most picturand
church
esque,
old
churchyard. The old church
not used now. In the
centre of the churchyard
stands an old cedar tree, said
to be two hundred yeai-s
old,
with a flourishing
young cedar growing out
Paget,
of the old trunk.
also, is a pretty village, opposite Hamilton, and reached either by a boat, rowed
by a black man, or by a
ferry, leaving every half
hour, or by a walk or drive
past
through Hamilton,
the Royal Palms, which
are five beautiful granite
palms standing by the
roadside, and round the
bay along a road lined
with coral cottages and pretty residences, where flowers grow in great
luxuriance.
Banana patches, groves
of aloe or century plant and palmetto trees and palms make the drive
very varied
and interesting, asAt
f)ecially to one from the north.
Paget there is also a pretty church,
with pleasant grounds about it. A
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and jump some distance out of the
water in their eagerness for the food.

The angel

fish there are exquisite-looking creatures, of a bright metallic blue
and yellow, and their fins being spread
out give them the appearance of flying
fish.

The drive

to

St

George's,

which

is

twelve miles from Hamilton, at the
other end of the long, thin island,
which, by the way, is by far the largest
of the Bermuda group, is one of
the most beautiful in the entire group
of islands.
The north shore road,

which we took, follows the seaside the

is

IS

TllK

''SORWOOU" GROCN'DS.

entire way, and we could never tire of
beholding the wonderful blue of the
water on one side, and the contrasts of
cedars and jmlmettoes and white coral
cottages and quarries on the other.
Nearly every cottage has its own little
quarry beside it, where the blocks out
of which it was made were cut. These
blocks when freshly cut are very white
At St. George's there is
little beyond Flatts, another village and dazzling.
ruins scattered a vet}' old church, in which is an old
with
picturesque
about, is a place called the Devil's communion service belonging to the
Hole, where about forty varieties of reign of Queen Anne. There are some
fish
When a sufficient beautiful palms in the Governor's
are kept.
number of people are collected, the gardens also, and in the wall a tomb,
caretaker feeds the fish with loaves of in which is said to be buried the heart
bread, and the fish fall over each other of Sir George Somers, whose ship-
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wreck here in 1609 was the occasion
of the colonizing of the island a few

cursion

is

to Prospect,

where the

regi-

ment is stationed. Built on the heights,
The south shore road the village commands a magnificent
years later.
from Hamilton gives one an idea of view. On Sunday the garrison chapel
the scenery on the other side of the is crowded with strangers, and when
island.

That on the south shore

much more

is

sheltered
from the winds, while the north shore
in some places has a very weatherbeaten look. The roads all over the
island are very good, being entirely of
coral, and in some places being literally
They are
cut through the coral rock.
always kept in good order, hut the
oflare of the sun on the white stone is
very trying to the eyes. Any one
tropical,

as

it is

the service is over, the band plays in
the grounds for an hour.
Among the great beauties of Bermuda are its lily fields. About the
end of March or the beginning of April
they are in their glory every lilypatch is in full bloom, and the scent is
at times almost overpowering.
Many
boxes of lilies are sent out of Bermuda
at this season, and those visitors who
leave about the middle of April, travel

—

back

to

New York

thousands of boxes of

and onions,

amid
lilies

— the two great

exports of the Island.
The show place of Hamilton is " Norwood," the residence of General Hastings.
" Fairy Land," as it is called,
which is in the grounds, is
a most exquisite little islet,
the banks of which are over-

grown with mangrove bushes, and many varieties of
aquatic plants.

A pleasant

way

of visiting Fairy Land
is to hire one of the black
boys, with his boat, and be
taken in and out of the
little
Through a
bays.
A BERMUDA COTTACJE.

provided
by the
boatman, one can see the

glass,

walking or driving much should pro- bottom of the water, which is a garvide himself with dark glasses or a den of growing corals and anemones
thick veil. It is interesting to note and variegated shells, around which
that Bermuda is' the most northern the
fish
disport themselves.
By
point at which the coral insect still moonlight, a row there is said, by
carries on the work of piling up its those who have taken it, to be beausubmarine architecture.
tiful beyond description.
A groat
One beautiful excursion, which we many of the other residences are well
unfortunately had not time to make, worth seeing. The owners take much
is to Somerset and
Ireland island, pride in them, and some of the gardens
where the great dockyard is. A large are kept in beautiful order, although
arsenal establishment and a great basin, in Bermuda there is great difficulty in
which will accommodate a whole fleet making a garden, there being only a
at anchor, and an enormous floating thin coating of earth on the solid rock,
dry dock, are the principal features of and additional earth having to be
interest there.
Another favorite ex- brought, in many cases, a long distance.
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are far out in the the shade is scarcely ever known, nor
hundred miles from the is the constantly great moisture of
Carolina coast, and an equal distance the air felt to be oppressive.
from Nova Scotia on the one hand
And here a visitor meets everyand the south of Florida on the other. where with kindness, and when he
They are far, too, from other islands,
and although the islands and islets
that make up the low-lying group are
numbered by hundreds, they are embraced within a space of twenty miles
in length by six miles in breadth, and
have a land surface of only 12,000
acres, or scarcely a thousand more
than the Canadian Island of Pelee in
Lake Erie. The group is lonely enough

The Bermudas

ocean,

six

in situation

;

but excepting in a sense

which does not oft^n occur to one, the
situation does not impress itself on the
of a visitor, for there is so much
to see and admire in this Venice-like
place, in the blue sky, transparent

mind

water, white coral soil and rich tropical
vegetation, and, after all, if one wishes
to hear from home, there is the telegraph cable to Halifax, and friends in
Canada can be communicated with in
a few hours at most. And the climate
is delicious.' Scarcely ever chilly, its
winter is like a Quebec or Ontario
early summer, but much more equable,
and in the hottest month of summer,
or even in June and September, owing
to the constant sea breeze, the thermometer never marks so high as in
southern Canada ; in fact, even 90° in

has the good fortune to become acquainted with many of the residents,
he is treated with so much of genuine
hospitality as to make a visit to Bermuda one of the pleasantest memories
of life.

—

;;

TALES OF WAYSIDE INNS.
NO. II.— THE WITNESS'S TALE.

BY HENRY LYE.

Neither

the

Rhine nor any other the forty miles of

river is comparable with the Niagara
for its rapidly changing, yet ever inSometimes it is
teresting scenery.
magnificent in its majesty. Here it is
beautiful in its tints and shadows

there

it is

dreadful and even appalling

and
The eloquence

in its intense

resistless

vehemence.

its course furnishes
scenes of tragedies, legends of derringdo memories of brave deeds by women
and by men the whole presenting a
field into which longing eyes have
been cast by many whose hearts have
failed them when they have essayed
to enter it
and, therefore, I am like
one of the rear guard of the Tuscan
army, in that I cry " Forward," while
those in the van are crying " Back."
,

—

;

of a Gough or the
pencil of a Bierstadt alike fail in the
attempt to describe its wonders ; and
Fenimore Cooper or Walter Scott
might attempt to blend its legends,
short distance below the Interits traditions and its historic events, national Railway Bridge, at Fort Erie,
and remain dissatisfied at his want there was one of the cleanest, quietest
of power to do them reasonable jus- and in every way most comfortable
tice.
Poets, painters, historians and little inns to be found on this continovelists have alike fallen under its nent just one of those places you
spell, to despair of their skill,
and find with surprised delight and leave
have thrown themselves into the vor- with lingering regret, determining to
tex of its mighty cataract as sacrifice return to its grateful shade whenever
to irresistible majesty.
opportunity may occur.
Had Niagara been known to the
visits, I met an
Here, on one of
Greeks, we should never have read of invalid from some part of the United
the Olympus or of the Styx. No Syren States, who told me this tale of his
could lure to destruction so surely as its experiences as a witness in Canada,
swift-gliding current no Parcse could an experience which, he said, led him
be so resistless as its snake-like rapids
to abandon Ontario as a place of resino thundering so continuous as the ever- dence.
resounding roar of its mighty falls no
shaded by a
sat by the river
vengeance, no chimera so direful as its stately elm which grew on the banks,
all-destroying whirlpool, and yet, with- the murmur of the bees in a linden
al, the Niagara is as full of beauty as tree that spread its fragrance around
of sublimity. After all its mad tumult us mingling with the murmur of the
and rage we find, from Queenston to waters, as they glided hurrying by
Lake Ontario, the calm and peace as when he commenced.
of a life whose long warfare is o'er,
"I am a person of some means,
and whose beauty and happiness are which do not depend on
own ex-

A

—

my

;

—

We

;

my

earned

by being purged from

all

earthly dross.

Happily renowned will be the man
woman who becomes the HomerShakespeare - Scott - Cooper-Tenny son-

or

Whittier of the Niagara.
From Fort
Erie to Fort Massasaugua, each of

am

generally credited with
a good moral character, and as bequiet
ing of a peaceful disposition
and somewhat reserved in my habits,
content to oblige my neighbors without prying into or busying myself in
I was staying at
their private affairs.
ertions.

I

—
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about two years ago, when
arrived, apparently from
different directions. It was clear they
met here by appointment, and for the
purpose of discussing some matters of
business, as they often met in a private room, and whenever seen together
were reading and talking over long,
le^al -looking documents.
I met them at meal times, an 1 once
or twice outside as they wer.3 slowly
walking about and talking, but 1 did
not attempt to learn the nature of
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mike

the quarrels should b3 the only
ones to fight," I refused to receive the
subpceaas or the conduct money, and
said I did not intend to have anything
to do with the matter.
When the case came up for trial I
was not there, so the counsel on both
sides demanded the issue of a bench
warrant against me. which was served
by an officer who did not seem to be
enjoying his life over much, and yet
was not inclined to have much sympathy for others, for, when 1 yet retheir business, so was somewhat sur- fused to meddle in a dispute in which
prised when, one evening after sup- I was not interested, or to stir one foot
per, I was asked by one of them to in the direction of the court which
witness their signatures to some docu- was trying to mix me up in its disaments which appeared to be in dupli- greeable litigation, he took possession
cate, filling several type- written pages. of me by main force, and, when I deI was told that my signature was a fended myself and my clothing from
mere matter of form. Each of them his clutches, he handcuffed me, so that
signed in my presence, and I affixed I wjus obliged to accompany him.
my signature as witness, but neither
When we arrived at X
I was
of the parties volunteered any explan- taken to the court-room, and, when
ation of the subject matter of the the case in progress was closed, that
documents, nor made any remarks of Orr vs. Dee was called.
which would give me any idea of
The counsel for the plaintiff, in
their contents.
opening the case, explained that this
After the completion of the docu- was a suit for the performance of a
ments, of which each of them took contract contained in an agreement,
one, we sat for some time and partook made in duplicate after a very volof wine and cigars, which one of the uminous correspondence between the
gentlemen had ordered, but our con- parties, and which, at a conference
versation was altogether about the between them, had resulted in the acscenery, the w^eather, fishing and such ceptance by the defendant of all the
like general or impersonal topics, and propositions and views .set forth in the
then we retired to our neat little bed- letters written by the plaintiff, of
chambers, which were tilled with the which letters copies would be laid beperfume of the honeysuckle and the fore the court and duly proved, it the
roses growing in the garden below.
defendant refused or neglected to proOn the next morning we went on duce them.
our several ways, and I gave the matHe then went on to explain that the
ter no more thought until about a defendant contended that the agreeyear or so afterwards, when I was ment as produced by the plaintiff was
startled by being served with two not the agreement really consummated
subpoenas, one at the instance of each between the parties, and that the deof the parties, to give evidence in the fendant produced another document,
case of Orr vs. Dee.
I think you will asserting it to be the true agreement
agree with me that I could not well entered into on the day of its date,
be more ignorant of the matter ap- asserting that this was substantiated
parently in dispute, more innocent as and corroborated by the letters which
to its cause, or less interested in the he had addressed to the plaintiff from
result, so, believing that " Those who time to time before an interview was
this inn,

two persons

,

"
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had,

and that

it

was the

belief that his

views were to be adopted which led

him

to consent to meet the plaintiff,
at a place mutually convenient, for the
purpose of completing the documents.
This had, to me, an ugly sound, and
determination to
confirmed me in
keep myself out of the quarrel.

my

may conduce to the appreciation
the subsequent proceedings to explain here that, although neither of
the counsel on either side had had any
conversation with me, yet each believed the other had, and that I was in
a very bad situation, because if I had
known sufficient of the contents of the
documents to establish either that produced by the plaintiff or that produced by the defendant, then the
opposing counsel would treat me as an
adverse witness so, as a matter of
precaution, both the counsel for the
plaintiff and the counsel for the defendant treated me as an adverse witness from the beginning, on the principle that, if I established his case,
well and good, but if the contrary, he
would liot be too much prejudiced by
my evidence.
It

of

;

My name

by a bench
warrant, and had had to manacle for
resisting the officer in charge, and that
now I would neither swear, nor affirm
nor nothing.
His Lordship, without more ado,
committed me to the jail until I
would consent to give evidence, to
which I observed that it was none of
to bring before the court

my

wished to keep
This
did not avail me, however, so down I
went, not willingly, nor yet making
any disturbance or outcry, but being
forcibly hauled by two constables,
who appeared to rejoice in my troubles
and to have no respect for my clothes,
which b}' this time had suffered sevbusiness,

clear of

and

I

other men's quarrels.

erely.
I am sure no one could have tried
more earnestly or persistently to keep

out of mischief, but notwithstanding
all

this,

I

was kept

in jail for

two

days, when the case was again called
up.
I was brought into the courtroom once more and placed upright in
the pillory or whatever you may call
the place where the witness has to
stand on his feet for days together,
whilst the judges, the criminals, the
lawyers and the jurymen are famished

was called, and I was told
up into the witness box. No
sooner had I taken my stand there with comfortable seats.
than the clerk pushed a book into my
I don't know what sort of a hocushand and told me I swore, which I pocus they then went through, but
promptly denied, as I do not use any after a little while the counsel who
profane language. Then he asked me had explained the plaintiff's case pushif I was a Tinker or a Tunker or someed a paper into my hands and asked
thing of that sort. I could not under- me if that was my signature, to which
stand what he meant, so I told him he I replied, " Yes."
had better look out if he intended to
"Did you see the plaintiff and the
"
insult me.
This seemed to quiet him, defendant sign that document ?
" I saw those signatures affixed."
so he now asked me if 1 had consci" Do you see the persons in the
entious objections to taking the oath,
"
to which 1 replied that I had reason- court room who signed it ?
able respect for the third command"I do."
" Which are they ?
ment. Then he said I could " affirm."
I told him I preferred to mind my
I pointed them out, but I could not
own business, and that I would not be sure which was the plaintiff and
interfere in the matter one way or which the defendant.
another.
I thought I had already trouble
This seemed to make him mad, and enough about a matter which did not
he began telling the judge that I was a concern me one iota, but I now began
bad man whom they had been obliged to experience the real misery of the
to go

" "

"

:

"

"
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with a frown which burst my collar
and loosed one of my shoe laces, intimated to me that if I did not at once
answer the question, he would again
commit me for contempt of court.
pages.
" You were staying at the same inn
The old joke on the subject flashed
as theplaintifl'and defendant for some through my mind,. but I did not attempt any reply, nor, in fact, had I
days ?
" Yes, I was."
time, as again came the awful demand,
" You remember that they held long " Now, answer my question."
"
."
" I was going to tell you
But
conversations during that time
" I do."
I got no further, as the counsel now
" And they finally came to an agree- jumped towards me with both feet
and shrieked, "Answer my question,
ment ?"

a witness who neither knows
nor cares anything about the matter
The counsel now took the
in dispute.
document and began turning over its
lot of

\

\'

»
'

" I suppose so."
" You suppose so ? "

then thundered

the mighty voice of the lawyer. '• Why
or
don't you answer plainly, ' Yes
'
No.'
Have yon not sense enough to
know that they did ? "
'

,"
stammered
only know
I
when, in a voice which brought
down a large piece of the ceiling, he
Answer me, Yes or No.*
shouted,
Let us have none of your shuffling.
Did they come to an agreement ?
" Well
."
But it did not appear
"
to be well," for, in a voice, the suppressed rage and the sarcanm of which
would have increttsed the fame of Garrick or Irving, he began
" I don't want your wells nor your

" I

out,

**

'

'

•

'

'

»

1

XT

»

'»

or No.
I naturally hesitated a moment, when
there came forth, in tones which reminded me now of the stealthy approach of a burglar coming up the
stairs, and now of the impending calamity of a night-mare, " Is it imposMy
sible for you to tell the truth ?
question is a very simple one," and
then, with another yell, " Did they
1

es

come

to

an agreement

?

" I

don't know," I replied, thinking
that this was the plain fact of the
case, but this did not mend matters, as
now, with one foot on a chair and one
hand in his breeches' pocket, the eminent couasel, with the incisiveness of
a gang-saw cutting a whole log into

want a plain, straight- boards without making anys awdust
forward answer without any prevari- " You were in the company of these
men for several days, ^ey had several
cation
" I am not prevaricating,' " 1 said, discussions, you witnessed their signain the attempt to explain thiit I did tures to this document, and yet you
not know anything more about the dare to come before this court and
swear that you don't know whether
matter.
The counsel then threw back both they arrived at any agreement or not.
sides of his gown and his coat, and W^hat is the court to infer from all
putting his thumbs into the armholes this except that you are deliberately
'

supposes

:

'

I

!

'

he

tones
which sounded like the thunder afar
off mingled with some buttermilk,
" Are you a born idiot, or are you assuming idiocy on this occasion for the
"
purpose of insulting the court ?
This seemed to wake up the judge,
who had not been friving: much atten-

of

his

waistcoat,

said,

in

lying

?

I now appealed to the judge, and
asked him if witnesses were brought

to that court to be insulted.

The judge very kindly explained to
that every person was, by the law,
held to be innocent until he was
proved to be guilty, except a witness,

me

up to this time, and apparently and that, although a lawyer dare not
had not noticed what had gone before. use insulting language concerning the
The judge then turned to me, and court or the opposing counsel, or the
tion

;
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jury, or even a prisoner in the dock,
yet he had a perfect and long-established right to use any term of approbium he might think fit when address-

ing a witness, and the court could not
interfere.

to be one of the duplicates of
ment signed by both parties

an agreeand wit-

nessed by me. Those duplicates did
not agree except in the first and last
pages.
Both were type-written by
the same class of a machine
each
agreed with the letters written by
the party producing it
each party
brought the stenographer who had
prepared duplicates of an agreement
each of these produced his original
notes to show that his was the genuine
document.
There appeared to be no question as
to the fact of the parties having met,
as each contended for his own version
;

Seeing that his lordship now spoke
in a reasonable tone of' voice, and
seemed to regret his inability, I answered him to the effect that if he
had no power to protect a witness
from insult, if he would kindly adjourn the court for about fifteen minutes^ I would settle the matter with
the lawyer myself.
I saw a half-twinkle in the judge's
eyes, but he answered quietly, "The
case must go od.'
The lawyer, however, seemed to
think he had better look out for his
bones, so he addressed the judge to
the effect that I had intimated an intention to commit an assault, and that
I should be bound over to keep the
peace.

The judge now admonished me that
must not seek any personal satisfaction from the learned counsel, nor
commit any breach of the peace, or I
would be very severely dealt with, as
lawyers and lunatics are privileged
I

persons, who are not held accountable
for their language.

—
—

Well, those two lawyers first the
counsel for the plaintiff, and then the
counsel for the defendant badgered
me for two long days, and neither of
them would allow me to explain that
all I knew about the matter was that
I had witnessed the signatures. I was
kept on my feet during the whole of
those two days of mental and physical
agony. I have been in the doctor's
hands ever since, and came to this inn
for the benefit of its quiet situation.
When I was removed from this purgatory, pillory, stocks, hades, or whatever you may call a witness box, I felt
sufficiently interested in the case to
desire to know what it was all about,
so sat down and listened whilst it was
shown that the plaintiff and the defendant each produced what purported

;

an agreement arrived at and exbut it was evident that one
of these had substituted the pages intervening between the first and last of
the documents produced by him.
The judge told the jury to give a
of

ecuted

;

verdict for the party they believed,
but did not charge in favor of either.
The jury retired, and after a very long
time sent word that they were evenly
divided, and that there was no possibility of their arriving at a verdict.
The judge then made a long speech,
promising to draw the attention of the
Government to the necessity for bet
ter provision for the identification of
type-written documents by the simple
expedient of requiring every page to
be signed or initialled.
I am not sufficiently versed in Canadian law matters to know what became of the suit, but as I was afraid
lest I should have again to give evidence in it, I determined to leave Canada.
You see if I am served with a
•subpoena here I can be across the border in half an hour, and I don't think
a bench warrant will fetch me back
again to be stigmatised as a scoundrel

of

many

My

vices."

intention in repeating this tale
is to draw public attention to
the
cruel and cowardly treatment of witnesses, and to the terrible danger presented by the present practice of preparing important documents by typewriters.

—

—

BOOKS AND
BT HELEN
" Books for good manners." Aa you like it.
" Points more than all the lawyers in Bohemia
can learnedly handle."

Winter's Tale.

A.

POINTS.
HICKS.

" game eggs " to church in
his coat-tail pockets
and our suiprise
increases when we are told that Carlyle
said of him, " Ha
Christopher was a

and carried

;

That every articularly-speaking human being has in him the stuff for good
at leastonethree-volume work of fiction,
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes declares to
be one of his cherished beliefs. Assuming this as a fact, and given also a conscience which would permit him without qualm to make copy of hi.s friends,
Mr. William Bell Scott might have
stood higher in the literary world as
the author of a three-volume duodecimo novel, than he now figures as

the garrulous and somewhat egotistic
father of his Autobiographical Notes,
What characters he might have given
us
Harold Skimpole, though by no
means one of the best of Dickens'
!

always been doubly inhe was supposed to
stand for Leigh Hunt. Mr. Scott had
plenty of quite as good material to
his hand, celebrities who, discreetly
but thinly veiled, might have afforded
amusement for a generation; but he
has preferred to give them to us under
their real names, and with all their
little weaknesses, together with his
own opmion of them appended. It
is to be supposed that the old man,
himself a little of an artist and a little
creations, has

teresting, because

!

deal of a man, no doubt, but the
whiskey was too much for him
Mr.
Scott once had the temerity to criti'

!

cize "

Heroes and Hero- Worship

" to

author, and the reply he received
from the sage of Chelsea led him to
make the remark that " Carlyle not
only felt himself wiser and better than
other people, but he had a pleasure in
letting it be seen that he thought so."
Carlyle after all was only an able
shoemaker who stuck to the last, and
he was a monomaniac besides. Mrs.
Carlyle wore a low dress when it was
not the fashion, and held the erroneous
opinion that she was a raconfeuse.
We are told that William Motherwell
was a genial creature with a Conservative craze, who believed that " Toryism was bound up with poetry."
Charles Lamb's writing was, like himself, essentially middle-class.
Tennyits

son had settled everything in his own
mind, and therefore did not care to
hear other people's opinions. Ruskin
left the Hogarth Club because the
members invested in a billiard table
and he could play no games. Mrs.
Siddons was " a woman without a
of a poet, meant all this kindly.
The heart, a monster in nature " Leigh
result, however, has been almost as Hunt "could not argue and would not
disastrous to the literary hero-wor- develop a charge."
Rossetti was so
shipper as was Froude's Life of Carlyle. solicitous for a favorable reception of
The most effectual image-breakerseems his poems that he always worked the
after all to be the unconscious one, oracle by having laudatory notices
and Mr. Scott's tendency to "stippling" prepared for the leading journals,
1

on the weak points of his

artistic

and under

literary friends leaves us with many
illusions dispelled.
learn with
regret, mingled with much laughter,

We

the

his supervision.
for his poem, "

title

He

also stole

The Stream's
Alma Tadema

Secret," from Scott.
had the atrocious habit of rising before
that Professor John Wilson wrote anyone else in the house, rushing out
vapid verae, was fond of cock-fighting. to bathe under a waterfall twenty feet
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high, and returning, shouting to the
sleeping members of the household to look alive and turn out.
George Eliot owed all her keenness in
delineation of character to Lewes.
When everybody was talking of their
marriage, Carlyle eased his mind by
saying " Ah George Eliot is a female
still

:

!

writer of books like myself and himI got one of them and tried to
self
read it, but it would not do. Poor
Lewes Poor fellow " Mr. Scott was
good enough to remark, though, that
George Eliot was " the most bland and
amiable of plain women, and most excellent in conversation, not finding it
necessary to be always saying fine
!

!

things."
It is refreshing to learn, however,

that when Mr. Scott was not employed
in sonnet or picture-making, or in
assisting his friends Swinburn and
Rossetti with their political effusions,
he was bent on the charitable purpose
of discovering some new genius to the
world. Both Millais and
Holman
Hunt were his debtors for encourage-

ment, and Walt

Whitman owed

his

recognition in England to Scott's perception of his merits.
copy of
" Leaves of Grass " was sent him as a

A

curiosity.

"

Instantly,"

he says,

"I

perceived the advent of a new poet,
a new American and a new teacher,
and I invested in several copies." As
almost all the recognition poor old
Walt ever got came from England, the
good gray poet had reason to be eternally grateful to his benefactor. It
was " Dearest Scotus," too, who revealed to Rossetti the fact that he was a
poet by temperment rather than a
" Lifted to a rhetorical mopainter.
ment I said much, afiirming that the
value of his paintings lay in their
poetry, that he was a poet by birthright, not a painter.
After this I

found there was established in his
mind a new prevailing idea, and when
we left for London he had begun to
write out many of his lost poems, his
memory being so good."

And

yet, after this,

and all his

stric-

tures on poetry and art, Mr. Scott
modestlj' remarks that he really supposes he was not born to put the world
right, and has no desire to set the

Tiiames on

fire

!

Can

he,

too,

have

arrived at that tranquilizing and
blessed conviction of native dulness,
which is the greatest of earthly comforts ? But no, the position is not
tenable.

Considering the vast amount of unremitting labor and the great talents
which have been devoted to it, the
creed of "Art for art's sake " seems to
have had a surprisingly slender hold
on the popular imagination. Balzac
and Flaubert have sown, the Goncourts and all the young Symbolists
have watered, yet the plain, simple
common folk, whom Lincoln thought
God must have loved because He
made so many of them, have promulgated a gospel for themselves, more
easily understood than this essentially
It is the
aristocratic literary creed.
gospel of tho commonplace, and its
good tidings are not artistic but ethical.
Among Anglo-Saxon nations a
literature has always been more valued for the teaching it conveys than
Some time
for the form it displays.
ago Tennyson sounded a warning note
against " the poisonous honey brought
from France," the sweets of which
Swinburne and the young men who
followed him showed so much fondness for; and in the period of review
and final summing up of opinion
which has followed the laureate's
death, one of the chief sources of interest has been in the ethical value of
his poetry and the revelations of his
friends concerning his religious iaith.
Mrs. Weld, who is a niece of Lady
Tennyson, says, in a paper entitled,
" Talks with Tennj'^son," which appeared in the March number of Tke Contemj)orary Review, that Tennyson loved to talk of spiritual matters, and
that "no clergyman was a more earnest student of the Bible."
"I believe," he is reported as say-

:

"

BOOKS AND POINTS.
our material body
possess an immaterial body, something like what the ancient EgypI do not care to
tians called the Ka.
make distinctions between the soul
and the spirit as men did in days of
old, though, perhaps, the spirit is the
best word to use of our higher nature,
that nature which I believe in Christ
to have been truly divine, the very
presence of the Father, the only God,
dwelling in the perfect man.
shall have much to learn in a future

ing, " that beside

we

We

world, and I think we shall all be
children to begin with when we get to

heaven, whatever our age when we
die, and shall grow on there from
childhood to the prime of life, at

My
which we shall remain for ever.
idea of heaven is to be engaged in
perpetual ministry to souls in this and
other worlds."
This last recalls to mind Browning's
conception of the future life
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way of righting his wrongs.
He
pours them into the ear of some popular and sympathetic journalist, who is
expected forthwith to take all the responsibility attaching to them on his
own shoulders. M. Francisque Sarcey, the dramatic critic, has lately been
tormented by the confessions of scores
of French matrons who swear by the
nine gods that life with its vulgar and
never-ending cares, is a burden too
heavy to be borne, and who request
the oracle to kindly indicate the speediest and most efficacious means of getting rid of it.
Mr. Sarcey has contented himself with replying in the
words of Alfred de Musset, that
"

n

Que

n'eet de mlgaire douleur
celle d'nne Ime vnlgaire."

What can have become
lantry

of French gal-

?

In the death of Hipf)olite Adolphe
Taine, France has lost another of her
literary veterans of glory.
He was
Whither life's Hower is 6rst discerned.
We, fixed so, ever should so abide ?
the man who was so well known to
One stanza in Tennyson's " Ancient Englishmen on account of the great
Sage " is quoted as expressing his phil- interest which the works of English
osophy of faith better than anything writers possessed for him. The author
of that "History of English Literaelse he has written
ture" which brought upon him the
" Cleave ever to the sunnier side of douHt,
charge of atheism by the Bishop of
.And cling to Faith beyond, to forms of Faith ?
Orleans, also wrote critical essays
She reels not in tlie storm of warring words,
She brightens at the clash of Yes and No,' on English Idealism and English PosiShe sees the best that glimmers through the tivism as exemplitied by Carlyle and
worst.
John Stuart Mill. He was the first
She feels the sun is hid but for a night.
She spies the summer through the winter's bud. to apply successfully the method of the
She tastes the fruits before the blossom falls.
milieu, originated by Sainte-Beuve,
She hears the lark witliiu the sougless egg.
" M. Taine,"
She finds the fountain, where they wailed to literary criticism.
•Mirage.'"
Theodore Child said of him not long
"

What

heaven be that, fair and strong
At life's best, with our eyes upturned,
if

:

'

'

This is the positive faith in Tennyson which must have succeeded that
time when, in the attempt to " solve
the riddle of the painful earth," he

was
and

onl}'-

able to " stretch blind hands,"
the larger hope."

" faintly trust

When John

Bull has a grievance he
Times.
The middleclass Frenchman has taken a different
writes

to

o

the

ago, "

is

an

intellect

;

he

is

a realist in

the spirit of Flaubert and Goncourt, a
documentary analyzer who seems to
consider that what is most truly existent is the visible and tangible man,
with his flesh, nerves and blood, his
senses and his a|)petites.
M. Taine
is now the emeritus constructor of a
vast philosophical system from which
the tide of contemporary thought has
retired, leaving it high and dry, but

:
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imposing still. And so he continues,
far from the hubbub of contemporary
building new
interests and ideas,
wings and massive towers to magnify
the volume of his work, and on Thursdays thecuriousloungersmayrecognize
him as he passes, with small steps, on
his

way

mediocre

man

to the Institute, a
aspect,

of

with blurred and

fugacious features, in which we distinguish two eyes of prodigious clearness

and pronounced obliquity, blinkingand
squinting behind spectacles. M. Taine
is one of the few famous Frenchmen
who resist all the snares and assaults
of interviewers, and who persist in refusing to allow their portraits to be
sold or published."

THE SONG OF THE TOILER.
Oh number

not at eve thy deeds,
the morn thy works proclaim
In silence sow the golden seeds,
And reap with songs the grain.
!

Nor with

Count not thine alms as yellow

:

gold,

Nor for the garnered harvest wait
The ripe seeds drop, and buds unfold
Their blossoms soon or

Yet answer not
The morning

for
call

late.

recompense
that comes to thee

:

Labor is thine, and bitter sense
Of failure oft thy fee.
the hollows of thy hands,
Bring of thy store of bread and gold
But write not even on the sands
Thy deeds, though manifold.
Still in

Good deeds to Heaven's chancel rise,
And, though none know when years
Ever our poor self-sacrifice
Bringeth

Yet weary

its

;

requite,

sure delight.

feet that find

no

ease,

And restless souls that long for light.
And hearts that strive in vain for peace.
Are with us day and

night.

we not strive through cloud and
Though all men's love be in eclipse.

Shall

And naught

stress,

of simple tenderness

Comfort our trembling

lips

?

'Midst weary days and years„ not rouse

The power

to rise

above mean cares

%

Surely God's angels kiss the brows
Of toilers unawares.

Surely rich blessings reach strong men
Who pledge their faith where duty lies.
Toiling and asking, faithful
Silence alone replies.

when

—W.

T. Tassie.

FORT NELSON AND HUDSON'S
BY

D. B.

READ,

BAY.

Q.C.

Since Hudson's Bay and the surround- strangers (not Indians) in their vicining territories became geographically ity, sent deputies by land to Quebec,
and politically apart of the Dominion with a view of entering into trade
of Canada, all eyes are turned in that with the French, and at the same time
direction.
The valuable fisheries that asked that a missionary might be sent
exist there, and the fact that a rail- to them.
way or railways are being built from
Viscount d'Argenson, who was at
Winnipeg to the coast of the bay that time the French Governor at
are sufficient reasons for endeavoring Quebec, received the application of the
to make ourselves familiar with that Indian chiefs with grace, and underregion.
We ought to know its earl}' took to send to their country a Jesuit
history and the conflicts that have Father named Dablon, together with
taken place, and especially between Mr. de la Valliere, a gentleman of Northe English and the French, resulting mandy, accompanied by Dennis Guyon,
in the occupation of the coast country Deprez Coutie, and Francois Pelletier.
and the far interior of the Hudson's The names of these gentlemen are faBay country, and of posts and places, miliar to the French-Canadians of the
forts and trade houses, by the British present day, both in a civil and politiand the Dominion.
cal capacity. These gentlemen thought
We learn from French sources that to make the journey, and for that purin 1545, only eleven years after pose engaged Indians of the Saguenay
Jacques Cartier's discovery of the Gulf to pilot them to their destination.
of St. Lawrence, and his visit to MonThis expedition, however, turned
treal, one Alphonse. a native of Xaint- out disastrously
the Indians after
onge, in France, fired with ambition making Rome attempt to conduct them
and love of discovery, made a voyage on their journey being obliged to conto the Morth coast, but that Jean fess that they did not know the
Bourdon penetrated still farther, and route, refused to proceed in the enterthat in 1G5C, with a vessel of thirty prise.
In 1GG3, the Indians, still
tons burden, he explored the whole anxious to get up a trade with the
coast- of Labrador, and then went on French, sent to Quebec to request Mr.
his course till he reached the Strait of d'Avagour, the then Governor,
to
Hudson's Bay, which he succeeded in send them some Frenchmen, with
getting through, then entered the whom they could establish trade relagreat bay, and went on till he reached tions.
the head of these waters, after having
The Governor this time sent five
made a circuit of seven to eight hun- men, who made their way to the bay
dred leagues (French), and that the by land, and took )>ossession in the
place he reached was but one hundred name of the King of Fiance.
On this
and thirty leagues from Quebec by occasion they planted a cross on a
land
height of land they also placed at the
This voyage of Bourdon was made foot of a lar*;e tree the King's arms
for the purpose of establishing a trade engtaven on brass.
with the Indians of Hudson's Bay.
The English now had their turn.
In 16G1, the Indians having i^ecome In the 3ear ICJC, two French Canaaware that there was a nation of dian gentlemen named Des Grozeliers
;

;
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and De Radisson conceived what was the foundation of the Hudson's Bay
then considered a chimerical idea, the Company, that great trading company
establishing of trading posts even at which so long governed the Norththe extreme western or south-western west and monopolized the trade in
With this ob- that country.
part of the bay coast.
The persons interested in the vessel
ject in view they determined to take a
different course from former expedi- which took Gillam and his associates
They adopted the Lake Su- to the coast, upon the return of Gillam
tions.
perior route, the Lake of the Woods, applied for a patent to Charles the
Lake Winnipeg and the Nelson river, Second, who granted them the Hudson's
and in this way reached the bay at the Bay charter, dated the 2nd May, 1670.
Thus we have presented the singumouth of the Nelson river. Thus it
was demonstrated that the bay could lar fact that two French -Canadians, by
be reached as well by the Superior their enterprise in visiting the coast
by way of Lake Superior, baffled by
7'oute as by the Straits.
These French-Canadians afterwards the French and French Colonial Govapplied to the French Government at ernments, threw themselves into the
Quebec, and to the home government hands of London merchants, who bein France, to allow them to conduct came the founders and proprietors of
ships to the heart of the fur countries the Hudson's Bay Company.
The London company, having got
by way of Hudson's Straits. Both
Governments refused their application. their grant, were not slow in availing
They then proceeded to Boston in the themselves of their privileges, and
British colony of Massachusetts, thence

soon erected a fort or trading post at

were received the mouth of the Nelson river, which
who were but was interchangeably, as between the
too glad to engage them in the cause French and English, called Fort Bourof establishing a trade with the Indians bon or Fort Nelson.
The question as
in the region of Hudson's Bay.
to who was to secure the trade with
Mr.Gillam, connected with the New- the Indians of Hudson's Bay was daily
foundland trade, was entrusted with growing in importance.
the duty of prosecuting the discovery,
Des Grozeliers and De Radisson.who
and to interest himself on the side of had succeeded in giving a foothold to
the English traders.
He sailed in the the English on the coast, were advento London, where they
by British merchants,

"

Nonsuch

"

ketch into Baffin's

Bay

in

1()67 to the height of 75 degrees north,

and from thence southward to 51 degrees, whence he entered a river, to
which he gave the name of Prince
Rupert, and finding the Indians favorable he erected a small fort there. This
success induced the English Company
shortly afterwards to establish forts or
trading posts at Monsipi and at

Kichichouanne.
As I gather from French accounts,
the two i^'rench-Canadians, Des Grozeliers and De Radisson, accompanied
Gillam on his expedition.
The planting of Fort Rupert on the
coast of the bay was the first attempt
the English made in establishing trade
with the Hudson's Bay and was really
;

turers, as ready to serve the English
as the French, or the French as the
Encrlish, as best suited their interest.
Leavincj the service of the En<xlish
they went to France, and, as the
French historians say, repented of the
mistake they had made in discovering
to the English the advantages of Hud-

pardon from the
French king, promised to do better for
the future, and returned to Canada.
The patronage of the King of France
having been obtained, a French, or
French- Canadian Company was fortned for the purpose of contesting the
claims of the English in Hudson's Bay,
and to turn the trade in the direction
of Quebec and France to the exclusion
son's Bay, obtained

of the Eufrlish.

FORT NELSON AND HUDSON'S BA Y.
Des Grozeliers and De Radisson
were given the command of two vessels to trade with the natives of the
Hudson's Bay region.
These two vessels succeeded in

to London to unfold their designs, and
succeeded.
Des Grozeliers and De Radisson
offered the English traders in London
to restore to them Fort Nelson, which
they would have no difficulty in doing,

now
map inasmuch as they had left one Chouard,
Hudson's Bay at nephew of De Radisson and son oi

reaching the Saint Thdrese river,
Hayes river, which the

called the
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will show tlows into
or near the debouchure of the Nelson
Here they built a fort after
river.
the fashion of forts of that day, about
seven leagues from Fort Nelson.
Three days after the arrival of the
two vessels which Des Grozeliers and
De Radisson commanded, there arrived
from Boston another colonial barque,
but this time it was from the British
colony of Massachusetts. Still four
days afterwards, another English vessel arrived from London, and anchored in the Nelson river near the Boston

The French and Enoflish colThe colonists were
onists fraternized.
jealous of the English, and the French
historian alleges that becoming apprevessel.

hensive that they would be seized by
the English and made prizes of, they
put themselves under their protection.
The English on the London vessel
endeavored to make a landing near
Fort Nelson, but were opposed by the
holders of the fort. The ice beat so
furiously against their vessels that
they were compelled to cut their
cables and sail out into the bay, where
they were shipwrecked with the loss
of forty men.
Des Grozeliers and De Radisson of
the French vessels entered into a
treaty with the Indians, left eight men
to guard the fort and departed for

Quebec.
A misunderstanding soon sprang up

between Des Grozeliers and De Radisson and the French or French-Canadian Company, and the adventurers
threw up all connection with the company, set out for Paris, and put themselves in the hands of Lord Preston,
the British Ambassador at Paris.
The French story is that Lord Preston employed all the means at his disposal to induce the adventurers to go

Des

Grozeliers,

in* charge

of

the

fort.

What is called the treachery of Des
Grozeliers and De Radisson obliged
the French company to take other
measures, if they wished to build up
a trade with the Indians of Hudson's
Bay accordingly, in the following
year, the company sent two small vessels into the bay.
These vessels were
under the command of M. de la Mar:

who on reaching Fort Nelson,
was surprised to find it in possession

tiniere,

Martini^re wintered
of the English.
six months in the river Matcispi, opposite Fort Nelson, made a treaty

with the Indians and on the 16th
July set .sail for Quebec he would
have remained longer in the Hudson's
Bay country to await assistance from
France, but his people apprehended
danger from want of provisions, and
being in danger of being blocked in by
:

ice for the winter, set lire to the fort

and

left.

In the course of his return

voyage to Quebec, he fell in on the
coast of Labrador with an English
ketch, which was making its way to
bay, but was obliged to succumb to the
The
Martini^re and his companions.
English ketch became the prize of the
French voyager.
In the year 1685, the French company having laid before the King of
France a statement of the action, or,
as termed by them, the usurpation of
the English, in having rendered themof
Fort Nelson,
selves possessors

obtained from

His Majesty and his

council a concession of the full and
exclusive enjoyment of the river Saint
Th<?r^se (Hayes river).
In 1686, the Chevalier-de-Troyes
captain of infantry at Quebec, accompanied by three Canadian brothers
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and many others, set out from Quebec gence they displayed in all their operon foot, with the design of making ations. Monsieur de Bacqueville de
conquest of the three English fort? at
Eupert, Monsipi and Kichichouanne.
They started on their journey in the
month of March, carrying on their
backs their canoes and provisions, and,
aftsr many trials, arrived before MonThe French
sipi on the 20 til June.

cousin of the Duke of OrRegent of France in 1722, who
accompanied the expedition to which
I have referred, in one of his letters
la Potherie,

leans,

giving a detailed account of the voyage, also gives a detailed account of
this animal, of its haunts, how it

worked, felling trees for its winter
hut, how it provided means of escape
in case of flood or the burglarious
commoditez d'une si longue traverse." action of other animals, and indeed, of
It would be too long for a magazine all its qualities of architect, carpenter,
article to enter into all the details of joiner, mason and all other mechanical
this undertaking: it is sufficient to arts required in the construction of
say that the English fort fell under houses. VVritingof the castor (beaver),
the blows administered by the French he says " Elle est si admirable que
relater of the incidents of this perilous
and fatiguing march says, " II fallait
etre Canadien pour supporter les in-

:

Canadians,

and

that

Troves

and Ton reconnoit en

lui

I'autorite d'un

commanders of the rcaitre absolu, et veritable caractere
expedition, and indeed, all their com- d'un Pere de famille, et le genie d'un

D'Iberville, the

gained much eclat for the
parts they played in the enterprise.
To iudije of the magnitude of the
undertaking, one has to take into
account the rough and wooded country
the French Canadians had to traverse,
with but themselves to do the carrying
of the boats, and provide commisariat
for the successful accomplishment of
their mission.
Having succeeded in taking the
three forts to which I have referred,
the French could well afford to lie on
their oars for awhile, even though the
Hudson Bay Company by the occupation of Fort Nelson should be enabled
to oiminish their catch of lish or deprive them of a goodly number of
beaver skins, martin, loup raarins or sea
wolf, caribou and deer, and the skins of
the many other wild animals which infested the woods and forests surroundpatriots,

habile Architecte aussi les sauvages
disent que c'est un esprit et non pas
un animal."
We will now return to Fort Nelson.
This fort, the importance of which was
recognized both by the French and
English, we have seen fell into the
hands of the English of the Hudson's
Bay Company in 1087, and had since
been under their control.
In 1G94, the French and- French
Canadians having possessed themselves of the Forts Kichichouanne,
Rupert and Monsipi, now turned their
attention to the capturing of Fort
Nelson. The King of France supplied
the Quebec company with two vessels,
the toll and the Salamander, to lead
an expedition for the recovery of
D'Iberville was given the
this fort.
command, and proceeded to Quebec
;

where he enL^ajred one hundred and
twenty French Canadians to go with
Here I may make a diversion, to him to Fort Nelson. He and his commake special allusion to the beaver or patriots set out from Quebec on the
" castor," the national emblem of Can- eighth of August, and arrived before
ada. Of all the animals in the North- the fort on the twenty-fourth of Sepwest, the beaver was held in the great- tember. D'Iberville besieged the fort
est reverence
that was because of its for eight days, and then bombarded

ing Hudson's Bay.

—

capacity for hard work, perseverance
and skill in building houses for themselves, and for. the wonderful intelli-

the fortifications for eight days. The
garrison was not a very large one, only
tifty-six men.
On the 12 th of October,
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the fire of the besieorers becominjj too people.
His account of this outwardhot for the besieged, the fort with the bound vt»yage, and all its incidents,
garrison of fifty-six men and fifty from its beginning to its termination,
pieces of cannon was surrendered, though most interesting, can only reand the Quebec company became ceive a short notice here. Suffice it to
master of the field.
.say. that Serigni, Lieutenant of Le
At the end of fifteen months, Palmier, with this exj>edition, on its
D'Iberville returned to Fiance, leaving setting out from Rochelle, on the 7th
one La Foiet governor of the place.
of April, 1697, found himj^elf in comIn 1G9G, the Knglish appeared be- mand of the fleet, owing to the absence
fore the fort with four vessels of war of D'Iberville, who had been occupied
and one gun boat. La Fort*t disputed conducting an enterprise for capturing
their landing as well as he was able
the English forts or trading-houses on
all, however, of no avail, as the garrithe coasts of Newfoundland and Cape
son was soon compelled to surrender Breton. It was the King's instruction
the fort, making it a .stipulation that that D'Iberville should be placed in
they should retain the beaver skins command at Plaisance, a large and
in the fort; a stipulation which, the beautiful bay of Newfoundland, and
French .say, the English failed to be res|)onsible for the success of the
keep, and took the beaver skins and expedition to Hud.son's Bay.
an Iroc]Uois Indian Chief with them to
When the French squadron arrived
England.
at Plaisance, they found that D'IberThe French government, incensed at ville was absent, making war on the
the conduct of the English, now deter- English settlements in Acadia (Nova
mined to make vigorous efforts to re- Scotia>. Before M. d'Iberville arrived
establish their authority at Fort Nel- at Plaisance, M. Du Brouilion, governor
son.
For this purpo.se, the King sent of the place, had made an unsuccessful
out a squadron of four prime vessels, attempt to take St. John's (Newfoundthe Pelican, the Palmier, the Wiesph land) by sea, and had returned to his
When M. d'Iberville
and Le Profond, with instructions to government.
capture Fort Nelson at all hazards.
came back, Du Brouilion and he conThe.se vessels, after a voyage of certed together as to the best means
nearly six months, arrived in view of to be taken to i)ossess themselves of
Fort Nelson on the .*>i<I S.-ntcinber, the island. The plan adopted was a
1607.
combineti attack to reduce St. John's,
Two day.s afterwaiu>, tnt-y were the principal place of the island. M.
surprised to find three ships, under d'Iberville appointed Montigni, lieufull .sail, coming up the Hudson's Bay.
tenant of a Canadian infantry comThese ships were the English .ships, pany, to be his lieutenant; and then,
the Hampshire, fifty-six cannons and with Du Brouilion in command of a
250 men the Derimj, of thirty-five detachment, the combined forces took
guns, and the Hudson Bay, of thirty- up their winter march. The entertwo guns.
prise proved successful and St John's
Mr. de Bacqueville, one of the of- fell, under and by the skilful manageW^haificers of the expedition, gives a full ment of an able commander.
and particular account of all the man- ever credit was to be taken out of the
oeuvres of the French squadron till it capture belonged to the French Canreached Fort Nelson, and made war adians, to whom D'Iberville had given
upon the English and their vessels, the foremost place in the campaign.
amidst the ice of Hudson's Bay and on D Iberville also had in his retinue
land up to that time more frequented Pierre Jeanbeoville, an Abenaqui Inby the Esquimaux, bears, wolves and dian Chief, and L'Abbd Baudoin, who
other wild animals than by civilized rendered much service in inspiring the
;

;
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Canadians with increased courage by
administering to them the rite of absoThe
lution before engaging in battle.
operations for the reduction of Newfoundland resulted in the taking of
upwards of thirty harbors and fishingplaces in the hands of the French.
This was a great blow to the English

the territories of the bay were ceded
to the English.

The Hudson's Bay Company were
at once restored to the rights and
privileges which they had enjoyed

under the patent of Charles II., A.D.
1G70 these rights and privileges they
;

commerce in Newfoundland, which
thereby became crippled and well nigh

enjoyed uninterruptedly, in the exercise of which they amassed great
wealth, for a period of more than one

lost to the British nation.

hundred and

Hudson's Bay. We
have said that the opposing English
and French squadrons met before Fort
Nelson on the 3rd of September. As
soon as the English came within fiorhting distance of the French they formed

To return

to

fifty years.

On

the 19th day of November, 1869,
the company, by deed, surrendered to.
Her Majesty, the Queen of Great Britain, all the rights of government and
other rights, privileges, liberties, fran-

chises, powers and authorities which
had been granted to the company by
patent of Charles II., and by an order
in council, dated at Windsor, on the
23rd day of June, 1870, Her Majesty
in council, granted to the Dominion of
Canada, Rupert's Land and the Northson's Bay.
western Territory, by virtue of which,
The sea fight between the opposing under certain conditions and reservaships was well sustained by both sides tions, Canada became possessed of

themselves into line of battle. The
combat soon commenced in earnest.
The French had determined to hava
Fort Nelson or die in the attempt.
They first attacked the Hampshire,
then the Bering, and soon the Hud-

for several hours.

The

result,

the territories of the

was against
Hampshire was

however,

the English.
The
sunk, the Hudson's Bay struck her
flag, and the Bering put to sea, no
longer able to withstand the prowess
of the French arras.
The treaty of Rigswick was signed
that year, and left the French in
possession of all the forts on Hudson's
Bay.
During the next fifteen years, the
English trade was restricted, but by
the treaty of Utrecht, A.D. 1713, all

Hudson's Bay

Company.
As we have seen, French Canadians
had much to do in the outset in opening up the Hudson's Bay trade with
the Indians, and it would seem no more
than justice that the Dominion of
Canada, occupied, as it is, by a mixed
people, of Anglo Saxon and Norman
descent, should be restored to their
own in the possession of the territories, rights and privileges of the Hudson's Bay Company.

"

TO HISTORY UNKNOWN.
BT STELLA EUGENIE ASLING.

And now it is your turn. Ouida."
But dreamy, dark-eyed Ouida did not

"

reply just then.
We were a party of school girls, and
had been sp)ending the day at the lake
shore of Penetanguishene, just near
the Provincial Reformatory for boys.

We

had been all through that great
stone building, entered our names in
the visitors' book, and had been led
through the lofty corridors and spacious dormitories by the guard.
We
had seen the school-rooms, musicrooms and chapels looked with interest at the manufacturing of matches
and furniture peeped into the kitchen,
ta-sted the bread baked by the boys,
and altogether had thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.
But the day came to a
close, and so, while waiting for the
boat, we sat on the shore in the evening twilight and told all the stories
we could remember of the early days of
the locality
when Governor Simcoe
;

;

—

had

first stationed troops at
Penetanguishene, when the first settlers
had " jobbed " and fished " and " hunt'

ed" and lived from hand to mouth.
" Ouida, we're
waiting for your
stor}',"

says Clara, impatiently.

"

know yours will be the best,
your nurse, Madame Bienville,
all

crammed your

We
for

has

brain with legends since
Do you see ghosts flitting among those shadowy islands,
that you are looking across thqre so
earnestly ?

your infancy.

That in even savage bosoms
There are longings, yearnings, strivings
For the good they comprehend not
That the feeble hands and helpless.
Groping blindly in the darkness.
Touch (lod's right hand in that darkneas.
And are lifted up and strengthened,
;

Listen to this simple story

'

" It dates back to before the time of
which you have been speaking," she continued. " No man lives who remembers
the time.
It was before Penetangui-

shene rose in its terraced beauty, or
that massive stone structure threw
long shadows over the water; when
the south-west corner of the bay was
called Wenrio, and the spot on which

we are
tana.

sittincr

was known as Ihoni-

Here a peaceful nation dwelt, cultivated their land and lived in harmony
with one another.
11.

One morning, when the birds were
singing their sweet matins, when the
flowers had just awakened to the first
warm kisses of the sunshine, a little
canoe shot out from the rude wharf of
Wenrio. Lightly and gracefully as the
swan, it glided over tho water, turned
the bend in the bay and approached
the landing at Ihonitaria.
The occupant of the canoe was a young
girl about sixteen.
A very child of
nature was this wild flower of the
"
forest, and our irreat "creative mother
had lavishly heaped her gifts upon
this
her favorite child.
Her eyes

—

I'm trying to pierce the mists of were large, and soft and brown, like
two hundred and fifty years," Ouida those of a gazelle. Braids of dark,
answered, smiling. " You laugh at my glossy hair crowned her head, and her
face was radiant with health and infaith and my traditions, yet,
nocent joy.
*'
Ye whose hearts are fresh and simple,
After a time she laid the paddle
Who have faith ia God and Nature,
down in the bottom of the canoe and
Who believe that in all ages
Every human heart is human
looked over into the calm water. Did
"

*

;

"

:
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a mirror in the most sumptuous apartment in the civilized hinds reflect a

more perfect picture

?

And

yet,

as

she looked, her face recalled a dim
memory of a dead mother. An expression of pensive sadness crept into
the depths of her dark eyes, but only
for a moment the next, she listened
for a moment to the song of the birds^
then joined her sweet voice to theirs,
and sinorinsf, continued her wav.
Suddenly she looked to the top of
the song was hushed, the
the hill
paddle remained motionless. A plumed
warrior, more kingly than anything
she has ever seen or dreamed of, is
leaping lightly over stones and fallen
trees down the hill-side.
He saw her, too. As he approached,
the canoe touched the landing, and
lightly and gracefully as a leopard,
she sprang from it. Then, erect, and
with a queenly dignity, she stood before him for, was she not the daughter of the chief of the Hurons, and the
acknowledged beauty of her tribe ?
And,^ silently, with a low bow,
Eugene d'Aillebout acknowledged her
sovereignty as he would have a princess of the Parisian court.
;

:

;

III.

The stranger was the first to break
the silence. " Will the daughter of
the Hurons direct my steps to the
"
habitations of her people ?
To his surprise she answered him
with a clear musical voice, in French.
" The warrior of the white-skin will
follow the trail till he sees the smoke
rising from the wigwams of mv tribe."
" Pardon me, but you
speak our
language well. May I ask who was

your teacher ?
Twelve times
"Father Breboeuf.
have the snows melted and the floW'
ers bloomed since he found me one
day playing here with the sand
He took
and stones, building a fort.
me by the hand and told me to
come in to my mother. She was lying, white and still, upon the bed.
My father was bending over her.
When we went in she opened her
eyes and said faintly, Little White
VVing, I'm going to leave, and you are
not to be called White Wing, any
more, but Elimere the priest says so.*
He baptised me then, and all the time
the death angel lay crouched behind
'

;

her ready to carry

away

the white-

winged spirit of lite. At last her lips
moved, she smiled' faintly and was
gone.

Eugene d'Aillebout belonged

to one

the noblest families of France.
His love for adventure had brought
him to Canada.
He was a model of
knightly chivalry, dauntless personal
bravery, and patriotism a good representative, in fact, of those early

of

—

"

That was in the moon of the faland when the snows covered

ling leaf

;

the dark death angel
the people, and there
in the wigwams of the
But when the spring came

the ground,

moved among
was mourning
Hurons.

left the houses and built new ones
emigrants
whose adventures and at Wenrio, and Father Breboeuf wasachievements have been called " The as good to me as my own father, and
Prose Epic of the Canadian Nation."
taught me the French language."
For a moment they looked at each
Not till then did she remember she
other in silence.
He came from a had been talking to a stranger. She
court where pomp, fashion and licen- drew herself up with a haughty grace
tious-ness reigned supreme, and he had and said, coldly
" The Warrior of the pale-face will
found a young creature as graceful,
innocent, and free from guile as a be long in making his journey.
The
young fawn.
She saw before her a sun is showering his fiery arrows to
man a king from that far away land the earth, and the flowers are no
which the priest, Jean de Breboeuf, longer sparkling with dew.''
had told her of, but which she had
Eugene did not mind the delay.
found it hard to realize ever existed. He would have been quite willing to

—

!

we
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How pleasant that row was Eugene
longer to the quaint
and sweet voice of the talked to ths-m of sunny France the
But she had dismissed him land of flowers and sunshine, gardens
speaker.
so he smiled as he answered that " the and chateaux, meadows and vineyards,
journey was not long. He was sta- till the crosses on the bastions of St.
and from
Marie appeared in sight
tioned at Fort Sainte Marie."
have

listened

I

—

lanofuacro

;

;

the grey tower the bell pealed solemnly
forth, awakening strange thoughts of

IV

unearthly lands, as

Fort Sainte Marie was built by Jean
de Breboeuf and the other priests as a
central station from which the truths

it

down

floated

the river, tarried in the woods, and at
last died away in the basom of the
forest.

As the bell ceased ringing, the little
might radiate. It was
situated on the bank of the River party landed, and entered the church.
The sunlight stole softly in through
Wye, where it issues from Mud Lake.
The fortifications formed a parallelo- the windows crept over altar, and
chancel-rail, and candlestick
and
gram of 175.\90 feet.
The interior included church, re- wrapped in a yellow glory the form
fectory, lodges, kitchen, and places of of Elimere, as she knelt by the chevaof Christianity

;

;

retreat for meditation.

The

lier's side.

thought that came to Elimere when she awakend the next
morning was, that it was the Sabbath
and the next brought a flush to her
cheek she would see her plumed
warrior at mass.
With great care she arranged her
first

;

—

Eugiine looked at her with admira-

mingled with reverence.
He
thought he hud never seen a more
tion,

perfect

young

were clasped

creature.
in prayer,

Her hands
and a

light

almost divine rested on her upturned
No premonition of the fearful
face.
tresses, and fastened among the glossy drama, that, in the time to come, was
braids, bunches of wild June roses. to be enacted, came to h*'- in Hmt
She selected her most prettily orna- peaceful Sabbath stillne.^;lu- inThe Ave Marie was sung.
mented moccasins.
Then by her
father's side she tripped along through cense rose, and rested above the altar,
the great forest to Sainte Marie. The like the amen above some perfect
The crowd dispensed, and
tiowers had been freshly baptized with prayer.
dew, and gave forth their sweetest Elimere was gone.
fragrance. The birds waked the echoes
V.
of the forest with their song.
The
sombre balsams mingled their dark
It was evening in the lake region.
foliage with the silvery birch and
maple. Ferns linked in hidden nooks, The sun cast a farewell glance over
and the little squirrels frisked about sk}', blue water, and shadowy island,
and played among the branches. and over the Little Lake near the InThrough this scene of primeval beauty dian trail. It was so perfect that
they continued, till the sparkling, little lake, with the smooth stretch of
rippling little River Wye was seen velvet green encircling it.
Great oaks
through the branches of the trees.
and maples on the hilltop loomed up
A canoe was coming rapidly along against the sky like giant sentinels,
and in it was a person who had never keeping watch and ward of the enbeen absent from Eliraere's thoucrhts chanted lake below. It had no apthat mornincr Eugene d Aillebout.
parent inlet or outlet, and lay there
He stopped and took them in and with scarcely a ripple on its surface,
together they continued their way up sleeping quietly year after year.
the stream.
The sun has scarcely given his good1

—

—

;

"

:
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who

night nod, when the moon rises
slowly and serenely above the tree-tops
and looks down into the calm water
She sees something else
beneath.

goes about on errands of mercy
would never desert her.
The hours wear on. The breath
comes in quick, short gasps now. Eli-

to-night besides the sleeping lake and
deer comes
water-lilies.
down to the water's edge and looks
up at her with its pensive eyes. But
another object attracts her attention.
canoe is floating along in the silvery
The man sees the love which
path.
he feels reflected in the soft radiance
of the dark eyes opposite. " What
need of words, when heart to heart
responds ? " The moon knows that in
the future there will be a bitter parting, and long days of separation, and
looks down at them with pitying
tenderness. But they are happy in
this blissful present, and the canoe
floats on in the track of the moon-

Her
mere's position never changes.
long, black hair hangs loosely about
her shoulders. Her large, bright eyes
are fixed on him in astonished fear.
At last there comes a moment when
there is a gasp a quick-drawn sigh,

A

drowsy

A

beams.

From its wide sweep across the
ice-bound lake the storm broke in
sudden fury over the little village
of Wenrio.
It shook the frail bark
lodges as if it would tear
their foundations.

One

solitary light

the darkness

Huron

—from

them from

glimmered out on
the lodge of the

—

and

all is over.

When the days of mourning among
the Hurons are ended, the Chief is laid
in a grave under the hemlocks at Fort
Sainte Marie.
VI.

In the dusky twilight of a winter
afternoon, a figure might be seen
creeping along in the fading light, now
glancing stealthil}' around, now moving cautiously forward, till he reaches
the lodge which for twelve years Elimere has called home.
He opened the door with the quietness which characterizes men of his
race, and, having assured himself that
no one but the object of his search was
around, entered.
Elimere, quite unconscious of the
intrusion, was calmly sitting embroidmoment
ering a pair of leggings,
later, and a burly chief was at her

A

Chief.

Elimere went to the door and peered
anxiously out into the night. A cloud
of snow blew into her face
with a
shiver she closed the door and returned
to her father's bedside.
No one would
venture out in such a storm. She will
be alone with her dying father.
" Elimere 1
;

"

With a

feet.

startled cry she sprang

Who was

up.
warrior,

this

hideous-looking

and what did he want of her ?
With a dim smile the dusky chief
looked at her, and in words which he
vainly endeavored to make gentle,
said

:

"

Yes, father."
Consciousness has returned to the
sick man at last.
She kneels by the
bed, clasps one hand in hers, and fans
the fevered brow.
The chief lies there with eyes
awake, and conscious, his parted lips
dry and parched by the feverish
breath.
How long Elimere kneels there she
knows not but the door opens at last

Black wolf, the chief of the Iroquois, has ^h card of the beauty of Elimere, and would make her his bride."
The wife of Black Wolf, indeed!
She drew herself up proudly, and with
withering contempt answered
" And Elimere has heard of
the
treacherous character of Black Wolf.
His heart knows neither pity nor fear.
His claws are sharp as eagle's talons,
and his fangs are dripping with inno-

and Eugene

cent blood."
Anger flashed for a

;

Ah

!

she

is

there.

knew he would

come.

He

moment from

"

—

:

:

;
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his eyes, but he answered with a
cringing smile
'*
The voice of Elimere is sweet as
the musical waters of the fountain.
Her lips are red as sumach berries.
Her hair is black as the wing of the
raven when the sun showers his gold-

thought was uppermost in her mind
But where was she to find
If it came to the worst, her
people were no match for the blood-

escape.
safety ?

thirsty Iroquois.
!

there,

wigwam

all

" Elimere of the Hurons will never
become the bride of the Iroquois Chief.
How dare you thus remain in my

presence
"

?

When

the faun has no longer the
protecting care of the buck, the wolf
steals from his covert to seize the prey

he would have for his own."
A sickening fear almost overcame
What did his ambiguous words
her.
mean ? But she said, haughtily
" The words of Black Wolf are like
Let his
the prattle of the papoose.
speech end. He shall take the trail
to the Iroquois country, and nevermore enter the lodge of the Hurons."
And, quietly as he had entered, the
Was he deterred in his
chief departs.
purpose ? Far from it.
His plans
were too deeply laid to be so easily
frustrated by the sharp words of a
dusky maiden. Are not his followers
even now must^ing to arms in the
Iroquois country and was he angry at
Evithe words so severely spoken
dently not.
He admired the spirit
which called them forth, and smiled
as he thought of the haughty grace.
Her equal was not to be found in his
;

?

country.
VII.

And how did Elimere come out of
the ordeal ?
When he had go/ie, the
courage which had sustained her gave
way, and she fell sobbing to the floor.
great fear overcame her.
She felt
that the Iroquois Chief had some determined purpose in view. Did he intend to carry her off to his country ?
With a shudder she thought of a life
spent with that ugly chief.
One

A

—

like a ray of'
Fort Sainte Marie
The fort
sunshine came the thought.

en arrows upon it. When Black Wolf
returns from the weary hunt, the
starry eyes of Elimere shall make his
bright."
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was well pallisaded.
Cannon were
and armed men among them
;

Eugene.

If she could

only reach

it,

would be well.
She will go Hastily wrapping herself in furs, she sets out on her journey.
Soon the lights of the village
have disappeared, and she is out in the
wintry night alone. The drifts have
covered the trail, and it is with difficulty that she can tind her way. The
night grows blacker. The wind becomes more piercing, and every low
!

—

tree or

shrub

ll^limere fancies

may be

the Iroquois Chief.
At last the way becomes completely
blocked.
A stupor is creeping over
her.
Her tired limbs refuse to move.
Far behind her she hears a sound.
Black Wolf is following her. Of what
use to try further ? So she quietly
waits her fate.
Nearer, and nearer, comes the sound.
Half-unconsciously she sees a sled
drawn by dogs and a voice with
the accent she loves so dearly is saying " Elimere, as I live and whatever is she doing out here in the
;

!

:

storm
It

"
?

is

knight

Eugene

—her

d'Aillebout.

deliverer.

Her

As she

is

the sleigh, a figure retreats
Black W^olf
further into the shadow.
has witnessed the meeting, and another
link is forged which will bind the
chains of captivity stronger.
lifted into

VIII.

A
stars

wild, dark sky, in
gleam faintly
a
;

clouds to and
for a

fro,

which a few
hurrying of

revealing the

moon

moment, and then veiling her

face with a curtain of inky blackness
a blinding torrent of sleet, and a wailing of the tortured trees in the tem-

;
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But hark mingling with the
howlings of the March storm is another
sound. There is the tread of one
the waving of
thousand warrior^!
the mutter of supeagle feathers
and a clanking of
pressed voices
pest.

!

;

;

;

tomahawks, spears, and war-clubs, as
the dusky line of Iroquois move on to
the surprise and
their bloody work
massacre of the Hurons at Fort St.

—

Ignace.

When

they reached the fort all was
the grave. But soon above
the wail of the tempest came the cries
of the panic-stricken inmates.
few only escaped to St. Louis, a
town nearer Ste. Marie. There they
The inhabitold the horrible tale.
tants fled, except the decrepit, the sick,
the priests and eighty warriors, who
calmly waited the onset. Just after
sunrise it came.
Twice were the assailants repulsed,
but in the third attempt they managed
to force the palisades and proceeded
to massacre their victims
They then
set fire to the town, burning with it
all the old and infirm who were unable to escape from the houses.
Fort Ste. Marie stood guard all day
and all night expecting an attack, but
none came.
During the day the rain ceased
the wind lulled itself to rest.
Towards evening, the snow fell silently,
softly down and covered the blackened
ruins in a mantle of purity.
In the
morning the snow lay white and
deep so deep, that Elimere standing
by her father's grave under the snowcrowned hemlocks was unconscious
of approaching footsteps till Eugene
stood beside her.
" I, have come to say good-bye, dear.
Three hundred warriors have joined
us from Ste. Madeline, and we are
going to pay those assassins up for
as

still

A

;

their

foul

ing.

work

of yesterday

morn-

may yet

be well. Good-bye again.
may not be forever."
" Farewell, true heart."
Hand clasps hand, heart reads heart
in an agony of sorrow, and they are
Who shall say when to meet
parted.
again ?
The Hurons divided into bands, and
surprised and defeated two hundred
Iroquois who were advancing to make
an attack on Fort Ste. Marie.
The Iroquois made for the ruined
Fort of St. Louis. But the avenging
All

God grant

it

Hurons gave them no quarter. They
many, captured some, and put
the remnant to flight.
News of the disaster was carried to
the main body at St. Ignace, and a
vengeful attack was made on the
Hurons at St. Louis.
killed

What words

can describe the fearful

which followed.
Foremost in the fight was Eugene.
One thought was ever uppermost if
battle

—

they should

the consequences to Ste. Marie. And with the energy
of despair he led on his followers.
Far into the night the fight lasted,
but neither the valor of patriotism nor
the energy of despair could avail the
doomed defenders. The Iroquois at
last forced the defences, but they took
but twenty captives. All the rest had
fought to the death. Nor was it vainly
they had striven. The Iroquois had
been so weakened that the intended
attack on Ste. Marie was abandoned.
Father Breboeuf was stripped of his
His body was
sacrificial vestments.
fail there,

hacked with tomahawks and knives
yet he uttered no word of complaint.
The other prisoners (except a few
who were reserved to carry the baggage) were thrown into the burning
buildings and the savages departed,
laughincf with demoniacal delight at
the dying shrieks of their roasting
;

victims.
IX,

To-morrow was to have been the
happiest day of my life, when I would
The solemn silence of midnight enhave claimed my sweet young bride. veloped the dwellings of the Iroquois.
But now There, don't cry, darling. In a wigwam a little apart from the
"

—

"

"

'
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others, a white-browed warrior lay
With his hair tossed back
sleeping.
from his forehead, his arm thrown
carelessly over his head, he lay wrap-
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Summer had come

again to the lake
preparations had been

and

region,

made by

the priests to establish Fort
Sainte Marie at Choendoe (Christian
In a few days the remnant
Island).
ped in profound slumber.
See in that midnight darkness a of Hurons would begin their journey
hand lifts a corner of one of the skins, to the new mission.
Then,
A great longing seized Elimere to
and a savage face peers in.
with a step as light as the fall of see the little lake before leaving. Not
burst upon her
till its calm beauty
autumn leaves, Black Wolf enters.
For a moment he scans quietly the view did she fully realize the utter deThen he bends solation of the country. In a voice of
face of the sleeper.
forward and lays his hand on the deepest anguish she cried
!

:

white man's heart. Still no stir. Was
there ever a .surer mark for a knife
and he knows just where to strike
deep and sure. And then there will
be an end to that life which he hates
with all the hatred of his savage

Oh, my people, you have been
hunted like the hind in autumn like
the hind of the forest you have been
captured and slain, and in all these
months where is Eugene ? Like the

nature.

so

{

"

;

among

"Ah," he mutters, " only for you I
I
would have taken more scalps.
would have captured Sainte Marie
and so gained the prize for which my
Now my followers say
heart craves.
your life shall not be taken. They

the leafless trees of winter,
m}' love among our nations. He
was brave as a lion, gentle as a doe,
3'et he was seized by men more fierce
than wolves at evening.
" Blow, O north wind
Waft a message to my love, and tell him that by
the lake of water-lilies Elimere waits

shall see.

alone.

A

firs

is

" Our lodges are desolate, and our
gardens become a waste. When the
ready to strike.
snows melted in spring the streams
But, lo the sleeper turns, and mur- ran blood. The maize waves no longer
murs in his sleep the word, " Elimere." in the breeze. The grass has withered
Was a gentle chord touched in that and the summer fruits have failed."
" Elimere
Or did the
grim chief's nature
With a glad cry of surprise she
name recall the words, his " fangs are
dripping with innocent blood." The turned and stood face to face with
knife is lowered, his hand drops by Eugene.
" Oh, Eugene, did you come at my
his side, and as he turns away he
whispers, " Not yet."
call ?
I was so lonely I cried aloud
A few d^ys later. Black Wolf met a I thought there was no ear to hear
stranger looking for Eugene d'Aille- but the pines.
" I went to the fort and they told
bout, who, he said, had fallen heir to
an estate. His return to Quebec was me you had come here, so I followed."
" But where have you been so long ?
anxiously looked for by a large re" I was taken captive with some
tinue, who were waiting to accompany

The

knife flashes through the gloom.
chiefs right hand is raised aloft
I

'.

I

!

him

to France.

was not the chiefs purpose to
tell the messenger that he had Sieur
d'Aillebout in captivity.
So he sent
him to another nation. In the meantime he would mature his plans and
carry them into effect.
It

We were
that fearful day.
carry all the baggage, and
arrived at the Iroquois towns
my companions were brained. I waited for my turn to come, thinking

others

made to
when we

every hour would be my last. But
the weary months crept on, and one

day

I

was surprised at the plan which
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But who is this that comes strugBlack Wolf pi'oposed. I was to enter
The win- gling, dripping to the shore. It is
with him for a canoe race.
Willing hands lift him and
ner was to claim you, darling. You Eugene.
see he gave you no voice in the mat- lay him on the grass.
Eager hands
ter.
But I had to consent. It was rub him till he glows with returning
life.
In the excitement, a stranger is
the price of my freedom."
" But, Eugene, you will win."
not noticed till he is standing among
"I shall do my best, though they them. It is the messenger from Quesay no one can beat the chief in a bec to convey to Eugene the tidings
canoe. The contest is to be to-morrow that as his brother had died he had
morning the starting-point, Present succeeded to the estate.
And so, without further delay, a
Island."
Before the sun was well up next very primitive wedding took place at
morning, a number of Hurons made for Sainte Marie, and Eugene and Elimere
the Island, anxious to witness the race. left for their new home.
By six o'clock all is ready. The
Ouida's story had been interupted
contestants are waiting.
They glance as we boarded the boat, and she finanxiously across to the Point, now and ished it just as we were passing Presthen to a flag fluttering to the breeze. ent Island. Almost instinctively we
The one who lays it at Elimere's feet crept closer together as we looked at
claims her hand.
the sombre trees in the moonlight,
At a given signal the canoes shoot half expecting the spirit of the departWith the rapidity of lightning ed chief to be peering at us from
out.
they fly over the water. Ah, see the among the shadows.
chief is ahead.
He is winningr. Now
As we landed, Midland looked like
they are nearing the flag, and Eugene an enchanted city in the misty light,
is slowly but surely gaining.
He has and with our thoughts still full of the
reserved all his strength for this final dusky maiden, we looked across to
struggle.
He reaches the goal; he the wood which encircled the little
;

!

seizes the flag,

and

is

returninof.

Loud

cheers are sent across the water.
But
now the chief speeds on with blind
fury.
He reaches Eugene's side, raises
his oar, and, before the spectators are
aware, strikes his unsuspecting victim
with the fury of a demon, and overturns the canoe.
Then, with a fiendish yell, he seizes the flag and makes
for the shore.
But, swiftly, silently,
an arrow flies from the bow of an
enraged Huron and lodges in his

lake.

Ah

beautiful, dark-eyed Elimere,
your stately Parisian home did you
think that two hundred years would
elapse before the lake region would
again teem with life, before the little
lake would be a meeting-place for a
happy maiden and lover, or a little
birch bark canoe would go floating
about among the water-lilies
that
when that wilderness would again
echo with the stirring notes of happy
breast.
With an unearthly cry, he home-life, your life, and that of your
throws up his arms, falls into the nation would have become an unreal
water, and the chief of the Iroquois is dream for ever and for ever ?
seen no more.
!

in

;
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BACTERIOLOGIST TO THE ONTARIO BOARD OF HEALTH.

Few

subjects in the realm of science
have awakened so great an interest or
advanced so rapidly as bacteriology.
A few decades ago and it was hardly
recognized as a distinct branch of
botany now it is considered a science
It has its professors and its
in itself.
laboratories, its apparatus and its
literature, and a man who would now
enter its field must go through a
;

these invisible enemies, which apparentl}'^ only await a favorable opportunity to enter their bodies and work
havoc there. That this dread of these
minute enemies is justified, there is no
doubt, but it is equally true that many
of them are not only not enemies, but
valuable friends and allies which con-

special course of training in order to
master the delicate technique which
is

the key to

its

mysteries.

Microbes have not only awakened
the interest of the public generally,
but have even penetrated the realms
of fiction, and novelists have used
them, believing it a much more striking
and original deaounient to "remove"
a character by means of a cholera culture than by the historic dirk or vulgar poison bowl.
The reason for this great popular
interest in the science lies, of course,
in its connection with practical medi-

The

lay public follows with intense interest, though afar off, the
advances of Medicine, and let us but
discover a new cause of disease or a
new cure, and the newspapers an-

cine.

nounce it with double-headed columns
and the people read it eagerly. The
interest in bacteria lies largely also in
the fascination with which people re-

gard the presence

all

around them of

Fio.

1.

A

LaR'K Mi<

r.iirr>rrrs

ForxD ix AiB.

tribute very materially to our welfare,
in rendering the world habitable, by
breaking up all organic filth and bringing it back to such a condition that it
may be used for food by the higher
plants and thus converted into food
for animals.
Not only in this most
important rdle are they useful, but in
many minor ways, so that we find that
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in the ripening of cheese, the flavoring
of butter, and even in the curing of
tobacco, they are important agents,
and we may with reason ask ourselves,

would
them ?

life

be worth living without

People have a tendency to think
what is living and dangerous
must be an animal if, in addition, it
is minute, it must be an insect, and
Bacteria have
insects are detestable.
thus been nick-named insects, and are
The dog has
abhorred accordingly.
been given a bad name, and it seems
These minuseless to plead for him.
ute organisms, however, are not animals, but plants so low in the scale of
that

;

micrococcus. In another, they are rodlike, and the name bacillus is applied
(Fig. 2)
in another, spiral, and we
have the name spirillum (Fig. 3.) In
all cases, however, they are characterized by their extreme minuteness.
The bacillus which causes tuberculosis,
for example, is so slender that 125,000
of them may lie side by side in an
inch, and of the largest which we know
;

and which has been called bacillus megatherium on account of its comparatively enormous size, only 10,000 will lie
side by side in the same space.
It
would seem as if little damage could
be done by such minute creatures, but
they reproduce so rapidly that they

make up

^^

X<.
iK'^

VI

Fig.

2.

,iSSA

A Bacillus found in Water.
life that we may easily con-

them the lowest forms that
They may at one time have
been higher, but their bad habits of
living upon decaying organic matter
or upon living animals, has carried the
curse with it, which it always does,
and they have degenerated. They are
none the less plants, however, and
form a well-marked sub-division of

sider

numbers

for their insigni-

Their reproduction consists
simply in one individual, when it has
reached a certain size, dividing into

two new

vegetable

in

ficant size.

ones,

and

as

this,

under

favorable conditions, may take place
every twenty minutes, it is easy to
obtain some idea of the enormous
rapidity of increase.
Even when conditions are such that they only divide
every hour, at the end of twenty-four
hours the one individual is represented
by over sixteen millions. In bacteriological investigations we make use of
this rapid multiplication to facilitate
our studies, and in much of our work
pay only slight attention to individuals, but study the appearances of their
colonies, in which they are present in
millions.
are able to do this,

We

thanks to Robert Koch, who introduced methods so exact that we now
know not only the form and size of
multitudes of bacteria, but also the
foods upon which they grow, the conditions which affect their growth, and
many of the chemical substances formed by them while growing. The chief
the plant world, including multitudes of these methods is the cultivation
of species, each species being separated of bacteria in nutritive jellies.
Every
by definite characters from all the housewife knows that calves' foot
These species are grouped into jelly, if left in a warm room exposed
rest.
genera, each genus being given a spe- to the air, will soon putrify.
This
For instance, in one genus putrefaction is due simply to the
cial name.
the bacteria are all globular, as in Fig- growth of bacteria in the jelly.
Bacure 1, and it is given the name of teriologists prepare such a jelly by

exist.
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adding gelatine to clear beef broth, the end of a sterilized needle, we may
which supplies in every way the either study the organism of which it
requirements of these plants, and in is composed under the microscope, or
which the majority of them grow transfer it to a fresh tube of jelly for
This jelly is poured into a further study.
readily.
The form of each colony differs
large number of little tubes, a couple
of teaspoonfuls in each, and the en- widely according to the particular
Some
trance of bacteria from the air is pre- microbe which produces it.
Others
vented by plugging the mouths of the are clear-cut and circular.
tubes with cotton wool, through which have ragged edges or push fine proAs, however, jections out into the jelly. Some liquethey cannot penetrate.
Some
in the process of filling the tubes, fy the jelly, others do not.
bacteria may have entered, it is neces- have brilliant colors, such as orange,
sary to render them sterile, and this
is done by placing them in a steamer
and heating them up to the temperature of boiling water for a short time.
When the whole process is complete,
we have our tubes filled with a beau-

red or blue, whilst others are quite
Each microbe produces a
colony peculiar to itself, and by the
form of this colony we recognize it.
colorless.

which will keep inand which is always ready

tifully clear jelly,

definitely
for use.

Suppose we wish to find out the

number and kinds of bacteria in a
sample of water. The jelly in such a
tube is liquified by heating it gently,
a drop of water is thoroughly mixed
with the liquid jelly, and the mixture
poured out in a thin layer in a little
fiat glass dish with a cover, which has
also been sterilized by heat.
This is
placed in a warm room, and in the
course of forty-eight hours small spots
will begin to appear in the jelly.
These spots are formed in this way.
Let us suppose there were ten bacteria
in the drop of water.
These ten become widely separated from each other
by mixing the water with the jelly
and spreading it out in a thin film.

Fu;.

3.

A Spirillum

from Water.

Examples of these colonies are shown
Should we wish to carry
in Fig. 4.
our study farther, we pick up a portion of the colony on our sterilized
needle and stab it into the solid jelly

Elach individual, finding itself sur- in a new tube.
This gives rise to a
rounded by plenty of food, begins to new series of characteristic growths
grow and multiply, so that at the end the growth in stab culture; or we may
of forty-eight hours, in place of ten smear it on the surface of the jelly
single imdividuals, we have ten colon- and so form a smear culture.
In Fig.
ies made up of millions of individuals 5 we have a stab culture of the cholera
and visible to the naked eye. This is bacillus which has grown for three
what is called the method of plate cul- days, and, it will be seen, is beginning
ture, and each colony so formed is to liquefy the jelly, forming a little
found to be made up entirely of one pocket at the top of the stab. In Fig.
specific micrococcus, bacillus or spiril- 6 is a smear culture of the bacillus of
lum, as the case may be. By picking up tuberculosis, the bacteria growing over
a small quantity of such a culture on the whole surface of the jelly.
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But we have many other food mawhich we may offer these plants,

terials

such as beef

tea, boiled potatoes, etc.,

and in each case their growth is characteristic, provided always we keep
them free from admixture with other
forms, which we are able to do with
ease by the method of plate culture,

ence of the cholera bacillus in the
intestinal canal, but because when
there it grows rapidly, excreting poisons which are absorbed into the system and give rise to the many symp-

What is true of
toms of the disease.
cholera is true of all other infectious
diseases. It is not so much the microbe
but, as in the case of the higher plants, itself which we have to fear, as the
some forms grow best at one tempera- poisons which it produces.
When we cultivate our bacteria in
ture, whilst others best at another, so
amongst bacteria we find differences. a warm oven we imitate their growth
Those which grow in water or decay- in the body, and the same poisons are
ing organic matter will grow at the formed in our flasks which would be
temperature of a moderately warm formed in the body. These poisons
room, but forms parasitic upon ani- we can isolate by chemical means,
mals require a temperature about that study their effect upon animals, and
discover the best means of combating
them.
But the curious fact has been
made out that, when grown under
certain conditions, the bacteria produce the antidote along with the poison, so that by appropriate methods
we can separate the two and use them
in our experiments.
It will readily be seen that by such
methods we may follow very closely
the life history of various microbes,
tell at what temperatures they are
killed, and discover the action of disinfectants upon them.
We have thus made out many interesting facts
how some bacteria require plenty of air in which to grow,
Fig. 4. Colonies of the Cholera Microbe.
while others must have the air rigidly
of the body to carry on their develop- excluded
how some, again, prefer a
ment.
This we provide for by plac- little sugar in their jelly, others salt,
ing our tubes in an oven which is others glycerine, and so on. An interkept constantly at the temperature of esting example of this has lately been
the human body, and in which these brought to light in the publication of
parasites develop rapidly.
All these some researches upon influenza.
The
foods are available for the bacteria, be- investigator found that by smearing a
cause they have the power of splitting little of the nasal discharges from an
up the compounds of which they are influenza patient upon jelly, and placcomposed, utilizing portions of these ing the jelly in the oven referred to
compounds to enable them to grow and above, there appeared colonies of a
multiply, and rejecting such portions minute bacillus which he had found
as they cannot use.
These rejected in influenza patients.
He was overand excreted portions are of immense joyed, but was disappointed when he
importance to us, because it is on ac- found that he could follow the sfrowth
count of them that bacteria are able no further, because all his efforts to
to produce disease.
Cholera is pro- transfer one of these colonies to a
duced, not by the actual physical pres- fresh tube were fruitless.
He found
;

;
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they would grow in the first tube, white bod}' which is called a white
but they would go no further. It is blood corpuscle.
The duties of these
not necessary to tell all the devices he white blood cells were for a long time
tried to coax this fastidious bacillus not well understood, and even now we
to continue its growth in his jellies
do not know all their functions, but
how he modified these jellies, first in we do know that one of their chief
this way and then in that, in hopes of functions is to act as scavengers in
finding a suitable medium, always the blood, picking up waste material
without success, until he hit upon the wherever found and carrying it away
expedient of smearing the surface of to where it may be got rid of as easily
his jelly with a little blood, when, as possible.
These white cells are the
presto
he found that his influenza structures which assist us in our strugbacillus would grow beautifully, and gle with the microbes, for when they
he discovered that it required as the meet them they seize them, killing
most necessary condition of its growth, and digesting them, and if they althe ha;mo globin or red coloring mat- ways perform this duty we have little
!

ter of the blood.

Even

if

to fear.

From

this habit of theirs of

our study of microbes had

only given us the facts which we have
outlined, we mijjht consider much had
been done, but these are onl^* a fraction of the results.
Perhaps the most
fascinating part of the whole field is
that which bears upon the relationship
of these minute creations to man and
animals.
Here it is that we must
look for progre-ss in the future which
may, possibly, in a few years, completely revolutionize the medical treatment of infectious diseases. And here,
indeed, those timid persons who al-

ways tremble

deadly germs of
disease may be lurking about them,
may receive comfort for our studies
have taught us that the bacteria
which we dread are met, as soon as
they enter the tissues of our body, by
a host of enemies whose business it is
to destroy them.
The body, in fact,
is equipped with a means of defence
against all disease germs, and, if conditions were absolutely favorable, would
always destroy them. If we examine
the blood microscopically, we find it is
composed of a colorless fluid in which
float multitudes of little red disks,

/

lest

;

which are called the red blood-corpuscles, and whose duty it is to carry the
vivifying oxygen from the lungs to
the tissues, and return the carbonic
acid gas, the waste material of

life,

to

the lungs again but here and there
amongst these red disks we see a little
;

Fig. 5.

Stab CrLTCKE of Cholkra, 3 days old.

devouring bacteria we
gocytes,

and we

find

call

them pha-

that

in

this

they are extremely active, restlessly moving throughout the body and
role

any spot at which invasion occurs. In Fig. 7 we have three
of these phagocytes, which are filled
with bacteria. The action of the white
blood cells is very difi*erent in diflerent diseases, according as the animals
are susceptible to the disesise or not.
In fact, to say that an animal is susceptible is simply to say that these
scavengers are not doing their duty.
When they are doing it thoroughly,
the disease has not a chance to take
hold, and the animal is said to be immune. This immunity is frequently
attracted to

;
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natural and inherited, but in some blood cells sensitive to these poisons,
cases it has been possible to establish we do know most of the conditions
an artificial immunity by a process of which destroy this sensitiveness. All
vaccination, as is done in Pasteur's influences which lower the vital tone
treatment of rabies, or Haffkine's vac- of the body, such as fatigue, cold, bad
cination against cholera. The produc- air, the absorption of foul gases and
tion of acquired immunity is one noxious fumes, hinder the phagocytes
of the most important steps in recent in their action and so give an opporbacteriological work, and it is only a tunity for disease germs to grow. If we
matter of time until the method is ex- could eliminate the evils of inherited
tendencies, give our bodies the best
tended to all infectious diseases.
The reason for possible chance by obtaining pure air,
the difference in sunlight and exercise, and at the same
the action of the time act on Herbert Spencer's dictum,
white blood cells that " he who contaminates his neighlies in the fact bor's atmosphere infringes his neigh-

that in cases
of

immunity,

whether partial
or complete, they
are

extremely

sensitive to the

which
poisons
the bacteria produce, and are not
only immediately
warned of
their presence in
Fig.

6.

the body by
A Smear Culture meeting the poi-

bor's rights,"

we would go

far

towards

abolishing infectious diseases.
Bacteriolo-,

gy has made
the path of
the sanitarian
as clear as
daylight;
it
is only the ignorance of the
public which
places obstacles in his

way.

We know that

^i^'- 7-

Phagocytes.

sons in theblood dry air and bright sunlight will desstream, but are troy the cholera germ in two hours,
strongly attracted to the point of in- and diphtheria in very little longer
vasion.
They swarm to that point, time, whilst in a damp, dark cellar
and begin there the warfare against they will remain alive for months
the invader.
In cases where animals yet people continue to build and live
are not immune, the phagocytes are in houses which are damp and dark.
not attracted, and the bacteria have
These are some of the broad facts
an opportunity to grow unhindered. relating to bacteria, facts which are of
Though we do not yet know all the practical importance to the public.
conditions which render the white
OF THE Bacillus of
Tuberculosis.

—

—
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THE AORTA OF NORTH AMERICAN COMMERCE.
BY CH.\rN'CEY

An

observing man once remarked that
by a wise and beautiful provision of
Providence the ffreat rivers are all located conveniently for the big cities.
wise man, truly
Transportation makes the city in
proportion as transportation is good
and cheap, the city becomes great and
wealthy. The city is a circumstance
Until the invention
of topography.
of a prime mover, which shall give us
power without cost, causes the aeroplane to sup|)lant the less soaringly
ambitious lx)at and car, the cities, big
and little, must be located where
freight can be brought to them the
cheapest
i.e., upon the water courses.
To what extent cheap transportation afff cts the growth of cities is well
illustrated in the following tables, in
which a group of six American cities
on the upper great lakes is compared
with a group of six American cities
not sharing the benefits of the cheap
lake freights, and with a group of six
Canadian cities situated on Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River.
The comparison covers the population
and rate of growth of the cities of the
respective groups, as shown in three
successive censuses.

A

!

:

:

N.

nUTfOX.
Grocp No.
POPCLATION

Chicago

.

.

Buffalo

Cleveland

.

* Pittsburg.

Detroit ....

Milwaukee

1

Amkrican Laiue

Cities.

1870.

1880.

298,977
117,714

603.185

92,8-29

86,076
79,577
71,440

1890.

;
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The tables show that in 1870 the adian cities in the decade ending in
American lake cities were 204,469 1881,— which was 78,621,— the inbehind the six other American cities crease of Montreal and Toronto was
six

taken for comparison that in one de- 64,445, or 82 per cent, of the total,
while in the succeeding decade, out of
cade they took the lead by 81,277
and that in the succeeding decade their a total increase of 189,208, these two
lead increased to 885,163 their per- .cities increased 170,108, or 89tV per
centage of increase being 4i times as cent, of the total while for the two
great as that of the other six American decades covered by comparison, out of
;

;

;

;

cities.

The phenomenal

growth

the
group of lake cities, coincident as it
is with the extraordinary development
of the lake marine, is mainly due to
the fact that their position enabled

them

to

of

apply advantageously to their

transportation problem the latest technical improvements in steel-making
and engine building. The prosperity
of the lake cities is due to cheap steel
ships and high-economy steam engines,
factors which did not affect the growth
of the American cities of the second

group, because the character of river
navigation in the United States is
practically unimproved, and does not
seem capable of material imf)rovement
until the people take hold of it in
earnest and inaugurate a new and
comprehensive system in place of the
present lack of system.
The position of the group of Canadian cities in the comparison is intermediate, but withal very favorable.
They did not, to be sure, share equally
with the cities of the upper lakes in
the benefits of cheap transportation,
as influenced by cheap steel and triple

expansion engines.

Still their rate of

a total increase of 267,829, the increase of the two leading cities was
234,553, or 87tV per cent, of the total.

Comparing increase by decades, we
find that out of 267,289, the total increase for twenty years, 78,621, or 29^

per cent, was the increase of the first
decade; while the increase for the
second decade was 189,208, or 70f per
Such a great concent, of the total.
centration of population, confined to
these two cities and to the decade
ending 1891, must have had a very
That cause was unpotent cause.
doubtedly the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway, of which Montreal and Toronto are the principal
eastern terminals and by which the
trade territory accessible and tributary
to the two cities was vastly extended.
The sudden broadening of the fields
of commerce, the great and rapid
augmentation of the armies of custom"
ers, caused the two cities to " boom
in a manner remarkable even on this
continent. Now the " boom " is over
and by contrast the jog-trot of advancement by steady natural increase
;

and improvement seems very tame
indeed.

growth was more than twice as great
Is there any way by which the
as that of the American cities of the " boom " can be revived ?
This quessecond group, and nearly half as great tion must be anxiously put by many,
as that of the American lake cities.
especially by those who " boomed " too
As it is a well known fact that the much. Let the belated boomers pluck
tonnage and class of shipping on Lake up heart of hope. There are ways by
Ontario and the St. Lawrence have which the boom can be brought back,
not developed to any great extent as and with quadrupled vigor, and in a
compared with the shipping of the form which will benefit not alone the
upper lakes, the cause of the large two cities of Montreal and Toronto,
growth of the Canadian cities must but the entire Dominion of Canada.
lie

elsewhere.

Analysis of the figures shows that of
the total increase of the group of Can-

boom resulted fi'om imtransportation between the
eastern terminal cities and the interior
The

proved

last

rail
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The coming boom will be yond the mere necessities of the presinduced by improving the facilities of ent as to anticipate the future, and,
the Canadian provinces for communi- for years to come, set the limits to the
cation by water transportation with tonnage of domestic freight-carriers,
one another and with the United so that the largest vessels navigating
States and the countries and islands the lakes and -coastal waters may enter
further south it will follow the mar- and traverse the connecting canals and
riage of the St. Lawrence and Lake the St. Lawrence, and there receive and
Ontario with the upper great lakes and discharge freights with practically the
with the waters ot the coast by deep same facility and rapidity that attends
and speedy canals equipped with the like operations in the upper lakes.
latest and best improvements, by means
Such speed is obviously nnattainof which the largest steamers of the able with Leonardo Da Vinci's lock,
lake and coasting trades can go and which, since the fifteenth century, has
come quickly and profitably. Such a been the reliance of hydraulicians for
project will vastly extend the trade connecting navigations at different
boundaries of central Canada and levels.
We must leaven hydraulics
multiply the number of her customers with the nineteenth century leaven.
by bringing her ports into cheap and Water, the ponderous, slowly movrapid communication with the popu- ing liquid, must give place, as the molous and prosperous states and coun- tive agent of the locks, to air, the
tries now separated from her by high light and quickly moving fluid. Stone
transportation rates and will thereby must give place to steel.
Lifts of 10
open new and boundless opportunities feet must be replaced with lifts of 100
to her citizens and cause her cities feet and upwards, and the ditch
the
and towns to " boom " uninterruptedly long accepted ideal of the canal must
without danger of relapse.
make room for the artificial river.
To bring about this most desirable Speed Speed Speed must be the
state of things
to provide facilities motto. What is slow must go. Delay
for reaching advantageously the great is fatal to cheapness.
A vessel costs
centres of commerce and production
so much a minute, and every minute
the upper great lakes and New York lost is just so much added to the
harbor, which are the great gateways freight-cost, and just so much of a
westward and southward and to open handic;»p on the commerce of the diswide the St. Lawrence gateway east- tricts against which the delay operward, it is necessary to connect Lake ates.
Ontario and the St. Lawrence with
How much a small and slow cathe upper lakes, to perfect communi- nal handicaps the district depending
cations with the lower St. Lawrence, upon it for transportation facilities is
and to open navigation to the Hudson; shown by the example of the Welit is necessary to make the St. Lawland Canal, the dimensions of which
rence channels broad and deep, to en- are too small to admit the large lake
large and improve the existing canals freighters.
Freight bound down to
and build the necessary new ones, and Lake Ontario ports must therefore be
to equip them with the best possi- carried in small vessels which cost
ble number of quick -acting, high-lift more to operate, relatively to their tonlocks, with the best towing plants, and n£^e, than vessels of the larger class.
with the best facilities for handling Thus freights to Ontario ports are
freight at the terminal points.
The handicapped by the higher cost of carentire project must be conceiv^ed and riage in the smaller vessels, say from
executed in such a spirit that it shall Duluth or Chicago to Port Colborne
lead the march of progress
not lag and the handicap is increased by the
of Canada.

;

;

—
—

!

I

!

;

—

—

hopeless in the rear

— step so

;

far be-

detention in the canal, by the

tolls,

by
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the inferior facilities for handling cargo in the smaller port, by the scarcity
of return cargoes in Lake Ontario, and
by the higher cost of carrying the return cargo after it is obtained, which
items so swell the handicap from which
Lake Ontario trade suffers that it is
little wonder that the bulk of the
freiofht is discharofed in Lake Erie
ports, and that not two per cent, passes down to Lake Ontario.
This fatal handicap on the commerce of Lake Ontario and the St.
Lawrence is a grievance of long standing, dating from the completion of the
The reports of the CanaErie Canal.
dian Government show that for the decade ending with 1873 it averaged
$1.85| per ton on the eastward trip; and
for the succeeding decade, ending '83,
it averaged $1.21f (see report of R. C.
Douglass, Assistant Engineer to Hon.
John H. Pope). While it grows less

about the proportion assumed in this
calculation.

COMPARISON OF FREIGHTS.
DULUTH TO BUFFALO AND DULUTH TO KINGSTON.
DUI.UTH TO BUFFALO.
3,000 ton vessel averaging 12^ miles per hour.

82 hours steaming,
6 hours detention at Soo Lock.

@

88 hours
per hour

57/100

per ton

c.

$0.50 per ton.

DULUTH TO KINGSTON.
1,500 ton vessel averaging 10 miles per hour.

102 hours steaming to Port Colborne,
6 hours detention at Soo.
108 hours

@I

c.

per ton per hour. ^0.81 per ton

Handicap

of small vessel in upper lakes
18 hours in Welland Canal,
17 hours in Lake Ontario.

35 hours

@ f c per ton per hour.

31 per ton.

0.

$0.26:i

per ton.

10

Tolls

amount from year to year, it re"
mains a tolerably constant projJortion; Handicap on Kingston, down trip .67 J
and will, until the Welland Canal is
In case the vessel finds no return
made large enough to accommodate the cargo in Lake Ontario, as happens in
largest lake freighters and is equipped nine cases out of ten, she has to run
with the least number of quick-acting, light to Buffalo and there get a return
high-lift locks, so that the detention cargo, say of coal and the handicap
of vessels using it is reduced to a mini- is swelled by the following items
in

;

:

mum.
In the following tables the handicap
on Lake Ontario is analyzed, the comparison being based on the actual cost
of handling freight, no profit being al-

lowed to vessels or
for the large vessel

railroad.

The

rate

authentic, based
on actual performance, for a season, of
a 2,800 ton steamer; for the smaller
steamer the figures are necessarily approximate, no data as to the actual
performance of a 1,500 ton steamer
having been published for several
years.
That the calculation is very
close to the truth may be inferred
from the fact that the large steamer
earned lyV times her operating expenses and her gross earnings being
necessarily limited to the rate at which
inferior boats could carry freight without loss, it naturally follows that the
smaller vessels cost more to operate in
;

is

Lake Ontario.
Welland Canal.

17 hours in
"
'•
18

2

"

37

"

to reach Bufialo.

@f

c.

per ton per hour $0. 27| per ton.
10

Tolls

Handicap of westward

trip

from
31

Bnffalo

Handicap
Total

of

eastward trip

handicap

ston, as
falo

67^

"

$1.36

"

against King-

compared with Buf-

unpleasing as they
within the truth as the
1,500 ton vessel costs over one-third

These

may

more

figures,

be, are

;

to operate, relatively to its capa-

than the 3,000 ton vessel and,
besides, no additional port dues, &lc.,
have been reckoned, in case the vessel has to seek a return cargo at some
Lake Erie port. Further, no charge
has been reckoned for lighterage, or
for the higher cost of discharging and
city,

:

;

THE AORTA OF NORTH AMERICAN COMMERCE.
receiving cargo at the smaller port,
where the terminal facilities are necessarily inferior.

The comparison as it stands
enough condemnation of

is

a

severe

in-

adequately planned transportation

fa-

cilities.

The

handicap

against

Kingston,

pay the cost of carrying a
ton of freight 358 miles on a firstSI. 36, will
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the Welland Canal big enough for the
largest lake vessels, and save 14 hours
in the time required to pass through
it
and thus reduce the handicap
against Kingston from SI. 36 to 40
cents or thereabouts, and give to the
cities of Lake Ontario and the St.
;

Lawrence similar

facilities as,

and an

equal chance with, the cities of the

upper lakes.
from Buffalo to within
The people of Canada, and in larger
82 miles of New York City. It is no measure the people of the United
wonder, then, that the great freight States, must have cheaper transportamovement is from the Lake Erie ports tion; cheaper freights than can be
to the seaboard by rail, and that the given by railroads, however perfect in
Welland Canal has failed to affect the plant and management; they must
direction of the continental freight have relief from the burdensome termovement, or to reduce the cost of minal charges, which, already high,
freights, and is a local benefit merely, must from year to year increase on
in spite of its enormous cost and the rail freights, as the cities grow and
high character of the engineering and land becomes more valuable.
class railroad, or

—

technical skill

displayed in

its

con-

understand the question,

it is

struction.

As

I

an example of the incapacity of the
European mind to grasp American
conditions.
Some twenty years ago a

number of eminently respectable, or
respectably eminent gentlemen came
across the water, sat in council on a
question entirely beyond their comprehension, and recommended something just half good enough to be of
any particular value in satisfying conditions of which the said eminent
gentlemen were entirely ignorant.
The people of Canada have loyally
paid out their hard-earned money, and
executed the works, as they were
counselled to do; but any return is
yet to come.
One lesson we can learn from the
eminent European gentlemen and their
works: the valuable lesson what not
to do
not to build inadequate works
not to make slow canals not to waste
the time of vessels; not to place an

—
—

;

unnecessary obstacle in the
commerce.

way

of

We

cannot, of course, annihilate the
difference in the distances of Buffalo
and Kingston respectively from Du-

luth and Chicago

;

but

we can make

To satisfy the present and future
conditions of commerce and production, they
must turn to perfected
water transportation and to the St.
Lawrence outlet, where it can reach
the highest development The volume of the existing commerce fully
warrants any outlay that may be reasonably anticipatedThe jMist ten years have seen great
changes.
A decade ago prices were
high, profits large, and high freights
could be borne, and were borne, without murmuring. But we have seen
steadily falling prices, until to-day
May wheat is only 74i cents a bushel
and in the same port
in New York
"ungraded " flour is selling for SI. 75
a barrel, "superfine" for S2.10, and
" patents " for S3.60.
How is the farmer to exist, unless
cheaper transportation and cheaper
commodities compensate for the fall
With
in price of his staple products ?
an average cost of production of
S8.25 per acre, and a yield of fifteen
;

bushels, the farmer's wheat costs him
55 cents a bushel to produce, and at
its present price, 74i cents in New
York, the margin to pay freights and

commissions and furnish profits is 19^
cents a bushel.
These figures, how-
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ever, while based on the average yield,
do not truly picture the unfortunate

condition of the farmer, for the aver-

age yield of fifteen bushels is made up
of the few acres that will yield large
crops,

and the many that

the average

;

fall

below

for instance, to strike the

average of fifteen bushels would require five acres at twelve bushels to
one at thirty bushels. It is fiiir to
presume, therefore, that twelve bushels, rather than fifteen, represents the
crop of the average tarmer, and at
$8.25 per acre cost of tillage, the wheat
cost 6Sf cents to produce, and the
margin out of which must come freight,
commissions, and profits (if there be
profits), is only of cents a bushel.
What an outlook is this for the farmer,
who sees the day fast approaching
when his worn land will require fertilizing

!

Such conditions

imperatively dethe cheapest possible transportation and the fewest rehandlings.
An outlet must be provided by which
the products can be carried, without
breaking bulk, directly from the producer to the point of consumption.

mand

Nature has made practical the making of such an outlet, eastward by way
of the great lakes and the St. Lawrence, and from
the St. Lawrence
southward to the consuming population of this continent by way of Lake
Champlain and the Hudson E-iver.
Nature has traced for us a great roadway, by which we may have cheap
and ready access to all the great
marts. This roadway must be made
fit to serve the needs of the people,
and enable them to get out their products and to get back their purchases
with the least possible freight cost.
Science, art, and invention have
placed in our hands the means, and
have equipped us with the knowledge,
necessary to properly and adequately
build upon the foundations provided
by Nature, to complete and perfect
the great roadway into the heart of
the continent, and to crown this century with an achievement unexcelled
in boldness and grandeur of conception
and in the benefits which it will confer upon the people in ameliorating
the conditions under which they toil.
Washington, U.S.

—

—

ASPECTS OF bAKE ONTARIO.
BY JOHN HAGUE,

To

the vast majority of Torontonians,
their neifjhbors along Lake Ontario, the varied aspects of the lake
are as little known as those of the
Arctic Sea.
Those who have only seen the lake
from the deck of a steamer have not
seen it in any true sense, for, in this
case, it is especially the fact that " 'Tis
distance lends enchantment to the
view."
Yet within an hour's ride
from the city, one of the loveliest sights
in nature may be enjoyed by all who
have that " inner eye," of which Gcethe
speaks, " the inward eye " of Wordsworth, the eye through which the
beauty and sublimity of scenery touch,
elevate and refine the souL
It is this
" faculty divine " which differentiates
man from the brute creation. Cows,
horses and sheep graze in pastures
where nought is seen but grass and
sky, with as much delight as if " all
heaven," or the grandest panorama of
sea, mountain and forest were in view.
In neglecting to cultivate the faculty
of appreciating Nature, we are sinkiixg
to the level of the lower animals.
As
the use of any gift enlarges its powers,

and

so its disuse leads to atroph}'.
Thus,
the man who never enriches his higher

vivifying aerial waves, of morning and
evening breezes, that are tides laden
with health.
Were this region of wooded, serrated
lake-shore costly to reach, and had a

fashionable hotel in its limits, many
flock thither for rest and health
who now decline even to look upon
" the goods the gods provide" within
sight of their homes.
But, as Emerson says, " few adult persons see
Nature." The great lake at our doors

would

however, something more than a
water-tank, fish-pond, or convenience

is,

Its beauty makes it
an inspiration, a sola mental anodyne, a stimulant
and a perpetual, unwearying de-

of navigation.

"a joy
ace,
also,

forever,"

" What
light to the observant eye.
shield men from impressions of natural scenery are low anxieties, vain
discontents, mean
pleasures, vulgar
selfishness and impious care."
Men

allow " the fretful stir and fever of the
world " to worry them into sickness of
body and mind, instead of finding
strength for both where
" Tis pleasant thro' the loopholes of retreat,
To peep at such a world, to see the stir
Of the great Babel, and not

feel

in scenes of natural beauty

by communion with Nature,

••

so blunts them that his inner eye, the
eye of his soul, becomes bovine in perceptive dulness.
If ever city had a beautiful Sani-

In

faculties

F.ILS.S.

the stir "

and peace,

In which the burden of the mj-stery.
In which the heavy and weary weight
Of all this unintelligible world
Is lightened."

summer the lake is seldom as
tarium provided by Nature, it is To- clear as in other seasons. A gossamer
ronto.
Picturesque ravines, running veil of mist is drawn over its face, exto the lake, abound, where are,
cept after a rain-fall, when it mirrors
the sky, changing its aspects with every
" Spots and sonny openings, and with nooks
movement of the clouds reflected on
To lie and rest in, sloping into brooks."
its surface.
When these are being
On the high lands from whence they driven before the upper air currents,
dip lakewards, there is no damp or as Shelley depicts them,
from the bosom of the
waters below, there flows a stream of
malaria, as,

"Fleecy clouds, wandering in thick flocks,
Shepherded by the slow, unwilling wind,"

—

—

—
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the waters beneath are kaleidescopic
in their rapidity of changing combinaThe lake flashes with
tions of color.
sudden lights, or frowns with shadows,
as though angry at its beauty being

marred by clouds, as they seem to pile
Pelion on Ossa before a storm, when
It is,
its face darkens with despair.
however, to the mists, and fogs, and
clouds that the lake owes its most at-

Byron notes

tractive aspects.

the

this in

lines,

"Vapours more lovely than the unclouded sky,
With golden pinnacles and snowy mountains."

So

—

also Longfellow,

" Forth from the curtain
of purple and scarlet,

from the tent

vapour beneath him
of brass,

and the sea at

his

A too

little known writer, facile princeps of art critics in his day, the late
Henry Merrit, writes
"
dense fog,
:

—

A

mingling with the warm sunbeams,
yielded an intense radiance, blending
in broad himinous bars tints of amber,
saffron

and

gold," all

which

color-

may

be seen mirrored in the
lake, and heightened in beauty when
eflfects,

"Winds come

whispering

lightly

from

the

West,
Kissing, not ruffling the blue deep's serene."

In autumn the lake is most clear, the
trees on the American shore are visible,
the smoke-like mist of the Niagara
cataract can be seen, and steamers can
be followed by the eye up to the
gorge of the river.

But the air in the fall is too clear
for " artistic " effects, as those infinite
varieties and delicacies of color in
light and shade, which charm an
artist's

eye,

the lake

are not produced
suffused with light.

when

Refewer and outlines are
hard and harsh. It is this prevalence
is

more

merely copying an
object to
make a painting. Distance gradations, so charming when
skilfully depicted, are very difficult
to represent when every object is
brought near the eye by the transluce.ncy of the atmosphere.
Most paintings of the Rocky Mountains are unsatisfactory from this cause.
Those
magnificent peaks seem so near that
their grandeur is lost.
They look like
models on canvas, very beautiful in
form and tints, but without any touch
Sir Thomas Browne,
of the sublime.

needed than

Religio Medici, unconsciously hit
mark when he said, " If things
were seen truly as they are, the beauty
of bodies would be much abridged."
So with the lake in October it sparkles with a glittering brilliance, like a
jewel in glow and in hardness. The
most romantically fascinating lakescene is, however^ witnessed, when a
fall moon is pouring its dazzling rays
over the ripples, which shine like
burnished silver, as though seeking to
outshine the source of their splendor.
All through the winter there are
many days when there seems to be no
atmosphere over the lake, so sharply
defined is the configuration of the
southern shore. But to see how solemn, how stern it can appear, it must
be watched on a storm-threatening
winter's day.
Then the flecks of
yacht and skiff sails, the smoke of
steamers, the more picturesque merchant vessels, that give a human
aspect in summer, have all gone the
lake is abandoned of man, and gloom
overshadows its face, as though saddened by this desertion. When the
storm bursts out from the east, the
lake, in the words of a Saxon poet
who wrote ten centuries ago,
" Roars with his waves in wrath,
in

of clouds,

Issued the Sun, the Great High Priest, in his
garments resplendent,
Blessing the world he came, and the bars of

Gleamed like a grate
feet was a laver."

says in the Laocoon, something
is

flections are

the

;

;

And

the deep becomes a dread

To the earth -dwellers."

The noise of its waters might then be
which detracts so much from mistaken for the tumult of Niagara,
the value of Canadian scenery for but not of the sea. The anger of Onof glare

the

purposes

of

Art.

As

Lessing

tario to the fury of the ocean,

is

as

"
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the temper of a youth to the rage of
a giant; there is noise indeed, but
it is not the " terror of tempest " which

the lake giving paleness to those of
the reflected sky.
Lake Ontario is not comparable in
inspires awe and dread, even when sternness of aspect to Glendaloch, nor
viewed from the land. But the lake in beauty to Windermere, nor in granhas its passion fits all to itself, while deur of surroundings to Loch Lomond.
in watching an ocean storm we can- But, as Touchstone said of Audrey,
not but reflect on and feel for those we each may claim Lake Ontario to
who are its victims.
be " mine own." It would, however,
In winter, the lake waters and those need the jDen of a Ruskin or Shelley
of the tirmament often appear to be to do the aspects of the lake descripone united mass of vapor. Twice last tive justice. Having the gifts of
winter there rose along the shore a neither, I have set down in plain prose
dense mist, which seemed like a cur- how this glorious sheet of water aptain or wall, rising abruptly from the pears to one who knows more of the
waters edge, and
towering until figures of arithmetic than those of
rhetoric.
blended in the " palpable obscure
upper region of cloud
Business men, writing under the
as Milton
says, " a fabric rose like an exhala- strain and stress of city strife their
tion," with an outline as defined as a wives worn and weary with house
This is a rare phenomenon, worry their children sickening from
precipice.
as usually lake mist spreads over the malaria and lack of exercise, would
lower shore lands, but ver^' rarely find their nerves being tuned to healthful music, their cheeks flushing with
rises to the top of the cliffs.
In winter the rioating array of mar- freshened tints of purified blood,
ginal ice gives at times the appearance by leaving an atmosphere ttiinted
of a narrow bay or canal, running for with sewer gas to inhale the tonic permiles between the lake and mainland. fume of the pine bush, and to breathe
Charming color effects are seen in such pure air as the Creator of our
winter, caused by flushes of reds, lungs designed them to breathe, and
pinks, opal, and all the rainbow tints their whole constitution of mind,
iDeing reflected on the restless water. body and spirit, brightened and reAnother singular color aspect is when cuperated by the fresh breezes which
the lake seems a vast milk bowl its blow over and give varied aspects of
This is beauty to Lake Ontario.
surface is a dull, dead white.
caused, as are other water tints, by
;

;

;

;

THE WOMEN OF THE UNITED STATES.
BY CECIL LOGSDAIL.

The

which illustrate this arAmerican women
in the highrenown
achieved
have
who
est social circles of various towns of
the United States for their beauty and
portraits

ticle are of typical

their intellectual capabilities as well
as for the amiable and attractive manners which make them the life and
light of the drawing-rooms.
Whoever has watched the delicate

forms of American women, noted how
daintily they are always attired, and
learnt

how

free

and

affable are their

manners to strangers, will certainly
go away with the impression that they
are indeed charming, and, if one misses
those blushes of purity which only a
mother's look can inspire in girls out
for their first season, it is only because
their education is different, and because they become women earlier than
the majority of English girls do. That
they are fast getting the upper hand
in that country is certain, and whether it is not better for themselves as
well as for the male portion of the community that they should do so, is a

matter of opinion. In many respects,
as an unprejudiced being, the writer
firmly believes that the men have less
grounds for fear from the new power
placed in the women's hands than the
latter in times past have had from the
former.

The treatment of women

since the
birth of the first daughter of Eve is,
to our way of thinking, the foulest
blot on the history of the world. The
arraignment is not confined to one
nation, but includes all races and peoples of the earth from the date of
their historic existence.
Over the female half of the human family to
call it the " better half " is really
a fine satire, considering their treatthere has steadily
ment hitherto

—

—

brooded a cloud of gloom and repres-

and

of disability

sion,

servitude,

of

Among
persecution and depravity.
the Hindoos, woman was the slave of
man, and was considered so immensely
his inferior that she was forbidden to
speak his language, and was conden\ned to use the patois of slaves. Under
the old Roman law, the husband was
He conthe sole tribunal of the wife.
trolled her property, earnings and reshe was allowed no rights in
ligion
her own children her husband held
over her the power of life and death,
and she could invoke no law against
him. The Hebrews pronounced her
an afterthought of the Deity, and the
mother of all evil, while the Greek
law regarded her as a child and held
her in everlasting tutelage. Aristotle
called her a " monster " and an " accidental production." The early Christian fathers denounced women as
" noxious animals," " painted temptresses" and " necessary evils," " desirable calamities " and " domestic perFrom the English Heptarchy to
ils."
the Reformation, the law proclaimed
the wife to be " in all cases and under
all circumstances, her husband's creaTo Diderot,
ture, servant and slave."
she was only a " courtesan " to Montesquieu, " an attractive child " to
Rousseau, "an object of pleasure to
man " to Michelet, " a natural in;

;

;

;

;

But humanity has now moved forward to an era where wrong and
slavery are being displaced, and reason and justice are being recognized as
the rule of life. America has, in the
columns of her public press and periodicals, laid claim to having taken the
first real step in improving the lot
and condition of women. Let us see,
if possible, how far they are warranted, if any, in this assumption.

valid."
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In the first place, whatever has eligible for the school boards, guardbeen done in this direction, it is claim- ians of the poor, etc., for the past
ed by the women, has been done by twenty years. Ontario recognized the
themselves, chiefly through the Wom- claims of women to the higher educaan's Suffrage agitation.

It is absurd, tion obtained in the universities, behowever, to suppose that the United sides throwing open to them many
States was the firet to admit the industrial occupations previously closed

MKS. CLIVELAND.

women to public offices, or to them, long before many of the
even to open up the doors of the uni- states of America. But very few reversities to them.
The emancipation forms in the condition and power of
of women is most complete in Scot- women were made in the United
land to-day, and, certainly, women States until they began to demand the
have had in England a property vote ballot. Some of the laws that still
in all municipal affairs, besides being defile the statute books of the various
£
claims of

266
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states in that countr}'- remain to be
repealed.
Without for one moment
defending the action of the Women's
Suffrage Association in toto, I can, as
an Englishman who has resided for a
number of years in the United States,
honestly admit that this bod}'- has
accomplished much in relieving the
women of that country of many of

their burdens.
time, only six

the employees in offices as clerks (to
say nothing of factories) are females.
The proportion of males to females in
many states of the Union may render
this in some manner a necessity. But
this has its disadvantages, for, while
we may justly admire this spirit of

common to all American
and acknowledge their right to
Yet, at the present become bread-winners, it tends to

of the

states of

the

self-reliance

girls,

make them,

perhaps, a

little

worldly-

Union allow the married mother to be minded and less affectionate and
an equal legal owner and guardian domestic. It is not at all singular
of her minor children with her hus- that a nation avowedly of progress,
band. In all other states the father and untrammelled by tradition should
has the legal control and ownership. thresh the subject out in all its bear
If the wife have the leisure and abil- ings, and so far, perhaps the experiity to earn money (and she has far ment has not been a failure. Many of
more opportunities offered her in the the colleges, professional schools and
United States than in England), in universities, closed against women for
fully half the states in the Union the ages, have there and in Canada been
law gives the husband her earnings opened up to them. Trades, businesses,
also.
Is it strange that there is un- and remunerative industries and the
happiness in married life, and fre- liberal professions seek women, and
quently divorce ? Does it not seem their capacity for public affairs has rethat American women need the ballot ceived the first genuine recognition
for their own protection ?
The pecu- in America. In all of these capaciliar education, privileges and oppor- ties, with the exceptions before enutunities given to women in that coun- merated, they have displayed ability
try already, make the question of the and evinced their usefulness, and the
franchise a far more important ele- laws are now framed, not only to give
ment in American politics than in them a separate independence from
English. It may be that in the United the males, but to punish with the
States they have advanced so far as utmost severity every insult offered
to forget the proper function of wo- them, and all encroachments on their
men or not gone far enough either rights. But a great proportion of
taken a step in the wrong direction or girls employed as clerks, stenographhalted half way, so as to make their ers and type-writers, in the large
legislation worse than valueless by cities as well as in Canada, work for
giving a loophole for the spread of less than laborers' wages, cutting down
worse evils thanthose which previous- the prices so low that male clerks and
ly existed.
bookkeepers, accustomed years ago to
;

To compare American women with
women is not an easy task.
One trait, however, should not be forgotten. The girls of the United States,
as in Canada, are taught quite young
to be more self-reliant and independEnglish

It is not considered a disgrace to
ent.
the family record for a girl to turn out
from school and earn her own liv^elihood, no matter how wealthy her parents may be, and hence nearly half

get large salaries, are now altogether
out of the race, or have to be content
with wages altogether insufficient to
clothe themselves and their families.
No doubt a large number of these
female clerks undertake such work for
no other reason than to avoid domestic duties, which they deem to be irksome, or to have an excuse for indulgence in pleasure which would otherwise be deemed imprudent. It should
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It is to
not be forgotten that increase in pros- again, has many drawbacks.
perity and refinement has everywhere be feared the system of training boys
produced a corresponding increase in and girls together in the public
crime, vagabondage and lunacy in all schools of the United States and Cancountries on the face of the globe, and ada is not a wise policy, or one easily
especially is this so among women. It imderstood by Englishmen, who give
is lamentably true that the moral deto the sexes their separate functions
%;s^fiZ:

T-^j^;.:

0t^-^^

\

BROOKLYN-

YOOO

LADY.

the

among the female portion of
human race is greater in all countries where the women have largely

create in
after that

Much might be said respecting the
education of American women, which,

able in spite of the penalties sometimes
Possibly this may be the
incurred.

generacy

in

life.

It

has also a tendency to

young minds a hankering
knowledge of evil which
^iven up leading domestic and retired comes to most people, male and female,
lives to enter into the various indus- soon enough, and makes the sale of
trial occupations thrown open to them. indecent literature particularly profit-
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origin of that peculiar love of public
scandal which is so amply gratified
by the public press in that country,
and is so great a factor in political advancement among its public men.
Judging from the foi^egoing, it will

be seen that United States,
the question of marriage
from a different standpoint than EngThere is, perhaps, more
lish women.
prudence exercised in this respect by
the marriageable girls themselves, who
approach the subject with less misgiving and are accustomed to think
The worldly
and act for themselves.
prospects of the prospective husband
are more openly discussed before a
readily

women view

decision

woman

is

arrived

at,

and an American

taught to expect more from
marriage ties than a blind obedience
to her husband's will and pleasure. In
fact, the contrary is usually the case.
She is accustomed to receive everything
she asks for, and the husband's chief
care seems to be to make all the
money he possibly can to lavish it on
his wife and family as she thinks fit
Society makes divorce
to spend it.
justifiable in all cases where a woman
can shew she has not been treated
with proper respect or reasonably
cared for. Hence it is not strange
that 65'8 per cent, of the total number of divorces granted in the United
States during the past twenty years
were granted to petitions of wives.
This would seem, in so far as America is concerned, loudly to sound
the note of doom to the old-time
ownership of the wife by the husband, or, in other words, to the submission in which wedlock has placed
women. Divorce is a menance to the
purity and sacredness of the family,
but a prominent American public man
says that it may also be made so to
" the infernal brutality of whatever
name, and be it crude or refined,
which at times makes a hell of the
holiest relations."
No doubt the diis

vorce movement finds in America its
impetus, outside of laws, institutions
or theology, very largely through the

human heart against
before alluded to, for
Americans are not deterred by the
sentiments of tradition.
No sentirebellion of the

the

slaverj'-

ment

will suffer

an American woman,

reared in self-dependence, to drag along
chains not of her own forging, or to
live with a brute of dissipated and
immoral habits, unless she is equally
vicious.
It seems not only to be a
philosophical fact, but a fact strangely
overlooked by our philosophers, that
the future of the race depends on
women on their physical power to
give birth to strong and healthy, as
well as intellectual children. On these
grounds alone.apart from all sentiment,
the subject is worthy of the fullest consideration, and women are entitled to
the greatest possible care and attention.
The girls of to-day will be the mothers
of the next generation.
Hence on the
purity of the marriage tie depends the
future of all countries. Philosophically
and scientifically, it is an indisputable
fact that the spread of immorality is
the prelude to the downfall of peoples,
who are weakened in the moral and
physical power of their children by a
false and vicious view of the natural
rights and purposes of the sexes.
Particularly unhappy seem the marriages of American girls to foreign

—

noblemen, especially German. Anxious for a title, for which they are
ready to give their dowry, and, perhaps, a little carried away by romantic notions, they leave their mother
country to become the wives of foreigners whose customs and traditions
are wholly different, and often return

home

disappointed and heart-broken
because they have not the smallest
of their friends, who are
quite unequal to comprehend the cause

sympathy

of their unhappiness.
Perhaps many
of them are not entitled to much sym-

pathy

either, for these

often

loveless ones, or inarriages de

marriages are

convenance, by which the women buy
the titles they pretend to despise.
On this question of marriage, it
might not be inappropriate to show

THE WOMEN OF THE UNITED STATES.
how

a nation might go too far in its
ameliorate the condition of
her women.
Some time back the
State of Georgia reported favorably
a bill to tax bachelors of thirty years
and upwards twenty-five dollars a
efforts to
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where so much has been done to
elevate the lot of women, it would be
a great blot on a country's record that
it left no room for natural affection and
established much of its future through

for,

force.

MISS CARROLL, OF B.iLTIMORE.

year,

and on a rising

scale of

twenty-

years above
this age.
This is surely preaching the
doctrine that an increase in starvation,
immorality and disease is desirable,
and it was well that the enlightened
legislature was laughed out of its folly,

five dollars for everj' five

While we have admired the respect
and homage paid to American women,
their self-reliance and freedom from
it is to be feared that society
has made them not a little too selfish
The very deference
and exacting.
paid to them, coupled with the laxity

restraint,
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the marriage laws, often makes
to bearing the burden of
sorrow, and, perhaps, America is not
very prolific in heroines. If the prosperity of the husband is not sufficient to admit of his gratifying every
whim of his wife, she at once fancies
she is behind her neighbors and has
made a mistake. Brought up, as she
is in many instances, to consider her
life a butterfly one, she soon becomes
dissatisfied and peevish, and, perhaps,
at the time when her sympathy and
affection are most needed, she will
seek to change her state, arguing that
such a condition was not "in the bond."
So long as she is petted and fondled
and able to appear well dressed and to
entertain friends with ostentation, she
makes a very contented wife, but the
misfortunes and rebuffs of life she is
not often disposed to share. As for
the society girls, they are much the
same everywhere. The Americans are,
perhaps, a little less restrained and
a little fonder of display than in
most countries. Fancy turning out in

of

them unequal

low-necked dresses to receive callers,
or at an afternoon tea, covered with
a wealth of jewels that would ruin
most European husbands
If, in the
main, they dress better than the major!

ity

of

gawky

English womea, and are less
or dowdish, they lack that

simplicity which is true art, and which
is a characteristic of many of the most

charming Canadian and English ladies.
Again, if American women are not
always beautiful they are all intelli-

One does not see so many of
those buxom, rosy-cheeked, healthy,
rustic faces that have always been a
favourite topic for description in English fiction, but one very rarely meets
with a stupid, idiotic, or brow-beaten
expression; and if they are of a less
retiring disposition, they are also for
the most part more capable of taking
care of themselves, and are fully alive
to the importance of striking a good
bargain, whether in business or matrigent.

mony.

The theory that woman

with the franchise would be apt to
become neglectful of household duties
and create further dissensions in home
life

has,

we

think,

been

sufficiently

disproven by the changes according
them a wider scope for action, which
has been given them of recent yeai's.

But American politics are so different
from English, and ideas respecting
the proper functions of women and
their

that
ces

treatment so widely divergent

what under present circumstanwould seem necessity in the

United States might be a curse in
England. Retrogression is now altogether impossible. The American woman knows the power she has already wrung from the male portion of
the community, and she is not disposed to halt half way, even though
the experiment has not proved an unqualified success in every particular.
Perhaps this is merely the beginning
of the end, and hence too early to
judge of the results. Perhaps if in
England it were better understood that
Nature has gifted woman with other
capacities than those of suffering, and
if her mission were more generously
understood outside of so-called society
in its narrow sense, there would be
considerably less unhappiness in married life, and a finer, nobler race of
people would spring up. Not that the
Mother Country should imitate the
United States in the facilities given for
divorce, but in the ideal culture the
latter country aims at giving her women, and the homage which is paid
to

them in all classes of society.
As Art is refining and beautifying

life, and Science extending immeasurably the bounds of knowledge and
power, while Literature bears in her
hands whole ages of comfort and sympathy, so is the age looking steadily
to the redress of wrong and the righting of every form of error and injustice.
If civilization has been retarded by
the brutish treatment women have received at the hands of the physically more powerful and advanced
it
entrusted would seem that the millenium may
;
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be brought about largely by woman's business of the nation, but an acagency, in triumphant return for the knowledgment of their " moral superfirst curse, of which the first woman iority, mental equality, and physical
was the alleged cause. At any rate, inferiority alone," in our conduct tothe United States has done much in wards th'em in public, as well as prithe right direction, and her achieve- vate, might go a long way towards
ments in this respect are a more cred- making the future of England more
itable record than all the battles she prosperous and happy.

MISS BLANCHE WALsH, OF

has fought and won. We may all admire the naive simplicity of the English maiden, and the charming modesty

NEW YORK.

may be, as we stated at the outthat America has gone a little too
far, and destroyed, in some measure,
and retiring disposition of the British the desire in her women to become
matron, who would both be robbed of patient and faithful mothers, thortheir most winning characteristics by oughly domesticated and careful houseadmittincr them wholesale into the wives, by opening up the way for
It

set,
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to earn their own livelihood, elled without reason, when we see
independent of the men. On this ac- women and men alike so closely conAnd
count, she may have rendered it cerned in all business relations.
doubly difficult for the men of the* just in proportion as a woman is able
nation to exist at all, and spoiled to accumulate wealth in business or
in some measure their chances of better her condition by marriage, is
being supported when they reach she said to have " a level head on her
the marriageable age. But you will shoulders," or she is pitied, on the other
not, in these times, see an American hand, for her " cranky notions." After
woman stand to be " trodden on," or all the meek submission which is not
submit to ill-usage, for any sentiment- slavery, the soft reliance on the strongal reason or because she has not been er arm of the gallant protector too
taught to get along in the world noble to abuse his power, the gentlethrough her own exertions. Frank and ness that is not allied to any idea of
self-reliant, as she is, our first verdict affectation, and the purity which never
might accuse her of forwardness and seems as if it could admit of a wrong
lack of modesty, but a more intimate thought,
these are, and ever must be,
acquaintance shows us that she is the highest and most adorable qualino more lacking in virtue and up- ties in woman. May the day never
rightness than the blushing English come when to have one strong affection
maiden. Practical and business-like and hope through life shall cease to be
she is, and one might exclaim, " This the only sound philosophy for man or

them

—

is

truly a

nation

of

shop-keepers,"

Perhaps the taunt would not be

woman

!

lev-

AT SCARBORO' BEA6H.
The wave

is over the foaming reef
Leaping alive in tlie sun,
Seaward the opal sails are blown,
Vanishing one by one.

'Tis leagues

around the blue sea curve

To the sunny

coast of Spain,

And the ships that sail so deftly
May never come home again.

A mist is wreathed round
There's a
But the sea

shadow on the
is

out

Richmond

point,

land,

in the splendid sun,

Plunging so careless and grand.

The sandpipers trip on the glassy beach,
Ready to mount and fly
Whenever a ripple reaches their feet,
They rise with a timorous cry.
;

Take care, they pipe, take care, take care,
For this is the treacherous main,
And though you may sail so deftly out,
You may never come home again.

—Duncan

Campbell Scott.

—

—

GLIMMERINGS OF "SARTOR RESARTUS."
BY

Some years

C.

M. SINCLAIR.

ago, looking through the
library of a friend
a cultured man
I came across a copy of Sartor Resartus, and on the front fly-leaf I read
" This book is filled
this inscription

—

:

with the purest of gold in the form of
Trath." It set me wondering what

manner of book

this

was

to call forth

eulogy from my host, silent and
reserved as he was and not at all
given over to empty compliments. As
1 read on in the book, it seemed to me
that I was like a traveller partially
lost in a forest of thick underbrush,
with here and there a towering elm
blazed to show the way out.
Gradually, though, as I looked closer, I saw
that, instead of a maze, several welldefined bridle-paths led through the
vigorous growth, and, keeping this well
in mind, no further difficulty was experienced.
It is not my purpose to rethis

view this great work of that great
Scotchman, Thomas Carlyle, for that
has been well and illy done long since,
but I would wish in this unreflective
age to recall some of this seer's calm
and noble thoughts, if only as a conto some present-day literature
that masquerades on the world's stage
as Reflection.
It is not alone Carlyle's peculiar

trast

style, which

some one has called "literature read by lightning flashes," that
gives his works their undying inter-

be found a more charming glimpse of
childhood than this of Teufelsdrockh
•'
On tine evenings I was wont to carry
forth my supper (bread crumbs boiled
On
in milk) and eat it out of doors.
the coping of the orchard wall, which
I could reach by climbing, or still more
easily if Father Andreas would set
up the pruning-ladder, my porringer
was placed
there, many a sunset,
have I, looking at the distant western
mountains, consumed, not without
Those hues
relish, my evening meal.
of gold and azure, that hush of World's
expectation as Day died, were still a
Hebrew speech for me nevertheless I
was looking at the fair illuminated
letters, and had an eye for their gilding."
Poetry was the natural speech
of Carlyle we see it everywhere in his
rugged, home-made phrases, written in
the form of prose, but nevertheless it
is poetry, unaffected, free-flowing poetry, if there can be any other sort
and in our hearts we feel that we are
reading not prose, but the poetry of
Truth. Some cathedrals have floors
of mosaic so perfect that each stone
may be examined by itself for beauty,
and yet the entire number make one
harmonious whole. So it is with Sarwe can take a reverie
tor Resartus
by itself, and the picture is perfectly
limned.
Let us imagine ourselves
seated in a high observatory, at the
midnicfht hour, looking out with keen
eyes and calm philosophy on a sleeping
:

:

;

;

;

but it is mostly because he stripped everything he put his hand to of
falsehood, and the real lineaments city of half a million scattered around
stood out in bold relief, often hideous about us.
" Ach mein Lieber " said he once at
and ugly, but always truthful, as he
saw Truth. It cannot be gainsaid that midnight, when he had returned from
sometimes this anatomical flaying the coffee-house in rather earnest talk,
went too far, and the unhappy victim " it is a true sublimity to dwell here.
was painted in darker colors than a These fringes of lamp- light, struggling
moi-e liberal-minded person would de- up through smoke and thousand-fold
sire.
On the other hand, where can exhalation, some fathoms into the anest,

!

;
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reign of Night, what thinks dred thousand two-leofofed animals,
Bootes of them, as he leads his Hunt- without feathers, lie around us in
ing Dogs over the Zenith into their horizontal position their heads all in
cient

;

leash of sidereal
hum of Midnight,

fire

That

?

when

stifled

has

Traffic

down to rest, and the chariotwheels of Vanity, still rolling here and
there through distant streets, are bearing her to Halls roofed in and lighted
to the due pitch for her, and only Vice
and Misery, to prowl or to moan like
night-birds, are abroad that hum, I
say, like the stertorous, unquiet slumber of sick life, is heard in Heaven
Oh, under that hideous coverlet of vapours and putrefactions and unimaginable gases, what a fermenting-vat
lies simmering and hid
The joyful
and the sorrowful are there men are
dying there, men are being born, men
are praying on the other side of
a brick partition men are cursing and
around them all is the vast, void
Night, The proud Grandee still linlain

;

!

!

;

—

;

nightcaps, and

full

of the foolishest

Riot cries aloud, and staggers and swaggers in his rank dens of
shame and the mother, with streaming hair, kneels over her pallid, dying
infant, whose cracked lips only her
all these heaped
tears now moisten,
and huddled together, with nothing
but a little carpentry and masonry
dreams.
;

—

between them crammed in
;

fish in their barrel

like salted

— or weltering, shall

I say, like an Egyptian pitcher of
tamed Vipers, each struggling to get
such work
its head above the other
goes on under that smoke counterBut I, Tnein Werther, sit above
pane
I am alone with the stars."
it all
Is not that a perfect example of
;

!

;

rugged, eloquent word-sketching ? It
may be likened to the composite

photographs which are produced by
gers in perfumed saloons, or reposes bringing out the striking characteriswithin damask curtains; Wretched- tics in a number of views, and comness cowers into truckle-beds, or shiv- pressing them in one picture.
It is a
ers hunger-stricken into its lair of picture of contrasts, of striking constraw
in obscure cellars. Rouge et trasts, with some of the lines so sharpNoir languidly emits its voice of des- ly drawn that we would say, in any
tiny to haggard, hungry Villains
other but a Carlyle portrait, they
while Councillors of State sit plotting, were out of place. He sets all our
and f)laying their high chess-game, hitherto established canons of writing
whereof the pawns are Men.
The at defiance tramples on them in fact,
Lover whispers his mistress that the and with almost a shriek presses them
coach is ready, and she, full of hope down into the mud as temporary footand fear, glides down, to fly with him holds, whilst he shouts out to the
over the borders ; the thief, still more world his strangely-worded gospel of
silently, sets to his picklocks and Truth.
But the attempt is useless to
crowbar, or lurks in wait till the try and analyze Carlyle's style. It is
watchmen first snore in their boxes. Carlylean, and that is all that can be
;

—

Gay mansions, with supper-rooms and said about it, and such another dialectdancing-rooms, are full of light and jargon was never heard before. He
music and high-swelling hearts but in who is tired almost unto death with
the condemned cells, the pulse of life the mildly inoffensive summer novel
beats tremulous and faint, and blood- bearing " The Duchess " brand, or the
shot eyes look out through the dark- nastiness of the erotic Zola school of
ness, which is around and within, for imitators, should turn back and read
the light of a stern, last morning. Six " Sartor Resartus." It does not bemen are to be hanged on the morrow long to the " modern " group, and it
comes no hammering from the Raben- would not be a popular subject for disstein ? their gallows must even now cussion in a fashionable drawingbe o'building. Upwards of five hun- room, but it is good and healthy, and
;

:

a
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''

ly better, were
it we feel our footincf sewe are certain of having at everywhere is
down to bed-rock facts. It is matter, simple

in readincr
cure, for

last got
refreshing sometimes to find ourselves
in a new, strange country, with nearly
all our bearings at fault, to be whirled
tumultuously along by the edges of
steep precipices, or to descend into
the fertile valleys with an eccentric
guide, who only deigns to converse at

and then in quaint puzzles,
but whose pathos is never bathos, and
whose sentiment never descends to
sediment.
Unconsciously we know
that here is a freak in literature
sort of mastodon, Taine calls him
and
we are left in a state of doubt whether,
indeed, he is not laughing in his sleeve
intervals,

—

at

us,

there

is

ironical

would

and mayhap at himself,

—

for

a strong undercurrent of grim,

For example, how
suggestion from Sartor

humor.
this

worthy of him. Life
the most manageable
as a question in the

it

Rule of Three multiply your second
and third terms together, divide
the product by the first, and your
quotient will be the answer which
you are but an ass if you cannot
come at. The booby has not yet
found out, by any trial, that do what
;

—

we

will, there

tion, oftenest

ever a cursed frac-

is

a decimal repeater, and

no net integer quotient so much
as to be thought of." The bitter, ironical, but truthful philosophy of this extract is characteristically Carl^dean.
His was too intense
too eagerly

—

burning a nature to take in a whole
truth.
He saw in an intense white
light one
side
sometimes several
sides
of a truth, but he never waited
like Macaulay and surveyed it from
all sides.
He never waited to mai-shal
up the contrary arguments, but simply
took a fiying leap for the next upheaved boulder or Truth, and so he
crossed the ocean of Reflection. " What
matters it," you will ask, " if the young

—

—

Resartus work if carried into practical
effect at the present time, when our
young men are " smarter " than were
those of any past period in the world's
" I have
history.
heard affirmed
(surely in jest) by not unphilanthropic
persons, that it were a real increase of man is foolish, froward, and jauntily
human happiness could all young men confident that he can easil\- solve
from the age of nineteen be covered Life's riddles which have appalled his
under barrels, or rendered otherwise elders." God grant the day is distant
invisible, and there left to follow their when the young man, shading his
lawful studies and callings, till they eyes, looks out into the future with
emerged, sadder and wiser, at the age the doubts and fears of the old man.
of twenty-five.
With which sugges- Barren, indeed, of noble deeds the
tion, at least as considered in the light outcome of noble a.spii-ations
would
of a practical scheme, I need scarcely the world be, could the young man see
say that I nowise coincide. Never- the disappointments the heart-breaktheless it is plausibly urged that, as ing rebuffs
^awaiting him on life's
young ladies are to mankind precisely journey.
the most delightful in those years,
" (rod holds the key of all anknown,
so young gentlemen do then attain
And I am glad
their maximum of de testability. Such
If other hands should hold the key,

—

—

—

—

;

gawks

are they, and foolish peacocks,
and yet with such a vulturous hunger
for self-indulgence
so obstinate, obstreperous, vain-glorious ; in all cases,
;

and so forward. No morendeavor or attainment will, in
the smallest, content the yet as unen-

so froward

he trusted it to me,
I might be sad.
What if to-morrow's cares were here
Or,

if

Without

its rest

*

Better that he unlock the doors,
And as the doors swing open
"
Say, Thy will is best.'
'

tal's

deavoring, unattaining young gentleman but he could make it all infinite;

As we
feel that

close Sartor Resartus, we
we have been examining the

closely- written

brief

of

a

special

;
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—

an honest, healthy, truthful,
special pleader, but nevertheless a spewho, not from design,
cial pleader

pleader

—

impatience, has skipped
many lovable features in a landscape
not altogether gloomy and though
convinced, as all must be convinced,
that we have been permitted to see
the canvas of a master-artist (the peer

but

from

;

of whom another century will probably not breed), yet it seems almost that

a softer line here and there would
improve the picture it would make
But this
it more pleasant in any case.

—

genius are truthful, but the picture is
Comparing, or rather
not tilled out.
contrasting, Macaulay and Carlyle, the
French critic Taine has said " There
is probably less genius in Macaulay
than in Carlyle but when we have
fed for some time on this exasfcrerated
and demoniacal style, this marvellous
and sickly philosophy, this contorted
and prophetic history, these sinister
and furious politics, we gladly return
to the continuous eloquence, to the
vigorous reasoning, to the moderate
prognostications, to the demonstrated
theories, of the generous and solid
mind (Macaulay), which Europe has
:

;

of pleasantness was exactly
what the author of Sartor Resartus
was railing at if was not a pleasant

just

picture he strove to paint, but a truthful one, and the bare strokes of his

fill."

feeling

;

lost,
who brought honor to
England, and whose place none can

HEARTS-EASE.
Oh, Heai'ts-ease, purple as the midnight skies

Half veiled by drifting mists of fleecy white,
golden as the waves of sunset light

And

!

That he may not forget my absent eyes,
I pray thee, lest remembrance wholly dies,
Tell him of me, when in the silent night
Or busy day he sees thy faces bright,
Bathed with the dew that on their petals lies.
Hearts-ease, I kiss thy radiant lips for

Kiss from his

own

him

the lines of patient pain

When he shall stoop to drink their fragrant breath.
Cheer thou his heart through life's long shadows dim,
Until I meet him face to face again

Beyond the gates

of re-uniting Death.

—Gertrude

Bartlett.

—

WOMEN AND
BY ELLA
If the opinions of

many

S.

people were

put into words they would run something like this : " Women are to spend
money, to get money, to beg, coax or
ho.ax it, but they never understand its
value."

The

idea

is

not an

It is held, for the

but, like
it is

a

your

little

last

uncommon

one.

most part, by men,
summer's sailor hat,

old-fashioned for this sea-

son.

There are three ways in which woget money through the dead
fingers of their dead kin, the living

—

men

ones of their existing relatives, or by
their hands or wits.
Latterly women
make more money. It is now less of a
stigma to earn a livelihood than it was
twenty or even ten years ago. There
are still, though
mores the pity
those who look askance at the young
woman whose bonnet and bread are
paid for out of her own wages.
A woman's ideal existence is in the
home.
Be she wife or daughter or
mother whose hands rule the housekeeping, it should be her privilege,
her jealously-guarded care, to wall that
defence of hearts with her own loving
strength.
She should be the cheerful,
tender helpmeet, the father's staff, the
children's good angel, the housewife,
the home-maker and keeper, and the
blessed sunshine.
That would be a
woman's ideal existence but then,
the man's Authorities differ, and we
all hold our own opinions.
I think he
should read and write, plant rose trees
and asparagus, be good to his wife and
mind who his daughter marries.
He
should take his family for walks in
the fields in the evening's and the not
too early mornings, and he should go
fishing once a week.
When men live
that kind of a life woman may return
to her ideal existence.
But this is not

—

—

—

MONEY.

ATKINSON.
Utopia. Roses and asparagus, and even
brook trout won't do. Man's ideal
existence has become a good deal
warped and woman's has followed it
away from the line of perfection. In
the ideal world she wouldn't even want
to know whether asparagus was another name for roses (if she could cook
it)
but in the now-a-day-world she
does need to know them, Latin roots
and all, and, more than all the rest of
it, she needs to know the price of the
roses and those tasty little shoots
which look so big in the bunch and
off so distressingly in the boiling.
;

fo

>aughters,

too,

have

been

pushed

away from

that ideal existence. They,
too, often find it does not pay, in even
pocket money, to sit around and play
sunshine for the family, just incidentally, while waiting to be married. All
girls' hands haven't that little line
that the palmist tells us means a husband. There are more than enough
of them to go around, and so some girls
must be the little Sally Waterses of
society only, now-a-days, the Sallies
are "bachelor girls," and not old
maids, and many of them earn their
;

own

living.

Now,

is it

better to depend

upon an

ageing father for support, or support
Is it better to look to a
one's self ?
brother, to take the home offered by
an uncle, to be one of a cousin's family,
or to be independent ?
It may not be an ideal existence,
but the world is not an ideal world,
and there are a good many glass houses.
There must, of necessity, then, be
women who earn money. There are
two types of them the one who dignifies the work, no matter what it be,
who is not ashamed that it is her own
hand that places her own dollar in her
own purse and that other one who is

—

;

—
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bitterly

ashamed

at having to

work a man comes home from

for that vulgar necessity called money,
which, she declares, every one should,
She
of course, have in the bank.

dosen't call

money.

it

It is

denomin-

ated " remuneration," " recompense,"
" value for services," anything, except
wages, plain salary or comprehensive
Dickens had seen this
"money,"
"lady." He fitted her up for Little

She chaperoned old Dorrit's
over the continent and called her
salary " an amount paid at quarterly
Dorrit,

girls

my

my

credit at
banker's."
intervals to
If a woman honestly earns money she
It
should not be ashamed to take it.
is hers, and she should be proud to

write a receipt.

But whether a woman belongs to
one class or another, she is yet a better
spender than the one who has never
gained money for herself in a fair
A dollar earned
fight with the world.
means more than a hundred cents to
It means something added to
spend.
the character Something which yet
remains when the money has gone for
bread or bon-bons, shoes or violets.
The earning of it is a great deal. I
honor the woman who can earn her
own livelihood. It may be that she

—

—

this unideal
world, which, however, is the best one
She would be a great deal
we have.
I do not think he
too good for him.
could be allowed in.
Money -getting hardens and moneyspending hardens and yet I say the
more able women are both to get and
spend the better women they are
not ideal ones with wings, and aureolas
around their curls, but good, sensible,
true-hearted women, on sturdy feet of
their own, and bearing in their bosoms
;

loving, unselfish hearts.

The blue-blooded aunt

of the family
the woman who earns
If her niece is one of them,
money.
This aunt
she dosen't like her niece.
generally has a fortune and an everlasting heart disease, and the wageearning girl knows too much about
money to suit her. She knows that
dosen't

like

legacies don't

amount

to

much

until

they are paid, and even then are not
able to balance one crucifixion of a
proper pride. The blue-blooded auntie
will not be able to understand this,
but then, she never earned any money
and, ten to one, she dosen't keep accounts.
I like the

woman who keeps accounts.

She need not be niggardly as some supthem first, and if she dosen't pass them pose, and it will do her heart good,
out decayed side down, she is yet a when she has spent her last dollar, to
step above the drones.
be able to exactly determine where it
I am tired of the unending cry of and all its fellows went to.
She
hardened women.
People talk of the ought to be able to account for every
soil of business life, the bloom that cent
not to any one else, if it was her
goes the way of the fruity mist on the own money, but to herself.
She can
plums and grapes.
A good deal of it sit down and preach herself a nice
has foundation.
The business woman little sermon on extravagance, and it
learns that words are not words and will do her far more good than any
that business affairs yield better re- amount of unsolicited advice and dis-

peddles apples

well, if she didn't steal

—

turns

the transactions are in writinor.
not a woman s ideal existence,

if

tasteful reproach.

Women should understand business
but then, what would you ?
Perhaps
and money transactions.
Has the cunning of the merchant, somebody's wife didn't learn about
the shrewdness of the broker, the tact money when she went to school.
of the politician, the suavity of the Stocks and interest, general banking,
preacher, any place in man's Utopia ?
and a little law weren't included in the
It must not be expected that a wo- curriculums of fashionable boardingman can live in the ideal ignorant in- schools in the days gone by. Well,
nocence and keep house with it, while teach it to her now.
You've no idea
It

IS

——

;

;
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man and man.

Of course it would not
be necessary for an ideal woman to
understand these things, but an ideal
man would not go and die and leave
them for her to attend to. There are
gray-haired women done out of their
rights because they know nothing of
business, and girls in their teens defrauded from their own because they
were too innocent.
It has become not only expedient
but necessary for women to thoroughly

what fun you old Darbys and Joans
could have over " those nasty sums."
Some men will say indignantly
" But my wife's place is in the home."
Yes, we'll agree
but he might be
asked what he pays his life insurance
for.
It may be his wife will be left to
attend to his affairs.
" But the lawyers," he adds.
Oh, yes, we've all heard of them.
There are wives who are their husbands' almost idols, yet they couldn't
cash a cheque.
:

;

understand money.
It will harden
them, but only with an exterior protective hardness.
Their hearts will
still be womanly and beat true.

There are women to whom a bank
book is Greek, and a discount some
unintelligible disagreement between

WliNGS.

A

bird and a leaf swing side by side

On
The

the topmost twig of the bare elm tree

leaf

And

The

Till

dead since the summer died

is

the winds are out in a dying world.

and the bird sway

leaf

a wanton wind

Snap

I

and

tlie leaf

Eddied and

I

bloweth them free

from

twi.sted

To be trampled
Whirr

it

its

and

stem

is

whirled,

downwam

cast,

for aye in the dust of earth.

and the bird with a

Straight

di-earily,

upward

is

thrill of

new

birth

borne on the wings of the

O, Soul, thou hast wings

when wild winds

blast.

blow,

Tossing thee to and fro

These dead, naked boughs are not thy home,
Tlie eternal

Why

heavens are thine to roam
tremble so

?

— Bl.\nche

Bishop.

!

"DAK" TO PESHAWUR.
BY

A. H.

MORRISON.

The city of Lahore is a city of gardens. sea, between which and this tropic
Perhaps the mirage of rxieinory may Eden dances many a wave, bridged
have magnified and transformed ob- only by the memories and prayers of
Yet, I am bound to dejects a little.
clare, that after a fifteen-hundred mile
night-ride up country from Bombay,
east to Allahabad, and then northwest to the Punjaub, to descend among
the groves and fiowers of Lahore was
to me like descending from the sterile
heights of some torrid Nebo into
The
a veritable Land of Promise.
stranger to India has not seen much
by the way during his tedious night
journeys for the intense heat, even in
the month of April, renders stoppage
during the day and rest under cover
imperative.
What gardens they were
E'en as
I write, they are shadowed forth as in
a dream, and become again the partial
embodiments of yore. What tangled
luxuriance of foliage girdling the low,
thatched bungalows!
What a gorgeous array of creepers embracing and
half-shrouding in their fantastic arms
the pillared verandahs
What delicate, feathery frondage of palm and
fern
And, above all, what splendid
profusion of bloom, of every shape, size,
shade and texture ruby-stained hibiscus and white-surpliced lily, pinklipped oleander and purple-vestured
passion-flower, roses more regal than
Juno's imperial self, and jasmine as
fragrant as the breath of Hyacinthus,
while, permeating everything and rising superior to everything, like some
sweet air in music, welling from out
its environments of complicated variations, comes the luscious scent of the
orange blossom, calling up visions of
radiant forms in satin, fair faces smiling through tears, and generous bequests of bride-cake and wedding-favors, in that western home ])eyond the
;

!

I

!

;

the loved

From Lahore to the military station
of Mean-Meer is but a few miles, and
thither I was bound on
way to the

my

North-West frontier, the Valley of
Peshawur, that celebrated campingground and fortress, whose bristling
bayonets and shotted guns keep watch
and ward over the Khyber pass. MeanMeer is nought but a sandy plain, sterile and forbidding, with huge barrackbungalows studded over its monotonous expanse. Surrounding it, on all
the private dwellings of the
residents, and the stores of
the Parsees, who are the merchants
and money-lenders, while beyond is
the j ungle and cultivated country. The
plain itself is a Sahara, fever-stricken
and cholera-haunted, a pest-house in a
desert, cursed of God and man. I was
not loath to leave it, shaking its dust
sides, are

European

in very deed off my feet, though I had
been entertained right royally by my
a former school-mate, atfriend S
tached to one of H. M's. regiments of
I little thought that the
the line.
near future was to see me there again,
a denizen of that arid waste, at one of
the most critical periods of my life.
But so it turned out, and again a memory rises, and the open graves, one,

—

,

—

two, three, ten in a row, half-full of
stagnant water, to be closed in ere
lialf as many days, yawn up remorselessly to the heavens, while the tears
of strong men and tender women fall
like drops of molten lead upon the
coffin lids, to the reiterated refrain,
" I am the resurrection and the life,"
and the wail and ruffle of the dead
march, in the lurid light of the
dawn, or the sombre hush of the

DAK'' TO
gloaming, yet echoes in mj* unwilling
eari.

In those days, there was no railway
from Lahore to Peshawur, so the distance, over two hundred miles, had to
be traversed by " dak gari," or simpl}'
" dak," a means of conveyance that
presents some peculiarities as contrasted with western vehicles, and therefore
merits description.
Imaorine an oblonfj box, six or seven
feet by three or four, and correspondingly high, hoisted upon four wheels,
with a sliding door in the middle at
either side
harnessed to
that box two Indian ponies,
about as stout as ordinary
clothes-horses; the Jehu,
a cross between the missing-link and John tl;--

PESHAWUR.
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so desire, as fresh relays
of horses are stationed at every eight
miles stage, and Government foots
the bill.
All the inside pas.senger
traveller

gora sahib (white gentleman),
is to sprawl on his back and
keep his temper, varying the amuse-

ger, the

has to do,

ment of staring at the ceiling of his
caravan, by indulging in pet anathema.s, " not loud but deep," as an unusually rough bit of road reminds him,
that not all the ribs of man were extracted for the formation of lovely
woman.

;

Baptist, as I have always
imagined him, and the pic-

ture

is

complete.

You

by one of the

ter

en-

side-

doors, and, uidess precipi-

tated instanfer and headlong to mother earth by
the other, extend yourself
full-length on a mattress
which has been spread inside.

It is easier to lie

than

although, by a slight
re-arrangement of the interior,
you may convert
your temporary lounge into seats if you wish.
By
your side are your neverto

sit,

absent comrades, your
sword and revolver store
of provisions is at your feet,
;

SC'EKE XE.\R I'E.'iHAWrR.

with the inevitable label
which proclaims the bottled bass or
It was five o'clock in the morning
" ICckshaw, No. 1.," dear to the Anglo- of Monday, April 10th, 1871, that I
Indian heart, suggestive of that tropic shook hands with m)'^ friend and comnectar, iced hrandy-pi'ini, the avant mitted myself to the depths of the
courier of liver complaint and the in- caravan and the tender mercies of the
validing board, though certainly a desi- missing-link.
That worthy, nonchalderatum during the seasons of ague ent and sphinx-like, cracke J his whip
and cholera.
and away we sped at a rattling pace.
By " dak," you travel by day as The first stage passed without incident,
well as by night, for the sooner the we were within hearing, so to speak,
journey is over the better, and there of civilization and military authority;
need be no stopimges unless the but with the commencement of the
c
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second stage, some eight miles from clusion of it, the candidate for Ebal,
the cantonment, the trials of dak lile who was of the usual sunburnt Eastbegan. It has ever been a source of ern type, was positively pale.
After at least tive minutes exhortawonder to me, looking back to that
journey, that I survive to tell the tale tion and remonstrance with whip and
Truly, voice, as the situation was becoming
of my Indian experiences.
some men are hard to kill, and if a cat monotonous, I determined to aliorht to
be possessed of nine lives, those who see what my voice and arm might do
go down to the deep in daks must towards setting things in motion. I
had just got one leg thrust through
have at least ninety and nine.
The clothes-horses of the last stage the side aperture and one foot comwere removed, apparently none the lortably on the ground, when, as
worse for wear, and, bye-and-bye, after though inspired b}' an electric demon,
what 1 thought unreasonable delay, the that creature in the off trace sprang
missing-link, who had entered a tumble- to its legs, and performed a series of
down looking line of buildings, clay- evolutions that would have done credit
walled and thatched, emerged, support- to a clown mule in a circus. My spine
ing tenderly two other lean kine, mere was nearly dislocated as I was flung
anatomies, evidently in the last stages back on my seat.
As for the leg that
These dilapidated protruded through the doorway, it was
of consumption.
creatures looked so meek and ashamed some time before I could regain conof their condition, that I felt sorry for trol over the physical being and mothem, and would have expostulated tions of that eccentric member, which
with Jehu, but unfortunately I knew spun round like a demented catherineno word of Hindustani and he pretend- wheel, until hauled in, as one hauls in
ed he knew none of English, though I a weighted trolling line, by inches.
afterwards ascertained the rascal could Meanwhile, the companion skeleton
talk the language well for a Hindoo. had been biting viciously at its perRecognising the futility of interfer- forming mate, while endeavoring to
ence, and trusting that, at the worst, drag it in an exactly opposite direction
I should but have to alight and shove from the one it appeared inclined to
behind to convey the empty vehicle take.
At length, something like a
and the anatomies to the next station, spirit of unity seemed to animate the
I subsided into the recesses of the dak pair.
They started at a break-neck
and gave myself up to what fate had pace along the road, and in less than
in store.
three-quarters of an hour were at the
Not long had I to wait for the store. termination of the stage, the transit
All things were ready.
The con- having been performed partly in the
sumptives were in the traces and Jehu air and partly on terra firma, but
on the box. The whip was cracked whether on wheels or upside down, I
and that was all. There was no other am not now able to state. After the
movement. The whip cracked again performing Pegasus had alighted Irom
and again. Jehu vociferated loudly its concluding flight, and while it wa»
with ftantic gestures, looking more being unharnessed, I sat in silent wonlike the missing-link than ever; but der, not unmixed with admiration,,
still no movement to the dak.
Then puzzling my brains as to where that
the otf-skeleton, feeling exhausted, "small head" harbored " all it knew"
doubtless, took it into his head to have of deviltry.
a nap. Down he flopped in his traces,
About noon we arrived at the first
and no effort could budge him. The dak-bungalow. The dak-bungalow is
amount of Hindi profanity lavished a rest-house or sort of way-side inn,
upon that anatomy's defenceless head which aflbrds accommodation for man
was something startling, for at the con- and beast, and many creeping things.

—
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besides; the two first for a limited bility, but an event within range of
term at exorbitant prices, the latter the probable, if I chose to pay for
free and for life, unless provided with it
" Well, hawarcJd, what have you in
means of transit by an unwary traveller.

are,

Some of these dak-bunsralows
however, very good, some indif-

ferent, others decidedly bad.

I

may

the eatable line ?"
Aree, SaJiib, me got eberyting.
Berry good."
" Well, what have you got ?"
I had,
by this time, a tolerably fair notion of
what a Hindoo's " eberyting " com''

term this especial one good, though
the charges were high and the roast
The bungalow, like all
goat tough.
others, was in one flat, surrounded by prised.
" Me got rice. Me got vegable, pumpwide verandahs with its own separate compound or enclosure.
The ser- kin, tomato Sahib like it, me make
"
vants were tolerably clean and civil, curry, berry good
and the fare, with the
;

!

exception

single

already

named, passable. The pale
ale was especially excellent, or, perhaps, I was
very thirsty.
little

now

;

It matters
the beer was

swallowed and 1 am alive
to bear testimony to the
In every dak- bungfact.
alow is a visitors' book,

which

is

presented to the

" sahib "

before leaving.
In that book the traveller
enters his memoranda as
to the fare and treatment
he has received while a
guest, and his opinion of
the attendance and accom-

modation in general. The
book is open for government inspection, and if

many

complaints are regby the travelling
public, so much the worse

istered

for the sable hosts.

After alighting from the
dak, the tirst thing in order was a
hearty draught of bitter ale
then
followed a delicious cold bath.
I had
;

determined to remain under shelter
till the fierce mid-day heat was over,
instead of resorting to my own
hamper of provisions, decided upon
ordering dinner for one.
lusty
summons of Bawarchi soon brought
the cook, bandy-legged and unctious,
who with many salaams assured me
that dinner was not only a possi-

so,

A

A SCKNK NEAB CASHMERE.
"

Have you any chickens

'

?

" Shicken, Sahib
Aree, plenty
shickan got it, sahib, in back compound."
" That's the ticket then
make me a
chicken curry and a Bombay pudding,
I

:

and

let's

have them at three

o'clock,

sharp."
"

Bahut ashchha, sahib (very good,

Me

catch shicken, an' make 'im
jaldi (quick, quick)."
Being in want of a little divei*sion,

sir).

cxiTry, jaldi,

—
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—

having enjoyed no sport since I left
cantonments, I determined to see the
consummation of the chicken tragedy,
for I rightly judged the devoted fowl
would be yet at liberty; so I rose and

What was
bird was, I believe, a cock
it that appeared through the doorway,
followed pell-mell by the sweating and
No plump pullets,
excited fowler?
no spring chickens, not even a bevy

the wake of the
proceeded down the centre passage which divided the bungalow into two halves, and presently
emerged into the open space that lay
between the rear verandah and a line
of sheds beyond, comprising the kitchens, servants' quarters, etc., of the
station.
A row of pickets at each end
of the enclosure joined the extremities of the bungalow to the out-offices
and fenced in the space between, so
that there was no outlet except through
a wicket at either end, now closed.
" Sahib, wait here little while.
Me

of middle-aged hens; but one nondescript creature, a very anomaly of a

leisurely followed in

fowler.

He

bird,

part Shanghai, part greyhound,

and the remainder camelopard, that
paced round the enclosure at the rate
He had no feathof a mile a minute.
ers to

speak

of,

was, indeed, in ortho-

dox racing costume, and

his athletic

muscles stood out like knotted cords.
My teeth fairly ached at sight of them.
The way that thing ran was a sight
It must have
for the Derby Day.
spent the greater part of its life in
being chased. Moreover, it was up to
every wrinkle of evasion. It knew
go catch shicken."
every corner in which to double.
The speaker seized a bamboo and
Off they went. The thing on long
disappeared through an aperture in legs and in racing suit, first; the exthe clay wall of the farthest division cited native, wildly flourishing his bamof the shed-like line.
Whirr rush
Presently, dire boo, a bad second.
sounds of persecuted " shicken " issued whack, whack, whack, cluck, cluck,
from the bowels of the compartment. cluck, whish " Aree, bachin-kl !"—
From the noise made, I concluded flap, flap, flap, bang, bang. I could
that there were at least a dozen or not refrain from catching the enthusmore birds in the hunt. Such cack- iasm oi the moment. I clapped my
ling and clamor, such belaboring the hands and shouted " Bravo
Well
inner sides of the compartment with done all " like the admirers of Gilpin,
the bamboo, such exhortations for the " as loud as I could bawl."
recalcitrant fowl to come out like a
At length, with a despairing shriek,
man and be slaughtered, I had never the much persecuted nondescript made
hoard before in my life. The noise a dive for the back-doorway.
It was
became deafening. The stick resound- an unwary moment for me. I was off"
ed.
The /^xi^arc/a yelled. The fowls my guard, too much excited to be on
screamed. I could imagine the feath- the alert.
The creature ran between
ers flying, and alread}', in anticipation, my legs like a streak of ragged, motmy mouth watered at thought of the tled lightning, and escaped down the
pullet that was soon to smoke before passage and so out by the front door.
me, smothered in a lagoon of luscious The hunt followed wildly, that is, the bacurry, and bounded by its snowy surf warc/d and myself, the former cursing
of glistening rice- a veritable East In- in the choicest vernacular, I laughing
"dian pillaiu.
immoderately.
The clamor approached the door.
The last I saw of that bird for the
The combatants were about to enter occasion was from a jungle stump
the arena, and I stood prepared to ar- some quarter of a mile awa}'.
It was
rest the course of any refugee bird craning its giraffe-like neck, flapping
that might endeavor to escape by the its apologies for arms, and giving vent
back-doorway of the bungalow.
to its satisfaction over its escape in a
Shade of Esculapius whose tutelary lugubrious
that
cock-a-doodle-do,

—
—

—

—

—

!

!

!

—

'
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sounded a compromise between the and looked at my watch. One
whooping-cough and the wheeze of a It had registered midnight at

To this
dilapidated penny-whistle.
day I entertain a firm belief, that, on
my return down country some twelve
monthslater, fsawthatself-samebird
I knew it by its disreputable habiliments pruning the only i>in feather
left it.
I am as confident it recognised
me, for if it did not close its left eye
and chuckle like a Christian, then am

—

I

myself a heathen Shanghai.
It is almost needless to add that the

o'clock.

my

last

appeal before I fell asleep. Everything was quiet, so I concluded that
the horses had once more been removed at the end of another stage. A
few minutes elapsed, when, hearing no
sound, vague suspicions began to enter
my mind of treachery on the part of
the driver. I recalled all sorts of horrible tales of travellers in the jungle,
who had been benighted and left to

was the sole representative of
the genus " shicken " at that road-side
restaurant, so I had to substitute a
piece of tough goat mutton for my
contemplated curry. However, the
other articles of the mejin were good,
and after I had chopped the goat tlosh
I am not sure that it was all flesh
part seemed to partake of the consistency of hide or horn into mincemeat,
and pounded it with the curry-powder
grinder for half an hour, it was reracer

—

:

—

duced

to

a state

fit

for deglutition.

I

cannot, however, affirm that I ha\
spasmodic pain in
yet digested it.
the region of the liver often leaves me
in periodic doubt as to whether some
of the hide or skull may not be sticking there yet.
That night saw scene III. enacted in
the drama, " Dak to Peshawnr.

A

I

had been dozing and dreaming of

of incongruous themes, presented in the most incongruous fashion,
as is the wont of dreams accompanying short and broken slumber, when
the stoppage of the dak awakened me.
We had evidently completed a stage,
for I heard the driver, a new one byethe-bye, who had relieved the miasing
link about noon that day, unharncasing and driving off the horses. Concluding that the usual change would
be effected after the customary delay,
I troubled no more about the matter,
but turned on my other side to resume
the incongruous.
I soon fell asleep

all sorts

and now snoozed comfortably
hour,

were

but when
still

at rest.

I

for

an

again awoke we
struck a match

I

A I'KSHAUfll UKKLK.

the tender mercies of tigers or thugs
by their faithless servitors. Reason,
however, soon came to my aid. This,
thought I, is a government concern.
They dare not desert me, and, moreover, they are in a measure responsible

for

my

life

and

safety.

Thus

solacing myself, with a revolver in my
breast pocket and a good stout bam-

my

boo in my hand, I crawled from
resting-place, and, after a short struggle with the ricketty side-posts of the

doorway, reached terra Jirmia.

;
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It was a lovely night, not moonlight,
but the heavens, of a dense deep blue,
were sprinkled with a myriad glancing
points of light, like a concave of blueblack velvet powdered with scintilGreat trees
lating beads of gold.
loomed heavily in the fore ground to
my left, beneath which I could make
out indistinctly the low line of claybuilt stables and the out-offices of the
station.
The air was heavy with the
fragrance of tropic leaf and bloom, not
a damp, dewy fragrance, but a hot,
dry and enervating sense, which was
sugi^estive at once of summer and
The dak, shaft down, lay in
languor.
the middle of the broad and well-kept

road that stretched away into the distance before and behind like a pale
yellowish seam, between the bordering masses of gloam and indistinct
light.
Everything was suggestive of
repose.
Not a leaf stirred. Not a
note of bird or insect disturbed the
heavy languor which seemed to brood
over everything like material wings
only every now and then the intermittent Hash of a fire-fly could be
seen, evolving from the dark like a
life to be presently swallowed in dark
again.

The thought at once struck me that
we had not moved for an hour, that
my driver had disappeared, and that I
was alone in the middle of a wilderness at the dead hour of night.
No
sooner had the thought shaped itself
in my mind than my course of action
was determined on.
I raised a lusty
shout.
derisive echo was the sole
response.
Again I raised my voice.
Again the echo sent back mocking intonation.
From the neighboring lines
a horse neighed.
mosquito hummed
drearily by, making strategic feints

A

A

Here I raised shout on shout, but,
obtaining no response, pioceeded to
dare the darkness of the interior of
one of the compartments. The entrance was so low and narrow that I
had to stoop and squeeze myself in on
my hands and knees My body was
but half-way through the aperture, my
arm and extended fingers being in advance, acting as pioneers, when they
encountered a mass of something
stretched inside the doorway and
right athwart the threshold.
It felt
warm to the touch, and human. A
little further exploration determined
it to be indeed human and alive.
I
shook it by the first part that came to
hand, the mid-ribs, and fairly yelled.
How those niggers sleep, to be sure
At length, after a course of agitation
that would have excited a physician's
!

prescriptions to something like frenzy,
and which any ordinary mortal would
have deemed an earthquake, I succeeded in arousing the sleeper, and inducing him to make his egress by the
doorway, when whom should I behold
under the faint starlight, to which my
eyes had now become accustomed, but
that inevitable sinner, the driver himself.
Tableau I
I draw the veil over what followed,
for two reasons.
First, I am a man of
quick impulses, and I was armed with
a bamboo, which species of vegetable
growth has a remarkable affinity for
the outer integument of fallible Oriental humanity.
Second, I have long

forgiven my vis-a-vis of that
eventful night, and would fain spare
his feelings, should he ever learn to
read English and behold this in print.
Suffice it to say, that in about a minute I had half a village of gesticulatsince

ing, screaming men, women and chiltowards my left ear. Impatiently I dren and pariah dogs round me. The
brushed the noisy little pest away, geese, of which there seemed to be an
and, invoking anything but blessings unlimited supply other than human,
upon the heads of everything East joined the outcry. The gabbling beIndian, daks, drivers, and mosquitos, I came deafening.
But in the midst of
grasped my bamboo with a firmer the hubbub my late "sleeping beauty,"
clutch and strode in the direction of who had dived into the stable, presthe vague line of buildings.
ently emerged with the stereotyped

—
DAK" TO PESHAWUR.
anatomies, and to a full chorus of
voices that would not have disf^raced
Wagner or Walpingis Night, the principal refrain of which was " brickftheesh, Sahih, " I re-entered the dak
in triumph and was borne on my way
rejoicing.

now
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Thy

voice hath long
yet ringing,
clearest of the clear, among the band
of jolly fellows round the mess-table,
or is it with that of another yet dearart thou

been

.'^ilent

?

for me.

Is it

er schoolmate and friend, silent for
ever, a spirit-voice, perchance, haunt-

The next morning we arrived at ing the riowery walks where he lies,
Rawal Pindee, a military station about close by the angel's wings that shadow
ninety miles from Peshawur.
Here, the bloody well of Cawnpore
?

again finding friends, I broke ray journey, dismissing the dak until the fol-

My

holiday passed

all

The inevitable morrow saw me once
more on my way, with a store of good
things .snugly deposited at the foot of
1 now began thoroughly to
the dak.
enjoy my ride. After' all, the experiences of dak-travelling in a new district are not altogether unpleasant, es))ecially when the horses are running
smoothly and the sun has not become
Stretched at full
ajrcrressively hot.
1
"I
length upon his mattre.ss, with a good
book and his pipe, store of provision
and refreshing beverage at hand, suri(nmded by ever-shifting scenery,
height and hollow, monotonously barren or luxuriantly green, cultivated or
jungle, river and plain, sunlight, moonthe traveller can
light and starlight,
give himself up to the abandon of the
moment, and fancy himself indeed
" monarch of all he surveys. "
His
time is, to a certain extent, his own.
His word is law. He may set the
slavish fashions of civilization at defiance, dress as he pleases, and disport
himself generally after the manner of
liobinson Crusoe, with limitations.
Moreover, he has more than one man
Friday, who, barring certain idiosyncrasies of habit and conduct, are, at
And as for
least, useful in their way.
the goat, so well remembered of childhood and the heaven of uninhabited
lifein the Punisland wood-cuts, well,
jab is a chronic state of goat, so far as
mutton and milk are concerned. The
atmosphere fairly reeks of the creathe goatherds.
ture and
Arrived at Attock, the horses were
unharnessed, and their places supplied
by bullocks for our road now lay for
some distance through flats of sand
•

—

TUK

<IK

NVKI.I,

lAWNlORE.

lowing day. A right royal time 1 had
during my short stay in cantonments.
Everything was done to make me
comfortable for the time and dyspeptic ever afterwards. The grilled chicken was delicious the guava cheese
unimpeachable the pale ale, ravi.sh;

;

ing

;

the fruits, conserves, and

iced

brandy-pani, a revelation of the true
believer's paradise.

Dear old L

,

with the bright, boyish face, handsome
figure, and loud cheery voice
Where
1

too quickly.

—

—

;
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and across the bed of the river. I through an Indian desert may feel, I
have but a vague recollection of the discovered the stereotyped clay line
scenery just at this point, but I know which proclaimed the dak-station, and
outside, the ponies ready to be atit was impressive, if somewhat mono-

We

descended from a higher
and then commenced the tug of war. The patient
bullocks crept at a snail's pace through
the sand-flats, sometimes almost kneedeep in the drift. The water in the
channel was quite shallow, with here
Before, beand there deeper pools.
hind, and around stretched the yellowgrey flats, glistening wild, almost savDown
age, in the new-risen sun.
from the steeper heights we paced to
the hollows, and so up again through
By rock and stone
the sand-waves.
and boulder we lugged and strained
wearily along, the sunlight overhead
quivering in the ripples and glancing
from the cliffs, with the heat-mist
palpitating like an atmospheric pulse
over the barren waste around. The
river crossed, up we strained once
more to the higher lands, and, ere long,
with an emotion of joy, which only a
passenger drawn by Indian bullocks
tonous.

level to the river-bed,

tached.

Having bidden farewell to the buland overcome the usual infirmities of the new team at starting, on
locks,

we sped again at a gallop, and,
many hours had elapsed, descried

ere

the
long lines of the Peshawur barracks.
We had entered, indeed, the dreaded
precincts of "the Valley of Death." In
the far distance, the mountains loomed high and misty against the azure
back-ground, and the fierce rays of
the torrid sun gleamed down and back
with a sultry welcome, as we dashed
along the high road at a rattling pace,
and finally drew up before the cantonments of the Chestnut Brigade, H.M's.
Royal Horse Artillery, which, with
many another corps, both horse and

was keeping watch and ward at
the treacherous jaws of a still more
treacherous defile, the historic Khyber
Pass.

foot,

THE BEHRING SEA QUESTION.
BY

Z. A.

LASH,

Q. C.

Tribunal of Arbitration now sit- eries therein, did Russia a.ssert and exting at Paris was appointed under the ercise prior and up to the time of the
provisions of a treaty between Great cession of Alaska to the United States ?
2. How far were these claims of
Britain and the United States of America, signed at Washington on the 29th jurisdiction, as to the seal fisheries, recognized and conceded by Great Britof February, 1892.
The treaty recites that Great Brit- ain {
body of water now
3. Was the
ain and the United States being desirous to provide for an auiiciible settle- known as the Behring Sea included in
ment of the questions which have the phrase " Pacific Ocean," as used in
arisen concerning the jurisdictional the treaty of 1825 between Great Britrights of the United States in the ain and Russia, and what rights, if
waters of Behring Sea, and concern- any, in the Behring Sea were held and
ing also the preservation of the fur exclusively exercised by Russia after
seal on or habitually resorting to the said treaty \
said sea, and the rights of tlie citizens
4. Did not all the rights of Russia
and subjects of either country, as re- as to jurisdiction and as to the seal fishgards the taking of fur seal in or hab- eries in Behring Sea east of the water
itually resorting to said waters, have boundary, in the treaty between the
resolved to submit to arbitration the United States and Russia of the 30th
questions involved ; and it then pro- March, 1867, pass unimpaired to the
vides that the questions shall be sub- United States under that treaty ?
mitted to a Tribunal of Arbitration to
5. Has the United States any right,
be composed of seven arbitrators, who and if so, what right, of protection or
shall be appointed in the following pro|)erty in the fur seals frequenting
manner, viz., two by Her Britannic the islands of the United States in

The

by the President of the BehriniT Sea, when such seals are found
United States, while the President of outside the ordinary three mile limit ?
the French Republic shall be jointly reShould the determination of the

Majesty, two

quested to

name

one, the

King

of Italy

foregoing questions as to the exclusive

name one, and jurisdiction of the United States leave
the King of Sweden and Norway shall the subject in such position that the
be so requested to name one.
The concurrence of Great Britain is necesseven arbitrators to be so named shall sary to the establishment of regula-

shall be so requested to

be jurists of distinguished reputation
in their respective countries, and the
selecting Powers shall be requested to
choose,

if

possible, jurists

who

are ac-

quainted with the English language.
The following five points have been
submitted to the arbitrators, and their
award is to embrace a distinct decision
upon each of them, viz,
1. What exclusive jurisdiction in the
:

sea

now known as

what exclusive

the Behring Sea, and
rights in the seal fish-

proper protection and
preservation of the fur seal in Behring
Sea, the arbitrators are to determine
what regulations outside the jurisdictional limits of the respective governments are necessary, and over what
waters such regulations should extend.
Great Britain and the United States
have agreed to co-operate in securing
the adhesion of other Powers to such

tions for the

regulations, and they have engaged to
consider the result of the proceedings
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Tribunal of Arbitration as a
and final settlement of
the questions referred to the ar-

of the

"full, perfect
all

bitrators."

In 188G, three Canadian schooners,
while engaged in the capture of seals
in the open sea out of sight of land,
were seized by a United States revenue cutter for alleged contravention
of United States laws, were taken to a
port in Alaska, and were subsequently
condemned by proceedings in the
United States Court for that district.
The captains and mates of the vessels
were fined and imprisoned.
Diplomatic correspondence immediately ensued the people of Canada
were greatly excited, and as other
seizures were made in subsequent
years, it looked at one time as if there
might be an outbreak between Great
Britain and the United States.
It is
;

by no means clear that the seizures
were in the first instance directly authorized by the United States Government, but as they were made by
United States revenue cutters, that
Government had to assume the responsibility, and they have never officially repudiated

it.

On the

contrary,

they have attempted to justify it on
various grounds.
They claimed that
Behring Sea is vfiare clausum, and as
such is subject to the territorial jurisdiction of the United States they
claimed that Russia, of right, exercised jurisdiction over it, and that by the
transfer of Alaska to the United
;

States this jurisdiction also passed.
Later on they claimed that as the
seals visited the islands belonging to
the United States regularly every
year, and raised their young there,
they were to be regarded as the property of the United States wherever
found, and that whatever was necessary for their protection in the open
sea was justifiable.
The claim that
the sea was mare clausum does not
appear to have been seriously insisted
on.
But it has never been formally
abandoned. The claim as to Russia's
jurisdiction prior to the cession of

Alaska has been stoutly maintained,
and although the claim as to the property in the seals was not made till a
late period, and although it is without

—

precedent to support it yet counsel
for the United States spent hours before the arbitrators in attempting to
uphold this claim.
A glance at the map, and a statement of distances, should be sufficient
to show the absurdity of the first contention.

The distance from the most western
island belonging to the United States
to the nearest point on the Asiatic
shore is over 800 miles, and from the
to the nearest Russian
The sea
island it is over 180 miles.
from east to west measures 1 100 miles,
and from north to south 800 miles.

same island

Behring

Straits,

which form a passage

way

to the Arctic Ocean, are 36 miles
wide at the narrowest part. The*feea

not wholly enclosed by the territory
any one nation, nor was it when
Russia owned Alaska. The name is
The
of comparatively recent origin.
waters now known as Behring Sea
were rarely, if ever, called by that
name in the earlier part of the century.
They formed part of the Pacific
Ocean or South Sea. Much more can
be said in favor of the contention as to
Russia's jurisdiction, but the evidence
in support of it falls far short of the jurisdiction now claimed by the United
States, and in view of the attitude of
that country towards Russia in 1822,
as explained bslow, the inconsistency of the present position needs no
comment.
In 1822, His Imperial
Majesty, the autocrat of all the Russias, for the avowed reason that " the
trade of our subjects on the Aleutian
Islands, and on the north-west coast of
America appertaining unto Russia, is
subject, because of secret and illicit
impeditraffic,
to oppression and
ments," issued an edict establishing
regulations, which declared that " the
pursuits of commerce, whaling, and
fishing, and of all other industry on
all islands, ports, gulfs, including the
is

of
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whole of the north-west coast of
America, beginning from
Beliring
Strait to the 51st degree of northern
latitude, also from the Aleutian Is-

of which these possessions form the
limits, comprehends all the conditions
which are Ordinarily attached to shut
seas {mers fermeest and the Russian

lands to the eastern f'oast of Siberia,
as well as along the Kurile Islands,
from Behring Strait to the south cape

itself

of the island of Urup, viz., to 45° 50'
northern latitude,
are
exclusively

granted to Russian subjects
' It is therefore prohibited to all
foreign vessels, not only to land on
the coasts and islands belonging to
Russia, as stated above, but also to ap-

proach

them within

hundred Italian

less

than one

The transsubject to confiscation along with the whole cargo."
When this regulation was brought
to the notice of the President of the
United States, his then Secretary of

gressor's vessel

miles.

is

John Quincy Adams, addressed
Minister at Washington, by direction of the President, a
communication stating that the President had "seen with surprise in this
State,

to the Russian

the assertion of a territorial
claim on the part of Russia," to the
Territory referred to, and that " to
exclude vessels of our citizens from
the shore beyond the ordinary distance to which the territorial jurisdiction extends, has exerted still greater
surprise," and Mr. Adams asked for
" explanations of the grounds of right,
upon principles generally recognized
by the laws and usages of nations,
which can warrant the claims and
regulations contained in it,"
The Russian Minister replied that
the measure was exclusively directed
against the culpable enterprises of
foreign adventurers, who, not content
with exercising upon the coasts referred to an illicit trade prejudicial to
the rights reserved to the Russian
American Company, took upon themselves to furnish arms and ammunition to the natives in the Russian
possessions, exciting them to revolt.
The Minister alluded to the extent of
the Russian possessions in the Pacific
Ocean, and added, " the extent of sea
edict

Government might consequently jiid^e
authorized to exercise upon this
sea the right of sovereignty, and especiall}' that of

entirely interdicting

the enti-ance of foreigners, but it preferred only asserting its essf^ntial
rights without taking any advantage
of localities."

Mr.

Adams

replied, claiming for the

Union the right to remain unmolested in the prosecution of
their lawful commerce, and protesting
against giving: effect to "an interdiccitizens of the

manifestly incompatible with
In his letter he uses
the following language " From the
period of the existence of the United
States as an independent nation, their
vessels have freely navigated those
sea.s, and the right to navigate them is
a part of that independence.".
In a subsequent letter on the subject to the United States Minister at
St. Petersburg, Mr. Adams says " The
United States can admit no part of
these claims their right of navigation
and of fi.shing is perfect, and has been
in constant exercise from the earliest
times, after the peace ot 1783, throughout the whole extent of the Southern
Ocean, subject only to the ordinary
exceptions and exclusions of the tertion

their rights."

:

:

;

ritorial jurisdictions."

The result of this correspondence
was the negotiation of a treaty between Russia and the United States
respecting certain rights in certain
parts of " the great ocean commonly
called the Pacific Ocean or South Sea."
In the negotiation the United States
stoutly upheld the rights claimed by
Mr. Adams, and as stoutly protested
against those claimed by Russia.
At one of the conferences the
United States plenipotentiary submitted to that of Russia a paper in which
he claimed that the sea in question
was a free sea, and that " the right of
navijiatinor all the free seas belonofs bv
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natural law to every independent na- tom or treaty the right of a nation to
tion, and even constitutes an essen- control a greater distance has been
recognized, but no instance ever extial part of this independence."
" The United States have exercised isted which could, by any kind of
navigation in the seas, and commerce analogy or reasoning, be cited as a
upon the coasts above mentioned, from justification for the pretensions of
the time of their independence, and Russia, or as an answer to the
they have a perfect right to this nav- position taken by the United States
If the law relating to
igation and to this commerce, and in 1822.
they can only be deprived of it by the subject be founded upon the principle suggested, viz., the right to contheir own act, or by a convention."
On another occasion the United trol so much of the sea as can be proStates Minister used the following tected from the shore, it is worthy of
language " The existence of territor- consideration whether the increased
ial rights to the distance of 100 miles range of the guns of modern warfare
from the coast, and the prohibition of does not enable a nation to extend its
approaching to the same distance from territorial limits beyond a marine
This question
these coasts, and from those of all in- league from the shore.
tervening islands, are innovations on has not yet been decided by the nathe law of nations, and measures un- tions, but Phillimore, an eminent
exampled."
writer on International law, says, "the
The treaty referred to was signed great improvements recently effected
in April, 1824", and, for a time, put an in artillery seem to make it desirable
end to disputes between the nations that this distance should be increased,
respecting Behring Sea.
One of its but it must be so by the general conarticles was limited to the period of sent of nations, or by specific treaty
ten years a difference of opinion as with particular states." Vattel says
to the true meaning and effect of this " Powers extend their dominion over
article arose after the expiry of the the sea as far as they can protect their
period named, and some correspond- rights it is of importance to the safeence ensued on the subject.
Mutual ty and welfare of the State that it
forbearance, however, obviated any should not be free to all the world to
serious conflict between the nations, come so near its possessions."
Hauteand, with the exception of an occa- feuille alleges that " the limit of terrisional interference with the free nav- torial sea is fixed by the principle
igation and right of fishing in Behring from which its territorial character
:

:

;

—

more happened which arises, as far as it can be commanded
upon the United States Govern- from shore." Bowyer concludes that
ment to re-assert its rights in the vig- " between nation and nation all that
orous manner of Mr. Adams in 1822. can reasonably be said is that in genThe general impression is that the eral the dominion of the State over
Sea, nothing

called

territorial jurisdiction of

a nation extends but one marine league (three
miles) from the sea coast, and eminent
writers have assumed that such is the

law of nations.
The reason assigned
by the earlier authorities is that a
marine league is the distance of a cannon shot, and that a nation has the
right to control so

much

of the sea as

can be protected from its shore. The
rule, however, did not universally
hold good, and in many cases by cus-

the neighboring sea extends as far as
her safety renders it necessary and
her power is able to assert it."
writer in an American newspaper
thus graphically sums up the situa" The claim of Russia to sovertion
eignty over the Pacific ocean north of
the 51st degree of latitude, as a closed
sea, was considered by our Government in 1822 as being against the
rights of other nations, but now, as we
have bought Russia out, it is all right.

A

:

—

THE BE HRING SEA QUESTION.
One's opinions change according to
one's standpoint, and besides, cannons
shoot farther now than they used to."
After the spirited remonstrance against
Russian pretensions with resp3ct to
Behring Sea in 1822, one would have

have thought that the United States
would not in 1886 have taken an opposite position with respect to the
very same sea.
What rights did the United States
The treaty of
act-iuire from Russia ?
cession of the Russian possessions in
North America to the United States
was concluded, ratified and proclaimed
in 18C7, and, for the consideration

of

His Majesty, the Emperor
of all the Russias, ceded to the United
States " all the territory and dominion
now possessed by his said Majesty on

.^7,200.000,

the continent of America and in the
adjacent islands, the same being contained within the geographical limits
herein set forth." The limits referred
to do not pretend to include the whole
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moving cause in
both instances.
But for the great value of the seal
industry, it is not likely that any difficulties respecting the international

probably was the

would have arisen, and although the course pursued by the
United States in seizing Canadian vessels in oj)en sea and out of sight of
land, cannot be approved or justified,
yet in view of the great importance of

jurisdiction

preventing the indiscriminate slaughter of seals, and the eonseiiuent destruction of this great industry, and in
view of the fact that the result will
unquestionably prove beneficial to the
world, even a Canadian cannot suppress the thought, " All's well that

ends well."
Nations are hard to move, and some
such event as the seizure by one, of the
vessel of another, was probably required to rouse those interested to a
proper understanding of the situation,

and

to the necessity for joint action.

A

of Behring Sea.

short account of these marvellous
The Alaska Commercial Company seal fisheries will help to an appreciaheld from the United States Govern- tion of the general position.
The
ment the exclusive privilege from 1870 seals frequent Behring Sea in great
to 1890 of taking fur seals in certain numbers from the middle or towards
The avowed the end of spring till the middle or end
parts of Behring Sea.
reason on the part of Russia, that the of October, a period of between five
Edict of 1822, excluding foreign ves- and s»x months. During this time
approaching within one they have rookeries on the Islands of
sels from
hundred miles of the coast, was exclu- St. Pjiul and St. George, which constisively directed against the culpable tute the Pribyloff group and belong to
enterprises of adventurers who carried the United States, and on the Comon an illicit trade with the natives, mander Islands, which belong to Rus-

was clearly not the only or chief reason for her action at that time.
Tfte
Russian- American

Company

sia.

By

far the larger

to the Pribyloff group.

number resort
The rest of the

year they are supposed to spend in the
open sea south of the Aleutian Islands.
The migration northward, is made
tion.
This company was a powerful through numerous passes in the long
organization and possessed great influ- chain of the Aleutian Islands, above
ence at court, and there is little doubt which the courses of their travel conthat the seizure of the Canadian vessels verge chiefly to the Pjibyloff group.
in 1886 was brought about by similar The females generally give birth to
influences to those which led to the their young within two weeks after
passage of the Russian Edict of 1882, reaching th3 rookeries, and soon after
viz., by the action of a great company
they resort to the sea for the food
whose interests were being interfered which they require to enable them
with by foreign competition. This properly to suckle th sir young.
The
then

held from Russia the exclusive right
of taking seals in the locality in ques-

—
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male

they are comfood while
where they remain

seals, or bulls, as

monly

called, require little

on the islands,
watching the rookeries and sustaining
existence on the large amount of blubber which is secreted beneath the skin,
and which becomes graduall}' absorbed
during the five or six months. The
greater number of seals found in the
water during the summer and early
fall are females in search of food, but
is impossible there to distinguish
females from males.
When shot and killed in the water,
a seal generally sinks almost immediately, and great skill and quickness
are required on the part of the hunter
to reach, with his boat or canoe, the
place where the animal was, in time to
recover it ere it has sunk too deep.
Those who have seen seal shooting on
the Lower St. Lawrence will appreci-

it

ate the difficulty, and will readily believe that large numbers of the animals killed in Behring Sea are lost.
One of the special agents of the Treasury Department, in a report to the Secretary of the Treasury at Washington,
states his conviction that not more
than one seal in ten killed or mortally
wounded in the water is landed on the
boats and skinned, and he thus estimates that to get the 50,000 skins

which were taken in this way
300,000 seals were killed.

in 1887,

such an
estimate is reliable.
Mr. Bayard,
writing to Mr. Phelps, in February,
It is difficult to believe that

1888, says that some authorities state
that not more than one out of three of
seals so slaughtered is ever secured,
and he adds, "this may, however, be
an over estimate of the number lost."
Whatever the true proportion may be,
it is evident that if indiscriminate destruction of seals in the water by firearms or other similar means be permitted, the result may ultimately be disastrous to the enterprise, and, in any
event, large numbers must be slaughtered which are lost entirely, and large
numbers of females, some bearing
young, must -«,lso be killed.

In the letter already referred to,
Mr. Phelps refers to the result in
other parts of the world, where, in the
absence of concerted action among the
nations for its preservation, the fur
seal industry has ceased, e.g., among
the South Pacific Islands and on the
coasts of Chili and South Africa, the
Falkland Islands and adjacent seas.
In former years hundreds of thousands
of skins were obtained yearly at these
places; but, in 1880, according to the
best statistics, less than ],oOO skins
were taken at the Falkland Islands,
and, in 1888, out of an estimated aggregate yield of 185,000 skins from all
parts of the globe, over 130,000, or
more than two-thirds, were obtained
from the rookeries on the American
and Russian Islands in Behring Sea.
An estimate has been made of the
numbers of breeding seals on the
PribylofF Islands in 188G and 1887.
The sea margin of the various rookeries was measured, and the depth inland
from the sea.
The number of square
feet was thus ascertained, and, allowing one seal for every two square feet,
the result was the astounding number
of over six millions breeding; seals. This
does not include the young male seals,
which are not allowed by the old bulls
to frequent the rookeries, and which
are compelled to "haul out" on other
parts of the islands so that the actual
number, if the above estimate be at all
reliable, must far exceed six millions.
Two square feet to a seal certainly
seems a very small allowance
but,
whatever the proper space may be, it
is evident that under
any circumstances the numbers frequenting these
islands during the summer months
must run up well into the millions.
Mr. A. Howard Clark, in response to
a request made by the United States
Treasury Department, prepared a memorandum as to the fur seal fisheries of
the world in 1887. In it he says
;

;

:

"A

few men are

still

living

who

par-

ticipated in the Antarctic seal fisheries years ago.
Their stories of the
former abundance of fur seals I have
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They are driven
parts of the Islands.
inland by the hunters and killed by
clubbing when a convenient distance
from the salting houses. Experience
has shown that the fur of a seal is
most valuable when the animal is
three years old, the proportions being,
at present pricas, that a two year old
seal is worth §15 orSlO, a three year
old S16 to Siy, a four year old $16, and
visited in 1819 when fur seals were a five year old only 82.50.
When killing the scab on land, care
very abundant, two vessels in a short
In 1820, is taken to select as many as possible
time securing full fares.
The
thirty vessels hastened to the islands within the ages of two and four.
and in a few weeks obtained upwards seals walk as if on four legs, raising
of 250,000 skins, while thousands of their bodies from the ground as they
In 1821 move.
Under favorable conditions
seals were killed and lost.
and 1822, Weddell says, 320,000 skins they travel about a mile and a half an
The system of hour the longest drive rajuie does not
were taken.
exceed eight milea
extermination was practised,
for whenever a seal reached the beach,
According to the report of
of whatever denomination, he was inCommittee of Congress in
stantly killed and his skin taken and
1889, the total amount
by this means, at the end of the second
paid by the Alaska Comyear, the animals became nearly exmercial Company under
The young, having lost their
tinct.
their contract with the
mothers when only three or four days
government up to June
old, of course died, which at the low$5,597,100
30. 1888, was
In
est calculation exceeded 100,000/
total amount received
The
subsiHiuent years, till 1845, these
from customs' duties on
islands were occasionally visited by
Alaska dressed seal skins
vessels in search of seal skins, but
imported from England
never after 1822 were many animals
(where the raw skins are
About 1845, the Antfound there.
for the most part sent to
abandoned."
arctic fur sealing was
3,42G,00O
be dressed) was
Mr. Henry \V. Elliott, writing from
added
should
be
which
To
the Smithsonian Institution to Mr.
the customs' duties on
Bayard, uses the following vigorous
seal skins taken by the
words: " Open these waters of Behring
Company on islands beSea to unchecked pelagic sealing, then
obtained in personal interviews. As to
the manner of destruction, there is but
an indiscriminate
one thing to say
slaughter of old and young, male and
female, in a few years results in the
breaking up of the largest rookeries,
and, as in the ease of Massafuera and
the Falkland Islands, the injury seems
As an into be a permanent one.
stance, the South Shetlands were first
:

'

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

;

a Heet ol hundreds of vessels, steamand what not,
ers, ships, schooners
would immediately venture into them,
bent upon the most vigorous and indiscriminate slaughter of these animals.
A few seasons there of the gieediest rapine, then nothing left of those wonderful and valuable interests of the

which are now so handsomly
embodied on the seal islands."
public,

old bulls drive away the young
males from the rookeries and they
are compelled to " haul out " on other

The

longing to Russia

502,000
.S9. 5 2 -3.

Grand total

100

The amount paid by the
United States to Russia
Alaska was... $7,200,000
The total amount expended
in 1867 for

up

to June, 1888, for sal-

aries, travelling

expenses

of agents of the Treasury
Department in Alaska,

was about

250,000
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And

for the expenses of the
revenue cutters cruising
in Alaskan waters about

150,000

ested for the preservation of the seal
fisheries, is doubtless the fact that the
nations owning the seal islands have

Those who
so great an advantage.
have to seek the seals in open sea cannot readily distinguish males from
Deduct this from the $9,52o,100, females, or old from young, and canand the handsome surplus of $1,925, not fail to kill, if fire-arms be used,
100 remains. The $250,000 and $150,- large numbers which are entirely lost.
OOO above mentioned seem to include Moreover, it is comparatively easy to
all expenditure by the Government in check the take of those who kill on
connection with Alaska from 1867 to land, but not so easy to watch or
The receipts have been almost check the work of a sealing vessel.
1888.
Let us hope that some way out of
entirely directly connected with the
the difficulties may be found, and that
seal industry.
No wonder that a vigorous effort the great object in view may not be
ehould be made to prevent any course sacriticedbyany narrow-minded, shortwhich might threaten the destruction siirhted or selfish considerations on the
$7,600,000

Total

of this industry.

A

part of any.

arrangement among

way

of a joint
the nations inter-

difficulty in the

Toronto, May, 1893.

;

TALES OF WAYSIDE INNS.
NO. III.—THE

LUMBERMAN'S TALE.

BY HENRY LYE.

The term
applied to

Lumbermen " is generally most troublesome, because of their
men whose avocation is that hardness and weight, and the conse*'

of taking out squared timber from the
wild forests, and not that of packing
away old furniture or pledges in attics
and garrets ; yet these pursuits, so
diverse in their nature, have given sy"
nonymous appellations to " Lumber
and " Cumber," both of which are derived from the old Lombard moneylenders or pawn-brokers.

The dense woods, encumbering the
land required for agricultural purposes,
were a gieat hindrance and trial to
the first settlers, who had to clear away
these as well as the fallen giants of
the forest, lumbering the ground, before they could commence its cultivation even as we clear away the old
furniture and useless lumber, which
accumulate until they cumber the
rooms we wish to occupy for other
purposes.
The term " Lumber," as applied to
trees, appears to have been originally a
local or domestic one, becoming a mercantile appellation when markets were
found for the timber of the forest, until which time even the most beautiful specimens of walnut, oak, red
cedar, ash, cherry, butternut, etc.,
were so valueless as to be burnt in the
log piles to get rid of them, whilst the
softer wood of the pine and the white
cedar were utilized for rails and buildings, because they were more easily
wrought.
^ow and then a settler would make
a door-step of oak or walnut, or a
whiffletree, or a neck-yoke, or a wagontongue, of white ash, or an ox-yoke of
soft maple
but, generally speaking,
the timbers we now esteem as the
most valuable were looked upon as the
;

;

quently more arduous labor entailed
in the cutting piling and burning,
necessary to their destruction.
Some of the first settlers in Prince
Edward County built out-houses of
red cedar, and I have found bams
whose foundations were black-walnut,
so utilized as the easiest way of getting rid of it, as well as because it does
not rot. Indeed it is but a few years
since the elm of Kent County in Ontario had no value, so that it was delivered at the stave-mills for the cost
of its cutting and delivery, no allowance being made for any value for the

timber itself.
Whilst the Lumbermen have employed a great number of men, their
operations have been one of the principle causes of the comparatively slow
growth of the population of Canada.
The lumberman finds a forest of noble
trees
he leaves behind him a wilderness of stumps and boughs and rocks
he carries food for his men and cattle
and teams from the settled country
his men are brought from a distance
if he employs teamsters from amongst
the settlers living in the neighborhood
of his operations, they become unset;

—

;

tled in their habits, unfitted for agricultural pursuits and useless for any

occupation other than lumbering.

The earliest and most remarkable
emigration from Canada was from the
valley of the Ottawa from 1870 to
1878, by which innumerable half-cultivated farms were abandoned, and by
which Saginaw, Bay City and other
places in Michigan were filled with
Canadians, hardy, industrious and
homesick.
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addition to these, the lumberman may
have sent up men to cut marsh hay
try consist of raw materials, instead or to take care of the camp and buildof finished products, because such a ings, and these men may have taken
system turns an abundance into a void. their wives and children with them,
The operation is similar to that of a but these habitants offer no induceplague of locusts or of rats, which de- ments to the professional man, as he
or of could not make money amongst them
stroy everything before them
the rabbits of Australia which prevent he would lose tone for want of educated
the sheep from their proper food, or of society and would lose courage for want
the drought which burns up the roots of prospect of future success. There
of the grasses, or of the flood which may be occasional need for a surgeon,
overwhelms not only the dams, bridges, but it generally happens that the
mills and houses, but also the inhab- wounds which would fall under his care
are incurable, as the man crushed by
itants of the valleys.
Hence it is not from party-political a falling tree, or jammed by a colmotives alone, that the opposition to lision of saw-logs, has not much chance
the export of saw-logs arises, but from of recovery.
However, when there are families
the feeling that Canada cannot extend
these backwoods
districts,
its settlements, or increase its popula- in
the
tion, if the policy of denudation with- women and children suffer from the
out manufacture or replacement is con- ills which flesh is heir to, intensified
tinued.
to them by the exposure, monotony
There may be politicians whose and malaria incident to new districts,
practice it may be to oppose every- as well as by the ignorance and bad
thing for the purpose of embarrassing cooking which prevail amongst the
an executive, and there may be gov- women whilst the ailments of the men
ernments who play grab for immediate arise generally from bad whisky,
gains, on the principle of " after us water-soaked clothing and wounds.
the deluge," but those who are truly
However undesirable these localities
statesmen and patriots will always may be to the professional -man, to
"
consider, not the immediate advan- whose success " the madding crowd
tage over an opponent, but the true is necessary
there are, en route to
welfare of the country and its people
these backwood districts, good inns
such men will always desire that which depend for their patronage
they should be enabled to leave every- upon the lumberman, his employees
thing which is within the proper and his teams, with occasional visitors
sphere of their influence in a condition on business or pleasure bent.
One of
better than that in which they found these inns was some few years ago sitit, and will not promote either deserts
uate by the side of a strait which
or deluges.
forms the junction between two of the
The timber on immense areas is lakes in Muskoka. There are amongst
sold en bloc to the lumberman on such the lumbermen some good, educated
terms as enable him to cut it when and and liberal-minded men or there would
as he pleases, without any obligation not be any foundation for this tale.
other than ground-rent and stumpage. It sometimes happens, as in this case,
It follows naturally that lumbering that the inns are strictly temperance
operations are principally in districts houses, and that the innkeeper is the
remote from towns and villages, and postmaster, storekeeper, magistrate
in which the settlements, if any, are and general adviser of the locality.
few and wide apart. There may be a
After an exceedingly hot and dry
blacksmith's shop and a tavern and a summer, an outbreak of fever and ague
few squatters, or it may be that, in brought with it a complication of sick-

Similar consequencef^ must always
ensue whenever the exports of a coun-

;

;

;

;

—

;

TALES OF

\VA

nesses amongst the women and children of families too poor to pay for
medical attendance, so that when my
friend the lumberman went up in the
early fall, to see and decide as to the
preparations necessary to the operations of the ensuing winter, he and the
innkeeper had a long talk about the
distressed condition of the women, who
were quite worn out and helpless from
sickness, want of sleep and general
hardship.
Full of pity and compassion, the lum-
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was such as was satisfactory
was much less than would
have enabled any medical man to pay
idence,

to her, but

way

indeed, the nature of her sergenerally was such that no male
person would have adequately filled
her place, as, in addition to her experience and skill as a nurse, she was a

his

;

vicfts

sincerely

religious,

sensible

woman,

whose prayers and readings and con-

many a wounded
many an anxious conand sustained many hopeful

versations healed
heart, comforted

science

some money to relieve, as aspirations.
The summer visitors to Muskoka
far as practicable, the most pressing
wants, and promised to consult his own now know it as a place of beautiful
medical adviser in Toronto as to what scenery, of lakes of pure soft water,
could be done to relieve the general studded with fairy islets, offering op-

berman

left

On

doing this he

that

portunity for boating, tishing, shooting

no doctor would leave his own practice to labor amongst a thinly scattered people where he might be only temporarily required and poorly paid, but
the gentleman he consulted julvised
him to make arrangements with a

and mayhap flirting, but these attractions became known very gradually as
clearing, d mining and other improvements rendered it free from malaria,
and made it one of the most attractive

sickness.

fourtcl

whom he highly recomand whom he would instruct

of health-giving resorts.

Before Sluskoka became so popular

trained nurse

mended,

as to the supply of simple remedies

she should take with her.
The lumberman paid for the medicine chest, the travelling expenses, and
three months' remuneration to the
nurse, and she set out for the scene of
her lalx)rs, where she proved a blessing and a comfort to nxany a weary
woman indeed, there is no doubt but
that many a now stalwart youth and
;

as

now

occasional parties of tourlakes and lingered on
its islands.
With one of thesr parties
there Ciime up a newly fledged M.D.,
who, filled with undigested! knowledge
of his profession, but without that
human sympathy which generally ennobles the medical fraternity, wa.s full
of zeal for all its exclusive rights and
it

is,

ists visited

its

privileges.

As the end of her agreed term approached, she had become so beloved
lor her sweetness of disposition, her
kindly sympathies and the good effects
of her presence, prayers and services,
that the people were loath to lose her,
and so met together at the inn to consult as to the best method of keeping
her amongst them, when it was agreed
that each family should contribute a
small sum, so as to provide a moderate
regular income, which, with her free-

This fledgling learnt of the presence
practice of " Our Nurse," and, to
his horror, learnt that she had sent a
dose of rhubarb and magnesia for an
ailing child in the very inn in which
he was a guest
He might have borne this, but on
the next morning he was made aware
of the fact that she also had been in
the inn for most of the night, nursinor
another child through an attack of
croup, and, after administering hot
baths and goose oil, had sent to the
store for syrup of squills, which she
had ordered to be given to the child
every little while until the hoarseness

dom from expenses

disappeared.

many now blooming maidens owe their and
lives

and health

to her

kindly and

skilful ministrations.

for board

and

res-
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up the agony, he found " Our
been hurriedly called away
had
Nurse"
to attend a poor woman who had
scalded her foot by the upsetting of a
kettle of boiling water, and that there
was actually a boy waiting in the sitting-room until the hostess packed up
some sweet oil and cotton-batting and

To

pile

fine flour for

her use.

As though the elements had conspired together to bring the sum of

" They are using tar
of them said,
at the landing, firing up the old
steamboat." Another asked as to the
Another enquired
price of feathers.
as to whether travelling by rail was
more pleasant than walking. Another
as to whether the water was very cold
Another as to
at that time of the year.
whether a man could run all the way
from there to Toronto and so on.
;

The crowd being reduced

to order,

the business of the magistrate's court
proceeded the witnesses were exam" Our Nurse " wanted some materials, ined, and the defendant was found
which he named, for the compound- guilty of many transgressions against
ing of an anodyne liniment for an old the Act respecting the Profession of
woman's knee, which was *' mortal Medicine and Surgery, and liable to the
penalties therein provided, which were
bad."
These accumulations of offences duly inflicted, so that the majesty of
against Section 45, Chapter 148, R.S.O., the law was fully "vindicate'd but, as
(the Act respecting the profession of the Justice of the Peace intimated his
Medicine and Surgery) were quite too intention to pay the costs and fines
much for our fledgling, who had lately out of his own pocket, it is somebeen inducted into the profession, and what doubtful as to whether any of
who, consequently, had studied the law the amounts have reached the legal
and felt it incumbent upon him to depository.
vindicate its majesty so, learning that
Since these occurrences took place,
our host was a magistrate, he forth- the locality has been greatly improved.
with laid an information against " Our Nerves have been introduced, and a
Nurse," upon which summons and sub- regular doctor now finds ample pracpoenas were issued.
tice amongst patients whose toothache
When the witnesses appeared, they has become neuralgia or tic-doloroux,
were accompanied by a large number whose " roomatiz " is now sciatica or
of persons who refrained not from the lumbago, and who need tonics and
premature expression of their opinions, aperients to overcome the effects of
nor from remarks not complimentary self-indulgence and fashionable dissipato the complainant in the case.
One tion.

such enormous iniquities to his notice,
he heard the boy tell the hostess that

;

;

;

RARE SPECIMEN,
A
BV

J.

Canadiem
H.

Sketch.

STEVENSON,

Some of the finest bits of Canadian
scenery are found abounding among
the " back lakes," as they are called,
in the county of Peterborough, Ontario.
These lakes are so numerous
that they repeat oi^ a larger scale the
land and water phenomena of the
Thousand Islands, Nature here boasts
of such an abundance of cool, dark,
clear water, that one is stumbling on
Lakes, large and
lakes everywhere.
small, long and broad, deep, but never
Lakes on the mountains and
shallow.
in the valleys, and sometimes even in
the lakes, one notable instance of this
being Round Lake, a beautiful body
of water in the middle of an infant
island, that nestles with many others
in the bosom of Stoney Lake.
Leaving the main body of water, Stoney
Lake, and scrambling up a rocky shore
that descends almost perpendicularly
into the water, and that makes landing from the Peterborough canoes,
so commonly used here, somewhat
difficult, one has to go only a few
yards across the granite, or over the
carpet of moss and soil with which
nature conceals the rock, then through
a thick growth of trees, when the loveliest scene breaks on his enchanted
gaze.
A little lake, almost perfectly
circular, diameter twenty or thirty
yards, and shores gradually and regularly sloping to the water's edge all
around, looks up through the drooping foliage, hanging its festoons on
every side, to the blue above. Our
party stood in silence looking on the

B.A.

depths or to sport upon its surface.
Such is a lake within a lake. Then
there are rivers expanded into lakes,
and chains of lakes, families clasping
hands and loath to separate, as they
dance away towards the sea. Lakes
are here with such a wealth and

variety of the finny tribes that the
angler has need of patience no more;
rock bass, trout, perch and raaskinonge being had for the trouble of lifting them into the boat. There is
sciircely a foot of scenery anywhere
that would not arrest an artist. Great
grey mountains of Laurentian granite
lift to heaven their giant bulk, while
here and there upon their brow, stand,
as sentinels, naked, weather-whitened
Not a mile away will be found
trees.
another island, scarcely lifting its head
above the surface of the water, with
deep, rich soil, surface rolling and covered with luxuriant grasses. Everywhere wee modest islands, fit for a
fairy's home, lie low in the bosom of
the water, while bays curve round
their forms with tenderness, and kiss
On
their feet with lapping waves.
the.se latter, one paddles his canoe as
in a scene enchanted, through a wealth
of water lilies, that look up smiling
through their tears, with every inch of
their snowy surface opened to the sun.
As I look into the water lily, with its
marble whiteness in a cup of green, it
seems to me the water nymph reaches
out to me a chalice of emerald filled to
overflowing with the white emblem of
purity, and bids me drink and be forever happy.
The north shore of Stoney Lake is

scene, so chaste, so secluded, it might
have been a lavatory of the gods nor
could we have felt surprise if some bold, grey and stern. The coast is
Naiad had tripped down the shore to broken and rocky, with here and
bathe her brow from its cooling there a river utilized by the raftsmen
;

—
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in getting their timber from the north- in the extreme, especially his speech,
ern wilds to the region of the sawmill which came in startling jerks, and was
that pours its torrent over bluffs a revelation of the possibilities of the
and round sharp curves in its impetu- vocal organs. I stood in awe of him
ous haste to see the sights of the lake, for a long time, his manner was so
a vivid picture of the youth who jerky, his speech so hard to underthoughtlessly leaves the quiet rural or stand ; and besides this he never
Many a
village home to see and feel, and per- laughed, nor even smiled.
haps be lost in the throbbing life of time was I provoked to mirth by his
the great city. The south shore is strange and utterly unannounced gesrough and wild also, though not so tures, and yet I might not laugh lest
much so as the north; does not con- I should call down his anger on me,
tribute any feeders to the lake, and or he should turn into one of the
giants that the nursery books of
is more adapted to agricultural pursuits, if one is satisfied with a very youth spoke about^ and eat me up.
His house was a study, worthy of
moderate amount of success.
the
World's Fair. It was situated on
I
south
shore
that
first
It was on the

—

my

saw my rare specimen, which, by the
way, was not a geological one nor was
he a fossil, though I may be able to
assign him to his ''class" by and by.

a

preaching to us of the infinite?

low, tunnel-like passage, pointing towards the lake, on the door of which

little clearing,

down

that sloped

by stony

bay shut off from the
lake and land-locked by three or four
islands some distance from the shore.
What furnishes to us rarer specimens He had been its architect, its conthan this human nature of ours, with tractor and its builder, and it was a
A long,
its variety and possibility continually fair embodiment of himself.
;

Yes,

he was a man; and the most wonderful mixture of gruffness and true politeness, of crossness

to a

was written the word "hollow," anand good-nature, swered as a kitchen; while joining this,

of simplicity, with a great accumulation of knowledge, it has been my
privilege to meet.
add to this
an untold variety of peculiarities,
cropping out in unexpected places, in
speech, in manners, and in actions,
and you have him in merest outline.
He had a massive frame, every joint
of which seemed a misfit; and when
he walked, one leg of the trousers
caught up on the top of an extended
bootleg, his cap dragging on the side
of his head, his shirt collar open sailor
fashion, his sleeves rolled up after the
manner of a cook, he reminded one of

Now

the uncertain attempts of a flying machine. Every movement was a dissonance, and we could never prophesy
where he would go. His hair was
dark, tinged with iron grey, and tufty;
his eyebrows thick, protruding and
shaggy; his features heavy, and betraying nothing of his character, but
on the contrary often leading one
astray his manner and speech abrupt
;

ridges

make a figure like the letter L
with an obtuse angle, was a similar
construction somewhat wider than the
former, and answering the purposes of
a sitting- room, a dining-room, an art
The whole
gallery and a parlour.
was roofed with shingles he himself
had split from cedar blocks and shaped with an axe. A few feet of land
was enclosed with an indefinite sort of
fence
home-made also, the pickets
having been split from cedar, and utiso as to

111

—

in its rambling march round
the mansion, any stray stump of the
" forest primeval " that had been spared when the ground was cleared.
Within this enclosure an attempt had
been made to cultivate flowers, the result being that an infantry of hollyhocks and sunflowers bowed and
bobbed and " presented arms " to the

lizing,

from every direction.
interior of the house held for
me another surprise, revealing as it
did that
rare specimen was an arvisitor

The

my
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The walls were sheeted with some that rather puzzled me, leading
and were literally to the suspicion that they were supcovered from ceiling to floor with plied by imagination. However, here
paintings done in oil colors, and no they all are, their animosities and barparsimony practised in laying on the barities gone, made to neighbor tosame. The most prominent painting gether in peace at the magic touch of
list.

" dressed " lumber,

occupied the central part of the south
wall, the subject being a schooner,
fully rigi^ed,
scudding before the

my

artist.

Another was a love scene before a

log cabin in the woods, indicating that
the hero of this sketch was not withrope " were there faithfully represent- out an appreciation of the sublime pased.
The sailors, painted in gaudy sion, especially when found in a rocolors, were busy about the deck or mantic setting.
This subject, indeed,
climbing the ropes. All the little de- was considered too important to be
tails of deck and hull were reproduc- treated on one canvas, or rather, I
ed while, with full sail spread, the should say, one board ; hence it apUnion Jack floating from the mast, peared as companion pictures. The
she was making her way through first represented a cabin, out of which
yeasty waves of bright blue paint. have just come two women, evidently
The old man's eye softened a little, mother and daughter, to greet a youthand his manner almost verged on the ful stranger who was standing outside
enthusiastic, a.s my friend and I stood the garden gate, holding by the bridle
with subdued, and I trust appropriate, a somewhat originally-proportioned
admiration before his eflbrt. It was a donkey. In the second, the principal
memory of his early life being a re- figures were the same, except that the
presentation of the vessel in which, as a elder lady had turned her back, and
British tar, he had many times crossed the ardent youth was improving the
the Atlantic and sailed to foreign opportunity by reaching over the fence
ports.
It seemed somewhat inexplic- to imprint a kiss on the cheek of his
able to me that, after having been a not unwilling lady-love. The artist
rover for the greater and better part of failed in his evident desire to paint the
his life, he should settle down here in report that followed this osculatorj'
the north, twelve or fourteen miles act, but from the bellows-like appearfrom any village, with no neighbors ance of the youth's cheeks, I have no
near, with scarcely the sight of a hu- doubt it awakened resounding echoes
man being except during the tourist from distant parts of the forest, and
season, and then only by chance, as he sounded a note of warning to the mowas not well-known or easily ap- ther's heart of the possible appropriaproached. Still I was convinced, as tion of one of her home treasures in
he named each rope for us, and regard- the near future.
ed the picture with evident affection,
One of the pictures, at least, showed
and especially when I saw him look a sense of humor, as I discovered to
out with satisfaction on the lake at his my discomfiture in the following mandoor, that he was " true to his first ner.
friend, who had visited this
love."
gallery of art before, called my attenThe next picture noticed was a tion to a melancholy, tearful picture
corollary of the one just described, at the end of the room, the subject of
furnishing evidence of the various for- which was a donkey's head. Around
eign porte into which he had sailed. it was written some legend, that I apIt was a group of heads a sort of an- proached nearer to read, expecting
thropological study, by the way. There thereby to solve *he mystery of this
were heads Indian, American, Malay- soulful sadness. Imagine my surprise
an, Chinese, Japanese, African, and when I was greeted with the following
breeze.

"

Each mast and

sail

and

;

;

My

;

—
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question, evidently words intended for

the donkey's mouth
two meet again ? "

:

"

When

shall

we

I turned around,
mentally abusing my unfortunate curiosity, only to find my friend shaking
with suppressed laughter, and the

red colors, were three legs joined together at the thighs, flexed at the
knees, and reaching out towards the
edge of the board like three spokes of
a wheel, with equal angles between
each.
Around the edgfe of the board
was printed in bold, black letters the

painter of the picture uttering some
abrupt gurgling sounds in his throat, proud challenge, " Turn me which way
and not looking at all unpleased. This you will, I stand." I shall never
did not lessen my confusion, and my forget the look of the old man as he
stood off in the distance to admire
studies in art ceased forthwith.
The old man had his coat of arms this crowning piece of work. No artthe ist, not even the one whose life was
painted promiscuously around
Whether it was an original or saved by a fellow-artist daubing his
place.
borrowed design I cannot say, but cer- beautiful picture on the cathedral's
tainly it was ingenious and in every ceiling, when he, the painter, had backway worthy of him. One day, my ed dangerously near the edge of the
friend and I, having left our canoe at scaffold to get a view of his work, ever
the wharf, and walked up the wind- surveyed his effort with more enthusiI never saw
ing, stony and uncertain path that led asm than did my hero.
to the house, found him in the ferment him get really enthusiastic before, or
He had j ust completed display much feeling, but now, pointof excitement.
the building of a new frame barn, and ing to it in its place, and as pleased as
had painted on a board about three a boy, he exclaimed " See the three
feet square his coat of arms, which I legs and the three Cleggs," alluding,
learned, more from his pantomime no doubt, to his wife and adopted
than his words, he wished with our daughter, who shared his home and
assistance to hoist to its place in the peculiarities, in part, here in the woods.
There was also evidence that his
gable end of the new building. He
had bolts and staples all ready, holes classical education had not been neThis I discovered one day
bored, a pulley fixed at the ridge glected.
board, and through it a long rope at- on approaching the outer gate leading
tached to the coat of arms. He had to the house, for here inscribed on the
made an elaborate preparation, as if left of the entrance instead of the
he were about to raise a mast and legend Gave. Canem still unearthed
now this old sailor of sixty mounted a among the ruins of Pompeii, I read
" Beware of the dog and Ram"
ladder, leading against the barn, as this
nimbly as a youth, and commenced This latter addition to Roman wisdom
shouting to us land-lubbers the most was no doubt considered necessary by
unintelligible commands, couched in the alterations which modern agriculstrictly nautical terms, but again his tural pursuits have made when comfrantic gestures came to our assistance, pared with the days of Virgil.
And I
and besides this, there being but one am sure that any one who has had
thing to do, we laid hold of the rope, painful experiences with that autocrat
and soon had his brilliant escutcheon of the pasture-field, to which allusion
in its place.
In a few moments it was is made in the above terse sentence,
fastened, and we stood off to get the will conclude that the wit of my
effect.
The ground work of the pic- " specimen " was as keen as that of the
ture was white, the border blue, while Roman, and his philosophy as genufrom the centre, painted with blue and ine.
:

;

:

!

THE NICKEb REGION OF CANADA.
BY

The

districts

of

H. A.

Nipissing and Al-

goma, each large enough to make an
European kingdom, and near to and
readily accessible from the most populous parts of Canada and the United
States, are yet howling wildernesses
of primitive rock, rent, and torn and
worn into brules, fissures, chasms,
through which pour copious rivers
from the " Height of Land," as the
Laurentian backbone, which separates

iKllx.K

<i.N

the basin of the St. Lawrence and
the great lakes from the basin of the
great northern sea of Canada, is called.
Beautiful as many a mirror-like
stretch of river or glassy lake may be,
or roaring torrent and deafening waterfall
luxuriant as many a river valley
in this granitic region is, the greater
part of the country is comparatively
barren from an agricultural point of
view.
Here the lumberman still has
;

HILYARD.

many

a pristine forest in wliicli to
operate, though in many a section the
best lumber has fallen before his axe,
or the great forest fires have swept

away

the giants of the forest primeval,

and left wastes of slender spires of a
newer growth. Miles and miles one
may travel by canoe or road without seeing a human habitation, or a
single human face, but even in the
solitudes

\

h.K.MlIJ.i<i.N

of

this

wild

land,

other

KlVtK,

sounds than those of the waterfall or
the teeming animal life present everywhere may be heard, for over an extensive belt echoes the whistle and roar of
the railway train, a new comer, which
even here amid the rocks is gathering
many a nucleus of future settlement.
But these settlements are not to be
founded, as in the remainder of the
great province of which Algoma and
Nipissing form part, on farming.
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Many small valleys, sometimes several
miles long, are remarkably fertile, although bordered by barren rocks, and
farming will, no doubt maintain its
thousands perhaps its tens of thousands but will be entirely subsidiary
to and dependent upon the greatest

— —

nickel was capable of profitable application in a thousand and one ways to
the uses of life. The result is that
nickel now stands foremost among the
metals in the new developments of
the early future, and to the nickel
region of Ontario, thousands, both in
America and Europe, look for the
Eldorados of the coming years, and
for colossal fortunes to mining capitalists.
The possession of these
nickel beds is of vast importance to

industry of the future of this region
mining. Here lies untold wealth
such as no region in the world, even
in the days of gold-laden Spanish galleons, or the early years of the California and Nevada mining frenzy, has Canada
in fact, its possible effect in
yet revealed. Gold, silver, platinum, the industrial development of the Doare here
exhaustless
beds of iron ore, and
great bodies of copper.
J3ut it is not owing to
any of these that the two
districts loom up to-day
before the eyes of the
entire commercial world
^s a land of promise, but
because of the vastness
of the nickel deposits
found here in recent

—

;

;

years.
put of

The
the

paltry outfar

away

French islands of New
Caledonia, which until
recently furnished the
greater part of the nickel of the world, has been

eounted only by hundreds of thousands of
pounds avoirdupois; here
the output is counted by
thousands of tons of ore,
WINTER ON SPANISH RIVER.
and Commodore Folger
and Lieutenant Buckingham, sent here by the United minion can scarcely be exaggerated.
States Government
to
report on
In visitinof these districts, the first

the possibility of obtaining a large
and continuous supply of nickel for
naval armor, estimated the amount of
ore visible on the surface of the ground
to be 650,000,000 tons.
So stupendous a quantity might well suggest
had it been reported ten years ago
that it would be ample for the world
for ages to come but almost contemporaneous with the discovery of nickel
in Ontario came the discovery that
;

attraction that engages our attention,
on arising in the morning, after an all
night's ride on the Northern train from
Toronto, is the large sheet of water
called Lake Nipissing, which, if much
smaller than any of the great lakes of
Canada, might yet be almost classed
as another great inland sea, for it
stretches away to the west over a distance of fifty-five miles, and to the

south

about

twenty-five miles.

A

—

a
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scene of beauty it is, and one, too, appealing at once to the commercial sense,
for the sucrcrestion of mineral wealth
is made at the threshold of the nickel
country. As we stand on the platform
of the Canadian Pacific station at
North Bay, we see, at a distance of
twenty miles, the Manitou Islands.
On these islands is to be found a very
A short disrich deposit of iron ore.
tance to the west of these is another
small island, called Iron Island so
named because it is supposed to be one
immense deposit of that ore. The
captain of a steamer tells me that

—

when near

this island his

compass

is

useless.
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over these rough rocks for, perhaps,
or eight weeks. At Sudbury,
where we soon arrive, we can fully
" take in " his appearance.
There he
stands, unshaven, clothing torn, shoepacks worn out from coming in contact with the rough rocks over which
he has travelled, with his f)ack thrown
carelessly over his shoulder.
This
pack is very light just now, though
any one of us would consider it
load enough, if we had to carry it
from early morning until night It
contains a small cotton tent, a small
axe, a prospecting pick, perhaps a
change of underclothing, a tin cup, a
small tea pail, a^^d the remnants of
his provisions,which
six

consist

of

bacon,

hardtack and tea,
with sometimes a
snack of fresh fish,
when ho has happened to be camping near one of the
streams or lakes so
numerous throughout the district and

abundantly supplied
ba.ss,

with

black

pike, pickerel,

and maskinonge.

Now for the mines.
Here at Sudbury,
which is situated
on the main line of
the Canadian PaciVliKMlU.l

From North Bay we take

the Pa-

express, which carries us through
one of the most desolate regions that
it would be possible to imagine
region of bare rocks and scanty, monotonous forest. But we are nearing
the mines, and the accompaniments of
the mining industry multiply. As
we near the little station of Wahnapitde, we are informed that a prospector
had just boarded the train on his return
from a trip. This naturally arouses our
curiosity as to what he is like, and
what luck he has had, after travelling
cific

—

fic railway, just at
the junction of the
Sault Ste. Marie branch, we procure a
team and drive out to the Canadian
Copper Cliff Mine a distance of four
We follow close alongside of
miles.
the railway track, to avoid climbing
the rough hills which abound on every
hand. The mine is owned and operated by the Copper Cliff Mining Co.,
incorporated under the laws of the
State of Ohio, and chiefly composed of
members of the Standard Oil Trust
one of the wealthiest corporations in
the world. As we approach the works
we notice that all the trees and shrubs

—

a
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are leafless,

and that

it is

almost imThis

possible to find a blade of grass.
is due to the sulphuric fumes

metal of which very little was known
by the miners who were operating

which here then.
The plant of the company comprises
beds.
These fumes will kill any- two smelting furnaces, each of a capakind of vegetation within a mile or a city of 100 tons daily; also a Bessemmile and a half of the works one can ering plant of sufficient capacity to
even now get a good sniff of them, al- treat all the cupola matte produced
though we are a mile away from the by the two furnaces. About $250,furnaces.
As we make the turn be- 000 has been expended in plant, and
tween two hills, we get a good view last year a dividend was declared of
of the works.
When we arrive, we 10%, notwithstanding the purchase of
escape from the

furnaces and roast

:

we cannot enter the gates until several valuable tracts of nickel land.
we have visited the office, which is away But to return to the operations. Here

find
oflT

near the shaft. Here the visitor has

to give his name, ad(jress and occupation, and, if these aj-g satisfactory, he
may get a pass to
visit
certain portions of the works,
but will not be allowed to go under

ground.

The

comes a skipfull of ore from below.
It is taken aloft and dumped on the
highest floor of the rock house, where

shaft

an inclined one,
and is now down
to a depth of 800
feet, with a drift at
every lUO foot level.
In some of these
levels
they have
is

found

immense

pockets of ore. In
the 700 foot level a
chamber has been
excavated, measurA
ing 250 feet long, by
150 feet wide, and
70 feet high. This shaft has practically demonstrated that deep mining
pays in the nickel district, as the
richest ore has been taken from the
lowest level, assaying
as
high as

13%

of nickel.

It

note in passing that,
Cliff-

is

interesting to

when the Copper

Co. first started their operations

was for copper (hence the
name), and it was not until a depth of
nearly 200 feet was reached in the
shaft that it was discovered that most
of the mineral mined and thrown
away as useless was in reality the
more valuable mineral, as it contained
a very large amount of nickel—
here,

it

MIXERS CAMP IN SUMMER.

fed into the breaker and broken
into pieces of the size of a baseball.
Then falling into the sizing screens, all
the finer material is separated, and the
coarser passes over the sorting tables,
where the waste rock is, for the most
part, picked out.
If water be plentiit is

ful,

a spray

ore, as

by

is

sometimes used to wet the

this

means

it is

much more

readily discernable from the barren rock.
From the sorting tables it falls into

bins; then into cars, which carry it
to the roast beds, which are formed by
piling cordwood to a height of about
three feet and in quantity varying according to the quantity of ore to be

—
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roasted.

The

coarse ore

is

first

piled

on the wood to a depth of about

five

when the finer ore, or fines, as
they are called, are placed on the top,
thus fulfilling the double purpose of
preventing the fire, when started,
burning too rapidly, and also the fusing
of the finer ore into coarser masses
again. When the roast bed is finished,
it, as a rule, contains about 1,000 tons.
The wood is now set on fire, and ultimately sets fire to the sulphur in the
The burning continues for a
ore.
During
period of eight to ten weeks.
feet,

this process of roasting, great attention is necessary, lest the heat should

become too great and the ore become
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spout at the bottom of the furnace,
discharging itself into what is termed
the well.
In this the molten metal
settles to the bottom, while the useless
slag flows from an upper spout into
the slag pots, which when full are
hauled out and dumped on the slag
heaps, making finally, as the visitor is
sure to notice, beautifully level yards.
Here at night, this slag as it is poured away from the furnace, illuminating the whole neighborhood, has the
appearance of molten lava descending
the sides of a volcano.
When the
well has received sufficient metal, a
side spout is tapped and the metal is
run into other pots and allowed to
cool,

when

it

is

sampled, and put
in the stock yards
ready forshipment,
or taken to another building where
it is still further
reduced. To this
last, our passes will
not admit us, as the

process through
which the matte
j)asses

here

cret one.

is

as it comes
the furnace,

wssr
A MIXINO SHAXTY IN WINTKR.

fused

;

this is obviated

" fines "

by choking

being covered over that
part of the roast bed that is burning
Passing along, we see
too rapidly.
one of these roast beds, that has
burned itself out and become cool, being broken up and loaded into cars,
which cany it to the smelters, where
it is charged with
an addition of
about 12% of coke, and put into
the furnaces. The Herschoflf water
jacket is the one genemlly used, it
having proved itself the best adapted
to the treatment of these ores.
On the lower fioor we see the metal
and slug coming in one continuous,
sparkling, brilliant stream from the

more

led

a se-

The matte
from
is cal-

cupola matte,

and contains about
20 to 25 per cent,

and a like amount of copthe remainder being iron and
sulphur, with possibl}' a small percentage of gold and platinum. The Bes.semering process gets rid of nearly all
the iron, leaving the matte with about
45 per cent of nickel and a like amount
of copper, and the remainder iron and
sulphur.
There being no refineries in
operation in Canada, it is necessary to
send the matte either to the United
States or to Europe to be treated for
the separation of the various metals,
and, strange as it may seem, the
copper, our own production, is imported back into Canada and duty paid
upon it. Last year we imported of

of nickel
per,
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copper and

alloys nearly $1,000,000.
being made to establish a refinery here, so that we shall be
able to export the refined metals, and
thus increase employment to people in

An

our

its

effort is

own

now

country.

The Canada Copper Co are operating two other mines, one of which can he
seen from where we are, at a distance
of about one and a-half miles, and the
other is about four miles north of SudWhen operating the three
bury.

mines and two smelters, they employ
about 700 men.
Returning to our hotel at Sudbury,
and refreshed by ^ good and necessary
wash and by our
host's generous
-bill-of-fare and a
good cigar in the
hammock on the
verandah, we meet
the prospector
whom we saw on
landing off the

He

train.

among

by no means a small return in his estimation for a month's tramp in the
There were, however, drawblack flies had been
" awful " in the brules
he had omitted to take oil with him, and had to
content himself with pork fat as a
preventive of the bites, which, good
in its way, was not sufficient to prevent him feeling some days as if he
had lost a pint of blood from the bites
The mosquitof the dreadful pests.
oes were also very bad, and his sufferings from them and the flies, the prospector thought entitled him to a fair
woods.
backs.

The

;

amount

of success.

ha-

his speei

mens

two rich
between
the main line of
railway and the

finds got

Wahnapitae, and,
though found in
the green timber,

A DEVELOPMENT SHAFT IN WINTER.

show remarkably
well. He had been

In the morning, we start for the
month, but saw only one
The' one, however, was almost mines agrain. At the Blezard mines
too much for, while he was poking we are sufficiently fortunate as to gain
along with gun on his shoulder, and admittance. We find the engine room
with his axe in his hand, the bear lighted with electric light, and in the
suddenly jumped up from behind a next compartment the cage is awaitbig tree and made for him. His gun ing us to convey us to the depths.
was not loaded, so there was nothing Then a rattle, a whiz and an upward
to be done but to keep the savage rush of air and a sudden stop that
beast off* with the axe.
Finally a fav- brings us almost to our knees, and we
orable moment allowed the loading of are at the bottom of an immense
the gun, and the bear was killed with chamber hewn out of the solid rock.
a single shot. The skin, a fine one, Looking around, we are reminded of
brought $35, a sum which the pros- Alladin's tales of wonderful chambers
pector greatly appreciated
he con- of pearls. The walls of this great cavgratulated himself on his success, for ern, which is large enough to hold
two good finds with a bear skin was half a dozen three-story buildings, we

away
bear.

for a

—

;

;
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into which the^
closely, are of solid Mawne converter,
of this ore the great waste is run from the cupola, and
cavern has been hewn. Sides and roof while still hot is put under a blast of
alike sparkle under the electric lights, a different pressure from that of the
with innumerable dazzling points. cupola. The process has the effect of
From the cavern reach galleries and reducing the waste to smaller bulk, by
holes in which are many men bus}' op- extracting or blowing oflf the iron,
erating with drills, drilling small holes thus leaving a large percentage of
afterwards to be charged with dyna- nickel and copper, with a small permite and exploded. These explosions centage of iron and sulphur also
one does not care to see, terrific and some gold, silver and platinum.
Some twenty miles down the Sault
grand as the sight may be. The men
are safely cleared out the charges are Ste. Marie branch of the C.P.R. is the
township of Denison, which came inta
fired then comes a tremendous sound
a smothered thud is heard by those fame and ardent speculation a few
above ground the earth around the years ago through the gold discoveries
mine trembles as in an earthquake made there. Gold was first found at
then from the mouth of the pit belches the Vermillion mine, where a quantity
forth a cloud of smoke.
Down below of remarkably rich ore was mined. It
the scene has been terrific
flying is at this mine that possibly the most
masses of ore, large and small, have curious combination of minerals in the
known world is found within a radius
filled the entire cavern, have bounde<l
and rebounded against walls and roofs of a quarter of a mile. There is not
and floors, and even should a man only gold, but nickel of remarkably
station himself around a corner ap- high grade, some of it assaying 40 per
parently out of reach of any missiles, cent. Another shaft shows unbroken
a bit of rock bounding from point to walls of solid chalcopyrite, or copper
point may get to him and hit him with 'ore, through its entire depth of 00
occasionally uncomfortable efiects, to feet, and ore of exceeding richness.
say the least. After the explosion the Another .shaft shows an abundance of
cavern fills again with minei-s the ore argentiferous galina, and over almost
detached by the explosion is loaded the whole area around these mines is
into cars, taken aloft to undergo pro- found platinum in varying quantities.
cesses similar to those mentioned in I have often got as much as a (juarter
connection with the Copper Cliff mine, of a teaspoonful of platinum from one
and the work of drilling holes is re- pan of dirt. It occurs as an arsenite,
sumed in preparation for the next carrying 54 per cent, of platinum; the
remainder is arsenic, rhodium, and a
explosion.
A little to the north of the Blezard little tin. This combination of minerals
mine is the Beatrice mine, worked by has been named sperrylite.
South-westerly about three miles is
Montreal and American people, who
seem well pleased with the prospects, the Gersdorft' mine, so named from the
as the}' have just put in a complete mineral found here, and nowhere else
mining plant, furnished by the Jencke in the world thus far. It is an arsenMachine Company of Sherbrooke, Que. ite of nickel, carrying .34 per cent, of
The Murray mine, owned and oper- nickel. Some remarkably fine speciated by the H. H. Vivian Company, of mens of crystals of gersdorffite have
Swansea, Wales, is on the main line been found most of them are now in
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, about the mineralogical collection at Ottawa.
four miles west of Sudbury,
Here Nickelite, a mineral carrying 04 per
the operations are extensive.
Two cent, of nickel, has also been found on
furnaces are erected and a third is this property, and, like gersdorflite, on
being built. The Company use the this property only.
Two or three
find,

on examining

nickel ore.

Out

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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other grades of nickel are also found,
as well as chalcopyrite and some plamile and a half further
tinum.
west we reach the Worthington mines,
now owned and operated by the Do-

A

IH^^^H

and a half miles to the northward of
the Worthington are the mines and
works of the Drury Nickel Company,
now operating successfully on an extensive scale.
These mines are on the

^^S^^H
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ise,

are

found many excellent prospromise a large extension

pects, that

of the worked area of the nickel counA great want is, however, felt in
try.
the lack of a customs smelter, to
which, in the early stages of operation, the mines could send their
ore to be treated or for sale to the
company operating the smelter. The

Commercial
Smelter

and Customs
making strenusupply the want, and

Mining

Company

are

ous efforts to
with hope that before long a complete smelting plant may be in operation.

As

to the future of the nickel

coun-

abundant room for great
hope.
The hi.story of Sudbury town
partakes in large measure of the nature of that of the mining towns of
the gold and silver regions beyond
the Kockies.
It was a small lumbering settlement a few years ago, with
try, there is

but

little

prospects of importance, as

lumber was scanty and transportation

The discovery

difficult.

rescued

it

from

the

of

copper

distress cau.sed

by large forest fires.
Copper was
mined and exported in considerable
quantity, but the miners and the
world generally remained ignorant
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now found

to be very great
Nickel- steel plated, containing about four per cent, of nickel,
is found far superior to any of the
steel plates used for clothing ships of
war, and the fact is being taken advantage of by the American and other
governments, though the general adoption of this plate by the navies of the
world yet awaits a series of tests to discover the very best combinations, before ordering the many millions of
dollars' worth of nickel that would be
neces.sary for naval purposes
Two
pounds of nickel-steel will effect the
purposes of four pounds of the old
steel.
For cannon, there is much to
commend it, and, in addition to its
lightness and toughness, nickel possesses the invaluable quality of being
non-corrodible.
With such qualities,
it may well be supposed that nickel
will come into extensive use for locomotives, bridges, rails, in fact that it
will produce a radical change in the
character not only of armaments but
of machinery.
Then there is the
prospect that nickel will supplant
German silver and Britannia metal in
the making of household utensils and
fancy articles of various kinds. As
soon as these changes take place, the
nickel country of Ontario will become
the seat of a large population and of

put are

and

varied.

that the copper ore contained a minerof far greater value than copper.
The discovery, occurring at a time
when the u.ses of nickel were coming an immense industrial development,
to be appreciated, caused a boom. The which will act moBt favorably on the
town was tilled with speculators eager commercial centres of Canada and on
to risk heavily in taking advantage of agriculture and, in fact, every industhe early stages of the nickel develop- try.
At pre.sent not much use is bement, and lots sold one day at S250, ing made of the copper associated with
would, on the discovery of nickel, at the nickel ores, but the progress of
once advance to $25,000 or ?1 00,01)0. applied science is rapidly moving toSmall fortunes were rapidly made for wards the profitable separation and
a time, and often soon lost. Then utilizing of both metals. Then here,
speculation became (juiet and regular, too, are found enormous beds of iron.
but there is always attending this The proximity of the two metals is
little town the prospect of a boom suggestive that Canada may be able to
that will far surpass previous ones, make nickel-j)late to supply the navies
and which may occur simply through of the world, instead of shipping nickel
a large demand being made by one of matte, as is now done, and giving the
the great naval powers of Europe for greater proportion of the profit arising
nickel for armor.
from its nickel-steel manufacture into
,
The uses to which nickel inav be the hands of other nations.

al

"

;

;

A CEREBRAL DISCOVERY.
TO

E.

MCG. LAWSON.
"

several times on the point
of " throwing up the sponge," and disI

HAD been

my

•

Wi' Tippenny we'll fear nae evil
Wi' Usqueba we'll face the devil

?

Come and have something. Ah, you
had used up poor duff I forgot you never imbibe.
"
every cent I possessed, and it was only By the way, did you know
"
That my landlady has a warrant
by means of borrowed books and
credulous landladies that I was at all out for me ? I expected it."
"No," said Ralph; "Doc. T
able to keep up with the work.
On several occasions I had borrowed has given notice that we may start on
small sums from my fellow-students, that new sub."
" Well," I said, " the sooner we comwhich I gave to my landlady on the
continuing

My

"

course.

fees for last year

!

sa.me principle that we, in the country, used to drop a small piece of porkfat into the huge raaple-syrup kettle.

But now
among

even

sorry," they

you know

"

—

my credit was
my friends.

broken,
"

Very

would say, " but, really,
And, of course, I knew

only too well.
It was the year '89, in which the
Medical College saw fit to add a year
to the old three-year course, that found
me so peculiarly distressed. If I could
scrape enough of the all powerful
lubricator together to enable me to
register in two weeks, I could escape
that additional year.
But where
could I raise the necessary amount ? I
was in desperation.

In this frame of mind I was wending my way along Parliament-street
on a drizzling, raw, disagreeable afternoon about the end of March. I
had just reached " The Scarboro'," that
famous old rendezvous of the thirsty

mence, the better."
That's what I say," said Jack
I propose that we get over to
the dissecting-room early to-morrow
morning, and have a good grind on
that brain."
" 1 second the motion," I said, with
an attempt to look cheerful.
"Carried unanimously," cried Ralph,
cheerful without any attempt to be so.
" Well, boys,
when shall we three
Will eight o'clock
meet again ?
"

"

and

*

'

*

'

suit

?

me

" Suits
all right," I said.
" Agreed, then," said Jack ;

" eight

o'clock to-morrow morning."

And

as I preferred being alone just
pleaded an appointment, so
that we separated, and I continued
aimless walk down the " long,

then,

I

my

lone, unlovely street."

The

sight of

my

lazy-going friends,

with nothing to bother them, made me
The
feel even worse than before.
Here were
contrast was too painful.
" Rouge, et noir," and 'Varsity meds.,
two men lavishing money on all manwhen the door opened and I stood face ner of costly nothings. Here I was,
to face with my two bo7i homie friends, unable to furnish myself with the
Ralph and Jack.
even to
necessary books, unable
" Why, hello. Impecunious " they raise my fees, debating with myself
cried in one voice.
My chronic con- the " to be or not to be " of completing
dition had given rise to this nickname my course.
It was bitterly unjust.
among the boys.
In the midst of these gloomy medi" Got the blue devils again ? Come," tations, my thoughts suddenly, and
said Ralph,
without any apparent cause, became

—

!
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veered about, and centered on

new

— the

sub.
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At length, excited beyond measure,
yet in no wise exhausted, I reached
the dissecting-room door.
And here,
strange to say, I was not surprised to
find the door unlatched, as if waiting
for me.

He was a man, I understood, who
had died in the hospital, after manifesting
very
remarkable
cerebral
symptoms.
" It will be an interesting brain," I
Without the slightest hesitation I
said to myself. And as I walked back rushed into the room, closed and boltto my room I was filled with a great ed the door.
Then I took a long
desire to see that brain.
breath, and looked about.
I studied later than usual that night,
In the dim light of that early hour
and yet 1 think I covered less work I could see the dark objects lying on
I ever before did in so many
hours' sitting. My mind would involuntarily turn to the new sub.
What

than

the long tables

—

silent, still in death.

my breath, and a
feeling of awe came over me, such as,
in all my dissecting-room experience,
I never felt before.
Once I thought I
heard a sigh from one of the tables,
I

paused and held

a strange power this inanimate thing
had of monopolizing my thoughts
About one o'clock I undressed, extinguished my light, and got into bed and started
but when I listened
and slept. But for how long? It closely, all was still.
may have been five or six hours. It
Then the great necessity of seeing
seemed to me to be about half past that brain forced itself on me again.
five when I found myself wide awake, " Quick, or I'll be too late, and Jack
with one thought occupying my and Ralph will be here !"
mind the nevj suh.
I drew off my coat in a second and
I have heard of drink maniacs wakthrew it on the fioor, regardless of the
ing up in the night, overcome by a fragments of adipose tissue^ and visdevouring thirst. But who ever be- ceral organs that mixed with the sawfore heard of the thirst for knowledge dust in careless profusion.
On any
so overwhelming one's will as to make other occasion I should certainly not
reason impossible?
I found myself have done this; but even important
wide awake, saying aloud, " / must see things seemed as nought before this
that brain.
1 must be there before burning, yet unaccountable desire.
Ralph and Jack ! " With the eagerI pushed up the eastern window
ness of desire I sprang from the bed.
and drew the table near to it, and the
How I managed to dress so ([uickly gradually-brightening light showed
is one of the mysteries that surrounded
me the features of what I knew at
that night's experience.
Within three once to be the new sub.
minutes, in bare-headed haste, I was
An indescribable joy made nm tremhurrying down the lamp-lit street, in- ble with excitement as I recognized by
stinctively taking the direction of the instinct this face that I had never
dissecting-room.
What meant that secret
seen before.
The gray morning was just peeping sympathy that drew me to this
above the eastern horizon, and the corpse ?
street lamps were beginning to fade.
With lightning fingers I adjusted
The stillness of everything was made the cranium-holders then 1 made a
emphatic by the sharp sound of my careful incision across the forehead
hurrying footsteps.
with my dissecting-knife, took up my
!

—

;

;

As I watched the ever-increasing
halo that surrounded a church spire in
the eastern distance, I quickened my
"
pace. " What if I should be too late ?
I gasped.

saw, which lay on the window-sill, and
placing the blade between the lips of
the incision, began carefully to saw
the skull,
I have always been credited among

-
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the boys with being very quick and
neat in " taking off the top of the
^ggl' or,

more

technically, in

removing

cranhim. In a fewmoments I had penetrated the bone,
I put down my saw, and inserting
the point of my chisel, I forced the
bones wide enough apart to permit
the entrance of my finger, and with
my finger 1 sought to press back the
membrane that clung to the sides of
the bone- cavities, so as to effect more
easily the separation of the upper
In doing this,
skull from the brain.
my finger happened to come in contact rather suddenly with the brain
proper.
I gave a start, for, to my
utter astonishment, where I had expected to find nothing but a smooth,
touched
soft substance, my finger
something decidedly hard.
" A discovery " I cried, and big
drops of cold perspiration formed on
my brow.
I have heard of how great inventors have felt when on the verge of
I felt it all in
a great discovery.
that one supreme moment.
I removed my finger, and still holding the fissure open, I again inserted
my chisel, and this time gave a gentle
tap.
Click !
There could be no mistaking that sound.
Truly I was
about to make a great discovery.
Click! Again I tapped, and again
the distinct metallic click assured me
the cap of the

!

I

was

right.

my good forHere were my troubles ended.
could pay my fees, I could pay my
could hardly realize

I

tune.
I

debts,

I

could finish

my

course

in

comfort.
I can recall no hour in my life that
has given me so much unadulterated
joy as that one brief moment.
I heard a step outside.
With the eager greediness fhat the
sight of bright gold invariably induces,
I hastened to conceal
the precious
metal I picked up my coat and filled
;

all its

"

pockets.

Again I heard the step outside.
Bang, bang "
The tables shook with the force of
!

the blows delivered on the door. I
the last remaining coins in
my hand and put them out of sight.
" Impecunious, ImBang, Bang
pecunious
Open the door " The
door flew open, and I was seized by
the shoulder and shaken.
" Impecunious," cried Ralph, " what
are you doing here at this hour of the
day when you have made an appointment for eight o'clock ? Get up, you
lazy devil."
I looked up in a dazed manner.
There were Ralph and Jack leaning
over the bed.
" I must have been dreaming," I
seized

!

!

!

said.

"Dreaming! you good-for-nothing
Rip Van Winkle," said Jack; "I
should say you have. There's that

Engerly impatient to get at the root new sub. lying over there just tingling
of the matter, I applied my two hands to have you saw off his top-knot, and
and wrenched the cap away. I had here you are lying calmly in bed at
made a discovery indeed.
nine o'clock."
" Perhaps," said Ralph, holding up
Gold! Gold! Gold! I gazed, openmouthed, stupified with astonishment. a letter, "he will get up when I tell
The membrane of the cerebrum broke him that there is an epistle from his
and vomited forth a heap of twenty fair Dulcinea awaiting him. I must
dollar gold pieces.
The cerebellum say she writes a very masculine hand.
poured out a stream of gold coin. Woman's rights woman, doubtless."

And

right down to the foramen maggold, gold, gold
This, then, explained the power of
attraction over me that this body pos-

num,

!

sessed. Without doubt, there is no loadstone so powerful as the yellow gold
!

"

A letter

for

me

?

" I said

;

" if it is

not in a lady's handwriting, you may
open it, Ralph, and read it to me. My
eyes are not yet used to the light."
Ralph tore open the envelope and
read.
Before he had finished, I was

;
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up in the bed with eyes protruding with astonishment. It was a
brief note from Scribbler & "Scratch,
lawyers, London, informing me that
my aunt had just died, leaving me
some ten thousand dollars in first-class
sitting
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" Congratulations, old
man," said
Ralph and Jack at last. And then we
began to discuss this unexpected turn

of Fortune's wheel.
" Say, you
fellows,"

my

I

said,

as I

nightgown over my head,
"
stock, and somewhat more than that "do you believe in dreams ?
" Nonsense " they exclaimed in one
amount in real estate.
For some time none of us could give breath.
A few minutes
"Well, I do," I said. And as I
expression in speech.
ago I was " Impecunious," now I was dressed I told them why.
pulled

I

—

n

man

nf means.
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Far sweeter sounds the note of Spring's

That has the heart to brave the colder

And
Ere

sing with
all

the land

And summer's
S«),

warmth
is full

bird

of its forsaken South,
of songful cries,

ardor aids delirious song

dearer sounds the song of him

With hope

first

skies,

of happier days,

who

sings

whose soul

is

strong

In promise of a plenteous summer's glow.

More welcome are

his

words than those of him

Who

softer sings lieneath a sunnier sky,

And

nobler

The

is

his task, because

he brings

light to lands that hereto lightless

— AnTHUR

lie.

J.

Strixgkr.
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THE CHAMOIS

HUNTBR.^^"

BY FLOKKNCK ASHTON FLETCHER.

Chapter

To

those of

my

yet visited the

readers
'•'

I.

who have

not

" of

my

Fatherland

with

its silent, majestic
rushing, foaming tora land of
rents, and its mirror lakes
wild and romantic scenery, and who
are not acquainted with the heroic

little

story,

mountains,

its

—
—

of chamois-hunting, still
preserved in certain cantons in Switzerland, it is necessary to explain that
the sketch of this tale was written at

traditions

a time when chamois-hunting was
ceasing to be the only life for a man
of courage and character to follow.
The ardour that characterizes the
chamois-hunter may be compared to
that of the Koemper of the North,
who, pushing their "drakers over the
stormy seas, were not at all sure of
booty, but very sure to perish some
day, either by shipwreck or sword.
So, chamois-hunting was less a resource than a noble exercise of skill,
strength and courage, a perpetual
challenginor of death.
The Alpine hunter followed a dream
which, through cold, fatigue and suffering, must inevitably lead him to the
bottom of an abyss. But what mat-

—

ter

?

An

invisible

power pushed him

forward.
He who would be a
must be a hunter.

man

Blaesi of Schawanden, one of these
heroes of the mountain, drawn too far
by pursuit, was once ten hours hanging to a point of a rock.
His hair

Introduction.

out his hand for his weapon, crying,
" I am still a hunter," and set off in
pursuit of his new prey. He is said
to have killed 675 chamois.
Nor is
this an exceptional fact
Colani of
Engadine, hunted up to his seventieth
:

year,

and

killed 2,700.

The mountaineer, de

Sext, left his
beautiful bride, whom he adored, a
few days after their marriage to hunt
on the mountain. " I know the fate
that awaits me," said he to the great
" All the men
naturalist of Geneva.
of my family have died in doing what
I do, so I call this bag that I carry
my winding sheet but for all the
gold of Geneva I could not do otherwise."
Such precisely were the Hausers of the Enge.
The mountain had
ever been their country before everything else they had preferred the savage liberty of the heights, and the
strange glory of that war carried on
with its difficulties and scourges.
Several generations of celebrated hunters had succeeded each other in this
family, and had bequeathed to it a
sort of distinction and nobleness and
it is the history of the last of these
hunters, as it has been preserved in
the memory of the people, that I here
give you, certain that in its very
strangeness it faithfully represents an
aspect of Alpine life but little known.
;

;

;

At the bottom of the narrow defile
whitened from terror he was at last of the Enge, not far from the village
rescued by a companion to whom he of Grindelwald, and a few §teps from
gave up his rifle, swearing never to the mountain torrent known as the
touch it again but scarcely were the Black or SchwarzeLiitschine, from its
words uttered when the head of a slate-colored waters that come plungchamois showed itself from behind a ing, splashing and roaring down the
bush of Alpine roses. Blaesi thrust ravine, stands a hut, now uninhabited,
*This stori' is founded on a French story by Eniile but well known as having been for a
long time tlie home of one of those
Souvestre.
:

;

" "

"
;
:
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On
rare families of chamois-hunters.
the hill-side above, the ragged pines
still sing of the glories of those days,
as they rock in the mountain wind.
The old walls and low roof are fast
crumbling into decay, and little tufts
of moss and fern sprout from every
chink. No glass, or sign of glass, remains in the windows, and the old
door was long ago swung off its rusty
hinges b}'^ inquisitive travellers who
came to explore, to stare at the old,

been away working courageously, with
the hope that one day you may be
mine. Aunt Trina has destined you for

whether the story they could
would be an interesting one.

they have explained

Hans
"It

?

too true, Uirich," sadly re-

is

young

plied the
"

girl.

understand you, she has
not yet said anything either to you or
to

But,

him
"

if

1

?

Nothing."

" Then you are not promised to
Hans ? "
" Not in words, certainly, but in
smoky fire-place and wonder " who
had lived here," and if those walls intention, and Hans has understood
were suddenly gifted with a tongue, without her having opened her mouth
;

r'HAI'TKJ{

tell

A

tew years ago this hut was still
inhabited.
Our story begins early in
March, and from the 2(Sth of October
the sun had not once shone in the

and only a sombre light peneto the bottom of the gorge.
The mountains in front of it, from
Iselten Alp to the Wetter Horn, were

valley,

trated

clothed in glittering snow, dotted here
and there with fir trees. Within, the
little hut w^as lighted by the fitful
flame of the wood fire on the hearth.
Near the window, the little panes of

with

ice,

stood a young girl, clad in the usual
dress of a Swiss peasant girl, resting
against the wall.
Her hands were
joined, her head bent, and her whole
attitude expressed a meditative sadness.
At her feet sat a youth, his
forehead rested on his folded arms.
Their dialogue evidently stopped at
one of those pau.ses of discourugement
during which each speaker continues
the conversation with himself
For a
long time nothing was heard but the
heavy ruaring of the Black Llitsfhine,
which was constantly throwing against
its shores blocks torn from the mountain, and the crackings of the burning
wood sending out bright sparks of fire.

"So
he

in

a

it is

really true, Freneli," said

depre.sse<i

tone

;

"

while

I

to each other

in spirit."

II.

which were now dimmed

it

have

" It remains to be seen whether, by
confessing to your grandmother that
your heart turns elsewhere, she may
not change her plans."
Freneli shook her head.
" Grandmother is as firm in her resolve as the Eiger is on its foundation," said she, " and it would be just
as easy to upset the mountain as to
turn her from her will."
" Even if Hans does not share it ?
asked Uirich, with his eyes fixed on
the young girl. " Tell me, Freneli
answer me as if your hand were on
the Bible has Hans ever spoken to
"
you of love ?
"Never; you know the words of
Hans are as rare as gold."
" Yes, he is a true chamois-hunter.
Hans has married the mountain perhaps he will not wish any other wife
;

;

What

if

I told

him

"
all

?

Freneli shuddered.
"

For your

do not do it," she
he suspected anything, God only knows what would
happen I should be less atraid to see
the LUtschine out of its bed again,
Ciirrying off the woods and flooding
the meadows, as it. did last year."
" Then you are sure that he loves
life

" If

said, hastily.

—

you, Freneli
" Ju«.t as

?"

much," said she, bitterly,
as he loves the chamois that he hunts
on the points. Do you think he would
talk to it, or trouble hiniself about its

"

"

"
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consent ? I am in his eyes just like
mere prey; he thinks I
all the rest
belong to him only because he wants
me, and he would serve anyone who
tried to take me from him as the hunter serves the man who robs him of
his game."
" So everyone here is against me ?
cried "Ulrich, mournfully.
For a moment Freneli did not answer then, after a short silence, in a
lower voice she said

—

;

:

some one who is your
Although he
friend it is Uncle Job.
too loves only the mountain, and he
was very sorry to see you give up the
"

There

is

;

yet he always speaks tenderly of

rifle,

you."
"

But Uncle Job can do nothing
with the will bf Aunt Trina besides,
he is not here."
" No, he is high up in the mountain
:

nooks, looking for plants, stones and
crystals
but I hope he will come
back this evening."
" Ah, well
I am not going back to
Merengen till to-morrow," replied Ul;

!

rich pensively.

" I

shall

thing

may

Job.

But you," added

then love

see

if

any

be hoped for from Uncle

me

he, "

so little that

with

do you
you could

my

"

cousin ?
You know too well the contrary,"
answered Freneli in a moved tone.
"
Then 'i^ou will help me, Freneli ?
" As much as a'poor girl can, Ulrich."
live contentedly
"

"

sist
"

But

if

Aunt Trina and Hans

per-

?

Then we shall be very unhappy,"
replied she, weeping.
The young man put his hand to his
forehead with an expression of desneither he nor Freneli thought
for an instant of the possibility of
disobedience.
In the simple life of
these Alpine valleys, fireside tradition, kept up by the influence of the
Bible, has entirely maintained the submission of children reasoning has not
yet come there to help passion by disputing the pow^ of the head of the
family: to Aim alone belongs the right
to will, and like Abraham, he could.

pair

;

:

if

he so willed, lead his son to immo-

lation,

the

making him carry the wood

for

sacrifice.

Freneli's

mained

grandmother

alone

re-

to represent this uncontrolled

power, and she had

known

well

how

to preserve all the privileges of her
position.
Brought up at her hearth,

her two grandnephews, Hans and Ulrich had learnt never to dispute her
will until the age when, having become chamois-hunters, they had won
the freedom of the mountain. But
Ulrich, had in him neither that instinct for struggle, nor the feverish
emotion that impassions men for
his aspirations
so wild an existence
were elsewhere. Every time he passed
through the valleys of Lauterbrunnen
or Hasli he involuntarily wasted hours
at a time at the doorsteps, where the
shepherds were carving yew and
maple. He admired the chefs-douvres
of skill, which wanted only a more
inventive imagination he dreamed of
new forms, and at the times for lying
in ambush, forgetting the prey he was
waiting for, he would lot his gun fall
to the ground while he cut lace-like
tracery upon some wooden tile pulled
from the roof of a hut. His numerous and even more successful specimens were soon known, and in proportion as his reputation as a chamoishunter waned that of a maple-carver
At length a tradesman at
increased.
Merengen offered to take him into his
work ship. Besides the means to follow his tastes and perfect himself in
the art he loved, Ulrich would find
there advantages sufficient to secure
for Freneli comforts which hunting
would always have denied her.
This last motive was enough of itHe hung up his rifle at the foot
self.
;

:

Uncle Job's bed, and set off to
Two years passed ^two
Merengen.
years of hard work, during which
Ulrich won the first place among the
wood-carvers of the Oberland, and
saved the sum necessary for the realiWe have
zation of his dearest wish.
seen how the grandmother's projects
of

"

'
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had been revealed to him at the moment when he hoped he had reached
his aim.

meaning,

"
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the bread that

is

eaten here

must be got by him up there beyond
the glaciers
you did well to choose
;

Chapter

an easier trade

III.

;

the chamois run too

fast for feet that like to stretch

The young carver had again begun
questioning Freneli as to the signs
which had been able to betray to her
Katrina's plans, when the door softly

opened from without and a woman
She was about seventy, small,
thin, and although bent by the weight
of years, to see her slow but firm step
one might have said old age had clothed itself in steel armour. The decreentered.

pitude of her face made her sharp,
grey eyes the more remarkable, the
penetrating fixedness of which reminded one of a bird of prey. Her
with one of
.shoulders were laden
tho«e wicker baskets which seem inseparable from the inhabitant of the
mountain, and which he carries from
habit, as a soldier does his sword.
Scarcely had she crassed the threshold before her searching look had discovered Freneli and Ulrich in the
darkness, who, interrupted in the
midst of their confid'MV"^ were visibly

them-

selves on the hearthstone."
" I

have cause every day to rejoice

my

determination," replied he, without guessing the irony underneath the
serious tone (if the old woman.
" Ulrich has brought us a specimen
of his work," interposed Freneli "see,
grandmother, how clever he is got.
She brought to the light one of
those cups in the shape of a tulip,
since then imitated b}' all wood-carvers, but of which Ulrich ha 1 tlie first

in

;

idea.

Trina only deigned
at the work.
" And are

iul-

mtit-^i glance

there people who buy
that cut wood ? " asked she with a sort
of disdain.
" Yes, and pay well for it, too,"
proudly returned he. " I assure you
my chisel and knife bring me more
money down there in a week than
Hans' rifle brings here in a whole
month. Does Aunt Trina think silver
"
a good thing ?
embarrasse<l.
" Ah
"Of course," replie<i the old woman,
ah " said she, slowly freeing
after gold."
one of her arwis from the wicker band " it is the best
" Without reckoning," added Ulrich,
around the basket, " here is company
continuing his thought, " that I have
you here, you ?
" God be with you, grandaunt," re- not, as on the mountain, death always
plied the young man, advancing to- elbowing me the wife who will wait
wards the old woman, " I am come by the fireside for me will not have to
tremble every time the noise of an
from Merengen
I was just asking for
avalanche comes from the Shreck
news of you."
" And you were asking it in whisp- Horner or from the Wetter Horn."
Trina's glance made him cast down
ers of Neli
very good but I like to
see the faces of my visitors.
Neli, his eyes.
" Ah
that is what you were makget a light."
While th^i girl obeyed, Trina took ing Neli understand," said she.
off her basket and put it into a corFreneli tried by a gesture to stop
ner, then going into the lighted part the reply of Ulrich, but he, with a
of the room she cast a quick glance at kind of desperate eagerness, seized
Ulrich and her tjranddaujjhter.
this opportunity of thoroughly know" Hans is not back yet ? " asked she. ing his fate.
" It is true that I have spoken to
" Not yet,
grandmother, " replied
Freneli.
her," said he, with emotion, " and since
The old woman turned to her ne- you have guessed it there is no reason
phew, " He never rests," said she, with why I should be silent before you. T
!

!

;

;

—

;

;

!

"

"

have always wished this, and for the
last two years we have both wished it."
Trina turned to Freneli,
down her head, blushing.

who

bent

continued Ulrich, " I have
been brought up here as your son,
and you know I am neither cowardly
nor malicious, and that the wife that
is given to me will not have a man
without a heart. May God punish
me if she ever has to weep through
my fault. Let Freneli and me be
'

happy then, Aunt Trina, and we will
thank you on our knees, like the papSee, Freneli
ists thank their saints.
prays you with me do not take from
us the strength and happiness of life."
He had taken the young girl's hand,
and stood with her before the grandmother. Trina kept them for a minute under her glance, much as a hawk
might a couple of wood-pigeons then
shaking her head,
" Do you know Freneli's dower ?
asked she of Ulrich.
;

:

Her dower," repeated
to comprehend

not apnever
thought she would have any, Aunt
Trina; but what does a dower matter
pearing

to

he,

;

" I

me ?
" It

"
to

Have you then so little courage as
be frightened at this sight, foolish

said she, roughly.
least be surprised,"
interrupted Ulrich, " what is the mean-

creature
"

You have known me from my

cradle,

"

"
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"

"

matters to me," replied the old

The

"

She may at

ing of all this, and whence came such
a dower to Freneli ?
" From her father's fathers," replied
the old woman, " and although you are
not a great hunter, Ulrich, you can see
that each of these skulls is that of an
emperor of chamois."
" Truly," replied Ulrich, who knew
that, according to tradition, those high
and bent horns belong to chamois old
enough to have a sufficiently numerous posterity to form a tribe of which
they are the chiefs.
" Nor are you ignorant of the difficulty of reaching such game," continued Trina, " and you have heard, I
suppose, that he who does attain it has
only the Archangel Michael or the
"

Black Hunter beyond him in skill ?
' I have been told so," answered he.
" Very well "
replied the grandmother, with emphasis, " for as long a
time as it would take for an acorn to
become an oak, all those who have
married daughters of our house have
each brought to their affianced bride
an emperor of chamois as a wedding
under each of these
present. Look
horns you may read the name of one of
our ancestors. The last, standing a
little above the others, was hung there
!

woman, " for this dower is not a gift
which enriches, but one which obliges.
It is there in that press, that you
have neither of you seen open, and ot
which in your childhood you were by
afraid."

?

!

my

reward

—

whom may God
When he came to ask for his

son-in-law
!

grandmother crossed the cousin, Freneli's mother, I showed him
where the worm-eaten piece of what I am now showing you."
"
" And what did he say ?
furniture stood.
Fumbling along the
" Nothing but two months after he
crossbeams of the wall behind it, she
presently produced a rusty key, and threw at my feet what you see if he
with ditticulty proceeded to unlock it. had not brought it, my daughter and
As the two doors opened, within the I should have waited for a more skildark depths of the press might be dis- ful hunter."
tinguished several chamois skulls, surFreneli and Ulrich exchanged a demounted by long bent horns. These spaiiing glance.
" What " cried Ulrich, " you would
whitened bones separated themselves
in the shadows into such strange skele- have put such glory above everything
tons that Freneli could not help utter- else, Aunt Trina; you would have
ing a slight cry.
Trina turned to granted nothing to the love your
her.
daughter had for Freneli's father ?
old

floor to

;

;

!

:
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A contemptuous smile grimaced the
wrinkled face of the old woman, and
wa^ her only answer.
"

You care little then for the wishes
who marries," said Uhich, sad" what you think necessary is not

of her
ly

:

her happiness
it is only that there
may be in your family the best hunter
"
of the mountains
"And we have always had him,"
;

proudly replied Trina.
" But what has he brought you," continued Ulrich, getting m(^e animated,
" except poverty, anguish and widowhood ? Where are now the remains of
those

who

placed there these spoils of

which you are so proud
Have they
not all had avalanches for their winding-sheet, and the bottom of a preci?

pice for their

Who

burying-ground

V
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preference against

all justice," said
Ulrich, energetically, " for I also have
"
a right to give
" Nothing," finished the old woman.
" The Hausers have always lived from

nephew Hans and
the mountains
uncle Job gather for us up there, and
their harvest is enough."
;

Chap PER

IV.

As she spoke these words, the clinking of rolling stones under a hasty step
was heard in the path leading to the
cottage.
Freneli raised her head to
listen

and said

" It is he."

Nearly at the same moment, the door
was roughly pushed open, and Hans
entered.

He wore the complete dress of a
chamois liunter, vest and trousei*s of
"Did I evor tell you of long life, rest cloth, scarred and jagged from climbor riches? In the historias of noble ing, thick .shoes, covered with leather
families, do we not read that all the gaiters, fringed with bits of ice, and a
men die in war
Very well, our hus- felt hat, soddened by the rain. At
bands die on the mountains that is his side hung the hatchet used for cuttheir field of battle, and shame will be ting paths on the snowy points, his
to the first who dies in his bed."
ramrod, and a cartridge case containFieneli clasped her hands with an ing his ammunition a large bag of red
exclamation, which seemed to protest, stuff, rolled in a belt, was slun<_' (»v<'r
but the old woman interrupted her in his left shoulder.
a tone of imperious impatience.
He had come in like atempt-.NL, una,
" Silence! silence! foolish child; you
stopping in the middle of the hut, let
are not asked what you think.
Hap- the butt end of his gun fall loudly to
pily it is not you who have the com- the earth.
Aunt Trina saw at a
mand enough for you to listen and glance that his chase had been unsuchold yonr tongue.
I am speaking to cessful.
one who wi.shes to know how husWithout saying a word, she signed
bands may enter here he knows it to Freneli to stir the fire, while she
now he has seen what each one must went herself to a little sideboard,
add to our treasures of honor."
whence she took all that was wanted
"So no one will be accepted who to .spread the table for the evening
has not fulfilled this condition ? " ob- meal. It was only then that the hunter
served Ulrich, "and Cousin Hans him- noticed Ulrich, who, rising, went to"
self
wards him.
" God be with you, Haas," said he.
"Hans does not ask anything," has" Hans is at his
tily interrupted she.
Hans made no reply, but sent a
duty a good opportunity will come quick glance towards Freneli, whose
for him some day, and his ball will go eyes at that moment were fastened on
in the right direction meantime he is the young carver.
occupied in feeding us."
He ])assed to the tire without speak" And you may add that he has that ing, and sitting down on the block
"

turned

told

you the contrary
with

Trina,

lofty

?

" re-

coldness.

i

;

:

;

—

—

—

;

"

:

"

;
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which stood

the chimney corner,
the brightening flame
which were covered with fro-

stretched
his feet,

in

to

zen snow.

Although formerly used to his sullen
moroseness, Ulrich seemed now a little
surprised at it he stood on the other
side of the hearth, crossed his arms,
and leant his shoulders against the
;

and the father of her
grandfather; there is an old hatred
bet\veen our family and the Shreck
Horner."
"And even on these heights you have
found nothing," continued Ulrich, inof her mother,

terested,

in spite

"

Who

wall.

"

Have you seen

One may suppose that chamois do
not abound in the lower Alps," said
he, with a slight dash of irony, " since

" I

Cousin Hans comes back as he set

peror."

"

his

himself, in

of

cousin's daring.
told

you

so

"
?

traces then

?

have seen more."

"

What then

"

A

flock 01

?

chamois with their em-

All three uttered an exclamation
then there was a moment's pause, during which the little Swiss clock in the
Who ever said that chamois did corner ticked with all its might and
abound in the lower Alps when the main, but no one heard it.
thaw has uncovered plenty of food for
In these wild valleys, chamois huntthem in the highest crags."
ing is the romantic side of life
all
" Then it is because my cousin does
kinds of miraculous adventures are
not care to seek them so high," replied associated with it just as smuggling
Ulrich.
used to be on our coasts, or piratical
Hans looked furious an evil light expeditions west of the United States,
flashed from his handsome, black eyes, or gold-digging on the banks of the
and an angry flush mounted his olive Sacramento
never-ending inthe
cheeks.
spirer of fireside tales it is thence the
" I came from the Shreck Horner," popular muse draws for his " Thoussaid he, with peculiar emphasis.
and and one Nights," so that it has an
At this name, the two women turn- irresistible hold over every imaginaed to each other, and Ulrich himself tion.
could not repress a start.
At the mention of this rencontre of
The Shreck Horner (or Points of the hunter, Trina and Ulrich drew
Terror) are in reality the highest nearer, questioning him all at once.
needles rising from the Mettenberg,
Hans drew himself up; a beam of
and their name sufficiently shows how exultation lighted up his weatherformidable a thing their approach has beaten features.
" Yes, I have seen them
always appeared hunters themselves
and he
rarely risk going there, and those few extended his hand as if he would have
who do pursue chamois even to these pointed out his marvellous prey.
extreme retreats, are thought very " They were in one of those openings
much of, if they ever return.
I exat the foot of the lesser point.
Trina, having finished laying the amined them well with my glass, looktable, turned to the fire.
ed at my priming to be sure of both
" The Shreck Horner :" repeated she, barrels, and then crept forward. When
in an altered tone, " are you really I was within shot of the chamois
come from the Shreck Horner ?"
placed as sentinel, for I could distin"Why not?" asked Hans, looking guish his horns, he bounded aside to
at her.
warn the others, and they all set off
" It is there they have all
been with the emperor at their head there
lost," muttered the old woman to herwere nine of them."
self
" the father of Freneli, the father
Aunt Trina shuddered.
out."

The hunter shrugged
and disdainfully replied

his shoulders

•'

;

—

;

—

;

'

;

;

:

—

—
"

"
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"

said

eleven years, and as long as I have
Are you sure of the number ?
she quickly. " Did you count my hatchet and my gun I shall not

them
" As certainly
?

as

I

might count

my

fingers."

"They were led by an emperor
"
you are not mistaken ?
"
" Did I never hunt till to-day
The old woman made no reply.
Her eyes were fixed upon the bright,
\

dancing flames before her, but her
thoughts were far away.
I,. fjpUpwed
them for throe houi-s
among the points and along the Echelottes," continued Hans, getting more
and more excited. " First they went
'

Viescher Horn across the glacier
then they retraced their steps.
Four times I took a short cut and got
near enough to them to hear the commanding whistle of the emperor, who
still took the lead, but there was always a crevice or a peak to cut off
to the
;

my
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passage."

"

And where

did you lose them

"
?

enquired Trina,
" On reaching the Eiger. In the time
I took to get round a rock they all
disappeared,"
"It is so yes, it is so," said the
grandmother, pensively. " Nine chamois, an emperor at the head
impossible to reach
and when at last he
does get near they all vanish.
Fren-

—

—

;

father saw them a month before
his death."
Hans shivered in spite of himself, but
after a moment's silence, said, with a
careless shrug of the shoulders
" Do you
think, then, this was a
troop of phantom chamois ? " (chamois
d' ^garement or imaginary
chamois
that are pursued in vain and lead to

eli's

want anyone's help against him."
Freneli looked at Hans in amazement. Brought up as she had been in
the belief of the valleys, she looked
upon those regions of eternal snow as
aland of formidable horrors, into which
man could only risk going with timid
precaution and under the protection of
God.
Thus the audacity of Hans
seemed profanity to her, and this feeling was without doubt shared by Ulrich and the old woman.
Trina shook her head and said, half

aloud
"

:

One must not

irritate the invisable enemy, Hans."
Hans, carried away by a spirit of
bravado, sprang to his feet, and, striking his fist on the table, cried impetuously
" By my soul. Aunt Trina, I care as
much for him of whom you speak as
for the mountain rat that squeals in
the rocks of the Scheideck. Listen
to what I promise you, and you others
Before ten days have passlisten, too.
ed, there shall be on this table a quarter of that emperor that I have just
been pursuing."
Hans glanced at Freneli with a look
The prothat made Ulrich tremble.
:

mises of Hans were never lightly made,
and this seemed a sort of engagement
with himself which he would acconiplish at whatever price. This rash vow
was followed by a long silence.

:

Chapier

V.

Meantime he had drawn a chair to
the table and had seated himself beprecipices.)
fore the scanty meal made ready by
" Who knows ? " said Trina, looking the grandmother.
It consisted only
'*
fixedly before her.
The evil sDirit of the remains of a black loaf and a
is in his own domain up there.'
piece of dry cheese.
" I expect my cousin is not hungry
"Did I say otherwise ?" dem<iii-ica
" Anybody who has passed a enough for a hunter's meal.
I would
Han-s.
night near the Junor Frau must have not dare ask him to take part in such
heard him more than once roaring poor fare," said Hans ironically.
under the glaciers; but what of that ?
"Who talks of poor fare?* interhave faced him in his dwellinjr for rupted a voice at the threshold.
1

—

;
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And Uncle Job appeared at the cottage doorway, armed with his ironbound
and a

staff,

his

tin

box

hammer
hanging

at his belt
from his

shoulder.
Freneli and Ulrich ran to meet
him, the one to press his hand, the
other to take his load from him, but
the old man would only give up a
little basket which he carried on his

arm.

take care my
" These are neither herbs nor stones, nor even but-

"Take

care,

Neli,

child," said he, gaily.

terflies.

It

phew Hans.
came

is

my

answer

Was he

in of poor fare

and show

Neli,

?

to

my

ne-

not talking as I
Lift up the lid,

him what

I

have

brought."
Neli opened the basket and took
out, one after another, eggs, smoked
bacon, three white loaves and a small
bottle of kirschwasser.
The hunter, who had watched the
other things disappear with great indifference, hailed this last arrival with
an exclamation of pleasure.
"Ah, ah this sends away the frown,
my master " said the old man, strik" I am
ing his nephew's shoulder.
very glad to find some opening into
this heart, and to be able to send in
one ray of sunlight. Good day, Trina,
you have only aged two days since the
day before yesterday, as far as I can
see and you, Neli,
quick cook this
food for us. Sit down, Ulrich: we
!

!

—

;

;

have supper together, my son."
While thus in a jovial voice, giving
each one a word in turn, the old man
had taken off the things he carried,
and had come to the table and seated
himself opposite to his nephews.
He carefully uncorked the bottle of
kirschwasser and poured for each one
the third of a glass then helped himself
He inquired, with affectionate
good-humor, if Hans had taken anything to which the hunter contented
himself by replying with a shake of
the head; then he questioned Ulrich
as to his affairs at Merengen.
will all

;

;

The young carver repeated

to

him

what he had told Aunt Trina, but in
a low-spirited and absent tone, little
in accordance with the words which
told of his success.

Uncle Job concluded that the advannew position were dearly
bought, and remembering the many
efforts he had made to turn the young
man from it, he could not help contrasting with it the independence and
content he might have enjoyed on the
mountain.
For more than forty years Uncle
Job had lived exposed to all the
fatigues and perils of these solitary
wilds, but to him they had ever appeared endearing and sublime. While
the unconquerable audacity of Hans
presumed to find a demon there, Msmildness and resignation sought only
his God.
The former, drawn on by a
kind of furious passion, crossed precipices and avalanches, his eye solely
fixed on his prey the second, patiently meeting overy obstacle, contemtages of his

;

plated the flower, the butterfly or the
stones of the ravine.
That was the
strength which braves this the simplicity which admires.
So nothing
had troubled the serenity of this soul.
Youth, in leaving him, had still spared
him many rays of its joy, just as the
setting sun leaves behind him, on the
white points, reflections of his flame.
;

When supper was served. Job made
Trina and Freneli take their places
with the rest, and his liveliness brightened all faces. Hans alone remained
When the
in his usual sombre mood.
two women had

left the table, the old
a last attempt to enliven
filled his glass and kindly
resting his hand on his arm,
" Drink hunter " said he laughing
"for this once kirschwasser may
flow like water from the rock the
source is found, and to-morrow .shall
find the bottle full again."
" But where did you discover this
wonderful fountain, Uncle Job ? " asked Ulrich.
" At the Inn of Lauterbrunnen," re"This morning
plied the old man.

man made
him.
He

:

;

—

" "

"

"

:!

"

;
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the butler bought all the specimens I
had found near the Rosenlawi and gave
me seventeen batz for them thanks
to which I have been able to give you
and there is some left."
this feast,
added he, striking his pocket and
making: a mettillic clinkinor noise. And
as Ulrich expressed his joy, " Bah
this is nothing, child," said Uncle Job,
lowering his voice " if you only knew
what I saw yesterday on the top of a
rock bared by the melting snow
I suspecta nest of true rock crystal
ed it at once from seeing how the shelfy surface rose.
I hit it with a stone
and it rang like a bell touched by its
:

:

!

"

at his house,"
Is it true ? " cried

suit that

I left
"

the old man,

"you will give up your wood-carving
to come back to the mountain
?

" I will try."
" Then you are not

gen again to-night

going to Meren-

?

" To-night, if

you will
your roof."
"
to-morrow ?

let

me,

I will

sleep under
"

And

To-morrow you will return me
my ride, and point out to me where
you saw the tracks on the Wengem"

Alp."

The old man

rose quickly from the

table.

clapper."

And you were

treasure

me back my hunting

to give

;

—
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able to secure this

"

Be

it so,"

said he

"God

:

be praised

the child comes back to us.

?

" Not yet
do you think it is to be
the nest is
got so easily ?
No, no
hidden in the side of the rock just over
the abyss, but with a rope man can go
wherever bird can.
To-morrow I
shall return there.
By the way, Hans,
in crossing the Wengern Alp, I saw
some chamois tracks, above Upigel
I could show you the spot."
" Thank you
but I know of others,"
;

;

hear what
Trina ?

;

Did you

be means to do,

Aunt

A

"
puff of wind blows words away,"
replied the old grandmother, coldly
" let us see actions."
"
shall see them," cried the crys-

We

tal-.seeker

;

"

by

my

soul,

he must

re-

cover a taste for a free life. This night
I shall pray our Heavenly Father to
bring to his gun tlic fniost emperor
of chamois."
replied Hans.
" Yes," exclainif
" These were manf/," observed Uncle
inca, Mjizmg the
" Ah
pray for that
Job, " and you know the Wengern Alp old man's hand.
is an easy ground for hunting."
Uncle Job; for such a happiness I
" I do not seek easy grounds," pbwould give the best part of my life."
jected Hans dryly then with a sneer
Ulrich cast a glance at Freneli,
at his cousin, he added, " I suppose which was not lost upon Hans, whose
formerly such a case w ould have tempt- brow lowered and nis lips became
ed Ulrich."
compressed; but he remained silent.
" You suppose right, Hans, for it
Ulrich took leave and went away
tempts me even now," replied the car- with Uncle Job. Then fixing upon
ver ; " you will give "nie all the infor- Freneli a look so searching as to make
mation, Uncle Job, and to-morrow I her blush and cast down her eyes,
will set out in search for them."
Hans nodded his head, as a man would
" You ? " cried Hans standing up, whose doubts are all cleared away,
" By my soul
Are you speaking ser- took up his gun, and silently left the
;

'

I

1

!

;

!

iously ?
" Sufficiently so as to ask Uncle

hut.

Job

(C(yncluded next month.)
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only twenty-four feet at its debouchure into the lake, but is much deeper
a short distance up stream. Burlington Bay and Dundas ,Marsh are the
remains of an ancient river, now
choked with clays and gravels. Wells
sunk at Hamilton city show that a
channel was excavated in the solid
rock for at least 250 feet below the
present surface of the lake. Such a
prodigious cut could only be made
when the lake waters were at a much
lower level. Similar sub-lacustrine
watercourses are found near Port
Dalhousie, Rochester and Cleveland.
All point to a former lake (or river)
level much below the present one.
Although mea-surably true of the
ocean, one cannot apply the famous
lines of Byron to our fresh-water

without unfolding the secret of her
daughter's birth, the history of our
lake is not wholly wrapped in obscurity.
Indeed, a voluminous autobiography has been given us, written on
the rocky pages that surround her
very form. Unfortunately, however,
we are yet unable to decipher with
certainty her ancient hieroglyphics.
In some cases the sculpturing is
)f ambiguous meaning^ and in others
the writings are washed away, or covered with soil.
That the lake has not always had
its present form, is eH.sily recognized.
One has but to recall its known tiuctuations in level and to note the many
old beaches, now sevei-al miles inland, sea
*
to realize that our lake was once even " Time writ'ea no wrinkle on thine azure brow,
more ocean-like than it is now. There Such as Creation's dawn Beheld, thou rollest
now.''
was a time when the waters rolled
fifteen to twenty miles farther north,
In the current language of to-day,
and the site of Toronto was the feeding- the lakes,* like all else teirestrial, have
giound of fish.
been subjected to the processes of
That the surface level has also been evolution. Lake Ontario was born,
lower is equally evident. Rivprs cut has grown to maturit}', and is now in
but a few feet below the surface of the gradual decline of old age.
the lakes or seas into which they
Three theories, as to her origin, may
empty. Shallows usually mark their be stated. Each has its warm defendmouths. The present Niagara River ers. Some see, in the hollow of the
has excavated the rock to a depth of lake, a valley, formed by the crump:
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Down this
ling of the earth's crust.
valley meandered an ancient river,
until its mouth was dammed, and its
narrow water-course became a millpond of huge dimensions. The shallows of the St. Lawrence are pointed
out as the uplift of the river bottom
that changed a stream into a lake.
recalls the Indian legend
concerning the origin of Lake Superior.
The great Manitou, angry at his wife,
is said to have hurled armfuls of rocks
into the St. Mary River, then flowing
from Thunder Bay, and to have
created at once both the lake and the
8ault
In support of the view that the lake
occupies a synclinal trough, it is pointed out that the rocks of the southern
and western shores apparently dip
north-westward beneath the waters of
the lake. The limestones from Belle-

The theory

Kingston undoubtedly slope to
the east of south under the lake. Few
facts, however, can be stated in favor
of this theory, and many can be urged
Lake Superior, of all the
against it.
great lakes, is alone held by many to
be due to foldings of the earth's crust.
Another school of geologists sees only
a " long channel, with the adjacent
low lands covered by back water."
ville to

offer no theory as to why
the prehistoric river took the course it
did, but are content with discovering
its ancient bed.
They say nothing as
to the dip of the strata, but emphasize
the contours of the lake bottom.
The lake, considering its size, is a
broad, shallow basin, excavated out of
Medina shales on the south and west,
and bordered on the north by rocks of
the Hudson River, Utica and Trenton
periods.
The western end of the lake
is more silted up than other parts, and
the average slope of about thirty feet
in a mile is about the same from both
shores. Farther east, the greater depths
are all towards the southern shore.
The deepest point 506 feet below
high tide in the St. Lawrence lies
fifteen miles off shore, between Rochester and
Oswego.
Drummond

These men

—

—

states that " the line of deepest depression along the length of the lake is
also located about two-thirds of the
way across the lake towards the New
York side. South of Port Credit and
Toronto it takes the centre of the lake,
but after that, swerves towards the
southern side. Preserving a depth of
540 to 570 feet for over 60 miles, it

reaches the 600-foot line area, and
finally begins to shallow at about nine
miles off" Oswego, where the depth is

576 feet."
This depression
is
assumed by
Spencer, Clay pole, Lesley and others,
to be the bed of an ancient river,
which originally discharged its waters
through the valleys of the Mohawk
and Hudson. Buried channels are
here found excavated in the rocks, and
nearly of sufficient depth to have
drained the lake. Probably local oscillations of the earth's crust have
raised the old river bed in places, so
that its rocky bottom now stands
somewhat higher than that of the
lake.

Moreover,

it is

hardly probable that

Lake Ontario originally emptied into
the St. Lawrence valley. The shallows at the eastern end of the lake
(unless the rocks there have since been
elevated some 500 feet more than the
lake bottom) would efTectually prevent
the deep excavations to the west by
the old river.
On the contrary, it is

more likely that, in pre-glacial times,
the Ottawa was the main branch of
the St. Lawrence, and that Leeds and
Grenville counties were drained into
the prehistoric Ontario River by Oswego through the Hudson to the sea.

Of course, this theory of a river
running from Oswego to New York,
and draining the present lake postulates a greater elevation of the whole
The bottom
section of the country.
of Lake Ontario is now 500 feet below the level of the ocean, and so cannot now be drained. Geologists are,
however, quite confident that New
York, Ontario and Quebec once stood
at a much higher level.
That the

THE BIRTH OF LAKE ONTARIO.
land has been rising and sinking during the present century, has been de-

monstrated in several localities. Dr.
Bell has shown that the land about Hudson Bay is rising, and many authorities
believe the eastern coast of North AmAnd, if
erica to be slowly sinking.
the land is not now constant, relative
to the ocean, why should it have been
Indeed, it is not diffi80 in the past ?
cult to prove by means of submerged
elevated marine
watercourses and

that oscillations have taken
The Saguenay
past ages.

shells,

in

place
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feet.
The submar,ine valley is easily traced across this
plain to the edge of the steep continental slope. The old river bed was

dipping some 600

here excavated some 2,200 feet. As
such erosion could only have occurred
on land, we have indubitable evidence
of a former elevation of New York
city of at least 2,500 feet.
Marine shells, found on Montreal
Island at a height of 520 feet above
sea-level, point, on the contrary, to a
former depression. The land is thus
continually oscillating water alone is

—

Michigan

Mnu

San^^n'^rf"^"''"^"^

Pennsylvania

THE ANCIENT DRAINAGE BY THE HUDSON.
for instance, has excavated a
channel in the rock some 800 feet, in
places, below the ocean level.
As its
clitFs rise abruptly some 1,000-1,500
feet above this, there is every reason
for believing that the land there stood
at least 1,000 feet higher in former

River,

in stable equilibrium.
The " everlasting hills " are not so constant as the
" unstable water."

The exact height of the Province of
Ontario in pre-glacial times, we have
no means of determining. It seems
certain, however, that the elevation

was quite sufficient to afford excellent
Hudson used to meet the dminage for the deepest portions of
New York, but 105 miles her lakes. The depression of the bafarther east.
The sea-bed for that sin below the sea-level is thus no obdistance is comparatively level, only jection to the view that Lake Ontario

times.

Again, the
ocean, not at

—
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due to the erosive power of a pre-

no notice of the
which must have
The second theory

this hypothesis takes

historic river.

pre-glacial drainage,

Everyone is familiar with the manner in which Niagara is wearing away
the rocks, and one can easily imagine
the time when the falls were roaring
where Brock's monument now stands.

been in existence.
has this merit that it recognizes the
erosive power of both water and ice.
And, so far as it assigns to each a due
proportion of power, does it deserve
our credence.
In Tertiary times the tributary
streams were not those of to-day. The
Niagara was not born. The Tona-

still farther back in time, before
Erie was born, the labors of Spencer
have shown that that section of counThis pretry was drained by a river.
glacial stream swept round Long Point
down an old channel now occupied by
the Grand River, and emptied into the
Ontario River through the Dundas

But

—

wanda and Chippewa

creeks, or

some

small stream from that neighborhood,
flowed for a short distance over the
future bed of the modern Niagara.
valley.
Coursing on towards Oswego, From the Whirlpool, this Tertiary
innumerable tributaries. stream excavated a rocky bed through
it received
Although the basin of the future lake the escarpment to St. David's. Its
was traversed by a great river, it was course can be traced through Port
not excavated by it. One by one the Dalhousie on its way to join the main
raindrops fell on the whole area stream, near the centre of the present
drained by its affluents. Rills, rivu- lake.
The Dundas river had its source in the
lets, creeks and streams, all carried
down their quota of material for the Maumee in southern Michigan. The
great river to deposit in the sea. The Sandusky and Cuyahoga, with channels
valleys of the Don and Humber, the now well-filled, were tributary from
still larger stream, drainMoira and Napanee, have, in later the south.
times, been excavated by the same ing Western Ontario, joined the main
The gorge of river near Long Point. This river
erosive power of water.
Niagara and the canons of Colorado flowed down, what is now up, the valattest the mighty power ot flowing ley of the Grand as far as Seneca.
The Grand Canon is over 300 From there the waters ran by Ancaswater.
miles long and from half a mile to a ter and Hamilton into the valley of
mile and a quarter deep. This im- the future lake.
mense quantity of rock has been carNear Scarboro', in the opinion of
There is no need Professor Spencer, a " Laurentian
ried off by water.
to call in the aid of mythical forces river," draining the region of the
when the common fluviatile one is so future Lake Huron and Georgian Bay,
competent.
passed, on its way to the prehistoric
Yet a third school of geologists
Ontario river. Other streams from
and an influential one enamoured the north, probably as far east as
with the glacial theory, drags it in to Brock ville, emptied into the main
explain the origin of the great lakes. river before it reached Oswego.
That glaciers have excavated the baAt this period, Superior was drained
sins of some lakes is probably true. into Michigan and thence by the WisThat moving ice has enlarged the old consin, or Illinois, into the Mississippi.
river basin of Ontario is likewise pro- The climate was then mild and equable.
bable.
But that glaciers, moving over Evergreen magnolias, figs and palms
a plain, should excavate solid rock to probably flourished in Ontario. Ina depth of 500 feet is hardly probable. stead of an average temperature of
Indeed, observations on the erosive 45° F., the fossil plants would indicate
power of existing glaciers are decided- that the isothermal line of 60° F.
ly against such a theory.
Moreover, passed to the north of the present

A

—
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The ice melted and streams ran anew.
But the old channels were tilled up

waters were held at a high level. Then
were formed those many beaches we
recosfnize around the shores of Ontario.
Finally, drainage was established by the Wabash valley, when
the waters became sufficiently high.
Lake Ontario had then reached maturity.
Her grandeur was then at its
height.
Succeeding history is but a
record of falls. The glacier melted
back from the Mohawk valley, and
the surplus waters rapidly disappeared.
The lake would soon have been entirely drained had not the whole land
sunk during the presence of the ice.
Only to a small extent could the pentup waters now escape through the Hudson valley. During a resting period a
new beach was formed.
About this time the level of Ontario
sank below that of the Niagara escarpment at Queenston, and Erie and OnThe accumulattario were sundered.
ing watei*s in Erie found their way
over the precipice at Queenston, and
began their wonderful excavation of
the Niagara gorge.
Then came the withdrawal of the
ice from the St. Lawrence valley, and
a new channel was opened for the
Rapid drainage
waters of Ontario.
ensued for a time, and Ontario began
How
to assume her present contours.
The
long ago one can hardly say.
Niagara began to flow at Queenston
7,000 to 10.000 years ago, and probably not long before the St. Lawrence

new

valley

lake.

of this period has left

his remains in Missouri, and it is not
unlikely that his relatives quenched

their thirst in the prehistoric Ontario
river.

But a change came.

The temper-

ate climate was succeeded by one of
Snow 'fell in such
cold and moisture.
quantities that the summer sun could
From being a paradise,
not melt it.
the Province became a barren wilderdestitute of all but ice.
From
ness
the Laurentian Hills to the north,
then much higher than now, glaciers

—

descended

on

all

sides.

The New

England States, New York, Ohio, and
west and north, the country was covered with ice, as Greenland is to-day.

With that

resistless

power,

still

seen

was
downwards. With a
depth of several thousand feet over the
in the glaciers of the Alps, the ice

ever pressing

Province of Ontario, the glacier exerted immense power on the rocks beBoulders were torn oS and
neath.
used as emery dust to polish the rocky
The d<^bris was piled in the
tioor.
river valleys, and far to the south a
line of boulders was left to mark the
old ice front.
The old Ontario river,
the Dundas and Laurentian streams,
were tilled to the brink. The only
possible drainage was over the height
of land by tributaries of the Ohio.
Then followed a period of warmth.
:

ones had to be excavated in the
debris.
For a time the outlets were
damned by ice in the Mohawk valley,
and the waters accumulated between
the front of the retreating glacier and
the highlands to the south of the present lakes. At first ponds were formed
in the old valleys, but, as the glacier
withdrew, these expanded into lakes.
Finally, the section of country now
occupied by the southernend of Huron,
Erie and Ontario, became one immense
sheet of water. The natural outlet by
the Hudson being still blocked by a
glacier from the Adirondacks, the

was freed from ice.
Lake Ontario is now in her

old age.

over one-third of her former
depth remains. The tendency of all
lakes is to wear away the barriers that
In old, undisturbed
contain them.
like the southern United
regions,
States, few lakes are found. The hard,
granite rocks of the upper St. Lawrence will, of course, long resist the
Still,
the
erosive action of water.
ultimate destiny of Lake Ontario is
that of an inlet of the ocean a second
Mediterranean sea.
Little

—

OUR FORESTS
BY

That Canada

E.

J.

a land of forests is a
very deeply rooted. This
is

belief that is
is natural, for old

Canada was

chiefly

IN

DANGER.

TOKER.
peal, " woodman spare that tree,"

should
be no longer a mere song. It is still
more desirable that our surviving forests, or large areas of them, should be
treated in accordance with that scientific forestry which is not only conUnservative, but also reproductive.

woodland, and the settlers, whether
from France or from the British
Islands, were pictured, truly enough,
as hewing out their farms and their
homes from the dense growth of prim- fortunately there are difficulties in the
eval pine or maple, beech, oak, walnut way.
The Canadian Government,
Now, however, this concep- among its extensive crown lands,
or spruce.
tion must be largely modified for two has comparatively little forest, and
In the first place, much of as a general rule the timber is not of
reasons.
the newer Canada, far from being the best quality. The woodlands also
forest-clad, consists largely of vast are so situated as to be subject to imtreeless plains, sparsely wooded at perious demands for local consumption,
intervals with inferior timbers.
Be- so that they can hardly be spared to
Very
sides this, even in the older provinces, serve
as permanent forest.
the forests have proved not to be inex- wisely, parks, as in the case of the
haustible, as was formerly supposed, Algonquin Park, have been reserved
and they are fast disappearing. Even to keep a part of our public domain in
in Ontario, in regions not long ago a state of nature, but unfortunately
unbroken woodland, the denudation these tracts cannot be called forests.
has been carried so far, that looking Much is also being done by the Canadfrom an elevation the country appears ian authorities to encourage and facililess
timbered than the landscape tate planting on our great plains the
viewed from an English hilltop. The experimental farms both central and
lumbermen have to go further and local rearing and distributing large
further back in order to obtain logs quantities of young trees of kinds that
for their mills, and recognize that new it is thought may be most likely to be
" timber limits " are becoming scarce. successful.
This is of very great
The " inexhaustible forest " idea is no utility, as leading to the formation of
longer tenable.
plantations and windbreaks giving
Thoughtful men have pointed out much fteeded shelter, helping to modify
the danger— have called attention to the climate, and promising at no very
the inevitable results of a continuance distant period to augment the supply
in such improvident courses.
Unfor- of firewood, fence rails, railway ties
tunately, however, their warnings and and even building timber.
But with
advice have made very little impres- the comparatively small estates of our
sion, and have had no practical effect. country this is hardly likely to lead to
It almost seems, indeed, as if the idea the establishment of forests, which in
of a boundless wealth of woodland
of any event would be a far slower and
forests with exhaustless supplies of more costly process than the preservatimber would survive the very for- tion of those already in existence.
ests themselves.
The Provinces are the great forest
It is high time that the hand of the owners of Canada.
With them rests
destroyer were stayed
that the ap- the determination of the question

—

—

—

—

—

;
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is to remain for ever
direction.
But after all they are but
wealth or is soon to palliatives, small in proportion to the
lament its vanished woodlands, and at evil. Ontario, indeed, has a forestry
the same time deplore the evils that official, and Mr. Phipps gives good
always follow the denudation of a advice which is published only to be
country. Unhappily the Provincial utterly neglected, like that of the Hon.
authorities represent that not yet ex- H. G. Joly de Lotbiniere in Quebec.
tinct phase of popular sentiment which, Sir Oliver Mowat has acted wisely in
from the acquired habit or directly in- his recent establishment of a considerherited feeling of earl}'- settlers in a able forest reserve or park in this
thickly timbered country, looks upon province. It will be for the benefit of
a tree almost with an instinct of de- the country if he continues this policy
struction, as though the farm still had and makes other important reserves of
to be hewed out from the forest.
At woodland. There are large tracts in
best they do not rise above that suc- Ontario which are well fitted for the
ceeding stage of public opinion leading growth of timber and quite unsuitable
the mass of our population to look up- for arable land.
In fact it is cruelty
on our forests as practically inexhaust- to tempt agricultural settlers to take
ible, or carelessly to rest content with
up land in localities where, though
the idea that our timber is at least so they may find a few fertile acres for a
abundant as to leave little cause for farm, there cannot be a thickly settled
the present generation to feel anxiety. farming community, and where there
If better informed and more far-seeing must consequently be a difficulty in
individuals raise a note of alarm it keeping up schools, churches, roads
falls upon
unwilling ears, for the and markets. Such districts should
Provincial authorities have, or think be set apart for perpetual forest, and
they have, an interest in not heeding
Sir Oliver should make other reserves
and proverbially "none are so deaf as with no sparing hand. The mere
those who won't hear." The stripping postponement of the work of denudaof our forests affords an income all the tion would be a great gain and there
more welcome because our Provinces would be an opportunity afforded for
have limited sources of revenue, while the adoption of a scientific forestry
there is a tendency to ever increasing when its advantages are recognized.
expenditure. Though the system is
The period for which our forests
improvident, it produces large sums would last under the pre-sent wasteful
of ready money, whereas conservative system, without conservation or reproforestry would mean a less immediate, duction, CJinnot be calculated with very

whether our land

rich in

forest

;

steadier and more lasting, income,
besides the initiative expenditure and
trouble.
Even popular representative

nice accuracy.
One great difficulty is
to ascertain the extent of our forests
containing valuable timber. The Pro-

government, with

vincial Governments, which own the
great bulk of our remaining woodlands,
are very chary of giving such information.
Several years ago Mr. Meredith
in the Ontario Legislature strongly
urged the administration to appoint a
commission to " take stock " of the
assets of the province in the shape of
timbered lands, but after a prolonged
and animated debate Sir Oliver Mowat
and his colleagues ffatly refused to
publish, or even to acquire, the desired
statistics.
They preferred to deal in

if

all its advantages,
disadvantages, like all else that
IS human, and the authorities, with an
eye to the public balance sheet, consider merely the present, and leave
posterity, as indeed has been cynically
admitted, to look out for itself.
It must however, in fairness, be admittea that the Provinces have taken
some sensible and more provident steps:
arbor-day
planting,
legislation
to
check forest fires, the maintenance of
forest guards, are steps in the right

has

its

•

•

•
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vague generalities as to our " inexhaust- vogue are little likely to last for this
ible timber " and " boundless forests." generation.
Not only is this reckless extirpation
If they had consented they would have
been compelled to be less reckless, to permitted but it is even promoted by
draw less present income at the ex- the authorities. Many of the lumberpense of the future, and they could men, while thus stripping the country,
not well have made the quarter of a are strong believers in forest conservamillion of dollars that they secured tion, and regret the necessity which is
By the combined
last year by the sale of timber limits. forced upon them.
So the people remain ignorant of the payments of ground rents and stumpextent of their forest wealth, of its
probable duration, or the seriousness of
the inroads made upon it.
There are, however, some data on
which to form an approximate idea of
the state of affairs.
To take our hardwood forests over the greater part of
Ontario
the walnut, cherry, whitewood, and cotton wood have virtually
gone, the white ash, white oak, and
chestnut have nearly gone, and the
ehii, bass, red oak and black ash are
fast going.
These woods are (or were)
all of commercial importance, and their
extinction or growing scarcity is well
known to those in the industries con:

—

cerned.

But

our so-called "inexhaustible pineries" that form our main
forest wealth and are of the greatest
importance. In this respect the evidences of destruction are manifold.
it is

age dues

it is

made

lumberman to
up to save his

the interest of the
and give it
rents as soon as he can,
strip a limit

to cut all that is marketable and to
take no pains to save from injury the

young growing

trees.

When

agricul-

coming in, he has a
further inducement to speed, in their
claims to the timber and in the danger
of fires spreading from their clearings.
There is another more recent and
tural settlers are

serious evil in

the

treatment of our

if there was
reckless destruction our own people got
the benefit of the wages for the manufacture. But now while Canadian mills

pine

forests.

Formerly

are being closed for want of saw locjs,
enormous rafts of logs are being conveyed across the lakes for manufacture
in a foreign country.
The millmen of
Michigan having run through their
"inexhaustible forests" are now supplying their mills by denuding our
country of its fast vanishing pine timber.
Such recklessness on the part of
our authorities is unaccountable, for
they could easily suppress this mis-

Old mills are deserted or removed into
closer proximity to the receding forests, while in the case of those maintaining their ground, the logs do not
reach the saws till the second year
after they are cut, if even then, so irreat chievous practice. The Dominion govIS the distance now to be traversed.
ernment can only act by imposing an
And the end is within an appreciable export duty on the logs, an expedient
distance.
A very conservative esti- which has the disadvantage of inviting
mate of the output ot our sawmills a retaliatory import duty on our lumamounts to a thousand million feet of ber shipped to the United States. But
lumber each year, which would ex- the Ontario government has the remedy
haust the pine on three well timbered in its own hands, having only to intownships of the size of those now clude in the conditions of sale of limits
commonly surveyed in Ontario. Thus that the timber must be manufactured
if there are still thirty such townships in this country.
Sir Oliver Mowat is
ten years would be their duration, well aware of the feasibility of such a
while if there are sixty such townships, stipulation, for he made this condition
which can hardly be hoped, the term in the last but one of his public sales
would be extended to twenty years. of timber berths, but since then he has
Our pine forests under the methods in turned his back on this right pro-

—

—
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cedure.
Of coarse he may have
secured larger bonuses by this foreign
competition, but at the cost of the loss
of wages by our industrial population,
and the more rapid extirpation of our

waning forests.
Canadian neglect

of this important
matter of forest preservation is not so

surprising when we reflect that it is
honestly inherited our mother country has lagged behind the rest of the
civilized nations in the science of
forestry.
It is true that large forests
'have survived, but this is chiefly
l)ecause they are crown property or
part of the wide estates of wealthy
landed proprietors, so from sheer conservatism they have been preserved.
Till recently any renewals, any im-

—

3
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by forestry in Britain, is that
in their second year the students are
taken for some months to France or
Germany that they may have a pracattained

.

opportunity of seeing forests submitted to really scientific treatment.
The mother country is now awake to
tical

the value, the necessity of science in
forestry.

under the British
the foremost in
Its magnificent teak forests,

India, of all lands

crown,

has

forestry.

been

like our pineries, were thought and
The discovsaid to be inexhaustible.
ery that many of them had been ex-

hausted and that the others were
threatened with extinction that conservation and, in many cases, reproduction were urgently necessary
provements have been spasmodic and largely conduced to the establishment
unsystematic. In later times there has of the forestry department, which is a
been more regard to preservation, more most importajit branch of the public
planting some of the new plantations service in India. In Australasia and
being indeed of enormous extent but South Africa, also, the necessity for
even in this there has been too much the preservation and reproduction of
of " the rule of thumb."
It is arbori- the forests has for some time been
culture rather than forest culture,
recognized, and several of these colonies
that
scientific forestry
which
in have forestry departments with skilled
France, Germany and other countries officers. Canada, being in this respect
of Europe, secures j)erennial crops of on a par with the United States, lags
timber from perpetual, ever-reproduced behind nearly all the rest of the civil-

—

—

—

as the skilled agriculturist
yearly crops his farm. Ten years ago
there was not a .school of forestry in
the British Islands, and when, about
the birth time of our own Dominion, a
forest department was established in
India, it had to be stipulated that its
officers .should go for their education
to the great schools of forestry flourishing and doing most admirable work in

ized world.

France and Germany. Many of the
were foreigners, and for

new

forests,

Why should this progressive young
Dominion in this one matter off ortst conservation be content to take a backward
In the practical application of
we are not inclined to think
that we are behind the age as compared even with France and Germany,
yet we let little Switzerland, Denmark,
and Rou mania, which we regard as a
place.

science,

accession to civilized states, and
Spain, which we look upon as retrograde
some years the great bod}' of the In- rather than progressive, outstrip us in
dian foresters acquired their profes- this, for they all have schools of sciensional knowledge at Nancy in France. tific forestry and trained officers to
Since then an efficient school of cultivate their forests, while we have
forestry has been established at Coop- none.
Is it because we think our
er's Hill, near Windsor, but it has forests inexhaustible ? Let us consider
chiefly been devoted to the education the teak forests of India and ponder
of foresters for the Indian service, the le.sson.
Let us note the facts of
though others are admitted. One sig- our d windlinjr forests, visible to all who
nificant fact, as indicating the stage will open their eyes.
It is said that
earlier officers
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our forests could not be made repro-

in their turn reach maturity.
Of
and at all events that their course the period for such a crop is
reproduction would not pay. Why so, long as regards that particular section
any more than in the European coun- but this inconvenience is obviated by
ductive,

;

tries.
It is said, too, that we cannot
guard against destructive forest fires.
Why so, if France and Germany can
preserve their timber unburnt ? Under

different divisions of the forest being
so treated as to arrive at maturity in
successive years, till the cycle is completed, and thus there may be an an-

our present system, our forests are
made fire traps, but with proper firebreaks, with other due precautions and
with wise regulations properly enforced, our forests might be made as safe
as those of Europe.
The scientific forestry of the European continent is of course considerably
varied in practice to suit requirements
of the different localities, climates, soils,
species of timber trees, and other conditions. There is, however, in all cases,
the same general aim, that is to produce
from the land in forest a constant,
steady crop of timber, so as to obtain a
continual supply of this necessary
material, and an adequate and perennial cash income.
These ends are

nual crop from the forest, though
not from the same acres. It is easy
to understand that this type may be
imperfectly attained or may be modified to suit varying circumstances.
This system, it may be remarked, is
by no means confined to hardwood
timber.
In France, and still more in
Germany, the forests thus treated
largely consist of pine and other coniferous trees.
There is no reason why
this method should not be successfully
applied by a scientific forester to our

attained as

much

as possible

by en-

Canadian

What

forests.

—

before it is
first needed
which will soon be the case,
too late,
is that large forest reserves should be
set apart.
Then under trained officers
a scientific system of forest culture, of
preservation, reproduction and marketing, in due time should be estabis

—

couraging and regulating the natural
reproduction.
The system in a typical
forest may be easily described.
In a lished.
portion of the forest where the trees
What can easily be effected now,
are much of the same age and stage of would year by year become more
growth, that of maturity or the most difficult, more costly, and more tedious.
profitable time of cutting, there is a Continued persistence in improvidence
general felling, with the exception that would at no very distant time see our
at appropriate intervals there are left forests impoverished till there would
standards for seed-bearing to cover the be insufficient timber even for our own
whole area. These standards are left use. And with our departed forests
for a time till the seedlings can do we would find, as has been the experiwithout their shelter and are then fel- ence of many other countries, our
led.
If there are failures in spots, streams drying up, our crops diminishplanting is resorted to, and, when ing, and our whole country deteriornecessary, thinning is practised.
The ating.
young trees grow up of the same age,
Canada should take care for her
and making similar progress till they forests before it is too late.

!
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ATl'ORNEY-QENERAL OF NOVA SCOTIA,

The
in

fulness of the dramatic is realized
the experience of one single human

however humble and however
For several thou-

life,

prosaic its sphere.

sand years the imagination of man has
been creating its images and painting
its hopes. All that fancy could conceive
has been thrown upon the canvas,
graven itself in stone, and flashed upon the pages of song and story.
The
beatings of the heart have all been
laid bare, and the great themes which
in all ages and among all peoples have
touched the heart love, hate, pride,
ambition, sympathy, crime and death
have been dealt with by genius in
every form, and the result is a mass
of literature and a world of intelligence.
But all the wealth of poetry

—

—

and all the sublimest strains of sentiment could not touch the simple
record of one poor human life, if all
that it had thouorht and felt, and all
the plants it had nurtured and grown
could only be brought to light.
There are tremendous differences in

jealousy of Othello, the cruel
rapacity of a Richard, the ecstatic love
and devotion of a Romeo and Juliet,
would seem tame beside that
For a little, then, in this quiet spot,
fierce

where no sound

disturbs,

where no

voice distracts, let us review the drama
of this life of ours, which, by the aid
of memory, is still so vividly before us.
Though past middle life, and recognizing that the years which remain will
quickly glide away, and that life itself

hangs upon a thread which may snap
any moment, and we drop into the

at

great

unknown, we

cherish

still

all

aims which have filled life so far, and
look forward to a thou.sand designs as
fully as if the scene would never
change and the curtain never ring
We are living along with all
down.
the occupations and all the engage-

ments of life, quite unconscious
denoument, or only looking to
vague and half unreal affair.
yet, perchance,

when

of the
it

as a

And

the roseate lines

have been clouded by the mists of dishuman life. One has large capacities, appointment, sorrow or misfortune, we
another small one has large opportu- sit down to look it all over the past,
nities, another a narrow sphere
the future,
one the present and—^ah, me
lias a great career, another a humble and then we catch a glimpse of the
lot
one has a brilliant imagination, drama the great and terrible drama
another is dull-witted one has keen of a life.
sensibilities, another a leaden stupidFirst, and most vivid of all, comes
ity
one, by surroundings and aids, the first conscious memories of childhas reached the perfection of mental hood.
Out of the dark depths of inand moral culture, another lies like a fantile unconsciousness at last, some
neglected weed, into whose brain only day, there dawns the first light of cona few stray rays have penetrated. sciousness, and images take shape and
And yet, with all, when the drama of fix themselves upon the memory.
life is written, the distinctions are not Then, as life opens, come the vague
very great. If one could gatker to- dreams of childhood. Life looks, then,
gether the thoughts, aims, hopes, fears, 80 long.
Forty yeai-s, sixty years,
hates and agonies of the dullest life, seventy years
when can such an imwhat a drama would be there
How mense space be bridged ? These dreams
Shakespeare's weird genius, which has vary according to the instincts and
pictured the dark villanies of lago, the characteristics of the dreamer.
Some-

—

;

!

;

—

;

;

;

—

!

—

!
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times the ideal picture of life takes
the shape of ease and luxury, which
the future, ever bright and rosy, is
The ambitious youth sees
to bring.
He
glory and greatness before him.
in whom avarice has a leading place
The
pictures wealth, lands and gold.
girl sees love and beauty, princes and
courtiers and palaces and admiration.
I cannot depict the dreams of all
youth, but at the age of five, six and
seven, I recall vividly, more vividly
than the incidents of last week, how,
wandering in the fields alone, I had
the pictures of my career clearly marked out in my mind. iMot a doubt
crossed my thought as to the achievement of all these. No dark practical
look at the difficulties or impossibilities
came to cloud a vision all bright because beaming with the warm and
glowing fancies of ardent youth. The
range of life seemed so great, the years
would be so many and so long, and the
opportunities so great, that no carking doubt was permitted to throw its
dark shadow over the picture. I was
myself a great chieftain among men,
marching on from one grand achievement to another, commandingr multitudes, exacting homage and told of in
history.
Fame and glory were the
absorbing yearning of life, and all happened according to the burning wish.
Now I am past forty. The larger
half is gone the remainder that lies
before me, though the full allotted span
be reached, will fly away so quickly
that the reckoning can scarce be kept,
and there is hardly time to count the
milestones.
Yet, into those forty conscious years, barren as they may have
been of great results, far as the reality
has fallen behind the gem-decked visions of early youth, what dramas have
been crowded, as seen from within.
Without, it is merely the record of a
common life, tilling its share of space
in the annals of the race one traveller
jostling his way through the crowd,
leaving some behind and- occasionally
passed in the race.
But within, who
has known the burning ambitions, the
;

:

unspeakable yearnings, the wild hopes,
the bitter disappointments, the moments of gloom, the dark secrets of
hate, the gathering storms of passion
and revenge, the insidious promptings
to crime, which had to be cast aside
with all the power of virtue
the
struggle between the triumphs of the
hour which were so easy but so fatal
on the morrow, and the patient waiting for the slow development of the
right, the sacrifice of the pleasures of
to-day to reap the richer harvests of
the future.
Then, again, the solemn
reflections upon the relation the ineradicable ego bore to the universe
about it what the destiny, not of a
life
that seemed small but of a soul:
what could be done now that would
affect, for weal or woe, this undying
something which seemed to constitute
Behold, the
the all-important self ?
drama nay, the very tragedy of a
;

—

;

—

—

life

The process of life is so strange, so
moulded by necessity, and so much the
result of development, that it is fortunate the reality does not appear unTell the
til the play is about over.
dreaming child that his visions are all
moonshine, that he shall presently find
,

himself confronted by a cold world,
from which nothing is got except by
force and by eternal conflict; that in the
race are men swifter, and in the battle
are men stouter, and that when the
record comes to be made up it is simply
the story of a man who has jogged
along with the others for a short time
and then lain down to rest and who
would face the struggle ? But it all
The dreaming
follows so naturally.
boy is soon at school, and there he be-

—

gins to learn that something has to be
done, sometime or other, to keep him
in existence, and that youth is the
time to prepare for the emergency.

By

cofitact

and competition with

his

fellows he finds that there is always a
And yet he
better than he can do.
has only reached the initial stage.
Hope still shines like a fadeless star.
Soon the tiresome and fruitless days

—

;
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be over. Educacompleted, profession gained
Manthen will come the realization.
fully he buckles down to the struggle.
While yet on the brink of his career,
love creeps in and takes masterful
of apprenticeship will

tion

A woman's
With the becommenced so

possession of his heart.

linked with
ginning of real
lot is

earnestl}'-,

his.
life,

so hopefully,

so

ardently,

comes marriage, and the chivalrous
sense that others are dependent upon
The strugijle meanwhile is
his care.
Then comes the
going on bravely.
first born, and all this suggests of love,
In this
pride and protecting care.
Forty is reached,
way fly the years.
and, then, with wisdom comes reflecOnly thirty years at most retion.

What

main.
thinrr

we

call

is

there, after

human
Where

life

?

all,

in this

The

best

the realization
Has there been
of the fair dreams ?
What
success, as the world goes ?
will it all amount to in the end ? Has
there been failure and the humdrum
of the struggle for actual existence ?
What can you do ? Drag along in the
same old rut until the end ? Gone
And yet, withal, the
are the dreams.
romance remains. Hope still sheds its
mild ray. It is not possible to stop
The duties of the hour
in the race.
press.
There is no escape from the
round of duty.
We jog along hoping
that bnghter days will come.
We
have not the time, the courage, nor the
philosophy to look the whole situation
squarely in the face. Forty passes to
fifty. Quickly enough sixty is reached,
then seventy.
Then comes the close.
Success is pleasant, but the greatest
triumphs of ambition seem small when
preparing to leave the scene for the
unknown, and though the reckoning
gives failure as the result, the hand of
destiny is upon you and there is nothing to do but to turn back to the

of

it is

past.

is
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memory, and

this preserves, in green
the hopes and fears, the
struggles, th§ triumphs, the disappointments, the loves, the hates, the good
impulses, the evil instincts, the touches
of sorrow, the pangs of despair, the
sufterinefs and agonies that none have
known, which seemed to eat away the
heart, and the bles.sed faith, that, when
the way seemed dark and hopeless,
pointed to another and better existence,
where the failures of this life should
give way to the full fruition of immorAh, yes whatever may be
tal hope.
the disappointments of life, however
all its fancied glories may disappear as
the real unfolds, the great drama of
life itself remains and is woven into
every thought, feeling and reflection.
The problem of life, as thus far considered, is the philosophical one. Fortunately the most of us never stop to
go 80 deeply into the bubble mystery.
The mass of mankind is borne along on
the tide and stays not to scan the reality, nor to peer seriously into the
But there is another side.
future.
The only clue to the broader purposes
of life is found in its relations to the
In this light
eternal life beyond.
worldly successes are of secondary moment. Length of days is not to be
The practice
taken into the account.
of virtue and the performance of duty,
as it confronts us, are the sole tests of
success.
Be life short or be it long
be the objects aimed at achieved or
left undone, the eyes can close and the
light of life can fade away complacently, if we can look upon this span of
temporal existence as simply a field for
the develoj)ment of a character which
shall be fitted to fulfil its real destiny
in a sphere eternal in its scope, and

freshness,

•

;

where nothing is fruitless and no aims
fail of achievement
If this be the real meaning of life,
why should any struggle ? In the
dreams of youth and mockingly com- profound words of Shakespeare:
pare the results. What can be done ?
The tale is told. What remains ? The Who would bear the whips and scorna of time.
awful drama of life. That remains, The oppressor's wrong, the proud man 'a contumely,
and nothing can erase it. There is The pangs of despised love, the law's delay.
"
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and gathered
about him sufficient of the world's
goods to provide in comfort for himself
and those dependent on his care. He
The great dramatic poet has said it is surrounded by his family and has
The
was because of " the dread of some- all the enjoyments of home.
thing after death the undiscovered dreams of youth have all long since
country from whose bourn no travel- vanished, and he knows that but a few
Is there not something years at most remain, while the unler returns."
insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes
Who would fardels bear,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life ?

The

*****

fairly successful in life,

?

—

beside

this

be considered

to

?

The
"

death
might induce men to struggle along
prolonging life and shuddering to enter
"

of something

dread

after

bourn from whence no
traveller returns." But why, if there

beyond the

"

be nothing intrinsically in human life,
should men make the great struggle
Easy,
for the prizes of this world ?
indeed, would it be for most of us to
drift pleasantly through the term of
our existence, having enough to eat,
But that is
to drink and to wear.
not the actual condition of the world
at this moment.
If we look at the
human race from a vantage ground
of observation,
in a desperate

we

see

for

all, must have felt
a thousand
times that life is but a span, and that
the drop scene is not far off, stiJl
strains every nerve to further schemes
which cannot date beyond his deathbed.
He has a speculation in which

at

He is
interest is fortune.
in the political whirl, and he clings
his

he

tender him a nomination for a high
office.
The acceptance of the trust
means labor, toil and anxiety to attain
the office, and the assumption of its
duties means unceasing worry and perplexing care.
But how rarely is the
call declined ?
Home, rest, reflection,
the moments for lifting the soul to the
plane of that tremendous transition to
another life are all put aside, and the
gray hairs, and, perchance, enfeebled
form, are found hastening from point
to point, urging, struggling, surging

men engaged toward

wealth,
power, social distinction and fame.
The hot ambition of life is not alone
seen in youth. The hoary veteran of
sixty or seventy, who, if he were wise
conflict

make it likely that
may pass away at any moment.
Some day a delegation of his neighbors

certainties of life

sole

victory.

Why

?

Perhaps

it

the call to Cincinnatus to save the
country.
Perhaps this is the mere
phantom the pleasant illusion to
tickle the imagination of the multiAt bottom, the chief motive
tude.
will be found to be the restless and
undying impulses of pride and ambition.
These have not their roots in a
cold and cynical philosophy, but in the
unconscious instincts, implanted by a
is

—

benign providence to lift men out of
themselves and out of the horrors
which would flow from a too minute

depended upon it, or introspection, and push them or lure
them along into the engrossing sphere
it with every
power he possesses. Rest, ease, com- of action, where one has not time to
fort, home, friends are forgotten in stop and take a straight look into the
to office as

if

he struggles

all

to gain

the surging conflict for preferment.
he struggles ? Perhaps but who shall say how much of
the purely personal enters into the
account how far the goal of those
tireless efforts is the plaudits of an admiring multitude who acclaim his
triumph ?
The events of every day
reveal the undying weakness of human
nature.
An old gentleman has been
Is it for the cause
;

—

future.

Shakespeare's philosophy will

have to be revised. It is not alone the
" dread of something after death " that
contents a world of busy men to " fardels bear, and grunt and sweat under
a weary life." It is the inborn impulses of pride, lighted and guided by
the bright phantoms of hope that lure
men into the sphere of action, where
the voice of reflection

is

too feeble to
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be heard amid the din, and where no
time is left for working out the problems of abstract philosophy.
It is, indeed, one of the marvels of
human nature that the spirit of pride
and ambition should continue to flourish and hold sway even among the
wisest and most thoughtful of men.
The preacher who has devoted his life
to the subject of religion, and has for
a generation pointed out the vanities
of life and held up the future as the
only goal which should engage men's
thought who has taught the folly of
human pride, the emptiness of worldly
achievement, and striven to fasten the
attention of men upon the .supreme
idea of eternity, accepts a call to a
larger, wealthier and more important
church, by an instinct chiefly worldly,
which cycles of pious reflection are
And yet, in
powerless to withstand.
truth, there are a thou.sand incidents
in the life of every intelligent person
which emphasize the paltry character
Every day
of earthly achievement.
we see our associates passing away.
One by one our friends lie down to
rest with aims unattained and pur;
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and the closing eye should look its
last upon the things of time ?
What
shall

we do then

?

What thought

in-

tervenes to prevent this merciless philosophy from destroying the whole fabric of human efibrt, and leaving a
world without incentive to action, motive for energy or impulse to achievement ? If this life be all, of little moment is it that the few hundred millions of beings who are aimlessly battling in a purposeless struggle upon this
round globe, .should be annihilated or
resolved back into their native dust.
To solve the problem it is not necessary to mumble any creed, nor accept
the authority of any book or teacher.

Profound reflection upon this tremendous theme will bring the clear revelation that no heart can give its assent
to any such dreary limit.
Those great
impulses of the soul faith, hope, love
trium})hant over the baser and less

—

—

worthy passions, take hold of the conscious self with such overwhelming
force and power, that it would give
the lie to every instinct, every mental
conception upon which judgment is
formed, to say that these were for a
day and after "life's fitful fever" is
ended, they should die with the mere

And still we wed
poses unfulfilled.
ourselves inexorably to the things of
time, the troubles of the world, all framework which formed their taberIs it nacle.
All that constitutes the majesheedless of the lessons about us.
not strange, and yet, withal, for the ty of a soul, all that prompts to heioic
action, all that inspires to lofty aims,
world's comfort, well ?
In the restless drama of life there all that sheds beauty and sweetness
are times, while the scenes are shifting, upon human exertion, is found in a
for reflection, and these are the only sense of relationship to another unseen
hope for the survival of the spiritual, and profoundly mysterious life, in
as opposed to the material, in human which the higher impulses can have a
life.
Who that has stood by the bed- sphere commensurate with the intense
side of some dying friend, and wit- yearnings which could find no adenessed the ebbing away of the life-tide, quate fruition within the compass of
seen the mute appeal of those glassy this life. The subtle judgments of the
eyes from which the light is fading, brain and the changeless promptings
and heard the groan of agony with of the soul, alike establish the convicwhich he gave up his last breath, has tion that the supreme condition of that
not felt all the ambition of life pass other life is virtue, because in this it
out of him, and solemnly concluded is the only condition of permanent hapthat, though all we ever dreamed or piness, or, indeed, of permanence itself.
hoped for were achieved, it would Whatever is not right, just, and true,
count for little when the death drops passes away.
All triumphs except
were gathering upon the aching brow, those of virtue are but mockery. Shal-
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low, indeed, is the philosopher that
does not perceive that nothing but virtue survives the test of even the span

of this life.
Here, then,

is

the problem of human

Discharge faithfully, honestly,
and cheerfully the duties which the
incidents of life impose, develop all
the faculties in the assurance that they,
Aim at success
at least, are immortal.
in life as leading to the goal of a highPurity of heart, honesty of
er life.
purpose, nobility of aim, if pursued
devotedly, insure success, though, perchance, not wealth, honor or fame.
The guerdon of virtue is the robe of
immortality.
Let the struggle go on.
A world without pride and ambition,
without thought for the concerns of
life.

/ZINE.

would produce men devoid of
and be a poor training
school for a higher sphere.
Do what
we will, clouds will hang over a human
life.
Along the path will be found
obstacles.
Hopes which seemed so
bright will be blasted, and we look
upon the shattered idols with bitterness of spirit.
The future will often
this life,

moral

fibre

be forgotten in the absorbing interests
of the present.
But, amid the thou-

sand touching phases of human life,
remains the
overshadowing
thought of a great beyond, melting the
pride, tempering the joys, soothing the
sorrows and healing the wounds which
mark the changing scenes of life'spathetic drama.
there

—

AT THE

MOUTH OF THE GRAND.

BY THOMAS

Let

M. TIFFON.

L.

away one of these long, pa.ssing glance.
summer days on the banks of works, electric

u8 idle

sunny,

a Canadian water-way, whose picturesque charms are not so well known
as they should be. There is very little
scenery in the Province of Ontario
which can surpass in quiet, rural
beauty that found at many points on
the Grand River, from its source away

up beyond
empties

Klora,

down

to

where

—a broad, deep, slow stream

it

Lake Erie. We will linger for a
while beside it, starting from Dunnville, and following its course down to
its mouth at Port Maitland, a distance

into

of about live miles.

Many

for fuel in preference to wood or coal.
There are several wells in and near

the town, and they yield a fair supply.
The Grand River washes the little
its southern
side, and a
very long bridge and longer embankment cross the stream at this point.
We will walk over them to the oppo-

town upon

site shore.

This

The

little

town that wt are

leaving,

shaded streets, its villas and
cottages surrounded by well-kept gardens, its quaint fishing suburb, its
mills and its storehouses, is a place
well worth something more than a
B
its

is

the bridge

dam

;

beneath our feet

it the embankment.
These works were constructed, when
is

the

LONG BRIDUK A.NU UAil AX

with

can boast of waterand natural g;is.
of the townspeople use this gas
It

lights

;

beyond

Lit .NM Vll.I.K.

the present century was young, for
the purpose of turning the waters of
the river through a feeder into the
Welland Canal. That canal drew its
whole supply of water from this river,
until it was lowered to Lake Erie
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a lew years ago, since which
has been fed from the lake.
Stand on this bridge for a few minutes and look away down the stream
below j'ou. It can be seen for more
than a mile, flowing through the wide
marshes and low grounds on either
Then a sharp bend and a
side of it.
point of higher land hide it from our
level

time

it

view.

How

gloriously the waters sparkle
the morning sunlight
How intensely white seems the sail of that

in

!

up stream for Dunnville
probably bringing a cargo of
fresh fish home from the lake, to be
sent by railway to Buffalo.
To-day these waters are calm and
peaceful as a standing pool, but in
spring and fall they sometimes go
rushing over the dam with a mighty
roar, bubbling and boiling down below
boat, heading

She

!

is

Fair and beautiful does it appear in
the soft light of this summer morning.
The cattle are wandering over it,
cropping the fresh, juicy grass. A few
of them are gathered in a picturesque
group, close to those low-hanging willows by the water's edge.
Some of
them stand out dark and distinct
against the sun, while others are half
hidden by the bushy trees.
I admit that it is a great flat piece
of reeds, and flags, and wild grass, a
slushy mixture of land and water,
with no tree for the e3'e to rest on,
except those few scraggy willows, and
two small elms. But do not say that
it lacks the charm of variety.
Look
at the thousand different lines which
the light of early day sheds over it.
See how the dark, rich green of the
reeds contrasts with the lighter shades
of the grass, and with the gleaming

THE CiRAND RIVER ABOVE THE DAM.
till the river for some distance
waters of the channels which cross it
one sheet of foam.
here and there and connect the river
We have passed the bridge now, with the creek.
and are on the embankment that
Bright and pleasant as it seems,
very, very long barrier which reaches there are times when it presents a
across to the opposite shore.
On the very different appearance. In spring,
upper side it is protected by a wall of freshets have swollen the stream across
timber and a bank of stones on the the entire flats, and, far down as the
lower by a row of willows, whose roots eye can reach, is one vast sheet of rushtwine in among the clay and gravel ing, surging water. Nothing else is to
which compose it, and help to resist be seen except the tops of the low
the action of the waters.
trees peeping above the flood; not a
Away below us lies the marsh, a speck of dry land is visible.
" level waste," extending from the foot
To properly understand and appreof the embankment to the mouth of ciate the beauties of the marsh, you
Sulphur Creek, which flows into the should visit it at every season. You
river about a mile and a half away. should look on it in the golden au-

there,
is

—

;

—

"
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What a noble piece of water
when the waving reeds have stream
changed their green dress for one of it is a small lake, in fact, over half
deep russet brown, when vast tlocks of a mile in width as far as we can see
blackbirds go forth from it at morning it, and that is over three miles. The
in search of food, and return at evening river, in its natural state, was not half
See there are a few as wide, but the building of the dam
to their nests.
of them there now, flitting about and and embankment had the efiect of
perching on the tallest stalks they can overflowing the flats for some miles
find.
They build their nests and up, and thousands of acres, which were
hatch their young down in the soli- formerly covered with tall, spreading
tude of this wild marsh, and leave it trees, have been for many years under
At some points the dead
for a warmer climate when the cold water.
trunks and branches of these trees still
weather approaches.
They remind us of
In the fall of the year this place is remain standing.
Then those weird pictures of barren and
a favorite resort for ducks, too.
you may hear the guns of the hunters blasted forests, which we meet with in
in every nook and corner of it, and the writings of some of the old romanBut, for the most
see men popping in and out among cers and poets.
the tall reeds in their little tiny skitis, part, wind and storm and decay have
which look as if a puflof wind would dtme their work with these giants of
You should come the wo(}d, and nothing but the stumps
blow them over.
here then, and in winter also, when in can now be seen.
It is good to rest here for awhile,
the severer spells it is one great field
of ice and snow, with brown tufts of taking no heed of the flight of time.
withered grasses and flags dotting it Calm, clear and bright the beautiful
here and there.
think that it is river lies before us, not a wave, uoL a
I
more truly picturesque then than at ripple, to break the repose of its surLike some vast mirror, it reany other season.
face.
A few weeks earlier than now in flects every object on its banks the
June would have seen the sturgeon green trees, the white mills and storefleet on the lower river just below the
houses, the dwellings, the barns, the
bridge
a sight worth seeing. To be- bridges we .see them all down in those
hold the fishermen in their rude punts, mystic depths, plain and distinct both
bobbing up and down on the stream in form and color.
of foaming water which leaps over the
Rusk in .somewhere says that, under
dam, and throwing out their baited certain conditions, there is as much to
hooks to entice the big fish, is an ex- be seen in the water as above it. We
perience worth having.
It becomes have only to look on that scene before
fairly exciting when they catch hold us to feel the truth of his remark.
" How came that long double row
of one of these monsters of the deep,
and, after a fierce struggle, drag him, of broken piles there?" you ask,
" there on the further side of
putting and blowing, into the boat.
the
Sometimes they remain out hours stream, which seems to run up past
after sunset
then the long streak of that inlet ?
white foam resting on the dark
This is all that remains of the old
and gloomy river, and the almost original tow-path. Long before steamghostly appearance of the fisher-boats, boats or locomotives were known in
as they dance on it for an instant and these parts, great teams of horses used
then vanish into the shadows, form a to toil along it, dragging scows and
phantom- like scene such as Rembrandt barges and schooners behind them.
or Salvator Rosa would have loved to For many years the Grand River was
paint.
the principal outlet for the whole surNow turn round and look away up rounding country. Immense rafts of

tunin,

—

!

!

—

—

—

;

:
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and elm were then
brought down it, to go by way of the
Welland Canal and the St. Lawrence
oak and pine

—

for the forests of this reto Quebec
region were once rich in timber. One
of these rafts, with its shanties built

on it, and its crew of French lumbermen, was a sight to gladden the eyes.
How the merry fellows would run
round on it, lively as crickets, singing

now the Grand
deserted highway
the
locks and dams in the upper section
have been carried away by the floods,
or suffered to rot down, and it would
be difficult for anything much larger
than a rowboat to pass Cayuga seldom, indeed, does a lake craft of any
kind go even that far. The grain is
carried chiefly by the railways^, and
the trade in gypAll this is over

River

is

;

a

;

—

sum seems
ceased.

to

have

The forests,

too.have beenstrip-

ped of their best
timber, and nothingis

down
a

few small saw-

logs

MILL AND WASTE WEIR ON SULPHUR CREEK

ever rafted
here, except

and

poles.

But, though the
palmy days of the
noble stream may
be ended, time has
not robbed it of its
pict uresque beauty
it has heightened

and increased, rathone of their native songs, as they labored with their pike-poles to push it
along.

Like some old
er than diminished it.
veteran, whose battles are over and
whose bustling days are past, it has

of steam- now that quiet charm which repose
between these and decay alone can give. The merparts and Buffalo was carried on, for chants and the mariners, who once
the greater part, by a few side- wheel- trafficked on its waters, have abanders, built so as to navigate shallow oned it to seek employment and wealth
waters.
amid busier scenes. But, though they
There are many in this neighbor- have deserted it, it still has its lovers
hood who can well remember when and admirers. The artist now delights
the old Experiment and Dover used to haunt its banks and transfer some
to come in here by way of Port Mait- of its numberless bits of enchanting
land and the feeder, laden with cargoes scenery to his canvas or his paper.
of freight and passengers from Uncle This neighborhood is fast becoming a
Sam's dominions. Then they would favorite resort for landscape painters.
steam on up the river as far as Brant- Some members of the Buffalo Sketch
ford, escaping the rapids by means of Club spent the greater part of last
locks and short canals.
Almost any summer here, and many of the pictures
evening during the season of naviga- exhibited at their annual opening were
tion, one might stand on this em- taken by them between
Dunnville
bankment and see steamers come and Port Maitlarid.
This summer
puffing down, each with her tow of they are here again, busily sketchloaded scows and schooners behind ing.
her.
You shake your head and look grave.

After the introduction

boats, the light traffic

A T THE
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know what your thoughts are. Yes, when there is danorer of being flooded.
Hawthorne did say that when a coun- A pleasant, airy, picturesque spot it is.

I

try or a region becomes an object of
interest to painters and poets, it may
he safely considered to be in the last

On the upper side is the wide river,
and look across it and you will get a
fine view of the front street of Dunn-

-tages of decay.
I admit the truth of
the observation it will hold good as
far as the river is concerned; but if
you were to see the little town over
there on a market day, when the
-treets are crowded with wagons loaded with farmers' produce, you would
not think that it was in any danger of

ville,

with the tops of the higher builitowei-s of the churches.
On the lower side, the swift current
sweeps round into Sulphur C/reek, and
when the valves of the weir are open
and the water is rushing through
them, it becomes so rapid and strong
that it would be leather diflicult to
,'oing down.
A good farming country stem it. When, like the " sweet Afles all around.
Heavy grain crops ton," it flows gently along, the lake
are grown in the townships west of fish delight to come up and play here.
the river, and now that the low, sandy On each side of the channel you may
lands of Moulton are well drained, they see one of the quaint-looking dip-nets
produce roots and fruits in great abun- used in this region, with its long baldance.
ance pole and its upright rest.
It
The fine prospect on both sides hangs over the water ready for a dip
makes this embankment a most enjoy- whenever indications are favorable.
able place for a stroll.
On summer On the opposite side, close by the tall
evenings, especially on Sundays, after white grist mill, a couple of fishermen
church, half of the population of Dunn- are sitting down enjoying a smoke
ville may be seen here.
But there are under the thick willows that overhang
times when nobody will venture to the little mill-race. In a few minutes
cro.ss it unle.<s contpelled.
When the they will probably let down the net
late fall winds are blowing a hurricane and make a catch.
The fish caught
down the river, the waves will dash here are, most of them, fine eating,
against it and break over it in showers especially the bass, both black and
>^f spray that would drench one to the
These fishermen are profeswhite.
skin in a few minutes.
At the time sionals, who pay the Government for
of the great Hood in 18C9, the waters their licenses and follow the occupaburst through and made a gap of over tion for profit.
They own seines as
200 feet long. Then the lower stories well as dip-nets, and if you come at
if half the houses in Dunnville were
the right time 3'ou may .see them putflooded, and the people rowed about ting ofl' in their scow-built punts and
the streets in boats for several days. then throwing out their nets and
The low, flat parts of Moulton town- dragging them ti shore, heavy, pership were also overflowed for several haps, with every kind of fish that is to
miles back from the river.
These be found in these waters pike, pick;

overwhelming
the

{>ast.

The

floods are

now

things of

village fathers of

Dunn-

ville have raised the road along the
river so as to form a level breakwater,

and an additional waste-weir has been
built. The embankment, too, has been
made higher and stronger.
Here, at the end of the embankment, is the first of the three great
waste-weirs which carry ofl" the sur{•lus water and are the chief safeguards

ings

and the

—and,

eral, bass, suckers, mullet,

be,

maskinonge

— the

finest

it

may

and most

At
all, so epicures say.
certain seasons of the year it is unlawful to catch some of these fish. Should
one of the prohibited happen to get
into the net at the.se times, the fishermen, of course, make a point of throwing it back into the water, more especially if the inspector should chance to
delicious of

be looking on.
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You can glance at the second wasteIn addition to the professionals,
there are a number of amateurs who weir as we cross the Sulphur Creek
Like the first, it is a solid,
love to frequent the waste-weirs and bridge.
other points where the fish congregate. substantial stone structure, built at
They are mostly old gentlemen, retired great expense on a firm foundation of
tradesmen, officials, and farmers, who piles and puddled clay.
Leaving the quiet village of Byng,
are spending the evening of life in
Dunnville, and who, in these long, hot we take the river road, and are soon
summer days, find their chief recrea- on the summit of a little hill from
tion and employment in the sport which we get another fine view of
which Isaac Walton so loved.
These Dunnville.
As we look across the
gentlemen use nothing but the hook marsh, the town seems to lie on the
and line, and these they can ply to very edge of it. From this point the
their heart's content without let or eye can also take in the long bridge and
hindrance.
embankment, the lower river, and the
The summer months, July and Aug- creek with its branches dividiner the
ust especially, generally bring a num- green expanse into fairy-looking isber of visitors to enjoy the sport of lands, while the beams of the morning
trawling. Boats and guides are always sun falling upon the scene, give it the
to be hired, and one may see them charm of life and freshness,
starting off" up stream and down with
mile or two more and we are past
«poon-hook and line and lunch-basket, the great bend and in sight of the sand
if he chances to be abroad in the early
dunes of Port Maitland high mounds
morning hours.
which look in the distance like a
It is time that we were on our way chain of tiny mountains.
They shut
to Port Maitland.
The little islands out the lake from our view, but the
and the old canal, just above where we tall masts of a schooner lying in the

A

—

harbor can be plainly seen towering
above them.

We pass thriving-looking homesteads, rich
pastures and fields of
winter

wheat,

which promise fair
for a good yield at
harvest, should
nothing happen to
blight

or

injure

them.

The land on
side

OLD CHURCH AT PORT MAITLAND.

stand, are worth devoting a few hours
to, especially when the inlets are covered with beautiful white pond lillies

is

of

the

this

river

comparatively

but on the
other side the great
high,

marshes skirt the laoroon-like stream
to its mouth, and stretch away
south and east to the banks of the

down

which seem to tloat on the surface of feeder.
the water. They make a fine contrast
At last we come to where the sandwith the dark green leaves that sur- hills block the way, and the road
round tliem.
branches off. Let us mount the steep
.

AT THE MOUTH OF THE GRAND.
bank, although it is rather hard climbinsr, for the sand is so loose that our
From
feet sink into it at every step.

summit of these mounds we have
delightful view. The lake, the piers,
the light-house, the long line of sandhills, sweeping round the crescent bay
down to Mohawk Point, burst at once
upon our sight. Far as the eye can
reach, the great inland sea lies before
The spirit of
us, clear and peaceful.
repose seems to have shed its influence
over it, and to have lulled it into
the

a

slumber as deep and as sweet as the
Away out we catch
sleep of a child.
sight of the white sails of vessels, and

Here all
the smoke of a steamboat.
quiet; there is nothing to disturb
the pervading tranquillity; not a sound
is to be heard save the murmur of the
waters as they ripple on the sand.
Our .surroundings " breathe immortality" and invite us to meditation.
While we are in this mood, it will be
ijood for us to linger for awhile in the
is

little

churchyard, which

lies

yonder,

just at the upper end of this chain of
hillocks or dunes.
You can see the
tower of the church through the trees.
A wild, solitary spot it is, lying amid
the sands, with the vast lake in front
of it, and an atmosphere of mingled
sadness and sweetness pervading it.
J'he grass has grown high and rank in
]>lace8, bramble has cropped up, the
sand has drifted in and buried portions of the fence, and of some of the
i,Tavestone3, but there is a charm in
this secluded God's acre, which the
more pretentious cemeteries of great
cities do not often possess.
The spirit
of the place awakens tender feelings,
and inclines us to deep and solemn
thought.
There is nothing to break
the spell which it casts over heart and
mind.
No crowd of sightseers, no eleijant equipages sweeping by, no gay
tiower- gardens and inappropriate decorations to turn our attention from
the things that are afar off to the
pomps and vanities of the world.
The little wooden church is Anglican, and is old, as age is reckoned in
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this country.
Some of these tombstones have been standing: for more
than half a century. As you walk
round, and read and ponder, you will
observe that a number of old officers
lie buried here.
The lake shore for
several miles west of us was originally
settled by military and naval officers
from England, who came out here to
form a little colony, and live the free,
independent, pleasant life of country
gentlemen. Some of them laid out
much of their means in improving
their farms and in building substantial
dwellings for themselves, but they
found, generally, that farming in Can-

ada was anything but

profitable in-

those times except for practical, hardworking men, able and willing to endure privation and rough fare.
As
most of them had regular incomes,
they managed to live comfortably, but
their descendants, with a few exception.s, have lett the neighborhood to
seek more congenial employment in

our towns and

cities.

You wonder why the grave we are
approaching is made of such extra-

—

ordinary length, as if it were that of
a giant. Beneath that mound of earth
rest the remains of a band of gallant
soldiei-s, who belonged to the famous
Twenty-Third, or Welsh Fusiliers, and
who were drowned near this shore in
1849.
They were on their way from
Montreal to London, and were going
by steamboat as far as Port Stanley.
Their vessel was run into by another
and sunk a little way out from this
place.
Assistant Surgeon Grantham,
some non-commissioned officers, and
more than forty men perished, and their
remains were interred in this churchyard, as may be seen by the inscriptions on the headstones.
The accident
happened in the night, and it is said
that one of the vessels did not have
her lights properly displayed. Be that
as it may, the poor fellows went
down, and

" They

And

laitl

them by the pleasant

shore.

in the hearing of the wave.''
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There have been many shipwrecks

when

the storms of auand the lake vessels were
making the last trips of the season.
How invitingly cool seems the Lake
No wonder so
in these sultry days
many Dunnvillites have built summer cottages on its shores.
We will walk along the beach to
the village.
We can see the tops of
the houses over the sand-hills.

in this bay,
tumn raged,

and heat

make

of the sands at noon-day
the cool lake look still more wel-

come and

refreshing, and when the
evening yellow falls upon them, they
seem actually to take on the long lines
of golden light and the deep-hued masses of shadow.
Artists always love low sandy shores
like this.
Some of the most attractive
pictures in our galleries are taken from
just such scenes.
This neighborhood
You would like to know something has received its sliare of attention.
about the origin of these sand-hills. Mr. George Merritt Clarke, a talented
Well, I confess I cannot tell you how member ol the Buffalo Sketch Club,
they came here I am not in the least was here for several weeks last sumscientific.
Probably they were blown mer, sketching among these sands and
!

;

IX PORT MAITLAXP.

up by the winds and

are the work of
the gales of centuries. I think that
they go on increasing in size from year
to year, as fresh sand
lake.

is

washed up

from the

This must be a scorching hot place
when the summer sun is pouring down
his rays on it, especially when there

the old tumble-down houses of the
village, which is now in the days of
its decline, but not, I trust, of its falL
The good people of Port Maitland,.

some of them at least, wondered what
attraction the place could have for
and could not understand
the picture of an old frame
building not worth five dollars could
fetch almost as many hundreds, when
an

artist

how

no breeze oft' the lake, for there is
very little shade here
nothing appears to grow on these dunes, except put up for sale.
a few.scrubby, stunted hemlocks, which
Here is the mouth of the river, and
creep along the ground and look like the capacious harbor, one of the very
vines rather than trees. But notwith- largest and best on Lake Erie. A fleet
standing this, there is a peculiar fas- could ride at anchor in safety under
cination about the scene.
The glare those piers. Away across, on the other
is

;
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shore of the river is the lake entrance
The lock is about a
to the Feeder.
quarter of a mile up it.
Round about us lie the houses of
the Port, and, if decay and dinginess
are signs of the picturesque, this place
must surely be an Artist's Paradise,
for more dilapidated-looking affairs
than some of these old structures are,
could scarcely be seen anywhere. The
lighl-keeper's house and the neat hotel
are modern, respectable and prosaic,
but the rest of the buildings are antique, unpresentable, and dear to the
poet and the painter's heart.
See, that worn-out frame cottage.
It stands there on the sand-bank, but
every' house in Port Maitland rests on
a similar foundation.
It is a village
built on sand.
During the war of 1812, and for
many years after, Port Maitland was
a naval station, perhaps the mast important on the lake. Some of the old
inhabitants here, can remember H.M.S.
Minos, and her commander Lieutenant
Hatch. She was stationed here away
back in the forties, and was withdrawn
when Great Britain and the United
States withdrew all war-vessels from
the lakes.
The Port was a busy place formerly,
but its trade, like that of the Grand
River, has fallen off.
Steamers here took in their supply
of firewood, and great piles of it were
to be seen on the docks.
The harbor

was tilled with vessels all summer long,
steamboats wooding up, schooners
which had put in lor supplies or for
shelter, little fleets of Grand River
scows and barores waitingr till the lake
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was calm enough for the tugs to tow
them across to Buffalo. Great rafts of
timber often lay here for days. During the time of the American civil
war, a good deal of round pine was
brought in to go through the canal,
immense sticks, some of them over one
hundred feet in length and three or
four in diameter.
At that time the
Southern ports were blockaded and
ship yards had to get their masts and
spars from Northern forests.
The only industry which seems now
this
to flourish in the place is fishing
is carried on to a considerable extent.
The great reels for nets which are seen
on the sands in front of some of the
houses show what is the occupation
of the inhabitants.
Some of these
fishermen ply their trade along the
beach with .seines; others have gill
nets in the lake. Any one who stays
here for a few weeks will have an opportunity of seeing their little steamboat come in at early morning with
its cargo of fi^^h, and go out at evening
when they set their nets. If one is
fond of fishing either with hook or
trawling line, he can find no better
place for a summer outing there is
the river to sport on and near by is
the cool lake. Accommodation is easily obtained no more comfortable and
pleasant country tavern can be found
than the cheerful-looking little inn,
with its good table, airy rooms, and
aspect of neatness, so that a stay by
the s|)ot where the broad, slow river,
melts into the breezy bosom of Lake
Erie, lacks not in the comforts of life
found in other summer resorts.
;

:

;

—

;

ISMS IN

THE SCHOOLS.

BY JOHN

"What

a melancholy

notion

is

S.

that

which has to represent all men, in all
countries and times, except our own,
as having spent their life in blind
condemnable error mere lost Pagans,
Scandinavians, Mahometans—only that
we might have the true ultimate knowledge
All generations of men were
lost and wrong, only that this present
little section of a generation might be
saved and right. They all marched
forward there, all generations since the
beginning of the world, like the Russian soldiers into the ditch of Schweidnitz fort, only to fill up the ditch
with their dead bodies, that we might
march over and take the place. It is
an incredible hypothesis. Such incredible hypothesis we have seen maintained with fierce emphasis, and this
or the other poor individual man, with
his sect of individual men, marching
as over the dead bodies of all men, towards sure victory but when he, too,
with his hypothesis and ultimate infallible credo, sank into the ditch and be•came a dead body, what was to be said ?
Withal, it is an important fact in the
nature of man, that he tends to reckon
his own insight as final, and goes upon
it as such."
So said Thomas Carlyle
(the hero as priest), and mournfully
added " He will always do it, I sup-

—

!

;

:

pose, in one or the other way."

And

EWART,

Q. C,

our ancestors, but the wise-heads as
well, have been hopelessly
I had almost said stupidly wrongupon countless matters that appear to us to be as
simple as the addition of a couple of

—

units.

But no

phecy,

"

He

;

will

—

so far, Carlyle's proahuays do it," bids

fair to realize itself.

And the reason is not far to seek.
Toleration is based upon culture (of
which there is but scant crop), and
especially upon those parts of it included under (1) wide- reading, that you
may know that the road to your own
opinion has been over many a nobler
thinker now stark in the Schweiduitz
ditch
(2) experience, that you may
have seen your own most cherished
opinions go to the ditch ahead of
you. (" The latter part of a wise man's
life is taken up in curing the follies,
prejudices, and false opinions he had
contracted in the former," said Swift)
and (3), a certain sympathetic and imaginative power, that you may patiently investigate the foundations and
strength of opposing opinion, and be
able to appreciate its arguments, not
trom your own point of view, but from
that of your opponents. You must
come to the question as an enquirer
not with heady confidence, arrogantly
asserting infallibility and completed
but, on the contrary,
investigation
with open mind ready and willing to
re-examine your best beloved beliefs
in the light of that which may be urged
against them a very rare frame of
mind. If the question be one upon
;

;

yet one would think that by
this time Cromwell's adjuration addressed to the General Assembl}^ of the
Kirk of Scotland "I beseech you, in
the bowels of Christ, think it possible
you may be mistaken," would in some which you have no very fixed ideas,
small measure be commencing to take the possibilities are that your mind
effect even upon Scotchmen.
Surely will receive its first (and last) impresthe scantiest information as to the in- sion from the first person you meet, be
tellectual and moral development of it nurse or philosopher.
But if it be
the human race would teach any one a question of politics or religion, and
that not the blockheads only among you have arrived at the age of say
:

—

—

—
ISMS IN THE SCHOOLS.
puberty

— what

prospect

is

there

foi-

the clearest truth, as against the stu-

which may have
some way or other, got

falsehood

pidest

theretofore, in

your head ?
I am not blaming you, although for
like offence you are constantly' turning up your intellectual nose at other
I am not even saying that
people.
you, in your individual list of beliefs,

into
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" ray father told me," and wonder that
you did not know enough to do that

for yourself.

Will you let me tell you something.
is a fundamental and, you think,
easily solvable question, viz., that re-

Here

lating to toleration of contrarj' o{)inLet me shortly
ion. religious or other.
review it for you.
Plato ^"^ prescribed thus for unbe" Let those who have been
lievers

liave subscribed to a single false one.
All that I am intending is to " beseech made what they are onl}' from want of
you, in the bowels of Christ, think it understanding, and not from malice
"
or an evil nature, be placed by the
possible that you may be mistaken
in some small but specified one of these judge in the house of reformation, and
beliefs, if you cannot admit as to two ordered to suffer imprisonment during
of them it will do you good as a com- a period of not less than five years.
mencement You can look back over And in the meantime let them have no
the little history you know, and grant intercourse with the other citizens, exthat had other people doubted in any cept with members of the nocturnal
smallest measure their inerrancy.oceans council, and with them let them conof blood, and infinitudes of misery, verse touching the improvement of
would have been spared; but for your- their souls' health. And when the
self you see no lesson there, for were time of their imprisonment has expirthey not all wrong, and is it not clear ed, if any of them be of sound mind,
that you are right ? Ah there's the let him be restored to sane company,
rub, you are right
be it a " melan- but if not, and if he be condemned a
choly notion" or not, " all generations second time, let him be punished with
Plato was wrong.
of men were lost and wrong, only that death."
Pagan Emperors (knowing that they
your little section of a generation might
be saved and right." You and your were right) persecuted and put to
ultimate infallible credo are not death thousands of Christians, and
bound for the ditch. I pray you, do Christians did the same for Pagans in
:

;

—

!

''

remember that all these poor
Sehweidnitz fellows had likewise,every
one of them, seen a clear route across
try and

the Pagan and Mahometan stupidities, but nevertheless were plainly, as

we now

every one of them,
ticketed f«>r the diu^h. Aye, and did
veritaV)ly go there, thej' and their hypotheses,
right.

of
all

it,

see

it,

and

are

now

plainl}'

not

proportion to their power. Pagans
and Christians were vjrong.
Roman Catholics (knowing that
they were right) persecuted and put to
death thousands of Protestants and
Protestants did the same thing for
Catholics in proportion to their power.
Said Canon Farrar <*> " The idea of
man's universal rights, of universal
;

:

And when you come to think freedom and libert}' of conscience, was
why .should you be infallible, and alien to the views of the whole ancient

the ditch occupants, and perhaps a

large majority of those still outside of
it,
be indubitably wrong ?
Tell me
that you have studied more deepl}',

Indeed it is of quite modern
world.
It was not known even
introduction.
in Christendom, not even in the Protestant part of

it, till

the seventeenth

Catholics and P rote.itti,nfs,
and with greater abil- century.
ity than they, and I shall accept your including Calvin, Knox, etc., etc., were
answer.
Tell me merely that you wrong.
know " that you are rignt, and I shall
(o) Laws, X., 900 Jowett's TrknsUtioii. IV., 421
merely tran.slate your " know " into
History of Free Thought, Note

more

diligently,

'

'

;

l.l.
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Hobbes in 1658 said («> " Christians,
or men of what religion soever, if they
tolerate not their king, whatsoever law
:

he maketh, though it be concerning
do violate their faith, contrary to the divine law, both natural
and positive; nor is there any judge
of heresy among subjects, but their
own civil sovereign. For heresy is
nothing else but a private opinion
obstinately maintained, contrary to
the opinion which the public person,
religion,

as such, the State has no concern " ;
and it may never restrain a religion
except when it produces grave "civil
mischiefs." In asserting, however, that
" religion, or the care of the soul, is
not within the province of the magistrate, and that consequently matters
of doctrine and opinion are without
his jurisdiction, this

must always be

understood, with the exception of the
three fundamental principles of natural
religion
the being of God, His provithat is to say, the representant of the dence over human affairs, and the
commonwealth, hath commended to be natural, essential difference of moral
taught.
By which it is manifest, that good and evil. These doctrines it is
an opinion publicly appointed to be directly his office to cherish, protect
taught cannot be heresy
nor the and propagate, and all oppugners of
sovereign princes that authorize them, them it is as much his right and duty
heretics.
For heretics are none but to restrain, as any the most flagrant
private men that stubbornly defend offenders against public peace." And
some doctrine prohibited by their law- the reason of this exception, he says,
ful sovereign."
Which heretics he is obvious " The magistrate concerns
counselled, could they not comply <vith himself with the maintenance of these
the king's requirement, to go off three fundamental articles, not as they
courageously " to Christ by martyr- promote our future happiness, but our
dom," and leave the land in peace. present
They are the very
Hobhes was wrong.
foundation and bond of civil policy.
John Locke gained for himself much W^ithout them oaths and covenants
renown by his noble plea for toleration, and all the ties of moral obligation
aid was, we think, much in advance upon which society is founded are
of the day when he wrote fl6S9)
Warburton was wrong.
but dissolved."
he makes this qualification <''>: "Lastly,
Rousseau in 1761 ^'^^ drew up a civil
those are not to be tolerated who profession of faiths and prescribed
deny the Being of a God. Promises, that " If any one declines to accept
covenants and oaths which are the them, he ought to be exiled, not for
bonds of human society can have no being impious, but for being unsocihold upon an atheist. The taking able, incapable of sincere attachment
away of God, though but even in to the laws, or of sacrificing his life to
thought, dissolves all.
Besides also, his duty.
If any one, after publicly
those that by their atheism undermine recognizing these dogmas, carried himand destroy all religion, can have no self as if he did not believe them, then
pretence of religion whereupon to let him be punished by death, for he
challenge the privilege of a toleration." has committed the worst of crimes, he
Locke was wrong.
Rousseau
has lied before the laws."
Bishop Warburton in 1736 <") lays WIS wrong.
down in the strongest terms the
Blackstone, the great Eaglish jurist,
natural right of every man to worship in his commentaries (17i5) wrote:
God according to his conscience, and " Doubtless the preservation of Christthe criminality of every attempt on ianity as a national relii^ion is, abthe part of the State to interfere with stracted from the intrinsic truth, of
his religion.
" With reliofious errors.
the utmost consequence to the civil

—

;

:

.

.

.

;

:

(a) Leviathan, cap. 42.
(6) First Letter on Toleration, p. 31.

Alliance of Church
(d) Contract Social iv,
(c)

and

State.

viii,

203.

—

"
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will vain and impious wretches, and to
The belief awe them into impotence by the only
rewards and pun- dread they can fear or believe. The

which a single instance
demonstrate.

sufficiently

in a future state of
ishments, the entertaining just ideas
of the moral attributes of the supreme
Being, and a tirm persuasion that He
superintends and will Hnally compensate every action in human life (all
which are clearly revealed in the
doctrines, and forcibly inculcated in
the precepts, of our Saviour Christj,
these are the jrrand foundations of all
judicial oaths which call Go<i to witness the truth of those facts which
perhaps may be only known to Him
and the party attesting. All moral
evidence, therefore, all confidence in
human veracity, must be weakened by

most horrid and cruel blow that can
be otiered to civil society is through
atheism.
Do not promote diversity
when you have it bear it have as

:

;

many

:

was

in

a speech

House of Commons, alluding
ari,fument that

in

the

to the

non-conformity were

it

—

not of this country, but of the human
race
they are never, never to be supported, never to be tolerated.
Under
the systematic attacks of these people,
I see some of the props of good Government already begin to fail I see
the propagated principles which will
not leave to religion even a toleration.
Those who hold revelation
give double assurance to their countr}-.
Even the man who does not hold
revelation, yet who wishes that it
were proved to him, who observes a
pious silence with regard to it, such a
man, though not a Christian, is governed by religious principle. Let him
be tolerated in this country. Let it
be but a serious religion, natural or
take what you can get
revealed
.

icrovfj.

177*^,

find in

—

and overborne by intidelity.
Wherefore, all affront to Christianity
or endeavors to depreciate its etticacy,
are deserving of human punishment.
Burke, in

you

—

irreligion

Blacki'toTie

sorts of religions as

your country there is a reasonable
worship in them all. The others the
infidels or outlaws of the Constitution,

would gain protec" If
tion under pretence of it, said
this danger is to be apprehended, if
you are really fearful that Christianity
will indirectly sutler from this liberty,
you have my free consent go directly
tolerated, atheism

:

:

.

.

—

cherish,
.

.

.

blow up the slightest spark.
By this proceeding you

and by the straight way and not by form an alliance, otfensive or defena circuit; point your arms against sive, against those great ministere of
these men who do the mischief you darkness in the world who are enfear promoting point your own arms deavoring to shake all the works of
who by attack- God, established in order and beauty.
against men
ing even the possibility of all revela- Perhaps I am carried too far, but it is
tion, arraign all the dispensations of in the road which the honorable gentleProvidence to man. These are the man had let me. The honorable
gentleman would have us fight this
wicked Dissenters you ought to fear
these are the people j^ainst whom you confederacy of the powers of darkness
ought to aim the shaft of the law; with the single arm of the Church of
Strong as we are, we are
these are the men to whom, arrayed England.
in all the terrors of Government, I not yet equal to this. The cause of the
would say You shall not degrade us Church of England is included in that
These men these facti- of religion, not that of religion in the
into brutes.
ous men, as the honorable gentleman Church of England." Burke uxisivrong.
are the just obPaley writing in 17X5^") perceived
properly called them
ject of vengeance, not the conscienti- " no reason why men of different reliAgainst these gious pereuasions may not sit upon
ous Dissenter.
I would have the laws rise in all their
;

.

.

;

:

—

—

.

.

.

majesty of terrors to fulminate such

(a) Principles of

Moral and Political Phik«ophjr, Bk. VL,

;
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the same bench, or fight in the same
ranks, as well as men of various or opposite opinions upon any controverted
topic of natural philosophy, history or
Every species of intolerance
ethics.
which enjoins suppression and silence,
and every species of persecution which
enforces such injunctions, is adverse
forasmuch as
to the progress of truth
it causes that to be fixed by one set
;

of men, at one time, which is much
better, and with much more probability of success, left to the independent and progressive inquiry of sepa-

Truth results from
rate individuals.
discussion and from controversy is
investigated by the labors and researches of private persons. Whatever,
therefore, prohibits these, obstructs
that industry and that liberty which
;

—

more or

all

and

less

and you

wrong,

right ?
Yes, you say, most
certainly we are and from Chelsea
we may still hear reverberating, " He
will always do it, I suppose."
And we, the infallibles, have our
opinions, too, upon the question of free
trade versus protection, no doubt although perhaps we are old enough to
have changed them at the same time
that our leaders did.
Prior to 187(>
(say) we were all free traders or at
least revenue-tariff men ; about that
I

—

;

perhaps we became eager protecand so voted in 1878 and we
could then have demonstrated to any
one not absolutely imbecile that there
was no doubt in the world that we
were right could we not distinguish
tinie

tionists,

;

—

between successful free trade in Engit is the common interest of mankind land, and triumphant protection in the
In religion, as in other United States ? But now, oh now,
to promote.
subjects, truth, if left to itself, will we, and thousands such as we, having
almost always obtain the ascendancy." lost our prophet, clamorously acclaim
But after so much good sense he adds a new found apostle who promises to
" Under the idea of religious tolera- lead us out of the Egyptian night in
tion, I include the toleration of all which
we have been groping and
books of serious argumentation but I show us our land flowincr with milk
deem it no infringement of religious and honey.
Stop a moment here.
liberty to restrain the circulation of Have you ever contemptuously and in
ridicule, invective and mockery upon real earnest called yourself a fool for
religious subjects
because this species having believed otherwise than you
of writing applies only to the passions, now do on this or any other subject ?
weakens the judgment, and contami- If so, perhaps, you had ground for you/
nates the imagination of its readers
charge (although not for your lack of
has no tendency whatever to assist politeness) and possibly you may not
either the investigation or the impres- have yet much improved in wission of truth
on the contrary, whilst dom
(This is a consideration which
it stays not to distinguish between the
should give you a little pause before
authority of different religions, it de- throwing stones at others.) On the
stroys alike the influence of all." other hand, if you have never so charFoley was wrong. He underrated, or acterized yourself, should you not
rather misrated altogether, the func- treat with the same leniency and re!

:

;

;

;

;

tion of ridicule in argument.
This is somewhat of a formidable
list of names to collect together for
the mere purpose of condemning their
opinions without a word of argument.
Plato, typical of everybody down to

the seventeenth century (Pagans, Protestants and Catholics), Hobbes, Locke,

Warburton, Rousseau (Voltfiire may
be added), Blackstone, Buiko, Paley

!

spect those who continue to hold the
opinions which you have abandoned.
There is a possibility that they have

been always

There

right.

you

is

no such

Your

insight into
your own mistakes, as well as into
those of others, you reckon as final,
and you go upon it as such
" He
will always do it I suppose in one or
the other way."
possibility for

!

!

—

—

;;

;
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worth while paying attention be stopped that society may not reway in which you came by turn to original nudity and barbarism.
some of your opinions. Looking about I do not wish to argue these points
you, you seem to observe that as a with you, I merely want to ask you,
rule the son inherits the opinions of What do you say about all these conThat you are right and
his father, in much the same fashion temporaries ?
In fact, they are wrong, and that you caik
as he does his real estate.
family opinions seem frequently to be prove it ? That may be so, but they
appurtenant to the family possession; tell me precisely the same thing, nameas the lawyers would say, they run ly, that they are right and you wrong,
with the land. Lord A's estate pro- and that it is the easiest thing in the
duces oak trees, and liberal politics; world to demonstrate it.
Now, no one objects to your holding
while Lord B's produces beech trees,
Neither of the your opinions as well as your trees to
and tory politics.
noble Lords had anything more to do the advocacy of your opinions, and to
with the formation of their opinions the supplanting of all other trees with
oaks, if you can convince the owners
than with the growth of their trees
both came to them ready made. And of them that the thing ought to
now when they assert that trees and be done. The point I want to come
opinions are clearly their own, I agree; at is this, that your opinions are not
and in each case for exactly the same entitled to one whit greater deference
reason
becau.se they quite lawfully or respect (even should they be concurThis is all very trite, red in by vast majorities) than are the
inherited both.
no doubt, but what, perhaps, is not so opinions of others. Frankly and unvery trite, is that it applies to your- reservedly will you go with me that
You believe that all opinions
self, and that you do not think that it far ?
does.
(I am taking one chance out of not harmful to society should be tolerIt is

to the

;

—

You

a thousand.)
to

everybody

else

:

see that it applies

but everybody

sees tliat it apj)lies to you.

If

else

you do

hold the opinions of your father, may
it not be because his trees were oaks ?
and that your boasted insight is limited to the ascertainment of what kind
of ideas you were born with ?
Your opinion then (be it live oak
or dead basswood merely) is that Plato,
and the rest, were undubitably wrong.
Not stupid, you say, but under the influence of superstition or other properly discarded rag-tag
dominated to
some extent by their uncultivated environment, grovelling in the darkness
out of which we have arisen to such
effulgent light.
Yes, my friend, without having read a word of these men,
;

you condemn them but what are you
going to say about all those of your
contemporaries who disagree with you
;

— effulgent
people

who

light

notwithstanding

believe that all society

is

hooked and buttoned together by religion, and that the button- loppers must

ated.
A great many other people say,
"yes, that is true, but atheistical opinions are harmful and should therefore
You reply that
not be tolerated."
" atheistical opinions are not harmful."
This is not a question of principle but
a question of fact Are atheistical
opinions harmful to society ? and it
is a fact that we cannot agree about
several centuries of endeavoring to do
so having proved that matter to us.
What then is to be done ? Perhaps
we can get some help by a technical
statement of the argument: Opinions
harmful to society ought to be suppressed some people (A) believe athewhile
istical opinions to be harmful
others (B) believe that they are not
therefore the some people (A) ought
to have their way, and such opinions
ought to be suppressed. You see clearbut
ly that this conclusion is wrong
how does it help you to yours ? If the
conclusion is not right that the some
people (A) must have their way, and
the opinions be suppressed ; neither is

—

—

—

:

;

;
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the other conclusion right, that the
others fB) must have their way and
If we canthe opinions be tolerated.
not decide whether the opinions are
harmful or innocent, (A) has as much
right to have his way as (B), has he
not ? Let me suggest a solution, for
(A) wants
there is no impasse here.
the opinions of (B) suppressed he has
no right to interfere with other people's

and goes upon it as such,"
by many centuries of culture, to

sight as final,
has,

human nature,
before its offspring, intolerance and
persecution, will leave the world in

be eradicated out of

No doubt asperities have been
rubbed down and the more dreaded
penalties for non-conformity to majority-opinion probably for ever ended
but the old intolerant spirit is still
opinions, unless they are harmful to alive, manifesting itself, and domsociety on him therefore lies the omis inating as far it can, in strict conformof proof that the opinions that he ity with the softened manners of the
Principal Caven (I think it
If he times.
seeks to suppress are harmful.
cannot prove this (and in the supposed was) said that "It should be made an
case he cannot) nothing is done; and unpleasant thing for a man to call
and he is but
the decision is not that (B) is right, himself an infidel "
but that (A) has not made a case for frankly stating the tactics of modern
The normal inquisitors. With social penalties, if
interference with him.
Let him who de- not with hanging; with sarcasm and
condition is liberty.
with thumb-screw
sires to circumscribe it prove his right. contempt, if not
If he cannot, then he has no title to in- and boots, the bigot still insists upon
conformity to his plans and specificaterfere.
peace.

;

;

;

;

No tions; and to the best of his ability
But why elaborate all this ?
one now-a days thinks of interfering limits and controls the liberty and the
Think you so, my opinions of others. Cocksure and its
with opinions.
friend ?
So far I have been endeavor- brood " with fierce emphasis " are still
ing to get you to agree with me upon vigorously dragooning the world.
general principles, before proceeding
My purpose in this article, however,
to apply them, and I fancy that I have is not to call attention to this pigmy
found little difficulty but now we are war, which must be left to burn itself
going to separate.
You see very little out (after various centuries more have
or no intolerance in the world.
On passed), but to enter a caveat against
;

the contrary, I see as much there as
ever there was, and more, for the population is rapidly increasing.
I do not
mean that we are burning or jailing
one another just now that was the
form merely which intolerance in
rougher times assumed. But I do say
that the incapacity to appreciate and
sympathetically understand an opinion contrary to our own, is as rare today as ever in the world before. I
know that education is more widespread, but in my opinion intolerance

—

commencts with knowledge (as disease
with life), and succumbs to nothing
but much culture, which is far from
being widespread and the cocks are
;

now

as they ever were.
Thei
" important fact in the nature of man,

as sure

that he tends to reckon his

own

in-

incursions into a new realm, against
the irruption of intolerance in our
public schools.
Men seeing that it is

its

becoming more and more
upon

difficult to

force their opinions

adults, are

now turning their attention to the
children, where their conquest will be
easy if their access be permitted. T
want to see impregnable walls opposed
to the incursion of all proselytizers
into the schools.
And, as a basis for my argument, I
have been endeavoring to win assent
to these few propositions
(1) That
human thoujjht is, even at the best of
it, upon social and religious questions,
far from being infallible
(2) that
other people of equal intelligence, who
honestly differ with us, are as likely
:

;

to be right as

we

are

;

(3)

that relig
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ious and irreligious opinion is in the
category of the debatable (many on
both sides say it is not, which to my
mind proves that it is ;) (4) that the
true policy with reference to all such
questions is that of perfect liberty, for
the onus of proving the harmfulness
of opposing opinion cannot be dischargNow let me apply these princied.
ples to the schools.
Perhaps you, reader, have been urging that certain things (apart from
mere secular education) should, or
should not, be taught in the schools,
becau.se, as you say, these things are
right, or are wrong, although other
people do not agree in your opinion of
them. Perhaps you are an Imperial

Federationist, and want to instil Imperial ideas into the minds of the

Mr. Parkin has written a book
for use in the .sphools, emphasizing his
hobby.
You agree with him and
want his book introduced into all the
schools.
In other words, you want to
insist that the children of people who
do not agree with you are to imbibe
your opinions and not those of their

young.

parents.

You would send

the.se chilil-

ren home to tell their parents that
they are acting dishonorably in advocating a rupture of the British connection, and that (as Principal Grant
has it) the suggestion of union with
the United States " should crimson
the faces of people who do not pretend
to be tishy-blooded"
that is, the faces
of their parents.
I know that you
are, no doubt, right, so do not tell me
that; but again I would remind you
that men whose opinions are entitled
to as much weight as yours do not
think so, and I beseech you " to think
it possible you may be mistaken."
I
ask for liberty.
Or perhaps you believe in militarism and the inculcation of a warlike

—

spirit,

drills

the

and you insist upon flags and
and painted muskets, so that

fighting propensities (you call
them the capacities for defence) may
be developed.
Other good people
abhor the notion of war, and dread the

eflect

upon
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their boys of these appeals

You would

to their combativeness.

have the boys

their peace-loving

tell

fathers that they are old women, and
that a fighter is the highest type of aa
English gentleman. You are right of

but again I
and they wrong
plead for liberty.
Or perhaps you believe that education is a vicious thing, unaccompanied
by religion, and that the State is turning out " clever scoundrels " instead
You insist upon
of worthy citizens.
religious instruction in all the schools.
You quote all our old authorities, a
great many of our new ones, and piles
of most convincing statistics, to prove
that society is held together by moralit}', and that there can be no morality
and, so far from
without religion
being shocked with the idea of setting
child against parent, you would pray
that "it might be the means, under
Providence, of, " k>Q., &e. Beyond, peradventure, your " little section of
generation " has arrived at the " ultimate infallible credo," but, once more,
let me remind you that many people,
3'our equals in intelligence, believe
that the religion you want taught is
mere superstition and nonsense, which
should be educated out of the parents,
and not into the children. Once more,
I say. let there be liberty.
course,

;

-

;

Perchance Sabbatarianism

is

your

particular hobby, and you believe that
a nation which " desecrates the SabYou
bath " will be cursed of God.

want the comand particularly the
fourth, learned by heart by every
It is not enough for
Canadian child.
you to teach your own children so,
but you insist upon the children of
people, who think your Sabbatarianprobably,

therefore,

mandments^

ism Puritan fudge, to be taught that
their parents misbehave themselves
shockingly on Sunday.
I repeat, let
us have liberty.
Or is the abolition of alcoholism
your particular ambition ? Then 3'ou
desire that the deplorable effects of
fermented liquors should be impressed
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—

the body
rising generation
(God's temple) should be kept pure
from the degrading thing nine-tenths
of the vice, sin, and shame are its offspring, etc., etc. All, beyond doubt, as
well founded as are the arguments to
support all the other isms of which
you make so little; but, for the last
time, I tell you that thousands of excellent people believe you to be a mere
crabbed bigot, and would much rather
have your children taught to think so
than that theirs should be trained
There must be
to think like you.

upon the

;

liberty.

And 80 I would have no isms in the
no Imperial
schools at all ? you ask
Federation, no Militarism, no Pietism

—

no Sabbatarianism, no Anti-Alcoholism?

Quite the contrary,

my

friend;

and every
other ism, of such like, you can think
of, in the schools ^ but upon this one
I

would have

these,

all

condition, that the parents of all the
children should be willing to have
In the name of liberty,
them there.
I would say to the parents, certainly

you have a right to teach, or have
taught to your children anything you
like, so long as you can agree about it.
I would not ask that a whole province
should be unanimous before Sabbatarianism should be taught in a single
county
nor that a whole county
should be made unanimous before
militarism should be taught in one of
its !>chool districts
nor even that a
whole school district should be unanimous before Imperialism should be
taught in one of its schools.
What
;

;

mere eccentric or isolated opinion of
every ordinary or extraordinary sort.
We can never expect to have theoretical perfection in the application of

even undoubted doctrines to

all possi-

and contingencies.
Let me gather up some conclusions.
Education can be conceived as someble conditions

thing entirely apart from all isms.
Nevertheless in the c»)mmunity are
many people who desire to have particular isms taught in the schools.
Liberty requires that children should
not be taught isms to which their
parents are opposed.
But at the same
time liberty does not require that
children should be allowed to grow up
entirel}' illiterate.
Liberty further requires that where the parents of the
children of any one school desire that
a particular ism should be taught,
taught it ought to be. And it iurther
requires that in arranging the schools,
reasonable facilities ought, if possible,
to be given for the combination of
such children in separate schools.
It
would be the antipode of liberty that
such combination should be prevented
in cases in which it did not materially
interfere with the efficiency of other
schools.

Let me put a concrete case. In the
Province of Ontario there is a large

number

of

Roman

Catholics

who

be-

would be very
improperly educated were they sent to
lieve that their children

secular schools,

or

even

to

schools

which Protestants would approve of.
In that case, what does the principle
of liberty require ?
Merely this, that

does the principle of liberty require ? opportunities should be given for the
This and nothing more, that parents combination of Roman Catholics in
should not be required to subscribe to certain of the schools, if that can be
the school rates, and at the same time done without disturbing unduly the
have their children taught some ism efficiency of the other schools.
They
that they abhor
and, on the other desire that an ism should be taught to
hand, that where the parents of all their children. By all means let it be
the children in any school desire that so, if it costs nothing, or very little, to
an ism should be taught, taught it other people.
Liberty to them, and
ought to be. And I shall add, that all others, should be accorded even at
when I speak of unanimity I mean some expense to the community, for
practical unanimity, and not such as one of the objects of our institutions
would make it necessary to include all is to afford as much individual liberty
;
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The opportunities they we hope to avoid illiterac}' by driving
loss to the com- them into adoption of secular schools,
munity, be given to them in two sets under stress of financial difficulties
of cases: (1) where the population is with which we shall surround them.
And so we have, even in the last
'nse, and yet mixed (in these cases
lere vvill be room for two sets of decade of the 19th century, the spirit
•hools);
(2) in districts where the of intolerance as rampant and vigor-

as possible.
•

sire

may, without

1

population

Roman

is

but entirely
Against the pro-

sparse

Catholic.

'riety of granting facilities for separe schools in these cases, there can be
othing said without intolerance and
le breach of our mostcheri^hc] priniples of liberty.
One word of application l .... ManThe Rev. Dr. Bryce,
itoba schools
i>e of the bitterest opponents of the
parate schools, has recently stated
follows:
"Out of 71!) school dislicts in Manitoba, when the Act of
1S90 was passed, 91 were Catholic.
>f these all but a very small pcrcenile are in localities almost entirely
} r'-iifh."
I may add that of
the
very small percentage " there were
only four school districts in which the
population, although mixed, was not
large enough to support a school of
ach kind.
Our principle of liberty
q plied to Manitoba therefore requires
ihat in all but four out of the 91
-chools the Catholics ought to l>e alwed to have their way, and to teach
neir religion to their children if they
ish, provided only that the just reiiirements of the State with refernce to secular learning are ob.served.
vcting upon the very contrary docine, namely, that of intolerance, coniously or unconsciously having in
view the hindrance of the teaching of
the Catholic religion as something delaved, Manitolja has said to a large
ction of her people, unless you underike to stop teaching your own religion, to your own children, in schools
to which no one goes except those of
-

—

'

:

own

faith, we will not permit
organize yourselves together
ir the instruction of those in whose
lucation the whole community has
decided interest.
We would rather

)ur

)U to

e

them

illiterate

than Catholic, but

ous as ever although with this differance principally, that whereas in the
past the churches have had their
;

innings, and the unbelievers have had
to do much active fielding, the parsons
are now out and are finding it tolerably difficult to keep within limits) the
scoring I'they are receiving) for all of
;

which, in my humble judgment, the
churches have themselves to thank.
Love your enemies was always their
doctrine, but never their practice. And
now their day has come, and while
the Tudors would not have allowed
any one to teach unless under license
from the Bishop modern regulations
require the Bishop himself to have his
certificate, and charge him straightly
not to say a word concerning that
which he believes to be the essence of
all education.
I do not mean to im;

ph' that unbelievers have now a monopoly of intolerence. What I would
rather say is that, in my opinion, the
most intolerant people of the day are
the sceptics (I speak, of course, of the
class)
that it is they (not merely
those so avowed, but that very much
larger class that is practically unbelieving although still pronouncing the
shibboleths) that are the most deter;

mined in
their
hostility
to
the
Catholic religion being taught in the
Large numbers of
Catholic schools.
believing Protestants, no doubt, agree
with them, and the rancour of many
individuals among these cannot be exceeded but very many of this class
would be glad to accord liberty to the
Catholics could they but get a little of
it for themselves.
That they cannot
do so is due, I believe, to those who
deem religion not to be of the highest
importance that is, that scepticism
avowed and unavowed (perhaps repudiated, but nevertheless domin;

—

—
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now

I
the wicket.
believe themselves to be the most tolerant of
people, but I am convinced that my
estimate of them is correct. (Rousseau
required all his citizens to be tolerant,
having first directed to be exiled or
executed all who would not subscribe
and live up to his profession of faith.)
Burke, a hundred years ago spoke of
atheists as holding " those principles
which will not leave to religion even
a toleration " and Priestly ("^ a few
years earlier wrote " The most unrelenting persecution is to be appreating),

know

is

that

at

sceptics

;

:

hended not from

A bigot

bigots,

who

but from

in-

so

from a prin-

ciple of conscience

may

possibly be

moved by a regard

to the conscience

fidels.

is

of others ; but a man who thinks that
conscience ought always to be sacrificed to political views has no principle on which an argument in favor of
toleration can lay hold." To the writers of those days I shall add one of
the most brilliant of the present
John Morley,(^^ himself by many
thought to be a mere secularist, because free from the current dogmatic re" That brings us to the root
ligion
of the matter, the serious side of a
revolution that in its social consequence is so unspeakably ignoble.
This root of the matter is the slow
transformation now at work of the
whole spiritual
basis of
thought.
Every age is in some sort an age of
transition, but our own is character:

(a) Essay
(6)

;

on the First Principles of Government,

On Compromise,

136.

290.

and cardinally an epoch of
transition in the very foundations of
belief and conduct.
The old hopes
have grown pale the old fears dim
strong sanctions have become weak,
and once vivid faiths very numb.
Religion, whatever destinies may be
in store for it, is, at least for the preistically

;

hardly any longer an organic
It is not that supreme, penetrating, controlling, decisive part of a
man's life, which it has been and will
be again.
The native hue of

sent,

power.

.

.

.

resolution is sicklied o'er
with the pale cast of distracted, wavering, confused thought.
The souls of
men have become void. Into the void

spiritual

have entered in triumph the seven
devils of secularity."

And so secularism must have its
day, and show what of weal or woe
there is in it.
It may be the " ultimate infallible credo " but it, too,
most probably will sink into the ditch
and become a dead body, and a warning for all later cock-sure philosophers.
Upon this it is not necessary that an
opinion should be offered by one
whose humble belief is that
;

Our little systems have their day
They have their day and cease to be,
;

and that

for

the

most part we are

but children crying in the night, "and
with no language but a cry." Let us,
I say, while our particular little system is disappearing, have peace let
us have sympathy and tolerance, the
one for the other and whether these
or not, at the least let us have liberty.
;

;

Winnipeg, June, 1893.

:

HUMOR
BY JAMES

L.

liN

THE SCHOOb-ROOM.

HUGHES, INSPECTOR OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR THE CITY OF TORONTO.

Forty years ago sternness was the yellow-haired lassie, while the master
dreamed. Suddenly the master's eyes
b}' teachers in
controlling their pupils. To smile was opened, and when the little fellow's
a grave ott'enCe to laugh was a flog- heart was fullest and his smile broadIn school, as in church, est, he was startled by the thundered
able crime.
" Come here, sir, and I'll
girls and boys had to be solemn, or command
The boy
else be sorry they had not been sol- lam you how to laugh."
moral force most used
;

:

When ghosts, ogres, or other crept to the desk as though he felt
monstrosities had lost their terrors, this to be a totally unnecessary lesson,
then children were threatened with the and stood dreading its commencement.
living embodiment of all horrors: the " Which would you rather be whipped
-choolmaster.
with, sir, the rod, the ruler or the
We were all amazed at the
But even the terrible schoolmasters strap ?
could only restrain nature, and not master's consideration. At length the
destroy it.
Mirth sometimes asserted boy made bis choice and decided in
" Oh
its divine right to rule even in the
favor of the rod.
you'd like
irloomiest schools. Boys laughed, how- the rod, would you ? then I'll use the
\'er, against orders.
smile was a strap." He took the strap accordingly,
-tolen luxury.
Merriment was sin- and proceeded to "larn the boy to
ful.
So far as the master's intiu- laugh." Judged by results, his lesson
nce moulded character, boys became was not a success.
His method was
y and secretive, and lost frankness evidently a very bad one, but it was
A hen they smiled, because they were
nearly as logical as his method of
lade conscious of the fact that by teaching anything else.
iniliiig they were breaking the law.
So common were whippings in
^lill there were many bo3's and girls
school in those days, boys were trainA ho broke the law even thoucjh thev
ed to regard school as a place of punknew the penalty was a whipping. ishment, and whipping as one of the
Sometimes the master was agreeable regular parts of the programme.
nough to sleep in school. Those were little boy walked straight up to his
golden moments. The happiest times teacher the first morning he ever went
we had in school, were the times the to school, and after the preliminary
master was asleep or out of the room. questions had been asked regarding
We enjoyed his retirement better than his name, age and residence, he resohis resting periods, because when he lutely held out his hand and said
was asleep we had to contine ourselves " Well, lick me and let me go to my
to smiling lest we .should wake him. seat."
While he was out of the room the
Sometimes the fun became hilarious
merriment was uproarious. While he when the culprit declined to take his
dozed we had to develop self-control, punishment, and preferred to run
and this was about the only opportu- around the room instead. It was no
nity we had to develop self-control uncommon thing for every other boy
from a positive motive.
and girl to stand up and cheer the
One day a ten year old boy was boy who was successfully dodging the
soiiling unspeakable sentiments across master.
The excitement on such octhe room to a responsive, blue-eyed, casions was intense, and if the master,
emn.

"

!

A

A

—

"
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in his undignified rush after his intended victim, fell or hurt his leg
against the corner of a desk, a wild
cheer from the entire school showed
that the boy had the sympathy of his
companions. On rare occasions too
we were treated to an unexrare
pected entertainment, when a large
boy rebelled against the injustice of

—

—

the teacher, and gave a whipping inSuch an event
stead of receiving one.
enabled us to bear the evils of our
Humor
condition with resignation.
would assert itself even under the most
We would
unfavorable conditions.
laugh when a bo}' cried in a new key,
or rubbed the injured part of his body
with unusual energy. Agony became
so common that we laughed at any of

The
remarkable characteristics.
school-room humor of early days was
grim in character and restricted in
quantity. The boy was excusable who
called his poem on the departed teacher,
"The Loss of a Whaler." Probably the
best story of genuine humor associated
with the rod is that told of the boy
whose master, hearing a noise behind
him, turned suddenly and seizing the
boy whom he suspected, proceeded to
give him a severe whipping.
The
more vigorously the blows were administered the more heartily the boy
laughed.
At length the irritated
master shouted, " What are you laughing at, sir ? " "I was laughing at the
joke on you
ha ha
you're
ha
whipping the wrong boy."
Fortunately for the boys, whipping
is not now regarded as the only disciplinary agent, or as the best, except in
peculiar cases.
It was hardening in
its

;

!

!

!

general effects on character.
The
attitude of the boys towards the master and his administration of punishment were full}"- and graphically expressed by the reply of the little fellow who, when his teacher said, " Do

its

you know why

I

am

ages pure fun, and laughs heartily at
every occurrence, or remark, or humorous story that comes properly to enliven the life of the school.
Children
are trained to stand up before the
class

and

and

tell

good humorous

this exercise

developing

is

stories,

infinitely

more

than

the old-fashioned
means of cultivating the power of oral
expression.
It might naturally be supposed that,
next to the physical aftiiction periods
the most unlikely time for humor to
come into a school would be during
the religious exercises.. The natural
seriousness of these exercises is sometimes disturbed, however.
"Who made you?" asked a primary teacher. The little girl addressed
evidently wished to be accurate in her
reply;

"God made me

so long,"

—

in-

dicating the length of a short baby
" and I growed the rest."
The word altar occurred in the
" What is an
Scripture selection.
"A place
altar?" said the teacher.
to burn insects," replied an honest boy.
" Who
were the foolish virgins ?
brought the prompt answer from a
wise little girl, "Them as didn't get
married." The Mormons were preaching in an English village, and the
teacher properly directed the moral
teaching of his school to the prominent evil of the time.
As a basis for
his remarks, he decided to ask a few
preliminary questions. " Boys," said
he, " can any of you quote a verse from
Scripture to prove that it is wrong
He
for a man to have two wives ?"
paused, and after a moment a bright
boy raised his hand. " Well, Thomas?"
encouragingly.
said
the
teacher,
Thomas stood up and sai d solemnly
" No man can serve two masters."
teachThe questioning ended there.
er said to her class, " Whom do you
:

A

especially wish to see when you go to
" Gerliah," was probably
heaven ? "
be- the most candid answer she received.
There was no hypocrisy in the boy

going to whip

you, sir ? " replied, "Yes I do. It's
cause you're bigger n I am."
The spirit of the school-room has
The wise teacher encourchanged.

who

longed to see the great giant

who

had been defeated by young David.

"

HUMOR IN THE SCHOOL-ROOM.
The religious teachings of home and
school seem to give a tlavor to answers
on very different subjects especially

student preparing

369
to

be

a teacher

" The aim of geogr-aphy is to
wrote
fit a man for the business of life, and
when religious teaching is made a mat- lead him to prepare for death and the
ter of memorizing words that are not other world."
Another believer in the
understood. The girl who said, " A uplifting power of geography wrote
republican is a sinner mentioned in " A person ignorant of geography is
the Bible " and the 4)oy who wrote, wrapped up in his own narrow sphere
"There are a good many donkeys in of icrnorance, and is generally a bore."
the theological gardens," had evidently An English girl wrote " Oliver Cromreceived a religious training.
At an well was a man who was put in prison
When
examination in England the pupils for his interference in Ireland.
were asked to explain the difference he was in prison he wrote The Pilbetween the religious beliefs of the grim's Progress,' and married a lady
Jews and the Samaritans. One an- called Mrs. O'Shea." A Canadian hisswer was
The Jew^s believed in the torian informed the examiners that,
Synagogue, and had their Sunday on " The VV^hig Party was an army that
a Saturday, but the Samaritans be- tried to skirmish every town."
Anlieved in the Church of England, and other pupil answered, " The Whig parworshippe*! in groves of oak therefore ty is the Conservatives," and still anthe Jews had no dealings with the other said, " The Whig Party are the
Samaritans."
ones that wish for progress, and they
The words, " His Satanic Majesty " don't in general dress so gav as the
occurred in a story read in one of the Tories." It must have been a very radToronto Public Schools. " How many ical son of a Rafiical who wrote, " Perknow who his Satanic Majesty is ?
kin W^arl)eck raised a rebellion in the
said the teacher.
He claimed to
Several hands were reign of Henry VIII.
raised, and
the first pupil named, be the son of a prince, but he was realpromptly replied, "The Inspector." It ly the son of respectable people." A
is encouraging to know that she was
young churchman wrote, " A Prime
a very young child.
History and Minister is one who stops at the same
"
Scripture were never more thoroughly church all the time." " Free Trade
mixed than by the boy who wrote, is a cjuestion that always develops or"Titus was a Roman Emperor sup- igin^ai theories in the minds of youthposed t<) have written the epistle to ful economists.
Here are a few specithe Hebrews
his other name was mens. " Free Trade is carried on withGates."
" Free
out any money to pay for it.
The ridicu lous answers given at writ- Trade is the trade for fishing along the
ten exauiinations would fill many vol- shore, or selling whatever they like,
umes. Sometimes they are the result and can do what they think best."
of improper questioning, sometimes " Free Trade is, that a man buys a
of mental peculiarities in pupils, often piece of land, and pays for it, and reof poor teaching, which is satisfied ceives a deed for it, and is subject to
with giving words, instead of ideas, to nothing but the taxes of the country."
children.
When hygiene was taught in the
The ecliptic had been taught as "An form of notes dictated by the teacher,
imaginary line representing the appar- to be repeated orally by the pupils or
ent path of the sun through the heav- written down to be committed to
ens," but at the examination it was memory, the answers given in this
defined as, "An imaginary line going subject were often very amusing on
round the equator; it seems to be the account of their incongruities. Readl)ath which the earth goes round, but ing a few of them must convince even
It is really the path to heaven."
A skeptics that we are " fearfully and

—

:

:

;

:

'

*'

:

;

—

—
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wonderfully made." "We call the
kidneys the bread basket, because it
They
is where all the bread goes to.

with a hole in the middle."
Things which are equal to each other
are equal to anything else." " The chief
lay up concealed by the heart." "The products of the United States is earthfood passes through your windpipe to quakes and volcanoes," " The ra))ids
the pores, and thus passes off your of the St. Lorence is caused by the
body by evaporation through a lot of canoes of the Indians." " In Austria
little
ies."

holes in the skin called capillar"
should die if we eat our

We

food roar." " The food is nourished
" We should not eat
in the stomach."

line
"

the principal occupation is gathering
Austrich feathers." " The two most
famous volcanoes of Europe are Sodom

and Gomorrah." " Climate lasts all
the time, and weather only a few
forming and warmth-giving foods, for days." " John Bunyan lived a life of
" John Locke's works are
scantity."
if we did we would have too many
bones, which would make us look full of energy and lack no little want
if
of thought." " Julias Caesar was quite
funny." " Sugar is an amyloid
you was to eat much sugar and noth- a military man on the whole." " By
ing else, you would not live, because the Salic laws no woman or descendso

much bone-making

foods as flesh-

:

woman

could occupy

sugar has not got no carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen. Potatoes is another
The poor boy who wrote
amyloids."
that will not live long if he crams his
stomach as badly as his teacher cram-

ant of a

succeeded in saying exactly the opposA constructive
ite to what he meant.
anatomist volunteered the sentence
" The eyes are set in two sockets in a
bone which turns up at the end, and
then becomes the nose." One of the
large class that ventures to give general remarks at an examination as a
substitute
for
accurate knowledge,
wisely wrote the philosophical statement " The spine is quite an important bone." Another gave the equally
profound answer " When you have a
illness it makes your health bad, as
well as having a disease."
The girl
who wrote the following had doubtless
associated with very selfish, grasping

taneous repetition by the class of oral
statements made by the teacher, as a
substitute for teaching, the following'
A word with
should be conclusive
whose meaning: the child is not definitely acquainted is merely a new
Even if it is familiar with
noise to it.
the meaning of the language, it is
often liable to confound the words
used with others similar in sound.
"John, give an example of a noun,"
said the teacher, and John, after meditation gave "organ grinder." " Why ?"
"Because he's a person plays a thing."
" Queen Mary married the Dolphin."
" Mrs. Browning wrote poetry to the
pottery geese." This was not complimentary to the Portuguese, nor to the
teacher's method of teaching literature.
" The organs of
digestion are the
stomach, liver, spleen and utensils."
" The heart is a comical shaped bag."
" The blood is putrefied in the lungs
by inspired air." The ideas given by
the pupils who wrote these answers
were not very clear. Unfortunately

throne."

"

the

Columbus knew the earth

was round because he balanced an egg
on the table." " Alfred the Great
reigned 872 years. He was distinguished for letting some buckwheat
med his brain.
A young temperance advocate wrote, cakes burn, and the lady scolded him."
" Alcoholic beverages greatly obstruct
If anything were needed to prove
the breaking down of the body," and the absolute stupidity of the simul-

:

:

:

" The
people.
body is composed
chiefly of water, and nearly one half
of it is avaricious tissue."

A

few answers relating

subjects will close

my

"

to

other

examination

department." " Prose tells things that
are true right along just as they are,
and poetry makes it up as you go
" A circle is a round straight
along."

:

HUMOR
many

IN THE SCHOOL-ROOM.

who are

trained

ill ?

answers correctly and very
fluently, who have no definite conception of the nieaniner of the words they

the

there are

pupils

to repeat

Good teachers give their pupils
use.
every possible opportunity to use new
words, and give their own ideas of
their meaning:.

Such exercises reveal

the most extraordinar}' misconceptions
Tellsometimes. " What is guilt ? "
ing on another boy." " What is love?"
" It's going errands," said little Mary.
A poor boy was asked, " What is a
gentlemen ? " "A fellow that has a
watch and chain," he replied, adding,
when he saw that his answer was not
'

satisfactory,
"and loves
perfectly
Jesus."
He evidently thought the
latter portion of his answer should
atone for any weakness in the former
Sunda}- school child told her
part.

A

day school teacher that

" Missionaries

men who get money." " Epicure is
a man who likes a good dinner."
" Alias was a good man mentioned in
are

" Mediaeval is a wicked
has been tempted." Sometimes a pupil comes nearer the truth
than might be expected in defining a
word he does not understand, as did

the

Bible."

man who

the boy

who

wrote, "

A

demagogue

is
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" " 111, worse, dead."

This recalls

answer of the boy who

said,

feminine, woman
" What are the chief
neuter, corpse."
imports of Canada ? " " Emigrants."
" Did you ever see an elephant's skin ?"
" On
" Yes, sir "
" W^here ? "
the
elephant," said the innocent youngster.
" What do you know of Wellington ?"
" He won the battle of
First boy
" He was
Waterloo." Second boy
Prime Minister of England." Third
boy "He is dead." " What do you
call a man from Poland 1 " "A Pole."
Hole."
"One from Holland?"
" What is the difference between foot,
and feet ? " " One feet is a foot, and
a whole lot of foots is a feet," explained the young philosopher.
Many people imagine that boys and
girls are not philosophei-s. This proves
that they are not well acquainted with
boys and girls. They are great reasonei's within their, proper range of
thought They think quickly and accurately as far as their knowledge extends.
They get out of a difficulty by
their wits as if they were trained law" Who was the first man ? " said
yers.
" Washington,"
a Chicago teacher.
promptly answered the young Ameri" No," said the teaciier,
Adam
can.
well, I
was the first man." " Oh
suppose you are right," replied the un" Ma.sculine,

man

;

;

!

:

:

:

"A

beer and other
liquids."
Even when pupils have a
clear, conception of the meaning of
words they often give amusing applica- daunted patriot, " if you refer to fur" How did that blot come on
tions ot them when asked for illustra- riners."
"I think it
tive definitions. " Tom, use a sentence your copy book, Sam
with responsibility in it." Tom said, is a tear, Miss Wallace." " How could
" It must
" When one suspender button is gone, a tear be black, Sam ? "
there is a great deal of responsibility have been a colored boy who dropped
on the other one." " Write a .sentence it," suggested the reflective Samuel.
with the word nauseous in it," brought The teacher told her class that Charles
Independout the answer, " This examination II. was a Roman Catholic.
makes me feel nauseous."
ent Lulu said she thought he was an
The oral answers given in class are Epi-scopalian. " VVhy, Lulu ? " " Beoften
mirth-provoking. The word cause we read that he did things that
"lad" occurred in the primary' reading. he ought not to have done, and left
" What is a lad ?" enquired the teachundone thinors he ought to have done."
er.
A very small girl answered, " A " W^ould you believe that a star is bigthing for courting with." " Give the ger than the earth ? " " No,' said
" Present he drinks,
future of drink."
Chester, " if it was it would keep the
future he will be drunk^" "The plural rain off." " The ostrich is the only bird
" Compare on which you can ride," remarked the
" Bolster."
of pillow ? "

a vessel containing

*'

:

V

"
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" Please, I think it is better
it aint," said little teacher.
"
to
forty
Why
count
if you can't lick the
lark.
on
a
ride
can
you
do you think so, Peter ? " " Well, I other fellow," wisely added the cauknow when my uncle was gone for a tious Harold. " Susan, if I were a
week, mother said, he was' off on a little girl I would study my lessons,"
" Then
lark,' and when he came home his face paid the teacher, reprovingly.
I
guess you are glad that you aint a
was red, as if he had been riding
hard." " What made the tower of Pisa little girl," shrewdly answered Susan."
" The famine in the land." " If you wish to be good-looking when
lean ? "
" We can only hear sound, we cannot you grow up, you should go to bed
" You early," was the advice of a lady teacher
feel sound," said the teacher.
can feel a sound thrashing, can't you ?" to her class in hygiene. Isabel rather
asked Fred. " What makes the ocean rudely ventured to say in reply " I
" Salt fish," answered reflect- spect you set up late when you was a
salt ? "
" What does sea water girl."
Oh, yes girls and boys can
ive Donald.
sodium chloride ?
think and apply their, thoughts.
beside
contain
" Fish, sir," said a boy who trusted to
The humor of the schoolroom is too
his shrewdness more than to prepara- valuable to be lost.
Every teacher
The same boy should record the humorous answers,
tion of his lessons.
when asked to draw a picture of and the amusing incidents in connecJonah and the whale, drew the whale tion with her class. Teachers' Asso" Where is Jonah ?" asked the ciations should appoint Recorders of
only.
" Inside the whale," Humor, to whom all teachers should
teacher, sharply.
" Now, send
said the imperturbable boy.
the merry sketches of their
children," said the teacher, " we have school-rooms. An hour spent in readgone through the history of England, ing these stories in conventions would

teacher.

"

Why, no

Peter, "

'

'

:

!

me in whose reign would you live bd" profitably spent. The publication
you could choose for yourself ?
of a volume of such stories periodically
" In the reign of King James," said would enrich the literature of humor.
philosophic Alec, " because I read that The best collection of extraordinary
education was very much neglected in answers yet issued is that prepared
" Count twenty when you by Miss Caroline B. Le Row, of Brookhis time."
are angry before you strike," said the lyn, New York.
tell
if

KlNGSIsBY'g

"

WATER

BY PROF. WM. CLARK,

"The Water Babies"
author, the late

is called by its
Canon Charles King-

"a Fairy Tale for a Land-baby."
appeared for the first time, in 18t)3,
in the pages of Macmillan's Monthly
Magazine, and was published in a

sley,

It

year.
From that
has appeared in many
editions in England and in the United

volume

time to

in the

same

this, it

States, and there is no appearance
any waning in its popularity.

of

now

generally agreed that the
is not only a fairy tale
of great beauty, but an allegory of remarkable depth, insight, and power, a
parable of man's spiritual life on earth.
The present writer came very soon to
this conclusion, and ventured in private
and in public to give his ^.Kposition of
Being challenged to bring
the story.
his version under the eye of Mr.
Kingsley, he published it in an EngIt

is

Water Babies

monthly magazine in 1870; and
soon afterwards obtained from the
author this assurance: "From beginning to end, I desire not one word
more or less as regards my meaning."
As the following exposition is, for the
most part, a reprodiiction of that
earlier one, the reader may feel satisfied that he has here Mr. Kingsley 's
own meaning lawfully got out of the
story, and not some theory of the
It is with
expositor's foisted into it.
satisfaction that we confirm the judglish

ment we had formed of this beautiful
book by the testimony of Mr. Thomas
Hughes, the author of " Tom Brown's
School Days," in Atalinta (Vol. I., p.
530), who says of the Water Babies,
"a fairy tale, as he called it, but containing, nevertheless, the most complete and consistent summing up of
his matured views on theological, political, and social subjects that is to be
found in any of his writings."

BABIES."

LL.D.,

F.RSC.

It may be remarked, in passing, that,
as Bunyan's great allegory represented
the religious spirit of Puritanism in
the time of Charles II., so Mr Kingsley's Water Babies retiects, in a remarkable manner, the religious sentiment and temper of the present day.
The story might be divided into two
parts, dealing with the life of the hero,
Tom, first as the history of a chimney
sweep, and secondly as that of a

Water Baby.

The Water Baby

life,

again, may be divided into three
periods first, his life in the river before he helped the lobster out of the
pot; secondly, his life in S. Brandan's
Isle ujider the discipline of the fairies,
:

Mrs. Be-done-by-as-you-did and Mi-s.
Do-as-you- would-be-done- by; thirdly,
the period from the time when he set
off from the other end of nowhere to
the end of the story.
There can be little doubt that the
fii*st period is intended to represent
the life of sin, ending with conveision
Tom and his master, Mr.
from sin.
Grimes, are represented as very dirty
and it is the conviction of his foulness
This
that leads to Tom's conversion.
conviction was produced, first of all,
by an Irishwoman, who represents
Con.science, and, perhaps, also ProviIt should be remarked that
dence.
this character did not appear in the
original form of the story in Macand the present writer was
milian
informed by the author that it was
added at the suggestion of the late
Judge Erskine " best of churchmen
and of men," as Mr. Kingsley called
him who thought it better to prepare
the reader for the allegorical meaning
;

;

—

—

of the story.

The work begun by the Irishwoman
was carried on by the sight of EUie in
her pure, white bed, ^contrasted with
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own

ugly, black, ragged creatures are to them simply the
with bleared eyes and grinning means of amusement and entertainBut, just as Tom's act of selfwhite teeth," in a great mirror in her ment.
chamber and it was completed by denying kindness to the lobster opened
Mrs. Grimes at Vendale expressing her his eyes to see the Water Babies, so
All these when men go forth towards their
dislike of chimney sweeps.
things worked themselves into Tom's fellow-creatures in acts of self-forgetheart and soul, and, crying out " I ful love and sacrifice, then do they
must be clean, I must be clean," he recognize their fellow men as children
his

" little,

figure,

;

became
Here we have one
type of conversion, which begins in
the sense of evil and the longing for
deliverance from evil.
Passing on to the Water Baby life,
it can hardly be doubted that the first
period represents the life of mere
Seltishness and Worldliness.
It may

cast himself into the river, and

of the

a Water Baby.

sisters.

same family,

as brothers

and

The readers of Coleridge's " Ancient
Mariner" will remember how selfishness killed and withered all that was
around him, but when the Mariner
looked upon the beautiful things in
the sea, and " blessed them in his
It is the true
heart," all was changed.
be a life of comparative innocence, or spiritual awakening of man's heart,
it
may be sinful, this life of the however it may come to him. It is
" natural man," but it is shallow and the passing away of old things the
frivolous,

any

without deep convictions or

serious

sense of responsibility,
without earnest purposes or strenuous
efforts.
We see it in Tom worrying
the caddises, tormenting the little
trout, making faces
at the otter,
chatting with the dragon-fly, and
admiring the salmon.
But a change came with his helping
the lobster out of the pot.
The description of this episode is one of the
most delightful in the whole book;
and at the end of his work Tom
entered into a new experience. "He
had not left the lobster five minutes
before he came upon a Water Baby.

becoming new of

all

Now

things.

men

are not merely creatures to
buy and sell with, or to be amused
with, or to quarrel with; but they are

other

TJiis is conversion from
brethren.
selfishness or worldliness, just as the
sense of evil, the longing for deliver-

ance, the steadfast purpose to lead a
better life, is conversion from sin.
Tom is now the representative of
the human soul brought into a right

But all is not yet
relation to God.
done, as people are too often tempted
to imagine.

A man may

be a

new

man, but he does not at once leave
behind him all the habits contracted
A real live Water Baby sitting on the through years. There is still a sin
white sand, very busy about a little that doth beset him.
And so it was
point of rock. And when it saw Tom with Tom. He could not at once give
it looked up for a moment, and then
up all his old tricks and he has to go
cried, 'Why, you are not one of us. through some useful discipline at the
You are a new baby.'" Tom was hands of the sister fairies, Mrs. Be" Well,"
much surprised.
he said, done-by-as-you-did, who represents
*'
this is wonderful
I have seen law, and Mrs. Do-as-you-would-bethings just like you again and again, done-by, who represents grace
the
but 1 thought you were shells or sea two great agencies in the guiding and
creatures.
I never took you for moulding of our moral and spiritual
Water Babies like myself." The au- life on earth.
thor tells his readers to guess the
The description of Tom's interview
reason for this, which we will venture with Mrs. Be-done-by-as-you-did is a
to do.
Whilst men are living a purely passage of wonderful force and power.
selfish and worldly life, their fellow- She has been giving sweet things to
;

!

—

;
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the other children; but into Tom's
mouth she put a nasty, cold, hard peb-

But
ble, which he thought very cruel.
she explained to him that as he did to
others, so she must do to him, and she
needed no information about it everybody told her exactly what he had done,
and she could not help acting as she
Here is the law written
had done.
upon man's nature, the law of sowing
and reaping. If sour grapes are eaten,
the teeth are set on edge as a certain
consequence.
And then she explains to Tom why

—
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renunciation and the sacrifice which
are the appointed way to them. They
would have the crown without the
cross, and no good cancome of any
such methods to the experimenter or
to others.

And now we come

to the third and
period in the Water Baby life.
In addition to the two fairies, little
Ellie, whom Tom had seen when he
was a chimney sweep, and who had
become a Water Baby, had lately been
one of Tom's teachers, and a very valuable guide and teacher.
But one
he had thought her so ugly. " I am thing Tom wanted to know, and that
very ugly," she said, " I am the very was, where little Ellie went when she
" To a very
ugliest fairy in the world, and 1 shall went home on Sundays.
as
themselves
beautiful
place,"
she
said.
But, what
people
behave
till
be
they ought to do, and then I shall was the beautiful place like and where
Ah that is just what she
grow as handsome as my sister, who is was it ?
And it is strange, but
the loveliest fairy in the world, and could not say.
her name is Mrs. Do-as-you-would-be- true, that no one can say; and that
done-by." To the breakers of the law those who have been oftenest in it, or
To those even nearest to it, can say least about
law is ugly and repulsive.
who love and keep the law, it is beau- it, and make people understand least
last

!

as beautiful as Grace itself.
Mre. Do-as-you-would-be-done-by
is a beautiful fairy, very unlike her
sister in appearance and in her ways.
Tom was introduced to this lady as a
new baby, and she took him in her
arms and laid him in the softest place
of all, and k,issed him and petted him,
and talked to him, tenderly and low,
such things as he had never heard in

tiful,

his

life.

Tom

fell

asleep,

what it is like.
The meaning of

What is
man like ? What

plain.
like,

"

when he

is

tolerably
the higher life of
is the heart of man

all this is

lifted

out of his

natural pride and sensuality and
Could he give
an
worldliness ?
answer to this question, which would

convey any clear meaning to another

We

fancy

not.

And

so

?

Mrs. Do-as-

told
Tom,
and when you-would-be-done-by
"Those who go there (where Ellie
went on Sunday) must go first where
they do not like, and do what they do
not like, and help somebody they do

he woke she was telling the children
a
story—one which l)egins every
Christmas eve, and yet never ends at
This was, of
all, for ever and ever.
course, the story of redemption and
Law rewarded them according
grace.
to their deeds. Grace comes and gives
blessing without regarding any consideration save the need of those to

not like."

We

understand this

testi-

mony. The Captain of our salvation
was made perfect through sufferings
and theje is no other way to perfection
and blessedness but by treading the
rough and thorny way of self-denial
whom she comes.
" Through much
One interesting episode should here and self-sacrifice.
in
or another,
tribulation,"
one
shape
getting
at
be noted, namely, Tom's
the lollypops on the sly, and stealing the kingdom must be entered.
Tom suspected that the thing which
and eating them, and being made sick
by them. It is the case of those who he was required to do which he would
would attain to all the delight of re- not like to do was to help Mr. Grimes;
ligion without undergoing the self- but at last he consented to the con-

—

—
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and set off on his journey to ence that conscience of which ButHe was ler said, " if it had might as it has
the Other-end-of-nowhere.
Carey,
who right, it would rule the world." Nadirected to go to Mother
would tell him the way. We can only ture, in this sense, represents God as
treat in the briefest manner of the in- revealed to us in the world and in the
cidents on the way to Mother Carey. constitution of our own being.
Following out the directions of
First, Tom tried to obtain guidance
from the Gairfowl a delightful speci- Mother Carey, Tom proceeds on his
men of the self-sufficient class, who are journey and meets with several thrillIn the island of
so satisfied with what they know, so ing adventures.
undesirous of learning anything more, Laputa now named the Isle of Tomand so contemptuous of those who are toddies he meets a number of people
conscious of their own deficiencies and worshipping, and suffering grievously
ever anxious to repair them, that they from, " their great idol Examination."
lose the knowledge and energy which Here we are reminded of Professor
Freeman's caustic remark, that, when
they once possessed.
Next he came to an old whale, who he was at Oxford, they were not being
directed him to Mother Carey, who etej'nally examined, so they had time
certainly represents Dame Nature. to learn something.
Then he comes to
She a[)peared at a distance as an ice- old-wives' fabledom, where the folks
berg.
But as he came nearer, it took were all heathens and worshipped a
the form of the grandest old lady he howling ape."
The Powwow man,
had ever seen a white marble lady, who is here introduced, represents that
sitting on a white marble throne. class of Christian teachers, now less
And from the foot of the throne there abundant than in former days, who
swam away, out and out into the sea, think that no one can possibU' be
millions of new-born creatures, of more made good unless he is first frigfhtened
shapes and colors than man ever into fits.
dreamed, and they were Mother
At last he reaches Mr. G-rimes, and
Carey's children, whom she makes out renders him the service for which he
of sea water all day long.
She sat had been sent.
Many influences tend
quite still with her chin upon her to turn the heart of the reprobate old
hand, looking down into the sea with chimney sweep; the remembrance of
two great blue eyes, as blue as the sea his mother, the kindness of Tom, the
itself.
She gave Tom two directions: teaching of Mrs. Be-done-by-as-youfirst, he was to follow the dog and
did.
But the great lesson brought out
then he was to walk backwards sig- is, that this is a work which no one
nifying that Nature's true guides for can do for another which every one
men are instinct and experience.
must do for himself. It must not be
If it is asked, why Nature is brought supposed that Kingsley was here teachin at this particular point, two_ an- ing any <loctrine of human self-sufficswers may be given.
In the first iency, when he represents Mr. Grimes's
place, we must not regard the succes- tears as washing away the soot from
sive parts of the book as being his face
but only that other people
necessarily in chronological order and and even God Himself can only help
moreover, in the true sense of the us to do our own work.
word. Nature is our guide; for, as
Having accomplished the work on
Bishop Butler has pointed out, we have which he had been sent, Tom is allowno right to say that we are following ed to return to S. Brandan's Isle by
Nature, when we are guided by our the Backstairs to which the reader's
appetites and passions.
Man has attention may be particularly directed,
other principles within him, and, at but without further comment.
At S.
the head of all, is reason and consci- Brandan's Isle he again meets EUie,
ditions

—

—
—
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—
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but very different from what he had
known her. " Oh, Miss Ellie," said he, " how you are grown."
" Oh, Tom," said she, " how you are
grown too." And no wonder; they
were both quite grown up he into a
previously

—

man,

.

,

ened him

Z77

more than

he had ever

been.
"

But you are grown quite young
"

again."

To

you,"

said

.she

.

—

;

;

;

he had found out .something which
made him very happy, and yet fright-

"

Look

"

again."

was neither of them, and yet all of
them at once.
The meaning of all this is now quit«
plain.
In this dim twilight of time,
when we are as children tossed to and
fro by various winds of doctrine, and
.she

see as through a glass darkly, Nature,

and Grace, and Law, and Conscience,
and Providence seem to us often different and even contlicting; but when
we are grown to the full stattire of men
and women in Christ, and see as we
are seen, then shall
are all harmonious

we know that they
and one

REGRET.
They plan I*.

1

,...<-w,i

,,.

,

.„<.i,-.i,

And

watere<l them with faithful hand
They hailed at length each snowy crest,
And watched the graceful leaves expand.
;

lilies so " they said,
wept, poor souls, their honest t<»ar8,
The while Heet-footed niem'ry sped
Across tlie V>ridge that spanned the years.
*'

She loved the

!

And

Too harsh was fate with one .so pun
We might have seen, we might have known,
And yet we left her to endure
The light of broken faith alone
"

!

Contrite the woVd.s, as were the tears

That

rainetl o'er lily

cup and sheath,

Yet reached they not those deafened ears.
Nor moved that flood. ^''" '"••'•'<»^ l^'"""tth.
Alas that our blind eyes smouki
Anointing at so stern a hand

lu-ca

1

I

Ala-s

1

that

the fairy.

You are the Irishwoman who met me the day I went to
woman. Harthover." And when they looked

into a beautiful
At last they heard the fairy
say, "Attention, children; are you
"
never going to look at me again ?
They looked and both of them cried
oat at once, " Oh, who are you, after
all ? You are our dear Mrs. Do-as-youNo. you are our
would-be-doiie-by.
good Mrs. Be-done-by-as-you-did but
you are grown quite Ijeautiful now."
" To you," said the fairy
" but look
again." " You are Mother Carey,'' said
Tom, in a very low, solemn voice for
tall

BABIES."

human

Ere they can

hearts must bleed

fully undei-stand

!

—

-M

.

A. Maitland.

in God.

THE BATTLE OF STONY CREEK.
BY

E.

B.

BIGGAR.

month under cover of a dense fog, the invadStony Creek was ing army embarked to the number
fought.
Looking at it through this of 6,000 in all, the attack being coverperspective of years, this brave fight ed by a heavy cannonade from the
forts, and by
of the little band of British and Cana- American
broadsides
dians against an overwhelming foe from a fleet of vessels well posted to
gains rather than loses in importance sweep the shore of the lake.
With a
in its effect upon the fortunes of the force of only 1,000 men, including
It was eighty years ago last

since the battle of

war

of 1812-15.

It

turned the tide of

militia angl

Indians, the British, un-

American invasion of Upper Canad'.i, der General John Vincent, were
and saved the province, not only for soon driven into the forts. The
that campaign, but for the remainder fog which occasionally screened the
of the war.
To understand to what enemy from view, and prevented the
an extent the fortunes of Upper Can- details of attack from being exposada were decided by that battle, it is ed, was not the only disadvantage the
only necessary to recall the fact that British had to contend with.
The
the Americans then held Fort George, fortifications were insufiicient, and
the frontier stronghold of the province, some parts scarcely tenable, and they
and had forced the British out of were so short of powder that the guns
Chippewa, Fort Erie and all other of Fort George were compelled to remilitary posts of the Niagara penin- main silent, while Commodore Chaunsula. They were threatening the west- cey was sounding the shore on the
ern frontier they had only a month previous evening within easy gunshot.
before captured and destroyed York The men had been exhausted from
(Toronto), and they had a powerful their long and tedious duty in awaitfleet operating on Lake Ontario, and ing this long-expected invasion
for
capable, under an able commander, of heavy guards had lined the banks
blockading every port of commerce, night and day for an indefinite period
and of holding possession of the entire before this, and the duty was rememlake, as they then held possession of bered by all as the hardest of the year.
the shores of Niagara. Those who In resisting the attack, Col. Harvey,
are familiar with the history of this the hero of this sketch, was posted to
bootless and fratricidal war will re- the right of Fort George, his detachmember the circumstances which ment extending along the right of the
brought the British to a stand on river to what was then known as
Burlington Heights. At midnight, on Brown's Point, while Col. Myers was
the 26th of May, 1813, after a long stationed to the left, west of Fort Masstand spent in preparation, the Ameri- sassaugha, while the General occupied
cans completed their final arrange- the fort and town.
Although the
ments for invading Canada from their cannon had been booming before dawn,
position across the mouth of theN iagara. the Americans were not discovered unOn the Canadian side of the river, and til the approach of day, when, through
overlooking the shore of the lake, the stagnant mist, they were seen
stood old Newark, or Fort George, and rapidly approaching from the lake,
this the Americans marked out for de- west of the fort.
About a hundred
struction.
Before dawn of the 27th,. boats and gcows pushed in, and after
;

—

\
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some opposition effected a landing. As
the sun rose, and the mist cleared
away, the movements of the enemy
became more evident, and when it
was at last seen that the attack was
being made from the lake side only,
Vincent moved out from the fort towards the shore and awaited the adThe Americans had landed
vance.
their artillery, and, supported b^' their
guns, moved forward in three solid
columns. After a hard fight, and after
sustaining severe loss in oflScers and
men, Vincent, pressed hard by superior
numberai, evacuated the forts after
spiking the guns, and retreated to
Beaver Dams by way of Queenston,

V)

doubt did so for the protection of their
families while the c untry was to be
overrun by the invaders. The impressment of wagons and horses, the destruction of spare stores, and the movement of the army westward must lyive
been a disheartening sight to the settlers of the country, most of whom, from
the Niagara frontier to the head of Lake
Ontario, were United Empire Loyalists.
As the remnant of the army passed
on they left behind them many a scene
of sorrow and distress in the homesteals where defenceless women and
childrenexpected the retreating British
to be followed by the invading foe,
who would soon take possession of the

having lost 445 men in killed, wound- land. These old Loyalists who had
ed and prisoners, while the American fought for the King and left their
loss was only about 150.
American homes had sacrificed every
The British General determined to comfort, every social advantage, and
evacuate all the frontier posts and sent every possession that contribute to
orders, to Col. Bishopp, who then held make life happy, and now these men,
Fort Erie, and Major Ormsby, who with their wives and daughtei-s, who
commanded at Chippewa, to join him had faithfully followed them and borne
at the Beaver Dams, while a body of hardships that strong and courageous
seamen under Capt. Barclay, as well men had shrunk from, were left to anas all the militia in that part of the
country, were also apprised of the

Dams was

ticipate the desolating presence of the

Empire's

foes.

was Vincent's plan to retire to
as a dep6: for military stores and pro- the entrenched camp known as Burvisions, and it was to this point that lington height
now partly occupied
our Canadian heroine, Mrs. James by the Hamilton cemetery
and
movement.

Beaver

used

It

—

Secord, brought the information Mjhich
resulted in the capture, by a small
band of British and Indians, of 550
Americans with two guns. By the
morning of the 2sth of May the troops
were as.sembled, and the militia and
volunteers were told that they were at
liberty to return to their homes if they
choee.
Some of the officers had but a
poor opinion of the Canadian militia,
and placed but little reliance upon
them in time of need, but it is evident
from Col. Harvey's dispatches during
this war that he did not share that
opinion, especially later in the war,

—

there await developments.
He passed
through De Cue's (or De Cew's), and
late at night pitched his camp at the
Forty- Mile Creek (now Grimsby). In
the morning, the General sent W. H.
Merritt (afterwards a public man of

some prominence, and from whom the
village of Merritton

takes

then a captain of the

local

its

name),

yeomanry,
to reconnoitre the enemy and learn how
far they had advanced.
With ten
men, Capt. Merritt went cautiously
back to the Twelve- Mile Creek, and
found that an advance body of forty
or fifty mounted Americans had reachwhen discipline and experience made ed De Cue's, but had not appeared in
them cool and hardy. A large num- force. Having sent the news back to
ber followed the fortunes of the army Vincent, he stole home by *the lake
rather than disband, while many of road to spend a few hours with his
those who returned to their homes no family, and then at midnight followed

D
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back to the camp at Forty-Mile Creek. His movements at the taking of York
Here he received an order from the in April were ill-planned, and his acGeneral, who had reached Burlington tion after the capture of Fort George
It was only
heio'hts with the army on the night of still more ill-panned,*
after reports from
Canadian sources
had been brought
to

him of Col. Proc-

tor's

being on his

way from
troit

the De-

frontier

to

reinforce Vincent,
that Dearborn de-

cided on an

imme-

diate pursuit, and
it is quite possible

the determination
would not have

been

made then

had not General
Winder, his ablest
oxJicer,

JAMKS CACE

S OJJ-)

STORK, IN TlfK MNKYARDS.

made the

sugg"estion and

volunteered
the

29th, to remain at the " Forty

the

service.

Gen. Winder

set

to
out,

until driven away by the enemy.
He but took the wrong road, and had
bad not long to wait.
On the after- to retrace his steps at a i\oss of
noon of that day (May 30th) the ene- two days' time. It was then thought
my were within three miles of him, best to transport the troops by the
and before night their mounted scouts fleet to the shores of Burlington
had driven him oflE and occupied the Bay, but the Cabinet at Washiw^g-

camp for the night. ton, who, happily for Canada, wereBut the progress of the Americans the directors of the campaign and took
was not such as to give them the ad- away a great deal of the discretion of
vantage they might have had by the its Generals, had ordered the fleet in
victory at Niagara.
Indeed, in this another direction.
After two more
instance, as in many others during this days spent in deliberations, Winder
war, the incapacity of the American was sent off again in pursuit of the
leaders saved the British, and gave British, who were now resting on the
them the only chance which such a breezy heights at Burlington.
The
site of the British

Stony Creek could have
General Dearborn, who had
supreme command of the American
battle as
afforded.

army

of invasion, was much advanced
in years and was suffering from poor
health at this time.
In his younger
days he had distinguished himself
in the Revolution as a man of activity and daring, but he was now
almost in his dotage, and had he even
possessed full powers of mind and
body, it is doubtful if his skill as a
tactician was equal to the occasion.

brigade under his command included
a considerable body of infantry, with
Col. Burns' detachment of cavalry
(250), and Archer's and Towson's artillery.
Taking the lake-road, he marched to the Twenty-Mile Creek on the
Lst June, and here he heard the reports circulating among the settlers
that reinforcements were coming to
the British from Kingston, as well as
*The old General was recalled just a month after the
battle of Stony Creek, and General Wilkinson, another old
and equally incompetent leader, appointed in his stead.
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from the west. He sent back to Dearborn for further reinforcements, and
when these arrived, the invading army
consisted of divisions of the 5th, 13th,
14th, 16th, 20th and 25th regiments,
with artillery and cavalry, numbering
in all from 3,100 to 3,550 men.
At
the head of the reinforcements was
Gen. Chandler, who, as .senior officer,
now took chief comu)and, and the
American army reached the "Forty"
on the night of the 4th June (or, according to Lossing, the American historian, on the morning of the 5th), and
from there moved on towards the
British encampment. The 5th of June
was a sultry day, and when the American army, late in the afternoon, came
to a spot about half a mile west of
Stony Creek, where a grassy vale
opened out on either side of the road,
with a clear stream meandering deviously through the midst of it, they were
glad, after a body of them had advanced to the rough and thicklywooded ground beyond, to return and
make so plea.sant a place their camping ground for the night.
There were
sign.s of .settlement hereabout, where
a few supplies could be got, and this
made the site readily favored moreover, they learned the British camp on
the heights was only .seven miles distant, and it Wiis desirable to make the
attack in daylight in an enemy's
country. Here, then, they would pitch
their tents and march to conquest on
the morrow.
While the main body rested here, a
division consisting of the 13Lh and
14th regiments and a company of artillery kept the lake road and camped on the shore near the mouth of
Stony Creek, to anticipate the movements of the British Meet, which, it
was suppo.sed, was on the way fronj
Kingston with fresh troops for Vin;

cent.*

Durinor the afternoon there

"This separation of tlw lake divUion from the niain
is no dovmt one of the reasons for the disi;re|>aricy in various histories as to the strenL'tli of the
Aiiiorioan force.

the

The number

fijcht \vo\ild

ing

less

skirmishing as the invad-

army moved

on.

Capt.

Merritt

had gone into Vincent's camp, but a
dragoon was posted here and there to
give notice of the advance.
One of
these men, posted a distance below
Stony Creek, came riding through the
settlement in the afternoon, firing his
pistol and shouting that the enemy
was coming. As he was a notorious
liar, his report was received doubtfully.

Another

di-agoon,

John

Brad}',

who knew

the country well, rode
ea.stward, but before he advanced half
a mile, suddenly came upon the enemy. Just before him, a deer-path ran
up the mountiiin.and rather than turn
tail and leave a fair mark for the foe,
he put spurs to his horse and dashed
forward to reach this deer path. The
sight of a "solitary horseman" dashing towards them must have bewildered the American advance, who awaited his onset curiously. At first he was
somewhat screened from view by the
of two " log heaps " burning by
road, but when clear of this he
rai.sed his musket, tired at the enemy
and dashed up the deer- path. The
Americans now understood the situation, and a volley was sent after him,
but their bullets whistled harmlessly
by or struck the intervening trees.

smoke
the

Brady climbed the mountain, and in
than two hours was in Vincents
camp on the heights. The advance
cavalry of the Americans soon pranced
up before the village tavern, kept
then by Edward Brady, when, among
less

other things, they appropriated the
family's bread that had been freshly
baked that afternoon. The clattering
of cavalry
houfs, the clanking of
sword-, the heavy rattle of the artillery wagons and the long and strange
array of invading soldiers struck the
inhabitants of the hamlet with won-

der, and when it was whispered about
had been that a battle was to be fought the

American army

puti'd in

more or

381

of .\nieri<-ans

who

parti. ;-

probablv not be more than

2,80(1.

next <lay, the women and children
shut themselves up in their cabins
with consternation and foreboding.
It has been said that a V)ody of the
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Americans advanced beyond the spot
destined for their camping ground. A
detachment of their advance penetrated as far as the Red Hill, where
they narrowly escaped being captured
in an ambush laid by Capt. Williams
and a few men of the 49th Royal
Irish, who had been posted at Davis'
Williams and
tavern to reconnoitre.
his men lay concealed in the underbrush on the hill, but as the glittering bayonets and cockaded hats of
the enemy came to view through the
shrubbery, one of the soldiers, forgetting his orders, tired, and set the
Americans in retreat, hastened by a
In this
volley from the 49th's party.
volley one American was killed and
another wounded, the latter beinor
taken into Davis/ whence he was taken away by an American surgeon to
their camp.
It is related that some of
these Americans, on their way back
to the camp, stopped at a well to
drink.
One of the men, pointing to
a fertile clearing before him, said to
his comrade, " I think I will take this
piece of land when Canada is conquered."
Vain anticipation
The God of
!

the main body, leaving their camp Area
burning. The east bank, on the brow
of which they lay, was about 15 feet
high and very steep, affording a good
position in case of attack.
The road,
which was not graded at the hill as
now, was thoroughly protected by can-

non which were planted on the height
sweep all before them over
the highway and vale, while the arso as to

tillery horses stood ready harnessed in
case of action.
The men were instructed to sleep on their arms, ready
for any emergency, and the whole
camp was well disposed, save that the
cavalry were stationed too far in the
rear for effective work in case of surprise.

An advance guard was

in a little church

posted

on the west side of

the valley, and sentries stationed here
and farther up the road, and all the
residents of the immediate vicinity
were taken prisoners, some being confined in a log cabin by the camp, lest

they should carry information to the
British.

And

so all

seemed

safe,

and

soon the din of the camp subsided,
and the Americans, after the long,
tiresome march of the sultry Satur-

had willed
otherwise.
This
poor
fellow
was
found
next day

battles

among

the

slain.

His country's flag
was not destined
long over
those happy glades,
though he has a

to float

pitiful

six

Canadian

feet of

under the apple-trees
whose blossoms still
decora.te the graves
of the Americans
every returning 6th
of June.
soil

When the Ameri-

STONY CKEEK BURYING GROUND, FROM NEAR SITE OF THE OLD CHURCH.

can army arranged
their camp, a large body pitched their
tents in the open vale, but finding the
ground damp and boggy, moved up on
the high ground of the east bank with

into a sound and solid
There we will leave them while
we take a view of the surrounding

day, settled
sleep.

scenes.

——
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The woody heights where the

camp

Brit-

overlooked the head of
Burlington Bay. The camp itself was
only defended by rude earthworks,
protected outside by trees piled on one
another, with their branches pointing
outward, forming a sort of cheval de
fnse, and traces of these earthworks
may be seen to this day in a poition
of Hamilton cemetery.
To the eastward before the camp spread a plain,
marshy in many places and covered
only with a growth of scrubby hoff
oak and probably not one of the
British dreamed, as the eye swept
ish

lay,

;

from the Mountain
this

was

to

the

Bay

to be the site of a great

name), was a water power saw-mill
which supplied lumber for several
dwell. ngs that were already erected
or were being built in the neighborhood
Among these, James Gage's
ho>i8e and store, stili standing on the
site of the battle ground, were of quite
respectable dimensions
so much so
that they were approi>riated by the
two American generals and their staffs
as headf|uarters for the night, while
Gage and his family were relegated to

—

the cellar. The house was a two story
and the store, though not large,
was the first and then the only one in
this part of the country. On the other
side of the tlat before Gage's was another respectable dwelling, while in a
log cabin by the roadside lived a man
named Lappin, in whose house, as
before .said, some of the residents
were confined that night, while the
battle raged and the cannon thundered a few feet from them, though not
a hair of their heads was injured.
What was more indicative of future
urban life was the church that

that

—
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one,

Stood upon a hill, a gentle hill,
Green and of mild declivity,

man-

ufacturing city like Hamilton, Three
or four frame houses or log cabins
were, it is true, already planted along
or near the road, among them being
the tavern of a man named Barns,
situated at what is now the corner of
King and James-streets, in the heart
of the city; the houses of Kphraim
and Lieut. Robert Land and of George
Hamilton, from whom the city was
to take its name
but there was no
indication of the busy hives of industry that were to arise on this plain, or
of the ships and steamers that were
to plow the virgin waters of yon blue
bay.
Indeed, Stony Creek seemed
then more likely to bfcDinf ,1 scat of
trade than the Heights
Along the banks of .>luii\ ^^ reek,
half a mile lastof the American camp,
three or four houses were built, and
up the creek, under the foot of the
mountain where lived Adam Green
(from whom Greensville derived its

—

on the western side of the dat and
near the centre of what

is

now

the

Stony Creek burying ground. Scarcely
a tombstone saddened the aspect of
this charming spot, and the slaughter
of the Gth of June gave it its first
and most memorable start in population.
Death has done well since,
however, and the wide ground is
thickly enough peopled now with
graves new and grandly crowned,
graves old and neglected, graves
all forgotten.
It was looking upon
this scene from the brow of Stony
Creek hill that George John.son, a
Canadian poet, wrote the song that
was so popular from one end of the
continent to the other, years ago
" When you and I were young, Maggie "
a verse of which ran

—

:

A

city so si enl and lone, Maggie, -Where the young and the gay and the best.
In polished wt^ite mansions of stone, Maggie,

Have each found a

place of rest

where the birds used to play, Maggie,
And join in. the songs that were sung,
For we sang as gay as they, Maggie,
When you auad I were young.
Is built

The dear

little

church was beloved

in those days, for it was the only place
of worship in this part of the country,
said to have been the oldest in
western peninsula of Ontario
except the Grand River stone chapel.
It was built by the labor of the U.E.

and

is

the

Loyalist settlers (chiefly Methodists),
finished without money
its clap-

and

;

—
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boarded sides never saw paint, nor its
inside walls whitewash or plaster ; no
ornament glittered about its humble

and no great chandeliers ever
shed their effulgent light on a fashionno
able congregation within its walls
organ, no cushioned pews
just the
plain board benches served the worshippers here.
Its only steeple was
the chimney top that towered over its
old fireplace.
Long before the year
1800 settlers used to come a distance
altar,

—

;

of twenty or thirty miles to listen to
itinerant preachers, or services conducted by some of their own number,

Years after the war,theold church
of many a
bullet sent through its boards from the

which bore the marks
battlefield

— was

refitted,

and was

still

the best church of the
neighborhood for a long time, but,
shame to tell it, the vandal hands of
those who had charge of the ground
tore it down in 1871, and modern
tombstones desecrate the site of what
should have been the dearest relic of
our heroic age.
But though there were these signs
of civilization, and the small clearings
of the settlers appeared here and

considered

STONY CREEK FALLS, 120 FEET HIGH.

which recalls the circumstance of a there, the whole plain stretching from
rather remarkable inscription on the the head of the Lake to the Niagara
walls in the early days.
An itinerant river was an almost unbroken wilderpreacher was expected one Sunday, ness, and the rough and crooked road
but failed to appear, and his place in that ran along at the foot of the
the pulpit was taken by a man named " Mountain " the same escarpment
William Kent, whose character does over which the great Niagara thunnot seem to have inspired much re- ders was travelled almost as frequentspect, as the next Sunday the follow- ly by bears and other wild beasts as
ing verse was found written on the by vehicles. Liltle could the soldiers
wall
of this campaign have forecast the

—

—

:

changes that would take place in 80
Last Sunday was a rainy day ;
No preacher came to preach or pray,
But the Devil in compassion sent
His humble servant, William Kent.

The scene of the battlefield is
covered with apple orchards, vineyards, and berry patches, while the
years.

now
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whole

stretch of land from HamilNiagara, justly called the
garden of the province, is one
long succession of orchards, vineyards
and fruitful farms. There was one
other feature of the landscape which

ton

to

deserves notice.
ferred

to

in

The lake road resketch was then

this

the chief thoroughfare from the Niagara river to Burlington Heights.
For the roost part it followed the
windings of the shore, but occasionally
cut through the woods where a cape
jutted far out into the lake.
But
yard by yard the banks yielded before
the batteries of Ontario's waves during the north-easters til! the road was
cut off in many places, and one by one
the roadside houses and their surrounding orchards disappeared, till at
this day there is not more than one or
two bits of the old lake road left from
Niagara to Burlington. Not one in
ten of the younger generation of residents of the Niagara peninsula even
know that such a road ever existed.
Had the conduct of afiairs at the
Heights been left to Gen. Vincent, the
battle would never have taken place
at Stony
Creek, and the chances
would have been enormously against
the British, but Col. Harvey had the
instincts of a great military leader, and
with a clear foresight saw that a blow
must be struck that very night, if at
all possible.
He had been informed
by scouts of the general movement of
the Americans during the afternoon,
but wished to make a reconnaissance
in person in order to press his views
on the general.
Taking Ensigns

George and McKenny, two of Capt
Merritt's men, with one or two men
of the neighborhood who knew the
ground, he set out towardsevening with
the light companies of the 49th, and
met Capt VVilliaras' company on the
west bank of the Big Creek, about three
miles west of the enemy's camp.
While he and McKenny and George
were ascending the east bank of the
Big Creek (near where Williams'
ambush had been laid) in advance of
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the men, they came upon an American
with a British prisoner.
The American levelled his gun to tire on them,
when Col. Harvey called out to the
British soldier to seize him, which
order was no sooner, given than the
British soldier had the grun in his
hand, and the captor was made captive.
The British soldier had strayed
from the roafl earlier in the day, and
returned without knowing the enemy

had advanced so far, and so was seized
by one of the American advance. At
dusk the reconnoitring party .went
cautiously forward to a position where
they could view the enemy.
Returning to the general. Col. Harvey presented all the weak points of the
enemy's position in the most forcible
terms iu order to secure the commander's consent to his proposition for a
night attack.*
He represented that
the American encampment was scattered and disconnected, that the artillery was poorly supported, and the
cavalry so placed in the rear of the
artillery as to be useless.
The colonel
at the same time showed the hopelessness of any prolonged contest if they
waited on the Heights, for there was
only ammunition left for 90 rounds
per man,i' while a battle in daylight
would expose the weakness of the
Britijih force in

numbers.

Lieut. Fitz-

fibbon, of the 49th, is reported to have
isguised himself as a settler, and to
have gone into the American camp in
the afternoon with a basket of b'ltter,
in the sale of which he walked through
the camp, and got a view of their
position and numbers,^ and if this
report be true, that officer would no
doubt join his advice to Col. Harvey's.
General Vincent consented to the night
attack, and wisely left the command
of the assault to CoL Harvey himself.
*C«pt. Merritt credits hia two ensi^s with flnt makitie
the 8U{;g«8tion for * night attack, but the object imphed
by the Colonel's reoonniiwiioe makes this claim questionable.
t Ainnianition

was the

was so soaroe that on the day

Kinir's birthday,

before,

which

they could not afford to Are the

usual salute.
tJ.

H. Land, in Transactions of Went worth Hi'torical

Society, 1892.
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An order to move started the sleeping officers and men from the grass
'

took the duty, and Capt. Elijah Secord
was despatched to the brow of the

reposing, and mountain to watch there.
Stealthily
was alive with the British took their way down the
The men told sinuous road beneath the forest trees
off for this adventurous action con- that walled them in on either side,
sisted of five companies of the 8th or and which in places arched tf>gether
King's regiment, under Major Ogilvie, overhead, shutting them up in proNot a word was
and five companies of the 49th regi- found darkness.

whereon

they

were

instantly the camp
preparation to march.

spoken,

sound
their

not a
escaped
ranks as

they stole down
the west bank
of the Big Creek,
and then up the

eastern
like

bank

a troop of

spirit

warriors.

Just as they arrived at Davis'

Tavern

on the
the slumbering echoes of the

hill,

woods woke with
sound of a
gun in the very
direction of the enemy.
The whole
body halted almost without the word
What if it should be
of command.
an alarm from the American camp ?
The officers consulted some informaand
tion was gleaned from Davis
while the cause of the firing was doubtful, it was decided, in order to make
silence and secrecy of march more sure,
to have the charges withdrawn from
-

the

ment under Major Plenderleath, with a
few

numbering, according to
704 in all a small
band to assail an army of over ^^,000.
It was about hrlf-past ten that the
last of the brave seven hundred and
four disappeared from the waning

the

militia,

official report,

—

camp down the
lonely road towards Stony Creek. To
prevent the possibility of a miscarriage
like that of Capt. Williams' ambuscade
in the afternoon, the flints were taken
out of the muskets and the men
enjoined to march with the greatest
caution.
On arriving at the road
leading down to Burlington Beach
and the old lake road, Col. Harvey
asked Lieut. Land of the 3rd Gore
Militia to take a detachment (»f his
men and march down to a point
where he could watch the movements
of the wing of the enemy camped on
the lake shore, as a strange sail had
been noticed coming in during the
lights of the British

afternoon and apparently landing reinforcements.
Lieut. Land readily

;

;

the guns.

They now foimed into sections,
with Col. Harvey and the light companies of the 49th in the van, and
Gen. Vincent at the head of the rear
column.
Their movements had now
to be made with still greater caution,
for it was not certain whether the gun
that had been fired had not alarmed
the enemy.
As the day had been
sultry, so the night was close and
muggy.
of

Occasionally distant flashes

" heat-lightning "

flared

fitfully

against the
stagnant clouds, and
The
faintly lit the tops of the trees.
suspense of the rest of the march was

—
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painful to the bravest.
Had there
been the faint whisper of a breeze,
the nerves would have had some
relief from the strain, but the silence
was deep and deadly, and if the occassional stiirtling cry of some distant
night bird or wild animal was heard,
it only accentuated the stillness, and
added a twinge of torture to the overwrought nerves.
Yet so lightly did
the men tread that they could scarcely
hear their own footsteps. At the head
of the column still walked Harvey, as
they neared the enemy's camp, while
beside and behind him were three or
four who had been over the ground
in the afternoon.
It was two hours
past midnight, but they had seemed a
week of nights on this march.
"
are near the enemy's camp,
whispered a man ot the 49th at
sir,

We

"

Harvey's hand.
" Hush, I know

!

it

"

was the colonel's

reply.

His judgment was right, for it was
not long before a sentry challenged
them with, " who comes there ? " "A
friend," was the reply.
Lieut Danford sprang forwanl and killed him
with a bayonet so quickly that no

alarm was

raised.

was

aside,

cast
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where the two American generals
were quartered. While these movements were being swiftly made, the
sentry who stood at the chuich door
was approached in the deep shadow of
the trees and killed, and the whole
party inside, numbering about fifty
who were lying about the church with
their heads peacefully pillowed on
were made
their coats and boots

—

prisoners.

Freed from the restraint of their
long silence and suspense, the British
burst into the flats with wild and
terrific yells that seemed to shake the
woods, and .soundefl on the astoni.shed
ears of the yet half-awakened AmeriLieut.
cans like a legion of Indians. "f"
Fitzgibbon dashed up to the cannon
so threateningly planted on the brow
of the hill in the road, saw that the
artillerymen were not yet by them,
hurried back and ordered the captain
of the first company to charge upon
While the company were going
them.
at the double quick to the guns, an<l
before they had got tw ..t^ y^ni^', an

American gunner spiang forward to
rjdn.s.
It hung fire

touch one of the

;

the captain yelled to his

men

to " break

His bleeding corpse

and they moved on

the same silence a^ b^rore.
Another challenge, " who comes there ?"
another rush and the second sentinel
but he dies harder, and
is transfi.Kcd
his groans of agony alarm the third
sentry who stood down near the watch
He challenged, but without
fires.
waiting for a reply tired and fl^d.*
The suspense was at last over.
That shot was to Harvey the signal for

znaX

—

oonffict

!« obtained
A. Lnnrintr

^^ith

r-t

^"-hfr the

•

i

til.

th,I-

V

.

-

\.

;

action.
lost,

Not a moment was now

and the

colonel,

t

Ivl-

He

I

l.-vlet

H. i_ui<l. 111 Wi'- .-kL-t.-h ifkr:
himself " si>urred (orwari and cl"
Ai
to the chin with \\\< -Xuw."

J.

to be

whose plans had

been perfectly organized, ordered his
men to deploy into line. He and
Lieut. Fitzgibbon were to take the
road straight ahead.
Major Plenderleath was to sweep round to the left in
the flat, and Major Ogilvie, with a part
of the 4!)ih, was to open to the right
and act upon the enemy's flank, in
which direction was Gage's house

who was

:tinel)
X
jr,

oni*'!

in the van, af;

man

a.<

he

~

\^

man

who w»H

imd on the
march, and

clove his skull with ins hroiwlswiinl, tlic second s<'titiT
hein^ sterved in the same way. Col. Hane_v"s own acrount
to Col. Baynes is this: "In confoniuty with directions I
had ifiven, the sentries at the outskirts of the enemy's
camp were bayonete<l in the quietest manner, and the

camp

inime<liatel.v

stormed."

t It wa.4 the finn imprewion of moft of the Americann
that a lar^e Ix^dy of Indians took part in the flufht. This
impres-sion wa.-< conflniied when, dnrinif the charg« in
which the cannon were capture*!, some one in the British
ranks, to >five efTeot to the onset, yelled, " (.-ome on. Brant."
Neither Urant nor his Indians, "however, were anywhere

near.
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rods along the American lines.

off from the centre or they would all
be killed," but the words had scarcely
escaped his lips before the thundering
explosion came, and he himself and
two of his officers la}'^ dead in the road.
Major Plenderleath follows up the
charge towards the guns. There is
confusion in the darkness, but he soon
rallies his men, and up the hill they
rush into the very mouths of the
cannon. The American artillerymen
have just recovered from their daze
sufficiently to gather at the guns, but
the foremost of them are run througli
by the bayonets of the British, while
the others quailed and fled before the
fierce charge.
The guns were now in
the hands of the British, who turned

"click-click-click "

rattled

A faint

along the
by another

gloomy hill, succeeded
echoing roar and a shock of artillery,
Again the

trees,

the

tents,

and

all

about live as in momentary day, and
again the rain of bullets is followed
by moans and dying words among the
They were a cruelly, plain
British.
mark, standing before their camp fires,
with a foe so well posted scarce a hundred yards away. Yet thebrave 8th and
49th never flinched, but soon gave back
For a while
their volleys from below.
now there is an incessant roar and
rattle from hill and vale, and a dull
flame from many rifles throws a glowering light on the battlefield.
The guard at the little cabin door
them upon their foes. As Major
Ogilvie charged up towards Gage's near the foot of the hill had, of course,
house, 500 of the enemy who were fled with the fiist onset of the British,
camped in the lane connected with the and now directly in the face of the
road, flew madly up the hill, leaving fire, four of the men who had been
their blankets, knapsacks and some of confined therein were seen running exStrange to say,
their arms behind them and seeking citedly to the British.
While these they reached the lines and came out
shelter in the woods.
safely.
Suoi'iCS 'vvere '^eing enacted the main
The left wing of the British did not
body of the i^-itish halted at the
'

camp

fires

still

burning in the flat
and sought their
light

their

to

replace

and

flints

Feeble as
this light was, it

reload.

was enough

to re-

veal the forms of
the soldiers to the

Americans,

who

had now recovered from their first
panic.
While the
British

were

loading, the
hill
before

still

dark

them
was suddenly illuminated far and
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near with a crashing volley from
the whole American line.
Following the dreadful flash and crash came
a desolate silence, broken after a moment by the groans of wounded and
dying, and by the clinking of ram-

stand longin the flat, but charged across
it and up the hill, in the face of their
foes, to such a purpose, that the American lines were broken and would soon
have been put in utter disorder had not
General Chandler, seeing the danger.

—

—
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hastened across to rally his men.
In
iloing so his horse stumbled and he
was hurt, but he recovered himself,

and having restored his men to order,
was hurrying back to resis. the charge
which was creating disorder on his

when he

noticed confusion at the
not aware that the
cannon were already in the hands of
the British, and he advanced to ask
the cause of the confusion. Sergeant
Eraser was just then binding up the
wounds which Major Plenderleath had
received in his brave charge, and, seeing it was an American officer, promptleft,

artillery.

He was
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ing the evidences of the carnqge, not
thinking of the enemy, when he was
accosted by an American sentinel
under Gage's house with, " Who goes
At this unexpected chalthere ? "
lenge he was about to surrender, when
be bethought himself of a ruse, and,
sentinel, asked,
riding up to the
" W^ho placed you there ? " Supposing
Merritt to be one of their own officers,
the guard said he was put there by the
captain who had gone into the house
with a party of men. Merritt asked
if he had found the British general
yet, at the same time getting out his

disarmed him and took him pris- pistol and levelling it at the man, who
It was not long before General dropped his gun at the sight and gave
Winder and one of his officers. Major himself up. Just then a man without
Van de Venter, came along,and heingat- any gun ran down the hill. Capt.
tracted to the same situation, advanced Merritt called him, and he obeyed.
up and were made prisoners also. All With the two prisoners, he quietly left
now became confusion. Col. Burns' the place unnoticed by the party in

ly

mer.

cavalry at last got into the fray, and
cut their way through a portion of the
British lines
then sweeping round
they fell on their own infantry, and
for several minutes were cutting at
the IGth regiment before they discoveied the mistake.
This confusion
reigned more or less over the whole
field, and about 50 of the ^Oth became
prisoners to the Americans in this
way, while a number of the latter fell
into the hands of the British.
The
Americans now began to retire belore
the repeated charges of the British,
who were left virtually in possession
of the field within an hour of their first
onset, having captured, the two generals, 7 superior officers and about 1 16
subalterns and men, with four guns.
Two of the guns, however, were spiked
and left on the field, as the British had
no horses to take them away. Before
;

the house.

He

returned to the heights

without finding the general, who,
however, turned up during the day,
half famished, and without horse, hat
or sword.
A large

body of the Americans appeared on the field between seven and
eight o'clock and proceeded to destroy
the provisions, carriages, arms, blankets, etc., which they could not take,
and then retreated, leaving their own
dead to be buried by the British. As
they pas.sed from the scene of their
discomfiture, their band struck up the
then popular air, " In My Cottage
Near the Wood," and to this lively
tune the disordered army left the

The
hamlet of Stony Creek forever.
triumph of this day was celebrated
among the Loyalists afterwards by a
song sung to the tune of " Yankee
Doodle," a stanza of which was as fol-

day dawned. Col. Harvey deemed it lows
prudent to withdraw to the heights,
And if they ever come again.
and not expose the weakness of his
They'll get what they don't seek, sir,
Just what they got at Lundy's Lane,
force to the enemy.
And also Stony Creek, sir.
When
:

daylight came, Capt. Merritt

was sent down to ascertain what had
become of General Vincent, who had
been mysteriously missing.
rived

He

ar-

on the scene, and was view-

The main body of the Americans
retreated in disorder to Forty Mile
Creek, the road thither being strewn
with baggage, arms and equipments
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thrown away to make their flight Generals Lewis and Boyd. The total
The American division that force now actually numbered more
had camped on the beach heard the than during their advance to Stony
noise of the light, and, without wait- Creek, but such was the terror inspiring to learn which way the tide of ed by the midnight carnage they had

easier.

gone through, that the
only thought was now of re-

just

treat.
At day-light on the
next morning (7th June), two
small British schooners from
the squadron that had come
up from Kingston, under Sir
James Yeo, were seen out in

the lake opposite the American

camp trying to get into range.
As the dead calm of the morning continued, the impatient
tars took to their boats and
towed the schooners into range.
Along the shore were a number
of baiteaux in which the Americans
protect

had

their stores,

and

to

furnace was
The
fitted up for hot shot.
British schooners seeing this
drew off. Sir James Yeo then
sent a messenger under a flag
and summoned General Lewis
to surrender, informing him of
the fleet that was coming, of
reinfurcenients that would be
at hand from the West, and
the Indians at hand
a land
these a

—

whom

indeed, were firing
ineflectual shots from the brow
Seeing the
of the mountain.
smallness of the visible lorce,
however, General Lewis sent
back word that the request
was too ridiculous to consider
The deas in lact it was.
of

—

mand must have had a moral
eflect,

however,

for

prepar-

ations were soon being made
to retreat to Fort George, and
the next morning, after being

harrowed with apprehensions
of an Indian attack, they debattle was turning, took alarm and parted, leaving behind them 500 tents,
beat a retreat back to the " Forty," 100 stand of arms, 140 barrels of flour,
where they joined the main body, and 70 wounded men, who were taken
Here they were joined by a consider- care of by the British. The American
able body of reinforcements under boats were loaded with stores and
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pushed off at the same time for Fort
George under a guard of 200 men, but
the British schooner Beresford gave
chase and captured twelve of them
with their contents, while the remainder (five) were driven ashore and
deserted by the crews,

who joined

the

flying army.

The bright sun of a calm
Sunday looked down on a

June
rueful

scene of wreckage and death, when
the British came down to Stony
Creek to bury their own and the
American dead, and the complacent
lake refused to raise a ripple or stir a
sail to bring the war vessels in contact, lest its pure waters should be
stained with the blood of brothers,
blood that the pityingearth was hastenFor after
ing to dry up out of sight.
all they were brothers, these foes of a
year, and wherein would have been
the glory of Stony Creek if we had
not been fighting in defence of our
own land ? Many came during the
day to witness the scene, and to find
men, horses, guns, swords and baggage strewn in every part of the
ground. The bodies of the dead were
conveyed to their graves on the only
an old wooden sleigh
vehicle at hand
and the settlers assisted in the
mournful task. Most of the Americans were buried where they had
slept the night before, on the brow of
the hill to the north of the present
road, now covered by an apple orchard.
The British, with a few Americans, rest in the lower part of the
1,'raveyard, clo.se to the spot whereon
It was not till
the old church stood.
the year 1889 that any attempt was
made to consecrate this spot to the
memory of our country. As a rule,
men of the country would pass the
spot with the indifference that a modern Greek would look upon the Pass
of Thermopylae, and till now the only
monuments were the apple trees
which each returning sixth of June
shook the snowy laurels from their
own heads to sanctify the spot and do
honor to the anniversary.
Now at

—

—
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however, there is a suitable monument to the heroes of Stony Creek.
As to the numbers killed and wounded, CoL Harvey's report on the Brit" One lieutenant, 3 serish side is
last,

:

geants, 19 rank and file killed
2
majors, 5 captains, 2 lieutenants, 1
ensign, 1 adjutant, 1 fort major, 9
sergeants, 2 drummers and 113 rank
and tile wounded ; 3 sergeants and
52 rank and tile missing." Lossing
gives the American loss at 17 killed,
;

38 wounded and 9') missing but inasmuch as the Americans left their
dead to be burie 1 by the British, their
;

official reports may not be held to be
accurate.
The British, no doubt, suffered more severely than the Ameri-

which is accounted for by their
long exposure before the light of the
camp fires, while preparing to return
the fire.
From the position of the
dead and wounded in the morning, it
was known that they lost as much
from those two first volleys as in all
the rest of the fight
Most of the
Aiuericans were killed and wounded
with bayonets a stern testimony to
the courage of the British.
The unea.sy feeling of the Americans in Fort George, their final evacuation of it and the other posts on the
Canadian side of the river, and the
retaliation of the British in the invasion of the State of New York, are
known to most of those who have
read the history of this war, and the
turn of these events may be a.scnbed
to the effect of the battle of Stony
Creek.
Next to Brock himself, no braver
character than Col Harvey figured in
the war of 1812, and it seems very
remarkable that so little is known of
him, and so scant are the records of
his exploits in either Canadian or
English works. There is not a word
about him in the standard work of
British national biography, while the
portrait that accompanies this sketch
is the first that has appeared in any
Canadian book or magazine. Yet he
figured heroically in a score of battles

cans,

—
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in 1812-15, including Lundy's Lane the war, he is repeatedly mentioned,
and Chrysler's Farm. He was after- not only for his courage and personal
wards Governor of three different bravery, but for his coolness and judgprovinces of Canada, besides New- ment in the midst of difficulty and

foundland, while abroad he fought
the battles of Britain in Holland,
at the Cape, in Egypt, and in India.
Colonel (afterwards Sir John) Harvey
was born in 1778, and entered the
army as an ensign in the 80th regiment under Lord Paget, whose natural
son he was reputed to be. He was
only 16 when he joined the army, and
in his tirst year in the service he carried the colors in an action with the
French, winning the praises of his
He went through the
commander.
severe campaign in Holland in that
year, and on the coast of France at
Dieu and Queberon in 1795. In 1796
he was at the Cape, and was present
when the Dutch fleet was captured
Then he was staat Saldanha Bay.
tioned three years in Ceylon, and from
there went to Egypt, where he was

major of brigade, under Sir David
Baird.
Returning to India in 1802,
he was appointed to a captaincy, and
the next year was promoted to be
aide-de-camp and military secretary
to General Dowdeswell in the Mahratta war.
The army was under the
personal command of Lord Lake, and
here he met one of Lord Lake's daughters, whose hand he obtained in marriage in 1806.

With health somewhat

impaired by hard service in hot climates, he returned to England, where
he tilled various military appoint-

ments in England and Ireland. On
the breaking out of the war in 1812
he was appointed (just a year before
the battle of Stony Creek) Deputy
Adjutant-Geneial of the forces in
Canada, and arrived at Halifax 14th
Dec, 1812.
True to his character for
promptness and vigor, he set off the
the very day of, or day after, his arrival to make the journey overland to
Quebec, a journey toilsome enough in
the best weather then, but perilous in
the winter.
In the manuscript despatches of

In one of his letters, written
danger.
while Fort George was beingf attacked,
he remarks that, " We have been can-

nonaded since daylight;" and then
with a steady pen he gives a brief
but perfectly clear review of the
whole situation.
He received a

medal for his action at Chrysler's
Farm, which victory was largely due
to his bravery and skill.
Had he
been in supreme command in Upper
Canada, the story of the British arms
would have been a record of greater
glory than it is. To show his discernment of the situation, which his superior officers had not grasped, he writer
to Col. Baynes on the 1 1th June, when
he was occupying the deserted Ameri" The
can camp at the " Forty "
panick of the American army, you
will perceive, has been most complete,
and had the whole of this division
been at hand to take advantage of it,
doubtless very many prisoners might
have been taken, and probabl}" some
more guns. * * * As long as the
fleet is triumphant, it [the pos.tion]
Should any disaster
is a secure one.
(which God forbid) befall that, we
have no longer any business here in
*
*
*
Be
this part of Canada.
cautious of exchanging General Winder (my prisoner). He possesses more
talent than all the Yankee generals
put together." Again, when his opinion was asked by Sir George Prevost
as to the best means of defence on the
long-exposed frontier. Col. Harvey replied promptly " First, by the accurate intelligence of the designs and
movements of the enemy, to be proAnd, secondly,
cured at any price.
by a series of bold, active, oflfensive
:

:

operations,

by which

the enemy,

how-

ever supej'ior in numbers, would himself be
thrown on the defensive."
The events of the war showed that in
every case where this policy was followed, it was completely successful.

THE BATTLE OF STONY CREEK.
SACRED TO THE MEMORY

and Stony Creek, where he had full
command, was a brilliant example of

of

Libutenant-Genbrai. Sib John Harvby,

his tactics.

In February, 1880, Col Harvey was
Governor of Prince Edward
Island, and in August of the same
vear was made a major-general. From
1837 to 1841 he was Governor of

Knight

a[)pointed

New Brunswick. Meantime in 1838
he received the honor of Knight Commander of the Bath. In 1841 he was
appointed Governor of Newfoundland,
and the next year was made a Knight
Commander ofthe Hanoverian GuelphIn 184G lie was appointed
ic Order.
Governor of Nova Scotia, and remained
He had three sons,
there till he died.
the Indian

mutiny),

all

of

whom,

His
violent deaths.
wife died in 1851 at Halifax, and he
died at the age of 74 in the same
Halifax, at least, has done some
city.
lioiior to the memory of this hero, for
there, in the historic church of St.
Paul, is a tablet to himself, his wife
and his youngest .son, who died at 23,
it

is

and was buried

The

Jamaica.
as follows

at .sea near

tablet to Sir

Kingston,

John*

Hanot-er,

a period of nearly GO years, ex-

tending from A.D.

1791

to

A.D. 1852,

served his Sovereign and his

country

WITH HONOK, OAIXAJiTRT AND DISTINCTION,
io various high offices of
bility, Military

Having
in

in time of

Trust and Responsi-

and

Civil,

war done his duty as a

soldier,

Holland, in Indiu, in Egypt, and in

North America.
It

was sub0e({uently

his lot, in time of peace,

to govern tlie British Colonies of

Prince Edward's Island,

New

Newfoundland and Nova
Dying

at Halifax, N.S.,

ON 22nd March,

A

loyal subject, a

Brunswick,
Scotia,

warm

18.'>2,

aued

friend, a

74.

devoted hus-

band, an affectionate parent, an honest
nuui, a sincere Christian.

is

:

a copy of thitt inscription and for the portrait I aiu
indebted to Mr. John J. Stewart, ofthe Halifa.x Herald.
'^t'or

Bath and of the Ouelph Order of

Who, during

met

said,

Commander 0/ the Most Honorable Order

oj the

(the first, bom in lb09, became Sir
George Frederick Harvey and served
in
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/ have fought the good jiqht, I hait finished my
S Tim., c. iv..
course, 1 have kept the faith.

—

TH§ AUTOMATIC MAID-OF-ALL-WORK.
A

Possible Tale of the

BY

M. L.

Near Future.

CAMPBELL.

—

an auto- with. This was handy, so that we
I mean what I say
matic maid-of-all-work, invented by would not have to get up in the morning till breakfast-time, and would be
my husband, John Matheson.
You see it was this way, the old handy in lots of ways.
" Now look, Fanny," said John " do
story of" servants, ever since we began
housekeeping. We've had every kind, try and understand how it works.
and if we did get a good one, some- You see this wire now I'll connect it
thing would come along to take her with button number six, and at that
hour the maid will light the fire, sweep
off.
You know John has invented lots ot the kitchen and then the dining-room.
There's that door-spring now, Now this button number seven will
things.
not much when you look at it but be the one to set the alarm to. It will
He sound for about ten minutes (I'd sound
it brings in quite a little income.
used to say that he was spending his it now only it makes a fearful noise)
spare time on an automatic maid-of-all- then the maid will go upstairs to turn
work. Of course, I laughed, said I down the beds a convenient arrangewished he would, and thought no more ment in many ways. Then it will go

Yes

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

downstairs, lay the cloth for breakfast,
make the tea and toast, bring in the
things, and ring the breakfast bell.
You'll have to leave all the breakfast
things on one shelf, of course, and
measure the oatmeal and tea also. We
show me how to work it.
won't set any more buttons to-night.
Of course, 1 didn't believe in it.
It was a queer-looking thing, with It's just as well to be around at first to
There may be
its long arms, for all the world like see that all goes right.
one of those old-fashioned wind-mills some adjustment necessary."
We went to bed then, and it was
you see in pictures of foreign counI was conIt had a face like one of those daylight when I awoke.
tries.
twenty-four hour clocks, only there scious of a peculiar whirring noise,
were no hands; each number was but I hadn't got thoroughly awakened
a sort of electric button. It was run when I heard the most awful screams
by electricity, you know. The battery and thumps, and the two boys came
was inside. I didn't understand it running into our room in their nightvery well I never could see into any- dresses, and after them the automatic
thing in the way of machinery I maid-of-all work.
By this time I was out of bed, but
never pretend to listen when John
The John sleeps very soundly. He started
tells me about his inventions.
figures, as I said, were buttons, and as the maid jerked the bed-clothes
you just had to connect them with down and laid them over the footsome wires inside. There were a lot board, but he wasn't quick enough. It
It had an
of wires, each for some kind of work took him under the arm.
which would be done at the hour indi- awful grip, too, and laid him across
cated by the button you connected it the foiot-board, after giving him a

of

it.

Well, the day the last girl left, John
announced that the automatic maidof-all-work was completed, and that
he would stay at home next day and

;

;

—
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thump

or two, as

(John had watched

I

do the

me do

it

pillows.

and had
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go the wire for a minute. It gave him
a shock, you know. After that he
handled the wires more carefully.
Then the maid proceeded to clear

He didn't
the thing to perfection.
suppose it would be tried on him.
though). He didn't seem quite pre- the table.
Here was a slight complipared for such a performance, for he cation, however, for the maid washed
flounced around so that he and the everything, and though we had eaten
bed-clothes, pillows and all, landed in up nearly all, still there was some butter in the dish, a bowl of sugar, and
a heap on the floor.
By this time the boys had got over the salt-cellar. However, as there was
their fright, having been treated in the lots of good hot water, the dishes after
same manner, and we all laughed. they were wiped were as clean as
John can't bear to be laughed at. could be but John suggested that for
Howevei-, we proceeded to dress after the present, until he could make some
the maid had gone downstairs. I could improvements, the eatables had better
see John was a little nervous, but he be removed first, for " of course," he
didn't want to show it, so he waited said, " there will be some imperfectill I was ready.
The boys got down tions."
" Now, Fanny, I suppose you want
fii-st, and we could hear them laughing.
" I dare say you'll have to arrange to wash, don't you ?
Vou have the
the table a little, Fanny," said John, as clothes ready, I see." ,
" Yes, but it seems to me the diningwe went down, "but that won't be
much to do when all the things are on." room IS not swept very clean. Anyway
Well, we went into the dining-room, the crumbs ought to be swept up."
" Exactly," returned John, " only,
and sure enough the table was set,
and pretty well too, only that the but- you see, I fixed it so that it would just
ter di.sh, with the butter, was upside run around the table once before
down on the table, and the coal-scuttle breakfast, then afterwards you can
was set at John's place, instead of the have all the furniture moved out and
oatmeal dish. That was because John, the whole room swept everj' day."
Well, the maid proceeded to remove
who always leaves things in ridiculous
places, had left it standing on the back the furnitura
It went to the middle
of the stove after putting in the coal of the room, then began to circle
ready for the morning fire. The por- around, removing everything it came
ridge was standing cooked on the in contact with, and setting things out
stove.
We liad got an arrangement in the hall. John dropped the leaves
with a white earthen bowl set into a of the table, and all went well till it
kettle, and the bowl had just to be re- came to the stove and attempted to
moved and carried in. However, the remove that also but something was
coal scuttle had stood in the way, and amiss,and itveeredoffto one side. John
John had to carry it out and bring in started forward to turn it off that
the porridge.
The toast was scorched track, but it promptly picked him up
a little, but the eggs were boiled just and removed him. I forgot to say
to perfection, and we enjoyed it all that a revolving brush in the bottom
immensely.
was sweeping all this time, and now
Meanwhile the maid was upstairs the thing was making the last circuit
making the beds, and such beds you as I thought, for it had touched the
never saw. You'd think they'd been wall on three sides, and I was wondercast in a mould.
The maid came ing how it would get into the corners,
downstairs just as we were through, while John watched the stove, and
and then John pulled another wire. wondered if it could pass between that
After doing so he acted rather strangre- and the wall without coming in conly.
He didn't seem to be able to let tact with the stove. But there the
£
;

;

;
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passage was not wide enough, and the
open grate, was picked
up and removed. The pipes fell down
and made a lot of dirt, but that was
pretty well swept up, as the maid bad
stove, a little

to

make two

or three

more

circles to

allow for the corners. John replaced
the furniture, as he had not provided
The stove
for that part of the work.
we decided to carry out for the season,
but in the meantime he had started
the maid at the washing. You see
there was no time lost between things
I tell you those clothes were washand so was John's coat, which being a pretty good one he had taken
Then we
off and laid on the bench.
had the kitchen scrubbed, the same
apparatus which did the sweeping doing that also. John adjusted it so that
the furniture was merely pushed aside.
The worst of the thing was that you

and
ed,

could not stop the maid,

when

it

got

the same direction
low, and the only

it

was sure

way

to fol-

to get out of

road was to double back on your
track and dodge it.
It was the
current of air it followed, John said
he had a reason for making it that
way.
While sweeping the kitchen it
got after one of the boys once, and it
its

own

dodged around tables and chairs just
as he did,

till

and go back.

we

John

told

It got after

him to turn
Bruno when

it out of the dining-room into
kitchen.
He had just come in
from the barn to get something: to eat.

got

the

He turned tail and howled, but he
could not get out of the way till he
jumped out of the window. The cat
fared worse than Bruno though, for
she was picked up along with the wiping cloth and rubbed over the floor
for about three yards before she managed to get free. There was quite a
hole in the window, and we have not
seen the cat since.
John said there was a fine arrangeOf
ment for answering the door

had run down, and what
was more, if you interfered with the
wires when it was going, you were apt
to get a shock from the battery. This course, in some instances, we would
was inconvenient sometimes; for in- have to go ourselves, especially if any
stance, after the
kitchen was all old lady or timid person, who had not
scrubbed, the thing still ran around made the acquaintance of the maid,
the walls scrubbing as hard as ever. were expected, but if the postman or
John said the only thing was to parcel delivery it would be all right.
pull another wire and set it to work Anyone could send in a card, too, you
at something else
it would run till see.
But the best of all was the arafter the tea dishes were washed, any- rangement for putting tramps off the
way, and probably we could find some- premises. John was just explaining
thing harmless to keep it employed. how this was done when Fred, exJust then John was called out to speak claimed, "There's an old fellow now;
to a man about some coal, and I under- I wonder if he is coming here "
Yes,
took to head the thing across the sure enough he turned in at the gate,
middle of the room. Unfortunately it and presently there was a ring at the
going,

till it

;

!

;

rushed straight into the dining-room,

door-bell.

and all.
I didn't care
much. I wanted a new carpet for
that room, anyway, and I knew that
sooty spot would never come out. The
water in the pail was very dirty by
this time.
John had not thought of
its having to be changed.
Presently John returned, and we
got into the kitchen again. There was
another funny thing about it.
Whenever anyone got going ahead of it in

was an old offender, so I
didn't say anything when John pressed
the wire, and we all followed to the
door to see the effect, John remarking
The door
that it wouldn't hurt him.
was opened quite quietly, but closed
with a banjj after the maid. At first,
upon re-opening the door, we thought

water-pail

and

it

Beggars are so impudent,

this

had missed

for the tramp, lookscared, stood at one side

fire,

ing

somewhat

of

the doorway,

but the

maid was
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scuttling down the path with some
limp figure in its arms: I was sorry to
recognize an uncle of John's, from whom
John had expectations. I knew his
The maid had him by the
bald head.
middle, and his feet and head hung
down, 80 that his hat dropped off. He
was too much surprised to attempt resistance, and the maid deposited him
in a heap in the gutter, and then reWe were so bothered by the
turned.
turn affairs had taken that we forgot
to get out of the way.
Fred received
a slap which sent him sprawling. John
was lifted bodily, after the manner of
his uncle, and laid upon the table,
while ], my skirts being caught, was
forced to run backwards in a very undignified manner, till, by grasping a

door-knob, I wrenched myself free at
the expense of a width of my skirt, I
stood hanging on to that door- knob as
if
I
expected momentarily to be
snatched up and thrown out of the
window, when my eyes happened to
fall

up(m Tommy.

his

back on the

He was lying upon
floor, his legs

slowly

the air.
He made not a
sound. The expression on his face
gave me such a start that I relaxed
my hold on the door-knob, thinking
that he was injured internally.
But
he raised his hand, and feebly waved
me aside. He was simply too tired to
laugh any more, and was obliged to
lie down and wave his legs to express

waving

in

Fred had begun to
after picking himself up, but,
catching sight 'of Tommy, laughed instead, until something in their father's
his

feelings.

whimper

eye caused both of the boys to take
themselves out of doors. However,
they perched upon the fence just outside of a window and looked in.
" You see, Fanny, we must expect
some complications at first," said John,
" but after awhile we'll get used to
running it better." This he said as
the maid started out of the front door
again, after having buzzed around the
hall for a minute for, as I told you, it
;

was neces-sary
work in order

to start it at
to stop

what

some new
it was do-
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the meantime, while we
were recovering our breath, it was
making trips through the hall to the
front gate, and hence to the gutter and
back again. John was explaining that
ing, and, in

we could arrange the
we pleased, and

length of the
it need ordinarily be only to the front door.
Just
trip as

then, however, we heard most awful
screams, and we rushed to the door to
see what was the matter.
It seems

that the maid had encountered at the
gate the form of a stout, elderly female,
with a basket and an umbrella, and of
course had proceeded to remove the
obstacle.
However, the obstacle refused to be removed, and they were
having a lively time of it. A crowd
was beginning to collect, and a j)0liceman appeared around the corner.
He interfered in behalf of the stout
female, and attempted to arrest the
maid. The maid, however, made short
work of him. It did not succeed, it's
true, in depo.siting him in the ditch,
but it spoiled his hat, and caused him
to beat a hasty retreat
then, having
removed all obstacles, traversed the
remainder of the limit and returned to
the house, followed by another angry
policeman, who, after considerable persuasion, was induced to depart.
After the door closed upon the policeman, John looked at me and I at
him. The maid had accomplished
several revolutions around the dining;

room

and

was

about

to

return.

" Mercy, Fanny, you're always talking

how much

there is to do can't you
think of something I'm not supposed
" No," I answered, grimly,
to know."
but an idea struck John, and he immediately hurried to pull another wire.
He did not accomplish it with impunity, however, and I'm sorry to say
he made use of some expressions, as
he danced around for a minute, which
I was glad the boys didn't hear.
The maid now went out to the woodshed, and John fixed the handle of the
axe into the attachment at the end of
one of the arms. Here was something
out of the ordinary way, and John
;
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brightened up considerably as the axe
to move up and down with a
regular, double motion, reached forward, struck a stick at random with
the axe blade so as to catch the stick,

began

and
and
threw the pieces with two other arms
into the corner, and so on till the pile
began to get low. Any sticks that
were not split fine enough, John threw

drew

it

struck

it,

forward into

position

splitting it in the centre,

back.
All proceeded well enough till the
Then the maid
last stick was split.
started to buzz around in search of
more. It attacked the saw horse and
demolished it, ran into a tub and reduced it to kindling wood, ripped up
a barrel of ashes and raised a terrible
dust which completely drove John into
the house. All this time he was trying to get near enough to start it off

on another track, but it wheeled
around and flung the axe so menacingly
that John got excited and lost his
head.

When
ciently

the dust had subsided

we went out

again.

By

suffi-

this

time the maid had anchored beside the

new wood

rushed wildly around the shed, the axe
now slashing about with a motion evidently intended for some other office
than wood chopping.
John ran to
shut the door in the face of the reporter who was filling sheets with sketches.
The maid, however, started after him.
John stopped, tried to dodge, hesitated,
then ran out of the back gate and down
the road, the maid thrashing at him
with the axe.
This was serious.
I
ran to the gate and anxiously looked
after them, while the' boys and reporter
followed in the wake of the m^id. I
very much feared the maid would run
into something and do some damage,
but I soon saw that, as, of course, John
avoided all obstacles so did the maid
and simply followed him. I wondered
why he did not reverse and pass the
maid, thus putting it ofl[ the track.
Presently, however, John returned
alone and looking somewhat travel-

He pushed past me and
upstairs to the bathroom.
I did
not dare to follow to ask questions, but
stained.

went

Fred and Tommy also returned soon
and told me what happened after I
lost sight of

them.

and was splitting it
It seems that, first of all, the axe
This would not have mattered flew off" the handle and chopped a
over.
much we didn't mind the wood being rooster, which was scurrying out of
reduced to matches, but it was close to the way, almost in two. Then they
the shed window and the sticks were caught up with a cow. It was quite
being flung through, carrying broken a bit out of town, and she started to
glass with them into the street.
John run in the same direction. John
did not care for another visit from the swerved to one side and the maid
policeman, but he was completely caught up with the cow and belabored
nonplussed. Just then he heard a her with the axe handle. This madstifled chuckle and looking over his dened the cow so that she made for
shoulder he saw several boys perched the river and rushed in, the maid after
on the fence and among them our own, her. They slashed about in the stream
who immediately dropped down. But for a minute then the maid sank and
what maddened John was the sight of the cow appeared on the other side.
a newspaper reporter also, who was
Next morning, about an hour after
evidently sketching the scene. Then John went down town, he sent up a
the air began to be filled with flying new carpet for the dining-room.
We
missiles which John threw at the maid, have a German girl now, and I don't
till, by some lucky hit, some of
the know but that she's better than the
machinery was jarred and the maid automatic maid-of-all-work.
pile

;

:

THE CHAMOIS HUNTER.*
BY FLORENCE A8HT0N FLETCHER.
to return to a life which he knew
only too well.
Is there another that can expose to
The next morning, long before daylight, Ulrich and the old crystal-seeker so many fatigues, privations and perwere up and preparing for their expe- ils ? The hunter is in the habit of
starting in the evening, in order to
ditions.
Uncle Job's cottage was still smaller have reached some high part by dayand more miserable than old Trina's. break. If he can find no tracks there,
The whole furniture consisted of a he mounts higher, ever higher, only
bed, a small table and three stools, but stopping where he has seen some
the four walls were ornamented with marks which may lead him towards
the collections he had made on the his game. Then he advances cautiousmountains. Those bright stones, and ly, sometimes on his knees, sometimes
dried plants, those butterflies and in- dragging himself on by his hands, until
sects, with their many -colored wings, near enough to distinguish the chamois'
which tapestried his hut, gave to it an horns, as it is only then he is within
for
If the chamois on watch
indescribably strange air, to which the shot.
has not
old man himself added, with his old they always have a sentinel
world costume, his grey beard, and his seen him, the hunter looks for a rest
white hair, which fell in long locks for his rifle, and aims at the head or
heart; for when the ball strikes elseabout his neck.
Uncle Job looked lovingly at his where, it may pierce the animal
treasures, as he rolled around himself through without stopping him, and he
the rope that was to help him to reach will go on and die in some nook in the
the nest he had discovered yesterday, mountain, and serve for food for the
and loaded himself with his travelling lammergeier.
If, however, his course is cut short,
bag, iron crooks, iron pins, and the
short bar indispensable in his perilous the hunter hastens after him, tries to
reach him and cuts off his haunches.
search.
Ulrich, during this time, was equal- Then he must get the burden on his
He shoulders, to carry it to his dwelling,
ly busy with his preparations.
very carefully examined his gun, an through torrents, snow and fearful
More often than not, night
old hunting weapon, single-barrelled, chasms.
but able to hold two charges, which overtakes him in this dangerous jourmight be fired one after the other.
ney he seeks a cleft in a rock, draws
Carefully loading it, he drew a from his bag a morsel of black bread,
leather case over it, and joined Uncle too hard for any teeth to bite grinds
Job, who was waiting for him at the it between two stones, drinks a little
door.
melted snow, puts a stone under his
with his feet
All the young man's love had been head and goes to sleep
necessary, and the certainty that Trina over an abyss, and his head under an
would only bestow the hand of Freneli avalanche.
upon him who had fulfilled the strange
The next day brings new trials and
condition she imposed, to persuade new dangers, and this often lasts
several days, without his having found
Thin storj' is founded on a French story by Emile
Souvestre.
a roof or seen a human being.

Chapter

VI.

him

—

—

;

;

—

*

"
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Formerly he might have hoped to scrutinizing, in the growing dawn,
meet with some crystal- seeker or one the gaps that the snow had not

all

in-

hunting companions, but the vaded, finding here a plant, there a
have nearly disappeared and the benumbed insect, further on a pebble
second get more and more rare every that he would name aloud. At length,
among the when they had reached the first storey
day. What had happene
Hausers seemed to symbolize the or range of the mountain, a reflection
change that had taken place in the en- of the aurora sparkling on the sumOld Jol) represented mits enveloped them in a purplish
tire population.
an extinct generation, Hans that about hue, and showed them all the lesser
to end, and Ulrich that just begin- chains of the Eiger and Shreck-Hbrner
of his
first

I

confusedly

ning.

lit

up,

while the valley of

But the old man and his nephew Grindelwald was still plunged in darkhad set out. The sky was not yet ness.
light, and the frozen tops were carved
Uncle Job stopped.
" Here we must separate, dear boy,"
against a colorless horizon. The Lijtschine was grumbling in the valley a said he. " You must turn to the right
strong wind made the snow-laden and I to the left. Do you quite underpines groan and at times the blows of stand my directions, and will you know
:

:

a hatchet were heard from the lower
parts.
Job turned to his companion
" I do not like this morning," said
he in a thoughtful tone.
The hoar
frost is making a plume of feathers for
the Faul Horn.
Yesterday, the west
stayed a long time inflamed, and the
moon rose in a red circle.
1 am
afraid something is coming from the

how

south."

jecting shelf, which
son would be known easily enough by
its blue gentian and by bushes of red
clustered euphorbia, but now everything is under the snow. Leave the
rock you will find at your right in a
line with the Eiger, and keep on ascending till you get to the passage of
flints,which is still garnished with thin
club moss, peeping through the stones.
You will then reach the great plain,
where you need only look around to
Now let
find out your whereabouts.
let us
us go, each in the care of God
ask Him to be with us." Uncle Job
had taken off his hat Ulrich did so,
too, and, resting on his staff", the old
man began aloud one of those impromptu prayers habitual to moun-

:

"

We

are only just got into March,"
said Ulrich " generally the foehn is
later."
(Foehn, a south wind or species of tempest, possibly the same as
the sirocco in Italy.)
;

"

That

is

what

I

have been

telling

replied the old man, "but
appearances are none the less bad.
When you get higher up, look around
at the sky."

myself,"

While thus talking they had begun to climb the mountain side. Both
walked with that firm and even step
natural to mountaineers, but Ulrich
went on mechanically, thoughtful and
sad, while the. other became more
active and joyous at ^vwy step.
As
they got higher up on the .slopes separating the Eiger and the Wengern Alp,
Uncle Job seemed to recognize every
rock, tree or tuft of green.
He might

have been taken for

an

exile just

reaching the frontiers of his native
land.
He W;ent pn searching into and

to find

your way

?

hope so," said the young man,
looking around him and trying to recognize those heights which he had
not visited for several years.
" At first," said Uncle Job, " follow
the path up along by those groups of
" I

and birch

fir

left

When you

trees.

have

them behind you

will see a proin any other sea-

;

;

taineers,

and which they know how

make

suitable to the wants of each

to

hour.

At

this

moment

the sun, just risen,

inundated th« mountain with brilliant
waves of light, rapidly descending

"

;
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from peak to peak like a celestial avalSummits, mountain-sides and
anche.
lavines, seemed one after another issuing from gloom to take their place
in this gigantic panorama.

Insensibly,
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and

in spite of himself,

roused from his reverie, Ulrich began
to look at what was surrounding him.
There is in the mountain air, in the
thousand provocatives to curiosity, in
Just as the old man was finishing the proud boldness of all that meets
his prayer with the reverential amen, the eye, an indescribable excitement
the morning beams reached him they that emboldens and strengthens.
The body feels more active, the
invaded the spot on which Job and
Ulrich were standing, and wrapped mind more courageous. In the face of
them both in a dazzling glory. Job those snows, which forbid any apturned to the east with a gesture of proach, those precipices which bar the
way, one is seized with a sort of agthanks and salutation.
" Very good," said he with a smile
gressive fever, juat as before an enemy
;
" here is what will show us the game one hears from within one's self all the
and the precipices now the rest de- fanfares of life, and a thousand inward
pends on our prudence.
Recall to voices cry at once
" Forward " Seizyour mind what a chamois-hunter ed with this species of intoxication,
wants, according to the proverb, A the young carver quickened his speed,
heart stouter than steel, and two eyes and got into the dangerous paths of
"
to each finger.'
the lesser chain
" I will try not to forget it," said
Summer huts, .scattered here and
Ulrich.
there in the lower ranges, were so
" Then God be with you, my son." buried under the snow as scarcely to
And 30 with you, Uncle Job."
relieve it
nothing could be seen but
Tenderly shaking hands they parted. some stunted fir trees, and a few
The young man turned and .saw Job bushes of dwarf box piercing the sterplunge into one of those deep folds ile ground.
which furrow the mountain sides he
Soon even these disappeared, and
was quickly lost to sight, but almost the rocks were naked, spotted only by
immediately arose his clear and vibrat- the trailings of the hoar frost.
ing voice from the ravine he was
At length Ulrich reached the flinty
singing the psalm repeated by the passage spoken of by his uncle.
It
martyrs of the Reformation when on was a deep breach cut into the rock,
their way to death, " This is the happy and into which the sun could never
day."
penetrate.
He was just going into it,
Chapter VII.
when a shadow arose in the darkened
entrance, and he recognized his cousin
After listening a minute or two, Hans.
Ulrich began climbing up the steep asThe hunter wore the same dress he
cent, and he soon passed the last fir had worn the day before.
His gun
tree.
As he got higher and higher, hung from his shoulder by a belt, and
the p-^ints seemed to increase before both hands were resting on his ironhim. The sun was still rising, and, spiked staff.
His face was even more
like a victor, rapidly taking the most gloomy than usual.
He seemed to be
inaccessible fortresses, he attached suc- guarding the defile through which Ulcessively to each point his flaming rich had to pass.
banner. The fogs that floated in the
At sight of him Ulrich stopped with
lower parts l)roke up by degrees, and an exclamation of surprise.
" Vou here, Hans," cried he, " God be
w»-re carried off hy the morning wind,
like the shreds of a magnificent veil, with you
Which way did you get
through the rents of which day glanc- here ?
" Is there only one path in the Wened even to the depths of the valley.
;

—

;

—

'

'^

;

;

;

!

!

"

"

"

"
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gem Alp ? "
"

asked the hunter, coldly. it in a straight line, guided by the
doing ?
tracks but on the other side of the
saw you coming. I was waiting slope these tracks were suddenly lost

What were you

" I

;

for you."
"

You have something to say to me

?

" Are you not come in search of the
chamois that Uncle Job saw yester-

day
"
"

?

Of course."
You will not

find

them

—

I

have

they are
just seen tracks of them
gone towards the glaciers."
" Ah well
I will follow them in
that direction."
;

!

"
*•

Are you decided
Yes,

why

"Then we

not

"
?

?

in the fields of crystalline ice lying
spread at their feet. As far as the eye
could reach, nothing could be seen but
high points, between which lay frozen
sheets bounded by grey blocks of rock.
They might have been likened to the
out-pouring of gigantic rivers from
the sky and suddenly congealed in
their

fall.

The hunters had now reached exactly the entrance of that prodigious dyke
of glaciers which seems to bar the passage of the Alps to man for the space

hunt together," said of a hundred and fifty leagues.
as if he wished
Here was the ice sea of Grindelwald
further off the frozen
and Aletsch
to set out.
This was the first time he had ever lakes of Fischer, Finster-Aar, Lauter
made such a proposition to Ulrich, and Gauli.
who looked at him in a surprised manHans seemed for a moment to study
ner, which Hans thought he understood. the different routes, and then, without
" Are you afraid of my company ?
saying a word, he went southward.
demanded he roughly.
His step had a feverish rapidity and a
" Why should I be afraid of it ?
provoking assurance in it. The more
replied Ulrich.
difficult the way became the greater
Who knows ? Perhaps you think his speed, leaping crevasses, clamberyou will have to follow me too high ing steep and rugged parts, and bound"
ing down frozen ravines, with a sort
and too far ?
" By my life
I did not think of of contemptuous anger.
His whole
that," replied Ulrich rather haughtily. being seemed to have undergone a
" Although you may be a far better change since he had
entered upon
hunter than I, yet I have not so for- those lofty solitudes his eye was fired
gotten my old trade that I cannot go with a proud ardour, his dilated noswhere you do."
trils appeared to inhale the sharper air
" Let us set off then," interrupted
of the summits, and his lips moved at
Hans, entering the narrow passage and times as if he were murmuring to himbeofinning to climb.
self some mysterious defiance.
Ulrich followed, and soon they reachHe would utter a slight exclamation
ed the plateau, whence diverge numer- as each fresh obstacle rose before him,
ous paths in all directions.
then clear it with a bound. At sight
The hunter showed Ulrich the marks of such angry impetuosity one would
of which he had spoken, and which have taken him for a barbarian conreally indicated the recent course of a queror treading under foot an enemy's
troop of chamois towards the highest earth, and verifying and enjoying his
will

Hans, raising his

staff,

;

*'

!

;

peaks.

Then leaving Upsigel

at their right,
they resolutely attacked the slopes
which separate the Eiger from the
Wengern-Alp. They were not long in
getting to the snow which covered the
first

mountain-side, and they crossed

victory at every step. And this exultation, far from getting less, increased
with the dangers of their route. This
was, indeed, his field of battle as the
smell of powder animates the soldier,
so the air of these desert heights intoxicated him.
;

"

"

—

"
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who

at first had followed in
Ulrich sought out a rock from
alarmed at this headlongf among those which enchain the glacrace, asking himself what could be iers in their solid waves, and sat upon
hoped for from the ocean of ice sur- it.
rounding them on all sides. For the
Hans glanced sneeringly at him.
" Ah
first time he addressed his companioiL
bold hunter, are you already
Hans simply pointed to the horizon, done up ? " asked he.
"
" Not yet," replied Ulrich, "although
replying, " Onward
Other glaciers were crossed, more you seem to have no other aim than
blocks and craffs surmounted. At each to find out how far ray strength can
Ulrich,

silence, jjot

!

!

repetition of the question, the furious

hunter answered, "

ward

Onward

!

still

on-

!

Chapter VI T I.

go."

"Did you not wish to face the
mountains and return to the pursuit
of chamois ?
" I .still wish it"

" I suppose you are not satisfied
Meanwhile, however, the sky had
dull roarings were at Merengen, carving yew and maple ?"
" What " cried Ulrich, with involheard in the distance, and puffs of a
warm wind were felt across the ice untary ardour, "do not think that. I
plain.
Ulrich \variied his companion, seem to breathe most freely when my
but wholly engrossed in his sombre knife is cutting wood. What you feel
preoccupation, Hans seemed a stranger here amon^ these heights, I feel with
to everything passing around him. ray tools in my hand
my eye sees
The young carver, hot and panting for clearer, my blood Hows faster than
breatli, looked in every direction with- even now.
When we were climbing
out being able to tell where they were. the last range, while you were showIt was a kind of terrace formed in the ing me the tracks, I was looking at a
bend of a glacier, and bounding gap- tuft of cyclamen, spreading its leaves
ing chsisms.
in the hollow of the rock, and wishHe stopped for a moment, and put ing that I might copy it with my

become clouded,

!

;

hand to his forehead, which was knife."
" Why then do you take up the
wet with perspiration. Hans turned
then nothing about him showed that rifle again ? " hastily enquired Hans.
lie had even noticed this long march
Ulrich was embaiussed. " It is necesand combat with so many difficulties sary," said he, rising, " for a reason
and perils. His face was as cool, his you will know afterwards. Let us go
step as elastic, and his breathing as on now."
" No, stay," interrupted Hans, stopfree as ever.
He was one of those last Alpine sav- ping hira with an imperious gesture.
ages, accustomed, like the red Indian, to " I need not wait to know what you
sleep in the open air, to follow tracks, will not tell me.
you
I know it all
to endure long ambuscades, to struggle have turned hunter because it is the
against all the dangers of a hostile only way to get Freneli, and you love
nature, and to conquer everything by her?'
his

;

;

strength or patience.
Ulrich, on the contrary, was of the
])re3ent or new race, which civilization
as formerly the lyre of Orpheus incited to milder manners, and
which, softened in its viffor, but elevated in its soul, has substituted sociability for strength, and justice for
vengeance.

—
—

"

It is true," replied Ulrich, unhesi" Was it to ask me this

tatingly.

that you waited for me at the breach
of the Wengern Alp, and that you
brought me here ?

Hans grasped his gun and looked
fixedly at him.
" So you confess it," said he, with
compressed

lips,

'*

and yet you know

""

"

:
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that I have chosen Neli

not

know

;

say,

do you

"

it

"
it

?

And

that other

will be you."

—you

are hoping

Ulrich shook his head. "You know
that all the chances are against me,"
replied he, bitterly " and 1 should be
" And you know she has already the one with the greatest right to
done so, do you not ? " added Hans, complain if I did not trust to Him
with kindling eyes. " You have used who is above."
" But when will He decide between
your opportunities and turned her
heart towards you.
I have known us ? " cried Hans, passionately.
" This very hour, perhaps.
only how to suffer alone and be silent,
Till now
while you- you have been able to you have been blind and deaf with
speak.
I have only brought black anger, but listen and look yonder," said
bread to the house every day
you the carver, who for some moments had
come with carved cups. I saw that been attending to the increasing noises
one yesterday. But you do not sup- and the darkness which was beginning
pose I shall let myself be robbed of to envelope the mountain.
my happiness without revenge ? "
With his hand he pointed southward.
" What do you mean ? " interrupted
Large furrowed clouds, as if driven
Ulrich, shuddering.
on by some furious power, were rapid" Listen," continued he, seizing Ul- ly descending along the highest points
" I
rich's arm.
wished to speak to the sharp air of the glaciers became
you in a place where no one could in- lukewarm, and loud and confused rumterfere.
Hear what I am going to blings were heard in the depths of the
tell you.
Neli must be mine
she snowy defiles.
shall be, whatever happens
After a quick glance at these sympdo you
hear
And if any one dare to take toms, a flash of furious joy passed
her from me, as sure as I am my across the face of Hans.
" By my faith
mother's son, I would kill him, if he
you spoke like a
were my friend, yes, if he were my prophet," said he, turning to his coubrother.
For years past I have mar- sin, " and your prediction is very likely
ried Neli in intention
I have carried to come true."
" I believe there is in reality a storm
the idea about with me in the mountains to keep me company
it has
coming," observed Ulrich.
" It is the foehyi coming," cried Hans
been my rest and my pleasure. I
warn you, do not upset n\y hopes, or with his eyes fixed on the sky " do
\>y the God in heaven, harm will come you feel how warm the breeze is ? Do
to you
you see those whirling clouds down
" It is not my cousin who is speak- below ?
ing now," said Ulrich, with emotion,
Ulrich immediately recollected the
"it is a demon that is tempting him fears Uncle Job had expressed in the
and speaking in his stead.
Let us morninix. He knew this burning whirlleave all to God, who knows if it may wind, which comes from the deserts of
not soon be all you could wish. You Africa, and, falling upon the Alps,
know the condition of obtaining Fre- breaks and crushes the winter's snow
neli; in trying each to fulfil that conand ice and almost everything in its
dition, may not that fate which has
way. Even in the lowest valleys all
hitherto been the lot of all the the cattle have to be taken in at the
Hausers be in store for one of us, first sign of the foehn every tire is
and so leave the place free for the put out, and no one dares cross the
other ?
Ulrich asked
threshold of the house.
Hans fixed his glittering eyes upon his cousin if he were quite sure it
him, and said
was the foehn.
" Yes," said Ulrich, calmly
" but
as Neli is free our wills are nothing
she alone will choose."
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

.?

!

—

;

;

;

!

;
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"Quite sure;" replied Hans, who
had lifted his hand to feel the wind,
"in a few minutes it will be here. You
have wished that God should decide.
God has heard you and is about to do
He who can get back to the Enge
so.
will have Neli.
Good-bye, take care
I will try to save mine."
of your life
;

Chapter IX.
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man, carried along by

it,

continued

obliquely the descent of the glacier,
occupied solely in avoiding the crevasses in which he would have been swallowed up. Thus he reached an angle,
where he was able to stop, the wind
being broken by a projecting piece of
the mountain.
He fell to the earth,
so stunned and out of breath that he
was for some little time incapable of

moving.

And

without waiting for an answer,
Hans rushed to the narrowest part of
the crevasse, rested his staff on the
opposite edge, gave one bound and was
on the other side. Ulrich tried in vain
to call him
the hunter ran on without heeding and was soon lost in the
thick clouds advancing along the mountain sides. Having no means of bound-

When

at last he could rouse himself

and look about him, everything had
again changed its aspect.
Swept away by the violence of the
foehn, the clouds were floating in the
distance, and the mountain thoroughly
freed, displayed even its finest peaks,
but the African wind still whirled
around the summits, still glided over
ing in his turn the fi-».sure separating the declivities and engulfed itself in
them, Ulrich had to retrace his steps. the defiles and evcrj'thing was softFollowed already by l)reezes, fore- ened from its inflaming contact. Unrunners of the foehn, he retook the der the melted and sunken snow,
route by the glaciers.
Instead of gain- streams were springing up and rushing
ing some height as Hans sought to do, down into the ravines in white caswhere the effects of the south wind cades.
are less felt, Ulrich descended as quickUlrich rose, and sheltering himself
ly as possible towards the Wengern- from the fierceness of the gusts by
Alp, but the snow, already softened, means of the high furrows intersecting
was Ijeginning to melt, and here and the glacier, he continued his way with
there many crackings were heard in ever increasing effort.
He had never
the glacier.
Warm jjusts of wind before this been exposed to the foehn
swept by from time to time, and got except in the valleys, where it arrives
lost amid lugubrious hissings in the nee- much moderated from its passage over
dles of ice. A few birds of prey, over- the mountains, and so had never sustaken in their flight, were trying with pected what it was on those frozen
their greatest speed to regain their re- heights, which almost seem suddenly
treat, and were uttering mournful cries; to dissolve beneath its breath.
and from below was heard the Alpine
As he continued his arduous and
;

;

horn, the notes of which, plaintively
prolonged, bounded from abyss to abyss,
awakening a thousand echoes, invisible
sentinels of the mountain, sending on
the cry of alarm.
Ulrich looked anxiously at the sky.
The clouds were coming nearer and
faster.
Already the neighboring tops
were lost, and he found himself enveloped in a misty rampart, getting narrower and smaller on all sides, and
pushed on by the foehn. At length
it

came

in all its violence.

The young

dangerous route, the snow melted

fast^

streams, grown to
torrents, tumbled over the steep sides
and slopes, and, ever growing wider,
were uniting their unbridled waters.
Rocks, torn up from their frozen
casings, rolled over the slippery inclines, then, repulsed by the first impediment, leapt in huge bounds, cleared immense blocks and fell into abys-

erand

fa.ster.

The

where they were long heard dashing along against the resoundingr walls.

ses,

Beds of snow accumulated on the

;
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roughly uprooted, rushed down
with a noise like thunder, collecting
and driving on in their course everything they found before them. These
winter-built Alps seemed every minute crumbling to ruin, and their tremendous downfall blocked up every
road, one after another.
In vain Ulrich sought some means
Here a cascade had subof escape.
merged, there an avalanche had buried
the way. On the right a rock thrown
over a chasm had just given way; on
the left, a fissure suddenly burst open
everywhere were heard grindings of
ridges,

breaking-upice, furious gusts of wind,
thundering of avalanches, the roarings
of unchained waters, and, above all
this chaos, night was fast coming on
to cut off from him his last hope. Still
the young mountaineer kept up his
combat with all these increasing dangers.

confounded in one uniform but sensible movement. There was no longer
any mistaking; the winter's accumulation of snows and half- formed ice
upon the glacier was en marche, and
steadily descending towards the valley.

While a glacier of great size and
age becomes established as any piece
of the earth, being naturally augmented year by year until it forms
one huge and solid mass that could
not be set in motion by any one day's
south wind, yet a newly-forming one,
or ice not yet wholly compacted,
might be uprooted by such an unusually severe foehn as this.
Seeing that the least delay was a
matter of life or death, Ulrich turned
and tried hard to reach the nearest
Although the distance was
pinnacle.
not great, it was full of difficulty. Besides the torrents foaming from the

Amidst the confusion of his troubled heights, all the bridges of hardened
and disconnected thoughts, the re- snow over openings had given way,
membrance of Freneli seemed to float and left a thousand yawning abysses,
on the surface, and give him a wish to at the bottom of which roared the
live, which greatly tended to keep up
waters.
Unfortunately, he could
not tell where he was. Stunned by
the noises, blinded by the dazzling
whiteness around him, perplexed by
the turnings which obstacles had obliged him to take, he could not again
find his whereabouts.
It was especially necessary to be sure of this before night took from him the only
chance of ascertaining.
He had again stopped to try to accouQt for the position of the tops that
he could yet see lighted by day's last
beams, and had succeeded in recognizing the highest summit, then, hy degrees, those nearer to him, when a
loud noise suddenly resounded in the
depths of the glacier, and issued still
louder through all the fissures.
At this moment Ulrich tottered
the whole glacier had shaken under
his feet.
Soon a second shock was
nearly making him lose his balance;
then others followed closer together,
his strength.

and more

equal,

and at

last

became

Ulrich, though stumbling at

each

step, succeeded in getting out of the

main movements of the melting snow,
and was nearly reaching the limits of
the glacier.
He had already crossed
several bridges of snow without a suspicion of them, and had just recognized one of the lesser chains of
This sight reanimated
the glacier.
him, and, collecting all his courage for
a last effort, he hurried on when suddenly the earth gave way. He had
only time to stretch one arm to the
right and the other to the left to hold
on by, and remained thus buried up
to his waist in the half-fallen arch of
snow.
It was a moment of intense sus;

pense.

He

felt his feet,

which were

hanging, getting cold from the wind
in the chasm.
Motionless, and holding his breath even, he stayed some
seconds in this position, trying to
guess the size of the opening then he
gently reached his hand towards his
;
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which he had let go, with the
fun,
ope that by resting it across the gap
it might help to support him, but at
this moment the softened snow yielded, a slight cracking ran along the fissure, and the bridge, sinking as an
avalanche, disappeared with him in
the abyss below.

Chapter X.
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filled up, and here enlarged, and in the
sunken bridges of snow all around.

In reaching one of these bridges, of

which there was left only a slight
part on an arch miraculously upheld
over the gulf. Uncle Job perceived,
half buried in the snow, an object for
which at first he could not account.
But scarcely had he lifted it up, when
a cry escaped him he recognized the
;

of Ulrich.

rifle

By the return of daylight the next
morning, the foehn had ceased to
blow, but its passage might be traced

he turned to the
visible on the
snowy surface were traces of the
by the spaces filled up, the tops clear- young hunter's steps and the place
ed of snow, and the swollen torrents where he had disappeared. The old
discharging themselves in the man tried to look to the bottom, but
still
Full of horror,

gaping

fissure.

Still

the crevasse, revealing at first two
usual walls of azure green, suddenly made
winter tint of pale blue, and was quite a turn and nothing more than a dark
cloudless, which made it look like an and profound depth could be seen.
Uncle Job knelt on the edge, howimmense veil suspended above the
Alps. The temperature was, however, ever, and, bending his head over the
His voice was
perceptibly softened, and there was a opening, called aloud.
feeling of spring in the air, sensible faintly re-echoed along the mysterious
even on these sharp heights the gla- deep. He listened there was no anLeaning still further over, he
ciers were restored to mute immov- swer.
ability, and silence reigned again su- uttered a second and more prolonged
cry then a third. This time he fanpreme in these wild deserts.
Sheltered on one of the loftiest cied he caught a sound, but so uncerpoints. Uncle Job had in safety seen tain that he feared it might only be
the foehn pass, but the snow, which the filtering of the subterraneous
was continually freeing itself from the waters, or the return of his own voice.
However, at renewed calls, the reply
slopes, obliged him to put off* his inbecame less confused, and without
tended crystal-nesting exploit.
As soon as dawn reappeared, the being able to distinguish the words
old man calmly bent his steps towards spoken, Job could yet hear that it was
the lower ranges, where he hoped the a human voice.
Quickly springing to his feet, he
thaw would have prepared for him a
He soon reached unrolled the rope he carried round
harvest of plants.
the spot where the shaking of the him, and after fixing it firmly by
His means of an iron crook driven into
glacier had overtaken Ulrich.
way did not take him nearer any part the ice, he let it slip to the bottom of
roused curiosity the chasm, to the place whence the
of that frozen sea
The end of the rope
alone Jed him to look more closely at voice had come.
was quite lost to sight, and remained
this strange revolution.
At first he went carefully along by swinging for some seconds.
Again reaching as far as he could
the side, but afterwards cautiously
ventured upon the frozen surface, over the brink, Uncle Job renewed his
stopping every minute or two to be call. At last, it seemed to him the
sure hedidnotfeelitslippingunder him. cord was moving it became straightAt every step there were witnesses ened, and knocked against the sides of
of yesterday's ravages in crevices here the fissure.

valleys.

The sky had recovered

its

;

;

;

;

;

;
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With one knee resting on the extreme edge, the old man kept his right

hand firmly holding the iron crook,
and looked into the darkness below.
All at
ceased

;

once the motion of the rope
he who had begun to mount

stopped.
" Courage," cried Uncle Job ; " do
not give up one more effort."
In
But the cord remained still.
agony he hung over the brink.
" Come," said he, in a stronger voice.
" It is I, Ulrich
it is Uncle Job. God
has sent me to aid you. He will save
you. Help me, my son, if you are a
man if you wish to see Aunt Trina
"
and Freneli again
At this last name the rope once
more shook there followed a moment's
uncertainty, then again all was still.
In vain did Uncle Job repeat his en;

;

—

!

;

couragements, and strain his eyes.
There was not a movement. He looked around in despair, divining that
Ulrich's long stay in this grave of ice
had numbed him so that he could not
climb, and fearing that ere help from
the valley could be obtained it would
be too late.
Leaning as far over the chasm as
he dared, he shouted to Ulrich to tie
the rope under his shoulders. After
what seemed an eternity of waiting,
the tightening of Ihe rope told him it
was done.
There followed a moment's uncertainty, then a continuous

movement

the ascent was begun.
With his eyes fixed on the chasm,
the old man ceaselessly encouraged the
enfeebled man below. At length, from
the darkness he saw an uncovered and

with all his might, and Ulrich lay
stretched on the edge of the crevasse.
The old mountaineer uttered an exclamation of joy, and getting his
gourd, without which he never went,
he, after some trouble, unlocked the
young man's teeth and made him swallow a little brandy then he rubbed
his face and hands with snow, until
;

he had succeeded in bringing him
back to sensibility and at length
Ulrich was able partially to open his
;

blue
"

lips.

May heaven reward

you, " stam-

" Without your help I
mered he.
must have died."
" Say without the help of God," re" He alone is
plied the old man.
master, and we are only the servants

of His will."
" Ah, well

you

.

.

.

!

Thanks
all

murmured

to God and
His blessings

.

to
.

yielding to
the sleepy languor caused by fatigue
.

.

and

"

Ulrich,

cold.

" interrupted
Job
and get up."
"Not yet
by and by,"
stammered the young man, with his
"

Come, come

!

;

" bestir yourself

....

eyes shut.

By and by will be too late,"
cried the crystal-seeker, shaking him.
" Stand up, Ulrich
you mv^i ; your
strength will come back to you in
walking, and we will rest at the first
If you stay here you are a
cottage.
dead man. Rise once more ; it is for
''

;

your

life."

He

forced his

nephew

to his feet

and dragged him in spite of himself
across the glacier, tottering, his head
moving unsteadily and his eyelids half
stiffened head coming up. Icicles hung closed.
Job tried to revive him by
from the masses of hair, and the face, encouraging him and asking questions.
lighted by the greenish reflection from By degrees Ulrich's blood began to
the glacier, looked almost petrified. circulate, and he was able after a time
From the automaton-like slowness of to relate in broken words his flight
the motion one might have fancied it before the foehn, his fall into the fisa corpse galvanized by some magical sure, how weakened he was by the
conjuration, issuing from the centre of avalanche which
had drawn him
the earth, without thought or voice.
there, and his long agony at the botThe moment this head rose to the tom. He only kept silence as to his
top, Uncle Job drew the rope to him meeting with Hans.

THE CHAMOIS HUNTER.
Chapter XI.
Uncle Job appealed surprised that
with his very moderate experience he
should thus have ventured alone in
the heights.

thought you were wiser," said
shaking his head; " but the mountain air is like wine
very few can
drink moderately and without losing
their reason.
I ought to have remem" 1

he,

;

bered that the Hauser's blood ran in
veins.
God pardon me 1 hoped
hunting fever would only have
won your cousin, for Hans was also
on the heights."
" Have you seen him ? " enquired

your

!

the

Ulrich.
" Not him, but the mark of his
steps this morning I recognized them
on the snow in pursuit of chamois
tracks."
" Ah, that is the troop he was look" The one he
ing for," cried Ulrich.
saw the day before yesterday led by
;

an emperor."
" It

very possible
the tracks
went northwards."
" To the foot of the Eiger ? "
" No
there, nearer to us, on the
is

;

;

right,"

And Uncle Job's hand pointed towards one of the overhanging arches
of the glacier that they had been following during the last few minutes,
and by the side of which ran a kind
of projecting ledge, notched and broken here and there. Below them the
slope, at first jagged and roughly cut
away, ended in a long shelt*»red space,
like a band, where the melted snow
had exposed to view a very fine patch

409

one of the irregular rocks by which
they were surrounded.
" What is the matter " asked Job,
instinctively lowering his voice.
" Look
look " whispered Ulrich,
"down there at the turning of the
?

!

!

pasturage."
The old man shielded his eyes with
his hand, and saw, in the direction
pointed out, a troop of nine chamois
turning the mountain, their emperor
at their head.
By their wild and
frightened speed it was easy to guess
they were being pursued, but for some
time Uncle Job and Ulrich looked in
vain around the foot of the peak for
the hunter. At last, however, they
both sjiw him on the projection which
surmounted it, and they both recognized Hans.
While the chamois were rushing
along the pasturage, Hans kept, so to
speak, side by side with them on this
ledge, trying to get in advance of

them.

Uncle Job and Ulrich in terror
watched him running along the narrowest strips and leaping the widest
breaches, now hanging from some
point of rock and crawling over the
There seemed in
slippery surfaces.
his audacity such supreme contempt
of the impossible that it made one
giddy.

Carried

lirium, he

away

in a sort of de-

went on as if he had been
master of space, hearing

sovereign
nothing, seeing nothing, every sense
fixed solely

on

his prey.

At length he succeeded

in

trettiiii;

ahead of them, and in order
more securely to stop the passage from
the emperor leading them, he jumped
of grass of that bluish tint peculiar to on to an extreme point of rock, separAlpine pasturages.
It begirt the loot ated from the ledge.
of the sterile peak like a ribbon of
Job seized his companion's hand,
velvet, which, beijinnini; there from withholding the cry ready to escape,
the glacier, went on down and joined and not daring to do more.
Hans had
the skirts of the forest of fir and birch squatted* himself on the narrow foot
trees.
of earth that held him and taken aim.
The young carver had stopped, his
At this moment the chamuis were
eyes were bent on the green corner, passing at his feet. The ritie was fired
when suddenly he forced his compan- and the emperor fell.
The hunter
ion to throw himself with him behind gave a cry of victory, which, in spite
a

little
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was distinctly heard
by the watchers but, as he stood up,
his gun still smoking in his hand, the
stone on which his foot rested suddenHe stretched out his
ly gave way.
arms to balance himself it was too
late, his hands slipped over this wall
of rock, polished by the winter frost,
and bounding from crag to crag, he
fell, crushed and lifeless, down to the
pasturage not twenty steps from the
chamois he had just killed.

emperor of chamois which had cost
him his life.
Behind walked the
grandmother with a haggard face, Ulrich deeply moved, and Freneli unable

Chapter XII.

the crowd. Trina herself was touched.
She looked involuntarily at the dead
man, and her hard eyes were moistened.
The loss of Hans was a blow from
which she never recovered. They saw
her bend more and get weaker from
hour to hour until the day of her
death, which came only two or three
months after.
She expired with her
eyes fixed on the dark walnut press,
which she had had opened, and where
the skull of the last chamois killed by
Hans had been added to the others.
Henceforth alone and mistress of
her fate, Freneli became the wife of
Ulrich, and went to live with him at
Merengen, where they were soon joined by Uncle Job.
Whoever may be passing through
the valleys of the Hasli, the heights of
Brunig and the great Scheidech, or
the approaches to the Grimsel, is
nearly certain still to meet the indefatigable crystal-seeker wandering
among the most lonely paths and singing his old psalm-tunes to the mountain breezes, to which, like a prodigious organ, the roaring of the avalanches and the splashing of the cascades form accompaniment.

of the distance,

;

—

to restrain her tears.

Just at the moment when the procession turned from the path leading
to the cottage, the sun appeared on
the mountains, where, for the past
four months he had not been seen, and
threw into the hollow of the Enge one
of his golden rays.

There was a movement throughout

Some hours after, the
of Hans was brought

body

disfigured
to the cot-

Old Trina, who
had been prepared by Uncle Job, received the mournful news at the door
of the hut. She looked at the dead
man for some minutes, her features
wrinkled by a savage kind of sorrow.
" One more " murmured she, shortly, " but it was to be.
He had seen
the phantom chamois
it was the
notice.
The mountain spirit is strongest," and without another word she
sat down upon a stone and buried her
tage of the Enge.

!

;

face in her hands.
Freneli and Ulrich made an attempt
to go to her, but she made a sign to be
It was only when they were
about to prepare Hans for burial that
she slowly arose and entered the hut,
and busied herself, too, with him. She
watched by his bed unceasingly until
left alone.

the day of the funeral.
The inhabitants of the valley and
mountain-side, having heard of the
sorrowful misfortune that had happened on the heights, came in crowds
to pay their last respects to the remains of the hunter.
He was extended on a bier made of
green boughs, his head resting on the

THE END.

——
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Speaking generally, or in the abstract, the walls of Jericho with. Change
every citizen of a free country, above from Protestant to Catholic in Canada,
the status of the lowest f(i-a<le of as everyone knows, is so near akin to
intelligence, yearns for the high honor political suicide, that few survive the
to serve his country and generation shock.
Those few who manage to pull
Political suc- through the trying ordeal must be
in a public capacity.
To shape possessed of extraordinary vitality, of
cess is the goal of ambition.
and mould his country's destiny is the great vigor of mind and body while
public man's highest aspiration
to those who subsequently scale the ramimpress history's page with his mark, parts and plant their stamlard on the
his aim in life; to add his mite to the thrice-guarded citadel, must be gifted
general stock of human happiness, his with rare mental endowments.
incentive an examplar to generations
Assuming bigotry dead, and buried
unborn, his impulse.
In pursuit, a beyond resurrection a consummation
vaulting ambition has not infrequently devoutly to be wished —as extinct as
carried tiie aspirant beyond the limits the woolly horse of the glacial period
of justice and moderation.
To reach yet are the chances of Protestant inthe sunnnit, genius, in the giddy nings in the race for popular preferwhirl of turmoil and excitement, in- ment out of all proportion.
Among
tent only on succass, has too often de- the many advantages of the Protestant
tiled her fingers and tarnished her over his Catholic competitor are
Her methods have not always
robe.
First. The advantage of numbers
been chaste, nor her tools choice. She in itself, no small start in the race.
has often built her trophy of hetero- For though bigotry were no more, pregeneous materials. But in her well- judice, which is but another name for
stocked museum of patents and inven- preference, long outlives her twin sistions in her well-store«l workshop of ter.
This is a factor sure to play an
devices and contrivances in her well- important part in the stakes.
;

;

;

—

;

:

;

;

furnished magaijine of shifts and expedients,
conversion to Catholicity,

—

among English-speaking communities,
means to an end, has no place. It
not a talisman to conjure with.
It
not an in hoc signo ciaces to batter

as a
is

is

Man naturally loves his ease. His
longings are ever for peace and quietWhatever disturbs his repose
ness.
finds a place in his black list.
Necessity alone stimulates him to efi"ort.
Human nature is inherently pacific.

—

—
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paradoxical though at first sight it
may seem. Illustrations many could
suffice one from
be cited in proof
each of these emotions, the religious,
Persons
the national, the political.
of like religious beliefs are observed
to associate together, to consort with
one another, to gravitate towards each
other, for the obvious reason of there
being less likelihood of disputes arising among them, or in their assemblies,
than if they were members of jarring sects. These comminglings beget
;

—

As with religious affiniso with political parties and national organizations, though in a less
Hence, though bigotry's redegree.
quiem were chanted, religious predipreferences.
ties,

would

play an important
part in the game, and insure the
triumph of the Protestant aspirant
through the force or gravity of numlections

still

bers alone.
Secondly.

But the disadvantages
from disparity of numbers is
eclipsed, cast in the shade, a mere
trifle, compared with those of the dis-

arising

parity of wealth.
Protestants own
three-fourths of the mercantile or available capital of Canada.
Power and
influence are the handmaids of riches,
the priests who minister in her temples, who offer incense at her altars. It
is well-known that a small but compact wealthy minority can dictate
terms to a poor, struggling majority
(e. g.) the Jews on the bourse.
How
much more can a wealthy majority
effect

?

Thirdly. Protestants enjoy another
great advantage over Catholics in their
internal organization
imperium in
imperio. There are comparatively few
Protestants who are not members of one
or more of the many secret societies
which pervade the country. Every one
of these wields great political influence,
while, by contrast, Catholics are as
sheep without a shepherd. While these
secret associations may be a menace
to the State, and to individual liberty,

by sapping personal
is

;

responsibility, it

evident that they constitute a potent

Protestant triumphs they
impart a powerful impulse to Protesfactor in

;

tant success.

Hence it is obvious that to any person ambitious for political preferment
to any person eager for worldly glory
to any person thirsting for earthly
fame and who is not the incentives
to join Catholicism in Canada, as a
help to gain the coveted prize, are not
present.
Verily, the Catholic convert turns aside from very tempting
and enticing bait. Nor do his wrestlings end with the defeat of sordid,
mercenary cravings.
He snaps and

;

—

severs

—

numerous

ships, begotten

ties

and

friend-

of early associations.

Many an endeared friend is wounded
in his tenderest spot.
Parental anathema may be ringing in his ears and
He has
blending with his dreams.
been the passive witness of many a
fierce conflict between conscience on
the one side and self-interest on the
other.
In his lowering horizon shines
no earthly beacon to cheer, illume, and
beckon him on. Happily for his peace
of mind, his eyes are turned towards
the zenith, following " the star of Beth-

lehem."

He who encounters all this, and
much more untold, and emerges from
the ordeal victorious, must be a man
of

iron

will,

of bold

and firm

re-

he is of all God's
works the noblest " an honest man,"
and a man imbued with strong
convictions, backed by courage to give
solve.

Still better,

—

—

Such, I infer, is Sir John
All this has he done all
this has he encountered. If he desired,
as every professional man must desire,
a wealthy clientele, where was he to
look for it ? To the very Protestants
on whom he was voluntarily turning
his back.
If ambitious of political ad-

them eflPect.
Thompson.

;

vancement, urged on by the inner
promptings of genius, whence the
prop to lean on to give strength and
steadiness in the great eflTort ? Hardly
on the Catholics, whom he was joining,
but on
a veritable broken reed
the very Protestants wh.om he was

—

—

—
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His critics, one and all, addeserting.
mit his ability. Indeed, they tacitly
admit that were he a Protestant, orthodox or heterodox, high church or low,
I mean Conservative eyes
all eyes
would be turned on him as the leader,
the deliverer, the Joshua of the party.
In conversions per se, of one kind or
It is a matanother, I take no stock.
ter which solely and exclusively concerns the individual a deal between
him and his Maker. It should be a
matter too sacred for criticism where
outside meddling falls nothing short

—

;

;

of impertinence.

We

will

now

objections to
leadership.

briefly

Sir

review the chief

John Thompson's

The first count in the indictment
charges the Premier with change of
religion.
Well, all that can fairly be
said of this is, that he is in very distinguished company St. Paul, Martin Luther, John Knox, with numerous lesser though brilliant luminaries.
If it be a crime j)er se to change in Sir
John Thompson's case, it was likewise
a crime in the cases of all these high and
distinguished personages. Does not this
charge come with bad grace and strange
toncy from the apostles, par
of the right of private judgment.
The second count charges him with
being the tool, minion, emis.sary, or
other soul-destroying instrument of
the Jesuits.
The Society of Jesus is
the bete noir of your orthodox Protestant.
The Jesuit is le garoux to subdue refractory youngsters. Although
a " Papist " to the manor born may,
without his cognizance, be wrigfjlinor
all his life in the toils of Jesuitry, it
is difficult to conceive how a convert, be
he ever so sincere, could, in broad daylight, with his eyes wide open, fall
headlong into the Jesuit trap, with his
every sense on the qui vive. Assuredly, warning has availed him little. The
convert, oefore his chanjje of heart, has
heard the Jesuit denounced in all the
moods and tenses, as the emissary of
Satan, and his methods as the ways of

—

'

'

,

—
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that infernal individual. Did he happen to escape this bugbear at home, he
was sure to encounter it abroad, it
being a topic in many an evangelical
pulpit, tub, and conventicle.
It is,
moreover, the favorite theme of the
literature specially directed to Protes-

Be the convert ever
sincere and zealous, he cannot
wholly divest himself of all his early
training and associations.
Hence, at
every step, he would be intently watching for Jesuit snares and pitfalls
treading warily and cautiously as an
old mouse in presence of the dreaded
cat's skin.
Yet despite all watching,
and it may be praying, every convert,
by some inexplicable Jesuitical legerclemain, is tripped up by the heels,
and enveloped in a haze from which
tant propaganda.

so

he can never more emergre. Talk of
the necromancy of the dark ages.
It
is as nothing to the witchery of the
nineteenth century, with all its railways, telegraphs, telephones, phonographs, table-turnings and spirit-rappings.
It behooves us now to examine
another charge, to separate the grain
from the mass of chaff, and see what
foundation there is for so grave an accusation.
It api^ars that the department of the Government over which

Sir

John Thompson

presides, in its or-

dinary routine, reported adversely to
Federal interference with an Act of the
Quebec Legislature regarding the settlement of the Jesuit^' Estates Claims.
It is not disputed,
much less denied

—

— that

the Quebec Government and
Legislature were the lawful and only
custodians of this trust.
If memory
serves, it passed both branches of the
legislatuie without a dissenting voice,
certainly without a division. Forsooth,
because the Department of Justice
did not recommend a veto of this purely local measure
a measure antagonizing no Federal policy,
a measure
clashing with no Dominion statute
the head of the department must be
in league with anti-Christ.
Be that
legislation well or ill-considered, ex-

—

—

4i6
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pedient or inexpedient, its disallowance would establish, beyond room for
disputation, provincial autonomy to be
It would reveal the
a huge farce.
stupendous folly, if not crime, of
maintaining a local government with
all its costly paraphernalia, a gilded
toy to amuse adolescent children.
Such is the slim and unstable foundation on which this vast fabric has been
raised.

It is difficult to restrain ad-

miration for the fertility of imagination capable of creating so much that
seems real, tangible, corporeal, out of
material so aerial, fantastic, fictitious.
Another count charges the Premier
with being the nominee of Archbishop O'Brien and the Roman Catholic Hierarchy, and of aiding and abetting these gentry in a deep-laid plot
to hand over this country, body and
bones, to the keeping of the Pope. An
accusation so grave, and, to many of
the lieges, so blood-curdling, should be
supported by evidence insusceptible of
doubt, by evidence overwhelming in its
weight, perspicacity, and directness.
But what do we find ? Not a shadow,
not a tittle, not the pretence of evidence. No, not enough to hang an innocent " Papist " in the days of good

eron) to his fiock, on the appointment

Hon, Mr., Thompson,
Canadian Cabinet. The consti-

of Sir John, then
to the

tution enjoins that the responsible advisers of the Crown must be members
of either branch of the legislature. As
it seemed undesirable to bury a man
of Sir John Thompson's abilities in
the torpid Senate, he must obtain a
seat in the elective or popular branch
ergo, some constituency must approve
of his acceptance of a portfolio.
Here
was the dilemma.
Had Sir John
Thompson continued a Protestant,
scores of constituencies would be at
;

They would be vying
with one another for the honor of being represented by so distinguished a
his disposal.

It is well-known that, outside
of Quebec, there are very few constituencies in the Dominion where a Catholic can be elected under any circumAntigonish is one of these
stances.
" few and far bet weens,"
Right Rev.
Dr. Cameron, in an epistle to his flock,
with the utmost publicity set the matter before them in a plain unvarnished
tale.
He told them, in so many words,
that, owing to blind, irrational bigotry,
a Catholic, how high soever his attainments, how ffreat soever his merits as
Queen Bess, Sir John Thompson was a citizen, is almost as completely exchosen by the late Sir John Macdon- cluded from the government and legisald as a member of his Government, lature of his country, as if the penal
Was he, too, in the plot ? Was he laws were still in full force. He apalso
the nominee
Archbishop pealed to his people to enter their solof
O'Brien ? Earl Derby entrusted Sir emn protest against this worst kind of
John Thompson with the formation of tyranny. He counselled them to lay
the present Government.
Is he, too, aside for once their political differences; IJ
cognizant of the conspiracy ? Is he and rally around the standard-bearer
likewise the nominee of Archbishop of the sacred principle of equal rights
O'Brien ? Perchance the Jesuits had to all citizens, irrespective of race or
a finger in the pie, pulling invisible creed, clime or color.
Dr. Cameron
strings to which danced governors, acted within his rights.
This is the fl
premiers, and prelates
beginning and end, the alpha and
Wherever there is smoke, there is omega, of the spiritual conspiracy
said to be fire.
But the fire on this hatched to throttle Canada, and hand
occasion is akin to the fox's proverb- her over, gagged and manacled, to the
ial fire, when on a frosty morning tender mercies of the Pope.
Let me
Reynard bombarded a cairn.
Than the
The be not misunderstood.
whole romance, the whilom gigantic writer, there is none who would more
edifice, has been founded on the epis- sternly rebuke, more unflinchingly retle of the bishop of Antigonish (Cam- sist, undue clerical influence in public

man.

m

—

^

!
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—

more especially in all matters
pertaining to the untrammelled free(Joii> of the electorate in the choice of
their representatives
for this freedom is the bulwark of free institutions.
I
concede to the cleric exactly the
san)e right as 1 concede to the lay.
He is entitled to use the same weapons,
advice and argument, as any other
citizen.
Hands off the spiritual sword
every time, is, and always has been,
my motto.
No Catholic can be silly enough to
look for public favois because of his
religion.
In the race for political
honors and public appointments, Catholics ask only a fair fieM and no favor.
They ask to be judged as the citizens
of a free country
each individual on
his own merits and record.
If they
cannot furnish material equal at least
to the best offering, then let them, by
all means, stand aside.
The country
needs the services of her most gifted
affairs

;

—

But they do protest, and
continue to protest, against being
set aside, ignored, ostracised, because
of the accidents of birth, bringing
children.
will

up, or choice of religion.

A further count in the indictment
contains
a
strange
interpretation
and jug-handled criticism of the Premier's legislative and administrative
record, particularly since the ilemise
of the ' Chieftain."
It is hardly fair,
it is far from generous, to sad lie Sir
John Thompson speciall}' and exclusively, as if he were the sole culprit,
with all the sins and shortcomings of
the last government.
He is responsible
to exactly
the same extent
a,s
the rest of his colleagues of
the Abbott Administration.
It is
quite in order, and explicible on party
lines, that Liberals should oppose and
condemn the general policy of a Conservative Government.
This may be
termed their constitutional function.
But it is, to say the least, hard to ex})ect Sir John Thompson to follow in
their footsteps.
While a member of a
«

government, he is in honor bound to
carry out and defend to the best of
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his ability the policy chalked out for
him by his party or, failing this, to
;

take up his hat and walk out. There
is no middle course.
A public man
cannot, or should not, " run with the
hare and hunt with the hounds." A
public man who values honor, fame,

and justice, above
mercenary ends,

his

own

selfish

and

not " practise
duplicity to accomplish his ends " At
the Council Board it is the privilege
of a minister to oppose or seek a
change of policy. There he may seek
the repeal or amendment of a statute.
But when once a policy is determined
on, it is the

will

solemn and sworn duty

of every minister loyally to carry it
out, or, if he cannot conscientiously do
so, sever his connection.
Many a good
man and true, honestly believes that
the latter alternative would be Sir
John's best coui-se, whether gauged by
prudence or honesty. But the responsible agent for Sir John Thompson's
acts
Sir John himself
evidently
thinks differently and, 1 doubt not,
as honestly and sincerely believes that
his course is the one best calculated to
In such matters,
serve the public.
either side is liable to be mistaken.
It is opinion against opinion ; and what
are you going to do about it ?
In a
free country, every one is entitled, on
speculative subjects, to his own opinion, however ridiculous it may seem to
his neighbor.
As to Catholic support for the
Premier because of his religion, Sir
John Thompson is greener than he is
credited with, if he expects anything
Catholics, like other citiof the kind.
zens, support the political party whose
principles accord best with individual
predilections, regardless whom the
leader for the time being may chance
Leaders are ephemeral printo be.
ciples are eternal.
But in an intelligent community, it could not fail to
raise for Sir John Thompson the sympathy and support of his co-religionists, if it transpired that he was being
deserted by any considerable number
of the rank and file of his party be-

—

—

;

;

—
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cause of his religion. Catholics,
lish-speaking Catholics, at least,;

— have

suffered too much for conscience' sake,
to be indifferent to the fate of a co-religionist, knifed for his religion. Party
allegiance will always be secondary to
freedom of conscience and must yield
;

What then is all the
pother about ? His ability is concedNot one
ed, and, a priori, his fitness.
of his detractors has the hardihood to
charge him with any impropriety in
He
his private life or public career.
is not accused of any disloyalty or
recreancy to party fealty. One and
all admit that personally he is sans
peur, sans reproche. If any "kicking"
Conservative can point to any one
of bigotry.

whenever the latter is menaced. Men,
who would desert their leader on account of his religion, would lead him
they
to the stake and light the fagot
have the will: they only want the way. objection to his selection as head of
Sir John Thompson's assailants as- the Government, but his religion, the
sert that their hostility is not begotten public would like to hear it.
:

AN IDYL OF THE PLOUGH.
sang

Siller clouds, an' laerocks

Up

in the April blue ;
Doon in the field the hale day lang
Young Geordie at the plough.
" Gee-wo-min hie-min hie-min-hie
!

!

"
!

Buddin' trees an' bloomin' gorse'
Aroon' the headrig braw
;

He

turns the fur, an' steers the horse,
Doon mony a bonuie raw.
" Hie-min hie-there hie-min-hie "
I

!

!

Katie in her new print goon,
Atween the hedges green,
Comes steppin blythely to the
But ne'er let's on she's seen.

toon.

'

" Hie-min

!

wo-there

!

wo-min-wo

!

"'

Geordie in the furrow stands,
An' glowers the lang road doon ;
The reins hard grippit in his hands.
What ails the donnert loon ?
" Hie-min

!

hie-there

!

gee-wo-hie

"
!

Red, red the west ; a weary crawon the idle plough ;

Sits

But Geordie's to the town awa
What's in his noddle noo 1
" Hie-min hie-there wo-man-wo
:

!

!

Up

"
!

through the scented gloamin' sweet
comes daunderin' slow,
Love's langour in their lingerin' feet,
Young Katie an' her Jo.
Ay min ay
Jessie Kerr Lawsox.

At

last

!

!

—

POLITICAL)

WESSONS FROM THE TIMES OF CICERO.
BY EDWARD MEEK.

The

Roman

Then, as now, there were election con-

in the time of Cicero affords

and elections set
and men were unseated, disquali6ed and disfranchised for cor-

political situation of the

Empire

raanj- lessons

which apply with

strik-

ing force to the political condition of
the commonwealths existing at the
present day.

tests, election trials,

aside,

rupt practices.
Corruption and intimidation eventually found their way to the seat of

The Roman experiment of self-government, though based on a narrow justice. Injustice, violence and disfoundation, was carried out on an ex- order called for the interference of a
In the age of Cicero, stronger power. The way was opened
tensive scale.
the commonwealth was nearing the for a permanent Dictator and J ulius
apex of its greatness. Its military CsBsar, the man of destiny and necesdiscipline had conquered, and its gen- sity, became supreme ruler.
erals and governors ruled, all the civThe wars in which the Romans were
lized and settled peoples of Europe forced to engage, compelled them to be
and Africii, and of Asia as far as the conquerors, or to submit to the dominconfines of Persia.
Rome had become ion of neighboring states. The subthe centre of power, of government, of jugation of the Italian states carried
with it their ultimate incorporation in
wealth, and of civilization.
The condition of a nation at any the Roman commonwealth. Each conperiod of its history, is the result of quest brought the state in contact
the forces which have operated in its with some new tribe or nation. This
development.
generally produced new complications
After the abolition of Monarchy, and imposed new duties, which, in
the Roman constitution, at first oligar- honor, the victors could not shrink
These circumchical, gradually became more demo- from undertaking.
;

cratic.

All the offices, fi-om those of Pontifex Maximus and Consul, down to
Most of the
the lowest, were elective.
ofhcials were elected annually, -every
Roman citizen from the wealthiest to
the poorest, having a vote.
It was a plutocratic asre
a new and

—

—

stances and conditions made the Romans a nation of warriors. Created
and maintained by martial discipline,
the commonwealth necessarily developed the military element,and that element naturally became predominent.
The career of a soldier was the surest

road to honor and power. Eventually
numerous wealthy class had grown up it opened the way to the acquisition
most of them ready to purchase of wealth. War, originally a necessity,
power. became in a time a profession. The
their way into othce and
Hence, electoral corruption and bribery patriotic citizen, in the early days, took
became rampant.
In theory, every up arms as a duty, and fought for the
Latoffice was open to the poorest; in honor and glory of his country.
practice, none but the wealthy could terly, the soldier made the practice of
arms the business of his life, and enhope to succeed.
There were stringent laws against rolled in the legions for the pay and
bribery and corruption at elections. spoils of war.
It seems clear to us, and it must
Then, as now, the ballot box prevented
intimidation and concealed corruption. have been apparent to many Romans,

—

—

;
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that such a system would necessarily
produce a military despotism.
The element by which the growth
and progress of the state was nurtured,
at last became the governing force.
Every institution of the commonwealth was designed to inure the people to war, and to inspire them with
an aspiration for conquest and dominAt times, a desire for peace
ion.
gained the ascendancy, but the interThe
mittent calms were deceptive.
Temple of Janus was occasionally
closed, but the war spirit still lived in
the Temple of Mars. Indeed, it seemed
impossible for Rome to sink down into
a peaceful life, without endangering or
In
destrovins: her national existence.
a republic, there are always ambitious
individuals, and this was true of the

"money, and on the force of soldiers,"^—
the one representing the power to purthe other the power to comchase
;

pel.
"

When matters had arrived at this
stage," says Tacitus, " the spirit of the
constitution

was dead.

The outward

forms remained, the elections were held,
the consuls, praetors and tribunes were
annually chosen, but they could no
longer command, unless supported by
the army.
The real power was in the
hands of the wealthy, and of the
army."
The consuls, the representative beads of the republic, consulted
the Senate, and acted on its advice
but when the Senate proved adverse,
they could act on their own magisterial
authority, or could apply to the "Com;

—

the Assembly of the people.
The constitution set no limit to the
tors, quiestors, and
power of the Assembly to decide any
generals of armies, and the governors question whatsoever that was laid be-

Roman

republic.

itia"

The

tribunes, praeconsuls became the

Veteran legions might
of provinces.
salute their general, " Imperator." This
distinction, bestowed by soldiers in the
enthusiasm of victory, ultimately be-

came a more exalted title than any
conferred by the votes of the citizens.
The victorious general was supported
by the votes and influence of the veterans who had served under him in
the camp and field.
The support of
the soldiers formed an increasingly
powerful element at the annual elections.

Another influence had become powin the commonwealth.
The
commerce and finances of the world
became centred in Rome. The spoils
of war, the wealth, and the wreck of
erful

and the magistrates might, at
time, consult the people, rather
than the Senate. The will of the people in the " Comitia " had, in the most
explicit and unqualified manner, been
declared to l?e supreme, alike in the
election of magistrates, in the passing
of the laws, and in all matters affecting Roman citizenship.
In practice, the Senate, not the Assembly, was the Legislature of Rome,
and the adviser and director of conand governors of provinces
suls,
fore

it,

any

but eventually both the Senate and
the magistrates fell into the hands of
a class which, in defiance of all laws,

arrogated to itself the titles and privileges of a nobility.
The Senate could
nations, found theii- way to the great always be convened.
Matters were
city.
Captive peoples were sold and generally settled by a " Senatus Conpurchased in her slave markets. Some sultum," without any reference to the
men became enormously wealthy, and people at all, but, though the Senate
wealth purchased political power,
tried to engross the whole legislative
a Crassus could equip and maintain an and administrative powers of the comarm}'- with his annual rents.
Political monwealth, yet, legally, it had no
power was thus reduced to two elem- sound constitutional authority.
It
ents.
"Government rested," says could merely advise magistrates, when
Cicero, " not on the constitution not asked to do so.
It was customary for
" on the laws
not on the will of the the magistrate to ask the Senate's ad"best citizens, but on the power of vice on all important matters (as the
;

;
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Senate was the most conveiiieut bod}' their allies whatever their brave and
to be consulted), and to follow such victorious ancestors had left to their
advice when given but, if the magis- vanquished enemies. As if the only
trate chose to act independent!}', the use of power were to inflict injury.
Senate was powerless.
The Senate
At first the love of money, and
had no legal authority over the As- then the love of power began to presembly, and except in certain specified vail. Avarice subverted honesty, incases, it rested with the magistrate to tegrity, and every other honorable
decide whether a question should be principle, and in their stead inculcated
settled by a decree of the Senate, or pride, inhumanity, and general venalby a vote of the Assembly and the ity.
" Men made a sport of wealth, and
magistrate was not bound, except by
custom, to obtain the approval of the were ambitious to squander disrepuSenate before submitting a proposal tably what they had gained with disto the Assembly.
honor.
To gratify their appetites and
In the last days of the republic, the passions, they indulged in all kinds of
whole tenlency was in the direction luxury and extravagance, without re" They acted as though the
of ignoring and setting aside the au- straint."
thority of the Senate.
But, when the perpetration of outrage were the only
authority of the Senate was set aside, legitimate exercise of power.
" After Lucius Sylla recovered the
the difiiculty arose of finding a sufficient substitute. Some central author- government by force of arms, things
ity was needed.
Such authority was proceeded to a more pernicious deterfound in a " Dictator," supported by mination: all became robbers and plunan army. The army obeyed the "Dic- derei-s.
His victorious troops knew
tator " rather than the Senate, and the neither restraintnor moderation. Their
magistrates were also pushed aside, i-apacity was increased by the circumand subordinated to this absolute au- stance that Sylla treated them with ex;

'*

;

The Assembly and the army traordinary indulgence. Such troops,
made Marius and Sulla, Pom|>ey and when they obtained a mastery, de-

thority.

Cajsar, notwith.standing the strong opposition of the Senate.
" In the better days of the Republic," savs Sullust, "good morals were
cultivated in the city and in the
camp. There was the greatest possible concord, and the least possible
avarice justice and probity prevailed
among the citizens, not more from the
influence of the laws, than from natural
;

Citizens contended with
nothing but honor.
They were magnificent in their religious services, frugal in their families,
and steady in their friendships. By
courage in war, and equity in peace,
they maintained themselves and their
state.
They adorned the temples of
the Gods with devotion, and their own
homes with honor. They took nothing from the conquered, but the power
of doing harm. Their descendants, on
inclination.

each other

in

the contrary, have even wrested from

spoiled the vanquished of everything.
Wealth was considered an honor, and
poverty was thought a disgrace.
Luxury, avarice and pride prevailed

among them.
and

prodigal.

what was
was

their

another's.

They grew rapacious
They undervalued
own, and coveted what
They lost all distinc-

between sacred and profane, and
threw off all consideration and selftion

restraint.

Sloth, indolence,

dullness

and stupidity had taken possession
of

the nobility.

They regarded the

fame and virtue of another as infamy
They had recourse to
to themselves.
slander and detraction against any
seeking to rise by their own merits."

The small freeholders disappeared
from Italy. The lands were owned by
the wealthy. The estates were worked
by gangs of slaves, superintended by
freed-men. The old usages, beliefs
and tmditions, under which the re-
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grown up, and which ity of the Senate and people, distractpublic had
formed the solid substratum of thought ed by contentions among the poweramong the masses of the people, by ful, longed for any change which
And the
degrees had given way before the in- mi<>-ht bring them relief.
coming tide of new ideas and fashions, Roman citizens themselves were tired
The
and civil strife.
intellectual and social, from Greece of anarchy
and the East. In temper and mental wealthy desired peace to enjoy their
structure, the Roman commonwealth riches, whether well-gotten or ill-gothad ceased to be republican long be- ten. The industrious artizans, merfore the republic fell. The people, de- chants, and agriculturists all welcomed
prived of their lands, drifted to the peace, that they might enjoy the fruits
cities, became idle, and without set- of their labor.
It became immaterial what form of
tled habitations. They began to covet
other men's property, and to regard government should be established. The
their liberty, and the interests of their necessities of the time demanded only
They en- a strong government one that could
countrj^, as objects of sale.
tertained themselves with spectacles suppress disorder, alleviate injustice,
Gladiator- and restore prosperity
and peace
of cruelty and sensuality.
It
throughout the civilized world.
ial fights and bloody exhibitions were
The habits and was felt on all sides and by all parties
their daily pastimes.
thoughts produced by such influences that a strong central authority was
were necessarily debasing and brutaliz- needed.
ing.
How could such men hope to
Such was the condition of the Ro-

—

How
retain the respect of mankind ?
could they expect to remain the rulers
of the world ?
The generals, governors of provinces
and pro-consuls though accountable
to
were independent of the Senate
and the Assembly. They were free to
rob and impoverish the provinces over
which they ruled. Their insatiable
greed, the exactions and forced contributions of the armies, the extortionate usury charged by Roman moneylenders, and the annual demands of
the rapacious tax-collector, had reduced the provinces to an almost helpless condition of destitution and des-

—

—

pair.
" The

laws,"
says Tacitus, " disturbed by violence, defeated by intrigue, and undermined by bribery
and corruption, afforded but a feeble
remedy." The oppressed could appeal
to Rome, and, in the better days of
the republic, their appeals were heard,
and the oppressors were sometimes
severely punished.
But, as venality

increased, the sense of justice became
blunted, and the appeals ceased to be

commonwealth when

Marcus

Tullius Cicero flourished.
Cicero believed in senatorial government. In this respect he agreed with
the political principles of Sulla, and,
by association and inclination, he naturally became the head and the orator
of the senatorial party, the leadership
of which the great Pompey was reluctantly
assume. Cicero
forced
to
thought the authority of the Senate
could be restored, that it could be
converted into such a governing force
as the Roman commonwealth required
that its voice was still sufiiciently
powerful to recall and replace ambitious pro-consuls and generals, and to
punish their extortion and corruption.
From these mistaken opinions, his
reputation as a statesman has greatly
suffered, but, in his efforts to maintain
the old constitution, and to restore the
authority of the Senate, the Assembly,
and the laws, he displayed a patriotism
and abilities which entitled him to the
immortality he possesses. He looked
with alarm on the growing power, ambition and influence of the pro-consuls

—

—

The provinces, thus help- and imperators.
He endeavored to
and wearied of the mixed author- thwart the increasing aggrandisement

etfectual.
less,

man
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Pompey and then of Caesar.
powerful eloquence, and no
less powerful pen, he exerted his brilliant genius in support of the authority
of

rii-.<t

By

his
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of Csesar had been granted, or his fair
war between
fairly met, the
Csesar and Pompey, or rather the

offers

parties they represented, might possiof the vSenate and constitution.
He bly have been averted but the Senappealed to the old Roman spirit, but ate had lost both its wisdom and its
the old Roman spirit had passed away. power.
The two surviving triumvirs
The senators the only body capable had arisen far above its authority.
were too much engrossed in Nothing less could satisfy the ambiof ruling
the acquisition, or in the preservation tion of the party represented by each,
and enjoyment of their wealth, to act than universal rule.
Again, after the death of Pompey
for the j)reservation of the commonand the destruction of his party, was
wealth.
In Cicero's time, the Senate was it possible, with Caesar at the head
not the body of Conscript Fathers of affairs, to restore a constitutional
In the days of the government ? It seemed the desire of
it once had been.
elder Cato, it was the most august Csesar to do so but what he might
body of rulers the world has ever be- have done, had he continued to live,
held
and many men of learning, can only be judged by his actions durAfter his assassination, the
virtue and honesty, were still to be ing life.
found on its benches. Some, such as efforts made by Cicero to revive the
Cato, of the truest patriotism and patriotism of the leading men, and to
highest character, still adorned its restore the authority of the Senate,
ranks, and added dignity to its con- were worthy of a better result than
sultations by their wisdom and elo- the formation of a second triumvirate.
The death of the consuls, Hurtius
quence ; but the proscriptions of Marthe wholesale and Pansa, at the battle of Modena,
ius and Cinna, and
slaughters of Sulla, had almost annihi- gave a fatal blow to all his plans and
Fear for their labors. Had the consuls lived and related the old race.
wealth, their families, and their lives, tained the control of a powerful army,
Sulla had filled the in the interest of the Senate and the
paralyzed all.
vacancies with new men, many of them constitution, it seems possible that
ignorant others, the brutal instru- the life of the republic might have been
ments of his cruelty. To awaken in prolonged. The difficulty has always
the minds of such men an adequate been to provide a sufficient reward for
sense of their duties and responsibili- patriotism. The honor and glory of
ties
to inspire them with justice and fighting and dying for one's country,
patriotism to elevate them to a pro- sounds very well, but, with the mass
per appreciation of the greatness of the of mankind, the glory of self-denial
powers they were expected to exercise, and self-sacrifice of this kind has not,
as just and humane rulers of the civil- and never has had, a sufficient influence
ized world, and to give them courage to restrain those who have the means
to support the constitution, was a task from acquiring the substantial rewards
It may be true
of victory and power.
beyond the powers even of Cicero.
Cicero has said that " A common- that " the life of a commonwealth
wealth ought to be immortal, and for- ought to be immortal, and forever to
ever to renew its youth." The ques- renew its youth," and this would be
tion arises, could the Roman common- the result if all the members of the
wealth have survived the disorders, commonwealth possessed an equal
internal weaknesses and destructive amount of patriotism.
But men are naturally and necesforces which worked for its dissolution ?
If wise counsels had prevailed sarily selfish, aaibitious and grasping.
in the Roman Senate, and the demands The struggle for existence exists in
;

—

—

;

;

—

;

;
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society, as well as elsewhere,

and

will

continue, no matter what forms, rules,
or regulations society may adopt.
This struggle implies the survival of
the fittest, in their way, and consequently the extinction of the unfit.

Octavius and Antonius were both
ambitious of gaining and retaining
supreme powei-. The vast armies they
controlled supported their commanders
It became impossible for
in this.
them to recede from the position towards which they were advancing.
Indeed, it is generally impossible for a

man

at the head of a party, an army,
or a nation, to stop short of the highest results to which the force he represents aspires and can attain. Should

a leader attempt to do so, another
leader will at once be found to take
his place

and assume the responsibi-

lity.

of

On the whole, I think the condition
Roman society, as it existed in the

time of Cicero, was necessarily and
legitimately produced by the forces
and intiuences which had been at work
in the commonwealth for centuries,
and that ilie tendency of those forces
and influences, and their natural consummation, was a military despotism.
Mr. James A. Froude, in his exhaustive and eloquent sketch of the
life
of Julius Caesar, says
" The
public life of a nation is but the life
of successive generations of statesmen,
whose horizon is bounded, and who
act from day to day as immediate interests suggest."
I do not agree with
this proposition.
There are move:

—

ments and forces operating in all nations, arising from their habits, institutions
and
surroundings,
much
stronger and more lasting than the individual will of any statesman.
It is
such natural characteristics, institutions and surrourdings, that make
and mould the life and history of the

The statesman can, at most,
be only the leader or exponent of the
strongest sentiment; and it is possible
only for one who is such an exponent to
nation.

become the leading statesman
nation.

Again, Mr. Froude says

:

of the

— " The

life

of a man, can
be prolonged unto the fulness of its
time, or it may perish prematurely for
want of guidance, by violence, or internal disorders."
Can we accept this
proposition without question ?
Can
the life of a nation be prolonged ?
May it perish prematurely for want of
of a nation, like the

life

guidance?

The

foices operating in a nation
appear to prolong or prematurely
to determine its national existence.
They produce both the statesmen and
the national life,
the guiding minds
and what may appear to be the premature decay. But the immutable
laws of cause and effect operate in the

may

—

and social as well as in the
material world.
What happens is the
necessary result of sufficient cause or
causes.
We may indulge in endle?s
speculations as to what might have
happened had the preceding circumstances been other than what they
were.
History is^the recorded experience of national life. From its lessons
we may learn to clieck tendencies and
eradicate evils which have proved destructive to the life of other states.
The parties in the Roman republic
became military parties. The death
of a leader might disorganize a party,
but would not change the condition
which produced it.
The defeat at
Pharsalia and the death of Pompey
did not destroy his party it still required the battles of Thapsus and
Munda to crush it. The assassination
of Julius Caesar and the defeat of Mark
Antony did not crush the Caesarian
party; it ultimately triumphed under
the guidance of another. A nation
may perish for want of guidance, but
is such dissolution premature ?
When
the conditions to call forth the guiding hand have ceased to exist, the
guide cannot be produced.
Sylla did not aim at establishing a
dynasty. His object was to restore
and remodel the constitution by placing

political

;

—

—
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the supreme authority in the custody
the Senate.
By hi:j sanguinary
methods, did he prolong the life of the

of

commonwealth

?

I

think

not.

more advantageous to civilization and
progress, than a democracy tern by dissensions and strife but, as such a
His ruler cannot always be the best and

policy proved only destructive and demoralizing.
Gtsar did not contemplate the establishment of a dynasty
rule.
His only plan
or senatorial
seemed to be the creation of a supi-erae
executive authority, leaving the legislative and judicial functions of the
Senate, the magistrates, and the Assembly untliminished. Can it be said
that L'jesar prolonged the life of the

Roman commonwealth,

or could have
had he lived ? I tliink not.
The forces which produced the politi-

done

so,

cal institutions of the

commonwealth

had become extinct.

The following lessons ma}' probably
be gathered from the history of the
last days of the
Roman commonwealth

:

1. That
any government, from
which the elements of justice and humanity are eratliratn]. cjmnot hone to

be permanent.
2. That any L^nvfimuL-ui uiulu develops the military element at the expense, or in excess, of ail othere, is
tending surely towards a despotism,
and will necessarily end in subjecting
the nation to military rule.
That, when an army once feels
its power in the state to be paramount,
th§ way is open for the most popular
or successful general to become the
.*>.

supreme ruler.
4. That true national development
only takes place where intellectual
can gain the ascendant, or can have free scope to obtain such recognition and rewanl as

anil social superiority

;

wisest of men, the best possible kind
government which mankind has
yet experienced, is where the people
govern themselves, in a well regulated
democracy, either directly or by repreof

sentativas.
7. That the annual election of the
magistrates to the various executive,
judicial and administrative offices of
the commonwealth, and the law forbiHding a re-election for two or more
years in succession, was a radical defect in the constitution, and exercised
a pernicious influence on the administ ration.
It deprived the state of the

services of men who had proved themselves industrious, capable and honest

and it gave opportunities to
the corrupt and incapable, of procuring
themselves to be elected to offices
which they never tried to administer
for the welfare of the people, and the
duties of which they had no time,
even had they possessed the inclination, thoroughly to master.
8. That the permission and encouragement of human slavery, by any
nation, discourages industry and exertion among the free citizens and
the system, when generally adopted
becomes a
as it was by the Romans
great .source of weakness, and tends
eventually to bring about national de-

officials,

;

—

struction.
9. That any system of government
which facilitates the accumulation of
vast estates and great wealth in the
hands of the few, at the expense of
the body of the nation, is subversive
of free institutions, and is dangerous

may merit
That any government which does to the liberties, and unfair to the
not exercise its power with the high- honest industry of the people.
In this connection, I will quote the
est justice, humanity and moderation,
has no rijrht other than the right of appropriate language and sound adthe strongest
to rule over any nation vice of Sallust, from one of his letters

they
5.

—
—

or people.
6. That a military despotism wielded by a wise and enlightened ruler
may be a better government, and

—

" Whenever wealth
to Julius Caesar,
" is held in the greatest esteem, all
" praiseworthy qualities, such as in" tegrity,

probity,

moderation

and
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'

For, to
temperance, are despised.
honest eminence there is but one
path, and that a difficult one; but
wealth every man pursues in his own
way, and it is acquired as successfully by disreputable, as by honorLet no one, therefore,
able means.
be thought more qualified on account of his wealth to pronounce
judgment on the lives, or to deal
with the fortunes, of his fellowcitizens.
Let no one be chosen consul from regard to fortune, but to
merit.
He, who by merit gains

"

wealth, position, or reputation, feels
the greatest care and anxiety for the
" welfare of the state."
Such were also the principles expressed in the strong and copious eloquence of Cicero. But the time had
come when words not backed by the
force of legions were of no force.
Only generals at the head of armies
possessed authority, and the tumult
continued until all the contending
elements were consolidated and pacified under the authority of Augus"

tus.

SUMMER.

IN

O'er a hundred leagues of clover bloom

And
With

her

billows of waving corn,

dewy

Comes the

tears sun-kissed to smiles,
first

breath of morn.

Oh, the blossoming earth and the pearly skj,

The
I'll

cool, fresh scent of

vex

me no more

Or the things that

am

I

alive, in

sweet things growing

with

lie

life's

beyond

!

how and why,

my

knowing.

a world new-born,

Here

is

God's

dawn o'erflows

no room for scorning

;

the eastern skies,

And the wind blows straight from
At four o'clock in the morning.

Paradise,

— L. O.

S.

:

SOMETHING ABOUT HAWAII.
BY

H.

SPENCER HOWE)-L.

Situated 2,100 miles from California,
4,000 from New Zealand, and about
the same distance from Japan, the
Hawaiian Islands are therefore nearly
in the centre of the Pacific Ocean, and
It takes six
just within the tropics.
days and a half to reach the group
from San Francisco, and about thirteen days from Auckland, New Zealand. There are eight principal islands
The climate
all of volcanic origin.
so even that there is
is delightful

—

;

the sea-level.) The native race evidently sprung from those wandering
tribes which left the shores of Asia in
the second or in the third century
certain it is that their traditions point
to the fact of their occupation of the
islands as early as the sixth century.
From the year 1095 (giving an approximate length of time to each ruler)
the Uawaiians have had an unbroken
line of sovereigns
down to the preIn 1542 the group wa<i
sent year.

—

—

—
;
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Cook landed at Kealakakua Bay,
on the west coast of Hawaii, in 1779,
and there he was killed. Karaehameha I. conquered the entire archipelago
tain

and blue-jackets from the man-of-war
Queen Lilioukalani wished
Boston.
to form a better kind of government
than that which had been in power

XATIVK miUNC WITH A "

l>Ar."

and one
which would give the natives the prenounced the ancient religion the first ference but when Her Hawaiian Mamissionaries arrived in the same year jesty promulgated the new constitu-

in ITOo,

ever

and a kingdom

since.

it has been
In 1819, the people re-

during the past few years

:

and

christianized the inhabitants of
nearly all the islands although there
are many natives who still worship, in
secret, the idols of their forefathers.
The independence of the country was
acknowledged in 1844. Although the
islands were twice captured
once by
the French and once by the English
the acts were done in error, and an
apology was tendered the Hawaiian
government by England and France.
Certain Americans attempted to do
the same thing in 1855, but the English and French consuls protested that
it would be in contravention of trea-

—

—

ties.

The alleged " revolution" of the present year was projected and carried
out by a ring of sugar-planters and
adventurers, under the protection of
the then United States minister, Stevens, assisted

by American marines

;

;

the revolutionists deposed the
queen and established a " provisional"
government. (Which meant that they
would still provide themselves with
tion

The cost of adminisbig salaries )
trating the affairs of this little king!

dom had been something enormous
about a million dollars a year. The
heads of departments received .$5,000

annum

the courts of justice cost,
years, $181,000: the expenses of the Legislature were $35,000 Department of Foreign Affairs
per

in the

:

two

;

—$217,000
—$751,000;

Department of Finance
and the Department of
the Interior no less than $2,646,170
while there was an "appropriation" for
;

Miscellaneous Matters to the extent
of $183,000— and still another " conIt
tingent" amounting, to $9B,000!
w^ould be interesting to know how
much of this went into the pockets of

—
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shown wisdom

President Cleveland has
in ordering the Hawaiian flag to replace the stars and

promise made by
of wind.

stripes.

many gods

the natives

The

!

heir to the throne

is

the Prin-

cess Victoria-Kawekio-Kaiulani-Luna-

lillo-Kalaninuiahilapalapa; and, whether she reaches the seat of honor in
the lolani Palace or is forced into exile, many of the natives will follow
her fortunes be they what they may ;
for it is the same all over the world
there is a spark of chivalry within
the heart of every man, and deepseated though it may be, 'tis kindled
into flame by the touch of woman's
hand. Of course it is possible that
the political life of these beautiful
islands may go through a complete
change in the next few years for all
things change in time ; there is no

—

;

THE

perpetuity on earth
finality

—even

beyond

woman only

The Hawaiians

of old

a breath

worshipped

— deities who presided over

the elements of nature, over nearly
everything that was seen, and whose
power was recognized in almost every
act of their everyday life.
The Tabu
was the dread law that held the whole
nation in servile bondage; and the
chiefs and the sacred priests made it
terribly oppressiv^e to the common
people.
And yet with all this tyranny
they were well governed their private
rights were respected
as long as they
respected the rights of the chiefs in
It is strange
authority over them,
that natives of tropical countries cannot stand civilization, that the advent
of store-clothes and responsible government is but the precursor of na-

—

;

PALI, ISLAIfD OF OAHIT.

as there is
the
the grave
strongest fortress constructed by man
is but a heap of sand, the most solemn
B

no

429

;

decline and final extinction.
The Hawaiians are not by any means
free from guile
but envy, hatred and

tional

;

malice seem almost

unknown amonsr

;;
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The native
these simple islanders.
women are fine looking they walk
each with a carriage like that of a
princess the dress is a long, flowing
short in front,
called a holuhu
robe
and with a train which they usually
carry tucked up under the arm. Then,
too, there is the jyan (pronounced pahoo) or divided skirt, which is worn on
horseback, as they ride astride of the
horse.
Seldom is a native man or
woman seen without a wreath of
:

—

:

—

—

—

as easy for a kanaka to get a divorce
from his wife as it is to get a mortgage on his goods and chattels.

Honolulu
of

Oahu

is

situated on the island

— not on Hawaii, as most peo-

ple imagine

has a population of
is a good telephone service in the city the streets
are lighted by electricity, and tramcars run on the principal streets.
A
short line of railway runs out to Pearl
Harbor seven miles away. No one
who has seen the
;

about 25,000.

it

There

;

—

beautiful streets
of Honolulu can
ever forget them
the magnificent
rows of cocoa, sago
and royal palms
the overhanofing

—

tamarinds and
"Prides of India"

—with

their scar-

crests

let

the

;

stately breadfruit
trees and lauhalas.
The lolani Palace,
which cost over

$500,000; the Par-

liament Buildings, Kamehamehan Schools and

Queen Emma's
Hospital, are all
worthy of inspection, and would be
creditable to any
city in the world.

The Museum
contains a fine col-

PARLIAMENT HOUSE, HONOLULU

flowers around the neck, or hat these
are called leis (lays), and look very
pretty on the orange-colored and white
holukus.
The language is harmonious it has a soft, flowing accent, not
unlike Italian. One word, in particular, is heard on all sides, and that is
"Aloha." This means "love," but it
also takes the place of our " good
morning," " good night," " kind regards," etc.
Divorces are very frequent among the Hawaiians it seems
;

;

;

lection of Polynesian curiosities here we find specimens of the great mamas, or royal
^
The
cloaks, kahilis and- calabashes.
;

-

mamo was a bird that was once found
on these islands; it had two bright
yellow feathers, one under each wing
so it may be imagined the length of
time it would take to procure enough
feathers to make a large cloak that
:

king

Kamehameha

had been

in
process of manufacture during " nine
generations of kings " The kahili is
of

!

I.

SOMETHING ABOUT HA WAH.
a sort of feather-banner, with a
highly ornamented handle. The handle
of one of these was a shin-bone of a
or
rebel chief; while a poi-hoivl
was ornamented with teeth
calabash
taken from the jaws of the slain

is

—

—

enemy

!

Kapiolani Park is a favorite resort
it contains
of the people of Honolulu
200 acres, beautifully laid out in walks
;

431

The Hawaiian hotel is a large buildmg, surmounted with a tower, from
which a tine view can be obtained of
the sea on one side and the mountain
on the other.
All the servants are
Chinese. Cabs for tourists and others
are always in readiness at the front
door but they are expensive luxuries
;

in this city.
Still,

few

visitors lose the

oppor-

and drives, flower-beds, little
lakes and rivuwhere millets

—

lions of gold-fish

can be seen swimming about in
the shallow waHere, once
ters.
a week, the Ha-

waiian Band
plays in thee veninj;.

I

found

it

delightful to sit
onthe river bank
in the glorious
" purple night,"

watching

the

flickering lights
reflected

on the

of the
Waikiki stream,
and listening to

surface

the

charming

music,

or mtie-<

sung by the na-

while
i V es;
through thehaiitree branches the
t

misty- wing flitted about and
sang her even-

ROYAL I'AI.MS, '^CKEX EMMAS HOSPITAL.
song. The band
often plays in front of the hotel there tunit}' to engage one of these hacks
an
is a large square in front, with many
to take them out to see the Pali
palm-trees, algarobas, and tamarinds, immense cliff, six miles from Honoon the trunks of which are placed lulu, and one of the grandest sights,
twenty or thirt}' electric lights so on in the way of scenery, on the island.
concert nights the place is very bril- The road gradually rises to the height
liant
whilst to the beauty of the of 1,200 feet after passing through
scene are added the bright-colored " the fair Nuanuu valley" it strikes

—

:

;

;

;

dresses

and

flower- wreaths

happy-faced native

girls

!

of

the

—

where the
into a narrower gorge
mountains rise on either side in steep

—
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with ferns and clinging vines, and where little white mountain owls soar among the jagged peaks;
then it takes a turn round a great,
red rock wall beyond this is the Fali.
To the right and left a palisade of
broken crags swoops downward to the
in front, the mountain
sea-shore
precipices, green

—

;

breaks

off,

a perpendicular

cliff;

eight

below is a
beautiful valley, dotted with cultivat-

hundred or a thousand

feet

the very morning of the day of her
arrest the poor thing did not suspect
she has the fatal mark upon her.
can describe the feelings of the

Who

condemned when the surf-boat grates

—

on the beach the shore from which
For many
she never can return ?
days the tear-dimmed eyes look seaward far away, to that indigo cloudshape which tells of her Oahuan home
for many weeks the aching heart seeks
but to be alone then comes the yearning for companionship in misery, and
friendships are made ; and the kind
Franciscan Sisters come to the aid of
the afflicted, helping her with words of
sympathy and thoughtful acts to bear
her terrible misfortunes with resigna-

—

:

ed patches, groves of palms, sugar-cane
plantations, coffee-gardens, with here
and there a cottage or farm-house.
Far away, beyond the variegated coloring of the landscape, is the Pacific
ocean, shining like a sea of silver.
This spot was the scene of the last
battle fought between Kamehameha tion.
Lahaina, on the Island of Maui, was
and Kalani of Oahu there the init is an ancient,
vaders, under the former, drove the once the capital
poor islanders through the pasfe and sleepy-looking place, with long, shady
over the precipice, and for many years streets, thatched and open lanais, and
Behind
their bones could be seen whitening general tropical appearance.
in the sunlight on th6 ledges, 800 feet the town the mountains of Maui rise
up to the height of nearly 6,000 feet
down from that terrible cliff.
About four miles from Honolulu is great dull-grey rocks which form a
gloomy contrast to the light green
Waikiki, the chief bathing place
where, at nearly all hours of the day, sugar-cane fields and the cocoa-palms
Maui possesses one
natives and others may be seen sport- along the shore.
ing in the waves. There is a " tobog- of the largest extinct volcanoes in the
gon-slide" erected on the beach, where world
the crater of Hale-a-ka-la,
the bold swimmer may come down at which means " Palace of the Sun" it
full speed and plunge far out into the is 23 miles in circumference and 8
sea.
Here, too, many native girls are miles in diameter
the scoriaceous
seen, bobbing up and down in the walls enclosing the great hollow are
surf their heads decorated with long, 2,000 feet high.
This monster volcano
streaming switches of sea-weed. On is 10,032 feet in height, and contains
the island of Molokai, on the north sixteen cones, from 400 to 900 feet
shore, is the leper settlement here, at high,^within the barren cinder-field
Kalawao and at Kalaupapa, are disKailua, on the island of Hawaii,
tricts set apart from the main island, was where Kamehameha died, in 1819
where hundreds of unfortunate human the priests hid his bones so carefully
beings are doomed to pass the re- that they have never been found.
mainder of their lives. No sadder Hilo, on the opposite side of the island,
sight can be imagined then that of a is a town of about 8,000 inhabitants.
young Hawaiian girl torn from her There is a saying among sailors on the
friends and family
and they so affec- Pacific
" follow a rain-storm and it
tionate, thepe gentle islanders
taken will take you to Hilo " The only
to the rock-bound lazaretto below the active volcanoes are on this island.
sombre precipice of the Kalea Pali,
Mauna Kea (the white mountain)
and cast among the outcasts of the is extinct but Mauna Loa (the long
world so soon to die. And, perhaps, mountain) has been very active within
:

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

!

:

—

:

—

—

!

;

;

—
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One of the most
the last few years.
On a shoulder of Mauna Loa
destructive eruptions was the famous twenty miles to the east is the active
" mud-flow" of 1868.
large fissure, volcano of Kilauea.
In ancient days
half a mile wide, opened in the side this was supposed to be the home of
of this mountain at an elevation of the greatest and most terrible, as well
about 5,000 feet, and a stream of hot as the most beautiful, of the Hawaiian

—

A

THE OLD COCOA-NUT

mud and

lava poured out and flowed

down

to the sea- shore, carrying all
It is said to have travelled
before it.
at the rate of twenty-four miles an
Besides cattle, horses, sheep
hour.

and

goats, eighty-one

human

lives

were

In 1881 another eruption occurred but this was vertical coming
from the summit. The people of Hilo
saw the molten lava slowly descending the side of the mountain, dividing
one part turnitself into two streams
ing down towards Waimea, the other
coming on in the direction of Hilo.
It travelled at the rate of 75 feet an
hour slowly but surely nine months
after the outbreak it reached within
three-quarters of a mile of Hilo: there,
fortunately, it stopped.
lost

!

—

;

—

—

;

PL.\NT.\TION.

deities

— Pele, the goddess of volcanoes-

Kilauea
sea-level,

over 4,000 feet above the
and about 28 miles from the

is

The great crater is
by road.
two and a half miles in width and

coast,

it is a
sunken pit, five hundred feet
Nothing can be more desolate
deep.
than this black, rugged, lava-bed it

nearly four miles in length

;

huge

;

has the appearance of a storm-tossed
ocean, suddenly petrified, wave mounted on wave, and yawning chasms gapgreat mounds of
inor from beneath
tumbled lava-blocks. At the south end
the ever-active crater of Hale-mau'house of everlasting fire."
Around the edge of this chasm are inis

mau

—

numerable cracks, extending in broken
lines, large enough to receive an ox,

—

!
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there is
powers within the volcano
something majestic in the way in
which the immense sheets of lava slowly
Two hundred and fifty feet below is a tear themselves from the walls and sail
lake of molten lava, half a mile wide, onward to destruction. Viewedfromthe
that lashes itself in waves of blinding upper edge of the inner crater, the
the
light, as the gory lava is hurled high in sight is truly grand, impressive
the air by the subterranean explosions. most magnificent, perhaps in all the
Compared with Kilauea, the
The whole surface is moving cracks world
appearing here and there, flashing now volcanoes of the Andes are but smokEtna and Vesuvius
crimson, now gold, as the great cakes ing chimneys
No wonder
float off", to be swallowed up in the glimmerinor rush-liofhts.
Sometimes the the Hawaiians of old worshipped at
vortex in the centre.
red lava at the edge will open and curl the throne of Pele no wonder that
they still ofter sacrifices, in secret, to
back showing the white-heat within
then the masses will heave up and furl the dread ignipotent for where can be
Powerful
over, as though in fiendish ecstacy. The found a greater earth-god ?
fountains in the middle of this fiery in its constant movement; inextinmaelstrom will sometimes shoot up guishable in its fiery glow; unapproachforty or fifty feet the great clots of able in its heat and its sulphurous inlava falling back into the caldron with cense-fumes it is more beautiful than
a hissing sound, and spattering in all anything else in nature's world, more
sorts of fantastic shapes.
But it is horrible than aught conceived by man;
the slow movement that seems to tell it has the brilliancy of the heavens, it
of the irresistible forces, the mighty is the mouth of hell

and apparently unfathomable: beyond,

;

sulphur-steam are
constantly pouring out from the crater.
the bhiffs clouds of

—

;

!

;

—

;

;

;

TO

—

PHYLLIS, IN HER HIGH DISPLEASURE.
The

sweet morn had come.
Her laughing eyes,
Brimful of daring mischief, had undone
Old Triton's self, and glancing shoreward won

fair

For many a slow-winged honey-thief a prize
That wild-flowers love to lose. Ah he was wise
!

At

stealing kisses

E'en Zephyr's cool

And

laughing echoes

What

whom
lips

filled

she looked upon

!

caught the wanton fun,
the wind-kissed skies.

when you laughed, too My love
you but knew how sweet that music fell,
From lips to tempt Ulysses' bonds in twain
If that blind boy whose eyes you have would tell
Where mine learnt all their daring, then above
could I do

!

!

If

—

These clouds should come the
Kingston.

!

fair

sweet morn again.

—F.

King

A CANADIAN IN

NEW

BY ELGIN MfERS,

A

SHORT sojourn

in

New York

in the

of 1891, where I was the recipient of much disinterested kindness

summer

at the hands of Mr. Erastus Wiman,
so increased the interest that had previously been aroused in me by the
accounts in the public prints of his
achievements in the business, political
and literary world, that now that his

YORK.

Q.C.

and at such great sacrifices of time
and money, labored to promote the
interests ot the
It should be of

land

of

his birth.

interest to

Canad-

to study the development of
one of their own countrymen, who,
without the
friendless and alone,
prestige of family connection or social
influence, and aided only by his sturdy

ians

financial fame has become somewhat independence of character, unusual
dimmed, I feel a desire that his capacity, and stubborn perseverance,
countrymen should have at least some arase from the position of a friendfaint in?ii-ht into the character of a less lad earning a mere pittance as a
farm laborer, to the commanding em-

inence of one of the leaders of the
business, political
of the continent.

and

literary world

It is in the hope that a short narrative of the incidents of that career will
piove a stimulus to those who are
al)Out setting out to buffet the waves

world, with possibly neither
friendship nor capital other than their
own individual merits and a determination to succeed, as well as in
the hope that that narrative will bring
nearer home to the Canadian people
of the

of one of their own countryhas gaineti distinction in a
foreign land and who has been so mis-

the

life

men who

represented and misunderstood, that I
have essayed this task. It is not with-

E&.\.STi;S

WIMAN.

in the province of this article to account for the recent eclipse of Mr.
Wiman's star of fortune, nor to investi-

for so long a period ha.s gate its causes, whether they be
occupied the attention of the people founded on wrong business methods
is
or this continent, even though thafin- or miscalculation, or whether, as
formation be imparted by one so incap- more probable, his fortunes have been
able of adequately performing the engulfed in the whirlwind of financial
The radical disaster that seems at present to be
pleasing task as myself.
difference of opinion that exists be- invading so much of the earth's surtween us on the subject of this face. Suffice it for the present in this
country's future should, in my opinion, connection to simply reproduce the
form no bar to the attempt to do following portion of an article from a
Island,
justice to one who has so unselfishly newspaper published in Staten

man who
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for

many

From

real

which has

home

:—''

years been his
stock in

estate,

We

per week.

next find

him for four or five years employed
Power a newsboy and then as a typesetter

Kapid Transit and Electric
companies, there seems ample assets
belonging to Mr. Wiman's estate to
pay all the indebtednesses in full,
while behind it all is the energy, the

force of ambition of
one who fought in their home the
Vanderbilts and their satellites and

ability

fifty cents

and great

the newspaper

office of his cousin,

as
in

the

Honorable Wm. McDougall, who conducted the celebrated North Ameri'"

can, which, after enjoying a short but
successful career under its brilliant
manager and editor, became extinct.
'

Here young Wiman worked from ten
to sixteen hours per day at wages
Of incidents in his career there is no commencing at Sl.50 per week and
His lite has been so active and ending at !55.00.
lack.
A reminiscence of his newsboy
so interwoven with that of the people,
of all classes, that his biographer will career was forcibly and pleasantly renot be troubled to find them, but will called in London a year or two ago
be perplexed by an embarrassment of when dining as a guest of Lord and
beat them

all."

The great difficulty in preriches.
paring this article was to select from
the great mass of facts, anything like
a detailed relation of which would fill
several volumes, those that might be
deemed the most characteristic and at
the same time, would not swell to an
undue compass a magazine article. To
the casual observer the most striking
feature of Mr. Wiman's character, in
view of the vastness and absorbing
nature of his business enterprises, is
his sentiment and imagination, two
qualities that seem to be essential to
that attribute in man that is generally
termed greatness, but which are plants
of so tender a growth that they have
been crushed out of many men by the

*

La Jy Thurlow. The latter, during the
course of conversation, remarked that
LTpon Mr.
she too was a Canadian.

Wiman asking; whose daughter she
was, he was informed that she was
Lord Elgin's. " Oh," replied Mr. Wiman, " I remember now, your birthday was on a New Year's day, and I
heard your first cry." Curious to know

how this could be, Mr. Wiman explained to Lady Thurlow that he was the
newsboy who delivered the papers
about forty -five years before at Elmwhich was situated just beyond Yonge street entrance to College
Avenue, Toronto, where Lord Elgin,

slie Villa,

then Governor- G-eneral of Canada, reThe house was a great distance
pressure of business pursuits, that, in from the street, and on this particular
many instances, have not been of so morning the snow was deep, and no
engrossing a nature as those that en- track having been made, the newsboy,
gaged Mr. Wiman's attention.
not large of stature, whilst beating his
The youth, personal habits, religious way through it became cov^ered with
beliefs and domestic life of a man snow. The weather was bitterly cold,
of mark are
always subjects of and the kindly butler taking him indeep interest, the narration of which, to the hall before the large stove let
as light streaks tend to relieve a dark- him warm himself.
The house, l)eened firmament, incline to brighten twe&n the bustling of the servants and
the heavy narration of the more doctors, was in great confusion.
Sudweighty affairs of life.
Beginning denly the vigorous cry of an infant
with his youth we find this erstwhile heard through the door, and the butler
millionaire, at the age of twelve ye »rs, exclaiming, " Thank God it is over,"
working as a farm laborer in the revealed to our newsboy friend that
neighborhood of Churchville, near the future Lady Thurlow was born.
Brampton, in Peel County, a few miles
In passing, we may remark, that it
west of Toronto, for the pittance of is a comment on the small size to
sided.

—
A CAAY,A
which steam and electricity have
duced the world, and on the present

JN
reall

pervasive democracy, that the newsboy
later was, 3,000 miles
away, the honored guest of this titled
The gold sovereign that Lord
babe.
Elgin conferred on our friend was the
fii-st he ever possessed, and the joy it
bestowed caused the naturally warm
heart of Mr. Wiman to go out in generous contributions to the newsboys as
regularly as succeeding New Year's
came round.
These sums, as well as the farm
wages, small as they were, weie
freely and regularly handed to a
widowed mother to be applied to the
common support of herself and a little
sister, who divided between them the
solicitude of the noble son and brother.
Let it be said here that deep
forty-five years
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circumstances. When younc'
week's wage of So. 00,
rather than permit those who were
of

his

W^iman

lost his

dependent upon him to sufl[er from
want, his filial and brotherly love
prompted him to borrow from his coworkers in the office a sufficient sum
to tide over the week, a sum which it
is needless to say was speedily repaid
out of the savings of future earnings.
The next we see of young Wiman
is on the staff of the Toronto Globe, as
commercial editor, where his keen commercial instincts soon became so manifest that they attracted the attention
of Mr. R. G. Dun, who had established
the enterjjrise of mercantile reporting.
The subject of this sketch went into the employ of this firm as a reporter, and his abilities soon raised him

succes-sively to the positions of manaand never failing care for this ger of the Toronto and Montreal
widowed mother were among the agencies, in which capacities he acstrongest features of Mr. Wiman's quired that thorough and accurate
character. Several citizens of Toronto, knowledge of the commercial affairs of
some of whom have occupied, and the Dominion, including a detailed in-

affection

others of whom now occupy, positions
of trust and honor, take pleasure in

indeed they also do to
the incidents of his Canadian life
that are recorded here, to the noble
self-sacrifices on the part of Mr. Wiman,
in his earlier struggles for existence, to
not merely support, but render comtestifying, as

all

fortable
and happy, his widowed
mother, thus testifying to the possession of one of those human qualities
that approach nearest to the Divine,
that of never failing filial love.
It is
needless to say that this anxious solicitude accompanied
mother
the
through life, the need of support increasing with the capacity to contribute it, until death finally closed the
eyes of one, who, while taking a last
loving look upon her devoted son, prophetically foresaw that he would attain
the eminence of what .he world calls
success.

the many incidents that could
be selected of absorbing: interest at the
newsboy period of his career, is one
which also illustrates the narrowness

From

formation of almost every business
man from Halifax to Winnipeg, for
which he is .so distinguished. Starting with a great prejudice in Canada
against it, owing to its being regarded
as a sort of detective concern, the
broad and enlightened spirit with
which its designs were pursued under
Mr. Wiman's management soon rendered the agency one of the most popular
institutions in the mercantile world,
and soon caused it to be regarded as an
indispensable adjunct to commercial
life.

successful was he in the manageof the Canadian branch of the
business, that he was, some twentyfive years ago, shortly after the close
of the great Amercian Civil War, invited to the larger field of usefulness

So
ment

in the commercial metropolis of America, to assist in the management of the

His success in the
business there.
smaller sphere of action was only the
harbingerof his triumph in the greater,
for he brought to bear in his connection with the New York concern the
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same

energy,

industry,

wonderful

and

enlightened
his mancharacterized
that
methods

knowledge,

agement of

tact

affairs in

Canada, until an
to that time

was up
regarded with the same
institution that

distrust that

had been in Canada, soon developed
into the most marvellous and popular
system of commercial reporting in the

it

The agency, when Mr. Wiman
was removed to INew York, possessed
only eighteen branches, whereas it
now has 150, an enormous revenue,
and a large army of employes. His
knowledge of printing found full scope
world.

He soon reorganized the printing department, improved and enlarged
the Reference Book, which contains
the names and rating of every trader
in the United States and Canada, and
it soon became the best credit authorTo him
ity in the United States.
more than toany other man is duethat
marvellous success of commercial reporting which renders it possible for
every trader, no matter how remote
here.

from Maine to California,
from Vancouver to Halifax, to procure
credit in the great centres of commerce in accordance with the resources
and standing he possesses at home.
Of almost incalculable advantage
to the South was this system as
his location,

thus perfected.

war

At the

close

of the

there were necescondition, so
much so that almost universal distrust
of the capacity of the business men
prevailed.
Owing, however, to the
all

industries

sarily in a disorganized

wonderful Reference Book, information was soon disseminated relative to
the deserving and reliable, conjfidence
was quickly restored, business men
obtained that credit which was so

the

business ability of

man and

his associates,

Erastus Wi-

and alone

is

the ambition of
any ordinary man, for unless it had
been well conducted it could easily have
been the most unpopular of institusufficient to

satisfy

tions.

It would be wrong, however, to
suppose that this was his only achievement, although it is the one in which
we believe he takes the most pride.
Not satisfied with accomplishing, in
connection with the agency, what was
sufficient for the work of one life, he,
almost immediately on arrival in New
York, with that rapid insight into
affiiirs that is so characteristic of him,
saw what the multitude of other able
financiers of that great metropolis

failed

to fully realize, the

possibilities of

forms part of

immense

Staten Island, which

New York

State,

and

miles distant from and opposite
New York, in a hollow of the coast
This island has been
of New Jersey.
termed the Isle of Wight of America.
Possessing an area of about 58 square
miles, a shore capable of adding ten
miles additional harborage to the port
of New York, having in its north and
centre lovely elevations which slope
beautifully in all directions to the

lies six

Providence seems to have
specially designed this favored place

shore,

example of what His beneficence
can accomplish for man in furnishing
a spot where he could revel in luxurious delight, and which he could also
turn to the most practical use. When
Mr. Wiman first conceived the idea of
putting to use this favored place, the
beautiful uplands in its centre were
almost unknown. Under his wise and

as an

skilful directions, the

reputation

of

and the the island has much increased as one
distrusted and desolate South soon of the most popular resorts for recreabegan to blossom as the rose. The tion and amusement of the multitudes
book also soon became the guide, of the adjoining cities, who seek its
philosopher and friend, and indeed sylvan retreats as a relief from the

essential to their existence,

the almost indispensable
auxiliary
to every counting house.
The success of the Mercantile Agency Sys-

tem

is

an

enduring

monument

to

burdens of active business life, as well
as one of the points to which is eagerly directed the attention of those men
of affairs, who perceive the immense
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possibilities that are cen-
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In the following

extract

from a

Wiman,

tred there.

letter recently written to Mr.

One of his first and most noted
achievements in this connection was

estate

owner

vei"sal

sentiment respecting the value

the securing of a charter for the conof a ^reat railway bridge
connecting the State ot New Jersey
with the island. This was accomplished against the whole force of that
combative state, whicii did not wish
to see its own water fronts depreciated
in value by the pre.sence of a competitor, combined
with the enormous
vested interests of the great railway
corporations which had termini in that
state, opposite New York city.
After
Cyclopean efforts, he finally got the
authoritv of Conorress for its construetion, and it stands to-day
another
monument to the ability, courage and
pertinacity of this masterful man. By
it, the Baltimore and Ohio and eight
other trunk lines of railway are admitted to the harbor of New York making Staten Island probably the greatest future railway site in the world.
The Kill Van Kull bridge was incidental to the construction of the
Rapid Transit Railroad in Staten Island, which Mr. Wiman also carried
through against the immense local influence of such famous capitalists as
the Yanderbilts and John H. Starin,
who, as we would naturally suppose,
would not care to Ije deprived of the
monopoly they theretofore enjoyed in
the ferry service between New York
and the island.
struction

The

control of this ferry service

Sir Roderick

Cameron, a large

real

there, expresses the uni-

Wiman's services to the island:
fellow Canadians, we have difiered in our political views, but there has

of Mr.

"As

never been an hour during the past
ten years, when I have failed to appreciate what you have done for our
island home.
Your lo.sses are as but a
drop in the ocean compared with the
enormously increased value of the island property, entirely due to your
foresight and unflagging zeal.
Keep
up your spirits and all will be well
with you."
One of Mr. Wiman's ambitions was
to make the island a great centre for
out-door amu.sements, and to this end
he formed the Staten Island Amuse-

ment Company, which engaged for
months the exhibition of Buffalo Bill's
Wild West Show on the island, and
procured, at a cost of S40,()00, the
celebrated Electric Fountains from
England, which now form so great an
attraction at the World's Fair at
Chicago.
Out of the electric display grew the
Richmond Light, Heat and Power
Company, also promoted by Mr. Wiman, designed to supply every manufacturer and every private individual
with light,heatand power, "on tap," and
torendernightasday,through the many
miles of foliaged slopes, lovely glades,

was and shady

dells of

Suten

Island.

It

soon obtained by our Canadian friend. will, on completion of the pending imA direct result of the establishment of provements, supply not only lights,
Rapid Transit and the building of the power and traction for manufactories
railway bridge has been to increase and domestic purposes, but will also
communication between the Island supply power to an electric railroad
and New Y'ork city, by ferry, from 15 system our Canadian friend has
times per day to 58 times, to cause planned in connection with a large
real estate to double in value, popula- land enterprise, which will thus make
Yorkers cheap
tion to rapidly increase, the establish- accessible to New
ment of many additional manufactor- homes in the romantic but almost
unknown interior of the Island.
ies, the price of products to the conThese vast undertakings in the
and
to
diminish,
sumer to materially
add a vast residental suburb to the country of his exile which have been
enumerated, apparently did not monadjoining overcrowded cities.
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opolize,

much

less exhaust, the energies

of this truly energetic man, for we
find him in 1880 and ISSl engaged in
organizing and promoting the Grreat
North- Western Telegraph Company of

Canada, of which he soon
president,

and

he, after

for debt of

from

who

another person

was,

sickTiess contracted in gaol, likely

This man,
by the way, had a wealthy brother in
Montreal, who has liberally endowed
became a seat of learning there, but who was

many

years

to die soon, unless released.

apparently unmoved at the prospect

and persistent nego- of his brother pining in gaol in New
I am unable to state
tiations against obstacles that would York for debt.
have appalled a man of less courage whether or not he endowed a Chair of
and perseverance, succeeded in leasing the Humanities. Mr. Wiman, during
and practically amalgamating the old the course of his investigation into
Montreal and Dominion Telegraph this man's case, was so struck with
Companies, which were, by this act, horror at the whole situation that he
placed on a solid financial basis, thus determined that perpetual imprisonsecuring substantial dividends that are ment for debt should be a thing of the
being paid, up to the present time. past, and going to work with his resoNot content with the performance of lute will and asfainst g-reat obstacles,
these labors in the commercial world, not the least of which was the stony
indifterence of the public, he eventu\\x. Wiman has for years accomplished
in the political world what would ally succeeded in accomplishing his
have sufficed for the energies of any aim.
On the wall of one of the cells
ordinary man.
Among his less prominent achieve- in the Tombs of New York are these
ments was one dictated by that broad words, written by still another man,
and disinterested philanthropy, and which bear mute testimony to the
sympathy for human misfortunes, constant going about doing that unwhich have, from his earliest boyhood, ostentatious good which letteth not
been among his most happy character- the right hand know what the left
hand doeth, that characterized all Mr.
istics. I refer to the Act for the aboli" I am
tion of imprisonment for debt, a bar- Wiman's deeds of charity
barous punishment that was, until the to-day forty years of age, and I
good offices of Mr. Wiman were enlisted thought I had not a friend in the
of patient, skilful

:

to secure its repeal in 1887, permitted

world,

when Erastus Wiman

sent

me

a

by the highly civilized state of New Christmas dinner. I vow that before
York. Under the old law, men for I am fifty I shall be rated in the book
years had languished in Ludlow-street which this man prints worth half a
gaol for the crime merely of being too million, and before I am sixty I will
poor to pay their debts. The move- be rated at a million." As idle as_
ment for its repeal originated in the this boast at that time no doubt apcase of one Ross, a Canadian from peared, it has been more than fulfilled,
Montreal,
for

some

who had been
trifling

incarcerated
indebtedness which

as one of the largest places on Broadway, owned by this man, in which he

was paid by Mr. Wiman, who restored is doing annually a business of $6,000,him to his family on the anniversary 000, amply testifies.
of the evening when angels ushered
into the world the message of peace

A

absorbing interest is conwith his release from the
and good-will towards men, with Tombs, which was secured by Mr.
pockets filled not only to furnish his Wiman, which is too lengthy to relate
family with a Christmas dinner, but here. It would be a mistake to supto relieve their immediate necessities pose that these vast schemes, so scantias well.
From Ross, Mr. Wiman ly outlined, were the limit of Mr. Wiheard of the five years' incarceration man's achievements.
His es>-ays in
tale of

nected
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political, literary and social spheres are many that deal with this question
during the time he was engaged in of commercial union between Canada
piomoting these great enterprises, were and the United States. No less than
characterized by the same boldness, twenty-five articles of his grace the
energy and comprehensiveness that North American and Contemporary
were the main features of his financial Reviews. He received requests to conHis mind was pro- tribute no less than three different
achievements.
babl}' the first to conceive the vast articles within five
months to the
scheme of joining in commercial union same magazine. His public addre-ses
the two vast territories that compose have been delivered in nearly every
aliuost this entire continent.
His city of the Union, and in all the cities
public meeting at Dutl'erin Lake, in of Canada except Hamilton.
They
the summer of 1887, inaugurated the have been delivered before the most
movement, in which his heart is still noted commercial, scientific, education80 engaged, and which soon became al and literary institutions in the
That he has been a
the battle cry of one of the great poli- United States.
tical parties of Canada, under the name powerful agent in the formation and
of unrestricted reciprocity. So engross- controlling of thought on this contined in the desire to benefit his native ent scarcely any one will undertake to
country was he that he took no less deny.
When we consider the work of this
than twenty-five trips to Washington
on behalf of this movement, and after one man, we wonder what limit there
a large expenditure of time, money and is to human endurance, and naturenergy, procured the Committee on ally feel a desire to account for his
Foreign Relations of the House of Re- ability to accomplish so much. That
presentatives to give it the stamp of he must be a man of unusual ability,
industry and energy goes without sayits approval in the famous " Hitt resolution."
His refusal to renounce ing. Retiring at nine thirty, p.m. and
allegiance to the land of his birth and rising at three or four a.m., he has
to take the oath of allegiance to the thus been able to perform an amount
government of the United States has of literary labor that would have been
entailed on him very great inconven- impossible, in view of his other engageiences, among which are a foreigner's ments without utilizing these early
inability to hold real estate in his hours, most of his literary work havown name, or any title whatever in ing been done between these latter
coasting vessels, in some of which he hours and seven a.m. He was always,
was largely interested, or to become a when in the city, to be found at his
director in any banking institution, office between nine a.m and five p.m.,
in one of which he was a large stock- after which his well known form
holder.
This stand tiiken by him is could be seen pacing the deck of the
an unobtrusive testimony to a genuine ferry which carried him to his happy
sentiment of loyalty that breathed home in Staten Island, where he reignin him, and is in striking contrast to ed as the idol with no rival, and where
the noisy demonstrations of many of he usually spent his evenings reading
his opponents in Canada, who bandy aloud the popular authors to d charmIn this home, as well
about, without much reference to its ed family circle.
meaning, this much abused and mis- as in the city, he also dispen.sed the
most generous hospitality. This exconstrued word.
Among the large number of pamph- tended not only to his private friends,
lets he has published, the vast num- but to the persons composing such imber of addresses he has delivered, and portant bodies as the Pan-American
letters to the press he has written on Congress, the Iron and Steel Institute
political, social and scientific subjects. of Great Britian, the President and
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Executive of the Baltimore and Ohio
Raihoad, and other guests by the
hundred.

To his other personal characteristics
must be added a vivacity of intellect,
a grand physique that has never been
enervated by the use of tobacco or the
excessive use of ardent liquors, methodical habits, dogged perseverance,
a mounting ambition, and, above all, a
light-hearted and cheery disposition
which, during his whole career, from
the time he was a barefooted boy
earning fifty cents per week, to the
time he became one of the most noted
men of North America, has served him
Added to this, the springs of
so well.
human sympathy and philanthropy
were ever active within him, thus keepinw fresh and orreen the moral constitution, which seems to react upon and
keep healthy the physical, the drying
up of which in any one is not favor-

ruined on the side of their natural propensities,"

we have

in these charitable

gifts the secret of Mr.

Wiman's present

embarrassment. Nothing is
clearer to his most intimate friends than
that if he had buttoned up his pockets to
all cries for aid, the money thus saved,
utilized as he so well knew how to
utilize it,
would have prevented
his present temporary embarrassment.
Many Canadians in the United States
have especial reason to gratefully remember him. Scattered all over the
Union from Maine to California are
thousands who owe their present prosperity in life to the impulse of his
sound and friendly advice and financial aid.
His home and office in New
York were the Meccas to which all
Canadians, from the most prominent
and cultured to the most ignorant settler, turned for recreation or help, and
none of them went disappointed aw&y.
Especially was he solicitous of the
financial

able to longevity. It is almost incredible to a stranger viewing Mr. Wiman's welfare of the newsboys and telegraph
freshness and vigor, that he is within operators, in whom, owing to his
ten years of fulfilling the sphere of life former connection with those callinors,
alloted by the Psalmist to man.
he felt a most active sympathy.
A short enumeration of his benevoAn indication of the hold he has
lent and charitable acts would fill a gained on the hearts and imagination
goodly sized volume.
Among the of the operators is furnished by an inobjects of his cheerful support are his cident that occurred at a banquet given
first school mistress, aged unmarried
by the Magnetic Club in New York,
spinsters, widows, old men and distant where the chairman, upon introducing
relatives, who have up to the time of Mr. Wiman, said:
" He is the onlj' dithe present embarrassment in his fin- rector on a list of thirty millionaires
ances been the regular monthly recipi- composing the board, whom any one
ents of his bounty.
of the sixty thousand operators would
The ofiices in Montreal and Toronto approach with a certainty of borrowof the agency with which he has so ing a ten dollar bill."
many years been identified were the
In view of all these achievements,
centres in Canada from which these were the brittle thread which binds
donations so freely flowed. No less a him to this life to be now snapped,
sum than $50;000 has, in the opinion of could any one assert with truth that
those best capable of judging, been his life had not been a grand success.
given by him within the last fifteen
Has it been any the less so because
years to these objects of his fond soli- he has probably still twenty years, with
citude in Canada.
If this large sum all his accumulated experience, his ardor
represents his gifts in Canada, what and
energy
undiminished, within
must be the sum that represents like which to recover from his present misdonations in the United States where fortune ? All persons, however much
the field and demand for them were they differ in opinion from Mr. Wiman
greater.
If, as Burke says, " Men are
on various topics, it is believed can join

—
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ex-Secretary of State for the United
States, and at present American Minister to the Court of St. James, who a
few weeks ago thus wrote
:

'•

The time draws near
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construct your fortunes, and leave you
in that condition which you have so
well earned and which, I sincerely hope,
you may soon regain.
" Wishing you every good fortune, I
am most truly and respectfully youi-s,

Dear Mr. Wiman :—
"

" T. F.

Bayard."

my

for
departure for my new scene of duty, but I
am not willing to go without an expression of my sincere and hearty
sympathy for the financial embarrassI
ment which has come upon you.
cannot doubt but that the same foresight, energy, enterprise and integrity
ipon which your success has heretofore
-een builded up, will, in due time, ret

NEW

Such words, from such a man, the
most representative of all the public
men in the United States, fittingly
close this tribute to Canada's friend in

United States, as indicating the
esteem in which he is held in the
country of his adoption, and the influence he wields for the benefit of the
country of his birth.
the

———

—
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THE MOON-MAIDEN.
{

I

With Illustration

bii

Miss Fanny Saxe

was a maiden in the moon
Something told me,

knew

there

)

;

And cajoled me,
When beneath the mystic gleam I strayed
And those white and frigid flashes
Fire of life to my heart's ashes

alone,

Gave, as no fervid sun of day had done
And, though I could plainly trace
Aspect of the larger face,
Anfi her shadowy profile had not known.
Yet " Selene " 'twas I uttered.
Or " Diana " softly muttered.
When beneath the charmed moon I strayed alone
:

" Luna, Luna," low at vesper.

All enchanted, I would whisper

Though

so broadly smiled he in the

Thus

moon

professing.

All unguessing,
Fealty to the Maiden in the

To the
Montreal.

moon

patient, mystic presence in the

moon.

— C. A. Frasek.

REFERENDUM AND
BY HON.

G.

W. ROSS, MINISTER OF EDUCATION,

The

Republic of Switzerland, so forby nature against the encroachments of the invader, has fortified
its constitution by a direct appeal to the
popular vote against sudden changes,
which for a moment seem plausible,
but which on sober second thought
may be found undesirable; while, at
the same time, by the ancient right
of petition, so emphasized in the British Constitution, a halting legislature
can be compelled to submit to a vote
tified

of

people

the

any question which
a certain number of

in the opinion of

electors requires immediate action.
The constitutional process to which

these observations apply

Referendum, and

is

PLEBISCITE.

called the
briefiy as folis

lows:

ONTAMO.

Referendum

is obligatory.
In all other
matters the legislation of the Federal
Assembly is operative, unless a demand for a popular vote is made as
above stated. In the cantons, which
in many respects correspond to our
counties, a similar demand may be
made for a full expression of the public opinion of the canton.
This system of popular control has
been in operation since 1874, and although it may appear to diminish the
importance of the Assembly, inasmuch
as an appeal may be taken against its
legislation, to the people, it nevertheless has worked
satisfactorily.
As
described by an able writer in the
"Edinburgh Review": " Swiss democracy has met and triumphed over
all the obstacles to national unity arising from diflferences of race, from religious discord, from historical animosities, and from the difficulty, inherent in
•

—

If the two branches of the FedAssembly agree upon an amendment to the constitution, such amendment must be submitted for ratification to the people before it becomes federalism, of reconciling national authority with state rights. Her present
operative.
II. If one branch of the Assembly peace and unity are due, as far as
favors the amendment and the other national prosperity is ever in reality
disagrees, or if fifty thousand voters caused by forms of government, to a
demand an amendment, the proposed constitution which has achieved all
change must be submitted to popular that the best framed of polities can
I.

eral

vote.
If the vote is favorable, a new
election of both Councils takes place,
for the purpose of making the neces-

sary change, and a measure embodying this change, being first approved
oy the Assembly, becomes law, if approved by a majority of the popular
vote, and by a majority of the cantons of the Confederation.
III. On the petition of thirty thou-

sand voters, or of eight cantons, any
statute of the Federal Assembly must
be submitted to the people for approval.
It will be observed, that where it is
proposed to amend the constitution the
C

achieve, viz., the giving free scope to
the energy and ability of the nation."
To a Canadian, the Swiss constitution would appear to be entirely subversive of party government as understood and practised in this country.
Following the traditions of Great Britain, we are accustomed to look for the
redress of political grievances from
one or other of the great political
whatever
parties of the day, and
may be the objections taken to the
excessive zeal of party leaders, and
to the methods by which they sometimes attain their ends, a system under
which the BritLsh Constitution has

—
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broadened down from "precedent to
precedent " cannot be entirely wrong.
tJnder the banners of party government have marched the greatest states-

men

of the centuries, and

ers of organization

by

its

pow-

have been achieved

pendent of all other political questions,
many a weary hour spent in acrimonious
debate could have been given to muchneeded legislation. As Dr. Bourinot,
in a valuable monograph on " Studies in Comparative Politics," says
" When a question comes before the
people under the referendum, there are
no considerations of party to influence
:

those victories for civil and religious
liberty which are the chief glory of the
Anglo-Saxon race. Like all other
human institutions, it has its imperfec- their decision men are not swayed
tions, and while on the one hand it by a desire to keep a particular set of
may boast of enlarging the bounds of men in office. The nature of the
freedom, on the other hand it has up- measure submitted is well known to
it has been thoroughly disheld tyranny and encouraged oppres- them
But so have ecclesiasticism and cussed in the councils of the nation
sion.
democracy, yet who would desire to and throughout the country, and men
dispense with the power of either, in are well able give their vote on its
merits.
vote under the Swiss refertheir proper sphere.
Occasionally there may arise ques- endum, and an appeal to the people
tions, however, of such national im- under the English system, are thereportance as for the moment to absorb fore subject to conditions which in one
the intelligent attention of the whole case generally give an impartial exSuch a pression of opinion on a question,
people, irrespective of party.
question was the federation of the and in the other case may practically
Canadian provinces in 18G7. Such a bury a great measure of public policy
question was the preservation of the under the weight of entirely subordinUnion at the outbreak of the great re- ate and irrelevant issues." In the
bellion in the United States, and such United States the adoption of a new
a question should have been the settle- constitution by a state, or of amendment of Home Rule for Ireland. The ments which may be proposed by the
referendum on questions like these, legislature, was always subject to
dissociated from all other political ratification by the people.
As far
questions, would be a great advantage. back as 1778 the legislature of MasHad the delegates who agreed to the sachusetts submitted a draft constituoriginal terms of Confederation asked tion to the electors, and this practice
the Legislatures of the respective pro- has been followed by every state of
vinces to submit to the people of Cana- the Union since that date. In some
da those terms for ratification, I am cases a vote is taken for the appointconfident that that unity of feeling, ment of delegates whose special duty
which happily is now becoming more it is to prepare a draft constitution,
apparent between the provinces, would but whether the draft is prepared by
have had an earlier and more vigorous the legislature, or at the instance of a
growth. Had the United States Con- special convention, the popular control
gress appealed to the people for an over the state constitution is the same
amendment to the constitution, with in both cases.
respect to negro slavery, instead of
Indeed, some states provide in their
paltering with the question for nearly constitution for a direct reference to
half a century, at the demands of the the people of questions which are
southern slave-holders, millions of ordinaril}' settled by the legislature.
treasure and lives would have been Wisconsin by its constitution took the
spared
and had the House of Com- right to refer to the voters whether or
mons said we will have a direct vote not banks should be chartered. Minon the question of Home Rule, inde- nesota declared in her constitution
;

;

A

;

—
;

REFERENDUM AND
that certain railway laws should not
take effect unless submitted to and
ratified by a majority of the electors.
Sometimes a legislature submits a
question, in regard to which there is
much conflict of opinion, to the people,
in the form of a constitutional amendment. The legislatures of Indiana,
Nebraska, Ohio and Oregon took this
course in dealing with the proposition
for extending the suffragfe to women,
and in 187C, Colorado, which had
special j)ower by its constitution to
take a vote on the same question, submitted the matter to the electors. It
may be needless to add that the
franchise was refused in all these
cases.

Another form of the referendum
which has been acted upon in England,
United States and Canada, is to pass
legislation which becomes operative
only upon its adoption by the people.
For instance, in England, before a rate
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taken by the municipal councils, instead of by a certain number of petitioners as in the case of the Swiss
referendum.
Similar
powers were
conferred upon the electors by the
Temperance Act of 1878, the initiative
in this case, however, being taken by
a certain number of electors in each

The power exercised
by the old parliament of Canada in
the Temperance Act of 1864, although

electoral district

just

now

contested before the courts,
exercised by the legislature of
Ontario, and under the license act has
been extended to the electors in polling sub-divisions, so far as the transfer
of licenses is concerned.
Municipal
councils are also invested by the legislature with power to refer certain
questions to the electors for ratification
for instance
a free library can be
I. Before
established in any municipality the
approval of the electors must be obis still

:

can be levied for the establishment of a tained.
free library, a vote of the ratepayers
II. Before debentures can be issued
of the pari-sh must be first taken, and creating a debt beyond a certain
there is now before the English house amount, the matter must be referred
of Commons a bill in the hands of to the ratepayers of the municipality.
Sir William Harcourt, Chancellor of
III. Bonuses for aiding industries or
the Exchequer, for allowing the rate- railways must be approved by the
payers of parishes, by a two-thirds ratepayers.
Even the location of a school site
vote, to say whether liquor shall be
sold within certain defined areas. is often submitted to the popular
Over thirty years ago the legislature vote.
The legislation so far referred to
of the state of New York accepted the
principle of local option in regard to has, however, in every instance, inthe liquor traffic, and many other volved the following considerations
1. Some legislative body, either the
states since that time have adopted
House of Commons, the parliament of
similar provisions.
The first legislation adopted in Canada, the state legislature, the
Canada in which the principal of the municipal council, or a board of school
referendum was involved was the trustees, must have taken the responTemperance Act of I8(i4, known a* sibility of expressing a definite opinthe Dunkin Bill.
By this act any ion on the question to be submitted.
'2.
The opinion thus expressed, either
municipal council could pass a by-law
for the prohibition of the liquor traffic, in the form of a statute or a by-law,
but such by-law did not become oper- must be submitted for the approval of
ative until approved by a majority of the people, (a) directly by the authorthe electors. In this case the legisla- ity adopting the same, or (6) through
ture, which had clearly the power to the intervention of another body aupass prohibition, delegated its power thorized so to do, or (c) on the petition
:

to

the electors, the

initiative to be

of the people themselves.

—

—
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There was therefore

:

though the legislature could not exby proposing a constitutional

question
in the legislative body in which the

pect,

power originated.
2. The discussion of the question by
the subordinate power authorized to

on the point, they could ask
the people to advise them how they
should legislate, and having obtained
their view in this matter could pass a
statute in
conformity with their

1.

The

discussion

of

the

take the next step.
3. The discussion of the question at
the polls before ratification by the

people.

All the elements of public consideration in the fullest sense of the term
were thus united in determining the
merits of the question submitted.
There remains one other form of ascertaining public opinion, in regard to
which our constitution is silent, and
which so far has not found a prominent place in the political organization
the Plebiscite. Alof any country
though the name has been but recently
introduced into political nomenclature,
it is nevertheless of ancient origin.
In the struggles in ancient Rome
between the plebeians and patricians,

amendment,

enable the

to

people to

legislate

wishes."
In the instances above given of the
plebiscite, no actual legislation is involved.
The practice, under the British Constitution, in order to ascertain
public opinion on any great measure,
is to dissolve parliament and appeal to
the country.
Professor Bryce aptly
expresses this practice in the follow-

ing words

:

now beginning to be maintained as a constitutional doctrine,
that when any large measure of change
is carried through the House of Commons, the House of Lords has a right to
reject it for the purpose of compelling
a dissolution of Parliament, that is,
for political power, by an Act known an appeal to the voters.
And there
as Lex Hortensia, adopted in B.C. 286, are some signs that the view is makthe enactments of the plebeian Assem- ing way, that even putting the House
bly were given the force of law, and of Lords out of sight, the House of
the right of the common people to an Commons is not morally, though of
equal voice in the government with course it is legally, entitled to pass a
the nobles was from that time recog- bill seriously changing the Constitunized. The enactments of the plebeian tion, which was not submitted to the
Assembly were designated Flehiscita. electors at the preceding general elecThe first Napoleon, in 1804, and the tion.
general election, although, in
third Napoleon, in 1852, asked the form, a choice of particular persons as
French people to mark approval of members, has now practically become
their accession to the throne of France, an expression of popular opinion on
by a popular vote. In the State of the two or three leading measures then
New York, a number of years ago, the propounded and discussed by the party
legislature,
having been distracted leaders, as well as a vote of confidence
and perplexed by the question whether or no confidence in the Ministry of the
articles made
by prisoners in the day. It is in substance a vote upon
state prison should be allowed to com- those measures
although, of course, a
pete with other articles manufactured vote only on their general principles,
in the state, invited the opinion of the and not, like the Swiss referendum,
electors, and accordingly passed an upon the statutes which the legislature
Act in which the question was voted has passed.
Even, therefore, in a
on over the whole state. Of course country which clings to and founds
this decision of the people of New itself upon the absolute supremacy of
York was not binding upon the legis- the representative chamber, the notion
lature and, as Professor Bryce says in of a direct appeal to the people has
The American Commonwealth, " Al- made progress."

—

" It is

A

;

;

—
REFERENDUM AND
Professor Bryce says, the
its representatives, goes down to the people and
asks them if they approve of certain
measures, and if they do, to signify
that approval not by voting for the
measure itself directly, as in the Swiss
referendum, but by voting for an individual as the incarnation of the
measure or, in other words, the people of Great Britain at a general election instruct their representatives to
j>ass certain measures, and they are
passed accordingly.
Under a plebiscite this order is reversed.
Parliament, instead of passing a measure, and exposing it to the
hazards of an adverse election, and its
consequent repeal, asks the people in
the first instance, for their approval of
a general principle, leaving the legislation necessary to give it statutory
effect, to a subsequent stage.
Among the objections that may be
brought against a plebiscite are the
following
So was the
(1) It is un-British.
ballot, manhood suffrage, the federal
sy.stem of government, the municipal
enf ranchisementof women, local option,

In

effect,

House

Commons, through

of

;

:

municipal government, free schools.free
trade, international arbitrations.
In
this century of progress it will not do
for the science of government to stand
still while all the other sciences are

making rapid

progress.

reduces the responsibility of
parliament. Even if it does, what harm?
The tendency of representative institutions in modern times is strongly
(2) It

towards

a diffusion of responsibility.
federal system is practically based
upon the theory that the perfection of

Our

government consists in the judicious
Has parliasub-division of authority.
ment suffered in dignity because it inschool
vests municipal authorities,
boards, and other corporations with
independent powers in their respective
spheres ?
Or is the House of Commons to-day less dignified because by
recent legislation it has conferred upon county councils powers which it
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exercised itself five years ago

under a

?

Even

parliament must

plebiscite,

take the responsibility of action before
given to public opinion.
(3) It weakens the responsibility
of the executive.
As in the other case
what harm ? The executive must
take the responsibility of asking Parliament to submit a question to the
people, before a vote can be taken. If
this course is deemed unwise, Parliament may in the first instance condemn them, which would lead to their
dismissal from power or the people
may condemn them at the polls, which
would lead to their overthrow. So far
as the executive is concerned, a plebiscite to them is simply a means of ascertaining public opinion.
Instead of
accepting petitions from individuals
and corporations, resolutions passed at
public meetings or by organizations of
various kinds, as an expression of public opinion, they simply ask the whole
people to express themselves coolly and
deliberately on the question submitted
effect is

—

;

for their consideration, and, having
obtained that expression, they assume
the responsibility of accepting or rejecting the advice given.
(4) It depreciates the individuality
Why so ? The imof public men.
portance of the question under consideration still remains. The man who
favors its adoption could not desire a
better opportunity far propagating his
views. Every convert becomes an ally.
Every effective argument represents a
ballot. There is no confusion of issues,
and there can scarcely be any uncertainty as to results, providing his views
A betare accepted by the majority.
ter field for the individuality of an
honest, earnest man would be hard to
find.

In favor of a plebiscite the following considerations may be mentioned
(1) It is an appeal to the calm judgment of the electorate on a simple
a yes or no. Instead of a jury
issue
of twelve, as in ordinary civil or crim-

:

—

inal cases, it is a

jur}'

of the nation,

and the jurors know hat their verdict
1

—
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affect themselves and their children to remotest generations.
responsibility
(2) It increases the
In the last analysis,
of the electors.
sovereignty is with them. Why should
the sovereign not be consulted in matIf an evil is to be reters of state ?
moved, who is to be benefited thereby
but the people. If a great national
reform is to be inaugurated, why not
Has
let them share in the honor ?
Edward Burke's great maxim lost its
force, namely, " Government by the
people, for the people, and through the

may

To vote

intelligently on a great
Prohibition, requires study
and reflection. In forming a judgment, the personal equation of party
leadership must be omitted, and the
responsibility of solving a problem
on its intrinsic merits must be met face

ers.

issue, like

^

to face.

The

form previously indicated, has already been accepted with respect to legislation of a very
important character. For the purpose
of ascertaining public opinion, even
where legislation was not involved, it
has been favorably considered. The
people."
the stability of great convention of Temperance work(3) It increases
In 1855, New Brunswick ers that met in Montreal in 1875 relegislation.
passed a prohibitory liquor law; the commended the passage of a prohibifollowing year it was repealed, and Sir tory liquor law, subject to ratification
Leonard Tilley, the present Lieutenant- by the people. In the same year the
Governor of the province, than whom Senate of Canada, by a vote of 25 to
17, resolved that should the governno better authority could be cited,
says the effect was injurious to the ment feel satisfied that the indication
Permanence in of public opinion by the petitions preTemperance cause.
legislation is quite as important as pro- sented to Parliament was not sufficient
plebiscite, in the

—

Under the British con- to justify the early introduction of a
House of Lords is sup- prohibitory law, it would be desirable
posed to check undue haste on the part to take a vote of the electors as soon
of the House of Commons. Our Cana- as possible.
The legislatures of Ontario, Manidian Senate is supposed to discharge a
May we not toba and Prince Edward Island have
similar duty for us.
gressiveness.

stitution, the

strengthen this guarantee, that legislation is not ill-timed, by occasionally
submitting a great question to a plebiscite.

(4) It is educative in the highest
degree.
To vote with the party in a
general election is not necessarily the
highest effort of electoral intelligence,
although it usually .exhibits a commendable degree of faith in party lead-

accepted the plebiscite with respect to
prohibition
and the great National
Liberal Convention that recently met
at Ottawa has made the plebiscite on
the question of prohibition a plank in
;

its

political platform.

of public opinion in

The tendency

Canada

is therefore evidently in favor of this form of
appeal to the electorate on questions
of national siofnificance.

UPPER CANADA COkbBGE.
BY

Among

the

many

\v.

ALLAN NEILSOX,

proofs of their en-

which the English-speaking population of Canada have given
to the world, none is more strikins: than
the zeal, they have shown on behalf of
lij^'htenment

Settlers in a new country
education.
have often such a face-to-face struggle
with their surroundings, for the physical necessities of life, that an excuse is
easily found for the temporary neglect
of those higher elements in a nation's
life which are represented by the school

THK BLCE

SCHOOL,'"

THE BLllJ>IXO

IN

M.A-

This endeavor and this aspiration
have resulted not only in the establishment of an organized system of
public instruction which can challenge
comparison with that of any other
countrv, but also in the establishm;jnt
of individual institutions which have
made reputations that have spread
far

beyond

this

Dominion.

And

of

these institutions, none can boast a more
brilliant past, or look forward to a
more hopeful future, than the one

WHICH THE COLLEGE

\V.\S

Ol'ENED

I.N

1829.

But it is to the en- which forms the subject pf this article.
university.
The story of Upper Canada College
during honor of this people that they
have never resorted to such an excuse, is so closely bound up with the annals
but have endeavored always to make of the province whose old name it
their progress symmetrical, and to af- bears, that it is necessary to go back
fojd to their children opportunities of to the beginning of things here to tind
becoming not merely acute commercial the germ from which thepresent growth
men and industrious artizans, but citi- has sprung. It will be remembered
zens with an aspiration towards the that after the Constitutional Act of
development of those higher qualities 1791 was passed, bringing into existence the Province of Upper Canada,
which give life its value and its joy.

and the

UPPER CANADA COLLEGE.
parliament met at Newark,
Niagara. This parliament passed
a resolution for the founding of a
Grammar School in each of the districts into which the province was
then divided, but it was not till 1807
that anything was done in the York
district to make the Grammar School
more than a name. In that year the
Rev. Dr. George O'Kill Stuart, afterwards rector of St. James's Cathedral,
Toronto, opened the " Home District
(irammar School," in a small building
attached to his house, on the corner of
King and George-streets. This school
obtained recognition and a money grant
from the Provincial Government and
though only a small rude building of
one room, about twenty-five feet by
fifty, we realize that its importance is
not to be overlooked, when we read
that it afforded the early training of
men whose names are so identified
with the progress and prosperity of
the province as those of William Oawthra, Alexander Chewett, Charles and
George Boulton, George and William
Jarvis, and John Kidout.
In 1813,
Dr. Stuart resigned his charge and
went to Kingston, as Archdeacon of
that diocese. He was succeeded in the
District School by Dr. Strachan, whose
name is more familiar to the present
generation as Bishop Strachan.
Dr.
Strachan was a native of the north of
Scotland had been a student of the
University of Aberdeen and, before
emigrating to Canada, had had experience as a schoolmaster in a country
village in Fifeshire. Before coming to
York, he had been at the head of the
Grammar School at Cornwall the oldest school in the province
and one
whose reputation he did much to
the

fii-st

now

;

;

;

—
—

his energy and
he not only put new life
into the school over which he had
come to preside, but formed a distinct
acijuisition to the community at York.
After Mr. Stuart left, the school was
removed to a building near the corner

create

;

and through

originality,

of

King and Yonge-streets, and

held

there

till

a

new

it

was

building was
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about 1816, in the centre of the
lying immediately north of St.
James's Cathedral. This building, usually known as the " Old Blue School,"
derived its name from the slate blue
color with which it was painted.
It
was a two-story frame building, containing one large plain school-room on
the ground floor, about sixty feet by
forty, and a large hall upstairs, used
for lectures and the like.
The vigour
of Dr. Strachan's personality, and the
enlightened nature of his ideas on the
objects and methods of education, made
erected,

lot

term of office in this " Old Blue
School " much more important in the
early history of the province than the

his

modest pretensions of the building itwould lead one to expect. The
following extract from an address
which he delivered to his pupils throws
such a clear light upon his aims, and is
self

in itself so admirable, that
to quote

He

it.

said

"

:

we venture
In conduct-

my

ing your education, one of
principal objects has always been to fit you
for discharging with credit the duties
of any office to which you may be
called.

To accomplish

this, it

is

ne-

you to be accustomed frequently to depend upon and think for
accordingly, I have alyourselves
ways encouraged this disposition,
which, when preserved within due
cessary for

;

bounds, is one of the greatest benefits
It has
that can be acquired.
ever been my custom, before sending a

...

to their seats, to ask myself
whether they had learned anything,
and I was always exceedingly mortified
if I had not the agreeable conviction
that they had made some improvement. Let none of you, however, suppose that what you have learned here
on the contrary, you are
is sufficient
to remember that we have laid only
class

;

The superstructure
the foundation.
must be laid by yourselves."
Dr. Strachan resigned his connection with the " Old Blue School " in
1823, when he was appointed General
Superintendent of Education in Upper
Canada. He was succeeded by Rev.
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Samuel Armour,
versity, and he
Phillips,

of

Jl. A.,

of

in turn

Glasgow Uniby Rev. Dr.

Queen^ Coli^e, Cam-

bridge.

Meantime, however, a new Governor
had arrived in Upper Canada, who was
to bring about great changes in educational affairs.
Sir John Colborne, one
of the heroes of Corunna, had been,
before coming to Canada, Governor of
the Island of Guernsey, and in that
capacity had shown great energy and
enthusiasm in the resuscitation of
Elizabeth College there, an old foundation of the Virgin Queen's, which had
into

fallen

The educational

decay.

which had distinguished him at
home was maintained here, and at his

xeal

request the provincial parliament resolved on a scheme for the establishment of a college and a university.
The (Jovernor himself produced a
scheme for the new college, and wrote
to Dr. Jones, Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Oxford, and requested
hirn, along with a master at Eton and
a master at Elizabeth Colletje, to select
a principal and three other masters for
the institution he was about to found.
Plans for the school building and the
masters' houses were drawn up, tenders advertised for, and the work got

under way.

The

site

was then known

chosen was what

as

Russell-square,

now, of course, the Old Upper Canada
College Block, and building operations
were begun there in the end of the
summer of 1829. That same autumn
the masters from Enfjland arrived.
These were the Principal, Rev. Dr.
Harris, late Fellow of Clare Hall, Cambridge
first
classical master. Rev.
Chas. Matthews. M-A., of Pembroke
;

Cambridge second classical masRev. W. Boulton, B.A of Queen's
College, Oxford mathematical master.
Rev. Chas. Dade. M.A., Fellow of Cain's
College, Cambridge.
The other memHall,

;

ter,

,

;

bers of the staff were the Vice-PrinciRev. T. Phillips, D.I)., who had
been head of the " Old Blue School "

pal,

;

Mr. J. P. de la Have, French master
Mr. O. A. Barber and Mr. J. Padfield,
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who taught English, writing, and
arithmetic and Mr. Drury, an artist
of considerable ability, drawing master.
The Principal was to receive a
salary of £600, and the first three
mastei-s £300 each, with the privilege
of taking boar4ers.
When these gentlemen arrived, the
new building was not yet ready, so
the old District School building was
repaired and divided into several
rooms, to serve until the coUegre buiWings were finished.
Thus, in the old
Blue School itself. Upper Canada College was first opened, and when the
school was removed to its own buildings on Russell square, the furniture
and part of the fittings went with it,
part of which furniture is still preserved as a precious relic in the present buildings in Deer Park.
These
facts prove, beyond dispute, the right
of Upper Canada College to consider
itjelf the lineal descendant of the original Home District Grammar School
of York, and the representative of the
earliest educational institutions in the
;

city.

The parliament of Upper Canada
had set aside, for the endowment of
the university and four colleges which
proposed to found, 500,000 acres of
land, half of which was to belong to
the university, and one-fourth of the
remainder to each of the colleges. The
other three colleges never came into
it

existence, and their grants lapsed back
into the Crown lands; and though
6G,000 acres were set aside for Upper
Canada College, this was for some time
unproductive, and sums of money,
amounting in all to £30,000, were borrowed from the funds of King's College to defray the working expenses.

To repay

this

indebtedness,

J

8,000

C. College land were made
over to King's College, and the Legislature declared U. C. College free of debt.

acres of

tl.

Orders were at the same time given to
the remainder of the lands to provide funds for the benefit of the college.
King's College, the in.stitution with
which U. C. College had these deal-

sell
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was as yet, however, merely a a glance at a few of the names of her
name, and did not come into existence alumnL They abound in every sphere
for more than ten years after the open- of life. In the army we have the names
ing of U. C, College. During that time of General Charles Robinson, com-

inn^,

the functions of the proposed university were in part fulfilled by the minor
college, as Sir John Colborne sometimes called the institution which he
had established, to distinguish it from

King's College, the University which
was to follow; and, in the seventh
form, philosophy, higher mathematics,
Hebrew, New Testament Greek, and
other university subjects were taught.
When King's College was at last founded, Dr. McCaul, who had succeeded
Dr. HaiTis as Principal of U. C. College, became first President of the l^niversity, and the upper sixth and
seventh forms of the school formed the
nucleus of the Univei-sity. Thus was
U. C. College the foster-parent of the
University.
During the early years of the existence of the college, the agitation which
culminated in the rebellion of 1837
was ffoing on, and the Reformers,
who were fighting against the family
compact, were not very well disposed

mander

of the forces in Mauritius
General Samuel Jarvis
General Sir
Francis Colborne; General Ingall, of
Chester Colonels Dunn and Wells,
who charged with the Six Hundred at
Balaclava; Lieut Maule, who also distinguished himself in the Crimea, and
;

;

;

Col. McLeod Lieut.Mewburn and Tempest,
and many others who fought for Canada within her own borders; Col. Fred.
C. Denison, C.M.G., M.P., who commanded the Canadian contingent in
Africa Col. G. T. Denison, who won,

was

killed there

;

;

Cols. Williams,

;

against the military experts of the
world, the Czar's great prize for the
and
best history of Cavalry Tactics
many others. Prominent among those
who have entered the world of politics
is the Hon. Edward Blake, member of
the Imperial Parliament and in the
;

;

present Dominion House of Commons
there are eight old college boys in the
Senate there are four, while in the
Provincial Legislatures, the school is
In the
proportionately represented.
legal profession the college claims six
other
chief justices and fourteen
;

towards the institution where many of
the sons of their opix)nents were being
educated. The feeling seems to have
been mutual, for in 1837 the college judges, over fifty Q. C.'s, and more
boys are recorded to have marched to than one hundred barristers and attorIn the acadethe Government House and offered neys now in practice.
over thirty
to
point
can
world
it
mic
rethe
down
their services in putting
Governor Head courteously former pupils holding professional
bellion.
Torondeclined, as there was no scarcity of chairs, while the President of
head-boy.
former
is
a
University
to
been
having
and
volunteers,
adult
treated to cake and wine by Lady
Head, the boys returned to their books
with the sense of having done i\ eir
duty by their country. After the rebellion, and the reforms which followed it, the college ceased to be in any
sense a party institution, and

again what

it

it is

now

was intended to be at

a national institution for the training of the men who are to be the leaders in all departments of public life.
How peculiarly Upper Canada College has fulfilled' this function of the
training of leaders may be realized by
first,

The President and two ex-Presidents
of the Ontario Medical Council, the
Surgeon -General of Militia of Canada^ the Secretary of the Provincial

Board of Health, and

others, all re-

ceived their education at this college,
and show by their standing that, in
this sphere, too, the old college boy
With such a record to
holds his own.
look back upon, Upper Canada College can surely claim, with justice, to
be an institution for the training of
leaders.

But the

significance of such a record
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not confined to the past alone

it is

;

immensely important for the present.
In a new country like this, men are
apt to slight tradition, but there are
few influences in connection with a
school more inspiring than the tradiThe fact of havtion of a noble past.
ing once done a noble deed, it has been
well said, forms a reason for being always noble, and the impulse to live up
to a moral tradition makes itself felt
in boyhood as strongly as at any period.
Thus, the past history of Upper Canada College is not merely a glory to
look back upon it is an active force,
giving hope and promise for the future.
;

The college, however,
convenience.
again outgrew its habitation, and in
1887 the Legislature decided to choose
a site at some distance from the centre
of the city, and rebuild there. Accordingly, with the money endowments of
the school, a large piece of land wa&
bought in Deer Park, and a magnificent new pile erected there. This was
opened in September, 1891, and after
two years' experience the college is
quite at home in its new surroundings.

The new building is a large red
brick structure, with a foundation of
brown Credit Valley stone, built in the
form of an E. Entering by the massive central doorway, you find two
main corridors leadinof off to

the left

and right from the
entrance hall. Ta
the right are the
leception room, the
library,
and the
dining hall to the
left, on the ground
;

floor

the

and

first floor,

class

cheerful,

room^
well-'

lighted apartments,,
seated with a desk
for each pupil. On
the first floor, imTHE PRINCIPAL

.S

LlliKAKY, N

h\\

_

mediately over the
entrance and under
the tower, is the great assembly hall,
where the whole school meets for prayers every morning. The walls are decorated with a magnificent portrait of the
founder. Sir John Colborne,portraits of
former principals, and massive walnut
boards, with the names of head-boys
and former pupils who have achieved
scholastic distinction. The upper part
of the building is occupied with the
rooms of the pupils, (each furnished for
one or two boys), and the rooms of the
resident masters.
Six of the staff, besides the Principal and Dean, reside in
the boarding-house, each having charge

l'()IJ,E(iK,

Returning to the history of the colwe find Dr. McCaul succeeded by
Mr. F. W. Barron, M.A. Then in succession come Rev. W. Stennett, D.D,,
Mr. G. R. R. Cockburn, E.A., and Mr.
J. M. Buchan, M.A.
Mr. Buchan died
in 1885, when Mr, George Dickson,
M.A., was appointed, under whose
principalship the college has reached its

lege,

highest enrolment.
In lh67, in consequence of the accommodation having been found too
limited, additions were made to the
buildings of 1829, which greatly improved them, both in appearance and

OEER PARK

—
UPPER CANADA COLLEGE.
of a " house " or '' flat," the twenty or
thirty boys on which are under his
immediate supervision. In the basement are well-fitted laboratories in connection with the amphitheatre, which
is used for a science lecture room.
The college is lighted by eleotricity,
and heated by steam from the engine
room in the central basement, which
also supplies power for the college
Behind the college there is
laundry.
a large skating rink, a gymnasium,
eighty feet by forty feet, a reading
room, and a swimming bath. The
grounds, which cover about thirty
acres, are laid out for cricket, football,
and tennis, and a quarter of a mile
race track is in course of construction.
Thus, very considerable attention is
paid to the occupation of the boys'
time outside of school hours, and to
At the
their physical development.
beginning of the session each boy is

measured, weighed, and examined by
the college doctor, with a view to
directing the physical exerci?e to be
taken by the boy. In the lower forms
physical drill has a regular place in
The principal
the school time table.
games of the school are, in the autumn
term, foot-ball in the winter term,
hocky in the summer term, cricket
and tennis. In the first three of these,
foot-ball, hockey, and cricket, Upper
Canada College stands this year at the
head of all the schools of the province.
A college magazine, a rifle company,
and a camera club, all of them flourishing, suggest some of the other means of
recreation in vogue among the students.
The teaching staff of the college
consists of three classical masters,
three mathematical masters, two modern language masters, two English
masters, two commercial masters, a
science master, a drawing master,
two music masters and the physical
;

;

instructor.

The

old classical course,
characterized the school
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the University in recent years have
given evidence that in scholarship,
at least, U. C. College shows no sign
of falling below the standard which it
has reached for so many years.
In many cases, circumstances make
it necessary for parents to send their
children from home to be educated,
and the Legislature only does its duty
But necessity
in providing for such.
is not the only reason to be urged for

THK OLD COLLEGE BELL, NOW OK THE GTMNASinH
OF THE NSW COLLKOE IN DEER PARK.

the maintenance of the residential
school An able writer in an American magazine says of such schools in

England

:

There is reason to believe that the rich
Englishman iinds for his children in the great
public schools the best antidote for the enerThese schools
vating influences of wealth.
have long been, and are, the real salvation of
Here a
the upper class of English society.
boy drops rank, wealth, luxury, and for eisiht
or ten years, and for the greater part of these

amon^ his e<|uals in an atmosphere of steady discipline, which compels a
simple and hardy life, and in a community
where the prizes and the applause are divided about equally between mental energy and
Here respect and obedience
physical vigor.
become habitual to him he learns to regard
the rights of others, and to defend his own,
to stand upon his feet in the most democratic
years, lives

;

of all societies

—a

public residential s;hool.

he escapes the mental and moral
suffocation from which it is well nigh impossible to guard boys in rich and luxurious homes.

Above

all,

which has
from the* beginning, is still maintained,
Tnis is the function Upper Canada
but the student has the option of a
modern or scientific course, or a com- College has performed, and is performmercial course. The honor lists of inor, for the people of the Dominion.

;

THE ETHICS OF TILLAGE.
BY PETER

BRYCE,

H.

Viewed rightly, there are, in even the
homeliest occupation, some elements of
an ethical character which are worthy
of consideration, not so much fi-om
their practical bearing, as this term is
as from the

commonly understood,

M.A., M.D.

With

that

precision

delicate

of

meaning and apt expression peculiar to
them, the French have adopted as the
more common word for husbandman,
cultivateur, a Latin derivative, and its
selection would seem to indicate that,
to the French mind, it represents a
phase of rural life more or less peculiar
to the Latin races, whose ancestors, at
any rate, found therein ethical elements
forming not an inconsiderable part
of their ancient religion.
Husbandry,
moreover, was the occupation of the

mental and moral influences appertaining to the metaphysical substratum of
all matters brought within the sphere
of human consciousness. This may be
apprehended from the meanings, even,
which have gradualij' become attached
to the very word ethics (^y^ "t), itself.
Primarily an accustomed ^seat, the first pair
the autochthones of the
secondary meaning became a meta- earliest historic race, who dwelt in the
phorical one, as " custom," " manners of Edenic land, between the ancient
man," " moral nature," " character," rivers, and Ea represented its tutelary
That such an element subsists in divinity.
etc.
The historic Nile Valley
our subject, as in others, might be was for centuries the scene of an innaturally inferred but the derivative tense cultivation, whose details may
meaning of its Latin synonym gives, still be seen pictured on the walls of
beyond question, evidence of the fact. ancient temples, and which has found
The word cultor means primarily one in Theocritus a poet whose idyls have
who properly tends or cares for ever been the Thesaurus of pastoral
while its secondary meaning is " a re- sentiments and imagery while all hisspecter," or "adorer."
The word itself tory attests that from the earliest
is the principal form of calo, " I till,"
times the mode of life of the ancient
with a secondary meaning, I "cherish," Romans was agricultural and pastoral,
" venerate," etc.
and that, in the Augustan era, it found
To the ordinary civic dweller, ac- its exponent notably in the poet of
customed to view the farm as the source Mantua, whose immortal verse has
of so much material food supply, of lent a grace and beauty to bucolic
varying quality, obtainable on the pursuits, which still clings to the
market or at the green grocer's, it will peasantry of the vine-clad hills of
probably not have occurred that the sunny Italy, and the valleys and plains
occupation of " Honest Hodge " has of La Belle France.
any elements capable of being by any
It is not then to be marvelled at
process of sublimation purged of its that the cultor became, while caring
:

;

;

;

grosser material essence, thereafter
leaving a residue worthy of admiration or even of brief contemplation.

We

trust,

however, that for

many

the

words of Cato express a truth, " In my
opinion, there can be no happier life,
not only because the tillage of the
earth is salutary, but from the pleasure
it

yields."

for the soil, an observer of its moods
a loving student of its processes ; and,
yet more, an adorer of Mother Earth.
Agricultor came soon to mean a worshipper of the field, personified in a
deity, his divine protector.
*

" Liber et alma Ceres, vestro si munere tellus
Chaoniani pingui glandem mutavit arista
Pocula inventis Acheloia miscuit uvis

!
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Kt vos, agrestum pnvsentia numina, Fauni
Ferte eimul, Faanique, pedem Dryadesque puel-

some branch of this work has caused
to lend time and talents to observing
the varied processes which nature carMunera vestro Ctmo. — Georg: Lib. 1-7.
ries on to accomplish her manifold deWith the decline of the Roman em- signs. Let us, though but partially,
pire, and the accession of a series of examine what seems to the ordinary
!ae:

emperors who represented but the observer the simplest process, viz., the
vices of a nation intoxicated with its growth of the seed.
For each climate
world-wide conquests, and lost to those Nature has supplied species either orheroic and honest virtues which had iginally suited to their surroundings,

made Rome

or,

first,

tible stages,

great, agriculture decayed;
because of the attractions of war
and foreign conquest, and afterwards
because of the destructive inroads of
Vandal hordes from the north. The
Moors, who for a time became the
light of Europe, resurrected Spain

from

its fallen state,

through slow and almost impercephas brought seeds, drifting
over the ocean to other shores, into
harmony with their new environment,

and suited them

to

new

conditions.

In either case she supplies from her
infinite treasure-house some seed with

and under them the innate potentialities for development into the perfect plant.

agriculture flourished in a high degree.
But the victorious Knight of Spanish
chivalry thought only of conquest and
the pom[) of glorious war, and the
iiudayer was the laborer and, as the
laborer was held in contempt, so was

" So careful
tSo

of the type, she seems,
careless of the single life."

this potency may remain
thousands of years, as the grain of
his work.
The seventeenth century wheat found in some sarcophagus in
saw some attention paid to agriculture; an Egyptian tomb but still the mabut it was not till the beginning of the tured seed, as some hidden thought,
present century that British agricul- awaits onl}' the favorable moment
ture pjissed from the stage of mere del- when its vital energy will develop inving to that of a pursuit progressive, to life and action
The seed, then,
and more or less scientific. Without when planted, is at once placed under
Roughly, the garreferring further to the rise and pro- new conditions.
gress of modem agriculture, and pass- dener's boy knows these to be moist
ing by pursuits such as those of the earth, and the bright sunshine, which
forest-ranger, the gardener and botan- poui-s thereon its warming rays; he
ist, and the artist of rural sc .nes, we
may not know, nor care to know more.
may now turn to the more prosaic, if But how much more is involved
more utilitarian, pursuit of agriculture, How infinitely complex are the proUntil cesses which these new conditions
as we know it in Canada.
The vital germ of
within very recent years agriculture bring into play
meant the wholesale destruction of for- the seed begins to undergo chemical
The warm moisture fills its
ests, in order that grain and grass changes.
Later, we have interstices and its walls.and finds in the
crops could be grown.
seen introduced, cattle-raising, dairy elements of water the necessary eleall bement to begin the decomposition of its
farming, and fruit-grovring
coming more or less specialized, with constituents and the evolution of new
But these constituents
results compounds.
material
developments in
which would have amazed our agricul- are limited, and so upon the food supIf we en- ply stored up around it the germ draws
turists of a generation ago.
quire closely as to what has produced for nutriment, which, as starch, has
these results, we shall find that pri- already been influenced by the moistmarily there have been a few individ- ure and warmth. And so the kernel
uals whom an absorbing love for of corn will soon have pushed its
;

Dormant

for

;

!

;

D

—
!
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second self above the ground, and another stage succeeds. Surely all this
is but common every-day observation
But why this planting in the ground,
when there is so much vital energy in
the simple seed ? Wise Nature knows
that this energy will all be soon ex-

oxygen can reach down into the soil,
and through the aid of its accompanying warmth, carry on its work of metabolism. The husbandman has known,
too, for

thousands of years, that organ-

mold becomes exhausted, and that
the varied refuse, whether of animal
ic

hausted, and so, in common mold
the earth, earthy she has laid away
stores which have taken ages to accumulate from the particles which glacier
and iceberg have torn from primaeval
rock and spread on the shores and
floor of inland seas, there to lie till,
lifted above the ocean's brink, they
become the nursing mother of forests
" vast, primaeval."
These have grown

or vegetable character, serves to supply the plant with what it needs but
none had known that all this nlant
life, growth, decay, and the transformation of dead matter into living compounds, depends upon the existence
of myriads of living forms, so small as
to defy detection
so minute, indeed,
that millions may be in one cubic
centimetre of earth which, by developing and multiplying in the soil,
tall, have matured, have faded and
died, and, reduced to simple mold, utilize organic and mineral matters,
are now ready to play their part in gases in solution in the water of the
building up new forms in the never- soil, along with the oxygen in ground,
air or water, and so prepare plant food
ceasing processes of the universe.
What part is it they play ? The which can be absorbed by the filamenhusbandman, perchance, knows not the tous roots of the plant, and so being
why only the Ilow. He has, by the carried in stem and leaf, build up, unplough and all the array of wooden der the influence of sun-light and heat,
implements, opened up this mold to the myriad forms of plant life familiar
the air. He has trusted to the frosts to all.
of winter and the beneficent rain to
Such, in brief review, is what he
spread apart its infinite molecules, who delves and labors in earth's mold
thereby allowing the oxygen of the may see in fancy or know in actual
air
the alchemists' phlogiston
to fact and therein may find ample food
enter in, and so exert its thaumaturgic for contemplative enjoyment.
But it
influences.
Long, very long, indeed, is only the beginning of his pleawere its secret workings hidden. Two sures. He notes the growing inthousand years before Virgil's cultor fluences of a sun, and sees the earth
led, by sinuous ditch, the waters from waking from her winter sleep.
The
the
Oread- haunted springs
along unfolding bud, the silent seeds springthe declivities of his Mantuan farm, ing into life and sending their tiny
the Accads had learned the uses of blades upward to meet the free air
water, and led the waters of the an- and sunshine, lead to further thought
cient rivers through the paludal de- on the varying influences of climate,
posits of the peninsula, which became on the manifold forms of life, both anitheir so-called land of Eden.
But it mal and vegetable. How the chill air
is but yesterday that we have learned
saturated with moisture, may in a few
the varied and diverse parts played short days, or even hours, blight the
by these occult forces in the history promise of a fruitful year, by giving
of plant life.
the lower forms of microscopic amporCenturies have passed since it was ositic plants a favorable opportunity
known that plant growth was pro- for development, thus stealing away
moted by allowing an escape of sub- the life of bud and blossom, he may
soil water by drainage but none knew gradually learn to know
but the fell
that it was only by this means that influence of these hidden powers, the

—

;

—
—

—

—

—

;

—

;
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;

—
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Ahriman ever opposed

—

evil ever

to the

Ormuzd,

opposed to good,

will

—he
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underground streams the nectar which

makes the

children

of

his

rearing

never know, philosophize as he may rejoice.
But to some
Surely, then, in the work of the huson the origin of evil.
purpose will he have observed, when bandman there is food for contemplahe knows that by labor, by drain- tion, and subjects worthy of the highest
it be prosaic to many,
ing away the water that becomes imagination
" waters of Marah" in the sodden soil, then is it the LHdolon,
the mental imand by opening it up to the air by the age, in such that is confused and imtools of the husbandman, he may in perfect. The images which are stamplarge degree counteract, as in human ed on the brain in childhood, become
the materials out of which the ideas
life, the malign influences of an early
and
existence, begun under untoward con- and forms of things are created
ditions.
Observing, too, as in human how unfortunate he whose ideas are
but illusions, formed from impressions
life, the weak links of the armor, he
cultivates in this or that plant some such as might be left on the brain of
peculiar quality, specially fitted to op- the captive prince, who has never seen
pose itself to a retrograde tendency aught but the bare walls of his prisonIf it be true that the merdue to soil 01 climate. Such becomes house
Art in the science of agriculture such cenary held in contempt the occupation which kept Rome virtuous and
is the end and aim of all efforts in somade her great; if the proud Spancial life for the amelioration of the
effects of heredity or bad social en- iard thought arms the only profession
vironment. The moralist, indeed, but of a gentleman and if, perhaps, not a
turns to agriculture and finds in the few amongst us to-day see in agriculcommon adage, " As the twig is bent so ture nothing worthy of their interest
and instruction, one cannot help seme
is the tree inclined," his motto for
daily use and seeks in change of con- discomforting reflections on the reditions, as in food, in physical and sults, not alone upon the physical capamoral surroundings, to accomplish the bilities of the coming race, but upon
task of overcoming, as does the agri- its capacity for appreciating what has
ever been the basis of most that has
culturist, the
endured either of poetry or prose.
"Sins of will,
The spring-poet singing from a DiderDef ecta of doubt and taints of blood.
But for him who tills the soil there is at garret may perhaps be worthy of
extended, as to all, the ever-widening the arrows shot from the pages of a
horizon of limitless possibilities. He one-cent 'daily,' for, as modern Art
has learned how to make two blades teaches us, the sea-coast of Cornwall
in costume, is a
jrrow where one has been he is learn- with a fisher-girl
!

H

—

—

;

!

;

;

;

:

ing to mold every stem to

and where he

The

wills.

liqueous,

stunted, natural plant becomes the luscious, cultivated fruit the wood-side
weed becomes the fa.shionable decoraBy selection he overtion of a bride.
;

comes drought by early tillage and
He
drainage he escapes the frost.
takes advantage of the instinct of the
bees and fertilizing buds he sees in
the tempered wind a j)otent ally in his
need.
He constructs a wind-break to
protect the tender vine, and utilizes
the wanderinjr winds to lift from the
;

;

difficult subject to paint in
a studio in murky London but every
contemplative spirit will realize the
truth of Lowell's words

grow how somewhat

;

:

" For as in Nature nought is made in vain,
But all things have \\ithin their hull of use
A wisdom and a meaning which may speak
Of spiritual secrets to the ear
Of spirit so, in whatso'er the heart
Has fashiooed for a solace to itself
;

To make

its

inspirations suit its creed,

And from the niggard hands of falsehood wring
Its needful food of truth, there ever is
sympathy with Nature which reveals,

A

Not

less

than her

own works, pure gleams

light,

And

earnest parables of inward love."

of

60NGERNING
BY HELEN
Mr. Brander Matthews, in discussthe methods of certain Anaerican
essayists, has been satisfied to attribute to the peculiarity of sex what-

ino-

6RITI6ISM
A.

HTCKS.

though generally-admired young lady, Tess of the
D' Ubeo'villes, was personally offensive
to him, and farther, in reply to Mr.

ago, that that unfortunate

ever does not suit his individual taste Hardy's show of resentment at his
in the critical work of Agnes Repplier. plain speaking, he gave some reasons
" In literature as in some other things," for his impression which go to show
he says, " a woman's opinion is often that it was purely " personal and ficcidental," and depended " on the way
it depends
personal and accidental
the book happened to strike him."
happened
to
book
has
the
way
on the
the angle of reflection is " There is no absolute standard of
strike her
taste in literature," he says, referring
equal to the angle of incidence."
Now, there are few who will wish to Tess, " but such a consensus of opinto gainsay Mr. Matthews, when he de- ion comes as near being a standard as
So I conclares that in literature a woman's one generation can supply.
opinion is often personal and accident- fess myself in the wrong so far as an
What he has failed to exterior test can make me wrong and
It often is.
al.
demonstrate is that men have any im- yet a reviewer can only give his own
munity from personal prejudice in impression, and state his reasons, as far
criticism, that their literary perspec- as he knows them, for that impression.
*
*
To be more sensitive to
tives are always true, their standards *
always of the best, and their various certain faults than to great merits, and
sliding scales of valuation always iden- to let the faults spoil for you the
tical with that of the educated opinwhole, is a critical misfortune, if not
ion of the world.
Expecting not at a critical crime. Here, too, all is suball that whatever unripe fruit women jective and personal
all depends on
may have to vend in the literary the critic's taste and how it reacts
marke'- should be devoured with the against a particular error."
same gusto as if it were a mellow,
Besides this delineation of the critblack-seeded harvest apple, is it not ical temper, there are several rather
possible to show that this special fault notable examples on record of the miswhich Mr. Matthews imputes to wo- takes these gentlemen have made.
men alone— the fault of a personal and Carlyle's "mass of clotted nonsense,"
accidental judgment
is, if not a necesSartor Besartus, was so abused by the
sary and inseparable quality of the ink-bottle gentry that when at last its
critical instinct, at least common to all author read Thackeray's laudation of
critics in the present stage of develop- it he could only say, " One other poor
ment of that art ? And are there not judge voting," having lost all faith in
certain laws of criticism, formulated praise or blame.
Even the bookselat infinite pains and after generations ler's taster thought its wit heavy and
of experiment, by which the critic may much after the style of the German
guide himself, but which must be al- Baron " who took to leaping on tables,
ways subject to that final tribunal, the and answered that he was learning to
personal judgment of the reviewer him- be lively " while a critic in the North
self?
American Review lamented the fact
Andrew Lang admitted, not long that certain legislative improvements
;

;

;

;

—

;

—
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which would admit of the lynching of even what are called the objectionable
Sartors author had not yet found features of Rossetti's strain may be
their way to England.
Mr. Pickwick explained by a better understanding
with his gaiters and his good nature of its motif.
has been a source of delight to innumNo, the critics have never been ineraV>le people, yet wise, liberal, high- fallible.
What they have been in the
minded Dr. Arnold not a critic him- past they probably will be henceforth
self, but the father of one of the greatand forever— a mass of individuals, each
was shocked by the book, and de- expressing, as well as he knows how,
est

—

—

plored

its

popularity

among

the

Rugby

Robert Browning for the better
part of his life was misunderstood, al-

boys.

ways published

own

at his

and refrained from

expense,

replj'ing to his de-

because, as he said, he had
an aversion to writing the poetry and
the criticism too.
Bret Harte's stories
were denounced as immoral before the
people began to praise them.
Vanity
Fair could not Hnd a publisher and
tractors,

and trusting
the reader to supplement them with
others which his own judgment commends.
The critic shoots an arrow
into the air
if it falls to earth, he
knows not where it may hit the

his individual impressions,

;

;

mark and

may

Men, apparnot.
have no immunity from bad
marksmanship.
This is not to say that there are no
it

ently,

guides to assist the critic as he .seeks

was hawked about London until after the mysterious something called
Thackeray brought it out at his own literature, in the miscellaneous mass
risk.
Blackwood's Magazine and the through which he has to wade in quest
Quarterly Review, the main avenues of it. He has the accummulated exof intelligent criticism at the time, perience of those who have gone before
ridiculed Keats as a disciple of the him, and has succeeded in some notCockney School of Poetry. Emerson able cases in imbuing his comments
had so poor an opinion of the critics on other men's thoughts with somethat he thought it safer to be blamed thing of the creative spirit.
than praised, and always grew suspiciBut immediately on setting out he
ous when he saw himself lauded in finds there are writers before whom
the newspapers.
The Autocrat of the all the laws and guides of his craft fall
Breakfast Table is even more cynical. into insignificance, who cannot be
" I believe," he says, " in the school, tried by any of his tests, and who
the college, and the clergy but my transform him from a critic into a
;

He discovers that the only
sovereign logic for regulating public eulogist.
opinion
which means commonly the tribunal before which the immortals
opinion of half a dozen of the critical have been or can ever be summoned is
Major Pro- the bar of public opinion, of the opingentry is the following
position Oysters ait naturel. Minor ion of the cultivated world, not of
Proposition : the same " scalloped." their own times only but of all sucHe recognizes
(here insert en- ceeding generations.
Conclusion: that
tertainer's name) is clever, wise, bril- the presence of something which is
familiar, while it cannot be fixed or
liant,
and the rest,"

—
—

:

:

—

And

the conscientious critic

is

fre-

quently as wide of the mark as the
fawning critic. It is even possible
that some writers who have been but
lightly esteemed by us have builded
better than we know. Walt Whitman's
stately chant may mean something
more than a magnificent failure to the
readers of the twentieth century, and

named, something of world-wide import, but too illusive to be snared in
It is to be
the meshes of a phrase.
found in greater or less degree in all
literature, but it is the predominant
Shakespeare, of Dante, of
Goethe, and Milton. It dwells somewhere between the truth of an author
and the perfection of hisself-expression.
•[uality of

;
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But

to those writers

who do not op-

pose this difficulty the critic may apply
his canons, always bearing in mind that
the last word has not yet been spoken,

He

praise without damning."
set

with

If

difficulties.

is

be-

he escapes the

Scylla of a too vigorous denunciation,

in one case, he is more liable to fall
into the Chary bdis of eulogy, which is
standards
and
models
that the final
have not yet been given to the world never criticism, in another. Amid all
that art is, in fine, a continuous revela- these dangers he must steer.
It is not a new discovery that we
tion, having for its permanent element, spirit, not form. There is the tex- see in others no more than we have in
However we strive amain,
tual criticism of the book, dealing us to see.
with words and phrases and, the ques- invoke the literary Shibboleths of the
tion of different versions and there is past, or anticipate the standards of the
the historical estimate, which presup- future, the truth remains that no man
poses a wide knowledge of the con- can recognize or value in another
ditions under which literature has what he is himself totally destitute of.
been created, which never detaches a Is it possible then for the critic to
writer from the age in which he lived, make this true estimate of which Matand which necessitates the ability to thew Arnold speaks as depending enlook through details of time, race, and tirely'' on recognizing the degree of the
circumstance to the motif that under- soundness of substance and perfection
Is it possible
lies the book, and has grown out of of form of the author ?
the development of language and to point out that better part of each
And there is the personal writer which is general rather than
thought.
or aesthetic element, purely a matter of individual, which is an experience
;

and making a book delightful common to all, and finding expression
by reason of its re- in some new way in this one ? For the
lation to our own peculiar inclinations new, some one has said, is only the old
and experiences. It is here, in the which has been condemned before. It
feeling,

or repulsive to us

realm of the feelings that the

critic's

subjective and personal. It is
unfortunate that certain blemishes
should spoil the excellence of a book
for a particular class of readers but
we know that they do. It is not an
easy matter for a deeply religious person of the orthodox sort to do justice
in his thoughts to Mrs. Humphrey
Ward the subjects of which Bourget
and Maurice Barrds, and all the other
modern French realists treat, as well
as their form and conception, make

taste

is

;

:

is impossible to define this quality of
genius which pervades the master-

pieces of literature, and of which fugitive traces are everywhere discernable,
but is it beyond the insight of the
critic to point it out?
It is the reflection of Truth herself, and, as in water
face answereth to face, so in literature
this shadow rises up to picture our
common life. Let this once be recognized, and the rest may safely be left
as a mere matter of what is called
taste.
Matthew Brown has illustrated
this point aptly.
He says, " The rad-

them difficult to be appreciated fairly
by Anglo-Saxon readers. The critic ical question put by the man who
is not exempt from these personal prethinks he sings is
Do you acknow'

:

doubtful whether
the cause of truth would be served
if he were.
Besides, in the majority
of cases the exigencies of the booktrade make it necessary for him to
perform that miracle, "to bestow faint

judices.

Indeed

it is

All the
singing ?
praise in the critic's ink-pot that does
not go to this point should be held
worthless, all the blame that admits
this point may be borne with, however
unjust or foolish."

ledge

this

for

'

THE DISPLACEMENT OF YOUNG MEN.
BY

J.

L,

The man who

PAYNE.

has his eyes open to
going on about him cannot
fail to see that the extent to which
young women have entered the arena
of daily work has materially contracted the range of congenial and promising employment for young men. It is
observed, for example, that many of
the places which young men had very
properly regarded as hopeful startingpoints in life, are now pre-empted by

old notion of feminine frailty is shown
to be ill-founded; for experience has
clearly demonstrated that these young

tion,

I

young women and the

come

to think about the bearing

what

is

;

(juestion arises

how far this displacement can go
without creating very serious and farreaching trouble.
To my mind, the
situation already wears a gmve aspect,
and yet it would seem to be only in

as to

the initial stage.
If the conditions I
in view continue to develop as
they have been doing for the past
twenty years, we may expect to witness important social and economic
changes.
Indications are easily discemable of the forms which some of
these changes will take.
Nearly all classes of clerical work
are passing rapidly into the hands of

have

women can do whatever is required of
them, and do it to the satisfaction of
their employers.
This is at once the
severest and best test that can be
fairly applied.
But laying aside all
arguments in this relation, and assuming that the

facts are not in ques-

find myself perplexed

when

I

which
these conditions now have, and may
have in the future, upon the circumstances and life prospects of our young
men.
Let me present a few facts in this
relation.
I know something of the
Canadian Civil Service, and also the
American, and from observation I
should say that two young women now
enter the departments at Ottawa and
Washington to one young man. What
is true of the Civil Service is unques-

tionably true of all branches of business where clerks are employed. Shops
and ofiices are all but closed to young
young women. The»e young women men, and each year the situation asenter the offices with skilful lingers, sumes a more fixed form. Into all the
winning manners, industrious ways, lighter branches of labor women are
and general aptness to write letters, entering in steadily increasing numkeep books, count cash, and discharge bers, to the exclusion of men. It is
the multitudinous duties attaching to this exclusion or displacement to which
business life.
The time has gone by I wish in this imperfect way to call atwhen it can be said they are unfitted tention, since it cannot be long until a
to do as well as young men.
They do remedy will be asked for to relieve the
their

Taken

work

satisfactorily and well.
altogether, they are neater, bet-

It is within
competent and

pressure.

that

my

knowledge

well-educated

and quicker than young young men are fighting for places in
the offices of the great railway comit be said any longer
that physical disabilities render them panies, where, as yet, women have not

ter behaved,

men.

Nor can

young men in clerical posiwhere endurance sometimes becomes a factor. Here again, the work
and methods of the office have either
inferior to

tions

been adapted to suit the clerk, or the

entered as in other departments of
work. Twenty clamor for every vacancy that occurs. The result is, that
these bright young fellows, capable of
doing excellent work, are forced to
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toil for long hours, often at night, for
the munificent salary of $15 a month.
After two or three years of hard and
faithful service, promotion to the $25
a month class is possible while $35 to
$50 is the outside figure to which a
clerk maj' aspire if he exhibits special
qualifications and sustained devotion
;

to his task.

Why

do young

men will-

ingly work for less than board and
The anclothing in many instances ?
swer is obvious. So many of the starting points, formerly open to them only,
are now barred by young women, that
those who have clerical work to sell as
the means of opening hopeful avenues,
are obliged to take whatever they can
By-and-by the
get and be thankful.
railway offices will find young women
willing to accept $15 a month, or less,
for $75 worth of work, and then the
young men who wish to follow that
occupation will be obliged to serve two
or three years' apprenticeship for nothing, or abandon hope in that direction

the business of the land. As an instance of how the pinch is commencing already to be felt, I might cite the
case of a family, consisting of two girls
and a boy, all old enough to earn their
The young man is a wideliving.
awake, industrious and clever fellow
but, while his sisters are in good situations, he fi^nds it impossible to secure
an opening in which he could hope to
make even the price of his board.
This is by no means an exceptional
Twenty years ago there would
ease.
have been ten openings before him to
one that exists to-day.
It will be said that marriage comes
in to remove a large proportion of
eligible young women from the sphere
of toil and competition, and that, because of this, the problem cannot grow
;

any more

difficult

than

it

now is. This

suggests the importance of a cognate
Whatever the thoughtless
matter.

and unobserving may

say, it is a fact

capable of easy proof, that marriages
altogether.
are on the decrease in proportion to
The optimist comes forward with the population. Some months ago, I
the convenient argument that these took occasion, in writing for an Amsocial and economic difficulties solve erican magazine, to prove by statistics
themselves by a process of adaptation. two really grave facts: First, that
He instances the fact that the spin- the proportion of marriages on the
ning jenny threw many thousands of part of young men between the ages
weavers out of work in England a of 23 and 30 had materially declined
century ago, and yet the world did during the past twenty years; and,
not come to an end. The children of second, that the number of unmarried
the hand weavers adapted themselves persons, in relation to the total poputo the innovation of machine weaving
lation, had very materially increased.
but I have not learned that the fath- I hold, after giving the matter careful
ers found anything but distress and loss thought, that the increasing number
in that change.
Just so is it with the of working girls, and the falling off in
young men who see the barrier which the relative number of marriages, are
the widespread employment of women connected in the relation of cause and
is throwing across many of the estabeffect.
It would be unreasonable to
lished highways to commercial and in- say that when a young woman undustrial life.
It may be an extreme dertakes to earn her own living she
view I hope it is but, if the next necessarily cuts herself off from martwenty years witness the same rela- riage but I do contend that when
tive increase in the number of work- she does so she diminishes her chances,
ing girls and women as has taken place in that she apfo-ravates the conditions
since 1870 in this country and the which make for a reduction in the
United States, we shall see young marriage rate.
men doing the house work, and their
It is not difficult to find the two
sisters and mothers carrying on half main causes for the condition of things

—

;

—

—

;

;
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have so hastily and imperfectly out- just now. The instincts and impulses
The prime incentive to all this which move the masses cannot be
given a radical reformation within a
is the feverish desire of the great midand the short space of time.
Only the few
lie class to live like the rich
I

lined.

;

revealed in the popular
woman's independence.
The wearing of expensive clothes, the
renting of fine houses, and the consumption of luxuries in many forms, have
enhanced the scale of general living to
a high point. Neither young men nor
young women are content to live as
did young men and women a generaa thing which is natural and
tion ago
in most respects commendable, but it is
only accomplished by the payment of
A. part of this price is,
a high price.
that the daughters shall earn their living as well as the sons, and that neither the daughters nor sons shall have
the willingness to begin married life
on a humble scale. Then, there is this
"
^'eneral clamor for the " emancipation
"
"
of the
equality
)f women and
the
>exes.
It has its origin in a noble instinct, and 1 cannot find it in my heart
to blame young women for desiring to
earn an independent livelihood but
It is
I am firmly convinced of this
one of the inexorable and fundamentil
laws of creation that man alone
>hall be the bread-winner in the economy of domestic afi'airs, and the violation of this mandate can only bring
In other
retribution and sorrow.
words, it is an unnatural thing to have
women working as they are doing on

>econd cause
of
loctrine

is

—

;

:

very hand to-day, and we may
assured that
at

heavy

cost will

it

cost.

rest

can only be continued
The evidence of that

become painfully

clear be-

another decade has passed.
I am honestly in doubt as to whether or not a remedy for this state of
affairs can be successfulh' applied at
the present time, or in the near future.
Any means at all pmcticable would
have to be educational in character,
and should aim to simplify the general
This is an easy
conditions of life.
thing to talk and write about but I
luestion if a feasible scheme to accomplish direct results could be devised
fore

;

are philosophical; the great majority
are like sheep. It is obvious, however,
that .society will not rest on a healthier basis until men and women in the
communit}' are content to modify the
general scale of living. The spread of
education has acted as a great leveller
but it has not brought the means for
all to live alike.
In this fact lurks
the mischief. The great middle class
in our country, who are well- versed
in social current ethics, want to live
as much like the wealthy class as
appearances will permit I have in

my mind a young lady who asked me
a few 3ears ago to assist her in
some arrangements for attending a
\ tried in a quiet
ball at Rideau Hall.
way to suggest that a ball at the ViceRegal establishment should be regarded as the peculiar luxury of the rich, and
quite outside the range of entertainments for common people likeourselves;
but to all this she triumphantly an" You forget that I have the
swered
So she had.
clothes to go in !"
Although obliged to earn her living,
she had heedlessly plunged into debt
for the necessary equipment to move
in aristocratic circles whenever, by
hook or by crook, she could get the requisite invitation card. She was, however, but a specimen of the predominant type. More than half of all the
people I know are obliged to scheme
and sacrifice in order to maintain the
standard of living which they have set
or,
to
be strictly
for themselves
truthful, which their neighbors have
set for them.
Take away this artificial basis of
social and domestic life, this imprudent and wasteful effort on the part of
common people to live as if they were
and by that one act
opulent,
you would return half the girls who
now work to their homes. I say this
because I believe that more than fifty
per cent, of all the girls who now toil
:

—
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do not need to do so. Twenty-five
years ago only one girl earned her
Will
living to ten who do so to-day.
anyone say that necessity has caused
A
I think not.
this great change ?
very large proportion of the additional
ninety per cent, have entered the field
of toil in order that their parents may
keep up appearances and they themSo that,
selves enjoy many luxuries.
if this wild rush of young women into
every branch of commercial and industrial life is to be checked, popular
notions of what are the necessaries of
existence, and what are the mere trimmings, must be altered.
No girl should work who does not
need to. If this rule were observed

would create an opening for at least
two hundred young men in this city
of Ottawa alone for there are at least
that number in the capital who have
no other excuse for working than
comes from considerations of cupidity,
I know somesetishness and pride.
it

;

thing of the circumstances of at least
fifty girls who earn their living, and
it is the simple truth to say that thirty
of them should be at home. Three
bright young women have a father
who owns much property and adds at
least $5,000 a year to his fortune.
Two others emeige from a home to
which the head brings a fixed income
of $3,000 a year.
A score of others
would not need to toil if anywhere
from $800 to $2,000 per annum were
thought to be sufficient for the maintenance of a small family. If it could
be said that the surplus earned by
these girls was saved over against the
day when it might be needed some defence would be had for this voluntary
labor but the truth is, so far as my
personal observation goes, that it
is all consumed in relatively luxurious living.
It has become fashionable to work, and every year sees the
;

army of working women grow larger.
The next step in the direction of
remedial measures, is to awaken a
proper appreciation of all that is involved in this wholesale displacement
Few people seem to
of young men.
give the matter thought, although to
me it seems an exceedingly serious
thing.

The

young men are

fact that

being displaced seems to have been
overlooked in the general desire to enlarge the mart in which girls might
barter their deftness of hand and
alertness of mind. When the commun-

begun to think and observe
along the lines of this sketch, it may
be that considerations of right will
give way to considerations of expediNo one can argue with good
ency.
reason against the rights of women to
enjoy precisely the same measure of
freedom that is allowed to men. It
should certainly be the privilege of
every woman to earn her living if she
wishes to do so, though her father be
a millionaire but when it is shown
that she thereby blocks the road of
some young man, who is obliged to
win his bread, and curtails his opportunities in life, the matter wears a difHer real mission
ferent complexion.
Hence, I
is in another direction.
say, young women must realize these
First, that in
two things in chief
working, if they do not need to, they
take the places properly belonging to
that
and, secondly,
young men
modern notions about the independence of women, coupled with extravagant ways of living, are partly responsible for the conditions which are
bringing about a steadily declining
marriage rate on the part of young men.
In other words, when girls work they
intensify the conditions which are filling this country with spinsters and
ity has

;

:

;

bachelors.

A

CHAPTER FROM THE NORTH-WEST REBELLION.
BY GEO.

B.

BROOKS.

Far beyond the lines of travel, in a yet they differ from them in many
portion of the great Dominion where ways.
What one notices in them first
the white residents are few and far of all, just as it is noticeable in all
apart, and are either missionaries of Indians, is the prevalence of harsh
the Roman Catholic Church or factors features, a swarthy, if not a dirty,
of Hudson Bay Company's trading complexion, and sparkling eyes.
But
posts, is a district of surpassing love- a different and better type is to be
liness.
Lacking the grandeur of the met tall men, with noble-looking
Rockies and Selkirks, or the weird heads and delicate features. They are
sublimity of the Saguenay Valley, it the exception among them, it is true
possesses a beauty of scenery
hill and but they can be seen, and are a proof
dale, lake and stream, copse and for- that the tribe is not utterly degraded.
est
which, when it becomes better They are an interesting people, and
known, will doubtless attract tourists just as long as they are not contamifrom all parts of Canada. At present, nated by white people, will, doubtdespite the fact that the region teems less, detain their simplicity and the
with game great and small, its inhabi- other good traits of character which
tants, few in number, are pure Indians, they possess.
belonging to the most peaceful tribe
Nominally, at least, these people
among them, the Chippewayans.
are Christians, and members of the
Comparatively little is known about Roman Catholic Church, Their rethese far-northern red men.
Less ligious instructor is Father Legoff,
warlike than their southern neigh- who has lived and labored among
Rev.
bors, the Crees less civilized than the them for the last thirty years.
Blackfeet seldom coming in contact Father Legoff deserves something more
with white men, and consequently than a passing notice. A tall, thin,
purer in their morals than most North- spare man, I mistook him for an In-

—

—

;

—

;

;

dian when I
who was tanned

western aborigines, they are industrious, tractable, grateful to those

befriend them, and skilled as fishermen and hunters. Their chief settle-

ment, extending from Beaver River to
Cold Lake, contains a few well-built,
substantial log-cabins, a small Roman
Catholic Church, some cleared and
ploughed land and, here and there,
some rude attempts at fencing. They
farm in very primitive fashion, but
own a few head of cattle, a few rough,
shaggy ponies, and the usual number
not the
of gaunt, ill-looking dogs,
least important or useful of their belongings.
As a race, or rather as a tribe, the

—

Chip[)ewayans have much in common
with other Indians of the North-West,

first

saw him.

His face

the color of leather, his
clerical garb was frayed and worn, his
shoes would have puzzled a cobbler to
mend, and altogether he looked more
like one of his flock than their shepIt is true that my introduction
herd.
to him was just after he had spent
many weary weeks a prisoner in Big
over the
Bear's camp, wandering
country, ill fed and ill protected
Father Legoff
against the weather.

was born

in

Quebec and

is

of

good

being descended from a long
line of aristocratic nobles of Old
France. Nearly forty years ago, when
a young man, he volunteered for missionary work in the North-West, and,
as I have already stated, has been
birth,
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the Chippewayans for the last
thirty years. Residing long amongst
the dusky children of the wilderness,

among

following nomads, and sharing the
habits and exposures of the tribe, in
time he became subject to all the
vicissitudes of the situation, and partook largely of the character of his
Ill and weary as he
surroundini^s.
looked, there was no more enthusiastic
priest in the North- West seven years

To

him

he sat at
supper in my tent to see his eye
kindle and light up with enthusiasm,
as he told of the gratitude of the unago.

listen

to

as

;

cultured people in his charge to gradually come to understand his gentleness of character, his child like, religious simplicity
to understand the
hardships he had passed through often in winter on the verge of starvation; to realize all he had given up,
all that he had voluntarily assumed,
was to love the shabby-looking priest,
and to wish the world contained more
such noble men and noble Christians.
For months at a time this devoted
priest never saw a newspaper or reHis diet was that of
ceived a letter.
the Indians, coarse, plain, ill cooked.
He would work with the members of
his flock on their little patches of
clearances
he
baptized,
married,
buried them, and when his own time
comes, will be buried by them.
Whatever the bickerings of party
politicians, whatever the aims of selfseeking, ambitious
men however
strong religious antipathies in Eastern
Canada may be, I wish to bear my testimony to the devotedness, earnestness and simplicity of the Roman
Catholic missionaries in the Canadian
North-West. When men of birth and
breeding, of culture and high social
standing, voluntarily sever the tie
which binds them to the glitter and
glare of the world, and don the garb
of the humble missionary, there must
be a prompting which carries them
beyond earthly considerations.
It
was such a faith that sustained the
holy army of martyrs in the last
;

;

—

;

;

agonies of their cruel torture, and the
same faith reconciles to a life-long exile in arctic or semi-arctic latitudes
the noble men who, for conscience sake,
labor among the far North-West Indians and the Esquimaux.
The Chippewayans took pat in the
North- West rebellion, but reluctantly
and under compulsion. The whole
of Louis Riel's object in fomenting
trouble all the wild schemes he may
have entertained, with the purpose of
forming a republic of which he was to
have been the first president, will
probably never be known, but as he
sent his runners and emissaries to all
the bands of Indians between Rat Portage in the east and the Rockies in
the west, it is not unreasonable to suppose that he contemplated a general
Indian uprising, with all its accompanying horrors. Very shortly after
the Frog Lake massacre, a band of
Cree Indians visited the Beaver River
settlement, and urged the Chippewayans to take up arms against the government. A prompt refusal was the
reply, and then began a system of
threats and petty persecution which
finally succeeded.
Some of the cabins
the
in the settlement were looted
church was invaded, and the altar despoiled, the few modest ornaments on
it being stolen
cattle were driven
away and the lives of the people menaced.
Urged by Father LegofF, the
Chippewayans remained loyal for a
long time, but as th^ir cattle kept disappearing and their cabins were burnt,
they eventually threw in their lot
with the rebels and went to Fort
Pitt, accompanied by Father LegofF as
a prisoner.
While it is to be deplored that these
inoffensive people should have joined
the rebellion, it was, in one sense, a
good thing they did so. They were
never active rebels. When Fort Pitt
was burnt, they held aloof and took no
part in its destruction. At the fight
at Frenchman's Butte between the
rebels and the Canadian militia, they
refused to fire a shot, and on several
;

;

;

A
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showed they were unwilling cult to traverse and swarming with
To their devotion, at least mosquitoes and all kinds of small tor-

occasions
rebels.

some of the white prisoners Big Bear
had captured, owed their lives. Every
night they mounted guard over the
tepee in which factor McLeod, his
wife and daughters were confined,
threatening to shoot at sight the first
man who should try to invade their
For three months. Big Bear
privacy.
dragged his captives about the country

between Edmonton and Battleford,
and dui ing the whole of that time the
Chippewa3ans rendered them many a
service and did them many a kindness,
often sharing with them their food.
Who knows what additional horrors
there might have been to relate had
not these few Indians been in the rebel

camp?
Immediately after the fight at
Frenchman's Butte, General Strange
camped for a couple of days on the
banks of a small creek close to the
scene of the fi<'ht, awaiting the arrival
of General Sir Fred. Middletan from
Battleford.
While so waiting, a number of Big Bear'.s prisoners came into
the camp and were well cared for.
They hsvd doleful tales to tell of hard
treatment, painful marches and scant
provisions, during the time they had
been captives and their appearance
;

bore them out in

all

they said.

A sec-

ond-hand clothes dealer would not
have given a dollar for all their apparel.
From them it was ascertained
that after the tight at the Butte the
rebels had become disorganized and
had broken up into different bands,
Big Bear having gone in the direction
of Battleford. and another band having gone north, taking with it Mr.
McLean, the Hudson Bay factor at
When
Fort Pitt, and his family.
General Middleton arrived. General
Strange with a detachment of militia

and mounted scouts was sent to the
Beaver River in the hope of intercepting the rebels who were stated to have
gone north. The Chippewayan reserve was reached after a three days'
march through a country very diffi-

turing flies. On the evening of the
third day the detachment camped
about a mile from Beaver River, on
the southern extremity of the reservation, General Strange making Rev.
Father Legoffs house his headquarters.

About four days later, a tall, thin
man, heavily bearded and browned by
the sun, shabbily dressed in a frayed
long black cloak or coat which reached to his heels, was halted by one of
the sentries and asked his business.
He was no other than Father Lagoff,
and he was at once taken to General
Strange's heal quarters, where he told
his tale.
He stated that the Chippewayans had broken away from the
rebel Crees and were within a few
miles of their old home, anxious to return, but when they found the Queen's
soldiers in possession of the place they
were afraid to do so, conscious of having done wrong. The reverend gentleman had come on alone t ) see the
officer in command of the troops and
What
to intercede for the Indians.
passed between General Strange and
Father Legoff is known only to those
two gentleman, but that same evening
Father Legoff, accompanied by the
chaplain of the Mount Royal Rifles,
left the camp and went in the direction where the Chippewayans were.
The following day, shortly after noon,
a great yelping of dogs, gradually
growing louder, showed that strangers were nearing the camp, and an
officer and a squad of men were sent
It was the Chippewato meet them.
yans with 'their wives and children returning to give themselves up, and
trusting to the leniency of General
more pitiful-looking lot of
Strange.
human beings it would be hard to
Men, women and children
imagine.

A

were literall}'^ in rags, in many cases
not having enough clothing to cover
They were more
their nakedness.
than half famished, and many among
them were suffering from loathsome
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They were not allowsores.
ed to pass the line of sentries, but
after being disarmed, were told to
camp about half a mile from where
the soldiers' tents were. Canned meat,
hard biscuits and some tea were served
out to them, and gratefully did the
poor folk accept the dole.
From Father LegofF it was ascertained that a few Crees, having with
them Mr. McLean and his family, had
pushed further north and would probably be found somewhere along the
shores of Cold lake. The day after the
Chippewayans surrendered, Lieut.-Col.
Osborne Smith and one hundred men
were despatched north to Cold lake, with
orders to patrol the shores of the lake,
and keep a careful lookout for any rebel
bands.
There is an old sa3''ing that
running

that they were hardly discernable.
This torture for man and beast lasted
two days, when, with a joyful shout,
the lake was reached, and for a time,
at least, discomfort was at an end.
As its name implies, the waters of
the lake were intensely cold, but were
very pleasant to drink. With a rush,
every man plunged into them, and
the pack horses, as soon as relieved of
their loads, did the same.
At the borders of the lake the flies disappeared
beyond a few mosquitoes at night,
;

there

was no annoyance from that

cause.

The lake

is

a large sheet of water,

about twenty miles from north to
south, and about the same from east
to west.
It was on the south shore
that the militia camped, making their
" All trails end at Beaver River," and couches on the sandy beach out of the
certainly it was hard work getting branches of trees.
Small scouting
through the country between that parties were sent out, and the remainriver and the lake.
There was no der of the soldiers enjoyed themselves
trail, but any amount of muskeg, and
fishing and bathing, all drill having
the swarms of flies were simply unen- been discontinued.
After being: at
durable. Everything had to be carried the lake for a week, a courier from
on pack horses, and for them a road General Middleton brought the news
had frequently to be cut through the that Mr. McLean and his family had
bush.
The poor brutes suffered in- been rescued, and orders for the detensely from the heat and the flies, tachment to return to Fort Pitt
an
and more than once became so mad- order which, of course, was cheerfully
dened by pain that they broke away obeyed
from their drivers and plunged into
It only remains to state that the
whatever water might be near, glad Chippewayans were all pardoned by
to cool themselves.
It was very near- the Government for the part they
ly as hard upon the men in the detach- took in the rebellion; that help in
ment. As no tents were taken, every the way of seed and farm impleman had to carry an additional load ments was sent to them, and that they
in the shape of his overcoat, and not a are now doing well on their reserve
few were overpowered by the heat. and living in a state of contentment,
From the corners of the eyes, from the which is all the greater from the wisears and nostrils, blood trickled
the dom gained through their experiences
consequence of bites from flies so small in the Riel rebellion.

—

—

A CAMP EXPERIENCE.
BY

Our

E.

STEWART,

party consisted of a surveyor,
from the School of
Practical Science, Toronto, a cook and
three axemen, and our camp at the
time in question was pitched on the
grounds of one of those isolated
stations of the Canadian Pacific Railway, in that wilderness region between Sudbury and Port Arthur. It
was some time in the month of September. After a hard day's work we
were just partaking of our evening
meal, when passenger train No. 1
pulled up at the station.
Now, this
was an every day occurrence, and one
of the great events of the day. There
was one other of equal importance,
which usually took place in the forenoon, viz., the passing of No. 2, going
east and these, with the passing of
an occasional freight train, were the
only disturbing elements to break the
natural repose of that sylvan solitude.
But on the evening to which I refer, a very unusual occurrence took
place.
A passenger, not known to
any one about the station, and apparently neither a pedlar nor a tramp,
actually remained behind after the
call " all aboard " had been given. He
stood for a moment or two on the
platform, watching the departing train,
till it was lost to view around a curve
in the road, and then noticing our
tents only a few rods away he walked
quickly over, and in a few minutes
was a guest at our rude table.
Question and answ^er quickly followed, with the result that before
nightfall we were probably better ac(juainted with our visitor than we
would have been under ordinary circumstances in a week's time. He was
a man of about thirty years of age,
very tall and thin, quick and terse in
his speech, and by no means disposed

two

assistants

;

to

D.L.8.

remain in ignorance of anything,

if

by asking a question he could be en-

We

lightened.

soon learned that he

was a graduate of our own Toronto
University, and that he had been a
fellow

of that

institution; but, not
with the ordinary course of
studies pursued there, he was at this
time taking a post graduate course in
an eminent seat of learning in the
State of Massachusetts, of which latter
institution he was also a senior fellow,
satisfied

and was

entitled to the prefix of either
professor or doctor, whichever distinction we cared to use in addressing
In a word, we found him to be
him.
a man of brilliant parts, and one who
evidently had chosen the student life
for the love of it, for he seemed an
enthusiast on every subject and the
subjects were not few, that he discussed during his stay with us. But like
most men who possess clear menta,l
vision themselves, he seemed to think
that any person of ordinary intelligence could not fail to understand
and be interested in the rather profound subjects which, for the most
And his
part, engaged his attention.
possession of this quality of mind will
perhaps, account for his apparent
lack of perception, as revealed farther
His mission to this unfrequenton.
ed region was in the interest of the
ethnological faculty of his American
Alma Mater, his special task being
to obtain statistics and collect relics
relating to the Indian tribes of North:

ern Canada.
I have next to say a word regarding
one who is always a very important

member

of

any camping party,

viz.,

In our case, at this time,
this important position was filled by a
man of probably fifty-five years of age.
He was by no means the type of man
the cook.
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frequently found occupying this position, but one who had read books, and
not only read them, but also, criticised
them whenever he could not agree
with the author. He claimed auld
.

Scotia for his birthplace, and held, in
their Oalvinistic purity and severity, the undefiled principles of his
ancestors, the Covenantors.
The axemen, with one exception,
were natives of our sister Province of
all

Quebec, whose language they used in-

when engaged in the
eating and sleeping.
exceptional individual above re-

cessantly, save

recreations

The

of

ferred to was an American by birth,
from the State of Michigan, and his
name in full was William Reenan.
Oil week days he was known by and
answered to the euphonious name of
Bill
but on the Sabbath, when we
had plenty of time, we soon all adopted the example set by our cook, a
strict Sabbatarian, who invariably on
that day addressed him either as William or Mr. Reenan. I am sorry to
say, however, that the cook's reverence for the holy day did not seem to
impose on him the same duty regarding poor Joseph and Peter.
Joe and
Pete seemed good enough any day for
the " pea soups," as he called them.
;

Whether

of humble, but not particularly respectable parents, one of whom died when
Bill was very young
and the other,
shortly after this event, married another man, who conceived the idea
that his acquired relationship to Bill
gave him the privilege and imposed
upon him the duty of bringing him
up under the strictest rules of parental
an authority that, strict
authority,
as it was ordinarily, was exceeded a
hundredfold on frequent occasions,
when the aforesaid step-father had indulged too freely in the cups, which
in Northern Michigan inebriate but do
not cheer. This state of affairs continued till Bill had attained the ase
of fifteen, when he forsook, the parental
roof and came to relatives in Canada.
We have his own authority for the
statement that he had completed his
education before this
and though
every sentence that he uttered proved
that his preceptor had signally failed
in teaching him to apply the simplest
rules of grammar, yet he was as profoundly ignorant of this as poor, unpretentious Joe and Pete. And though
not so vain as to imagine that he had
mastered every subject, yet he had the
assurance, very common to the Western American, that there was nothing
too difficult for his understanding; and
certainly there was nothing in the
wide range of the sciences that he
would hesitate for one moment to discuss.
So much was this the case, that
often, to relieve the ennui and dulness
of the long Sabbath days, some one of
us would propound some absurd proposition, just for the purpose of getting
Bill's opinion regarding it, and when
ever a question came up on which
there was a difference of opinion between us, it could always be pleasantly
settled by some one suggesting that it
;

—

;

it was this distinction that
the Professor into the error of
taking Bill for one of the staff, or the
latter','} oft-handed
familiarity with
him, I am not prepared to say. However, we all noticed it, and I must
confess that no one seemed anxious to
set the Professor right on so trivial a
matter.
Regarding, or to use his own favorite
expression, " as regarding " the aforesaid Mr. William Reenan, otherwise
Bill, I feel that I would not be doing
justice to his memory, or to the public,
if he were passed by without more
be left to " Bill." Consequently it was
than ordinary notice.
Of his early not long after the arrival of our new
history, however, unfortunately little friend till we all took a back seat
is known to us, beyond what his own
around the camp fire, and allowed
memory could furnish. According to " Bill " to discuss the most profound
his own account, he was born in the subjedts with him.
But we would
northern part of the State of Michigan, often have to break in when we knew

led

•
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Bill

was going too

far, lest

fessor should lose faith in his
terested auditor.

the Pro-

most

in-

The Professor arrived on

a Saturday
night, and No. 2, the next morninor,
left with us an itinerant trader and
This individual impressed
his pack.
us as being a direct descendant of his
countrvnian who lived in Palestine
many years ago, and in whom, we are

He seemtold, there was " no guile."
ed to respect our observance of the
day, for he said not a word to anyone
but we
in our tent regarding trade
noticed that he was particularly friendThe lesult of
ly with Joe and Pete.
all this was that he sold them a gold
watch and certain articles of jewelry
at, as he said, half-price, because we
But I am
had been so kind to him.
sorry to say that his generosity was
only appreciated for about a week,
when the jewelry, like the chameleon,
liegan to change hue, and the watch
;

became

refractory,

moving: on

with

and, instead of
the sun, or even

standiuiT .still, like Joshuas moon, actually tx)ok on a retrograde movement,
thereby causing gieat confusion in the

and poor Pete, as he looked
object of his former delight, was
heard to exclaim that "if it kept on

calendar

;

on the

We
prise

had dinner, and then to our surand to the horror of the cook, the

Professor expressed a desire to try his
luck at fishing in the lake near by,
and asked if we had a trolling line.
We at once appealed to the cook, who
usually kept one in his tent, but on
this occasion, no doubt for a good and
pious reason, it could not be found.
The Professor, however, after we had
made a search, obtained one from
another quarter, and in a few minutes
he and a halfbreed, whom he had engaged, were seen going forth,as the cook
said, " in defiance of the

Abraham Moses

Fourth Com-

mandment."
Consequently we were, for the most
of the afternoon, deprived of our visitor's company.
But, though absent,
he was by no means forgotten, for we
soon heard a lively theological debate
in progress in

our commissariat quar-

which the participants were
the cook and William. Now, as already
stated, the former was extremely orthodox in his views. He admitted no
middle ground whatever between the
saved and the lost, the elect and the
reprobate, and while William wished
ters,

in

to shape his

own views

so as to be ac-

ceptable to his friend the cook, yet he
was unwilling to believe that the Professor was an infidel. The .controversy

dat way it would .soon be last week,
and he would lose a great many day's continued

He
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till

they had both become

WHS not an honest man," and that he
would never buy a gold watch any

sleepy, and finally, instead of quotations from Paul and Peter, there were
heard only the snores of the contro-

more.

versialists.

pay.'

said Mr.

•'

The

discussion during the forenoon
revealed the fact that the Profes.sor
had by no means neglected theology
in his range of studies ; but it was
evident that his views on this all important subject were far too advanced
to meet with the approbation of our
onl}- authority in camp— the cook. On
the Professor enquiring if there would
be any religious service that day at
the station, it was ascertained that the

usual visiting missionary could not be
present, and without any great pressure he agreed to till the vacant place
that evening.

I may say here, that if you have
ever gone through a summer's Sunday
afternoon in tent in those isolated regions, you will, at least, not criticise
too severely the conduct of our guest.

Nothing I know of is so wearisome to
endure, unless you are of a somnolent
disposition, as those warm, long, lingering, lazy hours, when all nature seems
not only resting, but slumbering, undisturbed by a single sound save that
of the ubiquitous mosquito, as it goes
its rounds in search of its victims. One
could almost fancy that the dream of
the lotos eaters was here realized, and
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was always afternoon. But all
here have an end, and about
live o'clock a canoe was seen rounding
a point in the lake, and a few minutes
after the Professor and his man, Antoine, came up to the camp with a
Half of these he gave
dozen line tish.
to his man, and then walking quickly
over to the cook's tent, said, " Here is
a mess for supper." But the cook
would have nothing to do with them
that

it

thinofs

and thickness, there may yet be a
He undertook
fourth beyond these.
to show that this was not only possible, but probable, and it was soon
apparent that the most interested of
his audience was the aforesaid descendant of Abraham and our own
Bill.
The former, however, when
asked if he could get a glimpse of the
conception, said that he thought so,
but that it was not his " beezness,"
and that it would not pay him to

till Monday morning, and, moreover,
But Bill
refused in the bluntest manner to at- waste his time studying it.
tend kirk in the evening.
said he thought it was very easy to
The service was held in one of the understand, and turning to the rest of
Why
rooms in the station house, and was us said, " Can't you catch on ?
attended by about a dozen, besides it seems to me that what the Doctor
Our own says as regarding that there fourth dithose from our own party.
Bill led the singing, and was about to mension is all right.
I don't see why
take up a collection, when the Profes- there can't be four, just as well as two
sor vetoed it by saying that, at the or three of them."
expense of not seeming orthodox, they
This finished the day, and nothing
would dispense with that part of the of particular interest occurred till the
Bill acquiesced, but after- following: eveninor when we returned
service.
wards remarked that the proceeds to camp early, and ordered the cook
might have been applied for the con- to prepare supper as soon as possible,
As might be in- so as to give the Professor time to get
version ot" the Jews.
ferred, all our party were present ex- away on No. 1 at 6.30.
In a few
cept Joe, Pete and the cook, who, di- minutes the operator sent over word
vergent as their views were on most tbat the train was two hours late.
religious matters, were of the same This gave an opportunity, after we.
opinion regarding the impropriety of had finished our evening meal, for
this man occupying the position that considerable conversation, which haphe had assumed and it was quite as pened to turn on mathematics, and the
entertaining as the sermon, or lecture, Professor, with book and pencil in
as it would be more proper to call it, hand, was soon engaged in some curto hear Bill, after it was over, explain ious problems, some of them in the
to the cook the number of good points higher mathematics and others in,
that the Doctor, as he invariably called what might be called mathematical
him, had made, and insist that " he tricks. One of the latter was to prove
ought to have went."
But he was as that two parallel straight lines would
unsuccessful as ever in satisfying him enclose a space, " Euclid to the conthat the Doctor was not an infidel.
trary notwithstanding," as the phrase
It was growing quite dark when the goes.
Of course the point was to deProfessor again came over to our tect the fallacy in the train of reasonquarters, and, seating himself by the ing that arrived at such a result.
camp fire, asked for a pencil, and was
As usual. Bill was to the fore, and
soon engaged in the rather abstruse with all eyes followed the Professor
reasoning by which Prof. Hinton and with all the earnestness of one who
oihers attempt to prove the existence of comprehended every step in the long
a fourth dimension, that is, that out- chain of reasoning, as he certainly
side of all that is comprehended within thought he did
and when the latter
the three dimensions of length, breadth arranged his equation, letting x
a
;

;

=

—

'

"
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X b, and then transposed, cancelled,
multiplied, eliminated, etc., etc.. Bill
said, " Yes, that's true."
But when
he

said, "

Now, we can

substitute this
for that, on the ground that things
equal to the same thing are equal to
one another," Bill seemed to break

down

though the Professor,
it, and
Bill still said "yes."
Soon the solution was completed, and Bill again said
" Yes, that's so." The Professor waited
a moment without saying anything,
evidently expecting some conjecture
from Bill, as to the problem, but i^ill
evidently thought that the proof was
satisfactory enough for him and seemed anxious to change the subject, and,
in fact, did ask him what arithmetic
he liked best; but the Professor, withentirely,

in the twilight, did not notice

"

But you must

doctor
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of

saw

it

before,

!

During the early part of the evening
the rest of us around the fire had
managed, with bec:)ming gravity, to
interpolate a word now and then, and,
as usual, kept Bill from appearing too
absurd.
But fearing an abrupt termination to the conversation being
brought about by the uncontrollable
one of our number, some
one suggested that there was a certain
matter in the notes of the day's work
which required immediate attention
in our tent.
So we retreated to this
safe distance, and from there watched
risibility of

the proceedings, as revealed by the
flickering light of the camp tire.
I
am afraid, however, that our conduct
would have rather complicated matters
out giving him a definite answer, said, and have had the effect of sending our
" Well, do you see where the fallacy good friend away with the impression
comes in { "
Bill looked a little puz- that we had, along with our hospizled (the word fallacy not being in his tality, designedly inflicted a practical
vocabulary), and replied, "Which is joke upon him, but that just at the
" Why," he said, " do time when the worst was feared, the
that. Doctor ? "
you notice anything incorrect in the shrill whistle of No. 1 was heard near
work ? " " Well, now." said Bill, " the by, which served the double purpose
only thing I don't catch on in that of drowning any audible smiles that
there sum is what you said as regard- may have escaped from our tent, and
ing things being equal to one another. also of permitting us to change the
How is that, Doctor ? " The Doctor subject without any seeming disreturned to him and said, " Why, did spect.
you never study geometry ? " " No,"
The train, being behind time, only
said Bill, " 1 don't remember that rule halted for a few minutes
and then
being in our arithmetic at all and, another whistle from the engine, wakbesides, I never got no further nor hmg ing up a number of echoes over those
division.
But that there sum does silent hills, and our Professor was
mind me of one we used to have. I henceforth to us only a memory. We
presume you've heard it, Doctor ? Oh
soon relapsed into our every-day rouyou must of heard it
tine of camp life, but Bill often afterwards referred to the Dr. as a " mighty
"
;

;

,

:

•

If

the third of six be three,
the fourth of twenty be

What must

':

smart man".
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THE BACKSLIDING OF ELDER PbETUS.
BY WILLIAM

T.

JAMES.

Pletus Merrick, a foundling, had gaze was directed upward and rarely
been brought in swaddling clothes, bj' backward for it is not until we are
strangers, to the Shaker Community of aware that we have begun the descent
South Union, Kentucky. He had no of the other side of the hill of life that
recollection of any other home, nor of we are disposed to turn and review
his parents, nor, indeed, of life in the the arduous part of the journey which
outside world, save of what little he has brought u.s thus far on our pilgrimhad seen of it in occasional glimpses, age to the tomb.
The memory of his association as a
from time to time, when he had been
commissioned to transact business for boy with other boys, under the discif)the Society in the neighboring town line of a rigorous deacon and the tuition of a kind but
of Bowling Green
eccentric
schoolto the north and
master,recalled nothe villages of Authing remarkable
burn and Russellof that period. The
ville to the south of
;

"Shakertown," His
career had been

only impression received in those days
calculated to give
narrowed to the
a bias to his after
uneventful routine
life,
was derived
of a life of quietude
from a book of tradevoid of incentive
vel and from anto ambition and of
necessity
other of biography,
the
to
which a proselyte
train and educate
himself for the
from the to him
mysterious world
struggle for preeminence in which
had brought to the
village and allowmen of the world
engage. The almost
ed him to read.
monastic seclusion
From the former
in which he had
he learned that the
been brought up,
whole area of the
isolating him from
earth was not cirEX-ELDEB PLETUS —TO-DAY
influences that encumscribed by the
courage competition for social and visible horizon that the sun did not go ^
mental excellence, was enough to le- down about fifty miles to the west of
thargize the faculties and energy of a South Union
that there were vast
natui-e less positive than his.
Viewed oceans of water, navigated by ships
retrospectively, the days of his exist- manned by intrepid sailors, who, someence from childhood to maturity were times, for months, saw no land on either
alike as the blades of grass on a hill- side; and that these voyages were often
side, which, seen at a glance, appeared made to countries whose inhabitants,
a smooth, undulating ascent.
Figura- fauna and flora were different from
tively speaking, he had not yet reached those of that neighborhood.
The latthe summit of his prime tneref ore his ter book gave him a crude idea of the

—

;

;

;

'
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and conditions of men who lived ever

it could glean, whether from the
religious teaching of those of his sect

in large cities.

These books brought before the boy's or from the expressed theories of cona manner that stirred his verts newly settled in the Society, As
imagination, facts and information that these opinions began to take shape,
enlarged his understanding, and made they prompted him to fight his way
comprehensible vague hints dropped through the doctrinal difficulties that
by the schoolmaster, which only fore- beleaguered his faith with doubts and
shadowed and never conveyed the assailed it with that insinuating weaknowledge that they did. Moreover, pon of agnosticism interrogation. I'o
there was a something in them that put these questions Jiside unanswered,
appealed to his ambition and relish for was to ignore his reason
to retreat
adventure.
into negation, was to dwarf his perAs he grew older, he was wont to sonality but an investigation of the
ponder the possibilities suggested in distinctive difference between the manthe books as the guerdon ot earnest ner, customs and ethics of Christeneffort, and to long for an opportunity dom and a
life
of self-abasement,
to choose from among a thousand dif- celibacy, isolation, comparative inferent occupations, one to be followed utility, and co-operative acquisition
as a straight path to fame ana fortune. and ownership of all things elsewhere
Shakerism offered no outlet for ambi- held as personal property, promised a
tion
no laurel- wreath for which to solution of the problem which harassstrive; and he felt himself to be re- ed his brain and made of serenity, turstricted in his surroundings
unduly moil and of contentment, dissatisfacmin<l, in

—

;

;

—

—

limited in scope for the exercise of his
vigor and activity of intellect.
With
the self-assurance of a young man, he

thought he lacked but freedom from
and stimulus to

his present restraints,

exertion, to display intrinsic qualities
that would lift him above his fellows.
Thus it came to pass that this feeling
of restlessness made him yearn to be-

come a worldling.
These " unholy desires," he had been
taught to believe, were the pernicious
strivings of an inborn love of " the
world, the flesh, and the devil," oppased to his peace and spiritual progress and likely to entice him from the
pure simplicity of a Shaker communal
home to the selfish pursuits of the
world, scripturally metaphored to him
as " the flesh-pots of Egypt.
Often he would withdraw himself
frotn his brethren to debate silently
and alone the thoughts which would
Opinions
obtrude upon his mind.
which, from a Shaker standpoint,
were decidedly heterodox, were being
evolved out of the chaos of a mind
that, for lack of proper training, had
assimilated, without sequence, what

;

tion.

But the world

—

that huge pantoof tinsel splendor, dazzling as it
allures and then becoming dreary as a
deserted theatre when its gaudy finery
was it really as his
is penetrated
fancy pictured it to be ? No. For
had he not heard many times the testimon}' of those who, after squandering their prime in the pursuit of its
vain glory, had turned from it disgusted, cynical and broken in spirit, to
seek among the Shakers a haven,
where, removed from its bufteting
elements, they might drop the anchor
of faith into the secure moorings of
But how
resignation and be at rest ?
few were these compared with the
number of such as still sought and,
mayhap, found happiness without the
Fewer still were they
pale of his sect.
who lived out the last decades of their
miserable lives in a Shaker settlement,
Some
after renouncing the world.
ghost of a former illusion beckoned
most of them away to their haunts of
the past, as soon as their wounded
hearts were healed and their fretful
nerves soothed. Shakertown was to

mime

—
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some a convalescent home, whereto " Church Covenant," the final vow of
they came to rid themselves of mental complete consecration of himself to the
Should he do it ? He
maladies, the dregs of their wicked- Order forever.
decide
once for all whether
resolved
to
desire
cheated
of
malevolence
ness, the
Restored by he would or would not leave his frateror an itching for change.
orderly living and rest, they returned nal home. He decided in the negative,
as the dog " to his own vomit again, signed the solemn compact and set his
and as the sow that was washed to her face Zionward and his back to the
wallowing in the mire." With rare world.
After his school-days were ended,
exceptions, only they who had spent
their youth in the Society and knew he had left the cottage where the boys
were housed and become affiliated
little, if aught, of other religions and a
more liberal and free life, seemed to with the Centre House Family as a
novitiate member,
when he worked at
ffardenincr, then on
the farm, next in
the tailor shop,
afterwards at car-

pentry, until he
again changed his
trade to the more
congenial
occupaticm of printing.
Under the instruction of an itinerant
printer, who periodically disappeared to return in a
few months a peni-

he gained a
rudimentary knowtent,

ledge of the craft.
There, in the small
printing office, with

IX THE PRIXTIXG OFFICE.

.

.

.

DISC'USSIXC POLITICS

AND

SPIXXIXO YARX'S

its one
Washinging hand-press,
some thirty fonts
of type and a few

other articles of an
regard as gospel the doctrines of
Shakerism, and these usually showed
a lack of character and soon succumbed to inertia.
Should he remain a Shaker till
death, or should he despise the teachings of his sect to wrestle with a hostile world in the gratification of a mere
dream of youth ? This was a query
that perplexed him by its recurrence,
remaining an open question until he
attained his majority, when he was
urged strenuously urged to sign the

—

—

amateur

outfit,

he was taught his

lessons in type-setting

first

and press-work,

gaining what practical experience of
typography he could from the printing
of

seed-bags,

leaflets of

other job

When

cataloofues,

occasional

Shaker songs and sundry

work
there

required.

was no printing

to be

done, he would sometimes lend a helping hand in the adjoining room, where
the seed grown for sale was dried,
sorted, packed and labelled for the
market, or do such odd jobs around the

!
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bouse and shops as such a jack-of-alltrades could turn his hand to.
Often,

when
employment grew irksome, he

in idle spells in the winter-time,

lack of

would be one of a motley group, whom
Brother Joseph, the printer, would
assemble around the oblong woodstove in the printing office, for the
pastime of discussing politics and spinning yams.
Among those who formed this unShakerlike circle, more frequently
were pre.sent than absent Daniel
Knight, who had been in turn a sailor,
gold-digger and an Arizona judge before his chameleon career found him a
Shaker
Isaac Wilkins, a visionary
with a tendency to spiritualism William Booker, a tall, cadaveious indi;

;

vidual, who wore his hair long, chewed tobacco and was the village Nimrod Seth Bilbrook,an ex -Con federate
;

trooper

;

and Thomas

Potter, a short,

wiry little chap, who had charge of
the seed-room and was postman for
With such a variety
the community.
of human nature, it was little wonder
that the conversation was versatile,
always interesting, often humorous,
and usually not very edifying, for the
worldly-wise would talk of the world,
and the Shakers, bred to circumspection, were
too much engrossed or
amused to reprove them for referring
to episodes of their past lives which,
as professed converts to Shakerism,
they had better have forgotten or

Judging
with shame.
from the entertainment they seemed

remembered

to find in relating these reminiscences
of their graceless lives, it is an open
question whether their conversion was
as complete or sincere as they feigned,

;

48-

and customs of the Society,
were regular in their attendance at
worship, decorous at union meetings
and chaste in their behavior towards
to the rules

the sisters, their sincerity was neither
que-stioned nor doubted
All that Brother Pletus heard at
these gatherings of the good and bad
qualities of society, he mused upon

afterwards, analyzing with his critical
faculty the motives, and the ends of
the desires of men their aspirations
and how far short they were likely to
come of realization their sordid pleasures and the penalties incurred in the
pursuit of them their passions and
all the |)hases of human character as
made manifest in their conduct. As
he pondered over these things, the
world seemed to him as being dominated by selfishness, lust of power and
of place that all, more or le&s, were
playing the part of a make-believe
and that good Hourishe<i in out-of-the;

;

;

;

way

places,

and even

there,

was tram-

pled under-foot by the heedless throng,
going its separate ways in quest of its
own aggrandizement that the good
thrived and was imperceptibly outgrowing the bad only because the good
was imperishable and could never be
crushed out of existence. How the
serene life he was living contrasted
with that of those who were fietting
and fuming in perpetual unrest, like
the great sea, that leaps upon the shore
and wrestles with the rocks that it
mav become greater broader but
shallower and chafing by night and
day because it cannot overrun the
How calmly how conwhole earth
tentedly he might live, if he would, in
this dreamy, peaceful hamlet, the
sound of the l:)oisterous strife of con;

—

—

!

—

or thai they had not sought anumg
the Shakers a home, which offered the tending factions borne in upon his eai-s
necessaries of life and careless ease in from the streets of cities, only to make
return for their labor performed in a more snug the fraternal home in which
kill-time sort of a way, rather than a it was his privilege to dwell
'•
Why do the heathen rage, and the
religious refuge from the blight of sin.
imagine a vain thing?" he
people
Be that as it may, they were good
fellows sociall}' not one of them but asked himself in the words of the
was liked even by the older members. Psalmist many times. Why do not
So long as they outwardly conformed the people flock to Shakerism as sheep
;

—
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to their fold at night

?

But

then,

into

fellowship

after

repentance of their backsliding, being
too old or too indolent to resume their
former status outside.
The return of such backsliders did
much to convince Brother Pletus of
the prudence of his resolve to adhere
to the faith in which he had been
nurtured, and to help him to curb his
uneasiness under the restraint and
monotony, the emptiness and loveless-

'

of the village, necessitated the choice
To
of an elder to take charge of it.
this

important post Elder Pletus was

appointed,

much

to his

own

gratifica-

and that of the brethren and
sisters who were drafted with hiui
confession and from the Family with which he was

he remembered, some
Of
faith.
came back and were received again
these,

more scrupulous training of his
thoughts into harmony with Shaker
Soon afterwards, he was
doctrine.
again promoted. The organization of
a new Family, to be known as the
West House Family, for whom a house
had been built in the western section

on a

the other hand, it occurred to him
that of the sheep that were once in
the fold, many had returned to " the
beggarly elements of the world."
True, this was provocative of little
surprise to the faithful few who never
strayed from the flock into an unknown wilderness, since experience
had taught them to recognize the inability of some to continue in the

tion

formerly associated.
II.

Not long after the West House was
occupied by the new Family, Elder
Pletus was deputed by the Ministry to
go to Bowling Green to see a family
named Pearson, who were contemplating the adoption of Shakerism and
the consecration of what little property
they possessed to the service ot the
Community. The family consisted of
an elderly couple and their only
daughter. Prudence. The latter was
a pleasant- featured person, in the
prime of young womanhood, with a
genuine, affectionate disposition and

ness, of his existence, for, despite his
apologies to himself for his decision to
remain a Shaker, he still was subject
to spells of doubting and restlessness,
in which he was inclined to renounce
the vow by which he was pledged till
death to the life he had chosen at his
majority.
With a determination to an individuality as marked as it was
improve the time and make himself unobtrusive. Her fresh complexion
more eligible to fill any position of and habitual serenity betokened a
trust or responsibility to which he mind at peace with itself and content
might be called by the Ministry, he with her lot and Ifer dignified, yet
set zealously to work at educating natural deportment at once commandhimself in the higher branches of ed the respect of all whom she chanced
knowledge. Assisted in his purpose to meet.
by Elder Harvey one of the " MinisElder Pletus was received by them,
try " or executive board
who gave as the representative of the Society,
him access to his library, he soon be- with much cordiality, and invited to
;

—

—

came devoted to the acquisition of dine with them, which he did. Dursuch literary and scientific learning as ing the meal the conversation turned
he had opportunity to study, and, be- to the object of his visit, soon leading
fore long, he began to be regarded by to a description, by Pletus, of the
his brethren with favorable specula- habits, customs and social system of
tion as to what office he would be the Shakers, in the following words
called upon to take.
Scattered through the States of
His first promotion came upon the New York, Massachusetts, Connectidemise of the second elder of the cut, New Hampshire, Maine, Ohio and
Church Family, in whose place he was Kentucky, are eighteen communities
installed.
This stimulated him to of The United Society of Believers,
:

'•

—
THE BACKSLIDING OF ELDER PLETUS.
Holding
called Shakers
ourselves aloot" from the world at laige
and limiting our dealings with it to
commercial intercourse, we are, in
every respect, a peculiar people, worthy
of more public notice than we receive,
for our broad theology, our almost
Utopian mode of life, and our primitive simplicity of haVjits

commonly

" This sect was founded in the latter
part of the last century by Ann Lee,
whom we legard as our spiritual
mother; some of the older and more

4«5

to a higher life than it is possible for
one to live outside of our borders.

"The particular Community to which
belong is similar to
general arrangement.
I

by a Ministry of

its

all

the others in

governed
own, consisting of
It is

four persons, two of either sex, ordained by the controlling Ministry of the
whole at Mount Lebanon Society, in the
State of New York. Our Community

orthodox brethren claiming her birth
as being the fultilment of the predicted
second coming of Christ, the incarnation of the feminine personality of
but this has ceased to be
the Deity
urged as stjund doctrine. As a matter
of history, she was an Englishwoman,
whose marital relations were such as
to make her dissatisfied with the life
she was living, and endeavor to at-

—

;

tain to the realization of an ideal state
of social purity, and a higher plane of
spiritual experience, as taught and ex-

emplified by our giand prototype,
Jesus Christ. Having an exalted soul
and a strong individuality, evidenced
by a mind susceptible of original con-

ceptions and unalterable convictions,
she was, wc believe, chosen of God for
the mission she was pre-eminently
qualified to undertake, and inspired
whether by direct revelation or intuition, I will not pretend to decide, for
I know not— to formulate and establish a religio-socialistic .system, which
even our opponents will admit is
unique and innocuous. This system,
now known as Shakerism, begun and
maintained by its founder and her

followers, in spite of much
P'irseciition, we, in our time, are per-

SISTKK rRCnEN'CE.

faithful

is

sub-divided into four Families, eacin

occupying respectively the North, East,
Each Fam" Conspicuous among the principles Centre and VVest Houses.
and industries
of the Society are the dedication of ily keeps its property
the others,
ourselves to a life of absolute celi- separate from those of
cultivating
and
irust,
in
holding
of
ourbanding
bacy and chastity, the
which to raise food
selves together in a co-operative com- enough land from
sale.
munity for mutual support and pro- for its own consumption and for
shoemaking.farmtailorings
Carpentry,
sisterand
brother
a
short,
in
petuating.

ttctionhood, pledged to purity and aspiration

inor,

preserving of

fruit,

growing of
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companionship which
the cheerful
should, and does generally exist among
Manifestations of
their occupants.
partiality for one brother or sister
more than another is reproved, for
bring their families with them amongst we are enjoined to be charitable in
matter of the personal faults
us, are housed in cottages apart from the
their parents, under the undisputed of our neighbors, and to strive to be
authority of deacons and deaconesses agreeable to all and offended at none.
appointed to take charge of them. Clandestine courtship, or conduct beParental and marital relationships are tween a brother and sister that may
not recognized by us, all other kin- lead to love-making, is immediateship being merged into that of brother ly punished with reprimand or reand sister. Order is maintained, and moval of one of the offenders to anthe domestic and industrial interests of other Family or Community, or even
each Family are looked after b}' two with expulsion from the Society,
elders and two elderesses deacons and should they persist in these misdedeaconesses, acting under their in- meanors.
" Our method of admitting converts
structions, attending to the duties to
which they are assigned. Each house to fellowship amongst us is, on their
contains a large dining-room, kitch- profession of faith in our principles, to
en, scullery, dormitories, sewing and allow them first to live for a short
store-rooms, a sick-room and a meet time in a house set apart for the acing-room.
In the latter the Fam- commodation of those who are about
ily meets thrice weekly for worship, to join, that they ma}'' have an oppordevotional exercises and exhortation, tunity for investigation before signing
there being also a general meeting- the Novitiate ( 'ovenant, and becoming
house in which the whole Community attached to a Family for a probationassembles every Sunday afternoon for ary term of three months. Then, if
they are still satisfied with Shakerism,
the same purposes.
" We really have no definite creed, and desire to unite themselves perbut accept the admonitions of scrip- manently with us, they are required
ture according to our own conscien- tosi'^n the Church Covenant as full
This act necessitates the
tious interpretation of them ; and we mei'nbers.
believe in the precepts of Jesus Christ, surrender of themselves and all their
and in the following of the pattern personal belongings to the service of
which his life affords of celibacy, con- the Lord and the Society, and the taking of an oath to relinquish all claims
tinence and unselfishness.
" Rigorous precautions are taken to
against the Society, either for the reprevent the violation of our distinctive covery of their tormer possessions, or
rules.
The dormitories of the sisters for recompense for labor performed
are on one side of the house, and those whilst with us, and to depart peaceNo
of the brethren on the other side, ap- ably if they ever wish to leave.
proached by different stairways and <listinction is made between those who
corridors.
They are large, and each have or have not money or property
contains six or more beds, the furniture when they join, and all share equally
comprising, besides these, a stove, in the privileges of the coaimonwealth.
"
chairs, tables, mats
and wardrobes.
are averse to war, taking no
They are also used by their inmates part therein, and we regard the baias sitting rooms in the daytime. Lack barous slaughter of our fellow-men, by
of luxury is more than compensated means so terribly cruel, as a blot upon
for by their cleanliness and whole- Christianity
and civilization.
some comfort, their orderliness, and lament the existins circumstances

seeds and cattle-breeding contribute
The brothers octo our maintenance.
cupy one half, and the sisters the other
halt* of the house, while tiie children
we adopt, and those of proselytes who

;

We

We

THE BACKSLIDING OF ELDER PLET US.
which seem to compel nations to
maintain and train their soldiery to
the dreadful skill of warfare, and look
eagerly forward to the time when universal peace shall prevail, and right,
not might, shall be the arbiter of
While, as loyal and
national disputes.
law-abiding citizens of the country in
which we dwell, we are interested in
Ametican prosperity, we take no active part in politics, either by voting
or otherwise expressing our opinions,
for reasons which, perhaps, others may
fail to

appreciate."

From a statement

(jf

facts.

Elder

Pletus drifted into a laudation of the
purity of a life of .self-denying chastity, and the unselfi.sh, fraternal ecpiality of a communal home.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearson interrupted
him at intervals to question and debate
certain points, but their daughter
spoke not a word. Her calm, thoughtful eyes never removed their steadfast
gaze from his face. They seemed to
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the mute opposition that came from
her eloquent eyes.
Whether of the three she was the
most intelligent, or that the object of
his mission
now that he had seen and
begun to love her was made subsidiary iS the prime purpose of securing her consent, was why he so assiduously courted her favor, it matters not.
Before he left them, he so wrought upon the mind of the maid that she grew
passive and concurred with the decision of her parents to become probationary members of the Society.
It was not until long after they had
joined the Order, and been atHliated
with the West House Family, that
Elder Pletus fully realized the strength
of the passion for Prudence Pearson
which his familiarity as head of the

—

—

household had ripened.
Dressed in a plain gray gown, a
white kerchief fastened about her
neck, with an unadorned lace cap upon her head, she looked the personipry into his very soul, to see how Hcation of modesty, simplicity and
Many
a true Priscilla.
truthfully his words were in accord sweetness
stole
at
he
glances
furtive
the
were
He
seemconvictions.
with his inner
ed to feel that in her was a will not her meek face as she flitted about the
There
to he turned from the decision of house, intent on her duties.
her judgment, and so upon her he was a grave almost matronly digdirected the ardor of his persuasion, nity in her mien, which, while it in
for surely she was worth winning as no wise conflicted with her maidenly
charms, neutralized the inharraonies
a sister.
Although he was sincere in all he of her surroundings and brought her
said, his motive.s, too, being unquestion- personality into clear relief against the
ably honest in exerting his influence quaint background of Shaker life.
upon the vacillating trio, there was She did not look so prim as the unibeneath the impulsion of his speech form mode of attire made most of the
an undercurrent of feeling, which, sisters appear. Indeed, her placidity
analyzed, would have been found to harmonized with her Puritanical garbe the precursor of a love for Prudence ments, and their sober hue and fashion
Pearson more fervent than brotherly, made more obvious the classic contour
and decidedly partial in its tendency. of her face and figure, for beauty is

—

—

—

This, Elder Pletus did not realize at
the time.
Truly, he was aware of a
predilection for the woman he was then
wooiuij as a sister; but that <»nly
made him the more earnest in his

enhanced by contrast.
She is a woman who ennobles her
sex if the world is so bad, why take
from it such an ideal example of
womanhood ? " thought Elder Pletus.

appeal.
Did lie answer an aigument
from her father or a que-tion from her
mother, his logic swerved to the silent
debater, and focussed its power upon

He half reproached him.self for havincr
been instrumental to her immurement
in Shakertown.
At " union meetings," when the

*'

;
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biethien and sisters who were disposed
to be sociable met twice a week for conversation and singing of Shaker songs,
the sisters seated in a row, with their
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the sisters on the other, they foimed
ranks.
For a few moments they stood

with heads bowed in silent prayer,
then a song, in the singing of which all

hands clasped upon their laps and joined, was sung and repeated.
As the words and tunes of these
wearing the ubiquitous lace caps,
laced by the brothers in a similar songs are all composed by Shakers,
attitude. Prudence and Pletus were there is a peculiarity about their melothe conspicuous figures ot the group. dies which is remarkable and it is
Great was his appreciation for her not unpleasant. Some are sung with
others have a
society on these oc«msions, and im- a mournful cadence
He could triumphant strain, while many are
patiently he awaited them.
not help addressing his remarks almost tender and pathetic. This is a favorexclusively to her and the conversa- ite one, frequently sung as a prelude
tion being usually of an elevating to the ser\'ice
nature, as it was generally confined to
" My weary hearl has found a resting-place
spiritual matters and topics concerning
My feet no longer need to roam,
material progros, literature and social
For in tnis blessedness of perfect rest
I've a home, sweet home.
reform, she had ample scope for the
I've a place to lay my heavy burden down,
display of her culture and sagacit}' in
A refuge when the cold storms come
the discussion of subjects which interO happy thought 1— the hope of life fulfilled
:

;

;

:

;

:

ested her.

In our home, sweet home

1"

Every meeting such as one of these
And this is another, the tune of which
added fuel to the fire of his passion,
is adapted to the time of the slow^
and drew them nearer to the time
march
when they must part or go forth into
" W'e are on the sea of life,
the world united a.s man and wife.
ossed by winds and waves of strife
she
meeting
religious
first
At the
Feeble though our liearts may be.
attended, Sister Prudence was alterIf, Lord, by faith we trust in Tiiee,
We can stem the rolling tide
nately sur[>rised, amused and startled
With our Saviour for our (iuide.
by the queer service, and the grotesque
Though the winds l>e rough and high.
antics which the zeal of some led them
We'll anchor safely by and by."'
to exhibit *,in a paroxysm when the
As they sang the latter, they marchdance culminated in a shake. Nor is
this an uncommon experience with ed, two by two, around the room, wavthose who behold for the first time ing their hands in graceful, rhythmical
the ludicrous ceremonials of Shaker unison to the time of the music, while
But the novelty wore ott' a selected choir of the best male singdevotions.
as she became accustomed to the sight, ers marched in an inner circle, swelland, in time, she too could be seen in ing the general harmony and imitating
:

1

;

;

In the
the others in their motions.
short pause that followed the conclusion of the song, somebody would
a livelier air, suited to the quickstart
quietly
brethren and sisters, who were
awaiting its summons in their rooms, step march. As the words of all the
would decorously form in Indian file popular airs are memorized by the
taken
in the corridors u|)stairs, each one members, the strain would be
locking hands together in front of up at once and the procession would
with
him. Then, headed by the elders and move at a jog-trot, keeping pace
the
with
pace
kept
which
music,
the
their
descend
would
they
elderesses,
As the exciteseparate stairs and march into the feelings of the singers.
meeting-room on the ground floor, ment increased, the singing and the
brisk
where, the brethren on one side and marching became more and more

ranks, apparently enjoying the
singing, marching and dancing.
When the'bell rang for worship, the

the

;

:
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everybody broke into a dance,
singing vociferously the while.
This is an indescribable feat of Shaker
agility, being a kind of hop, skip and
turn-about, the variety of evolutions
increasing as they lose control of themselves in the frenzy that seems to
seize upon their wits at this time.
There is a funny little nurser}'^ rhyme

It

until
still

about one James Crow which

is very
a Shaker dance.
It contains a couplet which runs somewhat

suofcfestive of

to this effect
*'

Wheel about and turn about, and do

And

just so,

every time you wheel about, jump, Jim

Crow

"
!

The words

suit the action so appro-

priately, that a reputation for striking

innovation awaits the first Skaker to
discover and introduce this cou[)let
into the ritual of his Order as a vocal
accompaniment to the dance.
Presently,

when everybody became

gidtJy

and bewildered, and everything appeared to be in utter confusion, they
stamped their feet upon the floor and
wound up with a tremendous shake, as
a dog would shake the moisture from
its coat after having been in the water.

was considered the bounden duty

of every member to make confession
of his or her faults to the Ministry,
and to report to that body at once

anything known to

have

occurred
that
wrong-duing might be suppressed and
order maintained.
Encompassed by
so large a company of witnesses, and
having so little opportunity to divulge
his passion to whom it yearned, it was
not strange that many months should
elapse
during which period the ardor
of his feelings intensified
before Elder
Pletus dared to entertain the idea of
opening the tiood-gates of his soul to
relieve himself of the pressure of desire which concealment could hardly
hold in check.
Oh the nights of broken slumber.
Oh the leverish restlessness of those
long, weary months.
Oh the pangs
of the struggle betwixt his application
to duty and the temptation to ignore
it.
The flittering; world loomed seductively before him ambition and the
strivinors of his vigorous manhood rebelled against his will
the mild
contrary

to

the

regulations,

—

—

!

!

!

;

;

sanctity of the face of Sister Prudence

The significance of the act is explained haunted his dreams when asleep, and
by them as being symbolical of their compelled his admiration when awake.
desire to rid themselves of sin by His conscience complained of the load
figuratively shaking off the baneful he forced it to bear unconfessed, and
psychological conditions which are suofgested an interview with Elder
supposed to exist and to be detrimen- Harvey but with that suggestion he
tal to their spiritual natures.
Unlike would not dared not comply, for he
the custom of the world, the sisters knew such a disclosure might cause
;

did not dance with the brothers, but
followed in couples behind them and
;

no instrumental music was used in the
meeting-room.
Before the meeting closed, they
again formed into line and sang
afterwards, if anyone had aught to
sa}'- of experience or exhortation, the
congregation remained standing and
attentive during the speech, sometimes
corroborating, sometimes verball}' applauding, such sentences as evoked

comment.
Then they filed back to
their rooms as they came, to pass an
hour in reading or chat before retiring
at ten o'clock.

—

the removal of Prudence to another
Family or, more probably, the transfer
of himself to another Community, if

infatuation should prove irremediable.
So he held his peace now
wrestling with the secret* now trying
to oust the love that possessed his
heart; now giving himself up unresistingly to its delightful control,
not disputing its supremacy until it
threatened to elude his discretion by
his

;

an open declaration.
II r.

One

day, towards evening, as the
rain poured a deluge and the black

"
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clouds of a thunder-storm darkened
the sky, Elder Pletus heard the trampling of a horse in the yard, and looking out of the window of his room,
he saw the animal running loose. Puttini^ on his hat, he went to the door
and called it tirst by the name of one
and then of the other of the two horses
owned by his Family, but it did not
He then concluded that it was
come.
one of the Centre House horees, and
Selim
called " Selira " haphazard.
wliinnied and trotted straight to him.
He patted the brute and spoke a few
kindly words to it for its obedience,
and then, seizing it by the forelock.
I
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man who, in mortal fright, would
grasp at an apparition
for he was
thrown completely off his guard by so
unexpected an encounter.
" Yea
and you need not be so
scared.
I am not a ghost, and I will
not hurt you," she replied, laughinor

as a

;

;

heartily.
" I

am

not scared.

I

—

I

was

—

" You were what now. Elder Pletus
?
Come, confess that you were frightened and that by a woman
Fie
I
thouorht you were braver than that "
" Nay
I was not frightened.
I
was startled to discover it was yoit."

—

!

!

!

;

"

Why

me, pray

"

?

He
swer

;

did nut anbut, over-

whelmed

with

a

sense of the impropriety of the
situation and his

having taken hold
of her, which she,
in her chaste innocence did not realize, he took off his
frock coat, wrapp-

ed

it

about her,

and, despite her
protestations that
he should thus deprive himself of it
for her, led her out
into the teeming
rain.
What a con'she

is

a LIVIM: HELILAH,

WHO HATH

ENTICED THKE WITH HER WILES

flict

him!

raged within

How

he

out of the yard and across a longed to take advantage of this proHow
long field to the Centre House stables. pitious chance to tell his love
After fastening the horse in its stall, manfull}' he withstood what only a
he went into an adjoining barn to get Shaker would consider a temptation
" I have been to the office on an ersome corn for it. He was surprised
from Eldress Eleanor to Sister
rand
to find the door open, and thought
that,
perhaps, some tramps were Nancy, and I was caught in the storm
but he when returning, so I took shelter in
sheltering there for the night
I am so glad you
was still more astonished nay, star- the bam.
tled
when, entering the door, he ran came, for it got dark suddenly and I
against a woman in the gloom, and was afraid, not knowing how long I
was accosted by name in a familiar might have to wait for the rain to
cease," she said, half apologetically,
voice.
" Sister
he gasped, after an embarrassing silence.
Prudence "
" Yea," he assented brusquely.
clutching at her wildly and trembling

led

it

!

!

—

—

'.

;

...

—

"
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her womanly tact as a
Surely joy which no one else might share
with her, or whether for his sake, she
deemed it discreet to be silent, she be" Then why not tell me the reason ?"
trayed not that her lover ailed of
Sister Prudence, I must not— dare stifled love for her.
"Aha!" ejaculated Elder Harvey,
Let this suffice," was his
not explain.
answer, with an almost savage em- with a rthake of his venerable locks as
he picked up a novel from a table in
phasis.
Not the sick man's room and thrust it into
Prudence was now startled.
" Getting wet is the cause
understanding the motive of his un- the stove.
wonted severity, and thinking she had of the fever, and this trashy book has
unwittingly broken some rule which put the woman with the bewitchingshe had yet to learn, she said no more. eyes into his head," thought he. And
When they parted at the door of he went away, rehearsing a homily on
discipline for the reclamation of the
the house, he said to her
" Sister Prudence, you will, please, backsliding favorite of his flock, which
mention this occurrence to Eldress he intended to deliver to him as soon
He did
Eleanor, and tell her how we met and as Elder Pletus was restored.
why we were thus together to-night." not know that the day before he had
However formally he had compelled been taken sick, Pletus had gently
himself to speak these words, the part- reproved a young brother for cherishing: salutation of " Good nin:ht, Sister ing this relic of the world he had proPrudence," was uttered with tender- fessed to have forsaken with all its
ness and punctuated with a deep- vanities, and had persuaded him to redrawn sigh, which could not have linquish the book, purposing to take
failed to impart a clue to his feelings it to the Ministry for them to dispose
towards her.
of it.
Selim did not get the corn, and both
Owing to the temperate life he had
the stable and barn doors were left always led, and his robust physique,
wide open.
the herbal remedies given him allayed
All that night Elder Pletus tossed the fever in much less time than they
on his bed and could not sleep, and would allay it in a person of inferior
the next morning he was in a fever stamina.
In a few days, his strength
and unable to rise. At last, nature, was sufficiently recuperated to enable
long harassed with wakeful worry by him to attend to his duties.
He looknight and restless torment by day, had ed rather pale, and felt weak, but
succumbed. As the day wore on, he otherwise was little the worse for his
"

But you did not

me why you concealment by

tell

were staitled to Hnd it was
I was not to blau)e ?
" Nay."

uie.

'

:

became

delirious.

The

secret

which

he had so vigilantly guarded from observation, escaped him in the disjointed phrases which he muttered in his
aberration.
The burden of his ravines
was that a woman had bewitched him
with her eyes and set his passions
loose in defiance of his will.
Luckily
for him, none but Sister Prudence
who had been detailed by Eldress
Eleanor to minister to his sickness
heard who that woman was, and she
knew best why she kept that discovery to herself. Whether the knowledge thus derived was treasured in

illness.

He was alarmed when told he had
been delirious, and, while in that state,
had repeatedlv spoken of a woman
who had a remarkable induence over
him.
He felt sure that that which he
had held captive within his own breast
with so stern a resolution, had burst
the fetters of silence and become the
Yet no one
gossip of the village.
mentioned it in his hearing on the first
day he was out of doors ; but this, he
attributed to their consideration for
himself.
The day following, a request came
,

" "

—
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:

him from the Ministry

to present
Elder Harvey. This
was tantamount to a confirmation of
He was, however,
his conjectures.

to

himself

before

much

relieved to discern that his elder
brother had but a vague inkling of the
true state of his mind, and had sent
for him that he might chide hiui for
having in his possession such a book
a gaudy ficas " a sensational novel
an embellished lie, decked in the
tion
Devils finery, the better to entrap the
Seeing
passions which deprave men."
this, he ventured to interrupt him in
the middle of an interminable sentence, predictive of the consequence of
reading " such inflammatory litera-

—

—

"

:

how and where he
had obtained the novel. Contrary to
ture," to ex|)lain

the expectation of Elder Pletus, instead of the explanation smoothing
over the matter, the face of the old
man clouded with a sorrowful, reprehensive frown, as he uttere<l the accusation
" Brother Pletus, if she bo not the
woman of the book, she is a living Delilah, who hath enticed thee with her
wiles that she may deprive thee of thy
:

voice, " nearly sixty years

Nay, Elder Harvey she is no Delilah, nor have I been enticed of any
woman," he replied.
" You acknowledge her exi.stence
who, then, is she ?
"

;

Elder Pletus turned his flushed face

ago

fought

I

the same battle against the flesh that
you are fighting now, and I conquered.
Look at me ; consider my
age see this vitality for an old man
Inot young in vigor, though old
in years ?
I not straight and
stronjj, when 1 might
if I had lived
so long
been decrepit ? Look, I say,
and see in my life a proof of the blessedness of that victory!
Hear you the
words of scripture: Walk in the spirit,
and ye shall not fulfil the lust of the
flesh.
For the flesh lusteth against
the spirit, and the spirit against the
flesh, and these are contrary the one
to the other
Elder Pletus stood with his head
bowed, pained to the core of his being,
;

Am

Am

—

—

'

!

'

yet mute and unmelted.
" What say you. Brother Pletus

"
?

the elder asked.
" Little I

have to say, since nothing
you or I can do will eradicate that
which has become part of myself
bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh."
"Surely you are not betrothed or
or married to this
tiously ?
"

strength."

!

Nay

;

strong in

woman

surrepti-

But my nature
hold upon that which

neither.
its

Many months

is

it

have
striven to extirpate the love which
came upon me with a stealth that
cherishes.

eluded

my

and

late

I

cognizance until
could not cast

I

it
it

was too
out.

I

and was silent awhile, be- know now that, whether I marry this
fore he answered in an almost inaud- woman or never woo her, the love I

to the wall

bear in my heart will never leave me.
Therefore I say it is bone of my bone

ible, yet decisive tone
" 1 will not say."

'

man stood aghast, amazed
nay,
at this unwonted disobedience
rebellion
in one who had heretofore
Tht3 old

—

—

to discipline.
;

docile,

and submissive

Anger sparkled

in his

the sudwords that nearly

his lips twitched with

den checking of
found utterance. But it was gone in
a moment, and unshed tears twinkled
on their lashes. He had once been
young himself, and, mayhap, had loved
as this man.
" My son," he began in a quavering
F

"

flesh of

my

flesh.'

But do not the

scriptures .say, If
thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out
and cast it from thee ?
'

'

been invariably
eyes

and

Elder Harvey, if you have ever
loved in all sincerity, you may believe
"

It were easier for me
eye than to
to literally pluck out
heart that which does
pluck out of
not offend me. If this subject must be

this a.ssertion.

my

my

discussed

how

will

claration

with

Biblical

arguments,

you refute the scriptural dethat For this cause shall a
'
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man

father and mother, and
to his wife
and they
"
twain shall be one flesh ?

leave

shall cleave

;

he returned to the monotonous routine
of his daily duties, his burden heavy

and the

conflict still raging
him, with no prospect
of a settlement of the question that
other by controversy.
Go you to your would not be put aside.
room, my son, and read studiously the
One day, several weeks later, the
eighth chapter of Romans. ] will see matter was brought unexpectedly to a
you again soon. In
the meantime, be
'

Enough — enough.

"

We

will not
try to dispute the quotations of each

as before,

fiercely within

strong; resist this allurement as a good

Shaker, and you will
be a better man for

having suffered

Remember

it.

my

of
it is

wish and expec-

tation that one day

you

shall

fill

my

place, to strengthen

the

feeble faith

ot

your weaker- brethren."

In one of several
interviews, with the
same member of the
Ministry, which followed the one described. Elder Pletus, being vexed
with a return of his
old spirit of restlessness,

and having

grown

despondent,

spoke

moodily

of

leaving the Community,
to

promising

come back

if

the

change should cure

him

of his infatua-

He even proffered his
resignation as elder, since
of late he had found
it impossible to be

tion.

consistent in his
thoughts and aspirations

" WILL YOU BE

MY

WIFE, PRUDENCE

?

"

Eldress Eleanor came to tell
Elder Pletus that Sister Prudence had
made up her mind to sever her conBut Elder Harvey ignored the propo- nection with Shakerism, and would
sition, saying that so long as he strug- not be dissuaded from her purpose,
gled against this besetting sin, he was not even by her parents.
Thinking
blameless.
And so, still disheartened, he might have some influence upon

with the

principles of the Society, which, in his
position, he felt bound to exemplify.

crisis.

:

—

:
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besought him to come and see
He accompanied the eldress to the sewing-room, where they
found the object of their solicitude

her, she

the

sister.

alone and in tears.
" Sister Prudence," he began in a
faltering voice, " are you unhappy here
"
that you wish to leave us ?
" Yes," she replied in such a tone of
distress, that he trembled with suppressed agitation.
" Why are
you unhappy, Sister
Prudence i " the eldress asked,
" That I cannot tell you,' said the
other, growing pale and controlling her

emotion with difficulty.
" Entreat her to stay, Elder Pletus,"
pleaded Eldress ICleanor, bursting into
tears also

for

;

Prudence was greatly

beloved of her.
Pletus made an effort to speak, but
the words he would have spoken
seemed to stick in his throat and choke
their utterance.
His hands were extended towards her in an attitude of
earnest supplication, and his features
expressed the entreaty his tongue retused to articulate, but she did not
heed him.

Prudence had swooned.
Elder Pletus was both alarmed and
aroused.
In an instant he had forgotten himself, his eldership, the presence of a spectator everything and
everybody save the unconscious object
of his afl'ection, whom he clasped wildly, endearingly in his arms.
Eldress Eleanor was horrified at this
rash, unseemly behavior of the first
elder of the Family.
She screamed
and endeavored to take her from
him, but he motioned her excitedly
Sister

—

away.

she opened her eyes, he led her to a
chair and allowed her to sink upon it.
Then, to the amazement and confusion
of the auditors, he said candidly and
with much tenderness
"Sister Prudence, I love you dearly."
" I know it, Elder Pletus
that is
why I am going. I am but a stumbling-block to you if I stay," she answered.
" Prudence, pray do not go for my
sake for I vow I will not remain
here a day after your departure. I
am better able to cope with adversity
than you are
I will be the one to
leave
unless
unless
Oh Prudence,
do you love me ? Say you love me
say you will be my wife, and we will
go away together.
Believe me, I am
sincere.
My love is not the growth of
a day ; I have loved you from the
time when we first met. Tell me
tell me now
Will you be my wife,
;

;

;

—

—

—

!

:

Prudence

This is no time for hesitation.
Is it yes V
During this almost frenzied outburst, wherein the words had ftown
spontaneously from his heart, hot with
passion and charged with the magnetism of his ardent nature, he seemed
totally oblivious of the presence of
any third party. Prudence Pearson
also appeared to be strangely unconShe stood
scious of her surroundings.
as one fascinated, neither retreating
?

or showing any sign of resistance as
he approached her in the importunacy
of his suit and took her hands in his,
finally

embracing her.

Then the spell of her entrancement
was broken. As her head sank upon
and she hid her scarlet
very modesty, from her tearful
sisters,only his ear caught the smothered whisper
his shoulder
face, in

This, then,

was the woman who had

—

bewitched him she to whom had
been assigned the task of nui'sing him
in his sickness.

revelation
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!

What an

a.stounding

"

I

will, Pletu.s."

to Eldress Eleanor, not
without a smile of triumph upon his
no longer a Shaker elder
face, Pletus
.said with touching simplicity

Turning

—

Gently he tried to arouse Prudence
from the fainting fit by calling her
" My good sister, Eleanor, I have
Not even
affectionately by name.
when other sisters came into the room shocked you and these ray sisters. I
When have, no doubt you think, brought redid he put her from his arms.

—

:

;
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my eldership and given
cause to grieve at the manner
Forgive me, sisters.
of our departure.
I cannot for shame see my brethren,
and especially Elder Harvey, who has
been to me a spiritual father. Plead,
I implore you, his and their pardon
for us, and say I will write to-morrow.
Good-bye good-bye, and God bless
proach upon

you

all

—

you all."
With these words, and with

tears

streaming down his cheeks, he led his
betrothed wife by the hand from

among them and

departed.
Prudence and Pletus were married
that day in Bowling Green.
On the morrow, Elder Harvey found
He brought with
his way to them.

him

their wardrobe, and a cheque for
dollars as a gfift from the
trustees of the Society.
He sat with
them at their hotel an hour or more
but all he said all he seemed to be
able to say
as he left them was:
"
shall miss you both
do not
forget us.
May the world be kind to
live

hundred

We

—

—

;

you, and the Lord God shield you as
His own, and prosper and bless you
with all that is worth having. I am

an old man, and I may never see you
again,
son.
Heaven bless you "
And the old Shaker tottered out of
the room.
When he got out of sight,
he shook as he had never shaken
before, but it was with an agony of

my

tears.

!

—

;

A MOUNTAIN MARCH.
A

Himalayan Beminuicence.

BY

Our camp

on a

A.

H.

plateau, a
the mountain
steeps.
Here we had halted yesterday
morning after our tirst march up the
basal slopes of the giant chain of the
Himalayas. It is as yet pitch dark,

natural

is

level

little

amonc,'

is but one a.m.
The reveille has,
however, sounded, and already the
companies are at their tents, striking
and packing them for the camels.
Every here and there are to be seen
fires of diy bush wood, kindled to throw

for it

light upon the scene. The ruddy blaze
causes everything near to stand out in
strong relief, while rendering yet intenser the outer gloom, where the advanced line of the jungle repels the invading glare. I am luckily in a position to take matters easily, so sit and
look on. My hawarcki (native cook)
has prepared me a cup of hot coffee
and a biscuit, and 1 loll on my folded
tent, which has been packed by a

fatigue

party,

and munch

and

sip

while watching the preparations for
the march.
It is a novel and an amusing scene
withal.
Ever and anon l^etween the
now paling glare of the tires and my-

MORRISON.

watch the manoeuvres of one of
creatures, evidently an old
stager, with amused interest.
He has
been forced, after a stubborn remonstrance, upon his knees, and there he
squat.s, making no move, but grumbI

these

ling awfully, with that half-plaintive,
half-rebellious

unction

only a
emergency.
Presently everything is nearly ready.
The poles are in theirplaces, the tent has
been laid along, and the last ropes are
being passed, when, with a vicious bellow, he makes a great lurch from his
knees, and down tumbles the whole
burden. A shower of blows and anathemas, delivered with every degree of
emphasis, and the latter in half-atlozen tongues, from broad Irish to
Pushtu, follows, and down flops the irreconcilable again.
This time he is
held by the nose rope, and the lading
accomplished, and at a given signal,
his head being released, with an ungainly wallow, like a sinking Dutch
lugger, he staggere to his feet, and
stands placidly surveying the prospect
as though nothing unusual has hap-

camel can

that

summon on an

pened.
At length

quadrupedal ghosts,
the long lines of camels, which are the
pack animals. Now an elephant, with
flapping ears and ponderous tread,
shuttles by towards the commissariat,
or, again, a string of oxen are goaded,
unwilling, toward their hackereys,
open carts for the accommodation of

all is declared ready.
As
by magic the tents have disappearThe fires flicker low, toying with
ed.
the vapors, and there, just on the confines of the plateau, beyond the lines
of baggage animals now slowly wending their way onwards into the gloom,
is seen the regiment in column ready

the sick, the woetc A perfect
babel of sounds has succeeded to the
midnight stillness men shouting to
their comrades, drivers yelling to their
cattle, oxen bellowing, camels grumbling savagely as the}' kneel to i-eceive
their burdens.

for the route.

self,

stalk,

like

the regimental

men and

staff,

children,

;

if

A

voice rings

clear

through the night air over the expiring embers " Fours, right left wheel
The last sound of the
(juick march."
word march is lost in the resounding
thud of the big drum, and the companies vanish away, one after the
:

other,

into the

;

night-mists and

the

!
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shadows, to a glorious burst of music
from their magnificent band, playing
forty strong.
I am for the present a non-combatant attached to the staff, so I follow in
the wake, keeping by the side of my
hackerey, which is drawn by two small
oxen, and piloted by a typical Hindoo,
a very sphinx of Oriental reticence,
from whom nothing can be elicited but
a grunt, varied by an occasional ejaculatory " aree, hail " (ah bullock !) accompanied by a jab with his stick in
the direction of one of the diminutive
creatures. My native bearer brings up
the rear with the inevitable hubblePresently he
huhble ^native pipe).
mounts the hackerey by the side of
the sphinx, and I am left to trudge
!

alone.

The

air at this hour is chilly, for
are on rapidly rising ground, and
the pace is tediously slow. I endeavor
sable Jehu,
a remonstrance with
" Come old fellow," I say, " can't you
stir those bails up and get along a
My bearer interprets.
little faster ? "
For response, we have the usual grunt,
supplemented by the customary jab.
No recognizable effect results, save a
remonstrant wag of the head from the
near bullock. Grunt number two follows, " aree hail " Jab number two.

we

my

wag from the off
animal. Then follows a short course
of choice cursing in an unknown
tongue, in which is invoked dire
retribution
upon the unfortunate
creatures' heads.
The stick jabs persistently, but no
farther effect is
produced. Presently, Jehu desists and
lapses into the
state as before.
It is useless to expostulate, so
I resolve to take matters into my own
hands. I approach the nearest bullock
Remonstrant

mummy

am about to administer
which, I imagine, will set
things hurrying, when with a prescience altogether startling to one unacquainted with Hindi bullock life, the
little savage, after a vicious snort and
shake of the head, makes a side lunge
stealthily,

a sound

at

and

cuff,

me with

his hind leg,

and narrowly

misses inflicting an ugly wound. '* Aree
!
Sahib, mat maro " (Ah, sir, don't
strike !) falls from the lips of the
aroused driver, and a shower of jabs
and blows follows from his stick but
these are native, and the bullocks are
;

opposed solely to alien interference.
They take no notice as before, and
presently resume their dawdling gait,
while their pilot once more re-enters
the Land of Nod.
The hours drag, for it is dark and
I have no company.
The pace is simply petrifying, but we trudge patiently
along, hoping for better things in the
sweet by-and-by.
And, indeed, ere
long, things do begin to brighten. The
air grows more elastic.
My eyes open
fully to the prospect.
The bullocks begin to travel a little faster.
The driver rouses himself for a pull at
the hubble-bubble. I hear the subdued
twitter of a bird, and I know the dawn
is at hand by an indefinable something
in the air.
For a space it seems to
grow colder and darker, sure presages
of the dawn.
gain a vantage
ground upon a shoulder of the mountain side, just where the road makes a

more

We

grand sweep to the left. I know instinctively, by the freshening air, that
we have emerged from a narrow pass^
and that, did daylight permit, the eye
would range unimpeded to the right
over distances of

landscape,

height

and depth, hollow and ridge and summit, scarcely conceivable to

him who

has

mountain

not

traversed

these

wilds.

My

watch proclaims

it

daybreak,

halt to view the phenomenon for
the first time among the mazes of the
Himalayas. Out to the east, and at
what seems a prodigious distance,,
slowly palpitates into being a film of
gauzy gray, slightly frayed at the lower edge.
It is the glimmer of the far
horizon, notched by the serried ridges.
The film seems to shiver coldly. It is
Nature shaking off her coverlid of
Slowly
vapors, waking for the day.
the pulsing gray film lengthens and
broadens, slowly at first, and then more

and

I
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rapidly, for in the tropics there

is no
along the steeps, and are not lost till
dawdling over celestial phenomena. the pale purple of the distance seems
One by one the objects outline them- to blend everything in a common hue.

more distinctly vast abysses of Even now in the spectral dawning
blue-black shade yawn up from depths they seem to cast their shadows from
profound, lost in gloom intermediate them, as substantial entities, a solid
selves

:

;

something apart
from themselves.
Those wonderfulshadows,

mysteriously

dark,

vaguely outgrandly pro-

lined,

portioned
But while I have
been standling lost
in admiration, with
my eyes fixed upon
these masses of
mountain giants, a
great
change has
come over the face
of nature.
I turn
from peering down
into the black depths
of a pine-clad abyss
to behold a very
!

transform ation
Who could

scene.

have conceived such
distances, such outlines,

such

lights

and shades

colors,
!

The

east

red,

pink scales and
laid
on

is all

a rosy

dapplings

barred
here and there with
crimson strata, the
silver-grey,

IN

niK HIMALAYAS.

Down

stretches of cold gray elevations reach,

banners of the advancing sun.

fold

on fold and tier on tier, toward
the broadening film.
That film, but a

in the valleys, at irregular intervals,
are yet to be seen little floating islands

moment ago, cold and neutral, is now
flushing pale pink, and the gray veil is
lifting further to the zenith.
And
now have sprung into view, as if by
magic, the masses of the mountain
pines.
There they stand, grim sentinels of the passes, sombre and impenetrable, rank on rank, phalanx on phalanx, deep on deep, immensity on immensity.
Springing from the feet of
the gorges too far beneath to be seen,
they rear their mighty heads upward

of mist, fleecy and white, stealthily
creeping, or rather sailing up the inclines to melt and dissipate in the

upper

air.

the other.
are merged.

The peaks tower one above
The pine slopes lap and
The valleys stretch away

in panoramic vistas, till the lip of the
confining barrier, guarding the last,
touches the crimson lip of the sky line.
Between the mountain road and that
sky line are to be seen every variety
of texture, every gradation of color
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tint from blue-black of unsearchable depth, strong grey of nearer rock,
darkest green of ibliage, through all
shades of lighter greens and greys,
orowns, purples and neutral tintings
of the middle distance and background
to the red and blue of the horizon, and
so up again through scarlet and pink
and azure raottlings of the cloudscape,
to the pearly greys of the utmost

and

;

zenith.

At

with an exclamation of derim of the sun as
it is protruded above the crest of the
farthest rise.
Up it mounts, distendTiie shadows flee
ing as it goes.
last

light, I see the fiery

to deeper depths.
The colors
strengthen and blaze. The sky becomes a mosaic of the most maivellous
hues, the painted vapors lying here in
bars, there in cirri, surging now in
rose-tinted waves, anon curdling into
cream-colored masses and wreaths,
broidered with silver, or shot with the
radiance of gold. All nature is awake
and alert, paying obeisance before the
great round orb, now sheer of the crest,
and flung like a protecting aigis over
the earth. All things seem jubilant at
the advent of the morn, all, save a
few outlying shreds of vapor away to
There, far as the eye can see,
the left.
yet linger these pale gray skirmishers,
sole remnant of the discomfited legions
of Night, the last retreating scouts of
yesterday but they too begin to disperse, and presently melt away in a
silvery dust of impalpable mist, pierced and routed by the arrows of the tri-

away

;

umphant

It is a beautiful s[)ot, this little nook
cradled away among the mountain
masses, a veritable oasis of bloom
among a wilderness of trunk and leaf.
Seated upon a fallen tree, hard by a
little

babbling

rill

which

issues

from

a mossy recess in the hill-side and
comes rippling down in musical cadence to my feet, I survey the scene.
The road has widened into an expanse
of broken surface and underbrush to
the left, affording a fine halting
ground. 'J'o the right stretches away,
as before, a vast amphitheatre of hills,
lifting their summits towards a now
cloudless expanse of purest blue, in
which the sun, yet young, gleams like
a golden medallion set in lapis-lazuli.
But it is the flora of the hillside that
The pines here, as
attracts me now.
elsewhere, stretch tier on tier around
and up, but between are the rhododendrons of tree-like growth, flushed at
the edges of the sprays with the rosepink of bursting bloom. Huge fronds
of fern are set here, there, and everywhere, in files, in columns, in echelon,
every separate leaflet dusted with
Broad and beautiful begonia
spores.
leaves are interspersed, and green,
gras.sy growths, crested with strange
devices of Nature's heraldry, shake
their quivering lances at the tilting
Wild flowers, scarlet, purple
breeze.
and blue, are scattered about in lavish
confusion, but, far up on the hillside, I
catch a glimpse of the crowning marvel, a ledge, so it appears to me, on
which is flourishing: in tangled exuber-

day.
ance some stranfje herb with white
turn to pursue the mountain road, blossoms.
The contrast of color is
the hackerey being now some distance strikingly beautiful, the pure white of
ahead but I can soon overtake it, so the bloom breaking like a floral cataram in no hurry and just at this junc- act over the edge of the verdant steep,
ture, as we emerge from beneath an and cresting like foam the dark green
avenue of mountain oak and rhododen- waves of foliaofe that surge and roll
dron into the open, we come upon the away from beneath the clustering
main column of the regiment, which wreaths of blossom, down. to the very
has halted half-way for refreshments foot of the gorge.
And all this while,
consisting of coffee and biscuit or the mountain air, fresh and breezy, is
Nothing loath, I too call a singing low and plaintively among the
bread.
halt, and obtain my cup of coffee from pine tops its morning hymn, to the acthe stand.
companiment of many sounds, of man
I

;

;

./

and bird and
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beast and inanimate
nature, never heard in the plains be-

keys and of men,
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I

resume the route,

Birds of gorgeous colors

my

flit across
Beetles, huge and horned, encased in mail of burnished green and
gold, crawl at
feet, and butterflies

path.

:.

Atter au interval the men again fall
and march oft to the mspiriting
my
strains of the band.
I toss my last of many hues begin to
disport themtiagment of biscuit at a querulous selves in the strengthening
sunbeams
woodpecker, a very dude of a bird, Suddenly at another bend in
the road
which has been jerking its crest and we come across a mountain
cabin be
tail, and scolding me for the last five
fore which is seated in patriarchal'difr*
minutes, and rising, loiter along by the edge of
the road, which has here
a parapet built kneehigh.
Presently I look
over into an abyss of
leafage, herb, shrub, and
,

,

ID,

moss-hung forest bole,
down, down, I cannot
see the bottom for the

—

trees.
Two soldiers of
the rear guard pass me,

and after

forj^inir

a

little

ahead, they also pause
to look down.
A iroop
of monkeys, huge, silvergray fellows, here suddenly come into sight
down the slope, slinging their agile way from
tree to tree.

One

%

of the

has observed
them too, and, detaching
a massive stone from the
soldiers

])arapet of the road, rolls
it

down over

the incline.

and
bounding like a living
thing, towards the monkey troop. One great
fellow, with
extended
It

whirls, crashing

Jl

I.MAI,

VYA>

arms, has just poised
himself for a spring.
He leaves his nity the jiiesumable owner, a whitevantage ground, a projecting limb, just haired and wrinkled son of the soil,
as the stone, thundering, attains his He is squatted on a mat in the slantlevel.
Either not seeing or heeding it, ing sunshine, and is busily engaged in
or confused l)y the noi.se, he springs to the usual cleansing process peculiar to
meet the stone half-way to the oppo- his tribe how the skins of these aborite tree, and falls like a shot, almost
iginal mountaineers can stand as much
cut in two while the stone pursues its rasping as they do is to a foreigner
headlong way till lost to sight in the simply incomprehensible.
The two
soldiers linger for a moment to indulge
maze of underwood below.
Moralizing upon the fate of mon- in some good-natured chaft, and I catch

—

:

"

"

"
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" Ham nahin janta, sahib," dubifragments of the dialogue as 1 loiter
slowly by. The typical Hindoo who ously and with a puzzled look.
" Well she is, isn't she, Jim ? " this
cannot speak English has one set anasked
hatn
nahin
everything
to
his companion.
swer to
Jim nods gravely, and articulates
janta, (I don't know), varied by an occasional hans, (yes), whenever he wishes the cabalistic legend, " You bet," with
to vary the monotony of conversation, all the unction of a judge of the subeing influenced, doubtless, in his preme court.
"Yes, and you'll give her to me
choice of answers by the expression of
face, inflection of voice, etc, of the in- when we come back, won't you, and
terlocutor.
come and live with us yourself, eh
" Rampur," says one of the men, aood-humored risinsf inflection.
:

!

"

raising his voice, " how far off ?
The patriarch, after a prolonged

and semi -contemptuous stare,
shrugs his shoulders and vouchsafes
answer, "Ham nahin janta, Sahib."
"^o janta, why what use are you,
if you don't janta. your own neighborYou're an old duffer."
hood, eh
An equivocal shrug and no response.
scratch

!

"

Any

"

Ham nahin janta."

goat's

milk

?

" I suspect

you don't want to janta
do you ? A few pice (copper
coins) would do your understanding
all the good in the world, wouldn't
they now, old fellow ? " produces the

that,

coins, and
" Hans,

makes gestures of drinking.
Sahib," and a capacious

smile ripples over the countenance of
the old man, " dudh (milk), hans."
hideous old woman, attracted
doubtless by the conversation, here appears in the doorway.
She is the wife
or the mother of the aged mountaineer,
it is impossible to tell which, so deceptive are the ages of Eastern women.
She looks, however, over seventy, and
is repulsively ugly and dirty, with
sunken, blear eyes, withered cheeks,
and skin like that of an exhumed
mummy. She glares at us half suspiciously, half defiantly.

A

A HINDI BELLE.

"Hans, sahib," taking the cue, presumably, from Jim's devout demeanor.
" That's
and bring the
sociable
whole family. Well ta-ta, we'll call

—

and don't lavish the mountain
beauty upon a ne'er-do-well before our

again,

return."
The old man, who had risen to pick
up his coins and deliver the milk, resumes his seat with a self-satisfied
salaam, and the incorrigible and his

The old man mutters something, and
she re-enters the hut tore-appear soon friend Jim turn to go.
with a brass chattie containing the milk.
Injustice to the Hindi women it
The soldier tosses the coins on to the must be observed, that though they
mat, and receives the liquid in his can- age early, and become for the most
teen, " Is that your daughter ? " con- part singularly hag-like and repulsive
" She's a
tinues he.
pretty little in appearance, yet, when young, they
creature, a regular mountain daisy, possess in common with their Western
isn't she now ?
sisters many attractions, being singu-
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larly lithe

jet

black

hands and
eyes, that

and graceful in
tresses,
feet,

lose

small,

and

with
well-shaped

figure,

large,

lustrous
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have been unladen, the rations issued,
and breakfast is in course of preparation,

I

wend my way

to

my

tent,

only too early their

which is pointed out to me by a fatigue
youthful tire and languor.
man, and after a delightful douche in
Our day's march Is about twelve cold mountain water, throw myself
miles, and after another hour's trudg- full length upon my charpai to wait
ing we come upon the new encamp- lazily the advent of bawarchi with
ment, the white tents nestling cosil}' breakfast.
That finished, there is
as before, on a level, or rather, gently nothing to do but while away the
rounded swell of undulating ground, a hours as best one may till the reveille
curtain, as it were, connecting two sound the assembly for the route the
loftier hills.
The regiment has been next morning, as before.
in some time.
The baggage animals

ACCUSED BY THE DEAD.
HV

E.

MACO. LAWSON.

THREW my Materia Medica aside, too room

in the farm house that stood
about half-a-mile from mine. I had
resolved to call on this man and beg
him for pity's sake to help me spend
some of the time that hung so heavily
on my hands.
the city, from all contact with anj- sort
I had found him, at first, in all reof culture (other than agriculture) spects a most amiable companion. He
forbidden all manner of work, mental was about thirtj'-five years of age,
or physical, with instructions to rest small in stature and i-ather foreign in
and accumulate fiesh.
His eyes were of that
appearance.
After a four years' course in Arts at coal black, indefinitely expressive type
Toronto University, I had at once en- so rarely met with among our very inHis brow was narrow,
tered the faculty of Medicine.
I had timate friends.
always been a hard student, and con- and his mouth, partly concealed by a
sequently had to pay the penalty. At well trimmed brown moustache, was
last Exams., I had found myself a phy- small and rather indicative of weaksical wreck, and the doctors had or- ness. I had noticed all this at a glance,
dered me to leave work and rusti- and yet was prepared to find my new
cate for awhile.
It was, then, .six acquaintance a most agreeable companmonths ago that I had first come to ion. And I had not been mistaken.
He had received roe with all courte.^j',
B
inviting me to stay and lunch with
I had liked the place well enough at
him, and giving other evidences of a
first, but the want of some one with
whom I might exchange ideas had soon gentlemanly disposition towards me.
become so great that I had resolved to There was one thing in his manner,
return to the city. And this I assur- however, that I could not help setting
edly would have done had not my down in my estimation of him, to hislandlady one morning informed me discredit. I constantly felt that he
that a " handsome gent." had taken a was studying me with a suspicious
I

and thrusting m}'
hands deep into my pockets, began
mentally to review the situation. Here
was I, a man twenty-three years of
age, exiled from all the attractions of
restless to study,

.

;
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my

been found dead in the woods just outside the town.
He had been shot
Nevertheless we had got along through the heart by some one unsplendidly together, and I had found known, who had been careful to rehim both entertaining and instructive. move all means of identification. The
He had travelled much, and now a newspapers had been full of it. My
great longing for quiet had forced him friend Bolton (who is a born detective
to seek this secluded spot, where, for rather than doctor), had written me
a few months at least he hoped to keep several letters in which he put forth
away from railways and steamships. his theory of the murder. He had
He had a superficial knowledge of sent me all the daily papers, and causeverything and could converse on any ed me to take great interest in the
But the murderer had so
In short, I had found him a mystery.
subject.
most interesting character, and if at eifectually removed all means of identimes he had seemed forced in his man- tification that the detectives could do
ner, I had been too thankful for his nothing, and the case was dropped by
the press.
bare presence to be supercritical.
And now there was nothing of this
We had spent many happy days
together, during which time I had at- kind to reconcile me to my lot, so I
tempted to find out some of the details had written to Bolton imploring him
of this remarkable man's life. But I to come up. I had asked him also to
had never succeeded in getting further bring up, if possible, something to disthan that his name was Tisdale, that sect; for I had resolved to do some
his father had been Scotch and his work in spite of the doctor's orders.
mother Italian, and that he had no It ma}'^ be imagined, then, that it was
profession, but lived on a comfortable a real joy to me to receive a few days
patrimony. There were many evid- later an answer from Bolton, telling
ences of his Italian origin in his sud- me that he had decided to come up
den outbursts of passion, and, above all, and that he had succeeded in purloinin his superstition
for it has been ing the head, thorax and right arm of
said, that to be Italian is to be super- an excellent sub.
In a postscript he
stitious.
Indeed, this characteristic of had added " It is a most interesting
my friend Tisdale amounted to a mor- sub."
scrutiny whenever I had

moved from

eye re-

his.

;

bidness.

He

believed

in

visitations

from the dead, and in fact announced
to me more than once, with an earnestness not to be mistaken, that he had
seen the face of a dead friend. It was
this peculiarity of his that had finally
caused our drifting apart from one an-

He had become morose and
and preferred being alone, and
days would pass without any communication between us.
I had again begun to feel the want

other.

sullen

a companion, but this time with a
double intensity, because, before Tisdale had come tq B
I had made
the time bearable by taking an interest in the exciting discussion that was
going on in the city papers concerning
a certain murder that had taken place

•of

,

in the city.

An unknown man had

now

as I think of that
like Bolton it was
His subs, were always interesting he
had a story to tell in connection with
each one. And he would be here to" What story will he tell
night
about this sub. ? " I wondered.
I rose up and gazed out of the little
porthole window.
It was twilight
one of those silvery twilights with
delicately tinted west, so beautiful in
themselves, yet so cruelly prophetic,
with their leafless trees outlined on the
grey sky, of the approaching cold. I
felt an unspeakable sadness as I watched the last faint blush gradually disappear from the western horizon.
" What a sad thing it is," I said " to
contemplate death, even though it be
but the death of a beautiful summer."
I

smile

postscript.

How

!

;

!

"

—

"
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Contemplate death " said a voice
I presented him to Tisdale, who
me in a hollow tone, " Oh Hea- shook hands with him, and again sank
ven It is awful
back into his chair, trembling with
I started. So completely had I been each new peal of thunder.
" But how did you manage to get
absorbed in the thought suggested by
the descending darkness that I had the sub. away from the building ? " I
!

l)eside

!

'

not noticed the door open. Tisdale
stood beside me, his face ghastly pale.
" Why Tisdale " I cried, " What is
the matter ? you are ill
" It is nothing," he said, sinking into
chair, " my heart trouble
I am easily upset
As I came in your face
so like my dead friend
Forgive me I
pray."
!

!

i

—

"

Calm

——

yourself,

—

Tisdale,"

I

said,

while getting some brandy from the
sideboard.
When he had drunk a
glass or two he recovered himself, and
before long we were sitting opposite
each other, with bottles and glasses on
the table between us, conversing as of
old.

We sat thus for many hours, and it
was nearly midnight before Tisdale
lose to go.
I accompanied him to the
we

stood there talking, a
Hash of lightning lighted up the sky.
" We are going to
Tisdale shuddered.
have a storm," he said nervously,
" How I do fear these storms.
Every
blast of thunder seems directed against
ine, and every flash of lightning points
at my heart.
Do not despise me for
my weakness, my friend," he cried im-

door, and, as

jjloringly,

"

but

let

me remain

with

you until the storm blows over."
So we went in again at first vainly attempting to keep up a conversa:

tion,

then silently resigning ourselves,

each to his

own

peculiar thoughts.

We

asked, pointing to the valise.
" Ha ha " laughed Bolton, at the
same time applying a key to the lock.
" That was a splendid piece of business.
I got a lot of the boys to line up, forming a screen between Dr. Primy and
myself, and, while they were feigning
!

!

profound interest in Primy's demonstration, I

wrapped up

my

apron and bolted down the

sub. in
stairs.

my
At

the foot of the stairs this valise was
awaiting me. I popped my sub. in, put
on ray coat and hat and walked home
as unconcernedly as you please."
" And here you are," he said, while
taking the subject from the valise and
setting it on the mantel shelf. " There
is as interesting a subject as either you
or I have ever had anything to do with.
T]iaX

man was

blood "
1

mantel

With

murdered in cold
on the
from his

his eyes fixed

shelf, Tisdale started

a ghastly pallor on his face.
Bolton, who had his back towards him,
did not notice the efiect his words were
producing.
"Six months ago," he continued,
" that man was found, with a bullet in
his heart, in the woods close to the
The body was taken to the
city.
morgue, where it was preserved for a
long time, till, when it was found that
there was positively no means of identification, the corpse was secured by
I had taken a
the medical school.
good deal of interest in the case, as you
chair,

had been sitting thus for some
time, and the storm was raging with- are aware, Ned, and you may imagine
out, when there cadae a loud knocking that I regarded it as a rare good forat the door.
I joyfully called out, tune when it turned out that I was
" Come in. Bolt" The door opened and numbered off to work on this new sub.
" One day, as I was dissecting the
Bolton, carrying a huge valise, came
arm, I discovered something that had
into the room.
escaped the vigilance of the detectives.
he
said,
night,"
"This is a rough
(As there is a large reward offered by
placing his valise on the table.
"

I'm awfully glad to see you, old
I cried, as 1 pulled off his rubber

man "
coat.

the city for the arrest of the murderer,
I thought it just as well to keep the
On the under sursecret for a while.)
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arm there was a blurred
blue marking, which on careless inspection appeared to be a bruise, but
which a close examination proved to
be the tatooed markings, T. G. R. I
went to work to search the registers of
the principal hotels (for according to
my theory the murdered man was a
stranger in the city), and at last came
across the name Thomas G. Raeburn."
A brilliant flash of lightning lit up the
face of Tisdale, distorted with agony,
still gazing at the face on the manface of the

tel.

made

" I

and

below
the

enquiries about this name,
name that was written
James Brodie. I found that
belonged to a refined foreign

also of the
it,

first

gentleman who appeared to be very
wealthy, the other to his travelling

companion or valet. I found that they
had left the hotel three days before the
murdered body was found."
Bolton was speaking, the
jl While
storm was raging more and more
The thunder and lightning
fiercely.
seemed to come at the same moment.
j

Now this is exactly in accordance
with my theory. You remember I
"

told

you that

man

to

I

believed the murdered

have been some wealthy

for-

eign bachelor, who, being independent
of home connections was wandering:
about the world at will. He had a

companion who was his secThat secretary is the murderer.
Now the question is, where is that
man ? " At this moment there was a
travelling

retary.

blinding blaze of lightning followed by
a peal of thunder that shook the rafters of the room.
As if in answer to
the question, where is that man ? the
arm of the subject on the mantel, which
had been inclined to the head, fell
down, and the finger with awful significance pointed straight at Tisdale.
We all jumped to our feet in horror,
and a shriek of terror burst from Tisdale's lips.
" 1

knew

would

am

find

it,"

me

the man.

he

cried,

out.

" I

knew

I confess it

all.

he
I

am

accused by the
!
dead " and with a despairing and
agonizing cry he fell on the floor.
Bolton and I looked into each other's
pale faces, and read each what the
other felt. Then, as if words had failed him, Bolton pointed to the face on
the mantel.
My heart stood still.
Never before was such expression seen
on the face of Death
Contempt, bitterness, and the cold, cruel smile of
I

!

triumph were
ed, there

there.

was another

While we lookfearful blast of

thunder, and, like a thing that had dischal*ged its function and was no more,
the subject seemed to collapse, and fell
from the shelf

S6IBNTIF16 iNOTES.
S. p.

Langley, Secretary of the Smithsonian

Canada, and the United States down to the Gulf
of Mexico, but also in many parts of the old
world.
It seems strange to those of us who can

Institution, Washington, D.C., has announced
a series of pri/.es and medals to be awarded out
of the Hodgkins* Fund for the best treatises in
the tield of any science, oi- any art, provided
only that they have to do with " the nature
and properties of atmospheric air in connection
with the welfare of man." The first prize is
$10,00<J; the second, $-2,000 ; the third. $1,000
other prizes will consist of medals. Competition to close July 1st, 1894, save for fiist prize,
which closes December 31st, 1894. Mr. Langley will supply full particulars to any applicant.

think of Palestine only as a warm country, that
•Jerusalem, during the last ten days of March
had snowfall so abundant as to rival the greatest ever known in Toronto in the third decade
of March.
Seventeen inches of snow fell, impeding tratiic in tlie city and its environs. In
the country the effects were not merely inconvenient many perished through cold and starvation.
Twenty-six travellers, lost in the snow,
were buried at what was known in ancient
times as Shechem. But later heavy snow-falls
are recorded. A party of travellers tell of being
snow-Lound on the Mount of Olives about the
middle of April, and from thence looking over
at the snow-covered roofs of the Holy City.
An inscription a little distance from the Lake
ot Gennebaret reads "Do not be surprised if you
see snow herein April I have seen it in .June,"
These occasional occurrences of severe weather
do not prove that the climate of Palestine is be-

:

;

By means of patient observations, extending
over many years, Schwabe, an amateur, discovered the periodicity of sun-spots. Hy means
of ten years of photometric observation of the
asteroids for brightness, I'arkhur8t,of Brooklyn,
N.V., another amateur, has discovered that the
variation in the brightness of the sun during
that time has not amounted to aa much as one
per jent., and that sun-spots, or no sun-t potsall sides of the sun give out essentially the

;

colder.
King David complained of the
cold at night, and an ancient Scripture, included in the non-canonic«l books called the Apocry
pha, tells how Nehemiah, the governor of the

same amount of light.
It is announced that the Warner Observatory
will be removed from Rochester, N.Y., to the

coming

University at Boulder, Col., with Dr.
Lewis Swift and his son, Kdward, as observers.
It is now suted that though the observatory
itself was the projierly of Mr. Wj^mer, the
well-known Iti-inch telescope was and is the

returned

State

e.xiles, was waited upon by farmers
from the neighborhood of Jerusalem to secure
relief from the extortionate rates of interest
on mortgages which well-to-do Jewish moneylendei^ were exacting from them, and how, after
several days of consultation, they returned home
on account of not being able to endure the

]>iopertv of Dr. Swift.

The Astronomical and Physical Society of
Toronto is endeavoring to be of some service
to astronomers in general, as well as to those
amateurs in Toronto and in Ontario in whose
interests it has been actively working for several years.
sible, a

It is trying to bring about,

if

severe cold.

pos-

worldwide understanding on the much-

(

vexed subject of changing the astronomical and
nautical day so as to commence at midnight, at
To asthe civil day does, instead of at noon.
certain the opinions of astronomers, the Society,
in connection with the Canadian Institute, has
distributed nearly one thousand pamphlets containing matter leading up to a question which
professional and other observers are asked to
It is understood that answers are
answef.
rapidly coming in from the United States and
Kurope, and that much interest is l)eing taken
The course of
in the action of the Society.
the Socifety, in this and other matters, goes far
to justify the Legislature in making an annual
grant to its funds.

Notwithstanding the heat and drought of
spring in the west of Euroi)e, a backward
spring was experienced, not only over much of
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A

l>eautiful little

A naked-eye comet, which will Ije known as
Rordame's Comet, was discovered at 10 p.m..
July 8th, at Salt Lake City. It was also independently discovered at 10 p.m., July 10;h,
at ;alt, by Mr. John Goldie, who had not heard
This comet,
of Mr. Kordame's prior discovery.
which about July '20th, was in the constellation
Leo Minor, appears in a small telescope as a
nebulous object with a hazy and ill-defined tail.
Photographs indicate conditions not visible in
any telescope, such as the presence of more
thin one tail, and the existence of a smaller
comet travelling either alongside of or within
'*''—
The
the larger tail, and at the same speed.
gt^^ger is an interesting object, and is being
sedulously watched by astronomers, and
well worth the study and contemplation of
amateurs. It is moving rapidly to the southeast and is generally supposed to have passed
the sun. Its spectrum has been observed and
drawn by Mr. A. F. Miller and Mr. Andrew
Elvins, members of the Astronomical and Physical Society of Toronto,

N0TI6ES.

J, E.
187 pp.

volume, in blue cloth, in ex-

cellent print and the best of paper— it preposThe contents, on perusal, insesses the reader.

The
his appreciation of the volume.
poems selected are from thirteen of the younger
Canadian poets none of the poems are of earlier
The poets from whom selecdate than 1880.

ciease

:

tions are taken are iVilliam Wilfrid Campbell,
Bliss Carman, Archibald Lampraan, Prof. C. O.
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D. Roberts, Duncan Campbell Scott, Frederick
George Scott, K. Pauline .Johnson, S. Francis
Harrison, Agnes Maude Macbar, Ethelwyn
Wetherald, Sara Jeanette Duncan, and the late
George Frederick Cameron and Isabella Valency
Crawford. On the whole, we are inclined to
think that the poems selected well represent
the genius of the writers, and do great credit to
the judgment of the editor, though, perhaps
Prof. Roberts is not represented to the best advantage in the seventeen poems from his gifted
pen. The work merits more than a mere notice
a review is impossil)le without entering into a
discussion of the peculiar merits of the writers.
Canadianscenery,Canadianlife, and the vague aspirations of Canadian sentiment, find expression,
sometimes in an exquisite manner, in nearly all
in fact the volume is a distinct
of the writers
evidence that Canada has a literature peculiarly
its own. Campbell's references to the lakes and
their surroundings are ^ ery happy, as are also
Bliss Carman's rich descriptions of Nova Scotian
Lampman's wonderful power of descenes.
scription is illustrated to the full in many of
his poems, notably, in that exquisite series of
pictures, surpassing almost anything in Wordsworth, contained in the poem on "Heat.'
Duncan Campbell Scott reflects well, in a tone
distinctively his own, the scenery of the St.
;

;

Lawrence

Valley.

The

selections

from

E.

Pauline Johnson, another of the writers, exhibit the peculiar personal force and beauty
which makes her name rank amongst the greater
names in the poesy of the present day. Altogether, the volume is a worthy reflection of Canadian literary attainments, and will receive apCaaadians
preciative attention in many lands.
who wish to know what our own poets are
doing, and the high rank they have achieved in
the poesy of to-day, will read the volume with
pleasure, not unmingled in some cases with surprise.
Eight excellent phototypes of Canadian
poets from whom selections have been made are

tious passed by the author appear to l)e good;
at any rate, to contain more than a germ of
truth, nor has the author, for the sake of wit
and brilliancy, departed from a spirit of good
nature and kindliness in these sketches, which
are at once French in some of their peculiarities,,
and, after the style of travelled Frenchmen ,broadly sympathetic and cosmopolitan. The volume i*
at once brilliant, witty, and instructive.
wSome
of the sketches
among them " .Jacqueline, the
"
Fortune of France
are masterpieces of appreciative criticism.

—

—

In the Days of the Mutiny.
By (t. A. Hkntv,
Demy octavo. 300 pp. Toronto, Rose Pub
lishing Co.

¥esv periods in the history of the British Empire afford so fruitful a field for writers of fiction to draw inspiration from than does the
period of the Indian Mutiny.
The details of
the terrible butcheries of that revolt, the deceit, treachery, inhuman cruelty of the mutineers, the heroism of the defenders of the Emgire, the awfully perilous position in which the
ritish were placed in many an instance, furnish
material for masterpieces in descriptive litera-

The present volume, on the whole, does
ture.
justice to the opportunities afforded.
It is a
beautiful story, and a large, and for a considerable time, a steady demand for it is almost certain to exist.

—

Friendship.
By Marc its Tullius Cicero,
Fra>x'is Bacon and Ralph Waldo Emerson,
with port raits.
Octavo demy. 104 pp,
Chicago, Albert Scott & Co. Toronto, Row-

—

sell

&

Hutchison.

was a happy
volume of Cicero's
It

idea,

the combining in one

De Amicitia

excellent translation

is

(of

which an

given here by Cyrus R.

Edmonds), with the essays of Bacon and Emerson on the same subject.
A better selection
could probably not have been made from the
numerous dissertions that have been essayed on
given.
Friendship, nor could reading on this subject
The Marshlands
By J. F. Herein. Royal be found anywhere more charming, elevating,
Octavo, 33 pp.
Windsor, N.S., J. J. Austen. and profitable to the reflective. Of the three
Ancient as
This, is a modest, well printed and attractive authors, Cicero's essay is the best.
pamphlet of poems relating to that beautiful it is, it is the most appropriate to the relations
modern
age,
or
in
fact
to the reBasin of Minas and neighboring lands which of men in our
has furnished, and will always furnish, a source lations of civilized men in any age. It is unnecessary to say to those who have read it, that
of inspiration for rare poetry and romance.
Mr. Herbin, in this series of short poems, gives in justness and clearness of view, in the common sense application of his ideas to every day
in easy flowing verse picturesque reproductions,
life, and, perhapsabove all, in the lofty morality
of much merit, of the scenes and spirit of the
Marshlands. His verse is melodious, even in which characterizes Cicero's view of Friendship,
Bacon's very short
the most difficult measures, and the poems the essay is a masterpiece.
generally show, not merely high descriptive tal- essay presents views very similar to Cicero's.
Emerson's quaint and brilliant writing charms,
ent, but that touch of soul which marks the
but his view of Friendship, is not satisfying
truly poetic spirit.
it is too burdened with conceits that, applied,
English Pharisees ; French Crocodiles, tkc. By would not be satisfactory to the best instincts,
Max O'Rell. Dimy octavo, 234 pp.
To- even of many of the most virtuous. All three
ronto, Rose Publishing Co.
of the writers hold that only the virtuous are
This latest work of Max O'Rell is one of the capable of friendship in the highest sense of
very best by the racy, piquant author. French that term.
The three essays, representing
and English typical characters are portrayed in three ages of the history of the world, show
brief, pointed sketches
similarities between
how little ideas change on many questions
English and French ideas are skilfully drawn, which concern the heart
in fact, Cicero's is
and likewise the contrasts in the inimitable more modern in spirit than Emerson's.
The
style of O'Rell.
On the whole, the observa- volume is well printed on heavy paper.

—

:

—

;

;
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THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.
BY GEORGE BRVCt,
Mk. J .UN .^. EwART, of Winnipeg,
wrote in t lie July number of the Can-

adian Magazine

a readable and erudite article entitled " Isuis in the
Schools," in which, thou^jh the field of

t"eatment was much wider, yet our
school.s were
plainly the objective
point.

LI-D.,

WINNIPKG.

" of which we have heard so
as a Scottish characteristic, overcomes the best of us.
must all
plead guilty to a charge made by a

genium

much

We

brilliant litterateur against the
tish

Scot-

people, that "their obstinacy

is

truly sublime."
Indeed we can all
heartily join in the piayer of that
fellow countryman who pleaded for
heavenly direction, saying, " Lord,

Mr. Ewart discusses at some lenjifth
the subject of toleration, and writes
many melancholy extracts emboiying thou knowest gif I dinna gae richt,
the intolerance of our forefathers. I'll gang far wrang."
The.se citations from the writinjjs of
So Mr. E wart's five columns of exthe great, and may we not say the tracts ranging from Plato to Paley,
good, of the past would make us pity each one dismissed with just a spice
"
the race, did not Mr. Ewart embrace of dogmatism,
Warburton was
himself and all of us with the rest, wrong," " Burke was wrong," and the
and describe us with a touch of rail- like, lead us to conclude that Mr.
ery as " we, the infallibles."
Ewart's own doctrine of toleration
We may well admire his adroit and needs so:ae examination.
Carlyle, a favorite of Mr. Ewart,
good-humored use of the bon mot of
Oliver Cromwell to the Scottish Gen- suggested in one of his lectures that
He says,
eral Assembly " I beseech you in the toleration may be abused.
bowels of Christ, think it possible you " Well, surely it is good that each of
may be mistaken." No doubt Mr. us be as tolerant as possible. Yet, at
Ewart regards the writer, whom he bottom, after all the talk there is and
calls " one of the bitterest enemies of has been about it, what is tolerance ?
the Separate schools," as the direct Tolerance has to tolerate the unessenlineal ecclesiastical descendant of the tial, and to see well what that is.
Scottish Assembly.
It must be con- Tolerance has to be noble, measured,
fessed that those descended from the just in its very wrath when it can
But, on the whole,
race to which Mr. Ewart and the tolerate no longer.
writer belong have a grea' deal to we are not altogether here to tolerate
fight against.
The "perfervidum in- We are here to resist, to control, and

—

—

:

!

—

;;;
!
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We

vanquish withal.

do not tolerate

Falsehoods, Thieveries, Iniquities.when
they fasten on us we say to them,
;

Thou

art false thou art not tolerable
are to extinguish falsehoods and
to put an end to them, in some wise
!

;

We

way."

—
—

Nor has

FalseCarlyle, in the trio
Iniquities
exThieveries,
hausted the intolerable things.
•do not tolerate injustice, disloyalty,
anarchic tendencies, or official stupidity, against which it has been said
" even the crods fight in vain."

hoods,

We

We

say to them " Get thee behind me
thou art false thou art not tolerable."
What a genuine ring there is about
the words of the sage of Chelsea
There is a false hate it, exclude it,
destroy it. There is a right a true
;

—

search for

you

find

it,

it.

—

and treasure

it

up when

It is hard to find, as all

He must have liberty. Society is thus
debarred from interference with him.
Absolute, unrestrained liberty to do as
he may choose must be given him.
To the mind of the writer, these are
the elementary principles of anarchy.
In making this statement, the writer
is not condemning Mr. Ewart
who
is a prominent and useful member of
our Winnipeg community, but simply
stating the inevitable drift of the
opinions advanced by Mr. Ewart, for
" Religious and
he says
irreligious
opinion is in the category of the debatable
the true policy with reference to all such questions is perfect
;

:

;

liberty": or again,

"In the name of

would say to the parents,
certainly you have a right to teach, or
have taught, to your children anything you like, so long as you can
liberty, I

agree about

Now

it."

but it exists it is worth
truth is
the toil and sweat and tears and
blood of the search.
Contrast with this Mr. Ewart's
doctrine.
My right is your wrong

form and enforce an opinion of its
own at variance tvith the opinions of

my wrong

many

;

;

is your right.
One for me
as good as the other for you. There
no fixed right. There is no hope of

it

is

the

contention

of

writer, in opposition to these views
1. That ike state has a right

the
:

to

of its subjects, or, in other
words, where it sees cause to disregard
is
the " perfect liberty" claimed by Mr.
reaching a common standard.
Ewart. A few instances may suffice.
Surely this is what Mr. Ewart The state may rightly insist on the edumeans, tor he says " If we cannot de- cation of all the children in it, whether
cide (and Mr. Ewart says we cannot the parents approve or disapprov^e.
decide) whether the opinions are harm- Ignorance is a public danger: the preful or innocent, A has as much right judice of a parent in favor of illiteracy
"
to have his way as B, has he not ?
may not be permitted. Mr. Ewart is
(Page 362.) Or again, "Your opin- compelled to admit this, when he
" But at the same time liberty
ions are not entitled to one whit says
greater deference or respect than are does not require that children should
the opinions of others,"
(Page 361.)
be allowed to grow up entirely illiterPlainly Mr. Ewart believes there is ate " though he had just stated that
no common standard of opinion that " Liberty requires that children should
there can be no consensus of right
not be taught isms to which their
that there can be no invariable moral parents are opposed," knowing perprinciple in man which can serve as a fectly well that one of the commonest
basis of agreement, and hence of isms or prejudices many people have
truth.
is resistance to the education of their
That being the case, then each must children. The state may compel vacbe allowed to believe and act as he cination, although, as every one knows,
likes.
One man's opinion may be a good many of the inhabitants of the
harmful to society, but the man says it province of Quebec are as much opisn't so. His opinion is as good as mine. posed, in the very presence of smallis

;

:

;

;
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pox, to the vaccination of iheir families as they are to their education.

The

state in time of epidemic may
rightly dismiss the schools, and prevent people from meeting for public
worship, if the public health would

thereby be endangered.
Every one
knows the great powers of expropriation vested in the state

by which the

rights of the individual may be trespassed upon, although in every rightly
constituted state the individual is entitled to compensation.
It is surely
useless to show further how Mr.
Ewart's doctrine of " perfect liberty,"

unwarily advanced by him, would render the f'vist»Mice of the state impossible.

The \M Iter further contends that
founded on Just ice, rruiy

2.

state, beiiuf

tlie

not

of

'five speci'it

itx subjects.

privileges to

any class

of education are not within the scope
of the action of the state.
They are
subjects taught by the Roman Catholics everywhere, as well as by others.
Nobody proposes that the Roman
Catholics shall " have their children

taught some ism that they abhor."
Since the Roman Catholic people are,
" all, but a very small percentage,
in
localities almost entirely French," they
have local control of their schools. Is
there the slightest ground for Mr.
Ewart's unwarrantable statement that,
acting from intolerance, " Manitoba has
consciously or unconsciously in view
the hindrance of the teaching of the
Catholic religion, as something depraved ?"
Manitoba has simply declared, as the Privy Council has d-cided
she had a right to do, that the public
schools shall be non-sectarian
and
the Manitoba educational authorities
are doing their best justly and temperately to carry out the law.
But the mild, gentle-facjd tolerance,
that Mr. Ewart so adroitly pleads for,
is not the reality for which he is arguing.
He knows perfectly well that
the school which he regards as the
creation of so many parents wishing
their " ism " taught " so long as they
can agree about it," is not the reality.
Mr. Ewart's theoretical school involves
an element just as objectionable to the
Roman Catholic Church, as the public
The Roman Catholic
schools contain.
objection to the public schools is that
they are not under the control of the
Church. It is the question of authorSee how ruthity that is at issue.
lessly the bishops in Quebec crushed
out the aspirations of Mr. Masson and
Read the assertion of
his associates
the position of the Church in the pastoral of the Roman Catholic bishops
of the United States, and see its arrogant claim of control. To have recognition by the s£ate of the teachers
which its religious orders provide and
to decide what text-books shall be
used in the schools are most strenuUnder the late
ously insisted on.
;

" Everything in the
Lieber says
must be founded on justice, and
justice rests on generality and equality.
The state therefore has no right to
promote the private interests of one
and not of the other."
This is a generallv admitted principle.
What does
M r. E wart propose ? He proposes that
the people of Manitoba should have
their public schools, and that one denomination should be singled out and
be allowed to teach their " ism " in
certain schools to be controlled by
them. He was most strenuous, when
pleading the Roman Catholic position
before the courts, in insisting that
Episcopalians and Presbyterians had
Though
no rights in the same way.
they had schools in the Red River
settlement, yet Mr. Ewart contended
that their sectarian wishes might be
disregarded and that they had no
rights except as bulked together with
half a dozen other sects as " Protestants." Is that justice ?
Further, the state has now said there
shall be public schools for all classes of
Its exact
the people in Manitoba.
words are " The public schools shall
No one
be entirely non -sectarian."
maintains that the ordinary subjects separate school law
:

state

513
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:

in

Manitoba no
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text- book could be used in the

Roman

Catholic schools without the approval
of the " competent religious authority."

Mr. E wart's decentralizing and ultrademocratic suggestions for overcoming
the difficulty will be met with the
same disfavor as the Public Schools
Act of 1890. To have a portion of the
schools of Manitoba, say one-eighth,
with the relative proportion probably
decreasing, organized separately under
the control of the authorities of a
special Church; to have that Church
dictating the character of the teach-

Certain churches reis so repressed.
gard marriage as a religious contract
the state, for cause, dissolves the marriage thus formed, by granting a diReligious bodies, which in
their worship destroy the peace of the
Sabbath and interfere with public
convenience, are rightly checked by the
vorce.

state.

But on the whole, the trend of modern thought is to allow as great
liberty as possible to religious opinion.
This is willingly allowed where Mr.
Ewart's "perfect liberty " cannot be

Probably most would say
permitted.
and fixing that should Roman Catholics or others
imprimatur on the school and its desire to educate their children in pri-

ing, certificating teachers,
its

work, is contradictory to the fundamental idea involved in a state, is an
" imperium in imperio," which a free
people

may

justly unite in addressing

with Carlyle's words: "Thou art not
tolerable."

The

writer contends that religion
of state interference, unless
religion invade the states domain.
"Render to Caesar the things that are
Caesar's, and to God the things that
are God's," is more than ever cominof
to be recognized by large numbers of
Christians, and by those outside of
Christianity as well, as the true prinThe declaration of Jesus Christ,
ciple.
"My kingdom is not of this world," is
best interpreted by the statement that
the sphere of the Church, of which
Christ is the kinof and hea-i, is outside
that of the state The school of thought
in which Mr. Ewart and the writer
were brought up in Toronto taught
this so certainly, and the consensus of
opinion of the vast majority of people
in Canada and the United States is so
strongly in favor of it, that possibly it
is hardly worth while to argue it fur3.

is outside

ther.

The limitation, however, is somewhat necessary, that the state may interfere in some cases in the religious
sphere.
The case of Mormonism is
one to the point.
There a so-called
religious doctrine is regarded by the
state as destructive of social order and

vate schools at their own expense, so
long as illiteracy does not result, it
would be well to allow it. But where
this is permitted, for Roman Catholics
then to put in the plea of exemption
from the public school taxes is plainly
unjust; for it would violate the condition of equality on which the state
is founded, were this allowed.
Many
Piotestants prefer to educate their
children at private schools and denom-

They never
exemption from the
public school taxes.
No one rushes to
their aid to denounce the state as per-

inational

dream

seminaries.

of asking

secuting them.

And here, too, comes in the opportunity for granting a large amount of
liberty to those who desire special
" isms " taught their children, and who
are willing to

pay

for

it.

If

some

parents wish their children brought up.
imbued with the principles of " Imperial Federation and Militarism," private enterprise provides such schools,
and we might name them, to which
they may be sent. The state may
deem it wise to shut its eyes to this so
long as illiteracy is avoided. Should
others desire their children to be immersed in the doctrines of "Pietism,
Sabbatarianism and Anti- Alcoholism,"
for them, too, private or church enterprise will supply schools, such as we
might name, and the state may shut
its eyes again so long as general edu-

;
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So with there be a defect either in Ontario or
cation is not neglected.
schools to educate the young in Con- Manitoba it is because the Church has
servatism or Liberalism, in .Estheti- not done its work thoroughly it is
cism ur Dogmatism, in Anglicanism or not the fault of the public school.
In conclusion, the writer is of opinAgnosticism. One may express doubt
as to the wisdom of such a course on ion that the people of Manitoba have
the part of parents; but they may followed a wiser and more patriotic
course than that suggested by Mr.
enjoy the luxury, by paying for it.
When, however, such an one ap- Ewart with his lax and unphilosophic
proaches the state to demand exemp- plan of so-called toleration. The protion from {jaying his public school blem facing Manitoba was unique.
taxes, the Privy Council, the people of The province was made up of people
Manitoba, and, we venture to think, of many nations. Its speech is polycommon sense, unite in saying: "The glot, with the majority English speakthey may ing it has eight or ten thousand Iceublic schools are for all
used by all thou art asking an ad- landers; it has fifteen thousand Gerit
has
vantage over thy fellow su jects thy man-speaking Mennonites
some ten or twelve thousand Frenchclaim is not tolerable.
Nor does our advocacy of the prin- speaking half breeds and Quebecers
ciple of the separation of church and it has considerable numbers of Polish
Hungarians and
it has many
state justify Mr. Ewart's diih} ram- Jews
has Gaelic-speaking
it
bics at the close of his article, where Fin landers;
The Icelanders
he says: "And so secularism must Crofter settlements.
have its day, and show what of weal petitioned the Educational Board, of
It may be the which the writer is a member, for
or woe there is in it.
'
but it, liberty to have the Lutherans prepare
ultimate infallible credo
too, most probably will sink into the their candidates for confirmation in
Mennonites with
the
ditch and become a dead body, and a the schools
warning for all later cock-sure philo- singular tenacity have demanded separate religious schools: the French
.sophers."
The public schools of Manitoba are had their Catholic schools, and their
supported by the vast majority of the spirit may be seen when their late
And in superintendent, Senator Bemier, rereligious people of Manitoba.
Manitoba the religious education of fused to consent to a Protestant being
;

:

;

:

;

:

;

'

;

:

The
the children is not neglected.
Church, the Sunday School and the
family circle are all agencies for cultivating the religious life of the young.
The public schools of Manitoba are
essentially the same as the public
In Ontario the
schools of Ontario.
second and third generations of the
population have grown up under this
system.
The writer has seen many countries
of the world, but can say with firmest
belief that nowhere will be found a

more

intelligent, sober,

and

religious

a member of a French-Canadian so-

many of the other foreigners
ciety
are absolutely careless about educa:

tion.

What

could

patriotic

Manitobans

faced with the prospect of whole masses of the populaThe Mention growing up illiterate.
nonites, who came from Russia, are
more ignorant to-day as a people than

do

?

They were

when they came

fix>m Russia eighteen

years ago. Yes, British Manitoba has
been a better foster-mother of ignor-

ance than half-civilized

people than the people of Ontario.
There are probably fewer secularists

been.

or infidels in Ontario ihan in any population of its numbers in the world.
As the writer has said elsewhere, if

to fall

The only
back

Russia had

h(»pe for the province was
on the essential rights of

the province, and provide one public
school for every locality, and have a

— — —
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made

up a schools are a great necessity

for the
province that they are the only fair
It has required nerve on the part of system yet devised for meeting prethe people to do this, but the tirst vailing ignorance and that in order
steps have been taken, and in the to make us a united people, a patriotic
mind of most there is the conviction love of our province demands this expedient.
that the battle has been won.
Our French- Canadian and MennonAnd yet the people of Manitoba are
not intolerant.
They are, as Mr. ite fellow countrymen are coming to
Ewart knows, a generous people, see this. Among both of these classes
Last year the general election in Man- the public schools are spreading. The
itoba turned on this question.
There Department of Education and Adviswas no abuse of Catholics or M^nnon- ory Board are both in a thoroughly
ites or foreigners.
There has not conciliatory mood, and earnestly desire
been the sliglitest animosity mani- every locality to avail itself of governfested.
Violence was unknown in the ment co-operation and the government
campaign or at the polls.
There was grant. So mote it be
simply the conviction that public
Winnipeg, Aug., 1893.

vigorous

effort

to

homogeneous Canadian

rear

people.

;

;

!

THE RAINBOW.
Up

from the West the dull, grey clouds are rolled
All day their gloomy mist close veiled the sky,
As sobbing earth winds drove them slowly by
And now, like ghosts in their cerements stoled,
They ilee beyond the hills of purple cold,
And burn with palpitating light on high.
In sparkling foam the waves of vapor die
Along the margin of the .sea of gold
While on the quiet palms of myriad leaves,
Fall clear and bright the sun's receding rays.
Like drops of amber on the golden sheaves
The rain drops glisten in the shining haze.
And from the heavy boughs the spider weaves
The filmy meshes of her faultless maze.

:

;

;

II.

See, in the Orient throbs a

mighty song,

A

symphony majestic, writ in light.
Whose numbers roll with grand, harmonious might
From earth to sky, in measures sweet and strong

A

Truth triumphant over V rong,
from the purple in swift flight,
Through waves of emerald to the amber bright.
Ending in crimson cadence low and long.

hymn

of

.Clear rising

Thus the cathedral

When

earth, at vesper's chime.

from the west the veiling clouds are blown

After the rain in the

And

in the light

is

sunset time,
her great altar shown,

still

Proclaims, as with an organ's voice sublime.
The praise of God before His hidden throne.

— Gertrude

Bartlett

;

A WHIRLWIND OF DISASTER: ITS LESSONS.
BV ERASTUS WJMAN.
It will furnish a commentary on the
of human afi'aii-s that
in a year when so great a nation as
the United States of America had
specially invited the attention of the

management

world to the great

and prosperity
in that

drst

jirogress, stability

of that country, that

year a financial disaster of the

magnitude should occur.

universality

of

fact that hardly

The

the

misfortune, the

any

class or locality

has escaped, that the depreciation of
values has been enormous, that nearly
four hundred financial
institutions
have succumbed, that industries of all
kinds have been greatly restricted, and
thatcontidenee andcredit have received
a sh<jck from which it may take years
to recover,
are all circumstances that
make the event more than usually
significant.
It is the more significant,
not only because it occurs at a period
when it was thought the highest success in material prosperity could bj
exhibited to mankind at large, but because it occurs in the presence of con-

—

ditions

which

it

would seem were

cal-

culated to make impossible so great a
calamity.
Never in the remarkable
history of this country were there apparent so many evidences of prosperity.
Never before did it seem that

with enormous contributions from immigration
with capital from abroad
constantly seeking investment
with
no foreign indebtedness and with it
all a people of great industry and intelligence, whose genius for business,
finance and enterprise is unsurpassed,
in the presence of all these conditions, and at a period when the world
was invited to observe them closely,
that there should occur circumstances
;

;

;

—

so disastrous and so far-reachinor in
their effects, seems most surprising, and
most unfortunate for mankind at large.
It is an object lesson of enormous pro,"*
portions, and to study its teachingsdiscover its causes, and discuss its consequences, may well occupy the minds
of thoughtful men. The many millions

which the American
people have sustained in the past
ninety days, will doubtless all be regained
the wheels of commerce will
soon again revolve with wonted rapidity, and no serious .set-back will occur
to the progress of the great galaxy of
commonwealths that illumines the
western hemisphere. But that at such
a period of pride in the achievement
of a century, in the face of conditions
so extremely favorable to the develof)ment of all that is desirable as the
result of human effort, that such a
financial crash is possible, is full of the
of dollars of loss

;

every element of success in life for
this vast aggregation of humanity exA nation deepest import.
isted so completely as now.
Of course, in the presence of a subof forty-four nations, trading with
each other and the world in the pro- ject so broad, with influences at work
occupying so numerous and powerful, and at best
ducts of every climate
with na- with imperfect grasp, it is impossible
extent,
areas unparalleled in
tural resources unetjualled in variety to account in any one way for the finand richness with means of communi- ancial disaster that has overtaken the
United States. But there are one or
cation perfected to the highest degree
with sound financial institutions, and two prominent conditions which in a
abundant currency as a medium of ex- measure have contributed to the rechange with perfect political content- sults so deplored, and they are condiment at peace with all the world tions that may be termed consequences.
;

;

;

;

;

;
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quite as much as they may be regarded
What is apparent on the
as causes.
surface is that the machinery of a
great internal commerce is sotnehow
Like other machinery,
out of gear.
the complicated mechanism of business
can only run smoothly if perfect proWhenever
portions are maintained.
a great ilisparity in the equilibrium
occurs, for instance in the matter of
supply and demand, and this so
broadly applies as to affect almost
every department of industry,— the
result is a disturbance just such as
now has occurred.
Attention is directed to the fact
that one of the greatest elements ot
disparity existing in the United States
is found in the increased growth of the
population and wealth of the cities as
compared with the growth of populaIt is
tion and wealth in the country.
true that this tendency all over the
world is so marked that to attempt in
the United States to account for the
recent panic from that cause, would
be to imply that every other countr}'^
was exposed to a like calamity.
But
there is this difference.
The United
States, so far as the products of manufactures from cities and towns are concerned, trade only with themselves.
Other countries in which cities otow
with great rapidity do not depend
alone upon the country around them,
but, for an outlet, depend upon the
world at large. Great Britain, in
which the cities have grown with
great rapidity, as compared with the
growth of the country, would be in a
sorry plight if she had not trade for her
cities, except that which the country
itself affords.
France, Germany and
Belgium have great cities, but they
have also great trade with the rest of
the world. With the United States the
case is entirely different. The products
of their great cities, so numerous and
so large, is for themselves alone, and
no contribution is made for their

—

maintenance

except that which is
afforded by the people of the country
itself.
Fence, if the cities grow with

undue rapidity, nnd the country i;rows
with meagre pace, it will be seen that
a disparity will soon exist that will
bring about a disturbance of the equilibrium of supply and demand.
This
seems to be about what has occurred
in the United States, as between those
who produce in the cities and thosewho absorb in the country. As a matter of fact, the disparity in the United
States in the growth of population between the citie§ and the towns, on the
one hand, and the growth of the farming element, on the other, is the most
startling revelation made by the lecent
census.
The figures show a growtb
in cities in the last ten years of sixty
per cent., while the growth of the
population of farmers is only fifteen
per cent.
In the short space of ten
years, which by the way succeeds
twenty years of a similar tendency,
there has been a growth four times asgreatin the power of production within
the cities, as there has been in the
growth of the power of absorption in
the country. The difference in the products of cities and towns, on the one
hand, and of the country, on the other,
must be borne in mind. The cities

and towns are far more dependent on
the country than is the country on the
cities and towns.
Food and clothing
are alone derived from the country
merchandise and manufactures are
from the cities and towns. Not alone
are the cities and towns dependent on
the country for food and raw material,
but they are dependent on the farmer
and planter for the absorption of goods
and merchandise in exchange for food.
In other countries, the manufacturer
and merchant have all the world to-

draw

customers from. In the
class has only the
to look to as possible customers.
It will therefore be
their

United States this
farmer and planter

apprehended that if the power to
manufacture merchandise increases in
ton years at the rate of four-fold to
the power to absorb the product, the
equilibrium, before referred to, of
supply and demand must be seriously
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disturbed.
In the United States this
is the condition that exists, and it is
important to bear in mind how farreaching and, to a certain degree, how
permanent this state of aflairs may

the principle of combination has been
at work.
The necessity, as well as
the wisdom of this policy, thus illustrated, proves the assertion that in the
growth of cities and their output, a

be.

vast

Perhaps the best proof of the distinctive tendency of over-production
in the manufactures of the United
States, which to many appears the direct cause of the present misfortunes
of the country, is found in the great
number of combinations that have

been iffccted in industrial pursuits.
no exaggeration to estimate that
in fully one-third of the distinctive
interests of the cities and towns, conIt is

solidation of con)petitive estsiblishnients has taken place.
Competition,
that in early days was supposed to be
"

the

life

of trade " became, by

its

ex-

death of profit when limitations of demand were reached and

cess, the

disparity exists in comparison
with the growth of the country and

power

to absorb.
inference is, that so long as the
cities continue to grow at the present
pace, and the country, having .reached
its limitations as to area and
other
conditions, grows no faster than hitherto, there must either be a universal
adoption of the principle of consolidation or an outlet found in the world
outside.
Either one of these two results is inevitable, or the disastrous
conditions, as to internal commerce,
prevalent in the last few months, it
would appear will permanently preits

The

vail.

owing to consolidation of interests,
the elimination of competition, the
regulation of proiiuction and the fixing of prices, out of employment, or
-•eeking it in other avenues already
over-crowded. It is significant that
in the very great number of establishments closed, or put on "short time,"
throughout the United States, in the
last ninety days (estimated, j^erhaps,

To confirm the statement that the
existing unfavorable conditions of internal trade in the United States are
contributed to by the rapid growth of
cities, as compared
with the slow
growth of the population of the
country, and equally to show how
forceful that influence already is, it
mav be well to follow out to its logical
consequences, the growth of this disproportion, even within the life-time
Fifty years is
of those now living.
not an exaggerated expectation of the
average American youth of to-day.
Within that period, a census for each
of five decades will be taken, and if the
same proportion of population in city
and country prevails, the result wiU

at one-fifth orone-tburth ofthe entire

be very startling.

there seemed no limit to

production.
Hence in almost every line of life the
new economic principle of combination,
as a substitute for that of competition,
has come into vogue, and with a result
that tens of thousands, formerly em-

ployed in competitive establi>5hments,
are,

New

York and

manufacturing forces of the United Brooklyn to-day have a population of
In fifty years, even at the
States), there is hardly' one interest 2,500,000.
eriously affected in which consolida- rate of forty per cent, increase evt ry
tion or combination has been consum- ten years, the population of New York
mated.
True, certain departments and Brookl3'n will reach 7,000,000, or
of these industries have suffered in 2,000,000 greater than that of Loncommon with others, and in pursuance don to-day. At the same rate of proof the policy of restriction of out-put, gress, the population of Chicago will
many factories have been shut down. have attained 5,000,000, which is not

But
ous

it is

a fact that failures and serihave been avoided al-

disa.stei-s

most universally

b}' interests in

which

Philadelphia, Buffalo,
at all unlikely.
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Kansas City, and numerous other cities,
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have attained an equal proportion. growth of cities, on the one hand, and
will they be much larger in of the country, on the other, there is
extent of population than European another unusual condition, heretofore
cities, but they will number four or prevailing in the United States, that
live times tl)e population of these may have great influence in the creaIt will thus be seen that an tion of existing and future difficulties.
cities.
enormous aggregation of humanity This is, the system of taxation of one
will

Not only

will be gathered together in the cities
America within the life-time of

of

class for the benefit of the other class,

and especially the taxation of the people

who live in the country for the benefit
boys now living.
Meanwhile, if the country grows of the people who live in the cities. The
only at the rate of fifteen per cent.
fact that a vast national debt, amountand under existing conditions there is ing to nearly 3,000 million of dollars,
no reason why it should grow at a arising out of the war, had to be paid,
more rapid rate, it will be seen what justified a heavy import tax, and by
a tremendous condition of disparity this means it was largely liquidated.
would exist. If in the present mo- But whether the country ever really
ment there is a vast disproportion in paid the debt, or whether it was simthe power of production of one class ply shifted from the shoulders of the

—

of industrial effort and the power of
absorption, what will it come to as
time goes on and this proportion intensifies the conditions that seem now
to offer the principal explanation of
existing troubles in the United States
in the face of so much that is favorable to the highest degree of prosperity.
When it is recalled that there
are no more States to go into the
Union
that there is a great exhaustion of arable lands and, f urthei-, that
nearly forty per cent, of the country
is an arid desert, and cultivatable only
with irrigation, and that a great land
;

;

hunger has
able,

it

set in which is unappeaswill be seen that even a growth

of country places at the rate of fifteen
per cent, is not nearly so likely to be
maintained as the growth of even forty
per cent, in the cities.
Of course, there are other causi-s,

numerous and potent, to account for
the financial crash in America, but it
is submitted that the rapid growth of
one class of the community at the
expense of the other has so disturbed
the mutuality of interests that is essential to prosperity, that it seems impossible that under these conditions, a
commerce which is absolutely internal
can forever exist in a healthy condition.

But

in addition to

the disparity in

government to the shoulders of the
farmers and miners of the country, is
The
in some minds an open question.
debt,

it is

believed by some,

Still

exists

somewhere and though the Government does not owe it, and the people
collectively are not bounden for it,
;

possibly individually

among them, and

it

is

especially

scattered

among the

special class from whom it was levied
as a tribute to the policy inaugurated

But most unfortunand perhaps, accounting in no

for its collection.

ately,

small degree for the existing unfavorable condition, the taxation necessary
for the payment of this debt was
greatly augmented by the Government
enforcing a discrimination in favor of
one class as against another, and especially stimulating one class of industry at the expense of another, so
that in addition to raising by taxation,
within a very brief period, all that was
necessary to liquidating the vast indebtedness arising out of the war,
there has been contributed by taxation
of one class an immense sum, not for
the Government, but for the benefit of
It so happens that it
another class.
is the class in the cities that were benefited, and at the expense of the people
in the country, and it accounts for the

enormous growth of one compared
with the measrre growth of the other.

A WHIRLWIND OF DISASTER.
Perhap:i the best illustration of the
excessive taxation of the one class for
the benefit of the other, and of the
continuity of the indebtedness thus
created, is found in the matter of steel
rails, used in the construction of the
railroads of the countr}-.
Since the
war, and up to the recent reduciiion of
the duty on steel rails, there has been
constructed in the United States, 130,OOU miles of railroad.
A duty of
817.GO per ton existed on steel rails,
and it is to be presumed that including
equipment, every mile of road cost
$2,000 per mile more than it would

have done had this duty not existed.
Thus there has been an expenditure
in the railroadsof the country amounting to aljout $260,000,000 greater than
was necessary for the construction if
no taxation or duty existed. This expenditure is now represented by bonds
on the railroads, averaging an interper cent., which, as a
paid with the regularit}' of
clockwork. The interest on this S2C0,000,000 added by the policy of the
Government to the cost of the railroads, amounts to $12,000,000 a year.
It is paid only by the proportionate
increase in the freight and other
charges of the railroads upon the
farmer and planter, who are compelled
to use the loads to c&vvy their products,
which they sell, and for the merchandise which they consume and as long
as grass grrows and water runs, this
added tax upon their efforts will exist.
If this be the case with steel rails,
why is it not so with other highly
protected products of the manufacturers, which, after they are removed from
the domain of competition by the convenient Trust, are enabled to exact
any charge fixed upon as yielding the
est rate of five
rule,

is

;

who were
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the favorites of the Govern-

ment.

Of course it will be urged that had
there not been the stimulating influences of favoritism by the Government for the benefit of one class at
the expense of the other, the prices of
steel rails or other articles would not
This is
be as low as they now are.
not the place to go into a discussion of
this point, but this may be said, that
the price of every article produced has
been so high as to completely shutout
the possibility of competing with
other countries in the markets of the
world and, further, the existing conditions in the United States are intensified by the fact that not only is
the output of everything augmented
by Government interference (unless it
is in combination), but there is no possibility, owing to the high cost of production, of an outlet beyond the
The people of the
country itself.
;

United States are practically living
upon one another, which is bad enough,
as seen in the great collapse of industry, but is rendered worse by the fact
that one class is unduly taxed for the
benefit of another class, and that there
is no possibility of relief from the outside world, in the shape of a demand

for what the favored class produces.
The added cost of living, of raw material, of business expense, owing to

increased taxation for the benefit of

one at the expense of another, put upon the pioducts of manufactories,
completely shuts out the possibility of
a foreign trade, except for the products
of the earth, which are brought forth
mostly by the heaviest taxed portions
of the community. The spectacle presented is an interesting and instructive
one.

But a new and improved condition
Thus, it will
be seen that one class has been taxed, is about to prevail in the United
not only sufficiently to take the States. The acute intelligence of this
original debt from the Government great people has already apprehended
uix)n their shoulders for all time, but, the mistaken policy of isolation from
in addition, that class has had an add- the rest of the world, and especially
ed tax taken over for the benefit of the evils resulting from a paternalism
the more fortunate fellow citizens in a Government never created for the
largest possible profit.
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purpose of favoring one class at the
The existing unforcost of another.
tunate collapse shows how impossible
and it is
it is to get rich by taxation
clear that never again can any party
control the policy of the country,
whose claim to power is based on taxation, unnecessary, unjust and impolitic.
As soon as the temporary trouble
;

arising out of the silver situation is
adjusted, as it will speedily be, the
question of a new scheme of taxation
will occupy a Congress especially

created by a mighty mandate from
the people for that purpose. The existing financial trouble will not have
been in vain, if a lesson is taught that
nations of the world are as dependent
on each other as are individuals, and
that selfishness, favoritism and paternalism are inconsistent in a free
country, where equal opportunity and
an even chance with all the world is
the essential element of success and
safety.

New

Ycrk, Aug., 1893.

AUGUST.
Now

languorous

suiniiKn",

Lolleth and dreams

weary unto Death,

among her poppy

flowers,

And

coying softly with the lazy liours,
She scorcheth all things with her sultry breath ;
'Till with her own delights she quari-elleth,
And when the noonday faint before her cowers,
She yearneth for the cool autumnal showers,
And of her dalliance she wearyeth.
Anon she slumbers in her dreaming sweet
The sunlight swims around her veiled eyes.
Haply she dreameth of her love complete.
Or of her flutt'ring distant argosies
Cometh September, kneeling at her feet,
And in his longing arms she swoons and dies.
:

!

Toronto.

— Emma

C.

Read.

—

A STUDY
BY REV.

The

title

fessed,

is

of this paper,

it

not attractive.

CRIMINOLOGY.

L\
W.

S.

BLvCKSTOC'K.

must be con- tent on this continent
But few are part of the globe.

likely to be drawn to an article thus
labelled, in the hope of finding iu its

perusal a source of enjoyment. There
however, subjects that deserve to
be studied for other reasons than on
account of the entertainment which is
to be found in them.
There are sreat
are,

as in

any other

One

of the facts brought out in
remarkable volume is—that, phenorainal as has been the increase of
this

population in the

great

repu'dic

an increase which has been the wonder and the admiration of the world
the increase of the dangerous and

—

hutnanitanan and socialistic problems the unfortunate classes is entirely
which cannot be solved without the out of proportion to that of the poppatient and thorough investigation ulation as a whole.
Indeed, of late
of sul»jects from which the virtuous the proportion appears to have been

mind naturally
is

revolts.

One

of these

us,

however,

crime.

This evil

and

— to

e.xists

among

—

use a hackneyed phrase is
apparently here to stay, and the question naturally arises
What are we
going to do about it ? That the criminals constitute a numerous and growing class in most countries throughout
the civilized world, imposing heavy
and ever-increasing burdens upon the
orderly and law-abiding people, is a
fact too palpable to be either gainsayed or ignored.
Mr. Boies's recentlypublished book on " Prisoners and
Paupers,"* in the United States, describes a state of thin<;s which, though
It does not yet exist among ourselves,
comes so near to our own homes as to
appeal to us with startling effect. It
shows that human nature is the same
in the new world as in the old, and
that the evil influences which have
been at work elsewhere, producing depravity of manners, and leading men
into criminal courses, are quite as po-

—

PrUonerr and Pauper*

:

A

Sludff of th»

Abnormal

Inc-fOJte and the Publ'c Burdtiu o^ Paupen'xm in the.
United States the Caxi*e» aiui the Remediet. By Henrj
Boies, M.A.
New York and London G. P. Putnam's
,

M

:

Sons. Toronto: The Williamson Book Companr. Octkvo,
pp. 318.

Cr

with an Introdui-York, Ix)ndon, and

(111,
V

Torn

..iny.

0<-tavo, pp. 416.

nearly two to one. To be exact, while
the increase of population during the
decade ending with 1890 has been 24'.5
per cent, that of the inmates of penitentiaries, gaols, and reformatories, has
been 45.2 per cent. And, that this
period, though

more

strongl}'

marked

with crime than any which has preceded it, is not altogether exceptional,
is evident from the following: facts
In 1850 the criminals in the United
States were 1 in 3,500 of the population, while in 1S90 they were in the
proportion of 1 in T^Co from which
it appears that while the population
has increased 170 per cent, in forty
years, the- criminal class has increased
460 per cent
The overflow of such a criminal population, separated from us by little*
more than an imaginary line three
thousand miles in length, would be
sufficient to give us trouble enough, and
to impose upon us a sufficiently heavy
burden, even if we had no such popuBut unfortunately
lation of our own.
we have. Human nature is the same
on both sides of the international
:

;

lx)undary, and the same influences are
at work here that are in operation in
the States. With one in about 1,200
of our population in a penitentiary, a
reformatory, or a gaol, even though this

:
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be discounted to some extent by
the fact that our gaols have, in many
instances, to do duty as poor-houses
and lunatic asylums, as well as for the
detention of persons, either accused or
convicted of crime, and a considerable
vs\&Y

proportion of their inmates made up
of the unfortunate, rather than of the
dangerous, class, we are not in a position to point the finger of scorn at our
neighbors, or to treat this subject as
one in which we have a merely acade-

mic

interest.

is a matter which deserves to
be carefully studied by us on our own
It is one that concerns the
account.
safety of our lives and property, the
peace and well-being of the community, and the economic interests of the
country. Even if we were influenced by
no higher motives, these prudential
considerations are enough to invest
this subject with sufficient interest, one
would think, to induce us to make it
But it is a
a matter of careful study.
question of humanity the criminal,
however deeply fallen and degraded, is,
He
after all, a man and a brother.
has a common origin and a common
destiny with ourselves; and this branch
of social science deserves to be studied
on his account, and in his interests, as
well as in our own.
There are three things about crime
which deserve our careful attention
its nature, its causes, and its cure.
These are the points to which the following pages are to be devoted. It will
be readily seen by any one who has
given any degree of intelligent attention to the subject, that the treatment
of these in an article of this kind, in
the nature of things, must of necessity
be superficial and summary.
"Crime or misdemeanor," says Blackstone, " is an act committed or omitted
in violation of a public law either forbidding or commanding it." And this
definition has been adopted, in the
main, by all who have since written
upon the subject. Indeed, the etymology of the term seems to point to a
similar, if not an identical, meaning.

This

;

Guided by this alone, we should be
disposed to define it as an act or omission which exposes to condemnation
and punishment inflicted by the civil
power. The word, in both its Latin
and Greek equivalents, signifies judgment, sentence, or punishment; but by
an evolutionary process such as is
constantly going on in all languages,
the cause has taken the place of the
effect, and the word which was originally used to express the latter has
come, in these latter times, to signify
the former.
In harmony with this view, Judge
Sanford M. Green, of Michigan, in his
work on " Crime its Causes, Treatment, and Prevention," says, " Crime is
said to consist of the wrongs which the
Government notices as injurious to the
public, and punishes in what is called
a criminal proceeding, in its own name."
These are legal definitions, intended
for the guidance of those who are called to expound the law, and who are
intrusted with the administration of
justice
but whatever value and importance they may have for this pur:

;

comprehensive
enough to cover the whole ground, or
radical enough to be made the basis
of thoroughly scientific inquiry. The
facts that what is called crime and treatpose, they are scarcely

ed as such in one country, may not be
so regarded or treated in another, and
that what was held to be a crime at
one time, and even visited with the extreme penalty of the law, may, in the
same country, either wholly disappear
from the statute-book or be treated as
merely a misdemeanor at another,
show the necessity of some more radiIncal and comprehensive definition.
deed, Judge Green, in the work which

has already been alluded to, admits
this, and does not, therefore, confine
himself to " what the law calls crime,"
in the discussion of his theme, but includes within the meaning of the term,
" all wrongs committed against persons and property, public health, justice, decency, and morality, whether
forbidden by a public law or not."

:

;

A STUDY IN CRIMINOLOGY.
Sir James-Steithen, in his " History
of the Criminal Law of England."
while holding that the only perfectly
definite meaning which a lawyer can
attach to the word, is that of " an act
or omission punishable by law," adraits that "criminal law must, from
the nature of the case, be far narrower
than morality" " It never entered into

tion of protection
it

involves the
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and helpfulness, but

sum

of

those evils

all

from which society seeks to protect itself.
The criminal, by the mere fact
of his lawlessness, not only puts himself outside of society, but takes up
an attitude of hostility to it. This is

true especially of the professional criminal, who prefers to live in the habitthe head of anj' legislator," he says, ual disregard of law, to the enjoyment
" to enact, or any court to hold, that a of the rights, privileges, and immuniman could be indicted or punished for ties of civilized life.
Crime and sin are not synonymous
ingratitude, for hard-heartedness, for
the absence of natural affection, for terms the former meaning the violahabitual idleness, for avarice, for sensu- tion of human law, the latter the vioAll crimes,
ality, pride, or, in a word, for any vice lation of the law of God.
as such." And yet a moment's reflection properly so called, are sins but all
should be enough to convince any sins are not necessarily crimes.
right-minded person that the element wrong action in its relation to the
of deep criminality may be discerned Supreme Ruler, and the divine harScarcely one of the monies of the universe, is sin, but in
in all of these.
;

;

A

crimes which are punishable by law its relation to civil government, and
has not its root in one or other of these the order and well-being of society, it
may be a crime. Crimes, then, are that
vicea
It is, however, only when a man's class of sins which, on account of the
vjces intrude themselves upon others injury which they inflict either upon
that human law has a right to take the individual or the community, are
notice of them and punish them as properly taken notice of and punished
" If a man makes his vices
by human government. But the sin
crimes.
public," says Blackstone, " though they which, by reason of its private and
be such as seem to principally af- spiritual character, is not a proper subfect himself (as drunkenness and the ject for human legislation, or for the
like), they then become, by the bad investigation of human courts, may be
example that they set. of pernicious no less heinous when viewed in the
The distinction, purer light of a divine morality. Radieffect to society."
therefore, between vice and crime is cally and essentially, then, sin and
Lawlessness is
not essential, but merely accidental. crime are the same.
The different light in which they are the evil principle, of which they are
viewed by the law arises from their both the manifestation. " Every one
relation, respectively, to society.

Crime, then,

is

It may be either positive or
society.
negative, but, in either case, it is a violation of the social pact, an infraction
of the bond which holds society togeIt is, in fact, a blow struck at
ther.

the very root or foundation of society.
So far as the criminal is concerned, it involves a return to savagery. The very
purpose for which society exists is
mutual protection and helpfulness

but crime, in its essential, underlying
rinciple, is not only the direct opposiJ

that doeth sin, doeth also lawlessness

an offence against and sin

R

is

laiulessness.

(1

John

iii.,

V.)

Now,

this is the scriptural definibut it will only require a
;

tion of sin

little reflection

to convince

any one of

intelligence that it is equally accurate
The root
as a definition of crime.

principle of both the one and the
other the disposition to escape control, to repudiate authority, to have
is
one's own way, to do as he likes
that which not only brings disorder
into human society, but disturbs the

—

—

;
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principle is in each of us.
And if we
could ascertain with any degree of precision the influences which are at
work in determiningr the forms in
which this vice of our nature manifests itself in individual instances, we
fusion.
should have a disclosure of the causes
If, then, this be the relation between sin and crime, and if lawless- of crime.
First among these causes is what
ness, which is the essential principle
of both the one and the other of them criminologists call organicity, or the
influence of the physical organism on
is the common heritage of the race,
descending from generation to genera- the springs of action. This is a mattion, manifesting itself in each of us ter which until recently has not reaccording to our various idiosyncrasies, ceived anything like the degree of
and the peculiar circumstances in attention which it deserves. We, long
which our characters have been form- ago, recognized the effect of organicity
this fact brino;s us into closer re- in determining the capacity and the
ed,
lationship with the wayward and the peculiar qualities of the mind.
Men
erring, and gives them a stronger of observation know pretty well what
claim upon our forbearance and sym- they are to look for in this respect
pathy than most of us, probably, have from certain physical types of humanever realized or brought home to our- ity. Though they may know nothing
selves.
shall be all the better of the technicalities of phrenology,
fitted for prosecuting an investigation and have no confidence in it as a sciof this kind, if we knock at our own ence, they never expect to find the
bosoms and ask them what they know mind of a Shakspeare, a Locke, or a
shall Bacon pent up in a contracted skull
that is like our brother's sin.
pursue the enquiry with all the more and compressed brain, or associated
feeling, if we find in ourselves, though with a coarse organization.
have
beneath a fair exterior, the root prin- come, in these later times, to trace
ciple of many a crime that we have mental disorder to physical causes.
denounced with as much zeal as if we Insanity is no longer regarded as,
never had any feelings that were at primarily, a disease of the mind. It is
all akin to it.
in the malformation of the body, or in
That which differentiates the crimi- its diseased condition, that the root of
nal from the rest of mankind is not to this terrible malady is to be found.
be found if I may use a philosophical
With these facts before us, is it not
distinction by way of illustration
in strange that we have been so slow to
the substance, so much as in the acci- recognize the part that is played by
dents of his faults. It is not in the organicity in the production of crime
essence so much as in the form.
Ac- and that moral as well as mental discount for it as we may, whether on ease may in many instances be tracethe biblical principle of a lapse from able to the same cause ? We naturally
a higher and purer state, or the Dar- shrink from the appalling conclusion
winian hypothesis of the survival of that large numbers of human beinors
the evil qualities which belonged to are born criminals but the result at
our bestial ancestors, the propension which those who have made the subto lawlessness is universal.
It is that ject a life study, after having investievil selfishness which seeks to have gated it most thoroughly, and thought

of the universe, and it only
requires to get headway so as to become universal among the subjects of
the Great King in order to make the
Universe a widespread scene of con-

harmony

—

We

We

We

—

—

;

its

own way, and

to

seek

its

own upon it most

gratification, regardless of the rights
and interests of others, which is the
•root of all

evil

;

and that pernicious

profoundly, is that a
considerable proportion of those who
become habitual criminals came into
the world with constitutional tenden-
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development have actually grown up criminals,
might have been saved from a criminal
life, if in childhood they had been removed from the evil surroundings in
selves, should become what they are. which they had the misfortune to have
If their criminal tendencies are not their lot cast.
The question is somestrong enough to amount to something times debated whether hereditary tenlike a necessity, they are at least so dencies, or evil environment, has most
strong as to put them at fearful dis- to do with producing a criminal chaadvantage in the struggle if there be racter but, unfortunately, these genany struggle for an honest and virtu- erally go together, and the child born
of criminal parents grows up in a home
ous life.
This brings us face to face with one in which he finds himself in an atmosof the profoundest, and, in some of its phere of crime even from his infancy.
aspects, one of the most appalling mys- And even if in some of these iinforteries of nature
the law of heredity, tunates the innate propensity to evilby the operation of which nature visits doing was not abnormal, it would be
the iniquities of the fathers, and more remarkable if from such a school they
especially of the mothers, upon their did not graduate, in due time, as pests
children, and their children's children, of society.
The evil to itself, and to society,
to the third or fourth generation, or
even farther. A high authority in that may be pent up in a single family
Germany, found, as the result of abandoned to criminal courses, is strikpatient investigation, that "over one- ingly illustrated in the history of two
fourth of the German prisoners had or three families in the United States,
received a defective organization from which have been made the subject of
their ancestry, which manifests itself special inquiry during the last few
Dr. Vergilio says that " in years. Dugdale's Study of the "Jukes"
in crime."
Italy *]2 per cent, of the criminal popu- family is too well known to need more
lation have inherited criminal tenden- than a passing notice; in seven generacies from their parents." Dr. H. Mauds- tions it produced 1,200 criminals and
The descendants of Ben Ishley says, " The idiot is not an acci- paupers.
dent, nor the irreclaimable criminal an mael, who lived in Kentucky one hununaccountable casualty." It seems to dred years ago, are no less notorious.
be the opinion of those who have had Among other contributions which this
most to do with criminals, who have family has made to the criminal class
watched them most closely and studied during six generations is that of 121
And if the Jukes's as
prostitutes.
their history with the greatest care,
case^—cost the state
was
the
learn
we
that while there are criminals who are
such by occasion and by passion, and Sl,300,000, it is pretty evident that the
who do not properly belong to the tribe of Ben Ishmael has cost no less.

cies so favorable to the

of such a character, as to make it
almost inevitable that in a world constituted as this is, they, if left to them-

—

—

;

—

—

—

The history of vicious families in
typically criminal class, the peculiarities of those who have adopted crime other countries tells a no less startling
Count Pastor Stocker, of Berlin,
as a vocation, and are found to be in- tale.
the history of 834 demvestigated
be
to
corrigible, are in most instances
scendants of two sisters, the elder of
traced to inherited tendencies.
Among these he
It would be easy, no doubt, to make whom died in 1825.
served
116 years in
had
who
76
found
subject
the
of
this
aspect
too much of
They are not all criminals, by any prison, 164 prostitutes, 106 illegitimate
means, who have the misfortune of children, 17 pimps, 142 beggars, 64
being the offspring of criminal parents, paupers in almshouses; the whole
and it is not easy to say what propor- number estimated tohave cost the state
tion of the children of such, and who more than $500,000.
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It

not, however, criminals alone,
narrower and stricter accepta-

is

in the

tion of the term, who are helping to
swell the dangerous classes. All parents who are living intemperate, dissolute, idle, or generally vicious lives,
are involved in this condemnation.
What can be expected from such parents but a debased and degraded offspring. Whatsoever intiames the blood,
undermines the health, weakens the
constitution, enfeebles the will, and
robs the individual of self-control, not
only tends to criminality in the persons who indulge in it, but also in
their offspring yet unborn. It is sometimes said that seventy-five per cent,
of the crime existing in civilized and
Chiistian communities is the result of
intemperance alone, and this is probably true, if intemperance be understood in its broad acceptation. There
is intemperance in other things beside
And
the use of intoxicating drink.
there are forms of secret sin which
touch even more directly the fountain
of life than this does, and that contri-

—

must be learned early, if it is
desires
The same is true
to be learned at all.
of habits of industry and of persevering application. In a word, self-government, involving self denial, and the
subordination of our own desires to
right and the superior claims of others,
is one of the lessons which, unless
learned in childhood, is seldom masThe laxity of protered in later life.
per discipline in the home has much
to do with swelling the volume of
criminality in our day.
The theory
that children are to be allowed to grow
up, rather than to be reared and trained, is

producing terrible

results.

And

the training in the school unhappily does little to make up for this
lack in the home.
Its fatal defect is
the want of practicality. The industrial and business idea is not made
as prominent in it as it should be. Its
aim seems to be rather to prepare the
student to live by his wits, than to fit
him for gaining a livelihood by honest
toil. The fact that so many are allowed

to grow up without any industrial,
bute even more powerfully toward mechanical, or business training, acthe production of an imbecile, vicious, counts for very much of the crimiThe ancient Jews
nality that exists.
criminal, or insane offspring.
These are solemn aspects of the sub- judged rightly, that the man who
ject, which parents, whether actual or brought up his son without a trade,
Then, the
prospective, may well lay to heart. taught him to be a thief.
Sad as it is to be depraved ourselves, gambling element which enters so
largely into the business of our times,
it is even more appalling to be the instruments of sending a stream of vice especially the business by which great
and criminality, with its attendant fortunes are made within a few years,
misery, down into tlie future, to poison tends to confuse the moral sense and
and plague hundreds and thousands of destroy the basis of morality. The
people yet unborn. But even when war that is being carried on between
children are not the victims of any ab- capital and labor, in which everything
normalities, either physiological or seems to be looked upon as right
psychological, they inherit enough of which helps to push the adverse party
the common depravity of the race to to the wall, and in which the right of
make careful training necessary in property is often not only denied, but
order to prevent them from contract- its possession represented as being a
ing vicious habits and falling into crime, has the same tendency. It may
criminal practices. It may well be be that even the pulpit is not entirely
doubted whether education with us is free from a share in the responsibility.
all that it should be.
Submission to It may be doubted whether the simple
authority, and the ability to say no to ethical principles in our religion are
any temptation
especially when it made as prominent as they should be.
comes in the line of our own natural It is possible, even, for preachers to be

—

—

—

;
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so fully occupied with the theoretical,
as to lose sight of the practical ; and
political economy and sociology, may
be allowed to take the place of the
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unfortunate circumstances, the case is
All sorts of reformatory influences should be brought to bear
upon such. The chief object of the
divine morality of the New Testa- imprisonment of such an one should be
ment, which is, after all, the hope of his recovery from the evil courses into
the world.
which he has fallen. His sentence
The cure of this great and growing should be indeterminate, and he should
evil is, however, the most important never be set at large until he has given
branch of the subject to the discussion good reason to believe that he is rethis formed. Two things should characterof which this article is devoted
has been anticipated in part. To know ize his treatment, kindness and firmthe nature and the cause of a disease ness. The laws of the prison should
is to be put in possession of, at least,
be like the law of gravitation, working
the first and most essential condition as steadily and as beneficently. Nothof its successful treatment. The prob- ing unreasonable should be required of
lem, however, is too complex to be any one, but what is required should
dealt with summarily and in an off- be exacted to the letter.
Submission
hand way. So we have seen there are to authority, obedience to law, and the
criminals and criminals. They consti- habitual recognition of the rule of right,
tute entirely ditferent types and class- should be quietly, steadily, and persistes, and what would be effective in one ently insisted upon every hour. These
First are the things which the prisoner needs
case would not be in another.
of all, there is the typical criminal
to be taught, and to have ground into
he who has adopted crime as a profes- his nature. He should be made to feel
sion, whether deliberately or instinct- that his liberty, and his life, as far as
ively by choice, or by the prompting it is worth living, depends upon his
of innate tendencies
who after re- mastery of this simple lesson. And, in
peated trial proves to be incorrigible. order to make this consideration the
There does not seem to be any reason more effectual, the prospect of a time
why he should be treated with undue coming when he should be a free man,
severity indeed, there are strong rea- should be constantly set before him
sons why he should be treated with and he should be made to feel that
the utmost degree of humanity, but though the idea of punishment which
there is no consideration which can always follows in the wake of transPer- gression, should not be excluded from
justify his being set at large.
petual imprisonment is the only thing his mind, and the idea also of the safety
the state is aiming at, as
that is consistent with his own best of society
interests and the safety of society. its supreme object, the making him a
Mr. Boies thinks that alter two terms new and better man.
But the cure to be effectual must not,
of imprisonment, upon a third conviction the criminal should be treated as however, be confined to the prison and
an incorrigible and the prison doors the reformatorJ^ What has been said
should close upon him forever. This of the prison regulations, must be true
seems to b« nothing more than is rea- of the law of the land it should operate
sonable.
We ao not hesitate to deal with the steadiness and certainty of
with the dangerous lunatic in this the laws of nature. England sets an
way why should we deal differently example to the whole world in this respect, worthy ot universal imitation;
with the criminal.
With the occasional criminal, the not by the severity of its punishment,
man who has committed a crime in a but by the certainty with which the
moment of passion, or who has been criminal is overtaken by the legal condrawn into it by evil associations and sequences of his crime. This is the
different.

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

!
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reason why crime is constantly ditninishing in England, while it is increasing everywhere else. But as we have
seen that the home is chiefly responsible for the production and multiplication of criminals, to it we must look
for the reduction of their number, and

for the gradual extirpation of the evil
which menaces society. And th^ regeneration and purification of the home

the appropriate work of the Church;
in it, in its last analysis, is our hope
for the world,

is

OVER SEA.
Speed

swiftly, splendid

Sun

!

You need

not stay with me
My thoughts are wide with one
Beyond the deep blue sea.
;

Quick to the waiting West
Go o'er your glowing track,

And

give to Ocean's breast
stolen jewels back

Her

!

Crown the broad bay with foam,

And

paint the faded skies

That bend above her home

The

color of her eyes.

Then
To

swift her chamber seek
scare away the dark
And kindle in her cheek
Life's bright mysterious spark.

Glisten along her hair,
And give her lips theii- rose ;
Her swan- white forehead fair
And snow-soft neck disclose.

Then gleams of silver weave
To give her eyelids white.
But on her lashes leave
The lustre of the night.

And
Its

back o'er all her face
animation win
;

The dainty shadow chase
'From the dimple in her chin.
Let every sunbeam shake
In golden fiery strife,
And glow her eyes awake,
And love her back to life
*

*

A moment stay your

!

*

beams

!

I almost had forgot
If 'tis of me she dreams
I charge you wake her not

New

York.

—Howard

Hall.

;

DOWN

THE YUKON AND UP THE MACKENZIE.
3,300 Miles by Foot and Paddle.

BY WILLIAM OGILVIE,
,

P* ^°1

,

clouds love to rest,

Like a shroud of Til'*'!*^^*'
the dead on the mountains
cold breast,
To the cataract's roar, where the eagles replv,
And^the lake its lone bosom expands to the
*

^'

—Rob

Roy.

Probably no great

international corntransaction of modern times
approaches more nearly <o the perfect
ideal of a " pig-in-a-poke " bargain
than the sale and transfer of the great
unknown country of Alaska by the
Russian Government to the United
States in the year 1867; not merely
the purcha-ner, but the seller also, in
this case, being in almost entire ignorance of the value of the treasure so
unceremoniously exchanged for seven
and a quarter million dollars' worth of
old gunboats belonging to the people
of the United States.
The hydrographic chart made by the Russian Government in the early part of the century was known to represent the coast
line with reasonable accuracy
but no
exploratory survey of the interior was
ever undertaken by the Russians nor
has an\' such survey been subsequently contemplated by the Government of
the United States.
All that is known
of the interior of Alaska and the adjacent country and this knowledge is
meagre and scanty in the extreme
has been gathered from the lips and
pens of the few Arctic travellers who.
animated with the commendable ambition of the noble lord of high degree
of the old ballad, have gone abroad determined
strange countries for to
see," and who have returned, from time
to time, to astonish civilization with
an e.rperto crede account of its trackless,
frozen, solitary wastes.
The present article, however, deals
only casualh' and incidentally with

mercial

;

;

—

'"

—

D.L.S., F.R.G.S.

Alaska, but mainly with the av^ja^cuu
adiacent
*^
..
tj ••
British territory, which, aside from
.

,

,

.

,

certain lines of travel, may also be said
to be a terra incognita.
To within a
^^^ y^ars ago a great unexplored solitude extended to the eastward between
the valleys of the Upper Yukon, or

Lewes, and the Mackenzie, and from
the GOth parallel of latitude northward
to the shores of the " frozen ocean."
This extensive region is known as the
Yukon country, a name rendered appropriate by the fact that it is drained
by the Yukon river and its tributaries,
which form one of the great river systerns of the world.
A general account
of the exploration of a portion of this
great area is the subject of the present
article.

Walled in by high mountains, and
consequence unapproachable from
every side, it is not strange that the
Yukon district should so long have remained in almast undisturbed seclusion.
Had it not been for the fact that
the rich metalliferous belt of the Coast
and Gold Ranges passes through the
district from one end to the other, the
probability is that it would still have
remained unexplored for many years
in

to come.

Only four gates

of approach to the

district exist, and, strangely

enough,

these are situated at the four corners,
From the north-west, access is gained
to the country by following the Yukon

from

its

mouth

in

Behring Sea

:

from

the north-east, by crossing from the
Mackenzie to the Porcupine, and following down the latter stream to its
confluence with the Yukon from the
;

south-east, by ascending the Liard from

Fort Simpson and crossing the watershed to the head waters of the Pelly
and tinally, from the south-west, by en-
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tering where the Coast Range is pierced
by the Chilkoot and Ghilkat Passes.
As a matter of fact, all these routes
are beset with difficulties, and when it

source of the Lewes River to
Nuklikahyet, continuing his journey
from this point to the sea by boat.

the

The

object of this expedition

was to

CHILKOOT INLET.
is remembered that there are only four
roads into a region three times greater
in extent than the total area of the
New England States, it is not to be
wondered at that the total population
of the region should consist of a few
scattered Indian families and a hundred or so of hardy miners.
Occasional contributions to our knowledge of the district have been made
from time to time for at least half a
century, mainly by officers of the Hud-

son's

Bay Company, miners and em-

ployes of the abandoned Telegraph
Expedition and skeleton maps of the
interior have been constructed in accordance with the topographical data,
;

so far as

known.

Among
Lieut.

recent expeditions that of

Schwatka, of the United States

Army, in the summer of 1888, may be
mentioned.
Entering the country by
the Chilkoot Pass, Lieut. Schwatka
floated down the Yukon on a raft from

examine the country from a military
point of view, and to collect all available information with regard to the
Indian tribes. We are indebted to it
also for a great deal of general information with regard to the country.
Schwatka, who seems to have gone
through the country with his eyes
open, used the explorer's baptismal
privilege freely, and scattered monuments of Schwatkanian nomenclature
broadcast throughout the land, rechristening

many

places that

had

al-

ready been named, and doing so too in
apparent indifference to the fact that
many of the names thus set aside had

an established priority of many years.
Of Schwatka's two subsequent expeditions to Alaska in the interests of a
New York newspaper syndicate, very
little need be said
little, indeed, seems
to have been accomplished beyond
taking a huge slice of a thousand feet
or more off the top of Mount St. Elias,
;

DOWN THE
without any reason whatever beinfj
assigned for this stupendous act of
vandalism.
This, however, may be
said to be aside from our subject, as no
one seems to know whether the mountain thus obtruncated is in Canada or
not, and until this point is settle<l no
one need feel aggrieved.
In the year 1887, mainly in conse(juence ot numerous applications for
raining locations, the attention of the
Canadian Government was directed to
the gold areas along the Yukon River

and

its tributaries,

which were

said to

YUKON.
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ments made
concerning it that,
though it is in ocean waters and can
be traversed by the largest ships, it is
so sheltered by countless islamis from
the gales and waves of the vast Pacific,
nearly the whole of the length, that
its waters are always as smooth as
those of a large river.
In marked contrast to this is the west coast of the
United States, where harbors are like
angel's visits.

On the 24th of May I arrived at
Chilkoot Inlet and here my work
began. The first news I received on
landing, and at the very outset of the

be particularly rich and extensive in
the vicinity of the international bound- expedition, wtis that there was serious
ary, and an expedition was determined trouble with the Indians in the interupon to explore this region. The ex- ior on the Lewes River. A miner who
pedition was entrusted to me.
had recently arrived from the scene
On the evening of the 2nd of May of the alleged disturbance, stated that
1 reached Victoria, B.C., and at once
there had been a fight between the
set about making preparations to start Indians and the miners, at the mouth
by the monthly mail steamer which of the Stewart River. A circumstanwas advertised to leave on the 9th. tial account of the affair was given.
The vessel did not arrive, however, The result, as alleged, was that four
until the 12th.
Indians and two white men had been
I then found that she
was much overloaded, and it was with killed, and that the Indians had come
some difficulty that I persuaded Cap- up the river as far as the Caiion to lie
tain Hunter to consent to take my in wait for any white men who might
I did not
outfit, which weighed about six ton-*, be going into the country.
and under the circumstances it was a have an opportunity of questioning
real act of kindness for him to do so. this man, as he had gone to Juneau
Owing to the heavy load we made City the day before I arrived. The
slow progress, and it was not until the rumor seemed to me improbable but,
18th of May that we reached Fort true or false, it was an unpleasant one
W'rangell. at the mouth of the Stickeen to hear, and it must be confessed that
River.
Dr. Dawson, of the Geological it had a somewhat discouraging and
Survey staff, landed here, his proposed deterrent effect upon some members of
;

route lying along the Stickeen, Dease, the party. As there was no means
Upper Liard and Francis rivers, cross- either of verifying or disproving the
ing the Arctic and Pacific waterehed, rumor, I decided to go on. If the
descending the Pelly, and returning to Indians in the interior were hostile, I
the coast b}'' the Lewes a circuit of had no doubt I would not long be in
about thirteen hundred miles. Before ignorance of the fact.
Chatham Strait and Lynn Channel
parting with Dr. Dawson I arranged
to meet him at the confiuence of the lie in almost a straight line, aud durPelly and Lewes or Yukon about the inor the summer there is nearly always
a strong wind blowing up them from
20th of July following.
At the head of Lynn
The part of the journey between the sea.
Victoria and Chilkoot Inlet has l)een Channel are Chilkat and Chilkoot
so much written ot, talked of and pic- Inlets. The distance down these chantured during the last few years that I nels to the open sea is about three
will repeat only one of the man}' state- hundred and eighty miles and along

—
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the whole extent of this the mountains
on each side of the water confine the
incoming currents of air and deflect
inclined currents in the direction of
the axis of the channel. Coming from
the sea, these air currents are heavily
charged with moisture, which is precipitated when they strike the mountains, and the fall of rain and snow is
consequently very heavy. 1 was unfortunate enough to have three days
of the wettest kind of wet weather, so
that I could do nothing in the way of
commencing the survey. During the
delay, myself and party were employed
in making preparations for carrying
the instruments, provisions and other
baggage up to the head of Taiya Inlet,
a distance of twenty and a half miles.
This was accomplished by securing
the services of two boats, belonging to
a trader, which were towed to the
head of the Taiya Inlet by the little
United States gunboat " Pinta," to the
commander of which (Captain Newell)
I owe a debt of gratitude for his very
obliging and attentive treatment of

myself and party. The " Pinta " is
not properly speaking a gunboat, but
simply an iron tug overhauled and
made to do duty as one. She carries
two brass guns, one small gatling and
a crew of thirty men, and although
she is a slow sailer, not being able to
make more than seven knots an hour,
she manages to uphold the dignity of
the stars and stripes and to, make herthoroughly respected along the
The Indians are especially
coast.
afraid of her shells, which they call
" the gun that shoots twice."
The latitude and longitude of Pyramid Island were fixed by a party sent
out by the United States Coast Survey to observe an eclipse of the sun,
August 7th, 1869. Beginning at this
point I carried the survey over to
Haines Mission then along the west

self

;

side of Chilkoot Inlet
and up to its head.

to

Taiya Inlet

Under the Anglo-Russian Convention (1825) the inland boundary of the
south-eastern coast strip of Alaska is

to be " the summit of the
Coast Range," or "a line ten marine
leagues from the sea."
Much depends
upon the meaning assigned to these
phrases, and, as the location of the
boundary is one of the questions of
the near future, it is important for
both governments to be in possession

declared

of all possible information.
The attitude and locations of some (-f the
highest peaks around the head of
Taiya Inlet were therefore determined.

The highest visible from Taiya Pass
proved to be some six thousand two
hundred and nineteen feet above the

mean

sea level.

Taiya Inlet has evidently been at
one time the valley of a large glacier.
Its sides are steep and smooth, and
evidences of well-defined glacial action
side.
From a high
ledge of polished rock on the west
side, looking back and down, I caught
my last glimpse for years of the broad
bosom of the great Pacific shining like
molten gold in the level rays of the
settincr
Light clouds drifted
sun.
across the picture and belore I turned
away from its contemplation it was
completely veiled from view.
At the head of the inlet preparations were commenced for taking the
the impedimenta over the Coast Range
to the head of Lake Lyndeman on the

abound on every

Lewes River.

Commander Newell

kindly aided me in making arrangements with the Chilkoot Indians, and
did all he could to induce them to be
This,
reasonable in their demands.
however, neither he nor anyone else
They refused to
could accomplish.
carry to the lake for less than twenty
dollars per hundred pounds, and as
they had learned that the expedition
was an English one, the second chief of
the tribe recalled some memories of an
old quarrel which they had had with
the English many years ago, in which
an uncle of his had been killed, his
idea being to obtain indemnity for the
loss of his uncle by charging an exorbitant price for our packing, of which
Commander
he had the control.

DOWN THE
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Newell told him I had a permit from
the Great Father at Washington to
pass thro' his c(nmtry in safety, and
that he would see that I did so. After
much talk they consented to carry our
stuff to the summit of the range for
ten dollars per hundred pounds. This
is about two-thirds of the whole distance, includes all the climbing ^nd
all the woods, and is by far the most
difficult part of the way.
My outfit consisted of two canoes,

I

met them on

miles

them.
early

their return about eight

from the

where

coast,

They came

to the

morning before

I

camp

I

paid

in the

was up, and

about two hours there was quite a
hubbub. When paying them I tried
to get their names, but very few of
them would give any Indian name,
for

nearly all, after a little retlection, givMy
ing some common English name.
list contained little else than Jack,
Tom, Joe, Charley and so on, some of
scientific instruments weighing about which were duplicated there and four
I then found why some of
seven hundred pounds, camping re- times.
to lose their
quisites, tfents, clothing, provisions for them had pretended
Several who
eight men for two years, carpenters' tickets at the summit.
tools, nails and spikes suitable for had thus acted presented themselves
building a boat or a house, and, last twice for payment, pi'oducing first the
but not least, might be included about recei()ted ticket and afterwards the
six thousand dollars in gold and silver one they claimed to have lost, demandThey were much
coin for current expenses, as none of ing pay for both.
the Indians in the interior will take surprised when they found that their
paper money. I had, in all, exclusive duplicity had been discovered. While
of what was taken over by myself paying them I was a little apprehenand party, one hundred and twenty sive of trouble, for they insisted on
packs, ranging in weight from forty to crowding into my tent, and for myself
one hundred and fifty-six pounds
and the four men who were with me
and on the morning of the 6th June to have attempted to eject them would
one hundred and twenty Indians
have been the height of folly. I am
men, woman and children started for strictly of the opinion that these
the summit with them.
I sent two of
Indians would hav^e been much more
my party on to see the goods delivered difficult to deal with if they had not
at the place agreed upon.
Each car- known that Commander Newell rerier, when given a pack, received also
mained in the inlet to see that I got
a ticket, on which was inscribed the through without accident.
contents of the pack, its weight, and
These Indians are perfectly heartthe amount the individual was to get less.
They will not render even the
for carrjnng it.
They were made to smallest aid to each other without
understand that they had to produce payment
and if not to each other,
these tickets on delivering their packs, much less to a white man.
I called
but were not told for what reason. A.s one of them fvvhom I had previously
each pack was delivered, one of my assisted with his pack) to take me and
men receipted the ticket and returned two of my paity over a small creek
it.
The Indians did not seem to in his canoe.
After putting us across
understand the import of this a few he asked for money, and I gave him a
of them pretended to have lost their half a dollar.
Another man stepped
tickets, and, as they could not get paid
up and demanded pay, stating that the
without them, my assistant, who had canoe belonged to him. To see what
duplicates of every ticket, furnished the result would be, I gave him the
them with receipted copies after ex- same amount.
Immediately there
amining their packs.
were three or four more claimants
While they were packing to the for the canoe.
I dismissed them
summit, I was producingthe survey ,'and with my blessing and made up my

—

:
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would wade the next creek. ing is about thirty yards wide, and
Taiya Pass flows a small the current is so strong that unless one
river, the Dayay of Schwatka, navi- has a load on his back he can hardly
gable for canoes to about six miles stand on his feet. The Indians when
above the mouth above this the cur- crossing carry a stout stick which they
rent is too swift and rougrh for boats, use as a prop while making a step.
and everything intended for the inter- The women, while fording the stream,
ior has to be carried over the moun- tie their skirts up very high and use

mind

I

Down

:

tains on men's backs, a distance of
about seventeen and a half miles. The
Pass is heavily wooded to within about

two miles of the summit

;

and getting

through these woods, especially with the
canoes, was a matter of patience and
Christian forbearance.
There is only one really dangerous
where the little river
spot, however,
runs between perpendicular, or rather
overhanging, rock banks. The path
for a little distance runs close to
the brink, and a misstep here would
precipitate one some three hundred
feet to the bed of the stream bel6w.
The river has to be crossed three or

—

their sticks as dexterously as the men.
Before
canoes came up to this point

my

had

the second time
while I was verj- warm from clambering down the steep side of a hill

I

to cross twice

thirteen hundred

To people living
this

and sixty

feet high.

in ordinary conditions,

would seem dangerous, but no ill
resulted to me from my cold

efiects

bath.

From the timber line to the summit,
the slope is easy and uniform, with
the exception of one steep bit, in
which there is a rise of five hundred
about as many yards. When
packing over the Pass, the Indians, if

feet in

UAIM:^ ilisSlON — the INDIAN

four times in the Pass, and as the
water, flowing from the glaciers above,
is ice cold, it will never be resorted to
The lowest crossas a bathing place.

;

-(

IIiKiL.

they get to the timber limit during the
day, remain there until about midnight,
frozen,

the snow
and they can

when

in the

travel

Pass
over

is
it
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On the very
with comparative ease.
steep places they cut holes in the crust
with a small hand axe, and help themselves up with their hands otherwis3,
with heavy loads on their backs, they
When the snow is
could not get up.

The captain is an old-timer. Everybody on the coast from Frisco to Unalaska knows Bill

Moore.

He

is

a

Hanoverian by birth, but has knocked
about the Pacific Coast ever since he
can remember. He excels as a storysoft they use a stick which they push teller, and many queer stories are also
The captain is one of
vertically into the snow and pull them- told about him.
those easy-going, good-natured but unselves up. by it.
who have a
I have read somewhere of red snow fortunate individuals,
being seen in this region so it is, but standing grievance against the law of
the land, and on whom its heavy arm
it is only snow covered with a vegeWhen I first .saw it I was seems to be continually beating, in a
table juice.
.surprised at the confirmation of the small way it is true, but with monotostatement I have alluded to but soon nous regularity, and apparently with
noticed that it was confined entirely to but indifferent beneficial results.
Not
the line of travel. This led me to ex- bold enough to go entiiely beyond
amine it more closely, when I found the charmed circle, and not clever
that it was caused by the juice of a enough to keep just within it, the capberry which grows on a ground vine at tain's relations with the executive
the head of "the timber limit.
When authorities of the Dominion and of the
pressed, this berry gives out a purple republic were so strained at all times
juice, which by dilution shadesdown in- as to threaten rupture at any moment
;

;

;

to a pale pink.

This juice

is

absorbed

An account

of the adventures of the

by the leather

little

wards

which, as he says, he had to keep a
" tarn staff of lawyers " to keep her

of the Indian's moccasins
as he tramps on the berries, and after-

snow as he travels
by the heat of the sun

stains the

"Western Slope," on board

of

afloat, and for whom there was " some
on the hill volverine of a sheriff or customs offiside, is
wide space, cer" waiting at every port, would fill
compared with the track, and is visible a volume in itself. The captain, notafter all sign of the track is gone. withstanding his little failings, has
The red snow of the arctic regions is in many excellent qualities and a genuine
part due to vegetable coloring matter. hearty humor about him that freshenMight not some at least of the instan- ed the tired spirits of the party like a
ces recorded in which the phenomenon spray from a salt sea-breeze blowing
has been observed be traceable to a inland. His dialect and his peculiar
similai- .source?
opinions of men and things always
Before proceeding any further, a expressed with the emphatic dogmaword with regard to the party may not tism of matured consideration chased
be out of place. Morrison and Glad- dull melancholy from many a wet
man were my lieutenants, and I deem day's camp.
myself peculiarly fortunate to have
The captain had a couple of boys
been so ably seconded. Parker and mining in the interior at Cassiar Bar,
Sparks the basemen, were both expert whom he had believed to have "struck
canoeists and tiie expedition owes much it rich," and his object in going down
to their skill with the paddle.
These, the river was to visit them and help to
with myself, made up a permanent party take care of their good fortune. His
of live.
Two men were picked up at paternal solicitude for those boys was
Victoria for the summer of 1887, and highly commendable, and bright visCaptain Moore, who was going into the ions of prospective wealth made the old
country on his own account, was at- man doubly anxious to hurry on and

over

it.

This,

and the action

of gravity
distributed over a

—
—

tached to the party for a short time.

impatient of the least delay.

DOWN THE
But to return to our mutton. After
completing the survey down to the
lake, I set about getting my baggage
This proved no easy task.
down.
Of all the Indians who came to the
summit with packs, only four or five
could be induced to remain and pack
down the lake, although I was paying
them at the rate of four dollars per
hundred pounds. After one trip down,
only two men remained, and they only
in the hope of stealing something.
One of them appropriated a pair of
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on snow blindness, the intolerable
pain of which only those who have
suti'ered from this complaint can realize.
I had two sleds with me which
were made at Juneau city specially for
the

work

tains

With

of getting over the

moun-

and down the lakes on the

ice.

succeeded in bringing
about a ton and a half to the lakes,
but I found that the time it would
take to get all down this way would
proseriously
interfere with the
gi^amme arranged with Dr. Dawson, to
these I

LOOKING DOWN TAIYA INLBT.

boots and was much surprised to find say nothing of the suffering of the men
that he had to pay for them on being and myself from snow-blindness, and
settled with.
1 could not blame the the liability to sickness to which we
Indians much for not caring to work, were exposed by protracted physical
as the weather was stormy and disa- exertion under such unfavorable congreeable raining or snowing almost ditions. I had with me a white man
continuously. After they had left, I who lived at the head of the inlet with
This man
tried to portage the stuff with the aid a Tagish Indian woman.
with the
influence
considerable
had
slavish
of my own men, but found it
labor, and after the first trip one of Tagish tribe, the greater number of
them was laid up with what appeared whom were then in the neighborhood
The where he resided, trying to get some
to be inflammatory rheumatism.
first time the party crossed, the sun odd jobs of work, and I sent him to
was shining brightly, and this brought the head of the inlet to endeavor to

—

:
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and leave me until necessity compelled
them to go to work again. I once for
all made them distinctly understand
that I would not pay any of them until the whole of the stuff was down.
As many of them had already earned
from twelve to fifteen dollars each, to
lose which was a serious matter to
them, they reluctantly resumed work
and kept at it until all was delivered
this done, I paid them off and set about
getting my outfit across the lake, which
more than I did with my own party and the two

induce the Tagish Indians to undertake the transportation, offering them
In
five dollars per hundred pounds.
the meantime, Captain Moore and the
Indian "Jim," who had been, b}'^ my
direction, exploring a low-level pass
to the south, which I have named
White Pass, had rejoined me. I had
their assistance for a day or two, and
" Jim's " presence aided indirectly in
inducing the Indians to come to my
relief.

The Tagish are little
to the more powerful coast Peterborough canoes.
After getting all my outfit over to
tribes, and are in constant dread of
offending them in any wa3^ One of the foot of Lake Lyndeman, I set some
slaves

the privileges which the coast tribes
claim is the exclusive right to all work
on the coast or in its vicinity, and the
Tagish are afraid to dispute this claim.
When my white man asked the Tagish
to come over and pack, they objected
on the grounds mentioned. After considerable ridicule of their cowardice,
and explanation of the fact that they

had the exclusive right to

own

— the

all

work

in

of the party to pack it to the head of
Lake Bennett. The stream between
these two lakes is too shallow and
rough to permit of canoe navigation,
and everything had to be portaged the
greater part of the way.
I employed
the rest of the party in looking for
timber to build a boat to carry the
outfit down the river to the vicinity
of the International Boundary, a distance of about seven hundred miles.
It took several days to find a tree large
enough to make planks for the boat I
wanted, as the timber around the upper end of the lake is small and scrubby.
To give an idea of its scarceness
I may state that a thorough search
was made around the head of the lake
and over ten miles down it, and only

country on
the north side of the coast range being admitted by the coast Indians to
belong to the Tagish tribe just as the
coast tribes had the privilege of doing
all the work on the coast side of the
mountains, and that one of their number was already working with me unmolested, and likely to continue so,
nine of them came over, and in fear one tree was found suitable for my
and trembling began to pack down to purpose. This tree made four planks,
the lake.
A. few days later some of fifteen inches wide at the butt, seven
the Chilkoots came out and also start- at the top, and thirty-one feet long.
ed to work.
Such other planks as we wanted had
I was now getting my stuff down to be cut out of short logs, of which
quite fast but this good fortune was some, ten to fourteen inches in diamnot to continue.
Owing to the pre- eter and ten to sixteen feet long, could
vailing wet, cold weather on the moun- be found at long intervals.
The boat
tains, and the difficulty of getting required only four hundred and fifty
through the soft snow and slush, the feet of plank for its construction, yet
Indians soon began to quit work for a some of the logs had to be carried a
da}'- or two at a time, and to gamble
long distance, and two saw-pits had to
with one another for the wages al- be made before that quantity was proready earned. Many of them wanted cured and this on ground that was
to be paid in full, but this I positively all thickly wooded with spruce, pino
refused, knowing that to do so was to and some balsam, the latter generally
have them all apply for their earnings the largest uud cleanest-tranked.
their

country

—

;

;
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gravelly spot on the shore was
and the boat built bottom up.
As she approached completion a good
deal of speculation was indulged in as
to how she was to be turned.
The
united strength of the party was insufficient for the purpose, and even if
it had been sufficient the shock she
selected
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tain walked around her admiringly,
and was good enough to admit that
that was one way to turn a boat, l)ut
at the same time he was convinced
that it was not the right way.
The boat, as completed, measured

thirty-two feet in length by eleven
beam, and was thirty-two inches

feet

CIIILKOOT INDIANS, TAIYA INLKT.

would have received in going over
would have damaged her badly. The
captain, as usual, was full of advice
and fertile in suggestions, displaying a
profundity of ignorance of mechanical
principles which furnished amusement
for the whole party and kept them in
a constant good humor. After a week's
hard work the boat was finished, and
I had her mounted on blocks at the
two ends and a trench about four feet
in depth dug all along one side.
The captain watched these mysterious preparations with considerable interest.
When all was ready a lift and
a shove fiom the united party was all
that was necessary, and she turned
without strain, coming up on the sloping gravel bank on her side. The cap-

deep.

A new difficulty now presented

The entire party were of the
opinion that she was not big enough
to carry her load, and to satisfy them,
before she was launched I calculated
her weight and found that loaded she
would float with fourteen inches freeboard. The captain laughed derisively
whenlmarked herload-line onherside,
and he insisted that in spite of all calculations, that loaded she would sink.
When put into the water she floated
well up, however, and as the men began to load her for her venturesome
trip, the captain watched that line
sink lower and lower until it just
touched the water and there it remained.
He then gave vent to his
astonishment in language more vigoritself.

—

—
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ous than choice, declaring that he had
been " for near fordy year on de coast
and never saw noding like dat before!"
The captain was so proud of the
boat and of his share in building her
that he insisted she should be named;
and, as the story- writers say, " thereby
hangs a tale."

also,

same

came

in for a christening at the
time, while we were in the humor,

the longer one beino^ known as the
" Mackenzie
and the other as the
"

Yukon."
While on Lake Bennett, building
our boat, I found an extensive ledge
of auriferous quartz, the assay of which,

The Tes-lin-too, or Newberry, River however, shewed that it contained only
marks the point on the main stream traces of gold. The ledge is sixty to
where gold in placer deposits begins eighty feet wide, and can be easily
Dr. Dawson called this traced on the surface for three or four
to be found.
stream the Tes-lin-too, that being, according to information obtained by
him, the correct Indian name. Schwatka, who appears to have bestowed
no other attention upon it, dubbed it
the Newberry but whatever its name
on the maps of the future may be, it
will never be known by any other
name among the miners in there than
the Hootalinkwa.
A number of miners, the captain's
boys among them, had prospected the
Hootalinkwa and reported it rich in
;

Such reports, of course,
placer gold.
grow rapidly from mouth to mouth
the error being cumulative, so to speak
and by the time the report had
reached the captain the Hootalinkwa
was a perfect El Dorado.
The old
man was never tired of conjuring up
bright visions of the happy days ahead
when we should "get down to de
Hoodalinka and scoop up de gold by
de bucketful."
" I tell you what it is, boys," he
would say, " de Hoodalinka is de place
for us. De gold is dere, sure, and every
bar on dat river is a reg'lar jewel'ry

—

Now,

shop.

I tell

you

dat."

And

so

on from morning until night the captain

built

his

air-castle,

until

"

de

Hoodalinka" became a by- word among
us.
When, therefore, the subject of
naming the boat came up it was sug-

gested that out of respect for the captain she should be named " de Hooda-

miles.
A small creek cuts through it
about a mile from the lake, and in this
creek are found colors of gold.
My boat was tinished on the evening
of the 11th of July, and on the 12th
I sent four of the party ahead with it
and the outfit to the Canon. They
had instructions to examine the Canon and, if necessary, to carry a part of
the outfit past it; in any case enough
to support the party back to the coast,
should accident necessitate such procedure.
With the rest of the party I
continued the survey on the lakes
this proved tedious work, on account
In the summer
of stormy weather.
months there is nearly always a wind
blowing in from the coast it blows
down the lakes and produces quite a
heavy swell. This would not prevent
the canoes going with the decks on,
but, as we had to land every mile or
so, the rollers breaking on the generally flat beach proved very troublesome.
On this account I could not
average more than ten miles per day
on the lakes little more than half of
what could be done on the river.
Navigation on the Lewes River begins at the head of Lake Bennett.
Above that point and between it and
Lake Lyndeman there is only about
three-quarters of a mile of river, and
that is narrow, shallow, swift and
;

;

—

Many

rough.

small streams issuing

traditional bottle of wine, unfortunate-

from the numerous glaciers at
the heads of the tributaries of Lake
Lyndeman feed this lake and make
it the head fountain of the Lewes.

Hoodalinka " was accordingly
named. The two Peterborough canoes.

about five miles in length, nestling

and by common consent and
amid much merriment (we had not the
linka,"

ly) the "

directly

It is

a pretty

little

strip

of water,

DOWN THE
granite hills, which
are here and there clothed, down to the
gravelly beach, with dwarf spruce and

among grey-green
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flat, shelving beach at the lower
end of the lake, apparently reaching
the Canon, or to a short distance above
it.
The bottom of this valley, which
pine.
Lake Bennett is about five times as looks like an ancient river course, is
long and, like all the lakes of the dis- wide and sandy, and covered with
pitch-pine timtrict, narrow in proportion to its length. scrubby poplar and
About midway comes in from the east ber. The waters of the lake empty
an arm which Schwatka appears to through a channel not more than one
have mistaken for a river and named hundred yards wide, which soon exWheaton River. This arm, down to pands into what Schwatka called Lake
that point, is wider than the other it Nares. Through this channel there
is quite a current, and more than seven
is also reported by the Indians to be
longer and to head in a glacier which feet of water, as a six foot paddle and
As far as a foot of arm added to its length did
lies in the Chilkoot Pass.
seen, it is surrounded by high moun- not reach the bottom.
Lake Nares, the smallest and most
tains, apparently much higher than
those on the arm we travelled down. picturesque of this chain of northern
Below the junction of the two arms lakes, is separated from Lake Bennett

k

the

;

>F

the lake is about a mile and a half
wide, with deep water. At the southwest corner there flows into the la.ke
a muddy glacier-fed stream, which
at its mouth has shoaled a large
A deep, wide
portion of the lake.
valley lying between regularly terraced

hills,

extends northward from

TAIYA PASS.

by a sandy shallow point of not more
than two hundred yards in width, and
from Tagi.sh Lake by a low, swampy,
willow-covered flat, through which the
The
narrow, curved channel flows.
the south-west slope up
hills on
on the north
easily, and are not high
;

the deep valley, already referred

to,
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and on the east the mounfrom the lake shore,
About two miles from its head,
Tagish Lake is joined by what the
miners have called the Windy Arm
borders

it

;

tains rise abruptly

(one of the Tagish Indians informed

me

they called

it

Takone Lake)

;

and

eight miles farther on the Tako Arm
This arm,
enters from the south.
which is about a mile ^wide at its
mouth or junction, must be of considerablelength,as it can be seen for a long
distance, and its valley can be traced
through the mountains much farther
than the lake itself can be seen. Except from reports from Indians, it is,
so far,

unknown, but

it is

improbable

that any river of importance enters it,
as it is so near the source of the waters
however, this is
flowing northward
a question that can only be decided by
Dr. Dawson
a proper exploration.
seems to include the Bone Lake of
Schwatka and these two arms ander
the common name of Tagish Lake.
This is much more simple and comprehensive than the various names by
which they have been heretofore de;

These waters collectively
signated.
are the fishing and hunting grounds
of the Tagish
are really one

Indians, and, as they
of water, there is

body

is about one
hundred and
yards wide, and for a short distance not more than five or six feet
deep this depth, however, soon in-

the lake,

fifty

;

creases to ten feet or more, and so continues down to Marsh Lake, a distance
of

about

five miles.

On

the east side of the river are
situated the only Indian houses to be
found in the interior with any pretension to skill in construction.
They
shew much more labor and imitativeness than one knowing anything about
the Indian in his native state would
expect.
The plan is evidently taken
from the Indian houses on the coast,
which appear to me to be a poor copy
of the houses which the Hudson's Bay
Company's servants build around their
trading posts. These houses do not

appear to have been used for some
time past, and are almost in ruins.
The Tagish Indians are now generally
on the coast, as they find it much easier
to live there than in their own country.
As a matter of fact, what they make
in their own country -is taken from

them by the coast Indians, so that
little inducement for them to

there is
remain.

Marsh Lake is a little over nineteen
miles long, and would average about
two miles in width. The miners call it

no reason why they should not be included under one name. From the " Mud Lake," but on this name they
junction with the Tako Arm to the do not appear to be agreed, many of
north end of the lake, the distance is them calling the lower part of Tagish
about six miles; the greater part is or Bone Lake by this name on account
over two miles wide. The west side of its shallowness and flat muddy
is so flat and shallow that it was imshores, as seen along the west side,
possible in many places to get our which, being more sheltered from the
canoes ashore, and quite a distance out prevailing southerly winds, is the one
in the lake there was not more than generally travelled.
The name, " Mud
five feet of water.
The members of Lake," however, is not applicable to
my party who were in charge of the Tagish Lake, as only a comparatively
large boat and outfit went down the small part of it is shallow or muddy
east side of the lake and reported the and it is nearly as inapplicable to
depth about the same as I had found Marsh Lake.
on the west side, with many large
At the lower end of Marsh Lake, on
rocks.
They passed through it in the a jutting point of land, are situated
night in a rain storm, and were greatly several Indian graves, each with its
alarmed for the safety of the boat and small enclosure (in which, with the
provisions.
dead man's bones, are deposited the
The river, where it debouches from few trinkets he may have possessed),
;

DOWN THE
its long pole surmounted by fluttering many colored rags which appear
to serve the double purpose of monument andscarecrow,attracting the revereni attention of human passersby.and
at the same time frightening stray birds
and prowling animals from the locality.
The Lewes River, where it leaves

and
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No

streams of importance enter any
these lakes.
river, called by
Schwatka McClintock River, enters
Mai-sh Lake at the lower end from the
east
it occupies a large valley, as
seen from the westerly side of the lake,
but the stream is apparently unimpor-

A

of

;

tant.
It is not probable that any
Marsh Lake, is about two hundred stream coming from the east side of
yards wide and averages this width the lake is of importance, as the strip
of country between the Lewes and the
as far as the Canon.
From the head of Bennett Lake to Tes-lin-too is not more than thirty or

the r'anon the corrected distance

is

forty miles in width at this point.

LAKE LYNDEMAN.

which is
miles, all of
navigable for boats drawing five feet
Add to this the westerly
or more.
arm of Bennett Lake and the Takone
or Windy arm of Tagish Lake, each
about fifteen miles in length, and the
Tako arm of the latter lake, of unknown length, but probably not less
than thirty miles, and we have a
ninety-five

stretch

of

water of upwards of one

hundred and

fifty

miles in length,

all

easily navigable, and connected with
Taiya Inlet and the sea through the
Chilkoot and White passes.

On

the 20th of July

we

reached the

at its yawning
I found that the party with

Canon and camped

mouth.
the "HoodcUinka" had arrived there
two days before, and, having carried a
part of the supplies past it. were awaitinor my arrival to run through with the
Before doing so, howrest in the boat.
ever, I made an examination of the
Canon and the rapids below it, incidentally keeping a sharp lookout for
hostile Indians, as this was the place
where they were said to be lying in
I was greatly relieved to find
wait.
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that there were no Indians about, and
no indication of a war party having
recently camped in the vicinity.
While we were examining the Canon,
an enormous brown bear put in an appearance upon a rocky ledge above us
about a quarter of a mile distant. His
inspection of the party, though an ex-

Mackenzie went througfh

all rio-ht,

but

her occupants would not have liked to
repeat the trip.
They say the canoe
jumped about a great deal more than
they anticipated, and I had the same
experience in going through in the
boat.

The Canon and rapids have been
must have been described in several articles by several
entirely satisfactory to himself, for I parties, all agreeing in giving a more
never saw an animal turn and disap- or less thrilling and dangerous characpear more quickly than this particular ter to them. That they are dangerous
The singing of a couple of for small boats no one would deny, but
bear did.
bullets in close proximity to his awk- that there is such terrible risk and such
ward person no doubt helped him to a narrow escapes as have been reported
prompt realization of the decidedly bad is a delusion. I do not wish to dei^y
any man any credit he may be entitled
character of the intruders.
Parker and Sparks wore anxious to to for running through them on a raft
run the Canon in their canoe. They or in a boat, but what I wish to decry
both thought they had been through is that any individual should consider
as rough water on the Saskatchewan, and report himself a hero for having
so, directing them to take a hundred done something never before attempted, and in comparison with which a
descent of Niagara would pale, if we
were to estimate the daring of the feat
by the amount of bosh used in describceedingly brief one,

.

ing

it.

The only danger

in the Canon is in
striking the sides if one will keep in
the channel he is safe, unless his boat
is very small.
I admit that the run
through is exciting, and a person who
;

had had his fears aroused by reading
some of the highly-colored descriptions
of it, more especially if he had no previous experience of the kind, might
lose his head and run into danger, instead of out of it.
The walls are perpendicular and high, and they seem to
fly past, in the narrow channel, with

ox LAKE LYXDEMAX.

pounds of bacon for ballast, I sent them
the Mackenzie to await the
arrival of the boat and to be ready in
case of an accident to pick us up.
The

down with

a frightful roar, involuntarily recalling
the sinister " Facilis est descensus
Averni " of the Roman poet. Seated
on a pile of stuff in the bow of the
boat, I directed the helmsman with my
arms, as speech was out of the question.
The passage through was made
in about three minutes, or at the rate
of twelve and a half miles an hour.
The only exciting episode in our trip
was in the final plunge, where there
are three heavy swells, each about five
feet in height.
The last of these broke
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over us in a blinding, drenching show-

ing thought it best to pray, and to
from which the white, geared face their surprise found themselves
safely
ot the cook looked up in an agony of through
before they had finished
sudden fear which I shall never for^^et. either.
er,

A TVriCAL SCENK BETWEEN LAKES LYM>£MAN AND BESNET.

The rapids, extending for a couple
of miles below the Canon, are not at
all bad.
What constitutes the real
danger is a piece of calm water forming a short, sharp bend in the river,
which hides the last or "White Horse"
rapids from sight until they are reached.
These rapids are about threeeighths of a mile long. They are the
most dangerous on the river, and are
never run through in boats except by
accident.
Parties always examine the
Canon and rapids below before going
through, and on coming to the calm
water suppose they have seen them all,
as all noise from the lower rapid is
drowned in that of the ones above.
On this account several parties have
run through the " White Horse," being
ignorant of its existence until they
were in it. It is related of two young
French Canadians who ran into it in
this way, that they hastily started
to strip for a swim, but before finish-

These rapids are confined by low
basaltic banks, which, at the foot, suddenly close in and make the channel
about thirty yards wide. It is here
the danger lies, as there is a sudden
drop, and the water rushes through at
a tremendous rate, leaping and seething like a cataract. The miners have
constructed a portage road on the west
side, and put down rollways in some
places on which to shove their boats
over. They have also made some windlasses with which to haul their boats
uphill, notably one at the foot of the
Canon. This roadway and the windlasses must have cost them many hours
of hard labor.
The only practicable way of getting
the "Hoodalinka" through the "White
Horee " was to let her down with a line;
and as a precautionary measure I determined to make a couple of anchors
for use in case she should become unmanageable in the rapid current For
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this purpose I selected two large piecs
of conglomerate rock, weighing from
two hundred to three hundred pounds
each, which were lying near my camp
on the shore, and began cutting grooves
in them. While thus engaged the cap-

tain approached

and inquired:

"What you doing here, Mr.
"

Ogilvie?"

Making a couple

of anchors to help
hold the boat back in letting her down

the rapid to-morrow," I replied.
" Veil, dem anchors '11 hold de boat,
sure.
She won't get away no mistake about dat."
I continued chipping awa}'-, but I
could see that the captain was not
satisfied with this expression of opinion, and, moreover, so favorable an
opportunity for the display of his
superior knowledge of river craft
was not to be lost. He returned to
" What's de use
the attack with
making two anchors, anyway, Mr.
Ogilvie ? I been on some pretty rough

—

—

does not we will have the otlier to
heave after it."
Seeing that I was not to be persuaded, the captain walked off in supreme
disgust.

The men were rather dubious about
getting the " Hoodalinka " through the
rapid without accident, and I was not
surprised the next morning on looking
round for volunteers to find only two
within sight. The others had strolled
oflTin various directions.
" Well, Charlie, are you coming with

me

?

" I said.

Gladman, who had never flinched in
the hour of danger, now hung back.
" I will go if you want me, IMr.
Ogilvie," he said quietly, " but I consider that

it is

risking

my

life."

Oh, well, if you think so you had
" What
better not come," I replied.
"
do you say, Morrison ?
I am ready to do what you say," he
answered, but with evident reluctance.
"

•'

ACROSS TAGISH LAKE

—4.15

A. M.

waters and I tell you dat one of dem
rocks 11 hold de Hoodalinka in mid-

" All right, then, get a pole and jump
J
r
^
^
aboard."

''^^^fw'n
Well, perhaps

alinka's "

'

'

1

•

.

it

will,

but

if

one

Two more were added to the" Hoodcrew— Captain Moore and

—
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an Indian to help keep her clear
the descent was arrested, but the tenand the other five men took the line sion was so great when the full strain
on shore.
came that the line twanged like a fidWhen all was in readiness, the little dle-string. For an anxious moment
craft was poled out into the current, the " Hoodalinka "
hung in midwhere she hesitated a moment, then stream, the seething water breaking
gently slid towards the smooth brink over her; then slowly she swung round
of the rapid, dipped and shot down- into the bay.
Here the line was cut
ward like an arrow. The five men on and doubled, and by snubbing at every
shore were jerked forward, desperately convenient point the boat was let down
clinging to the rope and yelling to lue to the foot of the rapid.
When clear water was reached, the
that they could not hold her. The
first
anchor went over with a big hvo anchor-lines could be seen ftweepsplash. The boat still gained headway. ing ahead, the masties of rock attached
The second anchor was promptly heav- to them, by their moTnentitm, actvxjUy
ed, but with no more effect than the dragging us forward.
" What do you think of the anchoi-s
first.
The men by this time were up
to their waists in water the boat was now, captain ? " I said, pointing to the
fast becoming unmanageable, and, fear- lines.
" Veil, Mr. Ogilvie," said the captain,
ing a casualty either from the line
breaking or from the men being drag- pausing deliberately to give the utterged ofi' their feet, I determined to run ance added weight, " I've seen strong
her into a little bay just ahead.
By currents many a time but I never
snubbincr round a convenient tree on a before saw a current dat would roll
little rocky point, and easing out the along a two hundred pound lump of
line, which was fortunately a lonij one. rock like a pebble."
;

;

—
—

—
—

I'ONTINUED.)

TO
Down

B.

PAULINE JOHNSON.

the river

!

down

the river

Hear her laughter ring and
'MitI the

!

quiver,

rocky walls and mountains

Of Thayendinaga's home.
Wear the Indian maiden singing.
While the waters break and sluNor
In a thousand silver arrows.
Into bubble-s, into foam,
From her padtlles and canoe.

Down

the rapid— the wild water
the laughter
Brot)ks have taught her
Ring and mock the rushing water
Moons have hid the silver traces
()f their tires in the river,
But the restless rapids daughter
Scorns their brightness 'neath the surface,
Stealing all their hidden graces .
For herself and her canoe.
!

Hear

!

Port Hurox, Mich.

— Ch.\rles

Edward Dedrick

:

:

THE FINANGIAb DEPRESSION

IN

AUSTRALASIA.

BY VORTIGERN.

The

New

Bank of
Zealand
Ten years ago the
suffered severely.
colony was at its worst but with the
policy of retrenchment inaugurated,

lowed, and the

unparallelled and unprecedented
of financial depression sweeping

wave

over Australia and wrecking its banks
One can
not without its lesson.
form no idea of the dire disasters this
It is pitimerciless storm is causing.
ful to behold the abject poverty existing everywhere, especially in Melbourne.
Families that could write out
cheques for $1,000,000 four years ago
are now without a cent to their names,
and in the majority of cases liable to
be called upon to give up to satisfy
angry creditors any money they might

;

is

and an absolute stoppage of borrowing,
combined with continued good harvests
and a largel}'^ increased trade in frozen
mutton with England, it is to-day
in the most satisfactory financial condition of any of the colonies, its last
budget showing a surplus of £200,000.
Western Australia is largely unexplored, and is quite a new colony
so
has had little or no chance to experipossibly earn.
There are at least ment much yet. South Australia is
50,000 empty houses in Melbourne. comparatively new, too, and although
Thousands of desperateand disappoint- suffering in sympathy with the others,
ed people would gladly leave Austra- has not reached the sensational state
lia were it not for the great distance they have.
Queensland has been very
that separates them from the rest of the heavily knocked by reckless plunging
world, and for their inability to obtain and the late gigantic floods that swept
the necessary money.
away over $10,000,000 worth of proThe continent of Australia is divided perty and left 20,000 people homeless.
into five colonies
Sydney, the capital of New South
Capital.
Wales, is over a hundred years old,
Western Australia
Perth.
and is in every respect a lovely city.
South Australia
Adelaide.
The public buildings are very beautiQueensland
Brisbane.
New South Wales
Sydney.
ful, but have been erected on capital
Victoria
Melbourne.
borrowed in the " Old Country " in a
Adding the island colonies of New most extravagant manner. Ugly ruZealand and Tasmania, we have also mours as to the colony's ability to repay these loans led to its inability
in Australasia
Capital.
to borrow freely.
This brought about
New Zealand
Wellington.
the lack of confidence and the comTasmania
;

Hobart.

parative stagnation that has led to the
responsible gov- failure in that city of a large number
ernment, consisting of an upper and of small, though large-dividend-paying,
a lower house, elected by the people
financial concerns, founded on the most
and a governor appointed by the Brit- unsound principles.
ish Government.
New Zealand, some
Even in sleepy little Tasmania,
few years ago, raised large loans in which, to the visitor, would seem forEngland, and plunged headlong into ever bathed in evening's twilight and
excessive expenses by building docks, tranquillity.failuresfollowedeachother
railroads, bridges, large public build- quickly.
The Bank of Van Diemen's
ings and other great enterprises that Land, founded over fifty years ago,

Each has

its

own

;

proved unremunerative.

Reverses

fol-

closed

its

doors in August, 1891, after
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declaring a dividend of over 9 per cent,
at its half-yearly meeting in June
Tasmania was booming,
of that year.
owing to the many rich " finds " and
the facility with which speculators
borrowed money on scrip. People became intoxicated with the successes

collection

of

straggling huts
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on a

owing to its geographical
position it became the headquarters
and port for all the successful mining
prairie; but

adventurers. Doctors, lawyers, authors,
younger sons of noblemen, reprobates,
discharged and escaped convicts, and

they saw a few gain and many un- men in every grade of life, rushed to
scrupulous men took advantage of this the gold fields and shared the reckless
and floated companies by sending from life offered. Their splendid finds built
Mount Zeehan, the silver fields, speci- up this city of noble business blocks
mens which they had perhaps bought and palatial residences. The rapidity
in Melbourne, and false reports of rich with which wealth accumulated infinds that had never been discovered. stilled a reckless extravagance in its
;

The

bank paralyzed all
and plunged the colony into despair and debt.
One of the directors
in the bank had an overdraft of $400,000 on little or no security. Had
prosperity reigned, this bank would
have become enormously wealthy; but,
failure of the

this,

as in horse racing, the right horse did

not come

in.

The key

to most of the trouble,
though, is to be found in Victoria.
The Victorians are a progressive, aggressive, assertive and go-ahead kind
of a people. Everything is done with
a spirit, and ordinary business precaution, as practised in other parts of the
world, was regarded by them as obsolete and behind the spirit of the times.
Their motto was always " Put your
shoulder to the wheel." They did put
their shoulders to the wheel, butas New
South Wales tells them, they pushed
Meltoo hard, and so shot right over.
bourne, marvellous Melbourne,is really
a wonderful example of man's energy.
It puts one much in mind of Chicago,
but seems even more wonderful.for the
population of the whole of Australasia
It might
is only about 4.000,000.
almost be termed a city of banks for
as one is " doing the block " on a
Thursday afternoon up and down Collins-street (the proper thing to do, by
the by, on that day), you cannot but
pause again and again to admire the
magnificent bank buildings, most of
which bear a brass plate with the appalling words, " in liquidation." About
forty years ago Melbourne was a mere
;

and led its business men to discard the recognized business methods
feverish gamas " old fogeyish."
bling tendency possessed everyone.
About five years ago a big land boom
was started. Banks and building societies sprung up like mushrooms, giving interest up to 11 per cent, on deposits, and advancing money at high
In most cases
rate to buyers of land.
these land banks ran up jerry-built
houses, planned townships, ran special
people,

A

trains,

and provided sumptuous

colla-

tions to crowds of people who were
sufficiently seized with the land craze
to go anywhere to snap up a bargain.

Had it lasted there would have been
enough homes to house 5,000,000 people, and Melbourne would have had a
Thinking
larger area than London.
men knew it could not last, and it is to
be regretted that some of these men
simply traded upon the artificial valuations, and perpetrated most outrageous
swindling transactions. The tide commenced to turn in 1890. In 1891 and
1892 all these speculative institutions,
that were paying dividends up to 20
and 30 per cent., were extinguished,
one after the other, like gas illuminations in a sudden squall of wind. The
fraudulent methods of many of them
were forced to light, and a large number of their oflicers are now languishing in prison cells. Some of the highest
government officials were discovered
to have taken part in their management, or rather mismanagement. The
Mercantile Bank of Australia, with

—

:

—
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liabilities

$12,050,000,

was the

largest

of these bubble companies.

For mutual protection, and to give
a semblance of security, the large regular banks formed an association, and
were known as the associated banks.
This quelled the excitement for a time.
And it was thought it would be almost
impossible for any one of them to fail.
Ugly rumors soon got afloat, however,
and the Federal Bank of Australia
failed in, I think, August, 1892.
The general depression and Jack of
confidence became so intensified that a
steady and growing run upon all the
banks commenced. April, 1893, ushered in the wildest excitement in Melbourne amongst depositors and shareOn Easter Tuesday, the Commercial Bank of Australia, with liabil-

of the authority, as they had instructions from London to continue to pay
in f^old.

The following
cipal

failures

weeks

is

a

list

:

Liahilit%e,%.

Commercial Bank of Australia.
.% 73,470,300
Commercial Banking Co., Sydney. 70,075,200
Australian Joint Stock Bank
65,.392,500
.

£14,69.5,000,

closed

its

.

National Bank of Australasia
Qneensland National Bank
London Chartered Bank of Austraof Victoria

English,

Scottish

and Australian

Chartered Bank
City of Melbourne Bank
Colonial

Bank

02,408,000
53,114,800
45,731,800
43,733,900

lia

Bank

.

of Australasia

Royal Bank, Queensland
Bank of North Queensland

holders.
ities

of the prin-

which occurred in six

41,341,800
30,943,000
22,981,500
6,798,000
3,256,500

$519,247,300

Add

doors.

to this the

liabilities of

the

They refused the terms of assistance Federal Bank, $15,182,800, and we
have a total of $534,380,100, made up
offered them by the rest of the associated banks, considering the conditions
so severe that suspension would be
preferable.

The failure of several other banks
immediately followed; among them the
Commercial Banking Co. of Sydney
(15th May
This bank's chief oflfice
was in Sydney, and its business was

;is

follows

:

Paid capital
Reserve
Undivided profits
Notes in circulation
Bills payable
Deposits

% 43,676,000
24,219,500
3,480,500
12,874,000
.30,355,800

419,774,300

$534,380,100

.

confined entirely to the colonies of New

South Wales and Queensland. It had
for many years been paying a regular
dividend of 25 per cent, per annum on
a capital of £000,000, and was reputed
to be one of the soundest and best

Cash
(4overnment securities
Premises aad property
Advances and discounts

Immediately upon

the announce-

ment

of this failure, the Government
of New South Wales issued a proclamation declaring the notes of the four

bank

of

New

18,855,400
18,005,600
4.30,784,300

deposits, as given above,

Victoria

New

South Wales
Queensland
South Australia

Western Australia

following banks legal tender for six

months

$ 66,734,800

$534,380,100

The

distributed as follows

managed banks.

Bank

*

were

:

$129,386,000
100,861,000
.36,733,000

16,188,000
2,443,000

$285,611,000
(JreatBritain

1.34,163,000

South Wales (oldest
$419,774,000

in colonies).

Bank of Sydney.
Many of these banks will be reBank of Australasia.
organized.
The chief proposals to this
Union Bank of Australia.
end take the shape of suggestions that
The two banks last named, which a part of the fixed deposits should
City

are English institutions and of undoubted strength, immediately declared that they should not take advantage

renewed for five years or
should be converted into preference
snares or into debenture stocks.
The
either be

—
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Commercial Bank of Australia has reopened but dividends will be harder
to earn with their increased capital
and the falling off of profitable business consequent upon the stoppage of
all the public works that kept employed at high wages thousands of men
;
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The reserve funds of the banks were,
as a rule, invested in the business, instead of being invested in solid securities, redeemable readily in times of
emergency. So that in a crisis they
had to either increase their capital or

—

borrow, two very difficult things to
do in a panic.
A well-built reserve fund, properly
invested, becomes a source of income,
and in some institutions will often
meet the requirements of a dividend
The gold re^.erves, too,
in bad times.
were allowed to run down very low.
Some of the banks would borrow gold a
day before issuing a statement, and
follows
Ptr head. afterwards return it. Their harborers,
€ 8. d.
as it were, were meie paper ones, so
36 11
£ 41,44.3,216
Victoria
when the storm burst upon them
41
1
46,051,449
New South Wales. ..
2S,10),684
7117 4 they found themselves thoroughly un(Queensland
63 18 G
20,401,.')00
South Australia
able to cope with its fury.
1,.3K7,444
27 15 10
Western Australia.
The profits were based upon the
43 6 3
6,292,800
Tasmania
uncollected charges on huge over£45 9 3
£143,662,093
drafts, covered by questionable securThe annual interest at .'^st Dec. ity and the congratulatory and com402 per cent. plimentary remarks addressed to the
1890, was £5,772,160
shareholders by the chairmen at the
I'.r't.
Atnotait.
Deht incurred/or
halt yearly meetings had their found£ 96,617, S73 694
Ilailways and tramways

created general business by
their ever-increasing wants and the
large circulation of money.
In the last ten years these colonies
have increased their combined debt
from $475,000,000 to $97o,000.000. In
1860 it averaged £7 18s. 7d. per head.
In 1890 it was £45 9s, 3d., made up as

who in turn

:

.'>

.

.

.

;

=

2,727,610
14,721,961

Telegraphs

Water supply
llarlKjrs,

rivers,

20
106

lighthouses

and docks
Roads and bridges
Defence works

H,446,162

6-1

3,U<).2,69()

2*2

1,487678

I'l

State 8chw)l buildings
Other public works

2,0r>r),191

15

.'),233,7H0

'.i'~

Immigration
Other services

3,497,419
1 ,287,280

2-5

£139,140,650
4,521,443

100

ToUl debt

apportioned.

Unapportioned

..

.

09

what might be.
There being so many governments in
Australia it has been found very difficult to properly legislate on banking

ation, often, in

matters.
On April 29th the Victorian government proclaimed a five days' bank
thinking it might allay
holiday,

The Bank

Bank

New

£143,(M)2,093

the meantime.
in
distrust
of Australia, the Union
of Australia, and the Bank of
South Wales protested against

public

this action, and remained open. These
do business all over the colonies,
banks
vailed in Australasia has been a potent
their Victorian
cause in helping to bring about the and had they closed
have prewould
chaos
only
A bank would make offices
present trouble.
vailed.
who
in
large advances to an importer,

The system

of credit that has pre-

turn supplied the retail dealer, the
tail

dealer

demanding

credit,

re-

as he

could only supply customers on the
If crops, wool and mines
turned out trumps many outstanding
accounts would be settled but when
the great depiession swept over them
they were precipitated into bankruptcy.

same terms.

;

Sir

Henry Parkes, ex-premier of

South Wales, has been fighting
The
for a long time for Federation.
followed
have
should
Australians
Were
Canada's example long since.
stock,
Australian
they federated,
view of the larger security offered,
would increase in marketahility and

New

m
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decrease in the rate of interest. They
could then adopt banking laws such
as the Dominion is protected by.
From a glance at the figures already
given, detailing the purposes for which
debts were
the Australian public
raised, it will be noticed that only
about £10,000,000 is what would
legitimately fall to the share of a
Federal Government. The liabilities
amounting, to about £134,000,000,
would be looked upon as provincial
debts.

Assuming, then, that this division
be approved, and Federation established, it is clear that the ten millions
might, without demur, be at once
taken over by the Federal Government, on conversion into a uniform
Australian stock, bearing at first about
^i%' b^^ eventually 3% interest.

The one hundred and thirty-four
millions might also be taken over by
the Federal Government on the security of the public works, on such terms
as it might deem necessary or expedient, in order to insure the regular

ment

pay-

of interest and expenses by the
various colonies interested.
New Zealand's debt, up to the end

of 1890,

amounted

to £38,832,350.

I

have purposely omitted this in my
figures, as that colony would undoubtedly, like Newfoundland, refuse to

come into the Federation should such
a desirable object be accomplished.
In conclusion, I would like to say
that Australia, teemingr with natural
resources, blessed with an unmalarious
climate more brilliant and equable
than that of Italy, and peopled from
the most adventurous of the colonizing
Anglo-Saxon stock, is still in a position to be ranked as a field for investment. Her people have been drunk
with the most magical success from
which they are now suffering recovery.

They will profit by their experience,
and in years to come Australia will
be the happy, glorious and prosperous land she was, with the addicharm and security that the sun
of Federation will spread through the
" Dominion of Australasia " when it
rises in their horizon, and sheds its
warm, comforting and life-giving rays
throughout the length and breadth of
a united and prosperous country in
the southern seas.
Chicago, Aug., 1893.
tional

THE CEREMONY OF "THE KEYS" AT THE TOWER
OF bONDOiN.
BY CAPTAIN

To Canadians

C.

F.

WINTER,

R.

L.

CANADIAN MILITIA.

To many, I dare say, this will apTower pear open to question, but when one
the Conqueror has exceptional at- comes to sum up the very conclusive
visiting London, espec-

ially for the first time, the old

of

tractions, and it invariably occupies a
foremost place upon their lists of special
points of interest to be visited.
That
-uch should be the case is not at all
surprising, considering that upon a
retrospect of the history classes of our
school boy days, the Tower is |>erhaps
to most of us the most prominent
landmark in English history during
some six or seven centuries.
It is a most interesting old place,
containing, as it does, relics of the
most eventful epochs in British history, but as the average visitor is
conducted only by way of a defined

route, many features of
the historic pile and its associations
are lost and even unknown to the majority of
the
sight-seeing public.
Among others, there is one of these
features which I feel confident my
fellow Canadians will be pleased to
hear of, particularly as it is really a
time honored observance and may be
counted as one of the few surviving
relics of feudalism in England.
This
is an
occurrence which takes place
within the Tower every night at
eleven o'clock, but to witness which is
essentially a garrison privilege, since
all strangers are excluded from the
I
precincts of the fortress at tattoo.
refer to the so-Ciilled ceremony of " The
Keys," which we are told has been
performed continuously by the Royal
Main Guard at the hour of closing the
Tower gates, every night since the
time of the Third Henry, that is from
about 1250 down to the present time.*

and limited

•

act

The writer
tl:iff

incites correction

if

inaccurate as to ex-

evidence of the uninterrupted occupation of the place from nearly two centuries anterior to the time which I
have mentioned, and of the constant
presence therein of a military garrison
and guards, the likelihood of the custom
having lapsed does not seem very probable, except perhaps during the regime
of Cromwell and the Commonwealth,
when one would scarcely think the

rounded-headed gentlemen who went
out of their way so much at that time
to change the old order of things, would
retain at the Tower, the very cradle
of despotism as it were, a custom savoring so much of kings and their alleged "rights divine."
But to come
to the ceremony of which I wish to
tell you.
Some years since the writer had the
honor and privilege of serving Her
Majest}"- as a member of one of her
oldest and most distinguished Infantry
Regiments of the Line, when, owing
to some battalions of the Foot Guards,
one of which usually garrisons the
Tower, being withdrawn for service in
Ireland, his regiment took up duty
On the first
there in the fall of 1881.
day of our arrival at the Tower I happened to be detailed for duty with the
Royal Main Guard, and in company

with my fellows was much amused at
our lieutenant, who after reading over
to us the standing orders of the Guard,
proceeded to caution us as to the solemnity of a ceremony which we would
be called upon to perform that evening at eleven o'clock, the hour of
He dwelt upon its
closing the gates.

"
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hundred years of existence, how in
old times it was a test and constant
reminder of the allegiance of the Guard
to the Sovereign, how this was the
only place in the world where a military ceremony of such antiquity was
six

performed, and how to any thinking
it should be a source of pleasure
to participate in such a time-honored
custom, which in a manner might serve
as a link connecting England's soldiers
of the past for many hundreds of years
with those of to-day. This was all
new to most of us, and naturally we
awaited the closing of the gates with
much interest. Shortly before eleven
p. m. we were all waiting in the guardroom, armed and accoutred, ready to
turn out, when, following the sharp
challenge of the sentry at the door, we
heard him repeat " Required an escort
We
for the Keys. Guard turn out."
at once hurried out, taking our places
at open order" on the stone verandah
in front of the guard-room, whilst the
escort, consisting of a sergeant and six
men, four with arms and two without
arms, and who had previously been
detailed for this duty, filed down the
steps and took up their position on
each side of the prime mover in all
soldier

*'

this commotion, an aged "Beef-eater,"
This imor " Yeoman of the Guard."
portant personage, who had just arrived with the key of the main gate
(a large iron key about 6 or 8 inches
long), from no less a place than the
Constable's residence in the Queen's
House near by, then proceeded with
his escort on his duty to close the gates,
the four men with arms being for his
and the key's protection, and the two
without arms to perform the manual
labor of closing to the ponderous portals.
After their departure we " stand
"
easy," but in a few minutes the " Keys
are heard returning. As they approach
the " Bloody " Tower, our sentry at the
guard-room door repeats the customary
challenge, " Halt. Who comes there ?
The Yeoman Porter replies "The
Keys." The sentry again calls. " Whose
Keys ? " to which the Yeoman answers

Queen Victoria's Keys." The sentry
then asks for the countersign, and
upon it being conveyed to him by one
"

ot the party, repeats, " Advance, Queen
Victoria's Keys; all's well." Our Guard
is now called to "attention," and rifles

shouldered, while the " Keys " party
place themselves opposite, the Yeoman
Porter taking a step forward and raising the " Key " in full view of the
Guard, that is if it is not too dark or
foggy to see (as a general rule, at the
Tower in the winter season one seldom
sees either Yeoman, escort, or key, it is
The officer then commands
so foggy).
the Guard to " present arms," and
saluting also himself, the highest compliment is paid the " Queen's Keys,"
just as though the Queen herself were
The " present " being given,
present.
the trusty Yeoman holds the key aloft
and reverently repeats, " God bless and
preserve Queen Victoria," to which all
and escort respond
of the Guard
" Amen," after which the aged Porter
returns the keys to the Constable's
This completes the cerequarters.
mony the Guard is dismissed and at
once betakes itself to the more cheerful surroundings of the open grate in
the guard room. There, while story
and jest pass the time till the hour of
the next relief, the more sober-minded
and thoughtful soldier will find ample
food for contemplation in the ceremony
In the flames of the
just performed.
ample grate, in imagination he can pass
in review the long train of departed
warriors who in their day have played
their several parts in a similar ceremony. A visit to the armory of the

—

;

White Tower

will

have given him ac-

curate ideas of their dress and armament during the several periods of our
mother country's history, and it will
require no great stretch of imagination
to picture the archers of Crecy and
Poictiers, the mail clad men who fought
for the Two Roses, arquebusiers and

match-lock

men,

crossbowmen

and

the gay cavalier with his
members of the old
flowing ringlets
train bands, and then the soldiers of

spearmen

;

;
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the regular army down to our own during the performance of the ancient
time, all of whom, it is said, have taken ceremony of the " Keys."
The compart in the time-honored custom, and manding officer naturally felt somepaid the compliment just performed, what nettled at this, and at once cited
to the Keys of Kings Edward, Henry, the officer and sergeants of the offendJames, Charles, William, or George, ing guard before him. They all, howand Queens Elizabeth, Mary, or Anne, ever, protested their entire compliance
with the rules, and that none of the
as the case may have been.
At 5 o clock the next morning, a guard had the least intention of slightsimilar escort is furnished the Yeoman ing authority as represented. Of course
Porter for opening the gates, but no the usual response had been given, but
such elaborate ceremony takes place the Porter was very deaf and had not
but after that, you may deas that which accompanies the closing. heard it
pend, the Yeoman Porter of the day
I dare say many of my readers will
say, " how absurd." We thought so at got the full benefit of our lungs.
Though absurd in a way, the old cerfirst, and often laughed heartily at the
ridiculous ficjure we cut standing; at the emonial is singularly in keeping with
present " in a dense fog, or amidst a its surroundings in the Tower, where
howling storm of rain or wind, when everything savors of the past and its
"
by-gone terrors and glories; and it
the ancient Yeoman with his " Keys
and escort could be dimly made out would I think detract much from the
through the gloom, and sometimes place were the old custom discontinued.
" simply heard, not seen."
The climax Morals can be drawn from it, too, as
It speaks
of the ridiculous, though, appeared to from the old Tower itself.
have been reached one night when a volumes for the conservative stability
What other
freshly joined " Sub " was doing his ot British institutions.
first guard.
The Yeoman on duty was country, even in its most conservative
very old and very hard ot hearing, and militarism, has a daily ceremony in
to aggravate this the night was a very keeping with this which was perdirty one, such as we often got in Lon- formed before there was an English
don in the winter months. It seems Parliament, and which is still, night
the old gentleman with the key failed after night gone thiough with ? Then
to catch the usual hearty response, again is there not something fittingly
" Amen," after his benediction on Her beautiful in this nightly benediction
" Beef-eater," as he holds
Majesty. The following morning our of the aged
colonel received rather a sharp note aloft the key, " God bless and preserve
from the Lieutenant of the Tower Queen Victoria," followed by the
commenting on the fact that of the "Amen" of the Lieutenant and his
many regiments of the army that had Guard, in this venerable citadel, so
garrisoned the Tower for many years long the heart, as it were, of the power
English Kings
it remained for " ours " to be and dominion of our
;

'

—

—

f)ast,

acking in proper decorum and respect and Queens

?

PbAYHOUSE SONNETS.
BY HECTOR W. CHARLESWORTH.
Steal forth in gold and tell us 'tis the
great
And gladdest, most mysterious truth in

I.

COMEDY.

life.

There is a rapture shimmering with light,
golden laughter minted in the soul

A

And

rich in tenderness,

"^•

whose echoes

_

heart to heart in airy, mystic flight
harmony hath found aright
The spring of love that lurks in every

Till their soft

heart,

And

in the general gladness all have

part,

And

love of

men

.

glows in us

warm and

bright.

Then, in the
'Tis

well

moment
if

of its joyous birth,

wan

there appear a sad,

Q^iet as Maytime sunlight, and as fair.
^^d simple as a blush rose in the dew;
i^ perfect Greece the old fond legend
grew.
g^t she in this far time its perfume rare
Once more makes real. See the glad eyes
there

With joy in Life, new
min" warm
The

Speaking of grief and lingering a short

b en
Till

as the face ot

we
all

shall

know

_.

„

,

,

Death at -bgypt s

„

mirth,
lie

expands within the tremulous

^nd

all its depths of tenderness declare
Her, knowing nought, as wise beyond

reast,

that, throbbing 'neath

Passion and tragedy

soul

form,

.

.

found, are brim-

•

*^^®'

space,

,

Julta Marlowe as Galatea.

11

From

,,

,.

unreleased.

g^jj

men

The dream

dies as dreams do
Life quick
doth leap.
To choke the love and joy that are too
deep
But we may love the sweet simplicity,
The lovely art that in it wakes again
" The light that never was on land or sea."
;

;

^'*

TRAGEDY.

The

spell of

tragedy

is

vast

and deep

!

IV.

A tiery, sonorous chant of mighty deeds
With

rare love-cadences, blown from
the reeds
By poets who have felt the heart-strings
leap
And throb with passion ; men who yearned to reap
The inmost truth and beauty of all

j^^n^ Marlowe as Juliet.

Mark how

sings,
spell

—and strong

men weep.
And when the

strange romance of souls
in strife
Burns in our hearts, the while we sip
of grief,

And

!

her passion-

of some returning bliss
The love she gave came as the earliest
:

kiss

voice unheard in every deep heart

Touched by the mystic

maiden loved

Glowed not with flames

things.

A

this

ate heart

ponder o'er the blue, hot fires of
Fate,
'Tis well if joy shall, like a budding leaf,

Of the June sun on buds, whose petals
part

And

glow to roses when the day doth
start.

We sawfirstlove'sunfathom'd joy again,
First grief with its unutterable pain.
first distrust of men from wide eyes
dart.
Th' illusive rapture of her face can show
The dew upon the soul within her

The

:

veins

a

;

;
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of Juliet seems to pulse

The blood
glow

Her
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and

VI.

:

lyric tide of love

doth surge and

*Franklyn McLeay as The "Bat."

flow,

as a mystic stream of umsic wanes,
Death kisses her with breathing soft and
low.
Till,

You would
man

not

That were
us

Felix Morris as "

The Vagabond."

A homeless, hopeless, hungry man in rags
Sincere in

wretchedness

— no

I

ro-

lags:

has the wistful mirth that knows

but pain,

wags.

Hark

!

the

God

that gave

wan.

Dark mockery of life but mark the
;

His m.angled

fingers cherish

rose

—who but

knows

A

soul dwells in the shape Tartarean.
Call him "The Bat"
but look upon his

—

grief

He

old fair vistas glow again,
with momoHes the grey hejid

life's

And mad

mock

to

life

In image of himself - some savage strife
Of circumstance hath put on him the ban
Of hideousness he lives — and laughs —

—

Until

gnarled thing a

;

gilt

mance
Put ufHJn beggaj-y the woeful glance
Of one by Life thrown naketl on the crags.
And torn in soul and body, while Death

He

call this

:

hath a heart for love and light
and joy
They could not mould into a tyrant's toy
The whole of him he sees his mighty sheaf
C)f sorrows grow, and may not know a
!

;

'Tis

a ghostly shrilling of the

tife

in mn'-"' ^l "mdness down the
years
The hero of the niiiniiiii^ time of life,
llises in rags with war-songs in his ears,
And soul athrob with joy of glorious strife
While, wondering, we joy with him
through our tears.

breath

Hinging

Of hunian joy but the

rare kiss of Death.

!

'

This actor, thoujfh almost a beginner, has achieve

fame in all parts of Great Britjiin and this continent
from the wonaerful physical facility as well as the spiritua
div:nity of his impersonation of the part here designated
—that of the court plaything in Wilson Barrett's " Pha-

raoh."
He is a Canadian wno graduated with honors at
Toronto University in the Class of '89.

—

REMINISCENCES OF THE WEST INDIES.
BY JULIA MATTHEWS MOODY.
"

Cast off the bow line
"Ay! Ay! Sir!" arid the last link
was severed which bound the steamer
Taymouth Castle to her dock at Halifax, N.S.
Yes off at last, to the sunny lands
and golden weather of the tropics.
Not simply Jamaica and Havana,
which the writer visited two years before, and which served to fill her with
a consummate longing and a passionate ardor to see more of the wonders
of those emerald isles which are clus"

!

!

tered, like the stars in the

firmament

above, in the azure blue of the Caribbut a long cruise from isle
bean Sea
to isle, past capes, promontories and
valleys broidered with spicy plants
and shrubs and crowned with the
palm which Bayard Taylor describes
as " the tree whos6 fluttering shadow
wraps us there with love, and silence,
and mystery."
It seemed almost impossible to re«
alize the fact, as in the bright moonlight,and shivering meanwhile with the
cold and wrapping our furs more closely round us, we watched the icy streets
;

—

and snow-covered citadel of Halifax
recede from view, that in a few days
such wraps would be superfluous, and
only the lightest of garments necessary.

was on the 23rd of February that
and our first port of
call was the Bermudas, discovered
and named after the Spaniard, Juan
Bermudez, in the year 1515.
And
a lively time we had on our voyage
It

we

left Halifax,

thither
Fiddles or racks adorned
the tables
hatches battened down ;
and at times a curious toboggan slide
of wicker chairs and settees (the ship
listed to port) slid across the " social
!

;

hall " with their freight of living beings, who looked as if they were cogi-

tating whether life was, after all, worth
living at that moment.
witty Hali-

A

gonian facetiously remarked one morn-

—

ing at the table,
" What delicious
breakfast rolls "
At dinner it became quite an art to hold the soup
plates at the proper angle.
Occasionally, during the conversation, a startling punctuation mark would occur,
in the shape of an avalanche of dishes
falling from the sideboard to the floor,
as if old Neptune was having " Ta-rara boom de ay " performed, with an
accompaniment of china cymbals, for
his private delectation.
At 7 p.m., on February 27th, we
were off" the white fixed light of St.
Davids, Bermuda, opposite which the
powerful revolving light known as
Gibb's Hill, together with H. M. S.
Blake's search-light, formed an imposing sight. At daybreak the pilot (a
gentleman of color) came aboard, and
navigated us up to Grassy Bay, where
we anchored, in company with a number of men-of-war belonging to the
British North American squadron,
which rendezvous here every winter.
small tug, the Triton, came out to
convey the passengers to the Hamilton dock.
With what interest we
looked towards the shore, noting the
quaint white stone houses, with corrugated roofs, and with pipes leading
to the big tanks from which the Bermudian obtains his water supply The
houses are mostly built after the same
pattern and are whitewashed periodically.
The material used is limestone,
which is so soft that it can be sawed,
but upon being exposed to atmospheric
!

A

I

influences hardens and becomes very
durable.
The roads strike one at once,
they are so smooth and well kept. It
is a perfect heaven for bicyclists.
There are beautiful drives in every

!
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down Cedar Avenue, high groined roof, from which dazzling
an exquisite bower of ever- white stalactites hang suspended, in
green, we drove out by the North Road some places nearly touching the stalagto Joyce Caves.
Aloes, Spanish bay- mites below.
A still, silent lake adds
onets, paw-paws, palmettos, palms of to the solemnity of the place, and the
various species, the Pride of India, weird shadows cast by the glare of the
direction. Passing

which

is

calabash, mahogany, India
rubber torch produce " a sort of supernatural
and goodly cedar trees, while all along feeling." One would hardly be surthe route bananas, plantains and prised if a mermaid should appear reonions were in great abundance. At creating in yonder water; or, perchance, we have
stumbled upon Prospero's abode
and is
that lulling sound
!

the voice of Ariel ?
the low hum
of the distant sea?
How the imagination
runs riot in such a
place
or, is it

It was with almost
a feeling df regret

that on

March

1st

we bade

farewell to
these beautiful isles

and

sailed

through

the extraordinary
turquoise-blue water
on our way south.
Our next port of call
was St. Thomas,
which we sighted
four days after.
How pleasant was
our voyage thither
The sun smiled indulgently on the ladies who had hitherto kept below, and
who now with demure faces reclined
BOTAMOAL GARDEN'S, TRINIDAD,
in their deck chairs,
last we approached the entrance of the with the indispensable novel close at
It is a noticeable fact that the hand, or were idly making attempts at
caves,
while the gentlemen exroad in this vicinity has a hollow embroidery
sound when the horses' hoofs alight on erted themselves with deck quoits and
it.
Taking a couple of guides, each shovel-board. Thus the days glided
visitor is presented with a candle, and by, and the evenings had their own
after an exciting scramble, one of our peculiar enjoyments.
Such opportunities were aflforded to
dark skinned friends proceeds to light
a branch of palmetto, and then one can sweep the heavens as would rejoice the
almost fancy himself in some old tem- soul of an astronomer. Antares, a douple, the cave appears so vast, with a ble star of 1st and 7th magnitudes in

I

;

—

"

"
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Scorpio, is an intense fiery red, like
the planet Mars, and from this it gets
its name, which means " the rival of

To

Ares" (Mars).

far north,
not particularly

us, so

this beautiful star is

noticeable, but " under the Southern
Cross" it alters its hue and bickers into
fieiy red and brilliant green, Willis

beautifully describes

it

as

" Capricious An tares
Flushing and paling in the Southern Arch."

It was in latitude 27° 40' and 64°
40' longitude that the brilliant Cano-

pus was first seen. The late Lord
Tennyson mentions this beautiful star

Dream of Fair Women " in
that portion relating to Cleopatra. It
is deep yellow in color and greatly resembles the bright disc of royal Jupiter, except, of course, that it scintillates.
It is safe to say that it ranks next to
Sirius in Brightness, but it is not visible anywhere north of the parallel of
38°.
It is in Argo Navis (the ship),
one of the largest, most important, and
Plulongest named constellations.
tarch relates that Canopus received its
name from Canopus, the pilot of Menein his "

laus.

to our right resembles a sailing ship,
is consequently called "Sail Rock."

and

Indeed, as the sunlight

fell

upon

it,

one could readily imagine it a vessel
These islands were disin full sail.
covered by Columbus in 1494, and
named Las Virgenes, in honor of St.
Ursula and her companions. The western portion of the group belongs to
Spain, the central to Denmark, and the
The islands
eastern to Great Britain.
are about one hundred in number, and
It is rumored
mostly uninhabited.
that they are overrun with rats.
How eagerly we levelled our glasses
towards the unknown shore, while at
intervals the sharp click of a snap-shot
would break the silence. Presently
St.

Thomas came in

tation,

sion of

sight,

—more vege-

very high ground.

A

succes-

mountain peaks, some cone-

shaped, others in frills, stand out
against the pale blue sky, with cloud
cumuli above them, and pale green
water lapping idly at their feet.
St. Thomas is exceedingly picturThe entrance to
esque and quaint.
the harbor is narrow, but it widens
into a beautiful basin, horse-shoe in
shape, almost entirely surrounded by

As we proceeded farther south it mountains varying in altitude from
was curious to note the inverted posi- 700 to 1,550 feet. In the centre, sittions of some of the northern consteluated on three spurs of the hills, lies

Perseus appeared to have
some difficulty in rendering assistance
to Andromeda, as he stood on his head.
The North star grew fainter and fainter, and each night brought it farther
down from the zenith, until at length"
we saw
lations.

" The pale shining Southern Cross on high,
Its faint stars fading from a solemn sky.

Who
sight of

has not
it

?

felt

There

the

a

thrill at

it

shines, a cross of

first

gold upon the altar of the heavens;
and there it shone over eighteen hundred years ago above Calvary's cross.
Involuntarily one murmurs as one
looks at it, " Christe Eleison
!

On
a.m.,

Sunday, March 4th, about six

we were

lands,

passing the Virgin Is-

which are shrubby and rocky in

appearance.

A

singular looking one

the town of Charlotte- Amalia, the
It is built in the
capital of the island.
form of three triangles, and the streets
rise in terraces one above the other.

The houses

are mostly grey or buff.
All have flag-poles and red tiled roofs
which glitter in the clear atmosphere.
The tiles are about the size of a brick
and about the thickness of a man's

The harbor was filled with
Besides our own staunch Taymouth, there were German and Brazilian men-of-war, several mail steamers,
a dozen barques and ships and innumerable smaller craft.
St. Thomas was the principal rendezvous of the famous old buccaneers.
There are two castles still extant, called Bluebeard's Castle and Blackbeard's
Castle, perched far up on the slopes of
hand.

ships.

"
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the mountains, where those free, boldhearted corsairs used to revel after a
successful cruise.

Upon going ashore we saw many
new trees whose acquaintance we had
not made in Bermuda. The flamboy-
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all peramlip, quite a-la-militaire,
bulated to and fro, awaiting the advent
of the St. Thomas band.
Never shall I forget the scene which
greeted my eyes when looking out of
the northern casement of our sleeping
The hush of the night
apartment.

er

ant was curious' being almost entirely
The moonbeams tossed
pods had fallen.
free from foliage, with long
The spa kisses to the drowsy trees and sparkattached to the branches.
The
It led on the scarce rippling water.
was among the most graceful.
stands about as high as our northern white houses and trees were silhouetelm the drooping foliage, similar to a ted sharply against the silvan slopes
laburnum's, recalls Ruskin's idea that of Signal Hill, which thrust its head
" the trees of the earth are capable of far up into the sky, and, crowning it
Strolling up to apparently so close that one could
a kind of sorrow."
the " Hotel de Commerce," which was touch it, the North Polar star rested
built in a somewhat Spanish style, we like a tiara upon its brow.
The scene recalls Goethe's
made our way to the upper verandah,
where we sat facing the harbor, with
;

" Hushed on the
Is the breeze

hill

;

Scarce by the zephyr

The trees
Softly are press'd

;

The woodbird's asleep on the
bough.

Wait, then, and thou
Soon wilt find rest.

About

five

o'clock

the

next morning we were awakened by a loud report

morning gun," and
simultaneously the dulcet
tones of a bugle .sounded the
reveille, arousing us with
ceremony from our
little
What novelty
dreams.
there is to be found in a
morning's ramble through
the quaint streets of St.
of " the

Thomas. You are easily recognizable as strangers. You
are under the constant surBLUEBEAHns fASTI.K, ST. THOMAS.
vey of the precocious neno scruple in comthe park in the foreground containing groes, who have
your personal
ridiculing
or
plimenting
a band stand and caf^. Troops of colcorner some
every
At
appearance.
todarms,
in
babies
ored nurses with
collecmotley
a
with
trays
or
dling little niggers in pretty, bright baskets
cassava
and
candy
fish,
fruit,
of
tion
manwhite,
frocks, dudes of black and
with such an air of
of-war sailors, .soldiers, and the ordin- are thrust at you,
as to whether you
inditference
careless
ary peasants with their fantastic tura huge cirBuying
not.
or
purchase
with
some
bans so jaunty in etiect.
to
suggested
I
cassava,
of
such killing hats tied with gorgeous cular piece
" it would
that
it
sold
who
party
the
lowribands on their chin, clor.e to the

—

—

;
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" Yes emerald of the cane, to the almost
a very good sun hat."
Gawd bless you, so it would," black hue of the shadowy ravines.
The first settlement by the Engwas her fervent reply. An old driver
"
lish
in the West Indies was made
busito
eye
named Henry," with an
ness, followed us all around, stopping at St. Kitts by Thomas Warner and his
when we stopped and moving cautious- followers, in 1623. Their first act was
At to drive the Caribs from the island
ly when we continued to stroll.
last, summoning up his courage, he but, feeling that they would return to
touched his cap and asked if " Massa avenge themselves, Warner gave a
want to goa for a drive, sah ? " Driv- warm welcome to the crew of a French
ing along we passed one of the public brigantine which arrived at St. Kitts
He invited them to make a
schools, a small building somewhat in 1625.
They accepted, and the
settlement.
in
we
going
Upon
style.
in
gothic
found the teacher, a most courteous island was divided between them, the
lady, who had her hands full with 1 60 French settling at Basseterre and the
negroes of all shades and sizes. One English at Sandy Point and Old Roads.
was forcibly reminded of Mother This, naturally, resulted in war, and in
the latter part of the seventeenth cenGoose's old ditty:
tury the French were in possession,
" Four and twenty black birds
but by the treaty of Utrecht, in 1713,
Baked in a pie
«
*
»
«
the whole island was conceded to

make

marm

!

When
The

the pie was opened
birds be^an to sing, etc."

Great Britain.
Basseterre

And

sing they did with all their
Eduhearts, keeping excellent time.
cation is compulsory, and even on Saturdays the pupils have to attend a

morning

session.

Soon

it

became time

for us to return to our steamer and
bid farewell to St. Thomas, and many
a lingering look we cast behind us as

we leaned over the
ed the picturesque
fainter

and

tafFrail
little

and watchtown grow

fainter, until at last

even

the mountain peaks disappeared from
our sight.
Early next morning we dropped anchor in the harbor of Basseterre, St.
It is a beautiful spot, surKitts.
One
rounded by high mountains.
towering volcanic peak called Mount
Misery is 4314 feet high, with an acSt.
cessible crater over 800 feet deep.
Kitts lay on our port side, while to
starboard, about fifteen miles away,
the high mountains of Nevis, their
with vapour, were
tops shrouded
plainly seen.
sprinkle of rain produced a double rainbow, which spanned the heavens from the ocean's
I counted
brink to the mountain.
fifteen difierent tints of green down
the slopes of the latter, from the vivid

A

is

the capital of St. Kitts.

The population numbers about

7,000.

Driving through the town, we noticed
that many of the dwelling houses were
surrounded by beautiful gardens, of
which we could only catch a glimpse
through the gateways, for the West
Indians are fond of imitating English
customs, and their gardens are shut in
from view by massive high stone walls.
The drive to Brighton is unequalled

The
in the loveliness of the scenery.
road, bordered with white cedar, silk
cotton, bread fruit, and gay almond
trees, twists and curves around the
foot of Canada Hill and Dales' Mountain, with Key Bridge at the foot.
Away to our right stretches the sparkling blue Atlantic, with the surf rolling
in with a delightful musical sound
upon the beach. At the foot of Dales'
Mountain we noticed a very massive
It was
stone wall about 12 feet thick.
built for a protection to the inhabitants
of Key, as a few years ago, during a
hurricane, an immense torrent of water
rushed down the mountain slope,
sweeping everything away in its
course. The principal place of interest
Here
at Brighton is the sugar mill.
one can see the whole process of sugar-
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making, from the time the canes are
crushed hy the powerful rollers until
the syrup is brought into the crystal

The employes restate in the boiler.
ceive wages of five shillings per week,
and subsist principally on salt fish and
meal.
At. St. Kitts we tasted sapadilla,
pawpaw, bread fruit, guava, choochoo,
and, last but not least, the luscious
mango. One requires much dexterity
in managing a mango, as it is such a
slippery thing indeed, in order to fully
appreciate Stoddard's description in
;

his

South Sea

Idylls,

one should have

tried his or her individual skill in eat-

ing

it.

Steaming away from St. Kitts, we
reached Nevis in about two hours, anchoring about a mile from shore. The
mountain of Ben Nevis, 3,596 feet
high, towers above the clouds, and
slopes at firet abruptly, then gradually,
and at the foot
the quaint little town of Charlestown
to the valley below

;

.soft emerald cushNature has provided for it.

nestles ag-ainst the

ion that

After the usual parley in securing a

boatman,
the

we went ashore.

Asa

rule,

West Indian oarsmen

bow and give a

.sort

face the
of back-water

stroke.

A little way from the town are the
ruins of the Bath Hou.se Hotel, built
of stone, in 1808, at a cost of £40,000,
and sold recently for .£40. Close by,
in a bower of tamarind and mango
trees, is the bath house, two stories
high.
The lower story contains a
large tank, into which a natural sulphur spring flow.s. The temperature
is about loo degrees Fahrenheit.
One should take a stroll along the

far

more attention

than

many

The next

to their
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"shading

"

of our northern choirs.
island touched at was An-

It is low compared with others
of the group, but still there are hills
and valleys dotted with bright patches
of cane. The water here is of a peculiar, rare, pale green.
After quite a
sail in a small tug we arrived at the
pier of St. John's, passing with a shudder the lazaretto isolated on a hiU at
the north of the harbor.
Near the pier is the public library,
where we were surprised to find two
large rooms containing 8,000 wellbound books, also current magazines
and papers distributed through the
reading-rooms. St. Patrick's Cathedral
(Anglican) looms up on an eminence at
the back of the town. It has twotowers,
and has double walls as a preventive tigainst injury from earthquakes.
Quite an interesting place to visit is
the reformatory some miles out of the
town. There are 147 boys there. They
make their own garments. The)" are
drilled every morning, and fairly well

tigua.

educated. The good conduct boys win
a red badge, earning thus 3d. per week.
Their dinner consists of .soup and Irish
stew etc. each boy receives a large
bowlful, which one small nine-year-old
said was not sufficient, and, like Oliver
Twist, wanted more.
Leaving Antigua we sailed over to
:

we had time only
amid an avenue of
outstretched palms and Wesley Mission
boxes, and "just a penny, me darling,"
uttered in soft persuasive tones by the
irrepressible negro woman.
The next place touched at was
Guadaloupe, which consists of two isbeach to the right of the jetty. It is lands separated by le Riviere Salee.
carpeted with delicate shells of beauti- The banks of this river are lined with
ful tints and shapes.
In the opposite manorroves. It is one of the hottest
The eastdirection, St. Paul's Church, decorated places in the West Indies.
with riuttering palms (it happened to ern island is flat and sandy.
Point a Pitre was our port of call.
be Palm Sunday), enticed us to enter
and join in the hearty service. The It was totally destroyed by an earthabout quake in 1843, but has been rebuilt in
choristers (robed) numbered
thirty

boys,

all

colored, save one.
well, and paid

They sang extremely

Montserrat, where

for a short stroll

a very substantial manner. It contains
the second largest sugar factory in the

:
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" Hills draw

Visit the open market place
by all means you will not soon forget
the scene. Here you may see the products indigenous to the soil, and the
natives in their daily characteristics,
clamor
habiliments and customs.
world.

like heaven,

And stronger sometimes, holding out their hands
To

;

pull

you from the

vile flats

up

to them."

Dominica was given its name by
Columbus because he discovered it on

A

Sunday, during his second voyage in

of French arises on
Such
all sides
!

fantastic turbans
and kerchiefs ot
vivid contrastingcolors, worn with
such a demarche !

One had
carefully

to step
avoid

to

treading on the
who seemed
to spring up like
mushrooms under
babies,

our

feet.

The western

pari

Guadaloupe rises
sheer from the ocean
in one grand mass,
the peaks ranging
higher towards the
of

SAIXT I'lERRK, MAKTINU^UE,

southern extremity until the " Souf- 1493. It occupies an important naval
The latter is over position, separating the French West
friere " is reached.
The Spaniards
Basse Terre, Indian possessions.
5,000 feet above the sea.
where we called to deliver mails on our owned it first, then the French wrested
homeward way, is situated at the foot it from them, and probably would still
hold it had it not been for the memorof this mountain.
Of all the Caribbean Islands, as seen able battle fought by Rodney, April
from the sea, Dominica is the grandest 12th, 1782, when, after a terrible
and most beautiful. Enormous moun- slaughter on both sides, De Grasse surtains, thickly wooded, which can be rendered his sword to Rodney on the
seen from Gaudaloupe, 30 miles dis- quarter-deck of the Formidable, and
tant, arise precipitously from the ocean, Dominica became English and has since

peak after peak filing their crests far
up into the blue. Mount Diablotin,
5,814 feet above sea level, is the highthe Caribbean archipelago.
est in
Great cloud cumuli veiled their summits below the verdure was of every
conceivable tint of green and golden
brown. On a plateau, in bold relief
against the sky, stood an avenue of
palms so metaphorically described

remained so,
Roseau is the principal town. It is
situated on the western coast, which

ofi" so rapidly that within a
gunshot from shore no soundings can
be made. The town is squalid in appearance, but very clean, owing, probabl}^ to the abundant water supply,
streams running down every street.
It is not an unusual sight to see the
by Stoddard as " those exclamation babies being washed in the gutters.
points of nature " Browning's lines Here one sees a typical native street,
rushed to my mind as I looked at with rows of huts seldom conDominica
taining more than one room, for
;

!

shelves
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S3 per down abruptly, with a waterfall dashing over it, flanked on each side
The Botanical Garden, directly op- with most luxuriant foliage.
We
posite the Government House, over- were somewhat timid about walking
looks the sea, and contains many rare out of the main path, on account of
plants and trees, among which we no- the venomous snake called fer de lance,
ticed particularly the curious "cannon- which is the curse of Martinique and
ball tree" and the "traveller's palm," St. Lucia.
It is yellow in color, with
the latter the shape of a huge fan, and a tail like a rat, and very fearless.
the fronds containing a quantity of One darted in our way and received a
liquid very refreshing to thirsty trav- volley of stones from our black guide,
rent

is

usually

ellers.

Leaving Dominica behind us
twilight, we sailed towards St.

in the

Pierre,

but it escaped uninjured.
Leaving Martinique, we passed the
celebrated Diamond Rock about a

Martinique, thirty miles distant.
It
is in this vicinity that one can best
see "around the waves phosphoric
brii^'htness,"

which Byron describes so

l»eautifully, in the " Corsair."

From

the harbour of St. Pierre the
recent hurricane
are seen, as the mountain, which rises
abruptly from the water, is almost

ravages

made by the

bared of trees, and lots of new roofs on
the houses testify of the calamity. The
Roman Cathedral, built of white stone,
with two towers, first attracts your attention.
The natives, attired similarly to those of Gaudaloupe, jabber in the

spacious market-place
a panic in
the New York Stock Exchange is
nothing compare*! with their noisy
vociferation.
A river divides the
town. Here the females have a unique
way of doing the fashionable " drawn
;

mile to the south. It rises perpendicularly from the sea 600 feet. Captured from the French by Admiral Hood
in 1804, it was entered on the admiralty books as " H.M.S. Diamond Rock,"
and was held for nearly two years,

when, for the lack of ammunition,

it

was surrendered to the French.
linen work."
They, however, desigOf course we were on the qui vive
nate it as " washing ;" but a recent to see the famous Pitons of St. Lucia,
writer humorously calls it " offering two cone-shaped peaks which rise
up sacrifices of linen."
Rinsing the sheer from the ocean up nearly 300
clothes in the stream, they used a jag- feet, thickly wooded, and almost inacged rock for a wash-board, a detrimental process, to say the least.
The Roman creed predominates as
is evidenced by the many wayside
shrines containing images
of the
Mater Dolorosa, or Salvator Mundi,
which we passed on our way to the
famous Botanical Gardens. The Gardens are beautifully laid out, and contain

many

varieties of palms, orchids,

and an enormous ceiba, or silk
cotton tree, with immense gnarled

cacti,

branches.

A

great

precipice

leaps

cessible.

The port is Castres, and is the only
place affording wharfage in the West
It is to be made the coaling
Indies.
Castres is
station of the British fleet.
an exceedingly picturesque little place,
and the scenery reminded us ot Jamaica, as we viewed it fi-on* the wayside rustic bench upon the mountain
The road, bordered with mango
slope.
and other tropical trees, twisted and
curved down the valley. The mountains towered above on the right, and
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at the left descended abruptly to the
Various
harbor, horse-shoe in shape,
little creeks wound and slipped between the ridges of the opposite hills,
one of which the light-house crowned.
As we looked on this peaceful scene,
it was hard to realize that battle after
battle had been fought here, between
Caribs and English, and English and
French, the struggle lasting for 150
years before St. Lucia eventually be-

came British.
Our thoughts

of

speedily put to flight

the

past

by one

were

of those

ment, which gave an open air concert
on the esplanade that afternoon. At
the Marine " we made the acquaintance of a potent West Indian beverage called " Swizzle." Its fame had preceeded it, but it even excelled our ex*'

pectations.

An

interesting place

to

Bridgetown is the establishment where ice is artificially made.
It was something akin to a Turkish
bath to emerge from the chilling atmospheie into the scorching streets.
visit in

The whistling of the steamer recalled
and hastening on board we soon

us,

heavy tropical showers which come afterwards sailed for Trinidad.
and go suddenly and we took refuge
After the excitement and novelty of
"
in a quaint little mortuary chapel being on shore, the " dolcefar niente
(fortunately near) until it was over. of ship life is delicious.
We passed
We left soon afterwards for Barbados. Tobago twenty miles to windward. It
;

After a pleasant run,

we

steamed into Carlisle Bay,
the harbor of Bridgetown,
the

Barbados.
a lively one.
Boat after boat, with black
capital

The scene

of

is

oarsmen frantically gesticulating, swarm round the
sides of the steamer, each
trying to get the advantage
of the others in securing
passengers.
"Dis yo boat
sah " " Try White Wings
sah
She's berry clean,
sah !"
Here the divers
come out and dive for pennies, fearless of sharks
or
a scratch band consisting of an asthmatic violin, a cracked horn, and a jingle
triangle, warble the irrepressible " Tara-ra " into our unwilling ears.
Bumboat women appear with tempting jars
of guava jelly, and curios which are
!

!

PITONS OF ST. JjUCIA.

;

supposed to be Robinson Crusoe's
and his cave is still to be seen
Grenada loomed
at the southern end.
is

island,

to leeward, by many authorities
considered the " Gem of the Antilles."
The approach to Trinidad is very
simply irresistible.
Miles and miles of virgin forgrand.
Upon going ashore we hastened to est reach away to the mountains, runthe Marine Hotel situated at Hastings, ning up to a height of 2,700 feet. The
two and a half miles from Bridsfe- passages, or bocas, from the Caribbean
town. It IS near the ocean, and very sea into the Gulf of Pari a, the emboupleasant it^was to get out of the hot, chure of the Orinoco, are four in numglaring white streets of the town, and ber east to west Boco Mono, Boca
inhale the cool ocean breeze in this Huevor, Boca Havior and Boca Grancharming spot, the murmuring surf de, with the Spanish main or Venezueblending with the exquisite music of la on the west. The passages are very
the band of the West Riding Regi- narrow, save the Grande Boca, but the

up

—

—

"
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water is very deep, the current rushing strolled through the streets, which
through the openings at a six to eight were patrolled by impudent black vulknot gait, at times making the Grande tures. Noting the fine shops and caBoca only safe for vessels not propelled thedrals, we wended our way to the
market, which is a good criterion of
by steam.
Trinidad was discovered by Colum- the eccentricities and customs of the
The botanical gardens were
bus, July 31st, 1498, when, catching a people.
glimpse of the Three Sisters (peaks of reached after a pleasant ride in a tram.
Moruga united at the base), he called They are most beautiful, and contain
the island Trinidad, the formation of many rare plants, trees, and shrubs.
the hills having suggested to him the Here we saw cinnamon, clove, BrazilIt was then populated by ian nut, and that beautiful tree, the
Trinity.
nutmeg, so symmeseveral tribes of Indians, chiefly
trical in form, and
the Arouacas and the Chaimas.
with the rich green
They are now all but extinct.
foliage growing so
Fully one-third of the inhabithickly. There
tants at the present time are
were many variecoolies, immigrants brought
ties of orchids,
from India by the Governwhich were set in
ment. They are the chief labamboo pots. A
borei-s, having been found to
noticeable feature
work at a much cheaper rate
here,which it would
They are
than the Creoles.
easily

recognizable

by

slight, graceful carriage,

black, straight hair,
tastic

mode of dress.

their

long

and fanThe wo-

I'ORT-UF -SPAIN, TRIMPAI>.

great quantities of jewellery
tiaras, rings, ear rings, nose rings (a
sign of marriage), bangles, necklaces,
anklets, and toe rings of gold and silver, which, as a rule, they willingly
sell to you. In addition to the Indians
and coolies, there are Spanish, French,
Portuguese, German. British and Chi-

men wear

—

be well to imitate in other places, is
that nearly all the plants and trees are
labelled with their botanical names,
and, if imported, their native soils are

The grass was of a brilliant
and the eye was not offended
by any of those disfiguring placards,
which one sees at home " Keep off

stated.

green,

—

!

the grass

nese.

Landing at Port of Spain, the capital, at about 8.30 p.m., we repaired to
the principal hotel, known as the " Ice

House."

Early

next

morning

we

Returning to the Ice House for
breakfast, at 11 o'clock, we tasted, for
the first time, a dish peculiar to the
It
West Indies, called pepper-pot.

—
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was passed round

in a big pot,

and

The Botanical Garden does not con-

but tain such rare tropical trees as that at
Port of Spain, but it is more pleasing
Town was ne>it to the eye. Owing to the humidity of
on our programme, and very quaint it the climate, the grass is delightfully
was. Queer little huts each side of fresh, and presents a pretty contrast
the road, some with a little charcoal to the peculiarly red soil of the
There is one long: avenue
fire in front, at which a coolie sat, oc- drivewavs.

prima

facie looked
tempting.
The drive to Coolie

anything

making
The
steamer's whistle
now summoned us,
and soon we were
cupied

in

silver bangles.

under way

for

Georgetown, Dem-

^WM.v.2k..MAi }:JkL .M

erara.

After a two-days'
run through the
muddy, red water
so through the sedi-

ment discharged by
the Orinoco, we arrived at the wharf

Georgetown.

at

Quitting the steamer, we went to the
"Tower Hotel," to
which we had telegraphed from

Trini-

dad for rooms.
Strolling around,

new

we went

into the

George Cathedral (Anglican),
which was opened for service, for the
first time, on March 26 th.
It contains
a fine, large, three-manual organ, with
forty-one stops and about nine combination levers, and was manipulated
by the organist very ably and ^ith
much feeling. High-street is charmSt.

A

ingly picturesque.
canal, frescoed
with the broad leaves and exquisite
blossoms of the Victoria Regia, flows
through the middle of it. the canal

framed in green sward, and shaded
with lordly palms and white cedar,
while the gorgeous frangipani, in one
mass of red blossoms, presents a striking contrast. The driveway is smooth,

is

and the

villas nestling in their pecu-

liarly luxuriant

gardens overlook the

fairy scene.
visited the museum,the law courts,

We

the market, and went the round of the
stores, picking up many curiosities.

"
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nearly 130,000 ounces, and yielded a
revenue in royalty alone of nearly

5/1

bid farewell to Deraerara

Great hedges of red and white oleanders abound in profusion the air is
fragrant with lilies acres and acres of
them. And the roses
Oh the roses

and return upon our homeward way,

and geraniums and begonias growing

and, after calling at the different islands and reviving our former pleasant
experiences, we again set foot in Ber-

wild out of doors
And the lantana,
or sage, plant, which pokes its blushing
little face out of every niche and angle
of the quaint roadside walls, smiles at
you, the life plant clinging amatively
about it, greeting you at every turn.

SI 2 0,000.

At

last

muda on

we

Easter Sunday.

Picture to yourself a white stone
church, cruciform in shape, surrounded
by tall cedars and graceful oleanders.
The pillars of the nave were festooned
with wreaths of cedar. Upon the lectern and pulpit were crosses made of
blush roses, Michaelmas daisies, and
maiden hair fern. This beautiful combination, typical of the Cross of Calvary elevated for the poor and lowly
as well as for the rich and cultivated,
stood out in relief, with a backUpon the
ground of Easter lilies.
altar a cross of callas, flanked with

—

Eucharist and Easter lilies, opened
their pure petals, dispersing incense,
which the breeze, a fitting censor,
wafted upward through the opened
casement. Truly it ha.s been said that
" Flowers preach to us if we will hear,"
and it seems to me that they are peculiarly

emblematic of Easter.

;

—

!

!

!

!

" One Spirit—His,
wore the platted thorns with bleeding

Who

bro^^-s,

Rules universal Nature. Not a flower
But shows some touch in freckle, streak, or
stain.

Of His unrivalled

And now
sunny

isles

pencil.

farewell to Bermuda's
and hospitable people
t

the day be not far distant when
I see again thy coml shores, and stand
in the shadow of thy rustling palms,
listening to the music of thy waves
idly lapping on thy beach inhaling
Who does
thy balmy, perfumed air
not feel at such times with Susan
Coolidge ?
"Thank God for life!

May

;

!

Life isn't sweet always,

And that is a cause for
/ am alive ! And that

still it is life.

praise.
is

beautiful."

ROBERTS.
BV

G.

T.

MARQUIS.

" Ave," C. G. D. Roberts' latest poem,
fourteen years agfo the children
High School at Chatham, New has been before me for several days,
Brunswick, a saw-dust strewn town on and the metre, the thought, the rich
the banks of the Miramichi, had their coloring, the exquisite pathos, the line
curiosity intensely aroused by the sympathy, have so taken possession of
news that the " new teacher " was a dis- my heart that I have been impelled
tinguished poet,— having already won to write a word in his praise, and to
a place in Scribner's Monthly, then one indicate what I believe to be Roberts'
of the two leading magazines of this place both as a poet and a patriot.
The poem is one of the happiest.
This, to their minds, was
continent.
equivalent to having a world-wide reputation and a few of us were ready
to worship our poet with as much
reverence as we now give to ShakesWhen
peare, Milton, or Browning.
the poet arrived we were amazed to
find that he was little more than a
boy and had it not been for the venerable aspect given to his countenance

Some

of the

;

,

:

by a pair of glasses, I am much afraid
we would have doubted the reports,
and looked upon him as being like unto ourselves.
His influence soon

began to be felt.
could not fail to
young heart, joining in our
games with all the vigor of his athletic nature, and giving us personal help
in our studies with his keen, young intellect.
His influence over the minds
of the elder pupils was very great, and
the hour of his arrival gave some of us
our bent. From that hour we loved
literature to one among us it became
PROF. ROBERTS.
a passion that even a residence in flat,
unpoetic, grain-growing, cheese-pro- from an artistic point of view, that he
ducing Ontario cannot eradicate. Ev- has ever written. It is in memory of
ery line from his pen has had the pow- Shelley, and, while characterizing his
er to call up happy memories of days work and life with marvellous power
spent under the graceful birch
of and fidelity, it gives his influence on
rambles by the Miramichi and near the the poet himself in so subtle a manner,
willow-clad city of Fredericton of that it leaves not the slightest doubt
hours with the poets, particularly with as to the sincerity of the work. The
Shelley, the one who had more power difliculty with most poets is that they
to touch our hearts than any other beat about for a subject to write upon
singer in our language.
and then work up their inspiration.

He was

man who

a
reach the

;

;

;

;
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result may be highly artistic, rich,
strong, but the student will have no
difficulty in recognising the false fire,
and will detect a lack of sincerity that
is fatal to the most carefully wrought
Roberts, in this poem, is free
line.
from this fault. Shelley's personality
being from boyhood,
hati tilled his
The skylark's song has vibrated in his
heart in the woodland ways of New
the
Brunswick and Nova Scotia
"cloud " has helped him to see new

The

words he uses to describe the influence
of the Tantramar Marshes on his being,
This poem gives us Roberts' mature
work. Since the publication of " Orion," we have had continuous growth,
not, perhaps, so marked as we would
have desired, but this poem is a distinct advance on anything he has previously done.
Nearly all his old mannerisms are eflTaced, and his good qualities stand out strong and fine, stamping him as an original poet in force
beauty in the heavens, new shadows and fire. His characterizations are inon the earth the " sweetest songs that comparable " the speechless ecstasy of
tell of saddest thought " have solaced growing June " with its " long blue
many months when the soul was faint hours " the " glad bobolink, whose lywith unutterable longings all his life ric throat peals like a tangle of small
he has loved the "wild child -heart of bells afloat ;" the " gusty flocks of sandShelley " so that " Ave " might be pipers " the " orange flood " coming
called the fine crystallization of many " roaring in from Fundy's tumbling
troughs and tide-worn caves;" are all
years of unuttered song.
Minds unacquainted with Acadian pieces of local coloring given with a
scenery and Roberts' work as a whole, realistic force without a rival in Amer;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

will not, perhaps, at a first reading, or ican literature,

even after many readings, feel the full
*
His compassionate breast
What,
force and beauty of this poem.
Wherein abode all dreams of love and peace.
Was tortured with perpetual unrest
they will ask, can Tantramar have to
do with Shelley ? Not much, it is true, j^j,
»
.^he avatar of song,
^^^.^i^,
but It has a great deal to do with Elobj^^^.^^ ^^^ Liberty;"
Shelley has been to Roberts a ., ^.
erts.
^.^^ ^^^ chainless power;"
grand song impulse, a source of never- .
^^e breathless child of change;" all
dying music a"^^. v^^^h ^^^elley is^as^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ expressions
.^

.

.

^

;

sociated the spot in nature that first
give us a fuller insight into the soul
lifted his heart above the material asand brain of Shelley than all the volpect of earthly scenery, and made song
umes that the learned compilers have
Those
xuusc
oram.
ms brain.
of his
possession oi
take posses-sion
laKe
^^itten in these latter days. Onestanvast Westmoreland flats. ^ mdes and
.^ ^^ ^^^.^^^^ .^ ^^ ^^p^
^^ ^^y
miles, level, and grassy, and dim," that
that
it
Shelley,
of
knowledge
in its
red sweep of weedy shore, the blue
be given in its entirety.
must
hills, the sea mists, " the sting of buf"
Thyself the lark melodious in mid-heaven ;
his life is full of them,
feting salt
Thyself the Protean shape of chainless cloud.
and they are to his eyes what Shelley
Pregnant with elemental fire, and driven
has
he
them
Through
is to his mind.
Through deeps of (juivering light, and darkness loud
been taught to look for the beauty, the

^

;

sublimity, in

^^

—

all

nature, just as Shelley

U ith

tempest, yet beneficent as orayer
Thyself the w-ild west wind, relentless
;

has been an inspiration to him in his
strewing
of custom on the air,
own lyrical efl"orts and the introduc- The withered leaveswreck
pursuing
through the
And
Robwith
tion, to anyone acquainted
O'er lovelier Amos, more imperial Romes,
erts' previous work, will be considered
Thy radiant visions to their viewless homes.
not only a fine piece of poetry in itself,
The poem is a master-piece of dicbut most fitting for this ode. Shelley
word is chosen with unique
strikes ''with wondering awe his in- tion every
yet Ls free from that oband
power,
very
ward sight," and these are the
;

;

—

;
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trusiveness that mars the work of even
such a word-master as Tennyson. Once
or twice such expressions as " hubbub "
and "troughs" strike us as uncertain;
but when the mind recalls the tide-tortured New Brunswick and Nova Scotian rivers and salt Fundy's storm-tossed waters, they are readily recognized
as the most fitting words that could

have been used.

—

But the great beauty of the poem
as the predominant beauty of any such
poem must be, is the perfect wedding
of the words and thought to the rich
music.
There is an undertone of
mourning in the opening lines a sadness seems to creep in from the waste
of waters, and the music plays a pipelike dirge along the reedy shore.
Seashell echoes, sea-bird cries, plaintive

—

;

marsh

notes,

seem to haunt the flowing
up to the lyric love

lines that lead

that mourns the death of our unri vailed Prince of Song. The organ responds
to every touch of the playej. The lyric
note, as is natural, is struck with the
greatestfrequency, but occasionally the
verse assumes an epic grandeur that
Miltonic in its sweep

is

:

rr„
He

...

J whose
u
of the seven cities claimed,
eyes,
blind, saw gods and heroes, and the
. ..

,

Though
fall

Of Ilinm, and many

And

Circe's Isle

;

alien skies,

and he

whom

mortals call

The Thunderous, who sang the Titan bound
As thou the Tiian victor the benign
;

Spirit of Plato ; Job ; and Judah's
Singer and seer divine ;

Omar
And

;

crowned

the Tuscan Milton, vast and strong ;
Shakespeare, captain of the host of
;

song.

Poets have frequently linked names
together in high-sounding lines, but
no cluster has, perhaps, a stronger,

them only in so far as they are
the expression of absolute grief.
Shelley and Keats were both lyrical souls,
giving unrestrained utterance to their
passion, and Roberts' verse has the
same spontaneous depth of feeling as
their immortal sorrows,
" Ave " is, I believe, the strongest
and most original work of our poet,
It is free from the faults of his early
classical work, and from the intense
realism of his more Canadian poems,
He is happy in his theme and critics
will probably place this master-piece
alongside ot the best work of the
kind that has been done in English
since Adonais; and this not only on
account of its artistic qualities, but
for its intensity and depth of thought.
Roberts has now been before the
literary world for fifteen years
ever
since the publication of Memnon, in
bles

;

—

—

1878 and Canadians, while thinking of him as the Canadian poet,
have failed to give the appreciation
that his work deserved.
It is, perhaps, a mistake to look upon himsimply as a Canadian poet.
While he is
this, his poetry has a universal value
and to speak of a man in that insular
\.
i
,1.
n
way IS apt to detract
trom his influence,
even in his own land. He has a gift,
rare among men, of being able to take
the scenes before his eyes, and give
them to the world, so that we who cannot see with our own eyes may see
through the poet's mind. He is Canadian in so far as he deals with
Canadian scenery and Canadian subjects, just as Tennyson is English in
his fine local touches but he appeals
to the common heart, in so far as every
spot of earth that man can inhabit is
.

,

^

,

•

•

;

more original music than this. The
Hundreds
breaks and pauses are handled with of interest to mankind.
so much skill, and the whole is so se- have been drawn to Lincolnshire and
quacious, that the most unpoetic mind the Isle of Wight by Tennyson's vivid
must admire its strength. The stanza pictures, and few, I think, can read
" Tantramar Revisited," " Fredericton
beginning
in May Time," etc., without a yearnLament, Lerici, mourn for the world's loss
ing desire to see these places for themis the essence of plaintive music.
It selves.
resembles Adonais and several stanzas
Roberts, like almost every modern,
from " The Pot of Basil," but it resem- has essayed classical themes, and has
:

!

—
ROBERTS.
had

measure of

success.
His
stand well with the very
But these
best of such men as Gosse.
show the scholar and the artist rather
than the poet. Given a certain amount
of Hellenistic culture and the Grecian
spirit, and any man with a fine ear

his

efforts will

might produce exquisite work

in that

line.

We

turn from " Orion," from
non," " Ariadne," " Actaeon,"

"

Mem-

etc.,

to

Tantramar Revisited," " Salt," " In
September," "The Potato Harvest,"
" Birch and Paddle," etc., and in these
we see a poetic power not found in the
more scholarly work. It is with very
much the same feeling that we turn
to the " Angelus," " Winnowing the
"

Grain," "

The Reapers,"

after the sen-

suous delight of paintings on cla.ssical
themes. Too much could not be said
in praise of the poems mentioned.
They are absolute transcripts of NaTo one acquainted with Acadia,
ture.

with sea-sights, sea-sounds, and seaodors, they have the power of bringing
these things vividly before the mind's
Roberts has done more to give
eye.
the outside world an insight into the
scenes of his native land than any historian or essayist could have done.
This has been a part of his mission to

mankind, and he has done

his

work

well.

Mr. Roberts has had an even more
important task than this. He has one
of the highest ambitions a man can
have a whole-hearted desire to stir

—

countrymen up to a sense of the
weakness of their present position,
and to fill them with a national spirit.
Throuchout the entire Dominion of
his
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Canada there

is a subtle influence at
work, infusing into the young and active minds a desire for something different from their present system of
dependence on the Alonarchy of Enorland. Annexation, seemingly the most
simple of all changes, has been for
years held up by the mercenary and
the pessimistic as the only salvation
of the Dominion Imperial Federation,
with its enthusiastic apostle, Mr. Parkin Mr. Roberts' old master, by-theway has been vigorously presented
to Canadian minds, and has met with
but small success.
Prof. Roberts might be considered
the Coryphaeus of the Independence
movement in Canada. His " Collect
for Dominion Day," his " Canada," his
" Ode for the Canadian Confederacy,"
;

—

—

are all full of the fire that makes a nation ; and if the tide of national feeling only rises to the height that the
hopeful amongst us anticipate, these

songs will become deeply graven on
the hearts of all patriotic sons of the
" Child of Nations."
If, in his Tanti-amar poems, he has succeeded in portraying his native land with truthful
eye and loving heart, in his patriotic
poems he has caught the spirit of liberty and freedom that burned so gloriously in the heart of Shelley and he
has struck a stronger chord of patriotBut
ism than any other Canadian.
his power in this direction will not be
recognized until others have been filled
with something of the same spirit
till the sons of Canada are determined
that earth shall know the " Child of
Nations " by her name. And the day
;

is

not far distant.

;
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recent appearance of a comet in
the north-western sky has been the
means of arousing the interest which
has always existed when one of those
strangers has paid a visit to our
system. It is, therefore, quite natural
that many questions are asked in relation to our visitor from outer space,
and it is the object of the writer to
April 4th, 1892.

Exposure

Ih.

ELVINS.
bright, forming striking objects which
at once arrest the attention of everyone.
The part nearest the sun is
brightest, and is followed by a long
and fainter light we call the bright
;

part the head, while the faint light
following is called the tail.
Sometimes this tail is quite straight
sometimes it is curved. Coggia's com-
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when they

—

pa<^s over stars, the stare three
inch achromatic, power one
seen through them. So we find two hundred and twenty. At 9 p. m. the
facts proved by the unaided eye
first,
outer part of the head was over a star,
that comets move second, that they which was seen through it: this was
are not opaque, but transparent.
only seen through the coma, but Miss
In the telescope, comets are more C. Hershell and Mias Mitchell have
Their tails are not seen stars through the nucleus. The
striking objects.
much better seen than we see them motion of the comet in relation to the
with the naked eye, but the head is star can be plainly seen in the views
seen to far better advantage they in- which were taken at forty minutes
crease in brightness from the outside distance in time.
to the centre, and in some cases throw
The density as also the mass of all
jets of light out in front of themselves, known comets is exceedinorlv small: as
which turn backwards and mix up has just been noticed, stars may be
with the tail
Coggia's comet, IST-i, seen through these bodies, and though
was one which showed this phenom- they sometimes pass very near the
enon well.
planets, they have never been known
The head of a comet is usually said to influence the motion of the latter in
the nucleus or the slightest degree
to consist of two parts
whilst it is well
brightest part (thought by some to be known that the planets have acted so
a solid planetary mass), and a fainter powerfully on .some comets as to
I have not been
part called the coma.
change the form of their orbits, and
able to see anything more than a the periods of their revolution entirely.
gradual increase of light toward the Lexell's comet in 1770 was entangled
centre, and think that, as a rule at among the moons of Jupiter, and reEvery mained near that planet for four
least, no solid nucleus exists.
globular cluster of stais becomes more months. Jupiter completely changed
dense at the centre, because we look the orbit of the comet, which has not
through a greater depth of stars near been seen since.
The modern investigator is greatly
the centre than near the outside; I
think that this is the case with most aided in his researches by the use of an
instrument of modem invention the
comets.
Under certain condiBut of late the naked eye and the spectroscope.
telescope have been supplemented, if tions, it reveals the nature of distant
not superseded, by the admirable work bodies when they give forth light.
of the celestial photographer. The Light coming from any luminous
beautiful photographs of Swift's comet, body, when it is passed through this
taken at the Lick observatory in April, instrument, acts differently according
18I>2, by Prof. Barnard, show details to the nature and condition of the
which the telescope cannot reveal, and matter emitting the light. If light
are far more trustworthy than any comes from a solid incandescent body,
it is seen as a long ribbon of light, red
drawings.
The photographs, which are here re- at one end and violet at the other,
produced from " Knowledge," show with all the colors of the rainbow beBut if the light
plainly that comets are subject to tween these two.
rapid change.
The one taken on April comes from incandescent gas, we do
7th shows a division in the cometary not see such a ribbon of light, but one
matter a small comet is distinctly or more bright lines, crossing the space
covered by the blight band in the
seen forming in the tail.
The drawings of Rordame's comet spectrum of solids and further than
which I made on July 2lst, at 9 p.m. this, the bright lines coming from a
and 9.40 p.m., give a true representa- gas of one chemical element do not
tion of the late comet as seen with a fall in the same part of the spectrum,
•are

:

;

;

:

—

;

—

;

;
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which fall the lines coming from spectrum as seen with his excellent
So we can tell instrument.
another element.
It has been found that whilst some
not only whether the light comes from
it
is
a
come from far outside the solar
when
comets
but,
gas,
a
from
a solid or
gas, what the chemical element is system, and, after rushing around the
which emits the light. This instru- sun, fly off again into space, others
in

RORDAME S COMET.
July

2l8t, 9.40

p.m.

ment. attached to a telescope, has been
used to determine the nature of cometary bodies, with the result that the
light of comets is found to proceed
from hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen
gases and sometimes a faint continuous spectrum is also seen, showing that
some of the light comes from solid incandescent matter.
Rordame's comet seems to show the
spectrum of hydro-carbon, for the
lines correspond with the spectrum of
sui-h a flame.
Mr. A. F. Miller, a
brother member of the Toronto Astronomical Society, has kindly furnished
the wi:iter with the drawing accompanying^ this paper, representing the
;

kordame's comet.
July

are permanent

2l8t, 9

p.m.

members

of our system,

and move in elliptic orbits around the
sun, which is always in one of the foci
Such comets seem to
of the ellipse.
cluster around the planets, and form
groups, with their aphelion distances
passing near the orbit of the planet
which seems to be, or to have been,
somehow connected with the group or
family. Several comets of short period
are thus connected with Jupiter
some are connected in the same way
with Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and a
;

;

group which pa.sses far beyond Neptune,
seems to point to the existence of another planet outside of the orbit of thai
most distant of the known planets.

THE COMET.
Just here I must notice one of the
most interesting discoveries of modem
Everyone has often seen what
times.
seemed to be stars shoot through the
sky, and many have speculated as to
the nature of these meteors.
It was
very long before this question, which
doubtless was asked by our forefathers as well as by ourselves, found
a correct answer; but one step followed another in the enquiry until the
question was finally answered.
The attention of the world was
drawn to this subject by the splendid
meteoric shower of 1833. Prof. Newton, of New Haven, l*rof Daniel Kirkwood, and other distinguished astronomers, showed that the meteors seen
on that occasion were moving in an
orbit, and entered the earth's atmo?iphere from without.
It was noticed
also, that on the same day of the same

month (Nov. 12)
earlier, Humboldt

thirty-three years
saw a meteoric
shower of grand proportions in the
Andes. It was finally found that the

meteors were part of a vast swarm

which moved in an orbit whfch the
earth passed through about Nov. 12,
and that the orbit was a little inside
the earth's orbit when, at perihelion,
and a little outside tKe orbit of Uranus
when farthest from the sun.
It was also discovered that one or

SPECTRUM OF RORDAMB'S COMET.
By

A. F. Miller. Eaq.

more comets moved in the same orbit,
and the conclusion was soon arrived
at that Prof Kirkwood had been right
suggesting that meteors are the
fragments of comets, left in the track
of these great wanderers, and that it is
such fragments rushing through our
atmosphere which we see as shooting
in

stars.

Later observations have confirmed
this view. We pass in August through
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an orbit which contains both comets
and meteors, and we get a shower
from this one every year.
But about Nov. 27 we pass through
a stream of meteors more instructive
still.
They come from the region in
and near Andromeda, at that time of
the year just overhead.
Now it is

known

that at this date the earth
passes through the orbit in which a

comet formerly moved. Biela's comet,
which is the one referred to, has divided and subdivided so frequently that,
as a

it has ceased to exist.
in our neighborhood in 1846 it
seen to divide into two parts, and

comet,

When
was

two separate comets
following each other.
Biela's comet has ceased to be visible
but on each 27th of November we get
more or fewer meteors, and every six
years (which is the period of Biela's
comet) we get a splendid shower.
It is worthy of note that all meteors
are not small bodies which burn up
before they reach the earth's surface.
Some are large and do not undergo
entire destruction by the heat produced by their friction in passing
through the air. They reach the earth,

at its next return

were

visible

;

and are of

many

all

sizes,

some weighing

tons.

But gases as well as solids move on
together in those meteoric orbits. We
have seen that comets show ga.seous
spectra, and it is quite certain that we
encounter gases and solids in these
meteoric or cometa.ry orbits.
This brings us to the most speculative, but at the same time the most inDoes
teresting, part of the enquiry.
our passing through those meteoric
streams have any effect on the atmosphere and surface of the earth.
I remark first, that the mass and
volume of the earth must be constantly increasing by the addition of the
matter from without. Of course the
increase of matter is extremely small

when compared with

the earth's size,
hui the downfall adds billions of tons
of matter to the earth's bulk every
year, and it only requires this to con-
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of phosphorus in the air,
give us the auroral light.
This view of the aurora would enable
us to understand why some auroras
are so widespread, and others so local.
to which it leads.
Again, we must notice as a second Some are seen over the whole world
fact, that when matter is retarded or at the same time; others are visible
stopped by other matter, heat is al- over only a very small area.
Now, millions of
The matter must be regarded as
ways developed.
bodies having their motion of trans- descending, but, when it ignites, the
lation destroyed in our atmosphere
and at the surface of the earth will in
a small but certain degree add to the
molecular motion of the earth's matwhich is simply increasing the
ter,
earth's temperature.
I think the fall of the cometary or
meteoric matter may help us to understand the nature and cause of some
of the unexpected changes of temperature which take place over considerable areas of the earth's surface, and
that a slow but permanent rise of temperature may result.
It is a question whether this influx
of outside matter, mixing with the gases and vapors of our atmos|)here, may
not form chemical combinations which
may affect the health of mankind.
It is not impossible that such may be
the case.
Some epidemics have broken out so suddenly and over such wide
ai'eas, that this view of the case may
be regarded as more probable than it
would first appear. Many diseases
are doubtless caused by bacteria, but
it is not certain, or even probable, that
all are.
This question may be followCOMET b, 1893.
ed by physicists who are also medical
Photographed by Dr. H. C. Wilson, July 11, 1893.
men, and I must leave it for them to

tinue long enough to give the earth
the size which Jupiter now possesses.
This is a pregnant thought, but there
is no escaping from the conclusion^

like that

—

Frmn Astronomy and

Astrophysics.

settle.

I have
long thought that our
aurorae or northern lights may be due
primarily to the fall of very finely
divided matter (probably iron molecules) into our atmosphere.
Clouds
of meteoric dust rushing with planetary velocity into our atmosphere
would as surely take fire, and burn up,
as the larger particles do in meteoric
showers ; or some gases mght combine with the gases of our atmosphere,
and by a process of slow combustion,

light will pass upward, burning
metallic dust as it proceeds.

up the

An observer standing south of an
auroral shower will see the streamers
or beams northward of his station, and
as the auroras fall around the magnetic pole as a centre, we usually see
them in the northern heavens. But
when we are just under the descending matter the streamers pass downward on every

side of us,

and we

see

an opening in the centre, from which

—

——

;

;

BY THE
the rays diverge like the meteors in a
meteoric shower, and from a somewhat similar cause. If this be the
true theory', the aurora is cometary
matter falling earthward.
It may be interesting to know what
becomes of the meteoric matter of
which comets are composed. Of course,
we have seen that much of it falls on
the planets and is added to their mass:
by far the larger number of meteors,

;

SEA.

however,
orbits
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may

be diverted from their

by planetary action and pass

not only sunward, but into the sun
itself.
The meteoric matter near the
sun,

where

most dense,

it is

will also

frequently come into collision, lose its
momentum and fall on the sun, and
thus, in part, the solar heat is doubtless maintained.
Toronto.

BY THE SEA.
A REVERIE.

Thou restless, rolling, sounding
Thou mystic sea —

Yet does thy

sea,

A

Thy

Ixjnds to free

enrtri'/

'

i'

O, mighty sea

:

And now

longing for a wider life,
of years
Far gone, tliat now I only view
Through misty tears.

And

salt breeze lifts the

the resistless tide of time
fathoms deep.
Above the graves where treasures rare
Rolls,

eyes,

In

heavy hair

then, as now,
to strike a chord

Within her breast
Akin to thine own ceaseless dirge
That will not rest.

And, like a cagtVl bird, her soul
Throbs 'neath some thrall.
Vague, undefined, but none the

A prison

wall

;

silence sleep.

Yet have I learned in life's stern school.
To l)ear the pain
Of loss and cross, and prisoned pow'rs
That strive in vain

And

wait the birth-hour of the soul.

freed from clay,
It rises far beyond the stars,
In endless day

When,

In that blest land where time shall be
less

No longer known
And " no more sea " upon
Its myst'ry

the shore

moan.

!

A

maiden grown, again she comes,
Dniwn by thy might
Her life is crowned with happy days.

Her

hopes that once I cherished dear

And

From off her brow
Her heart beats light with youth and hope
Thy music seems

by thee once more

is fled,

Are cold and dead.

the child I use<l to be

Stand on thy shore ;
With parte<l lips, and eager
She scans thee o'er.

Yet

dreams

!

I stand

But youth

The thought

The

vibrates thro' her

sense of powers repressed, that e'er
Strive to be free,
Yet have their lx)unds set as thine own,

A

I see

in her soul

A

I gaze,

—

Thy heaving breast
Comes o'er my soul, with
vague unrest

wake

Like hidden pain,

1

Ever as on thy breast

A

voice

strain.

Whose cadence

chafest, with untiring strife,

That

minor

future bright

:

Helen
Lockeport, N.S.

T.

Churchill.

"

"

'

!

THE "SKY-PlbOT:" A SKETCH OF WESTBI^N bIFE
BY
It

is

A.

F.

CHAMBERLAIN,

well nigh thirty years since

I

:

"

Columbia was then
had come from the east in

(as British

called).

—

flowers of miner's rhetoric
Here's to ye. Josh
May the coyotes never scratch open your grave.
May ye live as long as old Nick
Ye're the tyee (^) talker o' this
I'll bet my
best boss agen
ranch
a yeller devil's pig-tail that Josh could
get away with the preacher, hands
est

I,

Henry Rateham, found myself in the
Rocky Mountain region of New Caledonia

M.A., PH.D.

search of a relative, who, although he
stood heir to not a little property, had,
in a tit of pique, left his native village
to waste his life in the gold-diggings
of the Columbia.

!

!

down!"

While these rough compliments were
was Saturday morning in Tenuke being dispensed, another miner walked
" Here's Mike " said several at
July, 1SG-, and the camp was ail in.

It

in

!

agog with excitement.

Josh- Lewis,

once.

"Hello, Mike!" called out Josh
Lewis, as soon as he noticed him, "will
"
ye have somethin' ?
" Will I,
indade ? Did yez iver
know Mike O'Harmin to refuse a drap
Shure and what's an
o' the cratur ?

the oracle of the little mining town,
stood on a stump in front of Jim Dens's
" Golden Gate," haranguing a score or
more of the gold hunters.
''I

tell

" there's

he was sayinsj,
them parson fellers

ye, pards,"

another

o'

a-comin' to stir up these diggins'. He's
a-going to wawa (^) Sunday; they say
he's a reg'ler coyote at the preachin',
and can talk like a chief at a potlatch (^).
I 'spose ye'U have a good
look at the sky-pilot, and take in his
gospel talk ?
" I'll go fer one," said a bronzed,
rough-looking fellow. " It's a pretty
tough critter I am, but, pards, my
mother alius went to hear the parson,
and here his voice faltered, while a
tear filled his eye,
" and I went with
her, too, boys, in them days.
You can
*

—

—

me in."
Me too " came from several

count
"

others
at once, and Josh, seeing his proposal
met with general acceptance, called out,
" Come along, boys, let's liquidate
!

—

!

Oirishman widout whiskey ?
So Mike took his glass, and draining it almost at a draught, set the
tumbler down. Turning to the crowd,
" Well, byes, ye'v heard
he began
the news, I 'spose. There's another of
thim sky-pilots a-comin' this way.
This mornin' early 's I wuz a-comin'
in from lookin' after the bosses, and
was clost to the old bridge 'cross Deer
Crick, I saw a feller wid a biled shirt
:

—

Yis, shure
feittin' there a-fishin'.
as ye're a-livin', sittin' there on that

on,

—

'tain't fit fer a muskiter to
He
dance a hornpipe on a-fishin'
seemed sorter occypied like, so I went
on to the shack and left the tender-

bridge

—

!

By and by,' just as I
foot to himself.
wuz a-fixing up fer dinner, I saw a
shadder in the door, and, jump

What'U ye have ? Name yer pizen.
my
The crowd, sauntering up to the bar, claim, if that tender-foot wasn't there
wet their whistles in true western a-bowin' and a-scrapin'. Sez he
Is
:

fashion, filling the air with the choic(1)

Wawa:— A word

from the Chinook jargon; mean-

ing "to talk."
(2)

Potlatch

made.

this

O'Harmin
sez

:— An Indian

festival at

which

gifts

the
I,

residence
?

'

'

of

Mr.

Mike O'Harmin,

'at yer honor's sarvice;

are
(i)

Tyee :— Chinook jargon word for "

chief.

—

'

Michael
sur,

come

—

:
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Thank you for pede my hasses if I didn't want to hire
in and hev a boite
your kindness, sir,* sez he, I am on a an Indian to kick me round fer a week.
mission to this district, and shall be Here was the preacher, and I'd been
glad to accept your kind hospitality.' a-conductin' myself like a fool, and
Han^ me, byes, if I knew what he cussin' and swearin' like a drunken
meant by bein' on a mission. 'Spos'd half-breed. So I just begged pardon
guv'ment of the parson, best's I could, tellin'
he wuz one o' thim d
But just him how I was rough, uneddicated
spies or Yankee dead beats ?
before he sat down, the feller with the like. He didn't seem much hurt after
biled shirt stuck his hand into his all, for he up an sez:
'I did not, of
pocket and hauled out soraethin' nicely course, expect to find in this remote
done up. Takinfj the paper offen it, district, the refinement and elegrance
he stretched it out almost under my that constitute the ornaments of social
It wuz a fish, not much bigger life in more civilized communities, but
nose.
than a minnie so small that a coyote I do hope to find honest and goodpup 'd eat a whole bushel fer break- hearted men.' Yes, that's what he
fast, and then be like to starve before sez, byes, sure as ye're livin', fer I was
sundown. And what do yez think the mighty careful to keep it all in my
Mr. O'Har- head.
tender-foot sez, byes 1
" Well, after dinner, I showed the
min,' sez he, will you do me a great
I never parson to Phil Jones's, where he'll
favor ? I've been fishing.
caught a fish before in my life, and I'll stop while he's here."
" Mike, ye're a daisy " said Josh
be exceedingly obliged to you if you'll
cook this one for me the first fish I LewLS, after the Irishman had done.
ever caught,' and he looked proudly " Come, byes, let's liquor up again, and
"
Cook it, then Mike '11 sing a song
at that confounded minnie.
When the drinking was over, Mike
Why, a half-drunken
is it ye mane
Si wash (*) wouldn't have looked at began in stentorian tones
n thing'.' So, kinder riled
the d
Old man David,
n the
at sech foolishness, I sez, D
Long time stop.
Halo Klutshman,
fish
Throw it to the cat and I up
Tikegh swop. (5)
and grabbed the minnie and chucked
it under the table, where my old mouHe got no farther, for some one
ser, Bill, soon had it chewed up.
there's a tender" Hello
called out
" Well, the tender-foot seemed sort o'
Mebbe it's the
foot strollin' along.
taken a-back at such doin's, and I had parson."
a mighty hard time of it, persuadin'
It was the parson and as he came
him to stop for grub. However, he up everybody shook hands with him
Sez I
sot down and we got a-talkiu'.
heartily, except Sam Sniggles, who
I hear there's a sky-pilot snoozin'
" I ain't got no use fer
orrunted out
round these parts. Hev ye sot eyes them fellers as works only one day in
on him, stranger ? They say he's a the week, and then does nothing 'cept
!

'

'

'

—

—

'

'

!

—

'

!

!

:

'

'.

'

!

:

—

I

;

—

:

'

—

daisy to spout talks like a cardinal.'
Just then I noticed the feller had a

find fault with
preachers, I sez.

book beside him on the table, and,
coyotes and catamountains if it wer'n't

me.

;

!

—

livin'.

He

folks.

D

yer

Let'm work fer a

won't get nothin' out

o'

»

" Dry up, Sam Sniggles, or I'll blow
a Bible
So sez I to him wonder I
didn't do it before: 'Who be ye sir?' the top o' your good-fer-nothin head
Sez he :— I am the Rev. Jonas Delver, off!" interupted Josh Lewis. "Drop
a minister of the Gospel, and, if the
:—
(5) Beginning of song in the Chinook jargon
"Old King David,
LDrd wills it, I am going to preach in

—

!

'

Tenuke to-morrow.'

Well, byes, stam-

" Indian."
(4) Siwtuh :—Chinook in.t^on word, meaninif

Long ago.

Had no wife.
And sought for

one."

'
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that kind o' talk, mind you, while parAnd Samuel subsided.
son's round."
" Well, I swow, if there ain't another
tender-foot you can tell it by the way
he's ridin' that hoss " said one of the
miners, as a young man rode up and
prepared to dismount. As he entered,
" Glad
he was greeted with cries of
Come and liquito see you, stranger

—

first

thing he let us see was his euchre
"
O, but he vt'as a stunner

deck.
"

!

And do you remember," broke

in

!

another miner, " the row he had with
Jedge Gamble. He sort o' riled the

!

Jedge by reflectin' on his doin's. It
was that day, you know, when the
Jedge got on the stump in front there
and talked to the byes a bit afore the

:

—

court began.
Byes,' sez he, why the
devil didn't ye lynch them two rascals
and save the districk a lot o' money,
drink."
" Don't
Well, corral my and raj'self a peck o' trouble.'
drink
That's
the way the Jedge used to talk. He
hosses, if there ain't another sky-pilot
"
and the byes were in cahoot. As he
Ye're a parson, ain't ye ?
" No, I'm no parson I'm plain Henry was lettin' himself off this waj', up
comes the parson, and blowed if he
Dubbs, but I don't drink."
" Nor me neither " came from a didn't sail right into the J edge and inman sitting in the corner. " Give us sinuate that he was a-doin' wrongs
your paw, pard, I've been mighty lone- prostitutin' justice, and that sort o'
some lately, but there's two of us now thing. Was the Jedge riled ? Never
and saw him wass in my life, not even the
three, counting in the parson
day that Bill Deems so riz his dander
thet's a crowd in these diggins'."
The speaker was a grizzled miner of by informin' the crowd that the Jedge,
some sixty years one of the oldest havin' done with the court of chance,
inhabitants of the camp. Jim Rallson would sit in the court of iniquity.
had been at the mining on and off for You saw the Jedge that day. Josh. If
twenty years, in California and the it hadn't been fer some o' the byes,
north. Seizing the opportunity to con- he'd a-killed poor Bill.
Well, "the
verse with an old stager, the young Jedge lept off that stump in no time,
man withdrew with him and the par- and sez
You confounded tenderson into an adjoining room, where foot, do you know who I am ?
Fer
they talked till supper-time came less'n two bits, I'd run ye into the calaround.
boose myself, after givin' ye a good
Meanwhile, in the bar-room, the lickin' on the spot. Insult a Jedge,
" I say, would ye ?
rest were making merry.
I'll teach you how to bepards," suddenly began Josh Lewis, have yourself,' and the Jedge, with fire
" this new sky-pilot ain't much like in his eye, reached out to grab the
old Holston, who was round these dig- parson, who, by this time, was half
gins' ten years ago.
He could preach scared to death. Suddenly, however.
like a son-of-a-gun
Hold on,
told him so my- Josh Lewis called out
self.
Could play poker, and take a Jedge, that's the new sky- pilot
horn in a way that would make a
well^
That's the parson, is it eh
tender -foot's hair curl. You remem- he's like the re.st of them more blame
ber him, don't you. Bill."
fool than anything else. Lf^t him 'tend
" Indeed, yes," said the miner ad- to Heaven and I'll run this lanch.
I
" I mind the time he came won't trouble him if he'll keep his
dressed.
all the way from Yakano
that's nigh tongue off me.
But lassoo a mustang
onto 350 miles on horseback startin' I can't abear his talk. But here's a
with three pounds o' bacon and a flask hand, parson. Let's liquor up, byes.
date."
"

'

'

No, thank vou, gentlemen,

I don't

!

I

;

!

—

—

—

:

—

'

—
— —
—

—

:

'

'

—

—

o'

the

whiskey.

camp

devil's the

And when he
o'

!

;

bacon
whiskey.

he'd lots

drop

!

o'

reached
but

left,

And

the

Have a

With pleasure,'
drink, sir.'
said the sky-pilot, and the last seen of
'

the two was that they were havin' a

—

—a
;

THE

''SKY-PILOT."

friendly game o' cards just before supper time. It's a pity the old J edge
ain't here

now, for

new parson

this

drink, don't swear, don't pl^y
poker, don't do nothin'. He's one o'
them Canada fellers too good for this
world, I guess."
Just here the parson entered, and
sitting down in a chair, listened attentively to the conversation of the minBefore long, Lum Ki, the cook,
ers.
entered from the kitchen, ringing the
Spying the parson, he
supper-bell.
don't

—

rushed over to him, grasped his hand
Lum heap
heartily, and cried out
Jos say Melilikee see Melican man.
can man heap savez pleach ee muchee
:

—

'

—

chin-chin talkee."

And so they went into the supperroom. And a good, big western meal
Fishit was, no mistake about that.
stories, bear-yarns and Indian tales,
came thick and fast. The preacher
and young Hubbs retired early, but
the rest kept up their drinking and
talking till the stars went in.
Sunday morning, at 10 o'clock,
church was held. The big room next
the bar served to hold the audience,
and, out of deference to the occasion,
lousiness was suspended till the service
Was over. There was a good attendance everybody for miles around was
Some
ranchers and miners.
there
had come thirty miles or more. Little
stock those rough pioneers took in
theology, but they always treated the
parson well, and most of them came to
hear him preach when they could.
After a brief prayer, the Rev. Mr.
;

—

Delver, who had previously distributed
a few books amongst his congregation,
announced that the services would be
opened by the singing of a hymn
and he read out the first verses of one
But just
of the old Calvinistic kind.
at that moment, old Ned Lapstock
rancher from Susu Lake rose up,
lean and lanky fellow he was,-—and
called out in his usual loud voice
" No, you don't, parson
We don't do
no singin' in these parts. This ranch

—

—
—
:

'

ain't

no bird-cage."
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The preacher, somewhat surprised
at the unexpected turn of affairs, hastened to explain that he considered
singing an important and necessary
part of public worship.

But

this

had no

—

who retorted
"
own show, parson
:

O,

effect

well,

upon Ned,
run your

Sing it yourself !"
Most of the boys thought it a good
time for a joke, and when the singing
took place, about the only participants
were the parson himself and Lum Ki,
who, with his book turned upside
down, was humming away with right
good will he had caught the tune and
that was about all.
The preacher although women
were at a premium in that settlement,
and the only two in the district were
present, and were his most attentive
took his text from Genesis
listeners
" The woman tempted me and I did
eat,"
a procedure of which the major portion of his audience certainly
The sermon was
did not approve.
long, and rather above the heads of
When the parson was
the hearers.
about half through, old Ned rose up
again, and in loud tones, exclaimed
" Sing another hymn, parson, and call
'."
But he stuck to his text
it square
like a brick, and when he had done, a
right good collection was taken up.
Everybody contributed something,
even the Chinaman, who took delight
in saying, with an expansive grin
" We allee samee heathen, you savey,"
put his hand into his pocket, and exti-acting a handful of miscellaneous
coins, dropped them into the hat, while
a Papist, who happened to be present,
tossed a dollar into it, with the remark
that he didn't bank on the preacher's
theology, but supposed he had to live
!

;

—

—

—

—

:

:

like the rest of us.
But, funniest of all, old miserly

Jack
mite
what
a
and
mite;
his
gave
Dudley
°
It came about in this way.
it was
Jack and Phil Jones were sitting together, and when the hat came round.
" Jack, you ought to give
Phil said
:

:

—

Jack was rather nettled
and replied :— " Will you go

something."
just then,
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After a good dinner, the afternoon
halves with me ? " " Yes," said Phil;
and with the remark, " Here goes," was spent in harmless amusement, and
Jack pulled a bill out of his pocket when supper-time came it brought the
and handed it to Phil, who, looking at usual number of stories of sport and
adventure.
it in curiosity, let it drop into the hat,
Bright and early the next morning
wondering what on earth had come
over Jack Dudley. After service was the parson was off, "with lots of bacon
over, and the bar was busy again, Phil and no whiskey," the miners said, and
said to Jack
" What a generous fel- soon afterwards, leaving that honest,
low you are, Jack The parson thinks merry company, I, with young Dubbs,
" What do you set out for Sale's ranch, where, I was
a great deal of you "
mean? " said Jack. " Don't you know informed, I should meet the object of
what you had me put in the hat this my search. I found him, and we remorning ? " queried Phil, " It was a turned home together.
'• I
tenner, you know."
didn't know
I have never had the occasion to
I was such a d
fool," replied Jack. travel in that region again, but pleas" No more preachin' for me."
It was ant memories will linger with me long,
a long time, however, before the boys and never shall I forget the " skyleft off chaffing him about his contri- pilot," and the ranchers and miners of
bution to the parson's exchequer.
Tenuke, with their frank, rough ways.
:

—

!

!

SUPPER

IN

A SHEEP RANCHER'S JACAk
BY LINDA BELL COLSON.

The

Eastern horizon was delicately
We were on the way to spend a few
tinged with yellow and pink, which days at the sheep ranch of a young
slowly dispersed as the moon, the Englishman, which was situated high
luna pastor of the Mexican herders, among the mountains bordering the
that is the shepherd's moon, on the Rio Grande, some twenty-five miles
night after the full, rose and flooded from the nearest railroad, and I know
the prairie with its pale light.
not how many more from the nearest
The plains stretched out like a great town. Our host had met us at the
silent sea, until they were merged in station with the warm welcome of
the blackness of the mountains loom- one who but seldom sees the faces of
ing in the distance.
friends.
Even the bronchos he had
Here and there, dark against the led in for us to ride seemed in a manpale coloring of the prairie, lay knots ner to partake of his pleasure, and we
of sleeping cattle, and occasionally had started out gaily on our long ride.
breaking the level sweep, groups of
We " loped " along at a good pace.
palma and cactus plants stood up, The tall figure of our host in his picgaunt and tall.
turesque cow-boy costume, tall sombreWe had left the lonely little rail- ro, leather chaparraras, spurred boots,
road station on the southern Pacific stout six-shooter and long bo wie knife,
far behind us, and were riding straight riding slowly in advance of us, was
towards the mountains, following a sharply silhouetted against the moonnarrow trail scarcely discernible, to lit sky. I had seen him last in Engmy untrained eyes, from the general land, at the country home of his father,
grayness of the prairie.
an officer in the British army, and as

;

SUPPER IN A SHEEP RANCHER'S JACAL.
listened to the familiar English voice,
the great lonely Texas prairie faded
away, and a vision of the old English
home, surrounded by velvet lawns and
stately oaks, rose before me.
1 was recalled to a sudden sense of
the present by the erratic movements
of my horse, a spotted broncho named
Gaucho, which was makingr frantic efforts to strike out for himself, and not
until, in obedience to my host's instructions, I had given him a few cuts
of my quirt, applied to the flanks with
the deft backward movement of the
hands, learned by every rider on the
frontier, would he consent to follow
the others and then our host told us
the story of Gaucho.
" Many years ago," said he, " when
the canon, towards which we are
riding and in which my ranch is situaI
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tents were pitched, and two or three
Mexican herders, wrapped in their
blankets, lay asleep on sheep skins on
the hard baked ground before the
jacal.
On either side of the canon
rose a bald, uncovered ridge, dotted

—

with white specks the recumbent
forms of the sleeping sheep. Darkly
below, a wide am^oyo showed, from
whencefloated afaint perfume from the
pink blossom of the wild walnut trees
growing thickly along the water course.
As we rode up, the herders sprang to
their feet, and a yellow dog barked us
a noisy welcome.
Inside the jacal, which contained
only one small apartment, the general living room
a Mexican peoTi, a tall
sombrero on his head, a cigarette in
his mouth, was busily preparing supper
over a fire of cedar logs burning cheerted, was an Apache encampment, Gau- ily in the huge " rock " fire-place.
He was assisted by a beautiful young
cho was stolen by the Indians and taken out to their headquarters, and there Mexican boy, Romaldo by name, whose
branded on both ears in such a man- features and coloring were simply perner that he has ever since borne the fect.
There was no light but that from
name of Gaucho, or lop-ears. When
the Apaches were driven out of the the fire, and the flickering rays dancpass by the United States troops, ed fantastically across the smokeGaucho was recaptured and restored grimed rafters of the sloping ceiling
to the white man, but his long stay and the dark walls hung with the
among the silent red men seems to skins of the mountain lion, coyote, fox
have made him rather taciturn and un- and antelope, and decorated with deers'
friendly. Poor chap he's getting old, and lions' heads, arrows, guns, sixbut he is a good one to go yet, though he shooters, bowie knives, and cartridge
belts, lariats, lassoes, and all a cowis not as smart-looking as he once was."
He paused at the end of his story, boy's usual paraphernalia. Above the
and a silence fell on us.
The night fire-place the white skull of an Indian
was advancing. For the last hour we shewed out weirdly against the dark
;

—

—

;

had been slowly ascending, and now,
having ridden through a narrow pass
where high on one side loomed an old

wall.

The earth floor was scattered with
sheep skins a deal table, a couple of
Indian fort built in the solid rock, rough chairs and some packing boxes
we climbed a bold spur of mountain filled with canned food, made up the
then descending again, rode into a furniture of the room.
In one comer stood a great pile of
wide canon, and the sheep ranch lay
papers, principally fat copies of the
before us.
There stood the jacal, our host's London Times, through which our
home, a small brown shanty, built of host told us he was carefully wading.
scrub oak and cedar poles, plastered The papers always reached him, a
read
in the chinks with mud, and covered large number at one time, and he
by a sloping roof thatched with bear them in turn. It was now April, but
grass.
Near by, a couple of white he had only begun on January and he
:

—

:
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laughingly begged us not to expect
him to know anything of the world's
history since the ending of the old year.
The yellow dog, considering he had
done his duty towards us in his loud
welcome, now lay down on a sheep
skin before the fire to watch the operations of the two Mexicans, who sat
crouching on their heels, stirring the
various dishes simmering appetizingThey glanced at
ly over the coals.
me furtively now and then from out
their sleepy black eyes they had never seen a white-skinned woman before,
and I dare say I was fully as interesting to them as they were to me.
I was very tired and very hungry
after my long ride, and when presently
we sat down to our supper it seemed
I do
to me a repast fit for the gods.
not think I shall ever forget a single

spoons and rough knives and forks,
we had hunger for sauce, and never
did a merrier group make greater havoc of a supper. Our long ride in the
open air had made us proof against

detail of

few onions shredded and fried in the lard are
an addition, and a few pods of rhili Colorado,

;

it.

any form of

indigestion,

and when

at

we

retired to our tents for what
remained of the night, it was to sleep
last

the sleep of the utterly satisfied.
I give below the recipes of the purely Mexican dishes, as I learned them
from our host

—

Fkuoles Guisadoes. Place one pound of
beans to boil (Mexicans always cook them in an
earthen vessel) and boil until they are thoroughthey will take from four to eight hours,
ly soft
when they must be mashed (or in the expressive
language of the frontier, machacadoed) until
not a bean remains whole. Heat two or three
ounces of maideca (lard) in a skillet and pour
the mashed beans into it, when a tremendous
spluttering will take place, the hot grease giving
the frijoles the peculiar Havor possessed by
;

this

most common

of all

Mexican

dishes.

A

The intense silence without the
grease just before
knowledge of our isolation; our farness (red peppers) stirred into theand
allowed to boil
the beans are poured in
from all else human; the quaint, smoke- with them for a few minutes, are supposed to
grimed interior the picturesque fig- add greatly to the tastiness of the dish.
Indeed a great number of dishes are made
ures of the two Mexicans, with the
with the mashed beans a^ a foundation. Cheese
ruddy glow of the fire-light playing on grated and added to the beans after they have
their swarthy countenances; the war- been poured into the hot lard is a favorite one,
;

;

like

hangings on

seemed

so unreal

real enough, and,
tasted,

—

oh

in spite

—

walls
it all
but the supper was

the
!

how

of the

delicious

it

strangeness.

host, like many Englishmen who
go out to rough it, was an excellent
cook, and he had well instructed his
Mexican assistants. Our menu was
a varied one. Quail, which had fallen
a victim to our host's unerring shot,

Our

over the coals; a
dainty manufacture called " devilled
sardines ;" a hot bread cooked in a
kind of pot-oven affair, and, it goes
without saying, frijoles guisadoes,
beans,
one has them three times a day
on a frontier ranch and exceedingly
good they are too, when one has learned to like them.
Besides, we had
huevos fritos, chili verde conqueso, and,
to drink, the incomparable champurrado. What though we supped without
table cloth or napkins, on a pine table,
off" tin plates, with tin mugs, pewter

delicately roasted

—

but the secret of having a good dish of beans is
to have the beans thoroughly boiled and ihe
grease hot.

—

HuEvos Fritos. Hiievos fritos are simply
eggs poached in very hot lard, delightfully
crisp and brown about the edges and soft in the
inside.

—

Chili Verde Conquesco. Nip a tiny bit of
the point off of as many pods of chili (peppers) as
you require twenty or thirty is enough for a
good dish and roast them in the coals until
the outer skin will separate from the flesh part.
Then peel them and give the green pulp a good
washing in cold water: mash this up in a basin
with three or four tomatoes (all the better if
they have been roasted in the coals and then
(On a ranch, of
skinned), and a little salt.
course one has generally to fall back on canned
tomatoes.) Place a couple of ounces of mauteca
(lard) in a skillet or frying pan and let it get
thoroughly hot, when the chili and tomato
should be emptied into it, and ab^ut a half a
pound of queso (cheese) shredded in and the
whole allowed to boil up for a few minutes before serving.
Champurrado. Boil onequartof maize (corn)
until it is soft enough to grind on the metate.
When it is ground, mix the paste with two
quarts of water, and strain through a fine sieve.
Put it on to boil and add a cake or two of grated chocolate and a \\%t\e piloncillo (native sugar),
some cloves and cinnamon.

—
—

—

THE SAUbT

STB. MARIE SHIP 6ANAL.
BY

J.

J.

^T\
The River St. Mary, flowing a distance
of sixty miles, carries the waters of
Lake Superior into Lake Huron. It
runs its noble course in varj'ing width

from about one hundred

feet at

one

point to four miles at another, and
forms in its main channel part of the
As it passes
international boundary.
between the Canadian town of Sault

-/

KEHOF.
built parallel

and

close to this

and com-

pleted in 188L
In 1889, the United
States Government commenced work
on a new canal on the site of the one
of 1855, now demolished to make
room for the new one, which is likely to
be finished next year. Our neighbors
will then have two canals to accommodate the immense and crrowinir

Ui

EASTERN END

— PUMPING

ENGINE AND TRAVELLING DERRICK.

Marie and the Michigan city of traffic which now presses very hard on
the only
the same name, it rushes over a rocky the canal of 1881, at present
bed in shallow rapids of half a mile in the in use.
The project of a Canadian Ship Calength, with a difference of nearly ninehas been suggested at different
nal
lower
and
upper
teen feet between the
To overcome this impediment times, and as early as 1851 it was atlevels.
company for its conto navigation, there was built on the tempted to form a
did not becompany
This
struction.
comwas
which
canal
side
a
Michigan
Another canal was come incorporated owing to the opposipleted in 1855.
Ste.
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tion of the late Sir Francis Hincks,
The action of
Sir Francis was made the subject of

then Prime Minister.

grave charges against him,
however, were fully disproved on an investigation
by a select committee of the
Legislative Council in 1855.
But even earlier than the
time of Sir Francis, and earlier than any one now living can remember, a canal
and lock had actually been
constructed and used on the

Canadian

side.

this canal

was

No

which,

tions, however, the growth of ^Manitoba and the North-West and the consequent increase of lake traffic require
the building of the fine public work

TOfv/f

Of

Sfii/ir sremA/i(f orrr

trace of

visible until,

when excavations were being made in May, 1889, for
the water power canal, the
timbers of the old canal were
unearthed. It was built in
1797 by the North-West
in its time a
Company
rival of, but afterwards amalgamated with, the Hud-

—

son Bay Company — and was
destroyed by the United
States soldiers in the war
of 1812. The curious reader
can obtain fuller details of
this canal at page 25, jmssim, of the Canadian Archives of 1886.
The need of the Canadian Ship Canal has been very specially felt on two

which is now under construction, and
an account of which, in its building
of and in wha^ it is to be, is here at-

The first
memorable occasions.
these was when the United States tempted. X*^
Work^as commenced on the 1st
Government refused to allow Sir Garnet Wolseley to go through the Michi- May, 1889, by Messrs. Hugh Ryan &
gan canal with the Canadian troops Co., the contractors, and at the time of
on their way to quell the first Riel writing the greater part of the excavarebellion.
The other was during the tion is done, and sixteen courses of
canal toll excitement of last year. stone out of the twenty-two of the
Whatever may be the opinion of any lock-pit walls on both sides are built.
one, be he a political partisan or not, The whole of the work will easily be
every Canadian would have been bet- completed so as to have the canal open
ter pleased if the Government had for navigation in the summer of 1894.
The site of the canal is through a
been in a position of independence.
It would have been so, and the Wash- neck of land jutting out from the
ington Treaty, too, would have been mainland. This land may be called
different in terms if our ship canal either a peninsula or an island, the
had been built twenty years ago. term to be used depending on whether
Apart from these political considera- a small stream running on the north-

THE SAULT

STE.

MARIE SHIP CANAL.

erly side be considered of sufficient
importance to make this jutting land
an island rather than to make it a penThere was, until three years
insula.
go, a larger stream, but this has been
-iiice diverted by the work of the contractors.
glance
at
the map
will give the reader a good idea
of the location of the canal and its
relative position to the canals on the
other side of the rapids. Before ground
was broken, this neck of land was a
wild and beautiful piece of nature.
There were many small streams where
tho fisherman caught fine specimens
of speckled trout, and plank bridges
thrown across these streams afforded
a means for the strolling tourist to
reach the Indian fishing village, which
is still on the banks of the main rapids.
There are now left but two of the
I

A
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an upper stratum of sandy
loam mixed with boulders, and below
this is red Potsdam sandstone of vary-

consists of

ing hardneas. The work of excavation gives employment to about four
hundred men on an average. The excavation of the lock-pit is completed,
and, as already mentioned, a large
amount of masonry work is done. The
facing or cut stone comes from Amherstburg, while the backing stone

comes from Meldrum Bay on Manitou-

The quarrying of the stone
employment to upwards of two
hundred men in the two quarries, and
lin Island.

gives

fleet of vessels is required for the
transportation of the material.
It
takes about two hundred stone cutters
and masons to do the work for the
lock -pit walls. There are also numerous machinists, carpenters, etc, and no

a

l'EKKI<K.

the ship fewer than eighteen blacksmiths. The
operations being carcanal and of the water power canal maornitude of the
ried on may be better conceived from
having destroyed the others.
The general formation of the ground the statement that there are fifty-three
>treanis, the construction of
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teams of horses and ten miles of railroad tiack. The bottom of the canal
is now like a railway yard, and is a
scene of constant activity tram-cars,
carrying stone and concrete, being constantly moved and switched.
The stone is all brought to this railway yard and hoisted by three travelling derricks stationed at points convenient for the work as it progresses.
These travelling derricks deserve speThey are each built on
cial mention.
a truss reaching from one wall to the
other, and carried on a track of a gauge
;

er can be transmitted a lonsr distance
without loss, unless by a possible leakage.
On this work it is used for some
of the rock drills and hoisting derricks.

Others of these drills and derricks are
driven by steam-power.
The total
number of derricks is forty. The cable
runs the pumping engine which keeps
the big ditch dry, and also transmits
power to a stone-crusher one thousand
three hundred feet away.
There are
two stone crushers, one with a capacity
of fifteen to thirty tons per hour, and
the other able to crush from twentyThe five to forty tons in the same time.
of forty-eight feet six inches.
walls on which these derricks rest are The amount of crushing done depends
the wails of the culvert, the bottom of -on the hardness of the stone to be
which is twelve feet below the
bottom of the lock wall. They
project below the lock-pit, thus
making a channel under the basin or floor of the lock
a narrower channel will be used for
culverts to convey the water inAfter
to and out of the lock.
the masonry is completed and
the derricks are taken away,
a timber covering will rest on
the walls, which project as above
The derricks are so
described.
built that they have hoisted thi
stones that are laid in the lowest
course, and will hoist the coping
:

stones,

which

will lie

on

top,

forty-four and one-half feet
higher.
Each derrick has four masts,

two

for each wall.

LOCK-PIT WALLS.

—whether

a hard boulder
is crushed
for concrete, and while the crushers
can be regulated to produce different
sizes, the heavy rocks which enter the
jaws of these crushers are broken so
that the pieces can go through a two
and one-half inch ring.
To more fully describe the work of
construction would require more space
than can be aflforded in this sketch,
which is intended not for engineers or
builders of canals, but for the general
reader.
The whole of the work is
mainly carried out for the contractors
by one of the three members of the
firm, Mr. Michael J. Haney, who is
well known as a civil enofineer of re-

crushed

it is

The engine on each or soft sandstone. The stone

derrick drives tive sets of drums, four
being for hoistinc: and the filth for
locomotion of the derrick onthe tracks.
The various pieces of machinery for
hoisting,
pumping, drilling, stonecrushing and other purposes require a
Water-power
large amount of power.
has been utilized, and one thousand horse-power obtained. This both
drives the air compressor and transmits power by cable to various machines on the work. The compressor
is here used for the first time in Canada on a public work, though it is also
The great
used, I believe, in mining.
merit of air compression is that the pow-
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A good testimony to the ability three feet in a season, and depends on
with which the work is carried on is the effect and direction of the wind.
that with all the enormous mass of On the 22nd of August, 1883, after a
material, the numerous engines and wind storm, the water was three inches
the 7oO workmen, order and system from the top of the wall in the MichiIt is also gan Canal; it is usually five feet
are evident everywhere.
worthy of note that in the course of below this.
four years of construction but one
The filling and emptying of the lock
man has been killed; his death was will be accomplished by means of the
caused bv the breakinir of a derrick.
four culverts beneath the floor of the
pute.

THK SToNfcM

I

iir,K>

VAki»

In this

floor there will

be one

from water
to water will be three thousand seven
hundred feet. The masonry walls will
be one thousand one hundred and six
the length befeet on each side
tween the gates will be nine hundred
feet and the width of the lock sixty
There will be but one lift to
feet.
overcome the eighteen and threequarters feet of fall between the upper
There will be
and lower levels.
twenty-one feet of the water above

of letting water through a slidvalve in the gate itself or through
the walls around the gates was found
objectionable, for the reason that the
force of water driving the boats to the

the mitre sill, taking the lowest recorded water level. In this connection
it is to be observed that the level of
the water lias a variation of about

be lifted rather than shoved.
There are to be three sets of gates at
the eastern or lower end ; one is to be

The length

of the canal

;

lock.

and fifty-two openings
through which the water wiU flow up
or down as may be required. The old
hundred

way

inor

lower gates and breaking their lines,
often causes damage to both boats and
This will be avoided by the
lock.
method to be adopted, as the boats will
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a guard gate and will be used only
it is wanted to empty the lock
Of the other two gates,
for repairs.
one is a spare set to be used in case of
accident to the other, which will be
the outer gate and in constant use.
At the west end there will be a main
gate and a guard gate.
The width of the walls willbe eleven
feet at the top and twenty feet at the
bottom, but there will be a uniform
width around the gates of twenty-five
feet carried the whole way up. There
will be altogether seventy- five thousand cubic yards of masonry in the

when

work.
of opening and closing
not yet determined, but it

The manner
the gates

is

most likely that electric motive
power will be used. This power will
be generated from the water power
this water power will be supplied by
means of a pipe running back of one
of the walls, and turbine wheels will

is

;

be used to generate the electricity.
There have been a great many
changes in the design of the canal and
lock since the plans and specifications
were first made, but in the main the
plans are those of the late Mr. John
Page, who was chief engineer of the
Public Works Department at Ottawa.
The resident engineer in charge on behalf of the Dominion Government is
Mr. W. J. Thompson.
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

—

;

JULIE'S

A

DOWRY, AND

HOW

IT

WAS WON.

Tale of the days of Marie Antoinette*

TRANSLATED BY MRS. CLATES FROM THE FRENCH.

My

earliest memory is that of living
at the village of Montreuil in the house
of the good cure', whom I loved as a

a little girl not a great deal younger
than myself, who bade fair to have a
very fine singing voice, and whom the

father.
It was he who brought me up cure
and taught me the little that I know was

of music.

mitted

After a while he perto sing in the choir of his
In those days I had plump,

me

chapel.
red cheeks

a shrill, clear voice long,
curling hair that blew about my face ;
wooden shoes and a blue frock. Now,
I do not care to look in the glass often
when 1 do it does not show me quite
the same picture that it did then.
There was an old spinet in the
parlor of the cure"s house it was not
in very good tune, but to play upon
it
was a delight of which I never
wearied.
The dear, old man, who
always encouraged me by declaring
that I had by no means a bad ear,
took great pains in drilling me upon
the scales, and making me practise
solfeggio.
When he was pleased with
my efforts, he would pinch my cheeks
until they glowed, and say, " Maurice,
my boy, you know that your father
and mother were only poor peasants
but, nevertheless, if you attend to your
catechism and your prayers, practise
diligently until you become perfect in
your solfeggio, and leave off fooling
about with that rusty old musket, I
;

;

;

;

have no fear you will in time become
a first-rate musician." This increased
my courage, and I pounded away
harder than ever upon the poor old
spinet.

But my life was not wholly filled
with music, catechism and prayers.
Sometimes I was permitted to amuse
myself, and then I had a companion
l'ub]iabed about aerenty

yesn ago

in

a Paris news

also instructed in music. Her name
Julie, and her mother was the

cure's housekeeper. I thought she was
very pretty, and so it was evident did
others as well.
WJjen she was not more than thirteen years of age, and as yet knew
nothing of the value of her sweet face,
strangers often turned to look again
as they passed her on the street and
I have seen grand ladies descend from
their carriages to kiss my pretty one
and talk with her. I grew very proud
of her beauty and her voice and we
loved each other as brother and sister.
One of our greatest pleasures was to
take the lump of bread that always
made our luncheon, and to go hand in
hand to the end of the park of Montreuil, to eat it close to where a party of,
masons were engaged in building a
This habit of
pavilion for the queen.
ours finally resulted in our making the
acquaintance of a young stone-cutter,
some eight or ten years older than
ourselves, who encouraged us to sit
upon the grass, or a stick of timber,
near the place where he was at work.
He proved to be kind and gentle,
;

;

always good-humored, and sometimes
even gay, though that was seldom.
When he had an unusually large stone
to cut, we helped him to the best of
our ability; 1 by pulling with all my
strength at one end of the saw. while
Julie poured water upon its blade. We
soon became the best of friends.
This young man had alteady known
something of the troubles of life. His
father, who had been an architect, died
after losing all that he possessed and
;

—
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then the son, although at

was obliged

work

heai't

a

jioet,

diligently at
stone-cutting, to support his widowed
to

the other. The first was clad in a rosecolored silk dress of great richness, and
was moving so rapidly in fact she
was almost running that the other
could with difficulty keep up with

—

—

mother and two small brothers by his
He always bore himself cheerlabor.
fully, however, singing at his work her.
Frightened, like a little fool of a
little songs and couplets which he improvised at the moment and which peasant that I was, 1 turned to Julie,
Some- saying, " Let us run away."
But it
Julie and I greatly admired.
him,
and
some- was too late to do that, for the rosewith
we
sang
times
times he amused himself by compos- colored lady had actually made a sign
ing little dialogues and plays, which to Julie, who, blushing scarlet, laid
he made us learn, teaching us how to hold upon my hand as if for protection.
repeat them with the pioper tones, I snatched uiy cap from my head and
gestures and actions, just as if we were leaned against the tiee, quivering as
really performing them in a theatre. if I had been one of its own leaves.
But he never neglected his work,
The lady came directly up to Julie
meanwhile, as was proved by his be- and, gently touching her chin, lifted up
coming a master mason in less than a her head, .saying to her companion,
To us he was simply Michael, "Did I not tell you the dress is beauyear.
but his full name was afterwards tiful ? Just what I want for my TuesAnd she, too, is
known to the world as that of the dis- day masquerade
tinguished dramatist, Michael Jean lovely. My little angel, you will give
Sedaine.
me your clothes, will you not ? My
The good cure' loved me so much and people shall fetch them and I will give
treated me so kindly that I was truly you these of mine in exchange."
in danger of forgetting that I was the
Oh, madame !" was
"Oh, madame
!

!

son of two poor peasants who died of all that Julie could utter.
small-pox before I was old enough to
The other lady, who was smiling
remember ever having seen them. At gently, tenderly, but with a melanthe age of sixteen, although ignorant choly look within the smile that I
enough, I had acquired a little Latin, a have never forgotten, now came forgood deal of music, and was skilful in ward and, taking Julie's hand in hers,
all kinds of labor appertaining to the bade her have courage, even while ascare of a garden.
I was also v^ery suring her in a low voice that no one
happy.
Julie and I were constantly ever refused to comply with the wishes
together.
She nearly always would of the lady who had fiist spoken.
place herself where I could look at
"Make no change whatever in the
her as I worked, and we were content dress,'' said tjie rose-colored lady,
even when no wurd was spoken be- playfully shaking a little gold-headed
tween us.
whip she carried in her hand then
One day I was employed in the park turning towards me she added, "This
of Montreuil, and Julie had accom- is a tine lad, too
he must be a soljtanied me.
I was
trimming the dier, and then you two shall marry
branches ot an elm tree and binding each other." She spoke rapidly, laughthe clippings into faggots, when Julie ing lightly as she said the words, gave
said, rather breathlessly
Julie a gentle tap upon the cheek, and
" Oh, Maurice
here are two ever so left us overcome with amazement and
grand and beautiful ladies coming to- admiration.
wards us down the path. What shall
We looked each other in the face
we do?"
without being able to articulate a sylTurning, I saw two ladies, young lable, and then as by a simple impulse,
and lovely, one a step in advance of turned towards the cure's house, where
;

;

!

—

;

JULIE S DOWRY, AND
we soon arrived, still holding each
other by the hand, still very silent,
though inwardly delighted with our
adventure.
The good cure' saw that something
unusual had happened, for Julie was
alternately red and pale, while 1 hung
my head as if I had been guilty of a
fault
•*

and was ashamed to meet his eye.
is it, Maurice ?"
he said.

What
What is
"

"

the matter,

Monsieur

le

" I

very gravely,
"

A

!

soldier "

my

Cure,

*

child

must be a
he

?''

answered

1

soldier."

re|>eated,

and

I

thought he would have fallen to the
ground. " Do you wish to leave us
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mother, accompanied by the waitingmaid, went up stairs to her dressingroom, but wearing all the while an air
of apprehension as of one who goes to
meet a serious misfortune.
When we were left alone, the cure'
questioned me as to the meaning of it
all, and I told him, as well and
as
briefly as I could, the whole story.
" And it is for this you propose to go
away from us all ? " said he. " Can
you not see that the greatest lady in
France spoke to a peasant lad like you
only on the impulse of the moment,
and has already forgotten all about

you and your affairs ?
She would
think your head light with folly
has happened to him
should any one tell her you proposed
becouie a soldier ?
to act seriously upon her unconsidered
Have you no words.
love me, Maurice
Besides,
you would gain
What have we nothing while losing much. You can
affection for Julie
done to forfeit your regard ? Do you earn six times as much money by garno longer value the education I am dening and teaching music as you can
gi\*ing you ? Speak
S|)eak
ungrate- get by enlisting as a soldier. You will
ful boy !" and hf shook me by the lose all that I have striven to teach
shoulder.
you. I do not mean, alone, that which
1 hung my head still lower.
I could
you have learned from books; but,
see nothing but mv wooden shoes. taken from the innocent life you have
Still I managed to answer in a toler- hitherto known, and thrust among the
ably firm voice, " I must be a soldier." coarse surroundings and coarser manThe cure' was pale to the lips, and ners of the camp, you will no longer
his hand trembled.
The old house- be gentle, modest and well-behaved,
keeper brought him a glass of wine, but will become rude, insolent, and it
and l>egan to cry. Julie, too, was cry- may be even vicious. Julie will not
ing, but she was not displeased at my wish to marry a man like that, a rough,
She compre- perhaps dissipated, soldier; and even
desire to be a soldier.
hended that it was because I wished should she desire it strongly, her
one day to marry her, as the lady in mother could never permit it."
Lower it
Af'ain my head was bent.
the i>ark had said.
Just at that moment, in the midst went, and lower, as the cure' was
My eyes were glued to the
of all our disorder, there appeared two speaking.
I pouted
toes of my wooden shoes
tall, powdered lackeys, and a waitingmaid dressed like a grand lady, who I scratched my head but yet coninquired whether Julie had her dress trived to mutter, " I care not for it all.
made ready for the Queen and the Monsieur le Cure'; I still must be a
to leave

me

?

What

Julie ? What
that he wishes to
Do you no longer

is it,

?

\

!

!

;

Princess de Lamballe. The poor cure'
was struck quite dumb, while the
housekeeper was so frightened that
she could not find courage enough to
open the casket which the maid presented to her, saying that she had

exchange

brought

it

clothes.

Soon, however, Julie and her

in

for Julie's

soldier."

My dear, old curd could say no
more. He opened the door with a
look of sorrow and despair, pointed towards Versailles, and left me without
another word.
I accepted the gesture and marched
I thought then he was very hard
out.
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with me, but now
I pulled

better.

I

complimented me by promising that if
in time I pleased them, and all went
well, I should be admitted into the
But, on
first company of grenadiers.

understand him

up the

collar of

my

blue frock, set my cap jauntily on the
side of my head, took my stick in my

hand and started for Versailles without the other hand I could not see my dear
and I had no moment
cure', or Julie
bidding adieu to any one.
At a little inn on the roadside I came for music. And this was not the worst.
upon three showy, noisy fellows. They There came punishments for trifling
wore cocked hats edged with gold, offences.
One day, when I had been so unforwhite uniforms with rose-colored facings, powdered hair and mustaches tunate as to commit some slight error
made stiff with pomatum. They were at drill, they made me kneel upon the
recruiting for the Royal Uegiment of stone pavement, motionless, with my
;

They politely invited me
table with them
a table
spread with roasted chicken, potted
hare and partridge, of all which they
Auvergne.

to sit

—

at

made me

assuring

eat,

me

that

it

was

face turned towards a burning July
sun, upon which I was forced to gaze,
shoulder,
and hold
musket at
in the attitude of firing. I was farther
honored by the devotion of a certain

my

my

no better than the daily fare of the corporal, who, placing himself near me,
soldiers of that regiment, that their encouraged me to maintain my posidrink was claret and champagne from tion by rapping me over the knuckles
one year's end to another, and that with his cane whenever he detected
by joining them I should learn how the lowering by an inch of the muzzle
It was a new invention
I assure of my gun.
true were their statements.
in the line of punishments, and the
you that I did.
They swore, also, for they were by colonel had a caprice to try it upon me
no means sparing of oaths, that in this that day.
After I had been playing the part
regiment the life was one of liberty
that here the soldiers of the ranks of a petrified man to the best of my
were better treated than the officers of ability for some thirty minutes, ray
;

any other

corps, enjoying constantly
the society of good fellows and pretty
women that the music was the best
in the army and that a man who
could play the piano was granted any
This last touch decided me. I
favor.
I had the honor of belongenlisted.
ing to the Royal Regiment of AuvergnB.
Without doubt it was a fine regiment; but I longed for a sight of
Julie and the cure'. I expected roasted
chicken for my dinner, and I got a
;

;

corporal, wearied'of his task, letired to

refresh himself with a measure of wine,
and directly after, I saw advancing
towards the end of my gun the slender,
graceful figure of our good friend,
Michael, the stone-cutter.
" Ah " I breathed softly, " you are
!

Oblige me,
at a lucky moment.
pray you, by placing your cane for
an instant under the bayonet of my
gun, if you can manage it without being seen. It will not harm the cane,
while my arms will be filled with

come
I

sort of ragout, made of bread, tough
mutton and potatoes, known to all the

gratitude."

world by the name of ratatouille.
They taught me to hold myself and
my head erect; to perform the manual exercise with great precision to
march in ordinary, quick, and double
quick time they made me wear a
long, thick, heavy queue, that dangled
half way down my back and they

is it

;

;

;

my old friend Maurice,.
possible that this is you ? " he exclaimed, " and this is your reward for
leaving Montreuil ? or rather part of
your reward, for you must be in a fair
" Maurice,

way

to lose, also, all the music you
Do you think
used to love so much.
that which you hear at parade worth
the change?
It is a pity, Maurice, a

DOWRY, AND

JULIE'S

Do you not now repent the
you made that summer day, if
you have not done so before this ?
Perhaps you may have lost something else, something worth more than

HOW IT WAS
who had

pity.

Michael

choice

offer it to

even the music

;

am

I

right,

my

friend ?"

His words roused

my

pride.

"It

is

my musket

all right," I replied, lifting
" It is all right,
off his cane.

has his own conviction
as he thinks best."

"Have you

let

:

every one
each act

forgotten the

peaches which you used to

luscious

raise,

with

Julie for your assistant, in the cure's
garden ? And they were neither so
rosy, nor so fresh as her lips."
"

That

is

right— it

repeated stolidly.

is all

'"Let

right,"

ever}'

I

one

have his choice."
"It will take a long time of this
kneeling upon the hard stones, aiming
your gun at the sun, before you will

become a corporal"
" That, too,

answered
more returning
"All things come to those who
is all

right," I

my courage once

again,

WON.
it
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in his

power

to

me.
Besides, I am following the Queen's command, and that
cannot be so far wrong.
It was she
who told me to become a soldier and I
should marry Julie."
"Tell me, Maurice, if the Queen
would release j^ou, and give you the
money, would you then marry Julie ?"
" No, 1 could not take a charity like
that, even from the beautiful Queen."
" But suppose Julie should gain a

dowry

herself?"

"

Ah, Michael, that would be a very
different
matter we would
then
marry, as the Queen said."
" I will tell this to her Majesty," said
Michael, beginning to move away.
" Stop, Michael, are you mad, or is
it possible that you have become one of

—

"

the servants in the palace ?
" Neither the one nor the other, although I do not any longer work at
cutting stone."
"
" What do you work at then ?
" Oh, I use pen, ink and paper."
"

For what purpose ?
" I write trifles, not always bad
as
can wait patiently, ever doing their
best; and by-and-by I will be not a you shall see some day I will show
corporal only, but a sergeant, and then you one,"
" I am glad to hear it "
I began to
I will marry Julie."
Michael sighed. " Ah, Maurice, my reply, when up came my corporal and
poor boy, you are too proud and ambi- hit Michael's stick a blow that sent it
tious your courage is admirable, but flying a dozen yards in the air and at
you are not wise.
Suppose some one the same time ordered the sentinel to
would buy a substitute for you, would the guard house for allowing a citizen
you not be glad to come home and to enter the parade ground.
Michael calmly picked up his stick
marry Julie at once ?"
moved away, saying as he went,
and
There was a meaning in his tone
" Michael," I " I promise you, Maurice, I will relate
that set me thinking.
answered, "How is it you are no longer all this to the Queen."
wearing a mason's dress ? You now
Little Julie was a good girl, but her
have a velvet doublet in place of your
to me.

'

—

;

—

;

;

old jacket and apron, and your character

is

as

much changed

your clothes.

as

She
character was firm and decided.
made both her mother and the cure'
understand that she would never
marry any one but Maurice, and that

Once you would not have talked to me
way you are doing now. I remember you used to say, 'Every one she expected to become his wife.
While I was absent, turned out of
that is premust fulfil his destiny
house for years, if not forever, she
the
I
No.
now.
cisely what I am doing
.should feel like a pauper I could not worked as quietlj'^ at making her clothmarry on another person's money, not ing and household linen, in preparation
even though it should be mv old friend for this event, as if I had been still her

in the

'

—
;

"

;

"
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every -day companion and the time for for within was her friend the Queen
our marriage tixed with the approval and the Princess de Lamballe.
" Ah, here she is at last " cried the
of every one.
One day she was sitting in the door Queen, and ran towards her, smiling
of the dear old house, working and gaily, and took both her hands. " Isn't
singing as sweetly and as merrily at she fresh, and bloominjj, and altoo:ether
Just the thing for our
her work as if nothing had ever hap- charming ?
pened to distress her, when she saw a little plot; and she has talent, too.
Listen,
magnificent carriage with six horses, Uh, we shall surely succeed.
turn into the avenue and come rapidly my child
there are two gentlemen
towards the house. It was driven by coming here soon. If you have ever
postillions in rose-colored livery and seen either of them before, do not act
powdered hair, so small at a distance as if you had done so.
Do exactly
that their great jack-boots showed al- what they tell you and nothing more.
most larger than they.
The carriage I know that you can sing, and they
stopped at the cure's door, and a brace will wish to hear you. They may ask
!

:

of footmen jumping down threw open
its door, disclosing a gorgeous but
empty interior there was no one
within. Turning with uncovered heads
:

to Julie, they begged of her, with deepest bows, to have the goodness to enter
and take her place upon the seat.

you to speak, to sit, to stand, to move
away, to approach and you must then
;

seat yourself, rise, go, come, as they
direct.
If their decision be favorable
we, Madame de Lamballe and I, shall

have something to teach you.

I

assure

you it is all to be for your good, and
Now, although, no doubt, Julie was you will not find it difficult to do thus
dazzled, she had too much good sense much to please us, will you, my good
to be upset and lose her head.
She girl,— my pretty girl ?
oflfered no objections and consulted no
Julie answered only by a deep
one.
She rose and made her simple blush and a modest smile, but she felt
preparations, by taking off her wooden that she could have knelt and kissed
shoes and putting on others of fine the feet of the beautiful Queen, who
leather with
large silver buckles, was so kind, and perhaps her face
which she wore on holidays folded spoke for her better than her tongue
her work neatly; laid it aside; and could have done.
walked to the carriaofe, which she enThe Queen had hardly finished
tered, supporting herself upon the arm speaking when two men came in. One
of the footman as if she had been in was tall, thin and stately
the other
the habit of doing it every day of her short and stout.
When Julie, looking
life.
Since her exchange of dresses up, saw the tall one, she in her astonwith the queen nothing seemed to ishment exclaimed, though softly, " Ah
,"
have the power to surprise her.
Ciel it is
then, recollecting her inThe carriage was driven to Trianon structions, became silent and still.
" Well, gentlemen," said the Queen,"
and upon its arrival Julie was conducted by tall footmen, with great "what do you think of her?
Will
ceremony and many bows, through her appearance answer our purpose?"
;

;

—

!

suites of rooms, all dazzling with gilding and mirrors, until they reached
the door of an apartment, through
which came the sound of a merry,
musical laugh that the girl thought
she had heard before. Her heart was
beating loudly through excitement
and a little fright, as the door was
thrown open, but her courage returned,

"Is she not Rose herself?" exclaimed Michael Sedaine.
" Let me hear but a single note," said
the short man, "and I can tell whether
she will prove the Rose for Monsigny,
as well as for Sedaine.
Now, my
child, let me hear you sound the
gamut Ut, re, mi, fa, sol
Julie sangf it after him.

—

—

—
JULIA'S DOWRY.
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" It is

voice

is

enough,

I

am

satisfied.

Her Monday evening

superb," said Gretry.

The Queen clapped her hands and
with

laughed
"

She

pleasure,

will succeed

riage dowry."

was standing

I

in

uniform upon a purple carpet, at
the door of the royal box, surrounded
on all sides by garlands, festoons and
full

exclaiming,

and earn her mar- sheafs of fiowers.
The manager was bustling here and
happy, nervous excitement to remain more than
a moment in the same place. Just
there, too full of a certain

Some

little

time after

my

interview
re^rimeiit had been

with Michael, my
I sufiered cruelly
ordered to Orleans.
from home-sickness, and finally became
really ill.
I was thin, pale, and almost
too weak to perform the duties.
Many
of my comrades laughed at and played
tricks upon me, some because they
really thought 1 was ailing, others becau>.e they believed tliat I only feigned.
I had heard nothing Ironi Michael,
Julie or the cure', and was neai ly at
the end of my hoj)e, and my endurance was fast going with it, when one
day an officer of my company apj)roached me and saiti. " Maurice, you
can read come and look at this placard"; and he led the way to a wall
upon which was posted a play bill
that read as follows
" Bv the Royal (yommand,
" On Monday, the 27ih inst.. there
will be performed tho new TVagedy of
Irene, by M. de Voltaire, and the
Operetta of Rose and Colas the
words by M. de Sedaine. and the music
by M. Monsigny for the benefit of
Mile. Colombe, who will take the part
of Rose in the Operetta.
" The Queen has graciously signified
her intention of honoring the theatre
by her presence on this occasion."
I looked at the captain, wondering
why he had shown me the placard,
and unable to understand what it had
to do with me.
He replied to my
questioning look, saying, with a smile,
"Come, you are a good fellow, and a
good-looking fellow too, and you love
music; besides you once did me a service, which I have not forgotten. Yon
shall have your hair curled and pow:

:

—

—

dered, and I will place you on guard
at the door of the Queen's box on the
night of the play."
On the
It was done as he had said.

opposite the spot where I was standing he ran upon Gretry, whom he was
apparently seeking.
" Ah, Gretry, my dear friend Gretry," he said, " may I not have just one
this famous singer,
have brouglit me ? I am
far from presuming to doubt lier
there
powers, but you underetand
has been no rehearsal the Queen
you know how important it is ^how
little

word with

whom you

—

anxious

I

—

—
—

am."

answered Gretry
you will be satisfied when you
hear her upon the stage. Sedaine and
that should be
have heard her
I
enough for you. But tell me, you
have not forgotten to double your

"Calm

yourself,"

coolly, "

;

prices, I hope."
" Oh, more than that, I have raised
them to a louis-d'or. Less than that
would have shown a want of respect for
"
the Queen
At this moment a great shouting

outside announced the arrival of the
royal carriages; and the Queen entered" so quickly that I had hardly time
to present arms before she passed into
the box. She was followed by a num-

and gentlemen, and
recognized the beautiful but sad face of the lady who had
accompanied the Queen in the wood
ber

of

ladies

among them

I

at Montreuil.

The performance l)egan directly, but
the Queen paid little attention to the
play, chatting and laughing all the
while the tragedy was going on and
;

the people, taking their role from her
But
majesty, also refused to listen.
commence
opera
the
did
sooner
no
than she was all attention, and the
audience, too, became silent and list-

ened eagerlv,

—
;
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Suddenly I heard a voice of
melody that went straight
heart.

It

moved me

ricBest
to

so that I trembled

from head to foot and was obliged to
I had
lean upon my gun for support.
thought there was only one voice like
that in the world
was it possible
;

there could be another ?
I listened with all my ears. I raised
myself upon my toes and tried to peer
above the heads that hid the stage
from my view. At last I succeeded
I beheld the singer.
It was a little
peasant, and I marvelled greatly. She
was as like my Julie in person as in
voice, and in dress as in person.
There
was the same height the same shape
the very clothes the red frock the
white apron the blue and red striped
stockings the shoes with their silver
buckles, upon the same dear little feet.
" Oh "
I
breathed to myself,
" what wonderfully clever people these
great actresses must be.
Now here
is this Mile.
Colorabe.
She has a
fine house in Paris and lives like a
duchess, with dozens of servants to
wait upon her, and she looks exactly
like my Julie yet, she cannot be my
Julie, for my poor little love could not
sing like that, though her voice is
every bit as fine. To morrow she will
be exactly like some one else, I suppose very likely some grand stately
personage who would not in the least
remind me of J ulie."
I was still looking when the door of
the box was thrown open, nearly hitting me in the face.
The Queen had
desired it to be opened, as she found
the heat too great. I heard her speaking rapidly and laughing with much
;

—

—

;

—

:

;

;

enjoyment.
" Excellent, excellent

!

Ah, nothing

The King will be so
amused when I tell him the story. Mile.
Colombe will not regret permitting me

could be better

!

to take advantage of her reputation

and name and she will lose no credit,
either.
Ah, my dear Princess," turn;

ing to Madame de Lamballe, " we are
the truest of benefactors
we are
;

making

these people do good without
They are enraptured,
it.
with the great singer, and only await
our signal to overwhelm her with
thunders of applause."
She tapped her fan lightly upon the
front of her box, and in an instant the

my knowing

house rang with " Brava Brava " and
the clapping of the hands of the great
audience.
Rose could not open her.
lips without calling forth a storm of
!

!

applause, and the beautiful Queen was
apparently the most delighted person
in the audience.
When the opera was over, wreaths
and bouquets thrown from all parts of
the house fell in showers at the feet of
Rose. Her triumph was complete.
" And now where is the real lover ?
Bring: him.
must have him also,"
said the Queen to the Due de Lauzan.
He at once left the box and made a
signal to my captain, who was marching up and down the corridor. He
bowed profoundly to the Due, and
said a few word«« in a low tone, while

We

both glanced at me.

The Queen

my

also turned her eyes in

But at that moment I
saw coming up the stairs Michael Sedaine; following him was the manager and M. Gretry, and could it be
direction.

—
—Julie — the Julie —my own, own
Yes, yes
Julie — my love — my bride
— could no longer doubt.
heard, as in a dream, the manager
house
A noble
murmuring— A
real

?

I

I

fine

"

benefit!

!

Eighteen hundred francs at

the very least

"
!

The Queen rose from her seat, and,
leaving the box, took Julie by the
hand, saying with a bright smile and a
look of great benevolence, " There my
girl, this is the only way in which you
could have earned your marriage
dowry in an hour, without disgrace or
wrong."
Then turning to me she
added, " I hope M. Maurice will not
now object to receive a fortune with
the hand of Julie, as she has gained it
by her own talent and honest exertions."

THE DBVIk'S HAkF-A6RE.
BY FIDELE

Far away

in the heart of the forest
the north-east of the square-mile
granted to Chief Brant for services
rendered the English in time of war,
and then called "Wellington Square,"
there nestled in the centre of a clearing a small, rough log cabin inhabited
by two persons a white man, and his
companion of the gentler sex. The
pair were both young, fine-looking, and
well educated,
quite unsuited to the
style of life they had adopted but this

to

—

—

;

no remark or speculation,
for there was no one to criticise their
motives or encjuire into their relationship complete isolation seemed to be
their choice and portion.
Nearly four-score years have parsed
away since the square half-acre on
which the primitive dwelling stood
was cleared and planted with a few
apple-trees and tea plants by these
lonely settlers, whose place of abode

gave

rise to

;

was known only

to the friendly In-

dians who made the forest their hunting ground, or to the trappers who
occasionally passed that way along the
trail that led to the carrying-place at
the headof Lake Ontario where trading was brisk and skins plenty, and
where fish and game abounded hence
Chief Brant's selection of the beautiful
spot when given his choice of the locaWell
tion of his well-earned grant.
the wily redskin knew the rare advantages of his acqui.''ition. All around
the lonely clearing in the forests the
grand old timber kings stood, casting
long shadows, at the bidding of the
golden sun, on the young trees so different to themselves
that the white
strangers had planted; they guarded
the clearing from the fury of the
storm; they sheltered it from the fierce
rays of mid-summer sun and the bitter
Green and
ciittinir of winter's blast.

—

;

—

—

H.

HOLLAND.

fertile, the square of virgin soil lay at
the feet of the forest kings, responding
to the culturing hand of man, as a
maiden to a lover's kiss, basking in
their
shadows, refreshed by their
moisture, a green oasis in a giant

—

world of green.

At the close of one June day
the female occupant of the lonely
cabin was
seated
in
the
doorway busily stitching some rough work,
ever and anon pausing to listen for a
footstep in the forest that she knew
well would soon be heard crashing
through the dry branches on the
homeward way. She was dark, slender and fair to look upon this forest
dweller,
the style of woman a man
loves, oftimes too well for his own
peace of mind.
Large, dark eyes
framed in an oval face, finely chiselled
features and sloe- black wavy hair,
spoke of French descent her claim by
features to French parentage being
accentuated by a certain quick, ner-

—

—

;

vous manner, and more than one unconscious gesture peculiar to her counAs she sat there in the
trywomen.
shadows of the tall trees, she seemed a
most incongruous feature in the lonely
scene,

—an

alien

figure in a

foreign

landscape.

Far

away

the

in

woods,

now

now more distant again,
nearer,
came the sound of shooting, the sharp
ping of shot

:

the Indians were abroad

shooting

game

sound at

this hour.

;

it

was no unusual

The silent stitcher pursued her
work undisturbed then all at once
;

—such

a bright,
it
chanson,
Her
fairly made the echoes ring.
voice was strong and sympathetic. As
she sang, she dropped her book, and
crossing her hands over her knees,

she began

gay

little

to

sing

French

——

"
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gave herself up to the enjoyment of myriads of birds waking, softly welthe bright refrain. Her white teeth come the break of day, and when
showed as she smiled over the gay it is said that the angel of Death,
words her pretty head kept time to loves best to claim his own, Lois
opened her eyes, and looked up into
the air.
Ping! ping! It was close at hand; her companion's lace, the love-light in
the song ceased suddenly, there was a her eyes defying the shadows of death
pitiful gasp, a moan, and the singer that even the watcher in spite of his
despairing hope could not fail to see.
fell all in a heap beside the rough step
Paul " said a weak voice (could
on which she had been sitting. A
dread silence fell on the clearing; only it be the same that sang so blithely
the plaintive note of a bird broke the but a few hours ago I) " Paul, the punA tiny red stream crept its ishment has come." The listener
stillness.
ominous way beside the form of the groaned. " You, Paul, sinned against
against God. I sinned
silenced singer. The twilight deepened. the Church
" Lois! my Lois "
A deep musical against my husband l was all to
a blame may the good God forgive me."
voice broke the silence at last
" My cherie
bounding step came crashing through
My darling I cannot
"
Lois,
live
where
art
without thee. Can He be so cruel ?
the under-brush.
thou ? Lois." No answering voice greet- Surely He is merciful."
" Yes
but not
such as
ed the call. Never before had she failed
to
;

!

•'

—

—

!

;

;

!

!

•

to reply gladly to him. "Lois

"
!

—there

—

—

— —

—

we."

Lois' voice was getting weaker and
was astonishment and chagrin in the
'Lois where is my weaker, " the
voice this time.
prayers,
Paul - the
"
Church is there no absolution for
cherie, my fadette ?
me ? "
A moment later he bounded into
the clearing, stopping short with an
Then and there, Paul Daudet, renegade priest, sinner against God and
exclamation of horror. " Mon Dieu
man, said the prayers for the dying,
what is this ?
!

— —

—

—

!

On his knees beside the prostrate the solemn absolution over the dying
form of her whom he had called Lois, woman, his Lois, his pas.sionately loved
Paul Daudet realized that a terrible companion, who had left her husband,
calamity had befallen the companion home, honor, and country for his sake,
of his loneliness.
He raised her in his as he had deserted Church and friends
arms, kissing her passionately the for hers.
" Open thine eyes Lois, my
while.
The sun rose, casting glints of light
Lois," he cried. " Speak to me, my che- across the cabin floor.
Paul Daudet
rie "
By terms of endearment, by sat like a statue beside his beloved
passionate caresses, he endeavored to dead, unmindful of the time lost in
bring her back to consciousness.
He retrospection. He saw Lois as she
carried her into the cabin, and laying was so long ago, a loved and honored,
her tenderly on the rough bed, knelt but unlovino: wife. He heard again
beside her, watching her eagerly. her innocent child confessions that he,
Would those dark lashes never lift as her clerical confessor, was privileged
again, those lips never smile, never to hear.
He saw her striving to obey
speak his name? "It is the pun- duty, and stamp passion under her
ishment," he cried, his eyes raised feet alas with bad success.
He saw
to Heaven.
The punishment come her fall into temptation and leave all
at last.
Oh Lois my darling, we for him, but ah how she loved him
were too happy the great God has how he loved her. It had been a forfound us out at last." At the early est Eden, this blessed spot, where they
dawn, just when night drawing her had gone to hide together from the
mantle about her withdraws, when wrath of Church and individual. But
!

—

;

!

''

!

!

;

;

)
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not from

God

!

No,

He had found them

out.

evil spirit

few

605

roamed there
near

—so in time the

named

it " The
The hours passed that turned Paul Devil's Half-acre," and to this day
the
Daudet into what he ever after was, a name clings to it. Yet, once it was
a

bitter,

silent,

heart-broken misanno one could have

settlers

Eden. Alas, for the lasting
happiness of man! Soon even its name
recognized the clever churchmen and will be a thing of the past.
The axebrilliant preacher, who once disapman has already laid its south-east
peared with the pretty child-wife of forest guardians low. Soon their
grand
his best patron.
old companions will share their fate
The hours passed, yes, and the and the plough following in due
months and the years. Lonely and course of events, the spot where Paul
embittered Daudet lived. So gruff Daudet and pretty Lois lived and
and rude was his manner that the loved, will bo scarce a memory; the
little clearing in the forest
earned green oasis with its log cabin a thing
through him a forbidding name. The of the far off past; the moral it
Indians avoided it they said an preached a forgotten warning.
forest

whom

thrope, in

—

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.
{A.STK0SOMICAL.

In the rcDort for 1892 issued by The Astroana Physical Society of Toronto there
appeared, as the frontispiece, a drawing by one
01 the members, representing an observation of
Jupiter made by him on tlie '2()th of September,
1891.
The object of the drawing was to show
the nncommna apparition of a double shadow
following Satellite I in transit across the
planet's disc. The member asked Dr. Barnard,
the discoverer of Jupiter's 6fth moon, and Mr.
W. F. Denning, F.RAS., of Bristol, Kngland,
a careful observer of Jupiter, to suggest a
theory that would account for the apparition,
which had several peculiar features connected
with it. These gentlemen, not having seen the
phenomenon, declined to commit themselves to
a definite stjitement. The subject has, however, been recently revived in
Aatronomie, a
monthly publication, edited by the celebrated
Camille Flammarion, in which the drawing is
copied.
After setting out the facts, the article
" L'explication la plus simple
Sroceeds thus
e ces phenom^nes paraissait etre celle qui en
6t^ donn<!>e par M. Flammarion
I'atmosphere
de Jupitt'-r aurait une trt'S grande profondeur,
et ses nuages seraicnt e^/ar/f-s a de grandes distances. L'ombre d'un satellite tomberait tantot
sur des nuages supt^rieurs et tantot sur les
couches inftirieures ou sur le disque lui-meme.
Mais dans I'observation actuelle la distance est
bien grande entre les deux ombres." This view
is not, however, universally accepted,
a fact
brought out in a recent discussion upon the
article in a French magazine, which arose in
the Royal Astronomical Society, and was led
by Mr. Edwin Holmes, F. R.A.S., the discoverer of the Holmes' Comet, which occasioned
some popular excitement in November of last
year. There is considerable diversity of opinion
on the matter.
nomiciil

U

:

—

:

—

C

Miss
W. Bruce, of
York, by a princely gift of §.'>0,000, has rendered a great service
to astronomical science. With this money, the
Clarks have been able to construct for the Har-

New

vard College Observatory a photographic telescope carrjing an object glass two feet in diameter. This instrument will be able to photograph
in five minutes faint stars requiring twenty
minutes exposure in older telescopes, and at
the same time will cover five times as much sky.
The spectra of faint stars can also be photof'raphed better than before. The telescope will
irst be mounted at Cambridge, Mass., and then
at Arequipa, Peru, so that the entire heavens
may be photographed by it. Well, done. Miss
Would there were more like you
Bruce.
!

During the first part of September, Mercury
will be a morning star but will rise so short a
;

time before the sun, that he will not be readily
Towards the end of October, he will
visible.
again be an evenisg star, and will be visible in
the twilight, just after sunset.
Venus is an
evening star, but will not be well placed for observation until the latter part of October.
October 12th, at 9.40 p. m., Venus and the
bright star Delta Scorpii will be so close together that they will appear in the same field
Mars, Saturn, and Uranus
of the telescope.
Jupiter is tlie most
are practically invisible.
His
lustrous object in the midnight sky.
place is in Taurus, between the Pleiades and
No amateur astronomer should
the Hyades.
lose the opportunity afforded this year of studying Jupiter and his system, (as his position is
very high in the heavens, and he may, therefore, be seen to uncommon advantage. Neptune
is also in Taurus, about 14" east of Jupiter and
near Iota Tauri.
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A Manual

of Punctuation. By James P. Taylor.
Demy, 16mo, 83 pp. Toronto, Grip
Printing and Publishing Cfo,
This neat

little

work

is

admirably arranged

excellently adapted to serve the uses of any
one desirous to learn how to prepare copy for
the printer, or to punctuate proofs a large
class, it need scarcely be said. With each of the
many rules given for punctuation are many ex-

and

—

amples, covering almost every conceivable form
There are also furnished lists of
abbreviations, and common foreign phrases used
by English writers, and very copious instructions as to the preparation of " copy " an4 the
various steps taken by the printer and proofreader before the copy appears in print.
With
punctuation
all the rules of the abundant
favored by the author there will not be uniBut the rules about which
versal agreement.
diflPerences of opinion might exist are few. Not
many writers can read this work without finding it suggestive and enlightening.
of expression.

—

ductions of Canada.

Of Mr. O'Hagan's capway of delicate choice of sound
harmonize with sentiment, we have evidence in "The Funeral Knell," and in "A
Song of Canadian Rivers." The latter, if set
to music by a capable composer, would be one
of the most popular of Canadian songs ; in fact
it is doubtful, if either in French or English,
it
has amongst Canadian poems its superior in
natural melody.
Throughout, Mr. O'Hagan's
verses, while frequently touched with sadness,
are not at all pessimistic
they are full of faith
and hope.
abilities in the

to

:

Ontario's Parliament Buildingn

;

or,

a Century

of Legislation.— By Frank Yeioh.
Illustrated. Demy octavo, 172 pp. Toronto, The

Williamson Book Co. (Ltd.)
This volume is not only well written and full
of interest, but is valuable to the historian, and
an absolute necessity to the intelligent journalist or Ontarion politician.
Beginning with
the first parliament of Upper Canada, held at
Newark in 1792, it touches graphically the
chief scenes enacted in all the parliament buildings up to the present one, and even in connection with the new building the opening ceremonies, as befitting an historical event, are detailed for the benefit of the future historian. The
interest attaching to the various buildings used
for provincial legislation—the very sites of some
of these buildings unknown to present occupants
of the sites
have a charm, whicli none would
imagine possible until perusal of this interesting volume.
The value of Mr. Yeigh's work,
however, does not end with mere interest ; it
shows throughout careful research, and an appreciation of the importance, to many, of the

In Dreamland and other Poem-f. By Thomas
O'Hagax. 16mo. Royal, 84 pp. Toronto,
The Williamson Book Co. Ltd.
This little volume is a welcome addition to
Beautifully
the library of Canadian poetry.
printed on the best of paper, and tastefully arrauged, its appearance is quite as prepossessing
as that of any work issued from the Canadian
The contents do not disappoint the
press.
reader. Mr. O'Hagan's poetry is full of tender,
delicate feeling, and though the metre is sometimes imperfect, and the diction not always as
lucid and finished as it might easily be, there
are many lines of exquisite music, and not a
few ideas of great poetic power and beauty.
Amongst the gems in this volume are "Novem- less interesting contents. For instance, there'
ber," where the aspect of the season blends with has been preserved— it might otherwise have
corresponding emotions of the soul in short qua- been lost a list of members of the Provincial
"
Legislatures and the old ante- Confederation
trains of singular beauty a "Christmas Chant
Parliaments of Canada, from 1792 to 1892. The
rich in powerful metaphor and in melody " Me"
volume, which is well illustrated, is very creditmor et Fidelis rich in humor and kindliness
" Ripened Fruit," and " The Song my Mother able to the author, and should be in the hands
Sings " the last a poem of rare beauty, deserv- of every student of Ontarion or Canadian
ing to rank amongst the choicest poetical propolitics.
,

—

—

;

;

;

—
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AN ObD PROVINCIAL STATUTE BOOK.
PKOKESvoi;

I'.V

Among
late Sir

]>.,

Rrs-<KI.r,, M.A.,

g.C, <)F

the liooks bequeathed by the
William Young to the library

of Dalhousie CoUetje, Halifax.although
there are many more rare and valuable, there is

and

none that

is

of such real

to the historian as
contains the acts of the

vital interest

that which

General Assemblies of the
province.
An old yellow folio volume,
suggesting the general flavor of mild
decay though neither dog-eared nor
worm-eaten, as volumes of its age are
apt to be it presents evidence, both
in printing and binding, of the pains
taken by the publisher to make it the
first

five

—

—

DALHOUSIE COLLEGE, HALIFAX,

N. S.

ponds exactly with the announcement
of the title page and proves that the
inclusion of the subsequent acts was
an afterthought. A certificate from
Richard Bulkeley, Secretary of the
province, dated the 13th day of May,
17<)7, informs us that this edition of
the laws of the province, as prepared
and collated with the records, by John
Duport, Esq., with the revisal and
marginal references to acts of parliament and authorities in the law, by
Mr. Chief Justice Belcher, was begun
by order of the General Assembly on
the special recommendation of the
Hon. Lieutenant-Governor Francklin,
and continued and perfected with the
approbation and by order of His
Excellency the Governor, the Right

best that the art of the printer and
binder could in those early days produce.
The title page informs us that
it was printed and sold at Halifax,
Nova Scotia, by Robert Fletcher, in
1767 but a certain degree of mystery
attaches to this announcement, as the
volume contains, under a continuous
paging, acts of the Legislature down to
This would seem to indicate
1776.
that the book was published in instalments, the achievement outrunning
the original design as indicated by the
title page and preface, a theory which

pending, is "humbly inscribed," after
the manner of the times in which it
was done, by the aforesaid Jonathan

rendered more than probable by
the fact that the table of titles of the
perpetual acts included in the volume,
extends only to the sixth year of the
reign of George IIL, which corres-

Belcher, " with all due respect, by
His Lordship's most devoted and most
This Jonathan
obedient servant."
Belcher, first Chief Justice of the
province, and a member of His

;

is

Honorable

Lord William Campbell.

The dedication on the

opposite page
His Excellency, the ?,ight Honorable Lord William Campbell, Captain
General and Governor-in-chief in and
over His Majesty's province of Nova
Scotia and the territories thereon deto

—

—
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Majesty's council, is a personage of too ahead of the last, as the mechanical
great importance to require any intro- art of the present century is in adduction.
The John Duport. Esq., who vance of that of the days in which the
appears to have performed the more first publication was put forth. Anyhumble, but perhaps not less laborious, one who will take the trouble to extask of preparing the laws for publica- amine any important statute in the
tion and collating them with the volume, will be surprised to find, not
original records, is a person of less only a series of side notes comparing
note, whose name has been to a great iavorably in accuracy and point with
extent forgotten.
We find him, how- the obscure and often misleading side
ever, forging his way through the notes of our modern statutes, but he
pages of Murdoch's second volume; will find marginal references to corEnglish
beginning as a justice of the peace responding
statutes,
and
appointed in 1749 at an assembly of learned foot notes, referring to such
the Governor and council on board the works as Hawkins' " Pleas of the
Beaufort, on the 18th of July, O. S., Crown," Coke's "Institutes," Hale's
the councillors attending it being " History of the Pleas of the Crown,"
Mascarene, Green, Salisbury,Davidson, Judge Foster's " Discourses," and all
and Steele. From this comparatively the leading authorities then recognized
humble beginning, perhaps not so as the master-lights of the profession.
table of such English and British
humble as the title would in these
days import, we find him cultivating acts as have been enacted in Nova
the art which a witty American has Scotia a further table of such of the
termed the art of ultimate arrival, Nova Scotia acts of Assembly as have
otherwise known as the art of "get- been enacted from English and British
a table of the respective
ting there," with such a degree of suc- statutes
titles of the perpetual acts, alphabeticess that a few years later
in 1752
he is appointed a judge of the Superior cally arranged
and a table of the
Court of Common Pleas for the county principal matters contained in the
of Halifax.
In 1758 he signs himself perpetual acts which is really a comSecretary of the Council, and in 1766 prehensive index to so much of the
we find a note in Murdoch of the volume as it covers must have
order for the publication of the volume rendered the work a most valuable
and convenient book of reference for
in hand
those who had occasion to use it.
The
" On considering the want of a sufficient very
titles of the subjects dealt with
number of copies of the laws of the province
and the great necessity of a correct and com- are fruitful in suggestion, and must
plete edition, ordered that Mr. John Duport do arrest the attention of anyone who is
prepare such edition, which shall be printed in gifted, in the slightest degree, with a
folio by Mr. Robert Fletcher, he furnishing 200
historical imagination.
Bakers, Biscopies, for which he shall be paid £180."
cuits to be Sold by Weight, Bonfires,
Of the execution of the work it Bread, Carmen, Carriages, Churchwould be difficult to speak too highly. wardens, Clippings, Ctillers of Fish,
With no disposition at all, to unduly Dissenters, Divine Service, Distilling
venerate " things ancient," it must be Houses, Dykes, False Tokens, Foreconfessed that, except for the fact that stallers, French Inhabitants, Gaming,
the indices and tables do not cover Indians, Papists, Pass to leave the
the full extent of the work, for the Province, Quakers, Schools and Schoolreason already i-eferred to, this first masters, Regrators, Slop Cloathing,
publication of the laws of the province Soldiers,
Squibs
concluding with
is, in all the essentials of a complete
Work-House, and Worship, Divine,
and scholarly presentation of the
how do these titles call up to
statute law of the country, as far one's imagination the nascent com-

A

;

;

—

;

—

—

:

—

—

;

AN OLD PROVINCIAL STATUTE
munity of those early times
manners and curious laws

quaint

its

;

;

thorreligion

its
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and Nova Scotians fought side by side
on land and sea for the perpetuation
of English rule, and builded better

oughly English blending of
and thrift, remarked by all observers than they knew by establishing in
from Emerson down to Max O'Rell
this western world the ascendency of
its tolerance, the Teutonic race
its established church
it'ends with what

—

;

nevertheless, of Calvinists, Lutherans,
its abhorrence of popery;
modest, but hearty provision for
the education of the community its
seemingly meddlesome, but well-meant,
and perhaps necessary and beneficial,
interference with the laws of demand
and supply its artificial, but, in the
main, equitable, adjustments of the

and Quakers;
its

;

;

the preambles of the various acts refer
to sometimes as " a most daring and

unnatural rebellion," aud sometimes
as " a most unnatural and dangerous
rebellion against the laws of Great
Britain and His Majesty's government
in his colonies in America."

The

stir-

ring events of the period that inter-

vened must needs have left their trace
and labor its old- upon the statute book and in the elafashioned indentures and apprentice- borate preambles, in which it was then
ships its assize of bread its minute the custom to state at length and in
regulations of the width of carriage- detail the reasons for the various enactits incursions of thriftless ments, we have not only a glimpse, but
wheels
sailors and marines, bearing up for the often a flood of light, thrown upon the
nearest grog-shop to tmde off their history of the period through which
relations of capital

;

;

;

;

;

" slop-cloaths " for

rum its foes without and fears within from Indians and
French, aud later on from traitors and
and, throughout it all, its
rebels
;

;

we

pass.

Previous to the convening

of the first General Assembly of the
province, the legislative authority was
vested in the Sovereign and council,
and many of the earlier statutes of the
first Assembly were passed either to
confirm or to vary the resolutions or

bravery, sobriety, justice, loyalty and
It was the world in miniaprogress
ture of a hundred years ago and it
requires an effort of the imagination acts of the Governor and council.
to call up the positive and negative Such is the first act in the volume,
" it has
been
qualities and characteristics that made which recites that
As Froude, in one of thought necessary by His Majesty's
it what it was.
his most eloquent and poetic passages, governors and council of this province,
has said of mediii'val England " And before the calling of a General
now it is all gone like an unsub- Assembly, to lay a duty of three
and between pence a gallon on all rum and other
stantial pageant faded
us and those old days and times there distilled spirituous liquors imported
the prolies a gulf of mystery which the prose into this province, excepting
Britain
Great
of
manufacture
and
duct
adequately
of the historian will never
bridge.
They cannot come to us, and or of His Majesty's West India planta!

;

:

—

'

'

—

'

our imagination can but feebly pene- tions, imported directly from thence,"
Only from these old which import duty enabled them to
trate to them."
volumes, in which they left the most grant bounties and premiums from
"
enduring memorials of their manner time to time for clearing and fencing
lands, catching and curing codfisb, and
ol lite and way of thinking, can we in
to
fancy reconstruct, in some degree, the other necessary encouragements
to
needless
is
It
industry."
and
labor
has
that
social and political fabric
point out that in this enactment we
passed forever from our view.
colonial
The volume before us covers the have a glimpse of the old
the preferof
case
actual
an
system,
Beginning
1776.
period from 1758 to
empire which
with the days of Louisbourg and ential trade within the
active, body
but
small,
a
of
creed
the
is
Englanders
when New
Ticonderocra

—
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of political thinkers at the present day,
striking illustration of that
universal reliance on ruin as a source

and a

of revenue, which has been an article
of faith with all Finance Ministers
ever since the institution of budgets,
and which may perhaps continue, except in occasional " moments of weakness," to be the faith of Finance
Ministers down to the end of time.
The second chapter deals with a
resolution of the Governor and Council
for the confirming and quieting of
It was followed in the
possessions.
succeeding year by an act for the
quieting of possessions to the Protestant grantees of the lands formeiiy occupied by the French inhabitants, and
for preventing vexatious actions relating to the same. Both acts illustrate
a point which must be dealt with later
on at greater length, and need not at
present detain us.
The fifth chapter deals with the
matter of the deepest interest of any
referred to in the volume, and illustrates, better than any other, the
strides, that in the intervening period,
have been made in the progress of
human knowledge and the enlargement of human freedom. It shows to
us, as no other chapter does, the deorree to which the thouofhts of men
are " widened with the process of the
is
It
suggestively entitled
suns."
" an act for the establishment of religious public worship in this province,
and for the suppressing of popery."

The

tacit

assumption of

this

title

might seem to be that the establishment of religious worship necessarily
involved the suppression of Popery,
«,nd if that is really the principle that
^mderlies the act, it is made more

according to the usage of the church
of England, in humble imitation of
his royal example, and for the more
effective attainment of His Majesty's
pious intentions that we might, in the
exercise of religious duties, be seeking
for the divine favor and protection; Be
it therefore enacted by the Governor,
Council and Assembly, that the sacred
rites and ceremonies of divine worship,
according to the liturgy of the church
established by the laws of England,
shall be deemed the fixed form of
worship amongst us, and the place
where such liturgy shall be used shall
be respected and known by the name
of the Church of England, as by law
established."

After thus setting up the Church of
England, in due form, as the established church of the province, the statute
proceeds to provide,nevertheless, " and
the true intent and meaning of
act that Protestants dissenting
from the Church of England, whether
they be Calvinists, Lutherans, Quakers,
or under what denomination soever,
it is

this

have
and may
shall

free liberty of conscience,

erect and build meeting
houses for public worship, and may
choose and elect ministers for the
carrying on of divine service and administration of the sacraments according to their several opinions and all
contracts made between their ministers and congregations for the support
of the ministry are hereby declared
;

valid,

and

shall

have their

full force

according to the tenor and
conditions thereof and all such dissenters shall be excused from any
rates and taxes to be made and levied
for the support of the established
Church of England." It would seem
from this, that a very considerable
degree of liberality and religious toleration had been attained by our fore-

and

eflfect,

;

obvious and more obviously offensive
in the detailed provisions which follow.
It recites that, " forasmuch as His
Majesty, upon the settlement of the fathers in 1758. Any brand of dissent
proviiKie, was pleased, in his pious from Calvinism to Quakerism can be
<5on€ern for the advancement of God's tolerated " of what denomination soglory and the more decent celebration ever," but, while according this wide
of the divine ordinances amongst us, degree of latitude and toleration to
to erect a chui-ch for religious worship Protestant dissenters, at the religion

:

:
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of the Roman Catholic they most
positively and absolutely drew the
The English statutes of William
line.
III. and Elizabeth were reproduced in
all their hideous deformity.
It was
enacted that
"Every Popish person exercising any
jurisdiction, and every
Popish priest or person exercising the
function of a Popish priest, shall depart out of this province on or before
the twenty-fifth day of March, 1759.
And if any such person, or persons,
shall be found in this province after
the said day he or they shall, upon
conviction, be adjudged to suffer perpetual imprisonment. And if any
person or persons so imprisoned shall
escape out of prison, he or they shall
be deemed and adjudged to be guilty
of felony, without benefit of clergy.
" And be it further enacted that any
person who shall knowingly harbor,
relieve, conceal or entertain any such
clergyman of the Popish religion, or
Popish priest or person exercising the
function of a Popish priest, shall forfeit
and shall be
fifty pounds
.
also adjudged to be set in the pillory,
and to find sureties for his good be-

ecclesiastical

.

.

haviour, at the discretion of the court."
The Assembly that passed these
severe enactments, will need, at the
bar of history, all the advantage that
can be gained from the more merciful
proviso with which the statute concludes, to the effect that
" The act shall not extend

any

such Romish ecclesiastical persons

who

be sent into the province as
prisoner of war, or who shall by shipwreck or other distress or necessity
lie driven into the province, so as that
such prisonei-s of war do not aseape
before they can be sent out of the
province, or that such pereons arriving
through necessity as aforesaid, depart
out of the province as soon as there

shall

also

be

— that

opportunity."
is the latter

They
cla-ss

their departure, and neither class must
exercise any ecclesiastical functions in

the meantime, or otherwise they shall
be liable to the penalties of the act.
Perhaps we need not humiliate ourselves too profoundly in view of this
legislation, barbarous and oppressive
as it appears to us in the light of this
better and happier day.
The plant of
religious liberty is one of slow and
painful growth.
We are now a hundred years and more from the time
when this legislation was placed on
the statute book of the province.
Look back another hundred years and
you will find that even in Maryland
r which
enjoys the lasting honor of
being one of the only two of the early
colonies of England that were professedly founded on the principle ot religious freedom), in spite of a decree
framed by its General Assembly in
lt)49, that " no person whatsoever in
this province, professing to believe in
Jesus Christ, shall from henceforth
be in any way troubled or molested
for his or her religion, or in the free
exercise thereof, or any way compelled
to the belief or exercise of any other religion against his or her consent," it
was, nevertheless, enacted that if any
pei-son should deny the Holy Trinity,
he should be first bored through the
tongue, and fined and imprisoned ;
that for the second offence he should
be branded as a blasphemer, the letter
B being stamped on his forehead and
that for the third offence he should
While this extremely limited
die.
;

to

may
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must

—attend

the Governor immediately and represent the necessity of their arrival, and
obey any directions he may give as to

toleration existed in Maryland, under
which such men as Channing and

have been
bored through the tongue, branded un
the forehead and finally put to death
not even such a naras blasphemers
row and limited toleration as this existed in any other of those early
In
colonies, outside of Rhode Island.
all the other ^ew England colonies
persecution was practised on principle,
and as a matter of religious duty.
Roger Williams was banished from
Massachusetts by the very men who

Freeman Clarke would

—
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had exiled themselves from England
to secure a larger degree of freedom
than they could practise in their own

of such proscriptions, we based
our reform not on any delicate compromises, but on the broadest and fairtice

and most philosophical priaciples
and religious liberty.
In 1783 an act was passed removing
the disabilities imposed by the statute

country, Quakers also were banished
from Massachusetts, and because they
would not stay banished, were, many
Moreover
of them, put to death.
were distinctly
these persecutions
persecutions for opinion's sake. While
we condemn the legislation of our own

est

Assembly as wholly without justificawe are not bound to say that it
was wholly without excuse. The six
esquires and thirteen gentlemen that

subscribe without a sense of personal
degradation.
It would be absurd to
suppose that these oaths were prescribed with the desire to give offence
to those who were called upon to take
them, or that they were devised with
any other design than that of safeguarding a concession as to which,
even yet, the majority of the representatives were not without misgivings.
At length in 1826 we have the
bold and luminous declaration, which
seems to us now to be one of the common-places of political philosophy, but
which, considering the times in which
it was penned, and the long history of
proscription and persecution that it
terminates, deserves to- rank along with
the nuUus liber homo of MagnaGkarta
and the "all men are created equal" of
the Declaration of Independence.
"Whereas, liberty of conscience in all
matters of religious belief and freedom in regard to all relifrious rites and
ordinances, are the undoubted right
and privilege of His Majesty's subjects
in this province
(And whereas by
sections 5 and 6 of the act repealing
certain disabilities of Roman Catholics
certain conditions were specified) Be
it therefore enacted that the oth and
Gth sections of the said act
are hereby altogether repealed, and
His Majesty's said subjects in this
province, professing the Roman Catholic religion, shall henceforth be entirely
free and exempt from all the penalties

tion,

assembled at the court house in Halifax in October, 175(S, had as honest
and genuine a fear of the Pope as old
Cotton Mather had of the Devil, when
he sat at the bedside of Margaret Rule
and " distinctly smelled the sulphur."
It was not in cruelty or wantonness
that Puritan magistrates ordered the
witches to be burned, nor was it from
bigotry or religious intolerance that
our Provincial Assembly enacted these
Both measures
odious proscriptions.
were resorted to from a mistaken view

what was required for the safety of
We can, at least,
the commonwealth.
claim for our statute, as Colonel
Hioforinson does for that of Massachusetts, that it omits the refinement of
cruelty which had become familiar in
Europe, of forbidding the unhappy
objects.of displeasure to leave the realm,
of

and then
stayed.

a day

tormenting them

if

)iY ^^^^ statute, bad as
was set within which it

they
it is,

was

possible for the subject of the persecution to depart out of the province.
The imprisonment that the law prescribed could be avoided by exile, and
punishment as a felon only followed

on escape from prison. Let us not,
however, seek to minimise the enormity of the injustice, or deem such

upon the
statute book of the province.
Let us
rather rejoice to know that we learned
the lesson, not of religious "toleration,"
but of religious freedom, before it was
learned in England, and that when we
did awake to the odiousness and injus-

legislation other than a blot

of civil

of 1758, but subject to the condition
of an oath being taken which no selfrespecting citizen could be expected to

;

j

....

and

disabilities aforesaid."

Having provided

for the revenue of
province, quieted the titles to
land, established the national church,
tolerated the Calvinists and Quakers,
and guarded against the apprehended

the

—

;
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encroachments of the Pope, and having exempt himself by shifting from house
done these several things, doubtleas in to house, or place to place, to avoid
the order of their estimated import- being so enlisted, he shall pay a
fine
ance, the Legislature next turned its for every such offence, to the use of
attention to the defence of the prov- the company to which he properly
ince from invasion, and passed an belongs."
Three months were given
act for establishing and regulating a to every son after coming to sixteen
militia.
years, and to every servant, so long
" Whereas by His Majesty's Royal after
his time was out, "to provide
instructions to His Excellency, the thetn.selves with arms and ammuniGovernor of this province, he is direct- tion." The arms and ammunition are
ed to cause a Militia to be established to consist of " a musket gun or fusil,
as soon as possible and whereas the not less than three feet long in the
security and
preservation of this barrel, two spare flints, and twelve
province greatly depends upon the charges of powder and ball suitable to
Militia being put into Methods, and their respective fire arras, and to the
under such rules, as may make the satisfaction of the commissioned offisame most useful for the support and cers of the company, on penalty of forty
defence thereof and that the inhabi- shillings for want of such arms as is
tants should be well armed and train- hereby required, and two shillings for
ed up in the art military, as well for each other defective appurtenant."
the Honor and Service of His Most Regimental musters, training days and
Sacred Majesty, and the security of military watches, are all carefully prothis his province against any violence vided for,
A view of arms is to take
;

;

or invasion whatsoever, as for the preservation of their own lives and fortunes
and that every person may
know his duty herein and be obliged
to perform the same
Be it enacted
by the Governor, Council and Assembly as follows :"
Then follows the enacting clause,
providing that every male person
between the ages of sixteen and sixty,
residing in the province, shall bear
arms and duly attend all musters and
military exercises of the company into
;

;

which he is enrolled. It would seem
even in those days, there were
some persons who did not appreciate
the advantage of being " put into
Methods " and trained up in " the Art
Military," and it is more than probable
that,

that service in

the

militia

in

those

days was not quite so pleasant a pastime as it is for the most part now.
The trainings were doubtless more exacting than now, and the chances for
active service were out of all comparison with those of the present day.

However this may be, the statute
quaintly enacts that " if any person
liable to be enlisted as aforesaid, do

place twice every year, and, finally,
detailed provisions are made for an
alarm in case of sudden invasion
which it is impossible to read without
realizing that the Assembly was not

providing for any mere holiday manoeuvre, but that there was an enemy in
flesh and blood whose ships might be
seen in the offing, or whose forces
might be landed on our shores, at any

hour of the day or night. It is enacted that " an alarm at the citadel in
the town of Halifax being made upon
such causes as are agreeable to instructions to be given by the Governor, or
Commander-in-Chief for the time being, to the officer commanding the said
citadel, shall be by firing a beacon at
the summit cf the citadel hill, or such
other place as the Governor, or Commander-in-Chief for the time being,
shall hereafter appoint, and by firing
four guns, at the parade in the town
of Halifax, or at such other place as
the Governor or Commander-in-Chief
for the time being shall appoint, distinctly one after the other and also
by firing four guns at George's Island
distinctly one after the other, and at
;

6i6
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answering gun from George's Island
mentioned guns at the distance of five minutes from
at the parade or such other place as the first, the rendezvous at the place
aforesaid, all persons heing called up appointed by the Governor or Comto arms, upon which all the trained mander-in-Chief, the members of His
Majesty's Council, Justices and Proofficers, soldiers and others capable to
bear arms, that are then resident in vost Marshal attending upon His
the said town, suburbs or peninsula of Excellency and assisting in His MajesHalifax, in case the alarm should be ty's service, " all according to their
made, shall forthwith appear complete Quality." No alarm so sudden, no
with their arms and ammunition ac- danger so imminent or serious, no
cording to law at such place or places panic so terrible, that the respective
of rendezvous as may from time to quality of the several branches of the
time be appointed by the Governor or services or officers surrounding His
Commander-in-Chief for the time be- Excellency could be for a single
the distance of five minutes after the

firing of the four first

ing, there to attend

shall be given for

such commands as
His Majesty's ser-

vice, and that on the penalty of five
pounds or three months' imprisonment;
the members of His Majesty's Council,
Marshal, to
Justices and Provost
attend upon His Excellency the Governor, if at Halifax, and in other
places to appear and advise with the

moment

forgotten or laid aside.

Only

one stroke was necessary to complete
the picture.
For the better preventing of false alarms it was further enacted that " no captain, master or

commander

of any ship or vessel riding at anchor, or being within the
Harbor of Chebucto, or any other
person or persons whatsoever, either
afloat or on shore, within the town,
suburbs or peninsula of Halifax, the
town or suburbs of Dartmouth, or

military officers of the place
such alarm shall be made, and
to be assisting in His Majesty's service
according to their Quality. And if any places adjacent, shall presume to fire
person shall wilfully make any false any guns or small arms or beat any
alarm he shall be fined to His Majesty drum after sunset, unless on some
fifty pounds for support of the Govern- lawful occasion," under a penalty of
ment or suffer twelve months' im- forty shillings. This of course was
prisonment.
And all alarms in other not to apply to any captain or other
parts of the province to be according officer of His Majesty's ships of war,
to instructions given by the Governor for their firinof at settinor the watch,
or Commander-in-Chief for the time nor to any of His Majesty's troops on
being, to the officers commanding shore or on board in the execution of
" All fines are to be for
there."
their duty.
No dry statement of facts could the use of the regiment or company
present so good an idea of these early respectively wherein the same doth
times as this graphic and picturesque arise, {that is to say) for the procuring
enactment of the Assembly, with its and repairing drums, colours, banners,
elaborate preamble, its call to arms, its halberts, pay of drummers or other
quaint suggestion of the skulkers charge of the said company, and the
shifting from house to house and from overplus (if any be) to be laid out in
place to place to avoid the enlistment, arms and ammunition for a Town
the musket or fusil not less than three Stock." Finally, " it is hereby humbly
feet long, the two spare fiints, the requested of His Excellency the Capregimental muster, the training day, .tain General, by the Assembly, and be
the view of arms, the firing of the it enacted that whilst there is a suffibeacon on the summit of the citadel cient number of regular troops within
hill, the four guns from the parade
the Town of Halifax for its defence,
" distinctly one after another," the the militia of the town shall be spared

chief

when
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from watching and warding without stant annual expense
the picketted lines of the town."
The time would fail us to speak of
a number of interesting and curious
statutes that illustrate the social condition and industrial organization of
the community. There were statutes
regulating the weight of bread, which
was to be carefully graduated according to the market price of the standard quality of flour, providing, for
instance, that when the price of fine
wheaten flour was at or under twelve
shillings the 112 lbs. avoirdupois, the
sixpenny loaf of the same shall weigh
when from twelve to
four pounds
shillings
inclusive,
three
fourieen
from fourteen
pounds eight ounces
to sixteen shillings inclusive, three
pounds
from sixteen to eighteen
shillings inclusive, two pounds twelve
ounces and above eighteen shillings,
two pounds eight ounces. There were
acts for the prevention of frauds by
butchers and fishmongers, providing
that no butcher or other person shall
sell or expose to sale any cattle killed,
but what shall be killed and dressed
in " the most plain manner," and that
the clerks of market " shall and are
;

;

;

;

hereby empowered e.r o^cio to seize
take all such flesh, blown or

and

fraudulently set

off,

or fish tainted, or

to proceed against
and commit such ofl'enders in manner
aforesaid." There were acts to prevent

unfit for sale,

and

the unnecessary firing of guns and
other firearms in the town and suburbs
of Halifax, directed against the firing
of any gun, fusil, musket, pistol or
other firearm, and to prevent the firing
of squibs, rockets, sei-pents and other
There were acts for the
fireworks.
granting to His Majesty of a duty on
wheel carriages within the peninsula
of Halifax, to which we might humbly
invite the attention of the provincial

617

for filling

up the

made

thereby, occasioned by
narrow wheels, and whereas it has
been found by experience that carriages with broad fellies do little or no
damage to the roads, and are easier in
ruts

rough grounds than narrow wheels
Be it enacted that the owner of every
waggon, wain, cart, truck or other
carriage for heavy burthens having
the fellies of the wheels thereof of the
breadth or gauge of not less than
eight inches at the bottom shall be
totally exempted from paying the
duties hereby imposed." There are
acts in respect to a public market,
:

reciting, among other things, that
" whereas disputes and controversies

do often arise in public markets which
end in quarrels and frays, for preventing whereof as much as possible " various powers are given to the keeper of
the market house and various authorivested in the sessions of the peace,
other things,
that, while the stalls are to be paid
for, live poultry, fruits, greens and
other vegetables shall be exposed to
sale on the benches under the piazza,
There were acts for legurent free.
lating service, reciting that "great
damage and inconvenience have arisen
and daily do arise by apprentices and
bound and hired servants deserting
ties

and providing, among

and leaving

their service

without a

legal discharge," and making minute
provisions for certificates of discharge,

establishing penalties for employing a

servant who has not been duly discharged by his former employer, and
remedies for the improper refusal to
discharge and certificate of
with a provision that any
servant who shall be convicted of
counterfeiting or producing a counterfeited certificate under the hand of
any master or mistress or Justice of
the Peace, by one or more witnesses,
wive

a

service,

government and the city council,
own confession,
levying a duty of ten shillings a pair or by such servant's
Justices of
Majesty's
His
of
two
before
"
whereas
provided, that
on wheels
whipped
publicly
be
shall
divers wheel carriages now used for the Peace,
Justices.
such
of
direction
the
at
heAvy burdens are very hurtful to the
Two statutes, that must be referred
public highways, and occasion a con;

—

—

—
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to at slightly greater length, illustrate
the old fashioned ideas of political
economy which were current the world
over in those early times. There is
this much to be said for our fathers,
that their legislation, much as it is
opposed to the best considered doctrines of

modern

political

may have been justified

in

economy,

some degree

by the exceptional circumstances

—

in

hares, or other dead victuals whatsoever, that shall be brought to any fair
or market whatsoever, within this
province, to be sold, and do sell the

same again in any fair or market,
holden or kept in the same place,
within one month after purchasing or
selling the same, shall be accepted,
reported and taken for a regrator or
regrators."

which they found themselves circumTo make the picture complete, we
stances which may have prevented the must import a shadow or two from an
unchecked operation of the laws of earlier statute on the same subject,
demand and supply from working out which recites that
" Whereas, large quantities of live
the greatest good of the greatest
number. I refer to an act for pro- stock, fresh provisions and other
:

hibiting the exportation of raw hides,
sheep or calf skins out ot the province,
excepting to Great Britain (for which
I do not know that the apology I
have referred to can be offered), and
the act against forestallers and regrators, to which the observation does
apply.
It provides that
:

"

From and

the publication
hereof, whatsoever person or persons
shall buy, or cause to be bought, any
victuals of any
kind whatsoever,
coming by land or water towards any
market or fair already established, or
that may hereafter be established, in
this province, to be sold in the same
(except at the distance of ten miles at
least
from the place where such
market or fair is to be held or kept),
or shall make any bargain, contract or
promise, for the having or buying the
same, or any part thereof, or shall
after

make any motion by word, letter,
message or otherwise, to any person or
persons, for the enhancing the price or
dearer selling of any kind of victuals
or provisions for the use of man, coming by land or water towards any
market or fair as aforesaid, shall be
deemed and adjudged a forestalled
"

And

be it further enacted that
wliatsoever person or persons shall by

any means

regrate, obtain, or get into
his or their hands or possession, in any
fair or market, any corn, hay, fish,

sheep, lambs, calves, beef, swine, pigs,
geese, capons, hens, chickens, pigeons.

imported into this province for sale from the neighboring
colonies, and divers persons make a
practice of engrossing the same im-

articles, are

mediately upon the arrival thereof, to
the great prej udice of the inhabitants
Be it enacted, etc.
That all kinds of
live stock (oxen and sheep excepted),
all dead provisions, grain, hay, roots or
:

;

which shall be imported
any port of this province
after publication hereof, shall by the
importers thereof be brought to some
public wharf and there openly exposed
for sale for forty-eight hours, and

garden

stuff,

for sale into

public notice shall be given thereof
through the town or place where the
same shall be so imported, by the
common cryer and no such live stock
or dead provisions whatsoever, grain,
hay, roots or garden stuff, shall, during
the said forty-eight hours, be sold or
contracted for in gross, to or with any
person or persons wliatsoever, on
penalty of the forfeiture of the article
This
or articles so sold or bought."
;

enactment was restricted so as not to
apply to flour, bread, or biscuit, or
fish.

It certainly requires an effort of the
imagination to place ourselves in the
position of the community in which a
law like this was not only tolerated,
but was probably of absolute necessity
to prevent the greatest hardships from
being suffered by the great bulk of

the inhabitants.

But

if

this statute
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strikes us as old-fashioned, what will
we have to think of the one that
comes shortly after it ? Our legis-

vided by the statute conditioned " to
pay such amount as shall be found to
be due to the claimant after tryall."
lature has within the past twelveI have said that the volume brings
months been wrestling with the eon- us down to the stirring days of the
tiicting sentiments 01 those on the American revolution; and perhaps I
one side who are shocked at the cannot better close this very imperfect
thought of a poor debtor being con- review of the legislation of the period
fined in jail for the sake of a paltry than by referring to two acts of the
amount of money that he is unable or Assembly occasioned by this momenunwilling to pay, and of the creditore, tous event. The one recites that there
on the other side, who entertain a " is a most daring and unnatural rebel-

somewhat pardonable notion that those

who have received value
should

t^e

pro quo.

at their

required to render a

The Assembly

of

hands
(ixiid

1758 not

subsisting in the neighboring
provinces against His Sacred Majesty
and His government," and proceeds to
extend asylum to those of His
Majesty's subjects who may be induced
to take refuge in this province from
the " anarchy and confusion " there.
The other recites that " a most unnatural and dangerous rebellion against
the laws of Great Britain and His
Majesty's government in his colonies
of America now subsists, to the great
distress of all His Majesty's liege subthe violence
jects in America ;" that
of such rebellion has not only extended to the neighborhood of this province, but actual invasion and depredations have been made upon the same ;"
and that " more distresses are to be
apprehended from the wicked and
traitorous pursuits of His Majesty's
rebellious subjects, against his province of Canada that the representatives of the ])eople of this province
have in legislature, in the most solemn
manner, acknowledged the supremacy
of the laws of Great Britain made in
parliament by the King, Lords and
Commons, to bind this province in all
And that His
cases whatsoever
of this provsubjects
liege
Majesty's
lion

only protected the rights of the creditor who had obtained a judgment
against his debtor, but for fear that
he might leave the province before a
judgment could be obtained, the}"^
passed a law of r?e ejceat regno of so
sweeping and comprehensive a character that I think most of those who
now read it will be surprised to learn
that there ever could have been such
an enactment on the statute bo«)k.
After reciting the possibility that " injustice may be done to creditors by
[>ersons in their debt privatel}' leaving
the province, and great inconveniences
have likewise arisen from seamen in
the royal navy and soldiers being
secretly conveyed away," the statute
proceeds to enact that all and every
person or persons intending to leave
the province, shall post their names
publicly at the Secretary's office for
the space of seven days. If duiing
that interval nobody objects to their
going away they can, on payment of a
shilling, receive a pass (or, as the
statute phrases it, in case they " should
acknowledgnot, within the seven days, be under- ince, in testimony of their
wrote in manner as has been usual, ment of such supremacy, and from
they may receive a pass"). In case their zeal and afiection to His Majesty s
any person should see fit to under- benifl^n government established in this
public
write the intending traveller, he must provmce, have in the most
evince
to
association
an
signed
manner
produce nn affidavit at the Secretary's
his representaoffice,8etting forth the cause in writing, to their sovereign and
readiness at all
their
colony
this
and in such case the person proposing tive in
may
necessity
or
danger
wlien
times
put
up
to leave the province must
hazard their
a bond with sureties in the form pro- require, not only to
''

;

;
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but chearfully to expose
their lives for the defence of this His

property,

Majesty's province."

We cannot doubt the sincerity or
the depth of the feelings that inspired
and

patriotic declaration.
well differ as to the
character of the men whom these
resolutions denounce as conspirators
and traitors, and as to the import and
bearing of the momentous enterprise
this

loyal

Opinions

may

vast dependencies in every quarter of
the world while to the kindling eye of
many a true lover of his race and
nation, it may seem within the bounds
of reasonable hope that the triumph
of federalism which has been witnessed
in the experiment of the forty-four
sovereign commonwealths, may yet be
extended to embrace in a world-wide
federation of sovereign powers all the
great branches^ of the English-speaking
Such a conceppeople of the globe.
tion is no more apparently hopeless
to-day than the conception of a federal
republic was " in the times that tried
men's souls " a hundred years ago.
;

which they were engaged. Even
and wiser light of impartial history, it is open to us to think,
with Seelye, that their undertaking
was a tremendous calamity for themselves and the civilized world, or, on But whatever views we may have
the other hand, with Piofessor Fiske as to the events of those stirring
we may be inclined to think that the and pregnant years, whatever polimen of Lexington were in the true tical destiny the future may have
line of succession to the Barons at in store for our country, it will be
Runnimede and the men of Marston a day of evil omen for us if ever
in

in the larger

Moor. To the prophetic vision of the the time shall come when we can
United Empire Loyalist, the destinies read without the deepest and truest
of the great republic may seem to emotions the loyal and patriotic decladraw it hopelessly and forever apart, ration of our fathers in the Assembly
in

sympathies, interests and aspirafrom the parent country and its

of 1775.

tions,

OH, ERIE CAN

FLOW TO ONTARIO.

Oh, yellow the water and gray the sky;
And none but the gulls that are circling by
Can hear me, who hear their own plaintive cry.

And

O Erie lake,
thou, for the storm to shake,
heart, but it, too, can break.

shallow they call thee,

!

But deep enough,

And

shallow

And

whither go ye when the storm-winds blow,

White

And

gulls,

whither,

my

that are fluttering to and fro

my

soul,

can

it flee

in its

%

woe

?

And what do ye then, little waves that heave,
When shore after shore ye are forced to leave ?
And unto what more have I now to cleave
?

Oh, Eiie can flow to Ontario,
I to my love can as surely go,
Yet, both of us mourn, for we both do

And

know

We

cannot remain, but must haste on still,
surges that sigh, and with eyes that fill,
Pursuing the channel of God's own will.

With

— Evelyn

Duraxu.

FRUIT-GHOWING
BY HON.

J.

IN

ANNAPOLIS VALLEY.

W. LONGLEY, ATTORNEY-GENERAL,

In the western part of Nova Scotia is
a valley of uncommon beauty and
It is formed by two mounfertility.
tain ranges, one called the North
Mountain and the other the South. It
begins at Hantsport on the east, and
extends to Bear River on the west.
The North Mountain begins at the
celebrated promontory of Blomidon,
which is the easternmost point, and

NOVA

SCOTIA.

its easternmost point the valley is
several miles in width, but towards
the west it grows continually narrower.
This valley is drained by the Annapolis River, which begins about

mid-way and runs westwardly, developing gradually from a mere rivulet
into a large, navigable river, which
flows into the Annapolis basin, a tine
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sequently tidal rivers, each flow bringing enormous deposits of alluvial mud
which has created the soil and given
it

superior fertility.

as strawberries, raspberries, goosebercurrants and cranberries, the
ries,
capacity for production is practically
unlimited.

A few years ago the fruit industry
This valley, so-called, is the fruitgrowing belt of Nova Scotia. In almost was scarcely appreciated in the Annaevery other county in Nova Scotia polis Valley. Its qualities as a fruitfruit can be grown and is grown. raising country were comprehended by
Especially is this the case in Lunen- the French in their early settlements.
burg, Yarmouth, Inverness and Cape Annapolis Town, old " Port Royal,"
Breton, and in consequence of the fine one of the oldest and most interesting
qualities of fruit which are grown in historical points in North America, is
other parts of the province, the im- in the very centre of the fruit garden,
pression has been formed that these and in this settlement, during its
other parts could compete successfully occupancy by the French, as well as in
with the Annapolis Valley in fruit other sections of the valley, includBut the history of the fruit- ing Grand Pr^, apple trees had been
culture.
growing of the world indicates that planted by them, and many of these
trees are still living,

though considerably
more than one hundred years old. The
land being fertile, all
sorts of agriculture

be profitably
carried on, and during the period of
Reciprocity potatoes
sold at high prices,
very often as much
as one dollar per
can

ORCHARD IN BLOSSOM

bushel being ob-

FROM THE WINDSOR AND

tained.

Potatoes can be
produced with very
while fruit can be grown in many great ease in the Vallc}^, and were for
places there are certain special belts a time a source of large profit, many
where fruit can be grown prolifically farmers growing wealthy from their
and at large permanent profits. The production and export. The splendid
state of Michigan is a fiuit-gt owing marshes along the banks of the rivers
state, but the fruit belt there in which make it also a cattle-raising country,
fruit is grown permanently with large and excellent specimens of fat beef
profit, occupies but a comparatively have for years been sent out of the
small portion of the area of the state. valley for market.
It was not until
The same statement is true of Ontario the year 1863 that any genuine inand the state of New York, and other terest was taken in fruit-growingr.
fruit-growing sections. The Annapolis Most of the farmers had some apple
Valley seems to be the natural home trees on their farms, which supplied
of all kinds of fruit.
The great staple their own wants and afibrded the
fruit grown now for export is the means of supplying the Halifax and
apple, but pears, plums, cherries, and St. John markets. In 1863 the Fruiteven grapes, are grown luxuriantly, Growers Association was formed, with
and in the domain of small fruit, such Mr. R. G. Haliburton, a son of Judge
ANNAPOLIS RAILWAY,

FRUIT-GROWING IN ANNAPOLIS VALLEY.
Haliburton —

"

Sam

Slick,"

—as Presi-

62J

to increase after the formation of the

and Mr. D. H. Starr, as Secretary. Fruit-Growers' Association, the necesThis society had a very small beginning, sity for a market, permanent and
but its avowed aim was to stir up the unlimited in its scope, was felt. In
farming population to a sense of the 1871 the first effort was made to place
importance of the fruit industry, and Nova Scotia apples in the English
Of coui-se many difficulties
to show that it could be earned on to market.
Nova Scotia
a much greater degree. That Associa- had to be overcome.
tion has continued ever since, and apples were unknown, and the English
during the whole period of its history people could not discriminate between
there has been a steady and marked them and Canadian or even American
The farmers were not accusincrease in the production of Iruit in apples.
the valley, as a few statistics which I tomed to packing them in a form that
shall give amply demonstrate. It must entirely suited the English market.
be understood that in most cases the All these things had to be met, and
figures that are given are only ap- have been met and to a very great

dent,

proximate, but they may be relied
upon as being verj' nearly accurate,
and have been verifie«l by the highest

AND MIXA8

BASIN,

fruit authorities in the Province. The
probable acreage in fruit culture in

the whole valley in 1860 was about
Most of these orchards,
2,500 acres.
however, were old and not properly
cared for, and were producing in a
very limited way and only a few varieties and an inferior quality of fruit.
The total acreage at present is estimated at 12,800 acres, with at least 8,000
acres c<wered with

young

trees

extent overcome, until

which

now

there

is

a

and increasing export. To show
the development of this English trade.

large

FKOM WOLF\ILLE.
state that the estimated export
to Great Britain in 1873 was less than
10,000 barrels the export last year
was over 130,000 barrels. It is estimated that the total export to Great
I

may

;

Britain from 1871 to the present year
would not be less than 1,400,000 barFormerly the export to the
rels.
United States was very large. Latterly, however, the competition of
American fruit was so keen in the
United States that the Nova Scotia
producers had scarcely a fair chance,

have not yet begun to bear. The product in barrels in ISCO, as neaily as
certain special lines. Besides,
can be estimated, would not exceed except in
heavy duty
The product for the year under the McKinley Bill, a
30,000.
which still
imposed,
was
apples
on
barrels,
1893 will be at least 300,000
interfered with the trade. For
further
rapid
at
a
increasing
and is necessarily
it is
As the product began the past twenty years, however,
rate each year.
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that the total export to the sibility have they ever been able to
United States has not been less than reach the peculiar niceties of flavor
400,000 barrels, an average of 20,000 and juiciness which mark the Nova
The product during Scotia product, and, as a consequence,
barrels a year.
the past twenty years has not been less the Nova Scotia Gravenstein apples
than two and one-half million barrels are still exported to the United States
which indicates a considerable local and sold at a very high price. Although not a late apple, it is still
market.
The variety of apples produced in suitable for export to England.
The other variety, called the " Nonthe valley is simply unlimited. An
exhibition under the auspices of the pareil," is a Russet, famous for its
Fruit-Growers' Association, reveals so keeping qualities. There are but few
likely

—

many

varieties that a person gets
bewildered in attempting to follow
In reference to the staple
them.
varieties of fruit, however, the quality
is

some instances higher, and in

in

some

cases inferior, to that of competing fruit belts in other parts of North

varieties

of

grown

apples

in

any

country which will stand the keeping
test beyond March.
The Nova Scotia
Nonpareil is at its prime in the months
of May and June, when no other apple
can possibly be obtained, and for that
reason it has special value. It is not
a

very palatable

apple,

but

it

com-

mands a higher price
probably than any
other apple produced in the valley.
It has been already stated that
there are about 12,800 acres now bearing apples, with
8,000 more planted

with

But

young

trees.

this is only the

beginning.
There
are at least 250,000
acres in this valley capable of producing fruit, and sooner or later the whole
valley will be covered with apple
trees or other varieties of fruit, including the small fruits. Only a few

AN APPLE ORCHARD, ANNAPOLIS VALLEY.

America. There are two varieties of
apples, however, to which special
reference may be made, because in the
product of these the Annapolis Valley

must be regarded as unrivalled. The
an early apple, becoming better
known each year, called the Gravenit is a most beautiful apple,
stein
large in size, of a charming pink color,
and the wood developing early, and
the product being most prolific. The
Gravenstein becomes fit for market
about the middle of September, and
first is

;

retains its flavor until December.
It
the most splendid variety of apple
yet produced. It is grown in New
is

York and other fruit-growing portions
of the United States, but by no pos-

farmers have ventured upon an extensive planting.
It is usual for the
farmers to have from one to five acres
covered with trees. Scarcely any of
the established orchards cover more
than ten or twelve acres, whereas it is
maintained by those qualified to form
an opinion, that splendid profits would
be obtained by covering hundreds of
acres with trees.
Judge Weatherbe,
who has bought a fruit farm in the
valley, has covered 50 acres with

young

trees,

which are now

five or six

FRUIT-GROWING IN ANNAPOLIS VALLEY.
years old, and will presently be bearing. It is contended, and not without
reason, that if there are large profits
in one acre of fruit there will be proportionally larger profits from 100
acres.
The reason that more men of
speculative temperament do not engage in fruit-growing in the valley,
as an investment, is to be found in the
absence of the gambling element. Ten
years at least must elapse before the
trees begin to bear, and at least twenty
years must pass before they are in
full bearing. Most men who are seeking wealth prefer some enterprise in
which, coupled with greater risks.

The scenery in the valley is extremely beautiful.
Numerous roads
extend over the mountains, both north
and south, and from the top of the
mountain the view
cent.

there are chances of more immediate
Fifteen or twenty years seems
a lonij time to wait for large returns
from even small investments. Nevertheless, fruit companies have already
been incorporated in the valley, the
object of which is to purchase large
tracts of land and cover them with
fruit, and by cultivating plums and
other varieties which bear earlier, it is
hoped to pay dividends in two or three
years after the formation of the company, thotigh not relying upon larger
dividends until the apple trees get in
full V>carin::f.

is simpl}'-

ma^^nifi-

Long ranges

of farm houses can
be seen, with villages here and there
dotting the valley.
Farming in the

Annapolis Valley is far less toilsome
than in other parts of the Province,
indeed, in most parts of the Dominion, and, as a consequence, there is
or,

much comfort and
in the

considerable style

methods of living among the

people.
Young men drive fast horses
in handsome carriages, and in most of

AX ORC'UABD

profits.
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the houses throughout this valley a

and in
of the farm houses the methods
of living from day to day are what
would be called more than comfortable.
In addition to the Fruit-Growers'
Association, there has been a separate
organization formed, entitled the An-

•piano or organ can be found,

many

napolis Valley Small Fruit Association,
which is devoting itself to the growth
of strawberries, cranberries, gooseberries, currants, grapes, etc., and very
satisfactory progress is being made in
this direction, the only difficulty, in
reality, being in connection with the

626
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The Annapolis Valley has other
resources besides that of agriculture.
Splendid deposits of iron have been
discovered in two or three places, and
one of the veins at Torbrook, An])ortions.
Mr. R. G. Haliburton has been napolis County, is being extensively
mentioned as the first president of worked by Mr. R. G. Leckie, and is
The supplying ore for the Londonderry
the Fruit- Growers' Association.
It is quite^
next year, Dr. C. C. Hamilton, of Can- Iron and Steel Works.
ard, was elected, and he held the possible that in the event of Reciproposition without interruption until city a considerable export of iron ore
1880, when he died.
He was most may be had to the United States.
The Dominion Government has
enthusiastic and indefatigable in the
work of the Association. Among established an experimental farm at
his coadjutors in this work may be Nappan in Cumberland County, and
mentioned the names of Mr. Richard the Provincial Government has esStarr and Mr. R. W. Starr. In 1880, tablished an agricultural school and
Avard Longley, M. P., filled the othce model farm at Truro. Both of these,
of president.
The other presidents of more or less, deal with the growth and
the Association since then have been care of fruit, but neither of these inRev. J. R. Hart, of Bridgetown Henry stitutions seems to be entirely satisfacChipman, M.D., of Grand Pr^, and the tory to the fruit-growers, who are
present incumbent, Mr. J. W. Bigelow, anxious to have a special school of
Mr. C. R. H. Starr was their own in the vicinity of Wolfville,
of Wolfville.
secretary for many years, and, indeed, where special attention can be given
until last year, when Mr. S. C. Parker, to the development of fruit culture,
of Berwick, an enthusiastic fruit- the care of trees, the destruction of
grower, was appointed to that office.
caterpillars and other insects, the best

market. If the United States market
were open to the small fruits of the
valley, there is no doubt that the
industry would develop enormous pro-

;
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method of securing rapid growth of tages, there has been in
reality a
wood, and the proper methods and decrease in the
population of the
times for grafting.
The Provincial valley. It is situated so near to the
Legislature voted a subsidy towards United States, and the
means of access
the establishment of such a school at
its last session, and it is understood
that the Fruit-Growers' Association
are making special efforts to create
such a school.
Reference has been made to the fact
that old Port Royal, now called Annapolis, is situated in this valley.
It
must not be overlooked that Grand

U

i

These points of historical interest, with
the beauty and fertility of this part
of the country, combine to make the
Annapolis Valley in summer a favorite
resort for visitoj-s, and many thousands
pass to and fro on the Windsor and
Annapolis Railway, which intersects
the vallev from bejjinning to end.

The

last

young

people, to go to Boston and
vicinity rather than to remain and
take care of the farms. The result is
a scarcity of farm labor, and a develop-

ment

less

desired.

pronounced than could be
is undoubtedly one of the

It

sections of the

Dominion that would

LE PICKING, ANXAPOLIS VALLEY.

Pr^, the place made famous by the
expulsion of the Acadians, is also
situated in the heart of the valley.

census indicates that, notall these natural advan-

withstanding

are so numerous, that there is an overwhelming tendency, on the part of the

profit

enormously by free trade

rela-

tions with the United States, and with
natural beauties,
its great resources
and numerous advantages as a place oi

—

residence, and with a soil and cliiijate
there can
so favored by nature
scarcely be a doubt that in the course
with proper energy and enterof time
it will
prise on the part of its people
be the happy home of very many
thousands of prosperous and progressive people.

—

—

—

GONSUMPTION— A HOPBFUk OUTLOOK.
BY JOHN FERGUSON,
is the great plague of
In Great Britain some seventy thousand die annually from this
disease, in Canada probably not less
than ten thousand, and in the United
States about one hundred thousand.
In some countries in Europe the death
rate is as high as four, five and even
eight per thousand living. In Britain,
Canada and the United States about
ten per cent, of the total death rate
is due to consumption; in some instances, as in Maine, it has reached
Between the ages of 15
fourteen.
and 45 years, about one-third of those

Consumption
to day.

M.A., M.I).,

PH.D.

found in about one-half of all the
cases.
If uncles, aunts and grandparents are dragged into the investigation, the net is likely to break and
at once holds no solid conclusion.
Dr. Walshe obtained from his very
extensive hospital experience that 26
per cent, of consumptives came of
father or mother or both parents who
had been similarly diseased. He contends that " this ratio is no higher than
the consumptive portion of the popu-

He

concludes that
heredity.
Many
families in perfect health, leaving the
who die perish of this disease while, country and afterwards residing in
from the age of 15 to 35, nearly one crowded quarters of the large cities,
It will lose members of the family from this
half of all deaths is due to it.
be seen that in the productive years of disease. He is strongly of opinion that
the race, this exceeds every other heredity has much less to do with condisease in fatality. When it is further sumption than is commonly^ supposed.
The researches of Drs. Quain, Polborne in mind that the average period
of illness, according to several of the lock, Williams, Lugol, Lebert, Galton
greatest authorities, is some three and many others, fix the heredity inyears, the vast importance of this fluence at about 25 or 30 per cent.
disease becomes at once apparent. The Few physicians who have been long
question is raised, can anything be in practice doubt the existence, to
done to lessen this dreadful scourge, some extent, of a family predisposition
and prolong life in its most useful to the disease.
One half of all the
period ? This question I shall endea- deaths from 15 to 35, or one-third from
15 to 45, is caused by consumption.
vor to answer in the affirmative.
First, then, take the influence of Now, if these deaths, say from 15
heredity. Few things die harder than to 35, happened in one-half of the
a common belief in any view of an families in a given district or country,
important question. If there be an3'' it would go a long way to disnotion more firmly believed in than prove
any
hereditary
tendency.
another it is that consumption is her- This, however, is not quite the case.
editary,
This belief, to a great extent, According to
own statistics bearis beginning to give way, or to undering upon this point, the deaths from
go very marked modifications, how- consumption that take place between
ever, in the minds of some of the ablest the ages 15 to 35 are not distributed
observers.
If one holds in view the over fifty per cent, of the families but
fact that fifty per cent, of the deaths limited to, at the most, twenty-five or
that occur between the ages of 15 and thirty per cent, of the families in a
lation generally."

it

not

does

prove

:

my

;

35 is due to consumption, it must be
admitted that heredity is likely to be

given

which

Thus, in one district
have studied, the population

area.I

5
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was 25,000. There were 5,283 families,
The important facts that I have just
and 63 deaths from consumption, dur- stated, that one-half the number of the
ing the year, between the ages of 1
deaths between 15 and 35 are due
and 35.
But these 63 deaths had to tuberculosis, and that this half
occurred in twenty-nine per cent, of is confined to not more than onethe families in which deaths had oc- third of the families, would go to
curred, leaving seventy-one per cent,
that had not suffered from this disease.
This would very clearly go to establish
that the ravages of the disease are
limited to a considerable extent to certain families.
The above shows that
fifty per cent, of the death rate from
15 to 35, which the 63 amounted to, was
confined to twenty-nine per cent, of
the faiiiiiies.
But riijht here we are
met with the difficultv, how many of
these cases, in the same families, were
due to infection ?
This question I
shall endeavor to answer.
Many ol the very ablest hospital
physicians now contend that consumption can be communicated from the
sick to the well.
In 1865, Villemin of
Paris annoimced his great discovery
that tuberculosis could be communicated by the use of the matter coughed
np from the lungs
Many confirmed
these observations, among them being
Sir Andrew
Clark, Ransome and
Drysdale Such distinguished authoriities as Osier. Bristowe, Bang, Sanderson, Koch, and many others have stated
in the most positive terms that the disease must be regarded as a contagious
Bristowe recently remarked at
one.
a meeting of a learned society that
the germ of consumption was as
surely the cause of consumption as
the seed was the cause of the crop
of corn.
It was only a question of
suitable soil.
Dr. Bollinger within
a very recent date has shown that a
certain dosage of the germs has also
something to do with the occurrence
When, in 1881, Koch
of infection.
gave to the world his great discovery
that consumption was a germ disease,
then it became clear to the minds of
most medical scientists that it would
prove to be contagious. The problem
that has been engaging attention since,
is the method of the infection.

prove

contagion, as well as
herWe are here on the borders of
a problem of vast inductions.
The
question of heredity, that of contagion from a sick person, and that of
direct infection by dust or food containing the germ, must all be weighed.
For exam|)le, a young man develops
the disease
his father died of it a
short time before.
Now, did heredity
play any part in this case ? Or, did
the son contract the disease from the
father ?
Or, did the son acquire the
disease by inhaling tubercular dust at
his work or by drinking tubercular
milk or eating tubercular meat ? It
is easy to see that in the case just supposed, one, two or all three conditions
might have been at work.
The son
may have inherited a suitable soil for
the germ, and in addition may have
taken into his system some of the
germs from his father, and still further
edity.

;

may have been employed in an unhealthy work shop, dusty and badly
ventilated.

The late Hilton Fagge held that it
was impossible to draw a line between
It is probinheritance and infection.
able that the children of a consumptive parent would be more liable to
accidental contamination than those
whose family record was clear. In

crowded children's homes and unhealthy work-houses, there have been
at times endemic attacks of the
disease, as many as eighty per cent,
suflfering

from

My own

it.

studies

on

this

subject

to confirm those of Dr. G.
A. Heron, of London, that, in the past,
heredity has been over-rated as a

would go

factor in the production of the disease,
while contagion has been under-rated.
several
To illustrate what I mean
members of a family, who live at
home, contract the disease, one after
:

—

5

;
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another, and die but the other members of the family, who left home early
in life, and have lived under more
The herfavoi-able conditions, escape.
The environedity was the same.
ments differed. The dust in the house
contained dried and pulverized sputum, and so spread the disease. In
proof of this, I need only mention the
researches of Dr. Nuttall of Johns
Hopkins, who showed that the number of bacilli thrown off from the
lungs of an ordinary case daily
amounted to from one and a half to
Dr. .BolJour and a third millions.
linger has shown that he could produce r-apid consumption in guinea pigs
feature of
by injecting 800 bacilli.
the lite history of these bacilli is their
vitality.
Desiccation,
putrefaction,
freezing and thawing of the substance
containing them do not destroy their
;

A

infective power.

and where there

is

much

dust, espec-

angular character, will
yield a high death-rate from consumption.
In Grreat Britain, during the
past thirty years, the deaths from this
cause alone have fallen over thirty per
This is due almost entirely to
cent.
an improved condition in workhouses,
the army, and other places where peoThe evil
ple are grouped together.
effects of bad drainage and ventilation
are well seen by a study of the British
army. At one time the death-rate was
about 2.5 per 1,000 from consumption
After the proper drainage and
alone.
ventilation of the barracks, the deathrate fell as low as 6 per 1,000 from the
same disease. To Dr. MacCormac, of
Belfast, the armies ot the world owe
an immense debt of gratitude. He
repeated incessantly thestatement that,
wherever there was overcrowding and
impure air, there would be an excessive
matter of death-rate from scrofula and consumpially of a hard,

Occupation is another
prime importance in a discu.ssion of tion.
consumption.
Those occupations are
What has just been said with regard
specially bad where the workmen are to the workhouse, the barrack and the
forced to inhale a dusty atmosphere, to prison, is equally true of the private
work in a stooping posture, are ex- dwelling:. Breathing over and over
posed to frequent changes of tempera- again the same air in a bad room is
ture, and where the ventilation is bad. responsible for many a case of chronic
These conditions develop disease and lung trouble. Many a time I have
irritation in the lungs that afford a known a husband, wife and child to
good soil for the germ to grow in. The sleep in one bed, and close by, in
investigations of Dr. Hirt show that another bed two or three other childout of every hundred sick in the fol- ren. The room, not more than ten or
lowing occupations the result would twelve feet square, had no open winstand thus with regard to consump- dow or ventilator whatever. The only
tion
Flint- workers, 80 per
cent.; opening in the room was the door, and,
needle polishers, 08 file cutters, 62
as there was no counter opening, the
lithographers, 50
brushmakers, 49
air in the room became, towards morngrindstone makers and grinders, 40
Under these
ing, frightfully vitiated.
stone cutters, 36.
This is a frightful circumstances, the parents tried to reincrease over the death rate from con- store their energies for another day's
sumption in the general community. work, and the children made the atApart from all other conditions, the tempt to grow. It is from such childfatality from this disease increases ren that the great majority come who
with the crowding together of people. die of phthisis between the ages of 1
Any occupation, where too many per- and 35.
sons are crowded together; where
Eace is an important factor in the
ventilation is bad; where the men causation of consumption. The disease
have to work in a stooping position, is very severe in its ravages on the
which interferes with respiration
Negro. This may be largely due to
:

;

;

;

;

;
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and insanitary conditions. of the disease. The germs have been
The Indian is now becoming a prey to found in the milk and animals fed
the same disease. Want of proper with such milk have become diseased.

social habits

;

food, especially meat, is larorely respon-

Further, the injection of such milk into
the bodies of animals has been folsufficient nutrition are shown by the lowed by tuberculosis.
In the ftesh of
observ.itions of Marc d' Espine, who animals ill with consumption the
has pointed out that, among the poor bacilli have been found, and animals
of Geneva, as many as 233 in every treated with the juice of such meat, in
1,000 deaths were due to consumption, the same manner as with the milk,
whereas, in the well-to-do, there were suffered from tuberculosis.
This is
only 6» in every 1,000 from this dis- positive proof. The absence of suffiease.
cient food is one of the causes of the
Thus it is that insanitary surround- disease on one hand, while the use of
ings, unhealthful occupations, insuf- infected food is also a cause on the
ticient nutrition inquantity.qualityand other.
In the case of the adult, so
variety, prepare the soil for the tuber- eminent an authority as Burdon Sancular {jerm.
This germ is one of the derson doubts whether the disease
most ubiquitous known. It is found often arises through the digestive
almost everywhere and, if a person canal by means of the food taken.
docs not live properly, the chances of But, while this is the case, he frankly
the germs making an inroad upon the admits that he thinks children are
system ;ire enormously increased. On often infected in this way by the milk
the other hand, as d' Espine has shown, supply. With this view nearly all
few years
;;ood food, good homes and regular good authority agrees.
habits reduce the rate, in every 1.000 ago, there was an outbreak of consumption in a foundling home in Dendeaths, from 233 to OS.
Intemperance is one of the great mark. The mortality was very high.
causes of consumption. The reasons It was found by Dr. Marten, who was
for this are not far to seek. Whatever in charge, that the milk supply was
views people mav entertain on the bad. When this was detected and put
vexed cjuestion of temperance, there riorht, the outbreak ceased. If such
can be no two opinions upon that of evidence does not convince, nothing
intemperance being a vice and a dis- will.
Is the disease itself ever directly
Man}' a strong
ease-producing habit.
young man I have seen go into de- transmitted from the parent to the
I answer this in the affircline almost entirely due to his irre- offspring ?
gular life and excessive drinking. mative. Sanderson, Osier, Froebelius,
sible f *r this.

The

evil effects of in-

;

A

On the other hand I have seen Ransome,Arloing,Dreschleldandmany
many a healthy young woman break others contend strongly that this is a
down and die of the same disease, correct view. But the number thus

because her husband drank, and she infected, compared with the number
was badly provided with the com- dying, is not great. Some children
the
forts of life, the c>inker worm of sor- also become diseased by inhaling
innumber
The
lungs.
the
into
germ
debiliand
heart
row irnnwinfj at her
tating her ti-sues.
The intiuenee of diet in preventing
the disease has just been alluded to.
It now remains to see what certain
articles of diet may do in the way of
causing the disease. Experience has
shown that the tiesh and milk of tuberculous cows mav contain the germs

fected in this way appears to be very
limited. Among young children, therefore, the great source of infection
remains to be the digestive canal, by

the agency of meat and milk, mainly
the latter. This explains why so many
children suffer from tubercular trouble
in the bones and joints.and other organs
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than the lungs. It also explains why
the adult generally becomes diseased
in the respiratory channels, because,
in his case, in the great majority of instances, he contracts the trouble by
inhaling the germs.

Climate and locality have much to
do, both in the direction of causation
and prevention. The researches of

Buchanan

in Britain

and Bowditch

in

America, abundantly prove that damp,
ill-drained districts yield a high morThis
tality from tubercular troubles.
may be accounted for in different ways.
The bacilli may be more abundant
under these conditions, or it may be
that in such localities there exists a

sub-arctic

regions are usually very
the trouble and,
yet, the natives may so live as often
to become victims to it.
Thus, again,
it is seen that much depends upon
the people, as well as upon the cli-

much exempt from

mate and

;

locality.

In the stuay of consumption, the
important fact must not be lost .sight of
that after epidemics of measles, whooping cough,influenza,and after such conditions as are accompanied by a weakness and irritation of the breathing
organs, there is a marked increase in
the

number

of cases of the

disease.

While tubercular disease is entirely
distinct from any of the above diseases,
greater number ot cases of pulmonary still thev stand related in a causal asdiseases Ironi wet and cold.
On this pect to it. This comes about in two
condition of lunj; irritation the consumption germ becomes implanted.
Some localities, that formerly were
much afflicted by the disease, have now
changed, and the death-rate from this
cause has fallen more than 50 per
In other localities that were at
cent.
one time considered exempt from it,
the disease is now prevalent,
'i his
is
due to altered social life, the crowding
together in city life, and the existence
of unhealthy work-rooms
for the
laboring classes. In the highlands of
Scotland, at one time there was hardly
any consumption, but with the introduction of better houses for the people, and public schools, the disease became much more frequent. When the
people lived in poor houses, with a
large open fire-place, there was, at all
events, ventilation.
When the houses
became better constructed, it also became possible to shut them up more
closely, and to do with less fuel. This,
of course, caused the atmosphere in
the dwellings to become impure.

Eniil Miiller has shown that high altitude, in itself, does not prevent the disease.

The population

however,

in high altitudes,
and the air

usually sparse
fiee from organic matter.
conditions are altered, so
the population together,
often becomes prevalent.
is

When

these
as to herd
the disease

Arctic and

ways

—

first, by giving rise to chronic
inflammation and congestion of the
organs of lespi ration thus favoring the
entrance of the tubercular germ and,
:

;

secondly, by exciting into an active
form those cases of consumption that

had really begun, but had not become
pronounced,

—

" this is often only the
blazing of a smouldering fire."
question of much interest is that
of marriage. In families, where a number of deaths have occurred from consuinption, the greatest care should be
exercised.
In the ca.se of a young
man, with limited means, it will be
readily seen that marriage means a
heavy diain upon his resources and
strength.
He must earn more money,
and this means extra work and fewer
holidays.
In the case of a young woman, the cares of a home and children
frequently induce the disease. In all
cases of a doubtful nature, it would be
well to remain single, or to postpone
the date of marriage until the contracting parties are at least forty years of
age.
By this means the consumptive
age to some extent has been outlived,
and there will be some private means
accumulated that would render the

A

married life easier, and less burdened
with anxieties. Until the true bearing of heredity in the disease is worked
out, I do not think it would be wise

—

!
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for the state to go further than prohibit marriages where the disease is
actually known to exist.
The disease is not always fatal.

Th<ie is abundance of evidence to
low that a considerable percentage
f those who have been tuberculized
lave recovered.
Still the mortality is
fearful that every effort at prevenlon hhould be encouraged
The great
>

means of treating the disease must
ever be the means that prevent it.
When we remember that improvement in sanitary conditions has reduced the death rate in many places,
and in some armies, from GO per 1,000
to 6, there is surely good ground for
hope in this direction.
The deathrate in Britain is at present, from this
one disease, 70,000 yearly

but, at the
ratio per 1,000 as existed thirty
years ago, it would be over 100,000.
Here, then, is a saving of some 30,000
;

same

a year.

Where the consumptive should live
must, to a great extent, be decided according to iiis means. The advice of
his physician should be sought.
In
general terms, however, he should select a thinly peopled locality where
there are ample opportunities for outdoor exercise. The air should be cool
and dry. There should be a maximum
of sunlight, combined wi h an elevation of live or six thousand feet.
Having .'elected his home, he .should
take the greatest possible amount of
the best quality ot nourishment. This
will maintain the resisting powers of
le system against the inroads of the
lisease
A libeial supply of meat,
milk, egg.s, and other nitrogenous diets
does much good.
But of far mor e importance than selecting a locality, after you have the
disease, is that of making a selection
before you have contracted it. In all
cai«es, where the family record is broken by cases of consumption, I would
strongly urge that the person make a
good selection, both of place and oc-
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cupation, prior to any manifestations
of disease.
What enormous numbers

such a selection would save from an
untimely grave
To sum up, then, I would .state
1. In
cases of heredity, marriage
should be avoided, or postponed till
:

after 40, in
2.

A

fore

he

most

cases.

person with a consumptive
family history should seek a non-consumptive climate and occupation beis

affected.

All expectoration from patients
should be destroyed by disinfection
or burning.
4. Those affected should sleep alone
and in their own rooms.
5. None of the towels, utensils clothing, etc. used b}"^ the sick should be
used by others until thoroughly diso.

infected.
(j. The meat and milk supplies should
be carefully watched to see that tlit-y
do not come from tuberculous animals.
7. Those known to have the disease
should be prevented manying.
8. Children known to have the disease should be excluded Iroui schools
of every kind.
having the disease
9. Everyone
should be instructed by authority to
live in a certain way and to follow
certain rules, in order to lessen the

danger of infecting others.
10. For the pauper consumptives
there should be some national hospitals, alike for treatment and isolation.
11. As the result of the most careful
it appeai-s that heredity plays
important part in the causation
the disease than was formerly
oi"
thouirlit to be the case; and appreciation of the importance of direct infection trom another case, or through food
and drink, is gaining ground every

research,

a

less

year.
12. That when there is one death
from consumption in a family, there
is grave risk that in a period varying
trom one to three years there will be
another case.

—

a

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS FOR WOMEN.
BY flELEN CAMERON PARKER.

A

The

evolved slowly the woman.

cation for

as full of importance and significance
as the birth of an infant, takes place,
requiring equal discretion, quiet and
But see the inconsistency.
care.

deafening clamour for higher eduwomen, which for years
has been heard above all other noisBs,
subsidinor.
Higher education is
is
now an assured fact and every pro-

birth,

now open to the woman who When the baby girl arrives, she is
and has sufficient courage and cared for assiduously her clothing,
strength to enter.
her diet, the amount of exercise, the
But our system of education for bathing and fresh air, are regulated
woman is not yet perfect. Two mo- with great nicety, and, under the care
mentous facts obtrude themselves upon of wise parents, all undue excitement
every thoughtful observer.
First
and noise is shut out, all forcing of
while the intellectual standing of the dormant faculties is avoided. But
women in America is as high as in when the baby-woman begins to asany other part of the world, her phy- sert her life by excessive nervousness,
sical force is lower.
While Americ a irritability, inactivity, and sluggishproduces more literarj', business and ness in the erst-while active, wellprofessional women than any other poised, sweet-tempered girl, not one of
"
country, she furnishes fewer " good
the iron bands with which she is
mothers.
bound is relaxed. Her stand in class,
Second while for every profession her graduation is at stake what boots
which she may choose to enter, woman it then that her pulse throbs and her
is afforded
means of attaining the nerves tingle the prescribed work
When the poor babyhighest training for the one profes- must be done.
sion which she does choose, no means woman moans in the utter agony of
of training is provided.
For every heljjlessness, she is all unheeded. When
woman wlio enters a profession, one she grows up, puny and ill-fitted
hundred women enter homes, or, to put for her duties as wife and mother
it in another way, for every woman
nervous wreck the cause is sought
fession

is

desires

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

who enters the profession of medicine
or law, one hundred enter the profession of home-maker.
These two facts are so important
and react so upon each other, that
the}'- demand the attention of all intelligent thinkers.
Proud as we are of our educational
system, we cannot close our eyes to
the truth that it is for our ofirls, at a
certain period in their life, a most unwise one. During her earlier years,

our girl is a little animal, different in
kind slightly from her rollicking brother but, as she enters her teens, a
new period is reached the first great
change occurs, and of the oirl is
;

—

for in every direction

but the right

one.

Not until the great physiological
truth is fully apprehended, that at
this period in a girl's life, mental overwork means physical wreck, not until the fact that our present system of
cram and over-work is responsible for
the decline in physical force among
our women, is fully realized by those
at the head of our educational affairs,
can we hope for a change. At present,
the high pressure really begins at the
age when the pressure should be lesFor the growth of the infantsened.
woman is required mental rest and
physical exercise, and she gets mental

—

—

-

!
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cram and physical

torpidity,

— physical
disastrous

but one result

For

this

we would

and with

declension.
state of ati'aii"s

We
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that the solution of not a few of the
(|uestions of domestic, aye, and
political, economy lies in the wisest

vexed

for women hy the State.
Is
a small matter to the nation that
a^es of twelve to fifteen, or later, as each day scores of women become
individual cases vary, the mental work wives without one idea of the true
should be less, the physical more. duties of a wife, of the awful responAfter a year or two of comparative sibility of a mother, or of the practical
brain-rest, we could then be assured work of a home ?
Would such ignorthat the young wou»an was at an age ance be tolerated in any other proto benefit, physically and mentally, fession ?
Is it of no vital importance
from further study, should she desire to the nation that this unfitness ot
If she does not women for their great profession proto proceed with it.
care to go further, she has secured duces hovels instead of homes, and
what she requires knowledge and that each of these hovels is a breeding
skill in household affairs.
The theory place for disease and crime ?
is easily stated
the practical applicaAmong the many reasons advanced
tion is more ditficult; but we believe by workers
among the poor and
that in remedying the second delect, wretched for the poverty and wretchwe will redress this wrong, this great edness so rife, is often repeated, " the
wrong, which is being wrought upon thriftlessness of women." How can it
be otherwise ? The well-worn adnge,
our [)eo|)le.
The second truth now claims our "a wife can throw out of the window
has
attention.
Society
awakened more than her husband can bring in
slowly to the fact that intellectual at the door," is a positive fact.
While Government does much to
training is not the monopoly of the
neutralize the evil effect of poor homes,
men. Society has seen and said
" The hand that rocks the cra<lle rules it has still much to do. The system of
has wrested
the world, and it is, therefore, a moral compulsory education
necessity that woman should receive from homes of ignorance and vice
the be-.t intellectual training which many a child, and set him on the
Why not provide, and
the Sta e can give " anri the doors of high places.
our sch'iols and colleges have swung compel, education for home-makers,
wide to receive her. " Not every that out of the hovels may be drawn
woman marries every woman need cr'wls who will transform the hovels
find

redress.

have a system

in

would education

which, from the

it

—

—

:

;

;

If it be compul-sory for
therefore, woman must into homes ?
not marry
able
to read and write,
be
to
woman
have, with her brother, equal chances
to live an independent life," it has been should it not also be compulsory for
said and the professions have bowed her to know how to cook a meal, and
to her, and smiled upon her, and of- to make and keep a home ?
Infanticide is punishable by law, yet
fered her the right hand as a fellow
how many mothers, true and noble in
worker.
heart, feel that they are guilty of the
is
important,
equally
A third truth,
;

;

DOW being dimly seen and whispered
the greater
" Many women marry
number of women marry therefore,
every woman shall be trained in all

—

:

—

;

that pertains to wifehood and motherhood." What, but this, does the cry
for schools of cookery, dress-making,

mean ?
The fact

etc.,

is

obtruding

itself forcibly

death, or the living death, of their
children, through ignorance of the re-

a mother to her child, and
laws of child life ? Yet
ot the
the State heeds not
We are met with the argument,
" Mothers can best teach their daughAn extract from an
ters housework."
by Washington
Century,
the
ar.ticle in
lation of

fii-st
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Gladden, answers this in part. What
training in thrift do the children in
the homes she speaks of receive from
their mothers ?
Especially would a little practical training in
domestic economy be useful to the girls of this
Most of them are destined to be wives
class.
and mothers, and the question whether the
household shall live in pinching want or in
comparative comfort often depends on the
and mother.
of the wife
skill and thrift
Here, for example, is a table with miuute
accounts of the expenditure for five weeks
ot thirty families in London ; and the exhibit is a forcible illustration of the lack of
One family
thrift which accompanies poverty.
with an income of about five dollars a week,
made seventy-two different purchases of tea
during the five weeks. Inasmuch as this family never took more than two meals a day at
home, it is evident that they never bought more
than a single drawing of tea at a time seventytwo purchases of tea in thirty-five days is two
purchases a day (Sundays included), and two
Of these thirty families, it is evident
extra.
that quite a number went to the grocery eveiy
day of their lives not a few of them several
times a day. This hand to mouth existence is
it is scarcely possible
at enmity with thrift
that any family should escape from povfrty
until it learns wiser methods of expenditure.
That many of these helpless people are pitifully
ignorant of the alphabet of domestic economy is
plain enough ; is it not possible to give the girls
;

—

;

in iudustriai schools, some practical instruction
in this most important art ?

She pleads

for the

poor.

rich need also a pleader.

In

But the

how few

of our wealthy homes is the mother
capable, if able, to instruct her daugh-

From homes, wealthy and poor
go out each day into new homes
girls without one truly wise idea of
the work or government of a home, to
say nothing of the duties of a mother.
Now that we have faced the two
startling defects in our system, we
come to the question of remedial meaIn the remedy of the second
sures.
ter

?

alike,

defect lies the remedy of the first, and
the solution of the great domestic
problem, the servant girl question.

To remedy the

tirst

defect,

we demand,

years in the life of our
girl, less brain work
more physical
work. To remedy the second, less
more physical is debrain work
manded, and it, therefore, seems the
natural remedy for the first.
The missing link is between public
for certain

—

—

—

and high school. In every
town we would establish a training
school for young women, in which all
the practical duties of housework
should be taught professionally and
done practically. This school might
become partly self-supporting, if necessary, by work done for others than
the jiupils. We would have the course
two years, with examinations, sessional

school

and terminal, and a

final test

examina-

tion wliich should determine the diploma granted. To this school should
be admitted all desirous of entering
the high school further on, and those
who desired to take only the practical

We

course.

ment

would have

school, just as

it

a Govern-

the public and

under Government
would have attendance
compulsory in the same sense as that
in which our present school system is
high schools

control.

are,

We

compulsory.

may be raised, but
answered.
Some of the advantages of these
technical schools for women, other
than those already pointed out, we
mention. To many homes would hope
and joy be born when from this school
would come to the side of the toilworn mother, a daughter intelligently
enthusiastic over housework, and full
of the new and best methods of work,
new recipes, and new labor-saving deHer home would be her sphere
vices.
of labor, and contentedly would she
stand in her place as daughter. From
homes of misery and filth would be
drafted relays of girls who, under the
guidance of their teachers, would become true home-makers, skilled in
laundry-work, baking, cooking, houseMany

they

all

objections

may be

work

in general, sewing and mending,
and forever after benefited by the

received.
From
these schools would go out women
well fitted to rule a home, and women
Instead of ignorwell fitted to serve.
misant, thoughtless, inconsiderate
tresses, we would have an army of
well-trained wives and mothers, and,

systematic training

side

by

side

with them, an army of
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had become
The men have their engineering
a profession, schools, their schools of practical sciBut we cannot hope for Governn^ient ence, their agricultural college, and are
soon to have a school for miners. Let
to take hold of this matter quickly
In the meantime, us, as women, arise and assert our
that is not its way.
We have a profession as grand
let some of our ])hilanthropic leaders, rights.
aided by our philanthropic givers, open and as important as any we need
such a school in some centre and training for it and we will have it.
demonstrate to the public that u

girls to

wliom

" service "

a science, and house

work

:

:

—

school for

home-makers

KlXGsTcN.

is nee'lcd.
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When

falls

on cedar'd Lebanon

Some giant, many-centuried chief,
The forest, vocal in its grief,
Makes long-reverberating moan
;

From

cliff

to

the echoes

cliff

fly,

Each vale prolongs the notes of woe
Wind-wafted, on and on they go
Till in the infinite

they die

;

!

sinks some isle that wont to be,
Though smooth the waves above it roll,
The news is borne from pole to pole

When

And round

the circle of the sea

;

dies some star that gemmed the night,
To us, whose little earth-ball turns
About another sun, still burns

When

A

thousand years

So,

some are born

its

of

vanished

Adam's

light.

sons,

Whose loss involves the land in tears,
Whose passing echoes through the years.
Whoso thouirht through sequ^^nt cvdes runs.
Nor

that course impulsive siuid
the world has felt the pain,
Till all the world absorbs the gain.

is

Till all

Till all the

round of

man

be made.

—A.

F.

Chamberlain.

THE INFkUENGB OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL UPON
REGENT ART.
BY W.

A.

SHERWOOD,

A.R.C.A.

The student

in the Art Palace of the have passed, and conscious of his reColumbia Exhibition must have been publican freedom, he dares every
struck by the constant presence in the phase of subject and succeeds in all.
art of every nation of the influence of Strength, dash, materialism, modernIn the United ism these are the ascendant elements
the French school.
States collection, of 1154 oil paintings, of to-days's French art.
J
can easily understand why the
there are scarcely more than one hundied pictures that might not, upon the French art of to-day appeals to the
gold-framed canvas, have borne the in- American citizen. The spirit of republicanism is alike the world over.
scription of some French master.
So far as an individual characteris- The artist's love of freedom freedom
tic is concerned, it has not been sought from the exacting considerations of
his love of nature,
for
in fact it seems as though it court etiquette
were a quality rather to be deprecated unfeigned and simple, declare themselves upon canvas.
A bond of union
than desired.
Previous to the exhibition of 1876 from purely political considerations
at Philadelphia, the German and Eng- might even have tended to unite the
lish art held a certain control, modified artistic spirit of France to the genius
by local conditions, over the Ameri- of America. But it is not the art of
can painter, but which they seem to 93 that has captured the artistic fort
of America, it was that of '76
have lost in less than two decades.
the
At the Centennial Exhibition, France very antithesis of the modern dashing
undoubtedly held an important place school.
The art of a nation should reflect
in the art department, but not such as
would warrant even the most credul- the genius of the race in short, it
ous in anticipating for her anything should be a mirroi' in which is reflectmore than perhaps a liberal patronage ed the varying phases of domestic and

—

—

—

—

—

—

on this side of the Atlantic.
The Fiench Art of 1876 had nothing in common with the French Art,

If it be that, feeble
national life.
though the reflection may be, it will
awake a sympathy, arouse an interest,

or, more, command the unqualified admiration of all. And more, it matters
not whether it be the product of another
race and nation so long as it reflects our
condition, it will at least for the time,
appeal to our inmost feelings. To this
I trace the cause of the French art inthe painter of that date reflected the fluence of 1876.
downfall of the imperial throne, and
In the United States the dew was
the humiliation suffered by the con- still fresh upon the widow weeds of
quests of the German army.
The many a heart-broken mother, and
French painter of 1893 has put aside from the door of many a lonely cottage
the urn, with its sacrificial ashes has on the banks of the Potomac, a sweet
folded the mourning clothes and laid pale face, as was her custom for many
Only seventeen years years, looked out at sunset through
them away.

of 1893.

The loan

collection in the

United States galleries affords an opportunity of comparing the art of the
two periods. Corot, Daubigny, Millet,
Rosseau and Troyon painted with a
spiritual humility even in their most
common-place subject. The touch of

;

;

'IHE
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chilling tears, seeking a lace that
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would the Academy of Design in New York,
and the Pennsylvania Academy of

return to her no more. Yes, the civil
war had prepared the American people

Fine Arts, to the great atelier of arts,
with a spirit of affection, and soon the French capital became
the mournful masterpieces of the the nursery of the " New Idea " in art.
French painters.
The American capitalist purchased
The excellence of the German, the largely from the French salons.
English, and the Italian art in the
With the increase of patronage, the
Centennial Exhibition was fully appre- character of the art changed. The viThe technique in each case vacious nature of the Celt found new
ciated.
to receive,

was

artistically correct.

The

Italian

fields

for tilling,

new

phases of

life,

Madonnas and entered into the work with a vim
painted by the old masters and loaned that returned him a thousand fold for
by great pei"sonages, was judiciously his toil. The seventeen years of French
and critically compared with the Van- art has been marked by a gradual dethe Reynolds and Gains- velopment to a state of triumphant
dykes,
boroughs, of England while the Rein- realism. Mark how the American
gallery

with

its

score of

;

brandts of Holland were not forgotten in that critically artistic review.
The art of these nations left an impression upon the painters at that
time, an impression that is even seen
But
in their paintings of to-day.
the artists of America were up in
years what they came to see was not
the subject but the method of manipuIn the French gallery they
lation.
delayed loo long, however, to learn
nothing .more than the technique.
;

face, young and beautiful, of some
dying soldier by Detaille recalled sad
memories. In silence they turned to

The

the lonely landscapes of Corot, where,
with many a distant village steeple
melting in the evening light, the last
rays of the sinking sun seemed in
nature's own painting in our every day
like a solace for discords of the
life
day or unexpected sorrows. The impressions made by Corot's paintings

—

—

were of such a character.

painters have followed step by step
their French masters, till we see from
the young men who since 1870 have
gone to Paris, work in every respect
equal to the best canvasses of the

French painters.
Nor is this French influence felt
alone in the school of American artists.

The Russian
with the

is

spirit of

as

strongly

imbued

French realism as

is

American brother of the brush.
And, but for the subject alone, the pictures of Moscow and St. Petersburg
might as well have been painted by
an American or Parisian painter.
Even in colossal subjects, permeated
with a certain regal grandeur, when
his

the imperious nature of the Russian
is unveiled, tnere still is seen evidence
In minor
of the French influence.
subjects, at least in the method of execution, in tone and atmospheric efl'ects,
like the American painter, the Muscovite ^^as deemed the French system
the all in all. In sentiment, the Russian is true to his native instincts.
The clink of the steel-girt scabbard
sounds everywhere, and, though disfTuised, you may trace the avenging

Sentiment
this is sentiment
incompatible with the true end
and aim of art ? I venture to say this,
that the influence of a poetic incture
upon the artist's mind, all things being
this seems
equal, is infinitely greater than the- fire of the nihilist. Yet all
most masterly production of an un- as though it found expression in
French.
sentimental subject.
The subtle savagery of the passionFrench
the
by
made
impression
The
expression in the
painters of that date was simply mar- ate Spaniard finds
light tints imThe
methods.
French
schools
the
from
vellous. Many flocked
absorbing canvas he
of art in the New England cities, from pasted upon

—

And

is it

!

—

—
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revels in the very

medium, and

static over the results.

is

Retaining

ec-

still

his individuality, he boasts his power
of painting like the masters of the

modern
Even

school.

England there
pride themselves in the
fact that their art was studied in some
famous Parisian atelier, and they openly affect to despise or ignore everything that is British, or that savors of
are

in Conservative

men who

the condition of art will remain
yet there
will assuredly be a change. The Amerileast,

most emphatically French

;

can painterhasgainedfromFranceall he
could desire.
If he continue as he is
doing, his work will stand upon a par
with the foremost professors of the

French

schools.
Led by the restless
peculiarly American, he will
turn his easel to the demands of the
ruling power.
Will any of the galleries of the presthe English school.
This turn of the Britisher, it seems ent exhibition aflbrd an opportunity
In all galto me, lies well within the limits of for an adventurous spirit ?
affectation, for in portraiture, in po- leries there are master-pieces suffietic and classical subjects, wherein the ciently impressive to at least awaken
The brilliant sunlight
delineation of the figure is of first im- an interest.
portance, the English school yields the and atmospheric clearness of the Norpalm to none. In landscape it is easy wegian painter will not soon be forgotThe work of Van Beers in the
to understand the desire on the part ten.
of the young Englishman to seek the Belgian collection will excite at least
In a momentary interest.
The Belgian
studio of the Parisian painter.
England, Turner has no successor, and art, it seems to me, is not in sympathy
the artistic trickery of professors of with the nineteenth century moveEnglish landscape painting to-day is ment it is too minute in detail, and
From whatever
assuredly a poor substitute for the wanting in breadth.
works of that immortal painter. De- school the new leader may come, he
spite the fact that Constable wa? an must at least possess a power greater
Englishman by birth, and painted in than his colleagues, to be the principal
England, he has more disciples in professor in a new school of National
France than in his native land. Con- painters. In every nation's collection
stable has often been referred to as there are magnificent paintings, the
the founder of the modern school of result of the laborious years of successFrench landscape painters. They saw ful genius. Yet by few of all do we
wherein the Englishman was right, seem to be moved by that magnetic
and were not slow to follow him. influence which holds us and claims
Naj'- more, they carried his principles from us the tribute that is due to unto the utmost verge ; and have reaped doubted originality and worth.
a rich harvest from the seeds which
Three months have passed since I
he has sown. This state of excellence visited Chicago, and there is but one
has given to the French landscape picture that has made a lasting impainter a pre-eminence over his Eng- pression upon my mind.
In it, the
lish rivals, and necessarily brought painter seems to have sounded the
from the London schools many stu- clear, pure note in the anthem of art.
dents to Paris. And as to their faith- It is a picture wherein the dignity
ful efforts, you have but to look upon the nobility
of labor is exalted above
their glorious attainments in the Art all the triumphs attained by the scholpalace of the Columbian Exhibition.
arly masters in the realms of mythoWhat of the future? Will the logical or classical art. This picture
schools of Paris still continue to pre- is in the English gallery, numbered
pare the palette for the artist of the 170, and entitled " Forging the AnWestern continent and his brother of chor," by Stanhope Forbes. It is to
the Eastern as well ?
For a time at me the most sacred picture upon
spirit

—

—

;

;

!

A TEMPORARY MATTER.

A

which I have ever looked
brief
description may present to those who
have not seen it, at least a faint idea
of the work the following not« made
" Upon the
at the time, will suffice
centre and to the left of the canvas
stand a group of workmen, close to the
furnaces in a large smelting shop the
upraised sinewy arm of the honest
smithy guiding the molten metal from
the fiery furnace the anxious faces
of the helpmates crowding about, and
waiting as it were with breathless anx!

;

:

—

—

—

iety, the
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triumphs of the many days
It is masterly "
In

of preparation.

I

the painter of that picture I see the
future leader of the school of latter

But whatever change art
take in its course of national
growth, whatever developments it may
undergo, one thing is certain, that
future art must be true to the highest
ideals of honest worth, of simple
nature, and untainted beauty, if it is
to receive the guerdon of a more than
evanescent success.
day

art.

may

—

A TEMPORARY MATTER.
Good-bye,

Nor
Nor ask
I'll

—the word

you have spoken
your verdict with a sigh,

shall be, since

will I cj^own

;

but, for a token,
for a reprieve
take this last good-bye.
;

it, when it is given,
The truest thmg that ever you and I
Exchanged or gave. Not all the vows 'neath Heaven

I'll

take and treasure

Shfill

match

this last good-bye.

kiss, your clasp, your vows, the hours that fleetly
Fled by, shall be forgot— are now but I
Must have this little word. You shall not cheat me

Your

;

Out
Come,

of this last good-bye.

come— this

last good-bye, since

you did cry

it

stars lean half-umpatient from the sky
breathless all the air has grown, and quiet,

The

And

To hear

this last good-bye

!

And a little hand stretched to detain me 1
Hold-up your head and let me kiss your eyes
And set a seal upon your lips, not vainly
Annulling such good-byes.

Tears 1

— Charles

Gordon Rogers.

DOWN THE YUKON AND UP THE

MACKENZIE.

3200 Miles by Foot and Paddle.

BY WILLIAM OGILVIE,
II.

D.L.S., F.R.G.S.

tended view thus rendered possible,
the more comprehensive idea
given of this great country as a whole,
will be found to be more than compensating advantages.
Our daily method of work on the
river was about as follows

and

A

DETAILED account of our travels,
extending over nearly two years and
covering a distance outside of civilization of over three thousand miles, is
impossible within the limits of the
present article, and a connected narrative has therefore not been attempted.

:

The captain was an early riser naturally, and now, being anxious to get on

down the riv-

The ordinary vicissi-

he developed an abnormal proer,

tudes, adven-

and

tures

hardships in-

pensity

cident to travel in an un-

this direction.

known

o'clock in the

countered,

morning he
would begin

in

About three

country were en-

and are here

to turn over

and th ere

and

briefly chron-

something about getting
up.
After a

icled

;

but

many

inci-

dents

which

grunt

few of these
turnings and

relieved the
daily round
of life on the

gruntings, he

river have
been crowded
aside, and ne-

was.

cessarily ex-

from the tired

only

as

bone and

memories

muscle of the
expedition to
"keep quiet"
was all the

ist

would

ask
what time it

which are exclusively the

traveller's
own.

am

WILLIAM OGILVIE, THE EXPLORER,

conscious that the endeavor to
condense a journey of this kind within reasonable compass must result in
the loss of interest which a disconnected style of narrative unavoidably entails, and yet I hope that the more exI

A sleepy

admonition

answer he
would get. After awhile he would sit
up boldly and "put the previous question," and when this became monotonhe would, gathering fresh courage
with every passing minute, endeavor to
rouse the cook by shouting; but, as
ous,

DOWN THE
this particular

YUKON.
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cook was no exception

About midway in this stretch, the
Tahk-heena River joins the Lewes.
This river is apparently about half the
captain persevered, and finally about size of the latter, and its waters are
five o'clock, with a sleepy yawn, the muddy, indicating its passage through
cook would turn out, and the business a clayey district. I obtained some inof the day would l)egin.
definite information about this river
By six, or half-past six, breakfast from an Indian whom I met just beWDuld be over, and I would be on the low its mouth, but I could not readily
river with Morrison and the two base- make him understand me, and his remen continuing the survey from the plies were a compound of Chinook,
point where we had left it the previous Tagish and signs, and therefore largely
evening, leaving the crew of the unintelligible.
From what I could
" Hoodalinka " to break camp and help understand with any certainty, the
the cook with the dishes.
river was easy to descend, there being
The time when the boat passed us, no bad rapids, and it came out of a
generally about ten or eleven o'clock, lake much larger than any I had yet
was carefully noted, along with the passed.
distance traversed, and it was then an
Here I may remark that I have
easy matter for Gladman to estimate invariably found it difficult to get rethe respective rates of travel of the liable or definite information from Incanoes and the boat, so that when a dians. The reasons for this are many.
distance down stream had been tra- They all expect to make something
versed which was likely to be reached out of a white man, and consequently
by the survev, a convenient spot would are very chary about doing or saying
anything unless they think they will
be chosen and the camp pitched.
Along in the evening, when it was be well rewarded for it. They are
of
Ijeginning to get too daik to work, on naturally, too, very suspicious
turning round some bend in the river, strangers, and it takes some time and
the camp-fire would be seen brightly some knowledge of the language to
shining ahead, and I need hardly add overcome this suspicion and gain their
that suiipc'i- was generally a hearty confidence. If you begin at once to
to the ordinary run of cooks, rousing
hira was no easy task.
However, the

meal.
Aftci .-.upj.er there were notes to
write out, observations to reduce, the
work of the day to be plotted, and the
work of the next day to be planned, so
that I considered myself fortunate

me seeking
sweet restorer, balmy
sleep," and I sank into unconsciousness,
from which even the captain's eternal
" Vel!, boys, vat time is it ? " had no
power to rouse me.
In this way, day after day, we continued to descend the river.
For some distance below the " White
Horse " Rapids, the current is swift
and the river wide, with many gravel
when

eleven o'clock found

" tired nature's

ask questions about their country,
without previously having them thoroughly understand that you have no
unfriendly motive in doing so, they
become alarmed, and, although 3'ou
may not meet with a positive refusal
to answer questions, you make very
progress in getting desired information. On the other hand, I have
met cases where, either through fear
or hope of reward, they were only too
anxious to impart all they knew or
had heard, and even more if they
little

thought it would please their hearer.
I need hardly say that such information is often not at all in accordance
with the facts.
Lake Labarge was reached on the
bars.
The reach between these rapids
of the 26th July, and our
evening
of
distance
a
and Lake Labarge,
twenty-seven and a half miles, is all camp pitched on its southern shore.

smooth water with a strong current.

The lake

is

thirty-one miles in length,
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broad at both ends and naiTOw in the
middle, lyinof north and south, like a
long and slender foot-print made by
some gigantic Titan in long- bygone
days.
As the prevailing wind blows almost
constantly down the lake, the miners
complain much of detention from the
roughness of the water, and for the
three days I was on the lake, I certainly cannot complain of any lack of
attention from blusterincr Austral is.

it is well out in the lake
the nearest
point of it to the western shore is upwards of half a mile distant, and the
extreme width of the lake here, as determined from triangulation, is not
more than five miles, which includes
the depth of the deepest bays on the
western side. It is therefore difficult
to undei'stand that he did not see it as
an island. The upper half of this island is gravelly, and does not rise very
high above the lake the lower end is
;

;

THK &REAT CANON ON THE YUKON.

The survey was carried along the rocky and high, the rock of a bright
western shore, which is irregular in red color and probably granite.
many places, being indented by large,
At the lower end of the lake there
shallow bays, especially at the upper is a deep, wide valley extending northand lower ends.
wards, which has evidently at one
Just above where the lake narrows time been the outlet of the lake. In
in the middle, there is a large island, this the mixed timber, poplar and
which is shown on Schwatka's map as spruce, is of a size which betokens a
a peninsula, and called by him Rich- fair soil the herbage, too, is more than
tofen Rocks. How he came to think usually rich for this region.
This valley, which Dr. Dawson has named
it a peninsula I cannot understand, as
:
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Ogilvie Valley," is extensive, and,
if
with interest not unmixed with apever required as an aid to the sustenprehension.
After friendly relations
ance of our people, will figure largely
had been established, I endeavoured to
in the district's agricultural assets.
get some information from them. One
We left this, the last lake of the of these Indians
could speak a little
great chain, behind us on Saturday,
Chinook and I was fortunate enough
*'

lAKiKlSr.

{

I'

THE RAPU>8

B£I.O\V

THE

CA^SOS.

the 30th of July, and proceeded with
a moderate current of about four miles
an hour. The river just here is crooked and runs past high, steep banks
surmounted by scrub pine and stunted
poplar which shut in the narrow valley-.
There are, however, many flats
of moderate extent, along the river and

to have two men with me who understood his jargon perfectly. He told
me, greatly to the Captain's chagrin,
that the miners had all moved further
down the river some time aofo, to Cassiar Bar and other places.
He also
told me, with an appearance of truth
and frankness, that they had seen
at its confluence with other streams, nothing whatever of a war-party of
where the soil is fair.
Aiyaua Indians from Stewart River.
The Tes-lin-too, the El Dorado of I suceeded also in obtaining some inCaptain Moore, was reached on Mon- formation with regard to the river
day, the 1st of August. In response itself. The river, he said, was easy to
to the Captain's stentorian challenge, ascend, and presented the same appear" Hello-0-0 dere any miners dere ? " ance eight days* journey up as at the
a couple of families of Indians who mouth then a lake was reached,
hunt in the vicinity appeared upon which took one day to cross the river
the bank and regarded our approach was then followed again for half a day
I

;

;

—
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to another lake which took two days
Into this lake emptied a
to traverse.
stream which they used as a highway

by way of the
said it took four
days, when they had loads to carry,
from the head of canoe navigation on
the Tes-lin-too to salt water on the
Taku Inlet but when they came light
they took less than two days.
It may be well to point out, in view
of explorations at present going on,
that the route to the sea here referred
to cannot, in any sense, be considered
Teslin Lake has been
as unexplored.
known to the miners for many years.
About sixteen years ago a miner
to

the coast, passing

Taku

River.

He

;

named

Monroe

prospected

up

the

Taku, and learned from the Indians
something of a large lake not far from
He crossed over and found
that river.
Mr.
it and then recrossed to the sea.
T. Boswell, with his brother and another miner, spent most of the summer of 1887 on the Tes-lin-too River
and Teslin Lake, and from their account and Monroe's, together with the
information which I obtained from
the Indians met at the mouth of the
a pretty clear general idea of the
region has been arrived at. An instrumental survey is, however, still a
desideratum.'
Combining all accounts, it is certain
that this branch is the longer and
more important of the two, and that
it offers easy and uninterrupted navigation for more than double the distance which the Lewes does.
The water of the Tes-lin-too is of a
dark brown color, similar in appearance to the Ottawa River water, and
a little turbid. Notwithstanding the
difference of volume of discharge, the
Tes-lin-too changes completely the
character of the river below the junction, and a person coming up stream
would, at the forks, unhesitatingly
pronounce the Tes-lin-too to be the
main stream. The water of the Lewes
is blue in color and comparatively
river,

clear.

About eighteen miles below the Tes-

lin-too I

saw the

first

place that had

been worked for gold. A hut had
been erected and there were indications
that a party had wintered here.
Between it and Big Salmon River six
other locations were met with.
One
of them, Cassiar Bar, had been worked
in the previous season by a party of
four who took out six thousand dollars in thirty days.
They were still
working there when I passed on the
3rd of August, but stated that all they
could get this season was about ten
dollars a day,and that it was now about

worked out.
At the time

of

my

visit

they were

trying the bank, but found the ground
frozen at a depth of about three feet,
though there was no timber or moss
on it. They had recourse to fire to
thaw out the ground, but found this
slow work.
Two of the party subsequently
went down to Forty Mile River, where
I met one of them.
He was a Swede,
and had been gold-mining for upwards
of twenty-five years in California and
British Columbia.
He gave me his
opinion of the district in these words,
" I never saw a country where there
was so much gold and so evenly distributed; no place is very rich, but no
place is very poor, and every man can
make a 'grub stake' " (that is enough
to feed and clothe him for a year).
The whole length of the Tes-lin-too
yields fine gold at the rate of from
eight to ten dollars a day but, as the
heart's desire of the miners is coarse
gold, they do not remain long in a
country in which the fine gold only is
found generally no longer than is
necessary to make a "grub-stake,"
unless the gold is in unusually large
;

—

quantities.

Between the Tes-lin-too and the
Big Salmon (D'Abbadie of Schwatka)
is thirty-three and a half miles, in
which the Lewes preserves a generally
uniform width and current.
The waters of the Big Salmon are
sluggish and shallow.
The valley, as
seen from the mouth, is wide, and

DOWN THE
gives one the impression of bein^ occupied by a much more important
Looking up it, in the distance
stream.
could be seen many high peaks covered with snow, and, as this was in the
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hundred

feet.
It is of a light grey
but what the character of the
rock is I could not determine, as I saw
it only from the river, which is about
a quarter of a mile distant.
We pa.ssed the mouth of the Nordenskiold on the 9th of August. The
river here makes a loop of eight miles
round a hill on the east bank, named

five

color,

beginning of August, it is likely they
are always so covered which would
make their probable altituder above
the river, five thousand feet or more.
Two days' run, or about thirty-six by Schwatka Tantalus Butte. The
miles, the river constantly winding distance across from point to point is
round low, sandy points, and dotted only half a mile.
with small, well-timbered islands,
Early the next day we heard the
brought us to the Little Salmon (Daly booming of the Rink Rapids in the
of Schwatka), a small and unimport- distance, and it was not long before
ant stream entering from the east. they were in sight. These rapids are
The water is clear, but of a brownish known to miners as Five Finger rapids,

—

hue.
east,

high

The

valley bears to the northsix or seven miles up it some
red rock, apparently
cliffs of

and

granite, can be seen.

five large, bold
masses of rock stand in mid-channel.
This obstruction backs up the water so
as to raise it about a foot, causing a

from the fact that

THK BAGLE'S

NEST.

The
few yards.
most remarkable objects swell below for a
of conglomerate
composed
are
islands
the
below
just
along the river, located
rock, similar to the clifis on each side
Little Salmon, is a huge hemisphere
of the river, from which one would in"
risEagle's Nest,"
of rock, called the
that there has been a fall here in
ing abruptly from a gravel slope on fer
For about two miles below
past ages.
the east bank, to a height of about

One

of the

—
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the rapid there is a swift current not
swift enough, however, to prevent the
ascent of a steamboat of moderate
power and the rapids themselves I
do not think would present any serious obstacle to the ascent of a good
In very high water warping
boat.
;

;

might be required.
Nothing whatever was seen here of
the " hundreds of gulls," which have
their breeding grounds on these rocky
points, noticed by Schwatka.
These,

would be natural to suppose
would be in the vicinity of the
tundra lands. As I did not go below
river, it

that

it

the boundary, however, I can only
speak with certainty of the upper part
Practically speaking,
of the river.
there were, when I passed, no mosquitoes there.
There is an operation,
known in French cookery as farcing,
commonly practised by small school-

boys upon credulous companions, and
capable of furnishing much mild
as well as the " dense swarms of the amusement when indulged in to a
omnipresent mo.squito," were conspicu- limited extent.
I have found the
ous by their absence.
miners of the Yukon to be particularWith regard to the mosquitoes on ly fond of this amusement and this
the Yukon, Lieut. Schwatka has ex- may account for the highly colored
pressed his mind freely.
He says
stories of Esquimo dogs, and even of
"The mosquitoes were now (5th July) thick bears, having been killed by mosquibeyond anything I have ever seen. As we cross- toes, which were gravely related to
ed boggy places, or the marshy rims of the num- the
gallant lieutenant by these accom;

:

erous inland lakes, they rose in dense swarms.
Huntine, the only object one could have in inland excursions, became impossible on account
their stings could not be enof these insects
dured, and in looking through such swarms, it
was not possible to take sure siglit at the game.
*
*
*
I believe this part of 1 he Yukon
country (foot of the Canon) to be scarcely habitable in the summer, on account of these pests,
and think their numbers sufficient reason for
the complete absence of game during that part
of the year.
On the lower river, beyond Fort
Yukon, their numbers appreciably decrease.
*
*
*
It is not until the first severe frost
comes about the first of September that this
annoyance is abated completely."
;

—

—

plished farceurs.
After getting a couple of snap-shots
at the rapids, we ran through and
camped for dinner on a little shelving
point on the east bank.

About amileandahalfbelowourcamping-place, a small, dark -colored stream,
the Tatshun, enters the river from the
east. To this spot 1 directed the base-

men, after dinner, to proceed. As they
neared the point, I took up my station
at the telescope, and was idly watching them, when a sight met my view
that sent the blood in an instant tingling through my veins with excitement. The canoe was within a few
yards of the shore, when suddenly, as
if by magic, the bank above became
literally alive with Indians. Shouting,

I passed the Canon less than three
weeks later in July than Lieut.
Schwatka, but saw very few mosquitoes there and even as far as the
boundary, though a few were seen
here and there, we certainly suffered
no inconvenience whatever from them.
I believe the exact reverse of what gesticulating wildly, and flourishing
is stated above with reference to the their arms about, they came charging
decrease of mosquitoes below Fort furiously down the sloping side of the
Yukon, to be the case. Below Fort river.
Yukon the country along the river beNow we had not seen an Indian for
comes flat, and great areas of tundra, three hundred miles, and, indeed, with
or frozen morass, occur. These tundra the exception of a solitary one near
becoming soaked with summer rains, the mouth of the Tahk-heena, and the
which can only penetrate to a depth few miserable Tagish encountered at
inches,
of a few
become regular the Teslin-too, we had seen none since
swamps, the natural breeding-grounds we entered the country. Our apprefor all kinds of insect life
so that if hensions of trouble had gradually submosquitoes abound on any part of the sided the farther we advanced but
;

;

;

—
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now

our worst fears about the Indians

told of in the miner's story at Chilkoot Inlet leceived ample confirmation from these unmistakably hostile

demonstrations. The suddenness, also,
with which they had burst upon our
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bodily.
The " Boodalinkas"
slashing sweeps, beating the water to
a foam, could be heard in the rear. It
was a race for life
It is said there is but one step, and
that a short one, from tragedy to

her

I

view.made them an alarminj^ spectacle. comedy but Momus never dropped
"There they are at last," was the the awful mask of Mars more quickly
thought that passed quickly from lip than he did on this occasion. By the
;

time we were fairly into the race, there
moment our little camp was seemed to be a lull in the hostile deTo seize my BuUard, leap into monstrations some devilish ruse, no
astir.
the canoe with Morrison, and call to doubt. As we hurried on with reto

lip.

In a

—

RAl-IDS.

THK ' HOODALINKA

'

TAKING THE

UIP.

the others to follow to the rescue, were
the acts of a few seconds. The crew
"
of the "Hooialinka had two rifles
a Winchester and a Martini-Henri be-

newed energy, Gladman quietly picked
up the field glass to reconnoitre the

sides these, ever}' man had a Colt's revolver, and we determined to make as
good a fight as possible under the cir-

boat, in the
"they^'re shaking

;

enemy.
" It's all right,"

he shouted from the

coolest

possible

tone;

hands all around."
This was true enough; the warlike
scene had shifted with the suddenness
cumstances.
a panoramic view. The poor savages
of
to
But one idea filled our minds
huddled together on the beach,
get there in time to prevent the mas- were
the most friendly and corextending
sacre of our companions and, bending
to Parker and Sparks,
welcome
dial
little
the
every energy to the task,
unhurt in their
standing
" Yukon" shot through the water, im- who were
now noticed
we
Moreover,
midst
pelled bv strokes that almost lifted

—

;
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what, in our excitement, we had
omitted to observe that not one of
the savages was armed.
The relief from the tension of mind
experienced by men nerved for a desperate encounter, who suddenly find
that the enemy has vanished into
smoke, can be better imagined than
The ludicrousness of the
described.
situation struck us so forcibly that we
gave way to prolonged peals of the
heartiest lauirhter that have ever rung
on the quiet bosom of the great Yu-

—

would

relish

knowing that

some fresh fish, and
these Indians are expert

I
took some silver from my
pocket and, holding it in my hand,
went through a little pantomime performance. The Indians gravely watched me pointing to their nets and to
the river, and making the motion of
giving the coins. Two of them understood what was wanted, and catching
up their nets, sprang down the bank
with great alacrity. They were gone
about ten minutes, returning with
three fine salmon.
kon,
As their mode of catching salmon
It has been my lot to meet many
Indians roaming the vast tracts from is identical with that mysterious proBritish Columbia to Labrador but, of cess witnessed by Schwatka further
all the miserable creatures I ever saw, down the river, and which appears to
these were, without exception, the have puzzled him greatly, I may desworst, the poorest, and the most unin- cribe it briefly.
The fish, in their long journey up
telligent.
It is needless to say that
none of our party understood anything from the sea nearly two thousand
they said, as they could not speak a miles naturally follow the slack cur«
word of any language but their own. rent in the shallow water near the
As an instance of their stupidity, I shore, and they swim generally about
may mention that, wanting to buy two feet below the surface. One
some tea and other provisions from can easily trace their passage through
me, they tendered in payment the tin the water by the slight ripple which
stamps that are pat by some manu- they make on the surface, and, as
facturers on plugs of tobacco.
These they cannot see in the muddy water,
they signified to me had been given to they may, with care, be taken b^
them by the coast Indians in exchange gently placing a scoop-net in their
for fars. It is possible they hud taken way
and lifting them out when
them off the tobacco brought to them they enter it. VoUa tout le mysterd ?
by these Indians, and were trying to The Indian judges the depth by the
swindle me, but I am inclined to think siz3 and character of the advancing
not.
ripple, and simply moves his net to
They were engaged in salmon fish- and fro, keeping it always directly in
The
ing at the mouth of the Tatshun, and front of the unsuspecting fish.
I tried by signs to get some informa- salmon are passing constantly, thoustion from them about the stream they ands every day, so that an Indian
were fishing in, but I failed. I tried, youth has plenty of practice and soon
in the same way, to learn if there were becomes expert in this peculiar mode
any more Indians in the vicinity, but of fishing.
No picturesque watcher
again I utterly failed. I then tried by on the bank was seen, nor was any exsigns to find out how many days it traordinary power of vision necessary,
took to go down to Pelly River, but, the ripple being plainly visible to
although I have never known these every one. On the way down the
signs to fail in eliciting information in Lewes, the first of these " salmon ripany other part of the territory, they ples " noticed by us was about twendid not understand.
ty-five miles above Five Finger RaOne thing, however, they did com- pids. I have frequently seen them on
prehend.
Thinking that my men the Thompson and Fraser rivers and

fishers,

;

—

—

DOWN THE
in other parts of British Columbia,
but there, as the streams are for the
most part clear and the surface broken by eddies, a different method of

taking the

fish

has to be adopted.
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when

floating

among

them, where the shores of the river
are.
The current, too, is swift, leading
one to suppose the water shallow but
I think that even here a channel deep
enough for such boats as will navigate
this part of the river, could easily be
;

The Indian, knowing the habits of
fish, chooses some jutting point
round which the river takes a sudden found. Schwatka named this group
bend. The slack water is, of course,
Ingersoll Islands."
inshore, and though he cannot see the
On the 11th of August, near Hoofish, on account of the roughness of the che-koo Bluff, I met a party of miners
water, the fisher knows that hundreds coming out who had passed Stewart
of salmon are passing this point every River a few days before. They had
hour.
He gently drops his scoop-net seen no sign of Doctor Dawson there.
into the water upstream, sweeps down This was agreeable news to me, as I
the

'•'

with the current through three quar- expected that on account of the many
ters of the circumference of the circle, delays I had met with on the coast
lifts the net,
completes the circle, range, he would have reached that
quietly replaces the net and repeats
the operation over and over again.
In these sweeps the greatest care is
necessary, as the fish are exceedingly
alert and the least inadvertence will
send the whole line off into deep water.
The Indian's judgment and skill here
come into constant play and also finds
ample exercise in the selection of suitable fishing grounds.
Six miles below Rink Rapids are
what are known as " Little Rapids."
This is simply a barrier of rocks which
extends from the westerly side of the
Over
river about half way across.
this barrier there is a ripple which
would offer no great obstacle to the
descent in a good canoe. On the eastthe curerly side there is no ripple
rent is smooth and the water apparentI tried to sound it with a
ly deep.
six foot paddle, but could not reach

—

the bottom.
About a mile below Little Rapids
the river spreads out into a lake-like
expanse, with many islands this continues for about three miles when it
contracts to something like the usual
width but bars and small islands are
numerous all the way to Pelly River.
About five miles above Pelly River
there is another lake-like expanse fillThe river here is
ed with islands.
;

;

nearly a mile wide, and so numerous
clase are the islands that it is im-

and

point long before I arrived.

These miners also gave

come news that the story

me

the wel-

told at the

coast about the fight with the Indians
at Stewart River was apure fabrication.
The individual who spread the rumor
was a lawless character who had attempted to take the life of another
miner for which offence he was ordered to leave the district in mid-winter, an order which the miners consider
equivalent to a sentence of death.

—

Strange to say, however, he succeeded
in reaching the coast, having made a
distance of over five hundred miles, of
the most difficult and dangerous travelling, between the months of February and May; and there, partly from
malice and partly to account plausibly
for his inopportune appearance, he concocted the diabolical story which I had

heard.

The method of administering justice
the miners is simple and expeThey have their own code of
ditious.

among

laws, based on a pretty clear application of the principle of right and
wrong in dealing with each other, and

any one who should attempt, by means
of technicalities or " sharp practice," to
make wrong appear right, would, I

fancy, be judged more guilty than the
Any one who has
culprit himself.
been wronged, or thinks he has, calls
a meeting of the camp, which at once
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resolves itself into a board of trial to he had been so confidently building all
hear and dispose of the case. In all the way down the river, now tumbled
such trials, a man's known character about his ears in a sad heap of ruins.
evidently
boys had
his
for truthful and honorable dealing, or One of
the country, and
the reverse, is an important fjictor. had enough of

OOXFLIEXCE OF THE I'ELLY AND YUKON.

The miners, although they may not,
perhaps, understand all the fine shades
of difference between meum and tuum
distinguished by a Supreme Court
lawyer, are keen judges of fair play,
and it is hardly necessary to add that
their decisions, from which there is no
appeal, are generally regarded as satisfactory by all interested in the case.
This is certainly more than can be said
of the decisions of many of the socalled " Courts of Justice " of more
favored countries.
The same evening I

was glad to get out of it, even with
empty pockets; the other, after various
fruitless efforts to

make a " grub

stake,"

had given it up, and was sawing wood
for the more prosperous miners at $15
a month.

Next day, the 13th, I reached the
mouth of the Pelly, and found that
Dr. Dawson had arrived there on the
11th.
The Doctor had also met with

many

delays, and,

though nearly a

month behind the time arranged for
our meeting when I parted from him
met nine miners in May, we arrived here within two

on their way out, and the next day I days of each other. He had also heard
met three boats, each containing four the story of the Indian uprising in the
men. In the crew of one of them was interior, and had, on account of it,
a son of Captain Moore, from whom been kept in a state of anxious watchthe Captain obtained such informa- fulness for the greater part of the sumtion as induced him to turn back and mer.
I was pleased to find that he
accompany them out, I was sorry
common to both rivers. The
to the left
*The high
for the old man the air-castles, which pine at the bottom of the
is probably 70 feet high.
cliff

:

is

cliff

;
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>V

was
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no immediate want of prowhich had caused
me a great deal of uneasiness on the
way down the river, as it had been arranged l)etween us in Victoria that I
was to take with me provisions for his
party to do them until their return
to the coast. The Doctor was so much
behind the time arranged to meet me,
and so anxious to avoid delay at the
upper lakes, which freeze over early in
the autumn, that he determined to
in

visions, the fear of

start for the coast at once.
I therefore set about making a short report
and plan of
survey to this point
and, as 1 was not likely to get another

my
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THE YCKOX.

which can only be realized by those
who have experienced it.
I remained at the mouth of the
Pelly during the next day, taking
magnetic and astronomical observations, and making some measurements
of the river.

About a mile below the junction
with the Lewes, and on the south side,
stands all that remains of the only
permanent trading post ever built by
white men in the district. This post
was established by Robert Campbell,
for the Hudson's Bay Company, in the

summer

It was first built
of 1848.
upon the point of land between the
opportunity of writing at such length two rivers, but this location proving
for a year, I applied myself to a cor- untenable, on account of flooding by
respondence designed to satisfy my ice jams in the spring, it was, in the
friends and acquaintances for the en- season of 1852, moved across the river
suing twelve months. This necessi- to where the ruins now stand. It appeal's that the houses composing the
tated three days' hard work.
On the morning of the 17th, the post were not finished when the InDoctor departed for the outside world, dians from the coast on Chilkat
leaving'- ni" with a feeling ol loneliness and Chilkoot Inlets, came down the

—
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river to put a stop to the competitive
trade which Mr. Campbell had inaugurated, and which they found to seriproftts.
ously interfere with their
Their method of trade appears to have
been then pretty much as it is now

very one-sided. What they found
convenient to take by force, they took;
and what they found convenient to
pay for, they paid for at their own

—

price.

Kumors had reached the post that
the coast Indians contemplated a raid,
and, in consequence, the friendly Indians in the vicinity remained about
nearly all summer. Unfortunately,
however, they went away for a short
time, and, during their absence, the
coast Indians arrived and pillaged the
place, and set fire to it, leaving nothing but the remains of two chimneys,
which are still standing.
This raid
and capture took place on Sunday, the
Mr. Campbell
1st of August, 1852.
was ordered to leave the country within twenty-four hours, and accordingly
he dropped down the river. On his
way he met some of the local Indians,
and returned with them, but the robhad made

have
heard that the local Indians wished
to pursue and overtake them, but to
this Mr. Campbell would not consent.
Had they done so, it is probable that
not many of the raiders would have
bers

their escape.

I

escaped, as the superior local knowledge of the natives would have given

them an advantage

difficult

to

esti-

mate, and the confidence and spirit
derived from the aid and presence of a

white

much

man would have been worth
in such a conflict.

.

Mr. Campbell went on down the
river until he met the outfit for his
post on its way up from Fort Yukon.
He turned it back. He then ascended
the Pelly, crossed to the Liard, and
reached Fort Simpson, on the Mackenzie, late

in October.

by Captain Charles W. Raymond,

and they appear to have abandoned for the present at least all attempts to do any trade nearer to it
than Rampart House, to which point,
notwithstanding the distance and difficulties in' the way, many of the Indians on the Pelly- Yukon make a trip
every two or three years to procure
goods in exchange for their furs.
The ruins of Fort Selkirk stand on
a flat of considerable extent, which is
covered with a small growth of willow,
The soil is
poplar, and a few spruce.
trict,

—

—

a gravelly loam, covering a sub-soil of

This flat
gravel, evidently detritus.
extends up the river for several miles,
but is all covered thickly with timber,
except a small piece around the site of
the fort.
On the north side of the river there
is also a large plateau, bounded by a
perpendicular basalt cliff", two or three
hundred feet high, on which the soil
appears to be poor, judging from the
thinness and smallness of the trees.
This plateau seems to extend up the
Pelly for some distance, and down the
Yukon some ten or twelve miles. As
seen from the river, it reminds one of
the slopes and hills around Kamloops
in British Columbia.
On the 19th I resumed my journey
northward. Opposite Fort Selkirk,
the Pelly -Yukon river is about oneand it mainthird of a mile broad

Nothing more was ever done in the
vicinity of Fort Selkirk by the Hud- tains
son's Bay Company after these events,
iind in 1869 the company was ordered

vi'ho

represented the United States Government, to evacuate the post at Fort
Yukon, which he had ascertained to
The
be west of the 141st meridian.
post was occupied by the company,
however, for some time after the receipt of the order, until Rampart
House, which was intended to be on
British territory, and to take the trade
previously done at Fort Yukon, was
built.
Under present conditions the
company cannot very well compete
with the Alaska Fur Company, whose
agents do the only trade in the dis-

;

width down

to White River,
a distance of ninety-six miles. Islands
this

are numerous, so

much

so that there
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are few parts of the river where one or
more are not in sight many of them
are of considerable size, and nearly all
are well timbered.
Bars are also
numerous, but nearly all are composed of gravel, so that navigators

25th.
The water of this river is a
chalky white color, and so muddy that
it is impossible to see
through oneeighth of an inch of it. The current
is very strong, probably eight
miles or
more per hour. I spent most of the
will not have to complain of shifting day
trying to ascend the river, but
sand-bars.
The current, as a general found it impracticable;
after trying
thing, is not so rapid as in the upper for
several hours, the basemen succeed*^
part of the river, and the depth in the ed in doing
about half a mile only, and
main channel was always found to ex- I came to the
conclusion that it was
ceed six feet.
useless ir, trv to eet up this stream to
;

IXDIAX GR-WE NKAK KriSS OK KOKT J-ELKIRK.

On the evening of the 22nd, on coming ashore to pitch our camp for the
night, I was fortunate enough to get a
shot at a " wood cariboo," which came
down to the river-side to drink, a few
hundred yards from the spot where we
had landed. This was the only "wood
It is a
cariboo " seen on the river.

the boundary with canoes.
Had it
proved feasible, I had intended making a survey of this stream to the
boundary, to discover more especially
the facilities it offered for the transport of supplies in the event of a survey of the international boundary being undertaken.

The water from this river, though
larger and more beautiful animal than the ordinary cariboo which probably not one-fourth of the volume
roams in vast herds over these nor- of the Pelly-Yukon, discolors the
thern hills, and resembles the elk or water of the latter completely, and
wapiti, except that the antlers are about two miles below the junction
the Pelly-Yukon appears almost as
smaller.
White River was reached on the dirty as the White River.

much
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Between White and Stewart Rivers River, which he descended on a raft,
the river spreads out to a mile and up- taking five days to do so.
It is probable the river flowing
wards in width, and is a maze of
northward, on which he made a jourislands and bars.
Stewart River, which was reached ney and returned, is a branch of
on the following day, enters from the Peel River. The timber on the gravel
east in the middle of a wide valley, terraces of the water-shed, he describwith low hills on both sides, rising on ed as small and open. He was alone
the north side in clearly marked steps in this unknown wilderness all sumor terraces to distant hills of consider- mer, not seeing even any of the naThe river, a short dis- tives. There are few men, I think, so
able height.
tance up, is two hundred yards in constituted as to be capable of isolatwidth, the current slack, and the water ing themselves in such a manner.
On the 1st of September, we passed
shallow and clear, but dark-colored.
While at the mouth, I was fortunate the site of the temporary trading post
enough to meet a miner, named Mc- shown on the maps as Fort Reliance.
Donald, who had spent the whole of A few miles above this point the Tonthe summer of 1887 on the river and dac River of the Indians (Deer River
It
of Schwatka) enters from the east.
its branches, prospecting and exploring.
He gave me a good deal of in- is a small liver about forty yards wide
formation, which I have incorporated at the mouth, and shallow the water
This man is clear and transparent and of a beauin my map of the district.
had ascended two of the main branches tiful blue color. The Indians catch
of the river.
At the head of one of great numbers of salmon here. They
them he found a large lake, which he had been fishing shortly before my arnamed Mayhew Lake on the other rival, and the river for some distance
;

;

branch he found falls, which he estimated to be from one to two hundred

up was

full of

salmon

traps.

Several days of continuous heavy
I met several parties rain now interrupted our work, so
feet in height.
afterwards who had seen these falls, that Forty Mile River (Cone Hill Rivand they corroborated this estimate of er of Schwatka) was not reached till
their height.
McDonald went on past the 7th of September.
The current in Forty Mile River is
the falls to the head of this branch,
and found terraced gravel hills to the generally strong, and there are numerwest and north he crossed them to ous rapids, one, in particular, not far
the north and found a river flowing from the mouth, in which several min;

northward. On this he embarked on
a raft, and floated down it for a day or
two, thinking it would turn to the
west and join the Stewart, but finding
it still continuing north, and acquiring
too much volume to be any of the
branches he had seen while passing up
the Stewart, he returned to his point
of departure, and after prospecting
among the hills around the head of the
river he started westward, crossing a
high range of mountains composed
principally of shales with many thin
seams of what is called quartz, ranging from one to six inches in thickOn the west side of this range
ness.
he found the head waters of Beaver

The river is
ers have been drowned.
not wide, and one would think an ordinary swimmer would have no difficulty in reaching land but the coldness of the water soon benumbs a man
completely and renders him powerless.
In the early part of the summer an
Indian, from Tanana, with his family,
was coming down to trade at the post
at the mouth of Forty Mile River his
canoe upset in these rapids and he was
thrown clear of it, but the woman and
children clung to it. In the rough water
he lost sight of them and concluding
that they were lost, it is said he deliberately drew his knife and cut his throat,
thus perishing, while his family were
;

;

—

;

DOWN THE
hauled ashore by some miners.
The
chief of the band to which this
Indian
belonged came to the post and demanded pay for his loss, which he contended was occasioned by the traders having moved from Belle Isle to
Forty
Mile, thus causing his men to
descend
this dangerous rapid; and
there is
little doubt that had there
not been so
many white men in the vicinity he

would have

tried to enforce his demand.

Fifteen

miles below Forty Mile
River a large mass of rock stands on
the east bank.
This was named by

Schwatka
is

known

"

Roquette

Rock," but

it

"Old Woman
Rock " a similar mass on the west
side of the river being known as "
Old
to traders as

;

Man

names

Rock."
is

an

The

origin of
Indian legend, of

these

which

the following is the version given to
me by the traders
In remote ages there lived in this
locality a powerful Tshaumen.
There
also lived in the neighborhood of this
powerful being a poor man who had
the great misfortune to have an inveterate .scold for a wife.
He bore the
infliction for a long time without murmuring, in the hope that Xantippe
would relent; but time only seemed to
increase the virulence of her tongue
and temper. At length, growing weary
of the unceasing torment, he complained to the Tshaumen, who holds a posi:
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landing, she
mass of rock

was converted into the
which remains to this day
a memorial of her viciousness
and a
warning to all future scolds.
The
metamorphosis was effected by the
Tshaumen, but how the necessary force
was acquired to send her across
the

river, here half a mile wide,
or
er the kick was administered

Tshaumen

or the husband,

my

whethby the
narra-

tor could not say.
He was also altogether at a loss to account for the

conversion of the husband into the
mass
of rock on the west side of the
river;
nor can I offer any theory, unless it
be
that he was 'petrified by astonishment
at the result.

Such legends as this would be of
interest to ethnologists if they could
be procured directly from the Indians
but repeated by men who have little
or no knowledge of the utility of le-

gendary lore, and less sympathy with
it, they lose much of their
value.
ed

On the 14th
my survey

of September, I finishto the boundary.
In

the

afternoon, while waiting for a
an incident occurred which relieved the tedium and furnished amusesight,

ment for many days.
Parker and Sparks had gone ahead
down the river to set up the base. Instead of doing so, however, they appeared to be beating about the bush in a

most unaccountable manner. I was beand exercises an influence among coming impatient at the delay,
and
the people he lives with something watching through the
glass, when I saw
akin to that of the wise men or magi them make a swift rush
from the
of olden times in the east. The Tshau- wooded bank to the
canoe, grasp the
men comforted him and sent him paddles and ply them with desperate
home with the assurance that all energy. My first thought was that they
would soon be well.
had been attacked by a bear, but MorShortly after this the poor man rison, who was watching their movewent out to hunt and remained away ments closely, said
tion

:

many days endeavoring

to replenish

the domestic larder, but without avail;
he returned weary and hungry.only to
be met by his wife with a more than
usually violent outburst of scolding.
This so provoked him that he gathered all his strength and energy for one
grand effort, and gave her a kick that
sent her clear across the river.
On

D

" Is there

not something in the river
"

ahead of them ?
" Yes, by George

they are after a
moose," I cried, turning the glass in
!

A

the direction indicated.
magnificent buck moose had taken the water
some fifty yards ahead of them. Now
a man with a canoe can easily overtake a moose swimming, and the con-
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sequence was, that before they had
reached the middle of the river, they
were right on top of the animal. So
close in fact were they, that they could
have jumped upon its back if they
had so wished.
Now was the time for the coup-de-

when I saw Parker hastily
drop the paddle, and nervously fumble
about for his rifle, I knew the curtain
was up for a highly entertaining performance. A puff of smoke went up,
and bang: went the Winchester, announcing that the battle had begun.
Without waiting to see the effect of
Parker's shot, Sparks excitedly whipped out his revolver and began a regular fusilade at short range. The fun was
grace, and,

—

now

fast

;

and

furious.

—

Bang went
!

the

Winchester Pop Pop went the pistol
shots
and on serenely swam the
moose, makincr straight for a bar in

—

!

!

the river.
" By George
Charlie, they are going to lose him," I said, laughing till
the tears ran down my face. " Here
is our winter camp, and lots of fresh
!

m

at the door you had betgo down and try a shot."
In the meantime the young Nimrods
had emptied both rifle and revolver to
no effect the moose had gained the
bar and was fl.ying across it at railway
Gladman, whom nothing ever
speed.
unduly excited, set oft' leisurely. Ar-

meat right

;

ter

;

rived at the point where the moose
had taken the water, he proceeded
methodically to set up and adjust the
base.
By this time the moose had
gained the bank and was lost to view,
still pursued by Parker and Sparks,

who, having no more ammunition, were
yelping like a couple of dogs.
While taking the angles

I

was

the moose suddenly
break covert from the bluff right above
Gladman's head and come tearing
down the bank towards him. The
moment was an exciting one. Startled
as I was to see the animal reappear
startled

to see

was thunder-struck to
was entirely unconand thinking, no
doubt, that the moose had made good
in this

way,

I

see that Gladman
scious of danger,

"

;

DOWN THE
his escape, and that it would be useless to iollow him, was standing with
his back to the bluff busied about some
little matters of the camp.
I pride myself on being able to shovi,
when the occasion demands it, and
now, making a trumpet of my hands,
in my excitement I fairly roared,
"
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After clearing away the top soil and
excavating some distance into the side
of the hill for a foundation, the bottom
round of the house was laid and em-

bedded in the place so cleared. The
next round of logs was then put up
and fitted in place it was then rolled
off, and on top of the first round was
;

Moose, Charlie Moose
laid a thick layer of moss.
M-oo-s-e !1!
The second
Gladman heard and understood, round of logs was then put back in
though the distance must have been a its place on top of the moss, which
was so thick that the second round
good mile and a half.
Picking up his rifle, he ran up and did not lie on the saddles at the cordown the ])each looking in all direc- ners, but rode on the moss. This was
tions He could see no trace of the ani- done with each succeeding round until
mal, while from my point of view, with the^ requisite height was reached, when
the glass, I could plainly see him, with the ordinary kind of shanty roof, connose outstretched and antlers laid back, sisting of poles, was put on. On these
crashing down the bank not twenty was laid a layer of moss about one
foot thick, and on this about one foot
yards from him.
The mystery was cleared up by of clay. In the roof were two ventilaGladman walking quietly down the tors, which could be closed altogether
The faithful " Hoodashore, round a bend or bay in the river, if necessary.
"
taken
to pieces, as we had
to a point about half a mile below the linka was
her, to supply
for
further
use
no
yelping
of
faint
which
the
from
camp,
" the dogs " proceeded.
This point boards for flooring and a door.
To heat the building, a large stone
was directly in the line of sight of the
telescope, and it was here, instead of furnace was built, in size three feet
the front end of this was
at the camp, that I had seen the moose by eight
into
a fireplace with an oven
fashioned
this
When
rufching down the bank.
the other end
simple explanation dawned upon me, on top for cooking
The
was formed into a chimney.
it is neeriless to say that I felt mortistone,
mass
of
a
large
was
structure
vexation
My
fied at my stupidity.
vanished, however, when a lew min- bound together by a tough white clay
utes later I heard two shots in quick which we found in the vicinity, and
succession from Gladman's rifle, which which baked hard and white, and did
the heat. When this
I knew meant that we should have not crack with
which it took
heated,
once
was
mass
moose steak for supper.
it retained the heat for
do,
to
days
two
winter
our
reached
now
We had
!

!

!

;

;

camp, and the next few days were
busily spent in preparing our winter
quartei-s, and in building a magnetic
observatory and a transit house. As
I had been led to expect extremely
low temperature during the winter, I
adopted precautionary measures, in
order to be as comfortable during our
stay there as circumstances would permit.

A

few remarks descriptive of our

residence

may

not be uninteresting.

a long time.
With the weight of the roof and
walls, the moss between the logs was
so pressed, that it filled every crevice,
and made almost a solid wall. DurinfT the winter the ventilators were kept
open all the time; yet the lowest
temperature observed in the house
during our stay was 48° Fahrenheit
the average in the morning, before the
60° Fahfire was lighted, was about
renheit.

(to be continued.)

ORIGIN OF THE SOCIAL CRISIS

IN

THE UNITED STATES.

(A Monarchist's View.)

BY VISCOUNT DE FKONSAC.

When to an organism or to a mechanism anything happens to disturb the
plan of its motion, before the reason
why the disturbance has happened may
be known, the laws that govern must
be understood. That great complex organism, the state, whose unit in some
epochs is the family, in others is the
individual, and in some times and
places is both, is no exception to the

New World to found a government
without a king, and a church without
a bishop. As aristocracy is an adjunct of monarchy, and aristocracy
relies on the strength and permanence

of the family, the Puritans of ^he New
England colonies made laws inhibiting the entailment of estates. Agriculture is the necessary pursuit of
those who have great estates.
Since,
rule.
It is an error of judgment to in New England, the individual insuppose that any law has exceptions stead of tliB family was made the
exceptions belong to different cate- political unit, and the laws were so
framed as to discourage great landed
gories.
The United States was founded on holdings, the enterprise of the section
two different systems of social polity. went to the building of towns and
The Southern colonies reckoned fam- cities. What farms there were, were
ily as the political unit, and early had poor and small, and the farming class
hereditary estates engrafted into their were stingy and dwarfed in sentisystem. In Virginia and the Caro- ment. The best blood was in the
linas entailed estates were permitted cities, of which Boston was chief The
by law. This law fostered the growth chief pursuit was commerce on the
of the family, and favored agriculture seas, and the merchant class of the
necessarily.
Consequent on this, city higher order were cultivated and libinfluence in
Southern affairs was eral by intercourse with foreign nasmall, and Southern cities could not tions, and their children received the
compare, even with cities of the same benefit of their parents' experience,
The commersize in the North, in wealth, culture, education and wealth.
and enterprise. The South had few cial cities of New England also remanufactures. The glory and valor ceived, among foreign settlers of a
of the section was with the country mean description who acted as servfamilies, and with them none in the ants and laborers, others of a higher
North could compare in fame and degree, until gradually the old Puritan
continuity of excellence. The sum stiffness and bigotry wore away, and
total of wealth in the South was not the family as a unit, if not actually in
so great as that in the North
but, use, began to have a theoretical value.
individually, the people were more
But with the formation and growth
comfortable, for in the North there of cities and towns in the interior of
early began that instability of institu- the New England and Middle States,
tions resulting in the increase of a new element began to exercise an
wealth among the few, and extreme influence over the laws already in expoverty and industrial
servitude istence. These new cities of the inamong the many.
terior
away from the sea were not
The Northern colonists came to the based on commerce, but owed their

—

;

—

—

—
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importance to manufacture of an

in-

creasing variety of objects of utility
and ornamentation.
At first, the trade oE these manufacturing centres was mainly with
the South, but the commercial enterprise of the coast cities, speedily bearing in ships the commodities of foreign

manufacture cheaper in price and
more artistic and durable, caused the
representatives in the national legislature to Vje divided into two classes
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which the foes of the South, in the
general government, seized on as a
plea to alienate the political friendship
between the South and the coast
cities of the North
a friendship based
on free trade, and, in addition, on the
Southern side, on State sovereignty.
By maintaining this sovereignty, the
South hoped to maintain her family
unit system, agricultural stability and
general prosperity a prosperity that
was greater with even the humblest
individuals in the South than with
people of the same class in the North.
The poor whites of the South were

—

—

those who wished to allow foreign
goods a free market, for the benefit of
the buyer and sea-merchant and (2)
those who desired to put a heavy never hungry they never rioted from
tariff on foreign goods, to exclude bad treatment, nor " struck" for higher
them, for the benefit of the home pay, as their fellows of the North.
manufacturer.
The policy was eminently successThis was the first menace of impos- ful. The question of slavery became
ing the Northern system on the South. involved in the quarrel, and the-South
Such a system, bred in manufacturing was isolated.
cities,
meant the impoverishment
It is folly to suppose that compact,
of the agricultural South, the de- agreement or promise will stand becline of the great sea-merchant class, fore self-interest or expediency, unless
and the substitution of the individual upheld by force. The South, in 1861,
Northern
unit in the placu of the family in in contending with the
every part of the States. The at- democracy determined to call on this
tempt to impose these Uiriff laws met force, and assembled her armies to rewith opposition in the South and in pel the armies which had been prethe coast cities. The opposition in pared and assembled to invade her
the South took the form of declaring territories and overthrow her instituthat the rights of the States were in- tions. The Northern democracy, led
vaded by the general government, by patriotic furor and the arguments
since the Constitution by which the of the anti-slavery people, were blind
States agreed to be ruled gave the to the fact that behind this was the
general government the privilege of plan of the manufacturers of the inassessing taxes for revenue only, and terior cities to form after the South
a monopoly, and
in this instance it was endeavoring to had been crushed
to rule the
oligarchy,
the
an
to
finally
lay the South under tribute
manufacturing North. South Caro- country.
It was during the civil war which
lina tleclared that she would not perthat the clothing mills, the
ports.
her
in
followed
levied
mit a tariff to be
This was the celebrated nullification iron foundries, manufactories of all
a
act, promoted by John C. Calhoun, of kinds, began to feel the benefit of
war
the
When
monopoly.
partial
that state.
In the coast cities of the North, the was finished, slavery was gone; the
opposition took another course. The family unit system of the South was
What then remained ? The
cry there was " Free trade and sail- broken.
the benefit of
ors' rights !" (meaning the rights of scheme of a tariff for
and
a transfer of
goods,
of
maker
the
commerce).
Now, there was in the South at a further burden of taxation on the
the country.
this time a system of negro slavery agricultural districts of
(1)

;

;

—
—

;

—

—
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Foreign commerce,

also,

being under

restrictions so great as to

amount

to

prohibition, the sea-merchant class
expired, or retired to other lands.

From this time the manufacturing
element and their friends the railroad magnates enjoyed the monopoly
of the market and the carrying trade.
That

class, as the financial records of
the country show, was the only class
All others
that increased in wealth.
lost in proportion.
The ship-yards
were empty. The proceeds of the
great importing houses grew smaller.
Sea-captains transferred their services
The farmer, unable
to foreign flags.
to secure enough from the sale of his
produce to supply his farm with the
necessary appliances and material for
raising good crops, mortgaged
his
little holding and sent his sons to the
"
neighboring city, to be the " slaves
of some milling
company. Threefourths of New England farms were
thus mortga":ed. The influence of this
monopoly extended to the half-opened
West, and in those States adjoining
both banks of the Mississippi, the
average was two-thirds of the farms

The vast capitals of
the trusts rapidly ate the principal
and interest of individual buyers of
the great body of the people,
through the greater expense of living
that advanced prices entailed. Many
laborers left off working, in despair,
"
and joined the multitude of " tramps
that filled every district of the land.
People in New York city lived, in the
poorer quarters, more closely packed
and meaner than in the most of the
overcrowded cities of Europe.
The party for free trade was not
open market.

—

dead. It became an article of "political
faith " in the platform of the " DemoSeveral times, an eleccratic party."
tion of a presidential candidate and a
majority of honest representatives in

Congress would have insured its .sucBut it was not until the elecces.s.
tion of Cleveland the second time
that the calamity of free trade threatened the trusts and combines.

Every four years since the establishment of the American democracy,
have the communities of which it is
composed been threatened by more or
less danger to their commercial and
financial arrangements.
When Cleveland was elected in
1892, the manufacturing establishments and all the " trusts and com-

under mortgage.
In the meantime the cities grew,
and the country districts^ became
abandoned about them. The South,
that, immediately after the war, had bines," believing that their power was
advanced a trifle from the desolating shaken, began to do less work and
influence of invasion, sank back again withhold the capital they were about
But, along with this, as
to invest.
in despair.
But in order to keep control of the they, through their influence over the
market, the manufacturing monopo- government, had closed the market,
lies
whose scheme had triumphed and as they had manufactured so
with the government, by the imposi- many goods that the supply was increasing over the demand, the surplus
tion of a tariff" of enormous degree,
under the excuse of raising a revenue could not be carried into other marto pay the principal and interest of kets, because their own market price
the war debt, determined to combine. was equal to the price of foreign
For this purpose nearly every manu- goods, plus the tariff! The tariff, in
facturing industry of a kind went into some cases, was 100 per cent. Then,
a "trust," or "combine," to make it im- again, as they had been steadily
possible for any firm to sell goods for drawing the principal of the people's
less than the dictated figure.
The property to themselves by these
market being closed, the supply of means, it had previously become a
money necessarily was limited, more necessity to raise the coinage of silso than it would have been with an ver to an equality of gold, in order,

—

—
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false basis to the finan^

scheme, to prolong the period of
their operations.
As the spider plays
with the fly, as the cat allows the
partial escape of the mouse, only to
pounce on it the more greedily, so
they, by issuing silver on a gold basis,
gave the people a fictitious prosperity.
It has been said that the moneypower which thee combines represent,
angry that the people should have escaped them by the adoption of free
trade jjrinciples, determined to stop
the mills, withhold payment from the
banks, and discharge employes from
railways and factories. Their alleged
purpose in so doing was to bring the
cial

people, by the power of distress, to
acknowledge their masters, and to believe that popular prosperity depends
on subserviency to the plans of the

moneyed classes.
It must be understood that

for long
there has been such a community of interest between members
of Congress and the manufacturing
trusts and railway combines, as to
lead the careful observer to conclude
that Congress is the stock exchan;^'e,
and Consjressmen are the salaried attorneys or clerks of the same.

years

But

it

has been so expensive for
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drawn out

in this article it is the
laws operating in the body
politic, which even the money power
could not affect. It is all very well
for the man being borne along on the
effect of

current to seem to direct

much he directs
when he attempts

How

may

be

to

move

in the op-

posite direction.
If all the great

monopolies and

it.

it

shown

corporations and

millionaires

should

distribute their wealth to the American people, while the laws on which

the movements of the American social
system are made remain unaltered,
the same catastrophe would occur
again later on.
The effect of these laws was foreseen from the very beginning by a
few representatives of the American
colonies in the constitutional convention of 1787, but their protests were
unheeded, because no one believed in
them but the silent, unrepresented
minority of wise and cultured men,
who of right are the natural rulers,
but in democracies never have a right.
The deplorable condition of things
in the United States has been brought
about by avarice and selfish partisanAvarice has erected these barship.
riers against free trade which have
put chains on the sea-merchant, the
Selfish partisailor and the farmer.
sanship of politicians has effected an
abolition of the family as a unit, in
ordei- to admit the servile horde of

these monopolies to run the government, costing every presidential election the output of 820,000,000, that
possibly the easier plan of coercing
the people might prove less expensive
in the end.
Years ago, the astute Gladstone, in
conversation with an American banker
in regard to the extreme wealth in
the hands of a few, when compared
with the sum-total of all wealth in
America, showed that it were possible
for a union of such wealthy men to
control affairs, by bringing calanaity
on the market through the withdrawal of their capital and the stop-

the mind of the
American seeks to avoid the truth, it
must come finally even if too late to
be of any practical value, that " de-

ping of the multitudinous industries
which they directed.
But, while this might be possible
to those who have the means, yet in
the continuance of affairs on the lines

mocracies are the aspects of a people's
government in a state of decay."
It has been so throughout the world's
Democracy was the governhistory.
when that nation fell
Greece
ment of

foreigners to an equal, individual,
share in the government, well knowino' that the gain of their votes is always to the demagogue, never to the
cultivated class whose ancestral or

family history,

if

recognized,

would

make them chief.
However much

—

—

l/
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servitude.
It was the governof Rome, when citizenship was
universal and barbarism disgraced the prerogatives of Caesar.
France, also, now so corrupt in private
life as well as in public, can boast of
nothing worthy the happier epochs of

Already the cry of the hungry is
heard in the streets.
The tornh of
the incendiary is being dipped in
petroleum. The knife of the assassin is being sharpened in secret.
Poverty, gaunt and pitiless, is mar-

Yet
the empire and the monarchy.
neither Rome nor France have had a
government so democratic as has the
United States. In Rome, the em-

and

into

ment
made

peror,

though sometimes

elected,

was

shalling his legions, who are as gaunt
pitiless as himself.
Cruelty, that

has oppressed them at the command
of the monopolist and money -sharper
and politician, now, by reflex, gives
life to their bodies.
Revenire guides
it to a purpose.
That purpose who
can withstand Is it that the pampered
and unprincipled, who have no centre

—

su|)posed to rule for life, and had the
choice of a successor approved by
the Senate. Rome also had a nobility,
founded on that sort of merit that of action but in isolated self-interest,
prosperity recognizes, even if honor are about to be broken by insurrecdoes not. And France has a Legion tion ?
Is it the restoration of the
of Honor, falsely so named under the ancient
aristocracy of the South,
corrupt republic, and her Senate has that this same pampered and unlife members, while the nobility are principled class plotted to ruin in
neither excluded from citizenship nor the days that are gone ?
May not
denied their titles. Yet in America the Southern section of States, with
none of these things exist, or are what memories yet remain with them,
allowed to exist. Every foreigner of unite among themselves to rekindle
rank is obliged to disavow his family the beacon of their hope
to form
dignities before he can become a citi- anew the model of their confederacy
zen.
Every prop that personal ethics that was broken at Gettysburg to reseeks is taken away, and the flat store the sceptre to the family, and
equality renders government into the rulership to its more enduring prinhands of the worthless and ignoble. ciple ? No one can foresee
It is they who have made these laws
The remedies that Congress provides
and restrictions, from fear of the better will be insufficient to patch up a system
classes.
It is they who have sold the radically wrong. They can only postheritage of colonial excellence, that pone the breaking away of the flood
did not belong to them, to avarice, and through all that conflnes.
now they shall reap their reward.
!

;

;

!

TO WILblAM WATSON.
Too arid

of those earthly crumbs of praise,
strove with youth's wild will to make the gods
Fling down from their repast the food he prays
And clutches for between the Muse's nods.

He

They gave the gift divine, and yielded him
The god's Tarpeian madness, pitying
Yet heartless, damned with godlike blessing grim
What would we not to sods a ransom flins ?

—Arthur

J.

:

Stringer.

—

O'HAGAN'S POEMS:

;

A STUDY."

BY EMILY MCMANUS.

who said long ago,
the songs of a people,
and you shall make its laws." The truth
under this aphorism is as potent today as it was then yet how few
recognize it.
Nay, do people not act
It was Fletcher
"

Let

me make

;

the poet is but a dreamer or a visionary, a being of little moment in this
busy, practical world. Yet in reality
it is the poet who makes firm the
foundations of a nation who shows
it a true ideal toward which to strive
;

THOMAS o'HAUAN.

they believed the very reverse to
be true ? " Let us make the laws,"
they seem to say, " and we care not

as

if

who makes

the songs."

To

the

"In Dreanilond, and other Poems."
O'Hajran. The Williamson Book Co., Ltd.
*

many

by Thomas

gives heart and hope to the
and points the heights to
which their unborn sons will climb.
Not all imaginative is the picture the

who

toilers,

poet draws

who

tells

us

:

—

;

—

—

"

;

—

:
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"In

the dim, waste lan<ls of the Orient slauds
of a race so old and vast,
That the greyest legend cannot lay hands
On a single fact of its tongueless past
Not even the red gold crown of a king,
Nor a warrior's shield, nor aught beside,
Can history out of the ruins wring
They had no pott, and so they died."

The wreck

Brown, of Ottawa, gave to the public
a volume of poems of excellent ma-

and fine literary finish, which
certainly deserves a more cordial recognition than has yet been accorded
terial

and

still, Mr. Wetherall, of
has issued a collection
which should be in the hands of every
Canadian, containing, as it does, many
of the finest poems in our literature.

it;

later

Strathroy,

History, at least, has proved to us
that a country which has no inspiration for a poet, which cares so much
for the material side of life that the
spiritual side is not allowed to develop, will never become a great, a
and this
wise, or a happy nation
Emerson felt when, in his magnificent
the materialistic
diatribes against
tendency of his country, he electrified
his prosperous compatriots into qnestioning if, after all, the dollar were
almighty. And yet, was the warning
heeded ? Of that fine literary band
;

which grew

up

The

of

Canadian

—

!

!

verse,

of affection.

"The world

too

is

much with

us: late and

soon.

Getting and spending,
Little

We

we

have
boon

we lay waste our powers

Nature that

see in

given our

is

hearts

ours

;

away, a sordid

I

So Wordsworth mourned

Brj'ant,
Lowell,
Longfellow,
Poe,
Whittier, Holmes, all born within a
decade or two of each other, only
Holmes remains, and who are there to
take their places ? Strange, is it not ?
There is no poet in all the Great
Republic worthy to take rank with
Surely the cry is, " Ichabod
these.
Ichabod
Thy glory is departed."

—

volume

taining poems of patriotism, of faith,

and

Emerson,

about

latest

In Dreamland, and Other Poems," by
Thomas O'Hagan, is a beautifully
bound and finely printed book, con"

in the be-

ginning of this century, beating, not
in vain, against the apathy of his
and so Mr. O'Hagan very appropriately introduces us to his charming
volume of poems, each one a tacit pro-

all

age

;

In particuChristmas Chant" shows the
strong, keen joy there is in unselfish
test against worldliness.

lar, "

A

fellowship

:

But we have wandered far a-field,
Ring in the memories of olden days.
to where the shadows lie let us come And the joys of bright Christmastide,
'

'

;

for the hearts that
back to the promise of our own dawn A wreath of songsouls
who died.
A prayer for the
for, truly, in several of our younger Ring in the love of a mother's heart,

— Lampman, Roberts, Campbell,
— there a vigor and a glow

poets
Scott

is

which

bespeak a glorious morning.
We can only hope that no wave of
unspiritualism will ever rise high
enough in Canada to prevent that
morning from merging into a perfect
day.

The

faith of a father's tear

These bind the links of sweet Christmastide,
A golden chain for the year,
j

hearts that love.
feel the cheer

Ye

;

The wreath
But hides a

of

song

tear.

" Around the hearth we miss each friend,
Around our joys fond memories blend
The broken strings ah, who will place
;

—
Life's tuneful lyre recalls each face
The old — the young — the loved ones dear
':

At present one gratifying fact in
Canada is the literary activity which, Bloom
in spite of a widespread indifference
and lack of the ordinary stimulus (we
refer to the absence of a home market for literary wares), shows no sign
One' of the surest
of abatement.
proofs of this is the number of books
of poetry yearly issued from the Canadian press. Quite recently, Mr. J. H.

live,

:

in our heart through memory's
" Ring in the starry songs of heaven.

tear.

flame-lit hours of Ifappy home
Across the sky in distant dreamland.

The

Sweet voices

;

fill

the starry dome.

The heart of June is filled with throbbings.
Hark to the laughter of sweet May
Around the fire bright months of roses
Clasp hands and welcome Christmas day.
!

hearts that sing
not sorrow,

And know

:

;

;

;

;

GHAGAtrS POEMS: A STUDY.
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Come,

let

Ye dream of hopes
That light to-morrow.
us welcome at the door

It is linked in mystic

And

friends our hearts have known of yore
Give to our boards good Christmas cheer,
And crown with flowers the closing year ;
Sing 'round the merry, merry song,
of life

There

is

measure to sweet voices

from above.

The

The wine
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is Starr 'd with ripest
blessing thro' a
mother's sacred love
sweet and strong and tender are the memories that it brings,
I list in joy and rapture to the song my
;

;

As

— in deeds prolong."

mother sings."

a simplicity and an earnest-

ness here which j^ives this poem a
charm often lacking in more ambitious
efforts.
Indeed, the chief
merit of all Mr. O'Hagan's poems consists in a directness of thought and
purity of diction, joined with an unfailing melodiousness.
His poems appeal to the heart rather than to the
mind, and thus have within themselves that quality which in all ages
has taken deepest hold of the people.
This peculiar charm we find strongest
in " The Song My M(jther Sings,"
which has a fine lyric flow, and ease
of movement

Many

other poems in the volume
same strong affection for
the days of childhood and the ideals
of the past.
The titular poem in particular dwells on this

show

this

:

"I dreamt a dream of the old, old days,
When life was sweet and strong,
When the breath of morn swept thro' the groves
Like the notes of a joyous song;

And I knelt beside my mother's knee,
And lisped in faith her prayer.

When
Too

the lilacs bloomed and the roses bled.
the morning air."

full of

"A Gate of Flowers," "Revand " Two Roses" deal with that
happy period of life before care has
claimed her subject. Yet charming
"O sweet unto my heart is the song my mother as are these poems through their sympathetic cadences and natural longide is brooding on its dark and noiseings, we feel that in "Ripened Fruit"
.^.,-

wings

Every note

is

;

charged with

memory

—every

nieinory bright with rays
Of the ifolden hours of promise in the lap of
cliildhood's days

;

The orchard blooms anew and each blossom

And

scents the way,
1 feel again the breath of eve

new-mown hay

among the

;

While through the

halls of

memory

in

happy

notes there rings
All the life-joy of the past in the song

my

I

;

the heart with rapture thro' the
sacred pulse of time
But all the music of the past, and the wealth
that memory brings,
Seem as nothing when I listen to the song my
stir

mother
"

It's

sings.

a song of love and triumph,

toil

and

bright with dreams and
days that are to be.

is

And

it's

a song of

care.

It is filled with chords of pathos,
notes of praver

It

not what my heart hath lost
cannot strike the chords of old
The breath that charmed my morning life
Hath chilled each leaf within the wold.

"I know

;

Tlie swallows twitter in the sky,

But bare the nest beneath the eaves

The

;

my

care are gone
but the rustling leaves.

fledglings of

And left me
And yet I know my life hath strength,
And firmer hope and sweeter prayer,
For leaves tiiat murmur on the ground
Have now for me a double care.
them the hope of spring.
erst did plan the autumn day
I see in them each gift of man
Grow strong in years, then turn to clay.
1 see in

lime.

That

the author has struck a truer because
a deeper and more vibrant chord.
Change is the law of our being; what
then avails regret for the past ? Happier are those who are allowed to
pluck the " Ripened Fruit."
I

mother sings.
have listened to the dreamy notes of Chopin
and of Liszt,
As they dripp'd and droop'd about my heart
and tilled my eyes with mist
I have wept strong tears of pathos 'neath the
spell of Verdi's power.
As I heard the tenor voice of grief from out the
doDJon tower
And Gounod's oratorios are full of notes sub-

"

So, too,

erie,"

and

it's

set in

;

all is lost— the fruit remains
That ripened through the summer's ray
The nurslings of the nest are gone,
Yet hear we still their warbling lay.
The glory of the summer sky
May change to tints of autumn hue
But faith that sheds its amber light
Will lend our heaven a tender blue.

Not

;

visions of

the

the heartis strong in faith's devotion as
beat of the sea
;

That

altar of eternal youth
faith that beckons from afar
!

!

;

——

:

—"

"

—

"

—

—

—
;
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Give to our lives a blossomed fruit
Give to our morns an evening star

wealth

of

fervor

went

!

In his songs of Canada Mr, O'Hagan
shows a true poetic fire and earnestIn particular, " My Native
ness.
Land " has a fine patriotic ring and
should be set to music. Here is one

sentiment

and

patriotic

far in attracting not only

Irish regard but French as well, for
we find "A Gate of Flowers" translated
into French, and published in Paris,

an attention not often paid

to

Can-

adian poems.

stanza

But, considering the ardent glow of

"My

his patriotic poems, and the proverbial
tendency of his race towards the softer

native land,

The sunshine

how

me

dear to

your glory
How dear to me your deeds of fame,
Embalm'd in verse and story
From east to west, from north to south.
In accents pure and tender,
of

!

passions, there is a remarkable dearth
in Mr. O'Hagan's poems of
any-

!

Let's sing in lays of joyous praise
Your happy homes of splendor,
Dear native land
I

Other poems of this class are "Our
Dear Land," "An Ode to the New
Year," "A Song of Canadian Rivers,"
and " The Maple and Shamrock."
Everywhere Mr. O Hagan shows his
love for Canada, and his faith in her
future.
No chilling pessimism mars
his verse, no mistrust darkens it,

Own

"While with

a faith and purpose true
We'll guard your future glory.
Our own dear land "

In his songs of Ireland, Mr.O'Hagan
equally felicitous.

"A Dream

—

'

and poems "In Memoriam

!

is

thing at all approaching love. " To
Laura." a short poem of two stanzas
not parti(!ularly remarkable for fire
is the only indication of such we find.
It looks very much as if our poet, in
this particular, has proved false to all
the well established traditions of his
race and brotherhood. We question
if
ever poet before so completely
ignored that diviner breath of being.'
Poems written for special occasions,
"Profecturi Salutamus," " Memor et
Fidelis," " Moore Centenary Ode," etc.,

of

"

make up

the remainder of the volume. Of these
latter, the best is one in memory of
the author's father, showing strongly
Faith as an abiding principle of life.

Erin" is sweet and plaintive,
but
"
only a dream. "A Message to Erin
Other poems show this principle of
is a song of love and hope, typical of Faith even more fully, and perhaps we
Erin's children the world over.
But cannot do better in closing this sketch
by far the best of his Irish poems is of a volume, pure, simple, and melod"Erin Machree."
ious in every line, than to quote the
"

'Tis strange that,

tho' cradled 'neath

maple

and pine.
should thirst strong for thy patriot
wine;
In childhood I dreamt of thy ivy-crown'd

tower.
And in fancy I've strayed by the streamlet and

bower
I've wandered afar from the place
birth

To the land

of

my

fathers

—the

of

mv

fairest

on

earth

And with
As

heartfelt devotion I've wished thee
as free
the home of
birthplace, dear Erin

my

Machree

!

poem

in every way
of the high praise bestowed

This

is

a

poem showing his

rule

of life:—

My soul

And

author's closing

worthy
by the

Dublin press on Mr. O'Hagan's earlier
volume, "A Gate of Flowers," published in 1887. Without doubt the

"MY

IDOL.

Hearts oft bow before strange idols,
Strength of power and breath of fame,
And, forgetful of life's morning,

Dream

of noontide's gilded name
idol that I cherish
Knows no glory e'en in part
'Tis the simple faith of childhood
heart.
Long grown strong within

But the

my

In the darkest hour of trial,
When each star has veiled its face,

Turn I fondly to my idol
Full of heavenly light and a;race
Then my step grows firm and steady
Down the mystic path of night,
For the simple faith of childhood
Guides me, leads me ever right."
;

Queen's University, Kingsto.v.

MOVING

HOUSE.

BY BERNARD MCEVOY.
Peopli-:

choose, as a rule, smooth They
stretch out fine filaments of
soul
things to say to their friends, and the
into every room and corner.
They
voice of perfect candour is rare. Cangrow to their surroundings. Events
dour does not seem to consort with
happen, and the house becomes
redoperfect friendliness.
When a man lent of associations and
memories.
says, narrating a conversation, " I told
That is a poor life that does not warm
him exactly what I thought of him," and enliven
its brick and wood tenewe know instinctively that what he ment. It is
not only the sunshine of
said was the reverse of complimentary. this
year that comes in at the winIt is a sad thing that so few of us can
dows, but that of years gone b}-.
bear the truth to be told us about When
the snow comes, the imaginaourselves, and it is one of the perils tion
shapes it into the ghosts of "winof the opulent and powerful that they ters
past.
And what shall be said of
never hear it or hardly ever. This the ties
that connect us with stores,
concealing of the truth extends to the with tradesmen,
with bells sounding
possessions of our friends as well as in the early
morning, with the letter^
to themselves. Thus, if a man live in carrier
who brings our letters, with
a small house, the adjectives employed the daily walk
of the children to
by his acquaintances are, "snug" and school ? All these things
are against
" compact."
When they get out into listening to the voice that says we
the street after calling u|)on him and shall have to move.
his wife, they say: "What a fearful
Of course, the great difficulty is
crammy hole hardly room enough to getting a place to move to. A
great
swing a cat round." The man and his many causes of insanity
are menwife, however, only hear the fii-st ver- tioned in the statistics
of lunatic asydict, and
they are comforted and lums, but as house-hunting is not one
strengthened in their determination of them, any reasonable man
must
not to remove to another dwelling at doubt those records. Lightheartedly
present.
There are inconveniences, a man may begin to seek for a house,
but a house that can awaken such but as he pursues the quest his heart
commendations cannot be so very bad. sinks within him like lead. He beAnother caller congratulates the mis- gins it furtively and casually by looktress of the tiny home that she ing at the advertisements as he
comes
escapes the responsibilities and work home in the street-car. But as he
attendant upon a larger domicile. It gradually yields to the fascination,
is
probable that a married couple these become his only reading. He
would never move house if they lis- mentions a few of them at the eventened only to the advice of their ing meal, and they begin to form the
friends.
It is certain that they never constant topic of after-dinner converwould if they took the advice of their sation. Both the good man and his
landlord.
It is a poor place indeed wife discover that deep buried in
that a landlord or an auctioneer can- their hearts is that love of change
not tind a complimentary epithet for. which in the savage state of humanity
Another difficulty in the way of leads to nomadic habits. Hitherto it
moving house is the habit that some has been repressed by circumstances,
people have of taking root in a place. or by the antagonistic influence of

—

—
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Moreover, the adverother forces.
tisements afford starting points for
imaginative excursions into the future.
If there are any young people,
imagination runs riot, and talk goes
The
rate.
at a fast and furious
younger people are, the more faith
they have that change of location
means betterment. After a few evenings of the seductive literature of
house advertising, the household goes
The
to bed thoroughly demoralized.
older heads keep their equilibrium,
but the youngsters simply give the
rein to fancy and are talking into the
small hours about what they will do
From this time
in the new house.
on, a series of phantasmagoria passes
before the mental eyes of the hapless

knows nothing about a house

at

all,

and wonders that ever he could have
thought the one specially under conThere is persideration a possibility.
haps nothing that gives a man such
a wholesome distrust of his own
powers as an experience or two of this
sort.

But when the necessity

for

moving

becomes assertive. In a
week or two the tabooed subject is
revived, and the fire of conversation
upon it blazes again with vigour. It
is common at such times for the head
of the household to begin to talk of it
in a judicial and exhaustive way.
He gets a piece of paper and a pencil,
and endeavors to arrive at some definite limits within which the earthfamily. Now it is one street, and now quake now recognized to be inevitable
There is great viranother. A house looms up in all its is to take place.
magnificence of accommodation, only tue in a piece of paper and a pencil.
to be effaced by one possessing greater Sometimes his wife gets these articles
advantages. The probability is that too, and it is observable that she
after a week or two of this kind of often arrives by their means at toThe dedissipation the head of the household tally different conclusions.
puts his foot down with determina- bate now thickens, and with warmMen tempered people there are sometimes
tion, and savagely calls a halt.
circumstances have been tiffs of temper that are quite serious.
in these
known to determine to go in future It looks as though the attempt to
about the operation of house-hunting change the domicile would overturn
with secrecy, and to say nothing the household in a calamitous crash.
about it to anybody. They will de- It is with a sick heart that a man retermine to let the thing drift, and go alizes this, and determines at last that
on with their business. If the right "something must be done." Happy is
kind of chance comes, they will seize he who in this state of things can rely
upon his fortunate star. In nine
it, but they are not going to repeat
the operation of going over unsuit- cases out of ten the man chooses a
able houses indefinitely.
This deter- house as he chooses a wife with a
mination is usually taken after a devsperate dash. He screws his courconsiderable experience of the futility age to the sticking point and does it,
of this sort of thing.
Again, a man thereafter feeling at first as if he had
murdered somebody, but ultimately
is apt to look at the potentialities of
a house with different eyes from those experiencing a delicious peace. What
He looks at a house and is done can't be undone. He has
of his wife.
For the moment agreed to take a house, and the adis charmed with it.
vertisements have lost their power
it appears to be all that is delightful,
and he almost agrees to rent it on the over him. He will be drawn this
But when he takes the partner way and that by contending forces no
spot.
A sense of certainty comes
of his joys and sorrows to see it, the longer.
glamour seems to fade. Under her into his tone. The thing is done, and
pertinent and searching questions, the he answers all objections by a simple
luckless man feels that he really assertion of this important fact.
is

real,

it

—

MOVING HOUSE.
By degrees the futility of objection under these circumstances filters
throufjh the household.
As for the
pater-familias, he rejoices for a day or
two in absolute freedom from anything to do, either with the house he
is leaving or the house he is going to.
The absolute and realest of all delights for a man is, of course, to have
no house at all, to be detached and
free, to put on his hat and to feel that
This is
it covers all his belongings.
why a man really feels so jolly after

A

being burnt thoroughly out.

fire

that destroys everything, and leaves
the man disentangled from all the
coils and accumulations that have
gradually wound themselves around
him, is a blessing about which there
Under usual
is very little disguise.
circumstances we are, as Shakespeare
souls struggling to be
sa3''s, "limed
held and bound, not only by
free,"
conventions, but by properties, many
of them the most tawdry of stage
properties, yet which we cherish as
though they were of our heart's blood.
Now, we should have a chance if five
or six times in our lives we were, as
sent out
it nmy be said, born again
into life with the minimum of clothes
and other cumberings, and delivered
from all the concatenations of our
familiar surroundings. This really, it
may be supposed, is what happens to
Is it possible that by
us at death.
successive departures from the scene
of our existence we may gradually

—

—

attain something like perfection

?

however, is soon reHe
called from his freedom of spirit.
carand
spirit
of
freedom
learns that
We do
pets cannot exist together.
not live as in Japan, where people are
too wise to indulge in either furniture

Our

friend,
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article of furniture.

in

In the old times

England cottagers thought them-

selves tolerably well off if they could
start married life with a " gi^andfather's " clock, a bed, two chairs, and

a warming pan. But everybody could
not get a warming pan as well as a
clock, and of the articles of luxury
the clock came first. Many a day of
a housewife's hard work has been
soothed and alleviated by a rub at the
polished panels of the tall clock case.
All title to respectability was not
gone so long as this important piece
It was an
of furniture was retained.
assurance of thrift; a guarantee of
character; the occasion, doubtless, of
much simple pride. These old clocks
are to be " picked up " now sometimes at the stores of second-hand
dealers in country towns, and if the
story of them could be told, it would
be affecting indeed. In these days
we do not have many grandfather's
clocks, but in most houses there is to
be found some piece of furniture
which, as it were, gives the pitch of
Laugh not at
the household chorus.

the grand piano, the drawing-room
suite, or the marble and ormolu clock,
however much they may be out of
harmony with their surroundings. By
such anchors a good many folk are
kept from drifting out into seas of
carelessness and ruin. They are things

be fought for and lived up to.
the latter does not
have a good eflect
they
possible,
seem
on people. We may feel our pieties
irksome sometimes, but let us at least
recognize the tendency of human na-

to

And even where

ture to

make

itself lares

and penates,

and to surround ordinary pieces of
furniture with a reverential regard
that does much to keep the world toOn the other hand, fur- gether as a compact sphere.
or carpets.
Besides this master note of the
niture is a principal article of our
gamut, there is generally a
creed, and it is only poverty thai pre- household
amount of miscellaneousconsiderable
their
serves people from making
are very few houses that
There
ness.
chairs,
of
exhibitions
houses into mere
tables and bric-a-brac.
It will often be found that houses

are

dominated

by some

important

are furnished on principle, because,
whatever people may say, the carrying out of principles of decoration and

T'
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furnishing costs a good deal of money.
Most of us have to put up with what
we can catch, and it is only the select
few who can preserve the unities, and
have rooms in whicn there is no
jarring note. When Oscar Wilde and
William Morris and Walter Crane tell
us so charmingly how to furnish our
houses, it is not lack of appreciation
that prevents us from following their

A

breath.
man feels at such times
like a restless and disembodied spirit

wandering about in Hades. He is
out of the old house and he has not
yet attained the new, but meanwhile
he has all the anxieties of possession.
The trouble of his wife is perhaps
greater.
She distributes her solicitude over the whole distance between
the house she is leavincj and the one
We admire their aesthetic she is going to, and may be compared
precepts.
teaching, but to carry it out takes a to a hen in the presence of danger,
long purse. We therefore can only whose brood will persist in diverging
obey their edicts in imagination. Our to all points of the compass at once.
castles in the air are all beautifully He who should endeavor to characappointed, and if these apostles of terize the procession of a migrating
culture could only see them, they family in such circumstances wou]4
would find them quite satisfactory. find a difhculty in the selection of
But the houses we really live in are exact similes. It partakes of the nathe accretions of time and chance, ture of a funeral, of the march of
where our taste, which is of course campaigners, of a triumphal pageant.
correct and enlightened; has been over- Conquering and to conquer, these
The brave spirits are going forward with
ruled by inevitable necessities.
advent of a baby means the going up zeal and valour. Triumphant they
in smoke of a plan we had for re- are, for when once their household
modelling the dining-room, and a long goods are all on wheels much has
sickness makes a religious resolve to been overcome.
But the pace of the
dispense with some of our pictures in cavalcade is funereal, and the event
favor of better ones become like the marks the demise and quiet i)urying
Remov- of much that in its life was pleasant,
baseless fabric of a vision.
ing to a new house, however, us- and that in its death is regretted. As
ually gives the opportunity of a little our friends toss for the first night on
blossoming out of what is in a their sleepless pillows in their unman.
accustomed rooms, their thoughts freOf the supreme moment when the quently revert to the old house, now
wagons actually come, and the house- silent and deserted, in the windows of
hold stuff is piled on the boulevard, it which appears the legend, "This house
is only possible to speak with bated
to be let."

IN

THE ANNAPOLIS VALLEY.

WITH A FISHING TUG ON
BY HEXRY

feAKE SUPERIOR.

WOODSIDE.

J.

While

Duluth to be shipped

any

cities farther south.

Superior is much larger than
of its great sister lakes, and is in
every way better adapted for the propagation and preservation of fish life,
the gross product of its fisheries is less
than any one of them. This is, however, largely due to the fact that they
are as yet in their infancy, compara-

Lake Superior fish
tively speaking.
cannot be excelled for flavor, but there
is not the profit of a large local sale for
them fresh from the water ])acked in
;

they have to be shipped long distances by steamer and railway car, and
have to compete with other fish caught
nearer the same markets. Yet, owing
to their superior quality, they command a ready sale wherever marketed.
Every variety of fish found in the
lower lakes may be found in Lake
Superior: sucker, herring, whitefish,
siskawitz, salmon trout, speckled trout
ice,

and sturgeon, are the principal
ties

caught.

The

first

named

variefish is

rejected, as unfit for the niarkot.
The fishing inter-

to St.

Paul and

Mr. Brimson, manager of the company, assured me that it is a nice trip
and having provided plenty of large
dry plates, and a little kodak for snap
shooting, I embarked on the Kakabeka, the flagship of the fleet
a tug of
one hundred and thirty-five tons burthen and with a speed of ten miles per
hour.
I could not have made a better
;

—

selection, for, in addition

to the fact

a good, staunch craft, her
commander. Captain Beebe, formerly
of Bay City, Michigan, has the A. B.C.
of fishing at his finger ends
The Kakabeka carries a crew of
seven men the captain, the steersman,
two engineers, the cook, and two fishHer lower deck was mostly
packers.
covered by the bulk of fourteen cars for
shipping the fish. Each car is mounted on iron axles and accommodates
that she

is

—

eight hundred pounds of fish interlaid
with lavers of crushed ice. The cars

north
of the
shore are largely in
the hands of one
company the Port
Arthur Fish Comests

—

—

pany which owns
and uses in the work
five tugs and thirtysailboats, and
five
employs about one
hundred and thirtyfive

fishermen

be-

tween Port Arthur
and Rossport, one
hundred and twenty-

DINNER

The catch from
five miles eastward.
stations is
fishing
of
this system

IS

NOW REAOY

are.

IN

THE DININ3 CAR.

made on the

ciple,

and preserve

refrigerator printheir contents per-

bow of the boat is the
gathered by tugs daily, and is brought fectly. In the
answers the purwhich
galley,
cooking
by
taken
is
it
to Port Arthur, whence
where the crew
dining-room,
the propeller Diicon twice a week to pose of a
E

—
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sit around a small square table and
are served from the stove, a few feet

away.
castle

Underneath
where the men

she entered Burnt Harbor on Edward's
Island.
Here the first lot of fish were
taken on.
The harbor is named from
the fact that the tug Three Friends

this is the foresleep.

The centre

of the boat is occupied by the boiler
and engine, and in

the stern is a little
cabin where a dozen
people can sit. On
the upper deck is
the wheelhouse, the
captain's room, and
a long life boat.

Thunder

Bay,

and
Bay,
Black
Nepigon Bay, running far into the
north shore, are the
principal

scenes of

fisherman's
work, though Thun-

the

der Bay of late years
has been largely
avoided by fishermen, as the Dominion
Government prohibits the use of pound
nets within its waters- The Kakabeha
steamed straight across Thunder Bay
and past Thunder Cape, and, stopping
at the once famous mine. Silver Islet
now a summering place for the people of Port Arthur
steered on down

FISHERMEN

S

TEST.

was burnt here

last spring while lying

A

small wharf
flat scow, a
couple of fishing boats, and a sort of
dingy or flat-bottomed punt,constituted the harbor furniture. On the shore
a tent was pitched, almost hidden in a
thicket of bushes, where raspberries,
elderberries and red
"tn
currants strove for
recognition among
the green leaves of
the birch and sumin the beautiful cove.

on

—

piles,

a pile driver on a

ach.

An

examina-

tion of the tent and
its kitchen, the latter made out of a
fish car placed on
its

end,

showed that

itwasnotthe

LOADING AT BUKNT HAKBOK.

the shore, dodging

among

the islands

so thickly scattered through this part
of the lake, until the mouth of Black
Bay was reached. Having crossed over,

fisher-

men's receiving day,
and, unlike Aunt
Dinah, they did not
seem to have even a
"clarin' upday." In

the far end of the tent lay a pile of blankets. Near the open end a broad box,
littered with cans and plates, showed
the remains of sundry fish skeletons and

WITH A FISHING
fragments of standard eatables. In the
kitchen was hung a smoked ham, and
in the shelves were crowded groceries
and cooking utensils
most of the latter, however, graced the ground in
front of the camp, in company with old
shoes, tin cans and tools.
In the far end of the cove, twenty
rods away, a hundred gulls wheeled
;

—

around in the

air or quarrelled for the
possession of a rock, all the time complaining:' of the presence of the tug
which had disturbed them at their meal
of fish otial. These cute birds are tireless on the wing, and come in great
numbers to be at the raising of the
nets, when the small fish and suckers

thrown away become

their portion.

Stooping to the water in its lazy flight,
the gull will seize a fish apparently
too large for its throat, lifting it by
the head in the upward flight, the
fish curving downward like a long
proWscis. A movement or two of the
bill and throat and the fish has disap-

TUG.
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in the green water.
Then more dodging among islands followed, and just
as the shadows of evening were falling on a long, bright, summer day,

Nepigon

straits

were

crossed,

and a

short time after that the tug was lying
in Squaw Bay, on the lake side of the
big island, St. Ignace, that shelters
Nepigon Bay and the mouth -of the
famous trout river itself Here five of
the pound nets were to be lifted by
the light of the moon, then showing
half of her circle in the south.
Three
fishermen and a dory had been picked
up on the way down for this purpose,
and their work was cut out for them.
It may be well here to describe what
gill and pound nets are. The gill net
afiair compared to the
is a simple
pound net. Fishermen were prohibited from using the pound net in Like
Superior until of late years, owing to
its great eflectiveness in catching fish.
The gill net will be understood after
an examination of the following cut.

^^^5.^^.

A UlLi NET.

peared, while the gull, with an innocent look in his eyes, is meeting the
angrj' exclamations of a dozen friends
who have hurried up to help him at
the feast. The oflfal at the cleaning
also their portion, and they
docks
soon become on very familiar terms
is

with their human friends.
Leaving Silvoy's, the Kakabeka
passed through a long narrow channel,
dropping a couple of cedar buoys on
the ends of rocky reefs, whose surface
could be seen seven or eight feet down

is fii"st a strong twine net, well
tanned before being used, to prevent
The meshes
its rotting in the water.
to five
quarter
a
and
four
from
are

It

inches long when two of the corners
are drawn apart to their fullest extent.
There are two nets to the box, the web
alone being very light until the leads
are attached to the side which is to
go deepest down, and the floats to the
upper side. There are two leads to the
rod,

and the two nets

ninety

leads,

or

will be about
rods in

forty-five
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As much as five hundred twenty-eight by thirty-six inches in
length.
pounds of fish have been caught with size. In the lifting of the pound net
the two nets of a box, but that is ex- every two days, the lashings of the
ceptional, and, as the fish move in sides and of tlie end of the tunnel are
shoals, twenty-five

pounds

oftener
is
In the
the catch.
spring the nets are
placed close to the
shore, but as the
season advances,
and the water be-

comes warmed up,
they are moved out
into

deeper water,

until, in

July and

August, they

are
or fifty
fathoms of water.
Salmon trout retire
to seventy or one

in

forty

hundred

fathoms
deep during that
LIFTING THE I'OUMi NET.

season.

For pound net fishing, the fisherman loosened and one side of the net is
begins to get out the piles in April. lowered until the boat is floated inside
These vary in length from forty to the pound itself. Then three men
seventy-six feet. The latter are for seize the net at its side, and by passsixty feet of water, as twelve feet of ing it gradually under the boat, which
their lenjrth is driven into the sand, moves over toward the opposite side,
and four feet more project up out of raising the bag in the process, the fi.sh
the water. When the ice is away, the are gradually cornered in the far side,
piles are driven in a suitable place. where the^ splash and dart around in
This occupies about three weeks' time, the steadily shallowing net, until they
are at the gunwale of the boat.
gill net fishing going on in the meanThen
time.
Then, about the first of June, the central man picks up a shorteverything is ready for the pound net handled, circular, shallow dipnet, like
to be hung in its place.
It is well a frying pan, and begins to ladle the
tarred to withstand the rotting efiect fish into the boat.
The operation of
raising consumes about three
quarters of an hour.
The

PLAN OF POUND NET.

A POUND NET.

Three men can hang a
of the water.
pound net in fifteen hours. The dia-

grams here given

will

make

the plan

of these nets tolerably plain.
The hole in the end of the tunnel is

suckers and small fish are thrown out
into the water to recover, or to become
the prey of the gulls. When the fish
are all dipped out, the net is allowed
to sink, the boat is floated out of the

WITH A FISHING
enclosure, and the lashings are tightened up to their proper condition.
The fishermen fish steadily until the
About that time
first of November.
the spawning season begins with trout
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tion of them ever hatching out. Female
whitefish will turn and devour their

own spawn.

In the dim light of the moon, on
the tug was headed, by
with white fish fif- direction of one of the fishermen, toit lasts ten days
teen days. The Dominion Govern- ward the quarter near where the first
ment has made a close season during net lay. For half an hour she crept
November, and, it is said, contemplates around the shore like a mouse in ^
extending the time to six weeks but pincushion. " Rocks " said the capfishermen claim that this will be three tain, " they stand up around here like
times too long. On the American side that " bringing his fingers and thumb
of Lake Superior there is no close sea- up in a cluster to indicate numerson, and so the Canadian fisherman is ous points sticking up from the bot" and this boat is not furnishat a great disadvantage, because spawn- tom
runners like some boats that
with
ed
the
year
period
of
best
is
the
time
ing
for his trade, as the fish come in on the we hear of." By-and-by everything
seemed to be satisfactory, for the chief
reefs and shallows to spawn.
Only about five per cent, of the fisherman and his two assistants vanspawn deposited by the fish in the lake ished from the deck, and a moment
comes to maturity. It has numerous after the dory shot out from the tug's
enemies. Enormous sturgeons and the side and disappeared in the darkness.
After half an hour of waiting and
obiquitous sucker devour great quana prodigious flapping broke
watching,
by
following
tities of it, the former
startled rise
instinct the females into the shallows out of the gloom like the
calm water.
from
ducks
of
flock
of
a
The eggs lie during part
to spawn.
and in
cornered
being
were
fish
The
April,
and
November
of the months of
;

Squaw Bay,

;

!

;

—

—

Tfii

"KAKABEKA."

their desperation were churning
and durincT the whole of the months
vain effort
water into foam,
and
of December January, Feburary

m

It will thus'be seen tha't the
chances are against any large propor-

Ifch"

escape,

f- ^^f

ing. the boat

the
to

-,^^f,t^
of the shadow.
came out
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and, drawing alongside the tug, the had handled them on Lake Huron."
man with the shovel net began to pile Now the sturgeon is considered as
whitefish, trout, and suckers on the valuable for export purposes as the
slippery deck, until the dark wood was other fish caught on the north shore.
obscured by a silvery sheen that glis- The average weight of those caught
tened in the light of two oil lamps. is from twenty- five to thirty pounds,
After being unloaded, the dory passed but some are taken that weigh over
out of sight again on its way to another eighty pounds. When ready for packing, with tail, head and fins cut off,
net.
Then the work of the packers be- and white bellies opened, their appeargan. Their weapon was a small, keen ance is unpleasantly suggestive of very
butcher's knife each, and they worked pallid dressed hogs, minus the head
on the end of a flour barrel, topped by and legs. In life, the sturgeon's rounda square cover with a hole in the cen- ed shovel-like nose, with fours tringThe fish were picked up one by like feelers, indicates his habit of roottre.
one and placed on this improvised ing in the mud for food and his hidetwo swift prying ^uts removed ous, round, sucker mouth shows that
table
one opened the body
the gills
a he is not a fighter, but trusts to his
couple more cleaned the blood and en- thick skin armor for defence. Altotrails out, and along with the gills, gether the sturgeon of to-day is about
they were scraped into the barrel as degenerate a descendant of the
through the hole in the centre of the Mishe Nahma, with which Hiawatha
The disembowelled fish was battled, as can well be imagined. He
cover.
then thrown into the fish box, and, sports no brilliant war-paint; he shows
when nearly full, the whole was then no tight when captured; and his little,
weighed and emptied into one of the piggish, lack-lustre eyes convey the
ice-sprinkled fish cars.
In fish-clean- impression that his time is chiefly ocing, as in all other occupations, there cupied in keeping his capacious stois a spirit of rivalry and emulation.
mach filled.
An ordinary packer will clean from
The pickerel is as rapacious, cruel
eight to ten in a minute.
Hall, a ne- and unscrupulous a fish as swims in
gro on Cockburn Island, Lake fluron, the lake, but his flesh commands a
is said to hold the belt with a record ready sale in the eastern markets.
of fourteen per minute a Frenchman
After watching the process of cleancoming second, with a record of thir- ing the fish for some time, I retired to
teen cleaned and the gills out of the the cabin and laid down, soon gliding
fourteenth, in a minute.
into a deep slumber, from which I
" No, we don't care for suckers,"
was awakened once by an animated
said the boy packer, contemptuously, discussion between the two engineers,
as he picked up one of the offenders, just changing watch, as to who should
and dropping it out of his hand, met it " clean them flues."
with the toe of his boot in a violent
story is told of a well-known
kick that sent it spinning past the ear character on the north shore, who was
of the man ladling out the fish from employed to pilot a steamer through
the dory. " We throw out about a ton Black Bay, the eastern shore of which
of them from the net," remarked the is filled with bad reefs.
Standing by
man whose head escaped the slimy the wheelman, giving orders with great
missile.
dignity, he was asked by the captain
" The fishermen were in the habit of the boat if there were many rocks
" Lots of 'em," said the
of throwing sturgeon back into the about there.
lake as being valueless, when I came pilot. Just then the steamer ran, with
here," said Captain Beebe, " but I a terrible bump, ten feet up on a slopsoon found a market for them, as I ing reef. Turning to the captain and
;

;

;

;

;

A
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without changing his tone, he added
light grows in the east ;— the
thick
" that's one of them, captain
outer curtains of the ni^ht are hpinoT „i
r
„T
I
slept for a couple of hours, when,
drawn aside by invisiblfhands If
without warning, the httle vessel, then
the light increases obiPc^s near
It
running about three miles an hour,
hand Assume Strang; shl; the silent
stopped with a bang and after giving
forest shows a speStral outline and
a
^^.^
white mist'hangs over^he Take
l^^k
ir:^!
'T'^^^'
off the rounded surface of a
rock The light grows; a strange melancholy
three feet under water.
As my broods over nature, as if she, waited
mind grasped the situation, my first the coming
of some dread visitor
the
thought was,—" that's one of them." fleecy
mist-patches tremble in the

—

!

,

i.

t::fT

'

f^

;

No damage was

sustained by the tug,
and after listening awhile to the clatter in the water, a hundred yards

val-

leys

the misty pall on the lake sways
uneasily.
The wonder is growing a
faint color comes in the east, which is
;

:

soon woven with
the rays of the coming sun the master weaver is now
;

plying his shuttle,
with the most beautiful of colors

work-

ing the sky in harmony with the rising tire, hung like a
tlaming banner above the dark battlements of earth.
At last a great ray
of gold comes over
the tree-tops and
quivers on the motionless foliage and
swayingmist banks;
then, with a burst
Ml KcKiis AM) WHmS FISH.
of light and gladaway, where a pound net was being ness, the sun-god rises majestically
lifted, I lay down again and only from his eastern flame - birth
and
wakened as the dim morning light swings over the earth, dyeing forest
showed the lofty shores of Nepigon and flood, mountain and valley, with
Straits drifting by on either side, as a light so vivid and warm that the
the Kakaheka steamed up to the fish- mist patches quickly dissolve from
ings station at its narrowest part.
the lowlands, the cloud rolls away
In the LakeSuperior country,insum- from the bosom of the lake, and all
mer time, the daylight fades through a nature awakes to the warmth of
twilight reflected from the brilliant another day. It is only in northern
western heavens, where the sun has gone latitudes that the full beauty of a sundown in a glory of crimson and gold, rise can be seen and appreciated, for
and protracted far into the night, until the night-lamps of the sky are blotted
it is sometimes nearly ten o'clock be- out long before the time appointed for
fore the lamp of day may be said to them in more southern climes.
The fishing station is twenty m'les
have flickered out its last ray in the
gatheiing gloom. Between three and from the mouth of the river. Three
four o'clock in the morning, a grey men and three dilapidated dogs, wear-
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much fighting, greeted us at be made, instead of dodging through
the little pier. In a small shed upon shallow channels. A couple of hours
it stood a couple of fish cai-s contain- later the vessel lay in a pleasant little
ing the catch for the past day. In a bay, where three hardy Finns had
country seamed, as the north shore is, bivouacked, for no camp was to be
with numberless trout streams, whose seen. Their fishing outfit was placed
brilliant-hued inhabitants seek the near the little pier, and the ice supply
lake at intervals, it would be surmis- was covered with heaps of moss. They
ed that some of them are caught in seem to have slept under the half-deck
the nets with the baser throng. Some of their fish-boat and cooked their
noble trout are thus caught, but as meals at the fire that smoked against
the law requires that they shall be re- the rocky, moss-covered bank, which
turned to the water, no record of their at this point ran up almost sheer a
number is obtainable. I once helped, couple of hundred feet. After taking
before the law came into force, to in their store of fish the boat proceedweigh a dozen speckled trout caught ed on to Burnt Harbor. Shortlv after

ied with

AT A FISHING STATIOK.

by fishermen

in

Port Arthur.

They weighed, each, from ed with

a certain bay west of

our arrival there the fishermen returna good catch and proceeded
two and a-half to four pounds in their to clean them for immediate shipment.
clean weight.
In the afternoon the Kakaheka came
Starting from Nepigon Straits at to a pound net that was to be lifted
6 a.m., the tug was soon afterward roll- by the the three fishermen who had
ing heavily on the long swells of Lake come down with the tug. I accompaSuperior, and the " Paps " or twin nied them to see the operation permountains of Black Bay came in view formed. Seated on the extreme bow
again. The Kakaheka has a sharp bow, of the dory, that tossed like a cork in
and has a habit of dropping it sud- the rough water, I essayed two snap
denly after a wave has passed from shots at the exciting scene when the
under it, so suddenly that the wheels- fish were being cornered and ladled
man aveiTed that it left the heavy into the craft, but they were not
cars in the air sometimes.
Because of marked successes.
the rough water, a long detour had to
After that work was over, the tug

1
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was run

into Pete Trombley's harbor,
but neither Pete nor any of his tish
were there, and with emphasized regret the captain brought the Kakabeka
back from the pier and started for
Port Arthur.
As a result of the trip, six cars were
filled with cleaned fish, which, with
two hundred pounds more in another
car, made a total of two and a-half tons
collected, a smalleraggregate than usual.
The fishermen receive from thirty
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on an extensive holiday
brate his good luck.
It is claimed

by

trip to cele-

intelligent fishei;-

men

that if the government would
abolish the close season altogether, and
establish a fish hatchery on Lake Superior, there would be no fear of a decrease in the number of fish in the
lake.
On Lake Huron the American

Government has

several hatcheries,

notably at Detroit, Alpena, and Potoski,

where millions

of small fry are

month wages, dumped into the lake every year.
or, if paid by the weight, two and a During the spawning season a commishalf to three cents per pound for the sioner accompanies a fishing crew and
fish, which, after passing through sevesecures from the catch the number
to thirty-five dollars per

hands and incurring heavy freight
charges, are retailed at from eight to
ten cents jier pound in the cities where
they are marketed. The fishermen are
principally French. They are a hardy,
jolly, generou.s people, with splendid
constitutions and able to make light
of the haidships of their occupation.
They are usually away from their
families all the summer months, and
they rough it at the various fishing
stations where a log shanty or a tent
is their shelter.
There is not much money in the
business, but occasionally one of the
craft strikes it rich, like the man at
Killamey, on Lake Huron, who recently caught 17,000 pounds of fish in four
lifts, which netted him over SSOO, and
ral

who

wanted of females that are ready to
spawn. These are immediately stripped into three quart dishes tilled with
water, and the milt of the males is
then stripped on to the spawn, whose
eggs when stirred for a few minutes
all become
detached, an indication
that they will hatch. The eggs are
then covered with ice-water and taken
to the hatcheries, where they are kept
A
until they develop into tiny fish.
female whitefish yields about twentyfive thousand, and a trout about
twenty thousand eggs. These hatch in
less than five months and attain the
size of about a two pound fish in three
years. With artificial methods, eightyfive per cent, of the eggs mature, but
in the lake only five per cent, of the
was hardly persuaded from going spawn becomes fish.

PORT ARTHUR.

"

A CANADIAN GHOST STORY.
BY

HERBERT

RPIV.

GOWE.

—

I.

A

GHOST story in a new country Not
a very likely thing, and, certainly,
when I went to Canada from England
for a few weeks' pursuit of health,
ghost stories were about the last things
I expected to hear.
Yet there was no mistaking the
seriousness with which the Dean asked me, " Would you like to hear a
ghost sto ry, of which this is the very
!

scene

H.

?

land
the vast sheet of ice shimmered
with faint light, and the dark woods
crowning the hills a quarter of a mile
away on either side, gave a weirdness
to the scenery which quite prepared
my imagination for the howling rush
of a pack of wolves. Moreover, there
was the thought of the vanished races
In those woods
of this old, new land.
I could feel
"

My

footsteps press, where centuries ago,

The red men fought and conquer'd, lost and
won
Whole tribes and races, gone like last year's
I

had been staying for a few days at
snow,
the city of K
in one of the snow- Have found the eternal hunting
iest parts of the country, and was so
run
charmed by the winter beauties of the The fiery gauntlet of their active
I

,

place, I expressed

astically
to

whom

myself quite enthusi-

on the subject to the Bishop,
I had been introduced on the

Sunday morning.
" Take him out, Mr. Dean," he replied, " to see some country work, and
if you can manage to pitch him into a

Until few are

left to tell

grounds, and

days,
the mournful tale."

But I am wandering from the Sunday drive on which my tale opens.

Owing to the late period of the winthe pleasures
it was now March

ter

—

—

snow-drift, perhaps he will change his

were getting rather
In some places the road
uncertain.
was through pools of water, which

mind."

reached almost to the floor of the

of sleigh-driving

was settled that I should ac- " pii/ng," as our peculiar species of
company Mr. Arthur every afternoon sleigh was termed. Then we would
on his weekly journey to Mooseland, a traverse for a time a road of soft, yieldsmall settlement nine or ten miles from ing snow, in which the poor horse
the city.
would sink at every step up to his
It was a glorious drive.
I had by knees. This was, of course, slow work,
this time got quite to revel in the de- and the unevenness of the road prolight of a long sleigh-ride.
The tink- duced plenty of bumping, or as it
ling of the bells seemed to me the is here called technically, " Tkank'ee
pleasantest sound in Canada, and I mums."
had often gone on the river, where the
But as we got further from the
ice was some three feet in thickness, town, the road became harder and
jumped upon the first sleigh that I smoother, and for a mile at a time we
spied, and gone on for several miles were able to dash along like the wind.
until I saw a suitable vehicle in which Here the snow, in the snowy winter
to make the return journey.
At night referred to, was many feet in depth,
it was especially enchanting.
The air considerably over the tops of the
was intensely clear, the sky spangled fences, and it was curious to see the
So

it

with innumerable stars
as

many

as I

—at

least twice

had ever seen in Eng-

tops only of the low
inor from the snow.

fir

trees project-

Woe

betide the

;

:
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unlucky traveller who went one foot more on the subject, and went back to
out of the beaten track. He would the company of his own thoughts.
soon find himself in a perilous fix. To
We got to Mooseland soon after this,
enable travellers to keep the road, had our service, which was as bright
small fir-trees are stuck in the snow and hearty as Canadian country seralong either side. This had been done vices generally are, and then started
since the first fall of the winter's snow, out on the homeward journey.
We
and so each layer had been firmly had been talking of various matters
trodden down, and a beaten track suggested by the service, till we arrivmade, itself of a considerable depth. ed again at the dark pass of timber,
At one point we were enabled to see when my companion suddenly stopped,
the de])th of the snow at a settlement seemed to hesitate for a moment or
where the folks had been diorffincr up two, and then plunged into the followthe meat put there at the beginning ing recital
" You know," he said, " that since
of the winter. The pit which formed
this natural refrigerator was fully nine the making of this road, I have, as a
feet in depth.
rule, taken the journey to Mooseland
In other parts there was less snow, every Sunday afternoon, and I have
and the dark forests on either side, of had, in the time, some strange experispruce, pine and fir, rising out of a ences.
" One Sunday the wind blew away
carpet of the purest white, were very
impressive in the solitude. The settle- my buffalo robe, and I had to wade
ments themselves seemed indeed but breast high through the snow to get
very small

slices

cut out of the pri-

meval wood.

There were settlements
Here a
of all degrees of cultivation.
mere log-house, surrounded by a few
blackened stumps, which a year ago
were flourishing giants of the forest
here a frame house, with outhouses
and barns, where more than one generous harvest had been stored here a
prosperous farm, where the very
stones and stumps had been removed, and the land broken up by the
;

plough.
But these sigrns of civilization only
made the virgin forest more awe-inspiring and gloomy; and it was at one
point where the gloom was especially
deep that the Dean almost involuntarily drew rein, and addressed to me the
question I have written above
" Would you like to hear a ghost
?"
story, of which this is the very scene
:

He did not speak lightly, as I had
so often heard ghost tales spoken of,
and his eyes had a strange light in
them, which made me feel the slightest possible hair-stirring pass over me
for a moment.
I said I should like to hear it very
much but, to my surprise, he said no
;

while the horse continued his
along the road, and I had the very
narrowest squeak of being left to perAnother time I
ish in the snow.
found the forest burning on each side
of the road, and I had to urge the
horse frantically through the fiery
avenue, emerging half-dead with sufBut these
focation on the other side.
are ordinary Canadian experiences,
and what I am now going to tell you
is a little out of the ordinary.
" One Sunday afternoon, just over a
year ago, I was driving along as usual,
thinking of my sermon, when I was
suddenly startled by seeing the figure
of a man on the edge of the wood,
some distance in advance. It would have
been strange enough to see a man here
How shall I deat all, but this man

at

it,

way

—

!

In fact, I can't describe
scribe him ?
him, as I never saw his face. He was
standing with his back half -turned
towards me, and I noticed especially,

though he seemed erect and young, he
was dressed in a style which has certainly gone out of fashion for a generaHowever, I said to mytion or more.
Some wayfarer about to ask for
self,
!' and saya lift to the next settlement
'

—
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ing this, I slackened speed to give the
stranger a chance of jumping into the
sleigh. To my astonishment he took no
notice ofthis whatever, but still keeping
his face turned from me, slowly crossed
the snow-road and disappeared into
the forest on the other side. At the
time I never thought what an impossible feat this was, but after service I
felt a curious half fear as I approached
the place. Nothing further, however,
happened, nor all through the summer,
but some months ago, soon after the
first deep fall of snow, at the same
place, in exactly the same position,
and in the same odd dress, I saw the
man again. This time I called out as
I approached him, but he was as one
only again slowly
that heard not
crossing my path, he disappeared in
My
the same mysterious fashion.
curiosity this time got the better of
my fears, and I got out of the sleigh,
to discover
not altogether to my surprise
that there was not the slightest
trace of a footstep in the snow, which
lay around as smooth as a sheet and
perfectly undisturbed.
As far as I
dared, I examined the woods on either
side, but there was no sign of the preI callsence of any human creature.
ed out till the echoes made me afraid,
.and then I went back to the sleigh,
feelinof that L must have been dozinof
on my journey, or that my mind was
giving way to the strain of my work.
For this reason, chiefly, I repressed a
natural temptation to mention the apparition in the settlement, though per-

" Who's that old chap ahead ? He
looks as if he had been buried and
come out of his grave.'
" I said nothing, but followed with
my eyes now wide awake the same
dumb show I had seen on the two previous occasions.
When the apparition had finally disappeared, I said
aloud
"
Now we must look into this.
This is getting serious.'
" Glynn looked at me, as if not quite
sure of my meaning, but we both got
down. He took one side, and I the
other, and, as long as we dared to
for it wanted not more than
stay
half an hour to service time
we made
as thorough a search as it is possible
for mortals to make in the realm of
the apparently supernatural. Suffice
it to say, that no footprint rewarded
our exploration, no voice answered
our shouts, and the wood seemed as

haps there might have been some one to
have thrown some light on the matter.
" That the appearance was not a
creation of my own brain, however, I
soon had substantial proof. About a
month later, I had a young man named
Peter Glynn with me in the " 'pung"
and, as he was driving, I resigned my-

the place."
That is the story, just as I was told
occupied the
"it; and the narrative
rest of the home journey. We reached
home just after dark, and I confess I
felt relieved that the darkness did not
come on till we were well out of the

;

—

self to

—

my

usual meditations, and

•

—

—

:

'

—

—

though man had never broken its
complete solitude. So we went on our
way, and that is the last time the uncanny thing has O'ossed my path but
though there seemed no disposition on
the part of the ghost to speak to me,
or to hear anything from me, I live in
a weekly fear that all is not yet seen
or heard, and that I may find myself
some time or other in the midst of a
strange and ugly story. Perhaps 1
ought to have followed my impulse,
and made known the story in Mooseland, but the folks there were nearly
could hardly
all new settlers, and
know anything of the traditions of
;

wood.
II.

(I

am

afraid) soon fell fast asleep. From
this I was awakened by the sudden

pulling up of the sleigh. I heard a
sharp cry of amazement from my companion, and awoke to hear
:

As

I

wards,

thought of the story afterseemed rather a meaningless

it

one, after all or at least it required
another revelation to explain its mean;

A CANADIAN GHOST STORY.
and the few to whom I told the
story smiled at it, and said that, even

ing,
if

they were accustomed to put faith

in ghast stories, they would expect the
ghost to behave in a rational manner
(at least, rational for a ghost), tell its
story, wring its hands, or display, in
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Graham was one day
home from school,

three hours late
there was little
doubt where she had been. But she
brought no flowers or fruit only a
pale, ashy face, which frightened those
who saw it, and puzzled them, too, till,
after a long silence, succeeded by a
passionate flow of tears, they got
from her that she had seen the figure
of a man first of all crossing the road,
and then moving amonjr the trees,
silent, yet restless.
She had lost herself, and went to ask him the way
home, but what she saw struck her
dumb with fright, though she could
not tell what she saw, and, after a
time of blankness, she had run all the

—

grim pantomime, the method by which
its ghosthood was attained.
To all this, I had no answer to make,
but I felt that a sequel was not impossible, and that some time or other I
should hear that which would put a
new light on the story.
In this hope I have not been disappointed.
I am not a good correspondent, and so did not keep up the communication I ought to have had with way home by mere animal instinct,
my friends in Canada, but every now without knowing or thinking of the
and then I did have a letter from the road.
Dean, and one day I found a more
People laughed at her, comforted
than usually bulky one, with the Can- her, pitied, questioned her, not withadian postmark, and almost before I out tremor themselves, in spite of their
opened it, I had the apprehension that skepticism, but the only further grain
it related to the forest ghost
of information they extracted was
looked hither and
It is this letter which enables me to that the figure
give the following addition to the thither, and seemed like one waiting
story.an addition sufficient to show that
there probably was, after all, a reason
for the strange way in which the restless spirit haunted the scene of his untimely death. A few things are still
problematical to me, especially have I
always been puzzled to imagine why
the ghost appeared three times to Mr.
Arthur. Perhaps, had he spoken of
what he had seen in Mooseland, there
was an old woman among his hearers
who would have found her rest a little

"Ay, God in heaven, maybe he's
waiting, too " said old Janet, from
the corner of the log-house.
The little knot of neighbors turned
and looked at her, for her words
seemed the fruit of a sudden awakening, and when they looked, they saw
an awakening in her face, too
Poor old Janet had had a strange
a fruitful theme to the goshistory,

sooner.

about

-,
the ghost was
After I left Kseen once more, or rather twice, although of this there is no very direct
evidence.

woman,

—

of these occasions was as
It was summer time, and
follows
the woods were full of flowers and
fast-ripening berries, tempting the

The

first
:

children on their way to and from
school to wander from the main roads
and make more lengthy paths than
actual necessity demanded.
Thus, when a child named Alice

very wearily.
!

—

sips,

though few knew very much

A

poor, lone, silent old
and stupid that half
the neighbors set her down as bereft
of her senses, and generally called her,
her.

so dull

—

Janet " a woman now past
the threescore and ten years of the
Psalmist, and with all human beauty
dead, yet she made the remark, " Maybe he's waiting, too," in such a tone
that a whole life's history seemed to
be stirring the soil of its grave,
" Puir

face betokened a sudden insuch as had only been betrayed

and her
terest,

years and years ago.

A

strange old
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woman

she was, indeed, who would
in her corner day after day without stirring, or speaking, or doing
anything, if only to make the hours
sit

ther hunt over the house, as resultless
as the former
and it was soon clear
that if Jane was to be found at all, it
was certainly not within the house.
;

Consequently, this sudden
There was nothing to be done but
resurrection from her habitual death to set to work outside, where the sumin life startled those who now heard mer evening was now drawing to its
her exclaim, " Maybe Ac's waiting, close. It was as lovely as an evening
But she soon relapsed, or outside Paradise could be, and the fadtoo "
seemed to relapse, into her usual ap- ing sunlight cast the long shadows of
athy, and the light faded from her thetrees across theclearinsf and made the
face, as a brilliant sunset fades into distant mountains look like the bounds
the night gloom. Alice, too, was soon of fairy-land. No one could be surher former self again, though very prised at a human being longing to be
quiet, and the neighbors went their outside on such a night, only Janet
various ways, to recount, with such had not been outside at all latterly,
additions as gossips love, their after- and her feeble feet could hardly carry
noon's experience.
her far. But there was no sign of her
Old Janet had no relative in the in the clearing, and the little search
settlement,
or anywhere else, so far party, now swollen to five, wandered
as it was possible to learn,
but she for some time on the outskirts, and
had lived there from the time that questioned many a farmer returning
the first clearing had been made, and irom his work, before they got the
was far and away the oldest inhabi- smallest clue to the fugitive.
tant.
For many years she had sup]t was old Josh Dawson who had
ported herself in various ways, and, seen her, quite deep in the wood.
when age and increasing infirmities She had skeered him, he said, and
made this no longer possible, she had to see an old dame making her way
been taken in by a hospitable farmer, along the wagon road as though she
Tom Graham, who had too tender a had the strength of forty years back,
heart to see the old woman die of made him clean forget to stop, or even
want helpless burden as she had be- to speak to her.
" The old critter," he said, " seemed
come.
But she was not to be a burden more like a lassie hurrying to meet
much longer. That night there was her sweetheart, than anything else I
an unaccustomed stir in the farmhouse. could think on." And though they
Alice was in bed, and the other in- abused him roundly for his stupidity
mates had been fulfilling their duties in letting her pass, he consented to
in various parts of the house, when, join them and point out the place
all else done, the help, Betty McKay, where he had seen her last.
went to assist old Janet to her bed.
It was the place, as the reader may
But when she peered into her cor- guess, where Alice Graham hadseenthe
ner, expecting the usual business of ghost.
Guided by some subtle inrousing the old woman to a state of stinct unexplainable by any hypothesis
consciousness, she was more than sur- of chance, she had come to the very
prised to see that the place was empty. place, where, among the tall trees, the
All over the house went Betty in weary spirit had watched and waited
search, getting more and more amazed so long.
as she went, and at last, as she sank
They could not see her at first, esdown on a chair, breathless with the pecially as in the forest it was getting
zeal of her pursuit, genuinely alarmed. dark, but presently the wind fluttered
Calling her mistress, she took up the the loose end of a black shawl on the
search again, and the two had a fur- ground, and when they hurried up, they
fly faster.

!

—

—

'

—

'
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saw old Janet stretched along prone on But, one day, both disappeared. Some
the earth. The flowers of the forest whispered that there had been foul
seemed to have reached over her pla3% others said they had gone off to
their blossom», and twined them about England, and a man answering to the
her hair like a bridal wreath. And description of Dick Watson the reshe looked like a bride, a bride not jected one of the twain was said to
without a bridegroom, for, lo
the have died in an English workhouse.
sight froze the blood of the spectators But Janet would never believe that
with horror a mouldered skeleton Will had deserted her.
She vowed
was crushed together in her arms, never to marry, declaring she would
and her bloodless lips were pressed to wait for Will, as she was sure Will would
the eyeholes of a naked skull. But she wait for her. So the years flew on and
had not thought the sight gruesome. stole away her youth and beauty.
Death had made her young again, and
But, if all this be true, Janet's faith
though there were some who said she was justified, and the two lovers had
had been frightened to death by her been nearer to one another than the
by the apparition surviving one supposed.
Who will
discover}', and
which Alice had seen that afternoon, say that the dead have no tender memthose who saw her face as it looked ories for this earth of ours ?
Foully done to death, as the fracturwhen they emerged once more into
the clearing and it caught the very ed skull proved, Will Stevens had not
last beam of the dying sunlight, knew passed into the land of oblivion, where
that the last moments of her life had plighted troth is washed away in
been the happiest too, and that a bliss Lethe, and human love is dead for
!

—

—

—

—

too strong for the poor old heart to evermore, but his constant wraith
bear had broken the last fetter and guarded his forest gi-ave till she should
come who had been the music of his
borne away her spirit
life.

III.

What

did

it all

mean

?

The

gossips

many

a day, but the
truth was, to a large extent, only a
matter of surmise.

were

busj'^

for

So much, however, was raked up
amongst the old inhabitants of the settlement, and, separated from an abundant fringe of self-contradictory fable,

Her delay had been long, but we
doubt not that in the land beyond the
grave, where all love which is eternal
has fuller fruition and reward than
we can know below, thfe freed spirits
met and recognized each the other's
Janet's prayer was granted,
faith.
too, that she might meet Will once
more on earth, and so there in the
forest glade where they had first
known the springtime of love, the
ffhost and the woman met, and the

—

be set down as follows
Fifty years ago Janet had been
young and beautiful, and had had the ghost kissed the weary lips and the
weeping, and left
tribute of admiration from many a cheeks pale with

mav

:

love-lorn young farmer. Two had laid
especial siege to her heart, and of the
two she had no hesitation whatever in

them

— dead.

Two days later Mr. Arthur buried
choosing one,— Will Stevens by name.
woman and the skeleton in one
the
unvery
rejection
The other took his
the very spot where they
amiably, and it was no secret that he grave, at
together.
found
been
had
rival.
bitterly hated his more successful

—

;

!

—

SUNDAY ON MOUNT ROYAL.
Joy is upon this wooded hill to-day,
That through the drowsy week was sunk in
And quiet now, by some mysterious sway,
The trees are all in festal raiment drest,

rest

;

Chanting devout in proper ranks a lay
Of most excelling praise Oh, voiceless priest
Bid me, an alien, to this sacrifice,
That in the bliss of these pure pieties
I may, one hour, believe the joy of Paradise.
;

Oh, priest-like influence in earth or air,
Moving with censer's breatli the woods among.
Stay let the veiled earth at will be fair.
And let the babbling waters chant their song
In lawless jollity, bold, debonair,
Whose gleesome tones to no control belong.
How shall in endless note that anthem roll,
And all things beauteous bow in gracious thrall,
And man be yet forgot, who fairer is than all

—

!

Commingling rays, whose seven-fold unity
Decks the dear world in rare and glorious hue.
Blending serene the soft delights that be
On vivid sward or yon benignant blue
Shade in the vales your rich variety,
And dull the summer's flaming retinue,
So it may be that when the dalliance sweet
Of flower and sunbeam Him no longer greet
He will remember me, low kneeling at his feet.
if not silent, blissful powers, beyond
All former numbers, lift a strain on high
Whose pleading, if compassion yet be found
For mortal woe, will draw it from the sky
He is our Maker, and that sacred bond
Time hath not sundered, nor can He deny
Its right ; tell Him in grief our years are sped
Will He show fruitless wonders to the dead 1
His are we, and His will be still when time has fled.

Or,

O

!

that trust in Him alway,
flowers so fine arrayed that never spin,

little birds,

And

To your exceeding bliss of holy day
Our best and wisest do not enter in
O birds and buds, our birthright stolen away.
Have ye, and well ye glad yourselves therein.
Short-sighted ones, and happy in a morn
:

!

Which
To empty
Montreal.

even as your incense sweet, upborne
in which eternal whispers mourn.

dies,

air,

— C.

A. Fraser.

EMERSON'S CHOICE OF REPRESENTATIVE MEN.
BY JEAN MCILWRAITH.

An epigrammatic style is dangerous
A mystic is one who endeavors " to
both to writer and reader, inclining grasp the divine essence or the ultithe one to sacrifice sense to sound, and mate reality of things, and to enjoy the
the other, to accept without question blessedness of actual communion with
statements which are but partially the highest." This, Swedenborg certrue.
Take " Representative Men " for tainly tried to do, and professed to
example
The terse buoyancy of the have succeeded in doing, but he atstyle is apt to carry away the hero- tempted still more.
Was he not too
worshipper, but the calmer mind will scientific to be a typical mystic? There,
pause to criticise Emerson's selection as elsewhere, Emerson makes the term
of men to illustrate his different suit the man, instead of choosing a
classes.

Whether

be in the ordinary acceptation of the term. Philosopher, by
which we generally mean a searcher
after wisdom, or, in Emerson's own
conception " one who defines " no
more fitting representative man could
be found than the one here chosen.
Plato is not only the founder of the
first great school of Philosophy in ancient times; all modern idealists own
him as their father. From the little we
can learn of his life, he was indeed a
diligent searcher after truth, studying
with Socrates, and also with the greatHis educaest minds of other lands.
tion did not cease with his maturity,
but was continued up to old age and
it

—

—

Emerson says, that " Philosophy is the account which the human
mind gives to itself of the constitution

death.

of the

man to show forth the usually accepted definition of the term.
He allows
his mystic a much wider range than
we can imagine permissible to the
Hindu

devotee, with head

breast,

absorbed

in

sunk on

introspection.

Swedenborg was surely too active, too
robust, both in mind and body, fitly to
represent that school of dreamers.
He had a good deal of the reformer's
energy and dogmatism, in spite of
those trances which his fine constituNarrow
tion enabled him to endure.
as Swedenborg's theology appears in
some aspects, it is yet too broad, too
positive and practical for that of the
orthodox mystic, and not sufiiciently
He keeps his feet firmly on the
lofty.
ground, and is by no means carried off
into the clouds.

Mysticism does not tend to benefit

workC and, impossible as it may any but the individual — is not progres-

be ever to arrive at absolute truth on
this, or any subject, the account which
the mind of Plato has given to itself
of this enigma is of such transcendent
merit that in all the generations since
his time it has not been surpassed.
He combined the analytic and syn-

The Mystic's highest hope is
a speedy absorption into the Deity.
Sweden borgianism, on the other hand,
decidedly makes war upon materialism, and tries to do away with accepted doo^mas by the infusion of othei*s,
which in their turn become equally

modes of research, drawing pracconclusions from his most abstract
To him poet, sceptic,
conceptions.
mystic, man of the world, and writer

mechanical.

thetic
tical

go for
he

is

inspiration, but pre-eminently

the Philosoph'r.
F

sive.

Swedenborg may be

called a Spirita Pantheist, for his visions
are such as are common to the former
class, and his ideas of the divine meaning' throuorhout nature savor of the
ualist, or

—
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the paramount importance of any of
the subjects he discusses.
He is but
Emerson gone to Germany, he would a superficial philosopher after all, a
there have had an embarrassment of thorough man of the world, one who
riches from which to have chosen a by education, reading, travel, has gainmore suitable representative than ed a happy knack of seeing more than
one side of a question.
He is a huSwedenborg.
Montaigne can hardly be taken as a morist, too, without the bitterness negood specimen of the Sceptic, in the cessary for a satirist. Being more in
generally accepted definition of the love with himself than with an3-one
He was not a restless discon- else, he can treat the non-ego with imterm.
tented soul striving ever for the remov- partiality, and, cheerfully resigned to
al of his doubts, and upborne by the things as they are, he is more Agnoshope of some day accomplishing that tic than Sceptic. His motto is, "IgIn his Essays he writes quite norance is bliss, because it is imposend.
contentedly, seems to think he has ar- sible to be wise."
When we think of Hume, and the
rived at a philosophic way of looking
at things, and is therefore happier long line of modern sceptics that have
than those who constantly worry over followed him, and consider that scepthe solution of insolubilities. He even ticism is the prevailing spirit of the
appears to be a good Roman Catholic, nineteenth century, we wonder that
though not so devout as to allow his Emerson should have gone back to the
intellect 10 be enslaved. Whatever of sixteenth century for his representative
Scepticism we find in Montaigne is due man. The reason probably lies in the
to the influence of the Greek writers, idea which Emerson had of a sceptic,
whom he admires and copies, and is similar to that held by the old Greeks.
of an entirely different kind from the With that conception, he could hardly
modern variety. It consists in a sort have found a more modern instance
of cheerful pessimism, a common sense, than Montaigne.
Shakespeare, the poet
Here we
and breadth of view which prevent a
man from expecting too much of life, can heartily endorse Emerson's selection of a man.
Whether we take
or from aspiring to know too much.
Kant says that " Scepticism is not Shakespeare's own passage,

Thomas a Kempis is more of
the Mystic, pure and simple, and had
latter.

:

a permanent resting-place for

human

reason," but Emerson thinks that it is.
He describes the Sceptic as an ideal
critic, sitting aloft to weigh men and
things impartially, but having no
He considers
special interest therein.

him the happy medium between the
dogmatist and the materialist, but is
he not rather the unhappy medium
between Christian and Agnostic.
Emerson has a high ideal of the
Sceptic, and he idealizes Montaigne
when he makes him its representative.
Hi.s apology for so doing seems hardly sufficient.
He had pleasant youthlul associations with the works of
the great Frenchman, and he justly admires him for his honesty. But Montaigne could not have been so frank
had he been deeply impressed with

" The poet's eye in a

fine frenzy rolling," etc.,

for our standard, or Emerson's, " This
power of expression, or of transferring
the inmost truth of things into music
and verse," he fulfils the demand. He
does it in a sense in which no other

writer of ancient or modern times has
accomplished the same.
Napoleon, however, strikes one as
being: verv far from what we mean
when we speak of " a man of the
world." That expression conjures up
visions of Chesterfield, or Machiavel,
quite the reverse of the conquering
Frenchman, who, in the first place,
was not a gentleman, either by hereHe was not of
dity or environment.
high birth, nor was his education in
the military groove calculated to give

—
EMERSON'S CHOICE OF REPRESENTATIVE MEN.
him that ease

in all society,

which

is

a necessary qualification for the man
He was a perfect boor
of the world.
in his manners, and nowhere have we
a more graphic picture of the littlene.s.] of this great man than in Tolstoi's
" War and Peace."
Not many of our
heroes could stand this valet de
ckambie inspection, but the man of
the world, if he does not rise to the
heights of a great soul, should be
noted for consistency, toleration, and
balance of character, none of which
are conspicuous in Napoleon's reperHe was distinctly a
toire of virtues.
specialist,
a man of one idea, and
that idea, according to Emerson, was
success, or power. Here we must take
exception to our author's conception
He describes
of a n)an of the world.
him as a realist, a man to whom sucwho despises shame,
cess is a god
and includes religion and morality
among them, a kind of an Oliver
Cromwell without the conscience.
This appears too high and too narrow,
not broad enough for a man of
the world. Napoleon, though he conquered all the nations of Europe, and,

—

—

;

—

—

in that sense,

is

worthy of the author's

maintained the same attitude
throughout, and therefore got but one

title,

view

— the

conquerer's view

— of them

As Socrates says of a young man,
he was not improved by travel, be-

all.

cause he carried himself with him.
The other title which Emerson gives
Napoleon seems more appropriate

—

democrat " for he exhibited the best as well as the worst
features of democracy, including its
man
culminating point tyranny.
of the people he certainly was, but not

" the incarnate

—

a

man

We

A

of the world.

need not go beyond the limits

of the present work to find men more
suitable than Napoleon to represent

maa himself. He
his eyes open was
courts, but at home

the outcome of the

had travelled with

;

accustomed to
everywhere; not over-burdened with
heart; possessed by a due sense of
lea convenances, but not enslaved by
them. Goethe, too, is a cosmopolitan
type, a product of the civilization of
to-da}', possessing all that Napoleon
lacked in manners, moderation and
savoir faire to make him the ideal
man of the world.
In writing these essays, Emerson
chose minds with whom his own had
much in common, and representative
men they undoubtedly are, though
not always of the cla.ss in which Emerson places them. At the end of his
list, he has probably been undecided
how to label Goethe, the latest in date.
Having already filled up the Philosopher, Mystic, Sceptic, Poet, and Man
of the World pigeon-holes, into any
one of which he might have squeezed

German, he must create
suit the man, and
therefore dubs him "The Writer," a
vei'v non-committal term this, which
may mean any scribbler for the newspapers but Emerson bulges it out to
suit the man for whom he was in need
He is a reporter, not of the
of a title.
commonplaces of every day, but of the
an interested
affairs of the universe
and critical spectator, more than an
actor a scholar and poet, representing
this versatile

an opening

to

;

;

;

the spirit of the age. In this conception of the Writer, Goethe illustrates
the theme better than perhaps any
other modern, but Emerson speaks
more fitly when he calls him the
" tvpe of culture."

the epigrammaarrests the atthe faculties as
stimulates
and
tention
more exact writing never could. His
original manner of treating these great
men introduces them in a new light,
and they gain greatly in human interest viewed through the spectacles of

With

tic

We have Montaigne for a
specimen of the sixteenth, and Goethe,
of the nineteenth century man of the
world. The essays of the former ex- the
hibit a literary polish which must be
this class.
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all its faults,

style of

New

Emerson

England

seer.

AN ObD FLAME.
BY CHARLES GORDON ROGERS.

When

and

down

tent, unless

Harry Proteus' wife went
into the country with little
Ethel and the baby, for the purpose of
recruiting her fagged energies, and
putting fresher roses into the cheeks
there was nothing the
of little Ethel
matter with the boy's health, bless
Harry was left in a peculiar
him

himself to books in the hot weather.
A little desultory turning over of the
pages of something light is as much
What
as the average man cares for.

—

—
He
position.
gone — that

was

found his occupation
the

hours

a

do

?

man unexpectedly meets an
whom he has not seen for

old flame,
years, a host of

occupation of his

upon him

evenings.
The
piano seemed to cast reproachful glances at his unskilled hands, as if mourning: the absence of the touch of Mrs.
leisure

he, then, to

When

I

is,

as for reading, one cannot be conhe is a grub, to devote

and

;

memories will crowd
and these are fashioned

according to the circumstances under
which the flame was kindled, kept
When
if it did die.
alive and died
our friend, Harry, met Mrs. Macintyre,
the Bella Eversly of former days, he
experienced a sensation which was a
blend of pleasure, bitterness and wonder.
He had loved her five years bebut something had come before
tween, and inside of a year he had
Thinking
recovered and married.
of his wife, and his tenderness for her,
he asked himself, as he looked at his
former sweetheart, if anything of the

—

white fingers
The ivories appeared to have become imbued with the
nature of the ebonies, for the whole

P's

key board,

to Proteus' eyes, seemed to
have gone into black. There was no
jolly Ethel to romp with and no baby
the baby had got past its howling
period
to demonstrate to an indulgent parent a growing intelligence, the
like of which was not recorded in the
annals of infantile phenomena. AltoBella
gether, there was an utter air of loneli- old weakness lingered in him ?
ness about the house which the com- did not seem very much changed cerplete bachelor freedom he now enjoyed, tainly not at all for the worse. A little
coupled with the aroma of unlimited stouter, perhaps, but the symmetry of
cigars, could not dissipate.
her graceful figure had not suffered,
At odd periods of his domestic life, and the damask of her cheek had been
after a tiff, or when something had tempered favorably by time.
Was
gone wrong, or when his wife had the old love quite dead, after all ? Or
been irritable, Proteus had sighed was it growing to life again, just bemomentarily for his lost bachelor life
cause the springlike influences of opand had wondered what it would be portunity smiled?
like to taste the old freedom once
Opportunity to renew old tendermore. Now that he practically had it, nesses, spite of marital oaths and dehe felt out of his element. He was votion, presented itself in its most

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

not addicted to any of the vices, except smoking, which in men of this
kind should be regarded as a virtue,
and encouraged accordingly. He had
fallen into that common error made
by young married men, a disinclination for the athletics of his earlier days

;

Mrs.
and practical form.
Proteus was one hundred miles away,
which was as eflective as a thousand.
The vast majority of the gossips of
Proteus' own set were at the seaside
or in the country
it is the same thing

alluring

— where

—

its

members were

concocting:

—
AN OLD
fresh scandals for

'

FLAME.

I
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—

dull autumn
Thank you, Harry. And you
days when they should be at home. cannot say as much. You look, what
And Mrs, Macintyre was alone that shall I say, worn ? No tired, peris,
her husband was elsewhere on haps."
business.
" I fancied I seemed revivified
as I
" Come and see me at my
hotel, glanced in the glass half an hour ago,
Harr}'," said Mrs. Macintyre,
and thought of seeing you."
" O Harry
An invitation of this kind would
Harry
Glanced in
have been regarded by those very the glass And back to the old complisuspicious people who are eager to ments, eh ?"
" Is it old ?
make the worst out of what is someI was not aware that I
times best, as the determined founda- had ever paid you that one before, betion of a course of unqualified flirta- cause I did not remember ever having
tion.
The elasticity of the meaning had an equivalent occasion to. There,
of this w^ord flirtation in the minds iliat is not a compliment."
" Yes and no.
of very ingenious people is too well
And so you are marknown to need comment. However, ried now. And so am I. How odd
with Mrs. Macintyre and Proteus it seems, doesn't it ? Or perhaps it
there was no thought of wrong:. Pos- does not to you. But after all you
sibly old chords had been touched, and I went through, Hariy
We
and found, strangely enough, tuned went to school together, too, did'nt
and ready to play the old airs. Bella we ?
" Yes and I cut your name and my
had still a soft spot for Harry, which
association might render dangerously own on the old beech by the river behind the school-house."
susceptive.
But at best or worst
" And I have the knife yet," sighed
she only looked forward with a sense
" You gave it to me,
of very intense pleasure, yet platonic Mrs. Macintyre.
enough, to a talk over old times and you remember or perhaps you don't.
Why And I gave you a copper. You have
the events of years, with Harry.
should she, she said to herself, deny saved it, I suppose. You were always
herself this simple crumb of comfort ? so saving, Harry."
" They are there yet," murmured
But when we scrawl the initials of our
inamorata, there is a great temptation Harry sentimentally, and looking reto go on and write the whole name, trospective.
" What, the river and school-house ?"
just to see how it will look.
"
No the names. I was out there
As to Proteus, he did not care to
other day to— to look at them.
matter.
the
the
in
analyse his feelings
He endeavored to persuade himself Mrs. Macintyre laughed, then sighed
that Providence or Fate he preferred and both became silent.
" Would you like to go out and see
had opto imagine it was the former

the

"

;

;

—

!

!

!

1

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

portunely placed this lost love of his in
his way fur the purpose of keeping his
it were, till Carry
His pulses tingled, neverIt
as he made his toilet.

afiections oiled, as

came home.
theless,

flashed across his

mind that Mrs.

P.

them

?

"

said

Harry suddenly.

Yes, I should. I don't know that
there is very much in looking at a
few blurred marks on an old tree, but
I should love to have a peep at the
"

old place."

" I meant the old place, not the letshe could at that
said Harry, somewhat irasciters,"
engagehis
nature
of
moment guess the
bly.
ment for the evening.
" Well, there
don't be angry. Can't
" You look as fresh as ever, Bella,"
you
i Did your wife obwith
banter
I
on
out
chair
his
drew
he
said,
as
he
"
to see me ?
coming
your
to
the upper verandah of the hotel, where ject
answered
"She's out of town,"
Bella was sitting.

would not smile

if

!

"

"

";
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Harry grimly.
you know."

"

So

I couldn't tell her,

" So I
" I see," said Bella quietly.
all to myself, as I did in the

have you

old times."

Proteus looked keenly at her, but
Mrs. Macintyre evidently did not intend to convey any equivocal meaning.
" How on earth did you happen on
the old place, Bella?" he asked present" It was buried forever with you,
ly,
I thought."
" Not quite that, Harry.
But I can
tell my troubles to you, can't I ?

" I

thought

you

had done with

them," said Harry, a little cynically.
"
" Are you
with yours ?
" That is another matter.
I suppose we all have a touch of tribula-

—

tion now and then."
He felt ashamed of the words a moment later, for
he felt like Peter when he denied
Christ.

Mrs. Macintyre laid her hand upon
the balustrade, and resting her white
chin upon her fingers, gazed down into the street.
" Marriage with me has been a dismal mistake, Harry," she said wearily.

"But it was
lost you

—

had lots of money, and I hadn't. So
went more quickly for me. But
that was what 1 had wanted money
and I found the price I had paid.
He was honest enough to say the year
had been infernally slow for him. It
wasn't exactly honesty it was bluntness.
He proposed a separation, and
I was glad of it."
" And how did you happen to come
here ? " said Harry.
He felt he must
it

my own

fault.

When

I

—

—

;

say something. The record of Bella's
troubles touched him as if it had no
parallel in domestic history.
"The fancy for old scenes and faces,"
answered Mrs. Macintyre dreamily.
" Do you know how many people
yearn to see the old home or the old
place where they were loved and where
they spent the best hours of their

They are in the millions, these
Yo\i go away, and see in a few
years, even less than that, how you
will ache to get back."
" I'm afraid not, Bella," said Proteus,
lives

?

exiles

!

" I have every desire to go
laughing.
I
away, can assure you, but I should
have none to come back. I am no
Roman in that respect."

"That

is

no

compliment

to

ma,

Harr3^"

" 1 did not suppose that you were
anything more than a transient visitor,
Harry.
or that you had any angelic idea of
" Well, which was it ?
What does making a heaven out of the dullest
it matter
now ? It is the same thing place in Christendom. Besides, we
in the end. You found time to for- only pay compliments to people we
get, and marry a good little woman
care nothing about.
We make them
for I know she is good, though she the targets of our milk and water wit."
" You have grown quite pessimistic,
never liked me. And I found time to
remember, and to marry a brute ?
Harry. You were not so once upon a
" Not quite so bad as that, surely,
time."
" I do not see what pessimism has
Bella!"
" O yes
and worse. If it were not to do with a man's having come to see
so, he might be here now, or I might
the truth of certain things or his disbe let me see at Monte Carlo, we gust at a town and corporation, to say
will say.
That is the way the fash- nothing of a government, that treat
ionable novels put it. However, I say him more shabbily than Athens treatthat he is in Europe or New York, on ed Alcibiades. Unless it be that your
business, you understand.
He got so-called pessimist is your really true
tired of me at the end of a year.
A optimist, as Edgar Saltus says and I
year goes very fast when you have think he is more than half right. But
lots of money.
But he had always how long are you going to stay, Bella?"

"

You put

it

the

wrong way,"

said

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

AN OLD
only intended staying a day or
I am on my wa}' to the" St.
Lawrence."
" Nonsense :" rejoined Harry. "
You
can see nothing in a day or two. Ah,
but then you said you only intended I"
" I expected you would think differ" I

two.

ently, from what you have just said
about the town."
" I

don't let ray personal feelings
bias mj' opinions.
Besides, you are
not in the position of a stranger, who
has only eyes for the tallest buildings
and the handsome women and the best
houses, and ears for the latter's cost
and the latest scandal. You have old
scenes to revisit.
You said as much
yourself just now."
" True,
king " responded Mrs.
" You
Macintyre gaily.
are right.
.'

How

long should I stay, Harry ?
Mrs. Macintyre was getting a little
sentimental, I am afraid.
" It will be a dangei'ous thing to
leave that (juestion to me, Bella.
We
won't talk about it now. To begin
with, the place is about as dull it's
normal condition as Margate in win-

—

ter, if I

But

remember Thackeray

it is

—

"

"

—

correctly.

pretty outside."

FLAME.
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was doing her good and when he
had posted the letter he wondered if
the country air was really doing her
air

;

good.

These drives, however, down dusky
lanes on still evenings, with the stars,
or perhaps the moon for an audience

—and sometimes even she grew shy

were dangerous.
One night Harry
had asked Bella to kiss him. This is
a different thing from asking a woman
to let you kiss her. His arm
it would
have been a customary action five
years before had slipped round her
waist and the horse, a well-trained
animal with a wonderful instinct, had

—

—

;

slipped into a walk.
Bella hesitated,
thinking, perhaps, of his wife.
But

she loved him,

and one woman

liable to forget the rights of

when

the same

man

is

is

another

the object of

and when the man
not remember. So the kiss was

their affections,
will

given.

Proteus went

Fresh

home deliriously happy.

lips are

wonderful

stirrers of

the pulse but when they are lips you
kissed once upon a time, and when
the kiss is accompanied by a look from
a pair of eyes that smiled indulgently
on all you did or said, then there is a
;

Very well, Harry. And you will
come and take lunch with me to-mor- deeper charm and sweetness.
row, will you ? That is, if it will not
Proteus went to bed, but he could
"

And
interfere with your business.
then we can have a nice long afternoon.
See how fine the sky is and
full of promise
" Business is nothing but a name
just now and it should be forgotten
if it were otherwise," said Proteus, as
he rose to say good-night. " I shall
be delighted, and shall lie abed till
1

;

noon

to

dream

of

it."

not sleep. Neither a rosy mouth, nor
the memory of it, is a good narcotic.
The moral side of the thing would
present itself with disagreeable force
and persistency. It always does in
He was a man who said his
the dark.
prayers every night, partly because
the youthful habit had clung to him,
and partl}^ because he felt timid about
breaking off from it. It was the same

—

This was very well for a beginning. prayer, perhaps, with very few grownTo Bella, the events of the days that up alterations, that he had been sayfollowed were like a succession of de- ing ever since he learned the art of
As for Proteus, he repetition, " God jjless So-and-So,"
lightful dreams.
lived in an atmosphere of delightful omitted from time to time, as God saw
dreams, too but it occurred to him fre- fit to bless So-and-so, or his relations,
quently that this thing could not last. according to the idea that death is a
He even played this second part so blessing. But this night Proteus did
He was not, in the
merrily, that he wrote his wife, telling not kneel down.
word, a hypocrite ;
the
of
her not to hurry home if the country strict sense

—

;

;

—

"

'

;!
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he could not, at

least,

dissemble him-

own

but that, as I have
were out of the town
the main part and those who were
signature,

self against himself.

said, the gossips

He got up, lit the gas, and sat on
the edge of the bed, regarding his reflection in the mirror with a gravity
and touch of irritation that was comi-

for

cal,

;

not did not

know

which

Mrs. P.'s address,

in this instance was to be reNot^ a few of the men
gretted.
said what a lucky dog Proteus was

—

;

the use of a man praying
for the welfare of his soul, when he
knows in that soul he is playing a
double part, and will play it again to-

What

but they never would have believed it
The aff'air had become one of daily
inseparableness now.
One evening
during the oft-repeated drive, the talk
morrow ? " he muttered aloud. " But turned on that inevitable climax,
It would have
after all, there has been no great Bella's going uway.
wrong done. I have kissed her, and been more proper to have said Mrs.
Proteus' coming home.
Old topics,
told her 1 love her as much as ever
which is not true, perhaps. Bella is interrupted by the hand of circuma weak woman, and I suppose I should stance, had been resumed. The ashes
be stronger. No, I don't suppose of the old love had been stirred up
"

is

!

would like it.
And Carrie quite vigorously, and the bright coals
that discovered there had served to kindle
Bella loves me
mustn't know.
And yet a fire that was not to be easily
is where the trouble lies.
why should I put the blame on Bella ? quenched.
Only the day before he had receivthat is the
I am a miserable coward
Why can't I make ed a letter from his wife, imploring
plain truth of it.
up my mind now to write Carrie, ask- him to come down and dissipate their
ing her to come home, telling her I am loneliness, and as Ethel was not well
It would be an honorable and in reply he had written some exlonely ?
cuse.
Something had to be done, he
lie, at any rate, out of dishonor. After
had said to himself fiercely, fighting
all, I can't love Carrie as much as I
thought I did. And yet, if death down the better impulse that struggled
were to come in at that door now, and weakly within him.
" She writes that she will be back
I must take one which shall it
say
be ? I would say Bella. Do I really shortly," he said, presently. He threw
love Bella still ? Or is it only because his cigar away as he spoke, glanced at
the thing is new, and has a flavor of his companion, and then looked dreamwrong in it, and because it is sweet ? ily out at the harvest landscape.
" Yes," said Bella, faintly.
And
Heaven knows it is sweet
" The train will not go east for two
yet the thought of Bella's going
away makes me feel wretched. At hours," continued Proteus, in mediall events, I can pray for Carrie and tative voice, still looking away at the
Ethel, and the boy, thank God and darkening woods and the ruddy sky
" We would be in New York
feel myself the miserable weak fool beyond.
"
that I am
or wherever we liked to-morrow.
Matters unfortunately progressed, Bella, will you go ?
Carrie

—

;

:

—

;

I

;

!

Harry cynically termed

himself. People, it is scarcely worth mentioning, had long since remarked the

as

it

to

Some scowled, and, doubtless,
Mrs. Bargo, or one of her confreres,
would have written Mrs. Proteus an
anonymous letter, because you can say

affair.

"
"

darling

There

!

go,

You do

—kiss

Bella ? Look up,
love me, I know.
and say you will

me,
a mistake between us
before the last five years of our life
have been a mistake. But now I
shall have you, and we shall have each
Bella, it

much more untruth in an anonymous letter than you can over your other
so

"

Harry
Will you

—

was

forever

all

'
!

AN OLD
Then Proteus whipped the horse
His brain seemed on
taut.

fire,

up.

his nerves

avidity on
indifferent subjects, relapsing into
spaces of silence that seemed interminable to eithei-.
When they reached
Bella's hotel, Harry sent the horse to
the stable, lit a cigar, and walked briskly towards his house. He felt the need
of stretching his limbs.
When he reached his gate, he found
a V>oy in a faded blue uniform sitting
on the verandah steps, fast asleep.

the lad up.
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Carrie arriving at the depot, and her
surprise at not finding him there and
her still further bewilderment at reach;

They talked with

He woke

FLAmE.

He was from

the telegraph office, the boy said, and
he had been waiting a long time for
Mr. Proteus.
" Why didn't you stick the message
in the door ? " said Proteus, as he unfastened the latter, and lit the gas in
the hall.
The message was paid for, the boy
said, but he wanted Mr. Proteus to
" They was very particusign for it.
lar at the office," he said, confidentially, "about signing.' Proteus signed,
and the boy still lingered. So Proteus,
being in a high good humor, gave the
boy a coin, and the coin and the boy
quickly disappeared.
Proteus opened the yellow paper,
mildly wondering what it could be
about.
It was from his wife, and ran

ing the house and discovering it in
darkness, and no Harry.
For the servants were taking their much-needed
vacation also. And then later
It was not a pleasant thing to picture.
Proteus started, and confronted
a rather pale face in the hall mirror,
the reflection of his own, distorted b}'
a very ghastly smile. He grew fascinated with this not flatteriug likeness,
and fell into a sort of reverie.
He returned to consciousness bj"^
hearing some one at the door. It was
the telegraph boy.

Another

"

message

?

"

demanded

Harry.

"No, sir, but I thought you might
have an answer," said the boy, j'awning"

Have you been waiting

outside

all

time?" said Proteus, a^fhast.
The boy nodded. " It ain't very
long," he said, with a comforting smile.

this

"

Only three minutes."
Proteus shook himself together. He
and not altogether mas-

felt confused,

ter of his brain.
"

No, there is no answer," he said,
"Stay," he added. "Would
you take a letter for me to the Allan
You might Hou.se, at once, if I gave you a quarEjrpect ti* io-night.
Well, sit down there and wait."
ter ?
have come. Etiiel not well."
"
shall I say to her ? " he said
What
slowly
paper
the
Proteus crumpled
in his hand, and stared at the pattern to himself, as he paused before his
of the wall-paper, with his lids half- secretarj^ biting a pen-handle.
"Ah, I will send her the telegram,
closed. Then he turned into the silent
drawing-room, drew the curtains apart, with a line, and she will understand.
and stared out into the street through It is for the best."
" Take this to the Allan House," he
the half-open slats of the blinds.
His plans spoiled, and said, handing the envelope to the boy.
Confusion
But soft not " It is for Mrs. Macintyre. See that she
by that little minx
The east-bound train would gets it yourself, at once. Oh, here's
spoiled.
Send a
look here
leave an hour before his wife's train your quarter. And
tell
and
away,
right
here
me
to
cab
be
would
Bella
and
he
came in, and
"
the driver to hurry
fifty miles away by that time.
The boy disappeared, and Proteus
He smoothed out the message with
gathered his top coat and
hurriedly
exhalf-pitying
half-triumphant,
a
A flourish of
together.
umbrella
pression, and read it again, very slowup to his gate
pavement
the
on
wheels
found
He
word.
ly, dwelling on each
arrived.
had
cab
his
suddenly trying to picture told him
slowly.

:

''

!

\

!

!

1

himself

—
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" Look here," he said to the cabby,
as he turned out the gas and locked
his hall door, " that local train from
the west cfets in about eleven, doesn't
it, and a train leaves here in about a

ing the streets and buildings he knew
as they filed by.
The train was running slowly, and presently a large
stone building came in view, brilliant-

quarter of an hour, that meets

gazed grimly up at the rows of bright
windows, recognizing Bella's and he
pictured to himself the hurried packing of trunks and valise. And at the
thought his heart sank again, and he
wondered why he had not waited for
the train to New York. Then, as he
had thought of Carrie, he thought of
Bella, waiting, waiting for Harry
in

it

some-

"

where ?
The cabby assented.

!

!

;

cab ilew.

He thrust the missive into his side
pocket hurriedly, thinking, if he
thought at all, that it was an epistle on
some matter of business of the day's
transaction.
He did not want to think
He had one desire to get on
at all.
that train, feel the train in motion, and
then know that he was safe.
It was a long drive to the depot, although the horse worked hard.
;

viciously,

and shout-

ed to the cabman, and did a hundred
things to forget what he was doing.
He arrived at his train not a moment
too soon, and got on board, after
hurriedly paying the cabby double
fare, and dropping his umbrella twice,
as the cars moved out.
He sat down viciously,
breathless,

and stared out

—

It

was

Bella's hotel.

He

;

"

All right,"
said Proteus, plunging into the cab,
"Drive me to the station, quick
As the cabman mounted to his seat,
a boy came down the street, whistling,
and stopped at Proteus' gate, Harry
stuck his head out of the cab, and
asked what was the matter,
" Here I am," cried Proteus. " Drive
on " he called out, as he took the envelope from the boy and away the

Harry smoked

ly lighted.

and almost
win-

of the

dow. Sorry? well, he did not like
to think about it.
He might be a fool,
perhaps.
He amused himself watch-

—

vain.

The hotel was gone, and Proteus
sighed, and stretched his legs upon
the seat opposite, plunging his hands
deep into his coat pockets. His fingers came in contact with the letter he
had forgotten, and he drew the envelope out half -curiously, and opened it.
The letter had been rapidly scrawled,
and some of the words were blurred,
as if the writer had been crying.
" Dear Harry "
said the letter
" do not think of our going to night
Oh, I have thought of it all, and cried
since you kissed me, and I will not

—

l

let

you do

We

this wrong.

must be

brave, Harry, and you must think of
Carrie, and little Ethel and the boy.

my

It has been all
fault, I know ; but
I love you, Harry
You must not
!

think I do not. But I know you will
be the old brave Harry, and help me
to forget and be true to ourselves,
even if we have forgotten. I cannot
write any more, but good-night and

God

bless you,

Harry

!

Bella.
"

God

bless you, Bella

"
!

GABLE ENDS.
THE ONTARIO LAW SCHOOL.
The Law School of the Province has resumed its work with some changes both
and in the staff of lecLectures to students at law, in
some form or other, have been in vogue
for very many years.
In the earlier
peri<xl of legal education in the Province,
the students were required to " keep
in the curriculum
turers.

term,'' a relic of an old English custom,
and lectures during that time
which
was while the full courts were sitting for
term business at Osgoode Hall were deliverefl by eminent members of the Bar
in a comparatively small room in the east
wing «»f the building. This was a laud-

—

—

able undertaking, as far as it went, but
the general advance of education, collegiate and otherwise, made changes imperConservative, as lawatively necessarj'.
yers proverbially are, any conservatism
that had its seat at the Hall quickly responded to the progressive spirit of the
times and the professional needs of the
country.
The teaching faculty was in
due time organ izetl on a broader and more

Greater inducements were
out to experienced and able men to

liberal )>asis.
heltl

t-ake

part

*in

the

The curriculum was
(ti

work

of

instruction.

revised, the standard

e.xaminations raised, and richer prizes

for proficiency in the educational course
were held out to diligent and deser^-ing
students. The habitat of the student was
also completely transformed. The old lecture r«Mim in the east wing was discarded,

and a large, handsome and well-equipped
annex erected for the exclusive use of the
school in its mtxlernized form and with its
modernized methods of instruction. In a
word, the whole system of legal education
was reformed and immensely improved, so
much so that a law student of twenty
yeai*s ago would now scarcely recognize
the accessories and interior economy of

alma mater.
For these great and beneficial changes

his professional

in Ifgal education, a i-eal
is tlue

a

the I^aw Society.

wh«jle,

^

debt of gratitude

The

results, as

have been of incalculable advan-

tage to the student and to the profession
at large.
well-educated Bar is a national boon.
If, by reason of the higher tests
of ability and learning now exacted, the

A

avenues to professional preferment have
been made more difficult, the goal, when
proportionately more honourthe Bar is a greater reward of merit than it ever was before.
The legal grist, if less in quantity, is infinitely better in quality.
This, it is admitted, has been very largely, if not mainly,
due to the Law School, the efficiency and
good influence of which liave come to l^e
universally recognized. Under the altered
conditions of its advanced and practical
curriculum, it is fuUy equal, if not superior, to any institution of the kind on the
reached,

able.

is

A

call to

continent.

The School was established on
sent

basis

in

1889.

under the immediate

its pre-

It is conducted
supervision of the

Legal Eflucation Ck)mmittee of the Law
subject to the control of the
Mr. Charles Moss, Q.C., the
Benchers.
chairman of the committee, and Mr. B. B.
Society,

Osier, Q.C.,

have been particularly active

in promoting the interests of the institution, and they have had the energetic co-

operation of other members of the Bench.
Attendance at the School is made compulsory. The course is three years, and the
term of instruction seven months in each
year.

of study is a very thorough
It embraces every branch of jurisprudence, not excepting private international
law and cognate subjects, such as Canadian constitutional history and law. The
holding of weekly moot courts, for the

The course

one.

forensic

argument

of legal questions,

is

one of the features of the lecture room.
The examinations, which are strict and
searching, are being gradually brought
within the immediate control of the school
For some years past there have
staff.
l)een

two intermediate examinations

in

addition to those for solicitor and for call
The "intermediates," it is
to the Bar.
understood, will be abolished next May,
and other examinations substituted that

:
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will be more in harmony with the objects
of the curriculum ; these will not interfere
with, but, rather be in aid of the examinations for solicitor and for admission to the

Bar, which will be retained.
The School is in charge of a most capable staff.
The present lecturers are
Messrs. W. A. Reeve, Q.C.
E. D. Armour, Q.C. ;
H. Marsh, Q C. J. King,
Q.C. ; and Mr. McCJregor Young. Mr.
Reeve has been at the head of the School
since its organization.
He gives his whole
time and enei'gies to the work of teaching
and management, and has proved an able
and painstaking Principal. Two of his col;

A

leagues, Messi-s.

;

their

Mr

whose

duties

King,

special qualifications for

universally

admitted.

who was appointed

to the staff

are

June last, and whose abilities and experience are widely known, is a decided <acquisition to the School. Mr. Young, who
in

was

P. Clement's " Law of the CanaConstitution " to the third year
course.
These are proper recognitions,
for a worthy purpose, of native Canadian
literature.
To all who are interested ia
this institution and the splendid preparatory training which it affords for the practice of a useful and honorable pi-ofession,
it is satisfactory to know that it has entered upon another year of its work under
such favorable conditions.
HiSTORicus.

dian

—

THE WISDOM OF NATURE.

Armour and Marsh, have

been connected with the School for some
years past ; they are prominent members
of the Bar,

W. H.

also appointed in June, is a

member

of the Bar, whose acknowledged fitness
for this position will be sensibly felt in
the work of instruction.
The principalship is a permanent appointment: the
other four lectureships are tenable for three
years, and the incumbents are eligible
for reappointment by the Benchers in convocation. There are als(j three examiners
who are elected triennially by the Bench,
and who are not eligible for re-election.
The present examiners are Messrs. A. C.

W. D. G Wynne, J. H. Moss, and M.
H. Ludwig. Heretofore the lecturers have
had no voice in the examinations, but,
under a recent rule, this policy has been
altered, and hereafter the students will be

I.

A

Voice went crying through the Night
"Lift up thy head, O Man, and see,
While grope thy fellows toward the li'jlit
The quiet stars above them be.
Blind brawlers, for some petty ma-i<-( y,
Your battle-smoke shall never dim their
shining,

Their knowledge

productive of good results. The former
practice of excluding the teachers from
any share in the examinations, was, to say
the least, anomalous, if not unprecedented,
in

an institution

of this character.

Some advisable changes have also been
made in the text-books of the curriculum.
Dr. Maclaren's work on "Bills and Notes"
has been substituted for Chalmers' handbook on the ,same subject. Mr. Marsh's
" History of the Court of Chancery " has
been added to the first year course, and Mr.

too

high

for

your

V IL
Dark mountains, dipping to the great
Grey wilderness that meets the dawn,

What

beacon on your brows elate
Blazed for a moment, and is gone
What whisper of a God perchance hath
?

drawn
The

clustering

clouds to hearken and to

see.

And

hold communion with Eternity

Gait,

subject to examination in the subjectmatter of the lectures, as well as in the
prescribed text-books.
This change has
been well ordered and cannot fail to be

is

divining."

'?

III.

When

Sea the secret yield,
who spake to it of old,

shall the

Of

Him

And

Being's Cause, yet unrevealed,
To that First Silence did unfold
The inarticulate deep shall ever hold
And shall repeat the secret o'er and o'er
In mystic murmurs, brooding evermore.
'\

IV.

On

hard highway, oft bespread
With dust of care and mire of pain,
By weary bending of the head
To pluck slight wisdom we are fain.
But our dull scroll shall clear revision
Life's

gain,

When we

come home

to Nature,

and her

peace.

Where

all

cease.

the tempest of the soul shall

— Henry

Marmaduke

Russell.

—— —

—

;

—

GABLE EXDS.
CHARLOTTE.

Chase

Charlotte Brady,
Limpin' wid a crutch
That htmJds up th' foinest lady
Nature's lovely touch
Iver trimmed wid tityvation,
Rarely soen in all creation ?

Charlotte s only twinty-one
Frish an' young she looks

Or

th' poets Ixiy

;
;

the ton,

th' story-lxjoks,

An' her
Ifiddfll

\\i<

K,rn

t" Vm_>

In

ii

*

sadness, blank surproise,
shown in its oyes.

crunibliii

»

*

»

loife,

:

!

^^'"lII<^ })e

iver in yer loife
See a crown loike that ?
Kin ye think av jewels roife
Blazin in a hat ?
P'arly buds wid gowlden stim
Blossom on that diadim

Charlotte as she limps through
Prayin' all th' way
Charlotte picks th' jewels roife
Out av fancy's thray
Buds av pari wid golden stim
Sews she on her diadim.

I

r.:iu<,'hter,

Did ye

*

>\uiii(i

111

Hope

Broight an' dazzlin' loies
;
^^ atch that gorgiss sproit alone,
That is sated near th' throne.

;

couui warcn wid me,
Hivens what a stare
Would be gapin" longingly
At th' casement there
ii

t' th' skoies
;
Pierce th' place whir airthly

!

Inikes ye'U niver see
-.lie

wid a tillyscope

it

Fin ted

Have ye hard av

Sarch
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— Michael

Car.

linnymiut

QUEEN ISABELLA.

Charlotte sthands shuprame,
Brutes, wid brutish sintymint.
She has I'arnt t" tame.
lu'LTues that scoff th' leggyshlatur,
Ci inge before th' pritty cratur.

Queen

With

Isabella

1

Full four hundred years.

all their toil

All their debris of

and

tears,

human hopes and fears.

Of schemes and strivings and achievements

Timmy Mann,

vast.

th" Pugilist

Champion hivey-weight
Paddy (Jann, th" Socialist,

Lie heaped and piled above thy buried past;
Yet doth thy glory last
And sound again, with more than clang
I

Thraitor t' th" sthate,
In her crutch a sciptre see,

of spears,

Niver swung boy royalty.

In a world's listening ears

Whin

For what are broken thrones

th' house is fast ashlape.
Charlott* prays t' Mary
Sthop yer heart an' take a pape

And mouldering turret-stones
And old escutcheons of proud dynasties
What are their triumphs high,

;

Swe^r ye

see a fairy,

Bimlin' over bades untowld,

Flaunted against the sky,

A< a moiser hugs

To show

his gowld.

frieze
•

-Mary,

I

Mary, howly Mother,

The

me

?

the fringe of gold or broidered

?

braveries that adorn

prayer ;
Hard it is bad dades t' smother
Under Hiven's glare

Mantle or robe outw<5rn
What are they but the gleam of dead men's

Kape th' avil though t>s away
Shu re, they "re roisin' as Oi pray

And what

Listen to

bones

;

Charlotte as she limps t' bid,
Charlotte when she wakes,
<.)ften wid a shlapey lid,
Charlotte's fancy takes
Such a long, trimindous floit.

That

it flits

from human

soight.

?

are these

!

!

What are these specks that shone,
FuJl-orbed and splendid, dazzling as the
sun,

Upblown

And
The

to greatness, broken by the blast.
into fragments cast ?
things that could be shaken these

are they

—

—

—

;
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The treasures and the honors of a day,
The glories that grew dim and turned

to

clay,

The dust

blown

of empires in our faces

Huge, huge the

pile

hath grown

thou, fair Queen
truth

But

!

—thy holy

Thou hadst a courage, born of noble thought,
Which to thy woman's lieart a true love
taught
For all brave deeds by brave men bravely
wrought
Thou hadst the beauty of self-sacrifice,
More lustrous than thy jewels, and a prize
Of richer, holier worth and thou had'st
power
The Queen's, the woman's dower
And thou didst use it wisely, and thy name
Is spoken with Columbus, and thy claim
Is one with his to an immortal fame
!

zeal for

;

Keeps an unfading youth
Thou hadst the vision clear, the enlighten:

ed eyes

That could discern true greatness.

High

emprise,

And

!

;

deeds of greatness evermore must

To craven souls, a dream
But Faith that hath looked up and seen

you twain the wealth of every clime
Shall come in tribute
homage of all time,
The prize of labor and the laurel crown j"

the stars
Clear shining, tho' the clouds be cold and

Of Learning's fair renown
The measures of the science-marshalled

seem

So, to

;

find its

!

spheres,

grey,

Thro' seas of danger, and thro' hindering
bars

Can

—

way

!

Pride of Invention and Discovery,
The prophecies and visions of the Seers,
Bright hints of things to be
The spoils of all the lands and all the seas.
The drift and flotaare of the centuries
!

fearless strength that could
defy
All dread of loss or failure, purpose nigh.
Unswerving trust and loyal constancy

Thou hadst a

I

!

— Mary
St.

John, N.B.

Barry Smith.

.
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event of
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the excellence in illustration that will be
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red

Tlie constellations which make the winter
skies glorious are gradually taking up, at
convenient hours, the jx^iitions in which they
are best observed.
In the north there r'
Cassiopea,
Andromeda, with the -i

•-

'

W. U

I'.vne

f'Mii.!

•

:i_'

leiptui

.....^SOE,

.

and Mr.

U. K. Willanl, the
well-known director of
V,
Northtield, Minneraatter which must
to I'H.Ht, and interesting to all
fill
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staff of contributors is a
Prof. Win.slow I'pton writes
njx>n •' Constellation St'id}* " Prof. Jas. E.
" Tlie 8i
•'
and some of
:ons " 1
and others
upon •Tliu Moon ;"
ij. W. Bumham
up^»n " Double Star Astronomy " Mr. J. A.
Bm^Iiear ihkmi '* Making Telescopes, and the
Car.
..f
Them
Mr. W. F. Denning,
K.U A ^'
uid How
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Teach
rof
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rial
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while

.
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In fact, the whole

y.

«

many

ui>on other

.ii<

.

lu^

,

r,

excellent,
iiiagHzinewil!
l>e

.

wants.
For
a telescope there is a
viz.. '«T1u' Face of the
of the
.

tias
it.
'

Sky,
star

'.

'

31

I

uulets

I.

month
les,

I

i«>n8
the ^
phases and a<>p«jct8 of
us of .stars visible at
irs,

Juj

<u

fhf

.

'

comet notes, etc., etc. The
of the September number conviews of the moon reduced from
-, and is, no doubt, an earnest of
.

BOOK

;

nebula, and Perseus, with the womkiii;;
variable star Algol, while overhead, in the
course of the night, there now j>ass Aquilla,
Cygnus, Pegasus, Aries, Taurus, with the
Pleiades and Hyades, the beautiful red star
Aldebaran, and Jupiter himself, in all his
beauty, Orion, with the nebula, the Greater
Dog with Sirius, and the Lesser Dog with
Prcjcyon.
Mercury will be an evening star
toward the end of October, and should be
looked for immediately after sunset. Venus,
the very bright star seen in the west after
sunset, will, late in October, begin to rise
into l)etter position for observation.
Mars
and Saturn are not visible, being on the
other sidtj of the sun, pa.ssing, therefore,
overhead in the daylight. Jupiter is the
most brilliant object in the night skies, and
may readily be picked up owing to his position a little to the east of, and below rli.Pleiades.
Tliis planet should be cai^
studied this autumn becaiLse he pas.-;nearly overhead that he can be seen to much
Almost any
better advantage than usual.
-

wiU show his moons and indications
In a good telescope, Jupiter,
of his belts.
with his moon and belt systems, is an object
of sur])a.ssing interest, the motion of the
planet, as he swiftly rotates on his axis, and
t^ilescoiMi

of his moons, as they rapidly revolve around
him, pa.«.sing first between us and the planet's
wide disc, and then behind him, being easily
(J.E.L
I)erceptii>le.
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all
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cities,

would do very much for the development of
Canada in literature and science.
By George Douglas. Crown octavo,
Tib.
320 pp. Toronto The Rose Publishing Co.
"Tib" has all the charm of an idyl. It
gentle
is redolent of the clover field and the
It opens quaintly and strikingly, and
rain.
:

pursues its way in the quiet fashion of the
curious rural life of the hamlet around which
course
its scenes are laid, unfolding in its
most natural and charming portrayals of
people and their surroundings, and of the
joys and sorrows and pathos and half tragedies that enter into the lives of the inhabitants
Some of the charof the smallest village.
acter-sketching is exquisitely well done.
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Perhaps, us Mr. (iladstone appears to think,
the schoolmaster i.s a much worse man than
"
the author supposed hiui to be, but "Tib
is a new and beautiful and noble addition to
the a^'jjcin^ characters that live and move in
It is difficult to
the J^tion of our century.
con^^ 'a.,true idea of the peculiar flavor of
this^tglry.
It may iu)t be altogether satisfactorv' to those who loVe the sensational
it will a|^»pe{il strongly to those who
novel, but
(jfoldsiuith's 4' Deserted Village."
apj)recinte
t'
-4

MercJmiit Prince
J('h)i

M'icdoiiahl

Life of the

:

Hon. SeiwUrr

By Rev. Huoh John-

.

Crown 8mo., .'J21 j)p. Cloth,
William Briggs.
To become a million lire through the t)rdinary ways of commerce, is not very difficult
son,

D.D.

Toronto

:

man

of fair talent, courage, common
i>erseverance, provided he is determined, above all things, to win wealth, and
has the ret[uisite amount of selfishnesf* and
carefully exercised un.scrujtulousness.
But
to make a million, and to make it in a way
that is strictly and scrupulously honest, not
merely in the conventional sense that obtains
in society, but in the deeper sense approved
by a sensitive and enlightened conscience,
requires great ability.
It is, therefore, with
jtleasure that the- ])ublic will receive the biography just issued by tlu- iniblisliin" house of
William Briggs, of the
lacdonald a nmn whose consi
'career
and benevolence were not less well known in
Canada than the remarkable success achieved
by him in business. The volume is- well
printed and Ijeautifully Ijound. The author

to any
sense,

and

—

^

ha.s had abundant opportunity, from personal
acquaintance and otherwise, of forming an
accurate oi)inion of the life «>f the subject of
his memoir.
He has used his material well,
and presented in a concise 3'et comjjrehensive way very much of interest in regard to
the }>ers()nal characteristics, the home and
public life, and the business principles and
methods which contributed to the remarkable success in the commercial world of the
late Mr. Macdonald
The volume will be
read with interest and profit l)y thousands.
The Prince 0/ India or, Why Const nutinople
Fell.— By Lew Wallace.' Crown 8mo,
1080 pp., 2 vols., cloth. Toronto William
Briggs, publislier
Williamson & Co.
A story of absorbing interest and great
power, and fully illustrative of General
Wallace's genius in description and in treatment of historical developments, the " Prince
of India" is likely to attain a popularity
scarcely second to that attained by "Ben
Hur." The story at once captures the reader's attention, and holds it to the very end.
The leading character of the tale, '* The
Prince of India," is drawn vividly, and forms
a new type of the Wandering Jew, (piite as
likely to capture the imagination of the
world as the best of the presentations of that
;

:

;

character that have ]\itherto been given, A
strange combiiiation of deceit, pride, ambition and power the old man is after his
thirteen transformations from extreme ol'd
age back to young manhood, his fourteen
hiuidred years of accumulating knowledge
and disappointments. With equaj success
the auth'u- has i)ortrayed the daring dashing
and faithful Emir Mirza, the chivalrous
Sultan Mahommed, the lovely and h^h-souled
Princess Irene.
In fact, in portraiture of
.most oi the characters of the story, whether
by set description or incidental unfolding
of the characters through the incidents of
the tJile, the author has shown a master
hand. And around the cliaracters life moves
with a pleasing and constant variety.
There
are plots within plots, not at all cmfr '
and, besides their bearing on the final
tro()he, and their value in reflecting ni;.;.>
the v_( auditions of the age, very interesting in
themselves. Graphic in the highest measure
are many of the scenes depicted. The pilgrimage to Mecca, the wild final rush over
the desert sands to within sight of the city,
the fanatic devotion of the pilgrims around
the black Katiba, the wierd vigiU of the
I)riestly multitude under the torchlight on
the heights of Blacherne, the gathering
storm (m the Bosphorus. driving the boats
before it to shelter behind the White Castle,
the gloom of the Imjierial Cistern, the brightness and joy of the fete at the country' palace
of the Princess Irene, the ju'CJiching of a newold evangel in St. Sophia, the midnight intei-views of Mahonnned and the star-reading
Piince of India regarding the time of Constantinople's doom, the gradual investment
f)f the city, the ripening fire of the great terror-inspiring guns of the Turks, the awful
struggle in front of the gate St. liomain, and
the scenes in St. S'jphia aiul the streets
when the Turks finally conquered— are all
brilliant jiieces of description. The accuracy
of General Wallace in his reproductions of
the life, architecture, and general conditions
of the times of which he writes is well known,

—

-

.

.

and makes some of

his stories not only interesting, but valuable, and worthy a permanent place in the library.
Whether his com-

paratively ha]>py disposition of the Princess
Irene, after the fall of the city, is a justifiable
departure from the actual facts of the case, or
his glorifying picture of the con(|uering Sultan is a warrantable license for a novelist,
may well be questi<jned nevertheless the
value of the story, in at least stimulating a
love of history, and hel{)ing the reader to an
appreciation of the destructive influence of
the fanaticism of the clerical factions of the
Eastern Empire, caij scarcely be denied.
Altogether, the "Prince of India" offers
room for congratulating the author on adding to his laurels, and the public on having
another rich treat in the way of fiction to enjoy.
;

